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Locomotive Bngineefing;
1^ ^

PracticalJournal

ofRailway Motive Power and Rolling Stock.

TECHNICAL INDEX TO VOLUME VIII. 1895.

* lUusiratcd Articles. Wherefigures occur in brackets, they refer to No. of Question on pagefolloicing, thus (gj), 106.

Acciilents, on Big Four, 568.

account for 1894, 435.
" act of Ood. an excuse tor, 154.

*afreakv wreck, 530.

a lucky, 311.

an extraordinary, 350.

on D., L. & W , 145,

*on Eastern Bengal Ry,, '45, 746.

on L. & N., 85.

on L V. K. R.. S5,

*on Western Ry, of France, T46,

prevented by good brakes, 623,
*'

to a cent, 157.

Adhesion, co-efficient of, .363, 1st.

less for higli spe-d, 363, 1st.
" reduction by greasy rail, 36-.'. 2d.

Adjuster for li.st motion in valve setting, 646.

*Affica. South, railroading in, 765.

Air brake application, difference Ijetween direct

and emergency i8<J). 305.

applied to engine trucks, 333.
" attacliments, improvements needed on,

585.
•automatic, without triple, 334.

cost per car, 644.

cylinder, best lubricant for (2), 453.

cylinder, don't dope with oii, 513,

•cylinder jacket, 160.
" *defpcts, card system. Great Northern,

642.
department, announcement, 447.

driver-brake, cost per locomotive, G44.

feeling, 161,

gage, keep your eye on. 576.

gage, place in sight, 64;j.

•gage, Utica, 370.

handling, advice on. 87.

handling, new information, 165.

instruction car, Wabash Rd., 511.
** instruction book, 447.

•instruction plant, P. R. R,, Renovo, 639.

•instruction room, O. R. & N. Co., 94.

New York, reinforcing (73), 304.

levers, standard, 374.
" nothing mysterious about, 513,

ra5steries, cause of, 581.

on freight lars, M. C. B. standard. 355.

•pump guvcnior, Foster, 653.

•rigging vvitli uniform levers, 355.

school on D , L. & W , 165.

straight and automatic, difference be-

tween (1). 453.

straight air." where used (16). 581.
" *woik. jigs tor, 579.

•Air compressiug. cheapest way of. 446.

•compressor, Ingei soli-Sergeant, 379.

•compressor. Rand, 378.

•cushion cleaner, 634.
' •eye-bolt machine operated by, 711.

*haramer. Boyer, 713.
" •hammer on S. Ry., 8:9.
" •hoist, finishing interior of cylinders for, .340.

" •hoist tor loading box cars, 171,

•hoist. Whiting. 351.
•• hoist on F. B. R. R.. 633.
" lifts, gages on. 507.
• •lifts, n: I'. Ry., 4.57.

" oil furnislieil tools by, 556.

•operated dumiiiiig ciir, 109.
" painting freight cars by. 397,
' 'press, tin shop, 93.
* pump, don't race (34), 780,

•repair stand, 776,
" 'sand lifier. 369,

•sanding device, 568.
" *signal testing device, 704.

•a primitive, 776,
" stay-bolts tested by, 438.
" *stay-bolt driller, 4.S4.

Air testing stay-bolts by. 428.
" valve for automatic mechanical signaling.

439.

Air-pump, cylinder, wear caused by (137), 654,
•• dancing " caused by (10), 514.

discharge pipe, keeping cool (10), 514.

don't race, 576.
•* governor, faults in (31), 643.

keep it simple, 304.

lubricator, care and use of, 576.
" *reversing cylinder device for remov-

ing, 374.

•rod packing, improved, 579.

start slowly. 581.

Air whistle, testing (19). 643.

Aluminum, 155.

•American railroads in 1838. 648.

•Angle cock, automatic lock for. 358.

•and warning signal combined. 774.
'* •on train pipe working shut. 774.
" why is handle of. curved. 781.

Angle of repose (7). 40.

Angularity of main rod (37), 110. (142), 654.

•An American ten-wheeled engine, in colors. Sept,
•Annual depreciation of cars, 171.

•Apprentices in Baldwin Locomotive Works, train-

ing of, 95.

Arch, brick, when first ajiplied, 380.

Armature, care iu design "f, 4'.t.">. 1st.

to prevent slicking. 495. 1st,

Associations, encoumgenu-iit nf, 517.

Air-Brake M.-n's. 331, 384. 287.

Nat'l ISlacksmiths', 104,575.

Ashes, hauling of, on P. R. R., 652.

Ashpau sprinkler, 566.

cast iron dumping, 215.
" *self-cleaniug, 717,

Atlanta Exposition, employes of C, R. R. of Ga.
get free passes to, 769.

Atlanta, 510.
Atlantic Coast Line at, 445.

•Baldwin Locomotive Works, exhibit at,

68:1.

Australasian railways, an American on, 586,

•Australian railroad scenery, 4.7.

•Automatic coupler. Heath's gravity, 38.

•electric signals, lou, 369. 333.
" " diseases of, 497. 1st.

Low different from tele-

graphic. 101.
•* " installation and care of, 493.

•mechanical signals, 439.

•signals. Hall, cost of, 498.

Award of merit, shall it be given > 703.

Axles, *box, engine truck. Mo. Pacihc, 490, 3d.

breakage of, 316.
" standard factor of safety, 358, 1st.

" steel, cost of making, 216.

strength of standard, 357.

Babbitt, preventing wear on hubs, 24.

Badly bal;uire<l (TMSslu-ads, 638.

Bad work in tin- mill, li.M

Baldwin-Westinghuuse combine, 570,

Battery, attention required, 496, 1st,

electric signal circuits, 270.

jars, breakage ot, 496, 3d.

•well, 269, 494, 496.

zincs, use of. 496, 3d.

•Bell ringer. Bearce. 329.

Belpairevs. straight boilers (23). 109.

•Birthplace of Geo. Stephenson. 694.

•Black automatic signal. 431.

Blade, signal, practice in England, 628.

notched, origin of, 5.

Blistered iron, what. 286.

•Block signals, see " Signals."
definition of, 4.

" location of, 24,

Blow-off cock, 25.
'• •Donnelly. 24.

" " necessity of, 251.

Blueprints, record of, 645,

Body bolsters, 337.
hydrostatic test of, 239.

" Bogie," definition of, 373. 3d.

trucks, tirst used in America, 373, 3d.

Boilers, best material for (31, 40,

best way to test (78), b05.

Belpaire vs. straight (33), 109.

cracks in, caused by, 239.

feeding, i.Kiper way of (1.35), 364.

Hat surlacis. Imw stayed, 444.

keeping tliciii clean. 309,
" lagging, see under "Lagging."

•makitig, correction of article, 334

plate, is chemical test necessary, 445,

plate, tensile sfrength of (50), liS.

IB.Iishing (31). 310
radiation of heat from, 440.

" reason for keeping them clean, 315,

seams, ftu'mula for strength of, 363.

seams, *imprt>ved, 588,

seams, 286, ^363, 444.

•shop tools, some modern, 359.

sheets, buckling ot, caused by, 87.
" sheets, straightening of, 87,

stopping leaks in (78), 305.

stays, tubes as. 373,

straight or wagon top, best? (13>, 40,

tensile strength of. 385.
" weak points in. 344.

weakest part (41), 178.
" why they explode, 329.

•Boiler-making, 285, 386, 363, 364, 444.

elements of, 31-33, 101-104, 3.30-

3:13.

Bolts, strength of (28), 110,

•driver, 515.

•Boring bar for lathe, D., L. & N., 458.

•Box. engine truck axle, 4',)0, 3d.

Box crank, detinition of. 757.

Boxes, buililing .mt wearing pieces on driving, 330.,
_

driving. s*)lid brass. 339. i'
'

*i s>**
•' driving, stationary wedges fefi S04. , , > ,

,

driving, is adjustable wedfge> Jiecessary.' ..

504.1st. '
: ',, ',

driving, conflict on merits of, 634. '^,'/'

driving, an improved, P, R,»R<f»38. /, , > >

hot, how to avoid, 3.58. ',
.'

- . .

.

hot, causes of. 694. *»>•-
hot, soap tor (110), 523,

" .iournal, covers for, 297.

stcfl (liiviiig, on N. Y., O.
Bracket pole, signaling, 637.

...j< "
•Brake beam, .Marilen. 109, ,. >. %'V

beam Player. 1(19. ', ' ,' '
„

engine truck, effect of, on tiTOn stops, 285.

fork, Kelly's. 640. •> • . .,,,
" foundation, 450.

»'.•
j

inspection, farce of, 89, ,*»»«
^^^^

•levers, uniform, 3.55. '.**• /»?^
" mf>re effective on rear or troij.ot train? (fiej,

110. ,•',.' ,,'.

;

* rigging, air with uniform lev(jr^j 355. ^,

shaft rests. 105. .', ' ' '

•shaft, folding. 237. ". ','

>

Shoes, rig lor planing flangu wf! 644. ,,>'
" Sweeney enn^rgency. 139 >>jj

water, riefluition of <133), 591, ,j',
Westinghouse. tests of. 703.

,

Westinghouse, when first applied, 297. »
' ;

^

Brakes, accident prevented by good, 623,

better are coming, 774,

for tenders, 777.
'* easy to invent new, 434.

•hand, M, C. B. standard, 355,
" heads, points of suspension. 586. 1st.

levers, proposed standard for, 857.
" on engine trucks, 10.

. & W.,,279.

84549

'



Brakes, not to be tested by emerprency applica-
tion, 450.

" shoes, results of tests, (5-i,

shoes. i-Mst iroTi vs. c'liillert, 273.
" slow reloasin;; lender, nil.
" stoppln;; eiif^ine with and without. 447.
** utility of two on each ear, 4.^iO, 3il.

Brakini; power, pereentatje of. '.^75.

Brasses, why should niaiti be keyed first, 781.

Brazinir saw blades, best method i.*<4 '. 378.

Breakdowns, r-'" 100, (301 110. ..ill -Jll (13U> l»4.

Breaking tlie train-speed record. United States,

017.
Brick arch, best support for (133) rm.
Brick arch, when lirst applied. ^0.
liroken rails, how caused. 163, 2U'i.

Bueklintr of boiler sheets trausedby? 87.-

Bronze for piston lif;id packing. 750.

•Buiklim; a railroad tliiouj.'li swamp country, 218.

•Duffer. C.uld freiyhl ear. 37.

Buffet car M. & St S. M.. m.
Business revival, Pres. West on, (347.

Cab roofs, openings in (17), 109.

Cabs, make Ibeni comfortable. 634.

t.'aledonian |i.is?.eiii,'er train, 274.

Taliper, micrometer. .")03.

Camphor in head light .ill, to improve light, 215.

Capacity of cars. 520, 3d.
•Card system, air-brake defects, (Jreat Northern,

642.

•Carlines, malleable iron. 300.

Case-hardenins; small tools. 369, (38), 110.

Castings, straightening of, 644.

Catalo,.rucs. .M. (.', II . standard for. 1.54.

•Cattle guard. Sheffleld C. & V. Co., 523.

Catechism on air-brake subjects. 105.

Cars, air-brake, position of in train, 643.
" air-brake instruction. 511.
** American, strength of admired by Etiglish. 8.
" *annual depreciation of. 171.
" buffet. M. & St. S. M., 38.
" capacity of. 520. 3d.
" church, in Russia. 684.
" cheap, cost of repairs on, 217.
" color finish ft)r. 763.
' ' tests of. 763.
'* combination, Campbell-House, 589.
" *combiiL;itioii ore gondola and Hat, 108.
** design, in-iiicipics of, 367.
" *depreciiition of freight. 3.59.

" doi'i'S. end better than side. 11.
" *dum ping, Tripp's air-operated, 109.
" Eastern R'y of Kranc<% extraordinary, 201.
" ends, strengthening of, 650.
** ends, to sireM::tlirn passenger, 521.
*' equipment lioanl. 57.5.

" foreign. raili-»>a<ls rcs|ionsiblc for, 428.
'* freight, see " Fn'ii:lit Cars "

" *freiglit. (iiaild ImlTcr on. 37.
•• *furinture. N. P K. U., 455.
" improvements on European. .521.
" interchange, Chicago plan, why failed, 442.
** interchange of, disputes in. 36, 446.
" •inspectitin on Big Four. 567.
" inspection, the need of a change in, 807.
" lubricatitui, 149.
" mileage of, 567.
" movement. 282.
" number of m 1894. 458.
" owners responsible for, 17, 158, 171.
" •postal on B. & ()., 650.
" •sand, L. S. & M. S., lOB.
" striping of abandoned on,G. K. & I., why, 79.
" •stock, for C. & O., 295.
" *stable, dopreciaticm of, 369.
" steel, not good for some services, 104.

t ^ ,
^* to be built stronger, 217.

_" trolley. e.\treme efficiency of. 636, 3d.
/* nnderbriiked condition of Pullman, 442.

•' " weaKesl part of. .Til. .3d.

< ^,Center,'ga(Ji!. a new. Collin & I.eighton, 211.
, flenter-piM-bolt, definition of (79), 305.
.'.•Chart,'gra'i/1iie, L. E. ,Juno.

_
Cheap oars, cost of repairs on, 217.

,',Church cars in Knssia, 684.

Ohaner.liist railway, in U. S., 176.

; Ofiain gaKg system of running locomotives, 571.
Cinder 'ba Wast, a goml conductor of electricity,

' ••
;
_'\yhen, 497, 2d.

'.' " cat'cber, why on locomotives that don't
- need, 374.

" •V'alt'e, improved, 25.
I tSrculaUng literature, a good way of, 758.

' , '. sheets in water leg. 088.
•Claw l)i>i;, Gray's improved, 211.

I « Cohesion. 'wnat is, 286.
C[)ck, bfdw-bff, 25.

, ,." *bl6<v off, 24.

•to.make driver brake independent, 290.
'. Ojpper'ftn'ixixes, 492
,
t()loi,Cj)Iomb'ia,'8, A., railroading in, 767

' Color finioU .for cars, 763.

Cbnsuniptitin of coal per 11. P., 80.
' 'Counterbslaucing, 104.
•

'

.

...... history of, 203.
I < < »•'*,( question of, 10.

,'Cpunterbalance.s, theory of, 515."
*truss for weighing, 161.

JCemmlttee work, neglect of, 218, 3.5-1.

Color blindness in New South Wales, 82.
Conventions, exhibits at. 459.

•M.C. B,425.
•Master Mechanics'. 426.
M. M. & M. C. B.. I cation of, T68." the mechanical. .359.

Coal, apathy about saving, 490.
" consumption of, per H. P., 80.

Coal, consumption of, single-driver locomotive,
362, 1st.

" cost of, in Sierra Nevada mountains, 139.
" evaporative power of, 1.58.

heat in pound of. 80.
" loose methods in purchasing. 1.52.
'* loose records. 490. 1st.

pounds perH. P., 81.

reforms needed in handling, 490, 1st.
" saved by cartdul bandling, 575.

saving on C.. li. vV t^.. 67.

tests of heating value. 152.
,' used, average per train mile, 440, 3d.

wasted by radiation, 440, 3d.
Couplers, antoiiiatif. cost per car, 644.

l^niopeaii defective. 78.
" experimental, w here found, 345.

French investigation of American, 78.
" *Ileath's auto gravity, 38.

•Lone-Star. 457
price of M. C. B , 218.

reiilacing good with inferior, 218.
test of Hinson, 461.

Compressing air, cheapest way eif, 446.

Compressor, Ingersoll-Sergeaiit, 379.

. " * Ped rick * -\veJ. 6.52.

" - •Kand. 37S,

Compression, causing kicking (114). 623.
" releasing in cylinders, 655.

Cost of contrtdled Mi:inii;it s\stein. 497.

Hall aut.im;ilie siginil, I'.IS.

*' repairs <.n elieali ears. •n7.

telegralihie Kign:il iiielliod, 497.

Co-efflcienI of adlie>i..]i. :ii;'.'. 1st.

•Compensator. Mlti'lieil Ste\ens, 145.

a la/.y .jack. 7,54.

Compound locomotives, *Baldwin, for Brazil, 340.

economy of fuel in. 509,
575."

existing status of, 569.
" extravagant expectations

as t(j fuel saving, 509, 2d.
'*

in Switzerland. 155.

•on P. K. K.. 681." *Richmond, for C. & O.,
265.

" serious mistakes in de-
signing. :69.

" *some foreign, 29.
"

vs. simple on repairs, 569.
Composition for emery wheels, 373, 3d.
Controlled manual, arguments in favor of, 205.

c-ostof. 497, 3d.
" operation of. 208."

signal system. 805.
Contraction and expansion of metals (1), 40.

•C 'pper country, 70.

Crossing, a complicated, 687.
•a simple, .567.

"
*at Stewart ave., Chicago, 627." *diagrams, 560.

•gate-, 5.58.

Crosshead. badly balanced. 638.

movement of (124), 591.
•Crane, roundhouse. 75.

Cracks in boilers, how caused, 229.
in firebox sheets, 096.

Crank pins, cause of breaking (631, 304.
Cushion cleaner, air, 624.

Cut-off, point of (111), 5'23.

Cylinder, air-brake, best lubricant for (2), 452.
driver brake, don't pour water in, 643.'
effect of raisini;

i
l(i7t .5*23.

'
heads, polisheil inside, why, 516."
jacket, air. Ifio.

" not in center with driving wheels (1'26),

591.
'

of compound locomotives, relative size
of (82), 305." range of temperature in, 16." reducing compression in. 655."

ratio of in eoniponud engines, 11.

single, ecoijoniy of, 301, 3d."
single, objections against, 361, 3d."
*stiffening plate for, 140.

'*
use of inclined (38i 110
use of relief valve on (82) 30.5.

D
Damper, regulating stack base, 286.
•Davis, E. F.C.,590.
Dead center, how to find (40) 110.
Decimal gage. M. Jl. standard. 574.
Defect eanl system, air-brake, (>42.

•Depreciation of stable ear, 359
of frciglil ears, 359.

Design, car. i>rinciples of, 367.
machine, first requisites of. 367, 3d.

Death-roll of 1894, 27.
Death knidl of steam locomotives not sounded. 036.
•Derails, location of, .559.

Derailing switch, 659.
Diameter of rivet beads, table, 286.
Disputes in car interchange. 446.
Diseases of automatic electric signals, 497, 1st,
Distant signal, 145.

•Diagrams, crossing signal. .500.

Discipline without punishment, 218, 299, 4.i5, 413,
682, 717.

•Die for pipe threading machine. 565.
•Difl'erentiai pulley blocks, anti-friction, 307, 1st.
*l)og sheet, Saxbj; & Farmer. 629.
•Door, lower end in freight ears, 295.

storm and spark proof, on T. C. R. R.. 38.
•Driver brake, aut(»malic release for. 641.

etpntinnons. on heavy grades. 777."
cost per locomotive. W4." " e\ linder. don t pour water in, t)43.

independent, 161, 51.3." " jiacking and overhauling, 579.

li

Driver brake, queer acting (35) 780.
Dry pi[>e, rule for proportions. (62), 304.
Driving boxes, an improved. P. R. K., 38.

building out wearing pieces on,
350.

"
conflict on merits (tf, 624.
is adjustable wedge nettessary for,

.504, 1st.
"

solid brass, 339.

steel N. Y., O. & W., 879.
" stationary wedges for, 504.

work, press for. 10.
"

flange, what for inside, (69), 304,

Drawings, keeping record of, 044 3d.
Drawing office, N. & W,. 044.

Drawbriilge lock signals. 026.
protection of, 626,

Drawbars, Interstate Commerce Law on height of
441, 097.

•Driver spring rigging, new underhung, L. I. R. R.,
140.

•Drivers, device for moving when valve setting,
6-ii.

•Drill press for air-brake work, .577.

•Drill, a labor saving, Williams, 030.
Drilling niacliine. plural, 80.

Driving wheels, advantage of single pair, 362. 1st.

broken, how to lix on road (116),
591.

" imperceptible slip of, 605."
liglit centers. olijectionsto, .505, 1st."
light vs. heavy. .505.

"
tires, comparative perfornianccof,

.508.

Ductility -of iron, 2.S0.

Dumping asli pan. east iron. 215
•Dumping car, Triiip's air-operated'. 109.
Dust as a noii conductor of electricity, 495, Sd.

" guards, 297, 711,
•Dwarf signal, 501.

Early history of the use of steam, 427.

Eccentric strap, brass, P. & R.. 048.
" *Mo. P.. 491. 1st.

Eccentrics, crossing reverses lead (4), 40.

effects of size of (43), 178 (68), 241.
loose, effect on exhaust (52), 241,
sheaves, tool for grooving, 223.

slipping of (41) 111.

throw of, effect on valve travel (83)
305,

"
to tell back up and go ahead (1311, 054

(52). 241.
" too dry, effects of. 294.
" where they wear most (381, 110.
" which center to set from (.59) 261." without lead, affecting steam distribu-

tion, 782.
Economv in loconuitive repairs, 4.39.

Edge of lap to center of rivets, table, 286.
Editings. ignt>raiice of, 752.

Education of workmen. 632.

Educational facilities in tills country, 032, 2d.
Efficiency of trolley cars, 636, 3d.
Elasticity of iron, what, 880.

" of steam and air (18), 40.

Electric circuit, an unfailing, called for, 444.

battery for, 270.
failure of, 335.

•Hall signal. 330.

length of. 270.

track, 49;^, 3d.
Electric current, finding direc.fion of flow, 497, 2d.

value of, 494, 3d.
•locking device, 757.

" •locomotive. B. & ()., 6.55.
" "

B. & 0., poor success of, 571.

Heilmann, 93.
" not econoniical. 565, 2d.
"

switching, in Oreat Britain,94.
" *motor, Gilibs' variable si.ieed. 505.

•N. Y., N. H. & II , 554.

•Electric train staff, 432.

•essential features of, 432, 2d.
" " operation of. 432, 2d

•Elements of boiler making, 21-'23, 101-104, 230-233,

K.Icclro-iinenmalie signals, 269,

Electiieity, an acti\e ri\;i! ot steam, 498.

cinder ballast a good eomluctorof. 497.

2d.
" dust a non-conductor of. 495. '2i\.
'* following path of least resistance, 494,

2d.
*' measurement of. 269.
" rails melted by. 589.

•Elliptic springs, improved, 239.

Emery wheels, 373.
composition for. 373. 3d.

Einergencies, " ordinary," .577.

Emergency api>lication, folly of recharging be-
fore. 161.

" elleci on cars with quick triple valve
(2111, 1143,

" making and returning to lap, 291.
" •valve. di'\ ice to remove bushing, 228.

Engine for starting loeoniori\e, 301, 3d.
Engine house, N. & W,. 03K,

miles, " unproductive," 153.
" truck brakes, 10,
" " " •effe<;t of on train stops, 285.
" *report. form used on Erie K. R., 712.

Engines, single-acting (06), 304.

Engines to tell which side leads (134), 654.

Engineer's valve, fat-ing rotary valve seat (35), 110,
•Knight automatic, 449.

" leaks In. 2-24. 292. 451, 513." " position of in testing train (80)
805.

" queer acting (13), 581 (17), 642.



Engineer's valve, rule for locating, 8.

position of, in running double
(33). 779.

" trouble with (.32), 779.
' use of small plug inside of (18),

„ .
W3-

Engineers, abuse of firemen by, 492.
; an: Ihi-y fatalists. !j03.

biiinu- their own liremeii. Rl.

liidi|ieiiileiit Order of, 622.
Ill'' tiavrliiig, .564, 647.

Engiisb railroads, rules of. 769.
Etiuipmenc board, car, .')75.

notes, 19. 86, 157, 220, 302, S.'il, 445, 508,
573, 634, 700. 764.

scrambled railroad, 343.
Equalizers, putting in on road, 93.
Etching, iron and steel. 371.

metals, facts found by, 588.
" mixture for, 3n. 3d.

Evaporative power of fuels, 158.
*Exhibitof Baldwin Locomotive Works at Atlanta,

683.

Exhibit of Rogers Locomotive Co. at the Atlanta
Exposition. 747.

Exhibits af M. M. & M. C. B. Conventions, 459.
Existing status of compound locomotives, 569.
Extension front, Curtis. 574.
Explosions, i-aused by broken sfav-bolts, 314.
Extracts troiu letters of John Mcintosh 021.
"Eye bolt inaehino, air, 711.

Factor of safety for boiler seams, 286

„ ". standard axles. 358, 1st.
Facts found by etching metals, 588.
Pake " wizard," 581.
Faster trains, why not, 033
Past run on C & N. W.. 157

" P. R. R. (93). 462.
" Wabash, 024.

Feed glass, luliricator, stopped up, cause, (102), 462
•pipe heater, 113.
valve, difference between D 8 and D 5, (I3i,

514.
" water heater, Brancher Bros., 587.

H. P. of. 311.

*,^ , , ,
" in favor of, 045.

*Fender brakes, 777.
Firebox sheets, cracking of. 696.

thickness of, 634.
' teinpcraturi- of gases in, 337.

Fireboxes, box slincts, expansion of, 518.
box sheets that failed, 519.

_^
copper (81, 40, 492.

1^
early American, 760.
early, wide, 746.
improvement in, Bohner, 20.
length of (67), 304.

V,
steel, proper thickness of (Hi). 109.

_. ,
nniisually laru'i'. not economical, 760.

Firemen, abus,- ,,f i,v ciiginccrs. 492.

i;
age to begin at il06), 533.
engineers hiring their own, 81.
height not necessary (34). 109
pay of, on Can. Pacific, 81.

^. ,
..right and left hand liring (50), 341.

First railway charter in U. S.. 176.
Fire-kindling, oil vs. wood, 340.

price of oil for, 490.
'

.
systems. 584.

First thing to move when engine is given steam
(lo'. 109.

^497 "d'
s'ectric current, finding direction of.

Flower locomotive, a, 716
Floors, best for roundhouses .339
•Flanges of shoes, rig for planing, 644.
Flues, leaky, cause of, 94.
•Flue cleaner used on Kings Co. Elevated Ry.. 750
•Flue cutter, G. R. & I., 93.

j .
"

;;
*rattler, a silent, on N. Y., L. E. & W .^64
sheets, stay-rods through, 22.3, 433
Sheet bracing, 637.

Fly-wheels, momentum of train as, 361, 2d.

, ,
Paildles and propellers as, 301, 2d.formula for strength of boiler seams, 363.

•Fol.liiig brake shaft 237.
Foutiilati..n brakes, 450.
Foundations for cranks, etc., 7.5.5.

Forgmgs, press for, 616.
Foreign oars, railroads responsible for, 428
t reight car designing, 520.

•depreciation of, 359.
sizes of, 714.

Freight charges, American. lowest, 39
, Califoniia l.> \ew York, 39.
house, a convenient, v.. C. C. &, St. L., .367

,
tons carried iti 1,894, 4.")K.

•Furniture car, N. P., 455.
Fuel, evaporative power of, 158.

;;
more useil, running fast or slow (36), 110
record, farce, 153.

Full release position, doing away with, 332,

Gr

Galvanometer, use of, 497, 1st
•Gates, ( rossing, 558

platform, for coaches, 38.
•Gage, Utica air. 370.

air, keep in sight, 643.
air. keep your eve on, 576
•Bourdon vs. others, 370
•center, Coflin & Lelgliton, 211.
•double, 370.
•for regulating lift of air pump valve, 88.
•glass, an unbreakable, 333
on air lifts, 507,

,P

*Gage, pressure, 6g7.

adjustment of, 70(i.

standard decimal, 574.
•test, Utica, 370.

" *vacuum, 686.
wire, systems of, 371, 3d.

Gasoline, for locomotives, 567.
•Glass, ornaiiientatM.n, device for, 614
Globes, testing, fiir signals, 623.
•Governor, air pump. Foster, 653.
•Gravit's sign.il system, 142.
•Graphic car chart, a, L. E. June.
Grab irons, 532.

" " Interstate Commerce Law on 411.
Graphite paint for boiler tubes, 223

Dixon's, :M8.
" for polishing boilers. (31), 110.

Grate area, large, does it promote fuel economy
760.

" area on English locomotives, 701

..„ ". '•<^^.<'' saving by having part of, 760.
•Grip socket for drills, etc., 462.
Guarantee on rubber hose of little value, 656
•(iiiard rails. ,559.

Guide, the Laird (.55), 241.

H
Hall signal system, 309, 271, 336, 498
•Hammer, an air. on S. Ry., 279.

•air. Boyer, ;r3.
blow, cause of 505, 2d.

Handholds, 711.
Hanger stud, position of, (10), 40.
•Hawaii, railro.idiiig in, 147.
Hard tinies, a-gravating effect of, 500.
Hauling C4|iacilv. 781.
•Height of rivet-heads, table, 286
•Heath's automatic gravity coupler, 38
Height of drawbars. Interstate Commerce Law on

441, 69(

.

Heating surface, measurement of 498
roundhouse, 371.

Heaters, improvement in Baker 241
Baker, 636.

Headlights, Pintsch gas for, 343.
," electric, a success (111), .523

Helper, an improved, for b viler shops, 567,Heat as a form of energy, 80.
in a pound of coal. 80.
measurement of, 80.

History of counterbalancing, 203
llighvvheel seniority," 388.

Homogeneous, what property of iron, 386.
Holes, I ivet. punched vs. drilled, 286.
Hot-piti compound, 6-,'3.

Hotbo.\es, soap for (110), 523
Horse power, definition of (19), 100
•Ho.se, machine for applying fittings, 169

rubber, endurance of, 4.38

_;
rubber, guarantee of little value, 556.

^^
rubber, information about, 532

^^
to show durability of, .576.

. ^
use of wire on, bati practice, 523. 3d

Hoist, air on, F. B. R. R., 632.
,*'?"' f*^'' li'^'liiig box cars, 171.

Ibmolulu, views in, 146.
Holland, Hook of, 201.
Horse power, pounds of coal per, 81.

I
Ideas not patentable, 273.
Improvements on European cars, 521

T •
.' ,.„ worth patenting, 50C.

'

injectors, difference between lifting and non-lift-
ing, (82.

•Inspection oar. C. C. C. & St. L. 567
Inspe.'tion, need of change in car 367
Inspecting brakes, farce of. 89
•Interlocking signals, 557-562, 625-630, 689-694.

,'." *crossing diagrams, 56().

*<'etails of construction, 7.53
difference between and

,. „ block, 557.
first attempt at constriietion,
557.

." " first patent for, .557.

„ how operated, 5.57.

obedience to, compulsory
5.59. -

'

![
" *"n drawbridges. 020.

only signals insuring safety
„ ,

''^^•

•SaxbyA Parmer, construc-
tion of, 625.

T , ,
' wliat for, 557.

Increased speed of locomotives, how to be made,

•Instruction room, O. R. & N. Co., 94.

T t ," " *P- K- R., Renlivo, 639Interchange, car, disimtes in. 36, 446.
_" rlii<:ago plan, why failed. 442.

*T„(.,..t f
,,''"l''« "f. thoughts on changing. 171.

'!irery'a;iplian'"s'''7?:^'''"'''''^'°'''''''"^"'='*°f-""
•Inspirator testing tlienanoock. 236
•Injector, the single tube aut.miatio. 300

(b.nble tut..', Browuley, 446
,.''".I"'"^'''"ieiits in self-acting. 695.
lilting and non-lifting (48), 178
measuring capacity of (35), 11().
Ohio. .353.

Inventions, stealing of, 17
Iron, elasticity of, what, 280

_;
and steel, etching of, 371, 3d.
blistered, what, 286

__
ductility of, what, 386.

__
homogeneous, what, 386.

__
laminated, what, 286.

^_
unreasonable price of, 761
work, sheet, 31-23, 101-104, 230-333.

ill

Jars, battery, breakage of. 496. 3d.
Jigs for air-brake work, 579.
Joints, riveted, 633.
Jonrnal box covers, 397.

bearings, polishing, 341.
Journals, weight on, 506.
Junction points dangerous places, 625.

K
Keeping boilers clean, 209.
Key. fitting a taper in shaft (11). 40.
Keying up locomotive, how to commence (98), 463.
Kinsman signal system, 334.
Kilometers, rule for converting to miles (115), 591.

Laminated iron, what, 386.
La Gascogne, repairing machinery of (47), 178.
Lagging, 440. 682.

acting as condenser. 440, .3d.
asbestos is inferior, 440, 3d.
best material for. 441, 1st.
burning of, 440. 2d.
magnesia. 634. 715.

[I
objections to present, 0.34.

per cent, of difference between wood and
others. 440, 3d.

pine board, 440.

„., r,. P'I'e lioard lagging a bad practice, 440, 2d.
Latching device for signals, 430
Lattig siu'iial, .T)4.

Lap, first used i.-ili, 110.
" insi.le, wli.'u objectionable (37), 110 (114), 523.

measiuiiig (39), no.
Lever standani air brake, 374.

•the, some minutes with, 585.
Leaky flues. I'anse of, <j4.

Lead, reversing l.y crossing eccentrics (4), 40 (74),

difference in, on same valve (24), 109.
negative (90i, 462.

•Lead out, a box (3rank, 756.
Ligbiiiing arrester for signals, how made, 490, 1st.
Link, finiliiig length of, 782.
•Link grinder, D. & H., 710.
Links, blocking when reach rod breaks (121), 591.
Lifts, air, on N. P., 457.
Literature, a gooci wav to circulate, 751.
Locking, signal lever, .557.

•a special, 029.
Lone Star coupler, 457.
LocoMOTivK Bnoineerino, air-l)rake department

announced, 447.

;_' additions to editorial force of, 6.33.

amount of paper used on, 29.
as a picture book, .571.

eight years old, 761.
for 1890, 633.
first to adopt standard size, 104.
graphic car dictionary, 377
h<mie of, 30.
kind words for, .360.

our colored insert, 571.
proprietary cuts, in relation to, 440.
uni(|ue plan to familiarize workmen

with, 571.
what Printers' Ink says of, 351.

Locomotives, Genekal :

a flower, 710." a French gentleman. 67.

^. a French experiment, 339.
a new inspection, 294.

a new rival of, 567.

I'
a novel design of, 373.
an American ten-wheeled, in colors

(Sept.).
B. L. E. decorated, 503.
built in 1894, 74.

•Caledonian, 123.

compound, see compound locomo-
tives,

direct and indirect, (70) .304.

electric, B. & 0., 555.
electric, Heilmann, 93.

electric, switching in Great Brit-
ain, 94."

electric, not economical, .555, 3d.
Empire State Express always on
time, 751.

English racing, 021.
Foreign compounds, 29.
gasoline, 507."
•b.Iper on D., L. A W.. 331.
II. iliiiali high speed. 589.

_;
iileal single cylinder, what, .363, 3d.
in England. 13.

James 'i'oleman, 340.
logging, 751.

; mogul on D. S. S. A A., 69.

_;
most economical load for, (117) 591.
number of, in 1894. 4.58.

N. Y. C. engines 903, 870: 619
old, on Penna. State road, 92.
old 8-wheeler of P. B. R. R , 493onH. & T. L. R. R,,72.

' Power of, dependent on, 362 2d
queer, 391, 453.
Kaub. 645.

'_' Raising from qiiick.sand, 321.
record breaking on L. S. & M. S.

751.
'\ runaway (96), 462.

running hooked on center (5) 40. (08).
304, (74) 304.

running over and under (40) 178, (78)

single-cylinder high speed, 361.



Locomotives, General—Continued.
'• 'some rival designs of, 436.
" superiority of American. I.'i3.

*' ten wlieeled vs. eislit. 7.51.

" •Transvaal Republic, T65
"

wei^'lit of first .Vmerican. l"fi.

•' witti tWD-story driving wiieels, .589.

witli 21) wheels, 13 a.\lcs, 589.

Locomotive?, New :
, , „ -i o.a

•Haldwin, compound, for Brazil, HlO.

Baldwin, for Atlantic Coast Line,

85
•Baldwin, for C. & M., 4.3fi.

•Baldwin, single driver, I'. & R , 500.

•Class 1", P. R. R., 489.

•compound. 1". R. R.. 6,S1.

•Cooke, fur S. P.. 4;J5.

•Express forC B. & Q R. R., 748.

•Pittsburgh, for P. .J. R R.. U88

•Rielnnond. compound on C. A 0..

265.
•Richmond, for S. A. L , 553.

•Rogers, for Cuban railways. 15.

•Rogers. f..r N. J. & N. Y., 341.

•Rogers Locomotive Co.'s exhibit at

tlic Atlanta Exposition. T4T.

*Scti.'iirct;iilv, for Cent. Pacific, 139,

•Scli.THi-taaV. for C. & M., 437.

•Sclienectadv. for D. & H., 343.

•.Schenectady, for F. R. R., 388.

•Lock, drawbridge, signals. G'26.

•automatic, for angle cocks, 358.
" *bolt, pipe connected, ,5.59.

Lodge and Davis' voting contest, 749.

•Lodian, Walter. 745, 746,

•London to Warsaw, 201.

•Lost motion in engine truck hubs, taking np, 211.

Load, most ei'onoinieal for locomotive, (117), 591.

Loose metliods iti purciiasing coal. 152.

Lubricator, air pump, care and use of. 576.

Luliricators, 176.

first sight feed. 177.
" hydrostatic, 177.
" up-drop sight feed, 176.

Lubrication of cars. 149.
*' grease for. :i46.
" M. C. B. report on, 150.

saturated waste for, 1.50.

Lubricant for air-ljrake cylinders (2), 452.

•Lyceum, a railroad, 365,

Al

Magnet, resistaned of, 494, 2d.

Magnetic pull, maximum, how obtained. 494, 3d.

Machinists, definition of first-class (86), 378.

branch road, 291.
" helplessness of. 441, 2d.

•Machine for overhauling angle cocks. 578.
" design, injudicious, first requisities

_
of,

simplicity of, elegance of, accessibility

of, 367.
" •for reaming out angle cocks, 578.

shop of 1844, 563, 1st.

Main rods, solid ended, on D. G. H. & M., 10.

Main reservoir, keep drained, why, 576.

Main rod, augularity of i27i. 110 (142), 651.

Alanometer, definition of J20', 591.

•Map of railr.iads in ttir liiited States in 18:18. 648.

•M. C. B., standard on liaml l)rakes, .355.
" " for catalogue sizes. 154.
' and M. M. Conventions, exhibits at, 459.
" •Convention, 425.

coupler, prices of, 218.
" rejiort on lubrication, 150.

Mcintosh, .lohn. extracts from letters of, 621,

Measurement of electricity, 269.
" heating surface, 498.
'• heat, 80.

•Measuring instruments, some modern. 175.

Mecliaiiical powers, the six 365, 2d.

engineer, duties of (75), .301.
** problems, how to approach, 339.

Metals, contraction and expansion of (1), 40.

Metric system, inconvenient in shops, 752.

for sheet metal tubes, 752.

•Mexico, top of, 268.

Mileage of ears, 567.

Miles, • unproductive" engine, 1^3.

Micr(»meter caliper, .503.
•• Midfeatlier," what, 380.

Mineral ^^ooi, is (85), 378.

•Motion plate, 431.

•Mozier signal system. 142.

Motor, lightest power, 268.

Motive power, increasing capacity of, 634.

Movement of cars. 282.

•Motor, electric, Gibbs. 565.

•car, N. T., N. H. & H.. ,5.''>4.

Momentum of train as fly wheel, 361, 2d.
•Moscow. 203.

Molding machine vs. hand molding. 281.
' saving by use of, 281.

Hushet steel, welding of (108), 52;S.

N
NeRleot of committee work, 218, .354.

Netting, dislodging cinders from. 173.

Night schools badiV neglected. 632, 2d.
" " obstacles to establisiiment of, 6.32, 3d.

•Normal danger signal plan, :i:i6.

•Northern Michigan, 67.

Nozzles, •79. 1.58.

for washing boilers. 88.

size of. for 19x34 engine (114), 523.
•' of, 781.

small, effect of (114), 523,

Number of cars in 1894, 4.58.
" • locomotives in 1894. 458.
" " passengers carried in 1894, 458.

Nursing jobs, 712.

Nut lock, Kleman. 57S.

N. Y., N. H., <Sb H. system, 170.

O
Objections against single cylinder engine, 361, ,3d.

fire kinriling bv new methods. .VSI.

ligiit centers in driving wheels, 505, 1st.
" private car lines, 345.

to Chicago plan of interchange, 442.

to inside lap (37), 110.
" to present boiler lagging KM.

Offset, finding position of. in link saddle (113), 523.

in rocker, finding extent of (113>, 533.

Oil, hea<liiglit. camptior in, 215.
" liurniiig engines, oil and water tank for, 575.
*' btirinng in locomotives (6). 40.
" cans, pressed steel. 630.
'* ciieap. a source of grief, 150.
" price of crude, for kindling, 490,
'• record on C. M. & St. P, 378.
" record »)n D., S. S- & \„ 454.
" waste in handling. 313

Origin of notched signal blade, 5.

•Order holder. Harinan's, 176.

"t)ver-cylindered " locomotives. 761.

Owners responsible for cars, 17, 1.58. 171.

Oxalic acid, to remove from brass (61), 304.

•Packing, air pump rod. 579, 581.

•Crabtree metallic. 646.
" *Coiutnltian metallic. 581.

•Detroit metallic. 39.

rings, keeping out of counter bore (59),

241.

•rings, vise for holding. 514.
'* *valve stem. Sullivan, 644.

Painting freight cars by air. 397.

Passes, restrictions to employ6s. 556.

Passengers carried in 1894, 458.

Patent swindlers. 9.

Pay of HrcmiMi i>n Can. Pacific, 81.

Pedestal bolts, loose, causing pound (98), 463.

Personals, 19. 83, 155, 219, 283, 349, 443, 507, 571, 635,

098. 763.

Permissive blocking, *97. 309.

•Pitch of rivets, table. 386.

•stay-bolts, table, 444
•Pipe carriers. 753.

•carriers, how spaced, 754.
" *joinl, riveted, 753.

Pipe lines, boxing in winter, 757.

should avoid curves, 754.

rounding small curves, 754.

selectors for, 755.
" expansion and contraction of, 754.
" *iazy jack, compensator for, 754.

Pipe better tliaii wire for connections, 755.

•Pipe tlireadiiig machine, die for. .565.

•Piston rods, su|>porting extended, 439.
" lieaa, rounding face of, 687,
" *iieads. cast steel, 151.
" rods, extended, 151.
** rods, fastening, 40.

speed, greatest (3.3), 110.

•Pin collar. Listening, 176.

Platftn-m gates for coaches, 38.

Plating for railroads, 107.

Pianimeter, 349, 3d.
•Planer, for fluting rods, 159.

•witli wings. 392.

•Plural drilling macliine, 86.

•Pop valve, reminiscences, 71.
•Ashton. 175.

first Richardson applied, 73.
•Postal car on B. & O. 6.50.

Pounds, locating (98). 463.
Points of suspension on brake heads, 586, 1st,

Ports, steam, proper size of i9), 40.

Powers, the six mechanical, 365, 2d,
Power, motive, increasing capacity of, 624.

horse, definition of (19), 109.
" of locomotive depends on. .i62, 3d.
" transmission of, in sliops, 445.

Press forgings, 646.

Pressure, main reservoir greater thin steam it>4^

304, (4> 452.
" calculating in brake cylinder by dir-gage

indication (9), 514.

•gage explained, 687.

working, how determined, 286.
Priucip'es of ear design. .367.

Problems, mechanical, how t«.t approach, 239.
•Projected area, 78.

Private car lines, objections to, 345.
law makers, 3.39.

Prevention of smoke, 380.
window dimming in cabs, 23.

•Pulley Idocks, anti-friction differential, 367, 1st.

•3a5. 2<i.

•Punishing and forming press, Williams, 716.
Publicati(ms, standard sizes of, 1,5, 1,54.

Question box on C. H. & S. R. R., 772,
Question No. 32, regar<iing, 775.

R
Rati<)s of {^ylinder-s in compound engines, II.

Radiation of heat from boilers, 440.
•Raising locoTnotive from quiclisand, 221.
•Railway iTi.-irhiticry in Great Britain, 13.

Rails broken. Iiow caused, 163, 216.
" aiignincMt of. 211,
*' function of, 163.
" •guard, .5,59.

" melted by electricity, 589.
" supports called for. 210.

iv

Rails, to prevent damage to, 441.

Railroad men. to better the condition of, 780.

•Railroads, .\merican. in 1838. 648.
'• a mountain, in Penna.. 553.
" as manufacturers. 696.
•' •Australian scenery. 437.
" .\ustralasiaTi. an .\nierican on. 586.

•building through swamp country, 212.
' •Caledonian passenger train, 274.

•Colombia. S. A., 767.

Eastern of France, extraordinary ear
practice, 201.

English, not level and straight, 570.

equipment, scrambled, 343.

European, Col. Haines on 647.

first charter for in U. S., 176.

German. 201.
*' •Hawaiian. 147.

•in Soutli .\frica, 765.

in Holland. 201.

.TafTa and Jerusalem, 565.

Ottoman, 584.

The • Sky Route," 177.
*' without standards poorly managed. .574.

Racks, continuous, N. Y.. N. U. & II., 171.

Racing from London to Scotland, 570. •621, 631.

Reach rod. to ascertain length of (1041, 52:1.

Releasing brakes, all go at once (15), 581.

Resistance of magnets, 494, 2d.

Record for blueprints. 645.
" system on U. P.. .506.

•Reciprocating parts, lightening of. 342, 633.

Requisition, cutting in two of. 565.

Reverse lever, why goes in direction engine moves
(83), 305.

Relay, selection of, 494, 1st.

adjustment of. 495, 1st.
" construction of, 495, 2d.

Record, keeping, of drawings, 644, ,3d.

fuel, farce. 1.53.

oil on D., S. S. & A.. 4.54.

oil on C. M. & St. P.. 278.

Reforms needed in coal handling. 490, 1st.

•Reducing motion, a simple. 39.

Report, engine, form used on X. Y.. L. E. & W.,7T2.
Richmond Locomotive Works. 111.

•Rivets, table of standard. 286.

holes, drilled vs. punched, 286.
" shearing strength of, 36:1, 444.

Riveted joints. 62:J.

Ride on single driver locomotive, 587.

Rocker arm. whv back of center (18). 109.

Rods, main, solid-ended, on D. G. H. ,& M.. 10.
*• main, best position for setting up (105). 523.
** main, lining wrong, causes "lame" exhaust

(102), 463.
" side, favoring solid-ended, 504, 2d.

Rolling stock in U. S. in 1894, 458.

•Rowell-Potter safety stop signal system, 429.

•Roundhouse crane. 75.
" *a model, on C, St. P.. M. & O.. 298.

" " *a new idea for, on N. & W., 634.
" floors, best for, 339.
" heating of. 371.

Rules for English Ry's, 769.

Safety appliances. Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, statistics on, 775,

Safety, factor of, 286.
appliance, bills for. (>44.

" appliances, slow adoption of. 154,
" *for railroads. 240.
" valve, improving ordinary (131), 591.

•Sand lifter, pneumatic, 369.

•Sanding device, 568.

•Sand car. L. S. & M. S., 106.
" bad practice to use too much. 580.
" eflfect of on tires, 443.
" •house, a model, on M.. K. & T.. 173.
" pipes wanted in front of truck. 583,

Saddle-pin, location of, on link, (77), .305.

" Scoti'li block." 756.

School for airbrake on D., L. & W.. 165.

niglit, badly neglected, 6.33. 2d.
Scrambled railroad equipment. 343.

Scholarships, Master Meclianics not benefited
by, 85.

Screw threads, cutting on lathe. 279.

Scrap, used on C. C. C. & St. L.. :i62, 3d.
heap as source of supplv. .507.

•Scarfing safe ends, N, Y., L. E. & W., 439.

Scale fighter, 311.

•Seams, boiler, 286, 444, 36.S.

•improved boiler. .5,*t8.

•Selectors for use with pipe line, 755.
" " " wire line, 756.

•Semaphore, three positions of, 6.

Service record, A. & P., 510.

D., S. S. & A., 69.

D. & R. G., 517."
I. C, 285.

" •Yankee with, 87.
Self cleaning ash pan, 717.

Setting valves with eccentrics on forward axle
(140). 651.

Sheet-iron work, 21-23. 101-104. 330 33,3.
" course oval at bottom, round at top.

how to lay out. 101.
" cylinder intersecting frustum of

cone, how to lay out," 102.

•cylinder intersecting at right angles,
how to lay out. 2:!0.

•cylinder intersecting at other than
right angle, how to lay out. 231." 'cylinder fiange, how to make. 103,
2d.

" •elbow, oval, how to lay out. 23.
*' *elbows, lupering, how to lay out, 21.



Shearing strength of rivets, tables. 363. 444.

Sheets, tube, care neres^ary in staying, 372.

boiler, buckling, caused by, 87.
*' boiler, straightening of. Si*.

" oireulalinu'^ in water leg, 588.
(irebox. eracking of, 606.

*firebox. expansion of, ^IS.
" *t]rebox. some that failed. 519.

firebox, thickness of, 634.

side, where bulge most. 111.

Sheet dog. in signdl work, what. 629.

•Shocks, device f<>r registering. 511.

Sliops. Pratt & Whitney. 158.
•• *a model, on C, St. P., M. & O., 29S.

a Polish railway. 20:^.

" a spirit of imi'rovetnent in. 281.

Ashcroft Mantifa'tiirini: Co., 148.

B &A.,at Springtield, li'.itl.

Caledonian Rv. 7.

ConaoUdated Valve Co.. 149
" C, St. P.. M. & O.. at Omaha, 655.
" C. & O.. at Clifton Forge. 56S.
*• economy in. of vital importance. 506.
•' Gt. N., at St. Paul. 240.
" kinks. G. R. & I. ,92.
*• machine of 18)4, 563, 1st.

notes, M. & -H. L.. 556.
." N. P.; at Edison, 33.

press for driving box work, 10.
" P. R. R., at Altoona. 652.

P. R. R. Juniata, 630.
" Southern Ry.. at Knoxville, 573.
" tools electrically operated. 39.
*' tools, a modern boiler, 359.

Signals, automatic, mechanical construction of,

429.
" air valve for. 439.

automatic electric, diseases of, 497, 1st.

a simple crossing. 557.
benefits depend on. 97.

blade, practice in England, 628.

blades, position of, 3.

block, definition of, 4.

block. 3-6. 9r-l01, 141-145 205-209. 269-273,
333-337, 493-498.

block vs. interlocking. 557.

controlled manual, 205.
distant, 145.

dwarf, 561.

electro-pneumatic, 269.

for single-track road, cheapest system,
498, 2d.

" interlocking, 753.

interlocking, see "Interlocking Signals."
normal danger plan, 336.

** operatitui and rules, 97.

permissive iiltH-king. * 97, 209.
systems *Knweil-Potter safety stop,

429.

Black automatic mechanical,
431.

electric train staff, 429, 432.
*' " Gravit's, 142.

Hall automatic. 309, 271, 336. 498
*' *Kinsman. 334.

Lattig, 334.
*' ** Mozier, 142.

Swift's. 141.

Sykes, 99. 305. 207.
Uni(m Switch & Signal Co., 333,

493. 557.

Webb & Thomnson. 431." " Westinghouse pneumatic, 371.
tower for use in cities, 756.

" tower on C . M. & St. P. R.R., 755.
lowers, siztf of. 757.
towers, location of, 757.

Signal whistle, a simple. 640.
cord, use of. 643.

Sills and truss rois. 713.

*<i'\ pockets, malleable iron. 360.
Slack adjuster, McKee. 300.
Sleepers, timber as track gaires, 210.
Slipping, prevention of (60), 241.
Smoke prevent inn, 3.S0.

preventing device. '* midfeather." 2S0.
preventing device, 6-34.

stack, best form of 03), 40.

to prevent unnecessary. 498.
Snowbound on F. E. & M V. R.R., May, '95, 350.

" handler (The Crab), 68.

plow, a simple, 204.
plow or flanger on C & W. M., 93.

Solid brass driving boxes, 339.
" ended main rods, 10.

Sprinkler for ash pans, 566.

Speed on P. R. R, (93 », 463.
breaking train record, 617.

*' Caledonian. 362, 1st.
" English in 1K74. 373. 3d.

English in 1H95, 570.
fast run on Wabash, 624.

" fast run on C. & N. W., 157.
" of engines, how to increase, 589.
" recording breaking, on L. S. & M.S., 700, 751.
" restricting locomotive, 441, 3d.

Springs, improved elliptic, 239.
coil, tempering (95), 462.

Standard decimal gage. 574.

air-brake levers. 274, 357.
sizes for catalogues. 1.54.

Standards, to aid adoption of. 170.
advantages of uniform, 574.
favuring adoption of, 688.
N. & W. system, 574.

Strength of standard axles, 357.
American cars admired by English, 8.

Stationary wedges for driving boxes, 504.
Station, Kings Cross, London, 687.
Stay-bolts, strain allowed on, table, 444.

Stay-bolts, breaker. Mo. P., 332.
broken, cause of explosions, 344.

" *estreme pitch of, tnble, 444.
testing by compressed air, 428.

Steam heat on tlie Pennsylvania K. R., 768.
Steamboat for water and rails, 759.

carrying locomotives to Russia, 684.
Steel oil cans, pressed. 630.

" shell should be as good as firebox, 581.
Stialghteniiig eastiniiis. 644.

Strain on stav-tmlts. tal.le, 444.
Stiffr-ning plate lor rvliiiders, 140.

Staff system, signals, construction of. 429.

Steel driving boxes on N. Y. O. & W., 279.
" axles, cost of making. 216.
'* cars not good in all services, 104.
' etching of, 371,

Stock car for C. & O., 295.

Ste tm. quick raising. 637.

chests on C. & W.M.,204.
*' chest, what happens in, when engine runs

reversed (99), 463.

early history of the use of, 437.

elasticity of (13). 40.
" engine, how it has been improved. 80
" engine, how built 50 years ago. .%63, 3(1.

gage inside boiler would not show pressure
(88). 378.

^ beating, wastes in, 373.
" rule for finding velocity of (128), 591.

Steamship Sainte Marie. 67.

Northwest. 68.

Stephenson. George, birthplace of, 694.
Stiffening plates for cylinders and frames, 233.
Storeiiouse. N. & W., at Roanoke, 631.
Stops, a smooth. 512.

cock, for air brake wrongly applied, 89.

unexpected emergency, 448.
Street railways, favors to. 268.
Straightening bniler sheets, 87.
Strength (.f l.olts r.'si. ilO.

Stove for signal tower, 757.
Surfaces, flat in boilers, how stayed. 444.

heating, measurement of, 4'.iS.

heating, of tubes, how to tind. 498, 2d.
Supporting extended piston rods, 439.
Swab-p'>rket. cast brass, 556.
Switeli. derailing, 559.
Swift's signal system. 141.

Sykes signal system, 99. 205.

STORIES AND ANECDOTES.
Object Lessons by Jim Skeevejis :

Clinker pits and better pay, 709.

Dirty shops. 1.

How to scarf flues. 491.

Shop petitions, painting tools, 212.
Shop management. 339.

Tool grinders and oil economy. 147.

Act of God as an excuse fur accidents, 154.

Accident to a cent. 157.

Afraid of getting pinched, 379.
Air brake man's nightmare, 276.
A new idea. 631.
A qualification, 288.

A railroad lyceum, 365.
Bad valve setting. 32.

Biglossof time. 268.
Bless the engineer and fireman. 151.
Brakeman hung on too long, 373.
Caste. 438.

Common civility, 346.
Comparing experiences. 564.

Could but wouldn't, 619.
Discipline without punishment, 299.
Easy magic. 28.

Engine in a bad fix, 369.
Getting even with the fireman, 493.
Good Samaritan's stock below par, 639
Hard man to fire for, 71.

He died with his hand on the airbrake pump, 753.

He knew all the answers, 687.
He knew the cause, 215.

He talked too much, 373.

He took the right signal, 750.
He was used to it. 385.
It was H hot job, 338.
Liberal kind of train order, 67.

New way of making distinctions in pas.sengers. 6.

Ob ! for good brakes, 38.

One way of making a speed record, 751.
Projected area, 78.

Some official abbreviations, 110.

The first train, by Bill Nye, 772.
Tlie most important railroad man, 388.
The sacred oil, 759.

Tlie slack adjuster. ,576.

Too complicated for an American, 533.
Walking is healthy, 771.
Wanted something left to take home, 373.

What's in a name? 27.

Wheels in the wrrmg place. 12.

Why the engine slowed. .364

Would do as well as the best of them. 111.

W. W. Snow reckoned as one-half person, 3:^.

T
Tack detective on draft timber. 267.
Tallow pipe not feeding on grades (65), .304.

Tank, oil and water, for oil-burning engines, 575.

Tank, Burlington standard, described. 748.
Telegraphic cost of. 497, 2d.

*' how different from automatic electric,
101."

signal method. 97."
station, eqiupment for, 97.

Temperature, range of in cylinders. 16.

of gases in firebox, 337." rapid changes in, 337.

Templates, for drilling engine-truck frames and
pedestals, 637.

Tenders, six and eight-wheeled, 75.

English, trouble with. 76.
" English, plate frame, 76.
" frame, white oak. 76.

weights and capacities of, 78.

Tensile strength of boiler, what. 285.
strength of boiler plate (50). 178.

Tests, hydrostatic, of body bolster, 239.
coal for heating value, 152.
is chemical necessary on boiler plates, 445.

locomotive, where can be made, 505.
" of Hancock inspirator, 336.
" of Hinson coupler. 461.
" of Westinghouse l)rake, 703.
'* stay-l'olt>. hy air. 4-'S.
" to det'Mniine stepping power of engine, 447.

Testing globes for signals, 622.
Theory of counterbalances, 515.

Thickness of firel)ox sheets, 634.
Threads, square (84), 378.

Throttle valve, English indorsement of, 373, 3d.
Throttling sometimes beneficial, 16.

full evils of, 517.
Ties, annual cost of. 556.

' uneven wear of. 445.
"Time interval" in signaling, what, 3. 3d.
Tinshop air press, 93.

Tinning piston head and crossheads. 750.

Tires, curious wear of driving wheel. 759.

Tires, enlarginir. 491.
*' blind, 583.
" cutting by sand, 394, 442.
" driving wheel, comparisons, 508.
" flattening of, 15.
'' largest rolled in America, 27.
^ prevention of wear by double application of

brakes, 451.
" turning while under engine (12) 40, ^293.
" worn, what causes, 160, *389, 334.

Tool for removing dowel pin from triple valve,
578.

" case-hardening of small, 369.
*' for grinding triple, 578.
" for trueing up flat surface in triple valve,

578.

room, M., K. & T., Parsons, Kan., 684.

Tools for boiler shops, some modern, 359.

grinder. Gisholl, 359.

on Inr-. .motives, 301.

To make ioints tight with gum, 376.

Track wiring, C, M. & St. P., 496.

circuit, 493, 3d.
* circuit, electrical, an unfailing, called for,

444.

Tram, construction of. 782.

Training for youiii: M. E.. 441.

*ap|'rent iees at Baldwin Loco. Wks.. 95.

of the M. E., 694.
Train racing infectious. 631.

order, a liberal. 67.

*ofder, form of. 98.

Train robbers, hot water for, 39.
" corridor. 301.
" *register sheet, 99.

Trains faster, why not, 633.
" principal resistance to high speed of (133),

654.

Train speed, breaking the V. S. record, 617.

Caledonian Rv.. 363. 1st.
" English, in 1874, 373, 3d.
•* fast English, 361, ist. 570.
" fast run" on C. & N. W., 157.
' fast run on Wabash, 634.
' onL. S. & M. S.,700.
" on P. R. R. (93). 462.

Transmission of power in railroad shops, 445.

Traveling engineers, the, 564.

Triple valve, quick action after small reduction
(36), 780.

Triple valve, recharging with brakes set (8), 514.

Trolley cars, intelligence needed to operate, 573.

lives lost bv. 108.

Truck, axle box on. Mo. P., 490.

an anti-tilt. 358.

six-wheeled. B. & O.. 649.

Trucks, engine, application of air-brake to, 233.

Truss rods and sills, 713.

for weighing counterbalances. 161.

Tube sheets, care necessary in staying, 372.

Tubes, as boiler stays. 372.

best way to fasten (13), 40.

brass (8). 40.
*' copper (13>. 40.
" graphite paint for, 222.
" large or small number best (13). 40.
** streteliintr instead of i^afe ending, 637.

to fifid healinr surface of, 498, 2d.
Turnbull, Alexander, 752.

V
Unbreakable gage glass, 222.

"Under-boileied" loctmiotives. 761.

Union Switch and Signal Co's. systems, 3.33. 493,

557.

Value of electric current in signaling. 494. 3d.

Valve, air. for automatic mechanical signaling,
429.

" air hoist, governing. 96.

emergency,device to remove bushing, 228.
'* engineer's, rule for locating, 8.
'' engineer's. Knighfs automatic, 449.

engineer's, facing rotary seat of (.35), 110.
" feed, difference between D 8 and D 5 (13),

514.
*' for air brakes, 05.



Valves for air hoist. 389.
•• *lost luotion, adjuster for setting of, 64ii.

*Lunlierilieinier, rej^'indinj;, 175.

motion, earn. 364.
" pop, first Riclianlson applied. T.'i.

relief, oti steam ehost (53). 341 (75). .S04.

' relief, on evlinders (H3), 305.

rod, to (iiul liMiffth of (137), 591.

seat, damaiie cMiised liy hreakini; (.59), 341.

seats wearint; iKiiltiw, why (97). 463.
'• *settinK, device for turning drivers while.

" Sniffle," delinition of (101), 463.

stem Inland. ;in easy way to make. 5,56.

" throttle, Kni^lish indorsement of, 373, 3d.
" yoke squaring,' table, 79.

Vaeuuni'f^a^e. e.Kplairied, ()86.

Vaeuuin, ini>st perfect obtained by Games vacuum
l)rake, 781.

Vise for holding packing rings, 514.

\v
Washout plugs, prolonging life of. 340.

Water, l)ad, experiments to neutralize, 645, 2d.

compressibility of (31), 109.

Waste pickt'r, 453.

Weakest iiart of .'ars, .351. ,3d.

Weak points in boilers, 344.

Westingtiou^c signal system, 271.

Webb & Thompson signal system, 431.

Wedges, are ad iustable necessary in driving boxes,
504, 1st,

" bolts broken, 453.
" rig for planing, 644.

stationary, foi- driving boxes, 504.

Welding conipound, Detroit ground crystal, 352.

West, (ieorge W.. timrlv words of, 047.

Wheels, center cast steel, 1)88.

centers broken, 88.
" driving, advantage of single pair, .303, 1st.

fly. 201, 3d.
*' imperceptible slip of, 505.

light vs. heavy. 505.
" light centers, objections to, 505,

1st.
" *' tires, comparative performances

of, 508.
" emery, composition for, ,373, 3d.

heavier easy on track, 505, 2d.
" inferior cast iron, 381.

Wlieels, lathe tools, 28.
' new hand car, 340.
" to run smootlily must be, 505, Ist.

to prevent sliding of, .377.
" what makes unbalanced, steady at high

speed, 21,5.
" which most effective (14), 40.

Why lioilers explode, 229.

Whistle, a simple signal, 640.

Wiring, bond. 269.

boi.d at rail joint. 493.
bond attaclnng to rail. 493.

" laying insulated, 494, 1st.

track, feu- signals, (J., M. & St. P., 490.
"Wizard," fake. 581.

Wire gages, confusion of, 371.

systems of, 371, 3d.
Working pressure, Ijow determined, 3H(i.

Workmen, education of, 633.

first-class wanted on small i)ay, .339.

Wrench, engineer's pocket, 517.

Hall's, 517.

Yards, car. of ('. C. C. & St. T... Indianapolis, 3i;_'.
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Bound Volumes of 1894,
" " " 1895,

Price, $3.00
** 3>oo

The two years to one address, - - - - ** $5.00

THIS IS THE ONLY CHANCE TO SECURE ANY KIND OF BACK NUMBERS OF " LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING."

LESS THAN 50 OF EACH YEAR LEFT.

ORDKR NOW.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING FOR 1896

Will Contain 600 Pages

of READING MATTER.

THE BEST i2.oo WORTH OF RAILROAD READIISG TO
BE PURCHASED ANYW^HERE.

Cash Commissions for getting up Clubs.

Same rate for renewals as for new Subscribers.

WRITE US ABOUT IT.
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Firemen Seeking Promotion,
OR ENGINEERS OBLIGED TO PASS EXAMINATIONS,

WILL FIND THE GREATEST POSSIBLE HELP IN

"Hiirs Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen,"

Price, 50 cents.

AND

Conger's "Air-Brake Catecliism,"

Price, 25 cents.
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Air-Brake Repair Men
SHOULD NOT BE WITHOUT

Synnestvedrs "Diseases of tlie Air-Bral(e System,"

Price, $1.00.
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Cash )i!ust accompany order. No hooks sent C. O. D. Give name of hook and author, and iue can furnish any hook wanted. The list

helow is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All hooks sent hy mxilJreefor price named, unless otherwise stated.

A Library of Steam Engineering. Feh-
renbatch. 1895. The latest and the best book on
Steam Engineering. Illustrates and explains every
kind of steam enjrineering, stationary, locomotive
and marine. Has chapters on the mathematics of

steam engineering, covering aU possible points,

but in plain figures. N'o "higlier" mathematics
used. I'an be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A wliole library of steam
engineering. Highly recommended. 800 pages.
Pi-ii^e $5.00

Air-Brake CatecUisiii. Conger. 1895. This
is Conger's ""Air-Brake and Signal Instructions"'
rewritten and improved, containing the air-brake
and signal insti-uctions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and JIaster Jleclianics' Associations :

also the standard list of questions for air-brake
instruction. This is tlie latest and best book on
air brakes. Issued November 1, 1H95. Price. ..iSSc.

Air-Brake fractice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket Sl-O"

i © ^
Alexanders Keady Reference, Alexander.

189'J. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

muBt any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.50

i i i
American Poundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man. $3.50

Appleton*8 Encyclopedia of Applied
Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineering
for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

i i ^
Buildings and Structures of American

Kailroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

Enginemen*9 Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 189*2. Rulesof procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

Pocket Printer of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line asc.

i i i
Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete il-.

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $5.00

^ i i
Car Lubrication. Hall, (lught to be read

by every one interested in keeping .iouruals run-
ning cool $1.00

i i i
Catechism of the t.oconioiive. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to

have It $3.50

g ^ i
Compound Locomotives. Wood, 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

i ^ i
Diseases of the Air-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have Sl.oo

g i i
Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good.iSSc.gig
Engineer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

Information $5.00

g g
Enginemen's Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' E.\amination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

Evolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but eomin-ehensive history of the de-

velopment of tlie mudiTii railroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever,

up to, and including, the most approved forms of

the present day $ 1 .00

Haswell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 189*2.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

g g
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foimdation of sound engi-

neering education $sj.50

Indicator Practice and Steam Engine
Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $a.00

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c,

Link and Valve Motions. Auchlncloss.
1.3th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal

authority on the subject $*4.oo

g g
Liocomoti-ve Cateclxlsni. Grimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1.300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Pullv

illustrated 8^.00

Locomotive Knglne-Rnnning and Man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainlv stated $a.00

g g g
Locomotive Mechanism and Kngineer-

Ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $^.00

g g g
Locomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on rimning repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 5Uc.

g g g
Modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate SiO.oo

g g g
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

rNo. Steel collapsible back : heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best binder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder 85c.

g g
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-

ors $1.50

Progressive Kxaminations of Locomo*
tive ICngineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

g g
Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rules ot Interchange. The code of mie8
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c.

Simple L.essons in Dra\«'ing, for the
i^hop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a SIO set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Slide 'Valve Geam. Halsey. Third edition.

1894. The plainest book on the slide valve Full

of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.50

Standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

April. 1895. The code adopted by the American
Railway Association, in almost general use as a
basis, ne authority or train operating. .

.$1.00

g g g
Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.SO

g g g
The Engineer's Epitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything . .

.60c.

g g g
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket

Book. Kent. 1895 A reference book of rules,

tables, data and formulie for the use of engineers,

mechanics and students. The latest and best

pocket book. Bound in soft leatlier. with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,

brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

g g g
The Modtrn Maciiinist. Usher. 1895. A

practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods Illustrated bv i!57 engravings Does not con-

tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special

tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book is one that eve rv

mechanic sliould have 84.50

The Train "Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains S1.4B

g g g „What an Engineer Should KnoiT
About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

little book. .50c.

Address

New Boolu will be added montlily.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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A Few Object Lessons by Jim Skeevers

— and One by His Wife.

Jim Skeevers made some reforms in the

roundhouse, if he didn't find out whether

or no he was an "official " or " one of the

hands."

Skeevers' roundhouse is a big one, at a

point where three divisions end—the north,

the middle and the Granger branch. It's

funny how some things about railroads get

their names—the Granger "branch" is

longer and runs more trains than the three

main-line divisions put together.

When Skeevers took hold the "old

man" told him that he'd like to see an

improvement, but didn't expect it. Blithers

was a good man, and it was a mean, low-

down trick for the Midland to offer him

more money for a smaller job.

Skeevers had never run into Granger

regular and didn't know much about the

roundhouse, but after looking around he

made up his mind to one thing, and that

was to clean up a little.

There were piles of scrap everywhere,

worn-out air pumps and injectors, and

lubricators were piled under the benches

with old boots and discarded overclothes

as companions.

A fringe of broken castings lined the bat-

tlements of the cinder dump, and between

the roundhouse doors, facing the turn-table,

the thoughtful and foresighted Blithers had

for years stored up partly worn castings

that " would come in handy some day for

repairs.
'

'

Consternation reigned when "the new
boss" ordered all this loaded on flat cars,

and shipped all the scrap, good, bad and
indifferent, to the main shop.

Brass scrap was hauled out from under

benches and ruthlessly ordered away.

The old carpenter, who put in cab win-

dows and repaired pilots, was put to work
making cupboards "two feet wide and

deep and seven feet high," one for each

mechanic and helper in the house.

Skeevers ordered ever\' man to put what

he valued as personal belongings in that

cupboard, and ordered the sweepers to

gather up all the old shoes, and over-

clothes, and hats, and traps, and put them
in the cinder cars—and to take everything

not in the'cupboards.

The traveling engineer—a fossil who
kept his job by virtue of his age and a

hold he had in a judgment for a broken

leg—came down on Skeevers here and

remonstrated. Skeevers called up the ma-

chinists one by one and asked them if

they ever remembered repairing a broken-

down engine with any parts off the se-

lect and sacred scrap piles between the

doors.

None of them had.

"That's an object lesson for ye, Rory,"

said Skeevers. "Tons of that iron ought

to have been melted up years ago ; a little

blacksmith work and bolt-cutter work will

make lots of it useful, but I can't do it

here with only ten men and seventy odd

engines to keep goin.g.

"

" Well, Skinny, I don't like them clothes

coffins ; they cost something, take up some
room and make the men feel sort o' like

they was in prison ; no nachurel free-

dom "

" A man that ain't clean enough to want

to put his clothes in a clean box in a dirty

shop ought to be in prison ; the place used

to look like a boar's nest around every

bench," answered Skeevers.

Skeevers had clean cinders put between

the turn-table tracks, and raked even and

level, and the whole yard cleaned up in the

same way, before " the old man " visited

him.
" It looks nice, Skeevers," said he, "but

it would cost fifty dollars a day to keep

it so."

"A laborer at fi.io a day will keep it

clean, and sweep half the house beside.

You see, sir, it's an object lesson in itself

;

it's clean and no one will think of throwing

anything dirty there—why, if a pair of old

overalls or a broken brake beam was thrown

out there you couldn't see anything else ;

the men keep it clean because it is clean."

" Mebby that's so," said the old man,

thoughtfully ; if it don't cost no more than

that you might try it for a while."

Skeevers "requisitioned" nine barrels-

of lime three straight months in succession

to whitewash the shop, but it never came.

When he spoke to the traveling engineer

about it, Rory told him that the shop had

been built eleven years and never needed

whitewashing, and he reckoned the "old

man" was right in refusing to go to the

expense.

Skeevers bought a pailful of lime and

painted a big white cross on the shop wall,

right opposite the door. It stood out of

the surrounding gloom like an honest man
in Congress, and everybody noticed it and

thought that Skeevers must be getting

religious. Six weeks after, the general

officers came down on a tour of in.spection,

and the general manager started when he
saw the cross.

" What the devil is that?" was the pious

remark he made.

"An object lesson," said Skeevers.

A light began to dawn in the mind of

the general master mechanic, and he was
half mad.

" Who's that object lesson intended for,

sir?

"



"Myself," said Skeevers. "I wanted to

whitewash and couldn't get the lime, .so I

bought a quarter's woilh and painted that

to see if I could notice the difference."

"Why couldn't you get lime?" asked

the G. 'SI.

"I cut off the requisition," explained

the G. yi. M., "on account of expense-
not the expense of the lime so much as

the whitewasliers.

"

"If you give me the lime I'll do the

washing with a laborer and an air hose

without a cent of extra expense."

Skeevers got his lime.

The Granger roundhouse was built with

the promise of putting big shops there, but

the company wasn't just ready yet, and
they decided to use five stalls on one end
of the big roundhouse as a back shop

"temporarily." Alas ! like all other "tem-

porary " shops, it was destined to be the

permanent one, and the " big shops " live

and die in blueprints.

When they put up the partition on those

five stalls, ten years ago, the general mas-

ter mechanic decided to use a large sta-

tionary engine he had rebuilt after the car-

shop fire at headquarters. It was one of

those old, sleepy, plain slide-valve affairs

with a i6-inch bore and a 36-inch stroke,

with a fly-wheel 14 feet in diameter and
weighing 9 tons. It occupied the place

of one pit, took lots of room, used lots of

steam and made 21 strokes per minute.

Every tool and every man in the place

worked in perfect unison with the moving
power.

The big boiler house—to be—was plan-

ned tq stand where the cinder pile was
now, and being j-et in the blueprint stage

they put up a ,g;ood, 50-inch shell, upright

boiler in a comer of the shop to furnish

steam for the Jonah that stood in the
'

center.

The "shop" consisted of the big en-

gine, four pits, three lathes, a shaper, a

drill press, a wheel lathe and a grindstone,

and Skeevers figured that under proper

conditions the big engine could run forty-

six shops like that and never sweat a

hair.

He walked through this place dailj' for

four months noting the peaceful effect it

had on everything ; the men" talked slow

and w-alked slow and worked slower ; his

own pulse dropped the minute the door

was shut on the rushing somid'of blowing-

off steam in the roundhouse, and he felt

drowsy and dreamy and lazy—but Skeev-

ers was thinking.

Out in the yard stood an abandoned
steam shovel that had been in a wreck

;

Skeevers sur\'eyed her, andjrescued a little

engine from her interior, and had it

taken to the shop.

This little engine only had a 7 x 10 cyl-

inder, but it had an amazing hustle be-

tween the governor and the piston some-

where. Skeevers set it up near the boiler

and piped it up one Sunday. The men
thought he was going to u.sc it to ])uuip

•water into the boiler.

.Skeevers figured on its speed and got a

big pulley for the main shaft. He put on

the belt Saturday noon and, lo ! the little

engine carried the work just as easily as if

designed for the place ; but her little piston

was hopping back and forth in the cj'Iin-

der two hundred and sixty-one hops a

minute.

Sunday, Skeevers had a gang of men
there. They skidded the old engine out

back of the shop, tore up her foundation

and put rails back on the much-needed

pit.

From that day on there was a perceptible

improvement in the time and motion of

that shop.

Last Tuesday week, the general officers

were again on their rounds. The G. M.
had admired the clean walls of the house

for the hundredth time, approved of the

new doors with the big w-indows, said the

moving of the smoke jacks, so as to

" head " the engines in, was an inspiration,

and many other compliments, when he

suddenly turned to Skeevers and asked :

"Any more of them object lessons

around handy ? '

'

"Well, yes," said Skeevers, "come out

in the shop."

When they went in, a fifth engine was on

blocks getting her tires turned. The little

monitor near the boiler tapped a quick

waltz time
;
the boiler-maker, in a firebox,

was trying to keep up the stroke—and was
a little behind. Every tool was on a higher

feed than it had ever known ; the men
stepped quickly. Da\'e Turner was putting

a lathe dog on another piece of work, so as

to clap it right into his machine, and save

time after the present cut. A man outside

was washing windows with a swipe of his

long brush that indicated that he didn't

intend to make a winter's job of it. In fact

things seemed to hum.
"Well, I'm damned," said the pious

G. M., "this here is an object lesson. Say,

Mr. Skeevers, how do you account for this

' git-vip-and-git ' here — you've got the

same men and the same tools?"

"Yes, .sir, but another prime mover.

The way I figure it is this—a man cannot

be much better than his surroundings.

Give a machinist a nice new lathe in a

dirty, foul, dark shop, and the angel of

death couldn't make that man keep that

tool clean long—in a clean shop he wouldn't

think of letting it get dirty. It's the same
way with engineers. Give the best en-

gineer in the land a dirty, rickety, badly

cared for engine, and you will soon have a

dirty, rickety, careless engineer and dirty,

rickety, careless work. Herd men with

swine and they will soon become hogs.

On the other hand, surround men with

comforts, cleanliness and order and their

ser\ice becomes like their surroundings

and their lives like their work. Order and
cleanliness save time and money, for it is

easier and quicker to do a thing right than

to do it wrong. That more work can be

done is proven right here. We rebuilt the

last five engines in just one day more than

it formerly took to rebuild four, and this

five will be gotten out in the same time. I

have never said a word to a man, either ; I

just gave 'em an object lesson with that

engine and the wdiitewash."

"There's one object lesson we've over-

looked ourselves, John," said the G. M.
turning to the G. M. M., " and that is Mr.

Skeever's abilit)-. Now, if I was general 4

master mechanic of this road and couldn't ^
find any other wa\' to move the corpse you ""

have in charge of the main shop, why, I'd

promote him and slam in a — well, say

,

an object lesson."

Saturday there was a bulletin notice that

James Skeevers w-as hereb}' appointed gen-

eral foreman of the entire road, vice Amos
Slocum, promoted.

Skeevers took the notice home and
showed it to his w'if e.

"Sairry," said he, proudly, "there's an

object lesson for you—shows what a little

git-up-and-git will do for a man."
Sarah read it through carefully, looked

up to Skinney through those cool gray

eyes of hers and said :
" James Skeevers,

3-ou're the dearest old fool on the whole
road ; can't you see an object lesson /;/ ad-

vaiice ^ Don't you know that John Masey
was a no-good mechanic, and that he got

to be general master mechanic by accident,

and that he's a tweiit}--t\vo caliber—a little

scant—and jealous of every man under

him that shows abilitj' above his own ?

Don't you see that the general manager
has forced his hand in this matter,

and can't you understand that when he

gets you into the big shop that he'll make
things very interestin' for you? Why,
James Skeevers, he'll have your hide hung
on the shop wall as an example of a man
w'ho knew too much ! You mark my
words !

'

'
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Every subscriber to Locomotive Exgi-

NEERING is entitled to three educational

premiums during 1895. With this issue is

furnished a vest pocket edition of the

traveling engineer's examination questions

for firemen for promotion, and engineers

for employment. If }ou buy of a news-

dealer demand the book. One is sent with

every copy of the paper.

@ i i
We have 100 bound volumes for 1894 on

hand and a few loose copies of back num-
bers for each month during the year. If

you want any of them order now—there

will never be another chance.

i i i
We have a new binder for the new size

;

heav\- cloth boards, steel telescope back,

something new and strong. Do not have

to cut or pimch papers. Mailed for %\.

The Educational Chart of car will be sent

with the June number, and the colored

engine picture with September. Don't

ask for them now ; the\' are not rcadv.



What It Is For.

What It Does.

How It Does It.

"What 'are we stopping for, conductor,

out^here in the woods ? This is a limited

train. What ! stopped by a signal, a block

signal, j-ou say ? Why, what is that ? Oh,

1 see ! ,You have a red blade projecting

from the top of a pole, so that when the

blade is moved up and down from the

tower by the signalman it indicates to the

engineer whether he nia^- enter the block

or not, the block being the piece of track

extending to the next signal. ,So, when
we are stopped by such a signal it means
that another train is in the block, and we
will have to wait until it passes out of it.

'

'

And thus it is that to-day trains are

being run through towns and cities, over

mountains and prairie, through bridges

and tunnels, in cuts and around curves

with absolute safety, a fact not fully ap-

preciated by the traveling public, but

which becomes to the engineer, whose re-

sponsibility is lightened and from whom
anxiety is removed, a guiding star, telling

him that the track is his and that there

shall be no one to dispute it with him, for

such little arguments, you know, are some-

times disastrous.

Block signaling, though limited in ex-

tent in this country, in proportion to the

miles of tr.ack operated, is so rapidly being

extended, not only from the natural in-

crease of business and consequent demands
for a safe method of operation, but from

the general knowledge being acquired of

the advantages to be gained from such a

system, that I believe an article on the

subject would be both interesting and in-

structive. To the man well posted on sig-

nal matters, little that is new will be found,

as the article is written more for those who
are constantly guided by a signal but

have little idea of its con.struction.

The commencement of signaling may be

said to begin with the use of the locomo-

tive, for it soon became manifest that

something would have to be devised, not

only to prevent collisions between trains,

but to give information to engineers re-

garding the position of switches and the

right to go ahead. Many forms and de-

vices were used in these early days, few of

them being seen to-day, but which, as in

the development of the locomotive, be-

came stepping-stones to things much
better.

1. Home Block Signal—"All Clear."

2. Home Block Signal—"Danger, Stop.

3. Distance Block Signal—"All Clear."

4. Home Block Signal—"Danger."

By W. H. ELLIOTT,
Signal Engineer,

C, M.&St. P. R.R.

As each engineer preferred his own de-

vices to those of others, it followed, as a

matter of course, that the practice was verj'

varied, so much so in some cases that the

safety signal on one road became the dan-

ger signal of another. Naturally enough,
this state of things brought about many
serious accidents, and finally resulted in a

meeting being held b\- those interested,

for the adoption of a standard form of

fixed signal to be used by all the roads.

The choice fell upon the "semaphore," a

signal designed by Mr. Gregory in 1841,

which indicates—by position and not by
its form—whether the track is clear and
the train has a right to go ahead.

It was decided that a horizontal position

of the blade should indicate "danger" or

".stop;" a vertical position, "all clear" or

"go ahead," and a position midway be-

tween these two, making an angle of forty-

five degrees with the horizontal, '

' caution '

'

or " proceed carefully.

"

Its construction was very much the same
as that used to-day, consisting of a blade

pivoted at the top of a pole and capable of

being turned through about a quarter of a

circle. The colored glasses for giving the

night indications were carried in a separate

frame pivoted lower down on the pole, in-

stead of being held, as in modern practice,

by the casting to which the blade is fast-

ened. The blades for governing train

movements in one direction were always

put on the same side of the pole. In this

country, the blade projecting on the right-

hand side of the signal pole, as looked at

from an approaching train, is the one that

governs. In England, where all trains run

on the left-hand track, signal blades pro-

jecting to the left side govern.

The signals were operated under what
we call the "time interval ;

" that is, not

allowing one train to follow another into

the block until the lapse of a certain

period of time. When a train entered the

block the signal was put at danger and
kept there for five minutes, when it was
pulled to a cautionary position, and after

the lapse of five minutes more the signal

was "cleared," giving the right to the

next train to proceed.

Experience with this method of opera-

tion soon demons-trated that the principle

was not correct. For while a train may



have passed, a certain length of time, the

signal gave no indication of how far it had

gone. The many accidents occurring

under this system stimulated the invention

and adoption of electric indicators and

telegraph instruments as a means of com-

munication between signalmen, thus mak-
ing it possible to keep a space interval

between trains, not allowing a second train

to enter a block while it is occupied by the

first. This method of blocking, keeping a

space interval between trains, is the end to

which all the modern systems of signaling

are designed, although the methods by

which this result is obtained vary con-

siderably.

The next important principle to be

developed was that the normal position of

a signal should be at dat/oi'i; not at safety
;

or, in other words, assumii>g that danger

existed unless known to the contrary.

With a signal constructed as were those

first used, so that on an accident happen-

ing to the apparatus, or in case of any of

its parts becoming disconnected, it would

at once fall to the " all clear " position, no

protection would be alTorded a train in the

block. Any engineer, of course, not know-

ing that the signal was out of order, would

take the indication as one intended for

him and proceed accordingly, a result very

likely to cause trouble, but for which he

could not be blamed.

With the signal always remaining in the

danger position, and being so constructed

that any accident or breakage of the appa-

ratus would cause it to assume the danger

position, no accidents can happen, as

trains would be stopped instead of being

allowed to proceed.

In the most approved systems, the signal

automatically returns to the danger posi-

tion immediately upon a train entering the

block, thus making it impossible for a

second train to enter, as might easily oc-

cur—under the old system—should the

signalman fail to return the signal to the

danger position.

As showing the commencement of block

signaling in this country, the exhibit of

the Pennsylvania Railroad at the World's

Fair, of a pole and ball signal used on the

Newcastle & Frenchtown Railroad in 1832,

is very interesting, the following informa-

tion being obtained from a letter written

by Mr. A. Feldpauche, principal assistant

engineer of the P., W. & B. Ry., in regard

to its use. The road was about 20 miles

long, and the signals seem rather to have

been used for conveying information from

one end of the line to the other than for

that of a block.

" When the train was ju.st starting from

Newcastle, the man in charge of the signal

at that point raised the ball to the top of

the pole. The man at the next station, see-

ing the white ball raised b}' the first man,

raised his ball to half the height of his

pole. The men at the other stations, each

on the lookout with his telescope, which,

you will see in the cut, were placed in the

guides provided for the purpose on the side

of the pole, also raised their balls to half

mast, thus conveying the information

throughout the line that tht- train had

started.

"When the train reached the first sta-

tion, the man would immediately rai.se his

ball to the top of the pole, as a signal both

ways that the train had reached him, low-

ering his ball when the train reached the

next man ahead, this being repeated suc-

cessively at each of the four stations.

" When a train, having passed one sta-

tion, did not arrive at the next, or was

seen to be in trouble in any way, the man
at the station next nearer Newcastle would

lower his white ball and substitute there-

for a black ball, kept at hand for the pur-

pose, and would raise it to the top of his

pole as a signal to be successively trans-

mitted to Newcastle, whence a relief train

would be dispatched to the assistance of

the regular train."

Block signaling may be said to be prac-

ticed in this country in two ways—that of

"absolute" blocking, in which one train

only is allowed to occupy a given block,

and "permissive" blocking, where, under

certain regulations, more than one train is

allowed to enter.

From the definition of a block—"a sec-

tion of a track between two signal stations,

the use of which is controlled ))y fixed sig-

nals "—it is seen that where absolute block-

ing is maintained, both head and rear-end

collisions are impossible, and were it not

for the expense and occasional delay to

traffic, such would be more generally

practiced. It is a fact, which experience

is demonstrating ev-

ery day, that more
trains can be run

over a given piece of

track and with more
safety by a prop-

erly arranged block system

than by any code of rules that

can be devised, and although

one cannot show in figures

how much can be saved to a

road by immunity from acci-

dents, it will certainly repay-

any investments made in ap-

paratus and operators' wages.

More particularh' is the

problem of block signaling

increasing in importance as

the traffic on man)- roads is

becoming too dense to be

handled without such a S3's-

tem. Managers who thought

that the results obtained by

the English with absolute

blocking could be ignored

on account of the different

conditions of operation in this country,

are gradually finding it to be the only safe

way to operate their roads.

In point of fact the means are .already at

hand, and any road having a telegraph

wire and operators can, at a moment's no-

tice, put the absolute blocking of all trains

into effect, should conditions arise under

3

which it would be desirable to do so.

That many roads do not take advantage

of this and train their operators is much to

be regretted. It is to be hoped that with

the spread of infon:iation regarding the

working of block systems and the safety

to be gained by their use, managers will

come to a full appreciation of their merits.
,

With roads using a block system, where, H
from considerations of expense, the blocks ^

.

are of a greater length than is advisable,

"permissive" blocking has, with certain'

rcstric/ions, come very much into use.

Although it is an abandonment of the

"space" for that of a time interval, the

results obtained are such as to make its

use in many cases a matter of good busi-

ness judgment.

Before describing the different methods

of operating block signals, it will be well

to describe the construction of a sema-

phore signal and to discuss the interesting

questions connected therewith.

As will be seen in the sketch, a casting

is pivoted at the top of a pole which holds

the blade and also the glass ; this casting

is called the arm plate. The blade is a thin

board 5 feet long, tapering from 7 inches

in width where bolted to the casting to

10 inches at its outer end. The end of the

blade is often pointed, to more easily dis-

tinguish the block signal from other sema-

phore signals. The height of the pole,

ordinarily, is about 25 feet above the

ground, and a ladder bolted to its side

allows of easy access to all the parts.

About midway of the pole is an iron

lever called the balance lever, to which are

attached the wires for operating the signal.

An up-and-down rod connects this lever

with the arm plate casting, being attached

to the casting on the opposite end from

the blade.

By putting a weight on the balance lever,

it is seen that the blade will be greatly

overbalanced, and will, of course, be held

in the horizontal position until a force is

exerted on the lever sufficient to lift this

weight and lower the blade. This con-

struction fulfills the requirement that the

" normal position of the signal should be

at danger," as it calls for a direct effort on

the part of the signalman to change the

signal to "all clear" position.

To give the different indications at night,

a lamp is so placed that the light, when
the signal is at danger, will show through

a colored glass held in the arm plate cast-

ing, and will show an unobscured white

light when " all clear. " While the signals

for use in day-time were going through the

various changes from one of "form " to

that of "position," those for use at night

simply became a question of color, as noth-

ing has as 3-et been found which compares

with it in distinctness and simplicity. This

question of the proper color to be used for

the different night signals is one of great

interest to all railroad men, and one which
is being widely discussed.

What engineer has not had to pass an

examination for color blindness, or has not



felt somewhat "wrathy" when a sleepy

operator has allowed his signal lamp to get

low or go out ?

Who has not felt his pulse quicken

when, on some dark night, a red light has

suddenly appeared on the track ahead,

even though it should prove to be only a

j,
"wide-awake" drummer anxious to get

out of town, and who has stopped the

train by putting a match inside of a red

bottle?

Red is used for the danger or stop sig-

nal everywhere, as it makes the greatest

impression on the sense of sight. White
is used for the "all clear" and green for

the "caution " signal on most roads in this

country, although a few follow the English

practice of using green for the '

' all clear,
'

'

white not being used for any signal. The
use of white to indicate "all clear" and
green for "caution," at first sight appears

to answer all the requirements ; but so

strong are the arguments against this ar-

rangement, that if a more satisfactory color

could be found for the cautionary signal,

green would be universally used for the

"all clear" signal and the use of white

abandoned.

These arguments are, first, that the

gla,ss fastened in the arm plate ca.sting ma}-

break and show a white light when the

signal stands at danger.

Second, engineers ma}- mistake a light

in some street or dwelling for the signal

light and run by it.

Few accidents have happened from the

glasses breaking, but the possibilities of a

serious collision are always present. For
this reason stationmen should always

"keep an eye" on the signal to see that

the glass is in its place, and engineers

should, whenever possible, see that the

position of the blade corresponds with the

indication given by the lamp.

The use of green for the all clear signal

overcomes both objections against white,

but leaves no available color for a caution-

ary signal. The practice on one road using

green for the '

' all clear " is to show both a

red and a green light for the caution sig-

nal, blotting out the red for "all clear."

On another road three lights are used, two
showing in a horizontal line to indicate

"caution," and two in a vertical line for

"all clear."

The color the blade is painted has noth-

ing to do with the indications given, for

while the blade may change its position

the color does not, and consequently only

one indication could be made. The blade

is painted red for distinctness, that being

the most easily discernible color ; but on
this point opinions differ, as one very

prominent road paints them yellow. It

may be well to note here that there is one
system of blocking, "an automatic elec-

tric," in which the different indications

are made by a change of color, or rather

the appearance of a red disc for " danger "

and its absence, thereby showing a white

background, safety.

The next to be considered (having seen

how a signal is constructed) are the dif-

ferent signals to be found at a block sta-

tion, with the meaning each is intended to

convey ; not that all are to be found at

every station, but that w-e may better un-

derstand how a good block signal system

is operated.

At first the only signals used w-ere those

at the entrance of a block, these, for

economical reasons, being put at stations

or at points where switch tenders were al-

ready stationed. As traffic increased and

the speed of trains became greater, it often

happened when the signal w-as at danger

that trains would run by, owing to the

location of signal, or to the condition of

the weather being such as to prevent engi-

neers from seeing the signal soon enough

to stop. The result of this w-as that engi-

neers were forced to slacken speed and ap-

proach the signal very carefully, so that if

found at danger they could stop before

passing it.

To make this unnecessary, a second

signal was erected which would give the

same indication as the first signal gave,

being erected a distance down the track

from which the train was approaching.

The engineer was, bj- this arrangement,

informed of the position the controlling

signal would be found in, some time before

reaching it.

For the .sake of distinction, the first

signal—that is, the one controlling the

block—is called the "home" signal, and
the second, or caution signal, the "dis-

tant" signal, these being the names by

which they are known to-day. The possi-

bilit)' of operating the distant signal from

the same place as the home signal, strange

as it may seem to us now, was not thought

of for some time. The distant signal was
placed only so far down the track as it was

possible for a man to run, after first put-

ting the home signal in the clear position,

before the arrival of the train.

A bright switchman, anxious to save

himself the trouble of so much running,

was the first to think of connecting this

distant signal b}' means of a wire to a lever

in the tower in which he was stationed.

That this should have escaped the en-

gineers and have been thought of by a

switchman, recalls the invention of the

valve motion by the lad who, getting tired

of w-orking by hand the steam engine

valve, attached it to the end of the engine

shaft b}- a stick.

Both signals were originally of the same
form, but owing to the necessity of making
a distinction of some kind between them,

a notch was cut in the end of the distant

signal. To make a still further difference,

the distant signal blade was painted green

—a color which expresses the character of

the indication given by the signal.

A ver}- amusing anecdote is told by Mr.

W. J. Williams, traffic superintendent of

the Brighton Railw-aj', England, of the

origin of the notch. Thinking that a

distant or caution signal should be differ-

ent from a home or stop signal, he sent a

workman to a station on the main line be-

tween London and Brighton to cut a notch

out of the end of the distant signal blade.

The Brighton tracks are at this point used

by the Southeastern Railway Co., and
tw-o or three days after the notch had been

cut he received an indignant letter from
that company, asking wh\' he allowed his

signals to get into such a state of dis-

repair that large pieces were actually

chipped out of the end of them.

Soon after the distant signal came into

use, the cautionary indication, as given by
the home signal blade, became, to a great

extent, discontinued, owing to engineers

not properly observing it. For a " caution-

ary indication " is really permissive block-

ing, a time interval between trains, and,

unless great care is used by the engineer,

accidents are verj- likely to happen.

Another fact that made its use objection-

able was the difficulty of keeping the sig-

nal properly adjusted, for, unless it was
always lowered to the same position, en-

gineers would be in doubt as to the exact

meaning intended. If the safe side were

not taken, serious consequences were likely

to follow.

Where permissive blocking is used the

best systems do away with the inclined

position, and either stop the train to give

a "permissive card" or else use two sig-

nals on the same pole, the upper one being

used for the "danger" or stop signal and



the lower for the permissive or cautionary-

indication. This arrangement consists in

placing a permissive arm, painted green

and notched on the end, or a green light

at night on the pole below the block arm

and towork in connection with it.

The indications as given by these two

blades on one pole are plain and unmis-

takeable, and are as follows :

Block and permissive arms horizontal,

or upper light red and lower light ^/r^?;,

signifies " Danger, stop !

"

Block arm vertical and permissive arm

/wrizontal, or upper and lower light 7vliitf,

signifies "All clear, go ahead !

"

It is here that I wish to call attention to

the two ways that caution signals may be

read, for imless clearly understood, the in-

dications as given by each signal will not

be correctly interpreted. Not that the in-

dication for
'

' caution
'

' does not mean to

exercise due vigilance and care in either

case, but that the extent to which caution

is to be observed varies greatly.

One indication for caution is

given by the signal blade in the

inclined position, or when the

lower arm of a two-blade sig-

nal is in the horizontal position,

the upper one being vertical

;

the other is that given by a dis-

tant signal when at danger, in-

dicating the position in which

the home signal will be found.

The one is permissive blocking,

pure and simple ; the other a

warning to the engineer to use

caution in approaching the

home signal, expecting to find

it at danger.

The two signals at a block

station, the home and the dis-

tant, were for a long time all

that were necessary to properly

handle trains without causing serious de-

lays. But with the congestion of traffic as

found on many roads, these have proved

deficient, and a third signal has been add-

ed, thereby increasing the number of trains

it is possible to run over a division in a

given time.

The third signal is aptly named the

"advance" signal, from the position in

which it is placed, being put far enough in

advance of the home signal to allow a

train to clear the latter at least 300 feet

before being brought to a stop.

The indications of the advance signal

being positive, the same as those of the

home signal—the horizontal position of the

blade meaning "Danger, stop!" a verti-

cal or inclined position, "All clear, go

ahead!"—there is no chance for an engi-

neer to mistake or fail to observe them.

Without this signal it was often found that

trains working at stations delayed following

trains, from the fact that not having passed

the home signal the block was not clear,

and until it was the other train had to wait.

With the use of the advance signal it was

possible to so locate the home signal as to

make a short block of the track between

these two signals. By making this short

block include the station and side tracks

where switching was done, a train standing

at the station would have cleared the block

just behind it and at the same time re-

main under the control of the signalman.

The location of the home and advance

signals at any station is pretty well defined

by the character and amount of the busi-

ness transacted. That of the distant signal,

however, is one that will vary with each

locality and calls for the exercise of care

and good judgment, for on the position in

which it is placed, more than with any

other signal, will its usefulness depend.

As the signal is intended to repeat the in-

dications of the home signal, it is necessarj'

that the signal be placed at such a distance

as to enable a train after passing it to stop

before reaching the home signal, no matter

what the conditions are.

Common practice in this respect is to

put the distant signal 1,200 feet from the

home signal, unless the conditions are such

as, from the speed of the trains, or on ac-

count of grades and cur^'es, it cannot be

seen. There is a limitation to the dis-

tance it is possible to operate such a signal

mechanically, owing to the difficulty of

properly caring for the expansion of the

wire and also the power required to " clear"

the signal. The lever for this signal must

also be interlocked with those of the home
and advance signals, so that the signal

cannot be pulled to "all clear" until

they have both been cleared, thereby mak-

ing it impossible for the signalman to

make a mistake. Being placed at a dis-

tance from the home signal and the first

seen by the engineer, it has become, in

practice, the governing signal, allowing

trains to keep a uniform speed itnder all

conditions of operation. The number of

signal poles in use at any station or tower

varies, of course, with the system used,

from that where two signals for trains

running in opposite directions are carried

on one pole, to where six poles are used,

each signal being in the best position with

reference to the track which it governs.

Before taking up the different methods

of operating block sign.als, it is perhaps ad-
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visable to call attention to the principal

points which have just been considered,

and which it would be well to bear in

mind.

"Absolute blocking," or the mainten-

ance of a "space" interval between all

trains, is the qnly sure method of prevent-

ing collisions.

The indications of a semaphore signal

are made by the position of the arm, and

not b}' its form or color.

The normal position of all signals must

be at danger.

A semaphore arm displayed to the right

of the signal pole, as seen from an ap-

proaching train, governs.

A horizontal position of the semaphore

arm, or a red light at night, means " Dan-

ger, stop !
'

'

A horizontal position of a sema-

phore arm that is notched in the end,

or a green light at night, means "Cau-

tion, go slow !"

A vertical position, or one nearly so, of

a ^semaphore ami, or a white

light at night, means " .\\\

clear, go ahead !"

A block is a section of track

between two signal stations, the

use of which is controlled by

fixed signals.

A home block signal is a fixed

signal at the entrance of a block

to control trains entering said

block.

A distant block signal is a fix-

ed signal of special form used in

connection with the home block

signal, and placed at such a

distance as will enable all trains

to stop between the distant sig-

nal and the home signal.

An advance block signal is an

auxiliary fixed signal, placed' in

advance of a home block signal to control

trains that have entered the block.

@ @ !^

New Way of ilaking Distinctions in

Class of Passengers.

Yorkshire men are reputed by other

Englishmen to be dolefully slow, but sure

as a hydraulic ram. They are also noted

for being ingenious, when they have plenty

of time to think out anything difficult of

solution. Some genius of that country

lately discovered how to have three classes

in one omnibus, with the seats all of the

same kind. An American traveler reports

the discovery. He entered the 'bus, and

was mystified to find that they carried first,

second and third classes. He sat cogitat-

ing over tlie problem, inclining to the

opinion that the classes were arranged on

the apparent ability of the different pass-

engers to pay high fare. But midway on

the journey they came to the foot of a

long, steep hill, and the guard shouted :

"First-class passiengers, keep your seats.

Second-class passengers, please peg out

and walk. Third-class passengers, get out

and push."



The Caledonian Railway Shops

[EDITOKIil, COKRE3PONDENCE.]

When an American railroad man of en-

gineering connections mentions that he is

going to Europe and tliat he wishes to visit

the best railway repair shops, he is gen-

erally told that the most important and in-

teresting establishment of the kind to be

seen abroad is the London & Northwestern

Railway Works, at Crewe, England. I

should say, also, by all means go and see

the works at Crewe ; but I am far from be-

lieving that they are the most interesting

shops had a history, like many other

establishments built for existing needs.

They were originally designed to do the

repair work for about fifty locomotives

with the required equipment of cars. The
works have now to keep in repair 828 loco-

motives, 2,000 carriages, and 53,000 wagons,

as the freight cars are called. Besides

that, the works build all new equipment

and perform a great deal of manufacturing

for other departments besides that of roll-

ing stock. When additions to the old

works became too confusing and expen-

" bay " devoted to tinsmith, coppersmith

and dressing shop ; then, in succession,

we pass through erecting, machine, wheel,

wagon and carriage shops ; then the saw-

mill, as our planing mill is called. The
various shops and departments are sub-

divisions of one huge building, which
covers about twelve acres.

The whole of the main building is cov-

ered by a series of iron truss roofs, sup-

ported by iron pillars. Each roof spans 40

feet, and each longitudinal space between

the pillars is called a "bay." The ap-

Cai,edoni.\n Raii^way Shops. Erecting Shop, from Bridge; of Travei<ing Crane.

railway shops to be seen in Europe. I be-

lieve they are the largest of the kind to be
found anywhere, but magnitude in itself

does not constitute a great attraction. My
opinion is that the Lancashire S: Yorkshire

Railway shops at Horwich, England, and
the Caledonian Railway shops at St.

Rollox, Glasgow, are the most interesting

and best arranged works to be seen abroad.

The latter works were founded some
fifty years ago, when the place where the}'

stand was a small country hamlet outside

of Glasgow. The city now extends in

solid streets far beyond the works. The

sive, the company determined to build en-

tirely new shops on the best designs, and
they carried out this purpose in a way to

excite admiration.

A variety of views of the shops are pre-

sented with this article. The works, as a

whole, form a slightly broken square, with
a wing projected along from one comer.
A long strip of the square is divided off,

and is occupied by the forgesmith's shop
and boiler shop. The wing contains the

iron and brass foundries, pattern shop and
part of the boiler shop. Entering the end
of the main building, we find a small

pearance of the various shops can be well

understood from the engravings, made di-

rect from photographs which were fur-

nished by Mr. John F. Mcintosh, assistant

to the locomotive superintendent. The
erecting shop has accommodation for 100

locomotives. All the shops are remarkably
well provided with tools of all kinds, the

cranes and appliances for handling ma-
terial being quite conspicuous. The large

crane in the erecting shop has a capacity

of 30 long tons, and is used in moving the

engines, lifting them bodily, and for trans-

porting all kinds of heavy articles.



The work turned out is all supposed to

be interchangeable, and the probability is

that it is as nearly so as most machine

shop productions, but they are not nearly so

well provided with jixs, formers and exact

rigid tenipleLs as our first-class shops are.

They have excellent heavy machine tools,

but the small tools, such as turret lathes,

milling machines, etc., which we employ-

to produce so many articles perfectly fin-

ished, are not well represented in any shop

abroad which I have seen. A tool used

here to good advantage is a Whitworth

a dining room within the works where the

men are given meals at actual cost, the

company supjjlying accommodations, light

and heat free of charge. The relations be-

tween the company and the employes are

of the most cordial character.

During my various visits to the works I

was treated with great kindness by Mr.

Lambie, the locomotive superintendent,

and by Mr. Mcintosh, his assistant, who
was a fellow driver of mine on the northern

part of the system years ago.

A. S.

man can run his four fingers over the valve

handleat right angles to it, when the valve

is in running position, he will place his

thumb on the valve body to steadv his

hand when doing nice work in .service ap-

plications. This rule holds good in any
style of valve, from the old three-way cock
to the D-5. It don't cost any more to put

them up right than wrong. One is a source

of comfort to one man during the life of

the engine ; the other is like a ringworm

—

when it don't actually hurt it annoys vou
to see it.

Caledonian Railway Shops. The Machine Room.

planer which cuts in both directions. It

has been very little u.sed in America, and
probably few of our readers have seen one

at work. At the end of each stroke it re-

verses the cutting tool, which keeps on
with the cut. It is only adapted for

plane surfaces, but it is particularly useful

for planing .slab frames and such work.

There are 2,430 men employed in the

works. Mechanics receive from $6 to fS.50

a week, while laborers receive about

I4.50. A great deal of interest in the

welfare of the employes is manifested by
the management. An excellently man-
aged benefit society is maintained by the

workmen, the company giving them valu-

able assistance in its operation. There is

The One Essential Rule in Locating
Engineers' Valves.

Builders and designers of locomotives

are prone to get things unhandy for the

men that run the result of their works, but

there is a vast improvement in this line in

the past five years. The greatest source of

complaint is generally the location of the

engineer's valve. This is often hard to

locate in a place easy to handle ; but we
often notice the valve in exactly the right

place in the cab, but ?till hard to manipu-
late easily and with the best results. There
is one foundation rule that should never

be forgotten, and that is :
" Put the valve

up so that the engineer />ji//s the handle

toward him to apply the brakes." If a

8

The English Admire the Strength of
American Cars.

The merits of the American style of pas-

senger car, as a form that will withstand

severe battering without going to pieces

and crushing the lives out of the occupants,

are steadily forcing themselves upon the

British traveling public. For the last

month or two the English engineering

papers have commented very fully about

an accident which happened at Northaller-

ton, in Yorkshire, where a fast passenger

train came in collision with a freight train

when running at very high speed, and no

passenger was killed. This was princi-

pally due to the strength of a Pull-

man car which received the greater



part of the shock and came out little the

worse.

The A'cii/zt'ay World, of London, com-

mentini; on this accident, says that the

Pullman car came out in a comparatively

uninjured condition. Although shifted

from its normal condition on the trucks,

says our contemporary, the car body suf-

fered little and resisted the shock to a re-

markable degree.

It is doubtless true that the weaker

carriages before and behind the Pull-

man car acted in some measure, at

least, as buffers ; but it is evident that if

opportunity of escape, than the matchbox

structures which compose many of our ex-

press trains.

The accident at Thirsk also demon-

strated the advantages of the Pullman

car in case of collision ; and while acci-

dents are happily of rare occurrence on

English railways, it is a question that

managers and superintendents of car de-

partments might well consider, whether

some changes cannot be made which

will approximate in some degree the

strength and stability of the Pullman

car.

The following account has been given of

the operations of this "agency" :

" These parties advertise that they will

have inventions patented by the United

States patented by the English Govern-

ment also, and they address circulars to

patentees in this country to that effect.

They say in their circulars that they are

annual subscribers to the Official Gazette

published by this Government, containing

lists of patents granted, and that this Ga-

zette is usually in their possession a month
or six weeks before the specifications of

the patents are published at the Patent

Caledonian Railway Shops. The Turning Room.

the other cars had been built with some-

thing of the longitudinal stiffness of the

Pullman, while the train might have been

thrown off the track, there would have

been no such complete smashing up of

carriages.

Our ordinary carriages, with their com-

paratively weak sills and end construc-

tion, serve quite well enough for regu-

lar service, but in case of collision they

can offer slight resistance. With cars of

longer and heavier build, the alignment of

the train may be broken, and the cars may-

be thrown violently from the line and over-

turned, but the bodies are more likely to re-

main intact and to offer the occupants an

Watch Fortign Patent Swindlers.

Persons who obtain patents in this coun-

try have long been familiar with the as-

saults of patent selling agents, who try to

obtain money from the patentees on all

sorts of pretexts, principally based on the

ability of the applicants to sell the pat-

ents.

Of late there has been a troublesome ad-

dition to this class of harpies in the shape

of reputed agencies established in London,

which pretend to have facilities for secur-

ing and selling patents in England. The
United States postal authorities have re-

cently given notice that the International

Patentees' Agency of London is a fraud.

Office in London, and that this short space

of time prior to the official publication is

really the only opportunity the patentees

have in which to obtain valid British

patents.

" These circulars, which are sent to pat-

entees, state also that the Official Gazette

gives the agency all the information in

regard to the inventions that is required

to obtain provisional protection for nine

months, during which period a four years'

patent may be obtained.

"They also state in their circular that

the Government fees are $\$ for a pro-

visional protection for nine months and $42

for four years, and that the parties may re-



mit |i5 and get a provisional protection, or

I42 and receive a four years' patent at the

outset, as they prefer. The only compen-

sation they ask is that they 'retain the

sole right of the sale of the invention,

when patented, for three months.

'

"Many American citizens bit at this

bait, with the result that they have not

heard from their money nor the agency

since their remittances."

There are several reliable parties in Lon-

don who are prepared to negotiate for the

sale of -American patents. Any patentee

prevent the movement of the press piston

in anything like a "sudden" way. This

is a good improvement.

.\nother neat trick he uses is a light

crosshead, or arms, on the piston rod, on

which he hangs hooks. These hooks are

placed under the flanges of a driving box,

for instance, and when the piston rises,

the box is lifted off the bed. This allows

getting something under it, such as a light

skid to .slide it down to floor, or ths end

of a hand truck to carry it where wanted

—

saves lots of lifting.

weighing up and changing the counter-

balance in their engines.

This is a live question just now, and

more attention is being paid to it than

. there formerly was, but no new laws nor no

new requirements have been discovered.

In all cases noted the weights were being

increased ; we did not find a case where

counterweight was being taken out. This

at first would seem to have been an error

of the builders—a miscalculation. But

when the wheels are weighed up and a

difference in counterweight of hundreds of

4^'^MI
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wishing to reach them should do so

through some reputable patent attorney or

good business house. If he does that, he

need not be afraid of falling into a nest of

thieves.

Improving a Shop Press for Rod Brass

and Driving-Box Work.

General Foreman Bleesdale, of the De-

troit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee road,

Detroit shops, recently built an air press

with cylinder 20 x 20 inches for forcing in

driving-box brasses and rod bushings.

He found that the press was too quick in

moving with air, especially when pressing

out work.

To overcome this trouble he has ex-

tended the piston rod through the upper

head and put on a cylinder of 6-inch bore

and 20-inch stroke. This cj'linder is filled

with oil, and two .small holes in the piston

Solid-Ended Main Rods.

On the D., G. H. & M. they are using a

great many solid-ended main rods.

They use a pretty heavy end on the rod,

especially the front end, and press in

bronze bushes about i|'-inch thick.

Their eight-wheelers make from 50,000

to 60,000 miles without changing bushes,

which would seem like a saving. The
rods are lighter than strap rods, have no

ke3'S, keywa\s, straps or bolts, to say noth-

ing of half brasses, all of which are ex-

pensive in fir.st cost and maintenance.

Where a solid front end is used on the

:nain rod, it is necessary that the guide

yoke be made so that the lower part of it

can be taken down to get the rod out.

ii^ i ^
The Counterbalance Question.

During a recent long trip in the West
the writer was impressed by the fact that

at almost every shop visited they were

pounds in wheels on the same axle are dis-

covered, it would seem to indicate that

there was more guess work than pieasure-

ment in the counterbalancing of the aver-

age locomotive. The epidemic of revising

the counterbalance errors of the past will

probably have the effect of making specifi-

cations of the roads more explicit and the

builders more painstaking in this matter,

the latter being highly preferable.

g i i
B-akes on Engine Trucks.

A paper was read by Professor Lanza, of

Boston, at the la.st meeting of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers, on

the Application of Brakes to the Truck

Wheels of a Locomotive, the facts given

being based on experiments made with a

locomotive on the Old Colony division of

the N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R. A variety of

very careful tests were made to demon-

strate the effect of brakes on the engine

10



tnick in helping to stop the engine or

train. With the empty engine running at

60 miles an hour, stops were made in an

average distance of 1,657 fest when the

truck brake was employed. When it was

cut out, the average distance needed to

stop in was 2, 149 feet, so there was a gain

of 492 feet in distance from the use of this

addition to the braking power.

When stops were i:iade with a train of

six cars, the truck brake did not prove of

so much comparative advantage, but still

it helped sufficiently to be of great im-

Cylinder Ratios of Compound Engines.

There are so many conipounil locomo-

tives now in use in this country that nearly

all intelligent engineers and mechanics are

studying the designs of the enginej and

trying to find out the reasons why certain

proportions are adopted. A thing which
excites no little inquiry' is the ratios of

high to low pressure cylinders. A question

frecjuenth- put to us is why is a ratio of i to 2

superior to a ratio of i to 4 ; and if greater

expansion of the steam is the secret of sav-

ing, why not make a ratio of i to 5 or more ?

sion in the large cylinder is to increase

the receiver pressure and, conseqiiently,

the initial pressure, at the same time in-

creasing the back pressure in the small

cylinder. If this is carried to excess, the

small cylinder becomes merely a steam

chest for the low-pressure cylinder. This

has frequently happened in compound lo-

comotives to those who were striving to

prevent drop of pressure in the receiver.

Recent tests with stationary' compound en-

gines indicate that permitting a drop

of pressure in the receiver is not

AS Seen from Roof of the I'aint Suo:'.

portance in such cases as an open switch

or a stalled way car being in front. At

sixty miles an hour, with six cars and tlie

truck brake in use, stops were made in

1,217 feet.

When the truck brake was cut out,

it took 1,251 feet to make a stop. For

lighter trains the truck brake was found

more efficient. The tests appear to have

proved that the truck brake is an impor-

tant addition to the braking power of an

engine.

There appears to be some prejudice

against this form of brake at present,

just as there is still in man}' quarters

against the driver brake. The sentiments

that oppose the use of driving wheels and

engine truck wheels as braking mediums
are both based on misunderstandings. The
increasing light on braking matters will

gradually dispel the opposition to having

brake shoes applied to those parts of the

locomotive.

There have been so man)' unexpected

things found out with stationary compound
engines, that we will not say that a greater

ratio of low to high pressure cylinder

would not be economical, but designers of

compound locomotive;' are bovmd to per-

mit the steam to exhaust at a pressure high

enough to fan the fire. The accepted rules

concerning the proportioning of compound
engines say that the first consideration is

to divide the power as equally as possible

between the cylinders ; next, to avoid an

excessive rate of expansion in one cylin-

der, which would cause wide range of

cylinder temperature ; and thirdly, to

avoid excessive drop in the receiver.

These are reputed the three cardinal ele-

ments in a compound engine.

The power developed in the two cylin-

ders can be equalized by adjustment of the

cut-off in the large C3'linder, no matter

what the ratio may be between the two.

The effect of increasing the ratio of expan-

such a serious matter as has been

posed.

sup-

End Doors and Platforms Better Than
Side Doors for Suburban Cars.

There is an erroneous belief that by the

use of compartment cars with side doors,

like those in use on many street cars in

summer, suburban and urban passenger

business could be carried on much more
expeditiously than it is at present in the

kind of car where all passengers have to

enter and pass out by end doors. Last

sum:ner the writer rode considerably in

the elevated railroad trains of New York
and found that the stoppages at stations

averaged about 9 seconds. This included

the time of the heaviest traffic in the

evenings.

Records of the same kind were made on

trains of the Metropolitan Underground
Railway, in London, and on the Western



Railway of France, running out of St.

Lazare station. The stop.s on the Under-

ground Railway averaged 41 seconds, and
those on the French line were over 50 sec-

onds. Both the European railways have

-T"

hit a calioose and .-itovc up her cylinders

beyond patching, and she was laid aside.

"One day one of the larger ones broke

a wheel center bad and there was much
talk as to how it would be repaired ; the

are no manager, no thinker, no foreman
;

why in the name of James K. Polk are you
standing around thinking how you can

make a new wheel?—I'd like to see you
general foreman of the Western Agricul-

tural Works, where I %vas for eight years.

Take the back pair of wheels out of the
' 18,' she's a Roger, and put them in the
' 12,' and don't stand there goppin' at me
like you couldn't get an idea into your

thick skull in a month o' Sundays !

'

" 'But, Mr. Seeder, I
'

" ' D(nrt Mister me ! Get to work and get

this engine jacked up and the 'i8's'

wheels around here, and then call me—not

a word, now—I'll teach you something if

you stay with me long enough,' and he

stamped away to his office.

" ' Boys, you heard what he said, didn't

you ?
' asked Dolittle.

.~^l'^. X
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'

'
' Yessir.

'

" ' Well, the main thing he said was ' Not
a word,' and the first num that opens his

yop I'll hit him with a crowbar. Git them
wheels around here !

'

'

' Towards night we got them around and

the ' 12's ' big broken pair awa)-, then

Dolittle rolled 'em under the jaws of the

frame and sent for Seeder.

"He came in, all bustle.

"'Boys,' said he, 'git them boxes

squared up and lower her down. She's

agoin' out to-night. If I'd a' let John Do-

little have his way she'd a' been in the

shop till spring.

'

compartment cars holding from 8 to 10

passengers. The cause of the delays ap-

pears principally to be that the passengers

are permitted to get out very leisurely, and
they frequently caused delays in getting

on through searching for the class of car

they intend to ride in. Then a great many
doors have to be opened and closed, which
wastes time.

With the kind of cars used on our ele-

vated railways, there is a man on each

platform ready to open the gate as soon as

the train stops and to shout to the passen-

gers to hurry up in getting off and on.

Many people are inclined to resent the

airy manner in which guards order passen-

gers to step lively, but the practice is a de-

cided stimulant to rapid transit.

i i ^
Wheels in the Wrong Place.

".When I was serving my apprentice-

ship," .said the Traveling Engineer, as he

put his feet on the seat opposite, " we had
a crusty old M. M. who liked to appear

the embodiment of all mechanical skill

and knowledge to us youngsters. He
never asked anybody's advice, always had
an answer and a way to do things, and woe
betide the mechanic who, by wonl or look,

intimated that his way was not the best.

" We had several builds of old-fashioned

engines, each a law unto itself in a great

measure, yet there were two kinds of

Rogers—a 15 x 22 with a 4>^-foot wheel and
a 16 X 24 with a 5-foot wheel.

" Well, in time one of the smaller ones

Caledonian Railway Shops. The Forge.

engine was needed and our road did not

boast of a pattern-maker, or a foundry, and

the engine-builder was months away.

"When the foreman and the gang boss

were figuring on it the ' old man ' came
home and the case was laid before him.

" 'John Dolittle,' said he, severely, 'you

"Dolittle got off where he could get a

nice side view and called Seeder over.

"'Mr. Seeder,' said he, 'ain't you got

them wheels misplaced ? My father was a

wagon-maker, but I alius noticed that he

inwirably put the smallest wheels in

front r "



Railway Machinery in Qreat Britain.

[KDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.]

During a sojourn of about five weeks in

the British Isles I enjoyed very good op-

portunities for seeing the various kinds of

locomotives and cars in use, for I traveled

a great deal and was given all necessary

facilities for examining anvthing deemed

ditl not compare favoralily with that of

Northern lines, but the cars, although by

no means clean, were models of tidiness

compared with what can daily be seen on

roads not a day's journey from New York.

Yet the following is a letter that appeared

in the Pall Mall Gazette. It is short l)ut

remarkabh' vigorous :

worthy of special attention. Regarded

from an American standpoint, the locomo-

tives and cars are everywhere noteworthy

for cleanliness and for being kept in first-

class order. All the railways are by no

means uniform in the outward care be-

stowed upon their rolling stock, but the

worst that I saw would compare very

favorably with the best practice on our

side of the Atlantic. It was noticeable

that the machinery of the lines south of

London were inferior in general appear-

ance to those north of the metropolis.

How this should be I cannot say, but sev-

eral well-traveled railway officers with

whom I talked admitted that this was the

case.

In their dealings with the public the

railway managers in that part of the world

are much more under control than their

brethren are on this side. When an Eng-
lishman has any cause for

complaint against a public

corporation, he dearly loves

to air his grievance by writ-

ing to the newspapers. When
a railway company is the

subject of an attack in the

newspapers, it has a bad ef-

fect upon the earnings, for

animosities are aroused which

induce travelers to patronize

rival roads. I have heard of

a railway manager protest-

ing that he cared nothing for the com-

plaints of exacting travelers, who were

always calling for new luxuries. His duty

was to earn money for the shareholders.

That, however, is an exceptional tone, and

the managers do all in their power to avoid

cause of offense, and when complaints

are made a remedy is promptly applied, as

a rule, if it does not cost much money.

I shall give a specimen of the complaints

sent to the newspapers by English trav-

elers. I traveled considerably on the South-

eastern and thought that its rolling stock

Fig. I.

"Sir—The Southeastern Railway is

the very worst railway in the world. Its

engines are asthmatic, its lamps are

trimmed by foolish virgins, its fares are

excessive, its carriages let in the snow in

winter and are furnaces in summer, its

motto is unpunctuality, its principal sta-

tion is approached through the neck of a

bottle, it ruins the temper, destroys the

digestion, and enables one to realize the

horrors of Dante's Inferno—I am, Sir, yours

obediently. The Worm who Turns."

A well-known English locomotive super-

intendent remarked to me, "What I ad-

mire about American railways is the uni-

formity of your rolling stock. The loco-

motives are confined to four or five classes,

and the cars are all practically uniform.

Now, look at our lines. There

is not a single railway in the

British Isles with locomotives

convince me that their practice compare-

very favorably with ours, although they

have no master mechanics or master car

builders' associations to labor in the inter-

ests of uniform standard sizes.

When one stands at a busy junction point

for an hour or two watching the numerous
trains that pass, his first impression is that

the types of locomo-

tives are wonderfully

numerous. But closer

f
investigation reveals
the fact that the diver-

*' sity is due, in a great

measure, to the per-

sistent durability of

certain old engines.

The types are really not

more numerous than

those to be seen at

Grand Crossing, near

Chicago. For long
years that extended up
almost to the teens

of the present gen-

eration, nearly all railways in Britain and

elsewhere were experimenting to find what
form of locomotive was best adapted to the

particular requirements of the owners.

Since they came to settle upon what we
would call standards, they have adhered

very closelj' to them, and there is every

indication that when old engines wear

out, the individual companies will have

their machinery as nearl}' uniform as any-

thing to be found in America.

The British locomotive has developed on

lines slightly different from those followed

by American improvers of motive power.

The first few experimental locomotives,

such as the "Rocket," were built with

outside cylinders, but almost immediately

the pioneer locomotive designers nearly all

Fig. 2.

or cars having parts that are interchange-

able with those of another line."

This man had visited America. He is a

bright, intelligent engineer, and he went

about making the best of his opportunities

for obser\-ing what we have got. Yet the

impression he received was a long way
from being true. I did not attempt to

disabuse his mind of the rosy impression

he had received about our rolling stock.

Before I crossed the English Channel

again, I had, however, collected enough

information about British rolling stock to

adopted the use of inside cylinders. The
principal reason for this appears to have

been that they could make a steadier rim-

ning engine with inside cylinders. With

the flimsy frames employed, and no wheel

counterbalance, the outside cylinder loco-

motive of the early days was a tremendous

wiggler.

When I was a boy working in the office

of the locomotive superintendent of the

Scottish Northeastern, at Arbroath, Scot-

land, there were two old engines that stood

in the vard which were said to have been



built in the early 30's. They were very

small affairs with outside cylinders, a sin-

gle pair of drivers and hook motion, called

in that country gab links. It happened

that a great snowstorm blocked the line in

the north, and one of these engines was

steamed up to take a carriage of officials

to the storm center. I was taken along to

do the telegraph operating, and thought it

engines, but the former have come out

ahead. The Caledonian Railway, in Scot-

land, and the Great Northern, in England,

persistently held to outside cylinders, while

nearly all other lines were adopting insides.

Mr. Drumniond brought the Caledonian

into line with the majority, and now it

looks as if all the other roads would follow

suit.

would be fine to ride on the engine. I

shall never forget the ride. The engine-

driver was told to hurPi', and he did.

There is a certain kind of vicious pony to

be seen in the West that appears to be

moving in every direction at once when he

is trying to buck off the rider. This en-

gine appeared to be of that species. It

plunged like a switching ponj' of short

wheel base, it wiggled from side to side so

that one could not stand on the foot plate

without holding on, and it jerked the

coupling as if it would break loose every

moment. It was snowing hard, and there

was no protection except the boiler, and

the sparks fell over us. in showers. It

seemed to me that we were rushing to cer-

tain destruction, when about seven miles

out we struck a snow drift two or three

feet deep and stuck fast. The tubes were

leaking, so the water soon got low, the fire

was drawn, and we were drawn home in-

gloriously next day.

About 1S40, outside locomotives came
into favor with English designers, and the

The principal reason for preference for

inside cylinders, with all the disadvantages

of a weak crank axle, appears to be that

minimum leverage exerted to cause oscil-

lation. Another advantage claimed for the

inside-connected locomotive is, that the

cylinders being enclosed in the smokebox

atul warmed with the gases of combustion,

there is less loss of heat from condensation.

Until quite recently, the most common
form of passenger engine to be seen had

one pair of large driving wheels, a single

pair of leading wheels and a pair of carry-

ing wheels under the foot plate. The
heav3' trains inaugurated by the introduc-

tion of the American cars upon the Mid-

land, left the engines with single drivers

too slippery for the work to be done, and

now the engines for nearly all through

passenger trains have two pairs of

drivers coupled and a large four-wheel

truck in front. A favorite type of this

engine is shown in Fig. i. The lines of

this class of engine are said to have been

worked out by Mr. S. W. Johnson, loco-

motive superintendent of the Midland

Railway. The outside appearance is very

pleasing, special care having been taken

Fig. 4.

the flexible slab frame employed leaves

the engine weak laterally and outside

cylinders cause oscillation when the en-

FiG. 5.

fashion kept up for about twenty years.

Manv of this kind of engine were built

during that period, and not a few of them

are still to be found in service on branches

and small roads. About 1860, inside-con-

nected Engines came into fashion again,

and this type is becoming general. There

was for years a strong rivalry between the

designers of inside and outside connected

gine is working hard. As these people

have never adopted cast-iron saddles, the

girders used to brace outside cylinders to-

gether are too yielding, and the cylinders

often get loose. As inside cylinders can

be securely bolted together, a good, secure

job is easily made. Then, of course, the

power from inside cylinders is applied so

near the center of motion that there is the

«4

to make everything look smooth and sim-

ple. In this respect the simplicity is more

apparent than real, for rather complex ma-

chinery and running gear are covered up by

^vheel covers and slab frames. When loco-

motive builders receive orders for locomo-

tives with two pairs of driving wheels

coupled behind, and a four-wheel truck in

front, they nearly always follow the gen-

eral design of the Johnson engine. It

would be a good thing for American rail-

road interests if builders adopted a similar

policy. It would militate greatly in the

interests of uniformity if they would take

such an engine as the New York Central's

"999," and build locomotives after that

model with the parts uniform.

A good specimen of the highest develop-

ment of the British outside-connected

locomotive is seen in Fig. 2, which at one

time was the main-line engine of the Cale-

donian. Many engines that closely re-

semble this one are still to be seen on the

Great Northern, the Loudon & South-

western, and a few other lines. The Great

Northern still clings to outside-connected

engines. The favorite for even heavy

passenger trains has a single pair of drivers



Most of the railway engineers with whom
I have talked expressed the opinion that

the day of single-driver locomotives had

passed. When I was in Scotland, five

years ago, Mr. Drummond, of the Cale-

donian, had just put in ser\'ice the engine

shown in Fig. 3, which was built by Neil-

son & Co., Glasgow, and had been exhib-

ited at the Edinburgh Exhibition and

attracted very favorable attention. The
designer was very proud of the engine,

and frankly asserted his belief that within

ten years that style of engine would be

working all fast main-line trains on every

railwav in Great Britain. The drivers are

84 inches diameter and the cylinders 18x26

inches. The steam pressure is 150 pounds

and the weight on drivers 37,800 pounds.

^The writer rode on this engine from

Glasgow to Carlisle shortly after she was

put in service. The train with the engine

and tender weighed about 160 of our tons,

and a long grade had to be ascended on

the hilly borders of England, of about 70

feet to the mile. The engine dragged the

train up this hill very slowly, and I con-

cluded then that less wheel and more

tractive power would have made an engine

much better for the service.

^No more of this class of engine has been

built for the Caledonian.

^ An odd form of engine which is practi-

cally standard on the London, Chatham &
Dover Railway is that shown in Fig. 4.

This is a suburban engine, but the pass-

enger engines for main-line ser\'ice are of

the same type, onlj' that they have a

tender.

The peculiarity of this engine is that

the two pairs of coupled drivers are in

work heavy fast trains very economi-

call)-.

Fig. 5 shows what maj- be considered

the standard freight engine of the British

Isles. Nearly all switching engines are of

the same form. On different railways

there are minor differences due to indi-

vidual preferences, but the great majority

of the engines are six-coupled with inside

cylinders, straight boilers and a dome in

the middle. The cylinders are generally

about 18 x 26 inches and the drivers about

62 inches diameter. They are said to pull

as heavy a train as it is safe to run. Nearly

Some Modern Power for the Cuban
]

Railways.

There has been some consolidating of

Cuban railroads recently, and modem
power has been purchased to handle their

traffic.

The Rogers Locomotive Co., of Pater-

son, N. J., have recently furnished a num-
ber of locomotives of the latest design,

pictures of which are shown herewith.

The passenger locomotive is the regula-

tion American eight-wheeler, having 17x24-

inch cylinders, 72-inch drivers, with- a

rigid wheel base of 8 feet 6 inches and a

^

St.\nd.\rd P.\ssenger Locomotive for Cub.\n R.\ilw.a.ys.

all British freight trains are what we would

call light and run at a high speed. They
have very few power brakes on freight

cars, but the progressive railway offi-

cers are an.xious to see brakes applied

to all freight cars employed on fast trains.

Compound locomotives in England are

confined almost exclusivelv to two nil-

Standakd Freight Locu.motive for Cub.\.\ R.\ilw.\v.s.

front and a pair of small trailing wilt els

carrj' the weight behind. This form of

engine was designed by Mr. William

Stroudley, locomotive superintendent of

the railway where the}- are used, It is a

development of an early iype of engine

built by the Hawthorne Locomotive Works,

Newcastle, which was a favorite in Scot-

land forty years ago. Mr. Stroudley was

emplo3'ed on a Scotch railway for many
years. The leading advantage gained by
this form js increased room for a long fire-

box. It could not be used safely on

crooked lines. These engines are said to

ways, the London & Northwestern and the

Northeastern. The former use WeWj's

design, which is too well known to call for

description. On the latter road Worsdell

two-cylinder compounds are used to some

extent. It is stating the case mildly to sa\'

that I found no enthusiasm in England

about compounds and less in Scotland.

Train loads in the British Isles are so light,

as a rule, that the locomotives can do their

work while cutting off at quarter stroke.

This leaves little margin on which to work

up economical performance for a com-

pound. A. S.

total w'heel base of 22 feet 1 1 inches ; the

gauge is 4 feet Syi inches. This engine

weighs 96,000 pounds, 60,000 of which is

on the drivers.

The freight engine is of the consolida-

tion class, has cylinders 20 x 24 inches,

drivers 54 inches in diameter, a rigid

wheel base of 15 feet 2 inches and a total

wheel base of 22 feet 10 inches, weighing

132,600 pounds, 116,000 of which is on the

drivers.

The day of the little, old coffee roasters

that passed for locomotives in Cuba, a few
years ago, has evidently gone by.

a ® g
M. C. B. Standard Sizes of

Publications.

We have received numerous inquiries

lately as to what are the standard sizes of

pamphlets and catalogues adopted by the

M. C. B. Association. For the information

of our readers, we give the sizes, and ad-

vise those who wish to adopt the sizes to

make a note of them now.

Annual reports, 6x9 inches.

Postal card circulars, 334 x 6's inches.

Pamphlets and trade catalogues, 3 "4x6
inches ; 6 x 9 inches

; 9 x 12 inches.

Specifications and letter paper, S}{ x 10^
inches.

It will be seen that the new form of Lo-

comotive Engineering conforms to the

largest pamphlet standard size.

A correspondent attributes the flattening

of tire which follows the use of full throttle

with locomotives as being due to the en-

gine's having too much valve lead.
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steam Throttling Sometimes

Beneficial.

A principle of en,i;ineerins; which lias

long been urged upon locomotive engineers

by scientific theorists is that running an en-

gine with the throttle valve partly closed is

certain to result in waste of steam. The
principle was given as grimly inflexible,

one of the rules to which there is no excep-

tion. The mathematics of steam en-

gineering seemed to demonstrate that as

truth. The engineering world took the

word of the mathematicians who had

figured out the problem, and of the phy-

sicists who had made careful experiments

and found that throttling led to waste of

fuel, and railroad motive power officers en-

couraged the engineers to keep the throttle

wide open. Many engineers of keenly ob-

serving habits, men who were willing to

obey the recommendations of those above

them, found that under certain circum-

stances less fuel would be used when run-

ning with the throttle partly closed than

•when the speed was regulated b}' the re-

verse lever alone.

The writer, who was for 3'ears a firm

believer in the open throttle, received a

lesson about three years ago which caused

him to modify his views, and since then he

has been very tender about accusing men
of bad practice who ran with the throttle

partly closed. The lesson came in this

way. We were riding with an exceptionally

intelligent engineer on a fast passenger

train on one of our trunk lines, and we
noticed that he was running with the

steam partly throttled. This was a sur-

prise, because the traveling engineer of

the road is a decided believer in giving the

steam full opportunity to work expansively.

On talking to the engineer about his

method of working the engine, the infor-

mation was brought out that he ran with a

full throttle the most of the time in one

direction and in the other with the steam

throttled. His reason for doing this was

that he liked to avoid a certain water tank,

and he had more water in the tender when
he ran in that direction with the steam

throttled. If that was the case, why
did he run in the other direction with the

throttle full open ? The reply to this

question was that, although it seemed

unreasonable to say so, he used less water

on the other run by running with a full

throttle.

It has been our intention, ever since the

facts mentioned were learned, to take indi-

cator diagrams of the engine on the two

trips, with the idea that it might be pos-

sible to demonstrate why throttling might

be an advantage ; but various difficulties

came up that were not overcome, and so

this test is yet among the good intentions.

We found, however, that the division rises

considerably, and that it was while run-

ning towards the lower level that throt-

tling was done. When on the ascending

run, the engine could be worked at 9

inches cut with a full throttle, and some-

times another notch ahead was required.

In the other direction a great part of the

work could be done cutting off at 6 inches

with a full throttle, but that the engine

rode easier and used less water when cut-

ting off at 7^2 inches with the steam

throttled.

These facts have received new signifi-

cance for us from a paper read by Mr.

Charles T. Porter at the last meeting of the

.\merican Society of Mechanical Engineers,

on " Comparison of the .\ction of a Fixed

Cut-off and Throttling Regulation with

that of the Automatic Variable Cut-ofT, on

Compound and Triple Expansion En-

gines." This paper does not deal with

locomotive engine problems, but the prin-

ciples that affect one form of engine have

more or less bearing upon all others. Mr.

Porter is one of the most eminent steam

engineers in the world, and therefore his

views carry great influence. He is author

of the well-known book on the Richards

Indicator, and is inventor of a high-speed

automatic cut-off engine that has been

largely used on this continent. In the

paper, he holds that the subject uppermost

in engineering thought is, cylinder con-

densation and how to prevent it. The
losses from cylinder condensation are

known to be so serious that, in the ju<lg-

ment of prominent builders of variable ex-

pansion engines, at an early cut-off the

steam losses are in excess of that employed

doing useful work.

The most simple remedy for this, he as-

serts, is the expanding of the steam

through two cylinders or, in other words,

compounding, which prevents excessive

range of cylinder temperature. The state-

ment is made that the high pressures com-

ing into use cannot be worked successfully

in a single cylinder, owing to the enormous

losses due to cylinder condensation when
an early cut-off is necessary. When the

variable cut-off is employed on engines,
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whether simple or com >ound, working
under large changes of resistance, the cut-

off is continually running to wasteful

point-s of the stroke, .some of them exceed-

ingly wasteful. -Althougli the theoretical

gain by early cut-off is considerable, it is

outweighed many times over by the in-

crease in the losses from condensation.

The author insists that engines worked
under the foregoing conditions will be im-

proved by having a fixed cut-off established

with a throttling governor, which will lead

to the superheating of the steam before it

reaches the cylinder.

Apph-ing the theories advanced by Mr.

Porter to the locomotive, we can easily per-

ceive how loss of steam may result from a

very early cut-off. The cylinder, steam

chest and steam passages of a locomotive

are peculiarly exposed to loss of heat from
atmospheric influences. For this reason a

ratio of steam expansion that may be
economical with a well-protected station-

ary or marine engine cylinder may be waste-

ful with a locomotive. The high boiler

pressure becoming general induces a great

range of cylinder temperature. Thus, at

180 pounds gauge pressure the steam has a

temperature of about 379 degrees Fahr.

When this steam falls down to a pressure

of, say, 30 pounds absolute, or 15 pounds
by the gauge during the period of exhaust,

its temperature descends to 250 degrees,

and this acts to reduce the metal of the

cylinder and exhaust passages to its own
temperature.

It has no sooner performed this chilling

business than the steam from the boiler, of

iSo pounds gauge pressure and 379 degrees

temperature, is entering the cylinder to

perform the work of next stroke. Steam
will not remain gaseous when exposed to

a temperature lower than its own, and the

first act done by the hot admission steam

is to warm up the metal of the cylinder.

In this way the cool cylinder acts as a

veritable condenser on the hot incoming
steam. We use the expression cool in a

comparative sense. The "cool" cylinder

is hotter than boiling water, but the differ-

ence between it and the incoming steam is

about the same as stepping from the heat

of a scorching summer day into a refriger-

ator 30 degrees below zero. This will give

an idea of what "the range of cylinder

temperature" means.

.\nother fact to be considered in connec-

tion with the argument that under certain

circumstances delaying the point of cut-

off may save steam is, that when steam is

expanded from a high to a low'er tempera-

ture without abstraction of heat, or with-

out doing work, a superheating of the gas

results. Thus, if the steam is reduced

from a pressure of 180 pounds to 120

pounds, say by throttling, the temperature,

instead of falling to 350 degrees, is likely

to be about 370 degrees or more. This 20

degrees of superheat is a margin which
must be used up before condensation of

the steam takes place. If there is suffi-

cient extra heat in the steam to raise the



cylinder metal without causing condensa-

tion of steam, it is likely to save more heat

than that brought in by superheating, for

it is well known that moist vapor has a

great capacity for carrying away heat.

In the case mentioned where a locomo-
tive saved steam while throttling instead of

using a short cut-off, it may have been
that the range of cylinder temperature was
too great when the short cut-off was em-
ployed. When cutting off at y% inches

there was less expansion, and the steam
escaped from the cylinder at a temperature

sufficiently high, so that the admi.ssion

steam did not have much metal heating to

do. When cutting off at 6 inches the loss

from steam condensation was greater than
the loss due to the greater volume admitted
for the longer cut-off. There may have
been other causes for heat loss at work
with the shorter cut-off, which could only
be identified by careful tests

; but there is

no doubt that the cylinder condensation is

sufficient to account for the waste of steam.

While taking the stand that circum-
stances sometimes exist to support D. K.
Clark's saying that expansive working is

expensive working, this is not, we believe,

the rule on American railroads. Locomo-
tive operating expenses have been habitu-

ally kept up by the practice of throttling

steam under all conditions of cut-off. As
a rule, an open throttle will produce the
best results, but recent experiments with
steam engines show that the rule has ex-

ceptions.

© i i
Engine Proportions That Do Not Agree

with Text-Book Proportions.

We frequently hear engineers talking

about the possibilities of compounding for

locomotives, as if it were a settled fact that

what can be done successfully with a
stationary or marine engine may be done
successfully with a locomotive. A paper
read by Mr. F. W. Dean, at the meeting of

the Society of Mechanical Engineers, gives

some facts which are really striking illus-

trations of the great difference between
stationary engines and locomotives in their

capacity for being improved by compound-
ing. The designers of compound locomo-
tives are getting beyond their depth when
they exceed a ratio of i to 3 in the c}-lin-

ders of compound locomotives. Mr. Dean
gave particulars of tests of a compound
Wheelock engine of the Rockwood com-
pound type, which had a ratio of i to 7,

and did the work on a water consumption
of 12.84 pounds per horse-power per hour.

This is about as good as any performance
recorded of triple expansion engines.

Another thing illustrated by the tests

described by Mr. Dean is the vast amount
of information about compound engines
that has yet to be found out.

One of the many theories held about
compound engines is that every effort

should be made to limit the drop of steam
pressure in the receiver as closely as pos-

sible. When the ratio of cylinder propor-

tions is great the drop in the receiver

pressure is certain to be excessive. This

is supposed to reduce the economy in the

use of steam. The Rockwood design of

engine provides for a drop in receiver

pressure that theory would decide to be

ruinous on the coal pile
;
yet this highly

defective engine does its work with as

small steam consumption as any of the

elaborate engines that are supposed to be

masterpieces of scientific designing. It

looks as if the text-books on steam engine

designing are as much in need of read-

justment as the text-books on the melting-

point of metals.

i i i
stealing Inventions.

To follow up from their beginnings, the

evolution and development of many kinks

in applied mechanics, would be highly in-

teresting if all the facts were obtainable
;

but, unfortunately, the finished product is

so often the result of different minds that

its paternity is questionable, if not entirely

lost in a horde of daddies.

The party in whose brain the germ
originates is too often the one who has the

least credit in the final verdict. It is the

improver on the idea who generally gets

away with the fame and emoluments. The
would-be improver—the fellow who never

had an original idea in his life—is the ter-

ror to inventors, for he does not scruple to

steal the child of any man's intellect ; he

will copy all essential details of a device as

faithfully as the storied Mongolian, not

always being sure that he does not ap-

proach the danger line near enough to be

liable to a well-merited prosecution for in-

fringement. We all know him ; he lies in

wait for some one to spring a new thing

on us, when our friend straightway begins

to lose sleep in his masterly effort to get
around it, as he is pleased to call his ghoul-

ish act.

There are lots of these rascals un-

punished to-day, who are wallowing in

"purple and fine linen," by reason of

their talent in appropriating to their own
use the mental offspring of the man who
thinks. Verily ! the thug who invites you
to hold up your hands is covered with

saintly halos when compared with this

buccaneer.

iS i ^
Holding Owners Responsible for Their

Cars.

The appearances are, that the railroads

of this country are about to inaugurate

changes in the regulations of car inter-

change, which amount practically to a

revolution on existing practice. The rules

that govern railroad companies in their

handling and care of foreign cars have
grown up slowly for thirty years. They
have been the object of fierce controversy

and of numerous changes, but with all the

objections and all the changes, one princi-

ple has been adhered to till within a few
years, viz. : that Ihe railroad company hav-

ing a car on their road should be responsi-
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ble for any failure to the car or its parts,

and deliyer it in as good a condition as it

was in when received. A modification of

this principle was introduced three years

ago, when a rule was established holding

the owners of cars responsible for defects

of car roofs, for brake shoes worn out, for

journal bearings needing renewal and for

a few other defects. This change excited

fierce opposition at first, and persistent

attempts were made to have it repealed,

but the opposition was never powerful

enough to force a return to the old practice.

What really brought about the change
was, that those in charge of rolling stock

came to realize that certain owners of

private cars were in the habit of work-

ing so, that the railroad companies were
compelled to do the greater part of the

repairs to private cars without receiving

compensation. The working of the rule

holding owners responsible for bearings

and brake shoes put the expense of these

renewals where they belonged, and it

began to dawn upon those who had got

the rule established that it might be ex-

tended with advantage to many other parts

of a car. Accordingly', a nimiber of the

members of the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation combined in a movement at last

convention, to have the rule amended to

include all the parts of a car that are most
liable to need repairs through the stresses

of regular service. They were not suffi-

ciently numerous to get the additions in-

corporated in the Interchange Rules, but

they went away determined to agitate for

the change and to educate other railroad

men to their way of thinking. This has

now brought forth practical fruit, by nearly

all the principal railroad companies enter-

ing Chicago forming an agreement to ac-

cept cars from each other without cards

for twelve defects that require carding

under existing rules. If repairs must be
made before the car returns to the owner,

the latter agrees to pay the expense of the

same. The plan is reported to be working
satisfactorily, and is said to facilitate de-

cidedly the movement of cars. Under its

working sufficient experience will be ob-

tained before next Convention to demon-
strate whether or not it is a change that

will benefit the roads by general adoption.

It appears to us that more people than

the owners of private cars will be brought
to justice by this new rule. Railroad com-
panies, which put first-class material into

their cars and build them to wear well,

have been at a disadvantage with those

who bowed the knee at all times to cheap-

ness, and habitually put cars upon the road
which were fragile in every part. When
the weak cars were subjected to the severe

shocks of heavy service they were always
failing, and the company on whose lines

they were running had to do the repairs.

We have all heard about the practice, some
roads have followed, of making bearings

with cast-iron shells to be used in foreign

cans, and of cast-iron M. C. B. couplers

made to be used in a similar way. An im-



portant chaiii;f like that of holding own-

ers responsible for the repairs of their own

cars when they are away from home, can-

not be carried out without inflictini< hard-

ships in some quarters ; but we believe

that the general effect will be beneficial

to those who have first-class cars and em-

barrassing to those who have poor cars or

who are given to sharp practices that are

not fair between man and man. If its ef-

fect will be as indicated, to facilitate the

movement of cars, railroad companies

can afford some annoyance in other direc-

tions.

^ ® ,^

One of the most interesting annual rail-

road reports which conies to this office is

that of the Maine Central, that for 1894

being now before us. That road, like all

others, has suffered from the business de-

pression, but the policy of the manage-

ment has been to maintain the property in

first-class condition, although the policy

of retrenchment and reduction of ex-

penses has been carried out, where possible,

without injury to the property. The gross

earnings, as compared with the previous

year, are reduced almost |4oo,ooo, but the

net earnings are less than $40,000. Many
contemplated improvements have been

postponed, but no essential work for main-

taining the safe physical condition of the

system has been put off. Two expensive

bridges have been built, several new
stations have been erected, 41 miles of new
steel rails have been laid, twenty old loco-

motives have been replaced by new ones,

and 100 new freight cars have been added

to the equipment. The w-a}- the property

has been managed reflects credit on the

able vice-president, Mr. Payson Tucker.

The locomotive department has been run

for 17.72 cents per mile, the repairs only

figuring 2.56 cents per mile, which is ex-

ceptionally low. This is creditable to

Superintendent of Motive Power Pilsbury.

$ ^ ^
BOOK REVIEWS.

Poor's Directory of Raii-w.^v Offi-
ciAi^ AND Manual of Street Raii,-

WAYS.

This book has recently reached this

office. It contains the names and addresses

of all railroad officials on this continent

who are in any way influential in the pur-

chase of supplies, and of many who have

no such influence. The roads are arranged

alphabetically in the usual way, and the

names of the leading officers given. Then

there are separate divisions for master me-

chanics, master car builders, purchasing

agents, chief engineers, luastcr car paint-

ers, general managers and general superin-

tendents. To this is added an official list

of street railways which seems to be quite

complete. We have examined the li.st

very carefully, and think it is free from

the blemishes which it contained last year.

It is^old b}' the publishers, H. V. & H. \V.

Poor.'New York, for f2.

This Construction of the Modern-
Locomotive. By George Hughes. Spon
^l Chamlierlain, 12 Cortlandt street, New
York. Price, fe.5(>.

This book has been written b\- the assist-

ant chief mechanical engineer of the Lan-
cashire & Yorkshire Railway, at Horwich,

England, and gives an excellent descrip-

tion of how an English locomotive is con-

structed. The work is done with extreme

care, and is well illustrated with engravings

made from detail working and finished

drawings. The only fault we have to find

with the book is that the engravings are

not worthy of the masterly way the book
is written.

The book begins with a description of

how a boiler is made, with incidentally a

good many facts about the quality of boiler

plate, specifications of and method of

working the same, and the tests it is sub-

jected to. Here and all through the book
we find many things mentioned as being

done as a matter of course which are

very seldom done in this country. All the

manipulations that the plates go through

from the time they reach the boiler shop

until the\- form a boiler ready for steam,

are described with careful minuteness, and

nearly every operation is made clear by cuts.

The various tools which are used in doing

the work are also illustrated and described.

Next section deals with the foundry,

which leads to a treatise on iron and cast-

ings. Here the author takes occasion to

tell his readers that it is a mistake to sup-

pose that American castings are better than

those made in English foundries, in which

we are inclined to think that he is going

bej'ond the region of fact. The description

of how the various castings are used in a

locomotive is, however, verv- good, and we
readily forgive any prejudices in favor of

the writer's own country. A second section

of this article treats of steel castings, in

which we are informed that these castings

have now been substituted for forgings to a

remarkable extent, about forty articles on

a locomotive that formerly were forged

being now made of cast mild steel. The
case is mentioned of a cranked axle made
in this manner which had run over three

hundred thousand miles. Numerous de-

tails are given of how they make steel

forgings in the Horwich shops.

Forging and The Smithy cover the opera-

tions performed by the blacksmith, and do

it very well. In these sections a great

deal of attention is bestowed upon formers

and labor-saving methods employed by the

workers in wrought iron. W'e regret that

want of s])ace prevents us from giving

more particulars of this interesting part of

the book.

The other subjects treated are Copper-

smithing, The Machine Shop and Erecting.

The section on the machine shop begins ;

"Machine shop economy is summed up

by developing every machine to its utmost

efficienc)' and obtaining the maximum
output from each, consistent with the re-

quirements and nature of the work." This
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is the text that is rigorously preached

throughout all the parts relating to pro-

duction of finished ])arts. Machine tools,

/>ir sc, do not receive much direct atten-

tion, but the work turned out is treated as

of paramount importance. The author ap-

pears to appreciate the value of the mill-

ing machine, and thereby shows that he is

away ahead of prevalent shop ideas in

England. Numerous details are given of

the methods employed in finishing and

fitting work, and a great many templates,

jigs and holders are illustrated. Mr.

Hughes is fortunate in the fact that he has

the best-equipped and best-managed rail-

way shop in Europe to describe the oper-

ations of, and he has proved himself a

worthy delineator.

^ & ^
Sixth Annual Report ok the Inter-

st.\te Commerce Commission on the
Statistics of Railways in the
United States.

W'e are indebted to Mr. Edward A.

Moseley, Secretary of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, for this valuable book,

which gives so many interesting facts

about the railways in the United States.

The report contains-so many facts, is brim-

ful of so much important information, that

we have not yet been able to give it more

than a superficial examination. It gives

the mileage, earnings, operating expenses

and indebtedness of all our railways with

elaborate minuteness, and in every particu-

lar ma}- be accepted as correct. Besides

these facts there are particulars concerning

the classification of railways, the equip-

ment, men employed, railway' accidents,

and a great variety of other things of in-

terest to men in any way connected with

railway matters.

A fact which becomes impressed upon

the reader of this report is that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is doing a

valuable work in making the public under-

stand how efficiently and cheaply railway

companies render their ser\ices to the

country. Those who consider that the

country is suffering from the exactions of

fat railroad corporations, will have their

views changed if they will only study this

impartial report sufficiently to understand

what the owners of railroad property re-

ceive on their investments. But the in-

fluence of the Commission is not b\' any

means devoted to the defence of railroad

companies. That merely comes out inci-

dentally. The tendency of the Commis-

sion, in fact, is to hold the railroads to

closer responsibility in their dealings with

the community. Their influence is ex-

erted in favor of the general introduction

of safety appliances and in preventing dis-

crimination in favor of large interests as

against small ones. As far as we can see,

the entire influence of the Commission

has been exerted in the interests of justice.

The report may be obtained from Mr. E.

A. Moseley, Secretary Interstate Commerce
Commission, Washington, U. C. No price

has been given.



Practice AND Theory ofthk Injector.
B}' Strickland L. Kneass, C. E. John
Wiley & Sons, New York. Price, fi.50.

This is a book of 150 pages 7x9 inches,

and contains more injector literature than

has ever before been put in one book. It

gives a highh- interesting account of the
early history and development of the
principle on which the injector acts, then
it proceeds to give details respecting the
designs and operation of injectors. .\11

the principal injectors in use in this coun-
try and in Europe are described and inan\'
of them illustrated. Particulars are given
which show that the author is an expert
on the subject he writes upon. The book
bears every evidence of careful, reliable
work and deserves to be accepted as a
hand-book on the injector.

^ & &
EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Washington Coal Co. are asking bids

on 300 coal cars.

The Oliver Coke & Furnace Co. are in

the market for 100 cars.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie are asking
bids on twelve passenger cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Companv are

said to have ordered 1,000 cars for the lines

west of Pittsburgh.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas are said

to be about to contract for 700 furniture,

800 box and 500 coal cars.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh are

said to have contracted with the Union Car
Co. of Buffalo for 200 cars.

The Michigan-Peninsular Car Co. have
received an order from the Columbus,
Hocking Valley & Toledo for 1,000 cars.

Flint & Co. , of New York, are reported to

be asking for bids for 250 iron freight cars

and 200 passenger cars for railways in Brazil.

The St. Paul & Duluth are asking bids on
about five passenger cars, to replace those
which were burned in the forest fires last

September.

Mr. Marden, superintendent of the car

department of the Fitchburg, has received

orders to build twenty-four new passenger
cars in the shops at Fitchburg.

The Southern Railway have placed an
order with the Lenoir Car Works, Lenoir,

N. C, for 400 hopper-bottom coal cars.

This car company have also an order from
the Kno.xville & Ohio for 100 cars.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are

building four consolidations for the To-
ledo, Peoria & Western, some engines for

the State Transcaucasian Railwa}- of

Russia, some for the Leo Poldina of Brazil,

one for the National Tube Works, and one
for an iron company.

The Texas Midland have received six

passenger cars from the St. Charles Works,
which are equipped with all latest improve-
ments in car building, including electric

lights and steam heating apparatus. The
same company have received from the

Schenectady Locomotive Works two loco-

motives that have electric headlights.

They are said to be the first engines in

Texas with this improvement.

PERSONAL.
Mr. John Horrigan has been appointed

master mechanic of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, with headquarters at Joliet, 111.

Mr. E. T. Carlton has been appointed

ma.ster car builder of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, with headquarters at Joliet, 111.

Mr. F. H. Clark has been appointed

chief draughtsman of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy at Aurora, 111.

Mr. George W. Cushing has resigned

the position of master mechanic of the

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.

Mr, L. E. Johnson has been appointed

superintendent of the Michigan division of

the Lake Shore & Micjiigan Southern,

with headquarters at Toledo, O.

Mr. S. K. Dickerson, of the Roanoke
Machine Works, has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the Norfolk & Western,

with headquarters at East Radford, Va.

Mr. R. H. Nicholas has been appointed

superintendent of the New York, Phila-

delphia & Norfolk, with headquarters at

Norfolk, Va., to succeed H. W. Dunne,
deceased.

Mr. R. E. Eavenson, heretofore assist-

ant general manager of the Williamsport

& North Branch, has been appointed gen-

eral manager of that road, with headquar-
ters at Hughesville, Pa.

Mr. A. R. Woods, formerly connected
with the Mexican Central, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the In-

teroceanic Railway of Mexico, with head-

quarters at the City of Mexico.

Mr. M. F. Bonzano, general superintend-

ent of the Philadelphia & Reading, has

been promoted to be assistant superintend-

ent of the South Jersey- Railroad, witli

headquarters at Cape May, N. J.

Mr. E. V. Sedgwick, formerh- master

mechanic of the Mexican Central, has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Interoceanic Railwav, with

headquarters at the City of Mexico.

Mr. \. B. Johnson, of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., who has

been in Brazil since last spring, has re-

turned. He looks as if living at the other

side of the equator agreed with him.

Mr. F. E. Smith has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the St. Louis
Southwestern at Pine Bluff, Ark. Before

conung to this road, Mr. Smith was on the

Rio (irande Western at Salt Lake City.

Mr. B. F. Kel.sey has been appointed

Western representative of the Columbian
Metallic Packing Co., of Philadelphia,

with headquarters in the Manhattan Build-

ing, Chicago. He was formerly with the

Midvale Steel Co.

Mr. C. H. Quereau, engineer of tests of

the Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy, at

Aurora, 111., has been, appointed assistant

to the superintendent of motive power of

the Burlington & Missouri River, with

headquarters at Platsmouth, Neb.

Mr. Arthur G. Wells, who recently re"

signed as assistant to First Vice-President

Robinson of the Atchison, Topeka& Santa
Fe, has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the Atlantic & Pacific, with

headquarters at Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Mr. J. L. Frazier, formerly superintend-

ent of the San Joaquin division of the

Southern Pacific, is now superintendent of

the coast division and the San Francisco

terminals of all the overland lines of the

Southern Pacific Coijipany, with office at

Third and Townsend streets, San FVan-

cisco.

Mr. C. C. Leech has been appointed to

the position of general foreman of the
Western New York & Pennsylvania shops
at Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Leech learned the

machinist trade in the shops of this road
at Oil City. For several years he has been
foreman of the Pittsburgh & Western
shops at Foxburg, Pa.

Mr. John D. Campbell has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power
of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, with head-

quarters at Austin, Pa. Mr. Campbell was
for several j-ears assistant superintendent

of motive power of the New York Central,

and superintended the equipping of the

fine shops at Depew, near Buffalo.

Mr. M. I. Spaulding has been appointed

acting assistant mechanical superintendent

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with

headquarters at Mc.\dam Junction, N. B.,

in place of Mr. G. A. Haggerty, resigned.

Mr. Spaulding was fonnerly an engineer

on the Canadian Pacific, and was promoted
about two years ago to be foreman at a

division point.

Mr. W. F. Bradley, master mechanic of

the Toledo, .\nn Arbor & North Michi-

gan, has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the road. He will continue in

direct charge of the mechanical depart-

ment. Mr. Bradley is a member of the

Master Mechanics' A.ssociation, and took
an active part in the discussions at the

last two conventions.

Mr. F. H. Soule has been appointed gen-

eral inspector of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford car department. He
has been for several years on the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern in a similar

capacity, and is spoken of by his superior

officers as a most efficient inspector. He
learned his business on the Fitchburg
Railroad, under Mr. Marden.

Mr. J. J. Thornton, late foreman at

Ellensburg, on the Northern Pacific, has
been appointed foreman of roundhouse at

Albina, on Oregon Railway & Navigation

Line. This is a well-deserved advance for

a man who knows his business. He will

be remembered as one of the organizers of

the Railway Master Blacksmiths' .-Associa-

tion, and its first president.

Mr. Edward W. Jackson has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Inter-

oceanic Railway of Mexico. Mr. Jackson is

an Englishman by birth. He was trained



as a civil engineer, and spent some time in

railway service in Turkey. For nearly

thirty years he has been connected with

railwaj^s in Mexico. For the last ten years

he has been general manager of the Mexi-
can Central.

Mr. W. H. Fenner, Jr., well known to rail-

road and supply men from his former con-

nection with the Rhode Island Locomo-
tive Works and the Allen faper Car Wheel
Co., has been elected president of the Na-
tional Car Wheel Co., at BufTalo. and W.
W. Turlay, of the san»e city, who has acted

as manager of the company since its or-

ganization, two 3'ears ago, has been elected

vice-president and treasurer.

Mr. John N. Reynolds, 140 Nassau street.

New York, has issued his annual hand-

book, forming a directory of the street rail-

way companies in the United States and
Canada. It is very conveniently arranged,

and gives a great deal of useful informa-

tion concerning street railways ; among this

the names and addresses of officials. It is

very handsomely bound in morocco, in a

size convenient for the pocket.

At the December meeting of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, Mr.

E. F. C. Davis, general manager of the

Richmond Locomotive Works, Richmond,
Va., was elected president. This is the

first time that a member connected with
railroad machiner\' interests has been so

honored. Mr. Davis is one of the most
respected members of the society, and he
is certain to make a successful presiding

officer.

Mr. W. H. Selby, who was elected an
honorary member of the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association at last convention,

died at his home at Moberly, Mo., last

month, aged 62 years. Mr. Selby was an
Englishman by birth, and began work iu

this country as a machinist on the Ohio &
Mississippi. There he rose to be shop fore-

man, and then went to be general foreman
of the Wabash, where he afterwards rose to

be master mechanic.

Mr. Henry Bartlett has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and ma-
chinery of the Boston & Maine, with head-

quarters at Boston. Mr. Bartlett has been
an assistant mechanical engineer of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa.

He began railroad work in the machine
shops of the Boston & Lowell, but finished

his apprenticeship at Altoona. His father

is treasurer of the Boston & Lowell Rail-

road, now absorbed by the Bo,ston & Maine.

We have received from Roberts, Thorp
& Co., Three Rivers, Mich., a finely illus-

trated catalogue of Cyrus Roberts' pa-

tented hand cars. The special claims made
for this hand car are lightness, strength,

durability and convenience. Years of ex-

perience in the making of this class of

car, intelligent study and careful engineer-

ing tests have been brought into service in

making the car as nearly perfect as pos-

sible. Those interested in hand cars should

send for the catalogue.

Mr. E. B. Thomas, who has been first

vice-president of the Erie system for the

last four years, has been elected president.

Mr. Thomas has managed the entire oper-

ating of the system, and it has been bet-

ter managed than this property ever was
before. If he cannot put the property

upon a sound financial basis, no other need

attempt it. He organized the operating

departments on the Pennsylvania Railroad

plan and it works very successfully. Mr.

Thomas is president of the American Rail-

waj- Association.

Mr. Frank S. Gannon, general superin-

tendent of the Staten Island Rapi<l Transit

Railroad for the last eight years, has been

raised a notch, and is now general mana-
ger. The property is difficult to manage,

and its successful operation has depended

greatly upon the tact, judgment and per-

sonal popularity of the man in charge.

Those who know Mr. Gannon are aware

that he possesses these attributes in a pre-

eminent degree. He is an Erie graduate,

and tells many interesting anecdotes about

the methods of Erie operating thirty years

ago. He rose through the train service,

and was superintendent of the New York
& Northern before going to the company
he is now with.

Mr. Robert Quayle, master mechanic of

the Chicago & Northwestern at Kaukauna,

Wis., has been appointed superintendent

of motive power and machinery of that

road, with headquarters at Chicago. Mr.

Qua3'le has spent the greater part of his

working life in the employ of the Chicago

& Northwestern. He was for some years

foreman of the machine shop of the car

department at Chicago, and was promoted

from there to be master mechanic at Clin-

ton, la. From there he was appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western. Here

he made the tests of locomotives on rollers

which attracted so much attention at the

last Master Mechanics' Convention.

Mr. W. H. True.sdale, third vice-presi-

dent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, has assumed the duties of general

manager, to succeed Mr. E. St. John, re-

signed. Mr. Truesdale, w-ho was president

and receiver of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis for many years, was chosen third

vice-president of the C, R. I. & P. sev-

eral months ago. That distinction was

earned through his admirable manage-

ment of a road that was intensely poor

—

always on the verge of insolvency, which

he held off, when most other men would

have failed. Mr. Truesdale was one of the

most popular railroad men in the North-

west, and his personal popularity brought

a great deal of business to the road.

We regret to learn from a dispatch fro:n

Cripple Creek, Col., that Mr. Richard

Newell, Jr., engineer of the Midland Ter-

minal Railroad, was murdered by a miner

with whom he had a dispute concerning

right of way. We knew Mr. Newell as a

bright engineer some years ago in the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern shops at Elk-

hart, Ind. He took a very keen interest in

all motive power problems, and repeatedly

gave us information which he had collected

about the performance of the locomotives

on the road where he was employed. He
was a sunny, genial young man with lots

of friends, who will be deeph' pained to

hear of his untimely end. He was a

nephew of the late President Newell of the

L. S. & M. S.

Improvements in locomotive fireboxes

have been patented by Mr. Joseph J. Boh-

ner, of Brooklyn, who proposes to put an

extra water tube boiler inside of the firebox.

He puts in a water arch of the ordinary

form, except that a space to be filled with

brick is left between the arch and the tube

plate. This brick can be removed when
any work has to be done on the boiler

tubes. The novelty of the invention is

that 72 water tubes are led from the top of

the water table to the back sheet of the

firebox. The gases of combustion have to

pass through this barrier of water tubes

before entering the boiler tubes, which
ought to make a valuable addition to the

heating surface of the firebox. The ar-

rangement is also calculated to be a good
preventer of spark throwing.

Mr. William .Smith, who has been super-

intendent of motive power and machinery
of the Chicago & Northwestern since Oc-

tober, 1890, has resigned that position.

He has been connected with the mechani-

cal department of the C. & N. W. since 1873,

and previous to 1890 was for three years

assistant superintendent of motive power.

From May, 1885, to August, 18S7, he was
master mechanic of the Winona & St. Peter

and Dakota divisions. Mr. Smith was
trained as a marine engineer, and was for

years on the Cunard Company's steamers

trading between Liverpool and New York.

As a railroad man he was particularly suc-

cessful as a shop manager. His depa.rt-

ment, while head of the motive power of

the C. & N. W., was run at lower expense

than that of any railroad in the West.

i' i i
•At this season of the year good resolu-

tions are in order. In the department of

railroad equipment a seasonable resolution

would be not to cast invidious reflections

upon railroad officers because they specify

the other fellow's goods. It is right and
proper that the men in charge of rolling

stock should have preferences in the arti-

cles they .specif}'. A man is lacking in

individuality if he has not. The prefer-

ence generally represents his judgment of

what he considers best. Sometimes he

thinks two rival articles are about equal,

and if the price cuts no figure he probably

permits friendship for some dealer to in-

fluence his decision. Those who get left

are too ready to attribute bad motives as

the cause of their failure. No better reso-

lution could be taken at the New Year
than to resolve to overcome this attribute

of smallness.
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The Elements of Boiler=Making.

SHEET-IRON WORK.
By C. E. Fourness.*

ELBOWS.

In this article will be given a tapering

elbow to connect two pipes, one 24 inches

in diameter, the other 12 inches. The

material to be No. 10 B. W. G. in thickness,

and the elbow to compose of five courses

or sections. Fig. 112 is a side elevation of

the elbow complete and shows the location

of the seams and the general appearance,

but is not needed to lay out the sheets.

The outline view. Fig. 113, is the one

needed for this purpose, and in drawing

this view, the finst lines drawn will be --4 B
and B C at right angles to each other.

Then set the trams to the distance 2 feet

6 inches and draw the center line or arc

/? £. As the diameter of the large pipe

is 24 inches, set the dividers to the radius

12 inches, and from the center £ draw

the semi-circle A F. Again, as the small

pipe is 12 inches in diameter, set the

dividers to the radius or 6 inches, and from

the center D draw the semi-circle C G.

Set the trams from A to B, and with this

length draw the arc H ; set one leg again

at C, and draw another small arc cutting

the first arc at H. Then with one leg cf

the trams at the point of intersection H,

draw the arc A C for the outside of the

elbow. Set the trams from G to B, and

with one leg at G draw the arc at /. Set

one leg at F and draw another short

arc to cut the first arc drawn. Then from

the point / draw the arc F C, space off this

last arc for as many courses or sections as

you may wish the elbow to be made up of
;

in this case it is five. Set one end of a

straight edge aty (a point midway between

/ and // on a straight line), the other part

to F, A', N, O, P and G successively, the

points of division just found on the arc

F G, and draw the lines for the girt or

round-about seams.

Find the center of the different courses

between the lines for the girt seams, and

draw the lines to terminate at the center/,-

these lines are needed to measure the

lengths of the ordinates. Draw the lines

S A Q and F R zX right angles to A B

;

then^^ a; A' A', N O, O P and P G

;

these lines, to terminate at the point where

the arc F G cuts the lines for the rivet

holes G T and C U, are drawn at right

angles to B C. Now for the outside, draw

SM between the lines for the rivet holes

from S tangent to the arc A C X.o M ; then

from 3/ tangent to the arc to the next line

J 'draw I' ll\ IV X and X }' in a similar

manner and the outline is complete. Now
for the ordinates, set one leg of the di-

viders at L, the point midway between 3/

and A', and draw the semi-circle M K. Set

the dividers at the point midway between

('and iV, and draw the semi-circle V X.

Draw the semi-circles IV O and A' P in the

same manner, and, after this is completed.

space off each semi-circle in thirteen points,

and draw the ordinates through the semi-

circle A Fat right angles to the diameter

A FanA just cutting the Vme: S F ; num-

ber these ordinates from i to 13, beginning

with No. I at F. Draw the ordinates

through the semi-circle CG at right angles

to C G, just cutting the line G V ; num-

X P ; make a short mark across the line

or- diameter A' P, move the square along

the line A' P till the blade comes in line

with the point No. 11, then draw a short

mark across the line A' /'.

Proceed in the sariie manner until all the

points are marked on the line X P, then

move to the lines W O, VN and M K.

\



start with Fit;. 114; this will be a s(|uare

course 12 inches inside. First find the cir-

cumference, i2X3i=37>^ an<i iJ^i+ Vs-i^
inches. Draw two lines ^-1 B and CD, 6

inches apart and parallel to each other.

Then draw two lines for straight seams at

right angles to A B and 38 inches apart,

space oflf the line A B for twenty-four

holes, and draw lines through these points

parallel to the straight seams, and as these

straight seams are to be located on the

sides, number the ordinates, beginning at

B, with Nos. 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, lo, n, 12, 13, 12, II, ID, g, 8, 7.

The length of the No. 1 ordinate is already

found ; measure the length of the ordi-

nate No. 2, between the lines G )' and
I' T. Fig. 113, and mark this lengthen

the lines No. 2 in Fig. 114. Measure the

lengtli of the ordinate No. 3 in Fig. 113,

between the lines G 5' and (f T; convey

this length to Fig. 114, and mark this

length upon the line No. 3, measuring

from the line A B ; convey the lengths of

all the ordinates in the course. Fig. 1 13, to

the similarly numbered lines in Fig. 114,

and the point of intersection of these

marks with the lines will be the center of

the rivet holes in the girt seam. Space off

the straight seams for an\' number of holes

needed, and after allowing yi inch for lap

outside of the holes Fig. 114 will be com-

plete.

Now for the course No. 2, Fig. 115.

Draw three lines, E F, G H and I J, S

inches apart and parallel to each other, and

the next thing necessary is the circumfer-

ence ; the .small end is 12 inches in diam-

eter, and the circumference of that is

37f^ — ^ = 37/V inches, the circumference

for an outside diameter of 12 inches ; this

lengtli lay off on the line E E, and from a

point midway of this length draw a center

line at right angles to E F. To find the

diameter of the large end of this No. 2

course, measure across at the lap hole at

right angles to the No. 7 ordinate or

straight seam, and find the diameter is 14

inches, 14X3^=44, and as this is the large

end, 44-|-^ =44 J^ inches ; this length lay

off on the line IJ, an equal amount, 22^'j

inches, each side of the center line. Draw
a line through / and /•", extending it far

enough to cut the 'center line ; then draw
another line through J E, extending far

enovigh to cut the line / E, and at this

point or vertex set one point of the trams

with the other point at G ; where the line

of the straight seam cuts the center line

draw the arc G H. Space off the circum-

ference at each end for twenty-four holes

and number them, beginning with No. 7

at /% as the straight seams are to be

located on opposite sides in adjoining

courses or .sections, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, i, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 12, II, 10, 9,

K, 7 ; draw lines through the correspond-

ingly numbered points on the lines E E
and IJ. Measure the length of the ordi-

nate No. I between the center lineJ Z and
G )' the line of rivet holes ; mark this

length on the railial line No. i at the small

end of the No. 2 section, Fig. 115, meas-

uring from the arc G H. Mark the

length of all the ordinates between the

lines J Z and )' G, Fig. 113, on the

radial lines at the small end of the section

No. 2, and these points will be the center

of the rivet holes at that end.

For the large end measure the lengths of

all the ordinates between the center line

ZJ and -V /-, the line of rivet holes, and

convey these lengths to the large end of

the section No. 2 ; these points will be

the center of the rivet holes at that end.

Space off the straight seam for two holes,

exclusive of the lap holes, and after allow-

ing one half inch^outside of the rivet holes

5, 4, 3, 2, I, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12,

13, 12, II, 10, 9, 8, 7,' beginning at the

right side. This brings the straight seam

on the same side as in the course No. i.

Measure the lengths of the ordinates

between the lines Q R and 5 F, Fig. 113,

and transfer these lengths to the similarly

numbered lines in the course No. 7. Space

off the straight seams and allow one half

inch for lap all around, and this sheet is

ready to shear and punch.

AN OVA I, ELBOW.

Fig. 117 is an elevation of an oval elliow

2 feet 6 inches, or 30 inches long and 1

2

inches wide. This is also made of No. 10

material. This is made necessarv by the

for a lap the sheet is finished. The sec-

tions Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 are each laid out

separately and exactly the same as the

No. 2, only, of course, using the proper

circumference for each end. But there is

no excuse for not having every rivet hole

needed in this elbow before rolling up.

Draw two lines, 6 inches apart and par-

allel to each other, for the No. 7 course.

This course is 24 inches in diameter out-

side ; 24X3f = 75?^-^ = 75 inches, the

circumference. This length lay off on

these lines and draw lines for the straight

seams through these points at right angles

to those already drawn. Space off this cir-

cumference for 24 holes and draw lines

through all these points, parallel to the

straight seams. Number thesejines 7, 6,

chimney being at the side of the boiler

and having an oval opening on top of the

smokebox. In this case the straight seams

will be placed on the curved sides, or the

inside and outside, and they (the sections)

will be laid out by two different methods.

Figs. 118 and 121. But first the outline

view is to be constructed ; Draw the lines

A B and y? C at right angles to each

other, open the dividers or trams to 36

inches, and draw the center line (/ H

;

mark the points .1 and / 15 inches on

either side of H. Set the trams from A to

B, and draw the arc A C; set the trams to

B /, and draw the arc / Q ; space off the

arc // (,' into eight parts, and /, A', L and

.1/ will represent the line of rivet holes.

Draw . / /and / /'at right [angles to .1 11



and E C, and /'' Q at rij;ht angles to B C;
draw the other lines forming the outline

y A', A' L and A J/ to connect these points

and tangent to the arc .-/ C ; also connect

the inside points similar to the others.

Set the dividers to 6 inches, one-half the

diameter of the oval, and from a point 6

inches from A, / Q ai^d Cdraw the quarter

circles or quadrants, and through these

points, 6 inches from O and C, draw lines

parallel to E C, and through the points 6

inches from .-V and / draw lines parallel to

-^y. Space these quadrants into 5 points,

number them as shown and draw ordinates

through -these points parallel to the sides

of the figure.

For the sheets. Fig. 118 will be con-

sidered first, and is the same method
shown in the last paper on elbows, the

course being laid out square, and the

large and small ends are secured by in-

creasing the angle of the girt seam for the

large, and decreasing it for the small end.

Draw a line for the length of the ordinates

for the large end from E J4 r>i an inch

from M to E, and for the small end draw
a line from Z? ^ of an inch from A/ to E.

(The distance to set these lines over for

different thicknesses of material is : for

No. 16, j+ inch ; for No. 8, i inch ; for '+

inch, i;|--s inches, and for /,; inch, 2 inches.
)

In this case, thickness is lietween Nos. 16

and 8, so will call it % inch.

Now for the courses or sections. Figs.

119 and 120, and the first thing required is

the circumference, which we have alreadv,

as this will be 12 inches in diameter inside,

same as Fig. 114. This length is 38 inches,

and as each flat side is iS inches I'ong, and
there being two sides, add two times 18

inches, or 36 inches, to the 38 inches for the

full circumference—this equals 74 inches
;

draw two lines y A' Fig. 119, and.)/ A',

Fig. 120, and lay off 74 inches on these

lines. Draw lines for the straight seams
at these points at right angles toy A' and
M N. Draw a center line midway of the

length, or 37 inches from and parallel to

the lines for the straight seams. Divide

the circumference of the 12 inches, viz.,

38 inches, into fourths—this equals 9;-2

inches ; this distance measure off on each

side of the center line in both sections. This

gives twice that amount, or 19 inches, one-

half of the circumference, to roll here. Also

make a mark 9(2 inches from the straight

seams at each end and space off each of the

spaces into 4 parts or 5 points, draw lines

through these points and number them in

Fig. iig, beginning with No. 10 at the

straight seam, as it is located on the short

side, and ending with No. i at the middle.

In Fig. 120 start with No. i at the straight

seam and end with No. 10 at the middle.

Now for the girt seams, measure the

length of the ordinate No. i between the

lines CO and E E\\\ Fig. iiS, and as this

is for the large end mark this length on
the lines No. i at the end intended for the

large end of both Figs. 119 and 120, meas-
uring from the linesy A' and M .V. Meas-
ure the length of the ordinate No. 2 be-

tween the lines C (^ and E /'"in Fig. iiS,

and mark this length on the lines No. 2 at

the large end of Figs. 119 and 120; proceed

in the same manner until the lengths of

all the ordinates between these lines have

been transferred to the large end, then

draw lines from the points just fotind on

the Nos. 5 and 6 lines and space off these

flat spaces for 6 holes, and after this being

done the large end is all finished.

For the small end, measure the length

of the ordinate No. i. Fig. 118, between

the lines D E and C O. Convey this

length to the lines No. I at the small end

of Fig. 120. Again, measure the length of

the ordinate No. 2 between the lines D E
and C Q, Fig. 118, and convey this length

to the lines No. 2, Fig. 120. Transfer the

lengths of all the other ordinates in Fig.

1 18 to the lines similarly numbered in Fig.

1 20, after which draw straight lines from

the marks on the Nos. 5 and 6 lines across

the part to remain flat, and space them off

for six holes. This completes this figure,

and, after allowing the necessarj' lap, these

sheets can be us6d for a pattern to mark
off the other sections needed. Next in

order comes the everj'day method. Fig.

121.

In this way the courses can be made
either square or taper (but if made square,

the small course must set inside of the

large course at both ends), and in either

case the flat part is left the full length

and the reduction for the small end of the

course, or the small course is made in the

circular parts at the ends. The course or

section. Fig. 122, is made taper, and to lay

out this piece start by drawing three

lines O A', T S and P 0, 10 inches apart

and parallel to each other ; measure off on

the bottom line /' Q 19 inches for the

cur\'ed part at the large end, and 9^
inches from each end draw a center line at

right angles to the others. Then on each

side of this center line on O A', the line for

the small end, lay off 9|°g inches ; this will

give this part a total length of i8|,s inches.

Draw lines through O /'and R Q : draw

R i'and Q Tat right angles to R Q ; then

O X and P W at right angles to O P; 18

inches from O, P, O and R, make a mark for

the termination of the flat sides, and allow

9 ;\ inches more to X and U on the lines

O A'and R U; also allow 9>^ inches to IV

and f'on P ]V anA O I'. Draw the lines

for the straight seams and space off these

parts, to be curved into four parts, the cen-

ter one into eight parts ; and draw lines

through these points of division, and a

center line midway between X IV and U 1

'

at right angles to the line No. 6. Find the

camber, as shown, and measure from these

points in transferring the lengths of the

ordinates between the lines J P and A I
from Fig. 121 to the correspondingly num-
bered lines in Fig. 122, marking the same
at both the large and small ends of the

sheet, and these points of intersection will

be the center of the rivet holes in the girt

seams at the curved part. For the flat

sides, space off same as in Fig. 120.

To Prevent Dimming of Cab Windows.

Ever\- man who has run a locomotive in

winter understands the annoyance and
danger endured in cold weather by the cab

windows getting clouded over through
frost and condensed steam. The Tinker
Storm Window Co., of Springfield, Mass.,

have put upon the market a storm window
which keeps the outlook transparent at all

times.

The improvement consists in attaching

to the inside of a regular cab door a spe-

cially designed window so constructed as

to form a water-tight space about yi inch

in width between the two panes of glass,

which space is filled with water, or, if pre-

ferred, any other suitable transparent

liquid. The water is heated to a sufficient

temperature to warm the glass suflSciently

so that the snow, ice, frost, etc., will not

adhere to its surface, thus providing a clear

glass in front of the engineer during the

worst storm or coldest weather. The nec-

essary' warmth is imparted to the water by
means of a heated tube between the

glasses, this tube being heated by a small

jet of steam passing through it.

Windows of this kind were in use on lo-

comotives belonging to the Concord &
Montreal and the Boston & Maine rail-

roads, last winter, and are reported to have
proved a complete remed}- for the obscur-

ing of the cab windows.

i i ^

A Big Supply Man Reckoned as a Half

Person.

They appear to have curious methods of

estimating charges for passengers in some
parts of Europe, one of which was de-

scribed by Mr. W. W. Snow, in the ac-

count of his travels in Norway. He said :

1 started out to arrange our trip to the

North Cape to see the midnight sun. At

the office of the Dampskibselskabs (who
control a large portion of the mail steam-

ships in Norway) I was accosted hy a

ver\- genteel young man, who, in broken

English, asked my wishes. I handed him
the letter given us at buyers' office in

Bergen. He then asked me how many. I

said :

" Two ladies and myself."
" Wife one? "

" No ; daughter and one other."

" Other lady not \-our family ?
"

"No."
" Ah, if wife and daughter, one fare and

two half fares
;

yourself, daughter and

other lad}-, two full fares and one half

fare."

So we found our party consisted of " two

and one-half persons " in Norway, it being

the custom on Norway steamers to charge

half fare to wife and children. While this

condition of things was permitted as a

pacing basis on the steamer, for the trip to

the North Cape, we wish it to be distinctly

understood that this one-half person was a

big majority over the other two and fully

vouched for bv all on board.
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Babbitt for Taking Up Side Play in

Driving Boxes.
Editors :

Referring to your article, page 391, De-

cember issue, "Excessive Wear Caused

by Babbitt," and with special reference to

Mr. Smith's remarks on its use for taking

up lateral motion, I wish to say that I have

been using babbitt for this purpose for

twelve years and do not recall a single in-

stance where the hubs of driving wheels

showed excessive wear. On the other

hand, I have known engines to be turned

out without babbitt, and it became neces-

sary to drop the wheels and spot the faces

of the boxes with babbitt in less than a

month to stop them from cutting. In

March, iSgo, led by some remarks of a gen-

tleman who did not favor the use of bab-

bitt in this way, I recorded the distance

between the hubs of the back wheels of an

eight-wheel engine, the boxes of which

were faced with the metal, and again mea-

sured the distance between these hul)s

when the wheels were taken out, after the

engine had run 81,357 miles, and found it

had only increased j', of an inch. This en-

gine made 322 miles each round trip, with-

out cleaning, over a sand-ballasted road,

and wore out two sets of crown bearings in

the back boxes while making the mileage

given. This record, I think, speaks well

for babbitt as a preventive of wear of hubs.

Pcusacola, Fla. C. F. Gii.KS, M. M.

A New BlowOff Valve.

Editors :

Enclosed herewith I send )'ou a sketch of

a blow-off valve that I consider an im-

provement on the Preston, blow-off cock

illustrated in Locomotive Engineering
for August, page 259.

\ r

S^b^

The valve, in its present form, is liable

to stop up with sediment in the space be-

tween the top of valve and end of case

projecting into boiler; this sediment
would become solid, making it impossible

to raise valve off its seat.

In the sketch enclosed the valve is inside-

closing, the valve stem or wings are

notched deep close to disk as a weakening

groove ; in case valve body is broken off,

stem is likeh^ to break at that point, leav-

ing the opening closed.

If you con.sider the idea, as expressed in

the sketch, of any value, or that it really is

an improvement, publish it. I give it

simply as my idea of an improvement in

that line ; would be pleased to have 3'our

opinion of it and any improvement that

j'ou would suggest.

Deny, Pa. D. B. Donnelly.

i i i
Wliat Caused the Air Wliisile to Sound ?

Editors :

I would like to ask the air-brake readers

of IvOcoMOTivE Engineering to assist us

in solving the following little difficulty we
have met in with an air signal. On one of

our engines the whistle sounds every few

minutes when tlic engine is moved slowly,

but when engine is coupled up to train

and running either fast or slow, whistle

never sounds except when signal valve is

operated in coaches in usual manner. Ap-
plication or release of air brakes does not

affect the whistle, it simply sounds of its

own accord. We found reducing valve,

whistle valve and all pipes and connections

apparently in proper condition.

C. C. Leech,
Gen. Foreman W. N. Y. & P.

Buffalo, N. y.

© ^ i
Location of Block Signals.

Editors :

I read with interest your article on above,

and wish to say that the practice in force

years ago—according, as you say, to a well-

known English railway engineer—of put-

ting signals here, there and everywhere,

some on the.wronp side of line and others

where they could not be seen, has long

been abandoned, and at present, in fact for

years past, an intelligent system of signal

sighting has been in force on the L. & U. W.
Railway, for which company I worked as

fitter (machinist) and locomotive foreman
for fifteen and a half years. The practice

in vogue on this road is as follows : If a

signal is defective, worn out, or complaints

are made as to its unsuitable position by
engine drivers or, in fact, anyone making
use of it, a meeting is convened by order

of the signal, locomotive and traffic super-

intendents, of the following persons :

First—The locomotive foreman, who
sights the signal in the interest of the en-

gine drivers and obtains for them the best

view on propersideof line (where po.ssible)

and with the best background (a most im-

portant thing).

Second—The traffic inspector, who ar-

ranges that the signalman when operating

signal can see that it responds to the move-

ments of his lever.

Third—The signal inspector, whose duty-

it is to see that when signal is placed in

position it can be satisfactorily worked
and suitably arranged. When the height,

position and distance from signal box are

determined, a form is filled out giving all

these particulars, and this is signed by
afore-mentioned men and sent to signal

superintendent, who gives an order for

signal to be erected. By these means the

best results are obtained, and a smart loco-

motive man can arrange a good signal for

the enginemen which, if on a falling

grade, can be seen long before there is any

necessity- to apply brakes. Of course, on

a rising grade, a shorter sight of it would

be sufficient. The "home and starting

signal" shown in your excellent view of

Penmaenmawr in last month's issue was

sighted b}' me in the manner described

above. H. T. BenTlEY,
Roundhouse Foreman.

Boone, la.

i i i
Keeping Bad Feed Water in Working

Order.
Editors

:

Having read your valuable journal for

the past three years, and having been

much pleased with the manner in which
the subjects pertaining to engineering have

been handled, I thought I would venture

to give my experience in using bad feed

water in locomotives. Having been in

charge of locomotive repairs for the past

seven years on the Dakota division of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway, where
we have about as bad water for locomotive

use as there is in the United States, I

thought perhaps I might be able to de-

scribe what it contains, also how it acts in

the boiler and how we get along with it.

The following is an analysis of water taken

from one of the water tanks on this di-

vision :

Gr.s. per gal.

Total solid matter 1 29. 75

This solid matter consists of :

Carbonate of li:ne 10.66

Carbonate of magnesia 1.44

Sulphate of lime. 11.92

Sulphate of magnesia 12.21

Oxides of iron and aluminum. 0.19

Silica 0.35

Alkali chlorides 14.06

Alkali sulphates 78.92

For the benefit of those who do not un-
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derstand this analysis, will say that it is

very bad water for locomotive use, and that

when an enj^ine takes a tank of this water

it will not go 5 miles with a heav>- train

before the fines and staybolts are leaking,

even thongh the flues have just been
reset.

The leaking of the flues and staybolts is

caused by the water's foaming so badly,

and, unless the engine is equipped w'ith a

first-class blow-off cock, and the blow-off

cock properly handled, the train will have
to be reduced or, as has often happened,

set out altogether. In order to get a train

over the road with this kind of feed water,

it is necessary to have a blow-off cock that

can be opened quickly by the engineer,

for the reason that the throttle must be
closed for about one minute while the

blow-off cock is being used, as the solu-

tions that cause foaming can onh' be blown
off successiveh- at this time. In fact, it is

the onl\- time to use the blow-off cock to a

good advantage, as all of the troublesome

qualities of the water go to the hottest

place in the boiler, and when the engine
is working hard they are all mixed up
with the water, and as soon as the throttle

is closed they settle around the firebox

sheets, and some of it fastens itself to

them and the rest of it is ready to keep
the water foaming as soon as the throttle

is again opened. But if the engine is

equipped with a blow-off cock that can be

opened and closed by the engineer, as he
does the air brake, then he will blow out

so much of this foul matter that when he
opens the throttle again the water will be

clear in the glass, and he will get along all

right until he reaches the next station,

where the same performance mu.st be gone
through with again, and so on through the

whole trip.

Now I think I can see the engineer

smile and say: "What does he take us

for, anyway ? If he thinks we are going
to open such a blow-off cock as most of

the engines are equipped with in this

country every time the throttle is shut off

for a station, he is very much mistaken, as

that can't be done, as most of them leak

all the time, anyway, and when they have

just been opened then they are in bad
shape for the rest of the trip." Well,

there is no one that knows this better than

I do, for after taking care of these old

blow-off cocks for the last twenty years,

I don't think I am far out of the way in

saying that up to within the last year they

have been the poorest thing on the en-

gine ; but during the last year there has

been a blow-off cock invented b}' Mr. Wm.
Mcintosh which is operated by com-
pressed air, which fills the bill. There are

seven of these air blow-off cocks in use

every day on this division, and they work
to perfection ; and for the last six months
it has not cost as much to keep these seven

air blow-off cocks in repair as it has to

keep one of the old-style plug blow-off

cocks in working order, besides the incon-

venience of having them leak all the time.

I presume some one will say. Why don't

you use some good compound that will

keep this bad water from foaming, as there

are a number of good compounds that will

keep water from foaming ? Let me say to

any such person that all of the compounds
that can be thought of have been tried on
this division, and with very poor success

;

while some of them would help a little,

they were very expensive, and not nearly

as effective as a blow-off cock that can be

operated at all.

The exchanging of ideas as we get them
from Locomotive Engineering has been
very helpful to me, and I am always read}-

to take up with a good suggestion, and if

there is any one who knows of any better

method of handling bad feed water I

should like to hear from him through the

columns of this paper, so that all of the

readers can have the benefit of it, and I

will sa\' in conclusion that if I survive this

effort you will hear from me again on this

subject. F. M. Dean,
General Foreman,

Dak. Div. C. & N. W. Ry.

Huron, S. Dak.

i i i
Improved Cinder Valve.

Editors :

We send you herewith a drawing of an
improved extension front hopper which
may be of some interest. The usual style

I L.

of hopper now in use consists of a hollow

cylindrical casting or pipe with a flange,

and is riveted to the bottom of the smoke-

box. These hoppers are continually

cracking, and make quite an item of ex-

pense in locomotive repairs, the cracking

being caused by excessive heating on the

inside, due to the presence of red hot cin-

ders and extreme cold on the outside,

which is exposed to the outer air. The
improvement, designed to overcome this

defect, consists of hinging an inner lid to

a lug at the top of the pipe, this lid being

connected to the bottom one by means of

a cast-iron link. The dotted lines show

the positions of the lids when open.

The exclusion of cinders from the pipe

will also, we think, preserve the air-tight

joint between the outer lid and the casting.

J. W. J.\MKS,

Altooua, Pa. C. K. Shelby.

Misleading Reports on Defects of

Brakes— Limited Knowledge of

Brakes and High Pre°

tensions.
Editors :

The inconvenience in locating the trouble

and correcting defects in the air-brake sys-

tem was very nicely shown by Mr. Conger
in the November issue, and has been the

subject of former letters to this paper from
other correspondents. Too much cannot

be said. An engineer's report must, of

necessity, be clear enough to give the re-

pairmen some correct ideas to work on,

but reports that refer to any unusual trouble

are usually obscure in meaning. The
trouble occurs on the road ; the repairmen

are confined to the shops ; the traveling

engineer or air-brake superintendent was
not on the train when the brakes acted

badly, and, of course, the engineer's report

is the only thing to rely upon as an accu-

rate definition of the trouble.

One reason for the making of many
mysterious reports is, that engineers

are rather disposed to think that they

vinderstand the air-brake thoroughly after

they have passed through a little "side

show " of an examination by some lesser

official who does not understand it himself

and wants to get rid of the examinee as

quickly as possible. This one reason ex-

emplifies the old saw, that " a tittte learn-

ing is a dangerous thing. '

'

If an engineer is thorough on the air

and possessed of clear judgment, his

reported work is a snap for the repairmen
;

but if he is not very well posted, yet has

sense enough to know it and admit it, it

will not be difficult to work on his reports,

because he will state plain facts and
nothing imaginary ; he will not alter the

case to suit the circumstance, as he thinks

it is.
'

' A tii/te learning is an expensive thing "

might be a better adaptation for railroad

use. When a man masters one or two of

the illustrations in the instruction book

—

the ones that he considers of most import-

ance—he is satisfied that he is the best in-

fonued man on the air on the road, and

when any puzzling question regarding the

action of air brakes arises he is ready with

an answer.

The other day an. engineer, who admits

that he knows all about the air, had some
trouble with his brakes. I don't think

that he made a regular report, but he told

some of us fellows about it. He had a full

freight train, eight cars, engine and tender

working air. Engine and tender brakes

connected separately with train pipe.

There was a three-waj' cock instead of an

engineer's brake valve, but otherwise the

engine equipment was Westinghouse stand-

ard. His statement was, that at the first

telegraph station there was a red' signal

out, showing that there were orders for

him, and when he tried to make a very

light brake application to just close the

slack of the train, the black hand of gauge

went back 20 pounds and stood there, and
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tlie brakes went on at emergency. Stopped

a little too soon, and the conductor, with

blood in his eye, came limping down to

the office to sign the order, and remon-

strated loudly with the engineer as to his

manner of applying the brakes on a train

but partly equipped with air. The engi-

neer tried to explain how it happened, but

they went out and carefully inspected the

air-braked cars and found no leaks or other

apparent defect. The engineer further

stated, to prove there was no air leakage,

that after releasing the brakes the pump
had no trouble in quickly restoring the

pressure, and would maintain it, working

slowly. When the diaphragm valve in the

pump governor raised, it was held up half

a minute before the pump would start

again, and then only a few strokes and the

governor would close it off. This would

prove that there was no leakage of air.

Well, the conductor rode on the engine

initil the next stop was made, and there

the three-way cock was put on lap and no

air exhausted ; the brakes went on at

emergency and the black hand of the gauge

dropped back 20 pounds instantly.

It was that way all the rest of the trip.

Lapping the three-way cock would send

the brakes on full, and the black gauge

pointer would go back a distance of twenty

pounds. When the trip was ended, and

the brakenian closed the angle cock at

rear of tender to cut off from the train,

the brakes did not apply, but it ought to

have had the same effect as lapping the

three-way cock. The engineer shut off

his piunp ten minutes before leaving the

engine, and in that time the air gauge

showed no leakage. The three-way cock

and everything else about the engine was

perfectly tight.

This incident is generally accepted as

stated, and is regarded as something mys-

terious, but I think it was reported in-

correcth-. His knowledge and his imagi-

nation got mixed a little. I leave this to

the readers. Such odd reports are not

made any oftener by young engineers

than by the old-timers, although the air

brake is more of a complication now than

ever. A few years ago a passenger en-

gineer was regarded with veneration and

awe by the lesser lights of the craft, on ac-

count of his supposed expertness in air-

brake practice. There wasn't so much of

it to learn those days, it was plain auto-

matic ; but if a passenger engineer wanted

to lay off, an extra or freight engineer was
never sent out on the run, because he

"didn't under-stand the automatic." The
passenger engineers had to "double" for

each other, and a good scheme, too

—

financially.

Nowadays freight engineers and the

older firemen are able to pass examinations

on the air that would be denounced by
those old-timers as unnecessaril}' severe,

and it wouldn't be out of place to give an

example or two here as to what those old-

timers, with the air-brake halo about their

heads, did know of the "automatic."

1 was firing a liig passenger engine one

day, on a fast run, with a train of nine

cars ; and approaching a railroad crossing,

the signal was suddenly and unexpectedly

turned against us and a train on the other

road allowed to cross before us. We had

good brakes and made a good stop, but the

engineer's face was paler than usual and

his voice trembled a little when he said to

me: "Suppose one of the air hose in our

train had bursted just as I went to make
that stop, what would have become of this

train ?
"

.Another engineer was making a down-

hill stop at a flag station, and a heavy

freight train was heading in at the further

end of the siding, just beyond the station

platform, when he lost the use of his driver

brakes. The piston-rod packing nut at

one side had worked loose and dropped,

and the cup leather blew out. When he

heard the noise of escaping air, he reversed

and used sand, but passed the station and

went over the frog at the switch, barely

missing the steps of the caboose as it

turned in to clear. Of course, there was no

report to be made ; such things occur fre-

quently ; but he explained to his conduc-

tor, and to the crew of the freight train

later ;
" Didn't have an ounce of air in the

train ; driver-brake piston packing blew

out and let all the air out of the train from

end to end." No one dared to take ex-

ception to his statement, and he was com-

plimented for making so quick a stop with

the reverse lever.

One night our engine burst her train-

brake pipe between the three-way cock

and hose connection to tender. It was very

foggy, and necessary that the train air sig-

nal should be operative so as to give warn-

ing to us if the train should break in two,

as well as to transmit signals from the

conductor ; but the engineer shut off his

pump, and had to be told that b)- putting

the three-way cock on lap there would be

no less of air and the signal line would

work all right. Wn.i, W. Wood.
Terr Hauic, Ind.

® iS ii^

Some Wheel Lathe Tools.

Editors :

One of the reasons why a boring mill is

liked by some to do large work on in pref-

erence to the face plate of a lathe, is that

when it is on, it cannot fall any further.

But if large lathes had the same facilities

for holding work such as chucks and
drivers, I think that there are lots of jobs

that could be done better on them than on

the boring mill. There are not many rail-

road repair shops but bore their own tires,

also bore and turn wheel centers and front

end plates on the wheel lathe, and how
many are provided with good chucks for

holding the same ? If the lathe has none,

then the machinist is not to blame for hav-

ing a preference for the boring mill.

The chuck. Fig. i, and driver. Fig. 2,

we have used to advantage. They are

easily made and answer all purposes, and
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are perfectly reliable. The piece A, Fig.

I, is of cast iron and shows the plan, and

/?, Fig. I, shows end view. The projec-

tion on back is to fit into slot on plate ; it

is secured by two ^s-inch bolts. To keep

from .slipping, have a piece forged .size of

slot and drill full of holes, so that the bolts

which hold chuck on will go through them.

The screw is square thread, six to the

inch. The jaws are made of soft steel, £>,

Fig. I. They are planed to fit the chuck

and tapered for screw. They should be

central, so as to be reversible ; the outside

is finished in place. The groove is to hold

flange of tire while boring, and without

"i'/z



iron. Instfad of a number of holes, as

in the first driver, we have along slot at in-

side end ; then when driver is bolted to

plate, draw out wedge until it is hard

against the spoke; do the same on the

other face plate and all will drive even.

There are other drivers that are as good

as these, but these are easily made, and, be-

ing of cast iron, are cheap and do the work

just right on our old lathe, which is single,

and the pin goes through face plate. We
use old engine truck jaws ; but on the

double lathe they are not long enough.

\Ve have a Niles double lathe on which

persons killed and injured by railway acci-

dents who, at the time of the casualty,

were neither employes nor passengers. It

includes casualties at stations, highway

crossings, and to trespassers upon tracks.

The total number of deaths during the

vear on account of accidents to persons of

this class, in connection with railways, was

4,320, and the total number injured was

5.435.

i ^ i
What's in a Name?

Jim Blair and Dick Scott got orders to

change engines, and Jim's fireman made

up his mind to change seat cushions

—

Dick's decided that it was all wrong.

Thev "got together" in the tank, and

Largest Steel Tire Ever Rolled in

America.

The Latrobe Steel Works recently rolled

a tire loi inches outside diameter, 6 inches

wide and 3 inches thick.

£onie idea of the size of this ring of steel

may be had by a glance at the picture.

Here the tire is used as a frame for a full

length equestrian portrait of the handsome

treasurer of the Latrobe Co.

This tire was not rolled to order, and

there is no intention that we know of, of

building a record breaker with a loi-inch

leg. The question arose: "What is the

capacity of the works in point of size of

tire ? " and the practical men at the head

of affairs found out by trying, instead of

figuring on it.

we changed the feed, which would be of

interest to those that have one, but as all

do not have I will reser\'e it.

W. A. ROBEUTSON.
Cedar A'apids.

@ © ei

Death Roll of Last Year.

There has been a great deal of agitation

within the last few years in favor of the

introduction of safety appliances that

would reduce the dangers of railway op-

erating, and much has been done for the

preservation of life and limb, but the

Interstate Commerce Commission Report

just issued shows that the death-roll con-

tinues to be frightfully large.

The number of railway employes killed

during the year covered by this report was

2,727, being greater by 173 than those

killed during the previous year. The num-

ber of employes injured was 31,729, being

greater by 3,462 than the number injured

the previous year. The increase in the

number of employes during the year was

52,187. The number of passengers killed

during the year was 299, being less by 77

than the number killed the previous year,

and the number injured was 3,229, being

2 in excess of the number injured the pre-

vious year.

The total number of passengers carried

was 593,560,612 in 1893, as against 560,958,-

211 in 1892, being an increase of 32,602,401.

Under the heading "Other Per.sons " is

included a statement of the number of

all hands had to be piped to quell the

mutiny. When the melee was over, Scott's

man had a linnp on his head about the size

of a goose egg—then all hands were

ordered to the master mechanic's office.

"Good Lord, man, have j-e got a wen
comniin' on ye?" asked the old man, with

concern, as Scotty took off his cap.

"No, sir; that chaw on the '319' hit

me with a hammer !

"

"McConnick," said the old man, se-

verely, "did you hit that man with a ham-

mer? "

" Oi did, sorr—hut, your honor, it wor

wid der saft hammer; I woddon't hit a

fellow mortal wid an iron hammer ! Sure,

sorr ; I kin prove it wor the saft wan

—

phy, if I meant harm to him, I'd a' tuck

der coal pick, bedad !

"

A rival to the skipper who .stood on the

burning deck, is an engineer who per-

formed a great deed of heroism at Wilkes-

barre. Pa., one day last month. James

Lloyd is engineer of the hoisting appara-

tus of the Stevens colliery. The house in

which the machinery is located took fire,

and there was imminent danger of the

whole thing being burned up and the

miners below, forty-six in number, being

left below to be drowned. The engineer

realized the danger and signaled the

men to get up. He stood there with

the flames around him and brought up

three cage loads of men. The building

collapsed and fell around the engineer

before the work of rescue was finished.

He was badly burned, but is likely to re-

cover.



Easy Magic.

Jones, of the Missouri Pacific, is a joker,

and makes fun sometimes that is not

relished all round. The chief of the

division was anxious to have a big meet-

ing last month, and happening to mention

this to Jones, the latter offered to perform

some feats of magic to attract the bo3'S.

Word was sent around, and, sure enough,

there was a crowd in attendance. After

the business of the meeting was over,

The Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., of

Indianapolis, Ind., are putting on the mar-

ket a device for kindling locomotive fires

with oil. They use bviried oil tanks and all

piping is under ground, an oil hydrant

being located between every other pit.

The apparatus, it is claimed, kindles 500

pounds of coal with one gallon of oil in

from three to five minutes, and, by leaving

the burner in, raises steam enough to move
engine in 35 minutes.

the C, H. & D. chap book departmenti

Carew Building, Cincinnati, O., and enclos-

ing 5 cents in stamps.

i i i
We are informed by Mr. George H.

Llovd, of Boston, that our list of locomo-

tives built by Edward Bury & Co. for

American railroads was not complete. He
says there were certainly two engines built

by this firm for the Boston & I'rovidence

road, on which thev ran for inan>- \ears.

Jones was called upon to bring out his

magic. As a beginning he took up his

dinner bucket and drew a package con-

taining a sandwich out of his pocket.

"Now, boys," he said, "you watch this.

I'll turn this sandwich into something else.

See, now," he said, taking up the sandwich

and dropping it into the dinner bucket,

"you see I've turned that sandwich into

a dinner bucket."

- .- -' ^--^ -.4 V- ^^ "-^ "
The passenger department of the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, which is

always doing something original to attract

the attention of travelers, has lately issued

what they call a "chap book." The writer

remembers when chap books formed the

principal popidar reading in Scotland.

Thev consisted of collections of short

stories, and were sold by "chapmen," who

They were altered over into coal burn-

ers early in the 6o's and used quite

successfully to run in light suburban

trains.

I* i i
General Master Mechanic R. M. Gal-

braith, of the Cotton Belt road, recently-

raised locomotive " No. 132" from under

twelve feet of quicksand in the bed of the

Red River, at Garland City, Ark., where

"Now, boys," he proceeded, "I shall

show you another " but before he

could proceed to the next trick there

were so many mallets, inkstands, and

other minor articles of hall furniture fly-

ing towards his head that he hurried out

without giving the parting sign to the

chief.

were traveling peddlers. Bums .speaks

about the hour "when chapmen billies

leave the street." The Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton chap book must have been

got up by one familiar with the old Scotch

forms, It is printed on hand-finished paper,

with ragged edges, and abounds in odd con-

ceits. Any one can have it by applying to
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she had rested since August 6, 1887. The
machinery of the engine is reported to

have been in good shape, the paint little

the worse for its long bath. The en-

gineer's silver watch was found in the seat

box, and it is said that after the applica-

tion of new hands and a new dial it will

run again.



Some Foreign Compounds.
We show herewith three en,t;ravings of

compound locomotives of the two-cylinder

type, recently built by Neilsons, of Glas-

gow.

The first picture shows a compound
freight engine for the Bombay, Baroda &
Central India Ry. This engine has a high-

pressure c\'linder 19x26 inches, a low-

pressure 27x26 inches, wheels 4 feet 7 ''j

inches in diameter and a wheel-base of 15

feet "jYz inches.

There are 1076. oS square feet of heating

surface, of which 92.43 are in the firebox.

It took over eight tons of paper to print

the January issue of Locomotive En-

gineering. If the paper were spread out

flat, it would cover 26 .'^ acres of ground.

If the pages were laid down side by side

it would make a paper sidewalk 157 miles

long. One hundred and seventy-five

pounds of ink were used on the edition.

The paper alone cost over $1,000 ; the en-

gravings upward of $500. Some people

can't understand why we can get 25,000

railroad men to pay |2.oo -per year for

Locomotive Engineering, and we pub-

lish this as a hint—perhaps the practice

The Ewald Iron Company, St. Louis,

Mo., in view of the frequent inquiries for

a hexagon-shaped iron for railroad pur-

poses, are manufacturing at their mills, in

Louisville, Ky. , regularly, all sizes hexa-

gon bar iron from % to i J4 inch diameter.

^ i i
On December 10, Engineer A. R. John-

ston, of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, was

leaning out of his cab window to watch

something on his engine when he was
struck by the bridge over the river just west

of Warrenton, O., and was in.stantly killed

The engine weighs 90,000 pounds, the

tender capacity being 2,000 gallons. The
other two engines, which were built for

roads in Argentina, S. A., have a gauge of

one meter.

The dimensions of the consolidation en-

gine are as follows :

Cylinder, one high-pressure, 16 x 24 in.

Cylinder, one low-pressure, 23 x 24 in.

Coupled wheels, 3 ft. 6 in. diameter.
Truck wheels, 2 ft. 3 in.

Wheel base, fixed, 12 ft, 7 in., total 19 ft.

2 in.

Heating surface, tubes, S45.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fireb'ox, 92.25.

Weight in service, 90,000 pounds ; 82,800
on the coupled wheels.

Capacity of tender, 1,980 gallons.

The dimensions of the eight-wheeler are

as follows :

Cylinders, high-pressure, 15 x 22 in.

Cylinders, lo%v-pressure, 2ij^ x 22 in.

Coupled wheels, 4 ft. 6 in. diameter.
Bogie wheels, 2 ft. 6 in. diameter.
Heating surface, tubes, 742 sq, ft.

Heating surface, firebox, 76 sq. ft.

Weight in service, 83,000 pounds, 49,280
pounds of which are on the coupled
wheels.
Tender capacity, 1,760 gallons.

i i i
The Nicholson File Company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., are designing and preparing

for publication the handsomest and most

artistic catalogue ever gotten up by a file

manufactory. It will be issued early in

the year, and users of files in railwaj' shops

who desire a copy should send their ad-

dresses in at an early date.

of giving full value for the money has

something to do with it.

% % % ^

Three circulars have been issued last

month by committees of the Master Me-
chanics' Association, calling, for informa-

tion on which to base reports. One is

from the Committee on Cause of Bulging

of Firebox Sheets, one on Riveted Joints

and the other on the Best Material for

Boiler Tubes. They are all very good

circulars and ought to bring out full infor-

mation on the subjects under investiga-

tion. We again urge upon those concerned

to send in replies as promptlv as possible.

% % %
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers of the Canadian Pacific have an

article of agreement in their schedule

which requires the company to select all

men for the position of master mechanic

from locomotive engineers employed upon

the road. Mr. T. G. Shaughnessy, vice-

president of the company, is said to have

expressed himself very favorably to this

part of the agreement.

"^ i i
The officials of the French Republic ap-

pear always to be ready to honor the heroes

of industry with distinctions that formerly

were given exclusively to the fighting and

ruling classes. The latest example is the

making a Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor of a locomotive engineer named
Desbord, who distinguished himself in a

railroad accident.
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The Detroit AlLtallic Packing.

The engravings shown herewith will

make plain the details of construction of a

simple form of metallic packing that is

made and sold by the Detroit Lubricator

Co., Detroit, Mich.

It has quite an extended use on station-

ary engines, and some sets are running on

locomotives. It was a set of this packing

that ran in a valve stem on a freight en-

gine on the I. & I. S., for six and a half

years without repairs, mentioned in this

paper last March.

The metallic cone is made in

lajlllPJffl two pieces, as shown herewith,

and can be applied without re-

moving the rod. This cone is

also shown at D D, in large cut.

Around this cone is an

elastic cushion, shown at

/ /. The smallest part of

this cushion is larger than

the rod, and between it and

the rod a slight wind of hemp is used.

The ordinary
gland is employed,

and when the pack-

ing blows a little

it is taken up by

tightening the

gland. No springs

of any kind are

used.

Those interested

should address the

makers.



The Home of Locomotive Engineering, thing akin to a brotherly interest in evtry-

Not every reader of this paper can " ilro]) thins^ that concerns his favorite paper,

in" on us—the drop is too far. But We are a little stuck up about our new
every interested reader of a paper has a quarters; p'jrhaps most of this comes be-

feeliuij of partial proprietorship or some- cause the old home was so small and in-

convenient. We know our readers would
like to " take a peek " into the place, ani>

therefore show some pictures of it niafle

direct from phototfraphs.

You understand that the office is on the

fifteenth floor of the Home Life

Insurance Building, on Broad-

way, and directly opposite the

City Hall and the New York en-

trance to the Brooklxn Bridge.

The four windows in the main
office look out on the citv from
Chambers street, toward the

northca.st. The four windows of

the private sanctums look out
over the roofs of six and seven
stor\- buildings and across the
North River (Hudson), toward
er.sey City and Hoboken.
Up this great waterway alljthe

European steamers come and
go, a sort of a perpetual dress pa-

rade for our benefit. When
the photographer located his

"gun," the White Star steam-
er Majestic and the Cunarder
I-Hia)tia were broadside on in

the stream, but by the time he
got ready tliey were gone and
the stream as bare of floating

palaces as a duckpond. This
view was taken out of the win-
dow of Mr. Hill's private office.

riMv.iTH Office of Ancu-s Sinclair. M.\ix Office,'Looking fr ).m Pun ate Offices.
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The general arrangement of the main

office, as seen from the entrance door, is

shown'on this page.

On the cabinet (for drawings) in the cen-

ter of the room can be seen the mailing

lists, where the names of the sanctified are

recorded.

The mailing room is fitted with shelving

for holding copies of the paper, stationery,

etc. (Inlv the transient mail is handled

here. The regular mail amounts to some
tons, and is sent to the Post Office direct by
trucks from the bindery on William street,

where the paper is wrapped. Our en-

graver, Mr. Donnell, occupies one end of

the mailing room, where he has a

good light and is "far from the

madding crowd. '

'

All the furniture in the offices is

finished in oak, and every modern
convenience is had for the correct

and expeditious execution of the

work in hand. The detail of work
connected with the mailing list can

be guessed from the size of the list

and the fact that from November to

.\pril, last 3-ear, there was an average

of over 200 lettersper day concerning

additions, corrections and changes
ill the list.

Above this picture is a snap shot

taken of the Junior Philosopher

while sawing wood. The capacious

waste basket, while empty now, is

oft full to overflowing, as the Senior

Philosopher is rather tender-hearted;

he often sits in judgment and then

comes in with a tired air and puts a

screed before the Junior Philosopher

with the remark :
" It's not worth a

cuss, John." The Junior Philosopher

acts as executioner.

On page 30 is a view of the main

Private Office of John A. Iiii,i,. M.\iN Office, from Entrance, Looking towards Mailing Room.
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office, as seen from the private offices,

and above is a side view of the S. P. tapping

his think tank.

The owners of LocoiioTivE Engineer-
ing think that there is nothing too good for

the readers of the paper—they tr}' to make
it the best thing going—and believe that

their employes can do their vvfork to the

best advantage in nice surroundings.

There is an old-time belief that a news-

paper office should be about as neat and
clean as a shoemaker's shop. This office

is furnished as comfortably as a home.

The hardwood floors are covered with

rugs ; there are no unsightly piles of ex-

more friends and more actjuaintances than

ever on her visiting list, and feels now as if

she was just getting into society.

Every day that a newspaper lives gives it

more opportunities to improve ; it soon has

the choice of matter from the best writers,

pictures and kinks and suggestions drop
in from far and near, and if good use of

these opportunities are not made it's clearly

the fault of the man at the editorial rud-

der.

The pilots of this boat feel sure of the

course laid out, and an abiding faith

that they can get into port monthly, fog or

no fog. They are saturated with something

"Yes, Brother Usick, and a fine morn-

ing it is, too ; an ideal spring day. Brother

Usick. The little blades of grass are peep-

ing through the earth, the birds are sing-

ing and the sun is shining—just seems to

me every one of 'em is thanking the Lord
that it is morning and spring."

"Yah, I subbose dey is gladt dey vos

alife—I'd feel almost like dot myself

ober it vosn't for dot fladt spod in der

triving veels, andt I
"

" Do you know," interrupted the " Eld-

er," " that I was thinking last night how
every noise was a song of praise if you but

hearken to it. Why, sir, I listened to my

t <'/?iLK^.'J«.«^»:^i

«

View from Office of Locomotive Engineering, Looking Across the North River, Jersey City in the Dist.\nce.

changes, waste paper or old boots around,

and it is kept clean because it is clean.

We don't publish this to brag, but to let

our friends know how we are situated and
.what we are doing.

Locomotive Engineering was estab-

lished seven years ago ; its aim has always

been to teach mechanics to railroad men,
and to be a medium for the exchange of

ideas for those in charge of shop and road

work—a practical help. On those lines it

built its foundation and placed its faith,

on those lines it has won a place up near

the front of the procession, and this is due'

in a large measure to its readers; they have
helped and encouraged it, pointed out its

shortcomings to its editors and recom-

mended its merits to their friends.

On the first day of 1895 the paper counts

of the same kind of conceit possessed by a

very yoinig pilot who boarded a big liner

to bring her into port ; the captain was a

little skeptical of his abilities on account

of his age.

"Young man," said he, "do you know
where all these rocks are?

"

"No, sir," was the prompt answer, "I

don't, duf I kiiOcL' where they ain't!"

Which is the all-important point?

i i i
Bad Valve Setting.

"Dutch" I'sick was looking his mogul
over at the coal chute track in a tired way,

when "Elder" Luddington stopped his

mill behind "Dutch's" old pelter.

" Goot morning. Mi.ster Luddingdon, vos

you in on dime dis morning? "

old engine coming along last night, and
she just seemed to me to be singing :

" Praised be the Lord !

Praised be the Lord !

Praised be the Lord !

"

"Mister Luddington," said "Dutch,"
" I doldt you vot is de madder

—

her waives

is Olid !
"

i i i

We have lately received from Beanian &
Smith, of Providence, R. L, a neat illus-

trated catalogue showing machinery tools

made by the company. They consist

mostly of milling, drilling and boring

machines, some of them being especially

made for locomotive work.
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CAR DEPARTMENT.
Conducted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E.

© ® @
Edison Car Shops.

In the shadow of old Mt. Tacoma, lying

at tide level, is one of nature's garden

spots which, unable to resist the encroach-

ments of the comer-lot man and the ever-

progressing genius of mechanic arts, has

given up a part of its fair domain for the

location of one of the model railroad shops

of this country-.

The plant is about three miles from the

city of Tacoma. This explains why we

In addition to the main engine there are

two electric light and power engines, dj-na-

mos, switch-boards, etc., in the engine
room, forming a complete electric plant for

all the shops and offices. In the rear of

the engine room is found the condensation

tanks, fire pumps and feed pumps, together

with the air compressors and air storage

tanks or reservoirs, the latter for use in

testing brakes both in shops and yards.

The floor of this room is lo or 12 feet

lower than that in engine and boiler

rooms, giving ample head for all return

pipes.

The boiler room, coal bins and shaving

Pl.-^-N of Edi.son C.\r Shops.

I.



the sill dresser, is the vertical car tenoiier

(No. 22), driven from an extension of the

conntershaft which transmits power from

first to second main-line shafting. Be-

tween this tool and the wall is another

ripping saw (No. 30).

It is seen that there is plent}- of room to

comfortably work around these machines.

Not far away, and nearer the wall, is a

triple drnm sander (No. 35), used for

smoothing up work rapidly, doing away
with much hand manipulation on doors

and panels and most of the inside finish

of cars, reducing it to a niinimuni, so that

little remains to be done before reaching

the painter's hands.

Another automatic cut-off saw (No. 28)

is a small one located for the convenient

use of the cabinet-makers, pattern-makers

and coach-builders.

The blind stile borer (No. 40) is another

small tool, but none the le.ss useful in the

shown at the left of No. 32, Just lieyond

is a larjic molding machine (No. 14 1, and
to the right of this is a small four-side

molding machine (No. 15). Like tlie

other tools handling long pieces of ma^
terial, their location shows the work of a

master hand.

The column jointer (No. 17) is among:

the last grtwiping of small tools in tliis end
of the shop. In addition to this is a small

scroll saw (No. 33).

A sash and door tenoner (No, 20),.

Boult's carver and paneling machine (No.

19), a car tenoner (No. 21), and an iron-

frame pattern-maker's lathe (No.. 36).

These comprise the wood-working tools,

said, by those who use them, to be most

admirably chosen and locaited.

Up among the flyiiig belts is a pair of

large Sturtevant shaving^exhau-st fans, ccni-

nected to a suitable system of piping,,

which extends through the shops aboTe tiie

35x:gt> feat. Iron doors in the' vestibule

separate the paint store room fi-wm. the

paint shop. There are ten tracks in this

shop also, directly in line with those in the

coach shop, separated only b^- the traxisfer .

pit and table.

Tlie structure, 90 x 302 feet, marked
"Freight PvcpairShop" in Fig. i, isa"ljmld-

ing erected for purposes implied in its title,

))ut devoted to the more elevating miisBiinn

of tumiiiig the giants of Washington. for-

ests into- bright new 60,000-pound freisjftt

cars, while the repairs are carried on oat-

side. Tliree tracks pass through the shop
longitudinally, and one transverseU-, . plain-

ing it in commnnication w'ith ever\' shop,

in the plant.

An elaborate steam heat arrangement is

found here, much more complete, in ficct,,.

than usualh" enjoyed in colder climes

where the mercun,- coyly hugs the bull),,,

and this is a condition, bv the wav, nsasr

I _.
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economics of door and sash work. An
improved smoothing planer (No. 16) is

among this lot of small tools, devoted to

the finishing of small work.

Grindstone (No. 45) is driven from the

same countershaft with Nos. 40 and 16.

This corner looks as though it had been

specially designed for the stone.

Out in the center of the shop stands the

car gainer and borer (No. 23), facing one

of the tracks, ready to bury its polished

fangs in its prey of sills, posts, braces

needle beams, carlins, plates, etc., lying on

a push car on the track at the front.

A three-spindle vertical borer (No. 31)

is at the rear of the gainer, fronting in the

opposite direction.

The large car mortiser ( No. 25 ) is shown

on the opposite side of track and facing the

gainer, ready to perform its functions on

the same material sent to the gainer.

At the rear of No. 25 is a single-spindle

borer (No. 32), set so as not to interfere

with the work handled on the large

mortiser.

An edge niolder and shaper (No. iS) is

machines, supported on the chord of

the roof trnss. From these main pipes

branches drop with easy bends to the differ-

ent tools, sucking into its ne\-er-satisfied

maw all sawdust, shavings and chips, and

delivering them in a shower to the shaving

and dust tower back of the boiler room.

These fan5 serve a doul)le purpo.^e, in re-

moving the debris and furnishing fresh air

to the shop.

Referring to Fig. I, it is seen that the

coach shop, 100 x 245 feet, is a part of the

wood-working shop, the latter being the

annex. The coach shop is two-story, ten

tracks passing through it to a transfer

table, electrically operated, in a pit 70 feet

wide by 400 feet long. The facilities for

handling coaches for repairs, or in case of

fire, can hardly be excelled.

On the second floor are located the cabi-

net shop, upholstering shop and pattern

shop. Access to these is had by the stairs

or elevator shown in Fig. 3.

.\cross from and facing the coach shop

is the paint shop, 90 x 242 feet, connecting

by a vestibule with the paint store room,
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yet known on Puget Sound—tlte-home of

the octopii.

In the coach shop the steam radiators

were placed several feet above the floor, as

an experiment, probably, for t&ey are all

in their old-fashioned places, on the floor

in the other shops.

All the .shops are liberally lighted with

16 candle-power incandescent lamps

—

money well spent, a sure dividend earner,

for men can work with comfort to them-

selves and profit to their employers.

The blacksmith shop is Sox 190 feet, situ-

ated at the extreme south end of the

plant. Fig. 4 shows in plan the forges and
tools, and how the stacks connect with two
or more forges in groups and join one com-
mtm stack before pa.ssing through the roof.

A 9 '2 X 12 Armington & Sims drives the

shafting to run the bolt headers, a Bradley

hammer and the No. 8 Sturtevant steel

blower. This little engine, kept as neat as

a piece of silver on the sideboard, would
give a twitch at the heartstrings of some
people who think anything is good enough
for a blacksmith shop.





An elevation of this shop in section is

necessan- to clearly show the construction

of the smokestacks, the hoods, both raised

and lowered, and how supported. This is

shown in B'ig. 5.

The fan is below floor level a sufficient

distance to bring the center of main blast

pipe 24 inches down.

Besides the 6,000-pound crane, there are

several wall cranes not shown in the en-

graving. The equipment of labor-saving

devices in this new shop would be a reve-

The Pittsburgh & Western carded a car

belonging to the Philadelphia & Reading

for a broken M. C. B. cou])ler. On ac-

count of this card, the P. & R. made a

charge of 1 1 2. so for cost of renewal. The
P. & W. people held that the makers of

the coupler were selling it for $11, and

that consequently the charge was too high.

The P. & R. replied that the charge was
made according to the M. C. B. Rules of

Interchange. In this they were sustained

bv the Arbitration Committee.

lation to many older ones, where special

tools and formers are the exception, and

which are too often allowed grudgingly, if

at all. The policy of the management is

to furnish everything that will cheapen

the cost of the output while maintaining

its excellence.

i i i
Disputes in Car Interctiange.

The Arbitration Committee of the Mas-

ter Car Builders' Association met in Buffalo

recently, and decided all the disputed

cases which came before them. There

were present : G. W. Rhodes, M. M. Mar-

tin, J. W. Marden, John Mackenzie and

G. L. Potter. They began their proceed-

ings by resolving that no hypothetical

case should be considered, and that all

cases should be decided under the rules in

force at the date of the card.

The Chicago Great Western carded a

car for an air hose damaged, and the

Winona & Southwestern put on a new
hose and charged $1.25. The C. G. W. ob-

jected to the price as being too high, and

said that they purchased hose for 30 cents

a foot. The answer to this was that first-

cla.ss hose had been used, and the charge

represented the actual cost. The Arbitra-

tion Committee admitted that hose could

be bought all the way from 20 cents to 70

cents a foot, depending upon the quality,

but did not think the charge made was be-

yond the market price for good hose, and

so the C. G. W. people were called upon to

pay the bill.

The Georgia Pacific perfonned some

work on cars which had been carded by the

Illinois Central Railroad. When bills were

rendered to the latter company, objections

were raised that the charge for labor was

excessive. The reply was that the cars

had to be repaired some distance from the

shops, which increased the expense for

labor, and that the charges made were for

actual costs incurred. The Illinois Cen-

tral, however, was not satisfied, and re-

ferred the dispute to the Arbitration Com-

mittee, which decided that the Georgia

Pacific had the right to charge for time

properly required to do the work.

The Burlington & Missouri River in Ne-

braska carded a car controlled by the Cud-

ahy Packing Co. for "one end board

broke." When the repairs were done, the

packing company added a charge of $2.50

for an inside ice-box cover missing. This

charge was contested, on the ground that

the cover in question could not be seen by

inspectors without raising the outside ice-

box cover. They held that such covers

come under the rule which puts grain doors

at the owner's risk. This view was shared

by the Arbitration Committee.

A double-decked stock car belonging to

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul was

destroyed on the Fitchburg, and the latter

company elected to pay for the car, but ob-

jected to a bill rendered which put the

original cost of the car considerably higher

than the cost of an ordinary stock car.

The owners held that the car had the right

to be considered under Rule 23 as a special
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stock car, and therefore of greater value

than a common stock car. The Arbitra-

tion Committee also took this view, and
held that the charge made should be paid.

The Peoria, Decatur & Evansville de-

livered a car to the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis at Kansas, 111., and
pushed the car upon a Y. The delivering

company alleges that on the following day

a switch engine belonging to the receiving

road went switching the car about the

yards and got it off the track, bending

some of the axles. The receiving road

claimed that the axles were bent before

the car was delivered, and that was what
caused it to leave the track. The Arbitra-

tion Committee held that the receiving

road was liable for the bent axles, since it

did not exact a card before receiving the

car.

The Choctaw Coal & Railway carded an
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe car for one

outside sill and thirteen pieces of siding.

The owners, after executing the repairs,

rendered bill for |I2S. 67, charging therein for

eighty-four pieces of siding and i Yz gallons

of paint. The statement was made that it

was necessary to tear off the whole of the

siding on one side of the car in order to

put in a new sill. The other parties do

not think this was necessary. In giving

the decision, the Arbitration Committee

say that it is quite practicable and custom-

ary to remove box-car side sills without re-

moving the siding. The A., T. & S. F.

people were therefore required to reduce

their claims for siding applied to thirteen

pieces.

The Lake Shore & Jlichigan Southern

rendered bill against the Jacob Dodd Pack-

ing Co. for Janney coupler applied to one

of the latter company's cars. The owners

insisted that the coupler was too long, and

had to be removed ; consequently, it was

of value onl}' for its weight as scrap. It

was also held that the car had only been

ten days away from the builders when the

new coupler was applied ; consequently, it

could not have met with fair treatment.

The L. S. people answered that the coupler

was of the M. C. B. standard length. In

the decision rendered, it was held that the

Packing Co. should have exacted a defect

card when the car was delivered to them if

they believed that wrong material was

employed.

The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe attached

cards to cars controlled by the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, because tail bolt in-

stead of pocket drawbar was applied.

The carding road was duly charged with

the expense of changing the wrong draw-

bars, but they objected to pay the bill.

On the case going to the Arbitration Com-
mittee, the\' held that it had been the

policy of the association to provide a wider

field in which discarded bars of the link

and pin type could be used, so as to foster

the introduction of the M. C. B. type of

couplers. Through this policy the rules



-were changed so that a tail-pin drawbar

•can be applied without charge to a car

which had preN-iously a yoke coupler. On
account of this the carding compau}-

was not held responsible for the charge

made.

The Chicago & Erie carded a car for

"one slid flat wheel over zy'z inches," and it

fell to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to

change the wheel. Having no old wheels

on hand, they took out tlie pair where the

damaged wheel was and put in a new pair,

charging the carding road I8.50. Objec-

tion was raised that this was putting bet-

terments upon a car at the expense of the

C. & E., and the C, B. & Q. people replied

that they could not help that, and that

they were merely charging for the expense

incurred on account of the wheel receiv-

ing damage on the C. & E. The Arbitra-

tion Committee sustained the charge

made by the C, B. & Q. It was held

that the C. & E. carded tlie car to suit

their own convenience, and it was right

that they should be required to stand

between the road that did the repairs

and loss.

The Louisville, Evansville & St. Louis

carded a car for three boards of running

board gone. The Louisville & Nashville

did the repairs and renewed the whole
running board, charging the carding road

for 90 feet of lumber. The latter objected,

and the L. & N. averred that the whole

running board was gone and had to be re-

newed. The Arbitration Committee de-

cided that the L. & N. should have seen

that no more than three boards were gone
when they accepted the car. Failing in

that, they were responsible for the work
called for not entered upon the card. The
claim was made that under Rule 8 owners

•of cars are responsible for defective roofs,

and that consequently this covered the re-

pairs to running boards. The Arbitration

Committee did not take this view. They
held that the rule did not apply to running

boards alone.

A curious dispute arose between the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the

Chicago & Erie about a broken Janney
coupler knuckle on a car belonging to the

former road, which had been carded by
the owners for the defect named. The
C, B. & O. Janney couplers have wrought-

iron knuckles, but the C. & E. repaired

the coupler with a steel knuckle and
charged $2.80 for the material, vvhich is

the price of a wrought-iron knuckle. The
owners of the car objected to the charge,

which, they said, ought to have been $\.

The3^ also mentioned that the}- had the

right to refuse the car with a knuckle of

steel, on the grounds that it was repaired

with wrong material. After much corre-

spondence the parties to the dispute de-

cided to refer it to the Arbitration Commit-
tee, and the latter ruled that the charge

should be amended to ne,t charge for steel

knuckle, less credit for scrap, which was

.$1.

The Qould Freight Car Buffer.

The annexed engraving shows a form of

buffer recently placed on the market by

the Gould Coupler Co. It requires no de-

scription. As a reason for its introduction

we submit some remarks made by Mr. G.

W. Rhodes, on car couplers :

"No one attempts nowadays to make a

knuckle of malleable iron. Why? Because

the strength is not in the metal. But,

some one will say "malleable iron is quite

strong enough for the drawbar." Then
why propose to increase the shank from

five inches to six ? Surely this must be to

make the bar stronger. In place of mak-
ing such a radical move, and adding addi-

tional weight to an already too heavj- con-

struction, the advocate of cast steel will

naturally ask. Why not use a metal for the

drawbar that most malleable iron manu-

This latter, we believe, is a great step in

the right direction. It will tend to do
away with the ponderous drop test blows
that have seemed almost a necessity, and
will enable manufacturers to lighten rather

than add to the weight of the already

quite sufficiently expensive M. C. B. auto-

matic drawbar."

i i i
"The Wheel, the Tire and the Shoe " is

the name of an illustrated pamphlet re-

cently issued by the Sargent Co., of Chi-

cago, 111., for the purpose of describing the

action of a brake shoe which the company
has put upon the market. It is of the kind

which dresses the wheel tire on the part

not worn by the action of the tire on the

wire, and has every appearance of being

highly efficient for that purpose. The shoe

facturers admit is the strongest for the

knuckle ? We fully believe this is what
we would eventually come to were it neces-

sary to always concentrate both buffing

or pulling strains on the unfortunate draw-

bar. But I do not believe this is the case.

It is only the poorest kind of construction

that makes it necessary to have the bar do
both buffing and pulling. When those who
are responsible for the present crude condi-

tion of things realize the great expense that

it is putting upon the cars, we will have

buffers for buffing work and drawbars for

draft work. Buffers formerly used to be

ver}- general on the equipment of almost

all the cars in the East, and drawbars

weighing 100 pounds, and the lightest kind

of draft rigging, were considered quite

admissible. With the introduction of the

M. C. B. bar, curiously enough, buffers

were almost everywhere abandoned, and
the narrow short horn back of the drawbar

was considered a sufficient substitute. But

a change is coming now, and has been
gradually coming for several years. Some
of the lines in the East have learned, if

they did not know it before, the cost of

maintaining equipment without buffers,

and are again beginning to apply them.

The private car owners are following suit,

and, best of all, one, at any rate, of the

coupler manufacturers is putting on the

market spring buffers for freight cars.
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is of the flange kind, like the Ross shoe,

and is adapted for locomotive and passen-

ger service. Those who desire more par-

ticulars about this shoe should apply to the

company for a copy of the pamphlet.

i i g
A novelty in the way of a combined door

mat and feet scraper has been invented by
Mr. J. M. Morton, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

which seems to be a very desirable article

to place on the platform of passenger cars.

It could be placed there with little ex-

pense, and would quickly pay for itself in

the saving of car carpets and seats from

soiling by the constant wetting and the

muddy feet of passengers.

i i i
A book of tools, machinery and sup-

plies, published by Chas. A. Strelinger &
Co., Detroit, Mich., is a highly useful

publication and appears to fill a long-felt

want in a masterly wav'. There are few
articles used in the machine trade that will

not be found described briefly and illus-

trated in this book, with particulars as to

price and where it can be purchased. The
book will be found very useful for refer-

ence, and we advise every one interested in

the purchase of machinery or mechanical

appliances to send for it. Readers of

Locomotive Engineering can have it by
sending ten cents to the alxive publishers.



Platform Qates for Coaches.

Not long ago we referred to the need of

platform gates on coaches not vestibuled,

citing some roads where they were in use.

We are glad to note that there are other

roads falling into line with this safeguard

to passengers.

The Great Northern has a fine arrange-

ment of these gates. They are made of

wrought iron, light and pleasing in design,

hinged at either side of car door so as to

swing toward the platform hand rail, and

locking in that position when the car is in

motion, forming a safe and roomj- passage-

way from car to car.

When at stations, the gates are turned to

fold against end of coach, leaving the

steps clear, and alwa3's on the right side

for passengers to enter or leave the train.

There seems to be a well-defined feeling

—and the sentiment is growing—that plat-

forms ought to go. Why not, then, make
them as safe as possible while they are

here, by reducing the chances for a passen-

ger to fall from them or get off on the

wrong side, to be picked up by a passing

trairi ?

i i i
Buffet Car.

The Minneapolis & Sault Ste. Marie is

about to go into the buffet car enterprise,

to fill a want over there that exists on some

other roads as well.

When a train is timed to leave a terminal

at an hour which necessitates a long haul

for the diner, the idea is a good one on

comparatively short runs.

One case is recalled where, on a branch

line in the West, the baggage end of a

combination car was transformed quickly

into a neat buffet car, by introducing a

small steel range, a couple of tables and a

sideboard. The menu consisted of coffee,

good bread and butter, cold meats, etc.,

just the provender that satisfies a grub-

yearning soul and the purse without the

wealth of a Golconda. These cars were a

good thing—satisfied the patrons and paid

the company. If the "Soo" don't find

the investment a good one, it will be be-

cause the people don't know a good thing.

with the illustrations as a key to the prob-

lem. The proprietor of the coupler seems

to be a person of economical habits, for on

the back of the one-cent stampe3 envelope

containing the circular he writes: "Get
and mail to me bid's on within coupler. He
pay you lo per cent, of what I get if I sell

to one of them." As we have too much to

do without .going into the business of sell-

ing car couplers, we pass this magnificent

offer along to our ambitious readers.

An Improved Driving Box.

Our engraving shows the details of con-

struction of the solid lironze driving box
used on the latest class "P" express en-

gines on the P. R.R.

Particular attention has been paid to

insure oiling in the proper places, as can

be seen by a glance at the engraving.

The oil pocket on top of the box feeds

directly into the crown cavity on top of

the axle. There are two little pockets on

Heath's Automatic Gravity Car

Coupler.

We have received from the proprietor of

this coupler, whose address is Covington,

Ind., an illustrated circular which makes

claim that this coupler fulfills all thirty-

five requirements of railroads, or forfeits

|ioo. We don't know what the thirty-

five requirements are and we leave it to

our readers, who mav be able to work it out

/



A Simple Reducing Motion.

The reducing motion sliown herewith is

one used by M. H. J. Travis, chief

draughtsman of the Manhattan Elevated

road, in this city.

The wheel is made of wood, as shown in

the details, no trouble

being had with its

"throwing" or tend-

ing to revolve farther

than the cord pulls it.

Of course, the ele-

,rrn_
ll:3

vated engines do not run at excessive

speeds, and there is less danger of distor-

tion from this cause than there would be

on a flver.

g i i
Electrically Operated Shop Tools.

In the la,st two issues of Locomotive
Engineering mention was made of the

application of electrical power direct to

the machine tools in the shops of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

A concern in Dayton, O. (the Shawhan
Electrical Mfg. Co.), have recently

achieved a notable success in a complete

electrical power plant for the King Pow-
der Co., of Cincinnati, the electricity be-

ing generated by several immense turbine

water wheels which are directly connected

to the generators. The saving by the

combined use of water and electric power
is surprising. One item alone is three

carloads of coal each day and the trouble

and expense of handling it. The main

circuit covers i Ki miles or more.

This same company is at w'ork on plans

for equipping the extensive car works of

Barney Smith & Co. with electrical power,

and is willing, in this instance, to guar-

antee a saving of 50 per cent, over the old

method.

Many large railroad shops are, or might

be, located where electrical power could be

generated and transmitted for use direct to

any machine, at even a greater saving than

50 per cent.

Where steam power and belts are used

the expense of power is about the same,

whether the shops are running light or

heavy ; but with electrical power, even

when generated by steam, like the new
plant of Eraser & Chalmers, in Chicago,

there is little useless work done when in-

dividual machines are not at work.

Small Thanks for Favors.

There are certain classes who use rail-

ways for freight transportation that would
keep yelling against the exactions of rail-

roads if they got their goods hauled for

nothing. There are numerous industries

that have been developed by the cheap
rates given by railroads, yet those who

rate, I588, and at the Australian rate, |3,50o
per carload.

" The managers of our transcontinental

lines appreciate the fact that green fruit

cannot be sold in this market in competi-
tion with Eastern fruit and pay a highjrate

of freight per ton per mile, and therefore
to develop the industry they havejgiven.

A Simple Form of Reducing Motion.

ought to be most thankful, return for the

favors the blackest ingratitude. The
latest example of disgusting thanklessness

is that of the fnut growers of California,

who, in convention assembled, passed reso-

lutions l)latning the railroads for not pro-

viding all the facilities desired.

These same fruit growers have been pet-

ted and spoiled by the extraordinary favors

granted them by railroads. Thev pay
smaller rates than any other perishable

article. Fast lines of freight have been

established for their benefit, the trains

are frequently run at express train speed,

and everything possible is done to get the

fruit promptly to market. The New York
Commercial Advertiser, conmienting on

this subject, says

:

"The average charge for hauling all

freights in the United States by railway in

1893 was 89 cents per ton per 100 miles.

This rate includes coal, coke, iron ore,

limestone, pig iron, steel rails, lumber,

building stone, bricks, etc., etc., etc.,

which are hauled upon platform cars and

do not require any attention and are not

perishable. The average charge for all

railway freights in Great Britain in 1893

was $2.80 per ton per 100 miles. In

France, where the Government operates

many of the railways, the cost is I2.20 per

ton. In Germany |i.68 per ton is ex-

acted. In Au.stralia, a colony of Eng-
land, where the railways were built by the

State and are operated by it, as we stated

in a previous issue, the charge for hauling

butter from the interior to tide water for

export is f10 per ton per 100 miles.

"To haul a car from the fruit orchards

of California, Oregon or Washington, 3,500

miles to New York, costs I300 for ten tons

of fruit. At the English rate it would be

I980; the French rate, $770; the German
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the fruit growers of the Pacific coast a rate

which is below cost. The fruit growers

have less reason to complain of railways

than any other agriculturists or fruit cul-

turists in the world.

"Our transcontinental railways have

made it possible to grow fruit and have it

sent 3,500 miles over the Rocky Mountains
to the cities upon the Atlantic coast and
sell it in prime condition at a good profit

to the intelligent, conscientious and care-

ful fruit culturist.

"

@ i i
One of the latest and most ambitious

patents taken out in connection with the

locomotive, is one which proposes to sur-

round the engine with nozzles so that the

machine will look like the quills of a por-

cupine. The object of these nozzles is to

blow out boiling water and steam when
any train robber attempts to board the lo-

comotive without the consent of the men
in charge. It is a great scheme, but we
fear it is not destined to greatly obstruct

the popular business of train robbing,

as the ruffians who follow this line of

industry would not hesitate to open a

switch and ditch a train if the}' thought

that the locomotive was protected against

their intrusion.

gi i ^
The Philip Carey Asbestos Co.', which

make roofs for cars and buildings, had
their works burned out in Cincinnati lately,

and they have arranged to build an exten-

sive plant at Lockland, O., a short distance

from Cincinnati.

%^ ® ^ i
The Columbian Metallic Packing Co.

have moved their offices to the Betz Build-

ing, Philadelphia. They report business to

be improving.



WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(1) C. B. A., Columbus, O., -writes:

What metals expand and contract most

under changes of temperature? A.—Zinc

expands and contracts most, then lead,

silver, tin, brass and copper, respectively.

(2) R. A. M., New York City, writes :

Do you think it is likely that the ele-

A-ated railroads in this city -svill ever be

operated by electricity? .~t.—We do not

wear the robe of a prophet, but it looks as

if the railroads named would some day be

operated by electricity.

(3) C. P., Duluth, Minn., asks:

Which is the best material for boilers,

iron or steel, the price not being of much
consequence ? -4.—Steel, by all means

;

but steel that confomis to Master Me-

chanics' Association or American Boiler

Manufacturers' .specifications.

(4) J. N., Cohoes, N. Y., asks :

How are the adjustments made that the

lead of a locomotive with link motion in-

creases as the lever is drawn towards the

center, while in a marine engine the lead

decreases? A.—If the eccentric rods are

crossed the lead decreases as the link is

drawn towards the center.

(5) E. C. Smith, Cainesville, Mo., writes;

I saw an engine the other day that would

take a light train and make time when she

was hooked on the center. I think that

she should not do that, as the valve would

not have enough travel. The engine crew-

say it is O. K., and I say no. What do

vou say? A.—There are many locomotives

that will do this.

(6) W. M., Albany, N. Y., says:

I. With what success have experiments

been made in burning oil as fuel in loco-

motives? .-/.—With entire success. There

are hundreds of locomotives in Russia

that use no other fuel than oil. 2. What
are the principal obstacles to be overcome

to make oil-burning a success? A.—To
obtain oil cheaper than coal or wood.

(7) C. A. C, Cedar Rapids, la., writes:

In reading an engineering publication I

have found the expression "angle of re-

pose" used several times, and I am at a

loss to understand its meaning. Will you

explain it? A.—If you take a brick and

lay it upon an inclined plane, and it does

not move, it is said to be within the angle

of repose. When the inclined plane is so

steep that an article with a plane face will

not remain on it, its inclination is said to

be outside the angle of repose.

(8) A. .S. M., Clinton, la., writes:

I. Have copper fireboxes and brass tubes

ever been used in this country ? A.—Yes.

2, If they have been used, why were they

abandoned? A.—Because iron was found

to be more economical. 3. Is the superior

conductivitj- of copper and brass not likely

to make that material for heating surface

more economical in the end, even if the

first cost may be a little greater? A.—Only
very carefid tests could demonstrate that.

We doul)t if the practical dilTerence is ma-
terial.

(9) T. H. G., Elmira, N. Y., writes:

I. What is the proper size of steam and
exhaust ports and bridges of an engine
with cylinder 2^x3-inch stroke? A.—
About ij^-inch long, steam ports ^^,-inch,

exhau,st port ^-inch. Bridges sliould be

about the same thickness as the metal of

the cylinder. 2. How much power will

this engine develop while running 300

revolutions per minute with 100 pounds
steam pressure? A.—About |^ of a horse-

power, taking 50 pounds as M. E. P.

( 10) F. C. M., Salem, N. Y., writes :

I want to know what difference it will

make in the travel of the valve if the

hanger stud be placed in the middle of

the link or towards the front instead of

behind the center? A.—The angularity of

the connecting rod tends to delay the cut-

off during the backward stroke and to ac-

celerate it during the forward stroke.

Placing the hanger stud behind the center

corrects this irregularity of cut-off. If the

stud was moved ahead the engine would
not cut off evenly.

(11) H. W. K., DeSoto, Mo., writes:

Seeing that a great many of your sub-

scribers ask your opinion or decision on

mechanical points, I would like to ask you

your opinion on fitting a taper ke\' in a

shaft. Which key would give the best re-

sults, one with the bearing on the sides,

or one with the bearing on top and bottom,

and how is the proper way to fit a key to

get the best results ? A.—All keys ought

to be fitted to have good side bearings.

There really ought to be no top bearing.

If fitted with a tight bearing top and bot-

tom, the key becomes a wedge which

tends to force the eccentric out of round.

(12) S. A. M., Fargo, N. D., writes:

I. What is the difference between steam

and compressed air of, say, 140 pounds, as

regards expansion and elasticity? A.—
They are practically the same. 2. Would
passing air through a reserv'oir of hot water

affect it an}-, and, if so, to what extent ?

A.—The pressure of the air would be in-

creased or the volume increased in propor-

tion to the amount of heat imparted to the

air. If the volume is kept uuchanged, the

temperature will rise i deg. Fall, per pound
of air for each . 169 of a heat imit imparted.

3. Is there an^- lathe or other practical tool

forturning the tires of locomotives without

removing them from under the engine?

A.—We never heard of a successful one.

(13) J. N. R., Vicksburg, Miss., writes :

I. Which will produce the best results in

a locomotive boiler, a large number of

small tubes or a reduced number of larger

ones ? A.—A greater area of heating sur-

face can be obtained by the use of small

tubes, but small tubes are very liable to

get choked up. For locomotives, tubes of

about 2 inches diameter are found to be

most serviceable. 2. Which is the best and

safest boiler, the straight or the wagon-top?
.•?.—Both have their good points and both
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are equally safe- if projjerly :nade. 3. Is

there any advantage in using copper in-

stead of iron flues? A.—No; quite the

reverse. 4. Which is the best form of

smokestack, the perfectly straight or the

tapered? . /.—The best in this case is a

matter of taste. 5. What is the safest way
to fasten tubes? A.—By rolling.

(14) E. R. S., Angus, Minn., writes :

I. Is there any irregularity introduced

on the valve cut-off by the engine moving
up and down on the springs when run-

ning? A.—Yes ; but it is verv' trifling. 2.

Which wheels do the most effective work
in going round a curve ? A.—If you mean
most effective carrying work, it is the

wheels inside the cur\-e ; if it is the most
effective guiding work, it is those on the

outside. Both depend to some extent upon
the speed and the elevation of the outer

rail. At high speeds the centrifugal force

will throw more weight on the outside

than on the inside rail. 3. How much
more lap does a valve need on the rear

than on the forn-ard end to make up for

the irregular action due to the angularity

of the connecting rod ? A.—None. This

irregularity is compensated for in the

method of hanging the link.

i i i
Piston Rod Fastenings.

Scarcely a road in the country but is

having more or less trouble with broken

piston rods, especially where Laird or

other forms of overhanging guides are in

use. The Schenectady Locomotive Works
state that they scarcely ever hear of a

broken piston rod on their engines where

their own form of crosshead fastening is

used. They make a fit to a shoulder on

the end of the rod and /ytick of the kcyii'ciy.

Tliis puts the strain of the driven key on a

part of the rod not subject to such severe

strain as that fro:n the keyway toward pis-

ton. Then they let the taper run out with-

out a .shoulder or rod, and turn a place out-

side of the crosshead fit altogether that is

smaller than any other part of the rod.

This allows the rod to .spring. This form

of fastening they first used in 18S7 on en-

gines specified by Mr. Wni. Fuller for the

Colorado Midland.

"Modern Measuring Instruments" is

the title of an illustrated catalogue pub-

lished b}- E. G. Smith, Cohunbia, Pa.,

showing the different kinds of measuring

instruments made by Mr. Smith. The
principal instrimient made is the Columbia
Vernier caliper, which is graduated so that

no rule is necessary when measuring work.

A. CiiiPMA.v, Treas.
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partment of

RAILROAD CAR JOURNAL,
617 Vanderbilt Building, New York.

Mlew" NATHAN"
(See Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"MTEAH" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS,

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM riEE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Enerines.

BOILKR "WASHERS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHANMFG.CO.,92&94LiDemSt,
NEW VORK.

Any competent mechanical engineer who examines with care the construction of this coupler, finds that all tlie re-
quirements cjt service have Ijeen met in most ingenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STRENGTH—EquaUing in leete the highest records of • atl-stett" Couplers, and surpassing them in Jerk and pulling.
DROP TEfiT— Three b-foot blows; three 10-foot blows; six 15-/i30( ilou's of l.MO pounds weight. GUARD ARM
TEST— Three Sfoot blows and four bfoot JERK TEST— Three Sfool. three lOfoot and three lo foot blows.
PULLING TEST— in.^OQ pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

In uncoupling, the lock itself throivn (he knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. The action of Ihe lock, hotli in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive,
and sure, under all condit ii>iis.

Railway
Department, NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

WILLAPD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicagfo.



Cash iiiiisl accompany order. Xo books sent C. O. D. II c can fiinnsh any mechanical hook 7i'aufed. The list Itcloio is especially

recommended. All books sent by mailfree/or price named, unless ot/tcrzcise stated.

Catec-Uiain of file Liocoinoli ve. Forney.

leOO. Enlursiiil. Illusn-iited. 50,000 sold. Every

bejrinner wants it, and every engineman ouslit to

liave it $3.50

i i i
I^ocomotlve Engine-Running anil Alan-

itgement. Illiistnited. Sinclair. lS!i;i, Kn*

lai'fce'i- Best work on running and care of locomo-

tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

^ i i
3Ioclern l<oeon&otive Construction. Illus-

trated.. Mej'er. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part i»f a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large

andelaborate $10.00

% i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo*

tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and ruiniing. Standard form of examination

on several roads. Contains ct)Iored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman

should have this book 50c.

^ i ' i

(^1

^ i
Alexancler''s Keady Reference. Alexander.

1885. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1,50

i i

Rules of Intereliiiiige. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c

.

Simple Les9on!!( in Drawings, for tite

SUop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can

be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best foz-m $1.00

Compound Locomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

Combustion in Locomotive Fireboxes.
Sinclair. IsiH. A prani.-al pamphlet '45c.

g d g

i i i

Heat Considered as a Alode of Motion^
Tyudall. 1H85. The greatest engineering book

ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $5.00

Enginemen^s Guide, Time anil Pocket
Book. Kinne. 1S92. Ilules of procedure in a

breakdown, for handling air, etc. Contains a time

book. Good for three years. Bound fc.»r pocket.

$1.00

i i @
Air-Brnke Practice. Phelan. 1890. The

only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket $l.!d5

Standard Code of Train Rules. The code

adopted by the American Kailway Association, in

almost general use as a basis. The authority on

train operating 50c,

'i i
Buildings and Structures of American

Railroads. Ittiig. lS9:i. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structnres of

any class used by American railroads $7,50

^ g
RaiHva y Car Construction. Voss. 1S93.

Full details for nuiking every form of railway

car $a.00

i i
AVliiit an Engineer Sliould Know

About Electricity. Clough. 1IS94. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and liglit appli-

ances, for engineers and. mechanics. A splendid

little book 50c.

i i i
Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

1892. More especially for stationary engines, hut

good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,

combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a

common-sense way 50c.

i i i
Engineer^it Catecliism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good. 35c,

Pocket Prinier of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894, Something new in the in-

struction book line 50c,

i i
Diseases of tlie A ir* Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is li.ible to

have $1.00

Indicator Practice and Steam Engine
Economy. Hemenway. lS9:i. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $3.00

Catecliism of tlie Locomotive. Grimshaw.
IH'.ir Latest book put $'4.00

i ^ i
Engineer's Pocket-Uook. Trautwein. 1S94.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

areas and circumference of ch-cles, etc. Full of

information $.'>,80

^ ^ gi

Has^vell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-

ters. Rules for almost everything $5.00

i i i
Ijocomotive I>Ie4'Uanlsm and Engineei*-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practii-al locomotive

engineer. Up to date. A good book $i.00

i i
Appleton''s Encyclopedia of Applied

mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History and

brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Form of Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Engineers for Employ-
nient. The .standard (juestions of the Traveling

Engineers'' Association rules of examination. ,*-J5c.

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineeiunu

for 18:i4. No other years in stock $3.00

Tile Train "Wire. Andeison. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $1,50

i ^ @
liocomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on nuuiing repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
Cimstrut'tive Steam Kiigiiieering. Whit-

turn. 1K90. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. X very exhaustive

book $10.00

i i li

steam Boilers. Wilson. IStS. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject Sa-5»^

i i ^
Slide Valve aiicl I.lnk Motion. Auchin-

closs. 187B. The principal authority on the sub-

ject 83.00

© i i
Principles of Merliantcs. Goodeve. 1880.

The fo .ndatioD principlesot mechanics S'J.SO

g i i
America II Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man S'^^-SO

g g ®
Car Lubrication. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-

ning cool Sl.OO

i i i
Patent Hinders for Locomotive Engineer-

iNo. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered

with'lotli. The best biiiiler made $1.00

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Bro.-vdw.'W, New York.
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ThePeerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,

E. L. PERRY, President,

CHAS. H. DALE, General Manager.

W. G. WIN'ANS, Treasurer.

GENERAL OFFICE AND SALESROOM :

16 Warren Street,
NEW YORK.

Rainbow Sheet Packing,

Peerless Pacliing, fs in. for Westinglionse

Pnmps.

PQmp Valves, Sheet Rubber, Matting, etc.

Guaranteed Steam Hose
FOR CAR-HEATING CONNECTIONS.

Air=Brake Hose
GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS.

THEMS/T PRACTICAL

AIR

IRES'IRI

^ik^^

?iii

C];-

m^

CRVDeoS Ba^S^i'S^H^'r^ MhvrmanFv6lOiiBurm6rCo.,Indianapoli/,Ind

HI t Jl' T 1 '(JmLdSy

,£IIGINe,FVLL/f6AM IN eoToroMiNurfr/:

37-38 CORDOVA BLOC.
^^ CHICAGO,.'

Ay. 1405 M0NADNOCI< BLD&. .

^ SAN FRANCISCO.
21-23 TREMONT,ST.

TheCoupAutomaticCarCoupler. M.G.B.Type. FlexibleHead. NoSprings.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over I2 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS BLDG., CLEVELAND, 0.

A HOOK MOTION
LOCOMOTIVE

Is out of date— so is the old type-bar writing machine, striking through a rib-

bon and under a big roller, that must be lifted to see the writing.

The Williams Standard Typewriter
Is the last great improvement in the art of writing by machinery.
You can see the last line and the last letter— same as if writing

with a pen. Most compact in size, and weight but i6 pounds.
No dirty ribbon

;
perfect inking in a new way. Perfection in

manifolding.
Adopted by British War Department after severe competitive

test against the old-fashioned " Blind" machines. We have one
contract for 3,ix» machines.

Best possible for railroad work ; easiest learned ; latest im-

provements, but not experiments ; in use three years. Used by
Locomotive Engineering in competition with " Caligraph " and
" Remmgton," and pronounced "the best, two to one."

Write for Illustrated Catalogue and Testimonials.

WILLIAMS TYPEWRITER CO.,

LONDON: SI CHBAPSIDE, E. C. MONTREAL: ZOO MOUNTAIN ST.

319 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

SAN FRANCISCO: 409 WASHINGTON ST.
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fhe l^shcroft Manufacturing Company

Indicator I

With Houghtaling Reduced Motion.
Most compact arrangement for Indicating ever employed.
Does away with Swinging Levers or complicated rigging.

^V^^^wijl

Tabor

ledflcator

Has LIglhtest

Reciprocating

Parts,

Only Accurate Instrument for High Speeds.

ffigliest Award at Columbian Exposition for Excellence of Design.

Highest Grade of Worlimanship and Finish—
A most Reliable and Efficient Instrument.

I •—

OFFICE AND SALESROOM:

No. Ill Liberty Street, New York.

SCHOENMrCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA.
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STOP IJo^a^SS, PREVENT
The Leaks D D C U C MT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, f 11 L V L fl I by Using:

Just What You Want — Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.

T™ LESLI PATENT

^''

sfmpS Locomot!v(
Cleanliness. pju^^ Ktedler
Convenience,

Absolute Safety,

Durability and Economy,

STANDS UNRIVALED.

// is the Only System of Kindling Locomotive Fires

K(i witfi Crude Oil wliichi tias ever been put into General ki

I Use by any Railroad Company.
;^

Yii'/i^i '/Si '/St >S '/Si '/Si >ii '^i\'/Si ifA >.<>^'/S\/Si>ii/Si>ji>.< 'i'l'i'/Si >A'~i'i '/Si '/Si > .'iW '~>\ *Si '/Si >.<>S '••s'/S^i '/SiifAA^I '^i\'/Si '/Si >A'^i\'i'i-i>:i.>ii '/Si 'i',\>^ '/Si i'lV >ii.'^fi'/Si '/Si '/Si'/Si '/Si '^a'/Si'/:

M

THOUSANDS of FIRES
Have been Kindled

for Less than 4c. PER ENGINE.

Duping the past Winter ONE car tank of CPude Oil kindled
mope Fires than 500 Cords of Wood.

//s adoptio)! in all minidhouscs over tluir Entire Systevi by the Roads, tvhicJi had tested

it in all kinds of iveatlicr, furnishes

Absolute Proof of its Complete Sttccess.

For Particulars address, J. S. LESLIE, PatcrSOU, N. J.
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^ It's

^

^ The Best

^ Packing PAT.AUa.7 1894

we know how to make, and we honestly

believe it is the best packing made. People

who have used the P. P. P. Diagonal Rod

Packing say it's best and that's good evidence.

It's different from any other packing because

it has two wedge-shaped pieces that, under

pressure, slide on each other and press against

the side of packing box and rod. The wear

and scoring of a rod is filled and it stops

drips automatically. Under the wedge pieces

there's a ring of spongy material that carries

oil and keeps rod lubricated. It's made of

materials that wear best. It wont harden,

and it will save lots of work with a monkey-

wrench. Can set the nuts with the linger.

Twice as deep as rubber core packing; saves a

half that way. 'We're so sure that it's best

that we'd like to send you a free sample.

C. A. DANIEL, MFR.,

323 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

nUiUiiiUiiUiUiUUiiiiiUUiUi^

^«>

Boiler, \

Locotnotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

QUiLITT UNSURPASSED

Plates up to 100 ins. in width

SHOENBERGER $c CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. So CAMERON
Steam Pump Works,

Toot of East Twenty-third Street,
Send for -i- -y i

Illustra rEo Catalogue. ^ G^ 1 Ol'K.

MADE HONEST.

1889
"

No separate water valve or primer to get

out of order ; easily regulated ; operated
by one move of a lever. Record of twenty
years. Cheapest on repairs. We also make
the best hot-water boiler washer and tester.

RUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 1 9 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Fire-Proof Baker Car Heater
MADE OF FLEXIBLE STEEL
OINE=QUARTER INCH THICK.

Firmly Welded into One Compact, Jointless, Seamless Whole.

riEE WITHIN A SAFE 01 SAME MATERIAL
AS THE EXPEESS OAR SAFE,

ALL OTHER STYLES OF "BAKER HEATERS."

\A/|LUAm C. BAKER,
Sole Proprietor and Manufacturer.

143 iji^E;n"r"5r stmset, jxrux?^/- -sronic.

Lliik-Belt

Ens
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,

Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modera Besi^ip

To meet any conditions.

Western House ;

Linlc-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

Steam Heatiiigf from the Locomotive

:

Locomotive Equipments. Direct Sleam. Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,iqq. SI-iWAI^L
COtrtLKS sold 55,617 ; the standard in U. S. and Canada.

A
L

Electric Heaters for Street Cars:

1,103 ^^^ Equipments sold from Aug:ust ist to December ist. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry, Brooklyn
Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered
over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED? CAR-HEATING CO
Pope I^ig^llt Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with '" Pintsch ;

" and superior thereto. Uses
same gas as "Pintsch." In Grpat Britain 14.262 steam and
cable cars already equ.'pped. Patents guaranteed.

N
Y

Albany, N. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street

:

CHICAfiO. 200 Wh.STEUN IIMON Itl^IMIINU: Canada, Coaticook,
P. Q.—London—Moscow. Specially tested fittings and car lighting
repair parts at reasonable prices.

^' --'-'- »»

—

^— ' "»=—Electric Heaters for offices.

A. W. SOPER, Prcs. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vlcp-Pre.s. C. H. HOWARD, So W. R. THOMAS, Trcas. R. M DIXON, Engineer.

H
L

THE SAFETY GAR HEATING AND LIGHTING GO..

160 Broadway, New York.

EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler
of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over
40,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board, for

lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purj^oses.

In brilliancy and cleanliness unsurpas.=ed.



IN USE ON THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY RAILROADS.

United States ^(ctallic Packing Co.
REQUIRES NO ATTENTION.

Swab and Oil Cups Furnished with Every Packing

Send for Catalogue and Specifications.

FOR LOCOIVIOTIVES,

STATIONARY AND MARINE ENGINES.

The United States

JVIetallic Packings
Have stood the test of years and are

acknowledged to be superior
to all.

Renewal of Packing Jlings made without
disconneding, by cutting them in

halves and breaking joints.

HI6HEST AWARDS COLUMBIAN AND PARIS EXPOSITIONS.

Gen'l Office, Bullitt Building, ) ^y....^^.. p„
Works, 427 N. 13th Street, \

^'^^^'P'^ia. ^a.

Chicago, Rotunda, Grand Pacific Hotel,
San Francisco, 130 Main Street,

St. Louis, 32 Laclede Building,
Montreal, Canada, 751 Craig Street.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH S^^^^L Platesfor all Purposes.

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicago.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

I
.P<i

(dl

go to the Standard Eng-. Co.,

61 Ann St., New York City, lor

your Plates ; but on that pro-

posed Engraving of yours, it won't cost much for quotations. They do the work
for us and it's here in this number for your examination.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS

LOCOm'o'VIves. "Son,
™'

Room 45, Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.

"She" :rStall
>»

from Lf

*

Flues in Use
Charcoal
Iron Tubes

Manufactured by THE TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO., Washington, Pa.

-^I||| NEW YORK OFFICE, 39 CORTLANDT STREET. |||l^-
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JEROME METALLIC RACKING.
This is the Standard Metallic Packing all

over the world, and is more generally adopt-

ed and in use on more locomotives than any
metallic packing in use. Give the J EROM E
:i trial and be convinced. Put it in compe-
tition with any other packing and be con-

vinced of its superior merits.

OFFICE AND WORKS :

Nos. 35 and 37. Canal Street,

C. C. Jerome, 'rroplie.o?.' chicag:o, in.

Packing ring opened

ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

SURE TO CIVE

SATISFACTION

DuvalMetallic Packing

Send for Catalogues, Prices and detailed

Information to the

DUVAL
Metallic Packing Co.,

39=4L CoRTLANDT St.,.

NEW YORK CITY.

The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust Pipe.

T'
HIS DEVICE is the invention of John Y. Smith, the originator of the Smith Vacanm
Brake. In the cuts of the Front and Side Views shown herewith, " AA " represent

Air Passages ;
" SS" Exhaust Steam Passages, and " B" an Annular Blower focm-

ing part of the Nozzle.

It is an entirely new departure

Pipes for Locomotives. Its dis-

exhaust steam is not restricted

the gases and heated air in the

exhaust steam in the exhaust

superheated and expanded and a

blast is created, which keeps the

tion, and produces more perfect

Some of the beneficial results

Pressure to a iniiiiinuni {area

the exhaust port ) ,• prevention

stack; almost complete absence

tion 0/formation of clinkers in

in the construction of Extiaust

tmguishing features are that the

after it leaves the cylinders, and

smoke arch are mingled with the

pipe. The exhaust steam is thus

powerful, prolonged, pulsating

fuel in a constant state of agita-

combustion.

obtained are : Reduction of Back

of nozzle openin^i^ as large as

ofejection of sparksfrom smoke

of 7ioisefrom exhaust ; preven-
firebox ; large saving of fuel.

FRONT VIEW. SIDL \ It W .By the elimination of Back Pressure we have demonstrated the fact that the power of

engines has been increased to be able to pull from thirty to sixty tons more than with any other form of exhaust pipe.

The pipe can be used with either straight or diamond stacks, in long or short front ends, and on locomotives burning hard or

soft coal, wood or coke.

GENERAL AGENCY CO., 32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

GENERAL OFFICE, DOYLESTON, PA. FACTORY, READING, PA.

CHIME WHI
A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

"LLNKENHEIMER'S" Single Bell Chime

Whistles are warranted to please. Constructed on

practical principles, producing harmonious sounds.

Made in sizes from 2-in. to 10-in. in diameter, with

'or without valve. Also style for Locomotives.

New Cataloeue of surerior steam specialties gratis

upon request. Consult dealer.

THE LUNKENHEIIVIER COMPANY,
jRANCHis : NEW YOFIK. LONOON. CINCINNATI, O., U. S. A.

lOR EVERY RAIL-
ROAD MAN.

POCKET PRIMER
OF

Air=Brake

Instruction.
Simple,

Ea^y Ltmon£.

SO pages of Meat. FIe.ti-
hle Oover. Mailed to any
aildiess, on receipt of 50c.

'W. S. Rogers,
Mechanical Engineer,

BCFFALO, N.Y.
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O. O. SETTLEMIEE, President. GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF t^^ ^^w ' ^ t.-C3nav

Freight Cars of Every Descrip- ^""gj^ "^l*. -^""^
Hon, Caboose and Refrig' ^ y^~ _ ^^

——

>

erator Cars. ^ >yj^l>"

MT. VERNON,

W. C. ARTHURS, Seoy. and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Supt.

Manufacturing: Co.
Car Wheels, Car Castings, and

General Foundry
Work.

Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 CarWIieels.

ILLINOIS.

MILLER'S ASBESTONE CAR ROOF.
•'%%'| '%%• THE COMI?<G ROOF ! •<%^ i'^^*

HKAVV. DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROH $io TO $15 LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE.

! CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TiHE.

-WILL -WEAR THE LIFE OF THE CAR.
,Sii:S4iiJiiir_^

HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:
Oct West : M., K. & T. Ry. Down East : Bostou & Albany R. R. 1302 H;.«EMEYER Bldo.

26 Cortlandt St.,
New York.

Rodger Ballast Gars
Roads that have Purchased

Rodger Ballast Cars

:

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, III.

Great Northern Railway (350 cars,) St. Paul, Minn.

Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe, Chicago, III.

Minn., St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie (" Soo Lines ''),

Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Chicago, III.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, Butte, Mont.

Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago (Penn. Lines),

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Pan Handle),
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Missouri, Kansas &, Texas, Parsons, Kansas.
RODGER BALLAST CAR COMPANY,

1215 Monadnock

CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE.

m3C3E!

ALLISON MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i*i3:iijija.aDE3iji>ia:i-A.,

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOriNG
The Cheapest, Best and ITIoHt Durable Car Roof Known. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free fot
•very one that fails In ten years,
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SECOND EDITION NOW READY,

"Diseases of the

Air-Brake System"
BY

PAUL SYNNESTVEDT.
IF YOU WANT A COPY

Send One Dollar

TO THE

W. F. HALL PRINTING CO.,

21 Plymouth Place. Chicago.



Pprtabte ©ylisidei^ B^riiig Machine*
For boring IN THEIR PRESENT POSITIONS all makes and sizes of

Steam Engine C.vliiirters. LARGEST SIZK OF L0( OMOTIVE ( YLIN-
DEBS, €om|»oiind Eneomotives, Piimi>s, Steam llaniniers. Air Com-
pressors, Dliiiiii? and Hoistinir Engines, Heavy Housings, Large
Wheels, etc. MACHINES MADE ANY SIZE RLQllREO.

Circulars with full descriotion on application.

HENRY C. AYER & GLEASON CO.,
Office and Works. N. E. cor. 2d and Diamond Sis., i PVii'IoHaI nhio Po

Betz Building. i
rlllldUCipUld, r d.Central Office. No. 919 Betz

The Pratt ^ IWhitney Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of intercliangeable production.

reahiers, taps and dies.
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Malsers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Ifflilling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
For finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATALOGUE X SENT ON APPLICATION.

112-3e» Caliper (Qaiuig'©,
' REGULAR PRICE, $4.00.

WITH TRAMMEL POINTS AND ADJUSTINa SCREW.

Will mail it to you any time pre-

vious to April 1st, for $2.50, if

,,i ,.I.,.i.,.[,.i,i.i.„i,,.Li.,.I.,.i.i:Li,.I,„i,i
J

tliis paper is mentioned.

>|i|i|>{ili|i|i{>lti'|'"l'l

STANDARD TOOL CO., Athol, Mass., U.S.A.,
Manufacturers of Mechanics' Fine Tools.

THEIS HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose

for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

F. A. BARBEY & CO., 152 federal street, BOSTON.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

I Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Ilatiflles Wannest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

i Interchangeable with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOK \ COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method— Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

(Galena Kn^lne, roarli and Car Oils,
the MuiKliird Lubricating Oils

ol' Ainorlea.
SAFETY. SPP:ED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of (ialeiia <.ills. COLL) TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils <lo uot freeze lu the coldest weather,
whllf they itre adaptable to X\\v hottest climates.

Ill the usi- of Oaleua Oils there Is au entire freeilom
from hot i">\es, except when these are caused by ine-
eliaiiica! ilrffcts.
The ;iilo|.ii..n of Galena Oils aa standard railway lu-

brli'.iiits iiy a lar^^e majority of the leadluK railways of
this country Is au evidence of their superiority, while
the tiicX that th'- same roads use these oils t-o day that
used them iimre than 2tJ years ago. Is an evidence of
their iinlforiiilt> from year to year and year In and out.
Galena t ills are In exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lines from H.ist<.n and New York to the Pacific
coa.st, and upnn on* n(lnui»us line from the City of
Mexico to New Vork.thu^J denionst rating their ada|ita-
blllty la all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free from kuih, these oils are not affected by duet and
sand as other oils are.
We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-

TION VALVE ^)IL, which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,
Charles Miller, President.

Chicaqo BRASca Office, Frauklln, Pa.
Phcenlx Building, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANITFACTURERS OT

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL
The only i)frffrf Lo.-oinotive ^'aIvf Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.
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BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Metal Working Machine Tools
FOR

Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car BuHders, Machine Shops,

Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards, Boiler Shops,

Bridge Works, etc.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt Street

E. H. MUMFORD,
Representative.

STEAM HAMMERS,
STEAM AND

HYDRAULIC RIVETING MACHINES.

REDRIOK <&. AVER CO *f

1001 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Machine Tool Builders,

SPECIAL TOOLS FOR R. R. REPAIR SHOPS.

Requires no-attention but oiling, and little of that.

Case Dust=Proot.

Compound Automatic

Air Compressor.

This machine is driven by
a belt, regulates itself auto-
matically, maintaining the
pressure within three pounds
at any desired point ; com-
pounded and water jacketed

;

will supply air for shop pur-
poses at less than half the
cost for fuel of brake pumps.
Runs only so long as air is

being used. Delivers 35
cubic feet of free air per
minute. Can be located on
staging, thus saving all floor

space.

Here is an Air Hoist

That can be used under low ceilings
on a timber, the arm of a jib crane, etc.

It locks and sustains load indefinitely,

air or no air. Goes where regular hoist

won't. An improvement all around.
See it.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVKLAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
me SingleA Double Antomatic Bolt Cotters

Cutting from J^ in. to 6 in. diam.

\lso. Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial.

Our Line Engravings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing

accuracy and distinct lines on orig-

inal copper plates. They are made
by BRADLEY & POATES, 251 Wil-

liam Street, New York City.
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Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Wet and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.
SECTION OP BOLTLESS FASTENING.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

Freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to' 6 ordinary

Slioes and enhance

mileage.

Ramapo Ironworks, HillbDrn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, Switch^S, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

THE ^JVASHBURN

Car-Wheel Company,
HARXirORD, CONN..

MANtrPACTURERS OP

CRUCIBLE
STEELTIRED WHEELS ^'
For Parlor and Sleeping Cars,

Passeng:er Coacliesi, Locomo-

tive and Tender Trucks.

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN. •'
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FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel,

Graduated In 32ds and 64ttis on one
side only,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

-1 ratuHnHB •foot colzg
-L HAKTFORD CONN.

iIi'iIiIiImiIiI'iiIiIiI'i'iIiIiIiIiIiI"™

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

The Sample

Tells the Story.
A sample of Dixon's pure, flake lub-

ricating Graphite, with interesting and
instructive pamphlet,

Sent Free of Charge.
Every engineer and machinist should

make himself better acquainted with
Dixon's Fhire Ticonderoga Fiake
Graphite. It will save both time and
labor, and is infinitely superior to the
common forms of plumbago or black
lead.

TOS. DIZON CHUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N.J.



OFFICES:
68 Broiidtvay.

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON. IND.

GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

.A.lDJ'XTSarESZEt..
Insures the Maximum pressure on tlie Brake Slioes at all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
bttf'f.a.ijo, pt. -s-.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.,
HAMILTON, OHIO.

EosUe, Single, Asgl'e-Ear, Sasg, Hori-

zoDtal. Tnn, Boiler, Spacing, Sate,

Uultiple, Belt and Stsam-DriTen

PUNCHES
AND

Horizontal Pnncb. Made tn 5 Sizes.

SHEARS.
Over 300 Sizes.

RICHARD DUDGEON, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New York.

Maker aud Patentee of

Improved Hjdraulic

JACKS,

I^~Jack8 for Pressing on Crank-
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order
Communications by letter wUJ

receive prompt attention.

YOKE

Pnnclies, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

BRIDGE
ENGINEERING

Also, SURVEYING.
Diplomas Awarded. Courses in other trades,

all including thorough instruction in Mathe-
matics and Physics. Send for FREE circular

stating stibiect you wish to study to The
Correspondence School of Industrial
Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C
EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^^ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

protected, the Jack
is always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
theimportance of
having Jaclis always
in good worlting con-
dition. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

XANGYE'S
f-J YDRAULic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again

ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York.
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iMWestleghoiui

Alr-B n

Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE W TINOHOUSE .
-

AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.

^^-^^^^ A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER ^^^ ^ ^ ^
WITH POSITIVE SELF-OPENING KNUCKLE WITHOUT THE USE OF WEIGHT, SPRING OR

^ ^ LEVER, WILL OPEN ON ANY GRADE UP TO 1200 FEET TO THE MILE. ^ -^

MINER DRAW BAR ATTACHMENT. LUDLOW FREIGHT COUPLER.

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.



^ i;^ ^]—y^^w^M<^^ ll» li M , I
,ii n... nii^yi Mn

ni ;||

r> J.
Mm II iiTi III* "^ I I I i^^iA^BMt—afciaK:^B*<_—ik>

Tl TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO, Troy, N.Y.
The kuuckle may be thrown open for coupling: by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary

for the trainmen to go between the oars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type. The Strongest and the Only Safety Coupler.
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THE O
FOR FULIv PARXICULARS, ADDRESS

THE LESLIE BROS. MFG. CO., paxerson, n. j.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on 00 Railways.

OILS FOR RAII.ROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Mannfactiirers of Every Product of Petroleum.

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN, N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

A. FRENCH, GEO. \V. MORRIS. D. O. NOBLE.
Pres. Gen. MgT. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pre.s. Gen'l Supt.

«k ^ \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

New York Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall Street.
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©HftSTEELTlRES
l__l I 1 l__l i__jT=I

On LocomotiveDrivingWheels
AND ON STEEL-TIRED WHEELS

Give the Best Results

FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

The CAST-STEEL WORKS of FRIED. KRUPP, Essen, Germany, cover an areaof i ,200 acres, employ about 25,000 men, have the most

improved plant, and stand unique, from the fact that they have their own Ore and Coal Mines, Blast Furnaces, etc., and that i^very

stage of manufacture is under their own supervision, and are not (like others) dependent on the open market foi" a miscellaneous

assortment of crude material ; which, in connection with 75 vears' experience, enables them to turn out a product of a very superior

quality, second to none, and at the same time the different grades of Steel are always of the saiiif unijorm quaUty.

Crank Pins, Piston Rods, Spring Steel, SteehTired Wheels, Etc.

After a test of over 35 years, the " KRUPP TIRE" has proved itself the best in the market. If a reliable article is wanted, which will

give satisfaction, get KRUPP'S.

THOMAS PR055ER & SON, = = 15 Gold Street, New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
PresideOt.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superinteudent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OF

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OR FROM

DESIGNS
FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

A.TTri-M.£».l O^x^et-citsr, 400.

BOHNER'S PATENT

WATER TUBE
FIRE=BOX.

Adds 225 square feet of the best kind of heating

surface to fire-box. Water tubes set in best position

to abstract heat from gases. Will saAC coal,

prevent sparks and smoke. Enables nozzles to be

enlarged, making better running engine.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner,

195 Metropolitan Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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B!i^^^^fe«4fe!#W '^M:r'^i-

-

Locomotive Works.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Mannfactarers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

From standard designs, or according to i^seoifloa-

tions, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilers

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTIC*;.'

WILSON UILLEE, Pr. 4 Trs. I. A. WIOEIMAN, Sop.

J.G.HENDRICKSON,Pres.CC

F.J. CLAMER. Vice Pres, _

I R NFi<;nN USED WITH COPPER PER OUR FORMULA, MAKES EMPIRE STATE EXPRESS BEARING METAL

Sec. and Treas. VyHICH RUNS COOL AT ANY SPEED: RECORD: 90 MILES PER HOUR.

DJ AjaxMeta Company

METAL INCORPORATED.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COOEE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^^If^r"'
(Formerly Danfortb Locomotive & machine Co«)

JOHN S. COOKE, Prpsidcnt & Gen. Man.
PRED. W. COOKE, Vicp-President.
WM. BERDAN. Sec'y & Treas

fPiTERSON,
N.J.

New York Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN. AoenL

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE"W YORK OFFICE,

isrop?- 31-33 T=»l-nf=- Street.

Mag\^
ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

All Bearings.

Sterlinportli Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

256 Broadway, New York.

Latrobe Steel Works,

Ti
MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

E
LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

Main Offlce and Worits., Latrobe, Pa.
BraiX'Ii Otltoe,

Bullitt Building, Pliiladelphla.

riilcaso Oflice,
'Western I iiioii Building.

New York Oftlce,
Home 1,11'e Insurance Building.

SI. Louis Ofllcr,
Onion Trust Building.

MODEL LOCOMOTIVES.
T'ciinplc'te ?('ls CastiiiL;.'; for lalest ilesisjii

Silieiiei'liicly 8-\vlieeler. Same as '!)99."

Soniethini; to worlv on this winter. Send
for catalogue. G. H. Olney.

163 Herkimer St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BE&TS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the

liaudicst tn,,l for nniiiin- repairs tliat can be

found. Itsliardeni-d ste.l .1:1 ws and 'lai^y adjust-

ment malce it keep Iml.i "l'™ ,<>"«» ""Vile'^^ff
can get it on in outof-tlie-way places and tike ott

a ,mt without taking jaws off. and where you

could.rt get in an eishth of a turn witli the clumsy

monkey-and it will take hold close up where

th.- ..1,1 wr.-n.-h can't get. This prevents marrinK

tinisli,..! nuts ;iii(l i.arts around them. A thousand

ril ics t.irit ar..uii<l a locomotive where it can save

time and mon.'v. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO., '''^u%Mtl%.Y.
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BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, ny
M. L. niNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt. r> -u cr _ i.- i? e _ __ ,, „ .,»».,„ ,n 1.. n c . u rr. . .. c . Builders of Locomotive Enemes for anv re-
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. IIecjubmbouhu, Sec y H. Tandy, Ass t Supt °

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work

fviUy guaranteed

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
OF PAXERSOISt, N. J.

Mew York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTUREIiS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND TENDERS,
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

a. E. HANNAH, Treas. G U. LONGBOTTOM. Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

-s^- -IPiCORPORAXED 1846. -»-

'^^Sp^'l^Tm^.^- locomotiyes^types.
STANDARD OR NARROW GAUGE FOR ANY SERVICE FROM OUR O-WIV OR TO RAILROAD CO.'S SPECIFICATION.

Freight Cars, Derrick Cars, Push Cars and Car ^SVheels.
Boilers of L.ocomotive, Horizontal, Tubular and Tertical Type

FRANKLIN C. PAYSON, President. .lASrES E. GREENSMITH, General Manager. BYRON D. VERRILL, Treasurer.

PHOSPHOR BRONZElirs.' t i^coMofif^i« ibearihg;

PASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. to 5,000,^1 bs. in WEIGHT.

'» cjtmcl^.

for Railroad Shops, for Buildors, Etc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
intr noiseless relief, ac-
fuiai V and steadiness.
ai.^n'.>;i!)l.' t.ine. Speci'f
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBY STEAM GAGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Branche-s :

New York, Chicago, ani

London, England.
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BaldwinLocofflotivcWorks'
standard-Gauge Locomotives

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

DESIGN AS CUT.
Cylinders 18"x 24"; driving-wheels, 50" diameter ; tires,

steel, 3" thick ; wheel-base, 11' 0"
; weight in working or-

der, 87,000 pounds ; boiler, 52" diameter; fire-box, 89fJ"

x34|"; flues of iron, 185 in number, 2" diameter, 11' 3^"

long; tender of 2,800 gallons capacity, 33" chilled wheels;

driving journals, 7|"x 8f ; tender journals, 3f"x 7", M.C.B.

standard. Engine is fitted with Nathan Xo. 8 sight-feed lubricator; balanced slide-valve; two No. 8 Friedman-Monitor injectors;

and all necessary tools.

For Price and Particulars, address, BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia.

IGKSON MANUFACTURING GO.
SCRAIVXUKi, rKPJN.

Locomotlres of every style and size. Standard

and NarroiT tiauge, made to Standard tiauges and

Templets. Also for Plantations, Minen and Logging.

SFECIFICATI01T3 OK AFFLICATI017.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.

2. W. WESTOIT, V.-Frea. WU. H. FEEIINS, Beo. » TreM.

;3HN DEVHTS, Superliteslent.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, TA.

Locomotives for Every Ser^^ice.

"LACKAWANNA"
Sight Feed Locomotive

Cylinder Lubricator.

Extract from Report of the
Franklin Institute.

"The state of the art shows this lubrica-

tor to be in lead of its competitors for

simplicity and perfect working
under varied conditions/'

Are yo2i interested enough to write

forfull particulars f

Lackawanna Lubricating Co.,

1213 Capouse Avenue, Scrantoii, Pa.

52,000
COPIES

Of the Transparent Engraving of the
Famous Locomotive

have been printed and sold. The de-
mand still continues, and we have
ordered a new supply.
Printed on satin gloss paper show-

ing the Engine with every piece num-
bered and named, and sent in a tube,
ready for frame, for 50 cents. Stamps
will do.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
^56 Uroud^vay, New York.
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Uassified Index ef

Our AdDcrtisers.

Air Brake Hose.

Peerless Rubber Mf^. Co., New York.

Air Brakes.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg:, Pa.

Air Compressors.

Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & Ayer C<:.., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Pump Regulators.

Mason Reg'ulator Co., Boston. Mass.

Anti-Friction Metal.

Ajax Metal Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Block Signals.

Hall Signal Co., New York.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switch Stands.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Balanced Slide Valves.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Ballast Cars.

Rodger Ballast Car Co., Chicago, 111.

Bearing Metal.

Aiax Metal Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co.. New York.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Lukens Iron & Steel Co., Coatesville, Pa.

Shoenberger & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers*
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.

W. P. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Locomotive Engineering, New York.

W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Shoes.

Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Ml. Vernon, 111.

Calipers.

E. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, III.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. V.

Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, III.

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, O.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler), Cleve-

land. O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.

McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York. •

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Roofing.

Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.

B. R. Miller, New York.

P. H. Murphy.Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, III.

Car Seats.

Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, III.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washburn Car-wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Castings.

Dayton Malleable Iron Co., Dayton, O.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbtirn, N. Y.

Chime Whistles.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,
Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.

Correspondence School of Industrial Sciences,

Scranton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin Gauges.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Crossings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Derrick Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.

Rue Mfg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.

Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Fire Extinguishers.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. A. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Frogs.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gauges.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Highway Crossing Signals.

Hall Signal Co., New York.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.

Watson & Stillman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Watson & Stillman, New York.

Injectors.

Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.

Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson,

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland Co.. Portland. Me.

R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tadv. N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Boiler Brace.

Columbia Boiler Works, Chicago, III.

Locomotive Firebox.

Joseph J. Bohner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.

Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.

Locomotive Whistles.

The Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Lubricators.

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis, New York.

Signal Oil Works, Franklin. Pa.

Machine Tools.

Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co., Springfield, Vt.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.

William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron Castings.

Dayton Malleable Iron Co., Dayton, O.

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland,O.

Measuring Scales.

Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

dontinned on page 80.
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Five Hundred Dollars in Premiums,
CONTENTS FOR JANUARY. ,895.

w,ll be paid in ,89s to th,
^

lorty-eight persons send-

fm ' Talks to Young Engineers, ing the forty-eight largest
Wm. O. Webber. ^lubs to MACHINERY dur-

For the Designer's Note Book, jng the year, as follows:
H. M. Norris.

For the largest number.... $100.00

m,^ jg^"^ -^ ^ Designing Stationary Engines For the ne.vt largest 50.00y '''
(4), Theo. F. Scheffler, Jr.

For the „e.xt largest =5.00

I, For the twenty next largest,

• .^». ^ i The Slide Rule in the Shop (3), each 10.00

^^
"'^W ' Wm. Cox. ^"'' '^^ twenty-five next

• f? . ^^ ._ , , . * ' largest, each 5.00

Modern Shop Methods,
5,i..- ,Wt''* Fred H. Colvin.

'^'"^'^ '^ •" ADDITION tO the

r,'^^- -^
, .

. Looking Backwards, usual rates to club organ-

. ; W. H. Booth. i/ers Any intelligent me-

\ A Few Special Tools, chanic, young or old, can

A •, Y' 1- v'^ make a few extra dollars

/.^ I y I J^,

A Perpetual Motion Machine.
^.^^^i,^ ^.^ ^^^^j^^g ^p ^^ ^^l^,,,

../ i -^ What Mechanics Think. for MACHINERY in his shop.

w H. BOOTH. Various Short Articles.

Sample copies free. Address

—

Single subscriptions, 50 cents a year. M^ACHINERY,
Foreign subscriptions, 75 cents a year. Scott ar^d Bo"v\^i^o Bviildiii^, ?<ew "Vorlv.

Mechanics' Tools.

Keystone Mfy. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

E. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol. Mass.

Metal Sawing: Hachines.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining Hachinery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Model Locomotives.

G. H. Olney. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Mufflers.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.

Oil Cups.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Pelers, Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Duval Metallic Packing Co., New York.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.

Jenkins Bros.. New York.

C. C. Jerome, Chicago, 111.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D, C.

Phosphor Bronze.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa,

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Publications.

Machinery. New York.

Power, New York.

Pump Packing.

C. A. Daniel, Philadelphia. Pa.

Pump Valves.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Reducing Valves.

Ma.sun Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernun Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber.
Peerle^^s Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Rubber Hatting.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Safety Valves.

Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.

Consolidated Valve Co., New York.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. JJoston,

Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.

Henry L. Dciich. Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland. O.

Shafting

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Snow Plows.

Leslie Bros. Mfg. Co., Paterson. N. J.

Springs.

A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

SUy Bolts

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gauges. %

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crusby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Hement, Miles & Co . Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A, S, Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.

Lukens Iron & Steel Co., Coatesville, Pa.
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Steel- Continued.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Shoenberger & Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo. N. Y..

Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.

Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford. Conn.

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe. Pa.

Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Stone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago. 111.

Switches.

Ramapo Iron W\irks. Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.

Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tube Expanders.

Henry C. Ayer & Gleason Co., Philadelphia,.

Pa.

Richard Dudgeon. New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.-

Turntables.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Typewriters.
Williams Typewriter Co., New York.

Valves.

Jenkins Bros., New York.

Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Vestibules.

Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Watches.
Jiihn J. McGrane, New York.

Wrought Iron Pipe.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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of Railway Motive Power and Rolling stock.

A aentleman of France.

How would some of our boys in the
northeni part of the country like to buck
snow with the locomotive shown in the
full-page print on the opposite page ?

This class of engine is old and out
of date, having first appeared late in the
6o's, but there is many a one of them
prowling around Europe with that kind of
a cab on.

There is little protection from the
weather, but there is an awful saving of

spit and elbow grease, used up on our
style, in keeping the windows clean.

i i i
A Liberal Kind of Train Order.

Mr. J. N. Galbraith, superintendent of

the Northern and Texas division of the
Mexican National road, has in his posses
sion the original order issued by the
transportation department when the El
Salto branch of the road was opened ; the
copy below will show how easy the chief
was as to leaving time. If men would
always heed the closing remarks of the
order—referring to "objections or ob-
structions ' '—railroad travel might be safer:

COLONIA, June 20, 1881.

Mr. McGeE, Conductor,
\

Mr. Tate, Engineer. /

I think the best time for you to leave
Colonia for El Salto will be 2 p. m., crossing
with the other train at Lecheria. Run
without any objections or obstructions.
Good for two days. F. Larenos,

Chief of Traffic.

i i i
On the West Iowa division of the C, B.

& Q. a marked improvement in the coal
consumption has been noticed since pro-
motions were made on record, especially
coal record, and seniority has cut a smaller
figure than it used to. Enough coal must
be burned to do the work ; still the men
can save more coal than all the compounds
ever invented, if they try.

Copyright, 1396, by Anous Simclaib and John A. Hill.

In the Northern Peninsula of Michigan.
[EDITORIAL CORRESI'OXDENCE.]

The snowy, lake-bound country on the
south of the great Lake Superior, and
north of Lake Michigan, is not much
visited by railroad newspapermen—it's too
faraway, and there is not an advertisement

On the Mineral Range, Aprii, i8th.
Man on Left is Conductor John
Shields, now Supt. and M. M. of
THE Narrow Gage System.

to be had—but Locomotive Engineering
has several big lists of readers there, and
the J. P. wanted to see the country, any-
way. I'll tell you about lower Michigan in
a different way and some other time, and
start in at the Straits of Mackinaw, and
take you around toward Duluth— "the
zenith city of the unsalted seas," as Proctor
Knott named it.

I landed at Mackinaw City, in company
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with Mr. James E. Keegan, the genial gen-
eral master mechanic of the Grand .Rapids

& Indiana, over whose road I traveled

north through the depleted timber country.

Mackinaw is a straggling saw-mill town
on the decline. There is an old fort there, a

lighthouse, and a weather bureau—a fort

was established hereby the French in 1671.

Here I met M. M. Meehan, traveling en-

gineer of the Duluth, South Shore & At-

lantic, got some breakfast and went aboard
the transfer steamer Sainte Marie to cross

the Straits of Mackinaw to St. Ignace.

The straits are some seven miles wide—the
clear, clean waters of Lake Michigan on
their swift course to Lake Huron.
The Sainte Marie is the larger of two

boats owned by this railroad, and especially

designed to break ice. They are very
large, have a screw at each end, and their

timbers are much heavier than an ocean-
going ship. The forward screw is run by
an independent engine, and in summer
this engine is shut down and disconnected
from the shaft—the screw then turns idly

by the force of the water. When ice

appears two engine crews are put on, and
they proceed to " buck ice."

Our photograph shows the boat at work
in ice

; she has made progress in broken ice

twelve feet deep. Her nose is not of the
ram shape, as a layman would expect, but
slopes from a point a little below the water
line back on the keel ; she breaks ice down
and forces herself over it.

Chief Engineer O'Neil showed us all

over the "down stairs" of the big boat,

and then we were invited to ride in Cap-
tain Boynton's pilot house.

Landing at St. Ignace, we bid good-bye
to Mr. Keegan, who had come across with
us, and got on board a D., S. vS. & A. train

that was in waiting.

St. Ignace is a small place with ore and
coal docks. Like most of the other lake
towns, it was settled late in the i6oo's by
the French Jesuits ; here, in the yard of



Mr. Meehan's father-in-law, is the grave

and monument of the pioneer priest and

discoverer, Father Marquette. He settled

Sault Ste. Marie in 1668, the first white

settlement in Michigan. Of him, Longfel-

low wrote :

the world, and a new canal is cut to it

;

it will probably be opened next year. Our
picture of the Xor/h Jl'fsi, the largest

vessel afloat on the Great Lakes, was taken

while she stood in the present lock.

The road has a small roundhouse here.

The Sainte M.\rie Bucking Ice. Photographed at St. 1gn.\ce, Dec. 14, 1S94.

*' And the noble Hiawatha,
With his hands aloft extended.

Held aloft the sign of welcome
;

Waited, full of e.vultation,

Till the birch canoe, with paddles.

Grated on the shinin.Ej pebbles,

Stranded on the sandy margin-
Till the Black-Robe Chief, the Pale-Face,

With the cross upon his bosom.
Landed on the sandy margin."

From St. Ignace to the big " Soo " the

road goes through a rather bleak country.

Millions of feet of lumber have been cut off

here ; fires have killed much of the young

timber, and the land is poor and the coun-

try uninviting.

There was good sleighing at Sault Ste.

Marie ; every boy in town had a dog sled,

and the electric cars were tied up for the

winter—no Rotary.

The "Soo" Line comes in here, and tliere

is a very fine steel bridge across the .straits

(or river) to Canada, connecting the roads

of North Michigan with the Canadian

Pacific—which controls them.

The Sault Ste. Marie is St. Mary's River,

in English ; this river carries the waters of

Lake Superior to those of Lake Huron.

The river is 60 miles long, and enters Lake
Huron by a ninnber of channels. At the

town of Sault Ste. Marie there is a rapids

where the river drops 20 feet in a half-a-

niile, and a ship canal has been built on the

United States side to let vessels around the

rapids.

The locks are very large ; the machinerj-

all handled by water power. There is

nearly completed here the largest lock in

h'ing adjacent to it ; great ore docks are

here, where whole train-loads of iron ore

are dumped into chutes and from these

shot directly into vessels for the Eastern

markets. A large steamer can be loaded

in less than an hour.

The D., S. S. & A. have very extensive

yards here for the ore business. It is, how-

ever, strictly a summer business ; the last

boat was loading the day I struck town ;

then business in the ore line will be dead

until the opening of navigation.

The headejuarters and main shops are

here. The shops are substantial brick and
stone buildings ; there are none too many-

tools ; in fact, I could not help wondering

all the time how Superintendent of Motive

Power J. J. Connolly keeps his power up

in such good shape as he does.

The power is qiute varied ; the picture

shown herewith represents very fairh- their

mogul freight engines.

Evidences of snow are ever^-where, every

engine has a large pilot plow on and

flangers. A rotary plow stands out in the

yard, together with numerous other breeds

of large plows. They have one snow

handler called "the Crab," the like of

which, I have little doubt, could not be

found anywhere else. This is a machine

ior pulling sitozc on the track.

This machine is a home-made affair at-

tached to a flat car. It has huge wings

that can be spread out, scraping in all the

loose snow within four feet of the tracks.

Lakgk.st .Steamer on the Lakes, in Lock at Sailt Stk. JL\kih

and the foreman took his solemn oath that

the North Pole was "just over there by the

lighthouse," when I asked if it was cold

in winter.

We rode from the '

' Soo '

' to Marquette in

the dark, and I know little about the

country, but I found out that Meehan was a

capital story teller.

Marquette is the port of the iron country
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and making a winrow of it right in the

center of the track. Then the Rotary is

run through and throws the snow clear

of the right of way. It is pidled by a long

timber, heavily ironed, which allows it

lots of room to cut a w ide swath. It is a

first-class thing to clean up a yard with

or to follow wedge plows.

While out in the yard, I want to mention



an ingenious ditcher the}- have made here.

This also is a flat car attachment. Across

one end of the car is arranged heavy tim-

bers, projecting six feet on either side, and

so constructed as to fold out of the way
for transportation. From these timbers

ing between it and the end of the car is only

about ',4 inch ; this makes an automatic

air jet that blows all the snow off the rear

windows, and does it thoroughly. Any-

one who has tried to watch the track from

the rear of an officer's car at high speed,

Mogul Freight Locomotive ok the D., ,S. S. & A.

coaches all painted black, and a good look-

ing train it is—it's known locally as " the

black express"—but some of the officers

think it looks too much like a string of

hearses.

In the back shop I noticed they were

making and putting in a good many new
driving-wheel centers—the old ones have

been breaking the crank-pin bosses.

Thev have had a good deal of trouble of

late with flat tires, and the usual causes

have been discussed, counterbalance, too

close cut-off, etc. I noticed some tires,

however, that were freshly turned, and

they had never been flat, and the turning

developed soft, spongy places in the in-

terior of the tires. I noticed one hole, ap-

parently a blowhole, )i inch long, % inch

deep. Undoubtedly, that tire will soon

have a flat spot—and this time the counter-

balance will not be guilty.

They have had considerable repairs on

all engines coming into the shops, as they

are replacing a pretty full equipment of

steam driver brakes with air brakes.

I have heard of pretty good records for

balanced valves, but the ones in common
use here do better than the best I have

heard of. They have passenger engines in

regular service that have not had their

chest covers off in four years. They use

the regular Richardson balance.

I noticed that they used a heavy ke}' in

all their center-pin bolts for pony trucks,

and was told that they had never had a

broken bolt since it was adopted ; with the

old threaded bolt they had frequent break-

ages—as they do almost everywhere they

are used.

the ditcher scoops are dragged by chains.

The scoop is simply a trough of iron,

open at both ends. To the back of the

scoop, on either side of the car, chains go

to an overhead framework, and are there

handled by air cylinders.

By pulling the car along a place needing

ditch work, like a cut, the operator can

make the scoop "bite" by raising the

back end, same as in using the ordinary-

road scraper ; a few trips like this in a cut

where the ditches are half filled with slid-

ing mud, and the effect is wonderful. To
clean out ditches that are partially filled up,

they use the same car to drag an old pair of

car wheels, on the axle, through the ditch

lengthw-ise. This has been found to do

the business in first-class shape and very

quickl}-.

There are a good many such rigs around

that the men have gotten up to handle

emergencies in snow and slush, and Gen-

eral Manager Fitch is prouder of them

than anything else.

In the car shop I noticed Mr. Fitch's

private car ; on each back corner there

hangs a piece of sheet metal, going around

the corner of the car, reaching from the

hand-rail up above the windows. The

front of this sheet, on the side of the car

toward the engine, is slightly bent out,

perhaps 2 inches of opening, and the open-

-/neeri

.Summer ix the Copper Country. Mineral Range Special .at Scene ok 575."oo

Express Robbery, near Eoston .Station, Last Year.

with loose, dr\- snow flying, could appre-

ciate this kink.

By the way, they have a sensible wa\' of

not striping their coaches, and they paint

the ends jet black. By this plan they are

able to keep their coaches out longer, for

it's the ends of cars that get blackened up

and dirty. They have one train with the
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Engine " 100," Wm. Green, engineer,

has a record. She was just coming out of

the shop when I visited Marquette. She

had run 254,418 miles without general

repairs, did not have steam chest covers off

in that time ; made a grand average of

47.34 miles to the ton of coal, 110.95 miles

to the pint of valve oil and 37. S2 miles to



tlif piul of engine oil. During all the

time she was in passenger service, pulling

an average of four coaches on varying

grades—some of which are 15S feet per

mile. This is a record to be proud of, both

by the officers of the company and the

engineer and fireman.

Foreman Blacksmith Kelly is an ingen-

ious man, and has some home-made tools

that are very efiScient — he promised

sketches of them to the readers of Loco-

motive Engineering.
The flangers used are simply huge chisels

on the front of the pilot plows, the handle

is connected to a tumbling shaft on the

buffer beam, and the flangers are raised

and lowered by air. A little cross is

erected at every crossing or frog to notify

engineer when to lift his flanger.

At every switch there is a post, and on it

is hung a shovel and broom, to clean out

the switch rails with.

Every engine has a snow house over the

tender. These houses are boxes built up

straight just inside the flange of the tank,

just as high as the cab in front and slop-

doors do not qinte reach to the cab and

across ; and tacked both to the cab roof and

the front of the box, they put a .strip of

old aisle carpet from the coaches. Double

?^

t.
locon70t/ye£r)pJnecrfn. o. /*7^

Snap Shot.s on the Hancock & Calumet. "Ditched'
A Run at It.

Snow and Ice—Taking

ing down to about three feet at the rear.

On top there are trap doors opening from
the center each way. They are short

enough to stop just in front of the man-
hole. A man can get out on top quickly.

They do not interfere in taking coal, and
they keep out the snow and cold. The

side curtains are used, and, taken alto-

gether, the men are pretty well provided

for comfort in severe weather—of which

they have enough and to spare.

I picked up some kinks here and else-

where on the road, but it would string this

article—already too long—to intenuinable

lengths if I incoi^porated them here, so I

will move along and try and interest you

for ten minutes about the

COPPER COINTRV.

If you look at a map of Michigan you

will notice a strip of land sticking up into

Lake Superior like a sore thumb—that

little strip of dirt is worth almost as much
as the rest of the State.

Here are located the famous Calumet

mines—the Lake Superior copper mines,

the output of which is so great as to control

the market of the world ; where the deep-

est underground workings are to be found,

and where the hoisting machinery is the

largest and finest in the world.

A branch of the D., S. S. & A. reaches

up to Houghton, and from there extend

into the copper country two narrow-gage

roads—the Mineral Range, 17 miles long,

and the Hancock & Calumet, 21 miles

long—part of this mileage is branches.

The first-named road was opened in 1871

and the latter in 18S5 ; both are now under

control of the D., S. S. & A., and operated

together as a belt road. These two prop-

erties, though stocked and bonded to the

full extent of the law, have been earning

over 40 per cent, net for some time.

They use ten-wheel passenger engines

and consolidation freight engines, handle

a big tonnage and do a nice passenger

business.

The general office building at Hancock

is good enough for a trunk line road ; the

old general officers used to put on some

style, but the shop, which is almost under

the same roof, is the dirtiest and meanest

I have seen lately—less said about that the

better.

The enginemen are a fine set of men,

and have been for years doing lots of work

at very small pay. How a road doing such

a business, making so much money and

supporting officerships at $6,000 to f 10,000

a year, could keep engineers at work for

from |6o to $100 per month, is more than I

can see. They keep their engines in good

shape, handle the air well, and stand awful

weather and deserve standard pay.

The road, or rather roads, have been run

without any records whatever—the men
never knew, until this year, how much coal

and oil they used—but things are getting

to a system now and main line methods

will soon be the vogue.

Up at Calumet, where the mines are,

there is the most unique road in North

.\nierica. It is down on the railroad lists as

the Hecla & Torch Lake R.R.; it is 6

miles long, and has a branch y/z mile.s.

It is owned and controlled absolutely hy

the Calumet & Hecla Copper Mining Co.

Its gage is 4 feet i inch, and it owns 9
locomotives and about 400 cars, almost all

four-wheeled ore cars. Its entire business

is to get out and take from Calumet to

Lake Linden, 6 miles, the copper ore for

the great stamp mills located on the lake.

The road was chartered and built in 1S6S.

\\'e show some pictures of their locomo-
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lives
;
quite a number of Mason-Fairlif

engines are used and two big Wootten's.

One man runs both Wootten's—one is in

the shop while he runs the other.

These engines have a peculiar device

under the firebox and back of the wheels,

that is employed to guide the engine when
backing up, by rigidly fastening a connec-

tion to the tank trucks, making them act

as guiding trucks ; this can be thrown

into or out of service by use of a lever.

It is the invention of the superintendent,

Mr. W. A. Childs.

In the picture we show of this engine,

can be seen the engineer, John Lang. He
makes seven trips to Lake Linden every

day, hauls at each trip 36,000 tons of ore,

and has been doing this for eighteen years

—perhaps more freight than is handled by

any other man in America.

The engines are kept up in the best pos-

sible shape, scraped joints are everywhere,

enough of even,'thing is forthcoming to do

with, and cleanliness is the rule. Oil of

the finest quality is lavishly furnished and

used. This Wootten engine gets more

valve oil in one trip than is allowed per

hundred miles on any road I know of.

In the roundhouse they use clean saw-

dust along the pit rails to keep oil from

dirtying the floor, etc.

By permission of the manager we rode

from Calumet to Lake Linden on the

engine ; the grade is close to 200 feet per

mile and not extra straight.

At the lake is located the largest steam

stamp mill in the world, where the copper

ore is crushed and washed, and loaded into

iron cars, looking like copper sand, and

hauled a mile away to another plant,

where it is melted into bars and ingots

—

but what do you care about copper mines?

I will say this, that if an)'one wants to

be interested in everj- conceivable way, a

summer trip to the copper country would

beat a trip to Europe 100 per cent.

Meehan and the J. P. went back to Mar-

quette to get a fresh start, after two days

in the copper country, and took a sleeper for

Duluth. Mike said I wasn't missing any-

thing by not seeing the country between

Houghton and Duluth, and from what I

saw of it for fifty miles outTof Duluth the

next morning, I was inclined to agree with

him. J. A. H.

i i i
Hard Man to Fire For.

,

" Wassematter, Swifty ? " asked the

chipper fireman of his room mate, as the

latter came into the roundhouse looking

for all the world as if he'd been tied to the

rear sleeper and dragged over the road.

"Tired," was the laconic reply.

"Tired! You tired firin' passenger

only four hours on the road? Why, I've

been on freight twelve hours, and feels as

fresh as a dais\'.

"

" Mebbe you do, Swipesy ; but \-ou ain't

a firin' for a long-geared, lanky galoot

that goes over the hull road a-drai^oin' the

links on the tics !
'

'

Pop Valve Reminiscences.

BV F. F. HEMENWAY.
In 1866, Geo. W. Richardson invented

what has since come to be universally

known as the pop safety valve. It was

christened by enginemen, the word safety

being omitted, getting its name just as

many another thing has got its name.

\\'hen a name comes in this way, it

would be an eisy matter changing the

laws of the ancient Medes and Persians

compared with making any change in its

bers of the various Richardson families.

Probably most of us would have been

pleased with the name if it came under

the same circumstances.

Richardson was proud of his invention

of the pop valve, proud of the name the

boys gave it, and proud of the name they

gave him. I am not sure but he was

prouder of one other invention of his, and

that was something that never came to

anything, and probably never would have

come to anything with the best of oppor-

pco)noifi^et}2i^/nee)'/ng. U
Hancock & Calumet R.R., April i, 1893
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Near allouez Station. Snow
Over the Telegraph Poles, Tunneled to Repair the Wires.

name. The valve got the prefix " pop," and

a little later on Richardson was universally

known amongst Eastern railroad men as

Pop Richardson, not by any means be-

cause he was old—he was scarcely in the

prime of life—but for the purpose of defi-

nitely connecting him with his creation

—

the pop valve. Richardson, as I happen to

know, was secretly pleased, up to the time

of his death, at the front name the boys

had given him. It was given with hearty

goodwill, and there was no question about

its distinguishing him from all other mem-

tunities in its favor. This invention was a

submarine gun which he devised about

the time of the strained relations between

what were then known as the North and

the South. Of course, to go with this gun,

he invented a boat, that he believed could

be operated at any depth of submersion.

He never built the boat, except on paper,

but he did build the gun. He did build

the gun, and incidentally a long trough of

quite considerable dimensions. Filling

the trough with water, and fixing the gun
near the bottom of it, he would let it re-
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main submerged till morning ; then fire it

at a target.

He liad full faith that with his engine of

war he could annihilate a hostile fleet, by

attacking it, piece by piece, so to speak,

and perhaps he could—no one can say to

the contrary—if he could have had the

opportunity of working out his schemes.

But he had no money with which to push

his invention, and, mechanic-like, when he

had made up his mind a thing would work,

that was almost satisfaction enough. If

someone else could not see it his wa^', why
it was unfortunate for someone else.^ Not

that he was conceited ; I know to the

the matter in the courts, the " other fel-

low " did not know enough to make his

scheme work.

But this is digression. At the time

Richardson sprung his pop valve on rail-

road mechanical practice there was not

any particular enthusiasm in regard to it.

Everybody knew that the types of safety

valves then in use were entirely inadequate

to the demands of the larger engines then

coming into use. The prevailing type was

the old-style valve, held down by the Salter

balance. Everyone familiar with the subject

knows of this or similar valves. They will

give warning of an intention, or at least a

Hecla & Torch Lake R.R., 4

contrary of this by years of e.vperience. But

when a mechanic—and Richardson was a

mechanic if ever there was one—has

studied his plans and formulated his con-

clusions, he does not change theni for the

first breatli th?*' blows contrary to his

opinions.

But to cut this sho t, Richardson lacked

capital, and he entrusted his drawings to

a man who had "friends at court," in

other words, to some one who, presumabl)'.

could bring the matter before the Navy De-

partment, and from the endorsement of

this department he could, so he thought,

and so he was promised, get plenty of

backing to pxish the svibmarine gun project.

'But the matter miscarried, and somehow,

in a short time Richardson saw his inven-

tion patented b^- another party. The
whole scheme was so identical with what

he had done and described, that there was

not the least doubt but the drawings had

gone astray, as often happens in such cases.

In new hands it turned out to be worth-

less, but Richardson always insisted that

it was because the fellow who did the

.stealing did not know enough to copy.

That may or may not have been correct

judgment in this particular case, btit gen-

erally speaking it is likely to be true.

You can copy lines and plans and projec-

tions, but copying brains is quite another

thing. If there was anything that Rich-

ardson ever felt more proud over than the

pop valve it was his submarine gun, and it

comforted him wonderfully tliat, inasmuch

as he had no money with which to push

Foot i Inch Gack, Woottkn.

the hill, and was worked for all there was.

in her. While working at her hardest,

with about two tons of incandescent coal

in the furnace, the occasion came for a

sudden stop, which temporarily engaged

the attention of both engineer and fire-

man ; there was trouble right ahead, and

not far off. You had scarcely time to turn

around before the boiler pressure had gone

up 20 pounds beyond the limit, or the sup-

posed limit, and the valves were not com-

plaining much at that. Then the engineer

turned his attention to the matter. He put

in a wooden wedge, or two, around the

Salter arrangement—either that or he took

out wedges, probably the latter—and then

the pressure gradually subsided.

Of course, nothing could suit Richard-

son better than this. It was an object

lesson. When we got back to the shops

he proposed to the master mechanic to put

in two of his valves, each 2% inches in

diameter, set them at the required pressure;

then, if by any kind of firing the pressure

was increased by one pound beyond the

blowing point, there should be no charge

for the valves.

The master mechanic, a whole-souled

fellow, accepted the proposition, and made
merr\- over his prospects of getting two
pretty good valves for nothing. Richard-

son won, with pretty nearly one valve to

spare. At that time he needed the money
for these valves as much as ever need}- in-

ventor did ; but the money consideration

Masox-Fairlie at THI-: Calvmkt Mine.

willingness, to blow, if somebody helps

them. That is about all, and this inherent

weakness shows up prominently with the

modern locomotive boiler, with its mar-

velous steaming capacity.

I remember, one time, going with Rich-

ardson to witness the operating of the

safety valves on a—for the time—large

locomotive. This was after his patent was

granted, Init before he had made much
progress in introducing his valve. The
two safety valves were each three inches

diameter, with the traditional Salter bal-

ance. The engine was handling freight on
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was the la.st thing he thought of. The
pride of the mechanic, every bit as .strong

in his achievements as the pride of the

warrior or the statesman in his, came to

the front. He had achieved mechanical

success, and that was enough for the

present.

But this is running a little ahead of the

story. As Richardson first es.sayed to use

his valve, he would have been beaten in this

contest. His idea was to replace the 3-inch

valve in common use by a bush and his

2 '4 -inch valve, retaining the Salter balance

substantiallv as used before. It would not



work satisfactorily. The first Richardson

valve ever applied to a locomotive boiler

was applied to the locomotive " Wal-

loomsac," on the (then) Troy & Boston

road. The whole work of making and

applying the valve was done after every-

one had left the shop at night. It worked

the difficulties of rearranging the valve

from the use of the Salter balance, with

its entailed friction, to the direct spring

pressure, devoid of friction. But since the

sketch is here, it may not be amiss to give

a brief explanation. There may be some

who are still unacquainted with the prin-
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better than the old valve, but not very

much better, or at least not so much better

as was anticipated. Then the experiment

was repeated, with less of secrecy, on one

of the largest locomotives on the road, the

"J. V. Baker," built at Schenectady.

With all the pains that could be taken

with the pins, lever guides, etc., it became
apparent that there was too much friction

for the valve to combat successfully
;

in

fact, it became apparent that friction must

be obliterated—wiped out entirely. Rich-

ardson's patent had contemplated a spring

above and acting directly on the valve,

without the intervention of levers, and

that niu.st, evidently, be the outcome.

Although Richard-

son's valve is so well

known amongst rail-

road mechanics, I

will venture to intro-

duce a sketch of a

little fragment of it

here, as made in its

earliest form, pre-

facing its introduction by saying that,

although it has been slightly modified

for convenience of adjustment in certain

particulars, this little fragmentars' sketch,

which is made entirely from memory

—

going back fifteen years, and without any

attempt at proportion of part.s—will serve

all purposes. The principal features—the

construction so far as the accompli.shment

of definite purjjoses is concerned—have

never been varied. There was never any

occasion to vary it. The sketch is simply

for the purpose of pointing out some of

spring, relieved to a slight extent, returns

the valve to its seat.

It is plain that if the steam had free exit

from cavity B, nothing of the kind men-

tioned could occur, because there would be

no pressure in that cavity; hence the re-

stricted opening at C. This restricted

opening, it will be observed, is the result

—

first, of the overhanging lip D of the valve

projecting below the surface i? of the bush;

and second, by this lip approaching very

near the horizontal surface of the bush.

This narrow passage at C was called an

opening, until in later years the lawyers

and experts got handling it ; then it was,

quite properly, called a stricture. Its ob-

ject is to retain some pressure in chamber B.

Now, it was evident that there must be

a rather definite relation of pressure in

chamber B to the stricture at C and to the

spring that was to hold the valve down.

There may be some mathematician who
could have figured this all out, but one has

a right to doubt this. At any rate, it was

all brought out by tentative processes and

without serious trouble. Sometime later,

when it was of no particular importance

—

it never would have been—the pressure in

various parts of chamber B was determined

with great exactness ; but this was for the

assumed edification of judges, and not as

an advantage to the mechanic or engineer.

The proportions, as indicated by ex-
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ciple involved. The steam, after leaving

the ground seat A, which it will do as

soon as the point of blowing off is reached,

expands in the cavity B of the over-

hanging part of the valve, which provides

an increased area for the steam to act upon,

thereby overcoming the increased tension

of the spring and lifting the valve to a con-

siderable height, .permitting free escape of

steam from the boiler till the pressure is

slightlv reduced, when the overwrought
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Too Much of a Good Thing.

periment, were—for the locomotive size of

valve, and with the prevailing pressure—

a

spring wound from ^s-inch square steel on

an arbor i^if-inch diameter, the spring to

have seven coils and to be 4^5 inches in

length. But this was only the beginning.

The best English steel in American markets

was selected—"Yankee" steel was at a

discount at that time—but the springs

made from this Ivnglish steel would not

stand up to the pounding they got for



more than a short time. They would

either break or weaken. Richardson him-

self knew how to make a spring as well as

anyone I ever knew, but he exhausted all

his arts in vain. And this was true of

others. Finally, a Pittsburgh brand of

steel w-as brought to his notice, the

manufacturers of which offered to ful-

fill all requirements if only a little pa-

tience was exercised ; send back, was

their urgent request, any but that which

acts right, and after two or three trials

we will give you just what you want.

They did so, and I presume are doing so

to this day.

It is no more than fair to assume that

English manufacturers could have done

the same with equal advantages. Their

steel was simply bought from stock, and

no one knew whether it was peculiarh-

calculated for springs, or anything else in

particular.

After a spring that would stand up like

the spring of a chronometer had been—as

it was hoped—found, it was determined to

give the matter a practical test. Refer-

ence has been made to the engine " Wal-

loomsac " that had been fitted with a pop

valve, the old Salter balance being re-

tained. The Salter balance was scrapped

and a valve put in with one of the new
springs directly over it. The spindle of

the Richardson valve, as is well known,

rests on a point near the bottom of the

guiding wings. This hole was continued

a little deeper, and a suitably formed

hardened steel stop put in place. This

was for the purpose of eliminating wear,

just as far as possible. The steam gage

was tested, and the valve set to blow at

125 pounds by its indications. At the end

of just about one \'ear the engineer, a care-

ful man, reported the safety valve out

;

could not carry the steam he was entitled

to. The gage was taken down and tested,

found to be wrong, set right, and put back.

Then the valve was tried, and if it had

gone wrong at all, it was within the limit

of one pound either way. This, after

blowing thousands of times, was the most

complete vindication of a spring I ever re-

member to have heard of.

The pop valve had gained a solid stand-

ing on railroads. It, so to speak, worked its

way along them itself. Some States, not-

ably New York and Ohio, had enacted laws

requiring lock-up valves for stationary boil-

ers. Richardson's valve was particularly

adapted to being locked up, so he started,

at first with a 2-inch encased valve, to

comply with the law. The spring was pro-

portioned from experience with the .spring

for the locomotive valves, and other parts

proportioned accordingly, as near as :night

be, taking steam pressure into considera-

tion. In order to test the operation of this

valve, a 3-inch gate valve was placed on

the dome of a stationary boiler located in

rather close (juarters, and a 2-inch pipe

was extended up through the low roof, to

the upper end of which the pop valve was
attached. Spring; stricture and everything

connected with it had been worked out

with the greatest care.

Presumably there was nothing to <io but

to open the gate valve and hear it go. The
gate valve was opened, and when the press-

ure in the boiler came up to the blowing

point there came from that 2-inch encased

valve such a succession of shrieks as no

one thereabouts had ever before heard.

The valve simply lifted from its seat, and

closed tight about four hundred times a

second, each successive shriek being, in

fiendishness, an improvement on its pre-

decessor. This lifting and closing it kept

right along with until the boiler pressure

was reduced by about two pounds, then the

valve settled to its seat as quietly as if it

had never aroused the whole neighbor-

hood. As in the blowing the pressure be-

came slightly reduced, there was what the

musicians would call a difference in tone

and time, but no improvement so far as the

resisting powers of the ear were concerned.

It was the devil's gamut, sure enough.

After that valve settled down at the conclu-

sion of one of its demonstrations of the in-

fernal, it just gathered up its latent powers

for another. There was never anything bet-

ter about its operations. One was never bet-

ter than another—simply a little worse.

Richardson was going West the morn-

ing the new valve was to be tried. He had

barely time to hear it blow twice, when
with a hurried injunction of "Fix it,

F'rank." he left. It was a cheerful out-

look. But it must be "fixed," sure, or

a rather important outlook for business

was lost. A couple of days after, came this

telegram from Richardson, then at Chi-

cago :

'

' How is the buzzer ?
'

' Modesty,

and the fact that the authorized version

was not in use at the time, forbids a re-

membrance of the reply.

But the valve must be made right, that

was certain.

By looking at the sketch, the reader will

observe that various changes could be

made in the stricture C. The lip could be

let down lower, or it could be cut off so as

to be shorter. The stricture could be made
wider, transversely, by turning out, or it

could be made narrower by burnishing in

the lip, all of which will be readily under-

stood. All these processes of presumable

reformation were tried ; tried in combina-

tion and tried separately, but the result

always seemed something a little worse.

But finding out what will not serve a

given purpose is sometimes going a good

ways towards finding out what will serve

it. Might not the spring be at fault ?

There must be correlation between the

spring and the amplitude of the stricture

at C. The stricture had all been gone

through with. What, then, but the spring

could be at fault ? Springs were made

;

springs heavier and springs lighter, springs

longer and springs shorter ; but all to no

purpose.

Finally, as a last resort, and without

much in the way of hope, the valve, with

its original spring, and restored as nearly as

could be to its original condition, was

placed directly on the 3-inch .gate valve on

the dome. At the first trial, it performed

its work just as if it had never acted in any
other way than a well-regulated pop valve

ought to act.

The simple fact was that the valve could

not stand the pulsations of the steam in

that 2-inch straight pipe, scarcely more
than 6 feet in length, although the open-

ing in the valve bush was only 2 inches,

and that was partly blocked by the wings

and the central part of the valve. There

may be a lesson in this quite outside safety

valves ; at any rate, so far as the matter in

hand went, no repetition was needed. The
moral w-as plain.

It has been said that, as originally made,

the pop valve stood directly exposed to

the atmosphere ; no encompassing case

or noise-distributing muffler. When it

blew it was a direct war with the encom-
passing atmosphere ; a war to the end
of producing the greatest possible noise

—

tumult. And there was no warning as to

when this noise would occur. While get-

ting the first "blow" out of a valve in

some rickety old roundhouse, it almost

seemed as if the roof was coming down to

meet you. It seemed always to come
about that you had to do this at night,

with two or three dilapidated petticoat

lamps standing here and there as sentinels

of darkness. Many a time, where the

valve was not known, when it let go for

the first time, it would send the wipers

scurrying from the pits, and not infre-

quently dignified master mechanics would

hunt for the door.

^ i i
Locomotives Built Last Year.

Locomotive building is shown to have

fallen off tremendously in the past year, ac-

cording to our reports of the output of the

various contracting works. The decrease

in the number built is fully two-thirds, as

compared with the previous year. Reports

from thirteen companies make the total 695

locomotives for 1894, against 2,011 loco-

motives built in 1893. Three companies

building nearly 90 locomotives in 1893, did

nottum out a single new locomotive in 1894.

Of course when the general totals show
such a great decrease, it is not to be ex-

pected that any one manufacturer would

be fortunate enough to build anything like

his previous year's work. As a matter of

fact, no one company built half as many
locomotives in 1894 as in 1S93, and only the

smaller builders were able to keep within a

third of the output recorded for 1894.

These figures are unprecedented in loco-

motive building in the I'nited States. Go-

ing back five years, we get the following

record of locomotives built in the United

States : In 1894, 10 companies built 695

locomotives (3 built none) ; in 1893, 14

built 2,011 ; in 1892, 13 built 2,012; in

1S91, 13 built 2,165 ; in 1890, 15 built 2,300.

It is to be noted that over 80 locomotives

of the total number built in 1894 were

built for export.

—

Atiieriuiii .l/^iii/n'itis/.
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A Neat Roundhouse Crane for Steam
Chest Work.

The engraving shown herewith illustrates

a neat little crane for handling steam chest

covers, seat planers, valves, etc., made and

used by General Foreman George Glaser,

of the C, M. & St. P. shops at Portage

City, Wis.

The mast is made of a 2-inch gas pipe,

bent as shown, with suitable connection at

the top to couple lifting tackle to. On the

bottom end is screwed a coupling ; this

prevents lower end from lifting out of the

support, and a brass plug screwed into the

f^^Cn

coupling serves as a pivot for the mast to

turn on.

The top and bottom bearings of the mast

are held in position by an ordinarj- screw-

jack, in the manner shown. This is an

ingenious scheme, and saves lots of traps,

bolts, etc. Any jack can be used, and the

crane itself consists of one crooked piece

of pipe and two light loops of band iron

fast to it. One man can carry it any-

where.

i i ^
The practice that a few heads of mechan-

ical departments of railroads have followed

of calling periodical meetings of master

mechanics, master car builders, foremen

and others, to discuss matters relating to

the care and operating of railroad rolling

stock, has been adopted by Mr. R. C.

Blackall, of the Delaware & Hudson.

He asks his men to send in questions

which ought to be discussed, and they are

taken up in the meetings, and every one

present is expected to express his views.

The Interstate Commerce Law, which

calls for the equipment of railroad cars

with safety appliances, will require railroad

companies to make heavy expenditures

this year. The officers of one railroad,

which has been noted for keeping up the

equipment, have made calculations that

they will need to spend over one million

dollars this year on air brakes and couplers.

They have about 13,000 cars.

Six and Eight=Wheeled Tenders.

BY W. F. DIXON.*

There has been more or less discussion

during the last two years as to the merits

of the six-wheeled European type of ten-

der as compared with the eight-wheeled

or double truck form so wideh- used in

this country. As a few of the former have

recently been put in service on a couple

to us exhaustively through the medium of

their technical press, and it is now a cause

of congratulation with them that we have,

at last, built a few tenders embodying the

most essential of the European features.

The chief points of superiority claimed

by its advocates for the six-wheeled ten-

der over the eight-w'heeled, are greater

accessibility, greater simplicity, less dead

of our Eastern roads, it seems pertinent at

the present time to look somewhat care-

fully into the matter, and to try and de-

cide whether mere personal opinion and
individual preference and the blind follow-

ing after an established lead have been

responsible for the practice of nearly

every road in the country, or whether

weight per unit of capacity, less first cost

and smaller cost of maintenance. If these

ver)' important points can be substantiated

they, of course, constitute the strongest

kind of an argument in their favor, pro-

viding, however, there are no really serious

objections to offset them.

The American locomotive, in open corn-

there are certain qualities peculiar to the

American form of tender which cannot

be successfully dispensed with under our

conditions of railroad operation.

It has, apparently, caused some of our

English friends a good deal of pain

blended with amusement, that we have

been so indifferent to our own interests as

to perpetuate the eight-wheeled tender

after they had pointed out its weak points

* Chief

Company.

Draftsman, Rogers Locoraoti'

7.S

petition with that of other nations, has

won an enviable position for itself in

many parts of the world, including some
of the British colonies and countries under

a British protectorate, on account of its

flexibility, general get-at-ableness and low

cost of maintenance, features which are

especially valuable where railroads have

to be built at a minimum cost per mile

and operated at a correspondingly low

figure.

The admitted reason of its flexibility is



the free employment of equalizing levers

between the carrying springs, arranged on

what is commonly known as "the three-

legged stool principle," while its accessi-

bility has been obtained by carefully avoid-

ing covering up the machinery by sheet-

iron covers, running plates, etc. The re-

sults of this latter are, perhaps, not so pleas-

ing to the eye as the smooth, unbroken

lines presented by a typical English engine,

but after all, being accustomed to a thing

has a good deal to do with one's ideas of

its beauty, although it should be borne in

mind that there are certain fundamental

a six-wheeled tender should have its spring

gear similarly arranged, although it should

be said that the tenders referred to above

as running on a couple of Eastern roads,

are giving good satisfaction without the

cross equalizers, but it should also be said

that the roadway in these cases is consid-

erably' above the average.

Fig. 15 shows a tender so equalized, re-

cently built at the Rogers Locomotive

Works, for a road in the Argentine Re-

public. It will be noticed that with this

construction the weight is distributed in

virtually the same way as it is with an ordi-

MS*-"^^J
rules governing machine design that can-

not be ignored with impunity, if a grace-

ful appearance is to be attained.

Inquiry has brought out the fact that in

Australia, where the physical character-

istics of the railroads approximate quite

closely to the average of our own, there

has been considerable trouble -with the

six-wheeled English-built tenders leaving

the track, due to their want of flexibility,

each of the three pairs of wheels being en-

tirely separated from the others. A sag

in the rail, or a low joint, causes the tender

to pitch to an extent that not infrequently

causes a derailment. The introduction of

side equalizers between the middle and

back springs has considerably- reduced this

trouble. It is tolerably evident, then, that

if we are to use six-wheeled tenders on

roads where the surfacing and lining-up

are not maintained at a high standard, we
must employ equalizers, just as we have

found it neces.sary to do on our locomo-

tives, and the question arises as to how the

equalizers should be arranged.

Few of us, I suppose, would build a six-

wheeled switching engine without side-

equalizing the middle and back springs

together, and cross-equalizing the front

ones. It seems, therefore, plau.sible that

Fig. 12

nary eight-wheeled or double-truck ten-

der, the fulcrums of the side equalizers

representing the side bearings of the rear

truck, and the fulcrum of the cross equal-

izer the center plate of the front truck.

But_the resemblance ends there, for while

the trucks can swivel and adjust themselves

to the curvature of the track, the axles of

the three pairs of wheels must always re-

main parallel to each other, making a prac-

tically rigid wheel base of 10 or 11 feet.

This, however, does not constitute a par-

ticularU' valid objection.

The tender' shown in Fig. 14 is side-

equalized from end to end, but is without

cross equalization. This construction can-

not be recommended, and is only illus-

trated for the purpose of showing the

framing, which will be considered later on.

So much for the question of flexibility.

With regard to accessibility, it is hard

to see from an inspection of Figs. 14

and 15 what there is to be claimed on that

score. All the brake and tank valve work
is hidden away very efTectually, and to

reach any point of it, a man must get in

under the frames and between the wheels,

which is usually unnecessary with the

common .American type of tender, if the

parts are intelligently arranged.
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As to simplicity, the six-wheeler seems

to have the best of it. Its running gear

has fewer, although heavier, parts, which

is an advantage, to the extent that there

are less individual pieces to watch, and

not quite so large a variety of stock to

carrj- for repairs. The draw gear can also

be arranged more scientifically than is al-

ways possible with an eight-wheeler,

bringing the shocks and strains more

nearly central with the greatest strength

of the structure.

Opinion is pretty well divided in this

country between wooden and iron or

steel channel or angle frames, and there is

much to be said in favor of both, so that, in

comparing frat:ies, both materials should be

taken into consideration. Time was when
there existed a decided prejudice in many
minds against the metal construction, the

idea being that it would prove extremely

expensive to maintain, and in case of a

wreck, would be so badly deformed that

the cost of straightening out and putting

in condition again would be prohibitively

great.

These objections, however, have not

been .sustained by practical experience, and

it is now generally conceded that the nietal

frame is no more costl}' to maintain than

the wooden one, nor is it more susceptible

to injury. An incident that happened not

long ago, illustrates the ability of a well-

designed and substantially built channel

iron frame to stand rough handling, in a

.

manner that is decidedly striking in every

sense of the word. The frame had been

put together on the fourth floor of a shop

and was about to be lowered to the ground

outside the building, when the tackle gave

way and the frame dropped, landing en-

tirely uninjured. This method of lower-

ing was not forthwith adopted, however,

in spite of its extreme simplicity.

Figs. I to 4 show a white oak tender

frame of a design that has stood the test of

hard ser\-ice, carrying 4,000 gallons of water

and 8 to 10 tons of coal with excellent re-

sults in a large number of instances, and

which may be fairly said to be representa-

tive. As will be seen from the drawings,

the side sills are 13 inches deep by

5 '/2 inches thick, the intermediates

5x8 inches, while the center is formed of

one piece 12x6 inches. The transoms,

which are heavily trussed by ij^-inch

diameter iron rods, are 17 inches wide and

7 inches and sometimes 8 inches deep,

with their ends secured by heavy cast-iron

pockets, which also ser\e as the truss-rod

bearings, instead of being tenoned into

the side sills. The four corners of the

frame are stiffened with angle castings.



and still further bound together by '4' -inch

sheet steel plates on the outside. The

longitudinal rods are i^-inch diameter

in the body, with upset ends i^-inch

diameter. The construction of the draw-

heads is so clearly indicated as to need no

special mention. This frame complete,

with center plates, side bearings, etc., as

shown, weighs about 7,500 pounds, and

weight and cost are about the same as

our style of draw gear and have been

so taken. The side frames proper consist

of two slabs of tank steel from y inch to

I inch thick and usually J4 inch. These

slabs are obtained from the rolling mill in

a rectangular shape and are then punched

and slotted out to the form shown, great

care being taken to have them as nearly as

hiG. 14

can be built for about I225—or 3 cents per

pound.

Figs. 5 to 8 show a 9-inch channel

frame designed for service similar to that

in which the oak frame just described is

used. It consists of four longitudinal

channels 9 inches deep by 2>^-inch flange

by ^-inch web, and two end pieces of the

same section, the whole being heavily

braced, diagonally and transversely. The
transoms each consist of two 6x%-inch
wrought iron bars, lipped over the edge

of the side sills, and trussed b}' 4 x i yC-inch

bars, as shown. Frames of this descrip-

tion have been in use for several years and

have maintained their alignment and

squareness to perfection, careful measure-

ment and tramming showing absolutely

no sagging or twisting.

When the loads to be carried are com-

paratively light, say 3,000 or less gallons

of water and 4 or 5 tons of coal, 6-inch

channels have been successfully employed

instead of 9-inch, the general feature of

construction otherwise remaining the

same. A 9-inch frame, as shown, weighs

about 6,500 pounds, and costs about |26o

—

or 4 cents per pound.

Figs. 9 to 12 show a typical English

plate frame, but it is, of course, almost

superfluous to saj' that the use of similar

frames in this country does not necessarily

entail the adoption of spring buffers or

the peculiar form of draw gear shown, and
which are merely local features that have

no bearing whatever on the advisability

or otherwise of using the plate frame con-

struction in this country, and will not be
considered at all, beyond saying that their

possible free from winding and buckling.

Inside these slabs and about 11 inches

from them there are supplementary frame

plates Yz inch thick and 13 inches deep,

but which are not so long as the main

frames, stopping at a ;-<-inch crossplate

20 inches from the front end. This cross-

plate forms the back of what is virtually

a box girder, forming the attachment for

The journal boxes work in "horns" or

pedestals formed by bolting heavy castings

to the sides of rectangular recesses cut in

the frames. Such a frame weighs about

8,000 pounds, and costs about $300, or 3^
cents per pound. Fig. 13 shows one of

these frames just erected, and Fig. 14 one

in place on a completed tender. The run-

ning gear for this type of tender, including

springs, equalizers, wheels, axles, etc.,

weighs and costs practically the same as a

pair of trucks.

From this it appears that the claiin of

less weight per unit of capacity for the

six-wheeled tender is not well founded,

the balance being, indeed, in favor of the

eight-wheeler. This is shown still more

clearly by the table on next page, giving

the capacities and weights of a number of

recent six and eight-wheeled tenders. The

comparatively poor showing of the Euro-

pean type is no doubt due to some extent

to the employment of heavier material in

the tanks and fittings, for it is noticeable

that the Baldwin six-wheeler has consid-

erably less dead weight per pound of load

carried than any of the others of the same

class, weighing only three-quarters of a

pound per pound of maximum load car-

ried, whereas the other nine average 1.096

pounds for each pound of load.

The eight-wheelers average .743 pound

of dead weight per pound of maximum
load, being about 25 per cent, lighter than

the average of the six-wheelers. In other

words, for a given capacity the American

type weighs when empty only about three-

quarters as much as the European.

It has been shown that the first cost of the

six-wheeled frame is somewhat greater than

the other, although it is quite possible that

the cost of manufacture might be reduced

X FERRO CARRIl OESTE SANTAFECINO

the draw gear and at the same time oper-

erating to keep the frame square. The

back bumper is formed of a i-incli plate

15 inches deep.

The frame is strengthened crosswise by

J^-inch plates, known as "stretchers,"

fastened to the slabs by angle irons, as

shown. To keep the entire structure

square and true, it is the European prac-

tice to bolt the bottom of the tank to the

plates shown projecting beyond the J^-inch

side slabs, which makes a very sound job.

by the introduction of special tools and

appliances, if the demand justified it.

It has been practically impossible to ob-

tain figures of any value for comparing the

cost of maintaining the two types, due to

the differences in operation in this country

and abroad. The only really reliable way

to get at the matter would be to keep an

account of the repairs, etc., of examples

of the two kinds when in similar service on

the same road, otherwise figures are almost

useless. The meagre and insufficient data
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at hand indicate, though, that there is

very little to choose between in this respect.

The whole matter may then be sum-

marized as follows :

Am'ssihility—Favorable to the eight-

wheeler.

Simplicity—Favorable to the six-wheeler.

Dead IVeight per Unit of Capacity—
Less in the case of the eight-wheeler.

First Cost—Less in the case of the eight-

wheeler ; the margin though is very small.

Cost of Maintenance—Uncertain
;
prob-

ably about equal for both types.

The Difference Between Projected

Area and Some Other Things.

liV JOHN .\I.KX.\NI)KR.

I've been keeping quiet lately, and some

of the boys may have thought that the old

man was gathered to his fathers ; but don't

you believe it for a minute. I've had a

run of luck during the past year, however,

and, say, darned if I know whether it's

good luck or bad—you guess. In the first

place, I told you more truth than poetry

in one of my \ams, about a year ago, and

didn't select my characters far enough

N.^ME OF Builder.

Great Eastern Ry. Co., England . . .

Midland Ry. Co., England
Northeastern Rv. Co., England ...

Glasgow & S. W'. Ry. Co., vScotland,

Lan cashire&YorkshireRy . Co. , Eng
Great Northern Ry. Co., England. ,

Beyer, Peacock & Co., England. .

.

Caledonian Ry. Co., Scotland
Rogers Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Rogers Locomotive Works
Rogers Locomotive Works
Rogers Locomotive Works
Rogers Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Schenectady Locomotive Works. . .

.

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works
Pennsylvania R.R. Co
Brooks Locomotive W'orks

Type of
Tender.

6-whee
6-whee
6-whee
6-whee
6-whee
6-whee
6-whee!
6-whee
6-whee
6-whee
S-whee'
S-whee
8-whee
S-whee
8-whee'
8-whee
8-whee
S-whee
8-whee
8-whee
8-whee
8-whee'
8-whee
8-whee

Capacity.

Water in
Gallons.

Coal in
Pounds.

'Weight I

'"'0.°

of Load' 'Weight Z^'c
(i. e.. Coal ofTender JsW 3'^

and Empty.in.^fei? o
Water) in Pounds.
Pounds.

3.170
3.900
3.180
2,520
2,160

3,000
2,880

3.325
3,000
4,000

3,000

3,000
3.S50

4,000
3,000

3.500
3.500
3,600
4,000

4.500
3,Soo

4,000
3,600

3.700

10,000

4.4S0

8,960
6,720
6,720

1 1,200

6,720
10,000

10,000

18,000

12,000

14,000
16,000

16,000

12,000

9,000
13,600

13,600
12,000

16,000
16,000

14,000

15,000

14,000

36,400
36,980
35.460
27,720
24,720
36,200

30,720
37.698
35.000
51.320
37,000
39,000
48,070

49.320
37,000
38,155

42.755
43,600
45.320
53.4S0

47.650
47.300
45,000
44,820

36,400

44.044
38.752
32,760
31,360
38,588

30,936
37.342
38,200
38,680
33.200
29,200

31.500
31,200
27,500
34,000
32,50a
33,200
33.S00

34,000
31,000
29,300
27,850
33,180

1. 00
1. 19
1.09

1.18

1.27

1.06

1.00

0.99
1.09

0.75
0.S9

0.74
0.65

0.63

0.74
0.89

0.76
0.76

0.74
0.63

0.65
0.61

0.61

0.74

The conclusions to be drawn from the

foregoing, which has been presented as

impartially as possible, are that our wide

use of the eight-wheeled tender is aniph'

justified ; that there is no particular ob-

jection to the use of properly equalized

six-wheeled tenders on roads in good phy-

sical condition, but that their introduction

is largely a question of personal preference,

and that for general all-around service on

the average road the eight-wheeler is the

more suitable type, and is not in any danger

of being supplanted.

The mechanical department of the East-

ern Railway of France have been investi-

gating the merits of the American stand-

ard form of car coupler with the view of

adopting it. All the more intelligent en-

gineers in Europe are coming to realize

that the couplings used on freight cars are

hopelessly defective and want reforming

by a radical change of type. All cars

have two buffers on each end, set almost

above the rail, and the coupling for freight

cars consists of several loose links

like those used on some of our coal

jimmies. A close coupler of the M. C. B.

type would greatly increase the life of the

cars.

away from home—got thirty days for that.

Then I went fishing
;
got a big catch of

rheumatics, and the doctor prescribed

White Sulphur Springs—was thinking

about mechanics and swearing at the rheu-

matics up there, mostly the latter, for two

months. Then I was elected—no, chosen

—

well, lemme see ; I guess " created " is the

word—yes, " created " grandpa, and I have

been working on this last job real steady.

Last week I got a letter from Fred that

made me clean disgusted—I thought he

knew more—I knew almost everything at

twenty-seven.

It seems Fred has a new mogul that

keeps her tank trucks hotter than her fire-

box, and the boy has been trying to

figure out the reason of his troubles.

That's just the best thing in the world to

do if you figure right, but it does raise

thunder when you figure wrong—and

that's just what he has been doing.

After reading over my letter to him, and

crossing a few t's and putting a dot or two

over e's where I wan't altogether sure

whether it should be an e or an i, it oc-

curred to me that maybe Locomotive
Engineering could be employed to carry

a gob or two of that wisdom to a few young
men who didn't have the advantage of a

college education or have no wise old dad
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to refer to when clean stuck on a problem.

It's mighty little trouble to explain a

thing to a man who has run up against a

snag and knows it, but when you have to

explain that there is a snag, it's harder

work—a good deal harder.

Now, that was the matter with Fred ; he

got up against a small case of " projected

area," and he just laid his trouble to some-

thing else.

Projected area is a good deal like the

poor the)- tell you about in the Bible—al-

ways with 3'ou—but not always recognized.

In fact, projected area has traveled around

in a good many shops under different

aliases—generally, just plain "area," but

sometimes as " superficial area " and once

in a while a stranger thinks he recognizes

in it " surface "—which is libel ; raw, rank

libel.

Fred wrote me that his tender journals

were M. C. B. standards, 3^4x7 inches,

and therefore the area of each journal was

about 5^ inches (equal to half the circunt-

ference of the axle) multiplied by 7 inches

(the length of the journal), which was4i>g

square inches per axle, and the weight per

square inch was so and so, which was light,

etc.

Now, this is dead wrong, and I'm dis-

gusted that he didn't know it. He figured

the siiperfcial area, which—excuse refined

Boston—cuts no ice in the case whatever.

The projected area of that journal is

3^ X 7 inches, which is only 26 '4' square

inches—some difference.

I make 3'ou a little

sketch to show you

what I'm driving at.

If a strip of tin was

cut to bend over and

fit that journal just

half way around, it

would be about 5;^ x 7

inches and would represent superficial area,

as shown in the top line, while one cut to-

represent the projected area, as shown in

second line, would only be 3;l4 x 7 inches

—

and that's all the area you can pile load on.

If you bought a dry goods box 4 feet

square for a dog house, it would do verj-

well, perhaps, with a flat roof ; but suppose

you, or your dog, got stuck-up and wanted

a " slantin' " roof, it would take more

lumber for the roof,

to say nothing about

the gables and more
side, and present

more surface for
paint ; but it would

cover the same size box only—the pro-

jected area would be the same in either

case.

You can make a church roof so steep

that Satan himself coiUdn't stand on it.

and the shingles may run into more money

than all the rest, but you can't increase

the seating capacity this way, to save your

soul.

I remember once, way back yonder be-

fore the war, of having a regular quarrel

with my engineer (I was firing ice with



slivers in it for a machinist runner then)

about the throttle stem blowing out. He
maintained that, if the end was pointed,

that the pressure in the boiler couldn't

blow it out, and if it was left flat it woidd.

I said it wouldn't make a bit of difference

in the "projected area," and one would
blow out as quick as the other, and that

man froze me to the marrow by saying I

was hell on theorj' but didn't know beans

about practice—and he went to his grave

believing that I was a bom fool.

Why, it isn't more than a thou,sand vears

since I heard a way-up master mechanic
tell his foreman boiler-maker to put in one-

eighth inch larger stays in some new cor-

rugated side sheets, remarking :

'

' You
know there is a sheet really eleven inches

longer than the old one, with the same
number of stays, and I don't want to take

no chances."

I asked him if^he thought there would
be an\- more pressure exerted

to blow off the crimped side

sheet than the flat one that

was there before.

" What was that sheet put

in there for, John ?
'

' said he.

"To increase the heating

surface, principally, I sup-

pose," I answered.
" Increased it, didn't it?"

he asked.

" Yes.

"

"Then, of course, it's got

more surface for the steaiu

to push on ?
"

" Not on your life !

"

"Why, you dumb idjit,

you just said it did."
" No, I didn't ; I said it had

more heating surface—not

projected area."
'

' What's projecter-aree got

to do with us? Martin, you
put in them bigger stay-

bolts ; if it wussen't for me
some of these fool engineers

would blow themselves

up I And, say, he's vice-

FiG. I.

Fig. 2.

president now—and I'm run-

ning yet.

I wonder if that man had
a sap kettle like Fig. i, and
bought another like F"ig. 2,

tfle Ucep one having double the capacity

and surface, but the same diameter—pro-

jected area, in this

case—that the yap

would go and make
a bigger hole in his

brick arch to set it in.

Why, only four or

five years ago, a man
somewhere out West
got a patent on a slide valve for steam

engines, with an Episcopal chapel roof on

it for a top, and his claims were that it

was so steep that the steam could not get

the pressure on it that it could on a

flat valve, and it therefore would need

no balancing. He was also going to

instruct the steam to push (impinge, I be-

lieve, he called it) on the sloping sides,

and thus help move the valve and inci-

dentally save the gear and the coal pile

—

but he forgot the anti-impinger for the

off side of the valve.

That valve will bear

down just as hard

with a h u n d r e d

pounds on it as one

as flat as a mother-

in-law joke, a n d

why ? Because the

projected aira is the

same in each case.

Boys, don't get

projected area mixed

up with mere surface ; if you do, your cal-

culations will come out wrong.

If you had a contract to whitewash Pike's

Peak, you should go right ahead and com-

pute the surface before you ordered the

lime, and the projected area need not

bother you for a moment ; but if you took a

contract to lower the

whole mountain lo

feet, without spoil-

ing the scenery, you

would have to under-

mine it, and in figur-

ing on that you

would have to con-

sider the projected

area. If you figured on the superficial

area here the other fellow would take the

contract, because you would have to figure

on using about four hundred years longer

to do the job—and you'd need to buy

Kansas to pile the rock in.

% % %
A Valve-Yoke Squaring Table.

Every mechanic who does repair work

on locomotives knows that the ordinary

valve yoke is an expensive thing to make.

It is a ver\- plain forging and the ma-

chine work on it is simple enough, but, in

order to insure enough material to finish

properly, they are usually forged a third

heavier than they ought to be. A very

little "out" in the opening throws the

end of the stem a good way off.

At the Winona shops of the C. &. N. W.
the}- have a simple little kink in the

blacksmith shop, the invention of F'ore-

man Blacksmith John McNally and Cren-

eral Foreman J. F. Fleisher, that insures

the stem being square with the yoke open-

ing, and everything else, before it leaves

the smith shop in the first place, and there

is no reheating and bending after the yoke
and stem have been centered and "laid
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out," nor monkeying with it in the ma-

chine shop.

The table is about 3 feet long by 2 wide,

planed flat on top, with a number of lines

running parallel with its length. About
S inches from one end and 12 inches

apart there stand up in the table two posts,

round plugs with one side sharpened to a

V, and between these and the end of the

table are sliding blocks, moved by screws

in the end of the table.

Now, if a valve-yoke forging is placed

over these pins and the screws tightened

up, the inside of the yoke opening, the

side that must be finished, is brought at

right angles to the lines on the table, and
if the stem is not parallel with them it can

be made to conform at once.

By using a surface gage on the table,

the stem can be trued with the opening of

the yoke, up and down, and, in fact, put

in such shape while yet hot that it will go
to the machine shop with only enough ma-
terial to finish nicely and with a surety

that it will not come back half a dozen

times for straightening.

^ i i
A New Variable Nozzle.

Roundhouse Foreman Jas.'C.'Heron, of

the Great Northern, at Minneapolis, Minn.,

has recently patented a variable] exhaust
nozzle, as shown in our engraving.

The writer saw one of thesejin; use, and
must say that it seemed to work all right

and would close, regardless of deposits of

dirt on the inside.^ The nozzle proper is

composed of strips or staves of y'j-inch

steel overlapping each other, as shown
;

they are hinged to a spring ring on top of

the nozzle stand, and the opening is re-

duced by spreading the lower ends out,

thus tipping the top ends toward a common
center.

The spreading is done by a cone, as

shown, which is raised by inclined notches

on its base resting on pins in^the nozzle

stand.

g i i
General Master Mechanic Keegan, of the

Grand Rapids & Indiana, has abandoned

the striping of passenger coaches, to make
his cars look like some of those of connect-

ing lines—so he .says ; but we strongly

suspect that the saving of |i6 per car every

time one is painted is a better reason and a

good one. It's far better to save in places

of this kind than to shut off the bread sup-

ply of some of the men.
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Notice.

We are entirely out of copies of Loco-

motive Engineering for January-, 1S94.

Can still supply a few complete copies for

the other eleven months. Plenty of Janu-

ary, 1895, issue—all subscriptions can com-

mence with the year, if so desired.

How the 5team Engine has been
Improved.

For many years after the steam engine

first came into use as a practical, prime

motor, the leading aim of designers and

improvers was to produce an engine which

could be depended upon to do the work
regularly without failure or delay. It

took a long time to proportion parts so

that they would endure the strains of ser-

vice successfully'. There were no testing

machines to prove the strength of material,

and estimates of the forces tending to dis-

rupt the -working parts of an engine were

little better than intelligent guesses ; so it

is not surprising that break-downs and fail-

ures of engines were very common in early

days. The writer has met in his youth old

engineers in charge of spinning-mill ma-

chinery, who maintained that the old

water wheel was a motor much superior to

the steam engine, because it rarely broke

down. To a manufacturing concern, an

engine that was not given to breaking

down was of much greater value than one

which was light on coal and was given to

causing stoppages for repairs. The stop-

page of a mill a day or two for repairs

would cause much greater loss than saving

in coal by superior use of steam would

compensate for in years. These considera-

tions led the pioneer engineers to make
their proportions on the principle—make
it strong enough to begin with, and then

add a half more strength for emergencies.

By degrees, this philosophy brought forth

an engine that did not break down.

When the question of strength was set-

tled, that of economy in the use of fuel

came up. It has remained a living issue

ever since, and is likely to provide work
for the experimenter and the inventor for

many years to come. It is the most impor-

tant problem that science and ingenuity

have ever been offered for solution.

There have been great economies effected

since Newcomen first applied steam to a

piston, but there appears still to be a fair

margin of waste to work upon, when it is

understood that the most economical form

of steam engine does not make use of more
than one-tenth of the energy of the fuel

employed for raising steam. Before going

into particulars, it may be as well to ex-

plain to our younger and non-scientific

readers some units which engineers and

scientists use in working out steam engine

problems.

In mechanics the word " energy " means
a power to do work. Heat is known to be

a form of energy which can be made to

perform mechanical work, or which can be

generated by mechanical work. When vou
strike a rod on an anvil with a drop ham-
mer, it is heated, and the rise of tempera-

ture is equivalent to the mechanical energy

of the blow struck. If it were possible to

utilize the heat imparted, it would be suffi-

cient to raise the hammer to the point from
which it started to strike the blow. The
heat generated in cutting metal on a ma-

chine tool is the conversion of mechanical

energy into heat, and a perversion of the

same phenomenon is a dry car journal

drawing energ}' from the locomotive to

turn it red hot. A rather familiar example

of heat energy being converted into work,

and then back into heat, is furnished by a

railroad train. The coal burned in the fire-

box of the locomotive generates steam,

which puts the train in motion. When a

stop has to be made, the brakes are applied,

and the work put into the moving train is

converted into heat in the brake shoes.

The amount of heat generated or used is

measured by the heat unit, or thermal

unit, as some people call it, which is the

quantity required to raise the temperature

of one pound of water, at its greatest den-

sity, one degree Fahrenheit. A foot pound
of work is one pound raised one foot high.

One heat unit is equal to 772 foot pounds,

or, in other words, it represents energy

sufficient to raise 772 pounds one foot.

This 772 foot pounds is called the mechani-

cal equivalent of heat. A mechanical horse-

power is 33,000 pounds raised one foot in

one minute, and therefore a horse-power

per hour is 1,980,000 foot pounds.

Pioneer steam engine inventors and im-

provers heard very little about the possible

amount of work contained in a pound of

good coal, but scientists have made latter-

day engineers very familiar with the fig-

ures. Science apostles are more rampant
to-da\- than thev were in the beginning of

the century, and they are not afraid to tell

wholesome truths. They have been preach-

ing so loud, that few intelligent engineers
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have failed to hear, that when one pound
of coal undergoes the chemical change

known as burning, or combustion, heat

energy is generated to the extent of 14,500

heat units. As each heat unit represents

772 foot pounds, we have 14,500x772= 11,-

194,000 foot pounds, or dividing this by

1,980,000=5.65 horse-power from the com-

bustion of one pound of coal. As it is a

first-class engine which makes one horse-

power on the consumption of 1.75 pounds
of coal per hour, an engine of this kind,

to do the work of 11,194,000 foot pounds,

would use 5.65X1.75=9.88 pounds of coal.

.\t this rate about 10 per cent of the heat

of combustion is utilized in the C3-linders.

This makes it clear that the problem of

making the steam engine do more work in

proportion to the fuel energy used up is one

worthy- of the brightest mental steel.

A steam engine which would utilize the

whole of the potential energy in the fuel

would be a perfect machine, but the world

will have to be contented with something

a good deal short of perfection, yet there

are good prospects of further important

improvements being effected on a practical

basis. To convert the whole of the fuel

energy into mechanical work would re-

quire an engine capable of generating

steam without loss by hot gases of com-
bustion passing into the atmosphere.

Then the steam generated would need to

reach the cylinder without encountering

any heat losses, and there expand, while

doing exclusively useful work, until the

absolute zero of heat motion was reached.

The practical law asserts that^under exist-

ing conditions it is impossible to convert

the whole of any given quantity of heat

into work, and that the ideally perfect en-

gine can only convert a fraction of the

heat energy into mechanical work.

Scientific investigations have done re-

markably little in the development and
improvement of the steam engine, but

they supply useful information concerning

the limitations and possibilities of future

improvements. The engineers who de-

x-eloped the steam engine from a crude

cylinder, fitted only for driving a pump,
and consuming between 30 and 40 poimds
of coal per horse-power of work, to the

quadruple-expansion engine that drives

our ocean steamers on a coal consumption

of I ^,'^ pounds of coal per horse-power per

hour, have followed a highly practical

lead. They have taken as an example the

merchant, who tells that the way to make
money is to buy cheap and sell dear. The
engineers have varied this principle of

trade into the maxim—admit steam at

the highest possible temperature and ex-

haust it at the lowest. They have met with

numerous practical difficulties in following

this policy, but perseverance, patience and
intelligent effort have led the way over

most of the obstacles to reduced fuel con-

sumption.

The improvements have kept pace with

increase of steam pressure, when it was ac-

companied by practical means for admit-



ting at high and exhausting at low press-

ure. Newcomen used steam barely the

pressure of the atmosphere, and used from

30 to 40 pounds of coal per horse-power.

His engine was improved by Smeaton till it

could be operated by steam of 4 or 5

pounds pressure, and the coal consumption

was reduced to about 20 pounds. Watt

made more radical improvements, and

raised the steam pressure to 10 pounds,

and he obtained a horse-power on S.8

pounds of coal per horse-power. At the

same period, Oliver Evans, with a much
simpler, cruder and less costly engine, but

with steam pressure of four or five atmos-

pheres, brought the consumption of coal

down to 6.7 pounds per horse-power.

Woolf's compound engine still further re-

duced the coal consumption to 4.5 pounds

of coal per horse-power, but he employed

about So pounds steam pressure.

The Woolf engine, with all its economy

of steam, did not meet with popular favor

because it was difficult to keep in running

order, and at the beginning of this centurj-

boiler making was not equal to control-

ling of steam much above 40 pounds to the

square inch. On this account, improve-

ment of the steam engine remained almost

stationary for fifty years, till John Elder, of

Glasgow, Scotland, effected improvements

on the compound engine which reduced

the coal consumption to about 2^ pounds

per horse-power. In Elder's successes the

surface condenser was an important ele-

ment, because it enabled steam users to

use the same water over and over again,

which keeps the boilers free from scale.

The improvements on the locomotive as

an engine for economically converting the

energy of coal into work have not kept

pace with the progress made by stationary

and marine engines. The early types of

locomotives that were operated with very

little valve lap were very extravagant in

the use of steam, but that practice existed

for only a short period in the history of

this kind of engine. Ever since the link

motion was introduced the practice has

been followed of proportioning the valves,

so that steam could be cut off at from one-

fourth to one-third of the stroke, when
the work could be done with that volume

of steam. Since that time there has been

no improvement effected to employ- the

steam more economically in the cylinders,

except in the comparatively few compound
locomotives put into service. The modem
locomotive performs a horse-power of work

much more economically than the engine

of thirty years ago, but the improvement

is not in the steam distribution. It is due,

principally, to a better proportion of boiler

to cylinders, to higher steam pressure and
to more liberal heating surface. There are

few locomotives that develop a horse-
power on less than 3 pounds of coal, and
the majority of our engines use over 5
pounds of coal per horse-power, and not a

few go considerably higher than that. The
man who is inspired with a mission to im-
prove the steam engine may use this state-

ment as a hint of wliere a good beginning
might be made.

Where Engineers Hire Their Own
Firemen.

There have recently been some agree-

ments entered into between the manage-

ment and the engineers of the Canadian

Pacific, and the other road controlled by it,

that are new and appear to be greatly to

the advantage of the men if rightly used.

On the Canadian Pacific proper, the of-

ficials have agreed to promote all their

future foremen of roundhouses, traveling

engineers and master mechanics from the

ranks of the engineers.

Now, the best thing the engineers can

do is to enter into a combination to make
that rule productive of good results—see

to it that the best of them get the posi-

tions, and then help the men promoted to

make their work show—with results.

There is altogether too much opposition

to minor officials, on no good ground, by

enginemen. When a man is taken off an

engine to fill a better position there is too

much tendency of the older men to say,

"Why, he fired for me ten years ago

—

he don't know nothing !
" Among the

younger men there is as often a spirit of

"getting ahead" of the new official and

treating his instructions more in the nature

of advice than orders.

If the men work together on the Cana-

dian Pacific, the new plan can be made a

success ; if they fail to hold up the hands

of their brothers raised to power over

them, it will be a failure, not long in force,

and the " line of promotion" will end at

the throttle. But to our subject.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie have entered into a new agreement

with their engineers that virtually places the

manning of the motive power in their hands.

In the first place, they concede to the

engineers the right to hire, discipline or

dismiss their own firemen.

They only require that the fireman

stand an examination for color blindness

and education, be in good health, fur-

nish a certificate of good character and be

not over thirty-five years of age. Next,

they agree to hire no engineer, except

he be recommended by three full-paid en-

gineers in the service.

Then they agree to promote no fireman,

except he be nominated by the engineer

he is firing for and seconded by two other

full-pay engineers. Such a nomination

makes a fireman eligible for examination

on time card and rules by the superintend-

ent, and on machinery by the mechanical

superintendent. At these examinations the

men who recommend a man for promotion

may be present or choose other engineers

to attend.

The standard pay is fixed as follows >

CENTS PER MILE.
CLASS OF ENGINES. First Year

Rate. Full Rate.

Eight-wheel 0484 .0579
Mogul 0514 .0609
Consolidation 0533 .0628

Consolidation on Way
Freights .0702

Switching 0425 .0450

But there is a long list of special agree-
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ments for certain runs on every division

—most of them providing for full pay for

short runs.

Each month the engineer is sent a check

for the amount of his wages (including

the fireman's), and must return a special

receipt from the fireman showing that he

has been paid in full for his month's work,

and how much.

The rules further provide that the engi-

neer will make such rules and regulations

for the government of his fireman as he

himself may deem proper.

No officer of the company will under-

take to exact of firemen any specific duty.

An engineer will be at liberty to hire a

fireman that may have been discharged by

another engineer, except the discharge be

based on sufficient reasons to debar the

man from further employment.

The standard of excellence for engineers

is to be based on the performance sheet.

Should the performance sheet show undue

expenditures on account of any engine, the

engineer's attention will be called to it, and

it is believed that he will apply the remedy.

All firemen were notified on August 27th

last that their services were no further

required by the company, and they were

paid off.

The following restrictions were placed

on the hiring of firemen :

To avoid legal complications, no en-

gineer will hire a fireman who bears the

same surname as himself. He will not hire

a man Who has made himself obnoxious to

the company in any way.

Inasmuch as the names of firemen do not

appear on the company's roll, engineers

desiring meal tickets for their firemen are

held responsible for their payment, but as

the entire compensation for themselves and

their firemen is sent to them, they can

easily protect themselves.

When, by reason of slack bu.siness, an

engineer may desire to take service as a

fireman, the engineer having the junior

fireman will be asked to suspend his fire-

man for one month, to give an engineer an

opportunity of firing. He has the right to

decline to do so, if he choose, without pre-

judice. In case of declination, the en-

gineer having the next junior fireman will

then be asked to displace his fireman for

one month, to allow an engineer an oppor-

tunity to fire. Should he decline, the en-

gineer having the next junior fireman will

then be asked to displace his fireman for

one month, to allow an engineer an oppor-

tunity to fire. Should he decline, the

company will then decline to make any

further effort to furnish the engineer em-

ployment as a fireman, and whether he may
find such employment or not will not

affect his standing as an engineer.

By registering their addresses, firemen

will be called, and engineers will not be

held responsible for delays to trains caused

by the failure of a fireman to answer his

call. They will, however, be expected to

secure substitute firemen with as little de-

lay as possible.



All cases of delay or switching senice,

of calls, without making mileage, are pro-

vided and paid for.

The company will refuse to retire junior

engineers when the average mileage equals

2,400 miles in thirty days.

The company will issue transportation

to engineers of other roads if asked for by

men on their own road.

Taking it altogether, it's a strong agree-

ment, and appears to concede much to the

men.

The principal new feature is the employ-

ment of no firemen by the company, and

the absolute control of the firemen force

by the engineers.

No man can be promoted without the

consent and effort of his engineer and two

others.

A fireman has no superior officer except

his engineer; he may be discharged

without an appeal to any other authority,

and has only one hope of relief—to be

hired by another engineer.

There is a widespread feeling among en-

gineers that there have been too many pro-

motions in the past, and that too many en-

gineers are roaming up and down the land

seeking employment, and they are right.

While this arrangement lasts, it is not

likely that the "Soo" will swell this list.

This will be a good thing for the engineers

out of employment, but may not be alto-

gether fair for the men at the scoop

—

it would be, however, were the rule uni-

versal.

It places such matters as coal economy,

clean engines, sober firemen and congenial

companionship entirely in the hands of

the engineers, and will make the responsi-

bility easy to place.

We imagine this plan will be successful

or a failure according to the temperament

of the individual on each engine. The

writer has known good engineers whom a

saint could not suit as a fireman, and

thinks, under this plan, they would be

busy hunting firemen a good deal of the

time.

As for the engineers, the plan should be

a good one for them if it is taken care of

and intelligently and honestly adminis-

tered.

The firemen will not be quite so inde-

pendent—will, in all human probability,

fire longer before promotion, and take

more interest in their engines than hereto-

fore, and will send no committees to head-

quarters about pay. 1

The company simplify matters some,

prevent one set of grievance committees,

and put out of their hands the selection

and education of their future engineers,

which is a serious matter. The new plan

may help this or make it worse—nothing

but a trial will tell.

So far, things seem to be working

smoothly. The engineers got together

and agreed that they would pay the old

rate of wages, and are doing so.

What would happen in case of a strike is

hard to tell. If the engineers struck, it is

not hard to guess ; but what if the firemen

struck ?

Each engineer is interested in his own

engine and her work, and on her perform-

ance he is judged. It seems as if it ought

to be a help to have absolute control of

everything on the engine. The friends of

the system say it's a great step in advance ;

the enemies, that it's a monumental mis-

take. It's original, anyway, and may have

nianv virtues w^e know not of ; it may be

better than it looks.

Much—yes, everything—depends on how

it is done. Let us hope that the engineers

of the "Soo " are manly, upright and just

enough to give the plan a fair, impartial

trial, and let it win or fail on its merits.

i i i
Mr. Fred. J. Miller has been made editor

of the American Machinist, with which

paper he has been connected as associate

editor for the past seven years. Mr.

Miller is one of the best examples of

what a mechanic can do with himself if

he tries. Starting as an apprentice in an

obscure shop, he advanced himself from

one position to another by study and work ;

he made no great moves, but never stopped

going up—took all the degrees, as it were—

until to-day, at the age of thirty-seven, he

finds himself editor of the first paper in

America representing his trade. His ad-

vancement has been due solely to his own

work and efforts, and, as he is just as pains-

taking now as he was at the start, it is fair

to assume that he has not yet reached the

top—we don't know where he will go

next ; he has a larger audience now than

he could well hope for in any college, but

go he will. Fred. J. Miller's success comes

from making a specialty of one thing ;
he

is one of the best-posted men in America

on machine tools, and does not claim to be

or try to be a mechanical dictionary on

everv thing with wheels in it.

i i i
A correspondent in New South Wales

writes us that they are undergoing exami-

nation for color blindness, and that a good

many men are being found short-sighted

or color blind, and the runners are reduced

to ranks, as laborers or cleaners—from : 1

to 13 shillings per day to' 6 shillings. He

thinks this hard lines, and so it is, but it's

a little improvement over the American

plan of discharge. It's a mighty poor

management that can't find a shop place,

inspector or roundhouse job for an engi-

neer who has done his duty for years and

is suddenly discovered to be defective in

color sight. He is certainly entitled to

more than laborer's pay, if such a job is to

be had.

i i i
The Journal of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers came out the ist of

January with a neat, new cover and very

nmch improved interior. Brother C. H.

Salmons is making a better journal than

the Brotherhood ever before had, and one

that they may well feel proud of.

8a

BOOK REVIEWS.

Proceedings of the International
Electricai, Congress. Published by

the American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers, 26 Cortlandt street. New York.

Price, f3.

This is a large illustrated work, contain-

ing the papers submitted to the congress

which was held in Chicago in August, 1893.

The book is one for advanced electricians,

and we should think none of them would

wish to be without it. It is a fine work
typographically, but we confess entire in-

ability to understand its contents.

Railroad Manual of Instruction. For

brakemen, conductors, firemen and en-

gineers. Especiallv adapted to the new
beginner. Bv Rollo'l. Wood and William

K. Hollis, Beardstown, 111. Published

by the authors. Price, 50 cents.

This is a neat little book, with a few

brief chapters to beginners as firemen and

brakemen. The engineers' chapters are in

the form of questions and answers, and

seem to be all riglit, so far as they go.

The last half of the book is composed of

the standard rules. It is worth the price,

especially for new beginners, and will help

older hands as well.

Model Engine Construction. With
practical instructions to artificers and
amateurs. BvJ. Alexander. Published

by Macmillan & Co., 66 Fifth avenue.

New York. Price, I3.00.

This is an English work and seems to be

intended for those who desire to make
small model or toy engines. It has com-

plete directions for making almost every

kind of engine, but not models as we un-

derstand them—rather, toys. All the loco-

motive examples are English engines. It

would be useful to those contemplating

this kind of work.

The Repair and Maintenance of Ma-
chinery. Bv Thomas Walter Barber,

C. E., M. E. 'Spon & Chamberlain, New
York. Price, $3.5°-

This book has been published to provide

useful practical notes and memoranda for

engineers and machiner\- u.sens. The pur-

pose of the author was to make it as gen-

eral as possible, dealing more with the

defects of niachiner\- in general than with

those of anv particular class. The book
relates more to the faults and defects found

in niachinerv than to the merits and ex-

cellences tha't attract small attention from

men engaged in doing repairs.

There is a rather exhaustive section de-

voted to steam boilers which gives valuable

information about the construction of the

leading forms of boilers, and particulars of

how the repairs are done. Many sug-

gestions and facts are given which will be

useful to men not boiler makers who are

called upon to do emergency repairs.

Throughout the book the information

given is of a kind more likely to be useful

to men .strange to the work than to the

workmen who are accustomed to do re-

pairs regularly. Opinions are expressed

verv positivelv concerning the merits of

devices, fonn.s' and material, and they ap-

pear generallv to be sound and calculated'

to influence 'in the right direction. The
author, however, appears to wade beyond

his depth at times and makes recommenda-
tions which are not sound, as when he

says that all throttle valves of locomotives

should be placed outside the boiler. He
also favors the use of flue furnaces instead

of fireboxes for locomotives.

The various forms of prime movers and

motors are described at great length and

profuselv illustrated. This does not, how-

ever, include electric motors, which are



•entirely omitted. Nearly all other known
forms are, however, described, and the
book will be a useful reference for those
who meet with maladies which they cannot
understand in almost any form of prime
mover or motor.
Among miscellaneous subjects treated

are transmission of power, hoisting ma-
chinery, transport, machine and hand
tools, wood machinery, pipe work, presses,

printing, repairing shops and tools, and
laundries. The subjects are all treated
from an English standpoint, and it does
not always coincide with American prac-
tice.

Report of the Second Annu.\l Meet-
ing OF THE Traveling Engineers'
Associ.\TioN, Edited by W. O. Thomp-
son, Secretary, Elkhart, Ind.

This is a volume of 20S pages of the
standard size, and contains on every page
valuable information for those interested
in the operating of locomotives. The re-

ports read and the addresses delivered at

the convention are full of facts that will

increase the knowledge of railroad men
generally if they are read and digested.
There is a minimum of vague theorizing,
and a maximum of practical information in

the reports and in the discussions. The
reports read were on : First—The true and
false economy of caring for, and the safe
handling of, the air-brake under all condi-
tions. When examining a fireman for
promotion, how much knowledge of the
air brake is it necessary for him to have to

be considered full)' competent to take a
train on the road ? This report elicited a
long discussion, in which man)- valuable
points were brought out. Second—What are
the means of saving coal and increasing or
holding the mileage per ton at a desirable
figure? This report consisted of forty
questions and answers. They covered
comprehensively the influences at work on
the saving or wasting of fuel. The report
was supplemented by a good discussion, in

which the speakers demonstrated that they
were very well informed on fuel economy-.
Third was on—What relation does a clean
engine bear to the economical use of sup-
plies ? The testimonj- of this report was
that clean engines are not the rule. The
discussion showed that the traveling engi-
neers considered that it was economical to
keep locomotives clean, but they have
difficult}- in convincing those above them of

this fact. The fourth report was on a
uniform form of examination of firemen
for promotion, and new men for employ-
ment. This report consisted principally of
the questions which were sent out with
our January number in pamphlet form.
The sixth report was rightly a part of the
second, for it was on the best means of
saving coal and increasing the mileage per
ton. Six recommendations were made

—

all of a highly practical character. The
seventh report was on—How can we im-
prove the service when engines are double
crewed ? This report and the discussion
thereon went to show that the essentials
for successful pooling are : Co-operation
of the men

; have as little work as possible
done on engines by enginemen ; hold the
crew to .strict account for tools and supplies,
and have competent inspectors and men in
the shop to do the rest. The last report was
on the testing of coal in actual ser\'ice. This
related to the methods of carrying out
road tests.

Besides these reports, there was an ex-
cellent address delivered bj' the president,
and another by President Jeffery, of the
D. & R. G. There were also valuable pa-
pers by Mr. George Royal on the injector
and on sight-feed lubricators. Mr. C. E.
Strettoti contributed a paper on spark ar-

resters.

PERSONAL,
Mr. James F. Pendergast has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Benwood,
W. Va., shops of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. C. W. Bowie has been appointed

train dispatcher of the Monongahela River

Railroad, with headquarters at Mimongah,
W. Va.

Mr. W. Dale Harris, chief engineer of

the Ottawa & Gatineau Valley of Canada,

has also been appointed managing director

of that read.

Mr. A. Dolbeer, the well-known master

mechanic, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Boies Car Wheel Works,

Scranton, Pa.

Mr. Joseph M. Rogau, the well-known
railroad supply man, has become agent in

Chicago for the Carpenter Steel Co., of

Reading, Pa.

Mr. A. J. Gibbons, engineer of mainten-

ance of way, of the Vandalia Line, at

Terre Haute, Ind., has been appointed

chief engineer.

Mr. H. F. Bull has been appointed gen-

eral car inspector of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, in place of Mr. F. H.
Soule, resigned.

Mr. D. 1. Jones has been appointed chief

train dispatcher of the Eastern division of

the Chicago & Erie, with headquarters at

Huntington, Ind.

Mr. J. N. Ross has been appointed
superintendent of the Sixth division of the

Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. George B. Beale has been appointed
assistant engineer of the Middle division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with head-
quarters at Renovo, Pa.

Mr. F. E. Voight, for the last ten years

master mechanic of the Cincinnati, Leb-
anon & Northern, has resigned. He is

open to accept a position.

Mr. W. W. Pitts, an engineer on the

Mexican National, has been appointed

general foreman at Toluca, Mex., in place

of Mr. H. Stone, resigned.

Mr. M. D. Murray has been appointed

superintendent of the Allegheny & Kinzua,

with headquarters at Bradford, Pa., to

succeed Mr. C. V. Merrick.

Mr. W. E. Richards has resigned as

chief train dispatcher of the Northern
division of Chicago, St. Paul, MinneapoHs
& Omaha, at Spooner, Wis.

Mr. B. D. Alexander has been appointed
chief train dispatcher and car accountant
of the Indiana & Illinois Southern, with
headquarters at Sullivan, Ind.

Mr. E. T. Clarage has associated him-
self with Sanderson Brothers Steel Co. as

general manager of their Chicago branch,

with office at II South Jefferson street.

Mr. Thomas Adams, son of Mr. F. D.
Adams, of the Boston & Albany, has
accepted the position of agent for the

Glidden & Joy Varnish Co , Cleveland, O.
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Mr. Stephen Fitzgerald, of Memphis
Tenn. , has been appointed assistant to

President Fordyce, of the St. Louis South-

western, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo.

Mr. F. N. Risteen has been appointed

master mechanic of the Dakota & Missouri

divisions of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at Fargo, vice J. E. Phelan,

resigned.

Mr. F. L. Corwin, superintendent of the

Cascade division of the Great Northern,

has been appointed superintendent of the

Breckenridge division, with headquarters

at Willmar, Mmn.
Mr. Wilham E. Chamberlain has been

appointed assistant superintendent of the

New York division of the New York, New-
Haven & Hartford, -with headquarters at

Harlem River, N. Y.

Mr. C. L. Rossiter, assistant superin-

tendent of the Western division of the

New York Central, is confined to his bed
with a broken leg, caused by slipping on
the ice on his door steps.

Mr. J. P. McCuen, master mechanic of

the Alabama Great Southern, at Birming-

ham, Ala., has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, at Ludlow, Ky.

Mr. F. Slater, general foreman of the

Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western, at

Kaukauna, Wis., has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of the West Chicago shops of

the Chicago and Northwestern.

Mr. B. Reiley has resigned as master
mechanic of the Des Moines Union to ac-

cept the position of general master me-
chanic of the Iowa Central, with head-
quarters at Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mr. C. Skinner, who has been general

foreman of the C, N. O. & T. P. shops, at

Ludlow, Ky., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Alabama Great Southern,

with headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. F. B. Harriman, superintendent of

the Freeport division of the Illinois Cen-
tral, has been transferred from Freeport,

111., to Dubuque, Iowa, and will have his

jurisdiction extended to Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Mr. J. V. Goode, heretofore division su-

perintendent of the Fort Worth & Denver
City, at Wichita Falls, Tex., has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of that

road, with headquarters at F'ort Worth,
Te.\.

Mr. Chester W. Bliss, who has been con-

nected with the Boston & Albany for a
number of years, has been appointed as-

sistant general superintendent of that

road, with headquarters at Springfield,

Mass.

' Mr. J. H. Klein, chief train dispatcher

of the Eastern division of the Chicago &
Erie, has been appointed trainmaster of

that division, with headquarters at Hunt-
ington, Ind., in place of O. F. Gross, de-

ceased.

Mr. Thomas Riley, formerly general

superintendent of the St. Louis, Kansas



City & Colorado, has been appointed di-

vision superintendent of the Monterey &
Mexican Gulf, with headquarters at Mon-
terey, Mex.

Mr. T. W. Kennedy, chief train dis-

patcher of the Eastern division of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha,
at St. Paul, has been transferred to

Spooner, Wis., as chief train dispatcher of

the Northern division.

Mr. W. H. Whitaker, formerly master

mechanic of the Minneapolis & St. Louis,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Des Moines Union Railway, with

headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa, m
place of Mr. B. Reiley.

Mr. James P. Bradfield, general super-

intendent of the New York, Ontario &
Western, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Western division of the New
York Central & Hudson River, with head-

quarters at Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. W. S. Clarkson, for twelve years

past roundhouse foreman of the Northern

Pacific, at Glendive, Mont., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Rocky
Mountain division of that road, with head-

quarters at Missoula, Mont.

Mr. V. A. Riton has been appointed

superintendent of the Cascade division of

the Great Northern, with headquarters at

Leavenworth, Wash. Mr. Riton has been

roadmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Chicago, since 1886.

Mr. R. C. Wright, an old-time expert

—

well known through his work in building the

models and arranging the exhibit of the

B. & O. road at Chicago—has opened an

office at 906 Walnut street, Philadelphia,

as an expert and patent attorney.

Mr. J A. Larnerd has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Silver

Springs, Ocala & Gulf, and that portion of

the Savannah, Florida & Western, South
Florida division, between Lakeland and
Santa Fe Junction, Fla., with head-

quarters at Ocala, Fla.

Mr. S. A. Spencer has been appointed

trainmaster of the Eastern district, Fair-

mont district, Somerset & Cambria, Con-
fluence & Oakland, Berlin & Salisbury

railroads, and O. & B. short Hne, all oper-

ated by the Baltimore & Ohio, with head-

quarters at Connellsville, Pa.

Mr. J. F. Graham has been appointed

master mechanic of the Oregon Railway
& Navigation Company, with headquarters

at Portland, Ore., to succeed Mr. E. B.

Gibbs, resigned. Mr. Graham has hereto-

fore been division foreman at Le Grande,
Ore.

Mr. A. B. Burtis has been appointed to

take charge of the railroad department of

Lowe Brothers' Co., Dayton, Ohio, manu-
facturers of paint. Mr. Burtis was for

years manager of the railroad department
of Shewin, Wilhams & Co., and is one of

the most popular men in the railroad sup-

ply business.

Mr. S. A. Souther, heretofore general

foreman of the Ben wood, W. Va. , shops,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Parkersburg & Wheeling division of

the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters

at Grafton, W. Va., in place of Mr. George

C. Smith, who has been transferred to

Keyser, W. Va.

Mr. Edward Canfield, chief engineer of

the New York, Ontario & Western, has

been promoted as general superintendent.

Mr. Canfield has had a great deal of ex-

perience in the engineering department of

railroads, and was for several years super-

intendent of the Middle division of the

Ontario & Western.

Mr. .\. Harrity, M. M. of the N. P., at

Missoula, Mont., resigned on Jaiiuar\' 1st

to take a better position on the Butte,

Anaconda & Pacific. The employes of the

machinery department presented him with

a purse of $250 on his leaving. Mr.

Wni. Clarkson, general foreman at Glen-

dive, Mont., has been appointed to fill the

vacancy.

President Hoffman, of the Seaboard Air

Line, has officially announced Mr. E. St.

John's election as vice-president, in an offi-

cial circular, which reads as follows :

'

' Mr.

Everitte St. John, having been elected

vice-president of the railroads comprising

the Seaboard Air Line, will assume the

duties pertaining thereto on January i,

1895, with headquarters at Portsmouth,

Va. All officers and department chiefs

will report to Mr. St. John, and be guided

by his instructions."

The numerous friends of Mr. F. D.

Adams, superintendent of the car depart-

ment of the Boston & Albany, will be

grieved to learn that his wdte died on Jan-

uary i8th. There were few ladies who at-

tended the annual conventions that were

better known than Mrs. Adams, and her

quiet, kindly ways made warm friends

wherever she went. The hearts of men
and women, far and wide, will go out in

sympathy with Mr. Adams in the loss

which he has sustained. Mr. and Mrs.

Adams celebrated their golden wedding
last August.

Mr. A. A. Allen, general superintendent

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has

been appointed assistant general manager
of that road, and will assume the duties

of general manager during the absence of

General Manager Purdy in Europe. The
position of general superintendent having

been merged with that of the assistant

general manager, all officials and em-
ployes heretofore reporting to the general

superintendent will report to the assistant

general manager. Mr. Allen's headquar-

ters, as general superintendent, have been

at Parsons, Tex., while the headquarters

of the general manager are at ,St. Louis,

Mo.

Mr. E. E. Davis has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of motive power of

the Philadelphia & Reading, with head-

quarters at Reading. Pa. Mr. Davis was •

trained on the Boston & Maine, and was
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for several years master mechanic at Bos-

ton, in charge of the principal repair

shops. There he gained more than local

reputation for his clean, orderly shops, and
for the labor-saving methods which he

employed in the production of finished re-

pairing material. This reputation brought

him an offer of the position of superinten-

dent of the Boies Steel WTieel Works, at

Scranton, Pa., which he has filled for about

two years, and leaves to go the Reading.

Mr. J. E. Phelan, who has contributed

many articles to our columns, has resigned

the position of master mechanic of the

Northern Pacific to accept that of secre-

tary to the Board of Railroad Commis-
.=ioners of North Dakota. Mr, Phelan be-

gan railroad work as a fireman on the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and
ten years ago was an engineer on the

Northern Pacific. From that he was raised

to be road foreman of engines and subse-

quently promoted to be master mechanic

and assistant superintendent of two di-

visions for three years. He possesses much
literary ability, which, together with his

knowledge of railroad operating, will make
him a valuable mentor to the Railroad

Commissioners.

Mr. S. R. Callaway has been elected

president of the New York. Chicago & St.

Louis, succeeding Mr. D. W. Caldwell,

elected president of the Lake Shore. Mr.

Callaway is a Canadian by birth, and re-

ceived an excellent training in the com-
mercial department of railroad work on

the Grand Trunk. Then he was made
chief clerk to the superintendent of the

Great Western, from which he rose bj^

regular steps to be general manager of the

Chicago & Grand Trunk. For three years

he was vice-president and general man-
ager of the Union Pacific, where he was
highly popular. He has lately been re-

ceiver of the Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas

City. Mr. Callaway has been noted among
railroad officials for the warm interest he

takes in the personal welfare of all the

men under him.

We have to acknowledge having a

pleasant visit last month from Mr. John G.

Hartigan, assistant general superintendent

of the Illinois Central. Mr. Hartigan was
born in Vermont, forty-eight years ago,

and from his early boyhood decided to be-

come a railroad man. As a preliminary

he learned telegraphy by the aid of a

good-natured station agent, and, when he

was sufficiently expert, went West to

seek his fortune. He obtained a job

on the Chicago & Alton, and rose on

that road to be successively station agent,

train dispatcher and chief train dispatcher,

Mr. McMullen being then chief train dis-

patcher at Bloomington. Mr. Van Horn
was a superintendent on the road, and
made up his mind that young Hartigan

had the material in hiiii from which good
railroaders are made up. When Mr. Van
Horn went to the C, M. & St. Paul he

took Mr. H. along as train dispatcher.



He has gone gradually forward to his

present position.

Mr. E. M. Herr has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power
of the Chicago & Northwestern, with

headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Herr began
railroad work as a telegraph operator, but

not seeing a satisfactory future through

that line of progress, he went to an engineer-

ing school and graduated as a mechanical

engineer. He was for some time in the

test department of the C, B. & Q., and
was then promoted to be superintendent

of telegraphs. Afterwards he was ap-

pointed division superintendent, and left

that to be master mechanic on the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. From that

he was appointed superintendent of the

•Grant Locomotive Works. Latelv he has

the pen of Mr. F. F. Hemenway, lately

editor of the American Machinisl, who
was a mechanic in the old Troy & Boston

shops at the time Richardson invented the

pop valve. He made the first valves, and

carried out most of the experiments for

Richardson.

i i ©
The members of the Railway Master Me-

chanics' Association are not reaping the

full benefit of the scholarships which the

association acquired in the Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology a few years ago. There

are only three students this year, and one

will graduate in a few months, leaving two

vacancies. When the list of students is

not full, the association may send students

to the Stevens Preparatory School free of

charge. The extrance examination to the

A New Passenger Locomotive.

The Baldwin Works has recently turned

out, for the Atlantic Coast Line, the first of

a class of locomotives designed to haul ten

vestibule cars at an average speed of forty

miles per hour over grades of thirty-two

feet per mile.

Four of these locomotives are in service

and doing the work in first-class shape.

The principal departure from the plan of

the " Columbia " type is the use of a four-

wheeled truck in the place of a two-

wheeled one, to guide the engine.

This plan gives a firebox some twelve

inches deeper than where the drivers are

under it, and still allows the use of wide

box—on top of frame.

The following are the principal dimen-

sions of the engine and tender :

/

Nr;w F.\ST

been superintendent of the Gibbs Electri-

cal Works at Milwaukee. Mr. Herr has

contributed several valuable engineering

papers to the Western Railway Club, and
one of them started the discussions about

counterbalance of locomotive driving

wheels, which we have been hearing so

much about lately.

Mr. D. W. Caldwell has resigned as

president of the New York, Chicago Sz St.

Louis to give his entire attention to the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

i i i
Truly " brevity is the soul of wit." A

neat, very brief and terse circular on

"The Cheapest Packing" has just been
issued by C. A. Daniel, manufacturer of

the P. P. P. brand of Diagonal rod pack-

ing, 323 Market street, Philadelphia,

Pa., which puts the case in a nut-shell, so

to speak, " without being tiresome." Mr.

Daniel will be glad to mail one to any
reader of Locomotive Engineeri.n'g who
wants to see it.

i s i
On another page will be found some

interesting reminiscences of the early days

of the pop safety valve. These are from

P.\S.SENGKR I.OCJMOTIvn FOR SK-\HOARn hlK LINE.

Stevens Institute is rather hard, but tlie

splendid engineering education imparted

in the course is well worthy of hard pre-

liminary effort. A season spent in the Pre-

paratory School will enable any fairly edu-

cated youth to pass for the Institute.

There was a bad accident on the London
& Northwestern Railway, near Crewe, in

the end of December, by which fourteen

people were killed and twice as man}- in-

jured. A freight car was blown out of a

siding in front of an express train running

at sixty miles an hour. The car was thrown

into the air and lighted upon the train.

The fragile carriages went to pieces like

egg shells, with the result stated. The ac-

cident is another argument in favor of

stronger cars for our British cousins.

@ i i
A freight train on the Lehigh Valley

broke down the roof and part of it dropped

into an abandoned coal mine, at Auden-

ried. Pa., on January i8th. The engine

got over, but the tender went into the

cavity. The fireman was saved by hang-

ing on to his clinker hook, which was fast

in the firebox.
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Gauge, 4 ft. 9 in.

Cj-linders, 19x24111.

Drivers, 72 in.

Total wheel base, 23 ft. 10 in.

Driving-wheel base, 6 ft. 3 in.

Rigid, 12 ft. 6 in.

Weight, total, 125,000 lbs.

" on drivers, 78,000 lbs.

Boiler, diameter, 60 in.

Number of tubes, 25S.

Diameter of tubes, 2 in.

Length of tubes, 14 ft. 3 in.

Firebox, length, 90 in.

" width, 42 in.

depth, 67% F., 65% B.

Heating surface, F. B. , 133.5 sq. ft.

tubes, 1,913.7 sq. ft.

" " total, 2,047.2 .sq. ft.

Water space, 3 and 4.

Staying, radial, i'^ in.

Truck wheels, diameter, 36 in.

Trailing, 42 in.

Truck journals, 5 x 10.

Trailing journals, 6^ x 10.

Driving-wheel centers, 66 in.

" axle journals, 8x 10 in.

Tender capacity, 3,600 gals.

" wheels, diameter, 33 in.

" journals, 4'4 x 8 in.



EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Cairo Short Line are in the market
for freight cars.

Specifications are out for a large order

of cars for the M. , K. & T.

The Boston & Maine are receiving bids

for the building of twenty- nine baggage
cars.

with half force till the rush of orders

begins to come in.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works
have received an order from the Boston &
Albany for ten more of the passenger en-

gine which we illustrated last November.
These engines are doing splendid work
and are highly popular.

The present condition of the freight-car

Plur.\i, Drill—Dubs Locc

The Wisconsin Central have contracted

for the building of sixty heavy logging

cars.

The Michigan Central have made a large

special appropriation for the repairing of

freight cars.

Flint &Co., New York, have received an
order to get 200 cars built for the Central

Railroad of Brazil.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
are about to order 1,000 cars, the half of

them being box cars.

The Southern Pacific are about to place

a large order for freight and fruit cars.

They are also figuring on some new pas-

senger cars.

The Unadilla Valley have ordered one
locomotive from the Rhode Island Loco-

motive Works and ten freight cars from
the Carlisle Car Works.

The Brooks Locomotive Works are run-

ning half their force, mostly on small

orders. In reducing the force, they laid

off single men only and kept the married
men at work.

The Southern Pacific people have or-

dered from Schenectady some eight-wheel

engines of the same kind as the Boston &
Albany passenger engine which we illus-

trated in November last.

The Peninsular Car Works have received

from the Hocking Valley an order for 1,000

cars. They have received several other

small orders and expect to keep running

loTivE Works, Glasgow.

Several railroad men were talking about

different kinds of valve motion, and Mr.

John Mackenzie remarked that he had al-

ways held a warm place in his memory for an

independent cut-oft'. On being questioned

as to the merits of the device which ap-

pealed to his favor, he said it was the

handle for throwing the cut-off into gear.

It was this way, he said: " The first en-

gine I fired had an independent cut-off,

and the operating lever was on my side.

One day, just as the engineer called on me
to put in the cut, the engine jumped the

track and the engineer was thrown off and
killed. I should probably have met with

the same fate but that I was holding on to-

the cut-off lever."

^ i ^
Plural Drilling Machine.

The annexed engravings of a drilling

machine which the writer saw at work in

the Dubs Locomotive AVorks, Glasgow,

was designed and patented by Mr. C. M.

Davies, a mechanical engineer in the works

named. There is a very strong prejudice

abroad against the practice of punching

the rivet holes for high-pressure boilers,

and this drilling machine was designed to-

do the drilling in the most accurate and

expeditious manner. The horizontal and

vertical seams are drilled under gang drills

before the sheets are rolled into form.

When the boiler structure is put in shape

the principal seams are secured with bolts,

and the boiler is set under plural drillings

machines to have remaining holes drilled.

Plural Drill—Front Vikw.

equipment may be judged from the fact

that one of the Eastern coal roads has had

over 5,000 cars destroyed or put out of

service in the last two years, and not a

single new car has been built or bought to

fill up the blanks. Yet the company is

crowded with business. Other roads are

in a similar condition.
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The drilling machine has a number of
headstocks which may be traversed by
hand and power in any direction, for readily
adjusting the lines parallel with the axis of
the boiler. All the details for operating
headstock and drills are admirablv worked
out. There appears to be no point or angle
about a locomotive boiler which cannot be
readily reached by the numerous drills

operated by this machine.



A Yankee Engine with a Record in

the Antipodes.

Editors :

I recently visited Queensland, and at

Brisbane saw an American locomotive with

a service record that, I think, stands ahead

of anything I have read of.

The foreman told me that this engine

had run nearly nine years without being

off the wheels. I could hardly believe

this, and interviewed Mr. Hornblower, the

chief mechanical engineer.

This gentleman stated that the engine

was built by Baldwin in 1884, and was
put in service toward the end of 1886, and
since that time she had made—up to Nov.

The "96" looks equal to another nine-

year job, if her tires were turned.

I think this is a wonderful record.

Thom.\s Hays.
U ick/iaiit. N. S. Wales.

Straightening Boiler Sheets.

Edilors :

I am in receipt of a letter containing a

request for an article on straightening

light or thin sheets of iron or steel. This

is a rather difficult subject to write upon,

as it is generally considered a very difficult

matter to give a good, sound, verbal ex-

e.Kercised not to draw the sheet too much
in any one place, and turn the sheet over

quite often, as it must not be all drawn on

one side ; also keep working closer to the

center of the buckle as the sheet flattens

out. On other sheets, where at one end
of the sheet one comer will fly up and the

other corner on the same end will stay

down, the sheet will look a greal deal like

a board that is warped ; this is caused by

a surplus of metal around the edges, and
the middle of the sheet in this case will

require the drawing or stretching ; this,

again, must be done very judiciously, as a

few blows in the wrong place upsets ever)--

thing. I think this will be sufficient ex-

7, 1894— 190,000 miles. During this time

the drivers have never been turned, nor, in

fact, removed from the horn plates ; the

motion bars (guides) have never been

closed, nor a tool put on the eccentrics.

During this time the engine has worn out

two sets of valves, and had two sets of

bogie wheels.

Mr. Hornblower had her photographed
for Locomotive Engineering, and I send

you the print herewith.

The engine is 3-foot 6-inch gauge, has

12 X 18-inch cylinders and 48-inch drivers,

carrying a steam pressure of 125 pounds.

The boiler has been escanned (inspected)

every week when washed out, but a broken
staybolt has never been discovered.

She is worked by Driver James Ratcliff,

between Emerald and Longreach, a dis-

tance of 259 miles, four runs per week.

planation upon this matter ; consequently,

how mu.st it be to write one ?

Light sheets, as a general thing, have
buckles in them. This is caused by a sur-

plus of metal either in or near the center of

the sheet or at the edges. If buckled in the

middle the sheet will have a hump there,

which, if struck hard enough, will go
through to the other side with quite a re-

port, thus forming a hollow in place of the

hump. In this case there is a surplus of

metal in the center, and the edges of the

sheet will require to be drawn or

stretched by hammering until they allow

the sheet to lie flat
; great care must be
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planation, as what is needed most by a

man to straighten sheets is to use good

judgment in determining where the sheet

requires to be drawn and how much is

needed ; this he gains by experience and

the use of good common sense.

C. E. FOURNESS.
Dubuque, fa.

i ^ i

A Point or Two About Air-Brake

Handling.
Editors :

In past issues of Locomotive Engi-
neering and in Westinghouse Instruc-

tions, we have been instructed to place

brake valve handle in emergency position

and leave it there in order to get emerg-

ency action and high braking power im-

mediatelv. .\llow me to submit the fol-



lowing tests, made with a brake equip-

ment : With auxiliary charged to 60 pounds
and valve moved to emergency position

and left there, brake cylinder shows 40

pounds. With auxiliary charged to 60

pounds and brake valve i:ioved to emerg-

ency position, and left there only long

enough to get emergency action and then

placed on lap, brake cylinder shows 42

pounds—this test shows us that by get-

ting emergency action and placing valve

on lap, we get the greatest braking power.

I claim that as soon as emergency action

takes place, if brake valve is not blanked,

the air that escapes at brake valve is only

a waste and decreases braking power 2

pounds on each car. Prol^ably some ex-

pert will make this test and, if I am not

correct^ set me right.

We had a car which had no relief valves

in auxiliarj' ; they had been broken off on

top and bottom and plugged up. This

brake stuck on. How could we bleed it

off ? Some suggested that we knock a

hole in reser\-oir, but, exercising a little

thought, we unscrewed plug at bottom of

triple and pushed piston to release posi-

tion, which let brake off.

Denisoti, Tex. W. M. Pipkin.

[The instructions about putting engi-

neer's valve in emergency (i)id leaving it

there, referred especialh- to cases where
sudden emergency came up w-hile brakes

were in operation on ser\'ice application.

Many men who have studied up, figured
,

that they could stop better if they re-

charged and then went to emergencv,

which is dangerous practice in a close

place. When the brake is off, it is proper

enough to bring valve handle to "lap"
after emergency action is had, not because

it gives more brake pressure in the cylin-

der, but because it saves pressure to release

the brakes again.

—

Ed.]

© i g
A New Boiler=Washing Nozzle.

Editors :

I herewith inclose a cut of a boiler wash-

ing device, designed by myself, and in use

on the Mobile & Ohio
road for the past

twelve months, for

which a patent is

now pending. The
object of the device

is to keep mud and
scale from accumu-
lating in the shell

port of the boiler

under the flues, and
thereby prevent the

sauK- from accumu-
lating in aud around
the flues. I have
used this device with

remarkable success,

and feel satisfied that

by its use 50 per cent,

in cost of flues can
be saved, and at the same time greatly re-

duce the consumption of fuel.

In 1894 we put in Soo less flues than in

1893, and expect to make a better showing
in 1S95. This is because we are able to

keep our boilers cleaner than we did.

It is a boiler washer's tool, and is screwed

into the bottom of the boiler, just behind

the cylinders, all boilers being tapered at

this point to fit threaded sleeve shown,

which is screwed in just far enough to per-

mit the end of right angle of nozzle to

throw the stream along the bottom of the

boiler, the water hose being connected at

side. The operator, by the use of the

handle shown at the bottom, can direct the

stream at any point inside the boiler and
wash the scale and mud down into the

water space, where it can be raked out.

The handle can only be attached in op-

posite directions from outlet in nozzle,

which enables the operator to know at all

times in what direction the stream of water

is being thrown. D. O. Smith, M.M.
Whistler, Ala.gig

Qage for Regulating Lift of Air=Pump
Valves.

Editors

:

I inclose you a drawing of a very handy
gage that I have designed for regulating

the lift of the air

valves in pumps ; it

is especially handy
where a quick job

is necessary.

Fig. I shows a

lower valve cham-
ber, cap No. 34, W.
A. B. 8-inch pump,

with d i s -

charge valve

No. 32 in po-

.sition.

Fig. 2

shows the

gage (com-

r-^

A

^

biuation height and depth gage); the depth
of the valve stop No. 44 is obtained from
the upper surface of gage, and the .sliding

scale being the e.xact length of the gage
body, it moves a corresponding distance,

and by placing it on the cap, as in draw-

ing, the lift of valve can easily be de-

termined—can be used for the upper di.s-

charge valve also.
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Fig. 3 represents a scale to be used in

fitting the upper receiving valve of a New
York pump, it being stopped by the upper
discharge valve seat and the flat part of

valve.

This gage can be made very useful for

many other purposes. If it is anything

new, it may be of interest to the air-brake

fraternity. J. A. JESSON,

A. B. Instructor, L. & N. Ry.

Nashville, Teiin.
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Those Broken Wheel Centers.

Editors :

In answer to W. de Sanno's query in

November issue, regarding those driving

wheels being so badl)' broken, caused by
a broken side rod, I herewith inclose a

sketch explaining my theor\- of the cause.

When the left side rod let go, nothing

remained to hold the crank pins in tram,

and it is possible that the main pin might

have passed below its center and com-
menced the back stroke just as the back
pin was trying to .get over its center, as

shown in drawing.

A verv little lost motion in pins and
brasses would make this possible. Should
this have happened, something had to let

go. The way the side rod is bent in Fig. 3,

shows what a hard wrench the pin got be-

fore it let go, breaking out a piece of the

hub with it.

The pieces were broken out of spokes B,

C, D, E, I think, by the detached crank
pin coming in contact with them.

A few months ago I was running an en-

gine w-hen her left side rod broke in two,

not doing much more damage on that

side, but breaking the straps on both ends
of right side rod, letting back end down

;

the back driving axle %vas also bent badlv

next to box. If the side rods had been
the solid end type, it is hard to tell where
the final "let go" would have taken

place, i30ssit)ly the spokes in the back
wheel, the same as W. de S. describes.

From the fact of the straps being torn

out at the ends of rod, in the case I refer

to, the pins must have been in the posi-

tion shown in l"ig. 2 when breakage
occurred. F. L. Strket.

Neodesha, Kans.

g g i
A Timely Air°Brake Pointer.

Editors :

Tliis is the .sea.son of the year when the

air-brake apparatus is likely to give trouble

and cau.se considerable annoyance to the

inexperienced. A case has come under
my observation, which was particularly



annoying to the runner, the relating of

which may be beneficial to some who have

had similar trouble without knowing the

cause.

The case to be obser\'ed here is about a

pump failing on two different occasions to

supply the proper pressure, and, ultimately,

no pressure. In the first instance, on ar-

rival at the terminus of the division, the

engineer reported the defective pump
needed repairs, as it would not run. The

engine was put in the house in a stall be-

side a blooming hot fire, that it might be

in comfortable quarters for the machinist.

It remained there for a few hours, until the

men came in at 7 A. M. The foreman said

to the specialist that the air pump on the

"282 " required his attention. The pump
was oiled and it started to run without any

apparent defects, pumping up full pressure

with ease. This perplexed the operator.

The brake was applied and released

several times without displaying or indi-

cating an)- imperfections. It was allowed

to run for a few hours that it might develop

its defects, when the appl)'ing and releas-

ing were repeated without showing any

disorderly conduct. The expert was satis-

fied that each part of the brake apparatus

performed its respective function with

usual regularity, and pronounced the pump
fit for service. After a few trips the pump
w-as again charged with conmiitting a mis-

demeanor and being balky on the road.

Again, as on former occasion, the engine

was ensconced by a glowing fire. Again

the specialist was directed to diagnose this

case and apply the proper treatment ; if

need be, perform an operation. The pump
again responded with surprising regularity

and all parts worked equally well. This

seemed mysterious to the expert. He e.x-

amined all parts without discovering any

imperfections or defects. This time the

pump was thoroughly renovated.

The specialist watched for an opportunity

in the afternoon, in the parlance of the

boys, to " jack the engineer up."

Earl}' one cold, frosty morning in the

:nonth of January, when the wind seemed

to pierce my very soul, when the mercury

in the thermometer was registering a

notch or two below zero, I overheard a con-

versation that was not composed of the

choicest words. As my friend, the en-

gineer, was usually of a tranquil disposi-

tion, I admonished him in his choice of

language.

He replied that his air pump had given

out on him on this trip, and also on two

former occasions ; that he had reported it

repaired and that it was neglected.

Noticing the struggle the pump was hav-

ing after a few strokes, and on a few queries

from the runner, I decided that her ac-

tions were indicative of being frozen up.

" No water in her main reservoir. It was
drained before going out on this trip,"

said the engineer.

" Well, we will see," added your scribe.

An emergency torch was completed in a

few seconds, from the packing iron and a

bunch of cotton waste treated to a liberal

dose of kerosene oil. Notwithstanding his

vigorous protest, I proceeded to demon-

strate the correctness of my theory. The

emergency torch was touched off

and held beneath the union, at the

main reservoir, that couples the pipe

from the air cylinder to the main

reservoir. Several minutes elapsed with-

out any apparent effect—much to the satis-

faction of my friend—^but I was not going

to surrender my hopes just yet. Presently

my efforts were rewarded by the pump
striking up a loo-mile-an-hour gait, soon

charging the reservoirs. The brake was

applied and released to establish that frost

was the cause of the pump's failure.

Several such cases have come under my
observation, and I have ascertained that

the chief causes are, when running through

a dense fog, or a slight snow-storm, when

the weather is intensely cold, and when

the main reservoir is placed beneath the

boiler and behind high-cylinder saddles,

and when some distance is passed without

applying the brake. The moisture brought

in through the pump seems to accumulate

at this point near the main reservoir, and

freezes, thus closing the communication to

the main reservoir.

J. F. Barrett.

Siiantoii, Pa.

The Farce of Inspecting Brakes at

Terminal Stations—A Reform
Needed.

Editors :

The following paragraph is extracted

from the Westinghouse chapter of don'ts :

" Don't leave a terminal station until your

brakes have been thoroughly tested an<l

you are sure they are operating throughout

the entire train. Instances have occurred

when somebody neglected his duty and

didn't open a stop cock, which you found

out only when you attempted to make

your first stop. It's better to wait a min-

ute in testing brakes before departure than

to muss up things and block the road sev-

eral hours—longer, perhaps, as the wreck

crew may be engaged elsewhere."

I have been very observing as to any and

everything in the air-brake line, and have

collected rather an unusual amount of in-

formation, Vjut in all my experience I

have been so unlucky that I have never

seen a train of eight or more air-braked

cars given a "terminal test" that I con-

sidered satisfactory or safe, and I have

often had to make the test application and

release, myself.

That nervous desire to "get out of

town '

' is the greatest impediment in test-

ing brakes. When the train is brought

into the station, the angle cocks between

engine and train are sometimes closed be-

fore the brakes are released, and it often

happens that car inspectors open the angle

cock at end of the train and exhaust all of

the train-pipe pressure, in order to hold the

brakes on while they are working along un-

S9

der the cars, making it safer for them, and

showing the condition of brake rods and lev-

ers while under a strain. In the meantime,

one or more extra cars are coupled on.

Those cars have empty auxiliaries. You
are not allowed to couple on to your train

until all inspection is done, except trying

the air, and it is probably leaving time, and

the instant that you couple on and angle

cocks are opened between tender and train,

you are ordered to try the brake. You
know that the air pressures in the train

have not yet equalized, and you don't

want to set your brake until they are, but

every second you wait delays the train

that much. You have no orders to hold

the train after leaving time for just a little

thing like trying the air, so you have to

exhaust all of the train-pipe pressure to

get the slightest application on those cars

whose auxiliaries were previously empty.

When you coupled to the train with empty

train pipe and some empty auxiliaries, the

pressure in main resen^oir was considera-

bly lowered, and after again discharging

the whole volume of air in train pipe so as

to get every brake to set, the main reser-

voir would not have air enough to refill

the train pipe with a pressure that would

release all of the brakes, and those brakes

that are stuck will be bled off.

I want to call attention to the fact that

an air brake has not been tested when it

must be released by opening the release

cock under the car. If a brake fails to re-

lease naturally, after the engineer's brake

valve is in release position, a closed angle

cock may cause the trouble, but the in-

spectors will get your train off their hands

quicker, and you will leave just a little

nearer on time, by bleeding the brakes

than to wait for them to be pumped off

—

the natural release—but you will give your

brakes really their first test when you

make your first stop out on the road, and

it's much safer testing brakes while stand-

ing in the train shed than while running

forty or fifty miles an hour.

A triple valve may be "stuck" while

the brakes to the rear of it release ; there-

fore, no angle cock could be shut. If the

engineer can apply and release the brake

on the last car in the train, the mai?! pipe

is certainly open through the length of the

train, but there is a branch or
'

' cross-over
'

'

pipe that connects the main train pipe

of each car with the triple valve. This

pipe, or one of the air strainers in it, may
be stopped up suddenly, or the stop

cock in this cross-over pipe may have

been closed, accidentally or otherwise,

preventing the operation of the brake on

that car, while the other brakes ahead of

and behind it work all right.

The Westinghouse Company make these

stop cocks so that the handles will stand

out at right angles to the pipe when the

cock is open, and they intend the cock to

be set in the pipe where it goes across,

horizontally. When attached in this way,

the cock will not work shut, but under a

great many passenger cars I notice the



stop cock is located in a perpendicular

section of the cross-over pipe ; the handle

stands horizontally when open, and it is

quite possible for the motion of the car to

cause the handle to gravitate down and
shut the cock.

There have been many rules formulated

and adopted for the goveniment of those

who repair, inspect and operate air brakes,

aijd the rules are numerous, but one
of the most important things in air brak-

ing is the test of the brakes, to be

made before starting the train out on the

road.

There is no need for any great delay in

making a perfect brake test when there is

a good and plainly defined rule to follow

and when the enginemen, trainmen and
inspectors are competent and follow the

prescribed rules. Here is an order that, if

in effect, might delay a train about a

minute, but might save lives, property and
money for the company before the trip is

ended.

"When testing the air brakes of any
train, and after all cars are coupled to-

gether, the inspectors, trainmen, or other

parties on whom the dut)- may devolve,

must not order the engineman to make a

test application of the brakes until at least

one minute after all angle cocks and stop

cocks in the train are opened, excepting, of

course, the cocks at the extreme ends of

train lines, that are always closed. .\nd if

it will not delay the train, the brakes

must not be tested until the maximum
pressure is attained in the train line and
main reservoir, and the pump governor

has checked the action of the pump. In

any test the engineman must not discharge

more than lo nor less than 8 pounds of air

from the train pipe, and the application

must be made in the ser\-ice stop position

of the brake valve. Brakes must never be

tested with an emergency application.

Enginemen will have their main reservoirs

charged with air at highest pressure before

coupling to a train, and, upon coupling to

a train, will give their air pumps a full open
throttle until maximum pressure is at-

tained."

Conductors, inspectors, many engineers,

and possibly certain officials, wouldn't

like to have such an order in effect, because

it might delay a train a minute or so. One
night, I saw a passenger brakeman display

intelligence enough to refuse to bleed the

brakes off the sleepers after the Old Timer
had made a terminal test by discharging

all of his train-pipe pressure ; the engine

carried no excess. The brakeman said :

"Pump your brakes off, and the next time

let your fireman try the air and the brakes

won't stick."

Most engineers expect brakes to be bled

off after they have " stuck " them, and be-

lieve that if the triple valve exhausts the

air from the brake cylinder when the

release cock on the auxiliary reservoir is

opened, that the brake on that car is work-

ing all right ; but it doesn't prove anything
of the kind.

As an instance. Down at the other end

of the road, a passenger engine was dis-

connected from her tender to allow for

some little repairing, and when they

coupled the engine and tender again,

they cross-coupled the air hose ; that is,

they couple<l the brake hose from the en-

gine with the signal hose of the tender,

and the signal hose on the engine was

united with the brake hose on the tender.

Brake and signal couplers will not unite

with each other, but when the hose on

this engine were fitted to couplers the mis-

take was made of using couplers of one

style. When the engineer brought his en-

gine out the brake seemed to work all right,

the driver brake did all the braking and he

didn't notice that the tender brake didn't

set.

Well, he coupled to his train, and the

signal pipe of the engine being connected

with the brake pipe of the tender and

train, he could not supply a greater press-

ure to those brakes than the signal reduc-

ing valve would supply—say 25 or 30

pounds. The train had been standing with

brakes applied, as usual, and, as it was

about leaving time when the inspector was
ready to trv^ the air, no attention was paid

to that, and the inspector signaled the en-

gineer to apply the brake. He moved his

brake valve to the position for applying

brakes and discharged air from the train

pipe on the engine, applying the driver

brakes, but from beyond that the air was
drawn from the signal pipe on tender and
train. The brakes being already applied on

the train, nothing more could be done, and
after the inspectors had run along the train

and found the brakes were still set, they

pulled the air signal valve on the rear car

to signal the engineer to release the brakes,

and to .show also that the signal line was

O. K. Of course, the whistle didn't

blow, but the inspectors at the rear

of the train didn't know that, and,

as it was leaving time, they began bleed-

ing auxiliaries to get the brakes off that

were '

' stuck. " Of course, the)- had to bleed

them all, and in doing it some air was
drawn through from the train-brake pipe

to the auxiliaries, and as that pipe was con-

nected to the signal apparatus of the en-

gine, it caused the signal whistle to blow,

and the signal was supposed to be all right.

When the engineer threw his brake valve

into release, he heard his driver brake let

off, and was satisfied. The inspectors bled

o^ their brakes, and were satisfied, and the

train was started out on the road, with

every one satisfied that the air-brake and
signal lines had been tested thoroughly,

while the driver brake was the only means
of stopping the train, under the control of

the engineer. Luckily, the first stop to be

made on the road was at a station, and the

road was clear. The driver brakes stopped

the train awaj- pa.st the station, and the

train and engine were inspected, and the

trouble located.

Will W. Wood.
Terre Haute, hid.

Doc. Kicks on the Examination.

Editors :

Doc. has got a run now that brings him
up where I see him. Last night we had
a good long talk ; he don't like the ex-

amination business, but he is ver\- mild in

his kick about it. He says :
' What is the

use of all this fuss about examining engi-

neers and firemen ? It has been going on

for four or five years on most all first-class

roads, but the trouble with the Traveling

Engineer's list of questions is, it is the

first one some of the boys have seen in

black and white, and it scared them when
they took a good square look at it. But,

Clinton, there are lots of questions in it

that are of no use at all, might as well be

left out ; lots of them are too hard for any

ordinary engineer. Then, the idea of ask-

ing a man to pass 100 per cent, on any list

!

How do you ever expect perfection from

anyone ? When the report of your commit-

tee was first published in the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers' Journal, there

was a big kick from all hands. We got

our traveling engineer, Ike, cornered and

put a whole lot of hard questions to him ;

he put up a pretty good argument in re-

turn. Ike says, ' What is there about this

form of examination you don't like ? ' ' It's

too long,' says one. ' All right,' says Ike,

' pick out some of the questions you think

are of no use.' ' Well,' says another, 'what

is the use of asking a young fireman 234

questions ? ' Says Ike :
' Have you read

the list over, or do you take some one's

word for it? A man that has fired six

months only has 12 questions to answer

—

it ought to be more, than less—and when
he has worked eighteen months he gets 26

questions. Now, where in the next list of

143 questions do you find any that a man
need not know about to be a first-class man ?

Talk about asking too many questions, did

you ever see the list they use in examining

a steamboat engineer ? They get a good

solid dose, that is worse than any you have

got.'

" Ike gave us a lot more pointers, and it

set us a-thinking. I find the boys are much
more moderate since they have talked it

over and read it closely for themselves."

I said to Doc: "Examinations have

come to stay, and all the dispute over

it from now out will be on. How hard

should they be ? You will allow that

there is more knowledge demanded of

engineers each year, so that a man will

have to keep posted right up to date

to be first-class. . Do you want the ex-

amination made to fit a first-class man, or

a second-class man ? " " First-class, to be

sure, " says Doc. I said :
" If the engineer

or fireman is not well posted, it is his

business to get there, not have the stand-

ard cut <iown to suit his ideas. The ex-

amination is for the purpose of picking

out the first-class men and holding all

others back till such time as they get to

be first-class.

" Have you read the whole report?"

Doc. admitted that he had not ; had
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read it over, skipped some of it, and

heard it talked over by others.

I said, "In the first place, the com-

mittee state that good men should be

picked out for firemen ;
that they should

be intelligent, fairly well educated, of

good habits, and should be examined after

six months' service as fireman ; that this

examination should ' not go clear down into

technicalities.' Then follows a list of

twelve questions. They also recommend

that if, in his six months' service, it is

shown that he will not make an engineer,

he had better be dropped out. If he puts

in his time around saloons, gets around

late for duty, has a dirty engine and does

his firing with his mouth, it should be

cause enough to give a better man his

place, not tr\- to reform him. He will be

the same kind of an engineer. Do you

think that is not fair?
"

Doc. says :
" That don't read so."

We got the report and showed him he

did not know what he was kicking about.

Then I said :

'

' Now, Doc, let us reason

together. You are opposed to any form of

examination and hope to break it down, so

that a man can get a job on somebody else's

good word instead of on what he knows.

It won't work. When you go to work on

another road, you will have to pass exam-

ination on rules, on eye-sight, on air-brake

practice, and why not on handling an en-

gine ? Will it not be an advantage to you

to know just what that examination will

be ? Will it not be a greater advantage to

you if the form of examination is the same

on the road where you are going as on

your old road, and where we can reason-

ably suppose you have passed successfully ?

Will it not be a still greater advantage if

you can show your certificate of passing

this form of examination previously ? That

is what a standard form of examination

can do. It is not safe to trust a man on an

engine who cannot see plain at all reason-

able distances and distinguish all kinds of

colored signals apart in all kinds of

weather. If you have ever seen a color-

blind man tested, you know that it is a

sad fact that some men cannot tell green

and white lights apart ; some others are

so bad they can't pick out a red light

every time. Do you want that man on

an engine running on your division ? He
will tell you he can see well enough, and

that the examination is only to get rid of

him. Do you want to let a man out on the

main line in charge of a train unless he

understands the time-card and the rights

of the trains running on it? How would

you like to be responsible for a new man
unless you were sure he knew his business ?

How would you find out? Take his word

for it, or examine him?
'

' You say that the examination is too

hard. Do you want it so easy that poor

men can get by it
;

get set up and dis-

charged after a few months as engineer,

and make the crop of engineers looking for

jobs any more numerous ? While promo-

tion is made so easy and on the ' oldest

fireman basis,' is it any wonder that the

country is full of men who have run en-

gines? We can't call them all engineers.

While there is so much competition for

situations and such an over-supply of en-

gineers, it is in the interest of everj- com-

petent engineer to have the incompetent

men weeded out, if the good men are to

stand any chance.

"Set your standard higher than it is

now ; that is the way to make your situa-

tion permanent.

"You know mighty well. Doc, that air-

brake instruction and examination has im-

proved the air-brake service on any road

that has tried it. You know that you are

a better air-brake man now than ever be-

fore, just because Ike kept you stirred up

about it, till you got interested and studied

it up to find out ivhy it worked just so

and no other way. If it has helped you

with the air brake, won't it help you just

as much about break-downs on an engine ?

" If you don't like the list, trj- making

up one for yourself that contains questions

on all you think a fireman should know
before taking an engine—remember that

the examiner is responsible for knowing the

candidate is capable—you will get a longer

list than ours." "But," says Doc, "I

don't know enough to get up such a list."

Said I, " But you think you know enough

to tear down some other man's list ; don't

criticise anything you are ignorant of." I

expected Doc. would get mad at my rough-

shod arguments, but he thanked me for

showing him the other side, as he had

misunderstood what the list was for, but

there was such a great kick about it, he

took it for granted that it was something

terrible. That is what ails others ; it looks

like a high jump to get over it,

especially as it is the first time

such a list has been published unless ac-

companied with answers. If answers were

supplied with the Traveling Engineer's

Form, it would not be an examination to

find out what a man knew—it would be a

test of his good memory in holding on to

the answers. .\s to the justice of expect-

ing all correct answers, or loo per cent.,

if the questions are all proper and neces-

sary, should they not all be answered cor-

rectly ? First pick out the questions that

are not necessary, or fairly stated, and

have them taken out, but all neccssa)y

questions should be answered correctly, if

the candidate is to pass a first-class exam-

ination. When it comes to promotion, give

the oldest fireman a chance ; if he has not

paid enough attention to his business to be

at the top of the list in knowledge, com-

bined with good judgment, let him step

down for the man who has. That will

give him an incentive to post himself and
learn how the best men do the work.
With a new man hired as engineer, he
should understand how you want the work
done on your road before he goes to work;
if you want it done in first-class shape,

find out if he knows how before he goes to

work. Clinton B. Conger,
Road Foreman of Engines.

Ciand Rapids, Mich.
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Bunching Trains on Mountain Grades.

Editors

:

In October number of Locomotive
Engineering we had an article on inde-

pendent versus continuous driving-brakes,

our argument being in favor of the former,

with the exception of engines in passenger

ser\'ice or engines pulling short trains.

Like LocoMOTrvE Engineering, we lay

no claims to infallibility, and perhaps

should be satisfied with accepting the edi-

tor's note under article, but we have been

gathering facts, not opinions, for three

months, and have come to the conclusion,

with several other engineers, that the edi-

tors (although being men who are much
more thoroughly posted on general sub-

jects than we are) have never handled

forty-five cars, all air, on as heavy moun-

tain grades as we have in the Rocky
Mountains here, where the speed down
mountain for fifteen miles must not exceed

twelve miles per hour, and where retainers

won't steady train long enough to re-

charge without exceeding said rate of

speed.

We may be given to vanity on our

qualities as air-brake men, but we have

handled "hogs " on these mountains with

both the independent and continuous

brakes, and while we can make the stops

and handle our heavy trains with either,

the difference in favor of the former, on

mountain work at least, is as day to night.

In the first place, we are modem enough

in our ideas to want to run steady down the

mountain and try to average 12 miles per

hour the entire distance. It keeps air pump
busy to supply air for forty-five cars with-

out frittering it away, making frequent ap-

plications or kicking off head brakes ; we
have no air to waste, and there is a junc-

tion half way down and a crossing just be-

fore we get to foot of grade. With a 7-

pound application we can probably go

three miles before we need to release. Say

our train line was 65 pounds to start with,

there are always a few minor leaks in a

train of this length, and while valve has

been on lap, train-line pressure has fallen

to 50 pounds, our speed to eight miles

per hour, and reservoir pressure increased

to no pounds. Our engine is equipped

with continuous brake, and we release

;

retainers are all turned up—there are

none on engine or tender (which weigh

100 tons) ; the consequence is engine,

which has had train bunched (as Brother

Wood calls it), runs ahead mUch faster

than train, which makes quite a bad jerk,

if retainers hold at all, and, before train

line and auxiliaries can possibly charge to

65 pounds, we are going twenty miles per

hour. Why ? Because retainers can scarcely

hold cars, in fact—can't—let alone a 100-

ton "hog." On the other hand, with same

train and conditions, except our engines

have an Eames vacuum driving brake, when
we release, can hold engine back against

train, where she belongs, until train

is properly charged, and our speed is

still less than twelve, miles per hour

;



can then let driving lirake off slowly

without feeling the slightest jerk, and we
are again ready for an application. We
can thus go down this or any other moun-
tain at a proper rate of speed, and if any-

thing breaks, can always stop before they

are all in the ditch. If, as it now seems,

railroad companies intend doing away with

the independent brake on mountain grades,

retainers should be put on driver and tender

triples. The Northern Pacific has some first-

class air engineers, and, to a man, those in

mountain service voice these sentiments.

Am glad Brother Wood appreciates a

bunching brake. Let us hear from some
other mountain engineer on this subject.

The New Form of Examination for

Firemen for Promotion, and New Men for

Employment, is, we think, a wise step in

the right direction. L. D. Shaffner.
Missoula, IMont.

[The arguments of our correspondent are

good. One of the editors, at least, con-

fesses to having handled air for some years

on a Rock)- Mountain road, and acknowl-

edges that it is always best to keep train

"bunched," but still believes that the in-

dependent engine brake is not an unmixed
blessing. We can see no good reason for not

using a pressure-retaining valve on engine

and tender in mountain ser\dce, and think

they would answer every purpose.

—

Ed.]

% % %
The Old-Timers on the State Road.
Editors :

The "opposition " cars on the old Penn-

sylvania State road spoken of in the

December number of Locomotive Engi-
neering, known as "Our Line," were
vjsry familiar to the writer ; also, the hust-

ling for passengers at all way stations. It

was the practice for these men to jump off

the train before it came to a .stop and then

"go for" anyone they suppcsed intended

taking the train.

These blue cars had a ^'possum belly "

similar to that under eight-wheel cabooses,

for the purpose of carrying baggage, and it

was the duty of these hustlers to crawl

into the "possum belly" after a trunk, if

it could not be reached any other way, and
they were about as noisy a set as a lot of

hackmen. The legend painted on the side

of these cars read: "Opposition to all

Imposition. Miller, Jefferies, and the

People." There being cars of the Blue

Line and cars of the Eagle Line in the same
train, of course, competition was sharp.

" Our Line " was run on what was known
as the "Slow Line," a way passenger train,

but not slow in running time. It was
called the Slow- Line on account of the

many stops, and afterwards known as the

"Tub"—at the present time the Harris-

burg Accommodation, but in the early days

only running to Columbia, Pa.

It was the custom for the State agent

(conductor) to call out to the man on the

front end (no bell cord in use) the names
of stations he was to stop at, there being

passengers on the'train for these stations.

There wa.s another opposition line put on

about the time spoken of, b\- Hall & Co.

Their idea was to have a car that would

ride easy (and there seems to be some
sense in the idea). In their cars, the

flooring was dropped down between the

front and rear trucks, about 24 inches, or

what would bring the car floor quite on a

level with the center of the axles. While

there w ere seats in the car at either end

directly over the trucks, and on a level

with the platform, passengers going to the

center of the car would have to go down
two or three steps. The roof of the car

was not sunken the same as the floor.

What chances passengers in these cars

would have in a derailment is one thing
;

but they did run steady.

Indianapolis, Ind. W. de Sanno.

^ i i
Putting in Driving Springs or Equal-

izer Rig on the Road.
Editors :

I have a method for putting in driver

spring and hangers different from any

w-ay I have seen or read of, and, as I think

it is the best and quickest way, especially

out on the road, I thought I would give it

to the readers of Locomotive Engineer-
ing to criticise. Measure the distance

from tail piece of frame down to tie,

which we will say is 3 feet 7 inches ; now
measure space between driver box and
pedestal binder, which we will say is 2

inches—added to first measure makes 3 feet

9 inches. Cut a plank of about 3x6 stuff

(a brake beam will do) the above length.

Now place one end on a tie and the top

end at tail frame back of cab step, and

bac/i engine up on it, and you have engine

as high as you could get it, with jack.

Now, you should have an equalizer hook
long enough to use a piece of light rail-

road iron about 6 or S feet long for a lever

to catch under top frame. Always discon-

nect equalizer to put in spring or hanger
;

you will have no trouble to pull down
equalizer. It is best to have hook long

enough to use a nut or block between end

of lever and frame, to take second and last

pull on equalizer. Run engine ahead off

of block. I have put in driver spring in sev-

enteen minutes, and about four months ago

I broke both equalizer hanger (sometimes

called fulcrum) bolts, w-hich let engine

clear down on both boxes. I ran her up on

block, put in new bolts, and was ready to

go in fifteen minutes. Of course, it de-

pends a good deal on whether everything

works all right. I have spent thirty min-

utes in getting out hanger gib, and once
spent fifty minutes in getting out broken

hanger bolts. I have been told that my
plan might work with a light engine, but

not a heavy one. About a month ago I

helped to put in a driver spring in an i8,x24

engine, and it worked all right. It is

simply a question of strength of the block

and the tie it stands on. If any one has a

(juicker or better plan to work with, out on

the road, let's hear from them.

/>arto2c, Ela. Or.\nge Porxn.

Some Shop Kinks from the Qrand
Rapids and Indiana.

rKinrOKI.iL CORRESPt'NDENCE.]

You can't go into the shops of the G. R. &
I., at Grand Rapids, without thinking you

are in a P. R.R. shop. The power is of

the P. R.R. style, and most of it came

from there, and, by the way, it's the

hei(viest power in Michigan, and as good-

looking as the best.

There is a considerable move in the shop

towards expediting work with air, and the

demand for more of it has kept the old

brake pumps dancing. General Master

Mechanic Keegan is building a compressor

Wheel-Press Air Att.\chment.

with which to do the work more economi-
cally.

The best thing the\- do with air is to put
some elixir of life in the wheel press with

it. Their press is one of the old-fashioned

ones with a single pump. In the old days

a man put a wheel onto an axle and leaned

up against the press, dreaming of home
and mother, until the little pump took up
enough slack and settled down to business.

They took off the old open tank the

pmup used to draw- from, and put in its

place an ordinary 12-inch brake cylinder,

put the pump suction. into that and piped

air to it.

Now, when the}' go to press on a wheel,

they turn on the air and start the pump at

the same time ; 60 pounds of air shoves the

ram out at once and commences business,

and every stroke of the pump increases the

pressure—no dream between slacks there.

In pressing off wheels it is even better, for
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as soon as the air pressure can take care of

the work, off it goes in a hurry. It is

necessary to provide safety chains to pre-

vent the ram being pushed out of the cyl-

inder accidental!}-.

Out in the tin shop they have rigged up

a press, shown herewith, for pressing out

light parts of tin and other light metals

—

lantern tops and bottoms, oil can parts,

etc., the variety of work being limited

only by the number and variety of dies

provided.

They also handle an ice and snow

flanger with air. This device is also shown

about three-fourths of an inch long, the

handle is slightly turned and another bite

taken. The knife is a very stiff piece of

Henry L. Leach, of Boston, manufac-

turer of the Leach sanding apparatus, re-

ports a sale of forty-three sets for Decem-

ber. Sanding by air jet, instead of by a

hole, is a great step in advance ; even hard

times can't keep down sales of a thing

that has so much intrinsic value.

Die and He.\d—Tin-Shop Air Press.

steel, there being no danger at all of

breaking it.

They blow the ashes out of their pans

Fi,uE Cutter.

with jets of steam directed from several

cross pipes toward the rear damper.

All the engines have large oil cups on
their eccentrics—which is a good thing. I

Fl-^.nger—Plan.

Steamship heating is a new field for the

employment of electric heat, which has

attracted the attention of tlie Consolidated

Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y. Its regu-

lar form of street-car heaters are, in the

main, well adapted for steamship heating.

^ i i
On the D., S. S. & A. the passenger

brakesmen are stationed at car platforms at

all important stations, and require each

passenger to show a ticket before entering

the cars. It is said to prevent train robberies

—the retail kind.

^ i ^
H. K. Porter & Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

builders of light locomotives, report having

enjoyed a larger patronage during 1894, in

proportion to the capacity of their plant,

than fell to the lot of anj- other manu-
facturer of locomotives.

Tin-Shop Air Press.

in sketch. It is in the form of a heavy

plow about 18 inches high ; on the bottom
there are horizontal knives, with saw teeth

on them ; and this device is dropped be-

tween the rails by means of a tumbling

shaft, operated by an ordinar\' tank brake

cylinder.

When doing business, they drop it 3J^
inches below the top of the rail. It works
vertically, which is an advantage over any
form of flanger that raises most at the nose.

In the boiler shop they use a flue cutter,

designed by the foreman, that seems to be

just the thing for getting out old flues.

It is a plug that is inserted in the flue up
to the shoulder, a knife is pivoted in one end
of the plug, and a hole in the other end
allows a lever to be used to pry the knife

edge against the flue; this cuts a hole in it

Ice Plow, or Flanger.

never could see why a management would
invest in a two-dollar sight-feed oil cup for

a side rod where a hole would do first-rate,

and be content with a hole full of curled

hair for an eccentric where work is done
and oil needed.

J. A. H.

One of the leading trunk lines, which
recently tried a set of Columbian metallic

rod packing, reports that it endured the

service of 2 years, 7 months, 13 days, dur-

ing which time the locomotive ran nearly

91,000 miles.

A great deal of attention has been

bestowed by the electrical papers upon

an immense electric locomotive under
construction in France. The engine

was built according to the designs of

M. Heilmann, and was tried upon the

Western Railway of France. It proved

a complete failure, but the designer is

working upon another electrical loco-

motive which he says will be success-

ful. The leading idea is that the loco-

motive shall generate its own electrical

energy.
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A Neat Air-Brake Instruction and work we have yet seen ; we show drawings driving motor is mounted on a cast-iron bed

Repair Room. of them. plate, which slides on cast-iron brackets,

Our photographic reproduction shows a In Fig. i is shown the bench or block bolted to the framing of the car. The motor

corner in the shops of thcO. R. S: N. Co.'s with a pump on it in hnriznntn! position
;

turns a vulcanized fibre pinion which en-

Air-Braki;

shops at Albina, Ore., in charge of Mr. Perry

H. Corbett. Here is the usual instruction

plant, located on the left, where all kinds

of triple and engineers' valves in use by

the road are set up in shape to operate

;

1 xiD m~

Repair Room—O. R. & N. Co.'s Shgp.s, Albina, Ore.

to the lugs on the air cylinder is secured,

by check nuts, a hinged bolt. This serves

to keep the pump steady ; a man can work

all around it, and at any moment can

throw it up into vertical position by a

slight lift on the steam cylinder.

When standing on end, as shown in Fig.

2, the pump comes into position to couple

up steam and air pipes, to make a complete

test of it before it leaves the bench at all.

An}' air-brake doctor can make one of

these blocks from the dimensions given.

They lag the air cylinders with old stack

netting, which keeps the jacket in place,

and perforate the jacket to allow a circu-

lation of air to keep the cylinder cool.

A R

^

Fig. I.

there are also sectional models of the

valves, etc.

On the left-hand side are hung up the

pumps, lubricators and injectors that have
been repaired and are ready to go out.

In the center and between the men are

located two of the best benches for pump

An e.xperiment has lately been made by
Mr. Buchanan, of the New York Central,

which promises greatly to reduce the an-

noyance from leaky flues. He believed

that leakage was often caused by move-
ment of the flue sheets, due to the inside

pressure upon the flat surface. To prevent

that, he braced the front and back flue

sheets by means of heavy rods run through

tubes and securely fastened in firebox and
smokebox ends. The results are said to

have been highly satisfactory.

gj i i
The first electric switching locomotive

built in Great Britain has just been put into

service b}- a company engaged in making
textile machinery. The engine has the ap- gages

pearauce of a four-wheel freight car. The motor
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with gearing on the car wheels

is said to work satisfactorilj-.

IG. 2.

The



Training of Apprentices in Test De-
partment of the Baldwin Loco=

motive Works.
BY E. A. CUSTER.*

When the Test Department was first or-

ganized, it was determined to exercise a

close supervision on all material that was
offered by manufacturers, so that the

standard could be kept at a high degree of

excellence, and in doing this to provide a

school of instruction for the apprentices.

The problem that then confronted us was
how to do good accurate work with com-
paratively raw help. Tlie fact that all the

and best forms of micrometers were pro-

vided. The detail of the department was
under the direct supervision of a foreman,

whose duties were to see that the records

were correctly kept, and to give his per-

sonal attention to each operator's work.

He was required to break in all new boys,

to teach them the use of the various in-

struments, and to see that each step was
thoroughly learned before another was
made.

The apprentices were selected with ref-

erence to their records while in the shop,
.i^n}- boy who was bright and intelligent

where he bends and tests staybolt iron,

match-marks boiler steel, tests flues and
rubber hose, and assists in all the observa-

tions or tests that may be made. If there

should happen to be no work in the shop
'he is given lessons in micrometer work
and the use of the calculating instruments,

always being checked up by another ope-
rator. By the time he has been in the
room a month he is ready to begin on the
test machines at odd moments, but must
always have another man with him. The
first work is making tensile and transverse

tests of cast iron, and as he becomes ex-

The Testing Room, Baldwin Locomotive Works.
results obtained in the physical tests would
be subject to check from all quarters, and
that these checks would be made by men
who had been in the business for 3'ears,

were factors that could not be overlooked.

Safeguards would have to be thrown
around all the work at every stage, the

men drilled to perform each operation in

an intelligent and systematic manner, and
above all, as far as possible, the personal

equation in every detail would have to be
eliminated. The first step was to equip the

room with the best machines for the work.

This included, among others, one auto-

graphic and automatic, and one automatic

test machine, also a special milling tool.

Calculating machines, and the simplest

* Engineer of Tests, Baldwin Locomotive Works.

and had the necessary grit to make a good
record in shop work, was deemed fit to

enter the Test Department. When the

apprentice first enters he is put to work on
the milling tool in company with the boy
who is ready to be moved ahead. He is

first taught that all things must be sacri-

ficed to accuracy, and shown that it takes

no longer to do good work than it does to

do bad. If the test pieces come from his

machine more than 75=^5^" out of parallel,

he is made to mill them again, and the

source of error is pointed out. In a re-

markably short time he is doing first-class

work and doing it quickly. During this

period, when there is no work for the mill-

ing machine, he is sent in company with a

more experienced man into the shop,
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pert in handling the machine, a greater

variety is given. It is at this stage that he
begins to get an inkling of the manner in

which the records are kept, and when the

next boy comes along to work the testing

machine, the first boy is moved to the cal-

culating table, where he measures all test

pieces, makes calculations and arranges

the formal notices of acceptance to the

various departments. He is taught that

no requests for material, notices of ac-

ceptance or information of any kind can

be given verbally, but must be written.

The person receiving a notice of any kind
always signs for it, and this system must
be rigidly carried out. The boy must not
only carry this plan in his own work, but

see that it is done by his associates. He



learns the value of leaving a clear trail.

About this time he is given charge of much
of the routine work in the shop ; the tests

of asbestos, staybolt iron, flues, hose, selec-

tion of coke samples and match-marking

boiler steel, all come under his direct

supervision. In this manner his power of

observation is quickened, the names and

different brands of material become famil-

iar, and the experience in handling these

products gives him a clear idea of their

character and peculiarities. Then, when
the opportunity offers, he is given short

trips of outside inspection ;
boiler and

furnace steel at the mills, steel billets for

forging and brands of iron or steel that

are made to special specifications, come

under his observation. He handles speci-

of what can be and is done every day by

the chenii.st, but it is intended solely to

put another phase of his chosen profession

in a practical light. The close attention to

detail and the study required to keep up

with the varying work given in this de-

partment, is an education on lines that will

prove of great benefit to him in the future.

It was at first thought that the ap-

prentice feature would bring out a crop of

errors, but the fact is that the continual

supervision of all hands at different stages

of the work has raised the standard to a

high degree of excellence. It is good for

both the foreman and the boy, as it keeps

the former keyed up to his best work, and

teaches the latter something new in his

shop education. All the work is done by

Air-Hoist Qovernin}; Valve.

The cut shown herewith will give a good

idea of the construction of a valve used at

the Juniata shops, P. R.R., at Altoona, Pa.,

for air hoists. It was designed by F. R.

Browne, assistant master mechanic. Where

\locomot/Wf ^nomeering.

Labor.^tory—Test Department, Baldwin Locomotive \Vork.s.

fications from almost every railroad in the

United States, as well as those from Eng-
land, France, Germany, Italy, Russia and

other foreign countries. His ideas are

broadened, and the work has developed

so that he not only furnishes infor-

mation from which deductions are to

be made, but also makes deductions from

what is before him. In time, if he has

the right stuff in him, and applies

himself diligently and conscientiouslj', he

has become a trained observer, ready to

enter that field where experience and
higher education will give him a standing

in the eyes of his employers. Should he

be a graduate of any of the various techni-

cal schools, or show a natural aptitude for

the work, he is taken into the chemical

laboratory and given a course at practical

chemistry. It is not expected that this

course will give him more than an inkling

apprentice boys, under the care of a fore-

man, and this foreman realizes that the

only way that he can do good work is to

have each boy do the task he happens to

have in a careful and systematic manner.

i i i
The U. S. Metal Polish Co., 295 East

Washington street, Indianapolis, will send

free a trial sample of what they claim to be

the most satisfactory material for quickly

polishing all bright parts of a locomotive,

provided those who apply say they saw ad-

vertisement in Locomotive Engineer-
ing.

i g i
We have received the Report of the Com-

missioner of Railroads for Michigan, which

contains much valuable infonnation about

the physical condition of the railroads in

that State.
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air is permanently connected to hoist, it is

brought to the valve at D, but where

couplings are used, that may be detached,

the connection is made at A. Bj' attach-

ing cords or chains to the eyelets in the

lever, a pull-on one or the other will raise

or lower the load by operating the valves,

as shown. The beauty of this valve is that

it cannot be left open ;
as soon as the

operator lets go of the operating cord the

valve closes. It cannot be handled roughly,

as the openings will not permit air to flow

into or out of the cylinder fast. It can be

graduated nicely by touching the valves

slightly, letting in or out a little air at a

time.

i i i
There is no book of "answers " to ques-

tions in official examination book—study

the subject, don't learn a lot of answers.



Methods of Operation and Rules.

[SECOJTD PAPER.]

There are three general methods nl

operatinc; block signals, under which all

the different systems may be classed.

These are respectively called the ' Tele-

graphic," the "Controlled Manual" and

the "Automatic," the last-nanieil includ-

ing the " .^utonudic Mechanical," as well

as the ' Automatic Electric."

Of these let us first consider the tele-

graphic method, as, from its simplicity and

cheapness, it is in use on more miles of road

than any other. Its name is derived from the

means by which communication is lia<l

between the different block stations for the

purpose of a.scertaining whether or not the

block is " clear."

The equipment of a station consists,

primarily, of a signal for controlling trains,

which, although preferably of the .sema-

phore type, very often is not ; of a lever

for working the signal, placed in a position

mo.st convenient to the operator ; of a wire

used in connection with the ordinary tele-

graph instruments, or an electric bell for

conveying the information necessary to

properly work the block. The telegraph

in.struments of a division may all be put on

the same wire, in which case it can only

be used by one operator at a time, ami

every other operator can hear what is being

said ; or else the wire may run from one

.station only to the next, and thus be a

local wire and ready for use at all times.

That there is an essential difference in

the manner in which these two arrange-

ments are operated can be .seen at once,

although the result desired is the same in

both. With the first arrangement the

train dispatcher is expected to keep track

of the operators and see that they properly

report to the stations on either .side of them

the arrival and departure of trains. The
dispatcher may be expected, in some cases,

to give an order for the " clearing " of each

signal, thus making him entirely responsi-

ble for the blocking of trains and allowing

the operators no discretion in the matter.

With the second arrangement, where the

block wire extends only from one station

to the ne.Kt, the operator alone is responsi-

ble for the proper blocking of trains, re-

porting their arrival and departure to the

stations on either side of him and clearing

the signal only when the block is clear.

There is, of course, with this latter arrange-

ment the usual train dispatcher's wire in

each office, but it has nothing to do with

the block sy.stem and is only used by the

operator to notify the dispatcher of the

movement of trains. From this it is seen

that the advantages to be gained by usin.g

a separate block wire between each two

stations are, that it places the responsibility

upon each operator and that fewer men

will be needed, as the dispatcher will be

relieved from the routine work of blocking

trains and can devote his time to fixing

meeting-points.

Each operator is provided with a train

register sheet, on which he records the

arrival and departure of trains as repoiled

to him and as he reports to others. The

sheet is divided into two columns by a

vertical line, the record of all trains in a

given direction being placed on the same

side. These sheets are kept on file at each

station, but should any question arise as

to the acts of an operator, they can be sent

for and compared with the sheets from

other stations.

To prevent operators from making mis-

takes and giving the wrong signal, there is

f|uite a difference in the means adopted on

the various roads.

On some roads, where the signals are

normally kept at danger, the operator is

required, before clearing his signal for an

approaching train, to ask the operator at

the next station ahead if he can do .so,

although his train sheet may show that the

last train admitted has passed out of the

l)lock. He is not allowed to hook or fasten

the signal lever in the position correspond-

ing with the "all clear " of the signal, but

is required to hold it there so long as it is

nece.s.sani' to keep the signal at " all clear,"

a method very certain to insure the signal

being returned to "danger" as soon as

possible.

Others depend entirely on the train

sheet, assuming that in case of doubt the

operatoi will ask the next operator and

find out if the block is clear.

others, again, keep the signal at "dan-

ger
'

' only so long as a train is in the

block, clearing it as soon as the train has

passed the next .station.

The first is the best method, as two men,

one at the beginning and the other at the

other end of the block, have to agree be-

fore a train is allowed to enter. Besides,

keeping the signal normally at danger is

an additional safeguard, as it requires the
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operator to be certain of what he is doing

and to put himself on record that the

block is clear.

In regard to the use of permissive block-

ing with a tele.graphic block system, the

method most generally adopted is to put

the entire control in the hands of the train

dispatcher and allow the operator to give

a "caution" or permissive signal only

when authorized by him. If the conditions

as to weather and track are favorable, per-

missive blocking is frequently made use of

between freight trains. But, between

])assenger trains, the absolute block is

maintained unless exceptionally good rea-

.sons present themselves for doing other-

wise. The permissive signal can be given

in several ways, as has been said before
;

but the best plan, I believe, is to require

the ojjerator to give a permissive card to

the engineer, the same as with a train

order stating for what train caution is to

be observed. With this card there can be

no mistaking the information .given, as

might occur with a caution signal, more

particularly the three-position signal when
such is made by the inclined position of

the blade.

That a svstem of signals operated through

the means of communication afforded by

the telegraph instrument is cheap and in

every way advantageous, is clearly proved

from the fact of its having been so widely

adopted by roads that apparently could

not afford to spend money on anything not

absolutely necessary. But one wreck will

\ery often pay for a good many signals

and the few extra operators required to

work a block system ; so that by drawing

on one's imagination as to the size of the

wreck, it is very easy to figure out a great

saving to a road. A system of block

signals is certainly a much better arrange-

ment than any practice of flagging trains,

but the trainmen must be properly edu-

cated as to the extent of the protection

afforded by the system and not look for it

to do more than it is intended to do. Not

that flagging has at yet been abandoned

where any system of signaling is in opera-

tion, but it is used merely as a check on

operator and enginemen in case they should

make mistakes.

The benefits to be derived from any sys-

tem of block signals depends in a great



measure on the niles jioverning their use

and also on the extent to which they are

observed. A set of rules for operating a

telegraphic block signal system gives, first

of all, the definition of a block, defines a

signal and then states how the different

signals are to be read. As these have al-

ready been given—as have, also, several

very important points which are usually

covered in the rules—I will give in a some-

what condensed form only those which

have not been previously mentioned and

which are essential to the proper working

of a telegraphic system of signals :

Trains between A and X will be gov-

erned in their movements by a block sys-

tem which is designed to protect trains

running in an opposite as well as in the same

direction. This system will be independ-

ent of the general rules governing train

Chicago, Mil\v.\ukkk & St. Paui,

Railway Company.
River Division.
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Engineers and conductors receiving per-

missive block card will run with great

caution. Where view is obscured they

must reduce speed to insure against col-

lision with a train that may be running

ahead of them.

If no markers are displayed on the rear

of the train, the operator at the next block

station ahead must be notified to give the

approaching train a signal that train is

broken apart. The block station in the

Signalmen should closely watch each

train as it passes, and if anything is

noticed that is wrong, must report it to the

next stiition and have train stopped.

The rules governing the use of block sig-

nals do not relieve trainmen from observ-

ing all other rules relating to the protec-

tion of trains.

The rules for use where communication

is had by telegraph, generally contain a

code of signals by which information re-

garding the condition of the block can be

quickly transmitted. Where a tjcll is used

the code has to be much more complete,

and the number of taps reejuired is often

large, as one cannot talk with it as is possi-

ble with a telegraph instrument. For this

reason a great deal of care should be e.K-

ercised in the arrangement of the code, so

that no serious con.sequences could result

±
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movement and the movements directed by

special telegraphic orders, and must not

be confused with them.

The block signal must never be fastened

at the "clear" position.except when theof

fice is closed, but must always be held at

that position, when it is desired to clear a

train, until the rear car of the train has

passed.

When there are no train orders, and

the block ahead is clear for an ap-

proaching train, the signal should be

changed to "clear" as soon and not

before the engineer is in sight of it,

that the train may enter without reducing

speed.

At stations where the block signal is

used, a red flag by day and a red lantern

by night will be attached to the block sig-

nal ma.st to notify trainmen to call for

orders, the block signal in addition being

kept at danger until the orders are de-

livered.

rear must al.so be notified that the track is

blocked until information is received from

the conductor that he has all the cars in

his train.

When a train is on a siding clear of the

main line and the markers have been .seen,

the block may be cleared.

The responsibility for colliding with

trains when permissive signal is given will

rest with train receiving and moving under

such signal. This will in no way relieve

conductor and engineer of train stopping

within block from flagging.

In case of failure of the wires, or if, for

any reason, the operator cannot get orders

for a train, he must give it written notice

of the reason the proper signal is not

given.

A train intending to use a cross-over be-

tween block stations must notify the signal-

man at nearest block station. Train shall

not use cross-over until a flagman has l)een

sent out.
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from a mistake in counting the number of

taps. The best arrangement of taps is that

where a combination of numbers, as, for

instance, 2-3-2, is used rather than a con-

secutive number.

While, undoubtedly, there are dangerous

situations which may arise with the use of

a telegraphic block .system from lack of a

more complete equipment, it is certainly a

great help to the train dispatchers and a

protection against collisions. That engi-

neers have run by signals when they were

at danger, that operators have allowed

trains to en'er blocks when they were not

clear, accidents being caused thereby, has

only resulted in a closer adherence to the

rules on the part of the men and stricter

discipline on that of the officers. But the

fact still remains, that where a human
agent is used he is liable at times to fail,

and the greater the precautions taken by

mechanical means, and bj^ using two

men in place of one, the less likely is it



that mistakes will occur and accidents

happen.

Work ill this direction has resnlted in

the development of a system in which the

labor of two men working in conjunction

with each other is required to clear a sig-

nal and admit a train to the block. This

method is called the " Controlled Manual,"

of which the Sykcs system was the first

brought into extensive use, and Patenall's

improvement of the Sykes, a later develop-

ment. Other systems have been invented,

but, as yet, have only hail a limited intro-

duction. The two systems mentioned

have only been applied to roads having

double tracks, but another system has been

invented, which, although not yet in ex-

tended service, accomplishes practically

tlie same results on single track.

The equipment of a station consists

principalh- of a machine having separate

levers for each signal, those for the distant

is lifted and the lever unlocke<l. This

contact piece, which is lettered /' in the

cut, is known as a "plunger," and the op-

eration of closing the circuit, thereby

unlocking the lever at the next station,

is called " plunging." The plunger is con-

structed mechanically, so that if the oper-

ator has once plunged he will not be able

to do so again until the signal has been

cleared and returned to the danger posi-

tion. The object of this is to prevent him
from letting a second train in the block

before the one admitted by him when he

plunged has passed his station. To pre-

vent hini from clearing his signal and

putting it back to danger again, and thus

release the plunger, as might easily happen

through nustake, a certain portion of the

track is made part of an electrical circuit,

and arranged .so that the circuit between

the two instruments made by " plunging "

will be broken until a train has passed

a bell does not require such close attention

and can be understood by anyone, it is the

one most generally adopted.

In the cut, the levers and signals for a

train moving in one direction only are

shown. Three block sections with the

stations A, B and C are represented, the

signals being shown in the proper position

for governing the trains which are sup-

posed to be approaching. To make it

easier to follow the indications as given

by each machine, three positions of the

train are shown. The method of opera-

ting the signals is as follows : Supposing a

train to be in block 1, approaching block

signal station A, the lever and signals be-

ing in the position shown in the cut. A
asks B, by ringing the bell, to unlock his

lever if block 2 is clear. B, looking at his

indicator, sees the word "clear" and
plunges, thereby unlocking A's instru-

ment and changing the indicator on his
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300 fei't hcyonil the home sifjnal, insures

that the Woek will be clear before another

train can be admitted.

When the train approaches, C asks L) to

release him, and we liave the condi-

tion of things shown in Fig. 3, the

operations as above described being again

repeated. In Fig. 3 the action of a train

on the track circuit relay is shown. The
wheels short-circuit the current, so that

the magnet of the relay is demagnetized
;

the armature dropping makes an electrical

contact, which restores the imlocking cir-

cuit in the instrinnent.

From this description it is seen that only

through the efforts of two men, one at the

beginning and the other at the end of the

block, can a clear signal be given, and that

not initil the last train admitted to the

block has passed the track circuit can this

result be secured.

The rales for operating any of the differ-

ent "Controlled Manual" s)stems are

practically those for a telegraph system,

with only such rules added as are made
necessary from the construction of the

machine. One, that is perhaps the most
important in this respect, is

—"In case of

failure to get unlocked after operator has

plunged, a clearance card must be given

for the train to proceed to the next

station." Or, the operator, if the rules

allow permissive signaling, may signal the

train to jiroceed, using a green flag h\ day
and a green light by night. The bell code

of signals is made very large, in order to

cover any conditions that may arise.

The blocking of trains by this method of

operation has proved it to be much better

and safer than one where no check is put

upon the operator ; so much so, that many
prominent men believe it to be the best

system of those in use to-day. But, with

all this, the fact remains that the personal

factor is a necessary part in the operation

of the plant, and just so long as this is the

case will mistakes occur. While men
may have the best intentions and strive

faithfully to perform their duties, error is

an essential part of human action, and,

sooner or later, the time will come when
-some mistake will be made. Anv svstem
that will do away with the personal factor

and, at the same time, give as reliable in-

dications, must certainly be in the line of

progress toward that perfection and abso-

lute security which all systems strive to

attain. The objection to an automatic

signal that because no man is on watch
the signal may be disregarded, is not

valid, for all that any of the systems
that have been mentioned are designed
to do is .simply to indicate the con-
dition of the block controlled by the signal.

In any case, faith must be placed in the

engineer that he will obey such .signal.s.

"The warrant for that faith," to quote the

words of Mr. Sullivan, general superin-

tendent of the Illinois Central R.R., "is

the fact that no engineman of sound mind
will knowingly run into danger. A man
rill gi\e all he hath for his life—the pledge

of tl;e engineman is the highest that can

be given."

Many automatic signal systems have

been invented, some few of which are in

use and giving good satisfaction ; others,

again, have been tried, and, it is hoped,

forever relegated to the scrap pile. The
automatic mechanical systems have, as

yet, had only a limited introduction. The
staff system, while extensively used abroad,

has l)een put in senice on but one road in

this country, and that for the operation of

only one block.

The most successful systems, and those

generally alluded to when an autonuitic

system is spoken of, are those which de-

pend upon electricity for the controlling

agent, whetherornot it istheforce actually

used to work the signal. Of these, two
systems may be taken as representing more
clearly than any others the different lines

on which automatic signals have been de-

veloped. One is the Westinghouse electro-

pnemnatic, where compressed air is made
to work the signal, its action being con-

trolled by electricity ; the other is the

Hall, where electricity is the only force

used. The equipment of the electro-

pneumatic system more nearly resembles

that of a telegraphic or a controlled manual
sy.stem than any of the others, as it gives

the indications by means of the ordinary

semaphore blade. To the engineer the

systems are alike, except that he knows
that the electro-pneumatic is automatic,

and therefore shows exactly the state of the

block and not what the operator repre-

sents it to be.

A current of electricity run through llie

rails and energizing a magnet, which is

short-circuited by a train, or even a pair of

wheels, in the block, is the agent depended
upon for the proper working of the system.

This magnet, by means of a second and
more powerful current of electricity and
the action of compressed air, changes the

.signal to indicate the condition of the

block. If the current pas.ses from one rail

to the other without going through the

magnet, as it will do when the rails are

connected by a pair of wheels, the signal

is made to indicate danger ; if the current

of electricity goes through the magnet,

the track must be clear and the signal is

held in the "all clear" position.

It is seen that if such a system is made
reliable and does not get out of order

easily, it is an ideal one, having the

double advantage of being automatic and
using the position .signal. The testimony

of a superintendent on a road where six-

teen miles of track have been equipped
and successfully operated for some length

of time, shows that the apparatus is re-

liable and practicable. He says that

"there is a failure to give a correct indi-

cation oui^ once in 25o,cxx) times, and
that the error then is always on the side

of safety;" that "without this svsten>

the traffic could not be handled on the

.same number of tracks, owing to the time

it would take operators to go through the

necess;iry piotious with eitlier a telegraphic

or controlled manual system;"' that " no

dispatchers are needed, as the trains follow

each other irrespective of orders, being

governed entirely by signals."

The Hall automatic electric signal has

come into more general use than the one

just .spoken of, and is no doubt familiar to

most railroad men. This signal differs

considerably from those of the semaphore
type, in that its indications are given by
color and not by position. The mechan-
ism of the signal is placed in a large box
having a circular glass center. Behind
this glass a red disc is shown for danger ;

raising the di.sc out of sight and showing
a white background is the means em-
ployed to indicate " all clear. " The sig-

nal is operated by a current of electricitr

controlled by a track circuit. As long as

the current is flowing through the mag-
net, the disc is held up and all is clear

;

when the circuit is broken, when
a train enters the block, the disc falls and

indicates danger.

It is seen that there is practically no
difference in the w-ay the two system.s

are operated, so far as results are concerned,

if the difference in the way the indications

are given is ignored. Of course, every

man is entitled to his own opinion, and

while many think there are great objections

ft) giving up the semaphore type and rely-

ing entirely on a color signal, others think

that the advantages of a position signal are

offset by the increased cost of installation

and maintenance, that of the electro-

pneumatic being greater than that of the

Hall. Certain it is that both of these sys-

tems are coming more into use every day,

as the prejudice against an automatic sig-

nal is gradually being done away with.

These systems are making a record, both

iti the matter of expense and the expedi-

tious handling of trains, that other systems

cannot approach.

The method pursue<l in the operation of

an automatic electric signal is very simple
;

the indication of the signal being positive,

a train finding one at danger, stops ; when
the signal clears, it proceeds. As the blocks

are generally short and trains can be run

as close together as it is safe to run them,

the blocking of trains is absolute and no

permissive blocking is provided for. .Ap-

parently, the only rule necessary is "to

obey the signal," but in practice it is

found that they, like everything else about

a railroad, occasionally get out of order

and give a false indication ; that is, they

indicate danger when the block is clear.

If some provision was not made in the

rules to cover such cases, it would result in

tying up the road until the signal was re-

paired. Practice on the different roads

varies, in the rule adopted for the guidance

of trainmen when a signal is found at dan-

ger. A reason for this difference isrfouiul

in the character of the country through

which the road runs, the grades and

cur\es, as well as the general difficulties of

operation. If the road is easily operated,



the grades light ami the countrv- open, the

general practice is for a train to stop, when
the signal is found at danger, from two to

three minutes, and then proceed as under

a caution signal. If the next signal is

found at "clear," the train proceeds under

the clear signal, reporting the block that

was out of oriler.

The practice where a road passes

through numerous tunnels, over high tres-

tles and heavy grades, is for the train

to stop at signal for five minutes, al

the same time sending on a flagman

who precedes the train all the way to the

next signal.

The writer recently rode on an engine

over a division that was equipped with an

automatic electrical signal, and had a good

opportunity for watching its perf'onnance.

There were twenty-four tunnels in the loo

miles of road, and it was certainly a great

satisfaction to pa.ss a signal showing "all

clear" before the train entered any one of

them. The trainmen on that division say

they " do not see how they ever got along

without the signals, and if the corapan ;•

were to do away with them, a good many
of ' the boys ' would want to ' quit the

business.' "

From my experience with the auto-

matic electrical signal, I think it is the

system of all others for a road to

adopt, for it will show at all times if

there is a train or a part of a train in

Xhe block, it has no operators to make
mistakes, it will always indicate danger

when anything goes wrong with the ap-

paratus, and it will fulfill all the require-

ments that a signal alone can be expected

to fulfill.

A railroad superintendent, speaking of

the benefits to be derived from an auto-

matic signal, thus apth* describes the dif-

ference between a telegraphic and an auto-

matic electric system. He says that "the

telegraphic block sometimes goes to sleep,

sometimes gets drunk, sometimes becomes

insane, and almost always lies when in

trouble. The automatic block is a mech-

anism that has neither the ability to go to

sleep, get drunk, become insane, nor to lie.

It speaks for itself."

The autoi:iatic mechanical systems go a

step further than do either of the electric

systems mentioned, in that they attempt

to stop the train by opening a valve and

setting the air brakes, if the engineer dis-

regards the signal and runs by it. It is,

perhaps, needless to say that nothing bet-

ter could be desired in the way of a signal

system than one that will give correct in-

dications and stop a train if the signal is

disregarded, provided the apparatus is

made practicable and durable. But the

facts are. that to make the apparatus work
successfully the blocks have to be verj-

short, too short for a road running fifty-

car trains, and that where trains are run

at high speed the life of the apparatus is

limited. The mechanical systems, how-

ever, have been very successfully applied

to elevated roads, where the speed is low

and the blocks as well as the trains

short.

The staff system, of which, I suppose,

nearly everyone has heard, is quite a new

thing in this country, and, so far, is giving

a verv satisfactory performance. There

are twenty-one staffs in the two machines,

removing one of which from either ma-

chine locks both, so that no more staffs

can be taken out. Put the staff back in

either machine, again making a total of

twentv-one staffs, and both machines will

lie unlocked and a staff can be remo\ed

from either. Permissive blocking is ac-

complished by providing .six tablets or

tickets, which tablets are unlocked and

removed from the machine by using

one of the staffs, called a "permissive

staflf," as a key. Each one of these tablets

can be given to a engineer in place of the

regular staff, so that it is possible to let

seven trains follow each other into the

block.

The staff system is, ordinarily, worked

as an automatic block, the tablets, or per-

inissive blocking, being vised between

freight trains, and then only when condi-

tions are favorable. There is only one rule

to he obser\-ed in the operation of this sys-

tem, and that is that "110 engineer must

enter the block unless he has a tablet or

staff with him." If the engineer is given

a tablet, or the permissive staff, caution

must be observed, as there may be other

trains in the block running in the same

direction.

Before giving the details of construction

of the various sj-stems, let me again call

attention to the three methods of operating

block signal sy.stems, about which this

article has been written, and which it is

well to bear in mind ;

1st. The telegraphic method, where oper-

ators can at will clear the signal, a telegraph

line being used as the means of communi-

cation between the two stations.

2d. The controlled manual, where the

work of two men, one at the beginning

and the other at the end of the block, is

necessarv to clear the signal. That a train

having been admitted to the block,* the

.signal cannot again be cleared until the

block is clear.

3rd. The automatic, where the signals.

either by position or by color, indicate the

actual condition of the block. That the

signals be entirely automatic, and that, in

case of failure, they will as.sume the danger

position.

i i ^
The office of the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Firemen has been removed from

Terre Haute. Ind., to Peoria, 111, and here-

after the Maga:;iue will be published from

there.

§ i i
The office of the A. R. U. has been re-

moved from Chicago to Terre Haute, Ind.,

and the Tunes will hereafter be published

from there.

The Elements of Boiler-Making.

SHEET-IRON WORK.
By C. E. Fourness.'

COURSK OVAL AT THE BOTTOM AND
ROUND .^T THE TOP.

In the first part of this article will be

given the bottom course of a smokestack

to fit an oval nozzle on a smokebox, the

course to be made No. 10 in thickness. It

is quite a difficult sheet to lay out, as I know
I gave it considerable thought myself be-

fore I finally thought out this method. I

once asked a boiler-maker who was writing

a series of articles—and they were excellent

articles, too—how to lay out this, and he

gave only an approximate method ; but

this method is exact. I would say, while

on the subject of thinking, that any one

who wants to think, or wants to work to

accomplish results, will find if thej- go

to bed early at night and get up early in

the morning, say about four o'clock, then

the brain will be rested, and considerably

more work can be accomplished than in

the same length of time in the evening

after working all day. I, for my part, get

up pretty regularly at that time.

Well, to the matter in hand. Fig. 1 23 is a

side and Fig. 124 a front, or rather back,

elevation, as the straight seam is shown,

and that is usually set to the back. Fig.

125 is a plan or top view. Of a course

round at the top and oval at the bottom,

the top is 20 inches in diameter and the

bottom contains the same area, the ends

of which are 12 inches in diameter, and

the straight part is idji inches long. The
area of a circle 20 inches in diameter equals

314. 16, and the area of a circle 12 inches in

diameter is 1 13.09 ; the area of the flat part

is 16^' X 12= 201-1-113.09 = 314.09, which

is practically the same. There is another

matter I will demonstrate right here—that

is, that a circle contains more area than

any other figure with the same perimetet

or outline ; consequently, as the circum-

ference must be found, anyway, I w^U
make a comparison of the oval and

circle in this case. The circumference

of a circle 20 inches in diameter inside is

2oX3f= 62|4'-|-^ = 63y8 inches, and thecir-

cumference of a circle 12 inches in diam-

eter is 12X3' =37^+ ^^ = 38 inches, and

the two sides i6j4'-|-i634'=33.5-|-38 = 7i>< —
63's=8|4 inches, the amount the circum-

ference of the oval is longer than the cir-

cumference of the circle of equal area. In

this case, a separate view from which to

get the lengths to lay out the sheet will

not be made, as the same results can be

gained from the elevation. Fig. 124, with-

out marring the appearance to any extent.

Draw , / /-", Fi,g. 124 ; then A t'and B D.

parallel 30 inches apart and at right angles

to . / /?. Mark the point C 10 inches, one-

half the diameter, from .-/ and D ; 145/s

inches, one half the length of the oval,

from />'. Make another point at //, 6

inches from D, and draw lines through

•Foreman Boiier-maker, C, M. & St. P. Ry.,

Dubuque, Iowa.



the points CZ? and W H ; extend them till

they cut and fonn the vertex E. Draw
the line FD at right angles to A E, and
from the center F draw the quadrant D G.

Space off this quadrant into five points

and number them from i to 5, beginning
with No. I at 6'. Draw ordinates through
these points from E, cutting the lines

DH and A C. This completes this figure.

And now comes the sheet, Fig. 126, and
the first thing necessary is the length up
the side of Fig. 123, which can be found
in different ways. It can be figured by the

nde given in the March number on tri-

angles, or found practically by drawing
two lines at right angles to each other to

represent the perpendicular, which is 30
inches long, as shown—the base equals the

difference between the radius of the large

end, which is 10 inches, and of the oval,

which is 6 inches, and the difference equals

4 inches. This length lay off on the base,

then measure diagonally across to the

mark on the perpendicular, and this length

is 30X inches. Another and easy method
if a person can work to a scale—call it one-

half si/e, and measure across diagonally

on a two-foot square from 15 inches for the

perpendicular to 2 inches for the base, and
find 15 's inches is the length, which,

doubled, equals 30j{ inches, the length

wanted, .\gain, by figuring

^3of ^4= -y/9i6-3o.26.

I do not give these several methods be-

cau.se I think the length in this case is so

difficult to find, but some of these methods
may come handy on some other jobs. Now,
as the length has been secured, draw the

center line / A' 30I4 inches long, then
/. M 1644 inches long (the length of the
flat side), at right angles to / K and 8f^
inches each side of the center A'. Draw a

line through/ and L to (9, and through /
and M to /',- set the trams from .-/ to E,
Fig. 124, and with this length from the

center O draw the arc / R, and from /'

draw J S. The circumference is alread\-

found to be 63 Jg inches ; consequently,

locate the points A' and 5 one-half of this

distance, 7,1^'^ inches, on each side of the
center/. Space off these arcs into nine
points and number them—the outside ones,

No. I running up to No. 5, for the center

line. It will not be necessary to bother
about the circumference of the bottom, as

this is laid out similar to a cone, and that

takes care of itself. Set the trams to the

length of the ordinate No. 2, Fig. 124,

from E to where the line A C cuts the

ordinates
; transfer this length to the lines

No. 2 in Fig. 126. Measuring from the

centers O and /', convey the lengths of the
other ordinates in a similar manner from
Fig. 124 to Fig. 126, and the.se points will

represent the line for flanging at the
top. A line drawn K inch above these
marks will represent the line of rivet holes

;

although I only show the hole for the
front and the one for the back, as the top
must be flanged, and the holes, some of
f rtn, will be closed, and others stretched

to a certain extent in flanging ; conse-

quently, they had better be left l)lank and

marked off after being fitted. Draw
another line 14 inch above the line of

rivet holes, or i inch above the line for

flanging ; this allows the lap. For the

bottom, convey the lengths of the ordinates,

Fig. 124, from E to the line I) H />', to the

similarly numbered lines in Fig. 126,

measuring from O and P. Draw a line

through these points, and for the opposite

flat side, as one-half will be on each end,

set the dividers to S^-s inches, and with one

point at 7' describe an arc at A', then from
IJ describe an arc at V. Then from R
and .S" with the trams set to 30)4 inches,

cut the arc at X and /
', draw the lines

for the straight seams A' /' and S A',

?nd space it off for fifteen holes ; allow

Yi inch outside of the holes for lap, then

draw the lines IV and 7" A', after which
being accomplished the sheet is ready to

shear and punch.

CYLINDKR INTERSECTING .\ PRUSTUM
OF A CONE.

Fig. 127 is a side elevation of a cylinder

intersecting a frustum of a cone at right

angles to the axi,s. Fig. 12S is an outline

view from the sids, and Fig. 129 is another

view from the top. As these two last

views must be had in order to la}- out the

sheets, it will be in order to draw them.

Draw A B, then B C and D E parallel to

each other and at right angles to A B

;

locate C one-half the diameter from B, or

18 inches ; then draw A C. Draw/ 6' and
7^ Ai' parallel to B C; / C to be drawn 16

inches above B 6" and F //, at any conven-

ient point far enough above E /) to clear

every thing nicely. Then draw 7/ G par-

allel to A B, and any distance from the

figure ; then from the centers 7/ and G
draw the semi-circles to a diameter of 16

inches, as shown. Space them off into

eleven points, draw ordinates through

these points, and draw them long enough
to cut the line A B. Number the ordinates

in Fig. 12S, beginning with No. i at the

top and ending with No. 11 at the bottom.

In Fig. 129, this being a plan or top view.

No. I will be the middle ordinate ; and, in

order not to confuse the numbers, will take

one-half for the top, the other one-half for

the bottom ; consequently, as the top one-

half is numbered from i to 6, will number
this half in the same manner, ending with

No. 6 at the side ; then start with No. 6 on
the opposite side and end with No. 1 1 at

the middle again. Set the dividers to the

length of the ordinate No. 2 Ijetwecn the

lines . / /> and ./ C, and with this length

from the center F draw the arc cutting the

ordinate No. 2 ; set the dividers to the

length of the ordinate No. 3 between

the lines , / B and A C] then from the

center F describe an arc cutting the

ordinate No. 3. After all these lengths

are convened to Fig. 129, measure the

length of the ordinate No. 2 between the

point where the arc cuts this ordinate and

the line A />. This length mark upon the
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ordinate No. 2 in P'ig. 12S, measuring
from . / B, and mark it No. 2' ; this gives

the distance the cylinder encircles the cone
at that point. Again, measure the length

of the ordinate No. 3 between the point

where the arc cuts this ordinate and the
line .4 B in Fig. 129; convey this length

to the ordinate No. 3 in Fig. 128, measur-
ing from A B, and mark it No. 3'. Con-
vey the lengths of all the ordinates in a

similar manner and nuirk them 4', 5', 6',

etc., after which being accomplished these

figures are complete. So now for the

sheets, and first in order comes the

cone. This will be made in halves, in order

to cut the sheet to less waste. This cone
is 36 inches in diameter at the bottom

;

36 X3I = 1 13 !/s+^ = 1 13,"/^ -i- 2 = 56 J^'^ inches.

Set the trams from A to C. Fig. 128 ; and
with this distance upon the piece (or .sheet)

of material of which the envelope of a

frustum of a cone is to be constructed,

draw the arc forming the bottom. Lay off

on this line for the straight seams the

length found, 56j{ inches ; also make a

mark for a center line one half the dis-

tance, or 28f^ inches, from the ends, and
draw a line through these points towards
the center. Set the trains again from A to

I), Fig. 1 28 ; and from the center from
which the first arc was drawn, draw the
arc forming the top ; then draw another
arc yi inch inside of the last for the rivet

holes. Space off the arc and the straight

seams for the required number of holes
;

allow the lap at the straight seams. And
now for the opening at which to rivet the
cylinder. Set the trams svicccssively from
A to where the ordinates i, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.,

cut the line , / C, Fig. 128 ; and with each
of these lengths from the same center in

Fig. 130, draw the arcs across the center

line and mark them i,.2, 3, 4, 5, etc., as

shown. Then, with a piece of belt or strap

as near the thickness of the material used
as possible, mark the length of the arcs in

Fig. 129 between the center line and the

ordinates Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., keeping the

strap on the outside of the arcs, and num-
bering each of these marks the same as the

ordinate from which the length was taken.

Then mark these lengths upon the cor-

respondingly numbered arcs in Fig. 130,

and these points, after the sheet is rolled

up, will represent a circle ju.st 16 inches in

diameter, the diameter of the cylinder in-

side. Now for the rivet holes, and the first

dimension required is the distance the

holes are located from the root of the

flange or from a line with the inside of the

cylinder. The method I use to find this is

shown in Fig. 132. This is an enlarged

section through the flange, and shows the

point very jjlainly, viz., that tlie radius of

the circle to which the root of the flange

was turned must be added to one-half the

width of the flange, and in this case it

equals |J inch—see Fig. 132. Mark this

distance, \\ inch, outside of the points

forming the inside of the cylinder in

Fig. 130. Draw a line through these

points, and space it off for any number of



holes the job may require ; in this case

there are nineteen. Draw another line

yi i;.cli inside of the line of rivet holes, to

cut it out by for the lap. This, if you will

notice, takes off the original marks h\-

j^f,
inch, and will leave the cylinder all clear

and nice, and completes this figure. After

this half has been .sheared and punched,

mark off another similar piece, excepting

the opening for the other one-half. And
now for the cylinder, Fig. 131. This is

the.se lengths upon the correspondingly

numbered lines in Fig. 131, measuring

from the line L ,)/. Center-mark each of

the.se points just found, to preser\-e them as

a guide for flanging. Draw a line i inch out-

side of these points, or center marks, for

the flange. Space off the remainder of the

sheet for the required number of holes,

allow the lap outside of the rivet holes,

and this sheet is finished. After this course

is flanged, set it up against the cone to fit

;

instance—the outside edge of the flange on

each side is i
i^j

inches larger t'.ian t!-.e in-

side of the cylinder, as it started from i6

inches, and the total diameter after flanging

is 16 -|" I ^;,-\- 1 |"i;= iSj^ inches; consequently,

to obtain the extra metal required, the

edge of the flange must stretch enough to

supplv this deficiency, and as a conse-

(juence, in knocking this down, start at

the center marks, and hammer it back as

shown in the different stages. If these

3l»/,6_
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jcct—no douljt every one arouiui a boiler

shop has seen a cylinder (something

ronnd) flanged, and when it was finished it

would look like Fig. 134. I will explain why
it assumes that shape : the edge, as stated

above, must stretch considerably to fur-

nish the extra metal for the larger diameter

at the edge, and notice, bj' starting at the

center marks that part is strong and holds

the sheet to place. In flanging, Fig. 134,

the edge was knocketl over first, and as

the slieet was weak at the center marks, so,

in place of the edge stretching the whole

amount as it should, it crowded in the

root of the flange as show n.

i *l ^
Slow=Releasing Tender Brakes.

One of our correspondents suggests that

where tender brakes stick and are slow to

release, the trouble is in the use of a

12 X 33-inch auxiliary with an 8-incl\ cyl-

inder. He suggests the use of a larger

pipe between auxiliary and cylinder, to

add capacity to the cylinder. He says he

knows this is not the right thing to do, but

that it's a way out of the difficulty, and

goes into figures to show the sizes of pipe

needed to fix up oddly-matched equip-

ment.

This reminds one of the old doctor—

a

specialist. .-X consumptive came to him for

treatment, told his trouble and spit a little

blood to show how bad he w^as. "I ain't

much on lung trouble," said the specialist,

" but I'll tell you what I can do. I'll give

you something to throw >ou into fits, and
I'm death on Jits.''' There is only one

remedy for an 8-inch cylinder and a 12 x 33

au.xiliary—put on a 10 x 24 auxiliary or a

lo-inch cylinder.

© ^ W
A New Way for Counterbalancing

Driving Wheels.

Superintendent S. M. Vauclain, of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, has recently

perfected and patented an ingenious ma-

chine for applying, or rather regulating the

application of counteryveights to locomo-

tive driving wheels.

Instead of waiting until the wheel is

practically finished and on the axle, before

applying the needed counterweight, Mr.

Vauclain performs this operation the fir.st

thing—when the wheel comes out of the

sand.

The machine ])roper consists of a base and

a tilling table, as shown in the engravings.

This table rests on knife edges, as shown

at /' in Fig. i, and can be locked level

by means of the levers operating the

blocks .V.

The table AMiasa center pin that extends

up into the axle hole in the wheel center,

as it lies flat on the table, and a cone ("'

for centering and holding it.

The crank-pin hole is brought opposite a

long slot in the table, from which is sus-

pended a weight carrier, set the proper

distance from the center of the wheel to

represent the stroke.

The amount of counterweight considered

necessarj- having already been figured

out, this amount of weight is hung on

the rod />'. The weight hanger /-'and its

weight are simply to balance the weight of

the pin /) and its hanger. The table is

balanced evenly before either of these

hangers are put on.

Lead is poured into the cavities .i- until

the weight of the load /?' is overcome, and

the table with its load is again in equilib-

rium. A pointer A' on the pivot b .shows

when the table is balanced.

There is no doubt about getting the

counterweight right and in the right place

with this device—but all depends on

wliether the necessary weight to be added

has been correctly computed.

FIG I

There is an article to be seen in the office

of Mr. R. C. Blackall,superintendent of ma-

chinery of the Delaware & Hudson, that

indicates that steel cars would have a short

life in some kinds of service. It is a brace

taken off the bottom of a coal car which

had been in use only about three month.s.

The iron is corroded in some places to half

its original thickness. The acids developed

from the sulphurets in some kinds of coal

is \ cry destructive to iron and steel.

i i 1^

We are in receipt of a very handsome
catalogue of the Nicholson File Co., of

Providence, R. I. This is the finest piece

of work of this kind that has ever come
into our office. There is nothing wanting

FIG a

Worii of tlie National R.R. Black-

smiths' Association.

The committees for this association have

been api)ointed to report on the following

subjects :

Axles, best methods for preparing scrap

for, and manufacturing.

Springs.

Hydraulic forging, bull dozer, forging,

bending and cutting machines, hammer
dies, etc.

Electric welding.

Tool steel, tool making, tool dressing,

tempering of tools, uses and treatment of

low and high carbon steel, self-hardening

steel, its advantages, etc.

Locomotive frames, report on best

method for making and repairing of

same.

Furnaces and fuel, to consider and re-

port upon the best design for economy in

fuel, fftc.

Proper material for and best methods of

making side rods, crank pins and motion

work in general.

Welding, best methods and best results.

These are certainly good subjects, and

ou.ght to call out information of use and

value to the members and the railroads

that employ them.

to make it a ])iece of art in the printing

line, and it covers the field of the makers
thoroughly. There is only one criticism

that can be made on it, and that is its size.

It is 1 1 '4 xi4'4 inches. This is larger than

any size adopted by the M. C. B. and M. M.
associations, and will not go into the

standard filing cabinets. Any one inter-

ested in files ought to senil for this cata-

logue. It's altogether lovely.

j^ © e/

Those who have liad any difficulty in

making phosphor bronze, may find their

trouble conies from the peculiar change
which copper undergoes when fluxed with

phosphorus. Use black lead chargers for

introducing the phosphorus ; the results

w ill fully repay all trouble, as the tough-

ness and strength of the metal is wonder-

fully increased. The Jos. Dixon Crucible

Co., of Jersey City, make chargers and
other plumbago goods for similar work.

l|i W? @
LocoMOTivK KxGiNKKRixG was the

first railroad paper lo adopt the standard

size of the M. C. H. .\ssociatiou. It is so

much more convenient for everybody, from

the publisher to the reader, that we only

wonder we did not reduce the size and in-

crease the number of pages long ago.
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Some Brake-Shaft Rests.

Anyone taking a stroll through a trans-

fer yard, will find himself among an equip-

ment representing sections widely remote

from each other. To the student of car

anatomy, a walk among these strangers is

of the greatest interest, as showing the

different practice in construction, how far

1111'
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is necessary on the end of car for the

brake shaft to rest in when this device is

used. The whole thing is self-contained

•and costs but little money new, and noth-

ing for maintenance. It is designed by
Mr. Ed. Passon, chief draughtsman of the

Northern Pacific. It is not patented, and
for those who see merit in it and think
they have got to have it, a special detail

for malleable iron is shown in Fig. 6.

And these are only a few points found at

the transfer yard.

together by means of the lever located at

one end of the car. In order to make a
level surface for the plow to run on from
one car to the other, hinged sheet-iron

aprons are provided between the cars,, one
on each car. The brake staff is located

outside of the frame of the car so as not to

interfere in any way with the working of

the plow. Forty of these cars were con-

structed by this company, and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Railway constructed

forty to our drawings.

points. Finding the foreman of the plat-

ing department in his usual happy frame
of mind, we were soon following the

various processes through which the bright

metallic trimmings of coaches, dining

cars and sleeping cars passed, while being

made '

' things of beauty '

' once more, and
read)- to do duty again in their respective

cars, on coming out of the shops.

The immense amount of this bright

work entering into the ornamentation of a

passenger train is seldom understood, even

Lake Shore Sand Car.

As there will have to be a great deal of

track elevating done in cities in the fu-

ture, there are many master car builders

who may be called upon at any time to get

out a car suitable for handling the ma-
terial. Those so situated will find the an-

nexed engravings of a car in use on the

Lake Shore both interesting and instructive.

Mr. A. M. Waitt, general master car

LuCviHuttie i'i'y)ft«rir7

builder, writing to us about the car, says :

"I take pleasure in sending you blueprint

showing the arrangement of superstructure

to 34-foot flat cars used in connection with

the track elevation at Chicago, making a

side-board car for the canying of sand,

which will permit of the use of a large

single-track or double-track sand plow for

unloading. A great deal of the design and

detail of this arrangement was done by

Mr. John Kirby, formerly general master

car builder of this companj'. The arrange-

ment is such that the five swinging doors

on each side can be locked or unlocked

Plating Department in a Railroad

Shop.

Anj'thing savoring of mystery has a

charm for most people—a charm that

lingers even after the light of investiga-

tion reveals in its simplicity something we

had thought just a little too occult to be

easily explained. This was brought forci-

bly to mind one day, when exploring the

shops of one of our prominent roads for
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by the most blas^ patrons of these palaces

on wheels.siniply because they fail to notice

the details. Lamps, door locks, hinges,

sash locks, berth locks, curtain rods and
brackets, screwheads and the omnipresent

cuspidor ; all these and more, under the

generic head of "trimmings," are touched

by the wand of this magician, and trans-

formed into furnishings fit for a fairj-'s

home.



The first move to this end is to thor-

oughly clean all the trimmings by dipping

them into a solution of XXX potash—

4

pounds of potash to 25 gallons water, con-

tained in an immense cast-iron caldron,

and kept hot by connection with the steam-

heating system, reminding one ever so

much of the witch scene in "Macbeth,"

with its bubbling and curling vapor.

After dipping in potash bath and rinsing

in clean, cold water, the parts are next

dipped in an acid bath and rinsed again,

this time in hot water, when thej' are

transferred to a long shallow box contain-

ing sawdust, and dried.

This leaves the metal in a state of abso-

lute purity, so far as the presence of dirt

or grease on the surface is concerned ; a

brightness that would soon take its leave

were not the atmosphere excluded by a

coat of lacquer or plating.

The lacquer used is known as Lastrina

lacquer Xo. i. This is applied exclusively

before the plated parts could be attacked

by the stripping solution. The first men-
tioned stripper will not harm the metal in

worn places, therefore does not need skill-

ful attendance.

The work is next taken to the buiBng

wheels, not for final polishing, but to get

the metal as smooth as possible for the

striking process. These wheels are made
of bleached cotton, cut in circular form

roughh', about 8 inches in diameter, laid

together, making a disc about 2 inches

thick, through which the arbor of buiSng

machine passes ; the whole secured on the

arbor by a flange on either side in the usual

manner—one wheel at each end of arbor.

Crocus powder is the polishing medium,
gotten out mixed with tallow into cakes or

sticks for convenience in handling in ap-

plication to the wheels, and also to prevent

filling the room with its impalpable dust,

to the discomfort of the men, as it would

if used as a powder.

i

finity for the plate, causing it to adhere

to everj' portion of the surface closer

than the proverbial brother, thus prevent-

ing all liability of blistering or peeling

while in the hands of polishers and burn-

ishers.

The baths for silver, nickel and copper,

respectively, are arranged with reference

to hustling the work, for that is the all-

important consideration in this small but

very efficient plant.

After striking, the tnaterial is suspended

in the plating bath, completely submerged,

and the dynamo does the rest. If the ob-

ject to be plated is of iron or the baser

metals, it is first given a plate of copper,

after the cleansing process described for

the other metals, and on this copper base

the finer plate is deposited.

The eight-volt dynamo that furnishes

the push for the subtle fluid so faithfully

performing its mysterious mission, is re-

volving ten hours per day every working

w-ith the brush. When lacquering by

dipping the work, a lacquer is specially

made for the purpose from the following

formula : 4 ounces of gum mastic, 3 ounces

of seed lac, i gallon of alcohol, placed

in a bottle and left in a hot water bath

about two hours, when it is ready for use.

The work dipped in this lacquer is left

uniformly bright and free from streaks.

In silver and nickel plating the article is

cleaned by dipping in the potash solution,

and rinsing and drying as before. If the

work has been plated previously, and shows
signs of wear in spots, the process of strip-

ping is resorted to—that is, denuding the

work of the old plating, in order to obtain a

new plate of constant thickness, which, it is

plain, would not be had if a new plate had
been put over the old, with its worn or bald

spots. The economy attending this opera-

tion of stripping is apparent, for all the old

plate is saved and used. The bath for strip-

ping is made of i gallon of sulphuric acid to

I ounce of nitric acid. This bath leaves the

metal in a much better condition, and is

greatly preferable, in its results, to the

old process, in which saltpetre is used with

sulphuric acid, for the reason that pitting

frequently occurred and exposed portions

of the metal would be practically eaten up

Combined Ore, Gondola and Fla-T Car.

It is the practice in many plating estab-

lishments to use a canvas buff, made ex-

actly similar to those described, but neces-

sarily of heavier character, to rough polish

with, and finish with the cotton buff ; it be-

ing one of the traditions of the business

that it is necessary- to the success of the

work. It was found that, owing to the un-

yielding natureof the canvas, it would make
deep scratches (a Buffalo finish, as it were)

in work like hinges, or anything with per-

forations having sharp edges like screw

holes. These blemishes were not easy to ef-

face, and the canvas wheel was abandoned.

A treatment in the striking solution re-

ferred to above, follows the stripping and
bufiing. Striking is understood among
the craft as preparing the material to re-

ceive its plate. This is said to be one of

the vital operations connected with the art

of plating, for without proper care in the

preparatory stages the success in this is

purely speculative. The name of this

process is strictly a trade term ; meaning-

less, perhaps, to the layman, but full of

import to the esthetic gentleman who has

his shelves full of erstwhile bright work
waiting to be overhauled. Its function is

to leave the metal that is. to be plated in

such a condition that it will have an af-
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day in the month, wired to all the plating

baths, with switches and cut-outs.

The time required in the electric bath

for a triple plate of silver is three and one-

half hours. A hea%-y plate of nickel is de-

posited in about twenty minutes—the

time element governing in all cases. After

Jeceiving the plate, the articles go to the

buffers and burnishers. The plain circular

shapes, like lamp columns and bodies,

cuspidors and curtain rods, are burnished

in the lathe—the more intricate shapes

being handled by the slower hand process.

To the uninitiated it looks like an in-

terminable job to see the artist moving his

polished steel hand tool over the dull white

surface, to produce its beautiful sheen, but

a few minutes' obser\'ation will show satis-

factory progress in square inches of finish.

The satin finish on silver is chiefly on
the table service of diners, knife and fork

handles, wine coolers, chafing dishes, and
the like.

An iS-inch .square box of Xo. 20 iron, in

connection with compressed-air system,

and a supply of fine white sand, comprise

the facilities for making this lack-lustre

surface, always so much admired.

This process with sand is very much
like that in the production of the ground



figures on glass, in which those parts that

are not to appear dulled are protected

from the action of the sand-blast ; for that

is the method of doing this work, the

sand being forced against the work by air

pressure, throttled to an)- degree of inten-

sity.

Eleven men handle the work in this de-

partment on the Northern Pacific, turning

out the trimmings for an average of thirty

coaches, four sleeping cars and two dining

In the first place, they were restricted as

to length of car, owing to the length of

pockets on the great ore docks—the car

could only be 22 feet long over all.

Our engravings will make the construc-

tion of this car plain. The detail drawing

on page 107 shows how
the flooring of the flat

car is thrown back by

the malleable iron levers

and made to do duty as

Both Ends in Position for Ore; Service.

cars per month, besides replating locomo-

tive headlight reflectors and other miscel-

laneous work on shop orders.

When the shelves are laden with work

newly finished, ready to be returned to

their former places in the cars, these

rooms resemble an art exhibit more than

a plating department in a railroad shop.

The genial foreman, Mr. George Govin,

installed this department some seven years

ago. Through his intelligent administra-

tion of affairs, it has been brought to the

forefront of like establishments, whether

in railroad or trade circles. The courtesy

of this gentleman has left pleasant recol-

lections in man}' quarters ; there are no

trade secrets hidebound in his generous

proportions.

i ^ i
Combination Ore, Gondola and Flat

Car.

Master Car Builder Mulvihill and Mas-

ter Mechanic Connolly, of the D., S. S.

the mclined ends of the ore car. The car

carries from 25 to 27 tons of toft ore, and

from 30 to 32 tons of hard ore. Fitted as

The Consolidated Car Heating Co.,

Albany, N. Y., have been very busy in their

shops all this season with the fitting-up of

steam and electric heaters. The latter have
been greatly in demand, and are becoming
highly popular with electric railway com-
panies. The heater is remarkably simple,

consisting of spirally-twisted wire coiled

round a porcelain arbor. They have a

remarkably ingenious and efficient switch

for regulating and controlling the electric

current, so that the heater is regulated to

suit the weather. The switch is so

designed that mistakes cannot be made by

those operating it. The shops of the com-
pany are remarkably well equipped with

special tools adapted for turning out the

work accurately and expeditiously. When
a new article has to be manufactured, the

first consideration is to make tools that

will reduce the cost of production to a min-

imum. In Mr. McElroy, the mechanical

expert, they have a man highly fertile as

an inventor, and everything which; he
designs seems to be of a highly practical

character.

i i i
A circular has been issued bv a commit-

T

"sagggy

One Side Removed and One End Inclined.

a gondola, it will carry 14,000 feet of lum-
ber or 14 tons of coal.

The dump is operated from the side, and
handles very easily, as the 2-inch chain shaft

is protected by a box formed of two angle
irons, so that there is no pressure on it.

Ready for Ore Servicic.

& A,, have designed and built some con-

vertible cars for ore-carrying that seem to

be a desirable improvement. This road

has a very large iron ore business in the

summer months ; in the winter, ore cars

lie idle. In order to get a car that could

be used for hauling coal, lumber logs or

other freight, as well as ore, the design

here shown was perfected.

The car is easily changed from ore dump
to gondola by means of the long wrench

shown in the hands of the manipulator.

This is done at very little expense. The
road has had twenty-five of these cars in

service for the past year or more, and they

are pronounced a success by everybody

handling them. The designers have re-

cently taken out a patent on the device.
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tee of the Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation, calling for information on the uti-

lization of railroad scrap material. The
hard times have required so many men to

use up the scrap heap, that there must be a

great deal of information on the subject

quite fresh and up to date. Those who
have been acquiring experience in working

up scrap should send all the facts to H.

P. Robinson, Raikuay Age, Monadnock
Building, Chicago, 111.

i i i
The number of lives lo.st by trolley cars

in Brooklyn and other Eastern cities is cul-

tivating a sentiment in favor of abolishing

the statutory limit of $5,000 as the value of

a human life. The average American citi-

zen's life is worth more than $5,000 to

his wife and children, and it is a

mockery of ju.stice to prevent them by

law from collecting what their bread-win-

ner was worth.

The new Niagara Falls plant of the

Pittsburgh Reduction Company, manu-

facturers of aluminum, is nearing com-

pletion, and the company report increas-

ing business.



Tripp's Air=Operated Dumping Car.

The annexed engraving shows Tripp's

air-operated dumping car, which is one

of the most convenient and effi-

cient dumping cars on the mar-

ket. The dumping mechanism
is so plainly shown in the en-

graving that no description of

heads. It has the fewest parts of any

brake beam, is perfectly balanced, and

occupies less room than a trussed beam.

that is necessary. The aim of the designer

has been to combine simplicity and durabil-

ity with economy of the air required for

operating the cars. This has been worked

out so skillfully that the standard air drum
on the locomotive is of sufficient capacity to

hold air for operating the dumping mechan-
ism of all the cars an engine can haul. The
car is suitable for handling any kind of

freight which is not damaged by dumping,

and the work is done very expeditiously,

for it is not necessary to stop the train

while the unloading is going on. The car

is made and put upon the market by the

Gates Iron Works, 50 South Clinton street.

South Chicago, which will furnish full

particulars to persons interested.

^ i i
Two New Brake Beams.

We illustrate herewith two new metal

brake beams recently placed on the market

The Player beam is a built-up beam, the

arch being formed of pipe, which bears a

compressing strain only ; the truss rod is

Ijy the Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.,

of this city.

The Harden beam is well known ; this,

however, is a new form with entirelv new

straight. This beam has been in severe

service for three or four years on about ten

thousand cars on the A., T. & S. F. road.

i i i
Stannard & White, of Appleton Wis.,

have sent out illustrated circulars showing

the various articles they handle, most of

them being for locomotive purposes. Their

Brotherhood seat, which is so well known,

is lavishly illustrated. Besides

that, they are handling a seat-

box lock, for which valuable

claims are made. Their water-

^\ glass cutter, which became so

suddenly popular, is also illus-

trated, and another very use-

ful tool is shown, namely,

a iniiversal washer cutter. Besides this,

there is a poem by Shandy Maguire on

the Brotherhood seat, and a lifelike por-

trait of the author.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(15) W. H. P., Reading, Pa , asks :

What is the first thing that moves when
an engine is given steam ? ^.—Thepistbn.

(16) G. B. R., Bode, la., asks :

Why is firebox steel but ,\ to j4 of an
inch thick? Would not 'j-inch steel stand
and hold staybolts better ? A.—The thin-

ner the steel the better it will conduct
heat ; thicker sheets blister on the fire side.

{17) G. F. S., Waltham, Mass., asks:

I. What IS the primary object for mak-
ing, in the tops of cabs, openings covered
by hinged covers? 2. What, if any, are
secondary uses to which these openings
are put? A.—So far as we know, they
are used solely for ventilation.

(18) Ed. F. L., E. Wilton, N. H., asks :

Why is the lower rocker ann set back of

the center, as it is on most builds of loco-

motives ? A.—To bring lower arm of

rocker at right angles to the center line of

motion of the valve gear, or a line drawn
from center of axle to center of lower pin
in rocker arm.

(19) W. W., Stuart, la., asks :

What is meant by the mechanical term
horse-power. A.—It is 33,000 pounds
raised i foot per minute, or its equivalent,

such as 330 pounds raised 100 feet per
minute. It is a unit used for measuring
the amount of work done by steam engines
and other machines.

(20) H; C. C, Stillwater, Mmn., asks :

If it were necessary to take down the
side rods of a mogul where the pin on the
forward drivers would not clear the cross-

head key, how could the engine be run
in ? A.— Block the crosshead in the center
of the guides, and the pin will £-0 aroimii
the key, and not touch it.

(21) W. H. W., Chicago, writes:

If a reser\'oir, of U. S. standard gallon
capacit)-, be filled with water, and a press-

ure of 100 pounds pumped on, how much
water over one gallon would reservoir con-
tain at that pressure? Also, give rule for

finding same. A.—It would not hold any
more, because water is practically incom-
pressible.

(22) H. E. M., Monson, Me., asks :

.Would it be possible for aTi electric rail-

road to haul ordinary freight cars and do
a freight business with electricity as a mo-
tive power? A.—Yes; but it would be very
expensive. Electricity as applied to motor
cars is nothing more than a belt or shaft,

it is simply a means of conveying power
from a steam engine to the cars.

(23) W. F. T., Philadelphia, Pa., writes :

What are the advantages claimed for

the Belpaire boiler over the straight boiler ?

A.—Increase of strength. Two other
questions are asked by this correspondent
which are not suited for these columns.
Questions to be suitable should be of gen-
eral interest, and they should not require

us to express views on the merits of articles

of rival manufacturers.

(24) J. C, Brooklyn, N. Y., asks :

I. Does stature enter into the require-

ments of a job of firing? I am told it

does; I am 5 feet 6 inches. A.—No.
2. You mention valves as having ^'j lead
on one side and |f on the other ; does
this mean on the same valve or on the
opposite sides of engine? Why? A.—On
the same valve. This is often done to

equalize the cui-off, owing to angularity of

main rod or other causes.

(25) L. W. R., Newton, Kans., writes:
When copper and tin are soldered to-
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gather, as in a common tin washing boiler
with a copper bottom, will the copper eat
or burn the tin where they are joined ?

A.—Under certain circumstances, a gal-

vanic action will set up between the copper
and the iron of the tin plate. This will

eat away the joint. The other question
asked will be answered next month by an
article on blocks and pulleys.

(26) N. S., Moncton, N. B., says :

We have had some discussion here about
brakes, and decided to refer a dispute to

you. Suppose there were only four cars

with hand brakes on a train of twenty-five
cars, two of them behind and two of them
in front. One side says the cars behind
will be more effective than those in front

;

the other side says it would be the opposite
way. What do you say? A.—There
would be no difference due to the location
of the cars.

(27) W.
J.,

Groveton, Tex., writes :

T. I claim that the crank of a steam
engine travels six times as far as the piston
while on the first inch of the stroke. 2.

While making the middle inch, it moves a
little more than twice as far ; my friend

says it does not. Who is right? A.—Your
friend. Suppose your engine had i-inch

stroke, where would you be ? You should
get Locomotive Engineerinc; Educational
Chart No. i, 1804. It will make the angu-
larity of the rod plain to you.

{28) W. S., Luneburg, N. Y., writes :

I. Please give rule for finding strength
of bolts, say i}( x 20 inches. A.—Multi-
ply the area of the cross section of the
bolt in inches by the tensile strength of

the iron, say 40,000 pounds. The product
will be the total strength of the bolt. One-
fourth of this is considered the safe work-
ing strength. 2. Is tractive force of an
engine equal to the pull on the drawbar ?

A.—It is the pull on the drawbar, less the
internal friction of the engine.

(29) E. G. McK., Walnut Springs, Tex.,
asks :

Do the driving boxes move up and
down between the pedestals, or do the
frame, boiler and all move up and down
over or by the driving boxes? A.—The
driving boxes usually move along at a fixed

distance above the rail, and the frames, with
everything resting upon them, move up
and down as stirred by inequalities of the
track; a quick movement of the wheel may
move itself up- in the box, however. ,

(30) N. M.. Kalispell. Mont., writes :

How should I block up a consolidation
engine with a broken No. 3 driving spring?
How should I put in a block to hold the side

that is disabled, as high as opposite side.

The driving wheels are built very close

between the hub and rim, and besides, the
space on top of box is very small A.—
The only way is to block what is possible

over the box, and block up ends of equal-

izers so as to relieve that bo.x of as much
load as possible, putting it on the other
axles.

(31) A. S., Ft. Wayne, Ind., asks:
I am running a straight stack and e.x-

tension front engine, and have a fireman
that likes to keep her clean, but he cannot
get anything that will stay on the front

end, as it burns off. Please tell us, through
your paper, what would be a good thing to

black it with. ^.—Clean the front and
stack. Go over it with boiled oil when it

is only slightly warm. Then rub it well

with graphite (black lead), mixed to a thick

paste with strong soapsuds. This will

take a high polish and stay that way a
long time.

(32) W. J. S., North Platte, Neb., writes :

Have been requested to ask you if you
can explain why eccentrics wear most at

the smallest part, that is, the part near-

est the axle. --/.—The eccentric will wear
most at the point where the greatest

amount of work is put upon it. The
strains on the valve connections are great-

est when the valve is changing its motion.
This ought to wear the full part and the

thin part of the eccentric most, but there

may be special causes in the engines re-

ferred to for making the wear on the thin

part greatest.

(33) O. W. M., Des Moines, la., writes :

Please inform me of the greatest piston

speed on record. IMr. Charles T. Porter

has been complimented on operating an
engine successfully with a piston speed of

1,400 feet per minute. At 100 miles an
hour the "999 " would make 1,586 feet per
minute. Has that been exceeded ? A.—
We do not know of any engine being
regularly operated at a piston speed greater

than 1,400 feet per minute. Locomotives
sometimes exceed that for short spurts.

The highest piston speed is made by en-

gines with small driving wheels.

(34) Briton, Scranton, Pa., writes:

We have had a little dispute about who
first used slide valves with lap. I say the
honor of that early improvement belonged
to George Stephenson, the man who in-

vented the locomotive. I have often heard
it said that the locomotive came out com-
plete from the hands of its inventor, and
it could not have been complete without
valve lap. A.—George Stephenson did
not invent the use of lap on slide valves

any more than he invented the locomotive,
which latter is a popular fallacy spread as

gospel by Smiles' romances—"The Lives
of the Engineers." American engineers
were the first to adopt the use of valve lap,

but it is a little uncertain who first applied
that important improvement.

(35) J. B., Edgefield, Pa., asks:

1. Is John Alexander still living? A.—
Yes; very much so. 2. Can the rotary valve
seat in plate D S, W. A. B. engineer's valve,
be faced true by a disc of iron or wood, with
a true surface, having a sheet of emery
cloth on it? A.—It might, but the tend-
ency would be for the outside of the plug
and seat to wear away most under the

action of the emery—more movement over
them. 3. Can one tell to a certainty how
much water any injector is throwing, with-

out the use of measuring instruments ?

A.—No. 4. Is the Mason or Lansberg
brake u.sed anywhere, and are they auto-

matic? A.—We know of no Mason brake
(there is a Mason air signal); the Lansberg
is automatic, used very little.

(36) A. J. B., Batesville, Mo., w'rites :

Two engines, same size and power ; one
has five cars and makes thirty miles an
hour, the other ten cars and makes fifteen

miles an hour (cars same size and weight)

—

which will take the mo.st fuel, and why?
A.—The engine running thirty miles an
hour will use more coal, for two reasons.

First, there will be more power required,

owing to the increased resistances of the
higher speed, and, second, because there is

more dead weight of engine and tender to

move in proportion to the train. It might
be, however, that the engine was of such
power and proportions that she would do
the work more economically when running
thirty miles an hour than at half the speed.

In that case the gain might be on the side

of the fast run.

(37) J- ^V. H., Paducah, Ky., writes:

Please explain inside lap and tell if you
think a locomotive is better with or with-

out it. Give full particulars. A.—Inside
lap is the inside edges of the valve cavity

which extends upon the bridge when the

valve is set on the middle of the .seat. If

the cavity is wide enough to extend over

both the bridges there is no inside lap.

The effect of inside lap is to delay the re-

lease of the steam and to advance the

point where compression begins. With
locomotives that work with low piston

speed, inside lap is generally an advantage.

When the piston speed is high, inside lap

is, as a rule, objectionable, becau.se it causes

too much back pressure and compression.

The valve motion of a high-speed locoino-

tive may, however, be so designed that in-

side lap is beneficial.

(38) A. H. R., Osawatomie, Kan.,
writes

:

I. What was the object of using inclined

cvlinders? A.—To keep the cylinders clear

of the truck wheels. With inside cylinders

it is sometimes done to make the main
rod clear the front driving axle. 2. Give
me a method to determine the length of

rocker arms and throw of eccentrics for a

required travel. A.—The answer would
take too much space on this page. You
will find full particulars in the chapter on
laving out link motion, in Sinclair's " Lo-
comotive Engine-Running," or in Aucliin-

closs on "Link and Valve Motions." 3.

Give me a good recipe for case-hardening.

A.—The best method for case-hardening is

to place the articles in an air-tight iron box
among animal charcoal, composed of burnt
hoots, leather, bones, horns, etc., well

pulverized. Put this box in a furnace and
keep it at a red heat. The time it has to be
kept in the furnace will depend upon the

size of the articles to be case-hardened.

(39) R. S., Monroe, La. :

Wishes us to put a cut in the paper
showing how inside lap should be meas-
ured. He says that he has laid out a great

many valves for locomotives, and that

when he wants an engine to have y'i,-inch

inside lap, he makes the cavity of the
valve j'5-inch narrow, making it lap on the

bridge 7|V-incli on each side. He also

sends a sketch of valve and seat, wherein
the cavity is 4^^ inches wide and the seat

between edges of steam ports measures

4j4 inches. He holds that in this case the

valve has %-inch outside lap, while a
brother mechanic says the valves are line

and line inside. A.—A cut is not neces-

sary to show how inside lap is measured.
The length that the edge of the valve

cavit}- extends over the bridges when
the valve is on the center of the seat, is the
amount of inside lap. The valve first

mentioned by our correspondent has T^g-

incli inside lap ; the latter has J-s-inch in-

side lap. No data are given to tell what
the outside lap might be.

(40) R. E. A., New Ramilche, Wash.,
asks :

How does an engineer find the dead
center? A. For ordinary purposes on the
road, such as disconnecting, the engine
may be placed on the dead center by the
eye. To get the exact dead center for set-

ting valves, move the engine until cross-

head is within a few inches of the end of

stroke ; mark a line across crosshead and
guides ; tram from the frame or valve
yoke to a point on the tire of main wheel,
and make a mark there. Then move en-
gine ahead (for forward center) past the
center and until the mark on crosshead
/lassfs the mark on guides, then back to-

ward center until mark on guides and
crossheads coincide. Then tram to wheel
again from same point on frame, and make
a mark. Then divide the distance between
these two marks on tire, and move engine
until tram points to the center mark on tire.

Engine is then on dead center for that end.
Do the same for back end, and repeat for

other side. Let machinists do this, if
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there are any on the road. It requires

care, some degree of skill and experience.

{41) J. W. H., Springfield, Mo., writes:

In a book on the locomotive the question

is asked: "Suppose the admission is too

soon on both strokes, which eccentric will

that show to have slipped? " The answer
is, "The forward one, and vice versa." Is

that right ? A.—The answer given is very
vague, and would not help a man much in

identifying which eccentric had slipped.

The admission might be too late, and yet

be caused by the forward eccentric having
slipped backward. The way to test which
eccentric has slipped is to put the engine in

full gear forward, open the cylinder cocks,

and use a little steam. The forward cylin-

der cocks should show steam when the
crank-pin is moving below the center, and
the back cylinder cock should blow when
the pin is moving above the center. If

steam escapes in a way that proves it to be
entering at the beginning of each stroke,

the other side should be tried in the same
manner. If the forward gear admission is

all right, the back gear can be tested by
putting the reverse lever in back motion
and watching the time at which steam es-

capes from the cj-linder cocks.

The Richmond Locomotive Works.
Some five years ago, when the Master

Mechanics' Convention met at Old Point

Comfort, a large party of the members went

by special train to Richmond, the princi-

pal purpose being to look over the Rich-

mond Locomotive Works, which had just

begun to build locomotives. The writer

was present and listened attentively to the

remarks made by the visitors. They were

naturally inclined to look upon ever3-thing

with friendly regard, but the comments

were by no means gratifying. They
praised various things shown them, but

the sum of the opinions expressed was that

these were remarkably good shops for the

South, and that the work turned out was

highly creditable for a Southern shop. It

seemed to be a settled conviction that

nothing in the nature of a mechanical in-

dustry in the South could be first-class. If

these same people would visit the Rich-

mond Locomotive Works to-day they would

be con.strained to admit that the works

and their product now compare favorably

with anything to be found anywhere. The
shops are as well equipped with first-class

machiner)', their system of working is as

well organized and their locomotives

turned out are as good as anything seen

in the best of our Northern shops, and in

every respect better than some of them.

Those who build locomotives for sale may
as well understand that a Southern estab-

lishment is now prepared to do work, with-

out fear or favor, in competition with the

best-equipped and best-managed shops in

the North.

The writer spent a couple of days in the

Richmond Locomotive Works last month,

and most of the time was devoted to watch-

ing the methods of working and to exam-

ining the tools provided for doing the

work. The methods and the tools are

about the same as those I have been famil-

iar with in the course of numerous visits

to the best Northern locomotive building

establishments.^ In some respects the con-

dition of the working forces in the Rich-

mond shops is surprising, for they have been

organized and developed from crude ma-

terial. Those who are familiar with the

manufacture of locomotives know that the

subdivision of labor and piece work have

been carried out to the fullest extent.

The older shops have been working up

the piece-work system gradually for

years, they have been located where

select mechanics could readily be found,

and good, industrious workmen learned

by experience that they could make good
wages under the piece-work system.

Starting up a system of that kind at

once was a most difficult operatioii. Its

difficulties were very well appreciated

in the Grant Locomotive Works in Chicago,

a city where plenty of mechanics could be

hired. That enterprise failed in a great

measure because the skilled help would
not agree to do work as it is done in other

locomotive building works.

It is particularly to the credit of the men
in charge of the Richmond Locomotive

Works that they were able to organize and

put into successful operation the man-
ufacturing system in a city where skilled

mechanics are not over abundant.

Within the last two years the proprietors

of these works have put in over $150,000

worth of new tools. These were not to re-

place worn-out or antiquated machines, but

were additions considered necessary to do

the work properly and expeditiously. This

firm built the engines and boilers for the

battleship Texas, which made the purchase

of certain heavy tools necessary for the

machine shop and boiler shop. These are

now very useful on locomotive work.

The capacity of the different shops ap-

pears to be very well balanced for the man-

ufacture of from 200 to 250 locomotives a

year. The blacksmith shop and the boiler

shop are particularly well provided with

labor-saving tools. There is an excellent

hydraulic plant in the boiler shop,

which is skillfully operated. From the ex-

amples of boiler making which I examined

in that shop, I should conclude that the

boilers supplying steam to Richmond lo-

comotives would be little troubled with the

many ills high-pressure boilers are heir to.

These works have been fairly busy dur-

ing the season of depression, but they are

rather slack now. They have just com-

pleted the building of some fine six-wheel

switchers for the Southerji Railway, and

are now working on a variety of small en-

gines for mines and furnaces. The men
in charge are taking advantage of the lull

in business to make a yariety of improve-

ments in the works which will put them in

a position to rush things when the demand
for locomotives becomes active, which is

certain to happen soon. A. S.

We will extend any subscription three

months or pay 40 cents, cash, for each clean

copy of January, 1894.

Where Do Side Sheets
Bulge Most?

The committee of the

Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation delegated to hunt

up the causes of bulging

of firebox sheets, are

anxious to know if any
"" one has noticed more of

^ a tendency of side sheets

to bulge below the point

marked X than above it.

Send answers to Pulaski

Leeds, Supt. M. P., L. &
N. , Louisville, Ky.

Would Do As Well As the Best of Them.

"Well," said the superintendent to the

applicant for a job as trainman, "I don't

know as we want any freight brakesmen or

conductors, but, by the great American

eagle, we do want some new passenger

conductors—did you ever run a passenger

train ? '

'

" Oh, yes."
" Well, now, confidentially, if I should

give you a passenger train right off, what

percentage of the cash receipts would you

be willing to turn in to the company ?
"

"Why, whatever is usual ; what do the

rest turn in ?
"

"Nothing—not a red cent !

"

"Well, if that's the rule on the road it's

perfectly satisfactory to me. '

'

Steamboat designers appear to be doing

more to increase the speed of vessels than

what locomotive designers are doing to in-"

crease the speed of locomotives. With all

the talk about the fast speed made on

American railways during the last few

years, the locomotives have increased in

velocity very little over those of forty

years ago. It is altogether different with

steamers. Forty years ago there were very

few steamers that could make a speed of

15 miles an hour, and now we learn that a

torpedo boat recently built for the British

Admiralty has steamed at the rate of 33>4

miles an hour, the fastest velocity ever

attained by a steam vessel. The boat is

200 feet long, 19 feet wide and 14 feet deep.

The engines are 5,000 horse-power.

The New England Railroad Club have

passed a formal resolution indorsing the

proposed changes in the Master Car

Builders' rules of interchange of cars, to

make owners responsible for the repairs

of their own cars when the necessity for

repairs has not arisen through an accident.

i i i
Mr. W. E. Farley, Conneaut. Ohio,

wishes to obtain a June, 1892, number of

Locomotive Engineering. Any one wish-

ing to dispose of that issue, please address

him.



An Improved Feed-Pipe Heater for

Locomotives.

On the Hannibal & St. Joseph road they

are testing a new design of feed-pipe heater

designed by Jas. C. Shaw, an engineer on

the above road.

He provides a controlled connection

between the water or steam space in the

boiler and the under side of the check, as

shown in Fig. 2.

This can be set and left with heater on,

any length of time, as it does not interfere

with the working of pump or non-lift-

ing injector. Where the line check is in

pipe and not in injector, an opening is

made in it, as shown at //, Fig. 2, to allow

steam to heat pipe behind it.

Fig. I shows a similar device, except that

a live steam pipe is connected to it and

carried back to cab, where engineer can

stop or start heater, it having been found

that with some lifting injectors this was

necessary.

relied upon. Gives an unmistakable

caution signal to trains. The capacity of

a road greatly increased by using the

Eclipse semaphore. No rear-end collis-

ions. No greater contrast possible be-

tween danger and safety positions. Ope-

rators cannot move the blade out of

danger without causing an alarm bell to

ring. No more running into open switches.

i i i
Luxury in Travel.

The Northwestern Line, embracing

nearly 8,000 miles of standard railway, has

long been known as one of the most pro-

gressive railways in the West, and it cer-

tainly ' merits this distinction, as we can

testify from an extended trip recently

made over a major portion of its lines.

One of the handsomest trains we have ever

traveled in (and nobody could wish for

finer service) is the "Northwestern

Limited," leaving Chicago at 6.30 p.m.

daily for St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth.

It is vestibuled throughout and lighted

with gas, and has been justly described as

tlie most complete and elegant train in the

confirm the fact that the highest degree of

the carbuilder's art has been employed in

the construction of the handsome equip-

ment of this Northwestern flyer. The

coaches, library cars, the sixteen-section

palace sleeping cars and the compart-

ment sleeping cars, each compartment

being supplied with hot and cold water and

lavatory, certainly seem to preclude the

possibility of further improvement in mak-

ing travel a luxury. Supper is served in

the elegant dining car, and the buffet-

library car is well stocked with reading

material, metropolitan dailies, magazines

and leading pictorial publications for the

evening's entertainment. The manage-

ment of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

believes that perfect service is the strong-

est possible advertisement for securing

passenger traffic, and we are told by one

of its officials that its train service and ac-

commodations are always carefully planned

with this end in view. The results are so

satisfactory that a person who once goes

over the line generally selects it whenever

and wherever he goes.

—

Advt.

Feed-Pipe Heater.

This device keeps pipes from freezing,

without attention from engineer, does not

waste I steam, and prevents cutting-out of

valves and seats of injector valves by using

as heaters. It worked well last winter on

several engines and seems to have demon-

strated its usefulness.

i i i
We have received a handsome illustrated

catalogue of the switch and signal depart-

ment of the Eclipse Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.

The semaphore, interlocking switches, etc.,

are manufactured and operated imder the

Abernethy patents. The claims made for

the devices manufactured will be readily

understood from a series of colored catch

headings to the pages of the catalogue.

These say : The Eclipse will pay for itself

in ninety days. Mistakes cannot occur.

Works automaticallv and is always to be

West, the Hon. T. B. Bryan, Vice-Presi-

dent of the World's Fair Commission, re-

ferring to it as "the finest on wheels."

One has but to glance at the rich upholster-

ing, tapestrj', ornaments and carvings to

"Don't Scrap That Air Brake

Before sending particulars to the undersigned,

as we can use Air Brake Apparatus for Tender

and Train service, as well as for a Passenger

Coach, if in fair condition. Must be Westing-

house. .\ddress

P. B. COLTON, Lakeview, N. J."

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS

, ^^^Jl?J!^,r^^ HENRY L LEACH,LOCOMOTIVES. boston, mass.
Room 45, Mason Building, 70 KIlby Street.

WORKING MODEL
OF THE "999"

Complete sets of castings in three dif-

ferent sizes for building working model of

this famous engine.

High Saddle. Big Drivers.

Right Up to Date.

SEND FOR G. H. OLNEY,
Catalogue. 163 Herkimer St., Bpool<lyn, N. Y.



D. O. SETTLEMIRE, President.

Mt. Vernon Car

GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President. W. C. ARTHURS, Seoy. and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Supt.

^3s-"~s.«s^ .»

MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrip- '

tion. Caboose and liefrig=

erator Cars.

MT. VERNON,

Manufacturing Co.
Car Wheels, Car Castings, and

General Foundry
Work.

Capacity, 15 Cars and 230 Car Wlieels.

ILLINOIS.

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROH $io TO Sig LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANV METAL ONE.

| CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TiriE.

WILL MTEAR THE LIFE OF THE CAR.
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:

Out West ; M., K. ,5: T. Ey. Down East : Boston & Albany R. R. 1305 HSYEMEYER BlDG.
26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

GEO. W. JACOBS, I'n-st. d: Ti;;,s.

We do not

belong- to the

" Head Light

Trust."

L. F. WILDER, .SVc|/.

All burners

stamped with

our name on

hand-wheel.

THE STAR HEAD LIGHT GO.,
Manufacturers of Head Lights, Railroad Signal Lamps and Lanterns,

for Locomotives, Cable and Electric Cars, both Oil and Electric.

BRANCH Office,
Western Union Buii-ding,

Chicago. ILt-.

T, ISBESTER, Westfbn Manager

13 ALLEN STREET,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

DO
YOU
WANT
A
FIRST=
CLASS
BINDER?
STEEL
BACK,
NO
PUNCHING
OR
CUTTING
OF
PAPERS,
CLOTH
BOARDS,
SEND
$i.oo

TO LOCO.

ENGIN'ERING

N. Y.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump l^orks,

Foot of East Twenty-tMrd Street,

Npw York.
Send for

\\ LiicRATFn raTAinniic

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING
The Cbeapest, Best and ITIost Durable Car Roof Known. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
Bverv one that falls In ten years.

THE ONLY DOUBLE TRACK RAILWAY
BETWEEN

CHICAGO AND THE ElAST.
Wagner Sleeping Cars, Drawing-Room and Private Compartment Cars between Clilcago,

Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester. Syracuse, Albany, New York, Boston
and Intermediate points.

Route of the NEA,V YORK. AND CHICAGO L.IMITED, BOSTON AND CHICAGO
SPECIAL,, and the U. S. PAST MAILS.

W. H. CANNIPF, Qen'l Supt.

««3

CLEVELAND, O. A. J. SMITH, G. P. & T. A.



^ Master Mechanics and Purchasing Agents: ^

I , 40 to 1 I
^ Is big odds, isn't it ? ^
^2 't's a fod, though, that a well-known Master Mechanic and Superintendent of —

^

^_ a R.R. in Pennsylvania reported in writing to the storekeeper, that a trial lot of ^^^
^— P. P. P. Diagonal Rod Packing, put to a severe test on their division, —

^

S_ outlasted what they had been using "^*0 "to X." ,^^
^I If you want to Save your Company BIG Money, and at the same time get z^
^— the most satisfadory thing in the line of R.R. Packing, just drop a line to -^^^ C. A. DANIEL, Mfr., ^
^ No. 323 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa., ^
^^ and he will " put you on " as to how it is done, and send you a neat, brief, Z^
^— readable circular, and a free sample too, if you want it. Don't put off writing, —^
^Z but see what is offered, and try the cheapest and best article—40 to i. "^

mimmimmmmmmimm^
We will mail you, postage paid, any book you want, for the retail price.

Address, LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, 256 Broadway, New York.

Rodger Ballast Gars
Roads that have Purchased

Rodger Ballast Cars :

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, III.

Great Northern Railway (350 cars,) St. Paul, Minn.

Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe, Chicago, III.

Minn., St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie (" Soo Lines '),
Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Chicago, III.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, Butte, Mont.

Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago (Penn. Lines),
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Pan Handle),
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Parsons, Kansas.
RODGER BALLAST CAR COMPANY,

1215 Monadnock

Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE.
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L
E. u t-ZSRY, Pres. W. G. WINANS, rreas.

[trade-mark]

^'% ANACONDA.

ENGINE AND TENDER
HOSE CONNECTION.

Air Brake Hose Guaranteed for Three Years.

Steam Hose for Car Heating.
Wonderful Steam Jtesistlug Qualities.

C. H. DALE, Cen'l Manager.

THIS HOSE is known as our Anaconda brand, ti is corrugated, made of three an^i four
plies of duck, with a wire inserted to jirevent it from collapsing or kinking, thereby
making it impossible to break or shut off injectors when rounding a curve or striking ii

low joint. It is made any shape or length required. The outside is covered with a canvas
jacket or covering to prevent oil. grease, etc.. from destroying the hose. This hose is thought
by many of the master mechanics of our large railroads to be the ideal hose for engine and
tender connections.

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,
No. 16 Warren Street, New York.

iHb hMlLhUAU CMK JUUKNAL
Publishe.4 wilh its Janiisry nnmber a large eneravinp showinp
in (let.iil every portion of a passeiiffer i-ar, includine boily aixl
trni-ks. Rvery part is nuinlierefi and an ai-tomp-invitig refcrenie
list n'^'es the correct n«me of eath part. It is executed in the
same st>le as the vvell-knnwn di.iirram of loroniotive "Vi9y"
pnMifihud by " Loiomol,ive EnciiieerinK," and is appropfiat«ly
atyled

THE ANATOMY OF A CAR.
ropi<-s ..f l!ie .Ijitiuary issue will be supplied only to siihscribera,
A separate ediliun i.f the chart will be printed mi fine paper,
Biiitalile for framing, and copies of this will he amiled lo am-
addrev, securely i>acl(ed in i-ard board tube, for twenty-five cents.
A copy of this chart should be in the possession of eveiy car

A new edition, revised up to date, of the

CAR INTERCHANGE MANUAL
Has just been publiNhed. This useful handbook, as is well
kriinvri, coinains abstracrs of all the decisions rendered bv the
Arbitration O'iniitittee of the Master C»r Biiiideru' Association,
nd ia invaluable lo the Car InspecUr.
A new volume of the Car .1our\ al conimences with .lanuary

The present is. therefore, a good time to send in vour subscrip-
tion which is i.uly

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.
This is the only journal in the world exclusively devoted to

the technical interests of the Car Department, and is designed
to meet the rei|iiiremenls of every man interested in th« con-
struction, repair and inlerchani;e of i-ars, from ttie Superinten-
dent of the Car Department down to the repairer. Subscrip-
tion acenls are wanted at a few more car shops and interchange
points. Fremiiitii list sent on applicatiou to Subscription De-
partment of

RAILROAD CAR JOURNAL,
6 I 7 Vanderbilt Buildinn. Now York

Ih^NewlATHAN"
(Seb Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOB

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LDBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIRE EXTINGUISHEES.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER "W.A.SIIERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATA1.06VES.

NATHANIVIFG.CO.,92&9UiliertySt,
NEIV YORK.

mi^ES

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i»i3:iij-a.i:>e!IjI»hi-^, t'.a..

'<>}

Any competent mecbanical ensineer wlio examines with care the oonstructinn of this coupler, finds that all the re-
quirements of service have been met in most inirenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delay.s to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STRENGTH—Equalling in lesU the hig/ienf rfcord^ of ^* aU-sfefr^ Couplers, and iturpa^^nng thein injerk and pulling.
DROP TEST— Three b-Jmt blows; three lOfool blows; fix \h-foot blows of JMO pounds ueiqht. GUARD AR'M
TEST— Three Z-foot blows und four b-foot JERK TEST— Three i-foot. three 10-foot and three lbfoot blows.
PULLING TEST— m.aoo pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

In uncoupling, tlie lock itself throws tlie knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. The action of the lock, both in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive,
and sure, under all conilitions.

Sectional view hack of
Dotted line, .how the Im-

UQCoupllns and opening
couple again.

locklo.
k lifted f

knuckle,

Railway
Department, NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

WILLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President, 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicago.
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The Fire-Proof Baker Car Heater
MADE OF FLEXIBLE STEEL
ONE=QUARTER INCH THICK.

Firmly Welded into One Compact, Jointless, Seamless Whole.

riEE WITHIN A SAFE OF SAME MATEEIAL
AS THE EXPRESS OAR SAFE.

ALL OTHER STYLES OF "BAKER HEATERS."

WiLLlAm C. BAKER,
Sole Proprietor and Manufacturer,

L!ik=B

NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NHW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Besifi,

To meet any conditions.

Western House :

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

Steatu Heating; from the Locomotive

:

Locomotive Equipments. Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,iQq. SKWALL
COUPLERS sold 55,617 ; the standard in U. S. and Canada.

A
L

Hlectric Heaters for Street Cars

:

1,103 Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn.
Union 'Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered
over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED? CAR-HEATING CO
'Pintsch.'

cable cars already equipped.

NPope Light Compressed Oil Gas

:

Interchangeable with "Pintsch ;" and superior thereto. Uses %#
same gas as "Pintsch." In Great Britain 14.362 steam and ^r

Patents guaranteed.

Albany, N. Y., 413-423 North' Peat-l Street

:

CHICAGO, 200 WKSTEBN UNION BCILDIXG : Canada, Coaticook,
P. Q.—London—Moscow, Specially tested fittings and car lighting
repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vlce-Pres. C. H. HOWARD, Sec. W. R. THOMAS, Treas. R. M DIXON, Engineer.

H
L

THE SAFETy CAR HEATING AND LIGHTING CO.,

160 Broadway, New York.

EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler
of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over
40,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only saf^ light for Railroad purposes.
In brilliancy and cleanliness unsurpassed.



. JEROME METALUO PACKINQ.

\

This is the Standard Metallic Packing all

cvsr the world, and is more generally adopt-

ed and in use on more locomotives than any

metallic packing in use. Give the J EROM E
a trial and be convinced. Put it in compe-

tition with any other packing and be con-

vinced of its superior merits.

OFFtCE AND WORKS :

Nos. 35 and 37 Canal Street,

CP Tcddmt: Inventor and
• U. JEKUmc, Proprietor. Chicago, 111.

Packing ring opened

ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

SURE TO GIVE DuvalMetallic Packing

Send for Catalogues, Prices and detailed

inlormation to the

DUVAL
Metallic Packing Co.,

39=41 CoRTLANDT St..

NEW YORK CITY.

The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust Pipe.

T'
'HIS DEVICE is the invention of John Y. Smith, the originator of the Smith Vacuum

Brake. In the cuts of the Front and Side Views shown herewith, " AA " represent

Air Passages ; " SS" Exhaust Steam Passages, and " B" an Annular Blower form-

ing part of the Nozzle.

It is an entirely new departure

Pipes for Locomotives. Its dis-

exhaust steam is not restricted

the gases and heated air in the

exhaust steam in the exhaust

superheated and expanded and a

blast is created, which keeps the

tion, and produces more perfect

Some of the beneficial results

Pressure to a minimum {area

the exhaust port) ; prevention

stack; a/most complete absence

tion 0/formation of clinkers in

in the construction of Exhaust

tmguishing features are that the

after it leaves the cylinders, and

smoke arch are mingled with the

pipe. The exhaust steam is thus

powerful, prolonged, pulsating

fuel in a constant state of agita-

combustion.

obtained are : Reduction of Back

of nozzle opening as large as

ofejection of sparksfrom smoke

of noisefrom exhaust ; preven-

firebox : large saving of fuel.

FRONT VIKW. SIDE VIEW.By the elimination of Back Pressure we have demonstrated the fact that the power of

engines has been increased to be able to pull from thirty to sixty tons more than with any other form of exhaust pipe.

The pipe can be used with either straight or diamond stacks, in long or short front ends, and on locomotives burning hard or

soft coal, wood or coke.

GENERAL AGENCY CO., 32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
GENERAL OFFICE, OOYLESTON, PA. FACTORY, READING, PA.

BOILER OIL INJECTORS
Progression is the order of the day.

Attach one of "LUNKENHEIMER'S"' to your boiler and you

wiil be astonished with results. The only Injector made that will

entirely free your boiler of scales.

Practical in Constmction ; Simple in Operation.

'provided with a visible feed. Sizes Va pint to 1 gaiion. Specify

and insist on "LUNKENHEIMER'S" and you will get the best.

Consult Dealer. New Catalogue of Superior Steam Specialties,

gratis upon request.

MADE HONEST.

^^
J889 *

rilslNATI, O.
JOHN ST.

: r,T nnuPR %t LONDO

No separate water valve or primer to get

out of order ; easily regulated ;
operated

by one move of a lever. Record of twenty

years. Cheapest on repairs. We also make
the best hot-water boiler washer and tester.

RUE MANUFACTURING CO.,

1 1 9 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•ECT10N OF aOLTUESS FASTENING,

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular "Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FT Cl'lled 'rOH Wheels,

^'' LocomotiVes, Tenders,
0^'^«" ^"'^ * *° ^ °'^^i'^^

Plantation and Mine Cars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hllll)orn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers.

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars. SwitcbsS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

BETTER FIND OUT 4i

mA't othertthink.

Staiedard Eegravleg Co,,
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering;. SEND FOR PRICES.

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN. ^

•FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel.

5 Graduated in 32ds and 64tlis on one
^ side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

I

1
I 'I [vALLIliTIHB TOOI. CO.'^E

Gt*
I

i. EARTFORD CONN.

iiiliiJiiiliiiiiiliiiliiiliiiiiliiiiiiliiiiilJiiiliiJiiiliiiliiii

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

The SampI

Tails the Story.
A sample of Dixon's piire, flake lul)-

ricating Graphite, with interesting and
instructive pamphlet,

Sent Free of Charge.
Every engineer and machinist should

make himself better acquainted with
Dixon's Pure Tlconderoga Flake
Graphite. It will save both time and
labor, and is inflnitely superior to the
common forma of plumbago or black
lead.

JOS. DIXON CEUOIBLE CO..

JERSEY CITY, N.J.



IN USE ON THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY RAILROADS.

\

Metallic
REQUIRES NO ATTENTION. FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

STATIONARY AND MARINE ENGINES.

The United States

JVIetallic Packings
Have stood the test of years and are

acknowledged to be superior
to all.

Rerieival of Packing Rings made without
disconnecting, by cutting them in

halves and breaking joints.

HIGHEST AWARDS COLUMBIAN AND PARIS EXPOSITIONS.

Swab and Oil Cups Furnished with Every Pacl<ing.

Send for Catalogue and Specifications.

Gen'l Office, Bullitt Building,
\ p.i,„.p,„|,i„

Works, 427 N. 13th Street, |
^""^"e'P'na, Pa.

Chicago, Rotunda, Grand Pacific Hotel,
San Francisco, 130 Main Street,

St. Louis, 32 Laclede Building,
Montreal, Canada, 751 Craig Street.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgli, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH SXEEL ""'^'^^ f""* 3" PUfPOSeS.

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSOI^, Western Union BIdg., Chicago.

DON'T

Estab-
lished

IBM.

Put it off another day. but
send your Name and Address
NOW to

S. N. CLARK80N & CO.,
R. R. Department.

126 State St., Champlain Building,
Chicago, Hi.

Clarkson gives the most for
your money (everything con-
sidered).
Only reliable goodfi sold.
Catalogue gives pictures

and prices, and terms, and a
penny postal caro with your

name and address
on it "does the busi-
ness."
Ask for the New

Tllustrai ed ('ata-
loguf^ of The Clark-
son 5pecial Watch-
es. Finest in the
World. Endorsed
by the whole R. R.
fraternity.
Catalogue sent free
to any address in
the IT. S.

Goods sent CO. D.
on approval.
We are the leading
R. I{. Jewelers in
Chicago.

Watches for R. R. Men.

BoileVy

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

QUiLITY UNSURPASSED

Plates up to 100 ins. in width

SHOENBERCER & CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.



PORTABLE VALVE SEAT ROTARY PLANING MACHINE.

ftft

Will face (ilt Uk' Valve ScuU of Locomolive.s ami otliei' Kiigines in a nipiil ami aeeiinite maiim r. ^
Ko lost time; no breaking of the edges; the only machine requiring no nse of files or scrapers a^^Ri^^
ftfter machine has faced off the scat. J* /f<V^t;^iir>?^'~^^"T^

HUNDREDS OF THESE MACHINES IN USE.

HENRY C. AVER & QLEASON CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

Office and Works, N. E. cor. 2d and Diamond Sts. Central Office, No. 919 Betz Building.

THE PRAH & WHITNEY CO., HartM, Com . U S A JFLATTURBET LATHEj
SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Sub

stitutes for Planers fo? Heavy and Kapid Cutting m Cast and

Wrought Iron and Steel

.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and

Threading Irregu'ar Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass,

Iron and Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass

Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning,

Shaping and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.
CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.

O-Mio Caliper QaiuTOc
* REGULAR PRICE, $4.00.

ymiTH TRAMMEL POINTS AND ADJUSTING SCREW.

Will mail it to you any time pre-

vious to April 1st, for $2.30, If

this paper is mentioned.

ii|i|i|ih|ili Mi|i|i|M'l'IYI'l'!

I » 10

.i.i.i.i.i.i...l.i.i.t.i.i.i.i.LiiJi,i,i,

STANDARD TOOL CO., Athol, Mass., U.S. A.,

Manufacturers of Mechanics* Fine Tools.

THE HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose

for Steam Heating

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COl'V OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A.

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

F. A. BARBEY & CO., 152 federal street, BOSTON.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.

No. 2, Oils bntli Cylinders. Wo. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.
Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

t^-THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-PINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

22

GALENA OIL lORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Toaeli and <'ar Oils,
the Slantlard Lubricating; Oils

ol' America.
SAFETY. SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

The use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST, 10 t<j 15 BELOW
^ERO. These oils do not freeze in the coldest weather,
while thev are adaptuhle to the hottest climates.
In the use of Galena Oils there is an entire freedom

from lii't boxes, except when these are caused by nie-
L'haiiifal licfeets.

The adoption Of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

l.rliaiiis hv ;i lar^e majority of the leading railways of
thi.s cuiMtrv Is an evi.lfuce of their superiority, while
ihc fact tlijit till' saiiu' r-'ads use these oils to-day that
used thfiri nmrt' t)i;ui ,1) years ago, Is an evidence of
their iinlforinltv from year to year and year in and out.
Galena oils are In exVluslve use upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New York to the Pacific
coa'^t. and n|>"n one continuous line fmtn the City of
.M.'\lf.» ti> N<'\v York. thus demonstratlMK tlielr adapta-
hlliiv to all i.Mii|KTatures and cllniait-s. Hrliig entirely
fret* fn. Ill k'nm. tliese oils are not alTected by dust and
sand as other oils are.
We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-

TION VALVE OIL, which is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

OALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,
Charles Miller, President.

Chicago Branch Office, Franklin, Pa.
Phoenix Building, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.

SIBLEY'S TeriinyALYE OIL,

The only perfei-t LiH-ouiutive Valve Lubricant,

J. C. SIBLEY, Prest.



BEMENT, MILES <& CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

METAL-WORKING MACHINE TOOLS
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Roiling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works,

etc., etc.

Steam Hammers.
STEAM AND HYDRAULIC ^J '—^j^

j) J8
*^-^¥F

,..4 Riveting Macliines. ^f1^
NEW YORK OFFICE,

TAYLOR BUILDING,

39 CORTLANDT ST.

E, H. MUMFORD.
Repii-scntative.

Pedrick & Aybr Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Maclime Tool JBuUderSj
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR 5H0P5.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed ; will supply air at less than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and Little of that.

Case Dust=Proof.

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a jib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

THE ACME BVIACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
gleA Double Automatic Bolt Cutters

Cutting from^ in. to 6 In. diam.

\lso. Separate Heads and Dies.

First PremiumCinclnnatl Centennial.

Our Line Engravings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing;

accuracy and distinct lines on origf-

inal copper plates. They are made
by BRADLEY & POATES, 251 Wil-

liam Street, New York City.
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fc l^shcroft Manufacturing Company

I Tabor Indicator

With Hougfhtaling: Reduced Motion.

Most compact arrangement for Indicating ever employed.

Does away witti Swinging Levers or complicated rigging.

Tabor

Indicator

Has Laglhitest

Recaprocatmg

Parts,

Only Accurate Instrument for High Speeds.

Highest Award at Columbian Exposition for Excellence of Design.

Highest Grade of Workmanship and Finish—
A most Reliable and Efficient Instrument.

••••

OFFICE AND SALESROOM

:

No. Ill Liberty Street, New York.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA.
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Columbian Metallic Rod ^ Packing.
PrMiicIpail Polo Is: SiimpMcaty and DtarabaHty,

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction next to nothing:. Protracts Life of Rods.

Tliree Rings for Heavy Service. One Ring for

Passenger Engines, w^// contract to provide this

Paclcing for Half Cost of using Flexible Paciiing.

ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 & 1226 Betz BIdg., Philadelphia.
CHICAGO orriCE : i-*tr <f I'tis Manhattan buii-DING.

The Coup Automatic Car Coupler. M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. No Springs.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over 12 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, - - 202 SOCIETV FOR SAVINGS BIDG., CLEVELAND, 0.

A HOOK MOTION
LOCOMOTIVE

date— so is the old type-bar wnting machine, striking through a rib-

under a big roller, that must be lifted to see the writing.

The Williams Standard Typewriter
Is the last great improvement in the art of writing by machinery.
You can see the last line and the last letter— same as if writing
with a pen. Most compact in size, and weight but 16 pounds.
No dirty ribbon

;
perfect inking in a new way. Perfection in

manifolding.
Adopted by British War Department after severe competitive

test against the old-fashioned " Blind " machines. We have one
contract for 3,000 machines.

Best possible for railroad work ; easiest learijed ; latest im-
provements, but not experiments ; in use three Wars. Used by
Locomotive Engineering in competition with '^^Cali'graph " and
" Remington," and pronounced "the best, two to one."

Write for Illustrated Catalogue and Testimonials.

WILLIAMS TYPEWRITER CO.,

LONDON: 21 CHEAPSIDE, E. C. MONTREAL: 200 MOUNTAIN ST.
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riMEWestlnghoM

Alr-Brak rf^==^^

n

Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives alread}' equipped by

THE WESTINGHOO
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.

^ ^ ^ ^^^ A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER ^^5 ^. ^ ^
WITH POSITIVE SELF-OPENING KNUCKLE WITHOUT THE USE OF WEIGHT, SPRING OR

^ ^ LEVER, WILL OPEN ON ANY GRADE UP TO 1200 FEET TO THE MILE. ^ ^

MINER DRAW BAR ATTACHMEN'L LUDLOW FREIGHT COUPLER.

TK;3 ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN t.V SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.
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STOP!:rsS,PREVENT
The Leaks D D C 1/ C MT leakage in New Cars

In Old Cars, f 11 L V L ll I by Using:

Just What You Want — Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, 111.

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.

T"^ LESLI PATENT

For Cheapness, LoCOlUlOtlV
Simplicity,

Cleanliness, pfjj^^ Kllldler
Convenience,

Absolute Safety,

Durability and Economy,

STANDS UNRIVALED.

It is the Only System of Kindling Locomotive Fires

with Crude Oil which has ever been put into General

Use by any Railroad Company.

THOUSANDS of FIRES
Have been Kindled

for Less than 4c. PER ENGINE.

Duping the past WinteP OflE eap tank of CPude Oil kindled
more pipes than 500 Copds of Wood.

/is adoption m all roundhouses over their Entire System by the Roads, which had tested

it in all kinds of lucather, firnishes

Absolute Proof of its Complete Success. .

For Particulars address, J. S. LESLIE, PatcrSOU, N. J.
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^

p. \^*AVC Co/^WAr-PRe^iDCNT.

•^Slld A.^ f^y: -PiTTsiuRMjXS
w/#a;^

<^^^ W^

m TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO., Troy, N. Y.
The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the liand rod at the side of tlie car, rendering it unnecessary

for tlie trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type, The Strongest and the Only Safety Coupler.
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OFFICES:
S6 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery.
CHICAGQ.

319 Commercial BIdg..

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON. INO.

THE POOLEY COUPLER.
POSITIVELY

AUTOMATIC.

Made from the Best Material.

THE LONGER IN SERVICE THE
BETTER IT OPERATES.

PRATT & LETCHWORTH, Buffalo, N. Y.
HANUFACTCRED

BY

The Long & Allstatter Co.
HAMILTON, OHIO.

Double, Single,Angle-

Bar, Gang, Horizon-

1

tal, Twin, Boiler J

Spacing, Gate, Mul-

tiple, Belt, and Steam

Driven

Piincte&Sliears
OVTCH 300 .SIZES. '

RICHARD DUDGEON, ^* ' 'l^^'-Z^l^^
"''

MAKER AND PATENTEE OP

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches, Koller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Acting Steam Hammers.
ty Jacks for Pressing on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

"DISEASES OF THE
AIR-BRAKE SYSTEM"

liV

Paul Synnestvedt.

If you want a Copy send One Dollar
TO THE

W. F. HALL PRINTING CO.,

21 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

OR EVERY RAIL-
ROAD MAN.

,

POCKET PRIMER
OF

Air=Brake

Instruction.

Sijnple,
Easy Leuone.

90 pages of Meat. Flexi-
ble Cover. Mailed to any
address, on receipt of 50c.

W. S. Rogers,
Mechanical Engineer,

BuppALO, N.Y.

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C
EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^-RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

P

being
and

protected, the Jack
is always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
tlie importance of ^

having: Jaclis always
in good working con-
diti"n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase. ^

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

TANGYE'S
Hydraulic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again

ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York.
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THE ROTARY
FOR FULIv PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

THE LESLIE BROS. MFG. CO., paterson, n. j.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on 60 Railways.

OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

,J'' ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
MiiHufacturers of Kvevy Product of Petroleum .

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN,N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

3 Short Plat<

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS. D. O. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt.

^» \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUF.4CTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

New York Office for Rails and Fastenings, Z3 Wall Street.
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aa STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.

^

GIVE THE BEST RESULTS FOR EVERV VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, tS Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,

President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent,

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, scuenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES

STANDAED
DESIGN
FOR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OR FROM

DESIGNS
PURNISHED

RAILROAD
COIIPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

BOHNER'S PATENT

WATER TUBE
FIRE=BOX.

Adds 22a square feet of the best kind of heating

surface to fi;e-box. Water tubes set in best position

to abstract heat from gases. Will save coal,

prevent sparks and smoke. Enables nozzles to be

enlarged, making better running engine.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner,

195 Metropolitan Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. t

TRY our iL^

<
Charcoal Iron SAMPLES

for FLUE ENDS, sent free.

THE TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO., Washington, Penn. NEW YORK OFFICE, 39 Cortlandt Street.

«3i



BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Ti-eas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Rdssell, Siipt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Hequkmboi'ku, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work

fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
OF PAXERSOI»J, N. J.

Mew York Office, 44 Exrhange Place.

MANtTPACTl'RERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND TENDERS,
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

e. E. DANNAH, Tieas. G H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

-»- -IPiCORPORAXKD 1846.

'^''pSJT'-L^.TMi^LOCOMOTIVESMTYPES.
STANDARD OR NARROW GAUGE FOR ANY SERVICE FROM 01 R OWN OR TO RAILROAD CO.'S SPECIFICATION.

F'reight Cars, Derrick Cars, Push Cars and Car "Wheels.
Boilers of Locomotive, Horizontal, Tubular and Vertical Type

FRA-NKLIN C. PAYSON, President. ,T.\:\tES E. GREENSMITn, General Manager. P,YROX D. VERRILL, Trea-surer.

HDSPHOR BRONZE ;S. ^ locomotive^and car bearings

iR ASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >i lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHt.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Ih

2JLJ5^IU _^p3
3^O 3D ]E3 lEl. US'mnnn^ s

For Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, Etc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS

ETC., ETC.

•32

POP SAFETY VALVES,
Ml'FFLED ASD PLAIN.

IMPROVED

^ STEAM GAGES,
.^Jli:"^!^ SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiselcjis relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEIM GiGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and
London, England.
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Locomotive Works.
BURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Poads

From standard designs, or according to ' pecifica'
tions. to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilers

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

"

WILSON UlLLEE, Pr. S Trs. B. A. WIOHTIIAH, Saf.

COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^^Sfr**"'
(Formerly Danfortb Locomoti-re & Machine Co.)

JOHN S. COOKE. President & Gen. Man
FRED. W. COOKE. Vice-President
WM. BERDAN, Sec'y & Treas

I PateRSON,
J.

New York Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Aeent.

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

I«E"W YORK OFFICE, .

USTos. 31-33 I=>izi.o Street.

MflG^
0^>

.\^

^^TAli

ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

For

All Bearings.

Sterlingwortli Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

256 Broadway, New^ York.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Transmission
of Power. 56 to 64 pages, size of this paper,

profusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address:

Latrobe Steel Works,

Ti
MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ELOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

main Ofllce and %Vorks, Latrobe, Pa.
Branrli Offloe,

Bullitt Bulldtnc, Plilladelphia.

Cllloa^o Ofllce,
Westeru I'liioii Building.

New York Oflloe,
Home Life Insurance Building.

St. Louis Ofllce,
Union Trust Buildin<r.

<3rOXJIjI>'S

steam and Water Packing
^^

Patented June ], l^M'.

•spe aljy

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give exact diameter ol StutSng

Box and Valve Stem.
Nf^ne genuine without til is Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO..
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS,

THE r»OW^ER PUBLISHING CO.,
WOttUi BriLDII«{G, NE'W VORK.
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BE&TS THE MONKEY-

._ WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the

liandiest tool for ranniiig repairs tliat can be

found. Its hardened steel laws and handy adjust-

ment malse it Iteep hold when once i!et and you

can get it on in out-of-the-way places and take olt

a nut without taking jaws off, and where you

couldn't get in an eighth of a turn with the clumsy

monkey-and it will take hold close up where

the old wrench can't get. This prevents marring

finished nuts and parts around them. A thousana

places for it around a locomotive where it can save

time and money. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO.. ^'^^J^Flt%%.y.

ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
Sold outriglit, no rent, no royalty. Adapted

to f'ity, Villane or Country. Needed in every
home, shop, store and office. Greatest conven-
ience and best seller on earth.
AeenlHiuube from SiS to 850 p«r day.
One ill a residence means a sale to all the

neitjhbors. Fine instruments, no toys, works
imywhere. any distance. Complete, ready for
use when shipped. Can be put up by any one,
never out of order, no repairine. Jast'j a life

I inie. Warranted. A money maUfr Write
W. p. Harrison & Co., Clerk 10, Columbus, 0.



Baldwin Locomotive Works'

Standard-Gauge Locomotive

x3:E:sxO'Kg' .a.s cxjt?.

FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

l(]w nrpssiiro ••' K M" drivinff wlieels. 84)4' diameter, vvitli cast-steel centres ; tires, steel, S%' thick ; total wlieel-liasc,
'^." 1..- .. .. .',. ,___*'.-..,-:

rder. 120,000 pounds : wciailit on di-iviiiK-wh. 'els. 83,000 ponndsj lioilor, 50- djani-

1

1

Cvlindi'l-s : llifth pressure. 13" .x 2f

24" "

eter
diamet
whei
lubricator, United Stairs 111. t iUic Pi „ — ,-- ,„..-,.,.
head-li^ht- irlass water lmu-c and lamp : two 3" Coalc luufMed safety valves; \\ e.stniKlionsc-Anierican oiitsnie i-.|

,, , , ,i

teiider-wheels with 9Kv' p inp : Wes i.iL'l ouse trai.i signal : water-scoop ; Magnesia .scctiona h.iiler la,wnm ;
ret annus n^s for all wheels

;
Mas, .„ rclu.'ui^'

Talvrfor stemn heatiiVi : Jaimey couplCT and buffer ; National hollow tender brake-beams ;
iron ruunni;; boar.ls, and all necessary tools.

We.stiiiKliousc-Americau oiitsiile i-(|nalized air-brake on drivini,', t^ailin^' and

For Price and Particulars, address, Burnham, Williams & Co., Philadelphia.

ICKSON MANUFACTURING CO.

SCRAMTOK, rENN.

Locomotives of every style and size, Standard

And NarroiT tiauge, made to Standard Gauges and

Templets. Also for Plantations, Minen and Logging.

SFECIFICAIIOKS 02T AFPLICAIIOIT.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.

E. W. WESTOS, V.-Prej. WU. H. PEEIINS, Bto, * Tpeii,

JOnH DEVISE, Superintendent.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, VA.

Locomotives for Every Service.

"LACKAWANNA"
Sight Feed Locomotive

Cylinder Lubricator.

Extract from Report of the
Franklin Institute.

'

' The state of the art shows this lubrica-

tor to be in lead of its competitors for

simplicity and perfect working
under varied conditions."

Are yoii interested enough to write

forfull particulars f

Lackawanna Lubricating Co.,

1212 Capouse Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

"34

52,000
COPIES

Of the Transparent Engraving of the
Pa,mou5 Locomotive

have been printed and sold. The dC'
mand still continues, and we have
ordered a new supply.
Printed on satin gloss paper show-

ing the Engine with every piece nuni=
bered and named, and sent in a tube,
ready for frame, for 50 cents. Stamps
will do.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
ase Broadivay, IVevc York.
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Our Adoertisers.

Air Brake Hose.

k
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

^ Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Air Brakes.

Westinghonse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Air Compressors.
Pedriek & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.

Pedriek & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Pump Regulators.

Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.

Anti-Friction Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Block 5ig:nais.

Hall Signal Co., New York.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switch Stands.

Ramapo Iron Works, HiUbuin, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

(iould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.)

Balanced Slide Valves.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry, Supply Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Shoenberger & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
,

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers*

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.

W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Locomotive Engineering, New York.

W. S. Rogers. Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Shoes.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co. , Ramapo. N.Y.

Brass Castings.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, III.

Cab Seats.

Haggard & Marcusson, Chicago, 111.

Calipers.

E. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler), Cleve-

land, O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.

McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Roofing.

Drake tV Weirs, Cleveland, O.

B. R. Miller, New York.

P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Car Ventilators.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, Hi.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo. N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Chime VVhisHes.

Crosby Steam Gage& Valve Co., Boston,Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.

The International Correspondence School i,

Scranton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.

Manning, Maxwell & M(?ore, New York.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin Gages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Crossings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Derrick Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Alljany, N. Y.

Electric Telephones.

W. P. Harrison & Co., Columbus, O.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.

Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Fire Extinguishers, v

Nathan Mfg. CO., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. A. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

Frogs.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gages.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Highway Crossing Signals.

Hall Signal Co., New York.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.

Watson & Stillman. New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.

Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Locomotives.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.. Paterson,

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg. Pa.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N. J.

Schenectady Locomotive Works. Schenec-
tady. N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. V.

Locomotive Firebox.

Joseph J. Bohner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie, Paterson. N. J.

Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland O.

Locomotive Whistles.

The Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Lubricators.

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N, Y.

Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.

Benient. Miles cS: Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.

Manning. Ma.Kwell & Moore. New York.
Niles Tool Works Co.. Hamilton, O.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford. Conn.
William Sellers & Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Measuring Scales.

Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics' Tools.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

E. G. Smith, Columbia. Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol. Mass.

Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.

G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachines.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Continued on i>age i^t.



The Juniata Shops of the P. R. R.
- - are illustrated in Machinery

OTHER CONTENTS FOR FEBRUARY: |^,,. p^.i^^uarv EVERY
Recollections of the Use of the Steam En- RAILROAD MAN WILL

- '" gine Indicator. F. F. Hemenway. xi/axit IT
' Notes from the Engine Room-

^
'

"Whynot."
„ .. r> c I r> 1 „ » Five hundred dollars in pre-Feeding Boiler Scale Resolvent. ^

'^'
ISBI

' W. H. Wakeman. miums will be paid in 1895 to

li i> - Pattern Making at Armour Institute. the forty-eight persons sending
'
J "-rttli ' ' P. S. Dingey, the forty-eight largest dubs to

^
"'' Selecting Change Gears for Screw Cut- Machinery during the year, as

ting. W.L.Cheney, follows:

V ;^^^^^m mi Jp-^ak. '
Designing Stationary Engines (S). For the largest number .... $100.00

7 ...^dJfll^HH ^Jnt: JBB£^ ' Xheo. F. Schetfler. Jr. For the ne.xt largest 50.00

Boilers for Central Stations. For the ne.-;t largest 2500

Fred'k A. Scheffler. For the twenty ne.vt largest,

i. S '"^^H^r Chimney Draft. W. Barnet Le Van. ^'"^^ *"°°

^ I ^^^^^ « >. »« . . T-L- • ^'or the twenty-tive ne.xt

I \ "^^ What Mechanics Think. ,
. ^N * largest, each s.oo

(,
Various Articles of Interest. This is in a./,////i7;ao the usual

rates to club organizers. Any
V,^^

_
V Mr. Frank F. Hemenway has become a intelligent mechanic, young or

'l^ ^ 'V'-.-^-^-^''^ - member of the staff of Machinery, occu- o^^^- '^^^ ™^^^ ^ ^^'^ ^"^"^^^ '^°1-

H. D. Gordor^ pying the position of Consulting Engineer. '^''^ ^^^">' ^^ getting up a club

for Machinery in his shop.

Sample copies free. iVLachinCrU,
Single subscriptions, 50 cents a year. ^^ '

Foreign subscriptions, 75 cents a year. Scott and Bowne Building, New York City.

Mining flachinery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Model Locomotives.

G. H. Olney, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Oil Cups.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Order Holder.

S. L. Harman, Hoboken, N. J.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Packing:.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co.. Phila.

Duval Metallic Packing Co., New York.

Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.

Jenkins Bro.s.. New York.

C. C. Jerome. Chicago, 111.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Phosphor Bronze.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Publications.

Machinery. New York.

Power. New York.

The Railroad Car Journal, New York.

Pump Packing:.

C. A. Daniel. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pump Valves.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Railroads.

Lake Shore & M. S.

Railroad Signal Lamps.
Star Head Light Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Reducing Valves.

Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. III.

Retaining Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Rubber Hatting.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.
Henry L. Leach, Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Shorthand School.

Kerst College. Corning, N. Y.

Snow Plows.

Leslie Bros. Mfg. Co.. Paterson, N. J.

Springs.

A. French Spriiig Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

SUy Bolts.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bemcnt. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A, S Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.

Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.)

Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe. Pa.

136

steel— C\'fi//n i/t't/.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Shoenberger & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.

Krupp ( T. Prosser & Son. New York.)

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N. V.

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, Xew York.)

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Stone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Switches.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Work^. Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders.

Henry C. Ayer & Gleason Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co. . Cleveland, O.

Turntables.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.

Typewriters.
Williams Typewriter Co., New York.

Valves.

Jenkins Bros.. New York.

Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Vestibules

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalj, N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clark.son & Co., Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Wrought Iron Pipj.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Locomotive Bngineefing;
n,iinxT.T]ty^ ri Fi fiT I n iTajinT

of Railway Motive Po^ver and RoHinof Stock.

Heavy Twelve-Wheeled Freight Loco=
motive for the Central Pacific R.R.
Our frontispiece shows the heaviest loco-

motive ever built at the Schenectady
Works, where 4,233 were turned out before

this one was.

This engine may be taken as a good type
of the state of the art of heavy locomo-
tive construction for American mountain
service, in this year of grace 1895.

This engine is wanting in nothing to

make it safe, economical and efficient for

heavy hard work.

Fully equipped with the best brake, with
pneumatic sander, water brake and
Sweeney emergency brake—you may want
to know about this.

On the steam chest will be noticed a

small valve with a rod running from its

handle, back under the running board to

the cab. This merely connects the steam
chest, by means of a pipe, to the main air

drum ; in descending a long mountain
grade, with twenty to fifty cars of air, it

often happens that the air pump gets

weary of supplying leaks, and gets hot,

then the pressure falls and the brakes let

up, and the train runs away. By opening
the valves to the ,Sweeney auxiliarv pipe
and reversing the engine, both pistons of

the engine pump air into the main drum

—

and pump it amazingly fast. The engi-

neer can keep his full drum pressure up
easily by letting the cylinders help him
out occasionally. Even when the pump
plays out entirely, the train is safe and
can be handled, or stopped, by the air

brakes.

We must commend the designer for not

getting enthusia.stic about huge ports and
long valve travel on this engine. Coal is

worth from $6 to |io a ton on the Sierra

Nevada mountains. The big things are

where most wanted here—the boiler and
cylinders. The general dimensions of the
engine and tender are as follows :

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Gage of road, 4 ft. S}4 in.

Weight of engine, in working order,

173,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 146,500 lbs.

Wheel base, driving (rigid), 15 ft. 6 in.

C jpyrl^bt, 13J5, by Avias Shc-lair aiil Jo.i.v A Hill.

Wheel base, total, 25 ft. 4 in.

Diameter of cylinders, 22 in.

Stroke of piston, 26 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston, 5,1, in.

Kind of piston packing, cast iron
rings.

Kind of piston rod and valve stem pack-
ing, Jerome metallic.

Diameter of piston rod, 4 in.

Size of steam ports, 18 in. long by i '4 in.

wide.

Size of exhaust ports, iS in. long by 3 in.

wide.

Size of bridges, i^^f in. wide.

Greatest travel of slide valves, 5}^ in.

Outside lap of slide valves, ^ in.

Inside lap of slide valves, j'j in.

Lead of slide valves in full stroke, ^'j in.

Kind of slide valves, American balanced.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside of

tire, 51 in.

Diameter and length of driving journals,

S'/< in. diam. by 9 in. long.

Diameter of engine truck wheels, 24 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels, steel-

tired, cast iron spoke center.

Diameter and length of engine truck
journals, 5 in. diam. by 9 in. long.

Diameter and length of main crank-pin
journals (main rod), 6 in. diam. by 6 in.

long.

Diameter and length of main crank-pin
journals (side rod), 6;^ in. diam. by 5'+

in. long.

Diameter and length of inter-crank-pin

journals, 5;-,' in. diam. by 4)4 in. long.

Diameter and length of F. & B. crank-
pin journals, 5 in. diam. by 3^ in. long.

Boiler, straight.

Outside diameter of first ring, 72 in.

Wo.-king pressure, 180 lbs. per sq. in.

Material of barrel and outside of boiler,

carbon steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside
of boiler, ATli^ /8. J,l and jY in.

Horizontal seam, welt strip inside and
outside, butt joint, sextuple riveted.

Circumferential seam, double riveted.

Firebox, length, i2o^s in. long.

Firebox, width, 41 j4 in. wide.

Firebox, depth, front, 66>^ in. ; back, 63

Firebox, material, Shoenberger steel.

Firebox, material, thickness, crown, )i
in.

Firebox, material, thickness, tube, y\ in.

Firebox, material, thickness, sides and
back, ,». in.

Firebox, water space, front, 4 in.

Firebox, water space, sides and back,

3K in.

Firebox, crown staying, 7 x ^s in. bars

welded at ends.

Firebox, staybolts, i and J4 in. diam.
Tubes, material, charcoal iron.

Tubes, number of, 274.

Tubes, diameter, 2% in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets, 13 ft. 6
in.

Heating surface, tubes, 2161.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox, 184.9 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total, 2346.6 sq. ft.

Grate surface (rocking finger bars), 34.5
sq. ft.

Ash pan, style, sectional.

Exhaust pipe, single, high.

Exhaust nozzles, 5 '4, 554, 5I4' in.

Throttle, balanced valve, double pop-
pet.

Smokestack, inside diameter, 16 in.

Smokestack, top above rail, 14 ft. S'i in.

Boiler supplied by two No. 10 Monitor
injectors.

Tender

:

Weight, empty, 35,500 lbs.

Wheels, number of, 8.

Wheels, diameter, 33 in.

Wheels, kind, Canda, chilled, plate.

Journal, diameter and length, 4 '4 x 8 in.

Wheel base, 14 ft. 11 in.

Tender frame. Southern Pacific Com-
pany's standard

; trucks. Southern Pacific

Company's standard
; center bearing, front

and back.

Tank, water capacity, 4,000 gallons.

Tank, coal capacity, 12 tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

52 ft. 9 in.

Total length of engine and tender, 59 ft.

6>8 in.

Engine fitted with — Westinghouse-
American combined air brake on all

drivers, Westinghouse on tender and for

train.

'39



stiffening Plate for Locomotive Cylin=

ders.

Our illustrations shown herewith will

make plain the details of a plan for stiffen-

ing the cylinder connections of large loco-

motives, used by the Rogers Locomotive
Company, and designed by Mr. Reuben
Wells, the superintendent.

Large locomotives with long fireboxes

have a decided tendency to work the

frames loose at the cylinders and the tail

bar, as well as to develop cracks and

breaks in the cylinder saddles.

This is doubtless caused, in a large

measure, by one side of the engine being

forced ahead of the other, as in a case

where sand is used on one side or there is

grease on one rail.

This tendency, of course, is the same in

all engines, but observation has shown
that it is less liable to do damage in an en-

gine having a foot plate than in one hav-

ing only a tail bar. Undoubtedly the heavy

cast-iron foot plate acts as a truss or brace

to firmly tie the frames together.

Mr. Wells secures a heavy angle iron,

5x5 xX in-i to the back of the cylinder

saddles, and to this rivets an inch plate

extending back on the frames and taking

the splice bolts as shown. This, in effect,

gives a saddle bearing almost double that

usually had, and must have a strong ten-

dency to'counteract the bad effects men-
tioned.

Some New Under=Hung Driver Spring
Rigging.

We show herewith, sketches of under-

hung driver spring rig used on the Long
Island Railroad and designed by Mr.

Samuel F. Prince, Jr., superintendent of

motive power and equipment.

The form shown at the left is a cast steel

box with the hangers cast solid with the

box.

The other is a solid brass or bronze box
with U-shaped wrought iron hangers cast

into the brass. This box is cast in an iron

mold, coming out finished—no machine
work is done on it, the crown or journal

bearing is simply lead lined. The spring

seat is of cast iron, just filling the space

between the hangers, as shown, and held

by two heavy bolts.

This arrangement is cheap, easily han-

the question out on a blackboard. It re-

mains up until thoroughly discussed and
thought over, not only at meetings but any

time, as the men stay in the room consid-

erable, being convenient to the roundhouse

and well heated. By the use of such a

blackboard, every accident and incident on

the road may be made an object lesson to

every man attending the club.

Some Official Abbreviations.

" There's a good deal of fun in the old

man," said the operator, as General Super-

intendent Bradley of the West Shore put

his specs in his pocket and got on the

train. " One of his clerks was telling me
a pretty good stor}' on him just the other

day.
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Construction—The Telegraphic

Systems.

"third paper.]

The telegraphic systems derive the name
from the method used in conveying in-

formation from one station to the next re-

garding the position of trains and the state

of the block.

The equipment of a station consists of :

First—A wire and the necessary tele-

graph instruments, or if so desired, bells

may be provided, if a suitable code is ar-

ranged that will cover all the conditions

likely to present themselves in the block-

ing of trains.

Second—Of a signal by which informa-

tion can be conveyed

to engineers and train-

men of the condition

of the block, and

whether or not they

have the right to pro-

ceed.

Third—Of a lever,

if such is used, and

the necessary connec-

tions for the proper

working of the signal.

The construction of

a semaphore signal has

already been explain-

ed, but as a road may
block trains by using

any one of several dif-

ferent designs, it is

necessary that a de-

scription be given of

the ones most gener-

ally used. While most

of the fixed signals art-

used for the blocking

of trains, they are oftei i

used solely as a train

order signal (com-

monly called by trainmen "order boards" ),

so that while there may be a difference in

the iufonnation conveyed, there is no dif-

erence in the construction of the signals

used for the two purposes.

The simplest form of signal is a flag

stuck in the edge of the platfonn, or

placed in some more conspicuous position,

where trainmen will be most likely to see

it.

A very good arrangement, as shown in

Fig. I, is to bolt a simple bracket, in which

the flag staff may be placed, to the outside

of the station building. Trainmen will

soon learn its location and will then know
just where to look for a signal in case one

should be put out for them. A little hook

on top of the casting near the end serves

as a catch to hold the lantern, when, at

night, one is used.

The "Swift Train Order Signal," as

shown in Fig. 2, is something of an advance

from a simple flag, and is really a much
better arrangement, as it is placed in a

more conspicuous position, and, from its

being made of sheet iron, cannot be

blown about by every wind, but is always

seen to the best advantage. Its construc-

tion is very simple, consisting of an oval-

shaped piece of sheet iron, riveted at its

center to a shaft. The turning of this

shaft, and with it the sheet, through a

quarter of a circle, by means of a bell

crank and a lever placed in the operator's

office, is the method used in giving the

different indications. The night indica-

tions are made by a lamp placed on the

top of the shaft, which is made to extend

up through the framework supporting the

signal. The lamp is the same as an or-

dinary switch lamp, having two of the

lenses red and the other two white. These

are arranged so that the light, as seen from

W. H. ELLIOTT,
Signal Engineer,

C, M. & St. P. R.R.

an approaching train, from either direction,

will show red or white, and give the same

indication as is given by the board.

If the board is set parallel with the track,

it will not be visible to an approaching

train, and is, therefore, understood to mean
that there are '

' no orders,
'

' or that the line

is "clear." If the board is set at right

angles with the track, it will be plainly

visible, and the indication is made to " call

for orders," or "danger, track blocked."

Hooks are provided in the operator's office

to hold the lever in the position in which

it is placed. These

hooks are painted red

and white, correspond-

ing with the indica-

tions made by the sig

nal, to always remind

the operator of the

position in which the

signal has been placed.

The signal shown in

Fig. 3 is one used ex-

tensively on the E. T.,

V. & Ga., and other

roads, and although of

a semaphore type, the

indications being

made by the position

of the blade, it is of a

radically different con-

struction. A cast-iron

frame work or bracket

1 lolted to the outside of

the station building,

carries at its outer end

two shafts, which are

set at right angles with

each other, and are

provided with the ne-

cranks to turn them

of a circle. A blade

bolted to the horizontal shaft and painted

red, ser\'es, when in a horizontal position,

to give the danger indication ; a counter-

balance weight is provided on the opposite

side of this shaft to make the blade assume

the danger position, should any of the

parts become disconnected.

The lower end of the vertical shaft is

provided with a casting, to which are

bolted two blades, in the manner shown in

the cut. These blades are painted white

and are spaced a sufficient distance apart

to allow the red blade to pass between

them, when it is lowered from the hori-

ccssar^- levers and
through a cjuarter
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zontal position. This blade, if at right sired to block trains," so that to prevent

angles with the track, will, of course, be mistakes, every^train'which is at a station

seen by an approaching train, and being where the danger signal is displayed must
in the vertical position would indicate " all assume that it is' intended for it and be

governed accordingh-. Tak-

ing up those signals which
are designed to give separate

indications for trains running

in opposite directions, that of

Gravit's Railway Signal. some-

times nicknamed "the boot-

jack," may be shown as repre-

senting the first .step in this

direction.

This signal is shown in

Swii-T's Tr.\in Order Signal.

clear." If parallel with the track, only

the narrow edge of each would be pre-

sented, and no indication would be given,

as they could not be seen.

To indicate "danger," the arrangement

of the cranks attached to the two shafts is

such, that if the red blade is in the hori-

zontal position, the white blades are par-

allel with the track, and the red blade only

will be seen. The "all clear" .signal is

given by pulling the lever and turning the

white blades through a quarter of a circle,

bringing them at right angles to the track,

and on both sides of the red blade, which
is lowered from the horizontal position,

thus leaving only the white blades visible,

and consequently giving the " all clear "

signal or "safety " indication. The lamp,

supported by the vertical shaft, is the same
as that used for the Swift signal, and gives

the indications by color that correspond

with the indications made by the blades.

This signal, it will be seen, is one in

which the indications are given by color,

as well as position, and beyond the fact

that it is impossible to designate with the

arrangement, as shown, the particular

direction in which it is desired to hold

trains, the indications as made are clear

and unmistakable. The great objection,

however, to a construction of this kind

—

one that is of great force in a northern

climate—is that in bad weather the blades

are ver>' apt to become clogged with snow,

or else frozen together, in which case there

is a possibility of a wrong indication being

given, and a certainty that the signal could

not be worked.

With all the signals that have so far been
described, it is impossible to designate by
the signal the direction in which it is de-

Fig. 4, and is of very peculiar

construction. It is in general use

on the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern road. The two blades,

which are fixed at an angle of

90 deg. with each other, are so

mounted on a shaft that they can

be turned through a complete

circle. A lever placed in the

operator's office serves, by means
of a chain, an up and down rod

which also acts as a weight, and

a rack and pinion, to turn the

shaft and with it the blades to

any of the four positions it is

necessary for them to take. On
the lever stand there are four

notches or positions for the lever,

with lettered plates at each, indi-

cating to the operator the posi-

tion of the signal blades, as "All

blocked," "Clear for west-hound

trains." The lamp case seen in

the cut below the signal blades, is

fitted with the necessary- colored

lenses, a lamp being raised or

lowered behind them, so that the

light will showthrough the lenses,

giving a color indication in each

direction that will correspond

with the indications made by the

blades. 0])enings in the ca.se on
the station side are also provided

with colored glasses, so that the

operator can at all times see

that the correct indication is given by
the lamp. With this .signal it is impos-

sible to indicate either "danger" or
" safety " in both directions and have the

blades occupy the usual positions. This is

certainly a great objection, as it becomes
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necessary to have the blades at different

times occupy different positions when indi-

cating the same thing ; danger being indi-

cated by a horizontal position of the blade

in one case and an inclined position above

the center in another ; safety, likewise,

being indicated by a vertical position and

also an inclined position below the center.

The Mozier three-position semaphore
signal, shown in Fig. 5, is a signal that is

somewhat of a departure from the ordinary

semaphore signal, not only in its con.struc-

tion, but in the manner in which the sev-

eral indications are given. It is in general

use on the Erie road, and is reported as

giving very great satisfaction. It is de-

signed to give the three indications—dan-

ger, caution and safety—with a single blade,

but instead of making the cautionar\' indi-

cation b)' the usual position belo-w the

center, it is made by raising the blade to an

inclined position above the center. This po-

sition, as well as the general arrangement

of levers, etc., is clearl}' shown in the cut.

In the construction of the signal, two
chains or wires are run from a lever placed

in the operator's office to a pulley fastened

on the pole, and from there to the signal

casting, one being used to pull the blade to

and the other to pull

1 the '

' danger '

' position ; a

good arrangement, for as

Signal r.SRD on E. T., Va. & Ga. R.R.

both motions are positive, it can be de-

pended upon that the signals will occupy

'

positions corresponding with the positions

of the levers. A weight sliding in a verti-

cal plane on two roller bearings issuspended
by means of a chain from two pins on op-



posite sides of the center of the ann-plate an arm projecting above the center and not

casting, for the purpose of making the sig- in the counterbalance part of the arm-plate

nal assume the danger position if any of the

parts should break

or become discon-

casting ; a lens being used instead of an

ordinary red glass so as to concentrate the

rays of light, as the lamp used is an or-

dinary hand lantern. The construction of

this signal is very light, and for severe

climates is not a good one, as snow or ice

is very apt to make it stick in the "all

clear" position.

The signal shown in Fig. 7 is that of the

three-position signal used on the Pennsyl-

vania road. A very noticeable feature in

the design of this signal is that the blade,

when in a truly vertical position, projects

from the side of the pole so as to be plainly

visible and give a positive indication that

a clear signal is intended.

The arm-plate casting is made to hold

two glasses, a red and a green, as the usual

.0/

Gr.wit's Railw.w Signal,

nected—a very necessary- thing,

as has already been pointed out.

The arm-plate casting is made
to hold two glasses, one red and

the other green, that one being

brought in front of the lamp
which, by its color, will give an

indication corresponding with

the indication made by the blade. With
the arrangement as shown in the cut, the

lamp is raised by a windlass and chain to

the top of the mast, which is represented as

being made of iron pipe, but any form of

pole will answer just as well, if some means
be provided by which the lamp can be put

in place.

The construction of the signal is a good
one, although I believe that solid connec-

tions to the arm-plate casting give better

results, and are certainly safer than any
chain or wire as is used in

the present case. The objec-

tions to giving a cautionary

indication by any signal have

already been noted, but as

the operation of each road is

a problem in itself, to be dealt

with by men holding very different opinions

on such matters, it is not to be wondered at

that the practice should be verj' different

on the different roads in such an important

branch of railroad operation as signaling.

A semaphore signal that is very exten-

sively used in the South is shown in Fig. 6.

It is of a somewhat cheaper form than the

ordinary semaphore, and is operated by
means of a cable passed around a circular

rim cast on the arm plate. The arm-plate

casting is made heavier than the blade, so

as to carry the signal back to the danger
position when the lever is released. It will

be noticed that the red lens is carried in

of making some distinction between a

block signal and a signal used at an inter-

locking plant. Undoubtedly some such

distinction must be considered advisable,

when it is remembered that with a signal

used at an interlocked crossing the engi-

neer must stop his train a* the signal if at

danger, the derail not allowing him to run

by it. When, with a block signal, he is

allowed to pass it, if it is necessan,' to do so,

and have the train stop in front of the sta,-

tion. Certainly it is not consistent prac-

tice to allow him to run by a signal in one
instance and require him to stop at the

signal in another, if there is no way in

which he can distinguish one from the

other. What objection can there be to

pointing a block signal blade, if in any
way such pointing helps to denote the

character of the indication given ?

In the equipment of a station, only those

parts have been shown in the drawings

which are necessary to work a signal placed

in front of or near the station. When a

distant signal is used in connection with

the home block signal, it is necessary to

use a lever stand of much heavier construc-

tion than any that have been shown, as it

requires about all the strength the average

man possesses to clear a signal placed a

distance of over 1,500 feet. The levers must
be so interlocked that the distant signal

cannot be cleared until after the home sig-

nal, and in returning the signals to the

MoziER Three-Position Sem.\phore Sig-

nal, AS Used on N. Y., L. E. & W. R.R.

practice on this road is to allow

the operator to give a cautionary

signal (the inclined position of

the blade ) whenever it is desired

to block trains permissivelv.

The arrangement as used on the

St. Paul road is shown in Fig. 8,

and is one, I believe, that fulfills

all the requirements of a good signal, and
at the same time is simple in construction

and of low cost.

It will be noticed that the ends of the

blades are pointed, a practice that the St.

Paul road has been the first to adopt ; the

reason for doing this being the desirability

M3

Signal Used on Cent. R.R. of Ga.

danger position, that of the distant signal

must be moved first. A lever stand pro-

vided with the necessary locking and
which is of simple construction, is shown
in Fig. 9, the parts by which the locking

is accomplished being shown in plain view

in Figs. 10 and 11. The long bars, having a



notch in oiie.si<le, are called "locking bars,

"

one being provided for each lever. The
cross piece having its end tapered to fit in

the notches cut in the bar, is called a "lock-

ing dog," and is made of such a length as

will allow it to fit in between the two
locking bars, provided one end be placed
in one of the notches, as shown in Fig. lo.

It will be seen in this figure, where both
levers are suj,posed to be in the normal
position—that is, with both signals at dan-

ger—that from the position of the locking
dog, the home signal lever is the onlv one

Bi,ocK SiGN.\i, Used on Penn. R.R

that can be moved. If this lever be pulled

over and the signal cleared, the bar will be
drawn back, bringing the notch in that
bar opposite the one in the other bar. This
now makes it possible to pull over the dis-

tant signal lever, as the locking dog is

forced over intojthe notch in the other bar,

as "shown in Fig. ii, locking the home
signal lever in the reversed position, until

the' distant signal lever is once more re-

turned to the normal position.

In locating the signals at any station,

several things have to be taken into con-
sideration, which are regulated to a great

extent by the system and the number of

signals used. Where the two signals are

placed on one pole, the location of the pole

does not fix the exact spot at which trains

must stop, as it frequently happens that

trains have to pass the signal when at

danger, in making a stop in front of the

station. An arrangement of this kind has

but one thing to recommend it, and that is

its cheapness, while there are several grave

objections. As has already been stated, a

train must often run by the signal when
at danger, to make a stop or to do any
switching at. the station. At night, if they

have so run by the signal, the engineer

and trainmen cannot see if it has been

cleared, and the conductor has to walk to

the other side of the signal to make sure

that it has been cleared for his train to

enter the block. That the operator can

see the light showing through the red

glass of but one signal, and would not be

likely to detect it should the gla.ss of the

other signal get broken.

The best practice in locating such a

signal at any station, is to put the signal

allow the train to make the stop in front

of the station without having to pass the

signal. The operator would then be able

Block Sign.\i, U.sed ox C, M. & .St. P.

on the same side of the track as the sta-

tion, and at either end of the station build-

ing, where the operator can see the signal

lamp from his office window. The object

of such a location is to have the signal

where it can be seen by a conductor with-

out his having to look through or over a

train to see it, and also where the

operator can seen that the light is

burning properly, and that at lea.st

one glass is in its place. Of course,

if the view is such that on account

of a curve, binldings, or what is

more likely, a w'ater-tank, the signal—so

located—would not be seen, it would have
to be placed on the opposite side of the

track. Where this will not overcome the

difficulty, the best plan is to put the signal

on a bracket pole, as is shown in Fig. 12,

bringing the blade very nearly over the

center of the track.

A better arrangement, if a road can go
to the necessar)' expense, is to have each
of the two signals on a separate pole,

placed on the right-hand side of the track

as viewed from an approaching train, and
at a sufficient distance past the .station to

"44
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to see each sig^ial light, and would be
likely to notice it were either glass



broken. This is a very important point,

when it is borne in mind that a signal is

changed from "danger" to one indicating

"safet}'," whenever this happens; and
that it happens very often is not to be

wondered at when it is seen that a glass

may be broken by the jarring occasioned

b\- letting the blade return to a horizontal

position with too much force, from strains

due|[to improper setting of the glass in the

arm-plate casting, or by some one throwing

a stone or shooting the glass out, as will

often happen near large cities.

In regard to the location of the distant

signal, no stated distance can be said to

answer for all situations, as the grades and

the speed at which trains are run have to

sliding frame, the wires being kept taut

under constant tension, by means of a

weight. The objection to the use of a

weight is that if the wire that pulls the

signal back to the danger position were to

break, the weight would pull the signal to

the "clear" position, and thus give a

A Bracket Pole.

be'considered before deciding at what dis-

tance from the home signal such a signal

should be placed. Ordinarily the distance

is 1,200 feet, but as the distant signal is

the governing one, as regards the speed of

the train, it would seem that a greater dis-

tance than this is to be preferred, as in so

short a distance a heavy freight or fast

passenger train cannot be brought to a

stop, should they pass the distant signal at

schedule speed. While it is possible to

work a signal a distance ot 3,000 feet

from the home signal, it is' not. advisable

to go beyond 2,500 feet, owing toj the

difficulty of keeping the wires properly

adjusted and the labor required . to clear

the signal. The change in the length of

such a wire, due to expansion and. con-

traction, is considerable ; so that unless

very carefully looked after and adjusted,

the blade will not be brought,' to the

proper position, and the engineer will be

in doubt as to what the signal indicates.

Of course, the objection to such long

wires would, to a great extent, tie done

away with if a good compensator might

be had to automatically take up the changes

in the length of the wire, so] that the

proper working of the signal would not be

affected. At the present time, only one wire

compensator, that invented by Mitchell

& Stevens, can be said to be a practi-

cal success, and were it not for its cost,

it would certainly come into more gen-

eral use. Its construction is verj- plainly

shown in Fig. 13. The expansion and

contraction of the wires are taken up by a

wrong indication. To overcome this ob-

jection, the two wires are attached to a

loose lever, as shown in the cut, which
would be pulled away from the cranks if

either wire were to break, thus leaving the

signal free to return to the danger position

ny the force of gravity.

stafion for trainmen to observe—one the

block signal and the other the train order

signal ? The argument in favor of using

the two signals is that an operator, on re-

ceiving a train order, has to put the train

order signal at danger before the "O: K."

is given by the train dispatcher, and is

therefore certain to stop a train for which

he has an order ; that with only the block

signal, which is kept at danger unless

cleared for a train, there is nothing to de-

pend upon for the delivery of the order,

e.Kcept the operator's memory, and that on

hearing the whistle for the signal, he may
forget that he has an order to deliver and

give the train a clear signal, particularly if

he had fallen asleep and had just waked

up.

The argument in favor of making the

block signal answer for both purposes,

and which I believe to be the stronger of

the two, is that the engineer is more likely

to take the indication of the more con-

spicuous signal and forget to look at the

other one, than is the operator to forget

that he has an order for a train. That

this is true, and that an engineer will some-

times fail to look at the order signal while

taking the indication of the block signal,

the writer is convinced of, from the fact

that two such instances have come within

his knowledge.

i i ^
A Curious Accident.

.At the Ionia, Mich., shops of the D., L.

& N. the writer saw an engine that had

met with a peculiar accident. The engine

was a small tank engine of the double-

ended variety, used for light switching.

She broke off both main drivers at the same

instant. The engine was moving slowly

Mitchell's & Stevens' Compensator
Position.

There is one question in connection with

a telegraphic system of signals, regarding

which very different views are held by

different superintendents, but about which

I think there should be no doubt as to

which is the best practice. It is this : Shall

the block signal be also used as an order

signal, or shall there be two signals at a

MS

at the time, and little other damage was

done. The driving axle was broken off

square and clean just even with the outside

of driving box. It often happens that one

side breaks, but seldom both at the same

time. The axle was one of the kind where

the wheel fit is much larger than the bear-

ing.



Jim Skeevers Takes an Object Lesson

Himself—Tool Grinder and Oil

Economy —A Visit from
the Old Man.

Jim Skeevers had lieeii general foreman

of the main shops just one month to a day

when the general manager came up to see

what was going on. He is quite interested

in Skeevers' way of doing things.

Skeevers and the G. M. walked through

the shop.

"I can't see much improvement, Mr.

Skeevers, " .said he,
"
'pears to me things

are going along at about the same old jog,

devilish slow. I kinder looked for some
reforms by this time, one of your what-de-

call-'ems—oh, object lessons."

" Object lessons are not all of one kind,

nor is the same one perceptible to all men.

I have used a big one on myself since I

came here, and it's done the road lots of

good and saved some money."
" How's that? "

"Well, I came up here determined to

part of an old editorial on ' What not to

do '—then I read the quarterly statement

in my daily paper. I made up my mind
then and there to go slow. In the first

place, the road is not earning anything

above operating expenses and fixed

charges ; there is no business to iiiake

from ; if it comes out ahead it must save

the amount—I am going to try to save

something."

"That's good, that's good; but what

about the piece in the paper? "

"Well, I can't say it off to you, but it

was something like this :
' When \'ou are

promoted don't think your reputation de-

of change. A manager's success depends

very much more on what he does not do

than upon what he does^—and so forth.

That made me drop several things I had in

mind."
"Well, wh.it?"

"I had made up my mind to dispense

with the services of that white-headed old

reprobate there, in the link gang. He is

off three days every pay day on a drunk.

make a show. I had not been in the .shop

two days before I had figured out ten

changes in the shop, marked two or three

drones for dismissal, spotted two appren-

tices for promotion, and contemplated

changes that would cost the company

some thousands of dollars. I had it all

down pat, made up my mind—and dropped

it all in fifteen minutes."

"What made you change your mind?"
"Your quarterly statement and a scrap

of paper."

"Well, well."
'

' I went home that night and got mad
at Sair}^ for tearing one of my back num-
ber copies of Locomotive Engineering
to put on a closet shelf. While I was
hunting for the place to patch it up I read

Views in Honolulu.

pends on how many changes you can

make. Look around, study conditions,

cause and effect, and perhaps you will find

a reason why some things are dilTerent than

you would advise or expect. A fairly well

organized place will run itself for a while

;

you simply get aboard and ride, but keep

your eyes open. Never make a reform or

change except for economj-, safety or in-

creased efficiency—never for the mere sake
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I. Along the line of the Oahu railroad, Hono-
lulu, glimpses of Pearl Harbor, proposed coaling
station of the U. S. 2. Eua plantation, output of
suijar mill, 8,000 tons. 3. Moanolua, on line of
Oahu road.

he is lazy and slow and quarrelsome

—

spends more time in nagging apprentices

than in doing work. But I found out that

he's the onlj' man in the place that can set

valves. Slocum and he came from the

same shop ; they believed in keeping trade

secrets, and out of nearly a hundred ma-

chinists, mostly made here, not one can

set valves, or at least none have had ex-

perience. There's going to be a revolu-

tion over it ; but if I don't have ten men
setting valves here in a month my name
ain't Skeevers—that change is deferred.

" I made up my mind to move that big

wheel lathe to the other end of the shop,

where the engine pits are, and save rolling

every pair of drivers the whole length of

the shop—Ijut I found that at that end of

the .shop was located the out-of-date fire pit

for heating tires, and most of the wheels

have to go up there, anyway. I was for

moving the fire pit, but found out that it

affected our insurance rate—that old

wooden car shop is so near. I'll rig up an

oil or gas burner and take those tires off in

the shop pretty soon ; then will be the

time to move the lathe and .save hauling

wheels so far.

"That's only a sample. I have in hand

now a little change that I figure would in-

crease our capacity at least a third ; it

won't cost a cent, but I expect it will be



hard to bring about—no precedent for

it."

" Damn the precedent; if it don't cost any-

thing, let's have it. What is it, anyway? "

" You would have gotten a letter about

it from our general master mechanic before

now, but you know he has gone East on

account of a death in the family."

"Well, }-ou explain what you want;

maybe John won't recommend just what

you do. I want to know which is best."

" What would you say if I a.sked for one

'

' The manager before you encouraged

the plan of 'making things ourselves,' and

when this shop was equipped they bought

a shafting lathe and a pulley lathe—there

they are. We can't use either of them ten

days a year on our own Work, and if it

wasn't for doing outside work for Davis

they'd be still most of the time. Davis

needs those tools and is willing to pay a

fair price for 'em. I want to sell 'em both

and bu)- a tool grinder."

"What's the matter with the grindstone

and temper. I'd stop high pay men from

standing around the grindstone, and we
would buy but six sizes of steel instead of

seventeen. I'd put that grinder in the

tool room ; one good man would grind

every tool in the shop for lathes, planers,

shapers, drill presses, etc., and there would

be no pet shapes or pet tempers. '

'

"Yes; but the men would stop their

tools and go to the too! room for 'em."

"No, they wouldn't. I'd have two sets

of tools delivered to each man every day.

I'd arrange a call bell in each aisle, so

that any man could send for any tool he
needed, and a boy would do the run-

ning."

"Yes, and the men would kick; maybe
strike."

"No, they wouldn't ; nine out often

men want to do the right thing. They
are willing to keep their tools going, but

there is no other way now than the way
they do. Some of the old-timers will cry

or their pet clearance, or rake, or some-

thing ; but when one and all do their

work with standard shapes—all will

new tool to cost, say, twelve hundred dol-

lars?
"

"Under the circumstances, Mr. Skeev-

ers, I'd have to "

"You'd cut it off the requisition ; that's

what I thought. You are like all other

managers. You don't want any money
spent for betterment in times like these.

Well, suppose I asked for twenty-five more
machinists ; we need 'em and "

"Now, Skeevers, you know we can't

think of it for a minute."
" Yes, I know. You and the directors

look at the pay-roll when you want to cut

down. You won't buy a new tool now,

but I have a plan to get the new tool and
the extra men without expense—listen :

"This road hasn't bought a new tool in

ten years ; but the shop management had

to have some, so they made 'em. They
ain't so good as boughten tools and really

cost more, but they did not appear in the

requisitions nor in the pay-roll—all charged

to repairs.

R.MLROADING IN HAWAII-
Grove.

-A COCOANUT

and all them emery wheels around the

place ?—seems to me a tool grinder is a re-

finement for manufacturing places."

"Just come up into my office. There,

now, you see we are in the center of the

shop and six feet above the floor. You
can see every tool. Now, look down that

double line of lathes—how many are idle ? '

'

"One, two, three, four—seven. Seven

standing still ! Why's that, Skeevers? "

"Well, you see one man is setting his

work ; that's all right. The others are

idle because the men have gone to the

blacksmith shop to get their tools dressed,

or are at the stone grinding them. If I had
a Sellers grinder I'd stop every man from

going to the blacksmith for peculiar shapes

"47

that stay—I figure we could do a third

more work. I want to get the row of

cripples in , the graveyard track re-

duced ; but with twenty per cent, of

the men off and the rest working eight

hours, five days a week, it's slow. We've
got to save time and expense somewhere,

and I don't know how to do it any easier.

Do j-ou ?
"

'

' Sa)-, Skeevers, have you got a tele-

phone ?
"

"Yes."

"Ask Davis what he'll give, spot cash,

for them tools."

Davis named a price, Skeevers repeated

it to the " old man," and he replied :

" Take him up and tell him to come and

get 'em right off. Gimme that address

and what you want and I'll telegraph for

the tool grinder to-night. You had an ob-

ject lesson, as you call 'em, on tap, after

all. Well, I must be goin'. Let me know
how the grinder goes. I'll send an order

for you to deliver them tools to Davis.



That'll keep you straight with John. O'.i !

by thunder ! I almost forgot what I came
up for. Got a notice from the engineers

that the grief committee was going to call

on me to-morrow about Murray's case

—

what do you know about it ?
"

" Nothing officially, but I do know what
he was suspended for, and have an opinion

on the decision, for all that. I'm not repre-

senting the department now, mind you,

but speaking as James Skeevers to the

general manager. Jack Murray is as good
an engineer as you have ; he burned off an

eccentric on the ' i8 ' last week and cut a

driving axle. I heard he got thirty days."
" What made him let 'em get hot?

"

" Economy of oil for the mechanical de-

partment on one side and an ambition of

the management to run an Empire State

express on a sand-ballast road."

"Economy of oil, hev ; some of these

it'aste too much oil, and some of it needed

saving ; but the road would have been

mone\- in pocket if there had never been

any row made about it. A little quiet work
by a live traveling engineer would have

cut down the -cvaste—for, as I said, the

more you me the better.

"Did it ever occur to you, sir," contin-

ued Skeevers, " that you could save more
money in a minute by watching the coal

pile than you could save in a week by
measuring out the oil by the thimbleful?

I was looking the matter up last night.

Our performance sheet—awful lot of guess-

ing, by the way—shows that of the three

men on the flyer, Barney Conners is the

slickest man on oil, then comes Murray,

then Sandy Macdonald. Sandy used over

twice as much oil last month as Barney
did—probably didn't steal any—but he ran

the same train the same number of trips

" Well, the man is either to blame or not

to blame. If he is blameless, he deserves

his full pay ; if to blame, let him stay off

bis thirty days."
" Well, you send him out on his run. I

guess you're right."

"Thanks, for Murray; but you think

about that coal saving, and for the Lord's

sake let up on the oil famine, or we'll have

the graveyard so full of engines with cut

bearings, broken eccentrics and burnt pins

that we'll have to borrow power to haul

our mail trains. Goodbye, sir."

Model Shops.

The interiors of shops shown herewith

illustrate the appearance of the Ashcroft

Manufacturing Co. 's steam gage factory

and that of the consolidated safety valve

shop, both of them being at Bridgeport,

Ste.\m G.\ge Shops of the Ashcroft M.\nufacturing Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

fellers use too much oil—altogether too

much."
"Yes, sir. Economy—so-called—made

Jack try to keep inside his limit. His en-

gine was new and snug, and the time fast.

Allow me to observe, perhaps you never

thought of it, but did it ever occur to you
that it was impossible to use too much oil

on a locomotive ?
"

"Great Scott! man, there's enough on

the platform down at the depot to rxin the

road a week !

"

"Ah! but that was not used, it was
wasted. All the oil you can use is better

for the engine and more economical for the

road ; but oil on the outside is wasted

money. Ever}- bearing ought Xoheflooded
with oil at some part of its movement."

" Ma\'be that's so, but everybody is sav-

ing oil, and we are using more than double

what some of our neighbors were. I started

that oil-saving scheme myself."
" I know it ; it's the style, and we must

be in stvle, cost what it niav. We did

with nineteen less tons of coal. Let's see.

You count coal worth three dollars on the

engine—three times nineteen is fifty-seven

—now, which of these two men are the best

for the company ?
"

" No two ways of looking at that, Skeev-

ers.
'

'

"Yet the head of this department put

up Barney's name as the most economical

runner on the road, and gave him a nickel-

plated oil can—with Globe sights on it. It

was such a reputation that Murray cov-

eted, and that cost us the use of the ' i8 '

for eight days and |no for repairs. Sandy

is making double time now, and you can

bet he won't get anything hot forthewant

of oil—he wastes some, never does know-

when a cup is full until it runs over, but

he can be cured of that."

"Then, if you was me, \ou'd put Mur-

ray back to work ? '

'

" Yes, and pay him for the time he has

lost."

" I don't know about that."

Conn. These shops are both fitted up
with an eye to producing first-class fin-

ished articles at the least cost, and no ex-

pense was spared in equipping the estab-

lishments with the best special machinery

that could be designed for the purpose.

The shops throughout are models of neat-

ness, and everything possible is done for

the health and comfort of the workmen.
When one watches the great nimiber of

steam gages and safet\' valves finished in

these shops every day, the wonder grows

as to what can be done with them all. It

is an excellent object-lesson about the mul-

titude of steam boilers required on this

continent for power and heating purposes.

But the volume of the output is not the only

thing that will strike a mechanic visiting

these shops. The fine material employed

and the accurate finish of all the work,

from the largest casting to the smallest

pin, is something to excite admiration.

The chief office of both the companies is

at III Liberty street. New York.
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Car Lubrication.

BY B. H ASK ELI,.*

What can be more annoying to a gen-

eral manager, or general superintendent,

when looking over daily reports of pas-

senger train movements, to find that some
of them have been delayed by hot boxes ?

A delay of this nature will cause greater

disgust than a delay from almost an^' other

cause. Who can blame them for feeling

boxes, is good box covers and dust guards.

If you do not have these, sand will sift

into the boxes, and no matter what kind
of oil or waste is used, you will not get

good results. The M. C. B. standard cover,

I consider a poor one ; they cannot be
made and applied to a box without leaving

an opening on top, where sand will enter,

when picked up and swirled around, and
get into every little corner and opening.

do this, and should be warned against it,

as it reduces the power of the spring to

hold cover to seat. The dust guard should
receive more attention than is usually

given it. A glance at the wheel will tell

its condition. The absence of oil on a

wheel indicates good condition.

An examination of a lot of brasses removed
from passenger cars revealed the fact that

about 75 per cent, of them were worn most

I'oi' X'.vLvii Shop of the Consolidated Valve Company.

that way with such reports before them ?

They are enough to disgust anyone.

I have given the matter of car lubrica-

tion considerable attention and study, and
will try and give the result of my investi-

gations, as they may be of benefit to some
of your readers.

Michigan, as most every one knows, is

a very sandy State ;
and I have found that

the most important points to be attended

to, in order to secure freedom from hot

* Superintendent of Motive Power, Chicago &
West Michigan and Detroit, Lansing & Northern
road,s. Grand Rapids, Mich.

What cars give less trouble than Pullman

or Wagner cars ? They use a Fletcher, or

similar cover, and I believe it the best one

in use to-day for keeping the sand out.

The cover seat on the boxes should be

planed to insure a tight joint. While this

is looked upon by some as a needless ex-

pense, it nevertheless pays.

Another point that should be watched in

connection with covers, and that is the lia-

bilit}' of weakening the spring on the

Fletcher covers by pulling cover away
from seat more than is necessary when
opening box. Car inspectors are liable to

M9

at back end. While there are other causes

for this, defective dust guards are respon-

sible for most of it. This has the same

effect on the journals—wearing them most

at back end. There is considerable room

for improvement in this matter of dust

guards. The perfect dust guard has not

yet been invented, to my knowledge.

Wooden and fiber dust guards wear

quickly, and after a little wear they are of

very little protection. What is needed is

a dust guard of some material not suscepti-

ble to the wear of the revolving axle. The

best guard I know of is one made of wood



with strips of rawhide fastened in a recess

around journal opening in such a manner
that the rawhide instead of the wood,

comes in contact with the axle. The raw-

hide will resist wear better than any other

material I know of.

Another iniportiint item is that of plug-

ging the dust-guard pocket after guard is

applied. The du.'^t-guard pocket cannot

be cast sufficiently perfect to have guard

fit close to the walls. This will allow dust

to enter pocket and work its way to jour-

nal, the evil effects of which will make it-

self know by excessive wear of bearing and

journal. This can be stopped by plugging

opening with a light piece of wood. The
plugging of the opening to this pocket, in

connection with a tight cover, will prevent

sand entering box, except through dust

guard, and insures a good running box as

far as sand is concerned.

The M. C. B. Committee on lubrication,

in their report for 1S94, give oil as the first

and most important feature. I consider

the first and most important feature to be

the box. Having the wheels, the bo.x is

the next step, and is the foundation for all

other parts, and if not perfect, no lubri-

cant, no matter how expensive, will give

good results. It is a good plan, I think,

to chill the jaw seats on boxes as well as

the jaw face, as it prevents excessive wear

to jaw flange on bo.x. When they are not

chilled, the wear caused by travel of box

up and down in jaws is considerable, and

allows box to cant, where there is a ten-

dency to do so, by reason of uneven wear

of journal bearing. The curved back of

wedge is supposed to overcome evil effects

from box canting, but does not always do

it. The truck, of course, should receive

close inspection and adjustment when in

repair shops, as they generally get there

only once a year, and the adjustment should

be perfect at that time. Frame plates, I

find, do not prevent trucks from becoming
"diamonded," and when they are in this

shape, the results to journal are bad as well

as to wheel flanges. The equalizers should

be closely inspected, for if the face of

spring seat and box seat are not parallel,

evil results will follow. Where the wear
on back end of brass is excessive, you can

look for a defect in equalizer or truck

frame, if it is not caused by sand. As the

wood in truck frame shrinks, the frame

becomes loose and sags, which throws jaws

out at the bottom resulting in bearing

wearing most at back end. I have some-

times thought that a ball bearing between

bo.x and equalizer would be a good plan, as

there would then be very little chance for

equalizer to cant the box.

According to my idea, the next part to

be considered is the journal bearing. A
railroad companj' can get journal bearings

at most any price they wish to pay. It is

false economy to get low-priced bearings,

as the expense of operating with poor

bearings will cost much more than is saved

in first cost, as the cjuality is governed by

t'.ie price. Good journal bearings can be

easily procured if a railroad company is

disposed to pay for them. A cheap bear-

ing is an expensive one. Take a look at a

month's collection of scrap bearings. If a

road is having trouble with hot boxes the

scrap journal bearings will generally tell

the cause. It you find a quantity of bear-

ings with plenty of metal left in crown

and evenly worn it denotes poor bearing

or poor oil. If they are mostly worn at

one end, look after trucks and boxes. I

claim that very few hot boxes are caused

by lack of oil. An examination of a hot

box just before it catches fire will almost

invariably show oil boiling in the box.

There are exceptions to this, but they are

few. Oils are the same as brasses. Good
oils can be procured if the railroad com-

pany wishes to pay for them. Cheap oils

are a source of more "grief" to railroad

officials than any other material bought.

Passenger and freight cars should be

oiled for from 10 to 12 cents per 1,000

miles, with good oil, even if it costs from

18 to 20 cents per gallon. Cheaper oil can

be bought, lessening the first cost, but a

reduction in mileage per pint will follow,

which increases cost per 1,000 miles. Cheap

oil and excessive use do not help matters

out. Only so much oil can be got into a

box. That which runs out through dust

guard and front of box is a dead loss and

does not help lubrication any, as it lubri-

cates nothing. Refer to M. C. B. report

for 1894, page 253, and you will find the

statement that with but four exceptions,

the "use of special cooling compounds
is confined to the roads using a cheap

grade of oil." This is a poor recommenda-

tion for cheap oils. If the cost of cooling

compounds should be added to cost of oils

(which it should be), it might be found

that cheap oils did not lubricate as cheap

as some parties would try and make us be-

lieve. Special cooling compounds are not

needed with good oils and perfect equip-

ment. Good oils save bearings, which is an

important item. Good waste is needed to

get good results and cool-running cars. A
good wool waste with cocoanut fiber

mixed with it is the best packing known.

There is, I believe, an exclusive fibrous

packing on the market, which I under-

stand gives good results. Fibrous wool

packing, in a tight box, should last for from

nine to twelve months without addition.

All it requires is loosening up and turning

over about once every sixty days. The
cocoanut fiber' retains its stiffness even

while in oil, and keeps the packing well

expanded. It will not pack of its own
accord, and can only get in that condition

when it is forced by car oilers' packing

iron. This instrument is correctly named,

and is the worst contrivance any car oiler

can use. All he can do with it is to pack

the waste so tight oil will not feed through

it. This same packing iron causes more
hot boxes than anything I know of. The
car oiler forces it down under the packing

and thinks he is going to raise and loosen

the packing by prying it up, while in

reality he forces it to the back part of box

and packs it there. This is another cause

for journals and bearings wearing more at

the back end. Packing irons should all

be sent to the blacksmith shop and made
into hooks that can be used for loosening

packing by hooking into it and pulling it

up, instead of trying to pry it up.

At one point on this system there was

being used about 300 gallons of car oil per

month. The master mechanic and myself

went there and looked over the cars and

found them packed too tight. We took a

train and told the inspector to go over it

and show us what he thought each box

needed. He pushed his packing iron into

most of them and said "oil." The master

mechanic took possession of the oil can

and packing iron ; car inspector was given

a pail of saturated waste and a packing

hook, and we had him pull the old pack-

ing out, loosen it up and put it back in the

boxes, keeping out what we found dirty

and dry. We only oiled three boxes, and

when we got through we had three pails

of good saturated waste instead of two.

There was one hot box on this train after

this was done, and that was caused by bad

journal. At this point there is now being

used from 7 to 12 gallons of car oil per

month instead of 300 gallons, and there

are less hot boxes.

Another bad leak is caused by giving

trainmen oil. Where this is done, it is

safe to say that the trainmen use more oil

than car oilers. There is no need of giv-

ing clear oil to train crews. Give them

good saturated waste, and educate the in-

spectors to care for boxes in such way that

trainmen will not have occasion to use it.

Cars lying on sidings for a long time away

from inspectors, boxes being robbed of

packing to kindle fires, cars over-loaded,

and cars with small journals will keep

trainmen busy enough.

Care should be taken in the preparation

of saturated waste. It is a good plan to

dampen the waste with water before put-

ting it in oil tank. This expands it and it

will not absorb as much oil. The oil

should be thinned before waste is applied.

I do this by having a coil of pipes around

inside of tank using just enough steam to

thin the oil well. I keep it in this condi-

tion for a while, and then shut off steam

and let it soak for about twenty-four hours.

It is then heated again to allow surplus oil

to drain off. Oil and waste prepT ed in

this way is all trainmen and most i ispec-

tors need, but it should not be furnished

in such large quantities that it wi!l he in

.stock for a long while, as the oil wi;l then

evaporate. Some objections to this plan

will probably be made by some tran ^porta-

tion officers and trainmen, but afier this

method has been in effect awhile, if prop-

erly worked out, all will have to acknowl-

edge it to be the best pl.ni. I think it is

safe to say that half the oil used bv train-

men on a hot box runs into the ground.

They generally use it to cool the box.

That which runs down on the ground



represents so much money thrown away.

Oil is only needed at terminal points, and

not at all interchange points. Saturated

waste is all that is necessary at most inter-

change points. If an inspector uses clear

oil in a box filled with waste, what is in

the box ? Nothing but oil and waste.

This can be much better prepared at the mix-

ing tank than it can be by inspectors, and

I believe it is the best plan, when it is

found that packing is dry, to remove it

and add fresh mixed packing, saving the

old for remixing.

This plan may be impracticable at termi-

nals, but it can be followed at a great

many points on freight cars packed with

cotton waste. On passenger cars that get

regular daily attention, the addition of oil

is the best plan, as the extra care and at-

tention this class of cars get should pre-

vent waste from getting dry. This plan,

in addition to close inspection of trucks,

boxes and covers has reduced the cost of

car lubrication on this system from about

23.3 cents per thousand miles for the first

six months in 1S94 to 12 cents per thousand

miles for the last six months. It has re-

duced the number of hot boxes to three or

four per month, and results in a consider-

able saving in journal bearings, axles and

waste, to say nothing about the annoyance

of delays. This has been done with what

is b}' some considered expensive oil, with

which we made 194 '2 miles per pint during

the last six months of 1894, including both

passenger and freight service. This mileage

cannot be made with cheap oils. Our pas-

senger cars run from Grand Rapids to

Chicago and return,

366 miles ; Grand
Rapids to Detroit and
return, 304 miles ; and
from Grand Rapids to

Petoskey and return,

452 miles, and are

r—i

Cast-Steel Piston, D., S. S. & A.

Railroad.

Master Mechanic J. J. Connolly, of the

D., S. S. & A., is using a steel casting for

piston spiders that gives him a stronger

head than the old cast-iron one, and weigh-

ing about 100 pounds less for large pistons.

The spider is cast steel, the followers

and bull ring of cast iron, the rings sprung

only oiled at Grand Rapids. The cars

running to Chicago and Detroit could

make greater mileage to an oiling, but

I prefer to add a little oil each round
trip than a larger quantity every other

round trip.

Poorly worked iron axles are often a

cause for hot boxes. The liability of seams
in iron axles is a point in favor of steel,

hint owing to the treacherousness of steel, I

prefer iron well hammered and selected.

^ i i
The annual report of the Massachusetts

Railroad Commissioners shows that of 232

persons killed in the State last year, 136

were killed while trespassing upon railroad

right of way and trains. This is about the
usual proportion, and indicates the need of

strict laws against trespassing on what is

dangerous ground.

ner, Ijeing enlarged at the thread sufficient

for the nut to slide over front half of rod

freely.

Enclosing the piston is a sleeve of 3-inch

gas pipe, at one end of which is a cap and

at the other a flange, which secures the

whole thing by means of packing gland

nuts. To prevent vibration, the extreme

front of sleeve is firmly secured by a

clamp.

It is, perhaps, not necessarj' to say that

excessive cj'linder wear, whether due to

soft iron or other causes, cannot be stopped

too soon. Heavy pistons and long stroke

are prolific sources of this trouble, regard-

less of the quality of iron in the cylinders.

The extended rod can always be depended

on to keep the piston somewhere in the

neighborhood of center line of cylinder,

equalizing the pressure per unit of area of

C3-linder walls, and throwing the burden of

wear on the rod and rod packing, where it

belongs. Rods come cheaper than cylin-

ders.

*̂ @

in, as plainly shown in cut. The follow-

ers are secured to spider b}' studs riveted

over.

There is nothing to wear out on the

steel casting. It is a permanent investment

and will wear on any number of followers

and bull rings.

This is an important place to save weight

—the reciprocating parts.

Bless tlie Engineer and Fireman.

Rather a dramatic incident happened at

the annual dinner of the Central Railroad

Club, which was held in Buffalo a month
ago. Those present were mostly railroad

officers, supply men and journalists. There

were a great many speeches made, and

some of the speakers dilated on the hard-

ships that railroad officers endured in

their dealings with employes, and the un-

reasonable demands for pay that workmen
were in the habit of making.

It fell to Mr. John Mackenzie, of the

Nickel Plate, to talk on the modern loco-

motive. He briefly traced the develop-

ment of the locomotive, and talked in an

77Z^
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Extended Piston Rods.

The pistons of some heavy consolidation

engines having shown a tendency to

shoulder the cylinder at front end, and to

excessive wear generall}', the remedy ap-

plied is shown herewith. This is not put

forward as a new thing, b\' any means, it

having been done to doctor similar cases

prior to this, when pistons were heavy and

overhung. In this instance, the distance

from piston packing to center of piston

head is about 35 inches, and 42 inches

from crosshead to same point
;

quite

enough to cause a heavy 22-inch piston to

drag badly and produce the wear noted.

A new front head, having a stuffing bo.x

for 3-inch Jerome packing, was applied,

and the piston rod extended to pass

through front head. The front half of the

rod, 3 inches in diameter, is threaded for

a nut at the piston head in the usual man-

amusing fashion of the requirements of a

good modern locomotiye. After finishing

his remarks on the mechanical phases of

the subject, he concluded: "Now, while

our attention -is devoted to making the

locomotive a perfect machine, do not let

us forget the men who operate the engine

and take our trains safely through under

difficulties which no man can understand

who has not been himself a locomotive en-

gineer. In storm and shade, rushing down
steep grades, rounding tortuous curves,

thundering over great viaducts and flash-

ing through intricate yards, we sit in the

comfortable cars with a feeling of perfect

security, because we know that reliable

men are in charge of the locomotive that

whirls us through space. God bless the

engineer and fireman !

"

The sentiment was received with thun-

ders of applause which shook the hall.

'5'
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Loose Methods in Purchasing Coal.

When anything happens to reduce the

earnings of railroads, there is an imme-
diate demand for the curtailing of oper-

ating expenses. As the motive power de-

partment represents the largest item in the

account of railroad expenditures, that is

naturally regarded as the most promising

field in which retrenchment can be made.

As wages, which forms the heaviest item

in motive power expenses, cannot be re-

duced without risk of an expensive con-

flict, efforts are nearly always made to ef-

fect saving in the use of oil and fuel. The
latter account is a very heavy one, and in-

telligent officers understand that the sav-

ing of a pound or two of coal per car mile

will aggregate a large sum at the end of

the year. If this redtiction of the quan-

tity used can be brought about by increased

care and skill in firing, it is pure gain.

Consequently every season of depression

brings forth a revival in the demand for

greater skill in firing and for increased

economy in the use of fuel. This revival

has been in active operation during the

last eighteen months, and it has no doubt

resulted in important savings, but there yet

remain vast possibilities for increasing the

useful work that may be obtained from

every pound of coal consumed in locomo-

tive fireboxes.

When the demand for economy comes

round, the attention of those interested in

reducing the cost of fuel bills is at once

directed to the enginemen. The engineer

is instructed to use the steam expansively

at all times when it can possibly be done,

and the fireman is urged to fire according

to the most scientific methods. Traveling

engineers are egged on to extraordinary

vigilance in seeing that the enginemen do

their very best, and all officers responsible

for the care of the motive power are kept

on the rack to make sure that the efforts

toward saving do not languish. Keeping

the men up to their work is productive of

important economies, but it does not by

any means cover all the possibilities of

saving.

A paper read by Mr. William Forsyth

before the Western Railway Club, has

brought into prominence a phase of the

fuel-saving question which has been

greatly neglected by those connected with

the purchase of fuel. That is, the great

difference in calorific efficiency of coal pur-

chased by railroad companies, and the too

loose methods usually followed in the se-

lection of coal.

" Coals present," says the author of this

paper, "a remarkable example of a great

staple whose market values are arbitrary.

Inferior coals, should not command the

same price as superior coals in the same
market. Fuels do not take their standing

in the market from constituent units. Iron

masters buy iron ore by the percentage of

iron the)' contain, and the same is true of

copper, lead and silver ores. The princi-

pal reason why coal is not put on a similar

basis is the diffictilty of getting an average

sample, and because laboratory methods

are not more generally used."

This is a strange state of affairs and it is

too true. We know of no other article

purchased where quality has so little in-

fluence on price.

There are several methods of deter-

mining the heat value of coal that any

intelligent man can learn in a few hours.

They are not expensive or troublesome to

carry out, yet very few railroad companies,

except those having laboratories, do any-

thing to ascertain the quality of the coal

purchased. One ton of coal is regarded as

being about as good as a ton of anj' other

coal, and the same price is paid, although

one may have 25 per cent, more heating

efficiency' than the other.

Very exhaustive tests have been made
in the laboratory at Aurora to demonstrate

the heating value of coals used by the

company, and a highly valuable record

has been compiled. Streator coal was

taken as standard, the efficiency being

reckoned as 100. Among the Illinois coals

tested some went as high as 114, while

others were as low as 77. The practical

difference in the value of these extremes of

quality of coal is that the good coal will

evaporate almost one-third more water than

the inferior coal. As far as we can learn,

the selling price of these two qualities of

coal is about the same. Any inventor who
has a device that promises to save 10 per

cent, in the quantity of fuel used by loco-

motives is certain of a patient hearing by

the head of the mechanical department, and
laborious tests will be undertaken to find

out if the improvement is genuine. Most

of the men at the head of motive power

departments will complicate their engines

and undertake to keep troublesome attach-

ments in order, if they can only succeed
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in reducing the cost of fuel a cent or two

per engine mile ; but here is coal that is 33

per cent, better than the other, and yet it

is safe to say that many railroad companies

are using the inferior coal and paying the

same price that the finer quality would

co.st.

We do not know of any office which

controls expenditure of money that is

operated so blindh' as that controlling the

purchase of coal. Knowledge concerning

the quality of coal is not considered requi-

site in those who perform the responsible

work of ordering the fuel supply. On
many of our largest roads there is no in-

telligent systetn followed in ordering coal.

Cheapness in first cost per ton is generally

the first consideration, and there are not

any others that count. One order will con-

sist of hard, slow-burning coal that will

not make sufficient steam unless the loco-

motive has a sharp-cutting exhaust. The
next order will bring to the chutes a fri-

able free-burning coal that pours through

the tubes and out of the stack when a

sharp blast is employed. As the men run-

ning the locomotives learn by sad expe-

rience that a nozzle small enough to cut

the fire of the slow-burning coal iS neces-

sary, they take care to see that their en-

gines have nozzles adapted to burning the

most refractory coal furnished. The con-

sequence of this condition of affairs is that

the locomotives have nozzles too small for

free-burning coal and great waste goes on

when that quality of fuel is supplied. \
similar process of waste results from using

one day coal that has a high evaporative

power, and the next day coal of an inferior

quality. The draft appliances must be ad-

justed to suit the inferior coal, with the

result that a large proportion of the good
coal is wasted because it is not burned

under proper conditions.

We do not think that any reform could

be carried out on our railroads which would
profit the companies so directly as an in-

telligent reorganization and improvement
of the parties dealing with the purchase of

fuel. They ought to make quality the

first consideration in the purchase of coal,

and the price should be based upon the

quality of the article supplied. To follow

out this policy, the coal should be tested

systematically, a work which could be car-

ried out at very small expense. Methods
of testing the quality of the coal having

been introduced, every effort should be

made to keep the coal at the various coal

stations of nearly uniform quality. If this

were done the coal bills would be materi-

ally reduced, the trains would not be so

often late on account of badly steaming

engines, and the need for repairs to fire-

boxes would be diminished. And the fact

should be borne in mind, that in these

days of fast heavy trains, with all kinds of

auxiliary drains on the locomotive boiler,

the best quality of coal is the cheapest.

The best way to secure sufficient grate area

for slow combustion is the burning of first-

class coal.



The Fuel RecorJ Farce.

Measurements are not now made in the

mechanic arts by "finger-lengths," "axe-

handles," "corn-rows" or "hand-spans."

Railroads do not order ties by the '

' wagon-

load," machine tools by the "cargo" or

putty b)' the "chunk."
But they do buy coal by nearly as un-

certain a standard as any of the above, and

charge it to their engines absolutely and

entirely by guess. Worse than that, they

require the guesser to guess wrong !

Knowing this, as everj- thinking motive

power official does know it, it must be

amusing to read over each other's precise

statements abotit burning 41.019 pounds of

coal per train mile, etc. It's a roaring

farce, and has had the longest run of any

play on record.

To saj' nothing about the different values

of coal, the way it is given out to engines

is absolutely guess-work on ninety-nine

roads in a hundred. About this same pro-

portion charge up all coal they pay for to the

engines—average the shortage to them

—

and then with perfectl}' sober facesmake out

their hair-splitting performance sheets, ex-

change them, and send one to the general

office. Then they must laugh—all to them-

selves.

Measurement of coal is onh- a fairly ap-

proximate way of guessing—the size of the

pieces of coal alone will make a difference

in quantity of at least 25 per cent.

Leaving the filling of chutes or buckets

to the shovelers, and requiring them to

account for all the coal bought for their

station, is a direct order to falsify their re-

ports, opens the door to favoritism, bribery

and, above all, utter inaccuracj-.

No one handles desirable merchandise in

open cars, subject to accident, stealing and

deterioration, without a certain percentage

of shrinkage—which is always taken into

account as loss—except when a railroad

buj'S coal.

" Companj' coal " is free for all, from the

mine to the firebox door. Thousands of

small fires are burning to-day along every

railroad on the continent with fuel not

accounted for to the company, except in

its being charged up to its locomotives.

There is only one fair, honest waj' to

measure the coal used on locomotives, and

that is to weigh it—not in the chute or on

cars, but on the tender. If the company
buys more coal than it gets on the chutes,

let those responsible find the leak and try

to check it—it can never be entirely

stopped—but it should be accounted for

where it belongs ; which is not where it

never was—on the tender.

At outlying stations handling little

fuel this may not be entirely practicable,

especially where coal is taken on the main
track. But at all terminals it is easily

possible.

A track scale is not an expensive invest-

ment at each division terminal ; by locat-

ing one in the chute track it is an easy

matter to weigh the tender as the engine

is moved to the chute and again when it

returns, and bj^ this means the actual

amount of fuel received is recorded. The
scale man is where he can be watched

—

and changed, if needs be. One man
familiar with the work does all the charg-

ing of coal ; there are no tickets and no

guess-work.

Burnt offerings should be made of every

man caught stealing fuel, giving or taking

bribes or showing favors—the truth is

wanted and nothing else.

Premiums are right in one sense and en-

courage economy—perhaps are the best

way to get results quickly—but the system

is the mother of petty rogues.

Sober Christians vie with their Pagan

brothers to get more coal than is charged

to their engines—for the sake of the pre-

miums which the company pays and, they

think, can afford.

There is one road in America that wei,glis

its coal, but not on the tender, and on one

division, at least, pays a coal premium.

Not long since the writer was present

when an engine took coal ; it was in the

night ; the engineer reached in his pocket

and handed something to the fireman, who
stepped to the left gangway and transferred

it to a man on the ground. Questioning

the fireman later, he said, confidentially,

that the article given was "two beers,"

and, lowering his voice, he added, by way
of explanation, " we get a coal premium."

That might be called dishonest, but it's

a petty five-cent business beside the whole-

sale dishonesty the men know is practiced

in dealing out coal to them.

A poimd of coal saved for every train

mile will amount to a dividend on most

roads. How can it be saved? First by-

interesting the engineer and fireman
;

second, by watching the distributing ma-

chiner\- ; and thirdly, by removing all

temptation to steal or give " short " tickets.

The saving to the railroad in the coal

actually burned on the engines will be

considerable, but it will be more in the

saving that will eventually take place be-

tween the mine and the coal chute. Just

as soon as the management finds out

where the greatest loss is, they will set to

work to stop leaks instead of jumping upon

the head of the mechanical department for

burning more pounds and hundredths of

pounds per mile than his neighbor—and

whose only remedy is to in turn jump upon

his enginemen.

Many roads are already rating their train

loads by the ton instead of by the car—

a

"piece of chalk" measurement long a

standard. This practice will eventually

become universal, and the coal burned
" per ton per mile" will be the unit—and

a closer record can be kept, but not if it is

guessed at.

Every locomotive should be allowed so

much coal per mile to haul itself and ten-

der, and be charged with what it burns to

haul so many tons so many miles—not so

many "cars," and not the amount of coal

bought.

In Europe, engine mileage is counted
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only when the engine is pulling a load.

Miles made by light engines are charged up

as "unproductive engine miles," and to

this is charged time for switching, stand-

ing with banked fires, etc. Is not this a

desirable thing to do where it is intended

to find out what is actually done by the

locomotive ?

Every railroad officer in the land knows

that the great item of expense is fuel
;
by

painstaking care more money can be saved

here than any other place, yet none can

deny that there is general neglect, whole-

sale guessing, and a lot of fine figuring,

based on nothing at all, in our fuel ac-

counts. Reform is not difficult. Means

of measuring the actual amount of coal put

upon tenders is at hand, and not expensive,

and results are certain. Why is such slop-

shop work tolerated ? Is it simply because

railroads have kept their fuel account by

guess-work from the start? Or does the

average official think it will make him

more work and trouble ?

We are inclined to the belief that the

development of our railroads and our roll-

ing .stock has kept the responsible heads

of railroads from bothering with details|;

that we have reached that period of devel-

opment when it becomes necessary to go

over what we have and improve it, and

that the great, golden opportunity lies in

the coal pile.

The management that makes the first

reform in coal records will not commence

by sending for the performance sheets of

neighboring roads, junketing trips to see

coal chutes or what not, but in a resolve to

do something original ; to break away

from all precedent and be honest to itself.

Then and not till then will the "coal con-

sumed per mile, 31.013," on the perform-

ance sheet mean anything at all but a

clerkship in the office of the superintend-

ent of motive power.

All other leaks in the running expense

of locomotives are but leaky spigots ; the

bung is out—and it leaks coal.

^ i i
Superiority of Our Locomotives.

During the last thirty years the railroads

in the United States have been examples

to the rest of the world in showing how
cheaply freight can be transported. The

locomotives that do the work of hauling

freight trains have not been regarded as

model machines in the economical use of

steam, but when the problem has been

presented of how cheaply 1,000 tons of

freight can be moved 100 or 1,000 miles,

the American locomotive has easily beaten

all competitors. This very desirable

achievement has been performed with an

engine that has been considered far from

perfect as a machine for converting the

energy of coal into mechanical work. The

defects are, however, more superficial than

real.

When we compare the performance of

European locomotives with those in this

country, the first thing that strikes us is



the conspicuous difference in the fuel ac-

count. European locomotives have a train

mile record on about half the fuel used per

mile by American locomotives. Lookinj;

at the matter superficially, this appears to

be conclusive e%'idence that ourengines are

wasteful in the use of fuel. People of an

inquiring turn of mind at once begin to ask

why is this thus ? They obtain drawings

and specifications of the best foreign loco-

motives, and compare the details with the

dimensions of ours. If there is anything

accurate in what has come to be a science

of steam engineering, our locomotives are

better proportioned than anything to be

found out of the North American conti-

nent. The heating surface is much more
liberal in proportion to the cylinder dimen-

sions, the steam ports admit and release

the steam with less restriction, the \alve

gear is designed to admit of more expansive

working, and the grate area is nearly

always larger. If these are not merits, the

stationary and marine engines have been

developed on false lines.

When a locomotive having a large boiler,

generous steam ports, and liberal heating

surface is reputed to be more wasteful in

the use of steam than engines in which all

these dimensions are more restricted, it

looks on the first glance that our progress

of twenty years has been a tnovement of

retrogression. On going deeper into the

subject, however, we find in our midst

many old locomotives that have propor-

tions closely approximating to those on the

other side of the Atlantic, which are re-

ported to work so much more economically

than our best modern engines. When we
come to compare the fuel used b}- our old

engines with small boilers, limited grate

area and restricted steam passages, with

that used by our modem engines, then we
find that the older types consume from 25

to 50 per cent, more fuel per unit of work
done. At this point of the investigation

we conclude that our designers have made
no mistake, and that the people across the

Atlantic must have better fuel than we
have if their figures are correct.

Those who have enjoyed opportunities

of watching the performance of locomotives

abroad find other causes than superior coal

for the low coal consumption reported. Tlie

engines do not burn so much fuel as ours be-

cause they do not perform half the work.

In the course of an extended ramble over

Europe, the writer watched closelj- the size

of trains. Their prevailing lightness left no

cause for surprise at the small average rate

of fuel consumption required in doing the

work. The heaviest frei,ght train seen in

Europe would be about cc|ual to eighteen of

our loaded cars, and the heariest passenger

train did not exceed tlie vi'eight of five of

our sleeping cars. But these trains, which

are considered heavy on the other side,

form a very small proportion of the whole

of the trains run, probably not more than

5 per cent. The majority of the freight

trains do not equal in weight ten of our

cars, and the majority of the passengers

have about five carriages, which weigh less

than two of our day coaches. When the

fuel consumption of our modern locomo-

tives is figured on the basis of ton miles,

it compares ver\' favorably with that of

any engine on wheels.

'
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Slow Progress into Use of Safety

Appliances.

The railroad companies in Massachusetts

are much more prosperous than those of

any other section at present, and the man-
agements are nearly all enterprising be-

yond the average. These facts being con-

ceded, there is reason to believe that the

application of automatic brakes, automatic

car couplers, and other safety appliances to

freight equipment must be proceeding very

slowly among the railroads in other States.

The Railroad Commissioners' report for

Massachusetts shows that the Vermont
Central and the Concord & llontreal have

23.2 per cent, of their freight cars equipped

with automatic car couplers, the Boston &
.^.Ibau}- has 83.5 per cent, of its cars so

ecjuipped, and that the New Haven has

31.7 per cent. The other railroads in the

State have very few cars equipped with

automatic couplers.

The Boston & .\lbany has 45 per cent, of

its freight cars provided with automatic

brakes, but the average for six companies

operating in the State is only 15.3 per cent.

Throughout the whole report the Boston &
Albany stands up as the best equipped and

most liberally managed railroad in New-

England, and that really means on this

continent.

Driver brakes on locomotives are very

general now, 72.7 per cent, of the total

locomotives in Massachussetts being now
provided with them.

The depression in business has furnished

a fair excuse for railroad companies going

slow in the introducing of expensive im-

provements, such as automatic brakes and

coujjlers, but the stockholders are few who
will permit the expenditures to be made,

which are necessary, if the law regulating

the question of safety appliances is to be

complied with. Two years ago a law was

passed by Congress, which provides that

after January i, 1S98, all cars used in inter-

.state commerce must be provided with

automatic couplers and end hand holds.

The freight cars must have the drawbars

the standard height from the rail. "No

trains can be run without having a suffi-

cient nmnber of cars equipped with air

brakes, to enable the train to be controlled

by the engineer. Drastic penalties are

provided for violations of this law.

A great man\' automatic car couplers and

air brakes must be purchased and applied

in the next two and a half years, if the

railroad companies doing interstate com-

merce are to be in a position to comply

vrith the law. There is a belief that when
the time comes for the law taking effect it

will be extended by Congress. Those who
act on this belief mav find themselves sadlv

mistaken. If Congress should prove inex-

orable a good many railroads will go into

receivers" hands about the beginning of
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The Act of God as an Excuse for

Accidents.

The railroad companies in this country

arc not noted for their readiness to pay

claims brought again.st them for damages
to persons in accidents, but when they

find that they are morally and legally

liable the)- seldom fight the claims in the

courts. The richest railroad corporation in

England has lately shown to the world a

conspicuous example of a determined and

unscrupulous attempt to escape its respon-

sibility for an accident where man\- lives

were lost and terrible injuries were in-

flicted to pas.sengers, whom the company
had undertaken to carry safely to their

destination.

About Christmas, last year, a sanguinary

accident happened on the London &
Northwestern Railway, near Crewe, Eng-
land, caused by a car having been blown

out of a siding on to the main line, through

the force of the wind. A passenger train

struck the freight car, and about thirty per-

sons were killed or severely injured. The
company is now fighting the claims for dam-
ages on the ground that the accident was

an act of God. If the courts can only be

induced to decide that this is a good de-

fense, there will be no more accidents that

railroad companies can be held responsible

for. We can think of no case where man's

carelessness is so directly responsible for

an accident, as where cars are so insuffi-

ciently secured in a siding that they can

be blown out by the wind. If the wind is

an act of God that relieves the company
from responsibility, we should like to

know of anything, from the breaking of

inferior rails to the exploding of badly in-

sjiected boilers, that does not come under

the same category.

i i i
standard Sizes of Catalogues.

A short lime ago, one of our editors

wrote to Mr. G. W. Rhodes, intimating

that there was no po.stal card now issued

by the Government, of the dimensions

3,4|' x5)-s inches, which is one of the stand-

ards of the M. C. B. Association. In a

private letter received from Mr. Rhodes on

this subject, he says that he has recom-

mended that this size be abandoned, and

in lieu of it the government size of 3>i x

5,'/< inches be adopted. He adds ;

" I am very glad you are taking interest

in our effort to get standard sizes for rail-

road literature, trade catalogues, etc. We
find it a great convenience in filing away

papers. I think the adoption of the 9x12
size for \-our paper is a capital move. A
great many of the trade circulars, however,

.still come of odd sizes and dimensions.

Those that are not of the standard dimen-

sions, in so far as my office is concerned,

are usually consigned to the waste basket.
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and I think the same will be found to

apply to a good man)- other offices."

We have made exhaustive inquiries into

this matter, and find that nearly all railroad

officers are taking the same stand as Mr.

Rhodes in relation to catalogues which do

not conform to the M. C. B. standards. It

therefore behooves those who wish to have

their pamphlets kept on iile to have them
made according to standard sizes.

fe i i
Compound Locomotives in

Switzerland.

The Northwestern Railroad of Switzer-

land have been carrying out a system of

highh- practical tests to demonstrate the

relative value of simple and compound lo-

comotives. They had several simple and
compound locomotives built which were
of the same dimensions in all respects, ex-

cept that the compounds had a large low-

pressure cylinder and a starting arrange-

ment, by which steam could be admitted

direct into the low-pressure cylinder.

The simple and compound engines were
run in the same kind of service for about

nine months, careful records having been
made of the fuel and water consumed. To
make the test still more even, the crews

were changed round on the engines. At
the conclusion of the nine months' test, it

was found that the saving of coal by the

compounds amounted to about i6 per cent.

The result is that the company have de-

cided to adopt compound locomotives for

freight service, and six new compound
engines ha\'e been ordered.

@ i i
We recommend to railroad officers who

are interested in changing the rules regu-

lating the interchange of cars, a careful

study of the article in our Car Department
.giving the views of Mr. R. P. C. Sander-
son, division superintendent of motive
power of the Norfolk & Western, at Roan-
oke, Va., on how the proposed changes are
likely to work. The article contains facts

and figures, which prove, that under the

proposed change, honest companies, or
those whose officers act fairly and con-
scientiously towards interchanging roads,

will be at the mercy of those that follow the
opposite policy. If the existing charge for

mileage of cars is adhered to, railroad com-
panies will profit by using the cars of other
roads and having as few as possible of

their own.

Those concerned ought not make the
radical change contemplated without thor-

oughly considering all the arguments pro
and con. Mr. Sanderson appears to make
out a strong case in favor of reforming ex-
isting rules rather than in the revolutionary
movement proposed by Mr. Barr and
others. The study of the paper has con-
vinced us that changing from the existing
practice to that of holding owners responsi-
ble for the repairs of their own cars, will

prove a case of jumping out of the frying
pan into the fire—and an intenselv hot fire

at that.

Newspaper editors are constantly receiv-

ing articles for publication puffing the

merits of the metal aluminum, and mak-
ing extravagant claims about its future

importance in the construction of machin-

ery. After having tests made of this metal,

we have held that steel was much better

than aluminum for many of the purposes

which the friends of the latter metal said it

was peculiarly adapted for. Our position

has lately received support from Hiram S.

Maxim, the inventor of what appears to

be a successful flying machine. In describ-

ing his search for a metal that would com-

bine lightness with strength, Mr. Maxim
said that his attention was directed to

aluminum. He investigated the merits

of this metal and found out that it was

very much inferior to steel, weight for

weight.

'S ^ ^
A significant indication of how depressed

business has been in the past year is found

in the Massachusetts Railroad Com-
missioners' annual report. For ten years

preceding last year, there was an average

increase of 57 locomotives on the railroads

of the State; last year the increase was only

one. The annual increase in passenger

cars was formerly 121
; last year it was 63.

The number of persons employed by the

railroads has decreased 2, 104 below the

average of ten vears.

BOOK REVIEW.
Pocket Li.st of Railwav OmciALS. Is-

sued quarterly by the Official Railwav
Kqiiipinent Guide, New York. Price,

$1 per annum.
The first number of this new list has

been received, and we have reason to con-
gratulate the publishers on the excellent
guide to the names and addresses of rail-

road officials which they have gotten out.

It is admirably arranged, and all the in-

formation is arranged in very convenient
form. It begins with all the names of the
railroads in North America, giving in col-

umns the number of miles operated, gage
of track, number of locomotives, passenger
cars, freight cars and miscellaneous rolling
stock. From this we learn that there are
i.2Si concerns on the continent owning
cars or locomotives. This is a very
convenient improvement on all other
ofticial lists, since it enables one to distin-
guish at a glance the large from the small
roads.
Next part of the " List " is devoted to

the names and addresses of the principal
railroad officials. This appears to be fairly

correct and up to date. Then comes a
finding list, with the names arranged
alphabetically in columns, which is a great
convenience. Besides the foregoing there
is a great deal of miscellaneous informa-
tion, such as headquarters of officials, par-
ticulars about railroad associations, rail-

road commissioners, representatives of
railroad supply houses and other valuable
facts. The only mistake made by the pub-
lishers of this hst is that they have not cut
it according to any M. C. B. standard size.

The most valuable thing about it is that it

comes out quarterly and is therefore nearly
up to date, and is therefore a decided im-
provement over lists published annually.
Supply men or others wishing to find the
names and addresses ot railroad officials

snould send for this list.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. James P. Harris has been appointed

advertising agent of the Plant system, with

headquarters at Savannah, Ga.

Mr. H. Taylor has been appointed train-

master of the northern division of the Mex-
ican National, in place of Mr. F.W.Weeks,
resigned.

Mr. N. S. Kimball, master mechanic of

the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, at

(ireen Bay, Wis., is reported to have ten-

dered his resignation.

Mr. L. Cass Woodman, formerly with the

Denver & Rio Grande, has been appointed
advertising agent of the Great Northern,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. A. C. Titus has been appointed chief

engineer of the Gulf & Interstate of Kan-
sas, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.
Mr. A. H. Weatherbee is assistant en-

gineer.

Mr. R. O. Cunebach has been promoted
from the position of foreman of the Illinois

Central shops, at Clinton, 111., to be gen-
eral foreman of the principal shops at

Burnside, 111.

Mr. T. A. Kuntz, who has been for some
time clerk to J. V. Goode, superintendent

of the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway,

has been promoted to be chief clerk, vice

C. M. Dunham, resigned.

Mr. L. W. Robinson, who has for the

past five years been general superinten-

dent of the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal &
Iron Company, has been made general

manager of the compan)-.

Mr. George A. Burt, of New York, has

been appointed general manager of the

Ohio River Railroad, with headquarters at

Parkersburg, W. Va. , in place of Mr. G.

Clinton Gardner, resigned.

Mr. John Preston, formerly master me-
chanic of the Puebla shops of the Mexican
Inter-Oceanic, has been transfcried to

Vera Cruz, where he has charge of the loco-

motive and car departments.

It is rumored in the West that Mr. W. T.

Reed, formerly superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago & Great Western,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Seaboard Air Line.

Mr. L. B. Eaton has been appointed

railroad agent for the E. S. Greeley Co.

,

New York. Mr. Eaton is a highly popular

railroad supply man, with a most extensive

acquaintance among railroad purchasers.

Mr. Frank Slater, who has been for

years general foreman of the Chicago &
Northwestern shops, at Kaukauna, Wis.,

has been promoted to be general foreman

of the company's shops at We.st Chicago.

Mr. George A. Miller has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Jacksonville,

St. Augustine & Indian River Railroad, in

place of E. T. Silvius. resigned. Mr.

Millsr was formerly machine shop fore-

man.

Mr. E. ^^^ Hayes has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the



Fort Worth & Denver, with headquarters
at Fort Worth, Tex. Mr. Hayes has been
master mechanic on the road for the last

three years.

Mr. J. H. Foster, who has been superin-

tendent of the James River division of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul since Sep-
tember, i8g3, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Wisconsin Valley division

of that road, with headquarters at Bab-
cock, Wis.

Mr. E. J. Pearson has been appointed
superintendent of the Missouri River and
Yellowstone divisions of the Northern
Pacific, with headquarters at Glendive,
Mont. He has heretofore been chief engi-

neer of the Chicago & Northern Pacific, at

Chicago.

Mr. W. G. Christian, late superintendent
of the South Jersey Railroad, has been ap-
pointed supervisor of the North Penn
branch of the Philadelphia & Reading.
He was formerly supervisor of the Leb-
anon Valley and East Penn branches of

the same road.

Mr. Charles Blackwell has accepted a
position as traveling agent for the Carpen-
ter Steel Co., of New York. Mr. Black-
well was for several years with the Shoen-
berger Steel Co., Pittsburgh, and previ-

ously was superintendent of motive power
of thQ Norfolk & Western.

Mr. Wilbert Irwin, Jr., superintendent
of the Texas Midland, was killed last

month by falling off a train. Mr. Irwin
was for some years a division superintend-
ent on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and before that was on the Southern Pa-
cific. He was a highly popular and effi-

cient officer.

President Garstang, of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association,
has appointed a committee, of which Mr.
G. W. Rhodes is chairman, to report at

next convention on the adoption of stand-
ards of paper, pamphlets, reports, etc.,

similar to those made standard by the M.
C. B. Association.

Mr. F. D. Casanave, general superin-
tendent of motive power of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, has been sick for several
months, and underwent a very painful
surgical operation. His numerous friends
will be pleased to learn that Mr. Casanave
is rapidly recovering, and is able to be out
a little when the weather is fine.

Mr. E. A. Custer, engineer of tests of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has ac-

cepted the position of mechanical engineer
for Harrison Brothers & Co., Philadelphia.
Mr. Custer served his apprenticeship in

the Pennsylvania shops at Altoona, and
has had a highly valuable experience in

engineering work. He took most of the
celebrated high - speed diagrams from
Baldwin locomotives.

Mr. James M. Phillips, general superin-
tendent and master mechanic of the Ken-
tucky Union Railway, died at Dallas, Tex.,
February 4th. He began his railway

career in 1S55, as train boy, and served

successively as brakeman, baggage mas-
ter, freight conductor, fireman, engineer,

passenger conductor, yardmaster, master

of transportation, superintendent, and
general superintendent.

Mr. C. A. Moore, of the firm. Manning.
Maxwell & Moore, the well-known railroad

supply dealers, is president of the Mon-
tauk Club, of Brooklyn. Through the

management of Mr. Moore, this club gives

a dinner annually to Dr. Chauncey M.
Depew, on the latter gentleman's birth-

day. The dinner does not take place for

nearly two months, but the applications

of those desiring to attend are so numer-
ous that the greater part of the seats are

already taken.

Captain R. G. Fleming, one of the best-

known railroad men in the South, died

towards the end of last month. He
entered railway service as machinist

apprentice in the machine shops of the

Greenville & Columbia. After finishing

his apprenticeship, he went firing for a

short time, then he took the position of

station agent, then conductor, rising from
that to be superintendent. Lately he has
been general superintendent of the Sa-

vannah, Florida & Western.

Mr. Edward J. Parkinson died at Birming-

ham, Mich., on February 3d, of erysipelas.

He was born near Belfast, Ireland, in 1845 ;

came out to this countrv when a lad and
entered the service of the Grand Trunk Ry.

,

as a boy in the mechanical department,

thirty-four years ago. He has for the past

twenty-seven years been in the office of

Mr. Henry Roberts, mechanical superin-

tendent of the C. & G. T. Ry., at Detroit,

as chief clerk, and was a genial man of

kindly disposition and widely known.

Robert Laidlaw, president of the Laid-

law-Dunn-Gordon Pump Company, of Cin-

cinnati, was elected treasurer of the Na-

tional Association of Manufacturers, which
convened at Cincinnati the third week in

January. Mr. Laidlaw was one of the

leading spirits in organizing the associa-

tion, and much of the succesSj^of the con-

vention was due to his superior executive

skill and untiring energy. The delegation

was banqueted at the new plant of the

Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Pump Company.

Mr. Bradford Dunham, the well-known
Southern railroad man, has been appoint-

ed general manager of the Plant System
of railways. Mr. Dunham, like a great

many of the most successful Southern rail-

road officers, received a m.echanical train-

ing. He learned the machinist trade in

the shops of the Central Georgia, and after

his time was finished, went into train ser-

vice, rising through the grades of brake-

man, conductor, train master, etc. For
the last six years he has been general

superintendent of the Alabama Midland.

A biographical notice of Mr. Davis, gen-

eral manager of the Richmond Locomotive
Works, lately appeared in the Enj^ineer-

ijig A^ews, in connection with his election

«S6

to be president of the Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers. A few days after the

notice was pu'olished, Mr. Davis called at

the office of a friend in New York rather

early, and no one was in but the office boy.

He left a message for his friend, and asked

the boy if he was sure of the name. " Oh,

yes," said the urchin ;
" I shall not forget

your name, for I have just been reading

your obituary."

Mr. L. Packard, master car builder of

the New York Central, at West Albany,

N. Y., died last month. Mr. Packard was
one of the ablest master car builders in the

country, and had a wide experience. He
left the Wason Manufacturing Co., where
he was foreman, to become master car

builder of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford. Then the Baltimore & Ohio

secured his services, and he was with that

company for three years. He has been

eleven years with the New York Central.

Mr. Packard's strong point was shop man-
agement, and the ingenious methods and
tools he devised for facilitating production.

Mr. William Thornburgh has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the

Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking Valley,

with headquarters at Columbus, O. For

several years Mr. Thornburgh has been

general agent for the Butler Drawbar
Attachment Co. He is a veteran rail-

roader, and was for four years general

manager of the Valley Railroad. He rose

through the train department of the C
C, C. & I., and left that company to be

general supeiintendent of the Springfield,

Jackson & Pomeroy. He has a very ex-

tensive acquaintance among railroad offi-

cers and supply men, and his numerous
fncnds will be glad to hear that he is

back again into railroad service.

Mr. John B. Smith, president of the Erie

& Wyoming Valley, who was one of the

oldest railroad engineers in the country,

died at Dunmore, Pa., in January, aged go

years. In 1831 he entered the machine

shops of the Delaware & Hudson, and
served five years. He passed with different

companies through the grades of draughts-

man, master mechanic, supenntendent of

machinery, general superintendent, up to

the top of the ladder. He was designer of a

three-cylinder simple locomotive, which is

said to be doing remarkably good work on

theE. & W. V. The cranks are set at 120',

which gives a more uniform rotative effect

than the way the power is applied to the

ordinary locomotive. One crank axle is

used.

Mr. John F. Mcintosh has been ap-

pointed locomotive superintendent of the

Caledonian Railway, to succeed Mr. John
Lambie, deceased. Mr. Mcintosh received

the first part of his mechanical training on

the Northwestern division, where he rose

to be engine driver. He lost his right

hand through an accident, and what seemed

an irreparable misfortune gave him the

first start on the way to a high position.

On recovering, he was made locomotive

inspector, which is a position similar to



that of our traveling engineer. From this

he was advanced to be engine-house fore-

man, and he made such a conspicuous

record for executive abihty that he was
rapidly advanced. He has been assist-

ant locomotive superintendent for five

years.

<1ne of the most popular, enterprising

and warm-hearted men in wide Iowa is

Mr. John C. Broeksmit, auditor of the

Burlington, Cedar Rapids &- Northern, at

Cedar Rapids, la. In the early days, when
the town where he settled needed some
energetic moral grease to lessen the friction

and keep the wheels of progress moving,
the citizens were in the habit of calling on

Mr. Broeksmit for aid and counsel, and
he never failed them. He lately celebrated

his seventieth birthday, and the leading

men in the town which he did so much to

build up collected to do him honor. There
were thirty invited guests present at a din-

ner given in honor of the occasion, and
Mr. Broeksmit was presented with a hand-
some oak rocker with Russia leather trim-

mings, President C. J. Ives, of the B., C. R.

& N. road, making the presentation speech.

Mr. Broeksmit is one of the veterans in the

railway service, having begun his railway

career in 1S57. In 1871 he went to Cedar
Rapids as chief clerk to the auditor of the

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Minnesota,

now the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & North-

ern, and two years later he was made
auditor, which position he has held ever

since.

All railroad men are familiar with the

firm name Manning, Maxwell & Moore, but

some of the individual members of that

firm have been merely an abstraction.

Eugene L. Maxwell has been compara-
tively unknown, but those who came in

contact with him made the acquaintance of

one of the warmest-hearted and most
genial men they had ever met. His lead-

ing characteristic was retiring modesty.

He held back from miscellaneous acquaint-

ance through this characteristic, and it de-

prived many of a helpful friend, who was
singularly free from thought of self in his

intercourse with business acquaintances. A
few days ago the writer called in Mr. Max-
well's office, and was received in a teasing,

jocular style, which he assumed with what

he called his fellow countrymen, and he

was full of humor and animation. Words
cannot express the shock we received three

days after, on reading in the morning paper

that Mr. Maxwell had died of apoplexy in

the forty-second year of his age. He came
of the wild, fighting Scotch border stock,

that have made in later years as great a

success in peaceful pursuits as their an-

cestors made with the arrow and claymore.

Mr. Maxwell was born in Brooklyn, N. Y.

,

and was educated at the Polytechnic In-

stitute of that city. He became associated

with Henry S. Manning & Co., but for the

last fourteen years the firm has been Man-
ning, Maxwell & Moore. He was presi-

dent of the Pond Machine Tool Company,
of Plainfield, N. J.; president of the Ash-

croft Manufacturing Company, of^ Bridge-

port, Conn.; vice-president of the Shaw
Electric Crane Company, of Muskegon,
Mich., and an officer or director in five or

six other concerns. He was a member of

the Montauk Club, of which his partner,

Charles A. Moore, is president, and also a

member of the Hamilton Club, the At-

lantic Yacht Club, and was treasurer of

the Riding and Driving Club, of Brook-

lyn. He was a member of the Rembrandt,
Lawyers' and Engineers' Clubs, in New
York.

g g g
Some Fast Runs on the C. & N. W.

Road.
The Chicago & Northwestern do not

hesitate to run a fast train when necessary,

and they don't pick out a special fast

engine for the run, either.

On January 6th, Engineer P. Pickering,

with an 18 x 24 eight-wheeler, took a mail

car and two baggage cars from Boone,

Iowa, to the U. P. Transfer in Council

Bluffs, a distance of 149.5 miles, in 179

minutes.

Stops were made for four railroad cross-

ings, 4 minutes were lost for a hot eccentric,

and 16 minutes at stations, taking water and
unloading express, which, allowing 2 min-

utes each for the crossing stops, brings

actual running time to 147 minutes.

On January 17th, Engineer Frampton,

with a 19 X 24 ten-wheeler, having only a

57-incli wheel center, took the same train

from Marshalltown to Boone, 51.7 miles, in

58 minutes, He lost 4 minutes at two road

crossings, and 7 minutes unloading bag-

gage, which, when deducted, brings

his average speed up to 74.2 miles per

hour.

i i i
Railroad Accident to a Cent.

One day not long since, an en.gineer on

a P. R.R., Class "R" — consolidation

—

engine dropped a one-cent piece into the

main-rod oil cup, by accident. It re-

mained in there while the engine ran over

five hundred miles, and when taken out,

had a perfect ring around it, looking as if

it had been rolled on. The ring is per-

fectly even all around, and turned over

until the edges touch the face of the coin.

This work was done by the coin knocking
back and forth in the cup ; the edge was
upset. If anyone wants to increase the

width of rims of cent pieces and reduce

their diameter, this is the way to do it.

A correspondent says :
" What is the use

of spending money for papers and books

for the purpose of getting information in

regard to the various kinds of ,railroad

work, when one will be suspended for five

days for getting the forward trucks off at

the end of a switch ? " We must confess

that the connection between acquiring

knowledge and the getting off the track

does not come home to our comprehen-

sion.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.
The Central Vermont are about to order

18 passenger cars.

The Southern Pacific are about to order

18 passenger cars.

The Chicago, Paducah & Memphis are

in the market for 200 cars.

The Baltimore& Ohio Southwestern have
asked for bids for 500 refrigerator cars.

The Seaboard Air Line are reported to

be in the market for cars and locomotives.

The Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic

are said to be in the market for locomotives.

The Concord & Montreal have ordered

one locomotive from Baldwin's, to be de-

livered by May ist.

The car shops of the Philadelphia &
Reading have been put on full working
time, six days a week.

The Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co. have re-

ceived an order from the St. Louis, Alton &
Terre Haute for 75 furniture cars and 50

box cars.

The Boston & Albany have ordered

twenty locomotives from Schenectady, ten

eight-wheel passenger, and ten consolida-

tion locomotives.

The Sterlmgworth Railway Supply Co.

have entered into a term of years contract

with the Cambria Iron Co., for the exclu-

sive manufacture of their metal brake
beams.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have
adopted the Master Car Builders' sizes for

sizes of paper, specifications, etc. The
specifications for locomotives are printed

on a form S}4 x i0;5.4f inches.

The Rogers Locomotive Works have
just finished four heavy consolidation en-

gines for the Toledo, Peoria & Western.
The engines have driving wheels 58 inches

diameter, which is the largest size we
know of for consolidation locomotives.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
have ordered two eight-wheel passenger
engines from the Dickson Locomotive
Works. They have received bids for 500

coal cars, and expect to award the con-

tract this month. The road is very short

of coal cars.

The Boston & Maine mechanical depart-

ment are working on drawings for new
locomotives, which will be ordered in the

near future. There will be some eight-

wheel passenger engines and moguls.

The company are also about to order 600

freight cars.

The New York Central have ordered

3,000 box cars. Half the order has gone
to the Peninsular Car Works, and the

other half to the Buffalo Car Works. The
cars are first-class in every particular.

They will have Fox trucks, Gould coup-

lers and Westinghouse air brakes.

The Delaware & Hudson have ordered

three passenger engines from the Dickson

Locomotive Works and three from Sche-

nectady. They will all be equipped with

Cory force feed lubricator and Richardson
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balanced valves. These lubricators are

coming into extended use and are highly

popular.

The Union Tank Line are preparing

drawings for a new tank car 40 feet

inches long. The car is a box car with
two tanks and 17 feet of floor room be-

tween them. The car, light, will weigh

45,000 pounds, and when loaded the weight
will be loS.ooo pounds. There will be go

of these cars built on the first order.

We have received from the A. E. Filley

Manufacturing Co., New York, an illus-

trated catalogue of their "Defiance" im-

proved asphalt car roof. There is no coal

tar or petroleum residuum in the products
' from which the roof is made, and high
claims are made for the strength and dura-
bility of the roof. It is highly fle.xible, is

not affected by weather or vibration, and
is easily applied to cars. The roof has
been extensively used on buildings.

The Champion Iron Co., Kenton, O.,

are about to put upon the market an im-
proved car coupler of the M. C. B stand-

ard form. A valuable feature about the
coupler is that mechanism is provided
which will prevent the coupler from falling

upon the track in case that the shank
breaks. There have been so many wrecks
caused by couplers falHng on the track,

that the improvement mentioned is a
strong recommendation to the coupler
having that valuable feature.

The Pennsylvania Railroad are building,

at Altoona, several switching engines of a
new class U, with cylinders 17x24 inches,

weighing 80,000 pounds and carried on
four wheels. They are also getting out a
new consolidation compound after the
style of the Pittsburgh compound, which
did remarkably good work when tried on
the Pennsylvania. They are getting out
drawings of a new fast passenger engine,
which will be different in many respects

from anything now used by the company.

i i i
An interesting series of tests under boil-

ers was lately made by the National Tran-

sit Co., to ascertain exactly the water-

evaporating power of various fuels. The
water evaporation was calculated from 212

degrees at atmospheric pressure. One
pound of coal will evaporate 10 pounds of

water from 212 degrees atmospheric press-

ure
; I pound of oil, 16 pounds; i pound of

natural gas, 20 pounds. One pound of coal

equals 11.225 cubic feet of natural gas, one
pound of oil equals :8 cubic feet of natural

gas.

i i g
The Richmond Locomotive Works have

applied to their latest compound locomo-

tive a very simple form of variable nozzle,

designed by Mr. E. F. C. Davis, general

manager of the works. A reduced size

nozzle cut in two vertically is made to fit

upon the ordinary nozzle, which is 5)^
inches in diameter. When the engine will

.steam with the ordinary nozzle, the two
parts of the reduced one are folded back.

In Pratt & Whitney Co.'s Shops.
The Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford,

Conn., have lateh' received a number of or-

ders from foreign countries for their meas-

uring machine, and also a good many home
orders which indicates a growing interest

in accurate measurements. The shops are

fairly busy, mostly with .special tools.

There has been a fair demand for their

powerful milling machines, which do such

work as channeling side rods at one cut.

Some improvements have been made on
this machine lately which will make it

still more efficient.

There is a remarkabU- interesting thing

to be seen in the measuring instrument de-

partment, under charge of Mr. George M.
Bond. It is an absolutely plane surface

made of hardened steel. Those who have

examined the finest polished metal sur-

faces under powerful micro.scopes are

aware that the surface looks as ragged as

a plowed field. The surface which Mr.

Bond has finished, when examined under

a microscope which magnifies the diameter

150 times, is perfectly smooth and glossy.

Looked at with the naked eye, the steel

piece looks like a plate glass mirror.

Most railroad mechanics think that the

close measurements represented by thou-

sandths or tens of thousandths of an inch

are useless refinements that are of no prac-

tical use. They are of value principally in

the making of instruments for watchmak-
ing and other fine work, but nearly all

good mechanics work as closely as the

Ys'oo of ^fi inch, although the}' may not be
aware of it. Even the ra Jxtb of an inch can

be felt by an ordinary mechanic. The
measuring instrument was set to take in

an accurately finished plug. The man in

charge asked me to try the plug between
the slides. Then he moved the gage yjJns
of an inch, and asked. Is it larger or

smaller? The difference was quite per-

ceptible, and during a variety of trials

making the opening larger or smaller bv
the minute distance named, I had no diffi-

culty in telling the changes correctly.

They have plugs made to fit accurately

drilled holes. One plug is an exact fit, the

other is ,|j'jj5 inch smaller. The difference

in the fit is so apparent to the touch that

a close working machinist would think

that a rod bolt with the same amount of

play was too loose.

Men accustomed to fine mechanical work
often become surprisingly accurate in

measuring by the sense of touch alone. A
well known mechanical engineer visited

an office in New York one day, and fell to

talking about the difficulty of purchasing

steel balls for bicycle work which were
perfectly true. He had a pocket full of

balls and a micrometer gage to prove that

the balls were not true. To surprise his

auditors he began rolling a ball between

his fingers and then identifying by the

sense of touch a flat spot. The micrometer

gage proved that there was a spot about

T505IT of an inch flat at the point he indi-

cated. The same thing was done with
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other balls. Two machinists who were

present were not impressed with the per-

formance as being anything extraordinary.

One of them took a ball and also rolled it

between his fingers and pointed out the

flat spot. He did the same thing with all

the other balls. The other machinist, who
had never worked on very fine finishing,

next tried his hand at finding the flat

spots and succeeded with several of the

balls. We commend this testing of balls

as an amusement for young mechanics.

A. S.

i i i
During a recent visit to the E. Horton

& Sons Co.'s works at Windsor Locks,

Conn., we learned from Mr. Bailey, the

president of the company, that they have

been kept fairly bus}', lately, with foreign

orders. The Horton chuck is remarkably

well known abroad, and not a few shops

in Europe make very close imitations of

the original designs. Imitators, however,
seldom produce an article that is equal to

the original, and purchasers in Europe
understand this very well, hence the de-

mand for the genuine Horton chuck.
They make the lathe chuck in twenty-two
sizes, beside special forms of chucks for

drill presses and other purposes.

^ i i
Through the labors of President Egan,

of the J. \. Fay & Egan Co., of Cincin-

nati, and a few others, a manufacturers'

association was formed, for the purpose of

looking after the interests of .\mcrican

manufacturers. This association met in

convention at Washington a month ago,

and representatives were present from all

the industrial centers of the country. .\

permanent organization was formed and
officers elected. The principal work of

the association will be to aid in the devel-

opment of export trade and to cultivate

sentiment in favor of reciprocity treaties.

i i ^
At one of the railroad club meetings

Mr. John Mackenzie, superintendent of

motive power of the N. Y. C. & St. L.,

made some remarks which explains how it

comes that railroad companies are showing
themselves so favorable to the proposed

change of rules which will make owners

of cars responsible for all repairs. He
said: " The principal point which inter-

ests us is the responsibility of car owners,
Mr. Barr shows that private car owners
pay less than 40 per cent, of the expense of

taking care of their cars. The question then
naturally arises : Who pays the remaining
60 per. cent.? The answer is, the railroad
companies. This being the case, why
should we not adopt a rule to make the
car owners responsible for the defects of
their cars ?

"

i i i
The Erie people report having obtained

remarkably good service from driving

boxes made of Magnus metal, which were
placed under a ten-wheel engine. After

making ii!,8oo miles, the engine had to be
taken in for a general overhauling, and
the driving boxes were found in such good
order that they were refitted and put back.
The master mechanic expects that the
boxes will make 100,000 miles more. The
metal is made bv the Bradv Metal Co.,
New York.



liamar's Air-Brake Puzzle.

Editors :

For the benefit of the air-brake "doc-

tors" who read the columns of your jour-

nal, would be pleased to have the follow-

ing published :

In stating the facts as actually occurred,

and for convenience, we will designate the

cars as Nos. i and 2. A passenger train

consisting of baggage car and two coaches

arrived at a relay point ; the two coaches

were placed in siding, engine and baggage

car detached from coaches and moved
some distance away ; coaches remained

standing ; after lapse of few minutes

brakes suddenly applied and released on

car No. i in same manner as making or-

dinary service stop, while at same time

car No. 2 was not affected. In examining

train pipe, cross over pipe and branch

pipe leading to conductor's valve, no leaks

were found ; hose couplings also perfectly

tight. What caused the brakes to apply

and release in car No. i and not affect car

No. 2, train pipe being perfectly intact as

far as leaks were concerned ?

Allatita, Ga. W. T. Ham.\k,

Road Foreman Engines, So. Ry.

^ i i
Kink for Planing Out Fluted Rodf.

Editors :

Having taken pleasure as well as profit

from reading the Shop Kinks in your valu-

able paper, furnished you from time to

time by our brother craftsmen throughout

the entire continent, I thought some fore-

man might not have a milling machine

and at the same time have a set of side rods

he would like to flute. We have been put-

ting on fluted side rods, and not having a

milling machine I set to work to design

the planer attachment, as shown by the

inclosed sketch. The material in the rods

was very tough and hard pulling for the

planer, but with this kink we made a good
job and did it as quickly as it could

have been done on a milling machine.

A is a wrought iron plate of suitable

thickness, width and length. Holes are

drilled in it so the plate will slip over the

studs on tool attachment, removing the

tool clamps, of course. Holes must be

drilled out of center of plate as much as

the width of the flute, so the tool will

move across the rod before the arm B
strikes the rod. After the plate A has

been shoved over studs, the planer tool is

put in place and the clamp C put on to

hold the tool in position. Now we have

two arms, /.', riveted to plate ^. as shown

in sketch, bent so the ends will be well

in advance of the tool, and in the end

of the arms is a 4-inch roller D. There are

four cams, E, made exactly the same. We
clamped these on the face plate of our

wheel lathe and bored them so the radius

where the rollers E rolled on would be the

same. Now the cams are bolted down to

the planer bed, and placed in position so

they will raise and lower the tool at the

proper time. In order to make the cams
rigid we blocked under them, as shown in

sketch.

Now, it is obvious that when
the rollers D come in contact

with the cams E they will roll up

on one end, and by so doing will

give the tool a circular motion,

raising the tool out, and when
tool is commencing to cut at the

other end of rod the cams will al-

low the tool to dip, giving the

erally with uniform results. In such a

test, however, it will be found that as a

rule all cars are working brakes and have

been put in good order, if not already so.

In trying this matter some years ago I found

that with a three-car train about, if I re-

member correctly, one and one-half pounds

were gained by this practice ; but take an

engine in motion and with the ordinary

equipment, how near would a man come to

the line between quick-action or partial

service application if he should suddenly

tool the same circular motion at both ends.

The plate A and arms B work on the

hinge motion of tool head, just the same as

the tool would without the attachment.

Ionia, Mich. W. T. Rupert,
Act'g M. M., D., L. & N. R.R.

© ^ ^
Air=Brake Emergencies—Terminal ln =

spection—Ice and Grief.

Editors :

While very busy at present, I cannot re-

sist the impulse to reply in part to the article

contributed by our Texas friend, on page S7,

in regard to returning brake-valve handle

to lap after an emergency application. It

is a fact that while a train is standing with

gages on brake cylinder and auxiliary

reservoir, the air can be choked in the

train pipe by returning to lap immediately

after sufficient shock or reduction is had

in train line to start the quick-action, gen-
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come on a pile of rocks, or a tree across the

tracks? It might be a switch was open on

a siding, and the manipulator, coming
around a curve, without positive instruc-

tions to get that brake-valve handle round

and leave it there in case of emergencies,

might get mixed and try to get back to

lap, and if the notch between running po-

sition and lap did not stick out about as

far as the handle itself, would be apt to get

over into release position, especially if a

pair of wheels were on the ties, or any

such little incident that sometimes calls for

prompt action.

The point is, that with cars cut out, some

perhaps with plain triples and often partial

obstructions in the train line; some pistons

traveling twelve inches, some five ; some

brakes leaking below train-line pressure

and releasing ; some out of order—and the

implicit confidence that this order of

things begets ; the amount necessary to

bring about quick action would vary so

much that the results would not pay for

the risks incurred, particularly if a suit

arose and it was found such a thing had

been attempted. In the present condition



of the air brake, I believe this practice to

be very dangerous. It may be that in the

future an opening will be made in the

brake valve, in such a way that merely

throwing brake-valve handle to full emer-

gency position will surely bring about

quick action with the equipment then in

use; but in such a case this action will, in

all probability, throw out a catch, or lock

the valve in such a way that it cannot be

moved back past lap until the catch has

been returned to its place. No doubt this

would prove beneficial where the emer-

gency was being needlessly used—water

tank stops, for instance—but a man with

one eye sizing up a dangerous situatioti.

and the other hunting up a soft place to

light at, has little time to say farewell in,

and is not apt to watch the notches on the

brake valve very closely; and it appears

essential that in such appliances the prin-

ciple should apply that a single move in

one direction only should be required to

operate them in a crisis. The instructions

here are to " use the emergence' brake only

when necessary," and then go for it with-

out hesitation, but attempt no funny work
while in doubtful situations, as I have

often been told to "take the safe side and
run no risks."

Brother Wood is on the right track, and
I can assure him that I feel for him. For
some reason there is seemingly a marked
antipathy to a safe terminal test of brakes

by those responsible for the movement of

trains in yards and depots, and I have at-

tributed it to the fact that the majority of

those men earned their positions while

yards were operated under different con-

ditions, before the system of air brakes as

now used, and the method of educating

those who repair and operate it, had been
inaugurated. (Moral—educate them, too.)

As an instance of the general disinclina-

tion to care for the airbrake, manifested in

this respect, perhaps it has been noticed

that during the recent heavy snows, while

switching passenger cars, the hose coup-

ling was often allowed to drag through the

snow, and when filled was united to other

couplings, the angle cocks opened, and
the snow blown through the train line,

undoing, in many instances, the work of

cleaning done during the previous autumn.

One very cold morning lately, I was out in

the yard about daybreak (and, by the

way, an inspector who is not aware of what
is going on between 3 and 8 a. m. sees re-

sults afterward where he should have seen

causes before). An engine was coupled to

a train, and the plug in the angle cock

worked so tight that it was turned with a

coal pick (in line, of course, with Friend

Wood's remarks), and tested—the air did

not act as though it had a free passage.

Getting a chance to examine this angle

cock at noon, when it was warm, I found
it worked easily. Unscrewing the bottom
cap, the spring cavity w'as found filled with

ice just melting; this when freezing had
expanded and forced the key or plug up
into the body of the angle cock. The pre-

ventative would have been to drain all

places where water deposits and keep the

hose hung up. The first was the fault of the

inspectors, the second the fault of whoever
uncoupled the hose—generally the yard

crew who shift them and leave them in

this condition, because they have no time

to fool with them when the train is liable

to be late getting oflf. On this account, I

expect to find this summer many leaking

angle cocks that otherwise would not have

to be accounted for.

Roanoke, \'a. George Holmes.

i i i
Air=Cylinder Jacket and Guard.

Editors :

I take pleasure in sending you a blue-

print of the air cylinder of a Westinghouse
air pump, showing the air cylinder jack-

eted with perforated steel, and the lower

valve chamber cap protected from grease

and dirt by a shield (as shown in shaded

section at lower right-hand corner of cut).

By removing the wood lagging and

Russia iron jacket, and putting on the

perforated jacket, the air cylinder is kept

much cooler and the capacity of the pump
increased. The expense of keeping the

pump in repair is correspondingly re-

duced.

The lower valve chamber shield keeps

the oil and dirt that accumulates on the

side of the pump and runs down into the

lower air-chamber cap, from being drawn

into the cylinder and air passages. This

allows the valves to be kept clean and to

wear equal with the upper valves.

The perforated jacket should be fitted

closely between the flanges of the cylinder,

and is held in position by the usual Russia

iron bands.

The lower air-chamber cap shield is a

thin brass casting, fitted neatly against

the under side of the air-chamber collar,

and is held in position by two of the pump
head bolts.

These additions to the air pump have
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given such good satisfaction that I take

pleasure in recommending their general

use, F. W. Williams,
Mach. ShopF'man, M. &St. L. R.R.

Miinicapolis, Minn.

Does Full Throttle and Close Cut=off

Have Anything To Do With
Worn Tires?

Editors :

In your December issue is published a

letter from D. O. Smith, M. M. of the M.

& O. R.R., relative to the wearing of tires

caused by excessive compression, etc. As
I have had some opportunities to note the

causes of various kinds of worn tires, I

long since came to the conclusion that cer-

tain flat tires and many other ailments of

locomotive machinery were caused by the

same "close cut-oflf and full throttle," as

Mr. Smith terms it.

I presume the flat spots that Mr. Smith
has reference to are those found on the

tires immediately behind the right crank

pin and on the quarter ahead of the left

crank-pin, or on lower quarter with engine

on forward center.

These flat spots are largest and appear

earlier on the middle wheels of six-wheel

coupled engines carrying high steam press-

ure, and the higher the rate of speed the

sooner will the spots appear, I have seen

them show up in six weeks after the tires

had been turned, and I have also noted, as

Mr. Smith states, that the engineer who
ran his engine closest to the center was the

one that had the flattest tires.

The conclusions of Mr. Smith as to the

influence of the vertical lift of the counter-

balance is, I think, correct. As you will

readily see, the flat spots appear on the

wheels at a point where the centers are

just passed, and the steam pressure on

pistons is greatest also where the vertical

lift of the counterbalance would cause the

adhesive power to be the least. I believe

that at this point, when engines are run-

ning at a high rate of speed, the engine slips

and wears the tires flat. As soon as they

become worn thej- begin to pound. Then
comes "loose eccentrics," "hot pins,"

broken spring-hangers and hard-riding

engines.

As a general rule, I find accompanjing

these flat tires
'

' leaky steam chests and

cylinder heads front and back, also many
broken cylinder heads," broken crank

pins on main wheels that show breakage

from front of pin back ; also, that pin had

been cracked a little at a time.

During the past five years there has been

considerable trouble on roads using the

shallow fireboxes, on account of flues

leaking, causing engines to steam poorly.

In order to get .steam, nozzles have been re-

duced in diameter sufficient to make steam

irrespective of compression in cylinder. In

this we have another contribution to causes

for flat tires and hard-riding engines ; also,

poor records for coal consumption.

.4/looiia. Wis. W. E. Amann.



" Feeling " Brakes — Freezing — inde-

pendent Driver Bralces.

Editors :

February- number of Locomotive En-

gineering contains reference to two or

three subjects that I beg to touch on

briefly. The article captioned "The Farce

of Inspecting Brakes at Terminal Stations
"

is a chapter from life. Why would it not

do to instruct incoming engineers at divi-

sion terminals to stop their trains with a lo

or i2-pound reduction, and when the train

is stopped, to draw off ten pounds more

and /caz't' it off
.'

If, after coupling on the relief engine the

engineer succeeds in releasing the brakes

left set, it is fair evidence that the angle

cocks are open and that the triples are

operative. This is my practice in freight

service, when engine is cut off to do local

work on road, or pick up cars to fill out.

Of course, where passenger trains are

made up ample time should be used to test

brakes fully. "Feeling" train brakes,

either freight or passenger, after you pull

out and before you swing into full speed is

the best test after all. If you notice your

train drags and slackens speed after making
a 7 or 8-pound reduction, you can be cer-

tain that you "have them," and besides,

you made the test yourself, alone and un-

aided. I do not think it denotes lack of

confidence to feel your brakes after you

get away from the depot where engines

were changed ; or that looking at your

gage just before you shut off to stop is an

indication of nervousness.

J. F. Barrett mentions a brake failure

that is common in winter time north, viz.

:

The freezing of union that connects pipe

from pump to main reservoir.

This is a dangerous ailment, for the rea-

son that it creeps on you when you least

expect it. Mr. Barrett gives no reason for

this complaint. I have found it occur only

where brass is used to make nipple and

union nut. This metal seems to be a

superior conductor to iron, and concen-

trating a degree of cold at this point col-

lects the moisture that is carried over with

the air, in the form of ice, gradually clos-

ing up the passage. For well-known rea-

sons an enlarged opening at the point of

discharge may cause a reduction of tem-

perature, but a change in material will

usually freeze the water where it belongs

—

at the bottom of the reser\-oir.

I am with Shaffner and his independent

engine brake for freight service, " com-

pletely and unconditionally ;" and while

it is more than a luxury on mountain

grades, it will pa}' for itself in a short time

on ordinary' roads, more especially in saggy

divisions, or where the trains are held by
both hand and air brakes together. The
truss-rods on engines, draft rigging on cars,

as well as links and pins that it does not

tear apart are legion ; and as to breaking

in two—well ! it is an enemy of Form 547

( Accident Report).

Eugene McAuliffe.
Springfield, Mo.

Trusses for Weigliing Counterbalance.

Editors :

One subject that has received as much
attention lately in mechanical papers as

any other, is " Balancing Locomotive Driv-

ers," and almost ever}- paper has a dia-

gram showing the effects of over or under-

balanced engines on the rails.

There will be an article giving rules and

diagrams, showing how to get the center

of gravity, or telling how much of the re-

ciprocating weight to balance, and lots of

other information. But it has never been

my good fortune to see described a pair of

trusses that would do to weigh a pair of

wheels on and be sure that they were right

w-hen you had them done.

Those shown here may not be the best,

but they are so far ahead of the ones we
used to have, and the plans I have seen

used in what are supposed to be good

shops, that I think they are about perfect.

The trouble with wooden trusses with

straight edges nailed on, is that there is no

way to take up the spring that is sure to

come when the wheels are put on, and to

build up blocks takes up almost all the

room that there is between a pair of wheels,

and the weight will spring then, the same

as the wooden trusses.

The base of the ones here shown is the

same as the base of skeleton jacks, but

shorter. The base plate is i x 3 in. outside

diameter, the legs of i%-\n. round iron,

II in. between shoulders; the top is the

regular jack nut, but in.stead of having a

thread nut in it, it is bored out i } | in.

The jaw is 6 in. deep, sides i x 3 in. ; the

screw is ij^'x 14 in., with one nut 1% in.

thick. The bar that connects the two jaws

is 26 in. long, i x 6 in. , and hung well down
in the jaws. Plane a groove in the upper

edge y'i!
in. wide and i in. deep, in this put

a steel straight edge ^ x l '^ x 26 in., planed

parallel, fasten in with three rivets, drill-

ing holes in the straight edge !s in. larger

than rivets. The holes through the plate

should be % in. larger than the rivets that

fpsten it to the jaws—then there will be no

bind. It is well to put a thin nut on lower

end of screw—then it cannot be lifted out.

One of these trusses complete weighs 250

pounds and is not liable to be carried off

and used for other purposes.

The way we use them is to jack the

wheels up high enough to let them under

the axle, having the wheels clear the rails

about 3 in.—then lower the wheels down
on the trusses ; then with a wrench and

level proceed to level them up. These
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plates are stiff enough so that there will

not be any spring. One other advantage

of these—they do not take up ver\' much
room, and eccentrics need not be moved
out of place more than one inch.

W. \. Robertson.
Cedar Rapids, la.

^ ® i
The Folly of Recliarging Before Emer-

gency Application.

Editors :

In the editorial affi.x to an air-brake

letter published in the February num-

ber, I notice that "many men who have

studied up, figure that they can stop

better if they recharge and then go to

emergency, which is dangerous practice in

a close place," and which has reference to

cases where sudden emergency arises while

brakes are in operation on service applica-

tion.

In making an emergency application,

the rapid action of the brakes and resultant

increase of power is caused by, first, a full

stroke of the triple piston, and then an

action of the emergency valve that allows

train-pipe pressure to enter the brake

cylinder and fill it, and equalize with it

before the auxiliary reser\-oir air has had

time to feed into the cylinder—really, a

"straight-air" application in addition to

the automatic principle, and acting before

the auxiliary reservoir has discharged its

pressure to the brake cylinder.

When the emergency valve opens, and

train-pipe air is admitted to the brake

cylinder, the higher the pressure is in the

train pipe the greater will be the braking

power in the cylinder—naturally—and

knowing it to be so, has caused many
engineers and other air-brake men to be-

lieve that after a service application has

been made, and an emergency arises, by

returning the brake valve to releasing posi

tion, admitting the high pressure of the

main reser\-oir to the train pipe, and im

mediately throwing the valve to emer

gencv, this high pressure of air in the train

pipe will enter the brake cylinder and sup-

ply a quick and greater braking power

than may be obtained by at once moving

the brake valve to the emergency position

when a quick stop is necessary. The same

principle is involved in a case where we

are running along on the road with brakes

released and charged, and danger looming

up ahead ; we throw the brake valve to full

release for an instant, and charge the

train pipe with the excess pressure of the

main reservoir, before making an emer-

gency application.

A year or so ago this subject was dis-

cussed in the Loeomotive Engineers' Jour-

nal, and, I believe, in this paper, too, by

men who ought to have understood the

matter. Some of them really asserted that

by moving the valve handle to the ex-

treme left, and then quickly to the extreme

right, a greater brake power would develop,

than to obey the Westinghouse instruction

book and go directly to emergency ;
but



most writers expressed a belief that '

' while

it might be possible to gain brake ]M)wer

that way, it was uncertain and," as the

editors say, "a dangerous practice in a

close place."

But there can lie nothing uncertain about

it, and I have often wondered why the

editors of the publications containing

letters that disseminated such a dangerous

theorj' allowed the matter to be finally

dropped, unexplained, and admitting an

uncertainty.

It is bad braking, when it isn't absolutely

dangerous, to make a premature release;

as to au}' possible benefit that might ac-

crue, there is none. Of course, it isn't

a/zt'ays possible on a fast run to stop ex-

actly square with the water spout or the

coal chute without getting the brakes on

a little too hard and having to make a

momentary release, and, after making such

release, ever}- engineer knows that before

the brakes will again apply, a much greater

volume of air must be discharged at the

brake valve than the amount discharged

at the previous application. That is be-

cause in releasing his brakes he filled the

train pipe with a greater pressure than that

in the auxiliary reservoirs—necessary, in

order to release the brakes—and to again

apply the brakes, he must reduce the train-

pipe pressure to less than that in the auxil-

iary reservoirs, in order to cause the triple

valves to be moved to the position for ap-

plying the brakes in making an ordinary

stop ; but to make an emergency stop, a

still greater amount of air must be drawn
from the train pipe before the pressure in

the auxiliaries will be able to overcome the

resistance of the graduating springs.

This graduating spring isn't very stiff;

it don't require that a large volume of air

shall be drawn from the train pipe in order

that the auxiliary air may force the triple

piston to compress it. If the pressures in

auxiliary reservoir and train pipe are

equalised, a rather light, but short, quick

discharge will have the effect of an emer-

gency application, as every engineer knows
who has dipped into the emergency a little

bit when he was in a hurry and didn't in-

tend to do it, or who has to handle quick

action brakes with a three-way cock.

Now, to get any action of the emergency

valves, the pressure in the train pipe must
be reduced to less than that in the auxil-

iary reservoirs, and if the brake valve has

been returned to release position after

drawing off air at service stop, every ounce
of air that has been restored to the train

pipe must be discharged before the train-

pipe pressure is at an equilibrium with the

auxiliary air, and then you are just where
you were before recharging your train pipe,

with the exception that the triple valve

released some of your brake cylinder press-

ure when you " recharged," and the brake

power is thereby lessened, instead of in-

creased. The releasing air is not permit-

ted to stay in the train pipe long enough
to recharge the partially discharged auxil-

iary reservoirs. If it was, it would divide

the operation of the brake into two separ-

ate stops, or applications.

Suppose we have our engine coupled to

but one car, and it has a quick-action

brake. The engineer's valve is of the

latest pattern and feeds 70 pounds to the

train pipe and allows 100 poimds to the

main reservoir. After pumping up this

pressure, we quickly discharge a volume of

air from the brake valve, at emergency

stop, that would not amount to more than

a 7-pound reduction with plain automatic

triple valves ; but the car brake will apply

in emergency style and use train-pipe air

to assist the auxiliarv pressure in forcing

out the brake piston. Now, if there had

been 80 pounds of air in the train pipe at

the moment of application, could not we
have thrown a greater pressure from the

train pipe to the brake cylinder ? Not un-

less the auxiliary pressure was also in ex-

cess 0/ yo pounds. It is the pressure of air

contained in the auxiliary reservoir that

causes automatic application of the brakes

from either service or emergency stop.

This fact should be kept in mind.

But suppose, again, that our first appli-

cation of the brake was a ser\'ice discharge

of 10 pounds, and then an emergency con-

fronting us, we find that we must use our

greatest brake power and stop immedi-

ately; let us "recharge" and go to emer-

gency, and see what advantage there is.

.\fter making the sen-ice reduction of 10

pounds, there were 60 pounds left in the

train pipe and about the same pressure in

the auxiliary after equalization. We throw

our brake valve to full release and admit

the 100 pounds pressure of the main reser-

voir to the train pipe, with which it w-ill

equalize to, say, 95 pounds. But we don't

leave the valve in that position long

enough to recharge the auxiliary reservoir;

the pressure in the auxiliary is still 5o

pounds, while that in the train pipe is 95

pounds, and before the triple valve will

move to appl}- the brake, at either service

stop or emergency, we must discharge

something over 35 pounds of air from the

train pipe, thus delaying brake action,

while during the time that the 35 pounds

of air are being discharged, the triple valve

is exhausting the contents of the brake

cylinder. Thus, the brake power de-

creases, and when the emergency feature

of the quick-action triple gets in its work
there is no greater pressure in the train

pipe than there was before recharging.

Of course, some little air feeds through

into the auxiliary reservoir, but not enough

to amount to anything, or to call it a re-

charge.

After making an application of the

brakes, don't release them unless }-ou are

sure that you will have time to recharge

them before making another application.

If, in creeping up, or, more especially,

dropping drown, to a water tank, it is ap-

parent that the brakes were applied too

heavily and that you are going to stop too

soon, they will have to be released ; the

best air-brake operators on the road can't
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always make a down-hill stop on a

"chalk line" with consecutive applica-

tions and no release. But, if a premature

rek-aseniust be made, don't leave the brake

valve in the releasing position any longer

than it takes to move the triples, and the

instant you hear the sound of the brakes

releasing, pull the handle back and lap the

valve. This will save main reservoir press-

ure and prevent the train pipe from filling

with a greater pressure than is contained

in the auxiliaries, for. from the time of lap-

ping the valve until making another appli-

cation the train-pipe air will nearly, or

quite, equalize with that in the auxiliaries,

if the valve is lapped quickly after releas-

ing.

The last paragraph refers to the use of

any and all Westinghouse triple valves,

plain automatic or quick-action, and it

should be remembered that it is a bad

thing in air braking to ever have the air in

the train pipe at any considerably higher

pressure than the pressure of the auxiliary

reservoirs, because, this excess of pressure

must be gotten rid of and train-pipe air

reduced to a lower pressure than that of the

auxiliary reservoirs, before brake action

begins, either at sei~vice stop or emergency.

Tcnr Haute, fnd. Will W. Wood.

Putting in Driving Springs.

Editors :

Referring to "Orange Poimd's " com-

munication in your February number,

giving description of his method of apply-

ing driving springs and replacing Itangers

on the road, and his request if there is a

better way he would like to have it, I will

assume to offer some suggestions on the

subject to help him out. If he will change

the conditions, he will find his appliance

useless, except his method of raising the

engine, and this he can do with less trouble

by running the driving wheel up on a

wedge. If he will raise his engine so that

bottom of driving box rests on the pedestal

brace, and the springs are properly de-

signed, they can be applied, as well as

hangers without disconnecting equalizers,

or the use of a hook and lever to pull them

down, as he describes, and much time and

hard work saved. L. C. NOBLE.
I'ittsburgh, Pa.

In our last issue we published and cred-

ited to the American Machinist an article

on " Locomotives Built Last Year," which

was prepared by the Railroad Gazette and

first appeared in that paper. We have

several times collected information similar

to that which was in the article referred to,

and know that it involves a great deal of

hard work. Mr. W. H. Boardman, in di-

recting our attention to the mistake,

which, however, was not ours, intimates

that the article cost them as much as tw-o

pages of half-tone cuts would cost, and we
do not think that his estimate is unrea.son-

able.



Broken Rails.

BY JOSEPH ANTHONY.
When an account of a railroad wreck,

caused by a broken rail, appears in the

newspapers, it is liable to be classed as an

unavoidable accident. A country paper

lately, in giving an account of one, closed

as follows: "No blame attaches to any

one. It is one of those unforeseen acci-

dents that cannot be provided against, and

which is liable to occur on anj' one of our

railroads at any time during the winter

season." This is all wrong; and in the

interest of all concerned, the truth as to

the matter should be known and be uti-

lized. When a disaster from this source

takes place the question should naturally

arise, How do rails break ? or more cor-

rectly. How do rails resist breaking ?

Is it not this wa\- ? The function of a

rail, as a path on which car wheels run, is

that of a beam or girder resting on sup-

ports or piers, at sucli distances apart as is

determined by the rail's height, the tensile

strength of its foot, the bottom chord, and

the compressive resistance of its head, the

top chord. While the supported load is

immediately over a pier or sleeper, the real

functions of the top and bottom chords,

as chords, are not brought into use, but

rather both these parts, and the web con-

necting them, sustains only a compressive

force, a force which, when applied at such

points, all rails are abundantly able to

bear. There has been no rail broken in

any track except when it has been subjected

to strains other than those tending to

crush it.

This condition of things, however, is

far from obtaining when the load rests on

the girder between its supporting piers, the

sleepers ; here, as is well known, the strains

exerted are two, one to compress the top

chord of the rail—its head, and the other

to stretch its bottom chord—its foot. If

the web of the rail is of sufficient vertical

stiffness to keep these two members duly

apart, that is, to keep the form of the gir-

der intact, and the strains brought to bear

on its top and bottom chords are not of

sufficient intensity to rupture either of

them, no breakage takes place and all is

well.

It may be asked, seeing that the ele-

ments as to compressive resistance, tensile

strength, weight of load and distance

apart of the supports, as applied to

weighted girders elsewhere, are matters

so well understood, why railroad rails,

acting as girders as thev do, are not thus

duly proportioned, and with a like margin

of strength, a like factor of safety. Why
should such an important engineering

work as a railroad track be an exception to

all else ? Why should those calculations

which insure safety in other structures be

left out of the track's mechanism ?

Paradoxical as it may seem, I assert that

they are not left out. In a broad way, all

the data involved in the case, is figured

out and applied with such resultant num-
bers and forms as are sufficient for all

needs. That is to say, the rails are suf-

ficiently strong and the supports are suf-

ficiently numerous for all practical pur-

poses for which they were designed.

The answer, then, as to wh}- failures so

often take place, is to be looked for else-

where, and it is to be found in the fact

that the relatedness of the girders, that in-

timate and perfect relatedness which should

exist between them and the piers designed

to support them, is not maintained and

does not exist as a working fact.

While ordinary sleepers may be called

piers and should perform the functions of

such, they do not do so, and the failure

has its origin here. As little leaks will

surely sink the largest ship, so here, the

deviations from the plumb line of mechani-

cal integrity wrecks our trains.

To however even a surface the succes-

sive piers may first be brought, and how
equally distributed over them the load may
be, the)- do not remain in that condition.

An inevitable inequality as to the density

and the permanence of the ballast under

the sleepers ever allows and provides for

their unequal settling, and instead of hav-

ing piers of calculated, proper and known
distances apart and sustaining power, these

important functions in them soon become

vague and practically unknown. That

which is known for a certainty is only that

the rails are approximately in place and

that the sleepers are beneath them ; but

that there is maintained that constant, in-

timate and due relation which is necessary

for their successful united performance,

there is not the least certainty, and every-

one who is interested may know it.

A practical result of this state is : that

amon.g piers thus uneven, some of them

become as no piers at all, and the girder

which should and is supposed to have a

bearing on each of them has to span a dis-

tance greater than that which is due to its

load and to its sectional area. A girder

proportioned to cover only a short space is

used to cover a large one. Its factor of

safetv as a girder is absorbed, and what

can it do other than fail. Everything else

in mechanics breaks under like circum-

stances, and considering the interests that

are involved it seems the blindest of folly

to expect immunity here.

This want of due relation of rails and the

piers under them, may be further illus-

trated in this way : A railroad bridge

made to cross a wide stream is usually

composed of several spans, whose adjoin-

ing ends rest on suitable piers built up

from the river's bed. Well, suppose that

in the making of truss bridges, instead of

making them of separate lengths, from

pier to pier as now, it was cheaper to make
them long enough to cover several piers

;

that is to say, suppose the bridge resting

on its suitable piers should be one continu-

ous truss from abutment to abutment.

Now, suppose one of the piers under this

bridge should be washed away, or other-

wise fail to perform its office. While the

bridge would yet remain in its place, would
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any sane engineer still hold it to be safe

and use it for the road's regular traffic?

None but a negative answer can be given

to this question. Our gross and often fatal

mistake, as to due rail support, lies exactly

at this point, for none can successfully

deny but that with some sleepers sunken

and some of them raised and all made

rigidly immovable by frost, a like set of

conditions is furnished under our rails as

is furnished in our supposed pier-sunken

bridge. In all such cases, and they are

numberless in the season when rails do

most break, the danger line is far passed,

and the real wonder is that there are so

few wrecks rather than that there are so

many.

In warm climates these mentioned un-

evennesses do not become so marked, and

hence accidents attending them are pro-

portionately few ; in winter, however, in

cold climates, they become numerous and

disastrous in their results.

There are other causes wh\' rails do not

rest on their due and supposed supports.

Aside from the unequal support received

from the sleepers, due to the settling of

some or to the heaving by frost of others

of them, the rails themselves acquire a

tendency to rest only on their extreme

ends, and in fact become girders with no

intermediate supports. This feature is

termed crowning of the rails, and is due

to the elongation of the top chord by the

pressure of the rolling wheels, as pie crust

is rolled out by the pastry cook's rolling-

pin. The bottom chord not being subjected

to such elongation, and both chords being

tied together by the web, a compromise is

effected between them, the top chord not

rising as high as it would and the bottom

one rising higher than is normal to it. The
resultant form of a rail in use is thus more

or less an arched one, and we find again

that it does not duly rest on its supposed

piers.

By the complete and whole girder

capacity of a rail, if one pier, say under

the central portions of its length, settles a

trifle, a part of the weight due to it is

transferred to the adjacent piers. At the

ends of the rails, however, the joints, this

girder capacity of the whole rail com-

pletely ends. It is true that there are vari-

ous devices for so-called splicing the rails,

but there has been none yet brought out

that joins them with the same strength, no

more nor no less, at all portions of the

wheel's path along them. However miti-

gating the several splices may be in re-

lieving the .sleepers immediately beneath

the joint of their excessive loads, due to

want of practical continuit)- of the rail,

they are continually- being depressed more

than their neighbors are, and, in freezing

so, become of anvil-like rigidity for the

wheels to spend their otherwise innocent,

but now destructive, force upon. Another

cause is thus found why rails do not

evenly and securely rest on all the sup-

ports that it is inferred they do.

.\ttempts are sometimes made to fill up



the spaces that occur between the sleepers

and the rails by the method of shimming.
There are reasons why this practice is ineffi-

cient and of only partial worth. The irregu-

larities to be shimmed are varied, and the

exact thickness of the needed shim can-

not always be determined, and much less

be had. There are no means of fastening

the shims in place, and worse than all, be-

tween the last shim used and a sleeper on

which the rail next rests, there may inter-

vene in its length an unsupported space

that is dangerously long, and which may
tax it quite beyond its power of endurance.

The places where shims are needed most
may be, and generally are, covered with

snow and ice ; the force of trackmen em-

ployed in winter is generally less than in

summer, and what with the duties of such

as are retained, in clearing not only the

main line from snow and ice, but the yards

and switches also, they have scant time

and less inclination to dig to the base of

each needy rail within the limits of their

section. If shimming is effective why do

tracks on which it is practiced ever fail ?

The whole matter is a makeshift, a delusion

and a snare. Of course, duly raising a

sleeper itself at such times is wholly out

of the question.

The practical summing again is, that

from all the agencies involved the rails

are found to not evenly and securely rest

on the piers as it is supposed they do.

There are some mechanical methods of

illustrating the practical workings of this

inequality of rail support that can only be

shown by occular demonstration. There
are others by which some idea as to what
the rail's feelings, so to speak, may be

under the treatment to which it is sub-

jected in its unequally supported state,

and of the results that are likely to ensue

from the same cause. This treatment may
be summed up by the word blows ; that

is, to hammer, to pound, we say, the blows
of a car wheel. There is not only the

great momentum of these blows to be re-

sisted but their suddenness in connection

has to be remembered. Indeed it is this

last that is the chief factor in the matter,

for many times the load that so suddenly

breaks a rail, if let down on it gradually,

would be entirely harmless.

As to one phase of blows, let a person

smartly strike the palm of his open hand
on a bare board or table and note the sen-

sations. The sudden arresting of the hand
on the table is quite like the same arrest-

ing of the un.supported portions of a rail

on the solid sleeper beneath it. While the

rail may not feel the stinging sensations

that the hand does, the concentrated and
intense vilirations set up in it, granulating

and making it brittle, is well typified by
the hand's smarting pains. When this is

sensed, lay the open palm flat on the table

and bear heavih- on it with the other.

Under almost any weight thus exerted

there will be felt no stinging sensations as

before, and equally absent will be the in-

jury to any rail from any simple pressure

it may bear, if it, too, rests on all the sup-

ports that it is supposed it does.

This aspect of blows, too, may be well

sensed by driving a nail. A nail may be

easily made to penetrate a board by the

simple momentum of the falling hammer
;

a small force applied to its descent and in

guiding it, suffices to do that which many
times the force would fail to do by simple

pressingon the nail's head. If a rail is not

sought to be broken, weight it, within due

limits, but do not hammer it ; for if what

is hammered is not broken, the hammer
itself is liable to be.

There are many authorities as to the in-

jurious effects of sudden and shivering

blows on metals while under such strains

as are loaded car wheels and the rails on

which they run, and why they are not

heeded in cases like the one under consid-

eration seems to be due to the false im-

pression existing, not only on the part of

road officials but on the part of the pub-

lic also, an impression that the rails do

evenl)' and secureh' rest on ;ill the piers

that are provided for them.

Candy and railroad rails seem far from

being related, yet there is a marked
phenomenon common to both. The ex-

amples by which I have thus far sought

to show the effect of blows on rails, have

referred to cases where the rails did not

rest on some of the piers along the middle

portions of their length, and were suddenly

brought to bear on them by the wheel, and

if the rail did not break by being made a

girder of undue length, it was made liable

to breakage by being used as a hammer on

its rigid supports, and thus breaking itself

by its own sudden and shivering reac-

tions. The next illustration will be as to

those which are caused by a want of bear-

ing, immediately at the joints, and to do so

the phenomenon observed in making cand)'

is made use of. Those who have attended

on such occasions may have observed that

while the candy was in a proper stage as

to working and to temperature it could be

readily bent in any direction, while if a

sudden strain or blow was given it, it

would as readily fly into pieces. Under a

slow strain it would be as pliable as wax,

while under a sudden impulse it would be

as brittle as glass. This difference in its

demeanor did not lie in the candy, but lay

rather in the character of the strains which

were applied to it. Due strains such as

are legitimate to railroad rails, were harm-

less to it, while blows, or such sudden

forces as were equivalent to blows, were

destructive to it and arc alike destructive

to rails as well.

The philosophy of tliis seems to be that

the strains which to both, could they but

have had time to distribute themselves

over a sufficient area, would be harmless,

break them by being given so suddenly as

to concentrate themselves over smaller

areas than the tensile strength of such

areas will sustain. To avoid a break-down,

the sectional area of the material under

strain, whatever that material may be,
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must be in proportion to the strain it has

to bear. The suddenness of the strains

borne by the candy and by the rail under

review, have been out of due proportion

to the space into which they were concen-

trated, and hence the result.

Further, as to low joint support. If

there be the least space between the foot

of the rail and its support, the wheel on its

arrival instantly closes it by depressing

the end to the sleeper. Instantly, I know,

means instantly ; but the term is all un-

meaning, in that it falls quite short of

conveying to us a sense of what the actual

conditions are. If a train speed of but

thirty miles per hour consumes but the

merest fraction of a second in passing over

a foot in length of track, what shorter time

must it take to carry the pulsations over

thirty feet of a frosty rail by the wheel's

instantaneous contact with its end ? The
fact is, the pulsations cannot be so carried.

There is not time for such to be done. Be-

fore the inertia of the rail's mass, distant

from the generating blow, can be over-

come, the respective tensile and compress-

ive resistances of the rail's chords are

more than matched and the rail is broken,

and perhaps into several pieces.

An effect again of a sudden blow applied

at the end of a rail with sunken joint sup-

ports may be sensed by trying to vigorous-

ly use a horse whip while holding it at or

near its smaller end. The attempt is a

failure, because the inertia of the handle

end cannot be overcome and that part

practically remains unused. Thus, too, a

rail may be affected ; a cavity at the end

between it and one or two of the immediate

sleepers, with a next near one on which the

rail does rest and which thus forms a ful-

crum, furnishes the same conditions as to

strains on it as does the whip when used

as stated.

If we consider the whip to be of steely

hard metal, or, better yet, of glass, the idea

of how rails break under the conditions

which hereto w'e find them, conditions of

not resting evenly and securely on the sup-

ports as they are supposed to do, and con-

sequently conditions under which shiver-

ing blows are generated and given out, it

will be clear how rails break and as to the

nature of the remedy.

Blame for these breakages lies some-

where, and, to speak truly and plainly, it

lies solely in the insufficient attention to

the minutife involved in maintenance of

the original integrity of the rails as girders,

and the .sleepers under them as their sup-

porting piers. When this better attention is

given there will be no more broken rails.

Los Angeles, Cal.

g ^ g
Employes of the D., L. & W. road at

Elmira, N. Y., have organized what they

call an "Air Brake and Technical School,"

and propose to discuss (luestions that are

always coming up in railroad practice.

Such schools are valuable to the men and

the railroads, and the latter should be will-

ing to stand half the expense, at least.



Additional Information on Air=Brake
Handling—Examiner's Catechism.

By Clinton B. Conger.*

PREFACE.

The Air-Brake and Signal Instructions

approved by the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation is the most compact and perfect

short form of instruction yet issued.

Every employe who has any interest in the

air brake should possess a copy and care-

fully study it.

The questions and answers in this little

catechism are intended as additional in-

formation to enginemen, by taking up
points not treated on before. It has been
the aim to ask questions not found in the

M. C. B. book.

The questions from 42 to 90, inclusive,

are by an air-brake instructor of wide ex-

perience. They were intended for use in

examination for promotion to engineer,

and cover a pretty fair range of air brake
practice. There is nothing mysterious

about the operation of the air brake.

Each part has its own duty to perform.

Take each part by itself and study it up,

then get an idea of its relation to other

parts, and you will find out that it is easv.

You cannot learn it all at once, or in once
reading over an instruction book.

REMEMBER
That the compressed air stored in the

main reservoir is used to charge up the

train line and au.xiliary reservoirs, and that

it is used to release the brake. Do not

have any water in any reservoir, as it takes

up the room needed for air.

That the compressed air stored in auxil-

iary reservoir is used to set the brake.

There is an independent supply for each
brake. Keep a full supply in each auxil-

iary'.

That the brake is set by any reduction

of pressure in the train line, no matter
how it is made, if it is sufficient to move
the triple piston and valve.

That the train-line pressure must be
raised above the auxiliary pressure, or the

auxiliarj- pressure reduced by bleeding,

before the brake will release.

That you cannot recharge an auxiliary

reservoir until the exhaust port in triple is

wide open, unless air leaks past triple pis-

ton, as the feed port does not open till

after the exhaust port is open.

That a second application after release

does not set the brake as tight as the first

full application, unless the auxiliaries have
had time to recharge to standard pressure.

This takes from twenty-five to fortv-five

seconds.

That the excess pressure is always stored

in main reservoir.

That the small reservoir attached to

brake valve is put there to give a larger

supply of air to draw against for the pre-

liminary exhaust of brake valve.

That if your driver brake does not work
quickly and hold well with service appli-

* Copyrighted by Clinton B. Conger, Grand
Rapids, Mich., November, 1894.

cation, in 99 times out of 100 it is on ac-

count of a leak.

GET .\LL THE LEAKS FIXED.

That the cause of a hot pump is generally

a leak somewhere, or waste of air in operat-

ing the brake.

SAVE YOUR AIR AND RUN THE PUMP
SLOWI,Y.

That in all these questions and answers it

is understood—unless otherwise stated

—

that 70 pounds is the standard train-line

and auxiliary pressure
;
go pounds, main

reservoir pressure ; and 8 inches, the stand-

ard piston travel for all passenger, freight

and tender brake pistons. The brake pis-

ton travels an inch farther when train is

running than with a standing test.

Answers apply to Westinghoiise brake.

Q. I. Do you understand what is meant
by the equalizing discharge brake valve ?

Have we more than one pattern ?

A. Yes, we have two kinds of them in

service, called D-s and D-S, from the num-
ber of the plate on which it is illustrated

in the Westinghouse catalogue.

O. 2. Describe how it operates, and
what difference there is between the two
patterns ?

A. When it is used to set the brake, the

engineer lets a certain amount of air out

at preliminary exhaust and reduces the

pressure over the equalizing piston ; this

automatically opens a valve in train pipe,

and pressure there is reduced to about the

same amount whether the train is long or

short
; thus the brake is set on all cars

alike, as the train-line reduction is equal-

ized. The older pattern, D-8, has the ex-

cess-pressure valve in one side, where it

can be taken out when air is let out of train

pipe. This valve is held on its seat by a

spring, which is stiff enough to maintain
about 20 pounds difference between the

pressures in train line and main reservoir.

The pump governor is piped to train pipe

and set at 70 pounds. Each of these

valves uses a double hand gage and has a

small reservoir about 8 inches long con-

nected to it by a small pipe
; this equaliz-

ing reservoir is used to allow the cavity

over equalizing piston to hold more air, so

a more gradual reduction of pressure can

be made in this cavity.

The D-^ has a reducing or feed valve

attached in place of the excess pressure

valve, which is set to regulate the train-

line pressure at not over 70 pounds, and
holds the excess pressure in the main
reservoir ; with this valve the governor is

piped to main resen'oir and set at go

pounds. Either of these valves can also be
opened to let the air direct from the train

pipe to the atmosphere, which causes the
brake to go on suddenly and with full force.

Q. 3. Whatis the red hand of the gage
coupled to ?

A. The main reservoir pipe in the brake
valve, and it always shows the main reser-

voir pressure.

Q. 4. What is the black hand of the

double gage coupled to ?
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A. It is coupled to the pipe leading from
the brake valve to the brake valve reser-

voir, and it always shows the pressure

above the equalizing piston and in brake
valve reservoir.

Q. 5. Why is it coupled in this manner ?

A. When the engineer wishes to set the
brake, he reduces the pressure above the

equalizing piston a certain amount and
then closes the preliminary exhaust ; this

reduction over the equalizing piston allows

the train-pipe pressure to raise the piston,

which opens the train-pipe discharge, set-

ting the brake. As the engineer must know
exactly how much reduction of pressure he
makes, the black hand must show the

pressure above the piston, and nowhere
else, while making a service application.

Q. 6. In what position of brake valve

does it also show train-pipe pressure ?

A. When brake valve is in either full

release or running position.

Q. 7. Then the black hand does not
show the exact train-pipe pressure when
on lap, or past lap towards emergency ?

A. No, and }'ou can easily prove this

by placing the valve on lap and opening
the angle cock at rear of tender ; the train-

pipe pressure will drop to nothing at once,

which the black hand will not do ; if there

are no leaks in the brake valve and con-

nections to brake valve reservoir, it will not
drop any. Usually the equalizing piston

packing ring leaks a little
; this does little

harm.

O. 8. Why is this ?

A. Because when the valve is on lap,

the equalizing port which connects the

train pipe with cavity over piston and the

black hand, is closed, so there is no com-
munication between them. If the D-S is

placed on emergency so the running posi-

tion port in rotary is over this equalizing

port, the black hand will at once show
main reservoir pressure, and the hands
should be together. This is not shown
with the D-s valve, as these ports do not

meet each other.

Q. 9. When the Z?-c9 valve is on running
position, do the red and black hands show
the same pressure ?

A. Not always. The red hand should

show the most.

Q. 10. Why is this ?

A. Because the air from main reser\'oir

cannot get into the train line without go-

ing by the excess-pressure valve, and if

the spring in this valve is set at 20 pounds,

there will be 20 pounds more in the main
reservoir than in the train line, and the

gage will show it.

O. II. What is the advantage of carr}'-

ing this excess pressure.

A. When releasing brake, it supplies

the train pipe with a higher pressure than

brake was first set at ; this makes the

movement of all triples to release position

much quicker and surer. With a long

train, it is absolutely necessary for this pur-

pose. It recharges the auxiliaries quicker,

ready for the next application of the

brake. It charges empty cars quicker that



are taken on the train. When brakes

"creep on," they can be released at once

by placing the brake valve on full release

for a second or two, just long enough to

raise the triple to exhaust position and not

long enough to charge the reservoirs to a

higher pressure, then returning it to run-

ning position.

Q. 12. What difference between the

D-S and D-^ valves in regard to carrying

this excess pressure ?

A. With D-S valve placed in " running

position," you get the excess pressure be-

fore the train line begins to raise any, no

matter at what pressure you start, as the

main reservoir pressure must raise enough
first to get by the excess valve before go-

ing into train line. With D-^, both press-

ures raise together till train line stands

at 70 pounds, then the feed valve shuts,

and excess begins to pick up in main
reserv^oir. So you have excess finst, with

D-S valve, and hold it while valve is in

running position ; with D-^, you get train-

line pressure first up to 70 pounds, then

excess afterward.

Q. 13. How- should the brake-valve

handle be placed when running or standing

with brake released, unless auxiliaries are

being charged ?

A. Alwaj'S in running "position. A
small blowhole is put in the rotary valve

to warn engineer that valve has been left

in full release. All D-s valves should have
this warning port ; if it gets stopped up, it

is a sign that there is dirt on top of rotary

valve, which should be taken out and
cleaned at once.

Q. 14. Please define the different po-

sitions of brake valve you mention.

A. The handle of brake valve has a

spring pin in it. This pin is clear overagainst

left side fidl stop when in "full release,"

against right side full stop when in "full

emergency," against left side of middle
stop when on "running position," against

right side of middle stop when on "lap,"

or all ports covered. Between "lap"
and first emergency comes the "service

application."

Q. 15. Do leaks in the brake valve in-

terfere with its work ?

A. Yes, if there is a leak under the

rotar\' valve from the main reser\-oir to

train line the brake w-ill release when valve

is placed on lap. A leak from train line

under rotary valve, or through train line

discharge valve to atmosphere, or a leak

between equalizing reservoir and brake
valve, will set the brake tighter than you
want it. If it leaks through gasket from
main reservoir to cavity over equalizing

piston 47 in /A,- valve, brake cannot be set

in ser\-ice application. Using the brake
valve on emergency habitually will tend to

cut the rotary and seat quicker, as it

brings sand and scales of iron rust up from
the train pipe on the seat, which the ser-

vice application will not do. If the brake
valve is fastened close to the boiler head so

it gets very hot, the leather gaskets get

burned and crack so they leak badl)\

Q. 16. What is the effect if equalizing

reservoir pipe is broken so a blind joint

has to be made ? What is the effect if this

reser\'oir is filled with water?

A. The brake cannot be set with a

gradual application ; there is so little air

above the equalizing piston, it escapes out

of preliminar}^ exhaust so quickly that

brake works with full application, with a

ver\- short train, sometimes emergency.

Filling small reservoir w'ith water has the

same effect.

Q. 17. What should you do in such a

case?

A. If joints cannot be made so as to

use equalizing reser\'oir again, the elbow

in train-pipe exhaust should be plugged

and valve used with direct application

port. The elbow has a thread cut in it for

this purpose.

O. 18. With the equalizing discharge

valve, why does the air blow out of the

train-line exhaust when brake is released,

if working brake on engine and tender

only f

A. Because the train line is charged up

through a large hole in rotary valve ; the

cavity over equalizing piston and brake

valve reservoir is charged up from the main
reservoir through the small supply port for

preliminary and equalizing port. If the

train line is short, it will charge up to a

full pressure quicker than the space above

piston ; train-pipe pressure will then raise

piston and discharge valve, allowing air to

blow out of train-line exhaust elbow for a

second or two.

O. 19. Can this action of the valve be

of advantage to you ?

-A. Yes, if you hear this escape of air

from train-line exhaust when releasing

brake on a train, it is a sign of a short

train line and is a notice to the engineer

that an angle cock at the head end of train

is closed, or something has got into the

train pipe and stopped it up. You should

see at once if an angle cock is not shut by
some mistake or malicious intent. Check

chains swinging against the handle will

close it.

Q. 20. Does the amount of air which
blows out of train-line exhaust when set-

ting the brake, give you any idea of the

number of cars in your train working air ?

A. Yes ; with engine and tender only,

the train-line exhau.st does not blow much,
if any longer than preliminary exhau,st.

With a long train it takes some seconds for

the train -line pressure to be reduced and
equalize its whole length. Youl'can, after

some practice, tell whether you have a

long or short train working air by listen-

ing to the amount of air escaping from

train-line exhaust. This test shows the

length of train line "cut in " and filled

with air, not t/ie number 0/ brakes that set.

Q. 21. Can a gradual application of the

brake be made, that is with only part of its

full force ?

.\. Yes, by reducing the train-line

pre.'isure only a few pomuls, say 5 to 7

pounds at first application ; this reduction
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is neces.sary to make brake piston move
over leakage groove ; a lighter reduction

than 5 poimds will not always do this.

Two to 3 pounds at each of the succeeding

applications.

Q. 22. Why does this reduction of only

a few pounds in the train-line pressure

make a light application of the brake ?

.\. With a light reduction the triple pis-

ton moves down slowly, opening the air

valve slowly ; the air from the auxiliary

reservoir passes into brake cylinder through

a small port and graduating valve ; as soon

as the au.xiliary pressure is a very little

lower than train-line pressure, the triple

piston raises and closes the graduating

valve so no more air can go into brake

cylinder, thus setting the brake light. To
illustrate this, suppose we let out 7 pounds
of air, reducing train-line pressure from 70

to 63 pounds—that leaves 70 pounds above
the triple piston (auxiliary pressure) and

63 pounds below it—the piston moves down
towards the lower pressure, opening the

graduating valve ; when enough air has

gone into the brake cylinder to reduce the

auxiliary pressure a little below 63 pounds,

the piston rises towards the lower press-

ure and closes the valve ; another reduction

produces the same effect, each time setting

the brake lighter.

O. 23. How much do you reduce the

train-pipe pressure to make a full service

application of the brake ?

.\. About 20 pounds, or from 70 pounds
down to 50.

Q. 24. Why does a reduction of 20

pounds set the brake "full on " ?

A. If the brake is in good order, with

a piston travel of 8 inches, a reser\'oir

pressure of 70 pounds will fill the brake

cylinder and equalize in both at 50 pounds.

When it has equalized, no more air will

pass from auxiliary to brake cylinder,

pressure on brake piston will not rise

above 50 pounds, and brake cannot be set

tighter. .Any reduction of train-line press-

ure that leaves it lower than auxiliary

pressure will set the brake tight. If a re-

duction of 20 pounds opens the air valve

and holds it open, any further reduction

will not produce any effect on it, and is

only a waste of air which must be supplied

from main reservoir when you want to re-

lease brake. If any check valves in quick-

action triples leak, a reduction of train-

line pressure below brake-cylinder pressure

will let the brake leak off through this

check into train pipe.

Q. 25. If the brake is defective and
leaks off through piston packing, or any
leaks in piping or triple valve, is it any
advantage to let all the air out of train

pipe in such a case ?

A. It seems to make a leaking brake

hold a little longer, but it is so short a

time that it does not help very much to

stop the train. A gage put on this brake

cylinder will show that it only holds for a

few seconds, and during that time with a

light pressure. The pioper way i.t to stop

the' leaks. .^ leaking graduating valve will



let the brake off with a light application

but not with a full one ; in this case the

air exhausts from port in triple valve.

Q. 26. \\"hat is necessary to have brakes

set alike with same reduction of train-

line pressure, and release at same time

with same increase of train-line pressure ?

A. ist. The auxiliary pressures must

all be the same, so triples will move down
towards the same reduced train-line press-

ure. For example, if one auxiliary has

70 pounds, another 60, a reduction of train-

line pressure below 70 will set the first

brake, but it takes a rediiction of below 60

to set the second one. 2d. All piston

travels must be the same, for a short pis-

ton travel will equalize at a less reduction

and with a higher piston pressure than a

long piston travel. When train-line press-

ure is increased, brake with long piston

travel will release first, as the auxiliary

pre.ssure is lower. Thus, brake with long

piston travel sets tight last, with less

piston pressure, and lets go first. 3d.

That all triples and brake pistons are in

good working order and no leaks any-

where.

Q. 27. What makes the driver brake

so slow to take hold if coupled to a train,

when it works all right if engine and

tender are working without a train ?

A. Generallj- it is because it leaks

somewhere, so the air leaks out without

setting the brake, when a light reduction

is made for the train brake. See about the

leaks, first thing. The piston packing

leather gets dry and hard from being so

close to the firebox, and it needs soaking

up with water and oil frequently in the

summer time. No water can be used in

the winter time, oil only. To test for

leaks, set the four-way cock in plain triple

for straight air (if possible) ; this will give

you time to go around and find the leaks.

If the piston leather leaks, the air will

blow out of hole in the spring case or

lower head of push-down brake. If the

brake releases through the triple exhaust

on a light service application, it is a good
sign of a leaky graduating valve, which
should be fixed at once. Using the brake

valve on direct application position for

ser\-ice stops will sometimes kick the

driver brake off, after setting the train

brake. This is another reason why the

direct application should itezvr be used

unless you want the emergency action of

every brake.

Q. 28. Why does the tender brake

sometimes stick and refuse to let off till

auxiliary is bled a little, when all the other

brakes on the train release promptly ?

A. Generally not enough excess press-

ure carried. A great many tenders have
1 2 X 33-inch auxiliarj- reservoirs for an S-

inch brake cylinder ; if, in this case, the

piston travel is short, the brake piston

pressure is 6 or 7 pounds higher than other

brakes equalize at, and train-line pressure

must be raised correspondingly higher to

release tender brake. Then the tender

triple gets more sand and dirt in it than

any other triple, which causes it to wear

and get defective. A leaky triple piston

packing ring will allow any brake to .stick

unless very high excess is used.

Q. 29. What is the emergency or direct

application ?

.\. If the train-pipe pressure is suddenly

reduced at the first application 10 pounds

or more, with the quick-action triple, the

emergency part of the triple valve is

brought into action, opening a large port

in the triple so the air goes from the

train pipe direct into the brake cylinder,

not only setting the brake about 10 pounds,

but also reducing the train-pipe pressure

suddenly at that point, instead of all the air

going clear to brake valve to escape and

reduce pressure. This sudden reduction

sets the next triple in same manner, which

sets the next one, and so on to the last

car ; its action from one car to another is

so quick that even on a long train it seems

to catch all at once. When a quick-action

triple takes air from the train pipe and

sets the next triple quick-action, it also

takes air from its auxiliarv- through a small

port, after the train pipe has equalized, so

the full application is made at 60 pounds,

about 10 pounds more than the piston

pressure in full ser\'ice application.

.\ sudden reduction of train-pipe press-

ure which will pull the triple piston down
hard enough to compress the graduating

spring and let piston make a full travel,

will open the large air port in plain triple

valve, so brake will set somewhat quicker.

Q. 30. When is it necessar\' to use the

emergenc}- application ?

A. Only in case of accident, or sudden

danger to train or persons.

O. 31. Can you get the emergency

action of quick-action triple while brakes

are set with ser\-ice application ?

A. No, unless they are set with a ver\-

light ser\-ice application. If a full service

application has been made, a sudden re-

duction of train-pipe pressure will make it

lower than the brake-cylinder pressure, so

check valve No. 15 cannot rise to let air

out of train pipe. The auxiliary and train-

pipe pressure must be considerably higher

than in brake cylinder, or the emergency

part of the triple will not operate.

Q. 32. Is it practicable to attempt to

get the emergency action of the brake by

suddenly recharging the train line for one

or t'lt-'o seconds and then opening the di-

rect application port wide ?

A. No. By this movement you would

partially release some of the brakes and

get a lighter service application the second

time than you had at first. Don't try it.

Unless you have time to recharge auxiliary-

to 70 pounds, hang on to what you have.

O. 33. If the train line is charged up

with a high pressure from main reservoir

when brake is released, will the brake set

again at once with a small reduction of

train-line pressure?

A. It will not set again imtil the train-

line pressure is reduced below the auxiliary-

pressure. For example, if the brake has
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been set tight, the auxiliary pressure will

be about 50 pounds for the first applica-

tion ; if you turn 90 pounds into the train

line you must let 40 pounds out again, to

draw train-line pressure below 50, before the

triple piston will move ; all this time your
train is getting nearer the stopping point.

This is one of the reasons why you run by
when trj'ing to make a stop this way ; it

takes so long to draw your train-line press-

ure down where it was before. In case

you expect to apply the brake at once

after releasing it wholly, or partly, put the

brake valve on full release for an instant,

just long enough to charge up the train

pipe, and then put it on lap. This move-
ment w-ill hold your train-pipe pressure so

near the auxiliary pressure that the triple

is ready to act instanth* with light sers-ice

application.

O. 34. Is it possible to let off part of

the brakes and leave part of them set?

A. Yes. By moving the brake-valve

handle slowly over onto "running posi-

tion" the train line will gradually re-

charge
;
as soon as the train-line pressure

is a little higher than the lowest pressure

in any auxiliary, that triple will move up
into exhaust position, letting off that

brake. Then auxiliary will commence to

recharge through feed port and hold train-

line pressure down till that auxiliary is

charged up high enough, when another

brake will let off, and so on, till all are let

off. The brake that holds least lets off

first ; it generally has longest piston travel,

consequently lowest auxiliarj' pressure,

and the operation here described takes

place when piston travels are unequal. If

triples all work alike, and with a light

service application when auxiliaries all

equalize with the train-line pressure, the

effect of a vers- gradual rise of train-line

pressure through excess-pressure valve is

to send a small wave of air back through

the train pipe ; this can be so handled as to

affect the engine triples first, and cause

them to release first, others afterward. In

case of a defective triple with a leak}'

packing ring, it will not let off at all, but

will keep brake set ( at train-line pressure,

sometimes), as air will get past leaky pack-

ing ring instead of forcing triple piston up
into exhaust position.

Q- 35- Why should a brake on a pas-

senger train be let off just before coming
to a full stop ?

.\. Because the brake shoes pulling

down on the forward end of the truck, and
pushing iip on the back part of the truck,

tilt the truck, and if brake is not let off un-

til after the train stops, when the truck

rights itself it rolls the wheels back a little

and throws the body of the coach back,

annoying the passengers, even if it is not

severe enough to throw them against the

seats. This trouble is not felt so plainly by

the engineer when he has a good driver

and tender brake, as the brake on the

coach is what jerks the coach. Then, less

power is required to stop a train going ver>-

slow, as at^the instant of stopping, than



when running at full speed ; if power
enough is left on to hold a train at full

speed, it must stop very forcibly at a

slow speed. The brakes should begin to

release about half a rail length from where
the train finally stops ; a little farther if

going ver\' fast, a little less if a very slow

stop is being made. Practice will teach

you the distance.

Q. 36. Why do some of the brakes
" creep on " when the train is running ?

A. Because there is a leak in the train

line, triple valves, auxiliary resen-oirs, or

the auxiliaries have not all equalized after

releasing the brake.

Q. 37. How can these brakes be re-

leased the quickest and surest way ?.

A. By moving the brake-valve handle

from "running position " to " full release"

just long enough so the rush of air will

charge up the train pipe, and put it back
to nuining position before any of the

auxiliaries are charged any higher. This

forces the triple valves of the sticking

brakes up into release position, so air

from brake cylinder exhausts and does not

give time to raise the pressure in anv
reservoir. Sometimes this must be done a

second and third time to release all of

them. If brake valve is held on full re-

lease long enough to charge a reservoir

higher than before, that brake will be sure

to set as soon as brake valve is returned to

running position.

Q. 38. When the D-S valve has been
left on release position till train line and
main reservoir have equalized at 70 pounds,

and is then placed on running position,

are the brakes apt to creep on at once?
Why is this ?

A. When the D-S valve is placed on
running position it shuts off the air from
train line till the excess pressure is picked
up in the main reservoir. If train line

leaks the brake will set. In such a case,

run your pump a little faster for a few
minutes—not over five—so as to get the
excess quicker. If train is under motion
and you feel a brake dragging, put the

brake valve in full release for a second
only, then place it in running position

;

this maj' have to be done a second or third

time until air begins to go through excess-

pressure valve, when it will hold brakes
off. A short rule for this is : Keep your
excess all the time by not using the full

release position except at the time of re-

leasing the brake; then running position

will hold them off.

Q- 39- If governor is set at 70 pounds
with D-8 valve, and train line is charged
from main reservoir higher than that press-

ure, is the brake apt to creep on ?

A. Yes ; the pump is stopped, and will

not start again till train-line pressure is

lowered to 70 pounds. During this time
brake is pretty sure to go on.

Q. 40. How can this be avoided ?

A. By not allowing main reservoir to

charge train line and auxiliaries at over 70
pounds. When standing at a water tank,

or any stop, with brake set, the main

reservoir pressure is apt to run very high.

If all of this is turned into train line and
allowed to equalize at over 70 pounds, with

brake valve carried in full release regu-

larly, there is no way to prevent the brake

setting. In this case, set it a little and at

once release it ; this will reduce the train

.
line and auxiliaries below 70 pounds, so

pump will go to work and you can hold

brake off.

Q. 41. If main reservoir has water in

it, how will it affect the operation of the

brake?

A. The water in main reservoir reduces

the supply of air stored there in proportion

to the amount of water contained. The
brake w-ill set the same, but on a long
train will not release as readily, as there

will not be enough air stored to recharge

the train line quickly, and you must wait

to have it pumped. The main reservoir

should be entirely clear of water, if it is

necessary- to drain it each trip, so as to get a

prompt release and recharging of train.

Q. 42. What are the duties of an engi-

neer as to his air-brake equipment when
leaving the roundhouse ?

A. To start his pump slowly and in-

crease its speed after 15 or 20 pounds of

air have picked up ; to be sure that pump
is in good order and will pump a full sup-

ply of air promptly ; know that governor
shuts off the pump when the proper press-

ure is reached and allows it to start

promptly ; see that lubricator has oil

enough in it for the trip ; know that there

is no water in the main resen-oir, drain

cup, triple valves or auxiliary reservoirs
;

to test all the joints in piping, also brake
valve and triple valves for leaks, and have
leaks made tight ; see that tender and
driver-brake pistons have the proper travel

and do not leak off when set ; test the air

signal, if one is used.

Q. 43. Why must the pump be started

slowly ; oil used cautiously ; triple valves,

reser\-oirs and strainers be drained, and
how often ?

A. The pump must be started slowly to

allow the condensed water to get out of

steam end, and run slowly till the air

pressure rises, or the piston will strike the

heads of air cylinder. The triple valves,

reservoirs and strainers, or drain cups,

should be drained every day in cold

weather, once a week in warm weather.

Oil should be used sparingly in air end of

pump. It should iietrr be put in through
the air inlets of 8-inch pump, as it soon
collects dirt and chokes up the air passages,

which helps to make the pump run hot.

Q. 44. How do you test for leaks in the

engine equipment?
.•\. When full pressure is obtained—70 in

train line, 90 in main resers'oir—shut off

pump, place valve on lap; if red hand
drops and black hand is stationary, it is a

sign of a leak somewhere in main reservoir

line, which begins at valves in pump and
ends at brake valve. It may be in joints

of piping, in main reservoir drip plug, in

the air-signal line, in valves of pump or
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brake valve. If main reservoir pressure

falls rapidly when you are sure it is not

going into train line under rotary, examine

each of the places mentioned. With the

use of the "cut-out cock" under brake

valve a leak under rotary is soon detected.

Set the brake full on, place the valve on

lap, shut the cut-out cock ; if rotary leaks

into train line the black hand will soon

show same pressure red one does. With a

leak in train line and cut-out cock shut or

valve on lap, the brake will set ; when cut-

out cock is opened and valve on release,

brake will let go and main reservoir press-

ure fall. There are many other ways of

testing for leaks—using a torch is one.

Q. 45. Do you understand the differ-

ence between " automatic " and "straight

air" ? Explain it.

A. The automatic brake is set by a re-

duction of pressure in train pipe operat-

ing the triple valve, which admits air from

the auxiliary' to the brake cylinder. With
" straight air " the air goes from the main
reser\'oir through engineer's brake valve

and train pipe direct to brake cylinder.

The automatic brake has its supply of

air to set the brake stored under each car.

With " straight air " it is stored in main
reserxoir only ; the train pipe is empt}- be-

fore the brake is applied. This pipe and
hose, as well as the brake cylinders, must
be filled with air at 50 pounds pressure to

make a full application ; on a long train

this cannot be done; when brake is released

all this air is wasted.

The "automatic" uses only 20 to 25

pounds out of entire train pipe, and only so

much from auxiliary' as fills the brake

cylinder, so automatic uses less air at each

application of the brakes.

The automatic sets the brake with same
piston pressure each time, and can thus be

adjusted to get the full braking power on
the car, and no more. With straight air,

the piston pressure may be 90 pounds at

one application, and with a longer train it

may be only 30 for same pressure in main
reservoir ; leverage would have to be ad-

justed for the high pressure to avoid slid-

ing wheels; with the low pressure 30U could

not hold the train.

The automatic can be set from any car,

straight air from the engine onh-. The
automatic applies itself when hose bursts,

or is pulled apart in case train breaks in

two ; in this case the rear portion of an all

air-brake train usually stops first, diminish-

ing the risk of parts running together.

Straight air cannot be used in case of an
accident that breaks train pipe or hose

;

that is just where the automatic does its

best at once.

Straight air cannot be used with quick-

action triples, as air is cut out from brake

cylinder when cock in cross-over is shut.

( To be vonfinut'd.)
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The Verona Tool Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have issued a popular edition. Blueprint

Book of Track Tools, for free distribu-

tion.
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Machine for Applying Air Hose

Fittings.

Many ingenious devices have been got-

ten up to cheapen and expedite the work

in railway shops, in which compressed air

is made to assume the major portion of the

load. The uses of this machine persuader

from the crude, first inspiration, embracing

an 8-inch freight air cylinder and a wooden

lever for a clamp, all secured to a bench

and costing nothing to build, to the more

pretentious affair that won't do any better

work, but a little more of it, perhaps.

Indeed, there is almost as much work

bolted to bed. An 8-inch cylinder is secured

to one end of the bed, connected to air sup-

ply, and a common 5-inch vise is at the

opposite end.

Secured to the piston rod is a clamp to

rfP^



clamps as the fiuishing touch in the oper-

ation. This machine has "assisted" in

applying the fittings to loo air hose in

ten hours, a record seldom demanded in a

repair shop.

,>
8-

^

It will he seen that the cost of this ma-

chine can be reduced to its lowest terms,

by making the bed of 3 x 12-inch plank-

ing, and the legs also of wood.

A clamp, made of wood, to hold the

o:
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they have continuous racks that hold all

small baggage without danger of spilling—

and a few baljies, if necessary.

The Consolidated heating system in use

on the road has been a great success dur-

ing the present severe winter, which is the

Ijest that can be said for it. In the coldest

weather the passengers have been comfort-

able. The Pintsch light enables people to

read with comfort, which is all that could

be desired. There is very little complaint

to be heard among the passengers on this

system, which is the best testimon\- to the

comfort of the trains.

made out of wrought iron pipe, with proper

cast heads, stuffing boxes, etc., the whole

being connected in proper way as shown,

w-ith air supply, and a very convenient

form of portable hoist for loading wheels

or other material of not excessive weight,

into cars or into warehouses, is obtained.

The device is quite inexpensive, and has

but to be seen to have its practical features

appreciated.

"The device was designed and built by

Mr. G. N. Dow, the division master car

builder of the company at Cleveland, and

is not patented."

Portable Hoist for Loading Wheels or

Other Material Into Box Cars.

Mr. A. M, Waitt, general master car

builder of the L,. S. & M. vS. Ry., sends us

a blue print of the device shown herewith,

and says :

" The drawing is self-explanatory, the de-

vice con.sisting of a convenient portable

crane made of gas pipe and fittings, held in

the doorway of a car or of a building by

means of suitable clamps, the bottom of

the mast of the crane resting on the piece

of short iron ordinarily put in the doorway

of a car as a threshold. The strut, consist-

ing of gas pipe with solid end, having

screw thread in it, is connected by a turn-

buckle with another short piece with screw

thread on one end and a serrated foot on

the other. This short end with .serrated

foot can be extended so as to make the strut

fit any doorwa^^ Suspended from the arm
of the gas-pipe crane is a telescopic cylinder

At the annual meeting of the Central

Railroad Club, held at Buffalo last month,

the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : president, Samuel Higgins,

of the Lehigh ; vice-president, E. B.

Bronner, of the Michigan Central ; secre-

tray and treasurer, H. D. Vought, of the

Buffalo Courier; executive committee

—

the president, chairman—C. E. Rood,

O. P. Letchworth, P. H. Griffin, T. A.

Bissell, George W. West and John Mc-
Kenzie.

i i i

We have received an illustrated catalogue

of the Ohio injector, which is made at the

company's works, at Wadsworth, Ohio,

the sales department being at Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111. The injector is of the

lifting variety with a starting lever, and

has the connections arranged according to

the No. 6 Pennsylvania standard.

•7"

Some Things to Consider in Changing

the Rules of Interchange.

The " Responsibilty of Owners for De-

fects in Cars " is the topic of the hour with

the roads of the country, and great efforts

are being made to educate a favorable

sentiment, which will tell when the ques-

tion comes up to a vote in the coming

convention.

It is obvious that a subject of such vast

importance should receive careful and

painstaking consideration. In the quick

apprehension of the beneficial advantages

of such a radical change, perhaps certain

phases of the subject have not received the

consideration the subject demands.

With a view to helping the general

cause, we are pleased to present some

views on the other side from Mr. R. P. C.

Sanderson, division superintendent of

motive power of the N. & W. Mr. Sand-

erson has constructed the annexed chart,

where the various items relating to the

subject are plotted.

Concerning this, he makes the following

explanation : Chart showing average earn-

ings from mileage of twenty-six miles per

diem, at six-tenths, three-fourths and one

cent per mile, compared with the deprecia-

tion, interest charges and maintenance

charges on a J640 box car. Interest on

capital and accruing from earnings and ex-

penses being rated at 6 per cent, per

annum. Repairs are placed at one-half

cent per mile ;
this includes maintenance,

but not lubrication or renewals. Deprecia-

tion is figured at 6 per cent, per annum of

the yearly depreciated values.

At the present mileage rate of six-tenths

of a cent per mile, the accutnulated earn-

ings will equal the depreciation and interest

after thirteen years and five months, allow-

ing nothing for repairs ; so it would be

manifestly unjust to charge all mainte-

nance and repairs to owners, under Rule 8.

On a mileage rate of one cent pei" mile, all

repairs and maintenance (exclusive of

accidents and wreck damages) could be

charged to owners, provided they were

credited with the full twenty-six miles per

day, without injustice, for the two curves

run very nearly parallel, at a distance apart

nearly equal to the second-hand and scrap

value of the car, so that if the car, at the

end of any given time, should be torn down,

the earnings, plus the scrap value, will

very nearly amount to as much as the total

of the depreciation, interest and mainte-

nance charges. If the average mileage per

car could be increased on account of in-

creased train speeds, which will follow the

general introduction of air brakes, the result

would be the same as an increase in the rate

per mile. The basis of twenty-six miles per

day is from October report (page 10) of

the American Railway Association, where

the Committee on Car Service gives the

total mileage for the first six months of 1894,

and the total days by which this mileage

will have to be divided as equaling about

twenty-six miles per day.

The figure of one-half cent per mile for



repairs and maintenance, exclusive of oil-

ing, inspection and renewals, is based on

the most accurate information I- could get

at, both from our own records and those of

other companies who are kno%vn to be

maintaining their cars.

The main lesson to be learned from this

diagram is that the present mileage rate is

entirely insufficient, it only covering the

depreciation and interest at the end of

thirteen and a half years, and that it will

take a rate of one cent per mile (or at least

a per diem rate of twenty-five cents) to pay

for the depreciation, interest and mainte-

nance, exclusive of renewals. If this were

the case, then at the end of the car's life, it

will be noticed by referring to the diagram,

that the edrnings, plus the scrap and

second-hand material, when the car is toni

age mileage of cars made on their orcw

roads. This is wrong. We must figure

entirely on the mileage reported from

foreign roads, which is about twenty-six

miles per day as the whole problem of car

service and interchange onlj' refers to ser-

vice and maintenance while away.

I give j-ou below detailed statement of

total average cost of repairs of one W. & A.

box car at the end of fourteen years'

service :

Axles $45 41

Bolts 28 77

Brasses I2y 88

Cast iron 38 77

Carriage bolts i 25

Chains 2 59
Labor 174 76

Lumber 67 52

»ieoo



been too frequently the case that the book

of rules has been placed in the hands of

ignorant inspectors, without any explana-

tion at all or without an}- pains being taken

^t all by the motive power officer to go

over it with them, calling attention to

every change, and to ascertain clearly

whether the paragraphs are fully and uni-

formly understood by all inspectors. The
frequent additions which have been made
to the rules in latter years, partly with a

view to protecting some companies against

"temporary imposition and partly with the

idea of giving inspectors full instructions,

have defeated the object they had in view,

in that they are too often not applicable to

•cars of various designs and lead to disputes

instead of facilitating interchange. In-

stead of going by wholesale into Mr.

Earr's or Mr. Marden's plans, it would be

;—Vs'uidow-^

six-months limit to the cards (which

clause should never have been repealed),

we could, I believe, facilitate interchange

as much as will be the case with Mr. Barr's

plan, and avoid the risk of a large number

of disputes and difficulties which are bound

to arise with any radical change such as

Mr. Barr proposes.

i i i
On the Great Northern they use a de-

vice, worked from the cab, for pounding

the netting in extension fronts to dislodge

cinders stuck in the openings. Across the

arch above the netting runs a shaft, on

which are fixed two iron rods that act as

strikers on the netting ; the end of the

shaft on the left side of the engine extends

outside the arch far enough to attach an

arm, from which a rod extends back to the

cab, where the fireman may "jar things."

A Model Sand House.

The problem of supplying, handling and

drying sand for a large railroad is no small

item, yet one in which little ingenuity has

been employed -to improve on old meth-

ods. The old cast-iron cone stove, with a

casing around it, is the usual means of

drying, shovels and man power the mode

far^wiser for railroad companies to recede

gradually, to recognize that they have

made a mistake in making the rules too

cumbersome, to depend more on the judg-

ment of inspectors, to introduce individual

joint inspection at interchange points by

harmonious joint agreements between rail-

road companies, selecting men agreeable

to both, giving them jointly full and clear

instructions concerning the rules, and fur-

nishing them with a pocketful of cards to

issue without restriction. By cutting out

a large number of clauses in our present

rules which lead to the disputes and delays

so frequent at present, by abolishing the

duplicate card clause, so the recording of

cards which may come to us on cars

may be entirely unnecessary, thus taking

away a large part of the work and dela\-

which occur at present, and by setting a

A MoDEi- Sand House—Plan.

The Pennsylvania Co. sold the seats

that were 'used in their special World's

Fair cars to their employes for fifty cents

each. Except that they are a little

scratched, the seats are about as good as

new, and were dirt cheap, when we con-

sider that the parties who made the seats

wanted S2.00 for a new end, or arm casting.

i i i
The latest railroad to go into the hands

of a receiver is the Norfolk & Western.

This really has been a very well managed

property, the policy of building up and

extending the fine mineral traffic having

been persistently followed. The prevail-

ing depression in business and the exten-

sion malady proved too embarrassing, and

the system is now to be managed by a

receiver.
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of handling, and buckets the means of put-

ting on locomotives.

Master Mechanic C. T. McElvaney, of

the M., K. & T. road, at Denison, Tex.,

has in use a sand house in which one man
does all the work for a large number of

engines, not very expensive to construct,

and requiring in the three years it has

been in service less than $25 for repairs.

A little study of the engravings will

make the construction of the house and

the plan of its machinery plain.

The perspective view shows the house as

seen from the outside : one side is on the

main track, and engines can be sanded up

there ; the other side faces the roundhouse

track, and engines can be supplied there
;

sand can also be shoveled from cars into

the bins from either track.

The letter A, both in the plan andeleva-



tioii, shows the heater coil of piping.

The sand is shoveled into the heatei by

the man in charge. As it dries, it^falls

into a trough lengthwise of the coils and

is carried along by the worm B to the

pit C where the chain elevator D takes

it up to a small iron tank, from which

it runs freely through a spout /f into-

End Elevation.
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the revolving screen F. Here the sand

drops into tank G, while the stones and

dirt go through the cone sieve and out-

doors b)- the spout L.

The dry sand runs from tank G by

gravity into the pit H, and is there carried

by the elevator / and discharged through

spouty to the bins A' A", from which spouts

are carried outside on either side of the

house. These have movable spouts, much
like the spout of an ordinary water tank, to

carry the sand to the engine boxes.

When the spout is in the engine sand

box, the man that handles it moves a lever

that operates the valves of an air cylinder

that handles the slide of spout, and is posi-

tive in operation. It cannot be left run-

ning, as to let go the handle is to cause the

sand to be shut off automatically.

In this house, a small engine handles the

machinery, and is run by steam brought

400 feet from the shop boilers.

One man dries 500 cubic yards per

month, working ten hours a day, and there

is always dry sand on tap. They formerly

had four large sand stoves going night and

day to keep up the supply.

From our engravings, we think it would

be a very easy matter for any master

mechanic to construct a similar sand

house. It is certainl}' an improvement

that is needed at every large terminal.

© i ^
Lunkenheimer's Regrinding Valves.

We present herewith a view of Lunkexi-

heimer's regrinding globe valve, which
possesses some features of special merit.

Instead of the hub being threaded direct

to the bodj' of the valve, it is merely fitted

into it plain and rests upon a flange which

fits upon the upper edge of the opening,

as shown in annexed cut. The hub is then

secured by a nut which fits over the flange,

and is threaded to the outside of the body
of the valve. The
result of this ar-

rangement is that

the valve can be

re-ground at any

time with the

greatest facility,

because all that is

necessarj' is to

loosen the nut, re-

move the hub,
place a little sand

and soap under

the disk, and then

replace the hub,

leaving the nut

loose so that the hub is i free to turn with

the stem during the re-grinding.

A piece of wire or nail is passed through

a hole provided for that purpose in the

lower end of the stem of the disk, so that

the disk will turn with the stem during the

re-grinding, which, of course, it does not

necessarily do when the stem is in use.

The hub being in place when the grind-

ing is done, effectually centers the stem and

holds it in proper place, so that the re-

grinding is done correcth'. The valve can

thus be readil}' groinid while in position,

and in many cases this does awaj' with the

necessity for breaking connections. The
disk is also easily replaced when required.

These valves (on account of having an

outside thread and union connection for

holding the hub to the valve shell ) are al-

ways easily taken apart, as the hub will

not "cement" into the shell, as is the case

with other kinds.

These valves are made of gun metal

throughout, tested and inspected before

leaving the works, and, as a proof of their

superiority, are extensively used in rolling

mills, refineries, on locomotives, steam-

ships, and in the United States Navy on

cruisers, where the requirements are \-ery

severe. They are made by the Lunken-
heimer Company, Cincinnati, O.

^ ^ ^
Ashton Open Pop Valve.

a This engraving
shows partly in sec-

tion, partly in perspec-

five, the Ashton loco-

motive open pop
safety' valve, as made
with patented pop
chamber, encased
spring, pivoted spring

disks, lock-up attach-

ment and under dis-

charge outlet. The
valve is noted for its

durability, accessibil-

ity, and for the quick

relief it gives from ex-

cess of pressure.

i ^ ^
Some Modern Measuring Instruments.

The accompanying illustrations repre-

sent a line of calipers, or caliper squares,

as they are usualh- called, which, although

being on the market for the last two years.

thickness of the jaws may be, which is

done or has to be done on all other calipers

of this kind.

No. 5 is graduated in i6ths with Vernier,

to read I28ths or 64ths. The I28ths can be

read as easily as i6thson an ordinary* rule,

which makes the caliper of exceptional

value to those whose eyesight is not the

best. No mental calculation is required for

inside measurement on this style caliper.

Both the No. 9 and No. 10 are graduated

in 5oths with Vernier, to read loooths of

an inch on one side, and on the other in

i6ths with Vernier, to read 32ds, 64ths

and I28ths, for inside and outside measure-

ment. For laying out work, etc., the No.

10 has no equal. The points can be ground
without losing their accuracy.

Any of the above style calipers are fur-

nished in the metric s^-stem, either gradu-

ated in millimeters alone, or millimeters

with- Vernier, to read loths or tooths, when
desired. There are quite a number of these

instruments in use in some of our leading

concerns and educational institutions,

where thej- are giving excellent satisfac-

tion.

These are first-class tools and warranted

accurate. All the parts are made of steel,

and the jaws and end of scale are hardened.

The set screw acts in conjunction with a

spring slide, so as to prevent injuring the

main slide, besides giving the sliding head

a neat and even motion, so very fine

measurements can be obtained quite readily

No. 9.

ffi

^.S:^'^^
ij>aifti4j:iUidii,!,.tii44.i;U;iU^^^

No.

LaJ

uI,i.Li;LlIaU,sAi:.'aU,iAJ
^x:uasSii!uiLSu:fcId

No. 10.

No. 5.

are no doubt new and interesting to most

of our readers.

The No. I cut represents a caliper which

is graduated in i6ths and 32ds, for machin-

ists and woodworkers, working within

these limits.

The No. 3 style is graduated in 64ths and

looths, for inside and outside measure-

ment, without mental calculation. With
this style caliper no mistake can be made
by adding >+' or % inch, whatever the

No. I.

without the ordinary clamp and screw ad-

ju.stment.

The utilit}- of these calipers is not as well

known to mechanics and those working to

standards and sizes as it might or should

be, which is mostly owing to the high

prices which are usually charged for accu-

rate measuring .instruments. Anyone

wanting a full description of this class of

calipers should address the maker, Mr.

E. G. Smith, of Columbia, Pa.
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A New Pin-Collar Fastening:.

The Norfolk & \\'esterii people have
original ideas, and do thinj^s different from

their neighbors, not al\\a\s better perhaps,

but at least original. Their fastening for

collars on pins carrying solid-ended rods is

something new, and has been in use some
months, without any trouble.

They simph- turn a groove in the center

of the collar seat on the pin, and a corre-

sponding groove in the bore of the collar,

and fill the hollow thus made with steel

balls. A pointed set screw is then forced

into the ring of balls, jambingthem so that

they hold the collar from turning.

To take the collar off, they remove the

set screw and turn the collar upside down,

when the balls run out.

This plan holds evenly all around the

pin. Steel balls are extremely cheap now,

so that it would probably be as cheap as

any fastening used.

@ >§• i©

Siioenberger Steel Co.

The well-known Juniata Iron and Steel

Works, of Pittsburgh, Pa., have in the past

been operated by two firms. Shoenberger,

Speer & Co. attended to the blast furnace

department, and Shoenberger & Co. op-

erated the rolling mill. The two firms have
now been merged into one under the name
of the Shoenberger Steel Co. A number
of important improvements have been
effected in the works lately, which facili-

tate the methods of steel production.

The firm of Shoenberger & Co. is the

oldest concern in Pittsburgh engaged in

the manufacture of iron and steel, having

been established in that city in 1S24. For
a number of years the firm was known as

Shoenberger, Blair & Co. The plant of

this firm contains the following equipment

:

Seventeen gas producers, 13 single pud-

dling furnaces, 13 heating furnaces, 1 soak-

ing pit, 4 annealing furnaces, one 5-ton

hammer, 12 trains of rolls (i muck train,

one 8, two 9 and one 16-inch bar ; one

36 .\ 24-inch, one 60 X 24-inch and one

72 X 24-inch sheet train ; one 31 x 112-inch

plate train, i nail plate train, i blooming
mill train and i continuous train), and 12

horseshoe machines; tw'O 12-gross-ton open-

hearth steel furnaces ; two 6-gross-ton Bes-

semer converters, with modern appliances,

first blow made March 15, 18S6. The
product consists of steel plates, sheet steel,

firebox steel, iron and steel horse and
mule shoes, steel blooms and billets, horse-

shoe bar and toe calks, the annual capacity

being 100,000 gross tons.

The Juniata blast furnaces of Shoen-

berger, Speer & Co. consist of two stacks

75 X 14 and 75 X 16 feet in size, equipped

with six Massicks & Crookes" hot blast

stoves, the annual capacity being 102,000

gross tons of iron. The entire product of

these furnaces is used by Shoenberger &
Co. in the manufacture of Bessemer steel,

and the firm are also large buyers of pig

iron in the open market.

i i i
Harman's Order Holder.

The little device shown herewith is in-

tended to avert disasters through forgotten

orders—oh, how many a funeral can be
charged to that

!

Orders that are placed where the engi-

neer can see them, and where the fireman

can see them, are not so liable to be for-

gotten as those read hurriedly and shoved
into the overall pocket.

Mr. Harman, who hasser\-ed histime on
the footboard, makes a neat device that is

fastened to the gage lamp stand, and can be
swung to any angle around it; the board can

-~^

be tilted and fa.stened at any angle and both
fastenings secured with set screws.

The orders are held by two spring rods

covered with fluted rubber tubes, that hold
the thin paper across both ends, the

ground gla.ss permitting orders to be read

easily at night.

This device is sold very cheap, and it

would seem as if men who risk their lives,

day in and day out, on the reading- and rr-

memberiiiff of orders, would appreciate

and buy these things.

Anyone intere.sted should address Stephen

L. Harman, Box 345, St. .\ugustine, Florida.
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Lubricators.

BY Gi;ORGi; ROY.^L.*

In 1827, Marj'Iand granted the first char-

ter to the Railway- Company in America,

authorizing them to carr}' on a business of

transportation
; that road is now known as

the Baltimore & Ohio. In its beginning

no one ever dreamed of its being a steam

road, but Peter Cooper built the first loco-

motive engine, the first built in America,

which was the first to pull passengers this

side of the Atlantic. Its weight was one

ton, and its cylinders were three and one-

half (3 '4 | inches in diameter. Its boiler

stood upright on the frames, and engine

was connected by gearing with the wheels.

If we can see in our mind's eye this engine

placed on the track, and then compare it

with the improved locomotive of to-day,

we can realize the vast advance that has

been made. Wonderful things have been

accomplished, regarding which it is inter-

esting to learn just how they came about.

Time will pennit me to mention but a

few points out of the wonderful improve-

ments made, and I will content myself b}-

bringing to your notice one of the more

modem inventions, namely, the sight-feed

lubricator.

The h3'drostatic lubricator with contin-

uous feed, operated by a water column de-

rived from steam condensation, has been

known and used in stationary engine prac-

tice as far back as 1870. The up-drop

sight-feed feature, in the same form as it

is so extensively used at present, and in

which the oil rises in drops through a

water column, was invented in 1873, by

John Gates, then chief engineer of the

Oregon NaN-igation Company, and subse-

quently mayor of the city of Portland, Ore.

These early lubricators, however, could not

be used on locomotive engines, since their

proper operation depended upon the equal-

ity of pressure at points of steam inlet

and oil outlet. There was nothing in the

construction of these lubricators to

etiualize the pressures, and the re-

sult was that when placed on a loco-

motive engine they could not be made to

work on down grades, when a partial

vacuum existed in the oil pipes. Xot only

would they not operate properly with dif-

ferential pressures, but the oil -would be

sucked, or siphoned, out of the vessel,

rendering the lubricator inoperative even

after steam had been turned on. In early-

days of railroading, coumion hand oilers

were used, screwed directly into steam

chest or cylinder, and the enginemen had

to fill them occasionally in the same man-

ner as the oil cups of the different bearings,

rods, eccentrics and other moving parts.

Such oilers were provided with valves and

cocks to prevent the steam in cy-linders

fron\ blowing through them. The place

of these most primitive devices w-as subse-

quently taken by the tallow- cups, which
had the advantage that they could be

• Synopsis of a paper read at the Traveling En-
gineers' Convention.



operated from the cab and assisted by the

partial vacuum in oil pipes in running

down grades, and by a jet of steam, which

was supposed to spray or vaporize the

oil. carrying it to the points to be lubri-

cated.

The next oiling apparatus introduced

was the patent steam chest lubricator,

originally manufactured by Nathan &
Dreyfus. This cup was in the line of de-

cided progress, since its action was auto-

matic, dependent upon steam condensa-

tion, but it had the disadvantage of its

predecessors in providing for an inter-

mittent feed onlv and not for a continuous

one. The great desideratum in locomotive

lubrication was that the oiling should be

done continuously whether the engine was
steaming or not, that it should be done in

sufficiently small quantities to be economi-

cal and yet answering all demands of the

machinery, and that it should be visible, so

that the engiuemen would have the lubri-

cating under perfect control and be enabled

to lubricate the cylinders and steam che-st,

not only sufficiently but at the same time

economically, and see the process go-

ing on.

In 1S76, Nicholas Seibert, an engineer

then in California, for the first time sug-

gested the necessity of equalizing the

differential pressures in a locomotive lubri-

cator, and took out a patent for an equaliz-

ing pipe anangement. While Seibert

knew what he wanted to make a success-

ful locomotive lubricator, yet he seems

not to have possessed the mechanical

ability to carry his idea to a successful

practical issue, and his lubricator, with the

exception of a few experimental ones,

could not be used or become known.
Proceeding upon the foundation furnished

by him. other inventors, Holland, Mitchell

and Baker, tried to build a successful loco-

motive lubricator, but with 'little more
success than Seibert himself, until the latter

part of 1S82, w'hen it was discovered, as it

appeared after a long interference litiga-

tion in the Patent Office, by George H.

Craig, that the proper manner of equalizing

the differential pressures in a lubricator

consisted in chocking, or huddling up the

steam coming from the equalizing pipe in

the .steam chamber at the discharge of the

luliricator, and not to allow this steam to

flow freely into the discharge pipe, as

Seibert, and others after him, had at-

tempted. With the discovery of the

proper methods of equalization, the suc-

cess of the sight-feed lubricator for loco-

motive engines was assured, and its rapid

phenomenal progress is now a matter of

common knowledge among railroad men.

The first sight-feed locomotive lubricators

placed upon the market by the Nathan Man-
ufacturing Company w-ere the so-called

twin cups, by which each side of the en-

gine was furnished with a separate and in-

dependent sight-feed oil cup. These were

originally of the down-feed pattern, in

which visible oil drops fell through a glass

steam chamber, and subsequently were

made of the up-drop pattern, in which the

oil drop ascended through a column of

water furnished by condensation. The
next was the oiling of the two cylinders

out of one common vessel, which combined

the operating parts of the two sides of the

locomotive engine, yet kept entirely sep-

arate and independent one from the other,

so that one side of this double sight-feed

lubricator might be shut off without in the

least interfering with the proper lubrication

of steam chest and cylinder of the other

side. The air-brake pump was originally

fed by an independent sight-feed lubri-

cator ; lastly, the air-brake oiling apparatus

itself was embodied within the lubricating

apparatus for the cylinders ; and the result

to-day is the triple sight-feed locomotive

lubricator, in which the two cylinders and

the air-brake pump are fed out of one

common vessel, while the action of all

three feeds is separate and independent,

and each of them provided with its own
sight-feed glass, and yet one .gage glass

answers for the three independent feeds.

I would call your atteution to what I

said about equalizing the differential press-

ures in a locomotive lubricator. In order

to get good service this must be fully un-

derstood. I would here state to you that

it has been very difficult to have all con-

cerned in operating locomotive lubricators

understand the principle of equalizing

differential pressures. Not only is this the

case with enginemen, but also those in

charge of the same. A very large amount
of the difficulty has been, and is to-day,

due to a violation of the equalizing princi-

ple. I would, therefore, urge upon you to

get a thorough knowledge of the equaliz-

ing of different pressures, and it will enable

you to lay your hands upon the cause of

trouble ninety-nine times out of a hundred,

for it is possible for a master of machinery,

a locomotive builder, or one of our best me-

chanics, to put on a sight-feed lubricator

in such a way that it will never do good

service ; and furthermore, it is possible for

it to be put on in the very best manner and
yet not do good w-ork, on account of its

not being understood and not being rightly

handled by the operator. If I can impress

upon your minds this fact, m^' efforts at

this time will be w-ell repaid.

Hydrostatic lubricators with continuous

feed, operated by a column of water, have

been known since 1870, but only since

1882 has the equalizing differential press-

ures been fulh* understood. Although

Seibert, in 1876, caught a glimpse of what
was needed, yet it was for George H.

Craig to give us the way how- to equalize

the differential pressures and how- the

lubricator could be made to work success-

fully on a locomotive. If a perfect sight-

feed lubricator is placed in a convenient

position to enginemen, is connected to

dr\- steam by no less than three-eighths
( ys )

inch pipe and valve, inside diameter, then

there is but one reason why this lubricator

will not do the best of service, and that is,

because the operator does not open his
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steam valve wide. When he wants the

lubricator to work he must be sure to open

steam valve before any other ; when he is

done with it, shut off all other valves before

closing the steam valve. By attending to

this, you will find that nearly, if not all,

your troubles will disappear. With this

care there will be no siphoning oil, no

muddying up of water in sight-feed glasses

and no irregular feed, for the equaliza-

tion of pressure will protect the lu-

bricator against all these things. But

an engineman may complain even though

the boiler steam does enter the lubricator

as it should, and will tell you that his

lubricator does not feed regularly, chang-

ing as the throttle is opened or closed.

This statement may be correct, but the

choking, or huddling of steam pressure, is

at fault and steam coming up from the boiler

is passing too freely into tallow pipe when
throttle is shut off, so that the pressure in

lubricator is not equal because steam is

passing out so fast that the pressure is

weaker in lubricator and allows the feed

drops to flow more freely ; but when

throttle is opened again, tallow- pipes will

fill with steam chest pressure, which may
be greater than pressure in lubricator, not

only stop feeding for a time but w-ill force

the oil and dirt out of the tallow pipes into

feed glasses, until pressure becomes as

much in lubricator as in tallow pipes

;

then drops will commence to feed again

and glass become clear. The idea is not

to allow the steam to get out of the lubri-

cator too fast, but to maintain as nearly as

possible the boiler pressure in it all the

time, whether the steam is shut off from

cylinders or not. The inlet from boiler

being not less than three-eighths (^) in-

side diameter, is very many times greater

than the outlet at the discharge point of

lubricator ; therefore the pressure is the

same and the feed must be, providing that

the principles of equalizing of differential

pressures are maintained. This will give

success in operating the best lubricating

device that has ever been known to man,

which performs its duty equal to that of any

other invention in these modern times of

the locomotive.

i i i
The Barre Railroad, fondly called by its

friends "The Sky Route," which climbs

up into the azure to the celebrated granite

quarries of Barre, Vt., does not seem to

have suffered much from hard times.

The track is nearly on end, but it extends

for 26 miles, running imder 79 derricks,

handling the product of 72 quarries. Since

March, 1889, it has carried nearlj- 400,000

tons of granite, besides all the merchan-

dise, machinery and supplies required for

the district ; also, 103,467 passengers. A
great part of the latter were tourists, who
went out sight-seeing. The scenerj- on the

route is said to be magnificent, and ihe

ride on the steep grades, sharp curves and

zigzag sw-itchbacks is all that the most ex-

acting taste for excitement could desire.



WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

142) F. H. W., Kenton. O., writes :

I. Does air retain its effectiveness if con-
veyed in a pipe running through the
boiler? ,-/.—Yes. The pressure is increased
by the heat. 2. Would the blow-off cock
shown on page 24 of this year, work with
air when the cylinder is inside the boiler ?

--/.—Yes.

(43) C. F. K., Estheri-ille, la., writes:

I. If an eccentric is put in the lathe and
turned down '< inch, will that change the
throw? .^.—No. 2. What effect would it

have on the travel of the valve ? .-1.—None.
3. Can the speed of a valve be increased or
diminished by changing the size of the
eccentric? A.—No.

(44 > J- L.. New Kalmilchie, Wash.,
writes :

A boilennaker says that there is less
danger of the plates on the lower part of
a boiler giving way when there is a good
head of water, because then there is less
pressure on the plates. It seems to me
that the pressure would be the same on the
bottom as on the top, plus the weight of
water. Who is right? .-/.—You are right.

(45) C. B. H., East Mauch Chunk,
writes:

.\ friend of mine claims that the increase
of lead given to a valve when the link is

drawn towards the center would be the
.same with a straight link as with a curs'ed
one. I contend that the increase would be
all on one side. Who is right? A.—You
are. .\ link is curved to get as near as
possible an equal lead at both ends of the
cylinder. A straight link will change the
equality of this lead, and will give much
greater lead at one end than at the other.

(46) J. H. P., .\llensville. Pa., writes :

.\ friend of mine claims there is such a
thing as running an engine backward or
forward. When the connecting rod pulls
the wrist pin around above and pushes on
it below, this, he says, is running the
engine backward, and when it does the

opposite, it is running forward. Do vou
think there is anything in the above
theory? .-i.—When standing at the cylin-
der of a stationary engine, if the pin goes
under the shaft on its outward stroke of
the piston, it is said to run under ; if the
pin goes above, it is said to run over, k
locomotive when running ahead runs
under.

(47) E. R. B., Birmingham, .\la., writes:

Will you please tell us in your next issue
what machinery broke on La Gascogne,
and how it was repaired ? A.—The piston
of the intennediate cylinder broke; the
engineers disconnected it and arranged
temporary piping so that they could run
the engine with the other two engines.
This caused the heating of the boxes of the
shaft, as the three cranks were arranged at
120° from each other, and cutting out one
of them caused all the work to be done
with a jerk; brasses had to be renewed in
mid-ocean, a difficult job in a storm. La
Gascogne' s engines are quadruple expan-
sion and have six cylinders—three tandem
engines.

(48) C. .\. S., Brunner, Tex., asks :

I. What is the difference between a lift-

ing and non-lifting injector ? A.—A lifter
is located above its water supply, and has
means of raising water to itself ; a non-
lifter must be located below, or where
water will run to it. 2. Can a lifter be
changed to a non-lifter? A.—Yes. 3. In
the catalogue of the .\merican Injector
Company, it says a piece of straight pipe
screwed into the overflow nozzle assists in
starting the injector, especiallv at low
steam. Why is this so? ,r/.—We do not
know what the ,\merican Injector Com-
pany is, or what they make. 4. Has the
new "Nathan " injector an air chamber?
If so, what for ? A.—Yes. To check the
noise and jar of a non-lifter when at work.

(49) T. K. J., Chicago, 111., writes:

I. Will you tell me how to find the
center of gravity of a locomotive? A.—
The center of gravity of each piece must
be found, and then from that data the
center of gravity of the whole is calcu-

lated, .-^ny good work on "Mechanics"
explains the method of finding the center
of gravity of bodies. 2. Will you tell me
how an engine builder figures out how
much a locomotive he designs is going to

weigh on drivers, and if her wheel ba.se

has anything to do with it ? A.—He figures

the weight on drivers from his estimate of

the weight of the various parts, such as the
boiler and its attachments, the frames and
their attachments. The length of wheel
base will influence to some extent the
weight on drivers.

(50) T. H. M., Pine Bluff, .\rk.. asks :

1. In what ratio does the tensile strength
of steel boiler plate decrease per degree of

heat applied? A.—Tests made by the
U. S. Government showed that the tensile

strength increased about 1,000 pounds per
square inch from freezing up to 500° Fahr.
The line of strength is horizontal from
500° to 670°, when it begins to drop rapidly.

Between the temperatures 670° and 770° it

decreases 2,000 pounds in strength. Then
the line runs horizontal to 870°, after which
it drops gradually till a temperature of
1,600° is reached, when the tensile strength
of a plate which originally stood 80,000
pounds is reduced slightly below 1,000
pounds. 2. How many degrees of heat
are necessary to generate 90 pounds of
steam in an ordinary boiler? A.—.\bout

310 heat units per pound of water. 3. Does
the thickness of fire sheets affect the genera-
tion of steam? A.—Yery little.

% %' %
The Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indi-

anapolis, Ind., report that they are meeting

with great success in applying their system

to boiler plants. They have lately brought

out an oil kindler for locomotives, and are

read}' to negotiate with railroad compa-
nies to put plant into engine houses. They
say that their experience in providing ap-

paratus for the burning of oil in furnaces

enables them to construct fire-kindling

apparatus that are thoroughly safe and
reliable.

FOR SALE.
The following Second-hand Machinery, especially

adapted for Car Shops.

:i Bement C;ir Axle Lathes.
•3;M ini-li Bement Car Wheel Borers.
1 42 ••

1 ."j-ton Foundry Crane.
1 No. 1 McNiuil Iniversal Kadial Drill.
] 4foot Semi-rniversal
1 ae-in.xlO-ft. D. W. Pond Ens- Lathe and Chuck

(heavy)
1 8-Mn.x8-ft.l). W. Pond Eng. Lathe (very powerfull
1 ir-in.xlO-ft. (;oul(l A Elierhardt Lathe.
1 -JB-in xia-ft. Biigen Eneine Lathe and Chuck.
14-inch Wanen c.>inbined .Slotter and Vertical

Miller.

600 MACHINE TOOLS IN STOCK. SEND FOR LISTS.

--<H,K .\(;knts^ Fit.

Industrial Works of Bay City,
.\ND

Cleveland Punch and Shear Works.

Chicago Store,
50 South Canal Street.

115 Liberty Street,
New York.

Prentiss Tool and Supply Co.,

MACHINERY, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES.

Chnrtli!lnH BV'MAH,. Three lessons free,
•JllUllllallU KKliST 1 iiL1.K(;E. Oornine. N. Y.

WM. MINNIQERODE,
Rails, Rolling Stock and Scrap Iron

BOUGHT AND FOR SALE.

216 S. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jlinder for 1895.
steel Back, something: new and substantial.

No Cutting: or Punching: Papers.

PRICE, S/.OO.

So Binders on hand for old-size paper.

Xocomotivc Biiitjiuceriiui,

256 Broadway, New York City.
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FOR SALE.

PACE under this heading is

cheap. Do you want to call

especial attention to some one

thing: ? Here is the place to do it. If

you are a regular advertiser it will

only cost you 3c. a word, 2lc. a

line, or $2.50 per inch. If you are not

a regular advertiser you do not get

the yearly rate, but only have to pay

$4 per inch, which is a hard-pan rate

for a 24,000 paid subscription list.



CUnDTUXlin By MAIL.- Three Lessons Iree.

OnUn I nAnU KERST COLLEGE, Corning, N. Y.

The
Anatomy
of a
Passenger
Car.

Half-tone Engraving 20x5 inches.

Each part numbered; Reference

List (similar to "999"). Price,

25 cents.

IRailroab Car Journal,
617 Vanderbilt BIdg.,

New York.

DON'T

Estab-
lished

18&4.

Put it off another day. but
send your Name and Address
NOW to

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,
R. R. Department.

I 26 State St., Champlain Building,
Chicago, III.

Clarkson gives the most for
your money (everythiug con-
sidered).

lirily reliable eoods sold.
(at;ik)Kue gives pictures

and i>riie.'<. and terms, and a
pcuny postal caro with your

name and address
on it "does the busi-
ness."
Ask for the New

Illustrated Cata-
loKUP of The Clark-
son Special Watch=
es. Finest in the
World. Endorsed
by the whole R. R.
fraternity.
(-'atalogue sent free
to any address in
the U. S.
(iocidssent COD.

on ai'jiroval.
\\V are the leading
R. K. Jewelers in
Chicago.

Watches for R. R, JMen.

52,000
COPIES

Of the Transparent Engraving of the
Fa,nious Locomotive

have been printed and sold. The de°
mand still continues, and we have
ordered a new supply.
Printed on satin gloss paper show-

ing the Engine with every piece num=
bered and named, and sent in a tube,
ready for frame, for 50 cents. Stamps
will do.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
a56 Broadway, New York.

TriE^EffMEWANiyvjtJ

THERE/A LITTLE BOOK-TELL/ WHV

"Don't Scrap That Air Brake

Before sendihg particulars to the undersigned,

as we can use Air Brake Apparatus for Tender

and Train service, as well as for a Passenger

Coach, if in fair condition. Must be Westing-

house. Address

P. B. COLTON, Lakeview,

Jlal^er^ ^aF ^caters Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

One Thousand in Use.

The ''Mighty Midget" and other Modem Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINGS EXTRA HEAVY.

Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Filling Funnel, of Solid Brass,

cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sold only by

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
143 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.,
HAMILTON, OHIO.

EonMe, Slnjle, Angle-Bar, aa»g, Horf-

zoatJl, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, date,

UulUple, Belt and Steam-DhveB

PUNCHES
AND

Horizontal Punch. Made In 5 Sizes.

SHEARS.
Over 300 Sizes.

Pratt & ITIThitnby Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES,
In all usual styles tor Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

KONITOE MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS

For finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATALOG VE I SEyr ON APPLICATION.

THE HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose

for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

A. BARBEY & CO., 152 federal street, BOSTON.
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«E0. W.JACOBS, Presl.J^Tn-as.

We do not

belong: to the

" Head Light

Trust."

L. F. WILDER. Sect/.

All burners

stamped with

our name on

hand-wheel.

THE STAR HEAD LIGHT CO,
Manufacturers of Head Ligfhts, Railroad Signal Lamps and Lanterns,

for Locomotives, Cable and Electric Cars, both Oil and Electric.

13 ALLEN STREET.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Branch Office,
Western Union Buii-dinq,

Chicago, IL.L.

T. ISBESTER, Western Manager,

fh^^errclli^f§.6o.
820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines
FOR HAND, FOR POWER

AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on (50 Railways.

OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
— -" " Manufacturers of Every Product of Petroletim.

Main OfTice, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN,N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. SIOKRI.S. D. O. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, p. N. FRENCH,
VieePres. Gen'l Supt.

^^\ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUF.\CTURF.RS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

£iS

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

99eases of the Aar^Brake System
BY PAUL SYIVNESTVEDT.

If you want a Copy send $1 to the W. F. HALL PRINTING CO., 21 Plymouth Place, Chicag-o,

Our Line Engravings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing

accuracy and distinct lines on orig-

inal copper plates. They are made
by BRADLEY & POATES, 251 Wil-

liam Street, New York City.

8o



mims ..^i^gi TheNew"MnHflM J5

(Sek Illustkation), and

it(DiAHAPou/:i,.o. /p/w" V _, IWOMonvj/.CiCi

OR EVERY RAIL-
ROAD MAN.

POCKET PRIMER
OF

Air=Brake

Instruction.

Easy Lefsons.

90 pages of Meat. Flexi-
ble Cover. Mailed to any
address, on receipt of 50c.

"W. S. Rogers*
JUechanical Engineer,

Buffalo, N.Y.

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C,

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^"RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

WnE screw beins
* luhrinated and
protected, the .Ja'k
IS always ready ft r
instant service. Rail-
r<):i<l men appreciate
tlir i niportance of
ha\int: .Jacks always
in t:ood workintr con-
diti"n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks so that thev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frerjuently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase. ,

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

XANGYE'S
HvDRAULic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The leviT

is for pumping it up, the key
lowers aud stops it at any
point, when it is ag.ain

ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co
26 Warren St., New York.

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATEAK" SICHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIEE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER AV^SHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVK CATAliOGUES.

NATHAN MFG. CO., 92 & 94 Liberty St,

I«E"W YORK.

I'nq
iiriir

II lid

III III I

'.lilliiiiiii""!

,.,:"" ill

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY.
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivin§:Jruck, Passenger& Freight Axles

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranl(

Pins.

. R.R.SALES AGENTS.
256BROADWAY
NEW YORK. ,

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

Tiiiri

,: 111 Nil'

f

ilniiiitiuyM

Jj|||i;:|

I'lM

KfTERTOOo-,

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

^iliirk iiiiilillll^llil
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

SPECIAL SEAT^LESS JDRILMsTlSl XXJEIITG^.
Only Gauge where Movement

Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with hack of case.

ELASTIC PACKING HAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.
^

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL STEAM BOIIiER APPLIANCES.

ASHCROFT MFC. CO., Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted by the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. Y. L. E. & W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

p The Consolidated Safety Valve Co.,

Offices, III Liberty Street, New York, Works, Bridgeport, (Joiin.

SCHOEMMFCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA, -
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% Master Mechanics and Purchasing ftgents: ^

40tol Is big: odds,
isn't it?

^»— It's a fact, though, that a well-known Master Mechanic and Superintendent -^^
^T of a R. R. in Pennsylvania reported in writing to'the storekeeper, that a trial Z^
^~ lot of P. P. P. Diagonal Rod Packing, put to a severe test on their divi- -^
^^ sion, outlasted what they had been using **4rO "to I." -—

«g
^fr— If you want to Save your Company BIG Money, and at the same time get --^
^^ the most satisfactory thing in the line of R. R. Packing, just drop a line to "^^

^ C. A. DANIEL, Mfr., Z^
j^ No. 323 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa., ^
^Z and he will "put you on" as to how it is done, and send you a neat, brief, "^
^~' readable circular, and a free sample too, if you want to see it. Don't put of! -^^

^2 writing, but see what is offered, and try the cheapest and best article—40 to 1. --^

The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust Pipe.

THIS DEVICE is the invention of John Y. Smith, the originator of the Smith Vacuum
Brake. In the cuts of the Front and Side Views shown herewith, " AA " represent

Air Passages; "SS" Exhaust Steam Passages, and
ing part of the Nozzle.

It is an entirely new departure

Pipes for Locomotives. Its dis-

exhaust steam is not restricted

the gases and heated air in the

exhaust steam in the exhaust

superheated and expanded and a

blast is created, which keeps the

tion. and produces more perfect )

Some of the beneficial results

Pressure to a miniiinun {area

the e.x/iaust port) ; prevention
stack; almost complete absence

tion offormation of clinkers ill

B " an Annular Blower form-

in the construction of Exhaust
tmguishing features are that the

after it leaves the cylinders, and
smoke arch are mingled with the

pipe. The exhaust steam is thus

powerful, prolonged, pulsating

fuel in a constant state of agita-

combustion.

obtained are : Reduction of Back
of noszle opening as large as

of ejection of sparksfrom smoke

of noisefrom exhaust ; preven-
firebox ; large saving of fuel.

rR*>\ 1 V II- \v. By the elimination of Back Pressure vye have demonstrated the fact that the power of

engines has been increased to be able to pull from thirty to sixty tons more than with any other form of exhaust pipe.

The pipe can be used with either straight or diamond stacks, in long or short front ends, and on locomotives burning hard or

soft coal, wood or coke.

GENERAL AGENCY CO., 32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
GENERAL OFFICE, DOYLESTON, PA. FACTORY, READING, PA.

Tl TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO, Troy, N.Y.
The knuckle may be thrown open for I'onplinK by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessaiT

for tlie trainmen to go between the oars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type, The Strongest and the Only Safety Coupler.
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The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

I Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles IVarmest Water.

Easily Hanipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interohangeatle with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD DUDOEOX, 24 and 26 Colombia St., Neir York.

Maker aud Patentee of

Improved Hjdraulic

JACKS,

l^~Jacks for Pressing on Crank-
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order
Communications by letter wilj

receive prompt attention.

yoke;

Punches, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

ALLISON^^FC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CAR5 AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I»I3CIILi-A.I>E3XjI»I3CI-(gL, I'-A..

MILLS E5T.1844

IRON CO.
LOVIS.MO.

ixa

_>^

sss o. IS.. :ibxi..^xs.:e3 -A.idj-xjste:ii.
Insures the Itlaxiniuni pressure on tlle Brake Shoes al all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
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THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump "Works,

Toot of East Twenty-third Street,
Send for » „ i

iLLuarnnTED Catalocue. JNew lorK.

CLAYTON
AIR

COMPRESSORS
FOR ALL PURPOSES AND PRESSURES.

C'ataU'^'ue FKEE on Appliealioii.

Clayton Air Compressor Works,
26 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

ORDERS AVERT DISORDERS!

DON'T
i:<:^"^":y'^ GUESS!

ORDER HOLDER

that is

SIMPLE,
PERFECT,
CHEAP,

and a

SAFEGUARD.
You live on your engine, have the

best and safest tools.

FORGOTTEN ORDERS
have cost many lives-
Is yours worth

HALF A DAYS PAY?

S.*L. HARMAN,
Box345. St. Augustine, Florida.



Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•ECTION OF B0LTLES3 FASTENrNQ,

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular "Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Doulsle-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

Preight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileajre.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow 6auge Gars, SwitcbsS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT,

STEEL CAB SEAT
MADE ONLY 11

Y

HAGGARD & MARCUSSON,
409 S. Canal St., Chicago. JUST lay your cushion on this and ride easy.

Weiglis only ten pounds. Price $2.00 for I 8X24 and
under. When ordering give your weight and state>Vt' re f.T by |ie mission to ' Tlie'Boys."

Drop us a card and fl?e will send a list, size desired. TERMS. 'C.'O. D

StsLinidard Eegravtag C©,^-
61 Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engrineerlng. SEND FOR PRICES.

tandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN. '
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FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel.

Graduated in 32ds and 64ths on one
side only,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

riT|TlT|ITT|T
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TALLtMTIKB TOOL COizC
EARTFORD COHH.

iliilililJili)liiliilJlililil

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

The Sample

Tells the Story.
A sample of Dixon's pure, flake lub-

ricating Graphite, with interesting and
instructive pamphlet,

Sent Free of Charge.
Every engineer and machinist should

make himself better acquainted with
Dixon's Pure Tlconderoga Flake
Graphite. It will save both time and
labor, and is infinitely superior to the
common forms of plumbago or black
lead.

JOS. nXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N.J.



r™iWestmrhoMse

^rr^m
Is uow prepared, to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars^
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives alread}- equipped by

THE WESTINQHOUSE
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY

Steaiu Heating from the Locomotive :

Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Comminfcler, Storage

I, and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6, igo. SEWALK
I ' COUPLElts sold 55,617 ; the Standard in U. S. and Canada.

Pope Ligflit Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable' with " Pintsch ;
" and superior thereto. I'ses

same gas as "Pintsch" In Great Britain 14,262 steam and
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed.

A
L
B
A
N
Y

Electric Heaters for Street Cars :

1,101 Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn.

Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered

over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED I OAR-HEATINC CO.
Albany, P*. v., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

CHICAtiO. 200 WESTERN UNION BlIILDINfi: Canada, Coaticook,

P 6.—London- Moscow. SpecialW tested fittings and car lighting

repair parts at reasonable prices. Blectric Heaters for offices.

REGRINDING VALVES
••I,rNKENHKIMER'S" Is the best Globe or Angle Valve on

the market. If leaky, can be reground without disconnectine

from pipes, making same as good as new.

Once Vsedj Always Used,

Also heavy pattern for marine purposes. In long tried use on

Steamboats. Locomotives, Refineries. Rolling MiMs, U. S.

Cruisers. None froniiine without our name, which is cast in

the shell. Specify and insist upon getting " Lunkenheimers."

New Catalogue of Superior Steam Specialties will interest you.

Gratis upon request.

SI! IJI.», I

OPCAN 5TORE-THCLUNKeN.VALVE,CO. 35 GT OOV^D S'' LONOON.S.E

MADE HONEST.

.rtUt GIANT INjfcro.

qEl»
No separate water valve or primer to get

out of order ; easily regulated ; operated

by one move of a lever. Record of twenty

years. Cheapest on repairs. We also make
the best hot-water boiler washer and tester.

RUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 1 9 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

l", s. (Voveniineiil.

Riiihoiid rompnnics.
liiinand SleeUVorks.
and Contractors. Riehle-Robie Ball-Bearing Screw Jacks.

Riehle Bros. Testing
Machine Co..

'itli st.^ilu.vi- M;i>tcv.

I'hM.'Mlrliiliiu.

1S6



3. O. SETTLEMIEE, President. GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President. \V C VRTHUnS, Secy and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Supt.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrip-
tion, Caboose and Refrig'

erator Cars. .

MT. VERNON,

Manufacturing Co.

Car Wheels, Car Castings, and
General Foundry

Work.
Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.
• '%^i^ '%^» XHE COMIPiG ROOF ! •'%/% %•%/%•

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROH $ia TO $15 LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE. : CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TIHE.

WILL AVEAR THE LIFE OF THE CAR.

."-IBIillllBIP''-'.^-
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:

Oct Wl-JiT : M,. K. & T. Ey. Down East : Boston & Albauy R. R. 1305 HiVEMEVER BlDG.
'^

N°ew'
y^..^*"'

ThcPeerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,

E. L. PERRY. President,

CHAS. H. D.'VLE, General Manager.

\V. G. WIN".'\NS, Treasurer.

GENERAL OFFICE AND SALESROOM :

W Warren Street,
NEW YORK.

Rainbow Sheet Packing,

Peerless Packing, jk in. for Westinghouse

Pomps.

Pnmp Valves, Sheet Rubber, Matting, etc.

Guaranteed Steam Hose
FOR CAR-HEATING CONNECTIONS.

Air=Brake Hose
GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREW.S, VlcePres. C. H. HOWARD, Sec W. R. THO.MAS, Treas. R. M DI.XON. Engineer.

H
L

THE SAFETY CAR HEATING AND LIGHTING GO.,

160 Broadway, New York.

EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler
of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

40,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.
In brilliancy and cleanliness unsurpassed.

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, OhioT

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING
The Cheapest, Best and most Durable Oar Koof Knoivii. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
evarr one that fails in ten years.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A.J. Smith, G.F. aiul T.A., Clevelcancl, Ohio.
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STOP !.n»SS, PREVENT
The Leaks DD C WCMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, I 11 C W L ll I by Using:

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address. P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.

T""^ LESLI PATENT

^''
simp5 Locomotiv
Cleanliness, PllT
Convenience,

Absolute Safety,

Durability and Economy,

STANDS UNRIVALED.

j

It is the Only System of Kindling Locomotive Fires

g with Crude Oil which has'ever been put into General bs

I Use by any Railroad Company. >|

THOUSANDS of FIRES
Have been Kindled

for Less than 4c. PER ENGINE.

Duping the past Winter ONE cap tank of Cf^ude Oil kindled
more Fifes than 500 Cofds of Wood.

Its adoption in all roiindliouses over their Entire System f)y the Roads, which had tested

it in all hinds of zveather, fitrtiishes

Absolttfe Proof of its Coiiiplete Success.

For Particulars address, J. S. LESLIE, PaterSOU, N. J.

iSS



Ciis/i must (uavii/'ciiiy order. Xo books sent C. (>. J), lie ran furnish any mechanical book iua'tted. The list below is especially

recoi/ii/iended. .-Ill books sent by mail Orefor price named, unless otlierivise stated.

Air-Brake Priii-tice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket SI.00

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1885. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road SI.50

i i ^
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding?, by a practical

man $3.50

Ap|ile1on''a Encyclopedia of Applied
Iflecltaiiic!«. 1880. In two volumes. Ilistoryand

brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15,00

i i i
Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineeuino

for 1894. No other years in stock $3,00

^ i . i
Buildings and Structures of American

Kailroads. Ber^. 1893. Plans and specilica-

tions for all kinds uf buildings and structures of

any class u.sed by American railroads $7-.50

i ^ i
Car Lubrication. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-

ning cool $1.00

^ i i
CatecUisuk of tlie liocomoiive, Forney.

1S90. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ou^ht to

have it $3,50

i i i
CatecUism oftUe Locomotive. Grimshaw.

1894. Latest book out .' $'i.00

i s i
Compound Ijocontotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kiuds of compound locomotives in

use $3.UU

^ ® i
Constructive Steam Engineering. Whit-

tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book $10.00

i i i
Diseases of tlle Air-Brake System,

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have $1.00
.-^^ .-^, .^1

© W jSf

Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good .35c.

^ i i
Engineer's Pocket-Book. lYautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

information $5.00

i i i
Enginemen's Guide. Time an<t Pocket

Book. Kinne. W.ti. Rules of procedure in a break-

down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i i
Form of Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, anci Engineers for Empioy-
ntent* The standard questions of tbe Traveling

Engineers' Association rules of examination.. ^5c.

i i i
Has^vell^s Engineer's PocUet-Book. 1892.

Probably tlie best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything.— $.j,00

i i i
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineerinir book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $5.00

iM ^ ^
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Economy. Hemenway. 189-s>. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating S3.00

a @ @
Key to Steam Engineering, Williams.

1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good informatioir for anyone. Boiler, ensrine.

combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c,

^ *§ @
Locomotive Engine-Running and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1898. En-

larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

i ^ i
Locomotive Mecltanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $'4,00

i i i
Locomotive Kulining Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

^ i i
Modern Locomotive Construction, Illus-

trated. Jleyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
andelaborate. $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

iN<j. steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best bin<ler made .-$1.00

i i i
Pocket Primer of Air-Brnlce Iniitruc-

tion, Rogers. 1894. Sometliiiig new in the in-

struction book line 50c.

Practice and TUenry of tlie Inje4-tor.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

.lector yet published. All aljout all kinds of inject-

ors 81.50

i %
Principles of Meclianicg. Goodeve. 1880.

Tlie fo.mdation principlesof mechanics S'i.50

i ^ i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo-

tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 180'J.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman

should have this book 50c.

i i i
Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1S9:».

Full details for making every form of railway

,v.r S3.00

i i i
Rules of Intercliange. The code of rules

froverninc^ the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repaii-s,

etc 10c.

i ^ @
Simple Lessons in Dra^vings, for tite

SHop. Reynolds. 189:i. Twelve lessons that can

be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c-

^ '^ %
Sli€le Valve ami Link Motion. Auciiin-

closs. 1876. The principal authority on the sub-

ject S3.00

® ^ i
Standard Code of Train Rules. The code

adopted by the American Railway Association, in

almost geneva! use as a basis. Tk€ authority on
train operating 7^c.

^ ^ i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject $3..50

^ i i
Tlie Eugineer^f< Epitouke. >Smith. A col-

lection of Facts, Figures atid Formulas. Things

that a stationary engineer should know. M'ays

to figure out everything 50c.

i ^ i
The Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on trnin dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains .81.50

^ ^ i
W^liat an Kns;ineer Should Know

About Electricity, dough. 1894. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

little book 30c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York,
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Columbian Metallic Rod - Packing.
Principal Points: Simplicity and Durability.

Chicasfo Office, 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Building;.

NO SPRINGS.
OLD GLAND USED.

2 Friction Next to Nothing. Protracts Life of Rods.
" Three Rings for Heavy Service.

One Ring for Passenger Engines.

Will CorJi/-act to provide this Packing for Half Cost
of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO.,

1225 and 1226 Betz Building:, Pliiladelphia.

TrtEMS/T PRACTICAL ^ilS^^

mTHl/RMAN/ySB,

'

%^^J\^'imi

Mhvrman Fv6l Oil Burner Co.Jndianapolj/, Ind.

eMCIMe,FVLL/f6AH IN 6OT07OMIN\/T^.

37-38 CORDOVA BLDC.
:^ CHICAGO,

VAy. 1405 MONAONOCK BLDO- _
SAN FRANCISCO,

ZI-2J TREMONT,ST.

IQO



New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St,

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

>i ANiF.Vf 1 1 i:ki:s ny

EA Metal IVorkino- Machine Tools,

E. H. MUMFORD, ^\wS\^Afi^
Representative

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

?^«^i - -^^^"^^ STEAM HAMMERS.

^h
Steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pbdrick & Ayer Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Maelime Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR SHOPS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPf^ESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed ; will supply air at less than half the cost for

fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of. free air

Requires no attention but oiling, and little of that.

Case Dust-Proof.

O-Ie, Caliper Qauge,
* REGULAR PRICE, $4.00.

WITH TRAMMEL POINTS *ND ADJUSTING SCREW.

Will mail it to you any time pre-
i|ili|i|i|i|i[i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|Mi vlous to April 1st, for 1(2.50, if

i..i,i,:,i„i.,.Li.,.i..,i.,I,.i„,i.,.J,.i.„l„iij
this paper is mentioned.

STANDARD TOOL CO., Athol, Mass., U. S. A.,

Manufacturers of Mechanics* Fine Tools.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

ManuTacturers of

ACME'BOLTi RIVET HEADERS
e Singled Double Antomalic Bolt Cutters

Cutting from % in. to 6 in. diam.

Also, Sepabate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COFV OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A.
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sURFACIIMC MACHINE J^ice, with : foot taii,, $36o.oo
Price, with .J foot table, 350.00

Overhead work included.

GUIDE BAR GRINDER. ^(Arzz£:x:x.s xsxo-xi^.
GENERAL SIZE OF EMERY WHEEL, 20x4. BY SPECIAL ORDER, 20 x 6> j.

Fsed by Peiui. K.R. Co. for grinding cross-head guides, cross-head keys, rod keys and grease box tojis.

The Tanite Qo.. BRANCHES: ^
NETWORK, i6i 'Wasliington St.

FACTORY AND OFFICE,
STROUDSBURC, PA.

CINCINNATI, I West Pearl St.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER 1? ^ 5 ^' ^ ^
WITH POSITIVE SELF-OPENING KNUCKLE WITHOUT THE USE OF WEIGHT, SPRING OR

-^ ^ LEVER, WILL OPEN ON ANY GRADE UP TO 1200 FEET TO THE MILE. ^ ^

H^
«t
——r~—17

'Wi-.l. ®

MINER DRAW BAR ATTACHMENT. LUDLOW FREIGHT COUPLER.
TK!3 ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN fW SERVICE FOR THREE

YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.
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JEROME METALLIC RACKING.
This is the Standard Metallic Packing all

cvsr the world, and is more generally adopt-

ed and in use on more locomotives than any
metallic packing in use. Give the J EROME
a trial and be convinced. Put it in compe-
tition with any other packing and be con-

vinced of its superior merits.

OFFICE AND WORKS :

Nos. 3S and 37 Canal Street,

C. C. Jerome, 'ZllUu,"'' Chicago, iii.

Packing ring opened

ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery.

CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON. IND.

GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Coach and Car Oils^
tlie Standard Lubricating Oils

of America.
SAFETY. SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena Otis. COLD TEST. 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest climates.
In the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom

from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of the leading railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roads use these oils today that
used them more than 20 years ago, is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year in and out.
Galena Oils are in exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New York to the Pacific
coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their adapta-
bility to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free from gum, these oils are not affected by dust and
sand as other oils are.
We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-

TION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,
Charles Mii-lee, President.

Chicago Bhanch Office, Franklin, Pa»
Phoenix Building. 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL Oil WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL,

The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, Prest.

TheCoupAutomaticCarCoupler. M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. NoSprings.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over 12 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, - - 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS BLDG., CLEVELAND, 0.

S*ftional Tifw
T'eltcd lineB Gboi
uEccupline and i

back of lock looking (orwaril.

rthe lock liftfd full height for

[ipeDlDg knuckle, and readf lo

Any competent mechanical engineer who examines with care the construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-

quirements of service have been met in most ingenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,

as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated

attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STRENGTH—Equalling in tetls the hig/iest records of all-sled "Couj^rs. and surpassing them injerk and pulling.

EST— Three :^-fool blows; three 10-/oot blows ; six lb-foot blows of 1,640 pounds weight. OUABD ABM
JERK TEST— Three b-/oot, three W-foot and three lb-foot Mows.

DROP TESl
TEST— Three 3-foot blows and four b-foot

PULLINO TEST— 174,300 pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle

lock and pin are of steel.

In uncoupling, the lock itself tliroTra tlie knaclile open, no separate piece of any kind
ing required. The action of the lock, both in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive,

sure, under all conditions.

&"rt^j;,e„t. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
WILLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building;, Chicago.
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IN USE ON THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY RAILROADS.

United States ^c{Mc Packing Co.
REQUIRES NO ATTENTION. FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

STATIONARY AND MARINE ENGINES.

The United States

JVIetallic Packings
Have stood the test of years and are

acknowledged to be superior
to all.

Renewal of Packing Rings made without
disconnecting, by cutting them in

halves a?id breaking joints.

HIGHEST AWARDS COLUMBIAN AND PARIS EXPOSITIONS.

Swab and Oil Cups Furnished with Every Packing

Send for Catalogue and Specificlitions.

Gen'l Office, Bullitt Building, \ phJiaHpinhJa p.
Works, 427 N. 13tli Street, j

^'^leipiiia, Fa.

Chicago, Rotunda, Grand Pacific Hotel,
San Francisco, 130 Main Street,

St. Louis, 32 Laclede Building,
Montreal, Canada. 751 Craig Street.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH SXEEL '''^'^5 f'"' 3" Purposes.

SPECIALLY SlITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. t. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicags.

Lliik^Bel

Eigiieerlig COo
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NHW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Beslgip

• To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

Boiler,

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

FIRE

BOX
QU4LITY UNSURPASSED^ STEEL.
Plates up to 1 00 ins. in widthN^^iBBHa^BBmH

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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mmmmm steel tires
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESITI^TS FOR EVERV VARIEXV OF SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER <£ SON, 15 Gold Street, New York,

EDWARD ELLIS.
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
^'!ce-Ples. and Treas.

A. J. PITKI.V.

Superiritoiirlent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES

STANDAEE
DESIGN

CLASSES OF

SEEVICE,

DESIGNS
FURNISHED

EAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of (5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

BOHNER'S PATENT

WATER TUBE
F1RE=B0X.

WRITE FOR RIGHT PRICES ON

Adds 2".i.' square feet of the best kind of healing-

surface to fire-box. Water tubes set in best position

to abstract heat from gases. Will save coal,

prevent sparks and smoke. Enables nozzles to be

enlarged, making better rnnning engine.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner,

195 Metropolitan Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

ALGERITE flues

THE TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO., Washington, Penn.

ll III NEW YORK OFFICE. 39 CORTLANDT STREET. II I
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BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R, J. Gross, VicePres. David Russell, Siipt,

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Heque.mboliri;, Sec'y H. Tandy. .\ss't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work

fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
OF PAXERSO^H, N. J.

Slew York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

manufacturers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND TENDERS,
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

6. K. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM. Sec'v.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

-»- IKiCORPORAXED 1846. -•€*-

''?Sj;'-Li?«T«i**LOCOMOTIVESSTYPES.
STANDARD OR NARROW GAUGE FOR ANY SERVICE *««^' "^« "^^ ~ ortorv...hoapc». s .pkc,kicat,o>.

Freight Cars, Derrick Cars, Push Cars and Car l^heels.
Boilers of Locomotive, Horizontal, Tubular and Vertical Type

FRANKLIN 0. PAVSON, President, ,T.\MES E. GREENSMITH, General Manager. BYRON D. VERRILL, Treasurer.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE S::. i locomotive^nd cariearimgs
IRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. In WEIGHT.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

In 3MCQ I
c=^
HJ-
V

for Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, Etc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.
ALSO

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief .ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBY STEAM GiOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Ulass.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and
London, England.
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Locomotive Works.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Mannfactarera of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

From standard designs, or according to -'pecifica-

lions, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boileri

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.''

WILSON UILLES, Fi. i Trs. S. A. WISBIilUT, tl9.

COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^'"Iffr"-
(Formerly Danforth Liocomotive & Olacbine Co.) Latrobe Steel Works,

MANUFACTURERS
OF

JOHN S. COOKE. President & Gen. Man.
FRED. W. COOKE. Vice-President.
WM. BKRDAN, Sec'y A Treas.

IpatiERSON,
J.

New York Olllce,
45 BROAD^VAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Aeent.

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Siipt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

I»JE"W VORK OFFICE,

nSTos. 31-33 I=>iiie Street.

MAGt^
ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

All Bearings.

Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

256 Broadway, New Vork.

ELOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

Main Office and Work.*,, Latrobe, Pa.
Brandt Office,

Bullitt Building', Plilladelphia.

Clilcaao Office,
Western Inlon Bulldlnj;.

IVe^v York Office,Home Life Insurance Building,
St. Louis Office,

Union Trust Building.

C5-OTJIjJ3'S
Steam and Water Packing
'

. Patented June I, 1S80.

Especially adapted for Loiomotives,
Never aticUs the Throttle,

The Original Ring Packing.
1 ordering give exact diuuieler o£ Stuffing

B'ix.ind Valve Stem.
Nnne genuine without this Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE. MAS3.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Transmission
of Power. 56 to 64 pages, size of this paper,
profusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for .Sample Copy—FREE. Address:

THE FO^WER I'UBLISHING CO.,
WORl,D Bl7ILDII«iG, PiEW VORK.
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BEATS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is tiie

liandiest tuul fur ruuniuf; repairs tliat can be
found. It3 liardened steel .laws and bandy adjust-

ment malte it keep hold when once bet and you
can get it on in out-of-the-way places, and take off

a nut without takins jaws off, and where you
couldn't get in an eishth of a turn witli the clumsy
monkey—and it will take hold close up where
the old wTench can't get. This prevents marnne
finished nuts and parts around them. A thousand
places for it around a locomotive where it can save

time and money, We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO.. ''\l%Zt%%.y.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS

LOCo/oTlVES. "Soli-11"'
Room 45, Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.



Baldwin " Locomotive " Works.
ANNUAL CAPACITY:

1,000 -

LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINES.

ESTABLISHED

183 I .

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to stand-

ard gauges and templets. Lilte parts of different

engines of same class perfectly

interchangeable.

Single Expansion and
Compound Locomotives.

BROAD AND NARROW-GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES; MINE LOCOMOTIVES

BY STEAM OR COMPRESSED AIR : PLANTATION LOCOMOTIVES ;

ELECTRICAL LOCOMOTIVES: NOISELESS MOTORS
FOR STREET RAILWAYS, ETC.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO.,
Proprietors)

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ICKSON MANUFACTURING CO.
SCRANXOI>(, PKNSt.

LoconiotiTes of every style anil §Ize. Staudard

and >arroiT liauge, made to Standard (jauffes anti

Templets. Alsofor Plantations, Mine" and Logging.

SPECiriCAIIOHS OH APPLICATIOU.

J.\S. p. DICKSOJf, President.

E. W, WESTON, V.-Pres. WU. H. PEEEIHS, Bit. * Treii.

JOHN EEVIHE, Superintendent.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, VA.

Locomotives for Every Service.

"LACKAWANNA"
Sight Feed Locomotive

Cylinder Lubricator.

Extract from Report of the
Franklin Institute.

"The state of the art shows this lubrica-

tor to be in lead of its competitors for

simplicity and perfect wprking
under varied conditions."

Are yoH interested enough to write

for full particulars ?

Lackawanna Lubricating Co.,

VlVl I'apouse Avenue, Scrauton, Pa.
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MODEL LOCOMOTIVES.
< '.iniplete sels I'iistiiiKS fur liiiest design yi-licnec-

tacly 8-\vl)c't-liM-. Same iis !)!»." Something to

work on tlii-i wintfr. Send for catalosiie.

li, II iH.NHY. 1113 IlfvkimerSt.. Hrookhii, N.\.

Xjeoixai-ca. cfc £311i!S.

VALVOLINE OIL ''as '"'W been used on many of
^^^^^mm^^^m^^ the leailluK railroatls iu thIs eoiiu-

try anil ahioad. It has no equal In (tualityand mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
157 Cliaiiibers Street, NEW VOHK.

AGENTS$75 A^,^,i;f
vi-u,^ or -r:u,„- PRACTICAL
PLATING DYNAMO. 111,,,,.. I

<TU meiliud. ii-*a III all factoiii*

10 plate m-w giio.l«, Plales gol.l,

,ilvcr, oi..ki-l. i-i.^ . on waiclii-.

j'.'welrv, tattlp-waro. tii'-vlrsnwl

sll metal go.iils ; line oiiilit* t-r

anenia ; diflereut -sizi

I-^

^~">.^*~A-y^. -J^'
I

T'liiiy; no battery; no toy; n'>
^^^

. ->»^ eKP'.Vieuce; uo U'nilt to itluiin,-

W. p. HARRISON & CO., Clerk No. 15, Columbus. Ohio„
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Our Adoertisers.

Air Brake Hose.

B<.)Ston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. New York.

Air Brakes.

Westinghoiise .\ir Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Compressors.
Pedrick & ,Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & .\yer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Pump Regulators.
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Anti-Friction IVIetal.

.\jax .Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., NeAv York.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switcli Stands.
Rainapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son. New York. I

Balanced Slide Valves.

-M. C. Hammett. Troy. X. Y.

Bearing Metal.

Aiax Metal Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox 3teel.

Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland Co., Portland^ Me.

BuiTer Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

boiler Testers.

Hue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

•Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Kue .\lfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
.^cmc Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

.\cnio Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

"

Books.

W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Loco.MOTiVE Engineeking, New York.
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalcj, X. Y.

Brake Shoes.

Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel* Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.

Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

.Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. 111.

Cab Seats.

Haggard & Marcusson, Chicago, 111.

Calipers.

K. G. .Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

.\llison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., .Mt. Vernon. 111.

Cars -Coiittinted.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Castings.

-Ml. Vernon Car .Mfg. Co.. Mt. Vernon. 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons iConp Covipleri. Cle\-e-

land. O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. V.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.

'.MeConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. V.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.. New
York.

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., .Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Roofing.

Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.

B. R. Miller. New York.
P. H. Murphy .Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis. 111.

Car Ventilators.

JI. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)
.Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. 111.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo. N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Castings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Chime Whistles.

Crosby Steam Gage &• Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineeripg Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.

The International Correspondence Schools,
Scrauton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.

Ciould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.

.Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin'Gages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, .V. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Crossings.

Ramapo Iron Werks. Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Derrick Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.

Consolidated Car Heating Co.. Albany, N. Y.

Electric Telephones.

W. P. Harrison & Co., Columbus, O.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.

Smith Exhausit Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Fire Extinguishers.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. .\. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.
.Mlison .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.

Frogs.

Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn. N. V.
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Qage5.

Standard Tool Co., Athol. ^tass.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixnn Crucible Co.. Jersey City, X. J.,

Hand Cars.

Portland Co.. Portland. Me.

Head Lights.

Siar Headli.i^ht Co., Rochester. X. V.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon. Xew York.

Jos. F. iMcCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Watson ik Stillman. Xew York.

Indicators.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.

Injectors.

Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York..

Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O. .

Xathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

William Sellers & Co.. Philadelpliia, Pa..

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa-
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co.. Scranton. Pa.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
Portland Co.. Portland. Me.
R. L Locomotive Works, Providence. R. \.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine WorkSi,
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson. X. J.

Schenectady Locomotive Works. Schenec-
tady. N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.

(.iould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, X^. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.

John J. McGrane. New York.

Locomotive Firebox.

Joseph J. Bohner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.

Thurnian Fuel Oil Burner Co.. Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.

Locomotive Whistles.

The Lunkeiiheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Lubricators.

L^etroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa^
Xathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Clalena Oil Works, Ltd., Franhlm. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.

Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.

Hement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co., Springfield, Vt.

Manning. Ma.\,well & Moore. New York.
Niles Tool Works Co.. Hamilton, O.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa,

Measuring Scales.

Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics* Tools.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, X. Y.

K. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co.. Athol. Mass.

Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, :Mich.

Metal Polish.

G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis. Ind.

Metal Sawins: Hachines.

Pratt & Whitney Ct.'.. Hartford, Conn.

Mining flachinery.

liatfs Iron Works, Chicago, III.

Con till iced on puge 3i'o.
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Keep a-jumprn'," said the Frog.

P'recleriolc ITosciiolc.

Sample copies free.

Single subscriptions, 50 cents a year.

Foreign subscriptions, 75 cents a year.

The contents for Marcli arc :

Improper Steam Piping,

Frkdekick Fosdick.

An Engineering Experience,

S. AsHio.N Hanii.

Pitch and Strength of Gear Teeth,

S.A.MUKi. Wi.;i-.i;kk.

Recollections of the Steam Engine Indi-

cator (2), F. F. IIemenwav.
Designing Stationary Engines (6),

Theo. F. Schefflek, Jk.

Among the Shops, Fred H. Cor \ in.

Locating Knocks in Machinery,

John H. CooI'Ei;.

Notes from Different Workshops,
A. Lkakniu.

Systematic Tool Making
Warren K. Willi.-..

What Mechanics Think.

Various Short Articles.

Nearly every one has hv.'ard

of the two frogs who fell into a

tub of milk. •' I'm a goner,"

said one. "Not much,' said

the other, " keepa-jumpin' and
see what comes of it." The
first frog refused the advice

and met an early death ; but

the second frog kept a-jumpin'

all night; and in the morning,

the milk having been churned

into butter, jumped out of the

tub and went about his bus-

iness feeling none the worse.

In spite of hard times and dull

business we have jumped the

circulation of Machinery up to

15,250 copies, and the adver-

tising up to nearly $10,000 a

year—and we are still a-jumpin'

Reader, is tlie moral plain ?

TVlachiinery,
!S(.?(3t,t oiifl Bowiit.' r^'ld'g:, Xf NV Vorlc City.

Model Locomotives.
G. H. Olney, Brooklyn. N. V.

Oil Cups.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Order Holder.

S. L. Harnian. Hoboken, N. J.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co.. Phila.

Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Ma.ss.

Jenkins Bros., New York.
C. C. Jerome. Chicago, 111.

Peerless Rubber M£g. Co., New York.
U. .S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, l';i.

Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Phosphor Bronze.

Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia, Ha.

Pipe Threading JVlachlnery.

Merrell Mfg. Co.. Toledo, ( ).

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
ThoiTias Prosser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel iVtaterials.

Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsbui-g, Pa.

Publications.

ilachinery. New York.
Power. New York.

Pump Packing.

Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
C. A. Daniel. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber 'ilfg. Co., Now York.

Punches.

1. P. Richards, Providence. R. I.

Railroads.

Lake .Shore & M. S.

Railroad Signal Lamps.
Star Head Light Co., Roche.-'.tcr, N. Y.

Railway Equipment.
\Vm. Minnigerode, Philadelphia, P.i.

Reducing Valves.

Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mass.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings.

Ramap.i Wheel & Foiindry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Rubber Hatting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.
Henry L. Leach. Boston. Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co.. Cleveland, O.

Shafting.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Shorthand School.

Kerst College, Corning, N. Y.

Springs.

.\. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thunias Prosser & Son, New York.

SUy Bolts.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.o

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Ma.ss.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,
Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.

B.jston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
'

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. .Mass.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, Ne%v York.)
Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.
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Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp {T. Prosser & Son, New York.'l

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N. Y.

Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.i

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Stone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago. 111.

Surfacing JVIachine.

The Tanite Co.. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Switches.

Raiuapii Iron Works, Hillburn. \. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomoti\-e Works, Pittsburg. Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riclile Bros. Testing Machine Co.. Phila-

ticlphia. Pa.

Tool Steel.

B, M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass,

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Ii-on Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tube Expanders.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co.. Cleveland. O.
Jlerrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.

William Sellers* Co.. Philadelphia, Pa,

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.

Valves.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N, Y.

Vestibules.

Gould Coupler Co., BuiTalo, N. Y.

Vises.

.Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Wrought Iron Pipe.

Allison .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
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From London to Warsaw.
[EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.]

After rambling about the British Isles for

several weeks, I found myself in London
looking towards far St. Petersburg and
cogitating on how I could get there, see

whatever railroad novelties were to be

found, and get back to Havre in time for

my boat, visiting en route all the leading

attractions. When a traveler is situated as

I was, he is certain to find out the over-

whelming inclination of people to give

advice. Twenty different routes appeared

to be recommended by veteran travelers

and by others who had never crossed the

English Channel, but considered them-

selves perfectly competent to give advice.

Every one gave urgent reasons why his or

her advice should be followed.

At this time, too, I discovered the in-

tense antipathy that the average denizen

of Great Britain has to Russia. "Going
to Russia!" my friends would exclaim

with a catch in their breath, and then they

would regard me with looks of compassion

and others that mutely said, " He used to

have a little sense, but now , well, he

has been living in America."

My hesitation about a route was settled

by my traveling companion, who decided

in favor of the Hook of Holland. That
route gives you a night on the North Sea,

but it is a pleasant change from the con-

fined trains. The Hook of Holland is a

tongue of land at the mouth of the Rhine,

and has a close family connection with our

own Sandy Hook.

On getting ashore, we find the railway

station on the wharf and the train ready

to start, but time is given for breakfast.

One of the most striking things in Hol-

land is the absence of excitement. No-
body appears to be in any hurry. The din

and bustle of the ordinary railroad termi-

nus is absent here. There is no liveried

official shouting to hurr\- up with baggage,

no yelling "All aboard!" no train boys
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clamoring to sell papers and fruit, nothing

but quiet deliberate movements.

I expected to find some novelties in the

railroad rolling stock of Holland, but I was
mistaken. The locomotives and cars were

very much like those of the Great Eastern

which brought us to Harwich, only cleaner

and evidently in better condition. The
locomotives were inside connected, and
had been built by Neilson & Co. , Glasgow

;

the cars were of the ordinary compartment
style.

While touching on the subject of cars, I

might mention that in Britain, Germany,
Russia, Austria, Switzerland and France,

countries which I traveled in, I noticed a

change going on which will eventually do

away with the compartment car with doors

at the side, and give the traveling public

vestibuled cars entered at the ends. In

Germany, the cars in through trains were
rather mixed in appearance, some of them
being of the old compartment, side-door

type, while others were vestibuled, with a

passage through the car lengthwise. This

passage is always at the side with small

compartments opening into it. The .gov-

ernment of Austria have decided that no

more side-door compartment cars shall be

built, and that the existing carriages must
be changed to the vestibule form as soon

as practical. The same practice is making
rapid progress in the British Isles, and
nearly every railway company has its

"corridor " trains, which admit of inter-

communication between cars. One of the

finest trains of this character which I trav-

eled on was on the Caledonian, of Scotland.

The other countries in Europe are slowly

moving in the same direction.

The railroad managers do not view the

movement towards vestibuled cars with

favor, because the change involves more
deadweight per passenger carried, but they

cannot help themselves. Some of the

more enterprising companies began pro-

viding the superior accommodation, safety

and comfort found in the corridor car, and

the traveling public is now urging that

nothing else should be used on through

trains.

The cars are what we would call short,

ranging from 30 to 40 feet between buff-

ers ; but they are much longer than the

older type of the compartment car. vSome

of them are carried on trucks, but three

pairs of wheels form the most common
style of running gear. I found an extra-

ordinary thing in the Eastern Railway of

France. There is not a single car on that

system carried on more than two pairs of

wheels. They have cars weighing about

36,000 pounds empty, with a wheel base of

24 feet, that are carried by two pairs of

wheels. There was a serious accident to a

passenger train on that system when I was
in Paris, through the breaking of an axle.

It is surprising that the government, which
keeps a close supervision over railroads in

France, does not insist on better running

gear for these heavy cars. The company
runs the fastest trains found on the Con-

tinent of Europe, and takes the Orient ex-

press, the most famous train on the Con-

tinent, through France.

We left the Hook of Holland on a Sun-

day morning, and had the pleasure of see-

ing the Dutch people out in their holiday

attire. The people congregated at the

stations to see the trains, and their quaint

costumes and ruddy faces made up pictur-

esque sights. I was reminded at every

hand of a humorous description of a visit

to Holland which Oliver Goldsmith wrote

130 years ago. He said that when a Dutch

belle wished to make herself particularly-

attractive she put on thirteen petticoats,

and a heavy swell of the other sex wore

twelve pairs of breeches. The diameter of

some of the people we saw at stations in-

dicated that the fashions of Goldsmith's

time are not entirely extinct.

The country is interesting as an example

of what stern industry can do to overcome



adverse natural conditions. A great part

of the country lias been torn from the

ocean by stupendous toil, and strenuous

labor is necessary to maintain possession.

Every rood not devoted to roads, canals or

ditches is cultivated or used as pasture.

Neatness, cleanliness and thrift are every-

where apparent, the cows browsing in the

rich fields being nearly all covered with

blankets to protect them from sun and

storm. The ordinary nm of village and

farm houses have great sloping roofs, with

eaves that reach nearly to the ground. I

was puzzled for a while to understand why
the people were so lavish with roofs, and
afterwards learned that their garrets are

used as cellars. They cannot dig cellars,

because the water is everywhere almost

close to the surface.

There was nothing novel about the

Dutch rolling stock or roadbed. They
appear to have adhered very closely to

English forms and methods, with the ex-

ception that chairs are not used under the

rails. Signals and interlocking are in use

at all stations, and such accidents as collis-

ions are very rare. This is not surprising,

for the trains run slowly, passenger trains

are provided with good air brakes, and

absolute block signaling is in general use.

When we reached the German connect-

ing line, which took us through Hanover,

we found very little difference from the

appearance of railroad appliances in Hol-

land. There is a decided difference in the

personnel, however. Germany glories in

military pomp and circumstance of war,

and railroads are operated with military

precision and display. It does not tend to

accelerate the movement of trains, but it

makes trifling duties seem important, and

places the officials on pedestals of dignity.

Nobody seems to be in a hurry, and, there-

fore, the delays which result from the slow

movements of the human mechanism do

not matter. The stations swarm with men
dressed in an array more imposing than

the garb of our drum-majors. Conspicuous

among the greatly dressed officials is one

with a scarlet cap. He touches the button

that sets all the others in motion. After you

begin to wonder why the train does not

start, since everybody is seated and all the

doors are closed. Red Cap, who is the

stationmaster, raises his hand and shouts

and a station bell rings. Then another man
wearing a helmet, gives a signal to one

whom we supposed to be a major-general,

but who was really the conductor. This

important personage then toots a horn and

waves to the engine driver. The latter

looks back and salutes, then he toots his

whistle twice, looks back again, and then

starts the engine with great care and delib-

eration.

We stopped a few days in Berlin and

then proceeded eastward. It was my in-

tention to go to St. Petersburg, but I found

that the time to go there and back was out

of all proportion to the distance, and that

1 could not safely go farther than Warsaw.

I had reason to be glad afterwards that I

<li(l not attempt to make a longer journey.

We accordingly started for the birthplace

of Thaddeus.

Nothing of any consequence happened

untilwe got to Alexandrowa, the frontier

station of the Russian Empire. A brother

accompanied me, and he did not have a

passport. Persons in Berlin had said that

the use of a few gold pieces would render

a passport unnecessary, and the guard of

the train we traveled on from Berlin also

said that a traveler could get into Russia

without a passport.

When the train stopped at Alexandrowa,

a crowd of officers rushed into the cars

shouting, '

' Passports !

'

' My brother not

being able to produce the important docu-

ment, was escorted out of the train under

guard and directed to return from whence
he came, and no one would listen to ex-

cuses or explanations. The others were

all marched into a house for the examina-

tion of baggage, and the search was the

most thorough I had ever seen, but that

was because I had never been in Russia be-

fore. In my bag there was a copy of

Bradshaw's Continental Guide, which has

the British royal coat-of-arms on the cover.

When the examiner saw the coat-of-arms,

he made a grab at the book as if he had
found a dangerous publication, and carried

it to his superior for examination. The
latter evidently knew the book, for he gave

a contemptuous grunt, and the subordinate

brought it back crestfallen. He could find

nothing more in my bag of a suspicious

character. Next to me was a German who
had a kodak. Here was something suspi-

cious. The officer insisted on the German
opening the kodak, and the owner pro-

tested that opening it would ruin his pic-

tures ; but the officer was determined to see

the contents. I never knew how the mat-

ter was settled, but I noticed in the train

afterwards that the German did not have

his kodak.

When traveling in a foreign country, an

observing man naturally watches to note

habits and practices different from what
he is accustomed to at home. In Europe,

the difference in habits and manners

is really very slight. The cars, of course,

are different, but the people met in the

trains are, as a rule, very much like the

people met in Pennsylvania. In the whole

circuit which I made, from Paris to the

north of Scotland, from there back through

England, Holland, Germany, Austria and

back to Paris, I could see little in the out-

ward appearance of the people to indicate

that they were worse clad or worse fed than

Americans. It is well known that the

feeding is very sparing in some districts,

but this is not apparent from the looks of

the people. The scenery from Berlin to

Warsaw is not unlike what one passes

through in going from Buffalo to Indian-

apolis.

One thing which struck me in the trains

in Poland was the silence of the travelers.

The people did not seem free to express

themselves before strangers.

.\nothcr thing which impressed me was

the delilierate speed of the trains. I kept

thinking about a story the J. P. tells about

a train in Colorado. They were climbing

a long mountain grade, and the engine was

steaming badly, the flues were leaking and

the coal was bad. The conductor sent a

brakeman forward to ask the engineer if he

thought that he was pulling a funeral, with

other pleasantries. When they got over

the summit, the engineer let the train drop

down at a frightful speed. The brakeman
was sent forward to ask why the engineer

was acting so recklessly. In reply to the

question, where was he going at such a

mad pace, the engineer answered, "Tell

the conductor, sonny, that I am going

home from that funeral.

"

The Polish train had a decidedl)' funereal

impression—you felt that the people were

ju.st going to talk about the deceased ; but

there ne\er came the stir of going home
from the funeral.

When I got to Warsaw, my first care

was to find out if there were any railroad

shops worth visiting. The hotel manager
informed me that there were very large

and fine shops. The next thing was how
to gain admittance, and how to make my-
self intelligible to the officials. I have

been repeatedly told that travelers in

Europe can find people in all the large

hotels who talk English. This is a mis-

take. I did not find but one man in War-
saw who attempted to speak English, and
his efforts were painfully contracted.

I asked the hotel manager if there was
an interpreter about who understood Eng-
lish, and he assured me that there was
one who talked all the European lan-

guages. When the fellow was sent for, he

assured me that he talked every language

except English. I then thought of the

American Consulate, and went there. The
consul was pleasant enough, but his Eng-
lish was something like that of an Italian

sailor who had made a voyage on a British

ship. The sailor was asked if he talked

English, and he said, "Si, me grub time,

God damn." That was his whole vocabu-

lary. These were the words that left the

strongest impression.

The consul was very much puzzled to

understand why I should want to see

through a Polish railway shop, and he
could not be convinced that I did not want
to sell something. On the whole, he re-

garded my story with suspicion, and his

face told me plainly that he considered me
an accomplished liar. He was inclined to

give me no assistance until I produced

certain letters addressed to Minister White,

which described me as editor of one of our

most influential engineering journals. He
could read linglish much better than he

could talk, and the letters impressed him.

It ended in his sending a young man along

with me to the railway shops. This youth

talked French fluently, but not a word of

English, although he was evidently a

clerk in the consulate.

Gaining admission to the shops was a
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formidable proceeding. I wanted to reach

the chief engineer, who is the head of the

rolling stock department. I had inter-

views with about five subordinates before

the top was reached. The chief engineer

received us very kindh-. I proceeded to

intimate, through my guide, that I was an
American engineer, and that I wanted per-

mission to go through the shops. The
chief understood what I said, and answered
me directly in French with the question,

Did I want to sell them anything ? He was
as much mystified as the consul about why
I should want to visit his shops, unless I

expected to sell them something. With a

good deal of difficulty I managed to ex-

plain the purpose of my visit. Then he
sent one of the draftsmen out with me,

with orders to show me everything. I had
not gone far when I discovered that shop
methods and machinery were on about the

Poland. The locomotives and cars are ex-

tremely diverse in design and proportions,

but there is nothing American about them.

They have adhered very closel}- in the past

to the older German forms, and most of

the engines and cars were built in German
shops or under the supervision of men
having German training. The young en-

gineer who went round with me intimated

that they were working toward standard

forms of locomotives and cars, and pointed

out the types they were working to. If

they carry out the plan indicated they will

each cylinder, operating upon a double
crank on the axle in opposite directions

;

the avowed object being to make the dis-

turbing action of one piston counterbal-

ance that of the other, and thus obtain

perfect equilibrium. In 1836, Mr. Weallens
brought out a four-cylinder engine, which
was the prototype of the well-known Shaw
engine.

Mr. Femihough was the first to propose

and carry out the balancing of the recipro-

cating parts of a locomotive by counter-

balancing weights applied to the wheels.

5->tJ-.'
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In Moscow, Rus.si.\.

same plane as those found in Scotch shops

thirty years ago.

The machine shop and erecting shop are

iinder one roof. There are some good

cranes for lifting heavy weights, but the

labor-saving appliances are remarkably

scarce. There was very well finished work
turned out, but the skill of the workmen
deserved the whole credit. The machine
tools are all antiquated, and consist princi-

pally of lathes, planers and drill presses. If

the chief engineer in charge there could

visit some of our good shops, or even some
of those in German}-, he might go home
and introduce a revolution into his shop

that would reduce the cost of production

25 per cent. But revolutions are not popu-

lar under the Russian rule, and workmen
are not dear as numbers go ; so I suppose

they will continue on in the even tenor of

their way, neglecting tools but cultivating

skill among the mechanics.

I expected to find traces of the stamp
that Winans and other American designers

had put upon Russian rolling stock, but

there was nothing of it to be found in

have outside-connected engines and small

corridor cars, both closely conforming to

Austrian types.

There were many curious things to be

seen in the ancient city of Warsaw, and
the trip was not altogether lost ; but as a

pilgrimage to look at railway machinery

in a strange land, it was a dismal failure.

A. S.

i © ^
The History of Counterbalancing

Driving Wheels.
The following interesting account of

what has been done in the counterbalanc-

ing of driving wheels is taken from a pa-

per by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, read before

the Southern Railway Club:

The first proposal ever made to overcome
the unsteady motions of locomotives due
to their being unbalanced, by the applica-

tions of counterweights to the driving

wheels, was advanced by George Heaton in

1S31, but up to 1834 only the revolving

weights were considered. In this year

J. G. Bodmer patented the application of

two pistons of the same stroke to work in

This was done in 1845 on a number of loco-

motives. In 1847, George Heaton pro-

posed to use a double crank, and to have a

connecting rod attached to the outer crank
pin ; which connecting rod was to give

motions to weights sliding on guide bars

that would thus move in opposite direc-

tion to that of the piston and appendages,

neutralizing the disturbing action of these.

This plan was used for some years in Eng-
land—a precisely similar plan to that re-

cently advocated by prominent marine en-

gineers to reduce the destructive vibrations

in high-speed torpedo boats by the use of

bob weights.

In 1847, Mr. Haswell brought out an en-

gine similar to the Weallens engine of

1836, and almost exactly like the recent

Shaw and Ball locomotives, which engine
was in regular service on the Austrian
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state railroads from 1847 to 1873. Up to

1847, while many locomotive designers

understood that the reciprocating action of

the pistons, rods and crossheads was the

cause of the disturbance, the nature of

their action was not clearly understood

;

but in 1848, Mr. NoUun, of the Holstein

railways, in Germany, analyzed the sub-

ject carefully and correctly, then made

some rough experiments in applj-ing what

he calculated should be the correct coun-

terbalance weights to some of his locomo-

tives, and satisfied himself that he was

correct in his assumption.

In 1S4S, M. Le Chatelier, in the work-

shops of the Orleans Railway, in France,

suspended a locomotive by heavy ropes, so

that the wheels were entirely clear of the

rails. A pencil on the end of a light arm

was attached to the front bumper beam at

one corner, under which pencil, sheets or

cards could be held.

When the engine was set in motion, the

pencil would describe a diagram on the

precisely similar results. They were again

repeated on the Northern Railway' of

France, with a six-wheel coupled engine.

Similar tests have been made at different

times and places in England with a variety

of engines, and in this country such tests

have been made by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and by the Chicago, Burlington &
Quinc}- with actual locomotives ; also by

Professor Lanza, of the Boston Institute of

Technology, with models. The results

obtained from all these experiments con-

firm the deductions made by Le Chatelier,

a very full description of whose experi-

ments is published in D. K. Clark's " Rail-

way Machinery." Considering that it is

forty-two years since Le Chatelier's experi-

ments were made public in the English

language in Clark's book, and that practi-

calh' nothing new concerning the princi-

ples involved has been brought out since

then, it would seem that your committee

were dabbling in ancient historj- to refer

to the subject at this time.

Went it Alone—^Wisconsin Central Engine that Backed Up into a Yard
40 Miles an Hour Without Engineer or Fireman.

card which would give the exact ainount

of lateral and fore-and-aft disturbance.

Experiments were made with no counter-

weights at all, and with different amounts,

ranging from enough to balance the re-

volving weights only, up to more than

enough to fully counterbalance the whole

of the reciprocating weights ; these were

repeated for speeds varying from ten to

thirty-five miles per hour, and it was found

that without any counterweights at all in

the wheels, the movement was about ^s of

an inch laterally and fore-and-aft ; when
balance weights were applied suSicient to

counterbalance all the revolving weights

and 42 per cent of the reciprocating

weights, the movement was reduced to

j'5 of an inch, and when the weight was

increased so 'as to provide counterbalance

for all the reciprocating parts, the lateral

and fore-and-aft movement ceased, but the

vertical or up and down movement was

increased materially. These experiments

were repeated with a six-wheel coupled

freight engine by M. Le Chatelier, with

Keep the Air Pump Simple.

Discussing the subject of simple and

compound air pumps for brake service, at

a meeting of the New York Railroad Club,

Mr. R. A. Parke described the experi-

ments made by the Westinghouse Air

Brake Co. to find out the relative merits of

the two types. The outcome of the experi-

ments was that the company decided to

make their standard pump simple, with

cylinder <)% x lo-inch stroke. This was

found to be more adapted for the work

than the compound, as it is much simpler

to fit up and less likely to fail from

neglect or otherwise.

The average railroad man cannot afford

to ignore the effect of carelessness and ne-

glect upon the mechanism applied to roll-

ing stock. On some roads the mechanism
is so intelligenth' cared for that a complex

article will give good service, but on the

majority of roads the device which will

work most persistenth- under neglect and

bad usage will render the most efficient

service. In some cases an inferior article

will be more satisfactory than one of much
greater intrinsic merit, merely because the

former is susceptible to neglect. There

was never a better injector in careful

hands than the Sellers, 1876, but it never

attained general popularity, because it did

not thrive under bad treatment.

It is a mistake to introduce any compli-

cation on the air pump, or to increase its

first cost, for the purpose of saving steam.

The amount of steam used by the air

pump is so small, in proportion to the

whole used by the locomotive, that a sav-

ing of 50 per cent, would not be percep-

tible. .\ saving even to that extent would

be of little real value, because the air

pump is generally working hardest when
the safety valves are blowing. The steam

that is used by the air pump at stations,

entering, stopping, or slowing points, and

on descending grades, would be wasted by
the safety valve if it were not used by the

air pump.
In some ver\- careful engine tests made

by Mr. George H. Barrus on the Baltimore

& Ohio, it was found that the whistle used

about the same volume of steam as the air

pump. It would be considered ridiculous

to raise an agitation against the whistle

on account of its cost in the use of steam.

It has never been demonstrated that a lo-

comotive hauling an air-braked train con-

sumes a pound more coal than the loco-

motive that has no air pump while hauling

the same weight of train. All arguments

are in favor of keeping the air pump as

simple as possible ; there seems to be no
possible compensation for increasing the

complication and the first cost.

i i i
On the C. & W. M. and the D., L. & N.

—under the same management—they have

many engines where the steam enters the

chest from the side next the arch. They
have had good results by changing the oil

pipe connection from the top of the chest

to the side, letting the oil enter with the

steam. It was noticed with the old plan

that valve and seats were cut most on the

end toward the arch, and it was believed

that the entering steam blew the oil away
from that point. The true way to lubri-

cate valves and pistons is to lubricate the

steam entering them.

^ i ^
About as good a pilot plow as can be used,

especially for fast engines, is made by fill-

ing between the slots with wood ; but this

is bad when there is no snow, as the large

solid area of the pilot stirs up dirt and

cinders that are destructive to bearings.

On the C. & W. M. they put a straight

piece of stack netting inside the pilot

;

this lets plenty of air through it, but in

snow fills up at once and fonns a solid

pilot.

i i i
No more back numbers for 1894—all

sold.
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Construction- -The Controlled

Systems.

[fourth paper.]

with these systems, as their name im-

plies, the labor of two men, one control-

ling that of the other, is required to clear

the signal for a train to enter the block.

The work of "clearing" the signal is done

by the man at the entrance of the block,

the same as with a telegraphic system, but

the controlling power, or the actual per-

mission to so clear the signal, is given only

by the man at the end of the block.

The arguments used in favor of this

method of operation are, that where two

men are required to work in this way in

connection with each other, they are less

likely to make mistakes, each acting as a

check on the other ; that placing the con-

trol of the signal in the hands of the man
at the end of the block is a much more re-

liable and certain plan of operation, as he

will know whether a train admitted had

actually passed out of the block ; that by

making it impossible, by means of the

track circuit, for the signal to be again

cleared until after the train admitted has

passed out of the block, all chance of a

mistake being made by either operator is

eliminated, and the indications given by

the signal can be relied upon as showing

the actual condition of the block.

The arrangement of the several paits of

a Controlled Manual svstem is somewhat

more complicated than are those of the

telegraphic systems, and while a descrip-

tion of the instruments suflBcient to ex-

plain the operation of such a system has

already been given in a previous article.

I 1

the special parts peculiar to each system

have jet to be described.

Of the three systems using this method
of operation, that known as the Sykes

system will be the first considered, not

only as it was the first to be invented, but

because it has come into more general use

than either of the other two. This system

may be said to consist of a machine hav-

ing the necessary levers for operating the

signals, of the Sykes lock instrument, and
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of an interlocking relaj', the latter being

used in connection with the track circuit

to prevent an operator from again releasing

a signal until the train for which the

signal had been released has passed out of

the block.

A machine having the two levers for

operating the signals governing trains

moving in opposite directions, and the

corresponding lock instruments, is shown

in Figs. I and 2. The principal parts of

the instrument, the lock bolt, the lock bar,

the lock rod and the plunger rod, are also

shown in the figures, the levers being in

the normal position with the signals at

danger.

To explain the operation of the instru-

ment, the operator, when he plunges, re-

leases, by means of an electric circuit, the

lock rod of the instrument in the next

station, allowing it to fall by its own
•weight and lift the lock bolt from the lock

bar, releasing the lever and allowing the

signal to be cleared. As the indicator is

attached to the lock rod, the indication

would be changed to show the word '

' free
'

'

as soon as the lock rod dropped, show-

ing to the operator that the lever had been

unlocked. Clearing the signal, forces the

lock bar forward, which, by means of the

inclined plane and roller, raises the lock

rod to its normal position, where it is held

until again released by the operator at the

ne.xt station. Raising the lock rod, changes

the indicator back to show the word
'• locked," although the lock bolt does not

fall into the hole in the lock bar until the

lever is returned to the normal position.

The construction of the instrument



whereb3- ^^^ lock rod is released and al-

lowed to drop when the operator at the

next station plunges, is shown in Fig. 3.

The magnet J/ attracts the armature ^,
thereby raising it and slightly turning bal-

is mechanically prevented from again

plunging until the signal has been cleared

and returned to danger, is also shown in

Fig. 4. A trip rod F" is provided, having

attached to its side a pawl piece C and

ance lever L on its center C: this releases

trip 7", which is then free to turn on its

center, allowing the lock rod to drop by
its own weight, unlocking the signal lever,

as has already been explained.

Fig. 4 shows the construction of the in-

strument, whereby an electric circuit is

completed when an operator plunges.

Pressing in the plunger P raises the cross-

bar X, which, by means of the contact

springs D and E, completes two circuits

—

one through contact £>, Fig. 3, to the mag-
net of the next instrument, releasing the

lock rod, and the other at B, Fig. 4, a cir-

cuit through the interlocking relay. This
contact at B causes the relay to break the

circuit just completed through the magnet

sliding block />. and carrying on its upper
end a plate 7, on which are painted the
words "blocked " and "clear." Attached
to the plunger rod (not shown in the cut)

is a pin A', which, by
means of the pawl
piece C, supports the
trip rod in the position

shown in the cut.

Tlie plunger is pro-

vided with a side piece

-Von the side next the

trip rod, so that when
the plunger is pressed

in, this side piece will

strike the pawl piece

C, pushing it off the

pin A' and allowing

the trip rod to drop,

the sliding block B
striking on the top of

the side piece .V, which
is then underneath it.

When the trip rod

falls, and with it the

indicator, it brings the

word "blocked" in front of the open-

ing in the case, indicating to the operator

that he has admitted a train to the block,

and cannot plunge again until the train ha^

of the instrument at the next station, mak-
ing it impossible to again complete the

circuit at /) by plunging until the arma-
ture of the relay has been restored to its

original position by a train passing over
and off of the track circuit.

The plunger when released is forced out

of its original position by the action of

the spring S, a dash pot Q being provided
to retard this action, so that the electric

contacts made at £> and B will not be of

too short a period of time.

The arrangement by which an operator

drops still further on the projection of the

side piece -\", and mechanically prevents

the plunger from again being pressed in.

The instrument is restored to its normal
position by pulling the signal to clear,

which the operator will do as soon as the

train which had been admitted to the

block by his plunging, approaches the sta-

tion. Clearing the signal, draws the plunger

rod to the bottom of its stroke (Fig. 2),

catching the pin A" (Fig. 4) under the

pawl piece G, so that when the signal is

returned to the danger position after the

passage of the train, the plunger rod

is raised with it and the plunger unlocked.

When the trip rod is raised, the sliding

blockB is raisedwith

it out of the way of

the side piece A', be-

ing held in the same
relative position by

the pressure of the

pawl piece G. The
raising of the trip rod

changes the indi-

cator to again show
"clear," indicating

to the operator that

it is possible for

him to plunge once
more.

A plan view of the

instrument, the parts

by which the lock-

ing of the plunger is

passed the station and the instruuRUi has

been restored to its normal position. On
releasing the plunger, the sliding block B
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accomplished being shown in section, is

shown in Fig. 5.

To explain how the locking circuit is

broken and restored through the combined
action of the plunger, the interlocking re-

lay and the track circuit, reference must be
had to Fig. 6, in which all the parts

made use of in this operation are shown.

The relay and track circuit shown are those

belonging to station B at the end of the

block, the releasing magnet being the one
belonging to the instrument of station A
at the entrance of the block. Separate

views of the contact points D and /T are

shown to make it easier to follow the action



that takes place when the plunger is

pressed in and the crossbar A' raised.

The construction of the bar A' is such

that the contact at D is made on the up

stroke and that at E is made on the down
stroke, the projecting point that engages

with the spring E being arranged to turn

on the bar as a center and press against

the spring only on the down stroke of the

bar. The relay points being shown in the

normal position, it is seen that the lower

magnet is energized bj- the current which

passes through the two rails forming part

of the track circuit, and the armature is

held up. The circuit of the upper magnet

being broken at E, its armature is down
and makes a contact at O.

When the plunger is pressed in and the

crossbar raised, a contact is made between

the points at D, completing the electric

circuit through the main battery, the mag-

netM and the points O and P, energizing

the releasing magnet JM, and unlocking

the signal lever at station A. On the

crossbar X being forced down by the action

of the spring S (Fig. 4), contact is made,

as already explained, at the point E, mo-
mentarily completing the circuit, energiz-

ing the upper magnet, and thereby raising

the armature and breaking the releasing

circuit at O. On the circuit being broken

at E, the armature falls, but now strikes on

the hook on the upper end of the armature

belonging to the lower magnet, and is held

up instead of making a contact at O, and it

is impossible to complete the releasing cir-

cuit as long as it is in this position.

upper relay fall, again making a contact at

O. When the train passes off the track

circuit, the current again flows through

the lower magnet, energizing it and raising

the armature, making a contact at P and

restoring the relay to its normal position.

From this it is seen that the interlocking

relay in connection with a track circuit,

makes it impossible for an operator to

plunge and again release the instrument at

the next station, until the train for which

he had previously plunged had passed on

and entirely off the track circuit, and there-

fore out of the block.

To prevent an operator from leaving his

signal in the clear position, and not return-

ing it to danger after the passage of a train,

as he should do, an instrument has been

designed called an " electric slot, " which

automatically sets the signal at danger and

compels the operator

to return the lever to

the normal position

before he can again

gain the control of

the signal. On his

restoring the lever to

the normal position,

it is,of course, locked

until released by the

operator at the next

station, and thus the

purpose for which

the slot was designed

N. Y. C. & H. R. R.R., which a properly

designed controlled manual system should

fulfill. These requirements were met in

the machine designed by Mr. Patenall,

electrician of the Johnson R.R. Signal

Co., and which is now known as Patenall's

block signal instrument.

The requirements of the new machine,

and the objections to theSykes instrument

which it was designed to overcome, are :

First—That gravity must be overcome

by the action of the electric current in un-

locking the signal levers, instead of allow-

ing it to assist, as it now does, in with-

drawing the lock rod from the locked po-

sition. This means nothing more than

that a failure of the apparatus should lock

the signal lever at danger, and not unlock

it, as now happens with the Sykes lock,

if the latch holding the lock rod in place

lir -"Trnt

is accomplished. The action of the electric

slot is obtained through the use of an elec-

tro-magnet, energized by a current from a

batter}- passing through the two rails of an

insulated section of track. The armature

of this magnet acts as a latch, and makes

the connection between the signal and the

lever whenever the magnet is energized.

When the armature falls, as it will do when

the magnet is short-circuited by a pair of

wheels on the insulated section of track,

the connection between the lever and sig-

nal is broken, and the latter goes to danger

by the force of gravity.

The Sykes system is in use on the New
York Central & Hudson River R.R., be-

tween Poughkeepsie and Buffalo
;
on the

New York, Lake Erie & Western, between

Jersey City and Turner's, and on a portion

On a train passing out of the block and

on the track circuit, the current passes

from one rail through the wheels of the

train to the other rail, and the lower mag-

net of the relay is demagnetized and the

armature drops, breaking the releasing cir-

cuit at P, and letting the armature of the

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

R.R.

In the practical working of the Sykes

instrument, several defects were discov-

ered, which, in the endeavor to perfect the

svstem, resulted in a set of requirements

being drawn up by Mr. C. H. Piatt, of the
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should slip or be jarred loose and inilock

the lever, allowing the operator to clear

the signal whether the block was occupied

or not.

Second—That the magnets for unlock-

ing the signal levers must not be in the

electric circuit except at the moment of

actual use, to prevent an accidental release

by the crossing of wires, lightning or other

causes. This requires an intentional set-

ting of the instrument before it can be

plunged to and released by the next suc-

ceeding station.

Third—That no interlocking relay must

be used, the contacts all to be made in the

instrument, where it is impossible for them

to be tampered with or changed.

Fourth—That the signal levers be per-

fectly free after having been once unlocked,

so that the operator can change the indica-

tion of the signal as often as he desires,

and not to have the lever locked whenever

the signal is returned to the danger posi-

tion, as is the case with the Sykes.

The construction of the instrument is

shown in Fig. 7, in which /'is the plunger

and D and E the contact points by which

the releasing circuit is completed, when

the plunger is pressed in. M is the releas-

ing magnet, which locks the sliding bar S
whenever the latch A is dropped into

either of the two notches cut in the bar S.

This sliding bar, when it is drawn out by

the hand latch H to its full extent, engages,



by means of the pin A', with the rocker C,

lifting the lock rod A' and unlocking the

signal lever by freeing the locking bar or

tappet 7] as is shown in dotted lines in

Fig. ID.

This sliding bar S, by means of a second

cranky (shown in dotted lines in Fig. "),

lowers, when pulled out, the vertical bar

J), which, in turn, moves the lever L,

bringing the inner end into contact with

the plate A'. This inner end is made in

the form of a jaw and presses on both sides

of the plate jV, making a metallic connec-

tion between the plates fastened to each

side. The plate A' is made of insulating

material having three metal strips, two on
one side and one on the other, to which are

attached the wires from the two circuits

used in operating the instrument. The
wire from the releasing magnet is attached

to the one strip, the line wire from the

instrument at the next station being at-

tached to the lower and the wire from the

track circuit to the upper strip on the

other side. There are two indicators, one
working in connection with the plunger /'

and showing the words " train on " when-
ever the operator has plunged ; the other

working in connection with the slide 5 by
means of the lug G, the rod / and the in-

dicator plate O, and showing the word
"locked" or "free," according to the

actual state of the signal lever.

The operation of the instrument mav be
explained as follows : Supposing a train

to have entered block i and to be ap-

proaching station B. B asks C to release

him, at the same time drawing out the

hand latch // and pressing it down be-

tween the two lugs on the bracket J^, so as

to hold it in that position. This pulls out the

slide 5 and raises the inner end of the lever

L, so that a metallic connection is made
between the strip on one side of the plate

A' and the lower strip on the other, put-

ting the releasing magnet in the circuit

with the line wire and the instrument at

the next station.

When C plunges, a contact is made be-

tween the points of his instrument at D E,
as is shown in Fig. 9, sending a current of

electricity through the magnet M, raising

the armature and with it the latch A, un-

locking the slide S, which B now draws
out, rai.sing the lock rod R and unlocking
the signal lever, as is shown in dotted

lines in Fig. 10.

When the plunger is pressed in, the paw-1

V is forced off from the lug Q and the

slide A' drops, carrying with it the indi-

cator )'. On releasing the plunger, the

slide drops still further, making it impossi-

ble to again plunge until the slide has

been raised to its former position. The
words "train on " are now brought in

front of the opening in the case, indicating

to the operator that the track is blocked.

When the slide S was pulled out to its

extreme position, the bar B was lowered
still further, thus raising the inner end of

the lever /,, breaking the connection with
the line wire, and connecting the magnet

BI with the track circuit relay. The break-

ing of the circuit demagnetized the mag-
net M and the armature falls, dropping the

latch A into the slot in the slide 5, lock-

ing it in this position until it is again

raised by the magnet M.
When the slide .9 is pulled out, the lug

G engages with the roller I ', raising the

rod and changing the indicator O to show
" free," as the lever is now unlocked.

When the train passes out of the block

and over the track circuit, it demagnet-

izes the track circuit relay, the armature

of which falls and completes a circuit

through the magnet M, raising the latch

and allowing the operator to shove in the

slide S. This lowers the lock rod R,

locking the signal lever at T, Fig. 10,

breaks the connection at the plate A',

raises the bar B and with it the slide A",

unlocking the plunger and making it pos-

sible for the operator to plunge once again.

The indicators are changed back to their

normal position, showing to the operator

that the machine is locked and that no

train is in the block. An electric slot on

the signal pole is provided, which restores

the signal to danger on the passage of a

train, to make it impossible for the opera-

tor to hold the signal in the "all clear"

position, and admit a second train to the

block.

This system is in use on the N. Y. C. &
H. R. R. R., between New York and
Poughkeep.sie ; on the N. Y. , N. H. & H. R.

R.R., between New Haven and Providence,

and on the Long Island R.R.

The equipment on the N. Y. C. & H. R.

R.R., through the tunnels in New York
cit)', is, perhaps, the most complete of its

kind in the world, and one that, consider-

ing the business that is handled, can

hardly be equaled in the amount of pro-

tection afforded by any other system.

As has been previousl}^ stated, neither of

these systems—the Sykes nor the Patenall

—are applicable to single-track roads, from

the fact that a train on passing over the

releasing section would release the instru-

ments at the station in front as well as in

the rear, and thus make it pos.sible to ad-

mit a train to the block and bring about a

head-end colli.sion.

A controlled manual system that is ap-

plicable to single as well as double-track

roads, and one that has been in service for

about two years and has given good re-

sults, has just been patented by Messrs.

Fry & Basford. As it is of low cost, thus

bringing it within the reach of many roads

not able to afford the more costly appa-

ratus of either of the other two systems,

I think that a short description of this sys-

tem would be advisable.

The apparatus made use of may be briefly

stated to be : an electro-magnet for con-

trolling the signal lever ; a polarized relay

and pole-changing switch to energize the

electro-magnet at the next station and un-

lock the signal lever ; a track circuit, and
a track instrument with the necessary re-

lays to restore the releasing circuit when
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a train passes out of the block ; an elec-

tric slot for putting the signal at danger

immediateh- a train has passed by the sig-

nal.

As the drawing showing the several re-

lays and the different circuits is somewhat

difficult to read, I will not give it here, but

will say that the apparatus is inclosed in a

neat box with the handles of the two

switches that are worked by the operator

projecting from one side.

But one wire is used in this system, the

telegraph instruments being cut out when-

ever it is desired to unlock the signal. The
line wire is also grounded whenever the

signal lever is pulled over and the signal

cleared, so that the operator is cut off from

communicating with the next station and

is forced to keep the lever in the normal

position as much of the time as possible.

The lock for controlling the signal lever

is shown in Fig. 11, it being made to work

with the ordinary levers used in operating

the signals by the telegraphic method. L
is the signal lever ; .S' a sliding bar, with

notches cut in it as shown and attached to

the lever L ; ^ is the armature of the

magnet I\[, the end being made to fit in the

notches cut in the bar 6', to prevent the

lever from being pulled over unless the

armature is raised ; M is the magnet for

raising the armature and releasing the lever

when the proper connections are made and

the electric circuit completed between the

two stations.

The operation of this system is as fol-

lows : Supposing a train to be approach-

ing station A, and that A has asked B to

release his signal, the block being clear, B
shifts his pole-changing switch and re-

verses the current sent out from his bat-

tery to the main line. .\t the same time,

A shifts his switch connecting the polar-

ized relay with the main line, thus closing

a local circuit through the releasing magnet

J/ and unlocking the signal lever. Pull-

ing the signal lever to "clear," breaks the

main-line circuit, dropping the armature

of a magnet in the instrument and making

it impossible for the signal to be released

a second time should the operator at B

leave his pole-changing switch in the re-

versed position. On shifting the pole-

changing switch back to its normal posi-

tion, the circuit is broken between the

battery and the ground, and positively held

open until the train which has entered the

block at A clears the track circuit and,

consequently, the block at B. In this way
the admission of a second train at A is

prevented while the block is occupied.

To prevent a train on passing out of the

block from restoring the circuit to stations

on either side, and make it possible to

unlock the lever at the next station ahead,

as well as the station in the rear, two cir-

cuits are made use of, by which, unless they

are passed over and completed in a certain

succession, the releasing circuit is not re-

stored and, in consequence, it is impossible

to clear the signal. One of these circuits

is completed by the track instrument, the



other by a track circuit which is placed on

the station siding, as well as on the main
line, so that a train pulling into the siding

would restore the circuits the same as if it

had passed out of the block on the main

line. The two circuits completed by this

means are so arranged that the circuit

made by the track instrument works a re-

lay which closes the circuit completed by

the track instrument, so that unless a train

passes over the track instrument before it

passes over the track circuit, no action is

produced on the relay of the second cir-

cuit, and the releasing circuit to the next

station is not restored. From this it is

seen that the system affords the same pro-

tection to trains on a single track that is

given by the other systems, which are ap-

plicable only to double-track roads.

Where roads have been equipped with a

controlled manual system, the matter of

expense has not cut such a figure as with

the more simple apparatus, and the equip-

ment has usually been more complete and
all that good practice would require. As
a rule, the in.struments are placed in station

buildings, but where these are too far apart,

special cabins or towers are erected for the

purpose.

If placed at a station, it is usual to put

the signals for each track on the right-

hand side, and at such a distance beyond
the station as will allow the trains to stop

at the platform without having to pass the

signal. Where there is no station and a

tower is used, it is usual to put the two
blades on a pole placed immediately in

front of it, as shown in Fig. 12, as the

connections are shorter and the cost is less.

If there are several tracks to be governed
and there is no room to put the pole next

the track which the signal controls, it is

necessary to make use of a bracket pole

having separate masts for each track, or

else a bridge may be erected spanning all

the tracks, the signal being put immedi-
ately over the track which it controls.

The use of distant signals is, of course,

optional, but the general practice is to

put them in wherever the view is ob-

scured, or the conditions such that the

signal cannot be seen until the train is

quite near it.

With a controlled manual system, it

is possible to lock electrically all the

switches and the levers of any interlocked

crossing machine that may be in the block,

so that when a clear signal is given it not

only means that this block is clear, but

that all the switches are set for the main
line, and the derails and signals of any in-

terlocked crossing are set for the train to

proceed. This locking electrically is per-

formed by fixing an electro-magnet on

each switch and lever, so that it is impossi-

ble to open them unless the magnet is

energized. This is done from the tower

where the block signal machine is placed,

and is so arranged that when the electric

switch is set to release a switch in the

block, the releasing circuit between the

two stations is broken, and the operator at

one station cannot plunge and release the

signal at the next station.

The automatic torpedo signal—an aux-

iliary signal that works in connection with

the home signal—has of late come very

much into use with the controlled manual
systems. The machine is bolted to the

rails, and is so arranged that when the

semaphore signal is put in the danger po-

sition, a torpedo is moved forward from

the magazine and placed where it will be

exploded by the first wheel that passes

over it. When the signal is cleared the

torpedo is withdrawn from the rail and a

train passes by without exploding it.

It is thus seen that such an instrument

is of great value in such places as a tunnel,

or where the signal lights are apt to be

obscured by smoke, or are in any way dif-

ficult to see, as it furnishes an audible sig-

nal about which there can be no mistake,

and one which compels the engineer's at-

tention. If exploded, it furnishes incon-

trovertible evidence that the engineer did

not obey the signal but ran by it.

With the controlled manual systems, it

is, of course, impossible to use permissive

blocking, as such use does away entirely

with the protection afforded by the auto-

matic features of the system. For, if two
trains are admitted to the block, the first

one passing out would release the signal

at the entrance of the block, and allow

a careless operator to admit a third train

before the second train had cleared the

block.

This is undoubtedly a great objection to

such a system, and one that will stand verv

much in the way of its general adoption

by a great many roads. Its field of use-

fulness is thus limited to sections of roads,

or divisions, where, on account of the diffi-

culties of operation, or the nimiber of trains

run, it is not safe to make use of permis-

sive blocking.

i ^ i

Cost of Maintaining Automatic Block

Signals.

Few people have any idea of the cost of

maintaining automatic signals of any kind.

The cost of manual signals is large because

the salarj- list is naturall}- large, but auto-

matic signals must be cared for, kept in

repair, batteries charged, etc.

Last year the Hall automatic signals on

the Illinois Central out of Chicago (12S

signals in use), cost fy.gS per signal per

month for maintenance ; two-thirds of this

went for wages and one-third for material,

and it is only fair to say that some of this

was caused by changing tracks—a track

circuit being used. This is very low, con-

sidering the many thousands of operations

the signals made.

The Chicago & Northwestern have 154

Hall automatic signals out of Chicago, but

use a wire circuit. Theirs cost IS.50 per

signal per month, with about the same
proportion for salar}' and material as the

Illinois Central.
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Keeping Boilers Clean.

We know of no subject connected with

locomotive operating which has so much
vitality and persistence as "How to pre-

vent the heating surface from sustaining

injury through the action of impurities in

the feed water." This abnormallj' live

subject was up for investigation and dis-

cussion by the Southern Railway Club

lately, and the conclusions arrived at were
summed up in the remarks made by Mr.

R. P. C. Sanderson, of the Norfolk & West-

ern, who said :

"The trouble from scale has been so

serious with us that we have for some
time tried to get rid of it by the use

of any nostrum that had a chance of be-

ing a success. All of them proved

failures. We also experimented with

oilers. In stationary boilers, where the

pressure is low, not over 60 or 80

pounds, we have had a measure of success
;

but when applied to locomotives carrying

140 pounds, or the like, of steam, they

proved a failure. I do not believe that any
compound can be used in a boiler that will

prevent the scale formation, where dif-

ferent kinds of water are used—any more
than any one panacea will cure various

diseases. The proper place to treat the

waters, if they have to be treated, is at the

water stations. By getting the views of a

chemist in regard to water, after analysis,

something might be done to remedy the

trouble. To attempt to combine diiferent

waters in a locomotive boiler, working un-

der high pressure, and then give physic to

cure the trouble, is a great mistake.

Nothing but plenty of washing out will do
much good. The Pan Handle people have

had much trouble with Ohio waters, and

I am informed, by good authority, that

Dr. Dudley, of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, after making several investiga-

tions, had nothing better to recommend
than more frequent washing out. That
has been followed with a measure of suc-

cess."

We wish to emphasize the views ex-

pressed by Mr. Sanderson concerning the

importance of washing out the boilers

properly. If invention and enterprise had
been devoted as much to improving

methods and appliances for washing out

boilers thoroughly, as they have been to

the devising of doctoring nostrums and
mechanical scale preventatives, there

would be less trouble from leak\- sheets

and flues. Washing-out appliances are, as

a rule, of the crudest kind ; there has been

little improvement in them .since the boiler

was a small simple vessel that could be

scoured with jets of water directed from

a few points.

With the immense quantity of water

evaporated in the modern locomotive

boiler, there ought to be provided means
of washing out every corner and surface

where mud can settle. The greater part of

the impurities which form into scale could

be washed out if the work was properly

done.



Timber Cross Sleepers as Track Oages.

BY JOSKl'H ANTItONV.

Except as to gravel ballast, or other

means of good drainage, most American

railroads have, in their construction, all

the elements that are needed to insure the

their form, their position, and to the rails

being fastened to them. As ties, as gages,

however, wooden cross sleepers are ex-

tremely faulty. Their defect is, that by

loss of their gaging power alone, there goes

with it what remains of their original ver-

rail's necessar\- vertical and lateral planes.

That the rail's plane is not as perfect as it

might and should be, is due to the faulty

combinations that are made of the con-

nected members. A marked instance of

this is in using those agencies, the sleepers,

that support the rail in its vertical plane

to maintain it in a lateral one also. Using

X



such that they last six years, three of them

must be taken out as worthless each year.

Those shown at the left of the figure, as

also indicated by Fig. I, have lost their

tying power, and, for future gaging or

aligning the rails, are wholly worthless.

The next three, to the right, have yet a

combined strength of one-half a sleeper.

The next three, again, have a strength of

I only, and the next three have a virtue

equal to I >2 ; another three have a worth

of 2 sleepers, and the remaining ones are

as good as only 2 'A more. Thus, at the

opening of each sleeper-renewing season,

while there are i8 forms of ties, gages,

under a rail's length and on which reli-

ance is placed to keep the rails from spread-

ing, there are, in fact, means equal only to

7>^ whole sleepers available for this im-

portant purpose.

Safety and economy in the gaging and

aligning of rails demand a more enduring

material than wood, and nothing less

strong and less indestructible than iron or

steel is fitted for such uses. The wear of

such metal ties will be as nothing, and the

question of their renewal need not be con-

sidered ; once in place, they will last a

lifetime. With iron gaged rails, their ver-

tical supports only need to be looked after,

and pine or other soft and cheap woods,

chemically preserved, or cedar suitably

tie-plated, may well take the place of oak

or other dear material. Relegating each

of the three duties that the common cross

sleeper has to perform, to a separate and a

suitable device, such a material and such a

fomi for each of them may be found and

adopted as will not necessitate throwing

away material that may be sound and

capable of supplying remaining needs.

A better mechanism asks that rails be

supported vertically by individual broad-

based sleepers under each, and duly pro-

tected from wear ; that the rails be gaged

by iron bars, duly fastened to each rail's

foot ; that there be sills, anchor sleepers,

bedded longitudinally with the rails, be-

tween the vertical supports, and to which

the gage bars, where they cross them,

should be securely bolted. Thus each part

will not in any way impair another part,

and each may be repaired or renewed

without disturbing the others ; and what

is most important is, that each disturbing

force may be met with the full and equal

resistance that is needed to neutralize it

and to leave the parts intact.

In Figs. 3 and 4 are suggestions of forms

that go far to meeting these requirements.

Angle-bar splices go with these, and while

they are specially designed for supporting

the rails at joints, the same, or modified

forms of less area, perhaps, and proportion-

ately spaced, is fitting along the other

parts of the rail as well.

Such a way may be a permanent one

in fact, as it is now only in name, and the

excuse for occurring wrecks, that "the

rails spread," may no longer voice a

mechanical shame of the railway's mech-

anism.

A New Center Qage.

We illustrate herewith an improved form

of center gage that ought to be appreciated

in railroad shops.

The ordinary center gage is good enough

for lathe centers and such work, but for

thread tools, where it is most used, it is

defective, in that

its shape will not

admit of testing

the ordinary run

of inside thread

tools.

The gage shown

herewith will go over the point of any

thread tool for inside work, no matter how
heavy and clumsy the shank may be.

The angle is formed by a piece separate

from the body and is adjustable back and

forth. The points of this adjustable piece

are the right angle to go down into the

threads of a screw, while a 60° notch can

be formed with sides of any unequal length.

One of the most important improve-

ments lies in the fact that the angles are

formed by outside grinding. There are no

notches to grind into, and the gage can

be trued, or made in the first place cheaper

than the old form.

It is manufactured by Coffin & Leighton,

of Syracuse, N. Y.

An Improved Claw Bar.

Mr. J, W. Gray, foreman of the West

Shore roundhouse at Kingston, N. Y., has

recently patented a claw bar that has been

used with success for some time on that

road and several others.

The improvement consists of a head in

which the bar works, said head forming a

hook to help hold the spike to be with-

drawn ; the fulcrum of the bar is formed

in the head and the movement of the lever

causes the spike to be lifted up straight,

doing no damage to the tie or the spike.

This device takes hold of the spike side-

wise and can, therefore, be used between

guard rails, around frogs, in road cross-

ings and other places where an ordinary

bar cannot be used at all. For yard work

this bar has proven itself a great im-

provement over the old form. It will pull

anything with a head to it.

i i i
The air-brake men meet in St. Louis,

April 9th.
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Taking Up Lost Motion of Engine-

Truck Hubs.

Among the many methods of taking up

lateral motion, due to wear between box

and hub of wheel on engine-truck wheels,

the one used by the Great Northern Rail-

way commends itself in many particulars.

General Foreman George Dickson is the

father of the scheme illustrated, after hav-

ing given a trial to many of the stereo-

typed fads commonly resorted to for keep-

ing wear within the prescribed limits.

When the lateral

motion becomes excess-

ive between box and

wheel, the latter is

pulled from the axle

and placed in the lathe,

where the hub is faced

up true, and such an

amount taken off as will

allow a plate of proper

thickness, say ji inch,

to be applied, thus re-

storing the original re-

lations.

Up to this point there

is a striking similarity

with processes used itl

other shops, but the likeness ends here.

While the wheel is in the lathe, a shoulder

is formed on the outer edge of hub, and

the diameter at bottom of shoulder is

slightly less than at the outer face of hub,

leaving what looks in section like a dove-

tail. The plate is then faced and bored to

correct dimensions, allowance being made

for a shrink fit on shoulder, after which

it is warmed and applied, and the wheel

pressed on.

g © ^
The Fall Brook Railroad is 250 miles

long and handles the heaviest tonnage,

for the same number of miles, of any

single-track road in America. Last year it

carried 488,000 passengers—it has never

killed a passenger—and injured two of

them ; these were both drunk at the time.

It ran 21,167 trains of freight, containing

670,000 cars, mostly coal laden. Three

employes were killed and 47 injured. This

is the road where there is no lay-off for

punishment—results seem to prove the rule

a good one.

^ i i
stating that a feed-water heater for sta-

tionary engines was of so much horse

power meant nothing very definite—all

depending on how much water goes

through the heater and how much it is

heated—and all this depends on what the

engine uses. Several manufacturers of

heaters recently met in this city, and

agreed to abandon the use of the term

"horse power," and state in.stead the

square feet of heating surface contained in

their heaters. This is sense.

We are out of Chart No. i, given m
1894. Don't ask for it.



Building a Railroad Through a Swamp
Country.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul re-

cently opened a new extension of their

Wisconsin Valley Division, which pre-

sented some obstacles to construction not

alwavs found.

\Vh.\t the Surveyors Found.

The first engraving on this page shows

the virgin swamp that the sur\-eyors

tackled. The line runs through swamps,

sandy lowlands and among numerous

lakes.

The second picture shows a "sinkhole"

—

there were three of these within two miles.

The material used for the fill was heavier

than the mud in the bottom of the lake,

and it kept sinking and raising the mud
around it. There is an island of mud to

the right of the fill.

On page 213 are two views of the line in

the more substantial sand—one taken be-

fore the track was surfaced or aligned and

the other when ready for business.

g i i
The Difference Was in the Rent.

Isaac Dripps, while M. M. at Borden-

town, N. J., of the C. & A. Ry., many
years ago, had one machinist, a notorious

shirk, that put in more time in the water-

closet than in the shop. He proposed to

teach him an effective object lesson ; so

one pay day Sojer's pay was two-thirds

less than what it should have been. Sojer

went to Mr. Dripps, complaining. Dripps

for a time seemed not to understand it ; he

then asked his name. "Oh, yes! Mr.

Sojer ! Now I recollect—that is all right

!

You see, the difference between what you

think is due you and what you got is the

rent we charge you for the water-closet !

"

g i i
For the first six weeks of 1895 we re-

ceived 11,339 paid subscriptions.

Jim Skeevers Has Some Object Les=
sons Not All of His Own Make-

Shop Petitions — Painting

Tools Selected Scrap.

Jim Skeevers has his tool grinder; the

boiler shop has the big grindstone
; the

blacksmith shop has only one fire on tool

dressing ; the men have the tools de-

livered to them ; the lathes have more
work to do—and the general master me-
chanic has a petition for Skeevers' re-

moval as general foreman, signed by
ninety-seven per cent, of the men em-
ployed.

The worst of it was that the petition was
circulated and signed before Skeevers

knew a word of it. This, of all things, on

Skinny Skeevers, who had the reputation

over the whole road for "getting on to

things."

Skeevers dropped into the tool room for

the tenth time to admire the new tool

grinder in the hands of Hiram Eddy, one of

the oldest and steadiest hands in the shop.

Hiram sawed wood steadily until the

other man in the room went out for some-

thing, then turning to Skeevers, he said :

"Mr. Skeevers, I never got a chance to

half thank you for picking out this nice

easy job for me in my old age. I've run

that big wheel lathe for twelve year, and
was gettin' to notice the liftin'. It

amounts to more to me than you think,

and—well, seein' you've done something

for me, I'd like to do something for you,

and I reckon I can. When it comes to a

"That's it; there ain't a darned one of

'em can tell. You bet they left me out,

but they as't my boy Johnnie there, him as

runs the radial drill, and he told me this

noon."
" Who signed it?

"

"All but eight ; me and Johnnie's two,

and I reckon you could name the other

six—they are the best men in the shop. I

told Johnnie you'd nip it in the bud ;
but,

Mr. Skeevers, there ain't no bud—they

took it to the old man last night."

"Say, Hiram, do me a favor and don't

mention that you told me about "

" God love ye, man ; I was goin' to ask

ye the very same—one of my mottoes is

to never go out gunnin' for trouble ; but if

trouble comes to ye, why, make it red hot

for that ere trouble .'
"

"Much obliged, Hiram ; I guess it won't

amount to much. I tried to do the square

thing here by the men and the company.

It takes two to make a bargain ; the men
don't seem to want the square thing ; if the

company is of the .same mind, why, I'll

move."

Skeevers went back to his office soberly.

He noticed some pantomime performances

among the men that would have passed

unnoticed ordinarily, and after fifteen min-

utes of thinking over the subject he men-

tally resolved to let the shops of the Great

Air Line go to the devil, put on his coat

and went home at 4:30—something unheard

of since he took charge.

Sarah Skeevers put down her work ; she

show down on this petition you can count

on Hiram Eddy, that's all, and damme if

I don't "

"What petition is that, Hiram ?
"

"Didn't ye know they'd all signed a

paper to have ye discharged? The devil

you didn't. Well, they have?"
"What for?"

was constructing a new pair of pants for

Skeevers Junior out of an old pair of

"Skinny's"—rebuilding a mogul into a

switcher, Skeevers called it.

"Well, papa, what brings you home so

nice and early?" Mrs. Skeevers always

addressed her lord and master according to

her mood and the impression she wished

to convey to the soul of the man she loved

best. Her salutation when she knew he

was tired, ill or worried, or when the chil-

dren were ill or wanted something she

thought they deserved, was always

"Papa"—.she might as well have added.



"tell me, I want to help you ;
can't I do

something?"—sympathy. It was "Pa"
when all was well at home and away

;

"James " for sympathetic seriousness ; and
" James Skeevers," with square, sharp cor-

ners, when she wanted to be severe, to

reprimand or impress. One glance at

"Well, James, then you bet that John

Massey is up to something—he was going

to spring it on you."

"I'll fool him, Sairy ; I'll go down in

the morning and throw up the job and de-

mand my run."

"No you won't
;

^^ou'll just wait. Al-

Skeever's lace, and her work went down

and her lips said, "Well, papa," while

those cool, gray, inquiring eyes said all

the rest.

" Sain,-," said Skeevers, forgetting every-

thing else, " Where's that letter I got from

the general manager when we moved up

here, saying I could have my engine and

run back whenever I wanted it ?
"

" Sit down, sit down, crazy man, I'll get

}-ou the precious letter after supper—tell

me what the matter is. Has John Massey

been up to some of his sneaking tricks? "

"John Massey's all right; it's the

darned swine that I got the wash room

for, whose pa\- I got raised, whose shop I

made comfortable, whose interests I looked

after without a word from them or to them

—they are the ones who do the ' sneaking

'

trick, not John Massey !

"

"Tut, tut, papa, don't have another fit

like that till you tell me what's wrong."

"Wrong! Why, Sairy, j'ou couldn't

guess in ten years—they've got a petition

signed asking for my removal."

"What for?"
" That's what's got me, what for? "

"When did you first hear of it ?
"

" An hour ago."
" Well, it hasn't gone far, then."

"There's the hell of it, Sairy, that's

what hurts worst ; all but eight men signed

it and took it to^the old man before I heard

of it."

"And he surprised you for once, did

he?"
" No, he hasn't said a word ; I got on to

it outside."

"When did you see him ?
"

" Two o'clock."

" And he had the paper then ?
"

" He must have."

Before Surfacing.

ways play your hand out. He can't sur-

prise you, and you always have a higher

court—the one that appointed you receiver

of the back shop. If it comes to that, go

to the general manager. '

'

"Not I. The general manager has al-

ways come to me. I'll—say, but wan't it

devilish mean of them cattle, them swine,

the dog-goned, low-down ?"

rather have the "318" on one and seven

than all the darned shops between here

and Tophet, anyway."

"James Skeevers, you know I'm not

one of those ' I-told-you-so ' women, but

you may recall that I warned you that

something would drop
;
John Massey is in-

sanely jealous of any man that knows as

much as he does

—

and s/iozi'S it—I'm afraid

you've showed something. But 3'ou take

my advice, go back to the shop in the

morning and see what happens."
" I'll take that letter, don't you forget

it ; I'm not going to fry and sizzle on the

gridiron for days ; bet you a red apple I'll

take one out day after to-morrow !

"

" Not till you see the Grand Mogul."

"He's going East to-morrow night

for a month—we fixed his car up to-

day."
" Don't he always come to the shops be-

fore^he goes off on one of his trips ?
"

"Yes, always. '

'

"All right, pa, something will happen

to-morrow."

The next morning Skeevers went to

work as usual ; his fit of disgust was

over ; he was the same shrewd, cool, keen

Skeevers. He had had an object lesson,

and learned something, as he told Sarah

the last thing before he went to sleep, and

that was that a man in his position must

not pay too much attention to mere me-

chanical operations, but must look after his

men, keep in touch with them ; in fact,

improve the human machines as he im-

proved the iron ones. \ successful manager

Re.\dy for Business.

"Tut, tut. Sheep, papa, sheep—don't

blame them all, they are .sheep, they fol-

low the bell-wethers
;
just drive 'em into

the pen again, salt 'em, sell the bell-

wethers for mutton, and they will all be

lambs again."

"Damn a sheep ranch, anyway; I'd

of a shop knows more about handling men
than about handling machines.

Skeevers made his usual round, looked

over his shop orders and placed them,

checked up his time card of work, took an

extra run through the boiler shop and then

went into the old man's office.
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The three scratchy pens of the three

clerks stopped scratchin<^ all at once—the}-

expected something.

The G. M. M. was polite, but as cold as

the soul of a money lender—but he said

good morning civilly enough.

After answering a half dozen questions,

the old man asked :

"What did you send Martin Tobin in

here for ?
'

'

" His time."

"What for?"

"Wouldn't obey orders."

" What did he do? What orders did he

disobey ? '

'

"The order not to take tools to the

blacksmith shop to be dressed, nor to grind

tools himself."

"He says he was doing a special job

that required a special tool.
'

'

'

' Johnson did it easily with the standard

shape."

"The men seem to be quite dissatisfied.

I don't like it a bit."
'

' What are they dissatisfied about ? Their

pay has been raised, the shop improved,

and "

"Well, they are dissatisfied with the

boss. Mr. Skeevers, I could surprise you
with the extent of this feeling. How many
friends do you suppose you have in the ma-
chine shop? "

" Mr. Massey, you can't surprise me for

a single second. You are referring to that

petition you winked at, which was given

you day before yesterday. It was signed

by all but eight men in the machine shop.

I don't care a damn for it. I could get

a bigger one to have you hung if Martin

Tobin, John Welsh and a few others signed

it first. You could have saved yourself

lots of trouble, Mr. Massey, by coming to

me first. You seem to think I am in the

way. '

'

"Your resignation would not cause any
tears around here, and the sooner I get it

the better."

" Well, you won't get it. I've got a let-

ter here from you signed by the general

manager, that I can have my engine back

—

and I want her. As far as the shop job is

concerned, Mr. Massey, you can take it

and shove '

'

"Hist! Hist!" said two clerks at once,

"here comes the old man I

"

The G. M. M. melted at once as the door

opened. "All right, Skeevers, come in at

3 o'clock and we'll fix things up. Good
morning, Mr. Wider."

Skeevers was mad again. He laid out

the foundation, in his mind, for a plain

talk to John Massey, went back to his

office, picked up a few things of his own,
and thought he'd take a final walk through
the shop before dinner—for he knew that

the leaders would know of the row in the

office ten minutes after the officers left it.

Some clerks love to pedille gossip of this

kind.

The G. M. M. wanted to keep Skeevers

and the general manager apart for that one
day—he didn't intend to spring the peti-

tion until his superior was well on his way
to the Far East—so he steered into the

boiler shop first. In going from the boiler

shop to the main shop, they went through

the w'ing used as a bolt room.
" Great guns !

" said the G. M. " What
are all those stacks of bolts for? "

"What bolts are them, there?" asked

the old man of Mike Daly, the "straw-

boss '
' who ran the first machine.

"The bridge department, .sorr !

"

"Why, Masse)-, you told me you
couldn't do all your own bolt cutting and

asked for a new machine not three months
ago—I sent track work out on account of

it. How many bolts of your own are you
cutting now ?

"

"I haven't the figures with me. I'll

look it up.''' 1^

Mike answered for him.
'

' The same as ivver, sorr. We used to

be worldn' overtoime to do it before that

man Skeevers come ; but he do be the

roarin' divil for doiu' things. First he
makes them little piimps to kape .squirtin'

ile all the time and does away wid the

squirt can entoireh* ; then up he hops the

speed av the cutters, an' no more do we
git used to that than up he hops it again.

Wan av thim machines would be oidle now
but for the bridge woork as he took away
from Davis—and mad enough he is about

it."

"Skeevers is a wheel hor.se, ain't he,

John?" said the old man—but Massev
was Ijusy looking at a piece of iron.

When the general manager opened the

door to the main shop, he stopped short

and exclaimed :

" Holy Moses! "

Skeevers had ever}- machine tool in the

place painted white ; the)- were clean, and
the light fell in dark places heretofore im-

known except to gloom.

The old man looked around admiringly.
" It's a parlor, John, neat as a pin ; now, if

you'd a' asked me if you could paint them
tools w-hite, I'd a' said " No," and thought

you was crazy to boot, but w-hen it's done
a fellow sees that its just the right thing.

Bet you a hat the Midland will paint their

tools white inside o' .six months ; every-

body will. It's great."
'

' Here's Skeevers, '

' he continued, as that

worthy showed up at the side entrance and
stopped to speak to a man on the axle

lathe. "Skeevers, this here ghost show-

is great—I approve of it, in red ink—but,

say, w-hat are ye cutting that old axle in

two for ?

"

" An object Igs^h."

"Good enough ;' it's like a conundrum,
though. I give it up ; w-here's the les-

son ? '

'

" It isn't ready yet, but I might say that

this axle is one that broke under the i8's

tender last w-eek ; a clean break, vou see,

but looks as if the iron was crystallized. I

have cut half a dozen axles and seven or

eight broken pistons in two and etched the

surface w-ith acid.s, to see if I could find out

what made them break, or rather prove
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what breaks them, I know already, 1

think."
" Well, I expect it's bad material ;

these

dam supply houses are getting w-orse and

w-orse.
'

'

"But, Mr. Wider, this and all my sam-

ples are ' our ow-n ' best selected scrap

material, and finished in our own forge

shop. '

'

"That's curious; nothing better than

selected scrap, is there, John ?
"

John nodded assent.

"Of course, I know both of you won't

like to hear this ; but it's my opinion that

all our trouble w-ith broken axles, crank

pins and pistons comes from the sole and

simple reason that w-e make the material

ourselves. '

'

"The devil you do.

"

"I do, just the same. Now, you can-

not, at this day, select small scrap care-

fully enough to prevent a little steel from

getting into the material. Look at the end

of this broken axle ; see that bright spot

there. Nothing under heaven but a piece of

mild steel; it won't weld. When your

fagot bar is at a welding heat, the .steel

(which melts at a lower temperature) has

burned out—a wreck is the result."

" We count that w-e .save money on our

scrap, though."

"There's lots of difference between fig-

ures and results. Wrought scrap is worth

aboutfe a ton. If I was boss, I'd sell it at |;4,

if I could get no more, and buy new muck
iron from the pig. Any good forgenian can

make good axles of that."

" Yes, but we've made a feature of this,

and I've sent blue prints of our furnaces

and photographs of our scrap bins to my
friends, and advised them to go into it as

an economy. I don't see how a piece of

steel is going to get in. Don't we have a

blacksmith pick it all out ?
"

"Yes, he is supposed to pick it out.

But he don't, and he can't. Then you
should tell your friends to count the cost of

breakdowns and repairs, and charge it up to

' our ow-n selected scrap ;
' it's only fair."

" Let's go look at those specimens."

They visited Skeever's office, w-here the

old man viewed the broken ends of "se-

lected .scrap" material, and nodded as

Skeevers pointed out the apparently crys-

tallized part where the fracture started.

"Then, Skeevers, you want us to give

up making scrap axles, do you ?
"

"I don't care a cent, Mr. Wider; but

that would be my advice if you asked it.

All I want is some new- iron or steel pis-

tons and axles in engine "318," and I guess

.she's got 'em yet."

"Well, your old engine is a good one,

Skeevers ; but you can't take more interest

in her than the rest."

"I can't run but one—unfortunately

—

and so I must confine my,self to the "318."

"Yo\rve run your last engine here, my
boy."

"Hut, sir, I've got a letter signed by

you, saying I could have my engine back,

if I didn't suit here, or "



"Well, who the blankety blank says you

don't suit."

"Mr. Massey asked for my resignation

this morning ; he's got it, and I'm "

"Mr. Wider," broke in Massey, "I re-

ceived a petition signed by all the men
under Mr. Skeevers, except eight, asking

for his dismissal, and I
"

" You be damned. Go, get them other

eight names ; then throw the measly thing

into the turntable pit. Tell 'em, dam 'em,

that the officers of this road are going to

send them a uiianiiiwiis petition that they

expel their 'grand, worshipful, high-muck-

a-muck ; ' to kick their preachers out of

church ; to get divorces from their wives

—

we'll petition i/tciii aw-hile ; it's just as

fair.
'

'

Skeevers picked up a piece of blue paper

that had been laid on his desk in his ab-

sence, glanced at it, and said :

"Here's my time, anyway, signed by

my superior officer, Mr. John Massey."

"John Massey be damned. You are

going to be high-cock-a-lorum here for a

month, while John goes down East to

watch the new engines being built at Bald-

win's. I forgot to tell ye, John ; but you

can go with me to-night. So skip home and

get ready. Skeevers, if you want to take

down those furnaces out there, and sell the

scrap, do it. Do anything, buy anything

now that half of the cracking, pitting,

seaming and blistering can be avoided by

painstaking care of the boilers—constant

inspection and washing.

Few railroad men realize that a scale of

even a sixty-fourth of an inch on fire

sheets and tubes means decreased efficiency

of evaporative effect.

The ordinary locomotive boiler evap-

orates an enormous quantity of water in a

small space every day, and water ordinarily

considered first-class will contain enough

scale or mud-forming substance to seriously

impair the steaming qualities of the boiler,

if it does not lay the foundation of worse

disorders.

More boiler washing and cleaning will

be done in the future "because fuel is

dear" than because the boiler foams, and

when there is, we will have less boiler re-

pairs, failures and expense.

i i i

What Makes an Unbalanced Wheel
Revolve Steady at High Speed.

In a paper on '

' Counterbalancing of Driv-

ing Wheels," by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson,

read at the Southern Railway Club, a me.

chanical fallacy is exploded which for the

past few years has led to no little theoriz-

ing and speculating among men given to

do. It is dangerous putting much faith in

mere theories about mechanical actions.

We are now ready for new theories of why
a worn emery wheel runs steady at hi.gh

speed.

He Knew the Cause.

An old engineer on one of the roads run-

ning into Weldon, N. C, was once wait-

ing on time, which was short, and, conse-

quently, his mill being full up with pitch

pine was fairly fogging. A new dignitary

—

so new that to obtain any and all kinds of

information he didn't hesitate to ask ques-

tions in a tone and manner that left no

doubt as to his official importance—while

making his way to the train, bumped
against "Uncle Rufe," and after wiping

the water from his eyes, finding out who it

was who dared impede his progress, asked :

"Mr. Blank, can you tell me what makes
this engine smoke so infernally bad?"
"Well, I don't know as I can make you

understand it," said Uncle Rufe, "but if

you'll git up there I'll try," and leading

the way, he turned to his superior and
asked; "Now, do you see that pile of

wood ? Well, my fireman takes that wood
and puts it in [opens the fire door] this

hole, and goldurnit, that's what makes
the smoke."
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—you have my authority to order anvthing

you want

—

provided, Skeevers, and don't

forget the provided part, you get it as

cheap as you did the tool grinder !

"

The old man turned round in the door

with a twinkle in his eye, and asked :

"What would you take for Massey—in

a trade? Scrap hose ain't worth much,"
he added, "but I'll tell ye, Skeevers, if

ever you take your time from John Massey
without coming to me, I'll couple you on to

him, and make a runnin' switch of ye both

up the graveyard branch, where the weeds

are so high that j-e can't see the telegraph

poles? "

A Good Cause for Keeping Boilers

Clean.

On a recent visit to the Chicago & Grand

Trunk shops at Detroit, something Master

Mechanic Roberts said about frequent

boiler washing led us to remark that we
did not know they were troubled with such

bad water.

"Our water is fairly good," said he,

"but coal is expensive—we wash out often

on that account."

We wondered how many railroad men
looked at the expense and trouble of boiler

washing in that light—who voluntarily or-

dered frequent boiler washing where the

engines could be run without it.

It has come to be pretty well understood

te
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playing with mechanical curiosities. In

a paper read at an engineering society

several years ago, there were some curious

theories advanced about why an emery
wheel out of balance, that would wobble at

low speed would run steady at high speed.

The explanation given was that the rap-

idly revolving wheel changed its axis

of rotation, worked itself toward the

center of gravity and found for itself a

balanced center of rotation. Mathemati-

cians demonstrated this theory to be cor-

rect.

As an aid in investigating the counter-

balancing of driving wheels, Mr. Sander-

son made an apparatus which could be re-

volved rapidly on centers that were free

to move. Provision was made for making
one side of the revolving disk heavier than

the other. When it was run out of balance,

it was found that the center of gravity had

a decided tendency to fly away from the

center of rotation. In other words, it did

what learned college professors had, to

their own satisfaction, proved it could not
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A Dumping Ash Pan of Cast Iron.

On the Great Northern they use a dump-
ing ash pan on the " Newth " or " window
shutter" order that is better than any we
have seen.

The difficulty with the old Newth pan

was its flinisiness ; a little heat would dis-

tort it so that it was not tight to begin with

and could not be dumped.
Our engraving shows the bottom of the

ash pan for one of their large consolida-

tion engines ; it is straight ; the back axle

goes through a large flue rvmning across

the pan.

The bottom of this pan is composed en-

tirely of casting.s, without machine work of

any kind on them. The slats lap together

as shown, and make a tight joint. By
loosening a couple of bolts, any slat

may be removed without disturbing the

rest.

The connections may be connected to

either side, and half of the pan dumped at

a time if it is thought necessary.

This is so much better than any sliding

arrangement, and so easily operated and

repaired that it commends itself at once.

An ounce of gum camphor dissolved in

a quart of coal oil will make your head-

light give a whiter light. Don't put it in

the oil tank ; it will gum the wick. Dis-

solve it first.
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Breakage of Axles.

The past winter has been noted for the

small volume of freight moved. When
business is light we naturalh- expect that

accidents to rolling stock will be rare, yet

the past four months are conspicuous for

the number of accidents that have hap-

pened through the breakage of axles. The
tendency is to run the trains faster than

they were formerly run ; and everv addi-

tion of air brakes to freight cars keeps in-

creasing the inducement to accelerate

speed. The increase of speed puts greater

shocks upon axles when running over

rough track, and so accidents due to

broken axles will keep increasing, unless

measures are taken to provide axles su-

perior in strength to the average of those

now in service. The muck-bar iron and
scrap iron from which most car axles are

made are not strong enough or reliable

enough for modern ser\'ice. The axles,

besides being made of unsuitable material,

are seldom subjected to the proper tests,

which would demonstrate their weak-
ness. They are taken on faith, and the
parties supplying them are good naturedly
excused from putting them through the

drop test or any other searching form of

examination. This good nature, which is

bad business, is proving an expensive
luxury- to many railroad companies.
The ordinary run of muck-bar or scrap

axle is too unreliable for modem service.

The demand for cheapness leads to the
supply of the poorest kind of an article,

and expensive accidents are produced by a

few dollars being saved in the first cost of

axles. In a discussion that followed the
reading of a paper on Steel Axles, by Mr.
L. R. Pomeroy, at the New York Railroad
Club, a number of practical railroad men
admitted that the greater part of the axle

breakages of late had been with those

made of iron. Since that time we have

obtained information concerning subse-

quent breakages of axles, and in nearly

every case those that gave way were iron.

The lesson of this ought to be apparent.

The weak, unreliable material should be

abandoned for a material which the best

records prove to be more reliable than iron.

Makers of iron axles are not now in a

position to compete with steel if the speci-

fications are as rigid as they ought to be.

A member of the New York Railroad Club,

in the course of the discussion referred to,

said : "I favored iron, and we were about

to build a thousand cars, and, in confer-

ence with our general manager, we decided

to insist on iron axles, and we put out a

pretty strong specification ; we were very-

anxious for the cars, as business was crowd-

ing us. We were unable to get any iron

axle manufacturer that could fill the speci-

fications. I spent more than half my time

inspecting axles personally, and finallv

consented to let them build 500 with steel

axles and 500 with iron. After those cars

got on the road I was looking for broken
axles right along on steel, and it was only

a few days after the cars got on the road

when we had a broken axle. I arrived at

the conclusion that it must be a steel axle,

but I found it was one of the iron axles.

Since then we have had several axles

broken under these cars, and they have
been invariabl}' iron axles."

One of the most extraordinary things

known in the annals of engineering has

been the antipathy which railroad men
in America have displayed to the use of

steel for purposes where strength and re-

liability were of the utmost importance,

purposes for which steel was pre-eminently

superior to any other metal. The exper-

ience of many generations gave us the

saying, "true as steel," but the sentiments

of many railroad men would pervert the

saying into "false as steel." The pre-

judice against steel is slowly dying out,

but we occasionally hear sentiments of an-

tipathy expressed, and within the month
a prominent railroad man, while condemn-
ing the inferior muck-bar and scrap iron

axles, frankly made public the fact that he
had no use for steel because it was treach-

erous. There are purposes for which good
iron is superior to steel, but the manu-
facture of axles is not one of them.

There are some exceptions to the rule,

but it will generalh- be found that iron

axles remain longest in favor on roads

where records are loosely kept, and where
tests or rigid inspection are not considered

of much practical value.

The men^^who talk about steel axles be-

ing treacherous have nothing to say

against steel tires, and none of them would
dream of specifying iron tires. Why does

it come that the superiority of steel tires

is unquestioned and the inferiority of steel

axles insisted upon ? The answer is that no
maker of tires can afford to put inferior ma-
terial into his product, because detection
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would be prompt and the inferiority of the

metal shown beyond question. The weav-

ing part of an axle, on the other hand, is out

of sight, and an inferior article is seldom

detected until breakage happens. If the

same material were put into axles that must
be put into tires, breakages would be practi-

cally unknown. A good reliable steel axle

can be made at lower cost than a first-class

iron axle, and the former will be much more
reliable than the latter ; but the prevailing

rage for cheapness is bringing upon the mar-

ket .steel axles so poor that there is little to

choose between them and muck-bar iron.

We recently had the privilege of examin-

ing etchings made from a steel axle that

failed in service, the study of which was
rather edifying. There was an annular ring

of fairly dense metal on the outside and the

whole of the inside was porous like a bad
steel casting. The hammering given to the

axle was of the most perfunctory kind.

The makers of the axle, when remonstrated

with for turning out such a poor article,

defended themselves on the grounds that

the price paid was so low that they could

not afford to make a good axle. It is ap-

parent that the purchaser was to blame for

the accident caused by the breakage of

that axle, and that it was another case of

dear cheapness.

Some years ago, when steel axles were

growing into favor, w-e learned of a super-

intendent of motive power w-ho specified

steel axles for a lot of cars, and found that

nearly all of the axles sent out on the first

order failed under the M. C. B. drop test.

They were all sent back and good axles

supplied which passed the test successfulh-.

We were able to follow up the matter fur-

ther than the makers of the axles expected.

We found that the returned axles were all

put into stock to be sent to some road

which did not indulge in making tests.

The concern made two ([ualities of steel

axles. One kind was intended to pass the

M. C. B. drop test ; the other kind might

pass, but were likely to fail. All the

axles were cheap material, poorly worked,

and would give little satisfaction in ser\-ice
;

but they were of steel, and the best grades

of this material have to bear the reproach

caused by the failure of axles made merely

to sell. When railroad companies are

purchasing wheels weighing 600 pounds for

I5.50 each, it cannot be expected that tliey

will pay a decent price for axles.

The breakage of an axle is likely to lead

to such serious consequences that railroad

officers, with anything in the shape of a

conscience, ought to be ready and willing

to provide against this form of disaster.

The proper safeguard is to show a willing-

ness to pay for a first-class article. When
this disposition becomes generally mani-

fest, good steel axles will soon crowd in-

ferior iron out of the field. Bessemer

steel is not fit for the making of axles. In

connection with the willingness to pay a

fair price, there should be a determination

to see that the article supplied is up to

the mark. Manufacturers, as a rule, trv



to be honest, but it is a good plan for pur-

chasers, by means of strict tests and rigid

inspection, to guard against mistakes.

Those who have not got a testing depart-

ment of their own ought to employ spec-

ialists to do the work. The man who is

willing to take material on faith is not

doing justice to the company he repre-

sents. Makers of a good article are always

willing and ready to have it properly

tested.

i i ^
Cars Will Be Built Stronger.

No subject is creating so much attention

among railroad men as the proposed change

in the rules of interchange of cars which
will hold owners of cars responsible for the

greater part of the repairs done to their

cars while on foreign roads. The greater

part of the railroads running into Chicago

are now trying the plan referred to, so that

they can have experience of how it works
before moving to incorporate it as a part of

the Rules of Interchange at next M. C. B.

Convention. According to the latest re-

ports received, the plan is working very

satisfactorily and is facilitating the move-
ment of cars. This was the end desired

much more emphatically than any regulat-

ing of justice between railroads concerning

who was entitled to bear the cost of repair-

ing cars. The existing plan had become
intolerable. It caused so much delay in

the movement of freight that there was a

likelihood of railroad managers taking the

entire control of interchange of cars away
from the Master Car Builders' Association

rules.

The objections raised to the proposed

change in the rules by Mr. R. P. C. San-

derson, in our last issue, have excited wide-

spread attention, but the prevailing belief

is that the difficulties pointed out can be
overcome. Mr. Sanderson's paper formed
the subject of a discussion at the New York
Railroad Club, and the consensus of

opinion expressed was that the calculations

based on the cost of car service on the

equipment of a small road like the West-

ern & Atlantic, do not apply conclusively

to present conditions. There is a belief

among many railroad officers that the

benefits received from the change, in the

shape of reduced delaj-s in freight, will be

sufficient so justify increasing the allow-

ance for mileage.

The experience of those who are trying

the new plan is, that the roads noted for

having weak cars are brought into promi-

nence by the extent of the repair bills.

This is right and proper. The burden is

reaching the shoulders that ought to carry

the weight. Those who have been in the

habit of building inferior, weak cars, that

connecting roads had to keep in repair,

find that their own miserable chickens

come home to roost. A change which
makes it of self-interest for railroad com-
panies to build strong, substantial cars, is

something to be commended, even if it has

no other merits.

Changing Specifications.

A subject which has excited much talk

among railroad officials during the last

few months is the successful effort made
by certain car building firms to hang up a

large contract for cars, on the grounds that

numerous proprietary articles were speci-

fied for the cars. The objections raised

against the specifications in question are of

a character that define two contending in-

terests. On one side there are railroad

companies striving to secure cars that are

first-class in every particular ; on the other

side are the car manufacturers who are

struggling to obtain all the profit they pos-

sibly can on the cars which they build.

To make good profit they naturally wish to

supply every article which is used in the

construction of a car. Those who are in

the best position to judge say that no good

specification for cars was ever awarded that

the recipient of the contract did not imme-
diately proceed to have it changed. This

is notoriously the case with the Pullman

people, who never fail to use all the influ-

ence at their command to substitute the

proprietary articles in which they are

themselves directly or indirectly interested

for those specified. Several other car

builders are little behind Pullman in this

respect. When a car manufacturer seeks

to change the specification under which a

contract has been awarded, he is acting

like the butcher who sends a customer

veal after he has paid for lamb, and ex-

cuses himself on the ground that veal is

more durable eating. Few customers

would stand this kind of treatment from a

butcher, but railroad men stand analogous

treatment all the time from car manufac-

turers and others.

It is safe to say that a poor, cheap car

costs one-fifth more to keep in running
order than a first-class car. This being

the case, the head of the mechanical de-

partment, in designing a new car, naturally

wishes to specify good quality of the parts

that call for most repairs. He is familiar

with the different roofs on the market, and
selects one which will in his judgment last

during the life of the car. Experience has

given him deep insight into troubles with

common doors, and he specifies forms
which insure satisfaction. Renewing car

couplers is an expensive item, and he
selects one which is noted for durability,

and he puts in a device calculated fo keep
down the damage to draft appliances. He
likes a particular brake beam and specifies

it, and he dislikes six-dollar wheels, so he
protects his company against the dangers

of broken wheels by specifying the make.
The designs of other parts are regulated in

a similar manner, with a single eye to

durability.

A manufacturer bids on the specifications

submitted and gets the contract. Then he
begins figuring on what he could save by
changing certain parts. A cheaper roof,

common doors, common body bolsters, a

weaker truck, and all other parts specified

changed, would save him considerable
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money. He makes representations to the

man who was responsible for the specifica-

tions that he could make an equally

good car if he would be permitted to

make certain changes, and the permis-

sion would be taken as a personal favor.

The pennission is refused. Then the car

builder goes higher. He represents to the

general manager or president that the car

specified is very odd in many parts ;
that

there is no reason in the world why certain

things should be specified, unless it be to

favor certain interests ; that if he will be

permitted to build his own standard car he

will guarantee it to be as good or better

than the car specified, and he will drop the

price so much a car, saving the company
a large aggregate sum named. The G. M.

very often permits the change to be made,

and they get a car that begins to fall apart

from the first day it leaves the builders.

The managers who are doing their best for

the interests of their company, however,

stand by their specifications and secure a

first-class car. If a railroad company is

going to accept the standard car of any

builder, the sensible way is to call for bids

on that basis. Then the purchaser would

get the benefit of free competition. The
securing of a contract by bidding on speci-

fications, and then having them changed

b)- scheming, is merely a species of under-

hand cheating.

Every competent motive power man in

the country knows all the best attachments

that are calculated to make a first-class

car. When he orders these, he is acting

for the best interests of his company, and

he has the right to have them.

^ i i
Things We Want to Know About Lo=

comotives.

The test departments which our leading

railroads have kept in operation for years

have done a great deal to settle engineer-

ing problems over which there used to be
great diversity of opinion, but there are

many others still unsettled. If the pro-

posed tests by the Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association on the locomotive

testing apparatus at Purdue University can

ever be carried out, they will settle be3'ond

dispute many things that it would greatly

profit railroad companies to know with

certainty. A locomotive is operated under
conditions so different from a stationary or

marine engine, that rules of good practice

in the operating and handling of the latter

types may be decidedl)' wasteful when ap-

plied to locomotives. Good engineering

as applied to stationary practice is advo-

cated as good engineering for locomotives,

but there are good reasons for believing it

leads to expensive mistakes.

There are numerous things connected

with steam distribution on which there is

now conflict of opinion among good author-

ities. Among these are the practice of

throttling the steam, the extent of valve

travel, the size of steam ports and the lap

dimensions. There is good reason for be-



lieviiig that proportions which will give

good results when an engine is working
heavy may be the reverse of economical

for lighter service. The proper grate area

for average service is by no means settled.

Another question on which increase of

light is greatly needed, is the volume of air

that can be admitted above the fire with

advantage. The people intere.sted in smoke-

preventing appliances insist that economy
of fuel results from the admission of suffi-

cient air above the fire to prevent smoke
generation. We doubt this. If the exact

quantity of air necessary to maintain per-

fect combustion is mixed with the fuel

gases there will be no smoke, and the

maximum heating power will be secured

from the fuel, but in a locomotive it is im-

practicable to measure the exact volume of

air required, and, consequently, excess of

cold air is the rule, and waste of heat nearly

always results from attempts at smoke pre-

vention. Valuable information on this

subject would be facts about where gain

ceases and losses begin.

There is a certainty that high speed of

trains leads to increase of fuel consump-

tion, but in what proportion increase of

fuel stands in relation to increase of speed

there is no approximate knowledge. Take
a train of, say, 150 tons exclusive of engine

and run it over the same track at different

speeds—say lo, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 miles an

hour—and find out the fuel burned. In-

formation of this kind would be useful to

railroad men, and would enable them to

figure intelligently on the cost of slow and

fast trains. The whole of the tests could

be made on the Purdue University engine

in one day. Railroad managers who refuse

to aid in the Railway Master Mechanics'

Association tests are not acting for the best

intere.sts of railroad economy.

^ i i
Discipline Without Punistiment.

Most of our readers will remember the

article which appeared in Locomotive
Engineering a year ago, written by Mr.

Geo. R. Brown, general .superintendent of

the Fall Brook Railroad, describing the

working of his system, which maintains

discipline without punishment. The
fundamental principle of the system is the

doing unto others as you would be done to.

The ordinary practice followed by those in

charge of railroad men is to hold all em-

ployes, good and bad, in equal favor until

something happens for which punishment

is inflicted. The Brown system re-

verses this, and puts in practice the idea

that good conduct deserves recognition and

reward. Those guilty of misconduct are

punished by receiving no reward.

When we published details of this sys-

tem it excited widespread attention. Mr.

Brown received many inquiries for more

detailed particulars, and not a few railroad

officers visited the Fall Brook Railroad to

watch the operation of the system. They
found that it had put almost a stop to the

species of accidents due to the carelessness

of employes, had made the men keenly

vigilant in promoting the company's in-

terests, and had resulted in reduction in

operating expenses with an improved ser-

vice.

These facts were so convincingly appar-

ent that several railroad officers decided to

try the system on their lines. The change

was so radical from the preconceived no-

tions of how to treat railroad employes

that managers were doubtful if it would

work successfully on other lines than the

F'all Brook. A few roads ventured to try

the svstem, and it works so well that there

are hopes that the Brown system will in

the course of time be adopted on every

railroad where the managers are willing

to act with full justice towards the men
under them. There is a great deal of loose

talk about finding means to make the rank

and file of railroad men more loyal to the

company they work for. We advise them

to try the Brown system of discipline with-

out pvinishment.

Among those who adopted the Brown

system was Mr. F. G. Darlington, superin-

tendent of the Pittsburgh, Chicago and St.

Louis at Indianapolis. He read a paper

lately describing the system and the w'ork-

ing of the system, and commending it in

the highest terms. Under the working of

the Brown form of discipline, the charges

against the men have decreased, accidents

have diminished, and the expenses of

operating have been made smaller. If

these results are not of sufficient import-

ance to commend the system to others, it

is because those follov^-ing old methods are

so hide-bound to bad practices that they

will rather put vip with inferior service than

make changes which woidd bring better

returns for the money paid out.

Railroad business, as a rule, is still very

dull compared with what it was two years

ago, but signs of improvement are every-

where visible, except on the roads that de-

pend for much of their business on the

districts in the West, where the drought of

last summer caused a failure of crops. An
encouraging feature of the present con-

dition of things is that railroad companies

are beginning to purchase supplies. They
are not purchasing because they have

money in abundance, but because they

cannot get along without making pur-

chases. The scrap heaps have been ex-

hausted as sources of material, and rolling

stock and track have been run down as

they never were before. Tracks are full

of locomotives and cars waiting to be re-

paired, and material must be purchased to

do the work with. If the coimtry should

be fortunate enough to raise good crops

this summer, there will be a rush for the

purchase of cars and locomotives that will

send the wheels of industry humming.
As it is, more orders for new cars and lo-

comotives have been given out within the

month than there have since the panic

came on.
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The secretary of the Master Car Builders'

Association has issued a circular giving the

prices of all the M. C. B. types of couplers

in use. There are eighteen of them. The
prices vary from $9.50 to $12.50, five of

them being quoted at the latter figure. A
very desirable reform in tlie control of this

car-coupler business would be the estab-

lishing of some uniform rule regarding re-

newals. Under the existing rules, there is

temptation for companies replacing draw-

bars to put in the cheapest coupler upon

the market. As there is $2, difference in

price between the highest and the lowest,

the temptation to save tliat sum in replac-

ing couplers belonging to other people is

too strong for the virtue of some men in

charge of car departments, who are looking

out to get ahead of their neighbors. The
cheapest couplers are not really the worst

on the list, but they are inferentially infer-

ior to those that cost $2, more. We have

repeatedly beard complaints lately from

railroad companies using the more expen-

sive couplers, that when breakage happens

to their couplers on certain foreign lines

the}- are replaced by the cheapest kind of

standard couplers on tlie market. There is no
remedy at present under the M. C. B. rules.

i i ^
The chairman of one of the most im-

portant committees appointed by the Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association, visited

this office last month. On being asked

how his committee work was progressing,

he answered that he had not received a

single response to the circular sent out ask-

ing for information. This is decidedly

discouraging to those who look for ex-

haustive information in the reports. There
was a great deal said at last convention

about the necessity for getting the reports

ready in good season, and the sentiment

appeared to be that there would be no more
reason for complaint about circulars not

being answered. The indications are that

the performance is going to fall very much
short of the convention promises. It is

late now to send answers to circulars, but

not too late. We would therefore urge de-

linquent members of both associations to

examine their pigeon holes and set aside a

rainy day to perform the pleasant duty of

answering circulars.

^ i ©
BOOK REVIEW.

M.\CHiNE Tools, by William Sellers &
Co., is supposed to be this concern's illus-

trated catalogue, but it is more of a high-

class work on machine tools than there is

for sale on the market. This book is unique
in several ways. Its get-up is new ; it is

7'A'x-7'A i"v '^"t was probably well in hand
before the M. C. B. .standard size was
adopted. Half-tone cuts of a high order

are used, and the machines and devices

illustrated are legion. Some of the special

tools built by this concern are the finest

examples extant of recent engineering. It

is a book to be sought and appreciated by
those using machine tools or interested ia
the results accomplished with them.



PERSONAL.
Mr. G. S. A. Gardiner, of rrovidence,

has accepted the position of sales agent for

the Graham Equipment Co., of Boston.

Mr. George Morrison has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Beach
Creek Railroad. He has been for years

an engineer on the road.

Mr. William W. Molchoir has been ap-

pointed train dispatcher of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Racine, Wis.,

in place of Mr. E. W. Northrop, resigned.

Mr, C. H. Barnes, master mechanic of

the Boston & Albany, at Springfield, Mass.,

has been transferred to Boston as master

mechanic, to succeed Mr. T. B. Purves, Jr.,

promoted.

M. E. Johns, formerly on the N. Y., S.

& W. Railroad, has been appointed train

master of the Wilkesbarre & Eastern Rail-

road Company, and is located at Wilkes-

barre, Pa.

Mr. W. A. Williams, heretofore general

superintendent of the Texarkana & Fort

Smith, has been appointed general man-
ager of that road, with headquarters at

Texarkana, Tex.

Mr. Stott Mills has resigned the position

of master mechanic of the Lehigh & Hud-
son. He is open for another engagement,

and is a good man for any railroad wanting

a master mechanic.

Mr. H. Trim, formerly master mechanic

of the Ohio Southern, has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the Peoria &
Eastern division of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Mr. T. C. Scott, heretofore chief train

dispatcher of the Iowa division of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been

appointed trainmaster of that division, with

headquarters at Davenport, la.

Mr. W. W. Willock, of Allegheny, Pa.,

has been appointed general manager of the

Monongahela Connecting Railroad, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., to suc-

ceed Mr. W. C. Quincy, deceased.

Mr. I. H. Brown, who has been a loco-

motive engineer on the Cincinnati division

of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has been ap-

pointed traveling engineer of that road

from Hinton to Clifton Forge, W. Va.

Mr. A. J. Ball, until recently master me-
chanic of the Columbus, Sandusky &
Hocking, has been appointed division

master mechanic of the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton &. Dayton, with headquarters at Dav-

ton, Ohio.

Reports have been published in most of

the railroad papers within the last month
that Mr. W. H. Taft, acting superintendent

of motive power of the Boston & Albany,

has been made purchasing agent. There
is no truth in the report.

The rumor which we mentioned last

month of Mr. W. J. Reed having been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of

the Seaboard Air Line is correct. He suc-

ceeds Mr. James Maglenn, resigned. His

headquarters are in Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. Mike Grace, the well-known travel-

ing engineer of the Northern Pacific, has

left to accept a similar position on the

Monterey & Gulf Railroad in Mexico. The
B. of L. E., Division 144, passed resolu-

tions of regret that Mr. Grace has gone

away.

Mr. T. S. McDowell has been appointed

division superintendent of the Waco, Hous-

ton, San Marcos and Trinity divisions and

Belton branch of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, of Texas, with headquarters at Tay-

lor, Tex. He has heretofore been train-

master.

Mr. George Hebert, heretofore shop

clerk, has been appointed general store-

keeper of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneap-

olis & Omaha, with headquarters at St.

Paul, Minn. Mr. G. A. Gipple has been

appointed shop clerk in place of Mr.

Hebert.

Mr. David Clark, for forty years master

mechanic of the Lehigh Valley, has retired.

Mr. Clark is president of a bank, and has

other important private business interests

which give him all the work he can do

without the worry of a master mechanic's

position.

Mr. John L. Handy has been appointed

chief clerk in the office of the mechanical

superintendent of the Grand Trunk rail-

way at Detroit, Mich. Mr. Handy was
formerly in the mechanical department at

Battle Creek, Mich., and was one of our

most successful club raisers.

Mr. E. L. James, chief clerk of the mo-
tive power department of the Boston &
Alban)', at Boston, has been elected secre-

tary of the New England Railroad Club.

Mr. James has been with the Boston &
Albany people for twelve years, and is very

familiar with the subjects discussed at the

Railroad Club.

Mr. George W. Mudd, foreman of the

shops of the Wabash Railroad at Fort

Wa3-ne, Ind., has been appointed master

mechanic of the road, with headquarters

at Springfield, 111. He is succeeded as

foreman of the shops at Fort Wayne by
Mr. W. S. Cooper, who has been foreman

of the shops at Montpelier, O.

Mr. J. W. Maxwell has been appointed

general superintendent of the entire Texas

system of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

with headquarters at Denison, Tex. He
has heretofore been division superintend-

ent at Denison. The department of main-

tenance of wa3^ has been transferred from
the supervi.sion of the chief engineer to

that of the general .superintendent.

Mr. Thomas B. Purves, Jr., master me-
chanic of the Boston & Albany, at Boston,

has been transferred to Springfield, where
he will have charge of both locomotive

and car shops. There is no truth in the

reports published that Mr. Purves had

been appointed superintendent of ma-

chinery. He is the first master mechanic

of the Boston & .Albany to have jurisdic-

tion over any part of the car department.

Mr. R. W. Harris, former!}- road fore-

man of engines of the Greenbrier and New
River di.stricts of the Huntington division

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Kanawha & Michigan Railway, with

headquarters at Charleston, W. Va. Mr. G.

W. Hepburn, formerly night roundhouse

foreman, was promoted to the position of

general foreman at Hinton, W. Va., vice

J. F. Redaker, deceased.

Mr. F. W. Chaffee, head foreman in the

car department of the New York Central

& Hudson River, at West Albany, N. Y.,

has been appointed master car builder at

the West Albany shops, to succeed the late

Loren Packard. Mr. George E. Kinnear,

foreman of the car repair shop, has been ad-

vanced to the position held by Mr. Chaffee.

Mr. William Sniilie, foreman of freight car

repairs, succeeds Mr. Kinnear, and Mr.

Leonard Truax succeeds Mr. Smilie.

Colonel Boies, president of the Boies Car

Wheel Co., Scranton, is e.xamining the

methods of transportation practiced on the

Nile. Before he went to Egypt, some of

his antiquarian friends wished him to ex-

amine the Pyramids and see if he could

find any specimens of the car wheels used

by the ancient Egyptians. If he finds any

remnants of those belonging to Pharaoh's

chariots, he is under contract to give Loco-

motive Engineering the privilege of

first publishing particulars.

Mr. F. W. Mahl has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Southern

Pacific, with headquarters at Sacramento,

Cal. Mr. Mahl was for several years in

the Schenectady Locomotive Works, first

in the drawing office and then on testing

and inspection work. He is a graduate of

an engineering school, and is unusually

well informed concerning the designing of

rolling stock. He is a son of Mr. William

Mahl, New York assistant to President

Huntington, of the Southern Pacific.

Mr. S. R. Tuggle, superintendent of

motive power of the Chesapeake, Ohio &
Southwestern, has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power and machinery

of the Houston & Texas Central, with

headquarters at Houston, Tex. Mr. Tuggle

has been with the C, O. & S. W. since

May I, 1893, and was, before that date, for

nearly eight years master mechanic of the

Kentucky Central. From 18S2 to Septem-

ber, 1885, he was master mechanic of the

Elizabethtown, Lexington & Big Sandy.

Mr. J. V. K. Walker has severed his con-

nection with the Seaboard Air Line, having \

been employed as air-brake inspector for

the past three years. Mr. Walker is now
engaged in the mercantile business, con-

sisting of hats and men's furnishings. He
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has been offered the position of air-brake

inspector of the Florida Peninsular & Cen-

tral Railroad of Florida, with headquarters

at Fernandina, but having gone into busi-

ness, was compelled to refuse, much to his

regret. Mr. Walker continues to receive

subscriptions for LOCOMOTIVE Engineer-
ing at his place of business.

Mr. Philip Wallis, for some years assist-

ant superintendent of motive power of the

Norfolk & Western, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley at

Hazleton, Pa. He will have charge of

shops at three places. The Lehigh Valley

people are fortunate in securing the services

of Mr. Wallis, for he is one of the ablest

mechanical engineers in railroad service.

He is a technical school graduate, with the

kind of practical training that enabled him
to fill successfully the duties of general

foreman of a railroad shop. He was engi-

neer of tests for the C, B. & Q. for several

years, and afterwards was advanced to be

master mechanic at Bairdstown, III. Some
of the most valuable tests carried out by
the C, B. & Q. were conducted by Mr.

Wallis.

Mr. H. H. Vreeland, president of the

Metropolitan Street RaiUvaj-, New York,

continues to take as much interest in sur-

face railroad affairs as he did when he was
president of the New York & Northern.

His warm interest was pleasantly mani-

fested on the day of the last meeting of the

New York Railroad Club, by his inviting

a large party of the members to visit the

splendid power house of his company at

Houston street and Broadway. The inspec-

tion of the magnificent machinery was
highly interesting to the railroad men.
The details of the huge engines, the cable-

driving and regulating machinery, and all

, the electric and hydraulic appliances, re-

vealed to many of those present a scale of

mechanical powers they had no idea of. A
remarkably pleasant afternoon was wound
up with an attractive banquet sei-ved in

Mr. Vreeland's office.

Mr. E. St. John, who recently left the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to be vice-

pre.sident of the Seaboard Air Line, was,

during his long connection with the for-

mer road, known as a particularly warm
friend of the engineers and of the En-
gineers' Brotherhood. The men recognized

this, and on his leaving, a movement was
started to present him with some suitable

token of respect. Some valuable presents

were spoken of, and the required money
could have been easily collected ; but they

first found out Mr. St. John's sentiments,

and they were that he would not accept

presents. The committee then had a set

of re.solutions artistically engrossed, ex-

pressing the regards of the employes for

Mr. St. John. The memorial was signed

. by fifty-four of the locomotive engineers,

including all those who have been longest

in the ser\ice of the company. Of the

fifty-four only one has been in the service

as little as lo years ; thirty-three have

been over 20; twent}' have been over 25; ten

have been over 30, two of them over 35

—

the last two being C. H. Davis (37 years)

and J. E. Mousley (38 years). Mr. George

Royal, of the Nathan Mfg. Co., was ap-

pointed to make the formal presentation

to Mr. St. John, and he went to Ports-

mouth, Va., for that purpose.

Mr. Frank G. Woodman has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Great

Northern shops at East Spokane, Wash.
Mr. Woodman was formerly foreman of

the erecting shops of the Brooks Locomo-
tive Works.

We have received a copy of the eighth

annual report of the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics of North Carolina. As many of our

readers know, the well-known locomotive

engineer, Benj. R. Lacy, is the commis-
sioner in charge of this bureau. Ben is

not a professional politician, as we note he
recommends the abolition of his own office

unless the Legi.slature appropriates enough
money to make the affair a success. We
guess the North Carolinians appreciate

Ben, for we see by late Raleigh papers that

he has been reappointed and confirmed by
the legislative body.

We have had scores of letters for "an
air-brake book that asks and answers ques-

tions," but there has been no such book
on the market until now. The standard

authority has been the instruction book
formulated by the Westinghouse people

and adopted by the Master Car Builders'

and Master Mechanics' a,ssociations. Trav-

eling Engineer C. B. Conger has taken this

standard work and added to it a list of over

90 questions and answers that make it the

best authority for engineers and firemen,

and the plainest. It is illustrated and right

up to date
;
pocket size. For sale, price 25

cents, by Locomotive Engineering.

§ i
EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie have ordered

three locomotives and 300 box cars.

The Cooke Locomotive Works are still

busy on their Southern Pacific order.

The Central Railroad of Georgia are

building 200 cars in their own shops.

Orders were received for 47 sets of the

Leach sanding apparatus in Februan,-.

The Gulf & Interstate Railroad of Texas
is in the market for locomotives and cars.

The Columbus, Hocking Valley & Tole-

do are reported to be in the market for 900

cars.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie have or-

dered six ten-wheel engines from Pitts-

burgh.

The Grand Rapids & Indiana have
ordered four consolidation engines from
Baldwins.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

have ordered 500 cars. The Fox truck is

specified for them.

Rogers' people are working on an engine

for the New York & New Jersey, and on

a small order for Cuba.

Among the rumors of coming car orders

is one from the Savannah, Americus &
Georgia for 300 box cars.

The Indiana Car and Foundry Co. have

received an order from the Vandalia for

1 10 bo.x cars, and 511 stock cars from the

Mathers Stock Car Co.

If the number of cars reported by gossip

to have been given out had really material-

ized, all the car builders in the country

would be running full time.

The United States Metallic Packing Co.

have opened a new branch office in Cin-

cinnati, with Mr. A. H. Pike in charge.

Mr. E. N. Hurley takes charge of the

Chicago office.

The Gould Coupler Co. have put upon
the market a pilot coupler of the vertical

plane type, by which cars can be coupled

closely to the pilot of the locomotive.

The design is very neatly worked out.

The suit of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Co. against the Boyden Power Brake Co.

for infringement of the quick-action pat-

ents, has been decided in favor of the

Westinghouse people. Judge Morris wrote

the decision, and it is remarkably strong

in sustaining the quick-action patents.

We are informed by the American Bal-

ance Slide Valve Co. that they have their

valve in use on 63 railroads in this coun-

try. It is also in successful operation on
railroads in Canada, Mexico, Central Am-
erica, Germany, France and Scotland, and
is now being applied to locomotives in

Switzerland.

The Big Four have ordered six eight-

wheel passenger engines from Schenectady.
They are exact counterparts of the last lot

of passenger engines purchased. The same
company expect in the near future to give

out orders for the building of passenger,

box and stock cars. The business on the

road is better than it was in 1892.

The Baltimore & Ohio are running be-

tween Baltimore and Chicago one Campbell-

House combination car, for the purpose of

obtaining experience of its utility. By a

few internal changes this car can be made
suitable for carrying stock or merchandise.

The experience has, been so favorable that

they are getting nine new ones built.

The Standard Steel Works of Philadel-

delphia, makers of the "Standard" tires

and steel wheels, are putting up open-

hearth furnaces in which to make their

own .steel. They have been in the habit

of purchasing the steel ingots from the

best makers, but the quality furnished has

not been uniform enough to satisfy the

Standard people.



Back from the Grave.

Some time ago we mentioned the fact

that General Master Mechanic Galbraith, of

the St. Louis & S. W., had raised a locomo-

tive from the dead, one that had been
dead and buried for seven years and three

months. We are now enabled to show
photographs of the engine as she appeared

good deal of missionary work to perform

from time to time, and the assistance I

found most valuable was Locomotive
Engineering. I took quite an active

interest in obtaining subscribers for that

along the line, and I found that the

average man is more apt to read and

reflect on what he reads when it is fur-

I have always advocated the men subscrib-

ing for it.

Mr. McBain : My experience in that

matter has been the same as Mr. Scott's.

I find that the railway papers such as

Locomotive Engineering have done

more to educate the men, in a technical

way, than any other literature they ever

possessed.

President Conger : I can reach some of

my men by writing an article in some of

the railway papers when I can't touch

them out of the roundhouse or on the

engine at all. I explain it to them and

they say yes, yes, and listen respectfully,

and go off and think about something else.

When they get their Locomotive Engi-

neering, and get their feet up after sup-

per, and read it, they believe every word of

it. That is worth a great deal of trouble,

and there have been several that I reached
the very night the paper came to them. I

had been unable to reach them in years of

talking to them. I believe in encouraging
firemen and enginemen in taking periodi-

cals, even if it is a little less than cost

;

sometimes it pays to be an agent. You
get a man waked up and he is worth that

much more to your company.

is i^ i^

The Air Brake Men's Meeting.

The Air Brake Men's Association will

meet in St. Louis on April 9th. There are

Tjo members now, and the meeting prom-

ises to be an interesting one. There will be

papers on the following subjects :
" Pump

when hauled out of her grave by the body-

snatchers.

This engine went down with the bridge,

August 6, 1887. She was under several

feet of water and twelve feet of quicksand.

The raising and repairs only cost $2,000,

and she was ready for service five days

after she got back on the rails. She has

been in regular service ever .since.

The resurrection act was done by Wreck-

Master W. H. Grace, under the supervision

of Mr. Galbraith.

i i i
Favors Engineering Literature.

The traveling engineers appear to ap-

preciate the value of engineering literature

as a means of helping the enginemen to do

their work better. At the last convention

of traveling engineers at Denver, a report

stated that eight roads supplied Angus
Sinclair's works to their men.

President Conger said : My experience

with this matter of furnishing firemen or

anybody else with any literature except

time cards, is that if they buy their own
literature and make some effort to get it, it

is twice as valuable to them, and the fel-

low that doesn't get any literature, finally

gets weeded out. If we weed out pretty

close, when a man gets near the bottom

he commences to climb again, and we
keep the lower stratum on the move all

the time to keep out of each other's way.

Mr. Scott : I think that any book of in-

formation that is published and furnished

in that way is not always necessary. In

my traveling about the road, I have had a

A Modern Resurrection.

nished him in small doses. I find since

they have been reading that paper, as

a rule they have some questions or

some remarks or comments on some par-

ticular thing they have seen in the paper,

and they are always eager to get it the

next month. I believe a publication of

that kind is indispensable to every loco-

motive engineer and fireman. I know
that it has helped me out a great deal, and

Governors and Air Gages;" "Foun-
dation Brakes;" " Care of Signal Appar-

atus and Conductor's Valve;" "Care of

Engineer's Brake Valve ;
" " Economical

Oiling and Cleaning of Brake Cylinders ;

"

"Main Reservoir and Connections;"
"Maintenance of Freight and Passenger
Brakes ;

" " Handling of Trains on Moun-
tain Grades ;

" " Driver and Engine Truck
Brakes;" "Slid Flat Wheels;" "Slack
Adjusters;" " Piston Rod Packing."



Application of Air Brake to Engine
Trucks.

Quite a number of readers have asked us

how the air-brake rig was arranged on the

trucks of engine "999," and other recent

locomotives. Here is an answer at a glance
;

the excellent photographic reproduction

needs no ovi'lmntion. The upper view

" Cast-Iron Chilled Car Wheels " is the

title of an illustrated pamphlet issued by

the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled

Car Wheels. It contains in very conven-

ient form all the rules and regulations

adopted by railroad associations in regard

to chilled wheels, and gives a very good
history of what has been done in recent

of feed under all conditions, no readjust-

ment being needed in an all-day run
;

perfect distribution of oil to two or more
cylinders ; self-filling feed glass ; only one

glass, which is short and stout ; simplicity

in design, and convenience of operation

and low cost ; and avoidance of passing

oil into the boiler, which is accomplished

without the use of check valves.

The Hilles & Jones Co., of Wilming-

ton, Del., have just published a new
illustrated catalogue, which is got out in

a most attractive and artistic style. The
frontispiece represents pieces punched out

of plate by the various machines made by

the company. Engravings are shown of

single punches or shears, combined

punches and shears, fish-plate punching

machines, multiple punches, horizontal

shows the side of the truck ;
the second

view shows the bottom of the truck and

the arrangement of the cylinder and

levers.

i i i
An Unbreakable Qage Qlass.

The United States Metallic Packing Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pa., after exhaustive tests,

have taken hold of tke

manufacture and sale of

the gage glass shown

herewith. This glass is a

plate )i of an inch thick,

and polished ; it is an-

nealed by a process that

makes it impervious to

changes of temperature.

With 200 pounds of steam

inside of it, a stream bf

ice-water fails to crack it.

The glass can expand and

contract between its pack-

ings.

It is made so that it

can be placed on a boiler

now provided with a glass

tube, without changing

fittings. It needs no guard

whatever ; cannot be

struck by fire' tools, ex-

cept the blow is intentional, and it

t!^kes more than ' an ordinary blow to

break it—in fact, the fittings themselves

can be broken easier than the glass. There

is no tendency for it to cut out, as there is

in tubes, as the "scour" is always at the

top, and in this device the top is solid

metal.

i i i
In a recent issue, a correspondent asked

some questions about the American in-

jector, and we expressed the belief that

there was no such injector on the market.

We have .since received from the American

Injector Company, of Detroit, a notice in-

timating that they have been in the man-
ufacturing business for twelve years. They
will answer any question about their in-

jector which may be sent in.

years to enhance the quality of this kind

of wheel. There is an interesting descrip-

tion'of the manufacture of chilled wheels,

with valuable information concerning the

principle of chilling iron. The Master

Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' speci-

fications and guarantee for chilled wheels

are also given, and a variety of other in-

formation that will be found very useful

for railroad men. The pamphlet has been

prepared by Mr. W. W. Lobdell, sec-

retary for the association. Those who de-

sire to have convenient information con-

cerning chilled wheels ought to apph' for

this pamphlet. It is very artistically got

out, but has the defect of not being cut

according to any of the Master Car Build-

ers' standard sizes.

i i i
The Franklin Institute of Philadelphia

have awarded the Longstreth Medal of

Merit to William F. Mattes and John F.

Lewis, the inventors of the Lackawanna
Lubricating Company's " Locomotive

Cylinder Lubricator." The merits allowed

for the lubricator are : Absolute unifonuitv

flange punches, universal shears, plate

shears, bar and billet shears, gate shears,

single and double angle-iron shears, pat-

ented beam-coping machines
;
plate-bend-

ing rolls, engine and pulley driven
;
plate-

bending rolls, hand power
;
plate-straight-

ening rolls, plate-planing machines, spac-

ing tables, flanging clamps, drilling ma-
chinery and vertical milling machines.

The engravings are masterpieces of art,

.some of them being beautiful half tones

and others wood cuts. Catalogue is

marked "J," 1895, and is of the M. C. B.

standard size, the same as Locomotive
Engineering.

i i @
Certain boiler users in the neighborhood

of Detroit have obtained remarkably good
results in preventing incrustation and cor-

rosion of tubes, by coating them over with

graphite paint. The graphite adheres to

the tube and prevents lime salts from

forming a coating. The Michigan Cen-

tral Railroad and the Chicago & Orand
Trunk people have been investigating the
effects of this paint on tubes with a view to
adopting it for locomotives.
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stay Rods Through Flue Sheets.

Editors :

In the Februarj' number of your paper

an account is given of Mr. Buchanan, of

the New York Central, having heavy rods

put through tubes from front to back flue

sheets to reduce the annoyance of leaky

flues. This same thing was done by me
in 1893 on about half a dozen engines,

when I was assistant master mechanic of

the Fremont, Elkhorn & Missouri Rail-

way, and proved a very great help in pre-

venting leaky flues. It has since been dis-

continued for causes unknown to me.

E. Dawson, M. M.,

Osceola, la. , Des Moines & K. C. Ry.

After the stiiifening plate was put on, it

settled the business. Our only trouble

then was to keep the smokebox and sad-

dles secure.

We have to use something similar to

stiffening plates on our heavy passenger

engines, to prevent cylinder getting loose

or cracking of saddles.

In this case we use a brace front and

back of cylinders, as shown in inclosed

sketch. These braces prove ver}- satisfac-

tory.

Your remarks in reference to cast foot

plates versus the tail pieces are also in

order. It is just as necessary to tie the

frames firmlv at the back end as at the

TKONT BRACE

Stiffening Plates for Cylinders and

Frames.
Editors

:

The remarks and illustrations in your

March issue in reference . to stiffening

plates for locomotive cylinders, we can

vouch are correct, for the reason that we
have been using them on some of our con-

solidated engines for about twelve years.

But we did not use the angle iron that

Rogers Locomotive Co. bolts to back of

cylinder saddle.

We did not consider the angle iron

necessary, although we did conclude that

in making new cylinders we could cast a

flange on the back of saddle to suit the

plate and then bolt the plate to it. Not

finding this necessary, we never went fur-

ther. These engines had only 130 pounds

steam pressure. Probably with engines

now being built for iSo pounds steam

pressure, it may be necessary to use the

cast flange or the angle iron as described.

We got into this method of stiffening

plates through an engine or an engineer

who was very persistent in breaking the

bolts holding the two cylinders together.

We used a wide plate taking all the splice

bolts, and in addition we bolted a piece of

iron to the plate, about 3 in. wide by i in.

thick, with four bolts to form a gib against

the insides of the frames. This brace as-

sisted the splice bolts from side thrusts.

cylinders to insure a good job. We
make a practice of firmly securing the

back end.

David Brown, M. M.,

Scranton, Pa. D,, L. & W.

Tool for Spiral Grooving of Eccentric

Sheaves.

Editors

:

Some years ago there was quite a dis-

cussion in mechanical papers, pro and

con, in regard to the benefit of having an

oil groove cut around the outside of eccen-

trics.

If the groove is cut so as to come directly

under the oil hole, unless you use a

plunger cup, it was held that all the oil

would run out of the cup while the engine

was standing, and, of course, would make
the eccentric more liable to heat. It was

also held that the groove was a good thing,

as by it j-ou could see how the eccentric

was wearing without the use of a pair of

calipers.

The greatest drawback to a groove cut

straight around an eccentric is that it, in

wearing, leaves a ridge on the strap, and

should you want to replace an eccentric

with a new one you could not do it unless

the strap is rebored.

We have devised an attachment to the
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lathe on which we turn our eccentrics,

whereby the groove, instead of being cut

straight around, runs diagonally across

from one side to the other.

Our method for finishing eccentrics is as

follows : We first bore them out to size,

then we have a face plate (Fig. i) into the

face of which a stud is screwed the exact

distance from the center that the eccentric

is. It is 2 in. in diameter outside of face

plate, but threaded i \i in. in plate ; the

center of this stud is square, so as to screw

it in by ; there is also a driver on opposite

side with a set screw. This drives against

the spoke of the eccentric. Then have

nuts for the different sizes of eccentrics

that fit the stud. After putting on nut

and eccentric, have clamp on outside to

be tightened with nut on out end of

stud.

There may be as many holes in face

plate as there are different throws of eccen-

trics.

To cut the grooves, the first thing is to

have a band shrunk on back of face plate A,

Fig. I, with a groove in it. This groove is

YiTL^i in., and has a throw of iK in.

To the head of the lathe is fastened a plate

1x2 in., and bent out at the top and

having a pin fastened in it that comes in

line with center of lathe and center of

the throw of groove, and 2% in. from

bottom of groove, to take the hole B,

Fig. 2.

C, Fig. 2, is the part that goes in tool

post ; the shank is the same size as the

steel used for tools ; the projecting part is

box shape ,^4^ x 2 x 5 in. ; for the piece carry-

ing tool to slide in, the tool is yi x yi in.,

and is held by clamp and two studs D,

Fig. 2.

The slot E, Fig. 2, is for chansfing the

length of stroke to conform with width

of eccentric.

There are two joints, one to allow for



variations in height and the other to allow
for the tool to be worked in and out.

This attachment is as easily put on and
ofiF as a common tool and does the work
perfectly.

You have a groove that will not be al-

ways below the oil hole, and this groove
will carry the oil across the eccentric.

One more thing in its favor is that it

will not wear a ridge in the strap, and you
can see just where and how much your
eccentric is wearing without the use of
calipers and know that you are right.

W. A. Robertson.
Cedar Rapids. la.

i i g
Those Flat Spots.

Editors :

If your correspondents who blame a full

throttle and close cut-off (an abomination
of itself) will watch their engines starting
a heavy train, they will notice that while
the crank pin is passing through the lower
quarter the wheels will slip just a little, but
enough to start a flat spot. Now, if the
right wheel slips at this point, it also pro-
duces a flat spot on the left tire, and while
the left crank is passing through the for-
ward part of the stroke

; at least, such has
been my experience in watching my en-
gine starting a train. W. de Sanno.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Don't Agree with Conger About Leaks
in Engineer's Valve.

Editors :

Being an interested reader of Locomo-
tive Engineering the last four or five
years, and handling the air brake, as an
engineer on the N. Y. C, I have studied
considerable into its workings. I was inter-
ested in Mr. Conger's article in the March
number, but I cannot agree with him when
he says that the black pointer, or hand, of
air gage will not show train-line pressure.
I claim that it will at all times, if brake
valve and connections are in good order.
He claims that by putting the valve handle
on lap, and opening cock at rear of tender,
and discharging all air from the train pipe,
that if all connections with equalizing
reservoir and valve are tight that the
black pointer will not fall any. I claim
that it will fall to the peg ; all it wants is a
ver>- little time. He claims that to find a
leaky rotary, with a pressure of 70 and 90
pounds, lap the valve and close cut-out
cock under valve—pressure will increase
on black hand if rotary leaks. I agree
with him in this

; but if the rotarj' should
happen to make a joint over preliminary
exhaust and supply ports to cavity over
piston, how would your black pointer in-

dicate your leaky rotary by pressure rising,

if it does not go through the ring in equal-
izing piston, which I claim is the same
opening that will show train-line pressure
at all times. John J. Plunkett.

Syracuse, A'. }'

Two Questions for the Boys.
Editors :

Having run across two problems re-

cently- that I should be glad to have some-
one solve, I herewith submit them : Four
mogul locomotives, of a special design,
wore one cylinder in some cases and both
in others, away on the top side so bad that
rings couldn't be pened to make them fit

when it was necessary to put in new ones.
The cylinders were worn from front to
back end almost the same, and averaged
'4 to % in. Other engines of the same
class and build were not afflicted this way
in the least. I have but one solution, and
perhaps that is wrong.
The guides were of two-bar type—one

on top, the other under a broad crosshead,
with brass gibs or slides top and bottom.
The guides were correctly lined and not
tampered with to adjust any wear of gibs.

The wear was not distributed over the
half of circumference, but was only about
8 in. across the cylinder, which was 17 in.

The other puzzle is this : An engine with
vacuum brakes on drivers and tender,
showed 18 in. on gage when brakes were
applied with a pressure of So pounds
steam, and only 12 in. when the steam
was 140. The needle wasn't loose on the
spindle, nor any obstruction on valve that
closes relief opening. I have no theorj-
as to the cause, and hope the boys will let

me down light. A. A. Brown.
IVaycross, Ga.

i i i
Correction to Boiler-Making Article.

Editors :

My attention has been drawn to several
points in my articles that need correction.
One is in Fig. 115—the circumference is

laid out upon a straight line and, as a con-
sequence, it would be too long. Draw arcs
through E Eand IJ from the same center
//C is drawn from. Or extend X V and
PC (Fig. 113) till they cut each other,
then from the vertex to the lap holes will
be the radius for E E and. IJ. Draw H G
midway between the two. Lay off the
circumferences upon these arcs

; space
them off, draw lines through these points
and convey the lengths as given.

In the stack base, the point of looking at
the front and side of the cone was not
properly covered. Draw Fig. 124 as
shown, but add the line R A at right
angles to A E. Set the trams from j^ to j^
to draw the arc//? (Fig. 126). As the end
R A will be an ellipse, add R A and A C,
then divide by 2 for the proper radius.
Lay off the circumference upon / R, space
it off and number same as Fig. 126. Meas-
ure the length of the ordinates between the
lines A R and C A (Fig. 124), and mark
them upon the radial lines (Fig. 126),
measuring from J R. This will be the line
for flanging. Draw a plan or top view same
as marked plan, one quarter is sufficient

;

space off each of these quadrants, then
measure from No. i in one quadrant to
No. I in the other ; mark this length upon
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the line D B, measuring from and to the
right of B : convey the other lengths to
this line, and the diagonal line from i to A
will be the length of the radial lines No. i

between J L and 7? U; mark the other
diagonal lengths upon the similarly num-
bered radial lines, measuring from the cen-

ter marks for flanging, and a line drawn
through the points will cut to form abso-
lutely correct.

The engraver has failed to show the

short marks outlining the camber in

Fig. 122, and the marks 2, 3', 4', 5', etc.,

giving the length of the ordinates in Fig.

128, but the lengths can be secured in Fig.

129, between H G and where the short arcs
cut the similarly numbered ordinates.

Dubuque, la. C. E. Fourness.

i ^ ©
Automatic Air Brakes Without Triple

Valves.
Editors :

Every little while I am called upon to
examine an invention having for its ob-
ject the construction of an air brake which
will be automatic without using any triple



valve. Few, if any, of the patentees seem

to be aware that they are treading a path

which is already old and worn, and I then

have the rather unpleasant task of showing

that the fundamental ideas of such an ap-

paratus have been known almost since the

beginning of the existence of the old

straight air brake. I confess that the

thought of being able to make an automatic

brake without any triple valve is a very

attractive one, and such a brake has, with-

out question, some advantages over the

kind which use triple valves, but there are

objections to their use on long trains that

make their introduction undesirable, if not

impracticable.

My attention was first called to this

scheme by Mr. Sutton, formerly air brake

man at Boone, la., on the C. & N. W. Ry.,

while in conversation with him as we
were sitting on the edge of the platform of

the transfer station at Council Bluffs, about

five or six years ago. He illustrated his

ideas with a rough sketch, and imme-
diately I became very much interested, as

I at the time, saw the advantages much
more clearly than the disadvantages. His

plan was to construct an experimental

device from a tender cylinder, putting a

stuffing box around the piston rod. The
train-pipe connection was made at one end

of the cylinder, the reservoir pipe opening

into the other end. When air from the

train pipe entered the cylinder it forced

the piston to the release position, when
the leakage groove (in this case the feed

groove) permitted the reservoir to become
charged. To apply the brakes, train-pipe

pressure was reduced, the reservoir press-

ure, of course, forcing the piston out and
applj-ing the brake. The great advantage

of the device was, that when it was desired

to make a partial release it was possible to

accomplish it very nicely by simply letting

a slight amount of air into the train pipe

from the main drum.

Since the time of the experience above

mentioned I have become considerably'

more familiar with what has been done in

the air-brake line in days gone by, and
from the large number of patents which
have been issued showing automatic brakes

without any triple valves I have selected a

few for purposes of illustration, which are

here reproduced.

Fig. I is one of the earliest. It was pat-

ented by S. F. Prince in 1878. The train

pipe is marked _/, the cut-out cock, a, and
the piston B. Air entering the cjdinder .-1

moves the piston to the position shown, and
opening the small check valve A' fills the

reservoir.

When the train-pipe pressure is reduced

the check valve A' closes, and the air in

the reservoir forces the piston to the left,

which, through a pull on the rod B", ap-

plies the brakes.

jrg^jaastBrT^r^rTTsnr
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Fig. 2 is taken from a patent issued to

J. F. Carpenter in 1S81, and shows an ar-

rangement which operates in substantially

the same way.

The train pipe is connected at c; and the

reservoir fills through a leakage groove d,

the parts as shown being in release posi-

tion.

This patent is interesting in another way,

as showing a form of automatic slack ad-

juster composed of a washer or washers

around the piston rod, which dropped into

,1^"' --.-^

a new notch whenever the shoes became

worn so as to make the piston travel too

far.

Fig. 3 was patented by Mr. Sjogren in

1884. The train-pipe connection is marked

O, the pipe leading to the reservoir w.

In this no valve is necessary, becau.se air

can pass to the right around the packing

leather, but not in the opposite direction.

The diaphragm A' and stem J
' are for the

purpose of making an opening for the es-

cape of train-pipe and cj-linder pressure

through the port a' when the brakes are

applied.

Fig. 4, from a patent taken out by A. G.

Easton in 18S6, is another arrangement of
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the idea, having as a check valve in the

piston a little ball shown just under the

piston rod. This shows also a scheme for

doing away with the release .spring, the air

pressure against the piston / being sub-

stituted in place of it.

Fig. 5 was an idea originated by Mr. A.

Silcock, and patented in 1892. In this a

series of check valves were used in the pis-

ton, his opinion evidently being that it

was essential that the reservoir should
charge verj- rapidly. The arrangement of

the release springs in this apparatus is an
interesting thing to note.

Fig. 6 was patented by J. Erdody in

1893. The method of operation is obvious
from the drawing. In this, as in all the
rest, we see the piston balanced between
the train-pipe and reservoir pressure, and
the check valve or passage through which
the reservoir is to be charged. The pat-

ent also shows the use of a second train

pipe, but that is auxiliary and has no bear-

ing on what this article is intended to illus-

trate.

Fig. 7, taken from a patent issued to

J. D. P. Schenck in 1894, .shows practically

the same arrangement as the one of Fig. i,

issued in 1878, but has the check valve in

a by-pass around the piston instead of in

the piston head itself.

The patents specifically described above
are only a portion of those which show
practically the same general idea, and
gazing at them all together, the thought is

naturally drawn to the conclusion that

there is considerable truth in the old say-

ing : "There is nothing new under the

sun."

A question may naturally arise in the

minds of some as to how it is possible for

so many different people to secure patents

on devices showing mechanism so much
alike. To understand this, it is necessary

to understand that what a patent may

s/io:c' and what is contained in the claims

are two very different things. The claims

in these several patents may be and, in

fact, probably are, very different, each

covering something in the nature of an

improvement in some detail which, for

purpo.ses of illustration, must be shown in

its relation to the whole.

Paui. SynnesTvedT.
Chicago, III.



Are Leakage Grooves of Any Use?

—

Drainage of the Drum and Pipes.

Editors :

Shortly after the quick-acting triple

valves were first applied to passenger cars,

I was sitting, one day, on a baggage truck

at the station, when a passenger train cut

off a car and left it on the track directly in

front of me ; from where I was sitting the

car-brake cylinder was not ten feet away.

Suddenly something happened about it

that attracted my attention. The cylinder

piston was slowly moving out. It traveled

only four or five inches, no more than

tightening the gear, when there was a

light discharge of air from the exhaust

port in the triple valve, the piston moved
back again and the brake was released. A
few seconds later the piston started out

again, the release occurred and the piston

returned. This peculiar action kept on

repeatedly—as long as I sat there—four or

five light applications and releases. It

happened a long time ago, when the quick-

action triple valves and I were both new,

and I couldn't account for such peculiar

action ; not sure that I can now, but I

don't think that the emergency valve or

apparatus was involved.

I had not thought about that funny

brake for a long time ; until Mr. Hamar,

in the March number of this paper, pre-

sented a case something similar, reminding

me of it ; for I believe that each occur-

rence may be attributed to the same main

cause.

I will begin trying to explain his puzzle

by suggesting a slight leak of auxiliary

reservoir air on car No. 2, probably at the

release cock. This would draw air from

the train pipe of both cars until the au.xil-

iary reservoir pressure of car No. i would

be enough greater than the train-pipe

pressure that the triple piston would move
down against the graduating stem and ap-

ply the brake on car No. i, the air flowing

from auxiliary reservoir to brake cylinder

through the graduating valve. The brake

on car No. 2 could not apply, because the

pressure was leaking away from above its

triple valve, coming from the train pipe

through the feed groove.

The graduating valve on car No. i

leaked—it pulled open and applied the

brake ; but when auxiliary pressure was re-

duced by flowing into the brake cylinder,

to a slightly less pressure than that of the

train pipe, and the triple piston moved to

close the graduating valve, this leaking

graduating valve would not stop the flow

of air until the pressure in the auxiliary

reservoir was so far reduced that the fric-

tional resistance of the slide valve was over-

come, and when the slide valve moved
there was nothing to restrain it ; it made a

full upward stroke and released the brake.

If this will explain the incident related

by Mr. Hamar, I have no doubt that there

was a similar defect of the triple valve on

the car whose brake I noticed acting so

queerly ; but in the case I have mentioned,

the leakage was from some point in the

train pipe instead of from the reservoir of

another car.

Somebody will take exception to this

explanation, and calling attention to the

fact that there must be but a very slight

leak from the train pipe to allow for the

brake releasing itself, will want to know

—

"How about the leakage groove in the

brake cylinder, and why will it not pre-

vent the brake applying when the leak is

so slight that the train pipe will retain an

air pressure enough to release the brake? "

I want to say, that with the triple valve

as it is now constructed, I believe that as a

preventative of brakes applying from leak-

age, or a too light discharge of train-pipe

air, the leakage groove in the brake cylin-

der is nothing but a theory—seldom effec-

tive—particularh' in the use of quick-

action triples, whose slide valves are large

and cover so much of the seat that there

is a heavy resistance to the movement of

the triple piston. When this resistance

has been overcome, and the auxiliary

pressure has the piston moving, I see

nothing to prevent it going along until it

strikes the graduating stem, at which point

the graduating feed port in the valve is in

register, fully, with the port to brake

cylinder in the seat.

There is more or less leakage around

and past the triple piston when it is not

seated on its leather at lower end of the

stroke, and I believe that this piston leak-

age is the real cause of some triples in a

train failing to respond to a very small and

slow reduction of train-pipe pressure. A
case of this kind will be explained, how-
ever, to enginemen, trainmen and others,

that "there wasn't air enough discharged

to close the leakage grooves. " Why don't

they be exact and say there wasn't enough
air discharged to actuate the triple

valves ?

When you make your first discharge of

train-pipe air, in applying the brake, your

auxiliary air is about 70 pounds pressure

per square inch. Now, suppose that you
measure the face of the slide valve of a

quick-action triple, and having found the

area, multiply the number of square inches

by 70 ; that will give the number of pounds
pressure that holds the slide valve to its

seat, and it will surprise one that there is

such great resistance to the initial move-
ment of the triple valve. It is why the

first application of the brake must be a

discharge of 6 or 8 pounds (Instruction

Book). The resistance of the slide valve

and the leakage of the triple piston must
both be overcome, and when the pressure

of air in the auxiliary reservoir does be-

come enough greater than that in the

train pipe to start the triple valve moving,

why should the triple stop at a point where

the ports in the slide valve and its seat are

so little more than edge to edge with each

other, that the leakage groove will pass off

all air that enters the cylinder? I don't

believe that the triple will stop there, and
if there is enough train-pipe leakage to

move the piston and slide valve, a leakage
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groove in the brake cylinder will not pre-

vent a service application of the brake.

The leakage groove in brake cylinders

was introduced at the time when triple

valves were "spring graduating." A dis-

charge of train-pipe air heavy enough to

pull the triple valve down against the

graduating stem would not apply the

brake ; then the graduating feed port in

the slide valve was not in register with the

port to brake cjdinder, but was very close

—nearly line and line—and a greater re-

duction of train-pipe air was necessary, in

order to compress the graduating spring so

that the triple would pull down far enough
to admit the air through the graduating

valve into the port to the brake cylinder,

and when the anxiliary reservoir pressure

was reduced to an equilibrium with the

train-pipe pressure, the graduating spring

pushed up the triple piston and closed the

graduating feed valve.

In that old-style triple valve the gradu-

ating spring was a graduating spring, and
it thus derived its name.

Now we have air graduation ; the triple

valve is in service-stop feed position when
the piston is resting against the graduat-

ing stem, and the graduating valve will

close b}- the pressure of train-pipe air

when the auxiliary pressure has reduced to

less than the pressure in the train pipe.

The graduating spring is still an import-

ant feature in the triple-valve arrange-

ment ; it doesn't exactly graduate, but it

prevents the full force of the auxiliary

reservoir air from entering the brake cvlin-

der at service application, and in a quick-

action triple valve it has the same duty to

perform, besides restricting the emergency
action of the valve.

When triple valves were spring graduat-

ing, the leakage grooves in the brake cylin-

ders really did what is claimed for them
now. The train-pipe leakage would cause

the triple piston to move down against the

graduating stem, where it would pause.,

until from further leakage it was able to

compress the spring. As the graduating

spring compressed, it stiffened and its re-

sistance increased, so that the feed ports in

the slide valve and its seat were brought

together very slowly, and the triple was
ready to stop the instant that there was the

least relief of auxiliary pressure ; and it is

quite possible that the triple valve would
stop in its downward movement the instant

that the slightest escape of air occurred

from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake

cylinder, and the flow of air would be so

light that the leakage groove could convey

it from the cylinder without the piston

moving.

Instead of being a benefit to the service,

the leakage groove is sometimes a detri-

ment. In extremely cold weather it is

not unusual for the piston-packing leather

to freeze to the cylinder, and if the groove

is open, some of the braking pressure will

waste through it in a service application ;

maybe the leather will not pull loose at all

unless the brake is applied at emergency.



Possibly some brake failures in zero

weather might be traced to the leakage

groove.

My ideas are heretical, but I am not alto-

gether opposed to a. groove in the cylinder.

This winter several correspondents have

called attention to the evil effects of water

in the air pipes and reservoirs, but have

said nothing about it being present in the

brake cylinder, where the whole work is

performed. It does collect there some-

times, and when it does it may be of more
detriment than if it were anywhere else in

the system. Water is often found in ten-

der brake cylinders behind the piston, and
ahead of it, too, due to tank leakage. An
old air-brake repair man called my atten-

tion to it the other day, and said that if

the leakage groove was put in the bottom

of the cylinder, and a small hole drilled in

the bottom of the cylinder at the extreme

back end, the " leakage " groove would be

of some benefit ; that it would keep the

brake cylinder dry and clean. So it

would.

As to the subject of drainage : Why are

not better facilities provided for draining

the main reservoir and tender auxiliary ?

There is usually a plug in the bottom of

the main reservoir that must be unscrewed

with a wrench, and in loosening it, one is

sprayed all over with a nast\- mess if there

is any air in the drum ; and the engine

must be over a pit, or the reservoir won't

be drained at all. The tender auxiliary is

stowed away some place where you can't

reach it easily, and it don't get drained

often, either. It, and the main reserv-oir,

should each be fitted with a cock or valve,

for drainage, to which a rod is attached

like those connected to freight-car release

valves ; and if other parts of the air-brake

system on engine and tender, where water

can collect, were made easy to drain, much
trouble would be prevented thereby, and
brakes would work better ; no moisture

could get back into the pipes of the

train.

Water is largely responsible for renewal

and repair in air-brake maintenance ; it cor-

rodes and rusts metal, rots leather and rub-

ber, and is a better medium for conveying

dirt, scale, sand, cinders, etc., than air is.

Engineers would rather use air alone in

their brakes than air and water, and, if

they could do so conveniently, would drain

their reservoirs and pipes every trip.

It is easy enough to answer Question 7

of the Traveling Engineer's air-brake ex-

amination questions, "How often should

the main reservoir and pipes be drained ?
"

But if the question was asked, " How often

do you drain them ? " about 99 per cent, of

engineers would give an untruthful or

evasive answer. They don't draw the

water from their brake pipes and reservoirs

as often as is necessarj', because they can-

not do it conveniently, and weeks of con-

stant service sometimes elapse during

which engineers never catch their engines

over a pit. Wii^L W. Wood.
Terre Haute, hid.

Putting in Driving Springs.

Editors :

Referring to L. C. Noble's communica-
tion in March number, in answer to mine
in February one, in regard to putting in

driver springs and hangers, will say that

the rule he gives is the same that is found

in most books on the locomotive. I put

them in that way over twenty years ago
;

I have an easier way now. Some six or

seven months ago I stood in a crowd and
watched an engineer put in a spring, old

style—the left front one was broken. He
had left back wheel run up on a wedge
high enough to bring front pedestal binder

up to box
; that took back box and equal-

izer way up and front end down. There

were about six or eight men with two or

three pinch bars helping him ; in the

course of time they managed to pr\' and

block up front end of equalizer a little

above level, then they coupled up back

end of spring, and in the course of time,

by "bull strength and awkwardness,"

they pried down front end and coupled it

up. While they were at it I told the en-

gineer that there was an equalizer hook on

back end of tender (I had run that engine

a short time before), and I was going to

advise him how to use it, but he gave the

crowd a knowing wink and remarked that

the way he put in springs he didn't have

to disconnect equalizer.

L. C. Noble says that " if the springs are

properly designed they can be applied as

well as hangers without disconnecting

equalizer, or the use of a hook and lever to

pull them down." Now, there is nothing

peculiar about our engines here ; they are

Baldwins, Rogers and Rhode Island, and

we use the same kind of springs that came
with them. I have never yet been able to

put in a spring without using a great deal

of force to get down end of spring enough
to couple to hanger. I have put in a good
many springs, and I find it far easier and

quicker to disconnect equalizer than couple

up hangers and pull down and couple up

equalizer again. If you are out on the

road and have no block like the one I de-

scribed, the next best way is to use a

wedge, but always run back driver up on

wedge, no matter which spring or hanger

is broken ; then put a block between front

driver box and frame to hold what you

have got, then run engine off the block
;

that will let down back box. Now, when
you get in spring or hanger, you will have

to run up on wedge again to get out the

block you put in between front box and

frame. Now, you have made two trips up

on wedg;, and had trouble to find block to

put over top of driver box, especially with

some st\les of box and saddle. The way
I described in Februarj' number, you would

put one end of block on a tie, the other

end imder tail frame, back engine up on it,

and when you get in spring or hanger run

her down and you are done.

I have talked this matter over with a

number of men who have had a good deal

of experience, one of them as roundhouse
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foreman, and they say that they never

came across one of those " properly de-

signed " springs that L. C. Noble speaks

of. Orange Pound.
BartoiLi, Fla.

Hamar's Air°Brake Puzzle.

Editors :

I should like to try mj- hand on Friend

Hamar's air-brake puzzle. Under the con-

ditions given, I believe brakes could have
set but from two causes—either the train-

pipe pressure was reduced below that of

the auxiliary' reservoir, or the latter press-

ure increased above that of the train pipe,

which could happen if there was a foreign

reservoir attached to and taking its air

supply from the auxiliary-. In the former

case there must have been a small leak

somewhere in the train-line volume, per-

haps on car No. 2 ; and car No. i undoubt-

edly had a leaky graduating valve in her

triple valve, if no exterior leaks in auxiliarj'

reservoir could be found, and the chances

were that the leakage groove in brake cylin-

der was stopped up, or, perhaps, missing,

which is not unusual at all. In car No. 2, the

leakage groove in brake cylinder was open

or brake much harder to start. Now, if the

train-pipe pressure reduced, say two

pounds, and the piston packing ring in

triple valve was in good condition, the

slide valve could have been pulled down
and admitted air through the graduating

port to brake cylinder, putting the brake

on slightly, because cylinder packing was

tight at the start. The graduating valve

closing imperfectly, permitted the air in

auxiliary reservoir to leak through to brake

cylinder, after the pressure between it and

train pipe had equalized ; in this way re-

ducing below train-pipe pressure, which,

being then the strongest, returned the

triple piston and slide valve to release posi-

tion when brake went off, only to repeat

the operation when train-pipe pressure had

again leaked below that in the auxiliary-

reservoir. In case of foreign reservoirs

spoken of, say Frost light, for instance, the

train pipe could have been tight and the

check between auxiliarj- reservoir and the

one supplied from it could have been at

fault. In this case, say the train-pipe

pressure when engine was cut loose was 65

pounds, and while on the road 70 pounds,

the extra reservoir would have charged to

70; but in switching, the auxiliary reser-

voir pressure was reduced in setting brakes

and not recharged ; the check valve leak-

ing would raise the auxiliary reservoir

pressure to above 65 pounds, when brake

would apply ; the graduating valve leaking

would again release it, when the train pipe

would lose a little of its air through re-

charging auxiliary reservoir, and once

more the extra reservoir would get in its

work, and this would continue as long as

there was enough pressure to work the

brake. GEORGE Holmes.
Roanoke, Va.



Answer to Hamar's Question.

Editors :

In answering mj- question which was

published in March number, will say that

the cause of brakes applying and releasing

without any apparent reduction of pressure

in train pipe, was due to leak in release

cock on auxiliary reservoir on car No. 2.

The leak being ver_v slight, and the two
cars detached from engine, source of sup-

ply was cut off ; then, after standing short

time, the air leaking from the auxiliary

through the release cock would naturally

cause a drain of pressure from the train

pipe of car No. 2 ; the triple valve being

in release position, pressure in auxiliary

and train pipe of car No. 2 was thus kept

equalized until reduced lower than press-

ure on car No. i. Car No. i now having
higher pressure, No. 2 drew the air from
train pipe of No. i, reducing it below the

auxiliary pressure, forcing triple valve to

application position and applying the

brakes. When pressure in train pipe and
auxiliarj- in No. i was equalized by air ex-

panding into brake cylinder, it then re-

mained slightly lower than the pressure

on car No. 2, causing slight drain from No.

2, which had the effect of recharging train

pipe in No. i to such an extent as to release

the brakes. W. T. Hamar,
Road Fmn. Engines, So. Ry.

Atlanta, Ga.

Device for Pulling Emergency-Valve
Busliings.

Editors :

Inclosed you will find a sketch of a

little device for pulling emergency-valve

seats on standard passenger triples.

Many air-brake repairers have found it

^—M.—
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dab
difficult to remove this seat from the body
of the valve without using a thin chisel.

The device having a swing head readily

adjusts itself, and draws the seat, without
damage, to even the gasket.

W. H. DURANT,
Air-Brake Inspector, C. & M. R.R.

Concord, N. H.
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How to Secure Independent Driver

Brake and Not Interfere With
the Automatic.

Editors :

After having read a number of articles

written in regard to the merits of inde-

pendent and continuous driver brakes, I

have come to the conclusion that I should

not be doing my duty to the readers of

your most valuable paper if I did not tell

my experience in regard to this matter. I

am of the same opinion as Wood and

Shaffner in regard to the necessity and

value of an independent driver brake, but

am sure the continuous driver brake should

not be sacrificed for it. Having come to

that conclusion, I looked for a way so as to

have both. At the time we were running

gravel trains of 40 cars each, 20 to 25 of

them air brakes, down grades varying from

76 to 85 feet per mile ;
the cars being heav-

ily loaded, it made a very light braking

power, and the use of an independent

driver brake was of great help when re-

charging auxiliaries.

But where I found it of most use was at

the gravel pit, in stopping the cars at the

right place to be loaded, and also on the

road when unloading. The engineer not

being able to stop right even,- time when
using the continuous brake, and also on

account of the great amount of air used,

the pump was continually out of repair.

This caused me to find a way to have an

independent and continuous driver brake,

which I obtained by piping from the ex-

haust port of the triple valve (located

under the footboard where the engineer

stood, as these were consolidated engines)

up into the cab, and made a connection

through a three-way cock to the main

reservoir pipe, and near the cock, between

it and the triple, I placed a safety valve

set at 50 pounds. In one position of the

three-way cock the pipe from triple was

open to the atmosphere and the main

reservoir connection was closed, and in

another position, obtained by moving the

handle one-quarter of a turn, the opening

to atmosphere was closed and an opening

from main reservoir to the driver-brake

cylinders established—providing at the

time the handle is placed in this position

the triple is in the release position—and

the driver brakes will be applied independ-

ent of the train brakes ; and when a press-

ure of 50 pounds is obtained the safety

valve will blow, and the cock can then be

partly closed, so as to prevent any great

waste of air and yet maintain the full 50

pounds pressure in the brake cylinders.

When the brake is to be used to bunch a

train before applying the train brake, the

safety valve, set at 50 pounds pressure,

should be located on the end of a pipe in

the cab, which connects with one of the

driver brake cylinders ; this will prevent

the obtaining of more than 50 pounds

pressure in the cylinders, where it will not

do so when connected to the pipe connect-

ing the exhaust port of triple with three-

way cock.

It will readily be seen that with a cock

arranged in this way it can be used as a

pressure-retaining valve or for applying

the driver brakes independent!}', and yet

not interfere with its working as a con-

tinuous brake. I also ran a pipe from the

auxiliary up into the cab, so if it was de-

sired at any time, when the train brakes
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were applied, to apply the driver brake in-

dependent! v, it could be done by allowing a

little of the auxiliary air to escape there by

causing the triple to move to release posi-

tion. E. G. DesoE,

A. B. Inspector, B. S. & A. R.R.

Springfield, Mass.
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On Changing Rule 8.

Editors :

In your March issue you refer to a state-

ment made by Mr. John Mackenzie of the

Nickel Plate, at a meeting of one of the

Railroad Clubs, which, if correctly given,

is in substance that the reason why railway

companies are inclined to favor the exten-

sive alteration and enlargement of Rule 8

of the M. C. B. Code is that private lines

are said to pay less than 40 per cent, of the

cost of maintenance of their cars, and that

the railways have to pay the other 60 per

cent. Mr. Mackenzie is reported to have

said that under such circumstances rules

should be made to hold owners responsible

for the condition of their cars.

In this question it must be remembered

that there are always two classes of car

owners, viz., the railways and the pri-

vate lines. The latter do not own a mile of

track operated as a railway, and when
their cars are at home and in possession of

owners, parts do not, as a rule, wear out,

fail, crack or break down. Such failures,

etc., which demand outlay invariably^take

place while the private-line cars are in the

hands of a railway company, though often

in the service of the owner or unproduc-

tively returning home empty over a rail-

way. Railway companies, when interchang-

ing cars owned by railways, stand to ene an-

other in a reciprocal position. That is, that

one railway may and often does repair as

many of its neighbor's cars as its neighbor

repairs for it, and the chances of failure

are practically equal on both lines. Not

so in the case of private lines and railway

companies. When the cars of the former

are in their own hands, they are "stand-

ing still " compared with actual service

over several railway lines. Private lines

cannot repair cars owned by a railway.

The decisions of the M. C. B. Arbitra-

tion Committee in cases Nos. 70, 120, 121,

201, 204 and 211 lay down very clearly the

principle that there is a fundamental dif-

ference between the cars of a private line

and those of a railway company. In case

No. 211, the arbitrators say: "The prac-

tices which are customary between railway

car owners in interchange are reciprocal,

and must not be regarded as establishing

precedents to be followed in the case of

private car owners."

With these facts, and the reasons for

these decisions kept clearly in view, does

not the proposed alteration and great ex-

tension of Rule S appear like an endeavor

to punish the whole alphabet, because A,

B and C are refractor}- ? The elimination

of the " cared for " clause of Rule 10 and
the definite enumeration of certain parts,

if necessary, or a clear definition of the



meaning of " failure under fair usage," in

Rule lo, would dispose of the alleged

necessity for the alteration of Rule 8 to

cover the case of private line cars. The
discussion as to the advisability of chang-

ing the force of Rule 8 could then proceed

upon more logical grounds, unencumbered
with considerations which do not properly

or fairly belong to the question.

Geo. S. Hodgins.
Windsor, Ontario.

i © ^
A New Bell Ringer.

Mr. J. R. Bearce, general foreman of the

K. C, M. & B., at Amory, Miss., has de-

vised a steam or air bell ringer without ex-

ternal mo%nng parts or connections. It i.s

of the oscillating style of engine, and its

trunnion is fa.stened directlv to the bell

shaft. Our engravings will make plain its

construction and application.

The mode of operation is as follows :

Steam is admitted to center of valve. Fig.

I, through steam port 2, into cylinder 3,

the pressure forcing piston plate 4 around

to opening 5, a portion of the steam

passing through this opening to steam

chest 6, and forcing valve to opposite

end of steam chest ; exhaust steam then

passes back through steam port 2, through

cavity at end of valve out through exhaust

port 7. The valve is now in position to

admit steam in the opposite side of cylin-

der, which gives pi.ston the desired motion.

The packing plates in piston and packing

strips in end of plates, al.so the ring in

the end of the piston, are set out by springs.

Fig. 8 is the valve bushing.

i i i
Please don't write an article and ask us

to publish it,
'

' but not mention my name. '

'

All contributed matter must be signed and
the address ^\en—for publication.

Why Does a Locomotive Boiler Ex.

plode When It Has Sufficient Water
and Working Under Ordinary

Steam Pressure ?

BY J.\MES HUGHES.*

Having a share in the care of locomo-

tives for many years, I will give my observa-

tions on the causes and effects that some-

times produce an explosion.

A locomotive boiler may be looked at as

being composed of two parts : One, the fire-

box and its shell ; the other, the barrel and

the tubes. These two parts are joined to-

gether by what is called the connection.

This and the barrel have to do about all

the bending and twisting that is done in

the boiler, when the engine is running

over the ups and downs and all other

irregularities in the track, such as sags and

frogs, and striking curves.

The frames of a locomotive are regarded

as two girders, and are supposed to be

strong enough to bear the weight of the

boiler and all that is on or in it.

The boiler and frames are secured to each

other by the expansion braces at the fire-

box end, the cylinders at the front end, and

by belly braces at intermediate points

along the barrel of the boiler. The boiler

and frames being bound to each other in

the manner they are, it appears to be the

supposition that that composition is self-

sustaining, but such is not the fact, as the

boiler itself indicates. I will call atten-

tion to some of the indications that show

that the boiler does yield by its own weight

and the situation it is placed in. Where
the belly braces are riveted to the barrel

of the boiler which has run any length of

time, it may be found that around the edge

of the rivets, inside the boiler, the sheets

are grooved. If these braces are not

riveted, but are brought up to the boiler

so as to fit around the under side, the

working of the engine will show the

chafing of the braces on the boiler, indi-

cating the resistance it must offer.

Another indication is the small cracks

that take place in the upper side of the

throat sheet. These are generally sup-

posed to be effects caused by some obstruc-

tion to the expansion of the boiler. That

the upper corner staybolts and others next

to the flange of throat sheet are found

leaking, is evidence of the strain put upon

them when the boiler bends up or down.

There is some spring between the flange

and these staybolts, but little or none in

the upper sides, where the cracks take

place. This spot may be looked upon as

the fulcrum of the lever, as it receives the

direct crushing effect, alternating as the

boiler bends. The weight of the barrel

and its contents, with the cylinder bolted

to the smokebox, acts like a weight on

the end of a lever, keeping that end of the

boiler down and binding it to the frames.

The firebox end of the boiler is, of itself,

another heavy part carried by the rear end

Foreman Boilermaker, D., L.
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;W. R'y, Scran-

of the frames. While the connection is

only a shell, generally of an irregular

form, the bending takes place chiefly in

that part, and extends along the barrel of

the boiler. The front end of the wagon
top is also affected. Those interested in

this may see for themselves, when an en-

gine goes in the shop for repairs, about

how much bending there is, as it is not to

be seen out on the road. Boilers that I

have tried have the dome on the barrel of

the boiler. I took a long straight edge,

placed one end across the top of the dome,

the other end extended as far as the rear

end of the boiler. I then measured the

distance from rear end of boiler up to the

straight edge. This was done while the

wheels were under the engine. While the

wheels were being taken out, I measured

again, and found the rear end of the boiler

moved upward ^^ in., and downward y\ in.

from the first line. This boiler, measuring

from rear of smokebox, is 23 ft. long

;

diameter of front course, 54 in. ; the shell

throughout is steel ^'^ in. thick. The fire-

bo.x is 7 ft. 6 in. X 9 ft. 6 in.; the sheets ^
in. thick ; is radial-stayed for burning fine

coal.

I measured one other boiler that bums
fine coal. It was 26 ft. 10 in. long

;

the front course was 50 in. diameter,

with a conical course from it to a course

60 in. diameter, 89 in. long. The
shell throughout is iron /j in. thick.

This boiler varied ]4. in. in jacking

the rear end up, and lowering it on a

block near the main pedestals, the frames

being connected to the boiler—of course,

all moved together. Being cold, and in

the shop, this springing would be similar

to that when running over the high and
low spots in the track. I have seen an en-

gine headed out of the roundhouse hav-

ing 140 pounds steam pressure, standing

two hours, while the girth seams under the

boiler were being calked. The man do-

ing it had his cheek against it part of the

time. That boiler must have been in a bad
shape ; the expansion raising the top and
drawing the bottom up with it. This is why
the girth seams leak in the bottom, ex-

tending further up the sides in a double

riveted than in a single riveted seam,

and causing cracks in the sheets. The
boiler and frames bending by their own
weight, and the expansion and contraction

of the boiler, are the two causes that

groove the sheets around the rivets in belly

braces—these braces chafing the boiler

when not riveted.

The girth seams leaking, and cracks

under the boiler.

Cracks in the upper side of throat sheet.

The upper comer staybolts, and others,

around and nearest the flange of throat

sheet.

The flues expanded towards the firebox

do their part in making these staybolts

leak. These effects are to be looked for

in all horizontal boilers. Even those of

the best design and workmanship are not

wholly exempted from these effects. The



temperature in opposite sides of the boiler,

differing as it does, has a strong tendency

to disrupt the sheets in the barrel.

The weight of the boiler and frames,

causing them to yield and conform to the

unevenness of locations a locomotive has

to run over. This conformation is another

severe stress that tends to disrupt the

boiler. We know of fireboxes cracking

open, having neither fire nor water in

them.

Again, an engine having a new steel

boiler, .standing in the roundhouse three

months in winter, having a steam pressure

of from 40 to 60 pounds ; at the end of that

time we would find a crack about 10 in.

long, in the under side of the barrel, near

a girth seam.

From the above statements it may be

said that a locomotive, standing idle or

working, whether there is a pressure of

steam on or not, is writhing and striving to

tear itself apart. When working with or-

dinary steam pressure and sufficient water

the boiler maj- explode.

Those having photographs or illustra-

tions of locomotive boiler explosions at

hand will, by reference to them, find that

in the majority of cases they point to the

barrel of tlie Ijoiler first giving way.

© ^ i '

A New Order of Locomotive Engineers.

We have received the following com-

munication from Mr. H. A. Burke, of Ta-

coma. Wash.

:

The Supreme Lodge of the Independent

Order of Locomotive Engineers, was or-

ganized in Tacoma, Wash., on the 2d

in.st.

The objects of the order are as follows :

To unite its members in bonds of truth,

friendship, sobriety and industry.

To secure for them the highest possible

efficiency in their profession as locomo-

tive engineers, believing that the best inter-

ests of humanity, employers and the mem-
bers themselves will be most advanced by
making their services of greatest value to

those engaging them.

To forward their moral, social and mu-
tual interests, enabling them to secure

honorable employment when in need.

The order requires :

That its members, as such, adopt a non-

sectarian, non-political and non-strike

platform, consistent with the constitution

and fundamental rules for the government
of law-abiding citizens.

That every member shall be a quiet and
peaceable citizen, true to the government
and yielding obedience to the laws that

afford protection, so that in whatever

country he may travel he may find a friend

and brother who will do all in his power
to ser\^e him.

That all difficulties be settled peaceably

and amicably, without injuring the in-

terests of employer, employe or the pub-

lic.

The chief oflicers are : F. R. Spalt, A.

L. Marshall, and H. A. Burke, secretary.

The Elements of Boiler-Making.

SHEET-IRON WORK.
By C. E. Fourness.*

TWO CYI.INDER.S INTERSECTING .\T RIGHT
.\NGI.ES TO THEIR AXES.

In this article will be given two cylinders

iS inches in diameter, intersecting at right

angles to each other. The whole to be

made of square courses, and of material

No. 16 in thickness. Fig. 135 is a

side elevation, showing everj-thing all

finished. But in order to lay out the sheets

required for this, Figs. 136 and 137 are

needed, so start by drawing the line A B,

Fig. 136, extending it far enough to form

I // I, Fig. 137. Then draw CD <^ inches

from and parallel to A B ; draw E I'\ and

inches apart draw lines for the straight

seams at right angles to the first line

drawn ; space off the latter into 20 s])aces

or 21 points, draw lines through these

points parallel to the straight seams. As
the sides will require no flanging, the

straight seam will be placed upon the side,

consequently start with No. i at each end

and at the center to number the lines, end-

ing with No. 6 at each quarter. Measure

the length of the ordinates No. i in either

Fig. 137 or 136 (but preferably the former)

between the line E F and where the di-

ameter cuts the circle ; this length mark
upon the lines No. i in Fig. 138, measuring

from the first line drawn in that figure.

Then measure the length of the ordinate

No. 2, Fig. 137, and mark it upon the

Fig 136

extend this far enough to form a part of

Fig- 137- From the center C, with a 9-

inch radius, draw a semi-circle, and from //,

Fig. 137, draw another semi-circle. Space

off the four quadrants in these semi-circles

into 6 points, and number them as shown
;

draw ordinates through these points at

right angles to C D. Fig. 137 is complete,

and that view is all that is necessary to lay

out the tee piece. But as the opening and

rivet holes are to be laid out in Fig. 139,

at which the tee piece rivets. Fig. 136, will

be required, and to complete that figure,

the depth the ordinates encircle the lower

cylinder must be secured. This is secured

by drawing lines parallel \o CD through

the points where the different ordinates

cut the semi-circles in Fig. 137 ; continue

these lines to cut the similarly numbered

ordinates in Fig. 136. Mark these points

just found, I, 2, 3,4, etc. (If these lines

cannot be projected or drawn through they

must be secured by measurements.

)

Now for the tee course. Fig. 138. This is

iS inches in diameter inside ; i8X3t=

56J+ TJ = 56U- Draw a line, and 56
'i|
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lines No. 2, Fig. 138, measuring from the

first line drawn. Convey the lengths of

the other ordinates in a similar manner,

after which center these marks as a guide

for flanging ; allow i inch for flange ; .space

off the straight seams, also the end for the

required number of holes ; allow the lap,

and the sheet is finished.

Ne.xt comes the opening in the course

of the pipe upon which the tee is riveted.

This is 18 inches in diameter outside
; 56 >i

—Yjt=56j?5. Lay out a sheet to make the

course required, then draw a line L M
lengthwise of the sheet at the point where

the center of the tee is to be located ; in

this case it is midway of the length. (If

this were a taper course, the only difference

would be that the line L M would be

curved to keep the same distance from the

sides.) Notice in Fig. 137 this tee reaches

down just to the center of the circle, con-

sequently the opening will be one-half the

circumference, or 28^^ inches in length.

Draw a center line at the point the center

of the tee is to be located. In this ca,se the

straight seam will be directly opposite,

consequently this line will be one-half the

circumference from the ends. Lay off on



the line L M 28/5 inches, one-half on each

side of the center line ; space off this one-

half into 1 1 points ; draw lines through

these points at right angles to L M ; num-

ber them from i to 6, beginning with No.

I at the outside and ending with No. 6 at

the center. Set one point of the dividers

at G, Fig. 136, and opening them to the

point where the ordinate No. 6 cuts the

line CD, mark this length upon the line

the pieces will come out O. K. Now for the

outline views required to lay out the sheets.

Draw A B and C D parallel and 9 inches,

the length of the radius, apart. Then F G
at right angles to C D. Through F draw

the line 6 j^£' 6 to the angle at which the

cylinders intersect. Draw the diameter i

vff 1 1 at right angles to (> FE (>, and from

E, with the dividers set to the radius, 9

inches, draw the semi-circle. And with the

cut the circle in Fig. 142. Now comes the

sheet of which to form the tee piece.

Draw a line along the length of the sheet,

and $6\\ inches apart draw lines at right

angles to the first, for the straight

seams. Space off the first line drawn into

21 points, counting the straight seams
;

draw lines through these points parallel to

the straight seams ; number these lines,

beginning with No. 6 at the straight seams,

as they are to be located on the sides, 6, 7,

8, 9, 10, II, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6. Measure the length of the ordinate

No. I, Fig. 141, between the line \ E \i

and where it cuts the line C D. Mark this

length upon the line No. i in Fig. 143,

measuring from the first line drawn. Con-

vey the lengths of all the other ordinates

to the similarly numbered lines in Fig. 143 ;

center-mark each of these points just found

as a guide for flanging, allow one inch out-

side of these marks for the flange, space

off the straight and other seams for the

required number of holes. After which

allow the necessary lap, and the sheet is

complete.

Now for the course with the opening at

which the tee piece rivets. Fig. 144. Lay

out this sheet for a small, square course,

using a circumference of 56j\ inches
;
draw

a line M N lengthwise of the sheet, the

distance the center of the tee is to be lo-

cated from the lines of holes along the side

of the sheet and parallel to the same. Find

the point on the circumference at which

the center of the tee is located ;
in this case

No. 6, Fig. 139, on each side of and meas-

uring from the line L M. Measure the

distance from the center line to the point

marked No. 5, Fig. 136, and mark this

length upon the lines No. 5, Fig. 139, on

each side of and measuring from L M.
Convey the distances between the other

ordinates in Fig. 136 in a similar manner
to Fig. 139. For the rivet holes, in Fig.

132 was shown the distance the rivet holes

were located from the back of the flange.

Consequently, draw a

W inch outside of these

points or marks ; but notice this tee piece

will not flange on the sides at all, so the y\

inch radius will be lacking at the lower cor-

ner ; and to make it come right, draw a line

\\ inch from the marks for quarter of the

circumference, or to midway between the

lines of division Nos. 3 and 4 ; then from

there gradually reduce this distance down
to Yz inch at the No. i point, space off this

line for the required number of holes, draw

a line ^ inch inside of the holes for lap,

and the sheet is complete.

TWO CYLINDERS INTERSECTING .\T OTHER
THAN .\ RIGHT ANGLE.

Fig. 140 is the side elevation of two

cylinders intersecting at other than a right

angle or forming an acute angle, acute

meaning less and obtuse meaning greater

than a right angle. It is immaterial what

angle these cylinders occup)' to each other,

nor the difference, if any, in the diameters,

only that the intersecting cylinder be the

smaller. If the method given be followed.

same radius from // as a center, draw the

circle in Fig. 142 at any point upon the

line A B where it will not come in con-

tact with the other figure. Draw the center

line H I J 3.1 right angles to A /?, and

from / draw a semi-circle. Space off the

semi-circle, in each figure into 1 1 points.

Draw ordinates through these points par-

allel to the center lines ; and numbering
them, start with No. i at the top in Fig.

141, and end with No. 11 on the oppo.site

side. In Fig. 142, start with No. i at the

top or highest part of the shell, and run

down to No. 6 on the side ; then start with

No. 6 on the opposite side and end with

No. 1 1 at the top. Mark the depth the

ordinates encircle the cylinder in Fig. 141,

by the same method used in Figs. 136 and

137, by drawing lines parallel to CD, cut-

ting through the point where the ordinates
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it is midway of the length or opposite the

straight seam. From this point lay off

one-half of the circumference, one-half on

each side of the central point first found.

As in this case the tee course is the same

diameter as the main pipe, space off this

length (one-half the circumference) into

1 1 points ; draw lines through these points

at right angles to M N. Number them as

shown, starting with No. i at the center at

one end, running to No. 6 on the sides,

then from No. 5 on each side to No. 1 1 at

the center at the other end. Measure the

length of the line CD, Fig. 141, from F G
to where the ordinate No. i cuts C D.

Mark this length upon the line No. i. Fig.

144, measuring from the line M -V. Meas-

ure the distance from /• (7 to the point

marked No. 2 on ordinate No. 2, Fig. 141,

below the line C D. Mark this length



upon the lines No. 2 in Fig. 144, measur-

ing from M N. Convey the other lengths

in a similar manner until all are found in

Fig. 144. Then draw a line outside of

these marks for the rivet holes, \\ inch

from the marks, for one-fourth of the cir-

these points from i to 4 ; and in Fig. 146,

beginning with No. i at the center, ending

with No. 4 on each side. In Fig. 147, begin

with No. I on each side and end with No.

4 in the center. Lay a square along the

line E F. the blade to the points twos and

completes the Figs. 146 and 147. Now for

the frustum, Fig. 148. Set the trams from

/, Fig. 146, to where the ordinate No. 4
cuts the line E F. Upon the sheet of

which the frustum is to be constructed,

draw an arc with this radius, and, with a

y2-inch longer radius, draw another arc for

the rivet holes. Now for the circumfer-

ence
; i2X3T=37f-T\ = 37r5. This length

mark off upon the first arc drawn, and
through these two points and the center

draw lines for the straight seams; space off

the arc into 13 points, and draw lines

through them from the center. Number
these lines, beginning at the straight seams
with I, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, I, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, I. Set

one point of the trams at L, Fig. 147 ; the

other where the ordinate No. i cuts the

circle. Mark this length upon the radial

lines No. i in Fig. 148, measuring from
the center from which the arcs were drawn.

Set the trams again from L to where the

ordinate No. 2 cuts the circle in Fig. 147 ;

mark this length upon the lines No. 2 in

Fig. 148. For the ordinates Nos. 3 and 4,

measure their length from / in Fig. 146

(as the proper length cannot be secured

from Fig. 147, on account of the sides being

at an angle). Convey these lengths to

Fig. 148. Center-mark these points for

flanging ; allow the flange, the lap, and
space off for the rivet holes required.

Next in order comes Fig. 149. This will

also be a small course, iS inches outside

diameter, requiring a circumference of

56 f\ inches. Draw the line R S where
the center of the frustum is to be located.

The circle. Fig. 147, is 18 inches in diameter;

lay a strip of material ( preferably something

flexible, as a strap, for instance) just the

cumference, or to midway between the

lines Nos. 3 and 4 and 8 and 9 on each side

of the center line ; then from there to No.

6 gradually reduce this to Yz inch ; space

off this line for as many rivet holes as re-

quired. Draw a line Yz inch inside of the

rivet holes for lap, and the sheet is com-

plete.

FRUSTUM OF A CONE INTERSECTING A

CYLINDER AT RIGHT .-VNGLES.

Fig. 145 is an elevation of a frustum of

a cone intersecting a cylinder at right

angles to their axes. Figs. 146 and 147 are

the outline views necessary to la\' out the

sheets. Draw A B and CD parallel and

9 inches apart, then E F parallel and 14

inches, the height of the frustum, from

C D. Next, the center lines G H I and

JK L at right angles to A B. From H
and K, with a radius of 5 inches, as the

frustum is 12 inches in diameter at the

top, draw the semi-circles, and from _/, with

a radius of 9 inches, draw the circle to rep-

resent the main pipe ; mark off on the line

CD, 12 inches each .side of the center lines,

for the diameter of the frustum at that

point. Draw lines through the marks for

the diameters on lines C D and E F, and

they will cut each other at / and L. Space

off both semi-circles into 7 points, number

threes successively, and mark these points

upon the line E F. Then draw ordinates

through these points, terminating at / and
L. Again draw lines parallel to CD, to

cut the ordinates in Fig. 146 through the

points where the ordinates of the same
number cut the circle in Fig. 147. This
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same thickness as the material in the pipe,

keeping it just up to but inside of the cir-

cle. Mark upon this strip the points where
the ordinates cut the circle, numbering
them same as the ordinate forming the

point. Lay this strip upon Fig. 149, along-

side of the line Ji S, with the No. 4 point



located where the center of the frus-

tum is to be located ; mark these points

upon this line, numbering them same as

on the strip ; draw lines through these

points at right angles to R S ; measure the

distance between the ordinates in Fig 146

where they cut the cylinder at and below

Additional Information on Air-Brake
Handling—Examiner's Catechism.

By Clinton B. Conger.*

i^Continiteii.)

Q. 46. How do 3-ou cut out the brake
on engine and tender without disturbing
train pipe ?

A. By turning the four-way cock in

the line CD; draw a line for riyet holes

IJ-inch outside of these marks. Space off

this line for the holes, allow the necessary-

lap, and all is complete.

i i i
Engineer C. M. Church, of New Britain,

Conn., had some experience last December
with an engine that slipped when shut off.

He is a careful man, and noted the phe-

nomenon on several days consecutiyely.

He was running on a three-mile branch, and
says the tires threw fire and showed that

there was a slip, but the moyement of the

crosshead proved that the engine was not

slipping fast, as the jar and pound would
lead one to think.

i i i
The Star Head-Light Company, of

Rochester, N. Y., have issued two very

complete illustrated catalogues of their

head-lights and signal lamps, and lamps
and lanterns, printed in Spanish for their

Latin-American trade, which is growing
very rapidly.

i* i g
Conger's Questions and Answers, to-

gether with the Standard Rules of the M.
C. B. and M. M. Associations, combined
and illustrated, are now in book form.

Price, 25 cents. Best aid book for en-

ginemen.

i i i
The Central Railroad and Banking Com-

pany, of Georgia, after a test of the Ster-

lingworth steel I-beam body bolster, have
ordered this device for roo cars.

top of plain triple so the
handle is at an angle of 45
degrees

; this will lap all

ports and allow no air to
pass from train pipe or aux-
iliary' to brake cylinder ; see
that brake is entirely re-

leased first, and open bleeder
in auxiliary.

Q. 47. Can you tell how
the air is affected by the
different positions of the
brake-valve handle ? Do so.

A. When brake valve is

in "full release" the air
can pass through open sup-
ph' ports from main reservoir
to train pipe, and through

preliminary supply port and equalizing
port to cavity over equalizing piston.
When on "running position" the air
from main reservoir is cut off from di-
rect supply ports to train pipe, and must
pass under excess-pressure valve to reach
train pipe. The equalizing port is still

open. When on "lap" all ports are
covered so no air can pass from main reser-
voir, train pipe or equalizing reservoir to
each other, or to atmosphere. When on
" ser\ice application" the air goes from
equalizing reser\-oir through preliminary
exhaust, and from train pipe through train-
pipe exhaust to the atmosphere

; in " emer-
gency" position the air in train pipe
escapes to atmosphere through direct ap-
plication port without lifting any valves.

O. 4.^. What is the stop cock under
brake valve for ? Will it assist you in loca-
ting leaks ? How ?

A. To cut out the train pipe from brake
valve when " double heading, " so only one
engineer can handle all the brakes. 'Yes,
it will assist in locating leaks. When shut,
after charging train pipe and auxiliaries, if

there is a leak in train pipe, brake will set
at once

;
if the rotary leaks either into or

out of the train line^ it will show it very-
soon, as there is so short a train line to
leak into or out of. A little observation
will teach you many ways of using this
cut-out cock for testing for leaks.

Q. 49. Why must there be no leaks in
your train pipes, or any other part of your
air-brake supply ?

A. If train pipe leaks, brake will con-
tinue to set tighter when brake valve is

put on lap, and stop the train before you
want it to, so that it is necessary to let it off
and make another application for an or-
dinary stop. If cars are cut off from en-
gine, they must be bled at once if their
train pipe or angle cocks leak. Train

* Copyrig-hted by Clinton B. Conger, Grand
Rapids, Mich., November, 1894.
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pipes sometimes get worn through where
they rest on or rub against something, so

they are tight when standing still and leak
when moving or shaken around. This
sets the brake when train is in motion,
and no leak can be heard when standing
still.

Q. 50. Why must all hose couplings be
hung up properly when not in use ? Why
should they always be blown out at rear of

tender before uniting to other couplings ?

What is the difference between an air-

brake and an air-signal coupling?
A. So no dirt or foreign matter will get

into the open coupling and work into the
triple or brake valve or stop up strainers.

So couplings and gaskets will not get in-

jured or broken dragging over rails and
crossings. If blown out each time, any
water, sand or dirt in the tender piping will

be blown out. Air brake and air signal
couplings are of different sizes—made so
purposely—so the brake line cannot be
coupled to the signal line. The opening
and lip of the lock in brake coupling is

much wider than the signal coupling so the
brake coupling will not go into it. It is

the practice to paint the signal couplings
red so they are more easily distinguished
when taking hold of them to couple up.

Q. 51. I. After coupling to train, why
should you not immediately try- to apply
the brakes for inspection ? 2. How long
should you wait? 3. Can an auxiliary
reservoir be recharged without releasing
the brake ?

A. I. Because you must wait till a full

pressure of 70 pounds is stored in auxil-
iaries so a full application of brakes can be>

obtained to get the piston travel. 2. The
time you should wait depends upon the
pressure maintained in the train line from
the moment of coupling on. If 70 pounds
are held steadily, two and one-half minutes
is the .shortest time, but it must equalize
111 auxiliaries and train pipe at this press-
ure—even if it takes longer—before test-

ing. When the govej-nor stops the pump,
with standard pressures shown on both
hands, is generally time enough. 3. The
ports are so located in the triple valve that
the " feed port " through which auxiliary
is charged does not open till after exhaust
port is open ; which releases the brake
first, recharges afterward.. By the use of
a pressure-retaining valve, the auxiliary
can be recharged without releasing the
brake altogether.

Q. 52. Should the train brakes be in-

spected? How? When? Why?
A. Yes ; by applying them with full

service application, examining each car to
see that the piston travel is the proper
length and that there are no leaks that will
let brakes off ; then releasing and exam-
ining each car to see that all release, and
that there are no leaks through exhaust'
port. They should be inspected at all'

terminals and tested whenever train breaks
in two, or cars are taken on or set off, as
the wrong angle cocks may be closed or.
left closed at such points. This is neces-
sary, because it is not safe to depend on a
brake till it is shown that it will set and
release properly.

Q. 53. Would you consider a train safe
to leave with, if the brakes had been tested
b}- opening angle cock at rear of train, and
how would this affect your main reservoir
pressure ?

A. No, sir ; not unless some other test
had been made. This would not set all

the brakes unless the brake valve was on
lap. It would draw down main reservoir
pressure and waste air without doing any
good. This test is only good to show that
air hose are coupled, angle cocks open and
train pipe charged from engine to last car.

Q. 54. What is the difference between
the engine and tender triple valve and the



car or quick-action triple valve ? And why
should not the engine triple do as well on
a long train ?

A. The plain triple sets slowly ; when
a long train of them is used it takes some
seconds for the last triple to operate ; the
pressure in train pipe is reduced at the
engine only. With a service application
both kinds of triples operate alike. The
"quick-action," in an emergency applica-
tion, allows some of the air in the train

pipe to escape at the triple (this air goes
into its brake cylinder and sets this brake)
so that the train-pipe pressure is suddenly
reduced at each triple, and all the brakes
on the train are set at nearly the same in-

stant ; thus there is less shock to the rear
cars than with the plain triple, as the action
of the triples travels from one to the other
quicker than the shock can travel from
car to car. The quick-action triple has
two separate actions

;
in one a service ap-

plication only operates the plain part of it,

in the other plain and quick-action parts
are operated at once. A quick-action triple

is not needed on an engine or tender ; as

they are so close to the brake valve they
operate quickly enough. None of the
quick-action triples can be set to work
straight air ; some of the plain triples can.

Q. 55. If a quick-action triple should
refuse to release, but kept blowing from
the exhaust port with the brake on, what
would be the matter and what would you
do?

A. The emergency valve No. 10 was
probably off its seat or was worn out and
leaked bad. If out on the road and valve
would not quit leaking, after a few appli-

cations, would cut out that brake.

Q. 56. If, while making a moderate ser-

vice application, your brake would " fly

on," and at the same time the air would
stop running for a moment from train-pipe

exhaust and then begin again, where
would you look for the trouble?

A. In one of the quick-action triples.

This action of the brake valve shows that
one of the triples is working quick-action
only, in advance of the rest, even with a

service application. Probably the gradu-
ating pin is broken. Sometimes a triple

with graduating spring gone will do this.

It takes some skill to locate this defective
triple. When you find it, cut it out.

Q. 57. Do you know what the " press-

ure-retaining " valve does? And how? If

the pipe leading to this valve should break
off, would you plug it? If you did, how
would you affect the brake ?

A. The pressure-retaining valve holds
some of the compressed air in the brake
cylinder after the triple valve has moved
to exhaust position. It is attached to ex-

haust port of triple valve by a piece of

pipe, and placed where it can be con-
veniently reached when train is in motion.
When set to operate, its handle is turned
up to a horizontal position, which closes

the direct opening so the air goes out
slowlv under a weighted valve. When
pressure falls to 15 pounds per square inch

in brake cylinder, this valve shuts off the

escape altogether and holds the air in

there, keeping the brake set at 15 pounds
;

this allows the auxiliary reservoir to be re-

charged to full pressure again. It is used
on long, steep grades. If the pipe was
broken off and end plugged, brake would
not let off at all, as there would be no way
for air to get out of the triple exhaust. A
steady leak at the "pressure retainer"

comes from the triple, and turning the
handle of the retainer will not stop the

leak at the triple.

Q. 58. What is the difference between
cutting the air out from a car and cutting

it out from a brake ?

A. Shutting the angle cock at the end
next engine cuts out that car and all be-

hind it ; shutting the cock between the
train pipe and triple cuts out that brake
only, and allows all the rest to operate.

Q. 59. On a freight train, can you tell

about how many cars are working air by the
exhaust from train pipe in service applica-

tion ? Could you tell the difference if

some of the cars were cut out ? Is this

important ? Why ?

.4. It takes considerable practice to tell

how many cars are coupled on. 83- this

test it gives the number of car-lengths of

train pipe in use ; if the triple is cut out
on any car it gives you no notice. When
some of the cars are cut out by closing angle
cocks, a less amount of air will come out
than with &11 of them. Yes ; it is im-
portant to know this, as some of the angle
cocks may be closed, thus cutting off all

the cars behind this closed one.

Q. 60. If you had a continual blow at

the train-pipe exhaust port of the brake
valve and could make no air, where would
the difficulty be apt to be foun<l ?

A. Stuck or leaky piston D-i~, dirt on
valve seat, or bad leak in pipe to brake-
valve reservoir. Would put valve on lap,

then on emergency for a moment and see
if that would stop it.

Q. 61. If you had D-^ valve and the
brake would not go on in service applica-

tion, nor the black hand fall, or the ser\ice

exhaust open, while air came readily from
preliminarj' exhaust, what would be the
matter ?

A. I would look for a leak at the joint

on lower gasket, where a leak would allow
air to get from main reservoir direct to

cavity over equalizing piston No. 47. This
would give main reservoir pressure to

black hand. A brake valve with this leak
would show no excess pressure. No air

could come out of ser\'ice exhaust, as the
pressure could not be reduced over the
piston so valve could be raised. To set

the brake, use direct application port.

Q. 62. Can you describe the position
of the handles to all valves and cocks in

the air brake and signal equipment,
whether open or shut, and the reasons for

same? Do so.

A. All the handles, except to angle
cocks, stand at right angles or crosswise of

the pipes when they are open, parallel to

pipe when "cut out;" plain triples and
pressure retainers follow the same rule,

their handles are horizontal or crosswise
when "cut in." The crooked handle of

angle cock is parallel with pipe when cut
in. This is so the hose will protect handle
from being struck by anything flj'ing un-
der the car and getting shut off, as the old-

style straight-handled cock is liable to. A
small groove square across the end of plug
shows whether cock is open or shut, as the
groove runs same way wdth hole in plug.

Q. 63. If the pipe at one end of the
car should come loose, would you consider
it dangerous ? Why ?

A. Yes. If the pipe at the end of car

gets loose so cock will bounce up and down
and strike the handle end of plug against
the deadwood or any part of car, it is

likely to work shut gradually. This is

caused by the spring which holds the plug
in its seat turning plug a little each time
it is struck. If the spring is wound one
way, it works open ; if the other way, it

works shut.

Q. 64. In making a stop, how should
you release the brakes on a freight train ?

On a passenger train ?

.\. On a freight train, after it has
Stopped, especially if it is part air. If

brake is released on a freight train before
train stops, and then slack runs out, train

breaks in two, sometimes. If you work
steam before slack runs out, train breaks
in two, sure. With a pa.ssenger train, just

a few feet before the train stops, so there
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will be just enough braking power to stop
the train and avoid tilting the coach truck
forward at the instant the train stops.

Where brakes are hung from the body of
the car the truck will not rock forward.

Q. 65. What would you do if an air

hose burst ? How would you know it ?

Should you have extra hose? Of what
kinds ?

A. Put brake valve on lap ; whistle out
a flag. If in a dangerous place to wait, or
when a train is close behind, shut the first

cock ahead of bursted hose ; let off brakes
on head end from engine ; bleed the cars
behind bursted hose

;
get to a safe place

and replace the bursted hose with a new
one. If with bad grades, or all-air train,

put on a new hose, anvway. It would be
known at once, because brake would set

;

main reservoir pressure would run down
quickly ; black hand would drop way down.
Put brake valve on lap to save your air. To
locate the bursted hose, put brake valve on
running position, just so you will keep a
little pressure in the hose and trainmen
can hear the air blowing out of bursted
hose and find it. P^xtra hose should be
carried on engine, one of each kind used.
Trainmen shoidd have a i-inch, a i '4 -inch,

a signal hose, and one double-end orsplice
coupling to use in case drawheads or coup-
lings of cars are so long the regular hose
and couplings will not meet each other.

Q. 66. Why is it necessary to use as
little air out of the train pipe as possible
when setting the brakes in service stop?

A. Because all that is used above the
smallest amoinit necessary- is wasted. If

too much is used the brake will be set too
tight, and must be released before stop is

finally made at the proper place. On a
long train, it may be impossible to release
brakes quickh- after the full stop, as the
pressure cannot be raised high enough in
the train pipe.

Q. 67. Of what u.se is the extra main
reser\-oir pressure, and does the size of the
reservoir have anything to do with the
amount of excess pressure you carry ?

A. It recharges the train pipe and
forces the triple pistons up into exhaust
position quicker and surer, so that all

brakes release at about the same instant

;

recharges the auxiliaries to full pressure
in less time, ready for the next application.
With a large main reser\oir there is a
greater volume of compressed air stored to
draw from, so a less number of pounds of
excess pressure will do the work than with
a small reservoir. With a short train, good
work can be done with less excess than on
a long train. The main reservoir should
always be drained of water so it will be
full-sized.

Q. 68. Could it release the brakes with
an empty train pipe as readily as when the
pressure in the train pipe had been re-

duced only 20 or 25 pounds? Why ?

A. No. When the air from main reser-
voir expands into an empty train pipe, it will

not fill it up and equalize at as high a press-
ure as when the train pipe has some press-
ure left in it. For instance, the train line
of twenty-five freight cars holds about as
many cubic inches of air as an ordinary
main reser\-oir. If this train line is en-
tirely empty and the main reservoir
has 90 pounds, it will equalize into twice
the space and show half the pressure,
or 45 pounds in each. The brake would
be set at 50 pounds ; with that press-
ure above triple pistons, brakes could
not release until the pump had raised the
pressure over 5 pounds. Now, if the train
line had been reduced 25 pounds, having
45 pounds still left in it, 90 in main reser-

voir and 45 in train line would equalize at
a little over 65, which would raise triple
pistons so brakes would release promptlj'.

Q. 69. Would you run your pump as



fast to recharge an empty train pipe as

one with 45 or 50 pounds in it? Is there
any economy in retaining as much air as

possible and keeping the pump cool ?

A. The pump would have to run faster

to recharge an empty train pipe than one
with 45 or 50 pounds in it. When you
empty a train pipe of twenty-five cars, it

wastes as much air as when you empty a
small main reservoir ; smaller trains in pro-

portion. This would make some pumps
hot to supply. Always save your air and
keep the pump cool, no matter what length
of train you handle.

Q. 70. Is it safe to try and retain air in

a train pipe in the emergency application,

and w'hy not ?

A. It is not safe, as a general rule. In
an emergency, when life or property are

in danger, you must act quickly. The
point is to get stopped dead as soon as pos-

sible, and see about getting started after-

wards. An emergency application is the
last resort, and you »iusl get it when you
need it. If you do not let nearly all the
air out of a long train pipe, some of the
triples may not act quick enough. If three
or four triples are cut out, or there are three
or four plain triples close together at the
head end of the train, the " quick-action "

will not catch behind them, and all the air

must be let out at head end of train to re-

duce the pressure as quickly as possible.

Service application is too slow. With a
full train of quick-action triples, a sudden
reduction of 15 or 20 pounds at the engine
will catch them all and leave considerable
air in the the train pipe, so you can release

and back up out of the other train's way
if the brake stops you in time. This is the
only special exception to the general rule.

It is easy to hold part of the air when
making tests or in the instruction car, but
when you think some one is going to get
killed, it is not quite so easy as "clear
over" to "full emergency." Opinions
vary on this question.

Q. 71. Does it require the same skill

and judgment to stop a train properly as

it does to get it under full headway by
manipulating an engine ?

A. Same kind of skill, acquired from
practice. More judgment.

Q. 72. What is the difference between
handling a train having part air in front

and one entirely of air ?

A. A great difference. It requires more
skill and practice to make a good stop with
a part-air train than with a full-air train.

With part air you must be careful to
" bunch the train" so slack will run up
easily against the air-brake cars before
setting the brake very tight ; this takes
some seconds. If you make a second re-

duction before the rear end feels the effects

of the first one, the two light applications

make one heavy one, as far as the shock
to rear cars is concerned. When backing
up, extra care must be taken or train will

break in two and merchandise be damaged
in cars.

Q. 73. If you were stopping at a water
tank with part-air train with air brake set

and with hand brakes set on rear cars,

would you release the air brake and work
steam in case you were stopping too quick ?

If you did, what would happen ? Why ?

A. No. If air brakes were released on
head end, while hand brake is still set on
rear end, the shock is sure to be severe.

Air brakes should be held on until train

stops or hand brakes let off. If you
worked steam you would risk a break in

two. Don't try it.

Q. 74. If you had a freight train with
part-air cars in operation and you used
the emergency application, would it make
any difference whether the slack was out
or not ? In case there was a shock, on
what part of the train would it fall ?

A, Using the emergency' brake with
part-air train always sets the head end
hard and solid ; if slack is all run up
against the engine the shock is not as

great. In any case, the rear end gets all

the damage ; the weakest cars and draft

gear behind air cars suffer.

Q- 75- Would you consider a car off

the track at rear end of part-air train cause
enough to use the emergency brake ? Why
not ? Under what circumstances would
you use the emergency brake ?

A. Not always ; unless it is one of the
last cars in the train. Better keep the
train stretched and make an easy stop

;

possibly the trucks w'ould stay inside the
rail and car bodies not telescope. This is

a case no rule will fit ; it depends on the
good sense and quick reasoning of the
engineer.

Q. 76. If in going around a curve you
apply your brake to steady the train, where
should you do it—on straight line or curve ?

A. On straight line nearing point of

curve, every time.

Q. 77. In apph-ing your brakes, do j-ou

understand that the force with which you
are retarding the train is exerted on the
rail ; that it is better to bring these strains

lengthwise of the rail, as on a straight

line, than crosswise, as on a curve ?

A. Yes ; it is better for the track, also

for the train, as it may crowd some of

the cars against the outside rail, hard
enough to derail them. This may happen
with air brakes ahead, empties in the mid-
dle and loads behind. Where brake beams
are hung from the body of the car, it inter-

feres with the curving of the truck if

brake is set very hard on a curve—just how
»iHch no one can say positivel}'.

Q. 78. In going down a long, steep
grade, which would be the best practice,

to make a number of applications or as few
as possible, and keep your brakes on until

compelled to recharge them ? How would
you control your train while brakes were
released and recharging ?

A. Air-braking on a long hill is a busi-

ness to be learned on that particular hill
;

no set rule can be laid down. You mu.st

know just where the steep and the easy-

parts of the grade are located, so as to have
a good pressure for the steep part of the
grade and be ready to recharge on the easy
part of the grade. Generally, you should
make a moderately heavy application at

first, and go as far as possible before mak-
ing another one, or a third one. On a

short hill this should hold the train till the
bottom was reached. If on a long hill,

make as few applications as possible be-

tween releases ; use the "retainers;" try

and pick out a place where the grade was
easy, to recharge auxiliaries. '

' Hill work '

'

is the most exacting of any operation of

the brake.

Q. 79. If you release the brake and ap-
ply it again immediately, would you expect
to obtain the same power you had before ?

How long would it take to regain the orig-

inal pressure?
A. No, sir ! never. About 40 seconds,

if main reservoir had 35 or 40 pounds ex-
cess over auxiliaries, sometimes less time.
The feed ports in triple valves, which regu-
late the time of charging, are not alwa^-s

the proper size for the reservoirs they sup-
ply. A short train and light application
would reduce this time to 20 or 25 seconds.
Generally it takes longer than the tests

show it, with everything in good working
order ; the feed ports are not always clean
and strainers free. The pressure at which
auxiliar\' equalized after first application
is what you begin with on second applica-

tion after first release
;
generally it is 50

after first full application ; with full relea.se

of brake and immediate application, you
get 35 and a little more on second full ap-
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plication ; the third time you will have
less than 30 pounds piston pressure. Oper-
ating the brake this way is about as safe as
opening the blow-off cock in boiler when
the water is very low.

Q. 80. Does the difference in the travel

of pistons in brake cylinders increase or
decrease your braking power? Can the
piston travel be correct and shoes be loose
on the wheels ? Why ?

A. Long piston travel decreases the
braking power, because it gives less air

pressure on piston ; short piston travel

gives higher piston pressure. With 8-inch
piston travel, 70 pounds auxiliary pressure
gives 50 pounds on piston per square inch.

An inch difference in the travel makes
close to 2 pounds in pressure ; thus, 7 inches
would give nearly 52 pounds, 9 inches a
little over 48 pounds. The piston travel

can be correct with a heavy car and high
leverage, and the shoes will not clear the
wheel much when released. If levers and
brake beams spring much with 8-inch
travel, the shoes will not have much slack

when let off. Brake levers may catch on
something so piston travel is correct and
shoes not touch the wheels.

Q. 81. What are "leakage grooves"
for? Where are they ? Is it necessary to

allow for them when setting the brake?
How do you do it?

A. Leakage grooves are small grooves
cut in the inside of passenger, freight car,

and some tender brake cylinders, at the
top of cylinder, so that when piston is clear

back in full release this groove is uncov-
ered so that a small amount of air leaking
by the triple, or from the joints, or from a
very light application of the brake, will

get past the piston and escape without
moving it. They are long enough so a
movement of the piston of 3 inches is neces-

sary to cover it, after which no air can get
by the piston. It is necessar}' to allow for

them at the first application, by making it

strong enough so piston will go far enough
the first move to cover the "leakage
groove." Five to 7 pounds reduction will

do this, if everything is in good order ; after

that, 2 to 3 pounds reduction will set the
brake tighter. If the hand brake is set on
a passenger car or the piston travel short-

ened to less than 3 inches, that brake will

not hold, as air will get by the piston

through leakage groove. Driver brakes do
not have leakage grooves.

Q. 82. What course would you take
should your train break in two and set the
brakes ?

A. Shut off steam, put brake valve on
lap, whistle out a flag, shut the open angle
cock on rear end of last car connected to

engine, let off brakes on head section from
the engine. When they are let off, and you
get a signal to do so, back up to rear sec-

tion ; after coupling up to it, if brakes
cannot be let off from engine, bleed a few
of the sticking ones at back end of train,

until train can be started. Be very careful

to shut the bleeder as soon as air begins to

escape from triple exhaust port, or you
will set some of the others, and that will

hold the train longer than necessar>'. All

air bled out is wasted ; it is only done to
save time.

Q. S3. If one brake beam under a car
was broken, how would it affect that brake ?

How would you cut out the brake on
that car and allow air to pass to other
cars?

A. If one brake beam or rod is broken,
the brake on that car is useless, and it

must be cut out by shutting the cock in

the " cross-over" from train pipe to triple,

or by turning the four-way cock in plain
triple. This will allow air to pass through
train pipe to other cars without operating
disabled brake.

Q. 84. Would it be safe to work your



driver brake on one side if the other side
was broken ? Why ?

A. No. It would risk straining the en-
gine if sand was used on free side of en-
gine and none on the braked side. (Is it

any worse than working steam with engine
on "one side " ?)

Q. 85. If there was an air signal on the
engine that whistled each time you re-

leased the brake, what would be the
trouble? If the whistle blows frequently
when not in use, what is the matter? If it

blows one long blast ? If the whistle is

weak on engine, will it usually help it to
blow out the signal hose on the rear of
tender ?

A. If an air signal whistles each time
brake is released with standard braking
pressure, it is a sign the reducing valve is

dirty and stuck open, so air goes back into
main reservoir from signal line each time
main reservoir pressure is reduced in re-

charging train. In this case, signal line
has main reservoir pressure. Clean the
reducing valve before the air-signal hose
bursts. If the signal whistle blows fre-
quently when not in use, there is a leak
somewhere, which the jar of the engir.c
may open for an instant, or a jar mav ur.-

seat signal valve. .Shut the cut-out cock
at the reducing valve ; if signal line leaks,
it will whistle as soon as the leak can re-
duce the signal-line pressure. When it

blows one long whistle, some of the valves
on engine are stuck, or the car discharge
valve is opened a second and third time be-
fore the whistle stops blowing the first

blast
; the pressure m signal line must

equalize each time between the blasts to
make it work accurately. If the whistle
bell works loose so it does not make a
clear sound, or is located near a partlv
open window so a strong draft of air blows
across it when train is running fast, the
sound will be very weak. Blowing out the
signal hose at rear of tender gives all the
valves a chance to make a full opening
and clean out the dirt.

Q. 86. In backing a train, why is it

dangerous for the rear brakeman to use the
conductor's valve, or "backing whistle,"
to handle the brakes with—except in an
emergency—instead of the engineer hand-
ling the brake?

A. If brake valve is on running position
till brakeman sets the brake ver\' easv,
then put on lap ; the stop is not very sud-
den. But where brake is set with emer-
gency by brakeman at rear end, and re-
leased by engineer at the other, the shock
to train is something serious.

Q. 87. Which engineer should handle
the brake in "double heading," and what
should the other engineer do ?

A. The head engineer should handle
the brakes in double heading. Second en-
gineer should shut the cut-out cock under
his brake valve, keep his pump running,
and a full supply of air—brake valve on
running position. If there is no cut-out
cock, put brake valve on lap and plug the
train-line exhaust elbow, so head engineer
can release brake without losing airthrough
your valve. When signaled to bv first en-
gineer, open cut-out cock and place valve
in full release, shutting it again as soon as
train is moving, so first engineer can stop
the train at once if necessary.

Q. 88. Do you understand that all air
cars in a train should be connected and
train pipes charged with air, whether brakes
are cut in or not ? Why ?

A. Yes
; all train pipes should be coup-

led up and air working through them, so
that if the train breaks in two anvwhere
in the line, all brakes will be set that are
working.

,

Q. 89. What should be done with a car
on which the train pipe is broken ?

A. If it cannot be plugged at leak and

allow air to pass freely to cars behind it,

it must be switched behind all other air

cars ; have air in hose that is coupled to

ne.xt car in front : brakeman should look
after this car and all behind it. If you
have two :>4-inch air-brake hose the signal
hose can be taken oif signal line, brake
hose put on, and signal line used for train

very accurate tests of water-moving appli-

ances. It is .so designed that any range of

lift can be arranged from the room, and
any temperature of feed water required

can readily be provided. The pressure at

which the water is delivered can also be
vaiied at the will of the operator.

MM
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Folding Brake Shaft.

The brake shaft that is capable of adjust-

ment from a vertical to a horizontal plane,

has long been an indispensable adjunct to

a flat car. It must be made to lie below
the top line of deck, so as to clear the load

when necessary, and must also be a perma-

nent fixture, so that, figurativelj-, its bones

cannot be left to bleach on the right of

way—a fate that has befallen many of its

kind—after removal from the old-time cast

socket to render loading easier, and then

forgotten.

The engraving shows a shaft having a

.a,

Cundu>:ted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E.

A hole is cored through the drum to en-

able this pin to be introduced, forming a

lock that prevents the removal of the

shaft from its socket under all conditions,

yet allowing perfect freedom in raising or

lowering.

When necessary to lower the shaft, it is

lifted until the locking pin travels to upper

end of groove, and then dropped to the

horizontal position shown by dotted lines,

the upper end of drum or collar on the

ratchet being cast with a slot, which allows

the shaft to lie below the top line of floor-

ing. A rest of ^x2-in. iron, secured to

end sill, supports the outer end when
running in the lowered position. For a

folding brake shaft this device carries its

own credentials—simplicity is its merit.

i i i
Body Bolsters.

In all probability there has been less in-

telligent thought given to the body bolster

of a car than to any other of its members
of equal- importance, imless we except the

happv combination of strength and sim-

plicity, entitling it to rank at the top, a

place it has earned by reason of several

years of trying service.

As will be seen, the ratchet and drum

are cast in one piece, and pass through a

casting having two flanges or lugs ; the up-

per flange supporting the brake shaft,

ratchet and pawl, the drum passing through

lower flange for brake chain to wind on.

The casting is secured to end sill by one

of the truss rods, for which the base of

casting forms a washer. The brake shaft

is forged square—I inch—for a distance of

7 inches from the lower end, and fits in a

square socket cored through the winding

drum ; an additional core, making a groove

^ inch wide and deep, runs from within

34' inch of top of socket to depth of 7

inches, forming a guide for the retaining

pin, which is \{ inch diameter and passes

through extreme lower end of brake shaft,

projecting through each side and into the

grooves '4 inch.

truck bolster, which performs its work

under a protest a little less emphatic, per-

haps, because conditions are more favor-

able to a design of requisite strength for

load imposed. With the former and its

greater length, there are difficulties in the

way of proper design not found in the

latter. It would be a reasonable inference,

then, that too little brain matter had been

disturbed in the efforts directed to a de-

sign having the necessary rigidity' to hold

the side bearings separated.

In fact, the past two or three years will

cover the best attempts at a solution of the

question, and they cannot be said to have

reached a point that would justify a very

long rest on the laurels earned.

Since the reqiurements are maximum
strength and rigidity, combined with

minimum weight and cost, the problem

must be attacked from an entirelj' different

standpoint than before ; all guesses cease

to have any value. A knowledge of the

strength of materials and of the scientific
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aspects of the case must be had ; and even

equipped with these necessary weapons,

all the conditions may be filled except that

of weight, which might be such as to pre-

clude its use by the progressive carbuilder

who was alive to the importance of keep-

ing dead weight as low as possible, some-

thing too frequently lost sight of ; but

there is an awakening in all quarters to

this matter of dead weight, and it is a

healthy sign.

Of the several types of bolsters in use, a

few will be noticed and points of construc-

tion commented on, beginning with the

old well-known wooden one, to illustrate

the advance up to the present time.

This bolster was of oak, 5 x 14 in.,

trussed with two i-in. rods connected

with two ^ X 3-in. straps passing over

top of center sills ; the truss-rod nuts re-

ceived in pockets at ends of the straps.

This was regarded as coming very near to

an ideal situation of things by the pioneers

who were facing the issue of weak bolsters

—for it seemed to show no inclination to

ever betray the confidence of its sponsors.

Overloading caused elongation of the rods,

the wood went the way of all earth, and its

usefulness was only a reminiscence. For

its load of 40,000 lbs., the weight of this

bolster was about 340 lbs., giving a sus-

taining power of about 75 lbs. of load per

unit of weight, a ratio of capacity to weight

not to be badly beaten by present practice.

An attempt was made to improve this

bolster by the addition of two iron or steel

plates, Yz to % in. thick, sandwiched ver-

tically between the three wooden mem-
bers ; the whole secured by f^-in. bolts

through wood and metal. The plates were

used to insure against deflection when the

truss rods stretched and let the side bear-

ings together.

The plated construction was found to

have a weakness in the shrinkage of the

wooden members, leaving the bolts loose

and the bolster in a condition wholly unfit

to do its work.

This combination of plates and truss

rods was stiff enough for the work when
first put up and all was new, but the ele-

ment of shrinkage sapped its strength at

once, when the truss rods were called upon

to carry the whole load. Being put up

with the view of division of labor among
all the parts, each member was made as



light as possible, on the principle of in

union there is strength, and failure was the

logical outcome when the bolts loosened

up, proof that the union of wood and iron

was not a happ}' one in a bolster, and in-

compatibility would go on the records as

the ultimate cause of separation. Both of

these had a common parent in the plain

heavy block of oak which fulfilled its mis-

sion with 15,000-lb. loads, and was only

trying to evolute into a bolster with

strength to handle 40,000 and 60,000-lb.

responsibilities.

A wooden bolster, 5 x 16 in., without the

plates, and having three l^-in. truss rods,

with ends enlarged to i^ in., will carry

without deflection or elongation of the

rods, a unifonu load of 39,000 lbs.; this

load (one-half of car body plus 30,000 lbs. ),

causing a tensile stress on the truss rods

of 9,700 lbs. per square inch.; the rods be-

ing designed to carry the whole load, and

regarding the wood as only a filler between

If the former practice prevails, the

plates should be a good fit against the

shoulder, and if either bolts or rivets are

used, they should fill the holes. A weak
bolster is certain to result when these parts

are not given the benefit of careful work
in construction.

It is at once apparent that if a bolster

of this tjpe is to be introduced under

a car that was designed for the wooden
bolster just considered, that a verj' shal-

low bolster must be used, and one, there-

fore, without the required strength.

To build with an assurance of freedom

from deflection, it must have an increased

depth at center, and to get this increase

the truck bolster must be lowered, which
means that the truck transoms must also

be dropped, and with them the arch bars,

entailing an expense that will likely appal

those handling the purse strings. We are

obliged to face exactly the same condi-

tions when trying to remodel the older

up for us this Pandora's box of weak-backed

bolsters. Let us hope that his work is

done—that we may know him no more.

The weak truck bolster should come in

for its share of condemnation. It is often

more at fault than its mate on the car-

body for this going-down tendency. If

there is y% in. deflection on each bolster

at the side bearings, there is then '4 in.

of space taken up ; this is usually the

amount of space left for clearance at side

bearings on freight equipment, therefore

with a load the car is rigidly fixed at four

points. There can be no defense for a

weak truck bolster ; no reason can be ad-

duced why it should not be strong enough

for any load, and not be excessively heavy.

Following in the lines of the all-metal

bolster, somebody introduced a channel

iron in place of the plain flat plate for the

top member, leaving the lower plate sub-

stantially as in former construction, with

an abiding faith that the flanges on the



This bolster is also made of an I-beam,

but placed with its flanges perpendicular

to the under side of sills, and having a

wooden filler between flanges at either

side of web, whose thickness is equal to

the height of flanges. This is entirely new
and original and deserves success, if for no

other reason than to encourage others to

do a little exploring in virgin mechanical

fields. It is said to hold up nicely and

cost little for maintenance. The weight is

about 600 lbs. , a capacity of 65 lbs. per lb.

of bolster.

A cast-steel body^ bolster has been pro-

posed, and the proposition seemed to meet
with favor from some who were afflicted

with the limber variety and were anxious

to be delivered from its thraldom at any

reasonable cost. There is no doubt that

some good things can be said of such a

bolster. It could be cast on correct lines,

putting the metal where it belongs, and, if

made of box section, would be compara-

tively light. One of the things not so

good that can be said of it is, that in case

of a wreck, it is likely to be transformed

to scrap, and the price of cast-steel scrap is

way down.

Built-up sections of iron or steel plates

have also been considered in connection

with improvements of the body bolster.

One of these has a box section formed by
riveting the plates to channels and brac-

ing to resist distortion. Like the cast

bolster, this combined section can be made
quite efficient, and also keep down the

dead weight ; but unlike the above, it is

not hopelessly ruined in a smash, for it is

only necessary to remove the rivets, restore

the parts to their original lines, and rivet

up again, when it is as good as before.

This type has not as yet passed the sketch

stage, as far as known, but probably will

do so soon.

The continued use of the wooden bolster

with truss rods, by such roads as the Penn-
sylvania and the New York Central, after

a trial of metallic types, would point to the

adoption of the former as the "survival of

the fittest," as far as their investigations

have extended.

The bolster absolutely free from deflec-

tion will not be built. A too strict defini-

tion of the word deflection leads to a race

after the unattainable, for the reason that

deformation is ever present, and will occur

with the application of ever one pound of

load. This cannot be measured with a two-

foot rule, but the change in shape is there.

Since a rigid interpretation is impossible,

what would be a rational allowable limit

of space at the side bearings, the point

where excessive deflection is felt ?

If the space here is ){ in., it would
seem that one-fourth of this amount, or yV
in. could be considered good practice, as

y\-in. clearance would be had, providing

the truck bolster stood up. In case the

latter went down ^'j in. also, there would
still be J-i in. between bearings—ample
space to avoid mischief.

Returning to the plated type of bolster,

the engraving shows one seen in ser\'ice on

a 36-ft. 6o,ooo-lb. box car. The weight of

car body, 18,300 lbs.; the total uniform

load borne by one bolster was

60,000 + 18, "ioo ,,
=39.150 lbs.
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It is seen that no puny construction will

do in this case, and the two-plate type had

been selected to work out the design as

shown. First, a light casting was intro-

duced at the center between the plates

to prevent distortion at that point. Sec-

ond, the plates securely riveted together

with rivets that filled the holes ; the theory

worked on being, that if the centers could

be prevented from moving together and

the ends from sliding on each other, the

lower plate would do its work perfectly

as a strut, and therefore hold the ends up

to position. The bolster was tested on a

hydrostatic machine, and the appended

figures tell how nearly expectations were

realized :

T-i- * -i, * J T J Deflection
Distributed Load.

^^ gj^^ Hearings.

27,700 lbs. . . . 0.016 in.

32,540 " . . . 0.030 "

37,300 " ... 0.049 "

40,000 "... 0-057 "

42,000 " ... 0.065 "

46,800 "... 0.080 "

51,600 " ... 0.098 "

56,400 "... 0.128 "

With a load of 40,000 lbs. (a few more

pounds than its rate) this bolster shows a

deflection of .057 in.—less than ,V in.,

our proposed limit. The weight of 550

lbs. gives a capacity of about 72 lbs. per

lb. of bolster.

The bolster weak enough to allow the

load to ride on the side bearings, is directly

responsible for the harvest of thin wheel

flanges, greater expenditure of fuel to

overcome increased resistance on curves,

together with the unnecessary strains on

body and trucks, besides being a constant

menace to curves and tangents alike.

There is no doubt that many a mysterious

case of rails spreading could be traced to

this cause.

Mr. Alexander Siemens, in a lecture at

the Institute of Junior Engineers, ex-

plained to young engineers and inventors

" How to Approach a Mechanical Prob-

lem." The advice is so pertinent and so

capable of wide application, it is herewith

presented, in the belief that it will have an

educational value to some people who are

full of the inventive afflatus, but not so

well equipped with the necessary knowl-

edge of the science of design.

1st. " Define as accurately as possible the

want that exists or the particular object to

be attained."

2nd. '

' Be well acquainted with the scien-

tific principles which come into play."

3rd.
'

' Know how the want is met, or the

object attained in practical life."

4th.
'

' Find out what proposals have been

made by others in similar cases."

These are words of wisdom. The first

clause is always easy, but the second is the

poser—the rock on which so many pet
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schemes are stranded. Without the third,

theory would be helpless. Close attention

to the fourth would often save valuable

time, and would be useful in helping to

avoid pitfalls reached by others in the same

line of investigation. Had Mr. Siemens

told the young gentlemen how to approach

the bolster problem, he could scarcely have

said anj'thing more to the point.

i i ^
Improvements in Elliptic Springs.

Seven years ago the A. French Spring

Company, Pittsburgh, sent out a few elliptic

springs with V-shaped bands, the invention

of Mr. George W. Morris, general man-
ager of the company. The improvement

became popular quickly. Within the last

six years close on 10,000 of these springs

have been put into service on locomotives

and tenders, and only 4 per cent, have

failed to come up to the guarantee of one
year's ser\'ice.

The V-shaped band produces an equaliza-

tion of pressure on all the plates and re-

lieves the well-known tendency of the

rectangular band to cramp the short plates,

which causes breakage. The reduction of

band area on the short plates imparts in-

creased deflection to the springs, makes [a

much easier riding engine and increases

the durability of the springs.

That the theory of increased deflection

due to the use of the V-band is correct was

proven by numerous accurate tests of both

half-elliptic and full-elliptic springs of both

kinds. Standard-sized springs with the

V-band of the same set and volume showed

about ^ in. more deflection than springs

with rectangular bands.

The same conditions were secured in the

full-elliptic springs shown in Figs, i and 2.

The springs with the V-band maintained

the same pro] ori-ion of elasticity over the

others.

In connection with the springs shown
there is another valuable improvement in

the ends designed by Mr. P. N. French.

The practice heretofore has been to form

scrolls at the ends of the main plates, the

scroll on the under main plate being in-

closed in scrolls on the upper plate. These

scrolls, as is well known, are formed by a

reverse curve from the general curvature

of the main plate, so that they form an ab-

rupt shoulder at the ends of the main

plates. Hence it is necessary to make the



second plate considerably shorter than the

main plates. This construction is objec-

tionable for the reason that portions of the

main leaves are unsupported by the second
plates, and it is also objectionable on ac-

count of the injury to the structure of the
steel due to the formation of the reverse

curves in shaping the scrolls at the ends of

the main plates.

These objections have been overcome in

the design of the elliptic spring as pre-

sented and illustrated in the accompanying
cuts, by constructing the ends of the main
plates so that the second plates may over-
lap nearly the whole of the main plates,

or at least project beyond the bearing
points on which the main plates rest when
in operation, as the fastening of the
upper and lower halves of the spring is

provided for without using the objection-
able reverse curve scrolls, leaving the struc-

ture of the steel intact. It is well known
that a major portion of broken elliptic

springs break at the scrolls. Both the
driving and duplicate springs are not
recommended for new specifications, as
the set of the driving spring is excessive.
The use of 4-in. or wider steel in the dupli-
cate springs is desirable, the foregoing
springs being exaggerated in dimensions
to better illustrate the strong point claimed
under the most adverse circumstances.

® i i
Great Northern Railway Shops.

The Great Northern shops at St. Paul,
like many another that can count its

years of usefulness by the score, sometimes
finds itself yearning for a machine tool
on which to do certain work cheaper, or
to expedite the output. Like all other
well-regulated shops, it proceeds at once

to the root of the case, and designs some-
thing to fill the want.

It was decided that oil boxes for cars
and tenders could have the faces for the
covers dres.sed to size on a milling machine
quicker and better than by the old method
of planing, but the decision came easier
than the machine to do the work.
Mr. George Dickson, the general fore-

man, had a large horizontal boring machine
that was not in commission at all times,
and he concluded that it would do a good
job of milling if put in proper shape for

the work. He first put on a cross-feed for

the table, on mechanical lines and in keep-
ing with the general good work on the
tool—no makeshift rig for to-day and under
the bench to-morrow—but a permanent
fixture.

To the boring bar he fitted a milling cut-

ter, got up in the form of a
clutch, in two pieces that can
slide on the bar or arbor, to or
from each other, to the limit of

length of the lugs, thus increas-

[J _|_^ ing or diminishing the width of

cut. It is shown closed in the
engraving; when used for wider
work, the halves are held apart

by liners, the whole held by
nuts at the ends in usual way.

This transformation from a

borer to a miller tells of a healthy

mental tone, bringing into new
uses a tool that had too manv
holidays.

They have a way of prolonging
the life of wash-out plugs that

Mr. Dickson says is a good thing.

The holes are flanged as shown
in the engraving, giving an in-

creased threaded surface, from
the usual >^-inch to about ^-inch. A plug
can be taken out and returned any num-
ber of times with the certaintv of being
tight.

i © i
A "Safety" for Railroads.

One of the neatest inspection cars im-
aginable is shown in our engraving. This
is a bicycle, pure and simple, with a side-

arm attachment to permit it to be used on
a railroad track. This machine is so light

that one man can pick it up and carry it

anywhere. When folded, as shown, it

only occupies 18 inches wide and 6 feet

long, and can be carried in a caboose or
baggage car as easily as an ordinary bicycle.

The frame is made of steel tubing, the con-
nections of drop forgings

; it has ball bear-
ings and tangent spoke wheels

; the usual
parts nickeled in a bicycle are the same in

this. Wheel rims are made of No. 16 gage
tire steel beaded outwardly at outer edge,
and in at the center, to give the greatest

strength possible. The front and small
auxiliary wheels both have reinforced rail

flanges made to M. C. B. standard. The
flange of 24-inch forward wheel can be
adjusted with the handle bars by the op-
erator, to run toward or from the rail,

thereby making it possible to pass around
the sharpest curves and over imperfect or
worn frog points at a high rate of speed
without danger. JAlso, when running over
straight track the operator can adjust for-

ward wheel so that the flange will run free
from the rail, and thus avoid any unneces-
sary friction. .The rear wheel has no rail

flange—it being in line with the forward
w^heel—the frame very rigid and the tread
sufficiently wide to make derailment im-
possible. The auxiliary wheel is 11 inches
diameter, has a rail flange, and is otherwise
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constructed throughout same as larger
wheels. All three wheels are covered on
the tread with a continuous rubber band
A inch thick by 3 inches wide. These
rubber tires adhere closely to the rail, thus

doing away with all danger of slipping and
car jumping the track when the rails are
wet or frosty. They also cause the car to

run noiselessly, thus enabling the operator
to detect approaching trains from the rear

as well as the front. They also take the
jar from the machine, which adds a large

percentage to the life of the same.
The new railway velocipede can be

propelled at the rate of 20 miles or more
per hour on level track. Weight without
second man attachment (not shown"), 55
lbs.

; with attachment, 60 lbs. These ma-
chines are made by the Kalamazoo R.R.
Velocipede & Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

i ^ g
A New Hand^Car Wheel.

The Kalamazoo R.R. Velocipede & Car
Co. have, after a year's trial, adopted a
standard wheel, as shown in our illustra-

tion. This wheel has the hub, spokes and

rim in one malleable casting, and the steel

tire is shrunk on. This tire is without a
weld, spun from a solid steel washer.
This wheel is easily re-tired without tools

;

there is not a bolt, nut or rivet about it.

The centers arc practically permanent in-

vestments, and new tires are cheap.

i i i
The Restauro Manufacturing Co., of

Cortlandt street. New York, have put upon
the market a substance called " Restauro,"
which is highly recommended for taking
stains of all kinds out of cloth. Some of

the railroad companies are using it for

cleaning plush of car seats, and it makes
old material look as clean and fresh as new.



Improvements in Baker Heaters.

On the top of the factor}' at Hoboken,
N. J., used by Mr. William C. Baker in

the manufacture of his well-known car-

heating apparatus, they have erected dur-

ing the past winter the bodj' of a passenger

car for the purpose of experimenting

with the different arrangements of car

heating.

Besides an entirely new form of car

heater, one of the principal novelties

actually in use is a heat storage cylinder,

of the size of a compressed gas tank, and
suspended in a like manner. This is nearly

filled with pebbles, through which steam,

at a high pressure, is ejected from a sta-

tionary boiler, and the heat fed equably

through the car, as required. Mr. Baker
has tested this new arrangement the past

two winters on street cars, and, with

changes thereby taught and suggested, he
is confident that this arrangement will

keep the largest passenger car comfortable,

without any further attention whatever

;

and this desired object can be attained with

the entire elimination of all fire, and of all

steam and its appliances within, without,

or in any waj' attached to the car, for a

thirty or forty-hour trip, or the time of

railroad travel between any of our large

cities.

Railroad men interested in car heating

would find a visit to the Baker factory very-

interesting, and the practical appliances

used for making tests would give them in-

formation in a few hours concerning car

heating that they could not acquire other-

wise in years of desultory study of the

subject.

The factory itself is well worthy a visit

on account of the perfected appliances

used in the manvifacture of heaters. Every
operation in finishing material is done by
special tools that secure accuracy and re-

duce the labor to its lowest Hunts. Most
of the heaters to be seen in the shop are

made of steel shells, the outside and inside

parts being welded together—the welding
is done by electricity and makes a per-

fectly homogeneous job.

Mr. Baker has lately perfected a new
form of heater, which he expects to put

on the market for next winter's use. As a

practical test of its durability, he has put

a group of the new apparatus together

and is using them to generate steam for

running the engine of his factory. They
give wonderfully high evaporation of

water to the fuel used, and the probability

is that the device may become popular as

a safety boiler for the generation of steam
for indu.strial purposes.

^ i i
The Pedrick & Ayer Co., of Philadelphia,

report that they have had more inquiries

and sales of their special tools during the

last month than they have had since the

depression of business came on.

i i ^
Air- brake schools are being formed by

the men at many shops.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(51) C. H. P., Spokane Falls, Wash.,
writes

:

Will you kindly advise us the date fixed

by Congress when safety appliances such
as air brakes, automatic couplers, grab
irons, etc., shall be placed on railroad

equipment? A.—January i, 1898.

(52) A. J. D., Whiting, Ind., writes:

I. How is one to find the forward and
back eccentrics? ,-/.—The straps of the
forward eccentric are generally' connected
with the top of the link. 2. How would it

affect the exhaust or valve if eccentric
strap bolts should become loose ? .-1.—The
exhaust would become irregular.

(53) G. W. O., Junction, N. J., writes :

What is a relief valve placed on a steam
chest for, and where does the relief come
in ? A.—During a certain part of the
stroke, when running without steam, the
piston draws in air to fill the cylinder. The
relief valve on the steam chest is designed
to enable the piston to draw in the air re-

quired. It is very desirable that this need
for air should be .satisfied.

(54) T. F. W., Altoona, Wis., asks :

If an eight-wheel engine breaks off a

front tire, and wheel center is swung clear

of rail by blocking up over pedestal brace,

and block put under forward end of equal-
izer instead of taking spring out over
broken wheel, is it safe to run in with
main rod connected up to broken wheel ? If

not, why not? A.—We cannot see why it

would not be safe to run in this way—it is

done often and successfully.

(55) T. H., Wickham, N. S., writes:

I. What sort, and how constructed, is a
Laird guide? A.—It is a double-bar guide
with the crosshead pin beneath the lower
bar. 2. Is there any engine in the back
numbers of Locomotive Engineering
showing this guide? A.—The Central
Pacific twelve-wheel locomotive, shown as

a frontispiece to our March number, has
this guide. 3. What happens when an
over-cylindered locomotive is pulling hard ?

A.—The wheels slip.

(56) G. W. R., McAdam Junction, N. B.,

writes :

We have had an argument here about
right-hand and left-hand firing. One side
says that a fireman standing with his back
to the driver and throwing coal into the
firebox in this position is left-handed, the
other side claims he is working right-

handed. It was decided to refer the ques-
tion to you. A.—The fireman is consid-
ered to be firing right-handed when the
right hand grasps the lower part of the
shovel handle.

(57) vS. C. E., Phillipsburg, N. J., writes:

Some of our engineers say that there is

no emergency brake on engine or tender.

If this is so, how are there emergency
brakes on the cars ? A.—The emergency
brake, as you call it, depends upon the
kind of triple valve used. If the quick-
action triple valve is used on the tender, it

will operate on emergency application just

the same as the brakes on the cars. Some
tenders do not have the ciuick-action triple

valve. In that case the brake is slower in

being applied.

(58) J. H. H., Burbank, Cal., writes :

In March issue of Locomotive Engi-
neering you say, in answer to question 43,
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that if an eccentric is put in the lathe and
turned down ^ in. there will be no change
in the throw. It appears to me that as the
throw of an eccentric is equal to the
diameter of the circle described by the
outer edge of the thick side at each revo-
lution of the axle, that to turn it down }4
in. would diminish the throw i in. A.—
You are wrong. The throw of an eccentric
is equal to the distance between the center
of the disk fornung the eccentric and the
center round which it revolves. Take a

circular piece of paper and mark a true
center upon it. Then 2 '4 in. to one side

of that center make a mark and stick a pin
through the point. It will be found that
in turning the disk round the pin the
thick side has a variable motion of 5 in.

,

or double the distance between the true
center of the disk and the eccentric point
round which you are revolving the disk.

If you reduce the diameter of the disk 14

in. or more you will find that the difference
between the travel of the thick and thin
edges of the eccentric remains the same.

(59) F. K., New York, writes ;

I. When wedge bolts are broken, how
do you keep wedge in position? A.—
Block above and below. 2. Which center
is most convenient to set eccentrics from ?

A.—We have generally found the forward
center most convenient. 3. Where do the
eccentrics stand in relation to the crank
pin on that side of theen^ne? A.—The
thick part of the eccentric is above the
axle, advanced toward the crank pin a dis-

tance representing movement equal to the
lap and lead of the valve. The back eccen-
tric is below the axle, advanced toward the
crank pin the same distance as the forward
eccentric. 4. Where do they come in rela-

tion to the eccentrics for the same motion
on the other side? A.—If you are work-
ing from the right-hand side of the engine
ami the right crank leads, the eccentrics

on the other side will be 90 degrees farther

back. 5. When valve seat breaks, does it

do any damage to other parts of the en-
gine? A.—Very much damage, indeed,
sometimes. 6.—How do you keep the
packing rings out of the counter bore?
A.—By preventing them from traveling
over it. 7. Would 3'ou take out the cylin-

der cock at the end piston is in? A.—
Yes.

(60) J. L., New Kamilche, Wash.,
writes :

While out of sand and on a slippery rail,

recenth', had some trouble in making a
grade, not because she was cutting off at 9
inches, but on account of the rail. Made
the grade at about ten miles an hour, but
she slipped considerably. After making
the grade, the vice-president, who was on
the engine and is a mechanic, asked me
why I did not drop her down and she
would not have slipped so. He maintained
that with the lever down and the throttle

light would bring the train without slip-

ping, as the pressure would be equal the
full length of stroke instead of full press-

ure for 9 inches when hooked up. My
argument was that she would slip longer
when hooked up, as the steam in the chests

and dry pipe would have to work out ex-

pansively. But otherwise the train weighed
so much, and a power sufficient to bring
that train out would have to be exerted,

and it did not make any difference whether
in the comer or hooked up, with the ex-

ception of slipping longer, when she did
slip, if hooked up. Who is right? A.—
The vice-president was right. When the

steam is throttled and following the piston

without early cut-off, the rotative effort is

more uniform and therefore does not start

slipping so readily.



FOR SALE.
The following Second-hand Machinery, especially

adapted for Car Shops.

3 Bement Car Axle Lathes.
2 33-incli Bement Car Wheel Borers.
148 '

1 5-ton Foundry Crane.
1 No. 1 McNaul Univei-sal Radial Drill.

1 4-foot Semi-Universal
1 Z8-in.xlO-ft. D. W. Pond Eng. Lathe and Chuck

(heavy). , „
1 S2-in.x8-ft. D. W. Pond Eng. Lathe (very powerful).
1 27-in.xlO-ft. Gould * Eberhardt Lathe.
1 26-in.xl3-ft. Bogerl Engine Lathe and Chuck.
4-Inch Warren Combined Blotter and Vertical

Miller.

600 MACHINE TOOLS IN STOCK. SEND FOR LISTS.

.SOLE AGENTS FOIl

Industrial Works of Bay City,
AND

Cleveland Punch and Shear Works.

Chicago Store.
59 Soutfi Canal Street.

115 Liberty Street.
New York.

Prentiss Tool and Supply Co..

MACHINERY, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES.

FOR SALE.
Volumes of LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, com-

plete, from 1889 to 1881, inclusive. All in good
order. Will sell singly, if desired. Address,

TIIOS. W. SMITH. Box 80. Rocky Mt., M. C.

A SPLENDID BUSINESS CHANCE
Awaits a flrst-cIass salesman in the Railroad trade
who can carry a side line, and do good work. YOU OR
YOUR FRIEND who wants to better his condition can
ascertain what's in It by addressing,

A. W. V. CO..

Care of I.,ocomotIve Engineering,
256 Broadway, New Y'ork.

We will give double price for a copy of

Locomotive Engineering for February,

1894. Write before sending.

Locomotive Engineering, New? York.

Hinder for 1895.
steel Back, sometliing' new and substantial.

No Cutting or Puncliing Papers.

PRICE, S1.00.

No Binders on band for old-size paper.

Xocomotive Engineering,
256 Broadway, New York City.

FOR SALE.

PACE under this heading is

cheap. Do you want to call

especial attention to some one

thing ? Here is the place to do it. If

you are a regular advertiser it will

only cost you 3c. a word, 2lc. a

line, or $2.50 per inch. If you are not

a regular advertiser you do not get

the yearly rate, but only have to pay

$4 per inch, which is a hard-pan rate

for a 24,000 paid subscription list.

BE SURE TO SEE
THE

10m
aiERTOTManrmsT

'ir-

of April 4. It will contain an account of the engineer-

inventor,

Frederick E. Sickels,

and his work. This will be of great interest and

value to every one at all interested in machinery of any

kind, and will contain statements of historical facts not

previously made public. There will be other interesting

matter besides.

Perhaps this is an appropriate time and place to say,

also, that if you have to do with machinery of any kind

you cannot afford to do without the AMERICAN
MACHINIST. It publishes every week much valuable

matter concerning your business, which no railroad

paper— even "the most interesting published "—can

possibly present. Send to the

AMERICAN MACHINIST PUB. CO.,

203 Broadway, New York,

for a sample copy (back number). Or, better, send

$3.00 for a year's subscription. Or, you may, if you

prefer, send $1.00 for a trial 4 months' subscription.
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Shorthand
BY HAIL. Three lessons free.

KERST COLLEGE, C'ornine, N. Y.

PATENTS
Must be put into practical manufacturing form
belore they are valualili-. We do this, in;ike

models, huild experimental machines and inauliin-

ery, construct special devices, and manufacture
for inventors. Write us.

WM.. GARDAM & SON,
98 John Stiikkt. New York.

MERRILL BROTHERS,
lent Avenus and South Uth Street, Brooilyn, H. 7.

M.M
Turnbuckles and Parallel Vises.

Best in market for railroail use. Tliese turnbuckles
are rnade without a wfl<i.

THERE; A LITTLE BOOK -TELL/ WHY
- ^ e.0.5MlTH,C0H/MBIA.PA:^|

CLAYTON
AIR

COMPRESSORS
FOR ALL PURPOSES AND PRESSURES.

Catalogue FRP;E on Application.

CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSOR WORKS.
26 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

YANKEE
TWIST

DRILL

GRINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, from %
to2J4i"clies. Setfoi-iiny
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-
ant^e and can't prind a
drill wron^. Address.

G. T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

HERE'S A CHAP
who knows a

good thing,

and it's even

better for the

man who
pushes the

mogul over

the hill ; isn't

room to speci-

fy here. We've a little book chock
full of kind words anent our Cab
Seat, and we're anxious to send you
one.

STANNARD & WHITE,
APPLETON, WIS.

Locomotive Engineering
S/t'am Engineering {Stationary^ Locomotive or Marine^: Mechanics: Mechanic
cat Draivnig: Electricity: Architecture: Architectural Draiving and Design'
tn^: Masojiry: Carpentrx andJoinery : Ornamentaland Structural Iron Work:
Railroad Engineering: Bridge Engineering : Municipal Engineering: Plumb-
ing and Heating: Coal and Metal Mining: Prospecting^ and the English
Branches.

Tht* courses commence with addition In Arithmetic, so that to enroll it is only
necessary to know how to read and write. A Scholarship entitles the holder to

tuition, I'lntil lie is (luallfled to receive the Diploma, no matter how long It may take
nor bow (irtcii It mav be necessary to review. Stu'if iils can interrupt their studies
and obaMKc tln-lr r.-sidences. Scholarships are not forf.itt-d upon failure to pay
instalinient^^ promptly. Each student is a class by liiinst-if. Students make rapid
progress In li-arniiiK to T>r;iw and Letter. Specially prepared Instruction and Ques-
tion Paprrs, t'ondi-ns'-d, SiiriiiHlh-d.

The stt-aiii Kiitj;liu''rliik' ronr.se Is Intended to qualify engineers to secure Li-

censes. Atl reitn'Sfiitatious may be relied upon.
Send toT Free Circular, stating the subject you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence Schools, SCRANTON, Pa.
TRADE MARK RCCI5TERE0.

^\)^ ^T>e= Proof

Lfl

Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

One Thousand in Use.

The "Mighty Midget" and other Modem Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINGS EXTRA HEAVY.
Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Filling Funnel, of Solid Brass,

cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sold only by

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
143 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Do Tfoii Want a ITIeerscIiauin Pipe ?

To enable every smoker to obtain one of Kirt-
land's famous $1.00 Meerschaum Pipes, 1 will for a
short time, in order to introduce them, sell om-
Pipe only to any smoker .sending me 50o. and the
names of five I'ipe-smokers. This pipe is cut fnmi
genuine block Meerschaum, warranted

; will eolcr
Ixaufifiilly .uhI has amber mouth-piece. A.splendid
o|ipc.rtutiity to secure a fine Pipe. Big bonanza loi
a;iciits. Write at once to

B. F. Kirtland, 30 W. St., Evan.ston, 111

EXPANSION BOLTS.
FOR FASTENING
ALL KINDS OF
STRUCTURE

TO BRICK AND
STONE WORK.

Patentee and W/r., ISAAC CHURCH,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 1521 Walnut St., Toledo, O.
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STOP!
D D CI/ CMT Leakage in New Cars

rnCVLllI by using:

The Leaks

in Old Cars,

Just What You Want

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of ''Standard'* here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Best

Book Out

AIR BRAKES
By C. B. Conger.

Air Brake
and

Signal Instructions

with
Additional

Information

on
Air Brake Handling,

and an
Examination

Catechism.

The M. C. B.

Rules and Catechism

Added.

ILLUSTRATED.
POCKET SIZE.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Order of

Locomotive

Engineering,

256 Broadway,
New York.

The Long & Allstatter Co.
HAMILTON, OHIO.

Double, Single,Angle-

Bar, Gang, Horizon-

1

tal, Twin, Boiler i

Spacing, Gate, Mul-
tiple, Belt, and Steam
Driven

PiiiicIies&Sliears

OVKR 300 SIZKS. '-—

'

THE PRATT & WHITNEY CO., HarlM , Cm., n. S. A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES iised as Sub-
stitutes for Planers fo7 Heavy and Kapid Cutting in Cast and
Wrought Iron and Steel

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and
Tiireading Irregu'ar Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass,
Iron and Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass
Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning,
Shaping and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.
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DON'T

Estab-
lislir-,1

lt»4.

Put it off another day, but
send your Mame and Address
NOW to

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,
R. R. Department.

26 State St., Champlain Building,
Chicago, III.

Clarkson (rives the most for
ymir niouey leverytlinig con-
sidered).

4_)nly reliable goods sold.
Catalogue gives pictures

and prices, and terms, and a
penny postal caru \\itli your

name and address
on it "does the busi-
ness."
Ask for the New

Iliustrated Cata-
logue of The Clark-
son Special Watch-
es. Finest in the
World. Endorsed
by the whole R. R,
fraternity.
<.'ataloguesent free
to any address in
the U. S.

Goods sent C.O.D.
on approval.
We are the leading
R. ]i. Jewelers in
C'hicago.

Watches for R, R. Men.

L!ik=B^

Eigiieeriif Co=
NICETOWN, PHaA.

Design and 49 Dey St., N^W YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Besifn.

To meet any conditions.

Western House ;

Link-Belt Machinery Co.. CHICAGO.

CATCH ON NOW.
YouTl never get another chance.

TO ANYONE SENDING US

(SI AMI'S OR SILVEK),

I'UKVIOLS -In JULY 1st, WE WILL MAIL ONE
OF OUR

BEST TWO-INCH STEEL RULES
WITH ENDS HARDENED.

ONLY ONE RULE TO THE SAME ADDRESS.

STANDARD TOOL CO.,
Athol, Mass., U. S. A,

MANUFACTUREItS OF

MECHANICS' FINE TOOLS,

ATHOL MACHINE CO.,
Selling Agents.



THE
LESLIE

KINDLER.

A SWEEPING RECORD!
Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less than

Records from six railroads, during the past twelve months, show that through the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 750 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. I.ESIIE, Paterson, N.J.

^ Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Cal, or Jersey Shore, Pa

MADE HONEST.

J689

No separate water valve or primer to get

out of order ; easily regulated ;
operated

by oue move of a lever. Record o£ twenty

years. Cheapest on repairs. We also make
the best hot-water boiler washer and tester.

RUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
119 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ORDERS AVERT DISORDERS!

DON'T
i:<;::""":y< guessi

ORDER HOLDER

that is

SIMPLE,
PERFECT,
CHEAP,

and a

SAFEGUARD.
You live on your engine, have the

best and safest tools.

FORGOTTEN ORDERS
have cost many lives-

Is yours worth
HALF A DAY'S PAY?

S. L. HARMAN,
Box 34? St. Augustine. Florida.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump 'Works,

root of East Twenty-third Street,
Send for ..t -rj- ,

luLUSTBATED Catalogue. JN ew 1 OIK,

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL,
The only perfect. Loconiotive Valve Lubricant,

J.C.SIBLEY, Prest.

TAAFEIS PAT.

STEAM
OR AIR
NEWARK

REGuuTon co:

. NEWAFK.b..

FOR CAR HEATERS
HAS NO EQUAL.

>Srnf <ni (ippfoval to responsible parties.

VA«Nt
Trade ^^<iSSii^ ,\Iakk.

Oil's S'OIt H.a.IIj:Et.O.A.I3S.

VALVOLINE OIL has long been used on many of
^^^.^^M^^^.^ the leading railroads in this coun-
try and aljruad. It lias no equal fn quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
l.">7 CUanibers Street, NEW YORK.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Coaoli and Car Oils,
the Standard Lubricating Oils

of America^
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST. 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest climates.
lu the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom

from hut boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants bv a large majority of the leading railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roads use these oils to-day that
used tbem more than 20 years ago. Is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year lu and out.
Galena Oils are in exclusive use upon three continu-

ous Hues from Boston and New York to the Pactfle
ciiast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their adapta-
bility to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free from Kum, these oils are not affected by dust and
sand a-s other oils are.
We al.-io furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-

TION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upou
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,
Charles Miller, President.

Chicago Branch Office, Franklin, Pa,
Phoenix Building, 138 Jackson St.
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D. 0. SETTLEMffiE, President GEO. W. EVANS, VieePresident. W. C. ABTHtTES, Secy, and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Sapt.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrlp _
tlon. Caboose and Refrig' ^^'^^^^Z

erator Cars. ^*'^'!?,rih. - . - ^

MT. VERNON, " - ~ - -r^. ^u-^ ^ ~=^ - =

Manufacturin§: Co.

^ Car Wheels, Car Castings, and
General Foundry

\Vorl(.

Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.
• 'V%'(^ '%^* XHB COJHIISCi ROOF ! •'%^ ^,'^^*

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROn $io TO $15 LESS PER CAR.

WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE.
| CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TIHE.

'WILL WEAR, the; life OF THE CAR.
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:

Out West : M., K. & T. Ry. Down East : Boston & Albany R. R. 1305 HlYEMETER BlDG.
'"

N°ew
^0'^.**-

L.ACK/^^^/ANhlM
iOA Koy, ^GA SIGHT FEED ^ ^o^ ^o>

LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

"The state of the art shows this lubricator to be in lead o£ its competitors for simplicity
and perfect workltis under varied conditions."

Are you interested enough to write for full particulars ?

LACKAWANNA LUBRICATING CO., 1212 Capouse Ave., SCRANTON, PA.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.
704 TO 116 KNOWLTON STREET.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING-OFF

MACHINES— both Hand and Power, ^--i

stocks,1[es Por.".^°°''

Water, Steam & Gas Fitters.

WILL YOU HAVE A CATALOGUE?

:,4m^

No. I Machine. New York Office ; 139 CENTRE STREET no. 3 wach.ne.

AttNTS
L.iDii-:8 0itubN'r^

S75AWEEK.
\r ti:.rii- uiliiR ur '-•lliiifl; <; rny
l*lutfr, or oi'lleciing ROods fi.r us

K. |^)ititi'. Wh •lo nil kitiils or plat-

It',: al eur works, mantifaciure \he

iiiaieriwl9 and oui&ts, and teach
the art. We -ell 1 he only complete

.HI till, iuolu<1(n« lathe wh«.'el8.to.iU

mi'l tnaitTlalsfor poli8liiiic,pr>'par

\i,i, plaiiiiK and Hiii-hiiig .-vtv-

'hini;. Circular* anil pricfs frt^.

dray A Co., Ptiitlne Worka,
!>fp*t 4, Columbun. Ohl-*.

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING
The Clieape«t, Best and Most Durable Oar Koof Known. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successftd use without a single failure. A new roof fumisbed free for

•Tery one that fails In ten years.

a

Pitting
M is ^ by ^ in t^g ^^^^^ ^^

caused p. , c,^ No Cinder

principally LllldCr ^^^Ip ^in^ I
AKGERITE]

Charcoal

Iron

as manufactured by THE TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO., new york office:* 39 cortiandt street.
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KALAMAZOO Ul'hVlt^un
AND CAR CO., KALAMAZOO, MICH.,

MAKERS OF
Specialties in Ligtit Cars & Surface Cattle Guards.

Catalogue Free if you mention Locomotive Engineering.

-y^^ ~J

THE

Standard Steel Worts
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 616 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

Chilled and

Steel-TiredWHEELS
A. WMtnei & Sons,

ESTABLISHED 1847.

PHILADELPHIA.

Made with Special Reference to use under Engines and Passenger Cars.

THE
isi HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose

for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

F. A. BARBEY & CO., 152 federal street, BOSTON.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. Jiid T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,~a Steei

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.

There's an item of Economy in

owning these Guards.

It's explained in our little book.

Book costs a postal.

Guards might Save your Com-
pany Money.
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United States Metallic Packing Company,
427 NORTH THIRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLMAR
BELL RINGER.

simplest device tor

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle Is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

insures bell ringing: at

crosslng:s —no other
ringer can start auto-

matically without our

license.

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go In place Of

old glass tube. With

350 degrees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One glass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of Its merits.

"United States" Valve-Stem Packing.

Friction of rings back of the support of rod, improved oil-

ing arrangement, swab protected from dust and dirt, shield in

one piece but can be removed for renewal of swab in an in-

stant. Same on piston packings. This packing has stood the

test of years, thousands in use. Yon take no chances in using

it — tried and true.

Air Pump Rod Packing.

Giving A I satisfaction on several

roads. Saves time, labor and rods.

Worthy of a trial. Try it.

METALLIC PACKINGS
save their cost in fibrous packing in a year. They do not in-

jure the rod. The)' require no attention l)ut oiling. They put

less friction on rods, never score and are tight.

Ask for our Catalog^.

STEEL CAB SEAT
MADE ONLY I!Y

HAGGARD & MARCUSSON,
409 S. Canal St., - Chicago. just lay your cushion on this and ride easy.

. : .... „ .. Weighs only ten pounds. Price $2.00 for 18X24 and
Me refer h) pe mission to " The Boys. under. When ordering give your v eight and state

Drop us a card and we vrill send a list, size desired. TERIMS, C. 0. D.
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Locomotive Pliotographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
si lect from. All Railroads— British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
v.ich ; 10x8 size, ?6 cents each. Send for sample.
Xcw illustrated list for 180=;, post free.

9 South Place, Finsbury, London City. England.



Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Go,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,
.ECT,o» or BOLTLESS p.sT»,No.

"^g^gg.gjjaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Sale, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

Freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars,

Cylinder Packing Rings.

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

*

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers.

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Sauge Gars, SwitctlSS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

RICHARD DUDGEON
24 ic 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

J
NEW VOR.K.

MAKER AND PATENTEE OP

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches, Roller Tube Kxpanders, and

Direct Acllnj; Steam Hamiuertt.
B^~ Jacks for Pressing on Crank-Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CL.£:VKLAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Aome SingleA Doable Antomatlc Bolt Cutters

Cutting from % in- to 6 in, diam.

Also, Sepabatk Heads and Dies.

FirstPremium Cincinnati Centennial.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

FOR LOCOMOTIYES
I

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. 2, Oils both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-APINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.. Detroit, Mich.
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FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watoh Spring Tempered Steel,

"

Qraduated in 32ds and 64ths on one
side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

'I ' ^ [tallintihe tool6^ , ±1 HARTFORD CONN.
COI35

[lIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNllllllllllllllllll^^

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

The Sample

Tails the Story.
A sample of Dixon's pure, flake lub-

ricating Graphite, with interesting and
instmctive pamphlet,

Sent Free of Charge.
Evei7 engineer and machinist should

make himself better acquainted with
Dixon's Pure Ticonderoga Flake
Graphite. It will save both time and
labor, and is infinitely superior to the
common forms of plumbago or black
lead.

JOS. DISOIT CSUOZBLS CO..

JERSEY CITY, N.J.



Ih^New" NATHAN"
(See Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOK

LOCOMOTIVES.
"mHAH" SICHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIEE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILKR "WA.SIIKRS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for BE.SfRIPTIVE CATAI^OGIIES.

•!NATHAN MFG. C0.J2& 94 Litoty St

Western Office, 147 & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111

I

<<

'i

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phi/a., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivin§:Jruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Crank

p Pins.

mtal

. R.R.SALES AGENTS.
t256BROADWAY
..: NEW YORK. ,

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

/A
ettS'^^JSy.

0i

i

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fasteningfs, 33 Wall St.

Hill

in' ]i

!"".'L

if;™"'

llfll

iiui4i"

IIIIL

JU
Lu

mUbB

CWHorFMAfl.
;
JbuPRor..

iHWAHAPOty. I^D. /
895 E w«;Ml^KHb(<yi. ::—**:

h _ Iocomotiv|/:Ctc.

^OR EVERY RAIL-
ROAD MAN.

,

POCKET PRIMER
OF

>Air=Brake

Instruction.

Simple^
Easy Ltssotis.

K^/ UtJ LAP %, I£ 90 pages of Meat. Flexi-

%B.\ SMf/^rz-Ajr 1^ 19 "jle Cover. Mailed to any
\7rl ^^'^ ^ I address, on receipt of 50c.

I .
"'" M W. S. Rogers,

Mechanical Engineer,

Buffalo, N.Y.

5^/ "OA^ LAP"S,

P FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Wasliington, D. C
EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^^ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

JTTHK screw being
* lubricated and
protected, the Jack
is always ready for
iiisfant service. Rail-
r.iad men appreciate
thf importance of
having Jacks always
in good working con-
diti>n. Serious de-
lays frequently ncour
in getting cnimon

Jacks so that they can be worked wlieu suihlcnly
required in train servi'^e.

C()ramon Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts
to make them work ipiickly after tlie screws are
set with riist and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

XANGYE'S
H ydraulic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direcfiuu. The lever

is for pumping it up. tlie key
lowers and stops it at any
l)oint, when it is again

ready f(.»r lifting, saving

time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York.
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GEO. W. JACOBS, ''rest. <£• Trcas.

We do not

belong: to the

" Head Ligfht

Trust."

L. F. WILDER, S.-cy.

All burners

stamped with

our name on

hand-wheel.

THE STAR HEAD LIGHT CO,
Manufacturers of Head Lights, Railroad Signal Lamps and Lanterns,

for Locomotives, Cable and Electric Cars, both Oil and Electric.

Branch Office,
Western union BuiLoiNa, 13 ALLElV STREET,

Chicago. III. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
T. ISBESTER, Western Manager.

820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines
FOR HAND, FOR POWER

AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
:s^ Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

^^^ lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
.^ °A Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on 60 Railways.

MAtCHLESS.m
VALVE & Kffl OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Manufacturers of Every Product of Petroleum.

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN,N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORELS, D. O. NOBLE.
Pres. Geu. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH. p. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt.

YV%
^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/

MANUF.-iCTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

&& 95Dls(ease5 of the Aar=Bralke System
BY PAUL SYNNESTVEDX.

If you want a Copy send $1 to the w. F- HALL PRINTING CO.. 21 Plymouth Place, Chicago,

"'Don't Scrap That AirBrake
Before sending particulars to the undersigned,
as we can use Air Brake Apparatus for Tender
and Train service, as well as for a Passenger
Coach, if in fair condition. Must be Westing
house. Address

P. B. COLTON, Lakeview, N. J."
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Columbian Metallic Rod -^ Packing.
PrLncipal Points: Simplicity ae(d Dmraibliltyo

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction next to nothing:. Protracts Life of Rods.

Tliree Rings for Heavy Service. One Ring for

Passenger Engines. »•/// contract to provide this

Packing for Half Cost of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 & 1226 Betz BIdg., Philadelphia.
CHICAGO OFFICE ; 1411 iS 1412 MANHATTAN BUILDING.

A. \V. SOPER, Pies. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, T^e,^s, R. M. Dixon, Entcinecr.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

HEATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and' rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

40,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

//V BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

Steam Heating from the Locomotive

:

Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,ig(). SKWALL
COUPLEKS sold 55,617 ;

and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped e.igq.
, the Standard in tJ. S. and Canada.

L
B

Electric Heaters for Street Cars :

I 103 Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn,

Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered

over 7CX) Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED X CAR-HEATING CO.
Pope Lii^Iit Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with " Pintsch ;
" and superior thereto. Uses

same gas as " Pintsch " In Great Britain 14,262 steam and
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed.

N Albany, N. v., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

(•HirA(iO. 200 WKSTERN UNION BlMLDINfl: Canada, Coaticook,

YP. Q.—London- Moscow. Specially tested fittings and car lighting

repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandf St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

>IANIFA( riRERS OF

E. H. MUMFORD,

Representative.

Metal M^orking Machine Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

^ STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

& Aykr Co.,
1001 Haiviilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

i

Machine Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR SHOPS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed ; will supply air at less than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet o£ free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and little of that.

Case Dust'Proof.

PEtiBltKi'SYERco

HERE IS AN AIR HOIST

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a ]ib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
han^Mni< down in the way.

Boiler^

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

FIRE

BOX
QUiLITY UNSURPASSED^ STEEL.
Plates up to 1 00 ins. in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.^

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSGN MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.
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^ Master Mechanics and Purchasing Agents: 3

40tol Is big odds,
isn't it?

^^
It's a fact, though, that a well-known Master Mechanic anti Superintendent —^

g^ of a R. R. in Pennsylvania reported in writing to the storekeeper, that a trial Z^
^— lot of P. P. P. Diagonal Rod Packing, put to a severe test on their divi- "^
^^ sion, outlasted what they had been using **4:0 to 1." :i^g^

1h you want to Save your Company BIG Monhy, and at the same time get .-^
^r the most satisfactory thing in the line of R. R. Packing, just drop a line to Z^
gr C. A. DANIEL, Mfr., ^^
^ No. .J2J /Warmer Street, Philadelphia, Pa., ^
g^ and he will "put you on"' as to how it is done, and send you a neat, brief, Z^
g— readable circular, and a free sample too, if you want to see it. Don't put ofl -^
^»^ writing, but see what is offered, and try the cheapest and best article—40 to 1. -^

ri™West!iiiirhoM

Air
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

:!flit

having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for ti:ru-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives alread}' equipped by

THE WESTINGHOUSE
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.

For Iron and Steel Specimens.
Chains, Car Couplers, Links and
Pins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINE

ir\(lraulio I'umps ami Prc^ssea, Rohie Jacks.

Irnu l-'iiuinIcTs aiHl Mafliiuist.s. Uiclik' Bros.

Trsting llachlue Cn.. store, 19 N. Mil Street,

I'hlladelphla ; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cash must accciinpauy order. No hooks sent C. O. 1>. We can furnish any mechanical book wanted. The list below is especially
recommended. All books sent by mailfree for price named, unless otherwise stated.

Air-Brake Practice. Plielan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket $1.00

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.
1885. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

^ i i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man $3.50

Appleton's Encyclopedia of Applied
Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable $15.00

i i i
Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineering

for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

i i i
Buildings and Structures of American

Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and speciflca-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of
any class used by American railroads $7.50

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

information $3.00

i i i
Enginemen^s Guide, Time and Pocket-

Boole. Kinne. 180:2. Rulesof procedure in a break-

down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

^ i i .

Form of Kxa.inination for Firemen for
Promotion, and !Engineers for Employ-
ment. The standard questions of the Traveling
Engineers' Association rules of examination. .35c,

Haswell^s Engineer's Poclcet-Boolt. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $5,00

i i i
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $5.00

^ ^ i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Economy. Hemenway. 1893. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $3.00

Practice and Tlieory of tlie Injei^tor.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

.jector yet published. All abi)ut all kinds of inject-

ors $1.50

Principles of IlecUanics. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation priuciplesof mechanics $3.50

Progressive Examinn tions of Locomo-
tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1893.

Full details for making every form of railway
car. $3.00

Rules of Interchange. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c.

Car Liubrication. Hall. Ought to be read
by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1.00

i i i
Catechism of the Locomotive. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 60,000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to

have it $3.50

% % %
Catechism of tlie Locomotive. Grimsliaw.

1894. Latest book out $3.00

i i i
Compound Locomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

i i @
Constructive Steam Engineering. Whit-

tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book $10.00

i ^ i
Diseases of the Air-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have $1.00

^ S @
Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 189.3.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good . 35c.

% % %
Engineer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

1893. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,

combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c.

eS i
Locomotive Engine-Running and lUan-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

i i i
Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $3.00

i i i
Locomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations '. 50c.

i i i
Modern Locomotive Consti'uction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1893. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate. $10.00

© i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

iNu. .Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best binder made $1.00

^ i g
Pocket Primer of Air-Brulte Instruc-

tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line 50c.

Simple Lessons in Drawings, for tlie

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Slide Valve and Linlc Motion. Auchin-
closs. 187tj. The- prinripal authority on the sub-

ject $3.00

Standard Code of Train Rules. The code
adopted by the American Railway Association, in

almost general use as a basis. The authority on
train operating 75c,

i i i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject $!3.50

i i i
The !Engineer*s Kpitonie. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures aii<l Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c.

i i i
The Train 'Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $1.39

i %
AVhat an Engineer Shoultl Ivnovv

About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

little book 50c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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OFFICES
bb Broadway

NEW YORK
<)41 The Rookery

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

GrOULD
Coupler

Co.

WORKS
Steam Horge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND.

The POOLEY COUPLER

The Longer in Service tiie Better it Operates.

MANUFACTURED BY

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Coup Automatic Car Coupler. M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. No Springs.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over 12 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, - - 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS BLDG., CLEVELAND, 0.

^^-^^^^ A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER ^^^^^^
WITH POSITIVE SELF-OPENING KNUCKLE WITHOUT THE USE OF WEIGHT, SPRING OR

^ ^ LEVER, WILL OPEN ON ANY GRADE UP TO 1200 FEET TO THE MILE. S ^

MINER DRAW BAR ATTACHMENT^ LUDiLOW FREIGHT COUPLER.

THiS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN «.V SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.
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JEROME METALLIC PACKING.
This is the Standard Metallic Packing all

over the world, and is more generally adopt.

ed and in use on more locomotives than any

'iTT'^r^^S: 'lLL metallic packing in use. Give the J EROME
a trial and be convinced. Put it in compe-

, tition with any other packing and be con-

' vinced of its superior merits.

OFFICE AND WORKS :

Nos. 35 and 37 Canal Street,

C. C. Jerome, 'P^rprieto?." Chicag:o, iii.

Packing ring opened

ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Addre«fla!l ;cm ^r^ jn,c»lioift W the Company

WM.M'CONWAY, Pres dent

C P KRAUTM Secreca y

AJ.nRAKt Supe'inlendent

.LEABLE Iron Castings.
iSoie MaoiifaclurersOf

THE JANNEY coupler
FOR PASSlNCtR AND FREIGHT CARS.

/yy/0' r/ff//f// S/ ..^1 7/y.

'/^///,s/j///f///. V^.

<^.

'>i

Sectional view back of lock looking forward.
Dotted llnca ahow the lock lifted full h.-ight for

ancoupllni; and opening knuckle, and read^ to

couple again.

Any competent mechanical engineer wlio examines witli care the construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-

quirements of service have been met in most ingenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,

as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated

attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from thiscause are entirely avoided.

STRENO TH—Equalling in letU the highest records of " all-steeV Couplers, and inirpassing them injerk and pulling.

DROP TEST— Three 5-foot blows; three lO-foot blows ; six 16-foot blows 0/ iMO pounds weight. GUARD ARM
TEST— Three i-foot blows and four b-foot JERK TEST— Three h-foot. three Id-foot and three 15-foot blows.

PULLING TEST— 174,200 pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle

lock and pin are of steel.

In nncoupling. the lock itself throws the knnckle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. The action of the lock, both in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive,
and sure, under all conditions.

Railway
Department . NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

1525 Old Colony Building, Chicago.WILLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type

The knut^Jtle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the

trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 WallThe Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE.
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

EAIVILESS JDRIL^RTISI XUBHSTG.
Only Gauge where Movement

Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with hack of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL ST£AM BOIL£R APPLIANCES.
Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL. "WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLEE HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted ly the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. Y, L. E. & W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

^ J'l

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Go.

Offices, III Liberty Street, New York, Works, Bridsfcport, Conn.

SCHOENMFG.CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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mmmBym steel tires
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESULTS KOR EVERV VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
Tresideot.

WM. D. ELLIS,

Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
.Superiiitendent,

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES

STANDAED
DESI&N
FOR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OK FROM

DESI&NS
FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

.A.ia.ia.-VLEk,l. C^isA'Citsr, 400.

Bohner's
PATENT

Water=Tube Fire=Box.
Adds 225 SQUARE feet of the BEST KIND of heating: surface to fire-box.

Water tubes set in BEST POSITION TO ABSTRACT HEAT FROM GASES.

WILL SAVE COAL, PREVENT SPARKS AND SMOKE. Enables nozzles to

be enlarged, making BETTER RUNNING ENGINE.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner, 195 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

E. L. PERRY, Pres. W. G. WINANS, Treas.

[trade-makk]

ANACONDA.

ENGINE AND TENDER
HOSE CONNECTION.

Air-Brake Hose Guaranteed for Three Years.

Steam Hose for Car Heating.

Wonderful Steam Resisting Qualities,

THIS HOSE is known as our Anaconda brand. It is corrugated, made of three and four

plies of ducli, with a wire inserted to prevent it from collapsing or kinking, thereby

making it impossible to break or shut off injectors when rounding a curve or striking a

low joint. It is made any shape or length required. The outside is covered with a canvas

jacket or covering to prevent oil, grease, etc., from destroying the hose. This hose is thought

Iiv many of the master mechanics of our large railroads to be the ideal hose for engine and

lender connections.
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,

C. H. DALE, Cen'l Manager. No. 16 Warren Street, New York.
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M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Heqiiembouru, Seo'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, ny
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work

fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

ROGERSIOGOMOTIVE COMPANY
OF PATERSON, X. J.

New York Office, 44 Kxcliange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND TENDERS,
And Other Railroad Machinery,

R. S. HUGHES. President.

6. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM. Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

-»•- -IIi«COIlI*OI*AXED 1846.

'"'p5J;'-Lf,.T».i°L0C0M0TIVESMTYPES.
STANDARD OR NARROW GAUGE FOR ANY SERVICE -«-'-« "-~«--^L^L.ROAO CO.'S SPECIFICATION.

Freight Cars, Derrick Cars, Pusli Cars and Car ^Vheels.
Boilers of Locomotive, Horizontal, Tubular and Vertical Type

FRANKLIN C. PAYSON, President. 9 JAMES E. GRKENSMITH, General Manager. © BYRON D. VERRILL, Treasurer.

HOSPHOR BRONZE cfe. ^ LOCOMOTIVE.*NDCAR|EARIfJGS

PASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from J^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Ih

ff ff 1A T7TT=^_
311:013 :e3:

^
KT

unnr^iTi IT

For Railroad Shops, Bar Builders, Etc.

TRAVELINQ & SWING CRANES.
ALSO

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
irifr noiseless relief, ac-
eurary and steadiness.
at;ret'ab]e tone. Specify
these goods when or*

dering locomotives.

CROSBY STEAM OAOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Branches:
New York, Chicago, and

London, England.
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Pittsburgh Locomotive Works.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Mannfactnrerg of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Poads

From standard designs, or according to -^ecifica-

tii-)ns, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Eoilen

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.'

WILSON UILLEE, Pr. S Tts. I. A. WIOHTMAS, tof.

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. "*rji^**~-
(Fenuerljr Danforth liOcomotive & Macbine Co>)

JOHX S. COOKE. President & Gen. Man
FRED. W. COOKE. Vice-President.
WM. BKRDAN, Sec'y & Treas

New Torfc Office,
45 BROAD-WAY,
E. A. ALLEN. Asent.

Rhode Island Locomotioc Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

I»JE"W YORK OFFICE,

nsTos. 31-33 IPine Street.

MAGt^
ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

For
All Bearings.

Sterlingwortii Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

.vww«wwwvwwwwv%/wv««# 256 Broad^vay, Ne^r Vork»

A MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Transmission

of Power. 56 to 64 pages, size of this paper,

profuselv illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

S.'ud for Sample Copy—FREE. Address:

THE po^WER i>xjblish:i:n^g
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Latrobe Steel Works,

T| MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ELOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

main Office and ^Vork», I.alrobe, Pa.
Branch Offloe,

Bullitt Building, Philadelphia.
Chicago Office,

Western I nion Building.
New York Office,

Home Life Insurance Building.
St. Louis Office,

Union Trust Building.

<3-OXJIjI3'S

Steam and Water Packing
Patented June 1, ISSD.

Especialiv adapted for Loomotivef!.
Never sticks the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give exact diameter of Stuffing

Box and Valve Stem.
Xpne Pennine without this Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

BEATS THE MONKEY-

._ WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is tiie

handiest tuul fur rimniug repairs tliat can be

found. It3 hardened steel jaws and handy adjust-

ment make it lieep hold when once set and you

can get it on in out-of-the-way places, and take ott

a nut without taking jaws off, and where yo"

couldn't get in an eighth of a turn with the clumsy

monkey-and it will take hold close up where

the old wrench ean't get. This prevents marnng
finished nuts and parts around thein. A thousana

places for it around a locomotive where it can save

time and money. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO.. '''Zj%M'^%.y.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES. HENRY L. LEACH,
BOSTON, MASS.

Room 45, Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.



-Baldwin^Locomotivc-Works.^
:e]s>'x<.a.:ib3-iISX3::bx> 1831.

Annual capacity, 1,000 Locomotivc Engines. '''''t:y:.r,^lTs'lu1 u^^^^
different engines of same class per-

fectly interchangeable.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
BROAD AND NARROW-GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES; MINE LOCOMOTIVES

3Y STEAM OR COMPRESSED AIR; PLANTATION LOCOMOTIVES;
ELECTRICAL LOCOMOTIVES; NOISELESS MOTORS

FOR STREET RAILWAYS, ETC.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO,
Proprietors,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ICKSON IHANUFAGTURING CO.

Locomotives of every style and size, Standard
and NarrofT (ilauge, made to Standard Ganges and
Templets. Also for Plantations, Mine" and Logging.

SrECIFICATIOHS OH AFFLIC&IIOH.

JAS. P. DICKSOX, President.

E. W. WE3I0H, V.-Pres. WU. H. PEEIIHS, fleo. i Trsii,

JOEK SE7IKE. Supeiintenlest.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richinond LocomotlYe

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, YA.

Locomotives for Erery Service.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH Sjf^^L Platesfor all PurposBS,

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicago.

Staedard Eegravtag COo^
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.
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Our Line Engravings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing

accuracy and distinct lines on orig-

inal copper plates. They are made
by BRADLEY & POATES, 251 Wil-

liam Street, New York City.



Classified Index sf

Our Adoertisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Bosiim Belting Co.. Boston. Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. New York.

Air Brakes.

Westinj^house Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Cotnpressoi- Works. New York.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Pump Regulators.

Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Anti-Friction Metal.

Aja.\ .Metal Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

.Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

liould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Balanced Slide Valves.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.

Aja.'c Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon .Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Shiienberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

HiUes & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue JIfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.
W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Loco.MOTivE Engineering, New York.
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt &• Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Shoes.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Brass Castings.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

Mt, Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Cab Seats.

Haggard & Marcusson, Chicago, 111.

Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Calipers.

E. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

ilt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Cars— Co/1 tin ued.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Car Castings.

.Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler). Cleve-
. land, O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.

McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

.Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co.. Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Roofing.

Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.

B. R. Miller, New York.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Car Seats.

ilale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton. Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Chime Whistles.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.

The International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia,. Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Krupp tT. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Crossings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. V.

Derrick Cars.

Portland Co., Portland, Me.

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.

Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.

Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Fire Extinguishers.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. A. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.
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Frogs.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.

Portland Co., Portland. Me.

Head Lights.

Star Headlight Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

Watson & .Stillman, New York.

Indicators.

Ashcrott iltg. Co.'. New York.

Injectors.

Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Locomotives.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson

N. J.

Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
Portland Ca. Portland, Me.
R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.
Richmond. Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.
.Schenectady Locomotive Works. Schenec-

tady. N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Firebox.

Joseph J. Bohner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.

Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.

Locomotive Whistles.

The Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Lubricators.

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works, Ltd., Franklin, Pa.

Leonard & Ellis, New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.

Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co. , Springfield, Vt.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

^- Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Measuring Scales.

^'allentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics' Tools.
Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

E. G. Smith, Columbia, Pa.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.
Chas. .\. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing i^achines.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Continued on page 264.



The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust Pipe.

THIS DEVICE is the invention of John Y. Smith, the originator of the Smith Vacuum
Brake. In the cuts of the Front and Side Views shown herewith, " AA " represent

Air Passages ;
" SS" Exhaust Steam Passages, and "B" an Annular Blower form-

ing part of the Nozzle.

It is an entirely new departure

Pipes for Locomotives. Its dis-

exhaust steam is not restricted

the gases and heated air in the

exhaust steam in the exhaust

superheated and expanded and a

blast is created, which keeps the

tion, and produces more perfect

Some of the beneficial results

Pressure to a minhnum (area

the exhaust port) ; prevention
stack; almost complete absence

tion offormation of clinkers in

in the construction of Exhaust
tinguishing features are that the

after it leaves the cylinders, and
smoke arch are mingled with the

pipe. The exhaust steam is thus

powerful, prolonged, pulsating

fuel in a constant state of agita-

combustion.

obtained are : Reduction of Back
of nozzle opening as large as

of ejection of sparksfroin smoke

of noisefrom exhaust ; preven-

firebox ; large saving of fuel.
FRONT VIEW. SIDE VIEW.By the elimination of Back Pressure we have demonstrated the fact that the power of

engines has been increased to be able to pull from thirty to sixty tons more than with any other form of exhaust pipe.

The pipe can be used with either straight or diamond stacks, in long or short front ends, and on locomotives burning hard or
soft coal, wood or coke.

GENERAL AGENCY CO., 32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
GENERAL OFFICE, DOYLESTON, PA. FACTORY, READING, PA.

Mining; flachinery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Oil Cups.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Order Holder.

S. L. Harman. St. Augustine, Fla.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co.. Phila.

Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.

Jenkins Bros., New York.

C. C. Jerome, Chicago, 111.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Phosphor Bronze.

Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Pressure Regulators.

Newark Regulator Co., Newark, Ohio.

Publications.

Power, New York.

Pump Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

C. A. Daniel, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Punches.
1. P. Richards, Providence, R. I.

Railroads.

Lake Shore & M. S.

Railroad Signal Lamps.
Star Head Light Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Railway Equipment.
Wm. Minnigerode, Philadelphia, Pa.

Reducing Valves.

Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co.. Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co. , Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Rubber flatting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.

Henry L. Leach, Boston. Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Shorthand School.

Kerst College, Corning, N. Y.

Springs.

A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

SUy Bolts.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls.O.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass. .

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S.Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)
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Steel— Contiu ued.

Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa,

Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.

Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N. Y.

Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa,

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe. Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.)

Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa.

Stone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago. III.

Surfacing Machine.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg.'Pa.

Switches.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co.. Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge;& Iron Co., Cleveland,,©.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.

Jenkins Bros., New York.

Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Vestibules.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Wrought Iron Pipe.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Richmond Compound Locomotive.

We present to our readers a perspective

view of sections of various parts and

indicated diagrams of a ten-wheel com-

pound locomotive built by the Rich-

mond Locomotive Works, which has

been pulling all kinds of trains on

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway for

several months past. The engine has been

doing remarkably good service, and is

highly popular with all the people who
have anything to do

with the handling of

her. We also show a

variety of indicator

diagrams taken from

the engine while pull-

ing a vestibuled train

of seven cars from Clif-

ton Forge to Char-

lottesville, Va. An
examination and study

of the cards will show
that the steam is re-

markably well dis-

tributed for a com-

pound locomotive. It

will be noted that the

work done on each

side is surprisingly

uniform for a two-

cylinder compound.
The writer rode on the engine during a

trip from Clifton Forge to Charlottesville,

and the best testimony he can give is, that

had it not been that he was aware pre-

viously of the engine being compound he

could not have told so from the action of

the machine. She ran as freely as a simple

engine ; there was an entire absence of

pounding and jarring; and working heavy

or light, she performed her duties very

satisfactorilv. .

CopyriRht, 18it5. by Angus Sinclair au(i John A Hill.

In the course of a letter received from

Mr. W. S. Morris, superintendent of motive

power of the Chesapeake & Ohio, he

says :
" I enclose you blueprints showing

service tests of the Richmond Locomotive

Works compound No. 2427, as compared

with C. & O. engines Xos. 126, 127 and

238. The record this engine has made is

surprising to all, and the figures are abso-

lutely correct as reported by our man in

charge of tests."

Richmond Compouxd Locomotive.

.\ccording to the record of tests referred

to, the compound was tested on express,

local and freight trains against two ten-

wheel engines on passenger trains and
a consolidation in freight service. The
C. & O. passenger engines have cylinders

20x24 in. and over 2,100 sq. ft. of

heating surface. The consolidation engine

has cylinders 20x24 in. and 1,786.5 sq. ft.

of heating surface. The compound has

cylinders 19 and 30x24 in., which is
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equivalent to about a 20 x 24-in. engine,

and the heating surface is 1,922 sq. ft. The
capacity of the engines is about the same,

except in the case of the consolidation,

which has driving wheels 50 in. diameter

as against 62 in. for the compound and

others.

In express service the compound pulled

6 f'u cars as against 7 cars for engine No.

126, and 5 f'u
cars for engine No. 127. The

pounds of coal per ton mile were, for the

compound, .293 ; for

engine No. 126, .401
;

and for engine No.

127, .426. The gallons

of water used per ton

mile were .274, .308

and .32S respectively.

The economy of coal

in favor of the com-

pound over the two

others was 28.81 per

cent. The saving in

water was 13.84 per

cent. The saving for

the compound in local

service over the other

engines was 19.21 per

cent. in coal and

17.51 in water. In

freight work the]'coni-

pound showed an

economy of 15.57 i" f"^l ^"^ 17.08 in

water.

The compound is of the two-cylinder

type, with a ratio of i to 2.5. In starting or

on a heavy pull the engine can be worked

simple by merely putting the reverse lever

in the full gear notch. Linking up one

notch puts the mechanism into com;:cund

working.

The annexed indicator diagrams were

taken from this locomotive bv Mr. E. F,



C. Davis, designer of the engine. The
horse-power of the cards, worked out by a

Willis planimeter, is as follows :

Card No. 1=455 horse-power.
" " 2=480
" " 3= 580
" " 4= 595
" " 5 = 567
•• " 6=515
" " 7 = 598

" 8=640

The following are the leading dimen-
sions of the engine :

Rtinning Gear—
Driving wheels, diameter, 62 in.

Truck wheels, diameter, 30 in.

Tender wheels, diameter, 33 in,

Engine truck, rigid center.

Journals, driving axles, 8 x loyi in.

Journals, truck axles, 534^ x 10 in.

Journals, tender axles, 4 '4 xS in.

Wheel Base—
Driving, 12 ft. 6 in.

Truck, 6 ft. 7 in.

Total engine, 23 ft. 6'i in.

Total tender, 15 ft.

Total engine and tender, 49 ft. 5;^ in.

Center of truck pin to center of leading
driver, 7 ft. 11 in.

Driving wheels having bald tires, front

pair.

Weight in U 'orking Order—
On driving wheels, 115,000 lbs.

On trucks, 28,000 lbs.

Engine, total, 143,000 lbs.

Cylinders—
High pressure, 19 x 24 in.

Low pressure, 30 x 24 in.

Ratio of area of H. P. to L. P., i to 2.50.

Distance, center to center of cylinder.

7 ft. 4 in.

Distance, center of cylinder to valve face

H. P., 17 in.

Distance, center of cylinder to valve face

L. P.. 21 in.

Firebox—on top offrameslopingfoi-eard—
Length inside, 9 ft.

Width inside, 3 ft. 5^ in.

Depth at front, 5 ft. \o}i in.

Depth at back, 5 ft. ijs in.

Thickness of side and back plates, f^ in.

Thickness of tube sheet, y^ in.

f.rate area, 31.6 sq. ft.

Thickness of crown sheet, y% in.

Staybolts, diameter, i in. and \\i in.

Water space, width front and back, 4 in.
Water space, width sides, 3', in.

3 Vz inPiston rod, diameter.
Form of guides and crosshead, horizontal

" H " shape.
Connecting rod, length between centers

9 ft. I V in.

iibes—



The Need of a Change in Car
Inspection.

BY S. A. CHARPIOT.*

We have considered with much interest

the remarks of Mr. Sanderson appearing

in your issue for March, 1S95, relative to

"Responsibility of Owners for Defects in

Cars." The paper and the chart certainly

show verj- careful analysis of one of the

aspects of the question. That cars repre-

sent a certain original outlay of the owners,

and that any outla\- ought to represent a

certain revenue in relation to it, is a well

recognized business proposition. That the

revenues from such an outlay are very

much increased or decreased by original

good conception of design, careful selec-

tion of materials, due consideration of

more or less well ascertained future main-

about conditions very different from those

existing now. From the small mileage

made it appears that there must be a great

redundance of rolling stock. This may be

true, and furthermore, the capital origi-

nally invested would probably now nearly

double the original number of cars and
provide the latest improvements and best

construction. All these questions are

somewhat outside of the problem under

consideration.

Dishonest or unscrupulous charges

will probably always appear as long as

there are dishonest and unscrupulous peo-

ple, and no rules will eradicate them, only

modify their number and degree. That

certain administrations, for financial or

an}- particular reasons, might allow their

equipment to run down, and would have

3BKftll-E.^Ti>..Houi\ ^06R&u^.PER.^J\^^l . UO MILES. 21 b -REVS.

So LB .S^ff yw;

loo J- S ^F'R/^J/7

ifS M«>.ls 2i»l» KE.>rs. 31 MILES. 2&0 T^EMS,

SO ia xSpoiNf

Indicator Card.s, Richmond Compound.

tenance, is known by the investors as some
of the factors of success or failure of the

outlay from a financial standpoint. The
matter of mileage and revenues therefrom,

however, we believe, ought properly to be

classed as factors not to be considered by
the mechanical department, only so far as

necessary delays for inspection and repairs

may bear upon them.

The fact, noted by Mr. Sanderson, of the

small general average mileage, and the

great variations therefrom on different

systems, and even different divisions of

one system, would not justly warrant the

saddling of the onus of such conditions on

the mechanical department.

It is doubtless true that in the near

future greater care will be given to secure

a more complete knowledge of all the facts

bearing on the revenues from the capital

represented by rolling stock. A close

analysis of the subject will soon bring

Formerly M. C. B. of the Central R. R. & Bank-
ing Co. of Georgia, and Secretary of the Southern
& Southwestern Ry. Club, Macon, Ga.

to dishonor bills made b)' other roads for

needed repairs, would soon regulate itself.

Such administrations would soon have to

keep their rolling stock at home.

If, as stated, an inspection for safety

only will expedite the transfer of cars, it

seems fairly evident that the number of

inspectors can be materially reduced, from

the fact that now the greater part of their

time is devoted to seeing that minor de-

fects are carded for. The expense does not

end there now, as the recording of cards,

stubs, etc., is an item to be considered.

The fact that some motive-power officials

have been, and may be now, employing

incompetent men to discharge the duties

of inspectors, should not bear on the ques-

tion of liability of owners for defects on

their cars, and we believe that the time

has come to start from a new standpoint.

It is not to be supposed that any reform,

or any change, can be put in operation

without some friction at first. It will re-

quire some time for a fairly normal equili-

bration of the conditions, but we are
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firmly convinced, that so far as the me-
chanical departments are concerned, the

making of owners liable for the defects to

their cars—when not caused by derailment

or wrecks—will be a move in the right di-

rection, and will in the near future bring

forth results satisfactory to all parties con-

cerned. It will be returning to original

principles of interchange, as formulated as

early as Jantiary, 1S68, in the memoran-
dum of agreement between the lines oper-

ating the then called "Green Line," sec-

tion V : "All ordinary repairs, such as

are necessary for the safe running of the

cars, shall be made by the road on whose
line the defects are discovered, without

delay, and such repairs shall be charged

to the road owning the cars." Section VI :

" When damage occurs to cars from defec-

tion ot track, running off, collisions, or

other causes, the road on which the acci-

dent occurs, if in fault, shall repair the

damages at its own expense. '

'

If we have fairly good cars, the new
rule cannot materially operate to our detri-

ment ; if we hSve old, obsolete, poorly de-

signed and weak cars, the expense of main-

taining them will devolve upon us instead

of our more or less innocent neighbors,

and we will soon be compelled to provide

ourselves with better ecjuipment. The ques-

tions of inadequate compensation for mile-

age, and others relative thereto, will be

taken up and adjusted by the parties in-

terested, when the necessity for such ad-

justment is made manifest.

© ^ ©
Tacl< Detectives on a Draft Timber.

"Railroad men are remarkably honest

in their own personal affairs," remarked

the Western S. M. P., " but they sometimes

do things for their companies that ought to

diffuse a blush of shame over a brass

kettle.

" We had an experience with a particu-

lar car which illustrates the reckless way
some railroads send to others bills for work
they have not done. One of our cars came
in several times carded for a cracked draft

timber, and the car inspector directed my
attention that the so-called crack was
merely a drying check. I made an exam-

ination, and agreed with the view taken by
the inspector. As a means of finding out

whether the check grew longer, I directed

the inspector to drive a tack in at each end
of the check and let the car go. This was
done. The car was gone probably a year

before it turned up again at headquarters,

and of course it was spotted over with

defect cards, one being for the identical

draft timber. On examining the timber,

we found the tacks still there, and the

crack no longer than it was a year before.

But nine bills had come in from railroad

companies, claiming payment for the cost

of renewing that draft timber."

@ i i
Locomotive Engineering is the only

railroad paper published that conforms to

the M. C. B. standard size.



Favors to Street Railways.

In a paper on the " Development of Elec-

tric Tramways, " recently contributed to an

engineering society, the writer makes the

statement that " We may safely say that

the electric tramways have more than met

all the requirements, expectations and

agreements of even the most enthusiastic

advocate during their early introduction."

This expresses the self-satisfied condition

of most of those who have financial inter-

ests in electric street railways, but there is

another side of the picture which is not so

alluring or rose-colored. The public who
depend upon street cars for accommoda-

tion, and those on whom the burdens of

taxation fall, have the best of reasons to

believe that street electric railway com-

panies have received more privileges, fran-

chises and benefits, without giving any-

thing in exchange, than any other interest

has ever received. For the free favors be-

stowed they return the poorest kind of

service that self-interest moves them to

furnish.

There is something grievously wrong and

ting street cars, and they are taxed on the

cost of their expensive property. The
street railways have been built on right of

way belonging to the public; the electric

companies use cheap and dangerous meth-

ods of transmitting their power, they are

notorious for paying low wages, and their

taxes are based on the low cost, which has

been made small because they use a road-

bed which does not belong to them. I nstead

of being taxed only a small proportion of

what steam railroads pay, they should be

taxed higher on account of greater bene-

fits received. It is high time that State

legislatures and city corporations were

adopting a polic}' which would give the pub-

lic some of the benefits now monopolized.

Mexican N.\tional, on Top of Mexico, 8,000 Feet above the Gulf.

Ed. Rinckle, Engineer.

rotten about the privileges given to street

electric railway companies. The air is con-

stantly filled with the talk of new schemes

for putting town and suburban travel into

the hands of electric street railways, and

those who have control of the franchises

are reckless in the liberality displayed in

giving free right of way on streets and

other public highways.

There has been glee expressed freely of

late that the street electric companies were

cutting into the earnings of elevated and

surface steam railroads that in various

places had formerly carried a large volume

of suburban passenger traffic. Those who
delight in seeing the steam railwaj' inter-

ests injured take a very narrow view of the

subject. The steam railroads have been

built and equipped at great expense, the

right of way alone often representing

greater outlay than the whole cost of put-

ting electric railroads into operating order.

The steam railroad companies require to

pay much higher wages than those opera-

Big Loss of Time.

He was a shrewd-looking man with train-

man stamped all over him—the kind of

man who would not count the ties when

looking for a job.

He walked into the superintendent's

office, and asked to see the old man with

as much confidence as if he had been

sent to report on the condition of the prop-

erty.

"Personal business?" questioned the

chief clerk. " Can I arrange it for you? "

" No ; must see the head rooster."

"When he was admitted to the inside

sanctum he pulled out a package of letters,

and explained that he was a conductor of

thirteen years' experience, and was now
ready to form a new connection—in fact,

was willing to work for this road.

The superintendent was not hiring con-

ductors just then, but the man had an im-

pressive way with him that induced the

super, to read the letters.

" You sa}' you have been railroading thir-
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teen years, but I see only eight years ac-

counted for in these letters. What were

you doing the remainder of the time ?
"

"Let me see," reflected the applicant,

" that is about one-third of the time. Oh,

I have it ! That part of the thirteen years

was spent in waiting for the engineer to

oil around."

The super, reached for the button, and

when the chief clerk came in, he said,

" Give this man a badge and switch key,

and send him out with Sam Ralston, who
oils around at every crossing."

The Lightest Power Motor.

It is well known that the steam engine

injector was invented by Giffard to be

used in connection with machinery that

the inventor was trying to perfect for the

propulsion of balloons. The indications are

that another engineer working on the

problem of aerial navigation is going to

give other valuable inventions to the me-
chanical world. Hiram S. Maxim, a well-

known scientist, has lately devoted him-

self to the invention of a flying machine,

and, in connection with the work, he has

perfected some extraordinary improve-

ments on steam engines and boilers. If a

flying machine is to be made a success, it

is highly important that the motive power
should be light.

In an article contributed to the Century

Magazine, describing his labors on a flying

machine, Mr. Maxim says that, before se-

lecting his motive power, he went care-

fully into the weights of all kinds of mot-

ors. He found that the weights per indi-

cated horse-power of different motors were:

Hot-air engine, 200 pounds ; oil engine, 75

pounds ; electric motors, fed by secondary-

batteries, 130 pounds; Otto system, 50

pounds ; steam engines, with condenser

pump and everything complete, such

as used on boats, from 25 to 50 pounds

per horse-power. He designed and put

into operation a steam engine, with

boiler, gas generator, pump and 200

pounds of water, which weighed only 5.6

pounds to the indicated horse-power.

With this light motor, the prospects of

flying machines being made successful are

very promising.

Persons interested in getting good work
out of emery wheels ought to send to the

Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa., for their

illu.strated catalogue of emery-wheel ma-

chinery. There is an impression in some

shops that an emery wheel is the cousin-

german of a grindstone, and does its work

w-ithout any care or attention. It does, as

a rule, but intelligent care and handling

will greatly increase the amount of work

done on any wheel. The catalogue re-

ferred to gives much interesting informa-

tion about emery wheels, a kind of knowl-

edge greatly needed in the ordinary

shop.
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Construction—The Automatic Electric

Systems.

[fifth paper.]

The automatic systems may be divided

into two classes, the automatic electric and

the automatic mechanical, the distinction

being made in the power used to operate

the several systems.

It is the purpose of this article to con-

sider the automatic electric systems onlj'
;

but before doing so, it would be well to

say a few words about the electric battery

and the relays that are used with these

systems, for it is upon the proper arrange-

ment and construction of these two things,

more than anything else, that an electric

system depends for its proper working.

The battery used is the one commonly
used;for telegraphing, and is what is known
as the gravity battery, being made by

placing a piece of copper and a piece of

zinc in a glass jar and surrounding them
with a solution of sulphate of copper.

Chemical action takes place between the

sulphate of copper and the zinc, resulting

in the formation of an electric current

flowing from the copper to the zinc, if the

two are connected by a wire to complete

the circuit.

If the wire in which the current of elec-

tricity is flowing is wound around a piece

5IM

of iron, it will cause the iron to become

magnetized in proportion to the amount of

current and the number of turns of the

wire. If the iron is soft or annealed, it

will lose its magnetism when the circuit is

broken. A piece of steel or hard iron will

retain a part of its magnetism and become

a permanent magnet. It is this property

of a piece of soft iron to become magnet-

ized by a current of electricity and then

to lose its magnetism when the circuit is

broken, that is made use of in the con-

struction of the relay to transform the

energy of the electric current flowing

through the wire into the motion of the

relay armature. For, by arranging a piece

of soft iron in front of the poles of the

magnet, it will be attracted when the mag-

net is energized and pulled away, either by

a spring or gravity, when the circuit is

broken and the iron loses its magnetism,

thus imparting a certain motion to the

piece of iron each time the circuit is com-

pleted or broken. The piece of iron is

called an armature, and the motion im-

parted to it is the one made use of in

doing any mechanical work by electricity,

whether it be to make or break electric

circuits, to move valves, to turn a pulley,

or any of the thousand and one instances

that we find in every-day use.

Electricity is susceptible of measure-

ment, the same as if it was a piece of solid

matter having size and weight, and while

science is yet unable to say that it is any-

thing more than a force, its laws and prop-

erties are well understood. The electrical

units of measurement are the '

' ampere, '

'

the "volt" and the "ohm"—the ampere

measuring the amount of current that is

flowing in a given circuit, the volt being

the tension or pressure existing between

the two poles of the battery, and the ohm
the resistance offered by the wire, or other

parts of the circuit, to the passage of the

current. The amount of electricity flowing

through a given resistance is directly pro-

portional to the pressure ; the lower the

resistance, the greater will be the amount

of electricity flowing with a given press-

ure ; the greater the resistance, the greater

must the pressure be to send a given cur-

rent of electricity through that resistance.

If there are two channels through which a

current of electricity can flow, the amount
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flowing through each will be inversely

proportional to their resistance. A gravity

cell, such as is used to work the dif-

ferent relays, gives a current of one-quarter

of an ampere, at a prest^ure or electro-

motive force of .9, or about one volt, and

has an internal resistance of four ohms to

the passage of a current of electricity. If the

cells are arranged in series—that is, with

the copper of one attached to the zinc of

the next—the electro-motive force or volt-

age is increased one volt for each cell, and

the amount of current remains at

'4 ampere ; if the cells are in parallel,

with all the coppers connected to one wire

and all the zincs to the other wire, the

electro-motive force remains the same,

while the amperes are increased j4 ampere

for each cell.

Having these facts and figures, we are

now in a position to take up and consider

the arrangement of a track circuit, the re-

lay, and the action which takes place when
a train runs on the track circuit

;
for, as

the track circuit is the controlling agent



of the best of the automatic electric sys-

tems, it is necessary that a thorough under-

standing be had of the part that it pla)-s

in the successful working of such a sys-

tem.

In equipping a road with an automatic

electric system, the track is divided up
into blocks of any desired length, a signal

of the pattern adopted being placed at

the entrance of each block. The rails of

each block are made into a track circuit

b\' insulating the rails of one from those

of the next block, by means of a fiber end
piece of the same size as the rail, and by
using wooden splices in place of the iron

ones, as shown in Fig. 3.

It has been found impossible, in prac-

tice, to make the length of any one cir-

cuit longer than 3,000 feet, owing to the

increase of the resistance of the circuit,

causing in wet weather such a loss of

electricity, by leakage across the track

from one rail to the other, that enough
electricity does not flow through the relay

to magnetize it, producing the same result

that a pair of wheels would if it were in

the block. In consequence of this there

may be several track circuits or sections in

a block, each one being insulated and
separate from the next, but so arranged,

by means of relays, that the same results

are obtained as with a single-track circuit

the length of the block.

Each rail in the section is joined with

the one next it by a bond wire, as is shown
in Fig. 2, for the purpose of making a con-

tinuous circuit from one end of the section

to the other, the contacts made by the

angle bars being imperfect on account of

wear, rust or the loosening of bolts. There
are two bond wires to each joint, being

usually placed on opposite sides of the

rail; so that if, from any cause, one should

get broken, the circuit would be main-

complete circuit from the battery to one

rail, from the rail to the relaj-, from the

relay to the other rail, and from that rail

back to the battery. Owing to the fact

that water makes the earth a fairly good

conductor, it is necessary that the resist-

ance of the circuit be kept as low as possi-

ble, so that even under adverse conditions

there will be less resistance through the

relay than across the track, and the elec-

tricity will follow the rails and energize

the relay, making it work properly in all

kinds of weather. To keep the amount of

electricity that leaks across from one rail

to the other as small as possible, the two

as the resistance of a track circuit is only

half an ohm, it is practically nothing, and

so the relays are made of the same resist-

ance as a cell, or four ohms.

The relay used in connection with a

track circuit, from the nature of the work,

must be a very sensitive one and able to

work with the least possible current. The
magnets should be comparatively large,

the armature light and well proportioned,

and the parts well fitted without lost

motion, so that a maximum of pressure for

a given current will be exerted on the

platinum points and a good contact made.

The working parts of the relay should be

enclosed in a dust-proof box or case, so

that no foreign substance can get between

the points and thus prevent a contact.

Assuming that everything has been prop-

erly arranged, and that a current of elec-

tricity is flowing through the relay, ener-

gizing the magnet and attracting the

armature ; if now a train, or even a pair of

wheels, should enter the section, a short

circuit would be formed from one rail to

the other, cutting out the relay, as there

is practically no resistance through the

wheels and axles—the current from the

battery flowing to the rail, from that rail

through the wheels to the other rail, and

back to the battery.

When the current is cut out in this way,

the relay loses its magnetism and the arm-

ature drops, separating the contact points

on the end of the armature, thereby break-

ing the current passing through the:n.

This other or second circuit flowing

through the c ontact points is a more pow-

erful one than that used for the track cir-

cuit, and is the one made use of to oper-

ate the signal, whether this is done by the

application of electro-magnetism to the

parts of the signal, or by controlling the

action of compressed air, or the force of

tained through the other one. At the end
of each section furthest away from the

signal, a battery of two cells is located,

the two poles of which are respectively

joined by wire to the two lines of rails
;

the manner of attaching a wire to a rail

being shown in Fig. i, the connection be-

tween two wires being .soldered.

The cells, for protection, as well as to

prevent their freezing in cold weather, are

placed in a box or battery well, shown in

Fig. 4, and buried in the ground. At the

signal end of the section a relay is placed,

being connected by wires to the two lines

of rails, and in this way establishing a

cells are arranged in parallel, the current of

electricity being increased thereby, while

the voltage or pressure remains the same
as with one cell. This reducing of the

pressure reduces the power of the current

to flow through a certain resistance, so

that where there would be a large leakage

of electricity across from one rail to the

other, if the cells were in series, there

would be but very little if they were in

parallel, the current flowing through the

relay instead and energizing it. In prac-

tice it has been found that the resistance

of the relay should very nearly equal that

of the external resistance of a circuit ; but

gravit}-, any of which may be the

power actuallj- used to work the signal.

The battery cells in the second, or signal

circuit, are arranged in series, as the re-

sistance of the relays and the wires con-

necting the signals is much greater than

it is with a track circuit. The number of

cells varies with the number of signals to

be operated by the circuit and the length

of the wire connecting the signals, or, in

other words, according to the resistance.

If the resistance is low, few cells will be

required ; if high, it means that there is

more work to be done, and a greater num-
ber will have to be used. The number
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used varies all the way from from four to

twelve cells for each circuit, eight being

about the average number required for

blocks one-half mile long. The cells are

either placed in battery wells or in small

houses built especially for the purpose.

These are generally sunk in the ground to

prevent the cells freezing in cold weather.

The length of the blocks varies on al-

The Hall Signal.

most every road ; but as the expense of

maintenance of an electric signal is small,

the blocks are usualh' made much shorter

than where operators have to be em-
ployed to work the signals. Then, again,

as the length of the block regulates the

distance apart which it is necessary to keep
trains—the shorter the blocks, the greater

being the number of trains that can be

run in a given time—there is every advan-

tage to be had in making them as short as

the amount of money the road can afford

to spend in this direction will allow.

An excellent feature of the track-circuit

system is the ease with which switches

and side tracks can be connected with the

signal, and, by setting the signal at danger,

stop a train if the main line is not clear.

A switch is protected by running either

the track or the secondary circuits through

a circuit breaker, worked from the points

of the switch. If the switch is set for the

main line, the circuit is not interrupted,

and the signal shows "All Clear." If, how-
ever, the switch is open, the circuit is

broken, and the signal will indicate dan-

ger.

By wiring up the ends of the side track

and making it form a part of the track

circuit, any train standing on that portion

of the track will keep the signal at dan-

ger the same as if it were on the main
line ; so that whenever a train enters a side

track in the block, the signal remains at

danger until the train has entered the sid-

ing and cleared the main line.

A track circuit also affords protection

against a broken rail for if this should

happen, the circuit through the rail would
be broken, from a separation of the ends

of the rail, and the signal would be set at

danger.

Everything that has so far been consid-

ered is common to all the automatic track-

circuit systems, and may be said to be the

ground work upon which they depend for

their proper working, so that it is from

this point that they diverge to the several

devices which constitute the different .sj-s-

tems.

Taking up the Westinghouse pneumatic

system, it will be remembered that this

system makes use of the ordinary sema-

phore to give the different indications of

the state of the block, the work of moving
the signal being performed by means of

compressed air controlled by a valve,

operated by an electro-magnet ; the com-

pressed air being supplied from a central

pumping station, at a pressure of sixty

pounds, and in as dry a state as possible, to

prevent clogging the apparatus from the

condensation of water.

The general arrangement of the appara-

tus showing the connections to the signal

blade are shown in Fig. 5, the photograph

being made of a signal on a road where
green is used for the all-clear signal. It

will be noticed that the signal casting is

made to hold two glasses, one red and the

other green, that one being brought in

front of the lamp which will give an indi-

cation corresponding with the position of

the blade. As is customary where this

system is in use, there are two blades on

the one pole—the upper a home signal,

painted red, and governing the block im-

mediately ahead
;
the lower, a cautionary

signal, painted green, and working in con-

nection with the home signal of the next

succeeding block. Each signal is operated

by a piston working in a cylinder which is

three inches in diameter, the piston rod

being so connected to the balance lever as

to move the signal to the safetj- position,

when air is admitted from the supply pipe

to the cylinder ; the weight of the signal

casting and that on the balance lever, if

such is necessary, causes the signal to re-

turn to the danger position when the air is

released. From this it is seen that although

the normal po.sition of the signal is at

safety, not at danger, the fact of its being

at safety is a sure indication that every-

thing is all right ; for if anything should

happen to the air supply, or any of the

parts become disconnected, or either of the

circuits get broken, the signal would im-

mediately assume the danger position, and

remain there until tlie defect was remedied.

The details of the cylinder, the valve and

the electro-magnet are clearly shown in

Fig. 6, the parts being shown in a position

corresponding with the danger position of

the signal. M is the magnet, A the arm-

ature, and Fa valve worked by the arma-
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ture. Z' is a piston working in the cylin-

der C, S the pipe by which air is supplied
;

E, F the passages for admitting air to the

cylinder; A' a valve worked by the spring

Z, to shut off the supply of air whenever

the current passing through the magnet Df

is broken ; and }
' the exhaust opening

into the atmosphere by which the com-

pressed air is allowed to escape. .5 is a

circuit breaker, worked by a pin on the

side of the piston rod, being so arranged

as to break the circuit operating the

cautionary signal whenever the home sig-

nal assumes the danger position.

The operation of the signal may be ex-

plained as follows ; Supposing the signal

to be in the danger position, and that the

signal circuit, or the one energizing the

magnet, had just been closed by the track-

circuit relay. The current would then

flow through the magnet I\l, causing the

armature A to be attracted. This presses

the valve )'from its seat, at the same time

seating the valve ]', closing the exhaust

and allowing air from the supply pipe

5 to flow along the passages E and Fvato
the cylinder behind the piston P, forcing

it through the cylinder the length of its

stroke and clearing the signal. As the

piston was pressed down, the spring of the

circuit breaker would be released, the cir-
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cuit closed, and, if the next succeding

block was clear, the cautionary signal

would also assume the "All Clear" or
" Safety " position.

A diagram representing a piece of track,

divided into several block sections, with the

necessary signals and the several electric

circuits, is shown in Fig. 7. The upper

signal, with the pointed end, on each pole,

is the home signal ; the lower one, with

the end notched, is the cautionary signal,

showing the condition of the next succeed-

ing block ahead. An engine is supposed

to be in Block 2, the signals of the several

blocks being shown in the position they

would assume in consequence of this block

being occupied. In Block i we find that,

as there is no train or part of a train in

this block, the current from the battery is

flowing through the rails of the block and
energizing the relay, the armature being



held up and the signal circuit closed.

This energizes the magnet of the home-
signal cylinder, and, b}' attracting the arm-

ature, opens the valve and admits air to the

cylinder, clearing the signal.

As the lower, or cautionary signal, must
indicate the condition of the next succeed-

ing block, the signal circuit operating the

magnet must be controlled by the track-

circuit relay of that block, and, as the re-

lay is short-circuited by the engine in that

block, the signal circuit is broken and the

signal is shown at danger. This is clearlj-

shown by tracing out the two circuits of

Block 2. The armature of the relay is

dawn, breaking the signal circuit at the

point E, the current from the main batter)'

being cut off from the magnets operating

the home signal of Block 2 and the cau-

tionary signal at the entrance of Block i—
the signals, in consequence, indicating

danger.

It will be noticed that the circuit operat-

ing the cautionary signal is made to pass

The signals at the entrance of Block 3

are shown at safet)-, indicating that not

only is Block 3 clear, but that Block 4 is

cleared also.

If we suppose the train to have

moved up into Block 3, both signals gov-

erning the entrance of that block would
go to danger, the home signal at the en-

trance of Block 2 and the cautionary sig-

nal of Block I changing to safety, while

the cautionary signal of Block 2 would
remain at danger.

From this description it is seen that a

train is at all times protected by a stop

signal immediately behind it, and a cau-

tionary signal which is the distance of an

entire block behind that one, to give warn-

ing to any following trains that a train is

in the next succeeding block. This sys-

tem has been in successful operation for a

number of years, and is at present in u.se,

to a greater or less extent, on the

Pennsylvania, the Central of New Jersey,

the Boston & Maine, the Chicago & North-

OAhGER.
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through the circuit breaker worked by the

home signal placed on the same pole, so

thit if the home signal should for any

cause assume the danger position, the cir-

cuit of the cautionary signal would be

broken and that signal would also go to

danger. The obvious reason for this is

that as the home signal is the controlling

signal, that when it indicates "Danger,

stop!" the indication given by the other

signal must, of cour.se, be the same, or there

would be at the entrance of the block two

signals, one indicating "Danger, stop!"

and the other " Safety, go ahead !
" Break-

ing the .signal circuit at this point does not

cause both of the signals operated by the

main battery of Block 3 to assume the

danger position, as the two magnets oper-

ated by this current are in parallel and not

in series ; the current flowing from the

battery through the contact points of the

track-circuit relay, after which it is divided,

one-half flowing through the magnet of

the home signal, and the other half to the

magnet of the cautionary signal. The cir-

cuit from each signal back to the battery is

completed, either by a com:uon return wire

or by connections made with the ground,

as is represented in the cut.

SAFETY.

Hall Signal Case.

western and other roads. Criticisms that

have been made against the system are

that the cost of in.stallation is large, and
that there is a possibility' of the signal

giving a wrong indication, from water

freezing around the air valve in winter,

due to a condensation of moisture upon
the valve and in the passages when air

was released from the cylinder. The
manufacturers claim that this latter diffi-

culty has been overcome, by providing

better means of drying the air at the

pumping station, by draining the reser-

voirs regularly of water, and by putting

the cylinder inside of an iron pipe, which
pipe is made to answer for signal pole, so

that the parts are protected and will not be-

come clogged with snow or ice.

Passing on now to the Hall electric sig-

nal, we find, as has been previously stated,

that it differs very widely from the ordi-

nary semaphore .signal, in that the indica-

tions are made by different colors and not

by the position of a signal blade. The
form and general appearance of this sig-

nal is shown in Fig. 8, the signal being

represented as indicating safety. The
view shown is one taken on the Chicago &
Northwestern, the signal being put in be-

tween the two tracks, wherever possible,

as the trains of that road run on the left-

hand track. As will be seen by reference

to the figure, the working parts are in-

closed in a large box placed on the top of

an iron pole, a large glass-covered opening

being made in the bo.x, behind which a

colored disk is raised or lowered to give

the different indications. A white glass

exposed in the back of the case whenever
the disk is raised, does away with the

necessity of bringing a white disk in front

of the opening for the safety indication, and

sen'es also to illuminate the disk when
same is brought in front of the opening.

The case is painted black for the purpose

of making a strong contrast with the red

of the disk or the white of the back-

ground, and in this way make the indica-

tion more distinct and visible at a much
greater distance than it would be other-

wise. To distinguish a cautionary signal

from a home signal, the case of the

former is painted white, instead of black,

so as to form a strong contrast with the

disk, which is painted green in place of

red, green being the color used to indicate

caution, from its use as such for a night

signal. Cautionary signals of this pattern

are used in the same manner as with the

semaphore signal, the two cases being ar-

ranged as shown in Fig. 9, the home sig-

nal being the one placed on top, or above

the cautionary signal.

Two interior views of the signal case are

shown in Fig. 10, the signal being repre-

sented in one case as at

danger, and in the other at

safety. It will be seen

that the construction of this

signal is exceedingly sim-

ple, consisting of a magnet
supported on a suitable

frame, which also acts as

a bearing plate for the

armature ; of an armature

made of special design,

which, it is claimed, will

lift a heavier weight with

the same current than will

any other form of arma-

ture ; of two aluminum
wire frames fastened to the

armature, over the larger

of which colored silk is

stretched to give the dan-

ger indication, a piece of

ricl glass being put in the

other, which is brought

in front of a lamp to give

the same indication at

night. The large disk being

heavier than the small one, the signal

moves to danger by the force of gravity.

When, however, the magnet is energized,

the disks are withdrawn from before the

openings b)- the rotary movement of the

armature, and a safety signal is given. The
indications at night are made by a lamp
placed behind the opening provided in the

upper part of the case, as is shown in Fig.

II, the clear white light showing through

FiK. ti.
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if the signal is in the safety position,

and red if it is at danger.

The circuits that are used with the

pneumatic system can be used to operate

this signal also, as the signal is held in the

safety position by the signal circuit, the

same as with the pneumatic. For, when
there is a train in the block and the track

relay is short-circuited, the armature will

fall, breaking the signal circuit flowing

through the signal magnet, and allow-

ing the signal to go to danger by the

force of gravity. The cautionary signal

being connected with the track-circuit

relaj- of the next succeeding block, in the

same way as was shown with the pneumatic

system, it will indicate to an approaching

train whether that block is occupied or not.

The Hall system is in use on the Illinois

Central, the Boston & Albany, the Chicago

& Northwestern and many other railroads,

the total number of signals in use being in

the neighborhood of 1,500.

Very decided objections have been raised

against this form of signal by many ex-

perienced railroad men, owing to its

depending entirely on color, instead of

position, for the different indications, they

claiming that the impression made on

trainmen is not a very decided one, and
that the signal is not visible at a sufficiently

great distance, except under the best con-

ditions of weather, to allow an engineer to

stop b^'fore passing the signal, should it be

at danger. However, these are questions

about which almost everyone will have a

different opinion, and it must be left for

the management of each road to settle in

the way they think best.

Another objection is that wet snow will

stick to the glass, and, by obscuring the

signal, practically put it out of service just

when a signal is most needed. Of all the

automatic signals, the Hall is the surest in

its workings and the easiest to keep in

order, the times when it has been known
to indicate "Clear "when such was not

the fact being few and far between. This

has occurred where the case has been

defective, allowing water to leak in and

saturate the cloth of the large disk. The
electro-magnet is, then, not strong enough,

when energized, to raise the disk, unless

the counterbalance weight is adjusted

further out on the arm of the small disk.

Should the cloth dry out and the counter-

weight not be readjusted, the large disk

will be overbalanced and the signal will be

held at safety by gravity when the signal

circuit is broken, thus giving a wrong in-

dication.

Certain it is that one can hardly imagine

anything simpler and less likely to get out

of order than is this signal, for there is

nothing touching the di.sk to catch or get

out of adjustment, the power being applied

direct by means of magnetic lines of

force ; there is no friction in the parts

other than from one small shaft, and, by

being inclosed in a case, the moving parts

are protected from interference from any

outside agency.

As this article is somewhat too long

already, I will leave the description of

several other systems to be given in my
next paper.

% ^ ^
Ideas Are Not Patentable.

One of the most common forms of rob-

bery at the present day is the imitating

and pirating of patented articles, the imi-

tation becoming the marketed article,

while the original remains in impoverished

obscurity. ' This comes about generally by

the party who had the enterprise to steal

his neighbor's ideas, having also business

enterprise sufficient to push the ill-gotten

product upon the market.

We are perfectly aware how much in-

justice is done to real inventors by the

pirates ; but there is no doubt that man}-

men consider themselves the original

inventors of devices to which they have

no claim whatever. One cannot have

much intercourse with some men of an in-

ventive turn without finding that all im-

portant inventions are claimed by parties

be the real inventing. The rule of the

Patent Office is that an invention must be

reduced to a practical form, either by the

construction of the machine itself or of a

model tliereof , or by making a drawing of

it, or by such disclosure of its exact char-

acter that a mechanic, or one skilled in the

art to which it relates, can and does, from

the description given, construct the im-

provement or model thereof. Unless this

is done, there is no legal claim for the pro-

tection of letters patent.

ss g i

A Novel Engine Design.

We show herewith outline sketch of a

locomotive recently patented by Mr. Bernie

Bulla, of the Southern Pacific Company, at

Yuma, Arizona.

Mr. Bulla's engine is a four-cylinder com-

pound, having a crank axle, and the usual

outside cranks as well. This part of the

design is not far different from several

others except, perhaps, in the arrangement

of the cranks. By placing the low-pressure

who did not patent them. The universal

inventor keeps saying, "That is my idea.

I thought of it long before Edison did,

and was working it into shape when he

got it patented." The working it into

shape is the real rub. Ideas are not in-

ventions. A man may have an idea of a

usefiil invention, and yet have no mechani-

cal skill to work it out into practical shape.

We had rather a curious experience once

with a would-be inventor. He had been

recommended to consult with us because,

as he frankU' expressed it, an editor's opin-

ion did not cost anything. He had an idea

in his head about a valve, but could not

make it clear. We asked him to make a

rough sketch, but he could not do that, and

he appeared to have no idea of how to make
a model. A few days afterward he came in

with a very crude model made out of a big

potato. The best we could do for him was

to recommend a good patent attorney.

Several years afterward, the same man
came to us with a bitter complaint that a

certain firm had put his valve on the mar-

ket without asking his consent. Of course,

he wanted us to denounce the injustice.

On looking into the case we found that the

valve was not anything like that which he

patented. When this was explained, he

insisted that we had sent him to an incom-

petent patent attorney, who failed "to

catch on " to the idea of the inventor.

There are many cases of this kind. Men
with vague ideas about an invention ex-

pect the patent attornej- to do what would
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cranks slightly ahead of exactly opposite

the high-pressure cranks, the low-pressure

pistons will pass the centers ahead of the

high-pressure pistons. This will allow less

lap on the low pressure valve, thereby cut-

ting off steam later in the stroke for the

low pressure than for the high pressure,

and avoiding excessive compression in the

high-pressure cylinder when cutting off

close.

The novel part of the engine is the

method of driving the rear pair of wheels.

No side rods are emplo^^ed, but an idler,

in the shape of a friction wheel, or pair of

wheels, is hung between the drivers, as

shown. A spring keeps this pair of wheels

down and out of contact with the wheels

when the engine is shut off. When steam

is admitted to the chests, it passes back

through pipe shown to a small cylinder on

each side of the engine that lifts the fric-

tion wheels up, and into contact with the

drivers. This gets rid of the side rods and

all their attendant ills. Does it introduce

others ?

At the recent Air Brakemen's Conven-

tion, at St. Louis, one member stated that

the effective braking force of their pas-

senger trains had been cut down 20 per

cent, by the use of chilled brake shoes.

They use the Lappin. The shoes last sev-

eral times as long as gray iron castings,

but tliej' won't stop a train so quick or so

well.



standard Air-Brake Freight Levers.

BY B. HASKELL.*
The question of interchange of freight

cars has been prett}' well stirred up lately.

This is an important matter, and I think

it will be of benefit to railroads to keep it

stirred until a general adoption of the

Chicago plan is effected.

But if there is any one particular

thing that does want stirring up, over-

hauling and straightening out at present,

it is the question of brake levers on air-

brake freight cars. I do not know of any-

thing in connection with the freight-car

equipment that is in a more tnixed-up

mess than the brake levers. It is a good
thing the M. C. B. Association has taken

the matter up, and it wants to be kept up

can be applied to anj' freight car weighing

between iS.ooo and 40,000 pounds—these

to consist of four different size levers for

cars using outside-hung brakes, and three

different size levers for inside-hung brakes;

and the standard 8-inch freight air-brake

cylinder will do for all cars using these

levers weighing between 18,000 and 40,000

pounds, with a minimum braking power
of 70'/, and a maximum braking power of

77>' of light weight of car.

What are the conditions to-day ? The
following statement of the conditions of

brake levers and braking power, which was
found in a Grand Rapids freight yard on

forty-three cars belonging to twentj'-four

different roads, will show. ( See statement

attached.) Here you will find twentv-ninc

live levers. There are four cars with

6 X 24, and four cars with 7x21 live levers.

The balance, with the exception of eight

cars, two of which have 8^'4 x 23)^, two
8!'2X25>^, two 9x22, and two 9x22^^,

all have different sizes, ranging from 6 x i8

to lo)4 x 18^. Dead levers are in about

the same condition. As to cylinder levers,

there are only four cars having the same
levers (8x23). Two cars have 7^x21)^,
two have S'/i x 23, two have 11 x22, and

two have 12 x 19 levers. I call this a pretty

bad state of affairs, but the floating levers

are in a worse mixed mess than the others
;

with the exception of two cars which have

4|^x 13 levers, the balance all have different

sizes, ranging from 4>'2Xi2^ to 13x33.

Imagine this state of affairs to exist with

C.-VLEDONIAN RAILRO.\n PASSENGER TrAIN,

until standard levers are adopted bv the

M. C. B. Association
; and they ought to

be adopted this year, for the reason that if

it is allowed to goon another j-ear, and the

same plan is followed that is now being
followed, there will be every conceivable

size, proportion and style of lever on
freight cars that it is possible for man to

invent, as there will probabh' be a large

number of brakes applied this year, or

before the 1S96 meeting of the M. C. B,

Association. This is not a difficult matter

to settle. The designing of a standard

leverage for all weights of cars is a simple

matter. I mean by standard leverage, a

set of live, dead and cylinder levers that

•Supt. Motive Power, D., L. & N. and C. & W.
M. Rys., Grand Rapids, Mich.

different size live levers, twenty-six differ-

ent size <lea<l levers, thirty-six different

size cylinder levers, and forty-two different

size floating levers, and with a light-

weight braking power ranging from 52, to

96/, and, figuring on marked capacity, a

loaded-weight braking power ranging from

18.3^ to 4i.'>', cars weighing from 21,500 to

41,200 pounds. This statement, I think, is

a fair representation of the existing condi-

tions of brake levers all over the North
American Continent. This does not show
exact condition of affairs, as on some cars

the live and dead levers were not of same
dimensions, but in making up list only di-

mensions of levers on one truck were used.

In looking over this list you will find

only five cars with the same size (8x24)
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wheels, journals and bearings, draft tim-

bers and M. C. B. couplers ! I wonder if

there wouldn't be some bad delays to

freight ? Note that there are twenty-nine

cars braked under 70.', and twelve cars

braked over 707. There are, however, only

five cars braked over 807. It is not so bad
to have cars braked over 707 as it is to have
them braked below that proportion, from a

safety standpoint. I do not consider there is

much danger of slid wheels when braked

between 70, and 80,. Passenger cars are

braked at 90,' and give no trouble with slid

wheels. The maximum braking power of

the cars in this list braked over 8o7 is only

417; when loaded to marked capacity, so I

believe it is very important that none
should be braked below 70 of weight of car.



Now, what worse condition of affairs can

anyone imajjine than this ? Having such

an excell&nt, reliable and wonderful de-

vice as the Westinghouse air brake for

operating brakes, it is a shame and a dis-

grace to handicap it by using such a con-

glomeration of levers. To use slang, I

think it must make the triple valves

"tired" to be handicapped by such a

mixed-up lot of assistants. There is more
braking power to be derived from the hand
brakes on some of these cars than there

is from the air brake ; not on account of

any inefficiency of the operating part of

the brake, but on account of the miserable

distribution of power. Take a freight

train of forty cars, with a range of brak-

ing power as shown in statement, and con-

tion of affairs accounts for the many break-

in-twos that occur where the emergency
brake is set.

I would like to ask some of the roads

with grades as high as 225 feet per mile,

what use the retainers are to them on cars

braked below yot. Of course, they will

say they are having no trouble in this re-

spect ; but let them figure a little on the

matter, and they will have to acknowledge

that the retainers might as well be left off

from some of their cars. As I understand

this matter, the intended effect of the re-

tainers is figured on a basis of a braking

power of yor of the light weight, with a

retaining pressure of 15 pounds in re-

tainers. This gives a certain effect at yo'o

braking power, but what is the effect where

pounds per car, a retaining force of only
4.6';

; while if a train was braked on a "jo'i

basis, we would get a retaining force of 8.5^

loaded and 15.6; empty, or nearly double
that of a 45 ; braking power. This train is

supposed to have a 45'; leverage on all six-

teen cars. This might not occur often,

but it is possible for it to occur, and I

believe now that the variation in braking

power is the cause of the many complaints I

have heard from engineers that " retainers

did not seem to hold, and I had to use the

water brake when I recharged. '

'

One can see by this that the decrease of

braking power, by using improper levers,

makes the service of the retainers of very

little help and much below what they are

designed to give. No matter what the

Showing Fine Ex.\mple of Tr.\cks, Bull-He-i^d Rails.

sider the effect of an "emergency" appli-

cation as far as shocks to lading and strain

to draft rigging are concerned. The low-

braked car bangs against, and jerks on the

heavy-braked car, and it is not to be won-
dered at that so many of our box cars

have the ends knocked out and damaged.
Shifting of loads caused by shocks does it,

and I think the condition of the brakes is

responsible for most of it. The M. C. B.

Association objected to the brakes as used
in the C, B. & Q. test, on account of the

"shocks." The Westinghouse Company
set about to overcome this ; and now that

they have done it, the M. C. B's are getting

the same results they objected to at the

C, B. & Q. test, by allowing this great

variation of braking power. This condi-

the braking power is reduced by leverage

to 45, of lightweight? I know of a lot

of refrigerator cars with this braking

power. The following will show :

Take a train of sixteen cars weighing

37,900 each on a grade of 116 feet per mile.

Weight of the sixteen cars is 606,400

pounds ; weight of engine, 150,000 pounds;

weight of tender, 77,600 pounds ; and
caboose, 32,400 pounds, giving a total of

866,400 : 45 ,' braking power will equal

390,480 pounds braking force with emer-

gency application, or 340,349 pounds with

service application ; and with a pressure of

fifteen pounds in retainers, we would get

a retaining force of 4,332 per car, and for

seventeen cars 73,644 pounds, equal to B.'sf;,'

of light weight ; and with a load of 44,000
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braking power is, as long as it is not over

70 ; the holding power of brakes with re-

tainers up should not be reduced or trifled

with. If the braking power is reduced

below 70;', the power of retainers should be

increased, as they are needed more with a

braking power less than 70, than thej' are

with one of that proportion. I have known
brakemen to set the hand brakes instead

of using the retainers, their reason for

this being that " retainers did not hold,"

and some engineers encouraged this for

the same reason. I made a test in 1892

with a car braked at 451" and at 67,', to see

what effect the two braking powers had on

holding power of retainers. Brakes on
engine were cut-out. After reaching a

speed of twenty miles per hour (taken



from a Boyer speed recorder) the emer-

gency application was made at a marked
point and quicklj- released, and the train

ran 965 feet from point of release to stop-

ping point. This was done with a 45"?

braking power, and repeated several times

with the same result. Brake levers were
then changed to give a 67, braking power,

and test repeated several times, and the

train ran 363 feet from point of release to

stopping point—a reduction of 602 feet.

This shows what effect a reduction of

braking power by leverage has on the

efSciency of retainers.

Take a train made up of the cars

measured in Grand Rapids j-ard. If an

accident should occur to it and an air-brake

expert should be called upon to say in

what distance a stop ought to be made
with it, where is there an expert that

that the trains used in the test were not

loaded. I believe it would be an excellent

idea for a test of this kind to be made by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,
and I think the results would be accepted

by railroad companies as authority.

Referring again to the condition of

levers measured on cars at Grand Rapids,

inspectors are required to use considerable

time and judgment in looking out for de-

fects on, and after the safety of the cars.

It is a credit to them that they overlook

such few cases, but what show have thev

got, and what simple, intelligible rules are

•they furnished with to enable them to

quickh- and intelligently determine what
levers an air-brake car requires ? I have

never found out that thej' had any. The
M. C. B. rules do not refer to them, and
very few roads do. Simplicity in instmc-

CoNDiTio.v OF Brake Levers on Cars Examined in Grand Rapids Yard.



Valve, who sat beside the Plain Triple

Valve, back of Eight Inch's corner and
across the ring from me. "Not on yer

life," vociferously retorted the Hose Coup-
ling, who sat beside me. " One stroke of

the big fellow's piston will blow Mr.

Eight Inch as far out of sight as the Reina
Regente is at present."

"Eight Inch will break the floor with

the big fellow's carcass," asserted the Plain

Triple Valve. "He is so quick he can

land when, where, and as often as he
pleases."

" Nicht !
" quickly interjected the Main

Reservoir Drain Plug. "Ten to seven the

big fellow wins !

"

"Nonsense!" replied the Plain Triple,

"why, on form "

"Form be blowed !
" interrupted the

Drain Plug, " Long Green talks. Put up
de dust, or else shut up !

"

"If you fellows only knew Eight Inch

as well as
"

"We ain't no Rubes!" chorused the

Drain Plug and Hose Coupling. "If yer

has any of de rapidU' decreasing gold

surplus about yer person to back your

opinion wid, yer keeps de same very suc-

cessfully concealed," added the Hose
Coupling.

" You would think them low-down fel-

lows knowed all about it, and was dead

game sports, to hear them talk," sneeringly

remarked the Straight-Air Governor to a

group close b}-.

"What's dat you, say about bein' low

down?" demanded the Drain Plug, over-

hearing the uncomplimentary reference to

himself. "Understand, you buzzin' crank

uv antickity, dat I knows my biz, and kin

do it. You can't do nothin' but buzz.

Dere is a fs rebate on you
;
your opinion

is below par. Come over on dis side of de

ring an' I'll give yer a punch where Trilby

wore de beads." This was too much for

the Ancient Regulator, and he wisely

lapsed into submissive silence.

"Gentlemen, gentlemen," exhorted the

Pressure Retainer, '

' pray contain j'our-

selves, else Mr. Westinghouse will dis-

cover us, and will stop the whole thing.

I have an endless amount of bent handles,

leaky plugs and loose weights to back

Eight Inch if any one will kindU* give me
odds of lo to 7. I don't know much about

fighting, but judging from the number of

dints in Eight Inch's head, received from

the coal picks and hard hammers, I believe

he can stand some very hard knocks. I,

myself, while not claiming to be a fighter,

have had more hard blows on the side of

the head from coupling pins in the hands

of ignorant trainmen, and all on account

of Triple Valve's trouble, than any one

amongst you. Furthermore, I have been

frequently kidnapped and cast into Hebrew
bondage, and later made to walk as did

Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in the

fiery furnace."

"What finn is dat de guy's talkin'

about?" inquired the Drain Plug of the

Hose Coupling.

" 'Tain't no firm," replied Hose Coupl-

ing, " Dem's scripter fellers."

"As Rudyard Kipling says ," at-

tempted the Pressure Retainer, but was

instantly called down by the crowd, who
objected to anything not directly pertain-

ing to the all-absorbing topic.

" Is Rud-what-duz-yer-call-'im another

uv them scripter fellers, Cuppy ?
"

" Naw ; him and Oscar Wilde is main

guys in de Three Hundred and Ninety-

Nine," scornfully replied the Hose Coup-

ling, evidently disgusted with the Drain

Plug's lack of knowledge concerning Holy

Writ and New York society.

At this juncture enthusiastic cheers

greeted the appearance of the Eight-Inch

Pump, as he stepped through the ropes and

walked to hiscornerwith his characteristic

quick, snappy step. He looked in the

pink of condition as he sat smiling and

nodding to familiar faces grouped about

the ring. His jacket and number plate

were neatly polished, and aroxmd the pis-

ton rod, between the gland nuts, he wore

his colors, a brand new white cotton wick-

ing swab.

"Trained to the minute, yet I fear this

new heavy-weight champion will defeat

him," remarked the Ten-Inch Brake

Cylinder.

The admiration excited by the appear-

ance of the Eight Inch had scarcely died

away when the Nine and a Half Inch made
his appearance. As he assumed an up-

right position after stepping lightly

through the ropes, and passed to his corner

with a light step, his symmetrical form

and greater bulk called forth flattering

praise from even the Eight Inch constitu-

encv. His jacket and number plate were

also neatly polished, and he wore a tight-

fitting swab about his piston rod which

filled the space to perfection between the

brightly polished gland nuts.

He cast a glance towards the opposite

corner, which was caught by Eight Inch,

and returned with a smile. Nine and a

Half also smiled ; but it was one which

boded no good to the plucky little Nonpa-

riel, who sat so calmly in his corner, and

who was going out of his class in quest of

greater honors. Each pump seemed to be

in excellent condition, and a good contest

thus assured.

While the seconds worked with their

principals, and sundry opinions were being

exchanged as to who would be the winner,

an old antiquated air pump of the "flint

lock" or "trigger" pattern came hobbling

and staggering from the darkness into the

light, and joined the group in which the

Three-Way Cock and Straight-.Vir Gov-

ernor were.

"Hello, Methusaler !
" piped the irrev-

erent Drain Plug, spying the old fellow.

"Yer guv de scrap pile de shake ter

grace de canyvall wid yer presence, did

yer ? '

'

The old fellow essayed a reply, but was

evidently unequal to the effort.

" Sh ! Quiet !
" urged the Fourteen-Inch
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Brake Cylinder, " He's going to say some

thing."

After shaking the dust and accumulation

of years from his coat, the Ancient Com-
pressor succeeded in making a partial

stroke, and then stopped.

" Rap de old guy on de nut wid a coal

pick ; dat '11 .start 'im," suggested the Drain

Plug.

Copious applications of oil to the valve

motion and piston rod finally got the old

pump into motion.

"Silence!" demanded several voices

from all sides of the ring.

" Yes ;
be quiet, and let Rip Van Winkle

-Sputter," added the irrepressible Drain

Plug.
" .\ir pumps nowadays are nothing as

compared to what they used to be in the

good old palmy days," feebly piped the

old fellow, in an asthmatic voice.

"Listen to de Chinaman !" interjected

the Hose Coupling. "I reckon ye could

prove it by old Bill Jones, if he was alive,

hey?"
T. W. Cock and S. A. Governor tenderly

brushed the cobwebs and dirt from the

packing nuts and rusty piston rod of the

old pump, as they assured him in kindly

whispers of their everlasting allegiance and

support, and encouraged him to speak

further, that they might again hear his be-

loved voice. After several attempts to re-

gain his breath, he continued :

"You fellows don't know a good pump
when you see it. I have come to challe^ige

the winner of this fi " Here a fit of

coughing interrupted further speech from

the old "flintlock."
" Don't know a good pump when we sees

it. Air pumps are not what they used to

be, " mused the Hose Coupling. '

' I reckon

Old Whiskers first started de fad of Kansas

cyclones and Dakota blizzards. I remem-

ber hearin' tell of an injineer on the South-

ern Pacific Road askin' de master mechanic

to move de air pump from de right side uv

de injun to de left, as he said he believed

de pump made de air thin, and made it

•hard fur him to breathe, fur he had de

asthmv. I wonder if Old Whiskers wuzzunt

de cause uv de complaint ? Now dat I stop

to think, I wonder if Old Whiskers isn't

guilty uv makin' de air thin up around

Marshall Pass?"

After recovering from the fit of cough-

ing, the old fellow continued : "I will

fight the winner at catchweights. I will

fight the fight of my life. I know he will

say I am not in his class, but I will show

him what pumping is, and will prove to

his satisfaction that the art is fast becom-

ing lost. I will need no training further

than a little lye water run through my air

valves and cylinder, and a little oil on my
valve motion and in my steam cylinder.

It is true that Eight Inch knocked me out

in former years, but it was by a chance

blow, through my packing, as I had not

been taking very good care of myself,

having indulged in too much oil through

mv air valves, and had been living a rather



high life upon the Denver & Rio Gr "

A severe fit of coughing again attacked the

old veteran, vphich caused much apprehen-

sion on the part of T. W. Cock and S. A.

Governor. Before their beloved champion

could recover, the voice of Referee Main

Resen-oir was heard calling the audience to

order. The tumult ceased. The loquacious

Drain Plug even became attentive, and

urged others about him to do likewise.

" Gentlemen," began the referee, "to-

night's fight will be to a finish, for the

heavy-weight air-pump championship of

the world, ' steen thousand dollars a side and

the diamond-studded (Brady) silken swab,

between Mr. Eight-Inch Air Pump, the

middle-weight champion (cheers), and

Mr. Nine and a Half Air Pump, the heavy-

weight champion " (cheers). Both princi-

pals bowed their acknowledgments of

the introduction, and resumed their seats.

"The seconds for Mr. Eight Inch will be

Plate D8 Brake Valve, Whistle Signaling

Valve and Plate Dg Governor, while Plate

E6 Brake Valve, Pressure Reducer and

Plate E7 Governor will act in the same

c ipacit}' for Mr. Nine and a Half Inch.

Messrs. Single Pointer and Duplex Air

Gauges will keep time. The pivot blow-

will be barred. The audience is particu-

larly requested to remain quiet, as any un-

due noise may attract Mr. Westinghouse's

attention and cause him to stop the con-

test."

"Dat last part de foxy old duck said

WU4 stuff," whispered the Drain Plug,

" for Mr. Westinghouse, when seconded by

Christy, Bell and Betts, is a top-notcher

knocker-out hisself, and wouldn't turn us

down fur havin' a little fun here in the

laboratory."

"Shake hands, gentlemen!" sharply

demanded the referee of the principals,

wlio advanced, with smiles on their faces,

to the center of the ring, and complied

with the usual formality. Mr. Eight Inch

elevated his elbow on a line with his

shoulder, and prepared to give the society-

wiggle of the fingers, but Mr. Nine and a

Half shattered his attempt at the fad by .

giving a decided Otto Best hand shake.

The best of feeling seemed to exist be-

tween the two men. "May the best man
win," smilingly said the Eight Inch. "My
sentiments exactly," replied the Nine and

a Half, returning the smile.

For a few moments the seconds for both

principals applied themselves vigorously

to rubbing and fanning their men, while

the Drain Plug and Hose Coupling were

overheard remarking something about

dollars and doughnuts and getting into an

orchard, etc.

"Time !
" clanged the gong.

Both principals sprang quickly to the

center of the ring, while the seconds, tak-

ing chairs, bottles, sponges and towels

with them, retreated through the ropes to

the outside of the ring, and nervously

watched the cat-like movements of the two

men in the center as they indulged in the

preliminary fiddling, with a view of get-

ting the other's measure. The throttles of

both pumps were but lighth' opened,

working the water off and accumulating

a little pressure for cushion. Eight Inch

led with his left, and lightly landed on his

opponent's wind, but got in return a hard

right-handed counter on the edge of his

steam cylinder head. A left-hand swing

was cleverly ducked by Nine and a Half.

A left-hand feint and upper cut with the

right failed to entrap the big fellow into

ducking. Eight Inch received a stiff left-

hand jab in the wind, right on his num-
ber plate. " HuUy gee !" exclaimed the

Dg Governor, "it's lucky for Eighty that

he has no diaphragm in his stomach like I

have, or that blow would have cracked it."

The principals were exchanging pleasant-

ries and sparring lightly w-hen the gong
sent them to their corners.

At the call of time, both men advanced

quickly to the center of the ring for the

second round. Nine and a Half assumed

the aggressive, flooring the middle weight

with a clean left-hand punch on the cap

nut. Upon regaining his feet, he was

again sent to grass by a terrific right-hand

swing, which landed on his steam-exhaust

connection. He was evidently dazed, and
awaited the full time allowed before rising.

Nine and a Half now set up a hurricane

pace, which the Nonpareil seemed unable

to resist. The round ended with Eight

Inch in his corner, nearly to the ropes, and

the big fellow using his head for a punch-

ing bag. Ei.ght Inch was uumistakabh'

groggy.

The third round found Eight Inch con-

siderably recuperated. His lubricator was
feeding faster, and the throttle was wide

open. Nine and a Half was running on

about a half throttle, making long, regular

strokes, and his lubricator was feeding

leisurely. Little time was lost in sparring.

Eight Inch led for the wind, but fell away
short. He then tried one of his famous
clear across the ring rushes, but w-as neatly-

stopped. He was evidently much dis-

tressed at his inability to land effectively.

He succeeded in landing lightly on the big

fellow-'s air strainer, but received in return

a terrific right-hand counter square on the

steam cylinder, which tore a hole in his

jacket, and carried away a part of the lag-

ging. He was barely able to rise, but did

so in time, only to meet Nine and a Half,

who had borne down on him like a hawk.
The sounding of the gong saved him. His

seconds rushed to the center, and carried

him to his corner.

"Give him some valve oil through his

air valves," volunteered the 1-^lint Lock.
" An engineer on the Erie years ago used

to give me a half pint regularly each day,

and told me it did me good."
" Don't do it !

" bellowed the Air Hose.

"I get enough of that to know that it

shortens one's life."

" Time !
" clanged the gong.

Eight Inch led for the air strainer, but

again fell short. He (juickly tried for Nine
and a Half's steam-exhaust connection,
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but, missing, clinched. In the breakaway-.

Eight Inch sent his right w-ith all his force

for the edge of the big fellow's steam cyl-

inder head, w-hich was cleverly ducked,

and the force of the middleweight's blow

carried him to the floor. Nine and a Half

kindly assisted him to arise, w-hich act w-as

loudly applauded. "Better throw up the

sponge, little Nonpariel," suggested Nine

and a Half. "Never!" returned Eight

Inch. " I'll have to knock you out, then,"

said the big fellow, and proceeded to keep

his word. He no longer feared the middle-

weight's blows, and aiming a left-hander

at the cap nut, almost tore the cylinder-

head bolts from their places. A right-hand

swing on the damaged jacket sent the

Eight Inch to the floor, where he was

counted out by the referee. As he tenderly

lifted him in his arms, and carried him to

his corner, the big fellow murmured in a

voice inaudible to others than myself

around the ring side, " Game as a pebble,

quick as a flash, brave as a Hon, and cruel

as a tiger, but out of his class."

E6 Brake Valve and E7 Governor wrung
the gloved hands of the champion, and ex-

claimed :
" Wearethe^'w (/f .?zVf/c people.

"

Eight Inch came to shortly, and hastened

to congratulate the winner on his victory,

and assured him it was fairly and cleverly

won.

The old Flint Lock was pressing for-

ward to make a match with the champion,

saying T. W. Cock and S. A. Governor

would back him, but _the scene changed
;

the ring and audience disappeared, and in

their stead was a locomotive, which I was

running. Red-headed triple valves were

chasing a brake valve dressed in pajamas

over the headlight and around the smoke-

stack. A 9J'2-inch air pump stood calmly

by, dressed in a plug hat and dress suit.

The clang of the Washington street trolley

car bells wakened me. You can bet I am
going to bed to-night to sleep. Those fel-

lows up in the committee room can spar as

long as they please. I want to rest. I don't

want to see the ghost of old Flint Lock

to-night sitting upon a brake wheel, calling

on me to try my air.

i i i
A correspondent in St. Paul sends us a

statement of lubricating oils used on the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
From this statement we find that 34.54

miles are made per pint of engine oil, and

98. 03 miles per pint of cylinder oil. The
average cost per 1,000 miles run was f 1.73.

Our correspondent says "Mr. Ellis, super-

intendent of machinery, has under his

charge 255 engines. The divisions are

quite long, grades very high, they are

sandy, and high speed is maintained. If

you compare our performance with that of

other roads, you will see that it is some-

thing to be proud of."

^ i i
We w-ill send a good, cheap binder for

25 cents—holds a 3-ear's numbers.



Cutting Screw Threads on a Lathe.

The following plain and practical direc-

tions for cutting screw threads on a lathe,

and for figuring the gears to be used, were

contributed by Mr. J. E. McConnell to the

American Machinist :

To determine what gears to use, take the

numbers of threads to the inch which the

lathe will cut with even gears—that is, gears

of same size on stud and screw—for the

number to be used on stud, and take the

number of threads per inch desired to be

cut, for the number to be used on screw, or

anj' other numbers which are in the same

proportions to each other as these two.

For in.stance, the lathe cuts three threads

per inch with even gears, and we desire to

cut seven. To do this, we use gears on

stud and screw which are in the propor-

tion to each other that 3 is to 7, as 18 : 42,

24 : 56, 30 : 70, 36 : 84, and so on.

When the stud makes the same number
of revolutions as the spindle, which is the

case with most lathes, the lathe will, with

even gears, cut screws of the same pitch as

the lead screw.

In cutting a double-threaded screw, it is

best to change alternately from one thread

to the other, if convenient, especially with

the finishing cut. This can be done by
opening the nut and moving the carriage,

or turning the lathe so as to bring the

point of the tool in the other thread, pro-

vided the pitch of the screw on work in

the lathe is an even number of times greater

than the pitch of the lead screw, as 2, 4, 6,

etc., times.

Or it may be accomplished by discon-

necting immediately below the gear on

stud, and turning the lathe, together with

the stud, one-half revolution, and placing

the gears again in mesh.

It is well to chalk t%vo teeth which bear

against each other before disconnecting,

and mark a tooth on the stud directly op-

posite the first mark, so that there may be

no trouble in changing one-half revolu-

tion. Should the stud and spindle not re-

volve at the same speed, it is the spindle

which must be turned one-half revolution,

letting the stud revolve as far as it may.

In cutting a thread on a lathe which is

without a reversing belt, and where the

vent will not drop into the lead screw at

ever\' point and correspond with the work,

the following is a safe practice :

When the tool has run sufficiently far

beyond the end of the thread for clearance,

stop the lathe and make a chalk mark on

shears of lathe opposite a comer projec-

tion, or mark on carriage. Make another

lathe somewhat further back than the

length of the screw on work. The distance

between the marks must be the shortest

distance, or multiple of the same which
will contain a whole number of threads on

lead screw and a whole number of the

threads on work. Open the nut and move
the carriage back to the latter mark ; close

the nut and go ahead, stopping lathe again

at former mark, and repeat.

Example : We have a four-thread lead

screw lathe and no backing belt. We want

to cut eleven and one-third threads to fit

2-inch gas pipe. In this case, after stop-

ping the lathe, we move the carriage back

3 inches, which will contain exactly twelve

threads on lead screw and thirty-four

threads on work in the lathe.

% % ^
An Air Hammer.

The sketch shown herewith will serve to

explain the simple construction of an air

hammer, made by C. F. Thomas, master

mechanic of the Southern Railway, at

Alexandria, Va.

Mr. Thomas wanted a "gun" for re-

moving frame bolts, and experimented with

air with the best of results.

The giui is simply a copper tube with a

15' —3"

bottom fitted into it, and an air-hose connec-

tion at the bottom. The " valve motion "

consists of two holes, one at the bottom and

one 12 inches above it.

A 3-inch plunger or piston is made to

fit the gun nicely, this plunger being a

little more than half the length of the tube.

When placed under a bolt or other part

to be driven, care is taken to block it up

near enough to prevent the plunger from

being thrown out of the tube, and low

enough so that bottom of plunger will

come above top hole.

The bottom hole prevents the plunger

from being stuck without chance of relief

below the exhaust hole.

When air is turned on to this device, the

plunger makes a .sharp jump, striking the

bolt ; the air partially escapes at the top
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exhaust hole, and the plunger is thrown

back by recoil against the air, which, re-

ceiving re-enforcements all the time, again

throws it up. The length of the stroke

and the rapidity of the blows are governed

entirely by the amount of air admitted.

When running fast, the blows are so rapid

as to soimd like a rattle.

This hammer will work at an angle of

about 45 degrees. It can be placed under

engine frames, or other places where it is

hard to get in a blow with a hand hammer,

and it is wonderfully effective in starting

refractory bolts.

Experience With Steel Driving Boxes.

.Sometimes there is a general belief

about something mechanical that gets to

be a belief because someone said so, or it

is figured out from a wrong basis. Now,

when it is suggested that steel driving

boxes be used, the average railroad me-

chanic will say, "All right, but you will

have to face the box with soft metal or

the steel will wear the hub bad." Perhaps

the man making this remark never saw a

steel driving box—but he has heard, and

believes, the cutting story.

Three years ago the Dixon Locomotive

Works at Scranton, Pa., built some heavy

moguls for the New York, Ontario &
Western road, and used steel boxes, letting

the bare metal run against the hub of the

wheel. These engines have been in heavy-

fast service ever since, and have never

had hot boxes. The two first were recently

in the shop for minor repairs, and the wear

on hubs and boxes is scarcely perceptible

—

tool marks yet to be seen. One of the en-

gines has run 86,771 miles, and the other

72,952 miles. If you really want to know
what will happen with an untried device,

the best way in the world is to try it.

% % %

Afraid of Getting Pinched.

'

' We used to have a master mechanic, '

'

observed the Wolverine delegate, "who
never had anything to do with railroads or

locomotives until he came to us. We had

a little road, and the master mechanic did

most of the repairing. Our official head

was a handy, all-round :nan—one of them

saw-mill chaps that can do anything. One
day he was in the firebox of the "2," calk-

ing her flues with a cape chisel and soft

hammer, when the fireman came to the en-

gine to clean up.

"He heard the old man tinkering

around, but didn't notice where he was, so

he got up in the gangway and sang out

:

" ' Look out for your fingers, Mr. Smith,

I'm going to reverse her!"
" ' Whope !

' yelled the master mechanic,

making a dive for the fire-door, 'wait a

minnit, Jimmie,' said he, as he crawled out

on the deck, ' all right, sonny, pull her

over now—it's a good thing ye sung out.

Alius say something afore ye reverse her,

}'e might cripple me up for life.'
"
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Smoke Prevention.

When we watch the common spectacle

of a smokestack pouring out volumes of

black smoke, the immediate impression is

that the sight represents a shameful waste

of fuel. A person with even very elemen-

tary knowledge of the principles of com-

bustion, gets mentally to figuring on the

volume of uncombined carbon that is

passing away to pollute the atmosphere,

and it does not require much calculation

to estimate the potential heat units that are

wasted. Experience may afterwards prove

that the waste is more apparent than real.

The smoke nuisance is no new bone

of contention between health authorities

and owners of boilers and furnaces. There

has been a conflict going on between

these two interests almost since steam

boilers were first used. About eighty

years ago, a Smoke Committee was ap-

pointed by the British House of Com-

mons, to try and devise means for reduc-

ing the smoke nuisance, which was de-

clared to be be3'ond endurance, a menace

to health, and ruinous to the appearance of

public buildings. The committee made a

very searching investigation, and all the

resources of science and inventive genius

were called upon to provide the necessary

remedies. The call for remedies brought

forth a bountiful crop of smoke-consum-

ing appliances, and the growth of this

species of invention has never entirely

ceased uji to the present time ; but the

smoke nuisance, like the poor, is always

with us.

The investigation made by the British

Parliament was by no means the first effort

made to prevent the generation of smoke

in the burning of bituminous coal. The

first .attempts to design a succes.sful steam

engine were carried on by scientific men,

who did not fail to perceive the necessity

for restraining the formation of smoke in

their furnaces. About 200 years ago Denys

Pepin, a French philosopher and inventor

of numerous steam apparatus, invented a

smoke-consuming furnace on the down-

ward draft principle which is still claimed

as a novelty by unexpired patents. The

first smoke-preventing device to receive

much practical application was invented

by James Watt in 1785. He burned the

fuel on a brick hearth like those now used

for melting iron on what is called open-

hearth furnaces. The air for maintaining

combustion was forced by a fan upon

the top of the fire. This did not work

well with coking coal, and the plan was

adopted of supporting the fire on grate

bars, with a dead plate near the door. The
fresh fuel was coked on the dead plate, then

pushed forward upon the grate bars. The

incandescent fuel in the front consumed

the smoke that rose from the fresh fuel.

Many modifications of this plan have been

tried, some of them on locomotives. When
they first began to try burning coal in lo-

comotive fireboxes in Britain, about 1837,

a '

' midfeather, '

' or water space, was run

across the middle of the firebox, reaching

up to about the level of the lower ring of the

fire door. Coal was burned in the back

apartment and coke in the front. The hot

gases of the coke consumed the smoke that

passed from the coal. It was very wasteful

of heat, as the process converted the car-

bonic acid products of the coal into car-

bonic oxide. The effect of this will be

understood when we remember that a

pound of solid carbon combining with

oxygen to form carbonic acid, liberates

about 14,500 heat units. The .same weight

of carbon converted into carbonic oxide,

liberates about 4,500 heat units.

When a man familiar with furnaces

learns that smoke is caused through de-

ficiency of oxygen taken from the air, he

nearly always devises a means for pro-

viding a remedy. He watches the smoke

rising from the surface of the flame, and

concludes that all he has to do is to admit

more air to strike the smoke before it

enters the flues. If he has not read much
engineering literature, he will probably

proceed to apply for a patent for a plan he

has worked out of admitting air to the fuel

gases at the bridge of a furnace or below

the brick arch of a locomotive. If he has

read C. Wye Williams' work on combus-

tion, first published fifty years ago, he will

find that Williams' argand furnace was

constructed on this principle. But even

Williams did not originate the idea. A
furnace arranged to admit air behind the

bridge was patented by W'illiam Thompson
in 1796. Since that time there have been

several hundreds of patents granted for

various methods of admitting air to the

front of the fire, and a month seldom

passes that does not witness new patents

granted in the United States for the same
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purpose. The ground on which the patent

is founded seems to be as slim as the new
and original basis of the multiplying

patent cai coupler.

A favorite subject for smoke-preventing

patents in the first forty years of this cen-

tury, was providing means for taking the

volatile gases out of the fuel, and then

pushing the coke forward to arrest the

smoke from the fresh fuel, as in Watt's

dead-grate arrangement. Revolving grates

to keep the fuel moving forward, and a

great many other ingenious devices, were

produced to carry out this idea.

With all the fertility of invention

harvesting for forty years, the smoke-

preventing problem was so far from

being solved when the railway era

began, that all the early locomotives

burned coke. The earnings of British

railways were magnificent for the first

decade or two, and the expense of lo-

comotive fuel was of no consequence. But

after a time, those evil geniuses of rail-

ways, the general passenger and general

freight .agents, got theirarts of rate-cutting

into action, and cutting down of operat-

ing expenses became the order of the daj-.

It was seen that the fuel account could be

greatly reduced by the use of coal in the

locomotive fireboxes. Coal could not be

legally used unless means were provided

for preventing smoke, and accordingly the

inventing of smoke-preventing fireboxes

began to occupy the attention of every lo-

comotive engineer in the British Isles.

The first attempt consisted in dividing the

firebox crosswise into two compartments,

the coal being burned behind and coke in

front.

Next came the first attempt to burn coal

over the entire grate without causing

smoke. This was done in 1841 on the

Midland Railway, the smoke preventer

consistitig of tubes put through the walls

of the firebox, very much as air is ad-

mitted into American locomotives under

recent patents. For the next sixteen years

a great many fantastic devices were pa-

tented as smoke consumers that were never

seen away from the control of their parents.

In 1857 the brick arch was first applied

by Thomas Yarrow, of the Scottish North-

eastern—the most meritorious device that

has ever been introduced for the prevention

of smoke. He also provided independent

means of admitting air above the fire in

front. The same year D. Kinnear Clark

devised his steam-inducted air currents,

which consisted of tubes piercing the walls

of the firebox at intervals, each tube being

provided with a steam jet, which injected

the air upon the fire by induction. Still

another important invention was patented

that year, viz., the bufHe plate above the

firebox door. These three inventions em-

brace every appliance of any value that has

ever been used in smoke prevention.

When the introduction of coal for fuel

in locomotives became general in America,

smoke preventers of various kinds were

tried, but nothing has proved so succces.sful



as the brick arch with means for con-

trolling the admission of air above the fire.

This combination is almost exclusive!}-

used on foreign locomotives as a means of

preventing smoke.

The question naturally arises : When
there have been so many smoke-preventing

devices invented, why are they not in

more general use ? The real reason for this

is that no smoke preventer was ever tried

that did not waste fuel. This seems para-

doxical in view of the numerous scientific

treatises that have been published, going

to prove that the perfect combustion rep-

resented b}- a smokeless fire shows the

fuel giving forth its maximum heat.

If furnaces and fireboxes could be so

controlled that exactly the volume of air

was admitted necessary to effect perfect

combustion, there would be economy in

admitting air above the fire ; but this can-

not be done in practice with furnaces that

have to generate a varying amount of

steam, and it cannot be done with furnaces

of any kind unless the fuel is applied con-

tinuously, as with automatic stokers. The
volume of air necessary for a fresh fire is

too great for a fire that has burned clear,

and the excess of air wastes the available

heat. This truth has come home to every

boiler user who has had much experience

with smoke consumers. The result of it

is the oft-quoted remark, that a good fire-

man is the best smoke preventer.

There is another phase of the smoke
question little heard of which deserves

some attention. The transmission of lieat

to the furnace sheets by radiation greatly

increases the efficienc}- of that part of the

heating surface. A pale, non-luminous

fire is deficient in radiating power, because

air, nitrogen and carbonic acid, which
form the bulk of the flame, are \er\ bad
radiators of heat. Solid carbon, on the

other hand, is an excellent radiator and
absorber, and therefore a mass of flame

charged with it will radiate heat power-

fully. On this account, smoke in furnaces

is not an unmixed evil. It improves the

radiating power of the products of com-
bustion, and b}' so doing, compensates for

the loss of heat due to the imperfect com-
bustion by which it is produced. Ten per

cent, of soft coal mixed with anthracite

would greatly increase the efficiency of the

latter fuel.

S @ ^
Spirit of Improvement in Railroad

Shops.
Any mechanic who has been in the habit

of visiting railroad shops for a few years

cannot fail to be impressed with the keen
interest now displayed in devising methods
for reducing the cost of finished work.
In large shops and small ones the talk of

foremen and leading men is principallv

upon labor-saving methods which they
have introduced. The reduction of help,

which has been so general since the hard
times came on, has stimulated the men in

charge to increased ingenuity in the in-

vention of devices that would enable them

to maintain cars and engines in a running

condition. Our pages for the last year

have been a good reflex of progress in the

railroad machine shop.

The boiler shop has not experienced the

same spirit of improvement as the machine

shop, but the desire for improvement is

abroad there also. The crude appliances

that were looked upon as perfectly satis-

facton,- a few \'ears ago are no longer re-

garded with favor. The modern boiler-

maker aspires more to operate a machine

that will do the work, rather than to wield

the riveting hammer and the calking

tool. The foreman is no longer proud of

the men he has skillful in flanging. He
wants a hydraulic flanger, and he thinks

that the work would be greatly improved

if a plate planer and a new set of bending

rolls were put into the shop. He is using

air-driven apparatus for drilling and for

tapping staybolts, and hopes soon to be

using air-operated calking tools. Every

improvement opens the way for increased

clearness of vision that perceives other new
ways of doing things.

The ingenious improvements in wood-

working machinery put upon the market
in the last few years testify that the men
in charge of car shops have not been con-

tent to drag along in the rear of the pro-

gress procession.

There is one shop, however, in which

the visitor can see little change from the

appliances and practices in use twenty

years ago. This is the iron foundry. A
great many railroad companies do not

operate an iron foundry, because they can

buy the castings they need cheaper than

they can make them. This is rather a

startling compliment to the owners of iron

foundries, and by no means a credit to the

railroad companies, which thereby admit

that they cannot compete where circum-

stances are nearly all in their favor.

Railroadmen are proverbially conserva-

tive, and the foundrj- is exceptionally hard

to move out of the beaten path. Private

owners have at great travail compelled

foundrymen to move a little, but most rail-

road officials have dreaded stirring up this

hornet's nest, and so it has been permitted

to drag along, using wasteful cupolas and
defying the use of good tools. In the

course of a lecture on molding machines,

Mr. Harris Tabor made some remarks
which strikingly illustrate the difference

of sentiment between the machine shop
and the foundry. He said :

"The foundry has always been com-
paratively free from machinery. If we ex-

cept the blower, the rumbler and an occa-

sional power crane, it may be said that

the foundry foreman and all his men have
had no experience with machinery. This
fact has educated these men into a dread of

anything which operates independent of

the hand, no matter how simple it mav be.

The manager, knowing this condition,

hesitates to adopt new methods until suc-

cess has been demonstrated elsewhere.

On the other hand, the machinist lives in
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an atmosphere of turning wheels and
creaking belts ; his whole training has been
in the direction of making machinery' do
his work. Here we have the reason why
the machine-shop manager is eager to

adopt anything which will reduce cost,

when the foundry manager would hesitate.

I will cite two cases to show how naturally

the works manager will discriminate in

favor of the machine shop. Several of

our machines are doing excellent work in

a foundry-, molding castings which require

machining. The cost in machine shop on

certain castings not molded on machines

was 28 cents per 100, which was thought

too high, and a special tool was designed

and built, at a cost of |3,ooo, to reduce the

cost of 28 cents to 25 cents.

"The foreman of foundr\' said if they

would give him another molding machine,

at a cost of |t,Qoo, he would save 75 cents

per 100 on the cost of molding these cast-

ings. Here a saving in the foundry might
have been made 25 times greater than that

accomplished in machine shop, at one-

third the preparatory cost. In this case

the foundry should have come first. The
second instance refers to a machine put in

last summer with the view to equipping

the foundry. I will give as nearly as pos-

sible the manager's words: 'The least

saving from the use of the steam machine
is in molding small castings which require

more time for core setting. On this work
the steam machine does for two cents the

same amount of work that we pay five

cents for on hand machines, a saving of

three-fifths. On larger work, which costs

more to mold by hand, two cents paid on
the steam machine gives us the same
quantity of work that costs ten cents by
the old method—a saving of five to one.

'

When the suggestion was made that if he
could save one-fourth that amount in the

machine shop he would not rest until that

department was equipped, he admitted the

truth and said he intended to take care of

the foundry also. He has since put in the

second molding machine and is preparing

for more. Such cases might be multi-

plied, did the need exist ; they have been
introduced to illustrate the hesitancy of

the foundry to consider better methods."

Inferior Cast=Iron Wheels.

Car wheels weighing 600 pounds were
offered in Buffalo last month at $4.90 each.

The people who buy wheels of this kind
appear to us to be guilty of criminal reck-

lessness, for wheels so unreliable as these

must be, are a menace to the life and limbs

of every person connected with the trains

where the cars having this kind of wheel
find their way. A car load of this char-

acter of wheel was recently sent to the

car shops of a western road, and thirty-six

of them broke when a pressure of 20 tons

was put upon them to press in the axles.

In warning railroad companies against

the danger of purchasing inferior car

wheels, we are not raising a note of false



alarm. Like causes produce like effects

every time, and there is every reason to

believe that the inferior, cheap wheels going

largely under cars in this year of grace,

will not act differently from those of a

similar character which, for reasons of

false economy, were put into service in

large numbers eleven or twelve years ago.

The han'est of wrecks and serious acci-

dents that resulted from the Ijreakage of

wheels roused a stonn of indignation in

which all kinds of iron wheels came in for

bitter abuse. The introduction of steel-

tired wheels was greatly stimulated, and
investigations were made by competent

authorities to ascertain what was the mat-

ter with cast-iron wheels.

It was time to investigate, for within one
month 4,300 wheels had to be removed
from the cars belonging to one road for

dangerous defects. During that period of

dangerous cheapness purchasers did not

descend so low as they are doing now, for

seven dollars was paid for the wheels that

gave the greatest trouble. What may we
expect when wheels bought for five dollars

and less get out in large numbers under
the cars of fast freight trains that are much
more numerous than they were eleven

years ago ?

The inferior wheels which we have men-
tioned, thirty-six of which failed to stand

the pressure of the axle, are by no means
the most dangerous kind that railroad com-
panies are purchasing. They were evi-

dently made from the patterns intended for

good iron, and their greatest weakness was
in a point readily detected. Those could

not have passed the M. C. B. drop test.

The people who are doing the greatest

business in wheels that are sold for less

than good cast iron, have sj-stematically

prepared their wheel to endure the M. C. B.

drop test. They mass the iron about the

hub and put in the greatest resisting power
at the points where fracture is most likely

to occur under the drop test.

This serves a double purpose. It en-

ables the wheel to pass the drop test, and
it prevents the hub from breaking under
the strain of applying the axle. This

shows great ingenuity. It is a pity to see

it devoted to such an unworthy cause. The
change made leaves the tread the weakest

part of the wheel. That is where we may
look for breakage. The Master Car Build-

ers' Association ought to amend the test

for cast-iron wheels so that the weight in

the drop test should be required to strike

the tread or hub, as the purchaser might
elect. Unless something is done soon to

check the industry of making wheels out

of iron not fit for brake shoes, we will soon

see another crusade against cast-iron

wheels of all kinds.

We have had several requests lately to

recommend first-class car draughtsmen.

If any who can fill this bill are open
for a position, let them communicate
with us.

Car Movement.
A well-known superintendent of motive

power writes us : Your reference to the

Western movement amending the M. C. B.

rules, in matter of car interchange, is

timely, as the subject was brought several

times before the Western Railwaj' Club,

and I inclose the printed schedule of pro-

posed changes, many of which are now in

experimental use by a few of Western

rules. As I have for a long time been

more or less interested in these rules, and
latterly had a season of experience in the

practical management of the details of in-

terchange at an important center of opera-

tions, my interest in the same is fresh and
impressions thereof clear. The subject

has become, to numerous large lines, very

important, and possibly there is no center

of interchange where reform is so neces-

sary as at Chicago and vicinity ; not be-

cause Chicago is worse than others, but

because of its vast accumulation of busi-

ness, and its vicinity embraces a hundred
miles north, west and south, reaching into

other States, with Chicago as a center.

Recently, for one year, I had charge of

a road's interest, at a less important center

than Chicago, in the interchange of its

cars and the repairs of same, and where
the business was found to be in the con-

trol of a joint car inspector for all lines

there centering.

I am prepared to certify to the badness

of that system from every point of view I

was able to obtain, and I was obliged to

put on our own inspectors, in addition, to

protect our interests. A joint man is

necessary as a referee, in cases of dispute

where more than two or three roads are

interested ; but a joint man, with twenty or

thirty men as assistants, acting independ-

ently of the interested road officials, is not

desirable. In fact, it is worse than any
other that I have experienced ; hence,

when it comes to the point of abolishing

the system, I do not hesitate to approve of

a return to the old plan of each road in-

specting for itself—with a joint referee.

Under the new, or proposed new, rules,

this inspection must continue, as a means
of safety and protection ; but the labor will

be verv greatly decreased, as will also be

the delays heretofore experienced in in-

spection and repairs — made necessary

thereb}-—in consequence of the present

rules limiting liability of owners of cars.

It is not exactly a new idea ; many have
wished and hoped for it to be brought
about in years past, and have talked of it.

Whoever have had charge of important

lines, and have interested themselves in

the details of car work—the interchange,

repairs and office business, and other inci-

dentals—cannot fail, I think, to welcome
the prospective change, and in my opinion

the courage of those now acting in the

matter of experiment is greatly to be com-
mended. It requires men of nerve, favor-

ably situated, to do this, and Mr. Barr,

with those associated with him, is of this

order of men.
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Low Rates Ruining: Railroads.

The American Railway \ssccialion,

which is composeil of the general mr.na-

gers of the leading railroads, met at St.

Louis last month. There was an unusu-

ally good attendance. The most import-

ant business of the meeting was hearing

the address of Col. Haines, president of

the association. His text was " Charges

for Transportation, " and he took occasion

to place before the most influential associa-

tion in America facts which ought to

bear fruit meet for repentance. There is

no doubt that the financial embarrassments

which so many of our railroad companies
are suffering from are due principally to idi-

otic rate-cutting, which; leads competing
companies in tlie scramble for^business to

transport freight at rates which are below

cost.

Col. Haines, who is one of the ablest rail-

road managers in the country, says that the

two lines of figures—one showing paying
rates, the other the actual charge for

transportation—are constantly drawing to-

gether towards zero, which '^I'means no
profit. Economies of all sorts are resorted

to, to prevent these lines from meeting, but

they must inevitably come together unless

the charges are put upon a business basis.

He reminded those responsible for the

management of the railroads in this country

that further reduction in freight rates must
cease if net earnings are to be maintained.

The statistics for 1S92 and 1S93 showed
that it was not possible to extend favors of

low rates any longer to the public without

still further reduction in the wages of rail-

road employes. The figures for 1894 mani-

fest such a decrease in the volume of

traffic as to indicate that, even at present

rates, such a reduction is imminent unless

some great discovery shall render it possi-

ble to bring about a decrease in other

items of expense, such as, for instance, fol-

lowed upon the production of Bessemer
steel.

No revolutionary discovery is in sight,

and the only alternatives open are better

rates or bankruptcy. All the possible re-

sources have been exhausted to reduce the

expense of transportation. Reduced wages,

economies of all kinds in locomotive and
car operating have been savagely enforced,

and the low rates keep pace to hold the

business of moving freight a losing game.
If these railroad managers, to which Col.

Haines' words were addressed, would
unite to insist on a living profit on the

business they perform, it would bring back
prosperity to railroads and good times to

the country.

As there appears to be an impression

that the hotel accommodation will be
limited for those attending the conventions

at Alexandria Bay in June next, we are

notified by Mr. J. B. Wi.star, manager of

the Thousand Islands House, that he can

provide comfortable accommodation for

1,000 persons. Those requiring rooms
should write to Mr. Wistar without delay.



PERSONAL.
Ira Petrie, formerlj' master mechanic of

the Jacksonville Southeastern, died at

Jacksonville, 111., April 4.

Mr. T. G. Manning, for the past seven

years gang foreman of the Mexican Inter-

national at Eagle Pass, Tex., has resigned.

Mr. W. H. Potter has been appointed

superintendent of the Toledo division of

the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh.

Mr. N. J. O'Brien has been appointed

division superintendent of the Southern

Railway, with headquarters at Danville,

Va.

Mr. \V. E. Widgeon, of Logansport,

Ind., has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Michigan division of the

Vandalia Line.

Mr, John Downs has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Pennsyl-

vania lines west of Pittsburgh, with head-

quarters at Columbus, O.

Mr. E. B. Wakeman has been appointed

superintendent of the Minneapolis Union.

He was formerly superintendent of trans-

portation of the Great Northern.

Mr. T. R. Freeman, the well-known sup-

ply man, has accepted the position of gen-

eral sales agent of the National Coupler

Co., with headquarters in Chicago.

Mr. Howard James has been appointed

superintendent of the Eastern Railway of

Minnesota and of the Duluth Steamship

Co., with headquarters at Duluth, Minn.

Mr. J. M. Kimball has been appointed

general agent of the Erie & Ashtabula

division of the Pennsylvania lines west of

Pittsburgh. His office will be at Erie, Pa.

Mr. Daniel Breck has been appointed

superintendent of the Ovvensboro & Nash-

ville division of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, with headquarters at Russellville, Ky.

Mr. D. M. King, for twenty years a loco-

motive engineer on the Seaboard Air Line,

has been appointed traveling engineer for

that system, with headquarters at Raleigh,

N. c'

Mr. John Henney, Jr., superintendent of

motive power of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the whole car department of

the system.

Mr. William R. Robinson, formerl}' of

St. Paul, Minn., has accepted a position

with the motive power and machinery de-

partment of the Seaboard Air Line, at

Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. John Dempsey has been appointed

master mechanic of the Central of Georgia,

with headquarters at Macon, Ga. He was

formerly general foreman of the machine

shops at Macon.

Mr. E. T. Horn, late general manager of

the Macon & Northern, has been appointed

superintendent of the Lake Superior &
Transfer Railway, with headqviarters at

West Superior, Wis.

Mr. E. M. Humstone, master mechanic

of the Philadelphia, Reading & New Eng-

land at Hartford, Conn., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of that

road, with headquarters at Canaan, Conn.

Mr. W. H. Green, for several years gen-

eral manager of the Eastern system of the

Southern Railway, has been appointed

general superintendent of the whole sys-

tem, with headquarters at Washington,

D. C.

Mr. G. W. Eaves, of Richmond, Va.,

has been made general foreman of the

Seaboard Air Line shops at Raleigh, N. C.

The office of master mechanic, formerly

held by Mr. B. S. Shaw, has been abol-

ished.

Mr. J. M. Hale has been appointed super-

intendent of machinery of the Hoosac Tvin-

nel & Wilmington, with headquarters at

Reedsborough, Vt. Mr. Hale was formerly

in mechanical department of the C, St. P.,

M. & O.

Mr. Frank H. McGee has resigned as

master mechanic of the Central of Georgia,

at Macon, Ga. The employes of the me-

chanical department on April ist presented

him with a $300 silver service as a token

of esteem.

Mr. S. A. Chapiot, secretary of the

Southwestern Railway Club, has been ap-

pointed master car builder of the Georgia

Central, with headquarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. Chapiot was master car builder of this

road before.

Mr. H. W. Byers has been appointed

superintendent of the Erie & Ashtabula

division of the Pennsylvania lines west of

Pittsburgh, vice Mr. J. M. Kimball, trans-

ferred. His office will be at Lawrence

Junction, Pa.

Mr. J. S. B. Thompson has been ap-

pointed assistant general superintendent

of the Southern Railway, with headquar-

ters at Atlanta, Ga. He was formerly

superintendent of the Danville division of

the same road.

Mr. T. A. Switz, formerly assistant gen-

eral manager of the Great Northern, has

been appointed purchasing agent of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul &. Sault Ste. Marie,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.,

to succeed Mr. W. T. Watkins, resigned.

Mr. C. W. Corson has been appointed

assistant to Mr. F. D. Casanave, general

superintendent of motive power of the

Pennsylvania R.R., at Altoona, Pa. He
was formerU' road foreman of engines of

the Pennsylvania lines, with headquarters

at Columbus, O.

Mr. Jacob W. Mack, secretary and treas-

urer of the Nathan Mfg. Co., has been ap-

pointed School Commissioner by Mayor
Strong, of New York. The press, repre-

senting all shades of political opinion, ac-

knowledge that the appointment of Mr.

Mack is one of the best which Mayor
Strong has made.
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Mr. L. H. Miller, who has been for some

time general superintendent of the In-

diana, Illinois & Iowa, has resigned the

position, and has taken charge as master

mechanic of the road. This change was

made at his own request, impaired health

unfitting him for the responsibilities of

general .superintendent.

SenorCanovas, Prime Minister of Spain,

began his working life as a railroad man.

He is noted for the picturesque quality of

the invectives he uses, without much care

of where they apply. His railroad training

is reputed to have greatly added to this ac-

complishment. The familiar sobriquet he

goes by is " the monster."

Mr. William A, Nettleton has been pro-

moted to the pasition of superintendent

of motive power of the Kansas City, Ft.

Scott & Memphis R.R., in place of Mr.

John S. McCrum, assigned to other duties.

Mr, Nettleton has been acting superin-

tendent of motive power. He is a techni-

cal school graduate and mechanic, and is

particularly well up in all matters relating

to railway machinery.

Mr. W. G. Nevin, assistant to First Vice-

President Robinson, of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed

general purchasing agent of that road, to

succeed Mr. W. G. Tuller, resigned. Head-

quarters, Chicago. Mr. Nevin has been

assistant to the first vice-president since

last November, and was formerly chief

clerk to the general manager of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, at Galveston, Tex.

Mr. C. B. Royal has been appointed

master mechanic of the Seaboard Air

Line, at Portsmouth, Va. Mr. Ro}-al has

been for several years an engineer on the

South Side Elevated Railroad of Chicago.

He learned the machinist trade in the

shops of the Chicago & Northwestern at

Chicago, and has had considerable sur-

face railroad experience. He is a son of

Mr. George Royal, of the Nathan Mfg. Co.

In the death of Mr. W. P. Pike, superin-

tendent of the Louisville & Nashville R. R.

,

another mechanic who rose to prominence

in the railway world has passed away.

Mr, Pike served his apprenticeship as a

machinist in the Edgefield & Kentucky
R.R. shops, and afterwards went firing,

and rose through the positions of engineer,

shop foreman and master mechanic to be

superintendent. He was a very popular

and efficient officer.

Mr. F. A. Seabert has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Tucson &
Yuma division of the Southern Pacific,

with heailquarters at Tucson, Ariz. Mr.

Seabert came up through the train depart-

ment, and rose on the D., L. & W. from con-

ductor to be superintendent of the Western
division. He went West on leave of ab-

sence for his health, and was so much im-

proved by the drj' climate of Arizona that

he decided to make that his permanent
home.

Mr. J. B. Brady has gone to Europe to



be absent five weeks. He went on the

steamship Umbria, which was a day longer

than usual in making the passage. Some
of Mr. Brady's critics say that the cause of

the delay was the treating which he gave

the firemen that prevented them from be-

ing able to keep up steam. We believe

this to be a slander, however, and think

that the real cause of the delay was the

unusually severe weather which the vessel

encountered.

Mr. Richard Dudgeon, whose name is

familiar to every person who uses hy-

draulic tools, died at New York last month.

He was the inventor of the hydraulic jack

and of numerous other improvements in

hydraulic machinery. Mr. Dudgeon was
a Scotchman by birth, but spent all his

working life in this country, .\fter learn-

ing the machini.st trade, he .started in busi-

ness for himself in a small way, and gradu-

ally built it up until he had one of the best

shops in New York City.

The numerous friends of Mr. J. S. Mc-
Crum, for twenty-five years head of the

mechanical department of the Kansas City,

Ft. Scott & Memphis R.R., will be sorry

to hear that his health continues to be so

unsatisfactor\- that he has been compelled

to resign this position. President Nettle-

ton has kept Mr. McCrum nominally at the

head of his department for several years,

when he was unable to perform the

duties, and has now assigned Mr. McCrum
to easy work, which will not tax his

strength.

Mr. M. JI. Reid has been appointed

master mechanic of the Atlantic & Dan-
ville R.R., with headquarters at Ports-

mouth, Va. Mr. Reid has been for the

last two or three years general foreman of

the Norfolk & Southern R.R. shops at

Berkley, Va. Before that he was on the

Baltimore & Ohio, and has had extended

experience as a shop manager. The com-
pany he has gone with is building large

shops at Lawrenceville, Va., and Mr. Reid
is devoting himself to getting the shops

properly equipped.

Mr. Jules Viennot, who is proprietor of

an advertising agency in Philadelphia,

which bears his name, is a knight of the

French Legion of Honor. Mr. Viennot is

agent for forty-five of the largest manu-
facturing concerns in and about Philadel-

phia, and is noted for the intelligence and
rigid impartiality which he displays in

selecting advertising mediums. He is an
arch-enemy of all advertising humbugs,
and stands as a most polite buffer between
his employers and the men who try to

make money by getting up folders, pro-

grammes and other nets to catch unwary
advertisers. The greater part of the

manufacturers in Philadelphia who sell to

railroad companies employ Mr. Viennot to

look after their advertising.

Capt. John G. Mann has been appointed

general manager of the Mobile & Ohio,

with headquarters at Mobile, Ala. Capt,

Mann was formerly assistant chief engineer

of the Illinois Central, and had a highly

varied experience in the location and con-

struction of railroads. He began work as

an assistant engineer on the Cleveland,

Columbus & Cincinnati, and was a resi-

dent engineer of the M. & O. for three

years before the war. He was for a short

time a passenger conductor, and left that

to enter the Confederate army, in which
he fought—first as lieutenant and then as

captain of an engineers' corps. Since the

war he has been superintendent of differ-

ent divisions of the Illinois Central, and
rose to be chief engineer of the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley road.

Mr. C. H. Hud.son, for the last .seven

years general manager of the East Tennes-

see, Virginia & Georgia, has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the entire South-

ern Railway system, with headquarters at

Washington. Mr. Hudson is a graduate

of the Engineering School of Harvard Uni-

versity, and has had a great deal of engi-

neering experience on railroads. He was
for several years superintendent of divis-

ions of the C, B. & Q., and was for a time

general manager of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis. Mr. Hudson has devoted a great

deal of attention to mechanical matters,

and a paper which he read on Compound
Locomotives at one of the Engineering

meetings attracted general attention and
did much to enhance the popularity of

compound locomotives in this country.

Mr. E. T. Silvius has purchased a half

interest in the Thurman Fuel Oil Burner

Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., and will have
charge of the railroad department. The
company has a fire kindler which Mr.

Silvius expects will meet with read}' pat-

ronage. Mr. Silvius was for ten years

master mechanic of the Jacksonville, St.

Augustine & Indian River Railroad. He
learned the machinist trade at Renovo,

Pa., and worked there with W. L. Foster,

W. H. Thomas, H. K. Stout and others

who afterwards became master mechanics.

By the way, Renovo shops appear to have

turned out more apprentices who rose to

be master mechanics than an\- other shops

in the country. From Renovo, Mr. Sil-

vius went West, and ran a locomotive for

two years. He also had some experience

as a shop foreman before going to Florida

in 1883.

Mr. L. B. Paxson, superintendent of

motive power and rolling equipment of the

Philadelphia & Reading, knows more in-

teresting things about the development of

the American locomotive than any man of

our acquaintance. He is in possession of

facts that would be of much historical

value. Unfortunately, Mr. Paxson has

a horror of what he calls newspaper
notoriety, and the most enterprising

editors have failed to induce him to un-

dergo an interview in the presence of a

stenographer. He' has been nearly fifty

years on the Philadelphia & Reading.

When he went to work on the Reading, it

was only 58 miles long. In its early his-
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tor\-, this railroad was the most enterpris-

ing in the country in the developing of

improved rolling stock, and Mr. Paxson
has been an eye-witness of all that was
done. M\ich important work was carried

on under his supervision.

Mr. George W. McGuire, one of the best

known and most popular men in the rail-

road supply business, died at Savannah,

Ga., last month, where he was living for

his health. Mr. McGuire was bom in

Ohio, and had some railroad experience in

an engineers' corps. He learned the trade

of iron molder in Lima, O., and worked
at the trade in various places. Fifteen years

ago he was made superintendent of the

Cleveland Malleable Iron Co., and he re-

tained his connection with that firm to the

end. He was so successful as a sales agent

that during the last ten years he devoted

himself almost entirely to that department

of the busines,s. A cheerful, pleasing man-
ner made him a welcome \-isitor to railroad

men, and he seldom visited offices on busi-

ness without making personal friends.

About three j-ears ago his health became
impaired through oversvork, and the illness

developed into aneurism of the heart. The
doctors told him that recovery was hope-

less, and they intimated that he might die

at any moment. With this malady, like

the sword of Damocles hanging over him,

George went about his daily duties as

cheerfully as if he were blessed with the

best of health. He made such a long, brave

fight with the dread disease that many of

his friends were hoping that he was com-
ing off the victor, but it was not to be. He
and his wife have been for years among
the most active workers at the mechanical
conventions, and many will be sad at their

absence this vear.

The Air-Brake Men's Association held

its second annual convention, at St. Louis,

Mo., April 9th, loth, nth and 12th. It is

never our purpose to publish in full, re-

ports of any association ; but if it were, we
should certainly select the papers pre-

sented at this meeting—they were admir-

able. The older associations could well

learn something from this youngster in

expeditious ways of doing business. There
were just about 100 members in attendance.

The meeting hours were from 9 to 12 and
from 2 to 5. At no moment during the

session, on any day, was there more than

10 per cent, of the membership absent

from the room. We expect, and intend to

publish extracts from the reports presented

—they were all live questions of the hour.

President Hutchins was absent the first

three days, owing to the sudden death of

his mother; this was very much regretted,

as "Sam" is usually the life of the con-

vention ; but the meetings were ably pre-

sided over by Mr. C. P. Cass, of the St. L.

& S. F. road. General officers should en-

courage this association, for its whole ob-

ject is education on the all-important mat-
ter of power brakes.



The Effect of Engine-Truck Brakes
on Train Stops.

At the recent convention of Air-Brake

Men held in St. Louis there was presented,

among other able papers, one of especial in-

terest on driver and engine truck brakes.

This committee had compiled a lot of in-

formation on the influence of engine-truck

brakes from actual experiments made on
the Old Colony road.

The report gives a number of tables,

showing the effect on stops with different

weights of trains at different speeds ; but

all of the information there contained is

put into graphic condensation in the plate

here shown.

One can see at a glance just how far a

train of three, four, five or six cars would
run before being stopped, at any speed be-

tween 30 and 60 miles per hour, by the

brakes either in service application or

gan Central. Thev fit us, and hired every-

thing that came along to run the engines.

One feller they got was a n'old-timer

who'd jest come up from the front—been
running fer Uncle Sam amongst the bush-

whackers.

"He were a gamey old buffer, an' was
us't to being stoned and shot at. Why, he
jest smiled at the boj-s when they throwed
bricks at him.

"One night he went out on the express,

and some desp'rit cusses had took up a rail

and put out about twenty torpeders each
side of it.

"When that old fish-kittle hit them tor-

peders, ker bang-et-e-bang ! Old sodjer

jest slid down behind the seat box and
yelled :

"'Blaze er-way, ye sons o' guns, ^-er

kant skeer me—I've been there afore !

'

"She only turned over twic't, and when

BOILER-MAKINQ.
By C. E. Fourness.*

In this series on boiler-making, the in-

tention is to treat upon the boiler very

completely, regarding the strengths of dif-

ferent parts as well as the laying out. As
my greatest difficulty has always been to

know where this information could be

procured, I will give some of what I have
collected from various sources. I have
subscribed for papers, and paid from $1 to

115 for different books on boilers, etc.,

that were to give all the information there

was to be had about a boiler. But they

would not always conform to what was
found by experience to be practical, and
as they are generally written by mechanical
engineers, a man must go slow in adopting

any rule, and be sure he is right, then go
ahead. Again, a great many practical

men are very conservative, and do not like

Emerffenc-y Stops, Futl Service Sto2}s.

Data: W<ight of Zocotiiutirc nnd Tender. 180,000 lbs.

Weiglit ofeacli Coach - - 53,000 lbs.

CulcHlatcd JJrircr Brake Force 75% of weight carried to Rails
" Truel; Brake Force 75% " " " " •'

" Tender Brake Force 00:: " " " " "
" Coach Brake Force, ISincrgeiicy, OOi of Wt of Coach
*' Coach Brake Force, Full Service, 75%

Itiagr.ant shoieing

^ngth of Stops, for Dffferent Trains^

id as Modified htj the Application of

emergenc}', and how this service is im-
proved by the use of an engine-truck
brake.

The brake used was the same as shown
in this paper last month. There are now
about 100 of these brakes in service ; but
from the showing here made, it would ap-

pear a good long step toward increased

efiiciency if more of them were put into

service.

This kind of data is the useful kind, the
kind that it is safe to figure from, as it

was obtained by actual stop tests on a road
instead of being figured out on a drawing
board.

^ i i
He Was Used To It.

"Jest after the war," remarked the old-

timer, as he picked up our half-burned
cigar and relit it, "fall of '65 and winter
of '66, you know, we had the first big
Brotherhood strike—it were on the Michi-

luou HOC laoo

l.eiif/th of Stop in Feet

the crew got up to him, the old man was
layin' flat as a pancake in the ditch, mut-
terin' to hisself :

" ' Mosby, by thunder; no idee he waz
around here—but you jest wait till Pap
Thomas gits after his pelt !

'
"

Illinois Central passenger engine 1447
received general repairs at Waterloo shops
in month of July, 1893, and remained in

service Until January, 1895, without being
taken off her wheels, or having driving

boxes refitted. During the four years and
five months of .service, this engine ran 164,-

133 miles, and averaged 42 miles per ton of

coal, 112 miles per pint of valve oil, and 65
miles per pint of engine oil. As this

engine did not have a lubricator, and
was used as a push engine for two
years and a half in addition to her regu-

lar run, the performance is worthy of no-

tice.
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to move out of the old rut. A great many
have only a limited education, and they
use their judgment in most cases to de-

termine sizes and proportions. But I con-

sider any foreman or person who deter-

mines sizes of braces, staj's, etc., and the

number required to support certain-

amounts of surfaces, should be able to

figure the strain upon these parts. To be
sure, there is ample support, and still not
more than necessary. It is very satisfac-

tory, indeed, to be able to demonstrate,

by a reliable authority, that ample strength

has been allowed, and not be obliged to

say it looks, or in my judgment it is strong

enough. I will now define a few of the

terms used in boiler-making.

DEFINITIONS.

I. Tensile strength—Is the strain at

which the fibers or particles of a body are

forced to separate.

* Foreman Boiler-maker, C, M. & St. P. Ry.,
Dubuque, Iowa.



2. Cohesion—Is the strength with which

component parts of a rigid body adhere to

each other,

3. Elasticity—The amount a body will

stretch under strain, and still assume its

original form upon being relieved.

4. £> IIcti/r—Soil, flexible, pliable ; that

exposed (one end) times the pressure pe r

square inch. The area of one end 48x48X

-

.7854=1,809.56. And to resist this pressure

there is the ring of metal all around the

shell, which equals the circumference times

the thickness times the tensile strength
;

48 X 3-1416 X ^ X 60,000 = 3,391,875, and

3.391.875-^1,809.56=1,874, the pressure per

square inch required to tear the end or

head out of the shell—where one-half of

this pressure, or 937 pounds per sqviare

inch, will burst the shell. If the heads

were riveted in, and the rivets pitched as

given in the table following, single riveted

for ^-^-inch sheet and ^4. -inch rivets, a

strength of .62;; of the solid iron would be

secured, and i,874X. 62 = 1, 162 lbs. per

square inch would be the pressure required

to pull the shell apart through this girth

seam, where 937 lbs. per square inch would
burst the solid shell.

can be stretched or worked to a great ex-

tent, without injury.

5. Elongated—Stretched, lengthened.

6. Laminated— \n layers.

7. Blistered—When laminated material

is exposed to heat, the outside layer will

swell out like a bladder.

8. Homogeneous—Solid, compact—each
particle forming a body being the same.

9. Fibers—Long, slender threads length-

wise through iron and other material.

10. Crystallised—Hard, brittle.

1 1

.

Factor of safety—Is the number of

times the bursting pressure is greater than

the working pressure.

BOILER SEAMS.

No doubt a great many persons have

noticed boiler shells with the straight

(longitudinal) seams double riveted, strap-

ped, welted, or a combination of two of

them, when the girth seam would only be

single riveted. I will demonstrate that if

the shell was full strength all around ( had
no straight seams) a single-riveted girth

seam would still be the strongest. For
e.xample, take a steel shell }i inch thick,

48 inches in diameter and 10 feet long
;

tensile strength, 60,000 lbs. The total

pressure required to burst this shell would
be the area exposed times the pressure.

The thickness multiplied by the length,

then by 2 (as there are two sides), then by
the tensile strength, equals the bursting

pressure : ->8"X 120X2x60,000=5,400,000,
the total bursting pressure ; and the press-

ure per square inch required to burst the

boiler is found by dividing 5,400,000 by the

diameter times the length (the projected

area) : 5,400,000^ (48X120) =937 lbs.

The total pressure required to force the

boiler apart lengthwise would be the area

lbs., but it is safer, and there is an in-

centive to improve the straight seam, and
thereby increase the working pressure.

The rule or formula used by the Govern-

ment inspectors for the boilers of steam

vessels is one-sixth of the tensile strength

times the thickness in decimal parts of an

inch divided by the radius of the boiler in

inches. This equals the working pressure

for single-riveted seams, and 20; can be

added to the working pressure by double-

riveting the straight seams ; also all rivet

holes in the boiler must be drilled. There

is a great difference of opinion in regard

to this last feature. A hole punched in-

jures the sheet, but a drilled hole being

so sharp at the edge, it shears off the

rivet much sooner than a punched hole,

and it is claimed that one about balances

the other.

The table given with pitch of rivets.

TABLE.
PlTCi|l0FRlVET;^, PEF^.dE/iTOFJOI/^T, dlZEOFF(l\/ET

& Dl^TAfidE FRO^TflLdElJTE?^ OF F(ll/:Tf(0LE^^ED(|EOFT|lE L;\P,

THICK.

WESS

OF

PLATE



The Air-Brake Men's Association put

themselves on record as approving metallic

packing for air pumps, and against any

kind of fibrous packing. One member
spoke highly of the Duval packing, which

is a metal packing composed of fine wires

braided into strands of the proper size.

Not one meuibei defended the ordinary

wick, rubber-wound or asbestos packings,

all of them agreeing that such packings

required constant attention and soon

burned hard, scoring the rod and being

difficult to remove. Some use a solid ring

cone packing of home make, but most of
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them use a regular packing of the United

States, Jerome or Columbian make.

Fifteen sons of members of the Railway

Master Mechanics' Association will com-

pete for the Stevens' scholarship this year.



Heavy Consolidation for Pittsburgh

Junction Railroad.

We show on this page a cut of a ver)'

large locomotive recentlj' built by the

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works for the P. J.

road.

From a glance at the picture, no one

would suspect that the cylinders were

22 X 28 inches and the boiler 6 feet in diam-

eter. This is because there is nothing

shown in the picture of known size to com-

pare parts to.

The engine is a very symmetrical one in

outline, with no "notions" about her ; .she

is as near as possible a standard "Pitts-

burgh." Her principal dimensions areas

follows :

Fuel, coke.

Gage of track, 4 ft. ?.% in.

Total weight of engine, in working order,

160,000 pounds.

Total weight on drivers, in working or-

der, 148,000 pounds.

Working pressure, 160 pounds.

Grates (cast iron, rocking), 35 //2 sq. ft.

Heating .surface in tubes, 2149.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface in firebox, 169.5 sq. ft.

Total heating surface, 231S.7 sq. ft.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside of

tires, 50 in.

Diameter and length of journal, S !^X9 in.

Diameter of engine-truck wheels, 30 in.

Diameter and length of journal, 5x10 in.

Weight of tender with fuel and water,

79,000 pounds.

Water capacity, 3,500 U. S. gallons.

Coal capacity, 360 cubic ft.

The Westinghouse .American outside

equalized brake is used.

A Qualification.

Foxey Hall is a bragger, an^-way, and

some of the boys say he handles the truth

right recklessly when telling of feats per-

formed by his engine—with his valuable

she's a steamer from Steamville, and the

harder you hit her the better she steams

—

ain't that so, Firesey ?
"

"Yep," said the fireman, who was hon-

est, " pervidin' ye don't hit her too darn

hard."

g g i '

The Most Important Railroad Man.

Mr. C. W. Bradley, general superintend-

ent of the West Shore, is one of the soft-

talking gentlemen who make points by
means of quiet jokes. The jokes are gen-

erally quite pointed.

"Who do you think is the most import-

ant official connected with railroad operat-

ing?" was asked Mr. Bradley, lately. He
made a brief mental review, and then

answered, "The car inspector."

"That man has the whole of us by the

heels," he continued. "We smaller peo-

ple put in hard work securing business for

the company. Some of us labor to get

22 x 28 CONSOI,ID.\TION FOR PITTSBURGH JUNCTION R.\ILRO.\D.

Drivang-wlieel base of engine, 14 ft.

Total wheel base of engine, 22 ft. i in.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

52 ft. sYz in.

Height from rail to top of stack, 15 ft.

4 in.

Cylinders, diameter and stroke, 22 x 28 in.

Piston rods, steel, 4 in. diameter.

Type of boiler, straight.

Diameter of boiler at smallest ring, 72 in.

Diameter of boiler at back head, 74 J^ in.

Crown sheet supported by radial stays,

lyi in. diameter.

Sta3'bolts, I in. diameter, spaced 4 in.

from center to center.

Number of tubes, 272.

Diameter of tubes, 2,V in.

Length of tubes over tube sheet, 13 ft.

6 in.

Length of firebox, inside. 121 in.

Width of firebox, inside, ^2% in.

assistance. Besides that, " Foxey " is con-

trary and always on the other side of the

argument.

Not long since the road got some new
moguls, which were the pride of the earth

except in the important matter of steam

—

they came of a cool-blooded family.

"Foxey" stopped just below town the

other day and filled his boiler up, both

with steam and water, then came into

town with the door open and both pops

up.

Several of the men running ice-cream

freezers—mates to " Foxey's " engine

—

gathered around her, and the master me-

chanic came to find out how Hall had ar-

ranged her front end.
'

' Hall, '

' said he, '

' how is she ?
'

'

" Away vip, sir," said Hall, " away up in

G. Steam? Why, it 'ud just do your

heart good to hear her howl [so it would]
;

2.S8

freight rushed through to its destination,

and we try to keep things moving.

We sit up nights figuring on how we can

save an hour for a car between New York
and Buffalo. All at once the car inspector

holds up his paralyzing chalk, and every-

thing stops.

" The car inspector has had his turn. I

think it is time that superintendents and

managers and presidents should have some-

thing to say about how the business shall

be handled."

^ ^ i
Out on the St. Louis & San Francisco,

they have what is known as "high-wheel

seniority." When a man is old enough,

he kicks tor a large-wheeled engine, and

gets rid of a low-wheeled one, of which

there are not many, and known in local

parlance as " creepers."



Extended Piston Rods.

Editors :

Your article on the above in your March
issue, in some respects, I do not agree

with.

If it is necessary to put an extended rod

on a heavy piston, through the front cyl-

inder head, that is all right, and very nec-

essary. I recently did so on the low-press-

ure pistons of a Baldwin compound. My
reasons for doing so were, that the pistons

being a solid head (with block tin lining

,_,^gi

all around), the bottom wore down and

would carry the crosshead down on front

end out of line of center line of the guides,

so that it would wear the block tin lining

of the crosshead on the bottom at front

end and on the top at the back end.

To remedy the matter temporarily, we
turned the pistons around. After that we
took pistons out and renewed block tin

lining. We finally had to do something.

The engine was taken into shop to turn

tires, etc., and while in we put on extended

rods and new pistons with bull rings and

followers. We used old front cylinder

heads, but did not use Jerome glands.

These extended piston rods made a decided

improvement in the working of the pistons

and crossheads.

As far as this we agree with your article,

but when you say a stuffing box with

"Jerome" packing was applied to the

pistons in question in your article, we do

not believe they would give satisfaction.

Some time ago we received a two-cylinder

compound having an extended piston rod

on low-pressure piston running through

front cvlinder heads, and it had Jerome

gland. I asked the engineer who came

with the engine, what that was for. He
answered: "Why, to carry the weight of

the piston, of course." Well, does it do

so? Is there not yi in. all around that

Jerome packing, so that it can follow the

piston rod wherever it wanted to go ? And
such was the case. The piston was resting

on the bottom of the cylinder and not in

the gland, as supposed. After a while we
began to have trouble. The piston head

and follower were cast steel (to lighten it),

and it began cutting the bottom of the

cylinder. We took away the Jerome

packing and glands, and put in one like

sketch (giving a long wearing surface),

and have had no trouble since. The glands

we put in did what was intended, as it kept

the piston in the neighborhood of the cen-

ter line of the cylinder, whereas the Jerome

gland did not. D.wiD Brown, M. M.,

Scran ton, Pa. D., L. & W.

i i g
Air Hoist.

Editors :

Seeing in the February Locomotive
Engineering a cut of a valve for an air

hoist, I thought the one planned and con-

structed by myself, and now in successful

operation at the C. & O. shops here, might

be of interest to some of your readers.

Inclosed please find sectional cut and two

perspective views of the valve.

The valve is very small, only weighs

two and a half pounds complete with

lever, and of that size can be used on

hoists that will lift as high as ten tons.

Being a safety appliance, it holds the

load in any position the operator desires,

and cannot be handled dangerously, be-

cause the air passages are made so the air

pansion in LOCOMOTIVE Engineering,
first by D. O. Smith, M. M. of the M. & O.

R. R., in December, and Mr. W. E. Amann
in your March issue. After looking the

subject over, the writer sees no reason why
excessive cushion, or initial pressure, or

both, should have a greater tendency to

slip the driver than moderate pressures.

The flat spot on the right-hand driver, 90°

ahead of the crank, as regards the right-

hand engine, will be considered first.

In going over the forward center, the

axle box is forced back against the wedge

(or shoe) by any excess of steam pressure

aliove that is required to bring the recipro-

cating parts of the engine to rest, plus the

centrifugal force of the counterweight in

the driver, less the centrifugal force of the

parallel rod, crank pin and its hub. Now
it appears that whatever play there is in

the axle bearing, or axle box, that the

driver will be slipped back on the rail a like

amount. This will occur whenever the

forces just referred to are sufficient to slip

the wheel on the rail, and the result is

"pound," which is hardest (other things

being equal) when the pressure on the pis-

ton is the greatest, indicating that the lost

motion is taken up in less time when a

higher pressure is used. If the lost mo-

tion is considerable, and the engine run-

ning at high speed, with the links, as

"Swifty" has so pathetically expressed

it,
" a-draggin' on the ties," and the

throttle closed until there is barely steam

enough in the cylinders to force the axle

box from its front to back support while

cannot enter or exhaust fast enough to

cause trouble. The valve is small, compact

and neat. I think the views and cut will

explain themselves. C. O. Mikle.

Huntington, W. I'a.

Full Throttle and Close Cut-off.

Editors :

Flat spots on tires have been attributed

to using steam with a high grade of ex-
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going over the forward center, then the

slip will wear a small arc of the tire to a

smaller diameter than the rest of the

wheel. The length of the arc will de-

pend on the time the wheel is slipping. If

the a.xle-box movement requires but a

very short part of the time of a revolution,

as it would when the engine was running

slow, with full throttle and close cut-off, a

flat spot on the tire would be the result, but

it ought not to be deeper than the wear of



the short arc, although it might be much
more objectionable.

In regard to the vertical lift of the left-

hand driver, due to the centrifugal force

of its countersveight, and the tendency of

the left-hand engine to slip the drivers

while the right-hand engine is on the

center ; it will be seen, that for a given

load for the engine to pull, or what is the

same thing, for a given average steam

pressure on the pistons, that the higher the

initial pressure, and the earlier the cut-off,

the less pressure there will be on the piston

of the left-hand engine while the one on

the right side vnll be going over the cen-

ter. As illustrating : Take an engine of

24-inch stroke, cutting off at 4 inches, and
to have an average pressure of 60 pounds,

which will require an initial pressure of 146

pounds and will have a mid-pressure of

but 40 pounds. On the other hand, if we
cut off at half stroke, an initial pressure of

75 pounds will be required for an average

pressure of 60 pounds, and a mid-pressure

of 75 pounds, being, of course, the same as

the initial pressure, which gives the left-

hand engine nearly twice the force to turn

the drivers, vrith the right-hand engine on
the center, than it had with the 4-inch cut-

off and 146 pounds initial pressure. It

will be seen that these are theoretical

figures, but the proportion will be some-
where near the same in practice.

What I think to be a remedy for some of

the evils of running with full throttle and
close cut-off, is to reduce the lead and com-
pression, and thereby relieve the bearings

of a center pressure that is not onlv use-

less, but also injurious.

Another method of relieving the bear-

ings of center pressure is to increase weight
of the crosshead or piston head, or both,

and by that means store the force at the
center, and pay it back later in the stroke.

The objection to this method is that it in-

creases wear and friction, and, as the fol-

lowing calculation will show, it takes lots

of extra weight when running at moderate
speeds to amount to any perceptible ad-

vantage.

The inertia forces of the reciprocating

parts of an engine are susceptible of being
represented by a diagram, the same as the

pressure on the piston is by an indicator

card. The only difference is that the in-

ertia diagram is produced by calculation.

An accurate diagram of these forces is diffi-

cult to draw, but a fairly close approxima-
tion is ver\- easily made, as follows : Assume
that the weight of the reciprocating parts

(piston head, crosshead, piston and con-
necting rods) is located at the center of

the crank pin. Then the centrifugal force

of such weight is equal to the forces of

reciprocating parts of like weight and num-
ber of revolutions at the end of their stroke.

For any weight at crank pin has no vertical

centrifugal force while the engine is on
the dead center, it being all in a horizontal

direction.

With the engine a quarter turn from the

position just stated, the centrifugal force is

all in a vertical direction ; hence, with the

pi.ston at such part of the stroke as corre-

sponds with a vertical position of the crank

pin, there is no horizontal force affecting

the reciprocating parts, that is due to their

weight, but from the instant that point is

passed, the horizontal force due to their

weight increases, till at the end of the

stroke it amounts to the centrifugal force

of a like weight, as has been stated. The
centrifugal force of any revolving body is

equal to its weight multiplied by the square

of its velocity and divided by the product

of the radius multiplied by 32.2 (the accel-

eration of gra\nty). What amounts to the

same thing, and is much more convenient,

is to multiply the weight in pounds by the

radius in feet, and this product by the

number of revolutions per minute squared,

then divide by 2,933.54; the quotient is the

centrifugal force in pounds.

Suppose it to be required to represent on

an indicator card the force the weight of

the reciprocating parts plays in regulating

the pressure on the crank pin of an iSx 24

engine, steam at 150 pounds per square

inch, cutting ofif at 4 inches, and running

325 revolutions per minute—the weight

of reciprocating parts to weigh 765 pounds

(about 3 pounds per inch of area of pis-

ton). Then the force necessary to balance

the reciprocating parts at the end of the

stroke, in pounds per square inch of piston

area, s\-ill be "^^X 1X325' _ j^g ^i,g ^^_
254X2,933.54

companying diagram ( Fig. i ) is drawn to a

vertical scale of 60 pounds per square inch

of piston area, in which the line /, 2, repre-

sents the force just spoken of, and gives

an idea of what part of the steam that gets

into the cylinder is used to make the recip-

rocating parts keep up with the crank pin

during the first half of the stroke, when
the drivers are making 325 turns per

minute. The steaim so used is not lost, for

approximately the same amount is paid

back on the last half of the stroke. Line

/, 3, represents the force in pounds per

square inch of piston area, to balance the

reciprocating parts when the engine is

making only 165 revolutions per minute,

and is comparatively insignificant if high

initial or cushion pressures are used. Bar-

ring cushion (line //, 2, drawn in at ran-

dom), a very even crank-pin effort may
be secured with reciprocating parts of light

weight, at moderate speeds, a throttled

pressure and later cut-off, as shown by the

figure inclosed by the lines ^-IS, SS, S^,

3/, /-/. With high speeds, to secure an

even crank-pin effort, a "full throttle and

close cut-off " will be required, and if the

cushion line can be made to conform fairly

close to the inertia line, a nearly constant

pressure may be had on the crank pin, cor-

responding to about one-third of the initial

steam pressure.

The engineer who knows the speed he is

running at, the weight of his reciprocating

parts, and the distribution of steam at given

notches in the sector, ought to be able to

gage the distance between the ties and
links so as to harmonize the economy of

coal and the cost of repairs.

It is not to be understood that the gen-

tlemen referred to above, run their axle

boxes looser than they should be. The
necessarj' freedom that a box must have,

together with the spring of axle and frame,

may cause the driver to slip enough to

flatten the tire. J. H. Dunbar.
Youngstown, O.

i ® i
A Cock to Make the Driver Brake

Independent at Will.

Editors :

I have been greatly interested in the

several letters sent in by L. D. Shaffner,

also the one by Will W. Wood, on the ad-

visability of using an independent driving

brake in mountain service ; also editorial

comments on same. Viewing the matter

from the standpoint of a practical engi-

neer, L. D. S. seems to have the best of

the argument.

While thinking over the matter, it oc-

curred to me that possibly the brake appa-

ratus could, with a ven.- slight change, be

arranged so that all parties in the dispute

could be satisfied. I therefore submit a

pencil sketch of a new style of cut-out

cock to take the place of the one in gen-

eral use in mountain service. In "the

sketch as shown, driving-brake auxiliary

is supplied through an additional port^in

cut-out cock, and all brakes operative as

at present. By moWng handle one-quarter

turn to the right you have an independent

driving brake, and can bunch train as

W. W. Wood suggests. By moving handle

another quarter turn, train brake is cut in

and set with the same reduction as driving

brake. In third position, driving brake

remains set while train is being recharged

in going down mountain grade, and train

held in check.

It sometimes happens that, on a bad
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night, brakes all cut in, hose bursts, and

driving wheels go to sliding. With this

arrangement, by placing handle in posi-

tion No. 2, driving brake can be released.

Placing handle in position No. 4, all brakes

cut in on second engine in double head-

ing. There are several other things this

cut-out will do, that will be readily ap-

parent to any one familiar with the brake

apparatus. The handle on the plug could

be arranged with a pin spring, similar to

the one in use on the equalizing discharge

valves, with suitable recesses cut in the

body of the cock, to avoid any possibilit}-

of handle falling out of position.

Monett. Mo. C. P. C.\ss.

i i i
Branch=Road Machinists.

Editors :

The requirements of a branch-road ma-

chinist are something not thought of by a

master mechanic in any other way than of

a man to put in a spring, or a rough bolt

—

to do the bidding of the engineers. But,

do the)- ever think that the engineer is not

always qualified to see to it himself ? and
so the man is selected in a common way.

If he can put in a spring and handle a

monkey wrench, he is all that is required.

So he is installed in his position, and goes

at it with a vengeance, and makes a botch

of it. It is all right as long as everything

goes well, but an engine comes in with a

slipped eccentric or rods want reducing.

She pounds bad somewhere, but it is not

in the rods. Lost shims in guides, got

loose on the trip, or the valve and cylinder

on the right side groan badh-. Monitor

breaks, can't work the injector very well,

lose water with it. If you make it take water

up, it breaks. Checks stick badly. Have to

go out and pound them down. And at

last we come to the air brake. The pump
has stopped on the road, tank brake leaks

off. It takes 20 pounds to set them ; can't

do anything with them, they must be fixed.

With any of those jobs, what will your

man do ? He will take a hammer, monkey
wrench and set. What the monkey wrench
won't start the set will. If the eccentric

is marked, it is all right ; but if it is not,

what then ? You all know what will

happen.

He takes the rods and brasses and don't

get them filed square, but they go up just

the same, and what is the consequence ?

Hot pins. He then starts to find the pound,

but can't do it; and lets it shake the cab to

pieces. When the guides are loose he will

shim them too much at the bottom or top.

The result will be hot guides or too loose.

As for the cylinder, he won't touch that,

and you will have cut valve and cylinder.

The only thing to do is to go to the shop,

and have her valves planed and the lubri-

cator looked at, and she won't groan any

more; but what will be the cost? Now
comes the water work. He will look the

injector all over, but that is as far as

it goes ; so he will change it or send it to

the shop for repairs.

He will fix checks his own way, but they

are just as bad the next day. As for the

brakes, he will take the wrong thing every

time.

I have seen just such a man, who was

offered a pretty good job at fair pay, that

smashed a globe valve before we could stop

him, and it so happened that I had another

top to put in its place or we would have

had a five hours' job to put in another

valve. All there is of those men is rush

and tear. I do not mean to say they are

all like this fellow, but there are lots of

them.

I have told you what he is. Now I will

try to tell, to the best of my knowledge,

what that machinist ought to be. In the

first place, and the most essential point, he

should not be an old man. Not because he

should be barred out on account of his age,

but he is liable to be called at all hours of

the night. So you want a young man who is

sober at all times, and one that you can find

at all times. He should be willing to work

hard sometimes because the work requires

it. He should be ingenious, because he will

have a great many jobs that he will not

have time to stop and think about. He
should be courteous to all alike, and not

show partiality, for it will create hard

feelings. If the road uses solid brasses in

forward trucks, he should know how to fit

them. He should know how to equalize

an engine so she will ride good, and have

her square so she will look like an engine.

He should know how to set valves, if

the case should require it—he would know
his business ; for what is the good of an

engine if she isn't square and work as she

ought to. He should be capable of

taking an injector to pieces and repair

it in a mechanical way so it will work. He
should be able to take a lubricator to

pieces without marring the nuts or break-

ing joints. I have seen a lubricator after a

roundhouse man had put in a glass. He
had turned the glass gage so as to get it

in that way ; but you could not blame the

poor fellow, as he did not know any better.

He should be familiar with the air brake,

so as to take the pump to pieces and put it

back together as it should be. If he is

not capable, how niu(?h damage he can do

to an engineer's valve in a few minutes.

He should be able to locate a cause for

different things that will come up in everv'

day's work that is put in on a locomo-

tive.

A foreman often says: " Fix the thing

and let it go
;
perhaps it "will never happen

again." That is not the proper way. If

something happens up there is a cause for

it, and he should know it. When a branch

road gets such a man it is well fixed for

help. The same should apply to a round-

house man. Then they would not have to

call a shop man every time a job comes in

that is a little difficult to handle ; and it

would pay a road to keep such a man, for

he would earn his money every day in the

week.

Rutland, I'a. A, J. GossELlN.

Queer Locomotives.

Editors :

I have just received your issue of Janu-

ary, and notice that on pages 28, 29 you

illustrate some compound locomotives,

which you attribute to Messrs. Neilson, of

Glasgow. The one for the Bombay Baroda

Railroad may be, but the two for the Ar-

gentine were built by Messrs. Sharp, Stew-

ard & Co., of Glasgow, for the extensions

of the National Central Northern Railroad

(Jackson contract), on which contract I

was leading erector, and, among others, I

built the " Cosquin."

The passenger engine class were good

all-round engines, but the freight class

were badly designed for repairing. For

one reason, it was impossible to get under-

neath them without bringing them over a

pit, or else taking down some of the brake

rigging or dropping the cowcatcher. This

is obvious if you examine the photos. The

crossheads and guide bars were evidently

designed by someone who had never had

to line one up in his life, for to do so you

had to take down guide bar and crosshead,

slip crosshead off the guide bar, line it up

(by guess), slip it on again, put up bar, and

trv it for lining with cylinder. The cross-

head w-as a solid steel casting, with hook-

ended brass gibs, and the guide bar was a

fixture at the rear end.

This was afterwards altered by W. W. E.

Cooper, the assistant locomotive superin-

tendent (late of McComb, Miss., and Tyler,

Tex. ), who devised a movable brass lining

gib, making it possible for us to line up

both for wear and cylinder without remov-

ing guide bar. One of this class (com-

pound freight) bursther boiler last summer
at Tacuman, killing several fitters. The

correspondent of the Engineer (hondon)

says that "out of thirty odd engines there

were only half a dozen that were fit to go

out." And these engines were all built

between 1889 and 1891, so that there is

something wrong somewhere. If you look

closely at the name plate on cab, you will

see that the name " Atlas Works " is quite

plain. George W. Hinchcliffe.

Sheffield, England.

, % % %
Making an Emergency and Returning

to Lap Position.

Editors :

In reply to W. M. Pipkin in regard to

making an emergency application and

bringing valve back on lap, we beg to state

that he must have tried it with a triple in

good order, and in an instruction room at

that. But nevertheless, it is a wrong way
to handle the valve in making an emer-

gency, and besides, the object of returning

the handle to lap is, no doubt, to save

air, and not to increase the pressure in

the cylinder. For instance, take a train

of thirty cars, and make a quick reduction

in emergency and return the handle to lap.

This starts a rush of air out of train pipe

emergency port, and the pressure, being

cut off so quickly, increases in the front

end of train pipe, and will release the brakes
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oil two or three cars next to engine. This

is, considering every triple in this train is in

good order.

Now, we will try this train again, and

suppose that there is about eight cars out

of the thirty that have leaky check valves,

as this amount is not uncommon, for we
find them leaking every day. If we were

to make an emergency application with

this train and leave the handle in the

emergency position (where it should al-

ways be left), and after a sufficient time

had elapsed for the train pipe to exhaust

its pressure, the continual blow out of the

exhaust port would indicate to you that

there were some triples in the train that

were not reliable in emergency—where,

if you return the handle to on lap, you
could tell nothing about them. That is the

reason that sometimes a train will hold

better in a service application than in an

emergency. In making an emergency ap-

plication, never think of saving air, but

throw your handle to the emergency notch

and leave it there. That is the reason the

Westinghouse people put a large shoulder

at the end of the emergency notch, to pre-

vent the handle from going all the way
around and releasing the brakes. There

are enough positions marked out on the

valve now without making any more. The
method of returning the handle to lap

after an emergency will do for air-brake

inspectors to perform in instruction cars,

as it saves the air, and besides, they are

not going to get into close quarters as we
sometimes do on the road.

W.\LTER C. G.\R.\GHTV.

Baltimore, Md.

A Planer with Wings.

Editors :

There are tools and attachments to tools

that are made, and after being used for a

length of time become so familiar that one
almost forgets but what they came with

the machine to which they are attached,

or have been bought by the company,
until something comes up to refresh one's

memory on the way that the job used to be

done.

Lately, being off for a couple of days,

and being in a town where there is a rail-

road shop, of course I went through it.

While going around, I came to a planer

where they were planing an engine deck
or footboard, and as the planer was not

large enough to let it pass between the up-

rights, they were using an arm. Anyone
that has ever used an arm will know what
kind of a time they were having.

Seeing this, brought to my mind that we
used to employ an arm at one time—and
what difficulties we used to have with it !

—

but that day is past. Not that we have a

planer now that will let one through, for it

is not as easy to get tools here as it seems to

have been for Jim Skeevers, but we have
put on the attachment that is here shown.
The frame is of i x 3-in. iron and braced

vi-ith 44' X 3-in. iron. There are three cross

braces J-2 x 2 in., the inside of the frame is

13 in. out from the plates and 9 in. higher.

This is enough for any foot plate or en-

gine-truck center casting. There is one on

each side of planes, held fast by four i-in.

tap bolts. We then made a short section

of the cross slide A in the figure, with

the base wide enough to bolt to both plates

of the frame. We put on this a full-size

saddle. The only thing that we left off

was the vertical feed, but put in the cross

feed as shown. B isa rod of i-in. round iron

threaded at one end, and goes through a

hole in the rib of the cross slide with a nut

on each side. The other end is flat and

bolted to the opposite frame. This is for

stiffness, as is also C, but C is made of

?4 X 2-in. iron.

The frame on the back of the planer is

always left up just as seen in the engrav-

ing, but the front one is taken down and,

with the two braces, laid away ready to be

used when wanted. This extra cross slide

Leakage of Brake Valves.

Editors :

In an article in your .\pril number, the

statement is made while commenting on

the "Additional Infonuation Catechism,"

that the black hand on air gage will fall

to the peg in a very short time if the angle

cock at rear of tender be opened when
brake-valve handle is on lap. The answer

to question No. 7 in the catechism referred

to says :
" If there are no leaks in the brake

valve and connections to brake valve

reservoir, it will not drop any ; usually the

equalizing piston packing ring leaks a

little ; this does little harm."
The latter part of the paragraph appears

to have been overlooked, but to learn just

how great the chances were for misleading

the operator, at times, I made a trial of

this matter on seven engines, all equipped

with the Plate D 5 brake valve. The
first engine had only steam enough to

make fifty-five pounds of air with handle

is set out 5 feet in front of the one on

planer. It is made exactly the same as the

one on planer ; so all we have to do is to

unscrew the bolts that hold the swing head

and transfer it to the new slide, and w-e are

ready for work, and to say that it is as rigid

as though the work was going lietween the

uprights is not stating the case too strongly.

This is cheaply made, and the planing of

2 or 3 foot plates will pay for it, and then

the man that runs the planer will live

longer, as also will the foreman, and both

will stand a better chance of going to that

place where all railroad men expect to go

to when all life's vain troubles pass.

One other little improvement that we
have done on this planer was lengthening

out the screw in the saddle for the vertical

feed. This is the largest planer we have,

and the vertical feed was only 7 inches

;

and when you most needed it, it would be

just about '2 inch too short, and of course

we would have to take two cuts ; and where

work has to be finished, it is best done with-

out shifting the tool if possible. So I cut

off the journal at top of swing plate, had a

forging made, and bolted it to back of

swing plate so as to raise it 9 inches, made
a new screw, and now we have a feed of 16

inches ; and when we want longer than that,

we will devise some other way to do it and

let you know. W. A. ROBERTSON.
Cedar Rapids, la.
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on lap and angle cock opened. It took

nine minutes and fifty-five seconds to leak

down to peg. The second, at fifty pounds
of air, took five minutes ; the third, at sev-

enty pounds of air, took two minutes and

fifty seconds ; the fourth, two minutes and

thirty seconds ; the fifth, three minutes and

twenty-five seconds ; the sixth leaked from

seventy to twenty-five pounds in seven

minutes ; the seventh, the same in six

minutes.

Seeing that the valves whose equalizing

pistons had not been cleaned lately leaked

the least, I took out the piston of the last

valve tried, which was the only one that I

had time to open, and found the packing

ring full of gum or tallow, with a small

quantity of plumbago in it, and the cyl-

inder in which it worked had a small ring

of this gum on the lower part, just where
the piston stopped. On cleaning out, and

leaving the piston dry, when trying again

after replacing, the black hand fell to

twenty-five pounds in one minute and
twenty-five seconds. Beginning to think

that the valve would at times form an air-

tight seat on this gum, I placed a piston so

that its outer edges rested on a ring, and
put a heavy brake shoe on the center of

the top part, while the lower end just bot-

tomed on an iron plate. On removing the

weight, the piston would rise clear of the

plate. On replacing weight, the plate



would be held fast, from which it appears,

that with seventy pounds of air to the

square inch resting on the piston, and it

supported at the center, the outer edges

would spring a little, and might make air-

tight, while in locating leaks above the

piston, unless the lower gasket in the new
brake valve leaked, the piston would be

nearly balanced, and not touch the gum.

I have seen at various times some appar-

entl}- very tight packing rings, where in

this test the black hand would remain sta-

tionary for any reasonable period, even

though the air gage was jarred severely,

while others have made the same test and

obtained results decidedly different, which

may, perhaps, be due to the fact

that they picked, as a rule, new, clean

valves to experiment with. Would like

very much to get at the bottom of this af-

fair, as there certainly must be some cause

for such wide variations in practical tests.

Would like to ask in regard to placing of

leakage groove in bottom of brake cylin-

der, in Friend Wood's article, what would
become of the oil ? Would state that dur-

ing the past winter I found oil frozen so

hard in the brake cylinders that brakes

could not apply; the mass removed was, as

far as I could see, the heavy black oil

used in the summer, together with the

sediment usually found in such places. In

Friend Hamar's explanation to his puzzle,

would ask what made the air in train pipe

in car No. i lower than the pressure in car

No. 2, which was presumably leaking as

much when the other brake was applied as

when it was released ?

Roanoke, I'a. GEORGE Holmes.

i i i
Notes on Firing.

Editoi'S :

I have read the various articles that have
appeared from time to time in your paper

in reference to combustion and the proper

way in which to handle an engine to get

the best results from the fuel consumed.

The writers impress one as having made a

thorough study of the subject in hand.

But viewing it from a practical standpoint,

there seems to be something lacking to

make them interesting to the average

fireman.

Experience has taught me that it is the

duty of an engineer to take a personal in-

terest in the fireman, and by degrees lead

him to see that by following the instruc-

tions laid down bj- the head of his depart-

ment, he not only saves a great deal for his

company, but makes the work much easier

for himself. The best way is always the

easiest. An engineer should, after instruct-

ing his fireman, be able to take the

scoop in hand and prove his assertions.

Unless he can do this, the fireman will

take very little stock in what he has said.

My theory is that no matter how wise a

man may be, if he has not the faculty of

imparting his knowledge to those desiring

it, he has no possible excuse for ever hav-

ing been born.

Nothing has ever been perfect, and, as in

this case, we must be contented a great

'

deal short of it. To convert as much of

the fuel energ\' into mechanical power as

possible should be our chief aim. How
can this be done best ? I shall mention a

few ways by which it cannot be done : ist.

By putting in from six to ten shovelfuls

of coal and getting on the seat and riding

as many miles. By pulling out of a sta-

tion with the injector at work, and the

links dragging on the ties for two or three

miles. With one or perhaps both dampers

loose or broken off. Nozzles choked by
corrosion, until they are scarcely half the

original size. If a straight stack and ex-

tension front, with bad joint on front door

and center barrel in stack partially or all

cut out ; and if a diamond stack, with the

cone stays broken and petticoat pipe cut

out on one or both sides. All of which I

have actually seen. Still, there are men in

charge of power who raise particular hades

with a fireman for using too much coal on

tubs of this kind.

I remember once asking for certain re-

pairs in an extension front. The M. M.
replied that it was not necessar\-, that he

had known engines to run with center

barrel cut entirely out and no diaphragm
in, and diamond stacks to run without any
petticoat pipe, and could see no difference

in the results, and that all a front end was
for was to arrest the sparks. To most
men this may seem incredible, but it is

just as true as that Grover Cleveland ever

went duck hunting. Firemen, as a rule,

are intelligent men, and when they are

reprimanded for not making as good show-

ing as someone else they invariably say. If

the company will do their share, I will do

mine. Until they do, I don't intend break-

ing my neck trying to do something im-

possible under the. above conditions.

Now for a few hints on what to do and
how to do it. The exhaust steam creates a

current through the stack and in the front

end, thus forming a partial vacuum. This

draught forces air through the grates and
supplies the fire with the necessary ox3-gen,

causing it to burn fiercely. Always bear

in mind that a large amount of air is neces-

sary to make a fire bum fiercelj'. Great

care should be taken not to have fire too

thin when engine is working hard, as it

will surely make your steam drop rap-

idly, caused b\' the cold air going through

the flues and cooling them. Air must be

thoroughly mixed with gases thrown off

by the fuel, to do any good. Avoid black

smoke by firing light ; a great amount of

smoke is an indication of a waste of fuel.

It consists of various gases, water, vapor
;

air and carbon are the principal parts. The
black portion is the carbon, and can be

used up to a large extent by careful firing.

Hydro-carbon is the first gas thrown off

when fuel is thrown in firebox, and were

it possible at the moment it is thrown
off to mix it with the proper amount of air

and keep at a high temperature, it would
ignite and burn.
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I have noticed firemen on heavy runs

that would make scarcely any smoke at all,

and they are invariably men who attend

strictl}' to their duties. The other class

are known among engineers as seat-box

firemen. When you have a very heavy

fire, it is almost impossible to get sufficient

air to keep up combustion. Never open
the door to cool the engine when working,

as contraction is so rapid it is very de-

structive to the flues. Before shutting off,

arrange to have the fire burnt out enough
to prevent excessive smoke, as this is the

most annoj'ing thing the traveling public

meet with. A brick arch is a great aid to

combustion, and anything that aids com-
bustion prevents black smoke. It also

prevents cold air from the door from strik-

ing the flues. Railroad companies all ad-

mit that were it not for the enormous fuel

bills they could declare a dividend occa-

sionally, which fact is quite true, and the

man to help them do it more than anyone
else is a good, intelligent traveling fireman.

A. L. MOLER.
Tapper Lake, iV. }'.

^ i i
A Tool for Turning Flanges When

Under the Engine.

Editors :

The question was asked in your paper

some weeks ago, if there was anyone who
had turned tires under the engines; will

say that Mr. William Kelh', master me-
chanic of Cascade division of the Great

Northern, at Spokane, used the device as

shown in sketch for relieving sharp flanges,

and it worked very good. I was round-

house foreman for him for some time at

Spokane, and used it on the large consoli-

dated engines, class 38, on that road. This

class of enginesMs used on the switch-back,

on the Cascade range, and the tires wear

very fast on the flanges, due to the sharp

curves, and as the rigid wheel base of this

class is 15 feet 6 inches, and backing as

much as going ahead, the back flanges cut

fast in drj- weather.^ During the winter

months, when the'rail |is moist, they wear

longer. In order to make them safe to

run, when the'flange was worn to ^ inch

thick, he used this tool to form up the



flange, which it did well, and in a very

short time, by selecting a good, level and

straight piece of track, and clamping the

tool on the main frame, as shown in Fig. I,

using a small jack to feed it on the tire

with.

We have formed up a pair of tires in

two hours' time ; in doing this would make
the engine run for three and four months
longer and sometimes a year, by changing

the engine on another division, where the

track was straighter.

The cost of the tool is a small item, and
the saving is great. The tool is made so

it is right and left, by forming a flange

tool on each end of the 2-inch square steel,

and in using, the wedges must be set up
tight, and the side-rod keys loosened upon
the pin in the wheel that is being turned.

If you will give it mention in your paper

you will oblige me and show up a tool that

will pay for itself in one day ; for, on the

mountain roads, engines have to be taken

out of service for sharp flanges before the

other parts of the machine require repairs.

A. G. Ramsey,
Bavt'iipoit, hi. C, R. I. & P. Shops.

^ i i
Effects of a Dry Eccentric.

Editors :

I wish to ask what I consider a very im-

portant question. Perhaps you or some of

the readers of Locomotive Engineering
can enlighten me. A short time ago,

while out firing on a heavy goods train

and about to pull up at a station, without

the least warning of any kind the re-

versing lever started to tremble. A grunt-

ing and groaning of dry piston and valves,

which a good many of your readers are

well acquainted with, took place. I had
the brakes applied and the train was
about to a stand-still. The driver put his

hand on the latch of the reversing lever.

The lever flew back like a shot from a

cannon, hit him on the right breast and
laid him out like dead—in fact, I thought
him so for some time.

At the same time, there was a great com-
motion underneath the engine. After get-

ting my mate to his senses again, I exam-
ined the wreck, and found the left-side

go-ahead eccentric sheave had seized, and
the eccentric rod had broken off close to

the strap, was bent like a bow, and had
bent the back gear one, too.

Now, what I want to know is. What made
the lever fly back ? Mind, the engine was
going ahead. I have an idea that when
the go-ahead sheave seized, the back gear

one took the control of the link, and that's

what made it come back. Am I right,

or wrong ? Perhaps some of vour readers

can enlighten me. Frank Auschan.
Maryborough, Australia.

% % %
Tube-Sheet Stays Are Old.

Editors :

In your April issue, Mr. E. Dawson, at

present master mechanic of the Des Moines

& Kansas City R.R., but formerly assist-

•ant master mechanic of the F. E. & M. V.,

takes credit for having introduced the long

stay rods, running from front to back flue

sheet to prevent flues from leaking, on the

F. E. & M. V. in 1S93. I wish to correct

this, as it was my suggestion to him at

that time, as a temporary relief to a few-

engines that were out of shops a consider-

able time, and, by the use of the long stay

rods, would in a measure assist the flues,

and thus enable us to keep out engines

until we had an opportunity to take them
into back shops for general repairs. This

stay rod, however, is not a new scheme, as

I have seen it used on one or two engines

on the B. & M. R.R. in Nebraska some
seventeen years ago, under the instructions

of Mr. D. Hawksworth, .superintendent

of motive power for the same purpose

—

namely, temporary relief.

M. O. Connor,
Foreman Boiler Shop,

Mo. I'alliy, la. F. E. & M. V. R.R.

i i i
New Inspection Locomotive.

Here is a picture of a very small loco-

motive, the latest design of inspection en-

gine turned out by the Kalamazoo Rail-

because filling the seat of danger is a

simple and inexpensive matter. Several

State legislatures have passed laws requir-

ing the frogs and guard rails to be filled,

but yet thousands of them remain open.

The usual plan has been to apply wooden
filling, which soon shrinks and falls out,

leaving a trap where trainmen had come to

believe there was no danger. We have

lately seen in several yards a steel foot

guard, made by the National Foot Guard

Co., Columbus, O., which it would pay-

railroad companies to apply in place of the

unreliable wooden filling. This guard is

inexpensive, and, when once applied, is as

permanent as the frog itself. We have not

examined any railroad improvement for

years which we consider so thoroughly

worthy of general adoption.

Many engineers who are obliged to make
quick stops at stations where a nmddy road

crossing, or some other similar w-heel-

greasing
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Lower End Doors in Freight Cars.

Therlower^endjdoors of the average stock

car, and box as well, are frequently an in-

teresting study when considered in the

light of what is aimed at and what is at-

tained in the way of security and accessi-

bility.

The matter of convenience in loading is

easily settled, but not so the other and
equally important one of how to make
lading secure and keep the tourist out

;

and to accomplish this, recourse is had to

heavy hinges and straps, so massive in

many cases that they bring up visions of

moated castles, portcullises and things

—

an adaptation of means to ends which
again proclaims that the man who is not

afraid of dead weight is still doing busi-

ness. This was made disagreeably patent

not long since when we saw some end

doors having two hinges 4 inches wide,

f^-inch thick and 10 inches long over all,

in combination with two 2-inch by ^^-inch

by S-inch straps at lower end (the latter

forming bars to prevent opening), and a

hasp and staple, together with a pin and
chain on the outside ; the whole secured

with >i-incli bolts and plenty of them.

This completed the picture of the smith's

art on one door—it would excite the

cupidity of any tiller of the soil who
needed those hinges for a new granary.

The best, cheapest and simplest method
of hanging these doors that has come
under our observation is shown in the

illustrations. These doors have stood the

buffetings of the hardest service for sev-

eral years without demanding any serious

outlay for maintenance, because there is

nothing to maintain—when applied that

ends it.

There is no need of a seal on these doors,

as they can only be opened from the in-

side. Fig. I is the arrangement for stock

cars. They are hung from the lower side

of girth by two i ^4 x f^-inch strips of

wrought iron, which are secured to the

door by two ^^-inch bolts passing through
each piece and riveted over nuts on out-

side. The top ends of these strips have
a J4'-inch hole engaging with a '^-inch

bolt which passes through the girth,

and this bolt is also riveted over the

nut on the outside. The inner ends of

these bolts are bent U shape, and the short

end sunk yi inch into the girth, forming an

eyebolt in the cheapest manner possible,

for the door to swing upon.

The posts are rabbeted y, inch deep to

within i}( inches of the outside face, mak-

ing a shoulder for the door to abut against.

At the bottom on the inside face, in the

center of width of door, is the lock ; this is

Fig. I.

made of )^ x ij^-inch iron, secured bj- one

^-inch bolt passing through door and

riveted over nut on outside, the lock

swinging on this bolt, and the flooring is

cut away to allow it to bear against the

edge of a ^ X 2-inch plate which is let

into the flooring. The lock is slightly

-^
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ing of the slats on the sides, and the under

side of flooring—three gains being used

to each board. This method applied to

under side of flooring makes an air space

of great advantage, when the kind of lad-

ing is considered. Attention is particu-

larly called to the trussing, and the depth

of the truss, which is, including the needle

beams, 20 inches.

Fig. 2 shows a novel form of putting up

the bod)- bolster. It is what is known as

the sandwich form, with three timbers

—

4X inches, t,}4 inches, 4}4 ^ 5}i inches, re-

spectively—between which are plates i

inch wide by 5 '4 inches deep at the cen-

ter, tapering to 2 inches at the ends. The

ends are gripped by straps of stirrup form,

ending in a threaded stem and nut pro-

jecting below the timbers, of a sufficient

length to admit of a good, liberal washer,

having a bearing across the whole width of

the bolster. When the bolster, from any

cause, sags, a few turns on the nuts will

bring the bolster back to place, and

maintain the proper relation between the

bolster and truck,

Mr. Morris, the S. M. P., is to be con-

gratulated on the results produced, and no

doubt the tests of service will prove very

gratifying.

i i i
Journal-Box Covers and Dust Guards.

With a zeal that is worthy of an import-

ant cause, the matter of hot boxes and the

reasons therefor is ably handled by men
who know whereof the)' talk—men who
will trace effect from cause with an un-

erring skill, only acquired with the mel-

lowing years of experience. They com-

mand the respectful attention of all by

giving up their wealth of lore to the new-

comer, who is filled with a burning desire

to do or die when facing a problem that

has brought unrest to stout hearts.

Learned dissertations on the kind of ma-

terial for packing, and how to dispose of

same in the box, viscosity and other feat-

ures of the lubricant, the character of the

alloy in the bearing, if solid, and propor-

tions of the soft filling or lining, if either

is used, are old stand-bys, and are

thrashed over periodically. This much for

the interior of the box, with a view to pre-

vent a carnival of heat units. It is all edu-

cational, but what about the exterior of

this same box ; has proper attention been

given it—to keep oil in and dirt out ? The
appearance of boxes on most of the cars in

freight service would unquestionably fur-

nish an emphatic negative, for an honest

review of the situation will reveal few

journal boxes with covers that approach

even an approximation to a proper fit, and

by proper is meant a joint close enough to

make a reasonably tight box.

Some roads make only a bare pretense

to this end, notably those using the verti-

cal wedge cover, which is a miserable

makeshift, to be depended on only to lose

itself out of the box
;
probably the best

use it could put itself to, for, in that event.

a wooden cover is improvised, which is at

least better for the purpose than the rat-

tler it displaces. Never a fit in the box,

this cover stands as about the poorest rep-

resentative of its kind ; however, any cast

cover, put into a box with no fitting done

other than taking off the sand and lumps

just sufficient to let it into place, can be

nothing but a rank failure. There are few

of them that make the slightest claim to

keeping foreign matter out of the box,

something they ought to do if they have

any excuse for a place in car construction.

It should be unnecessary to waste time

and space to call attention to the evils fol-

lowing in the train of these ill-fitting

covers, they are too plain to need repeti-

tion ; but suppose those responsible for

their use were approached with a few eye-

openers like these ;
" An introduction of

gritty matter into the journal box, no mat-

ter how slight, will raise the co-efScient of

friction, thus causing an increased train

resistance, and this in turn greater fuel

consumption." Would it have the effect

of calling for better work on the box and

cover ? In the light of our experience we
think not.

Trued surfaces on box and cover, and

the latter heavy enough to retain its truth,

despite the mauling of inspectors and oilers,

are the points to satisf)' the conditions for

the outer end of box. The inner end must

receive equal attention, in having a dust

guard that will do as effective work as the

ideal cover. Do we find such a dust guard

in actual service? Well, hardly. What we
are confronted with is a piece of thin, soft

wood, made to slide in the slot provided

for it in the box ; no fit is possible between

the wood and box, because the walls of

slot are just as they were cleaned at the

foundry. This leaves plenty of room for

dirt to enter, even if top of slot is plugged

after guard is placed in the box, for it can

enter from the rear and work around the

wood.

The one other place to look for trouble

is the hole in dust guard. This is the

place that has received most of the atten-

tion of the revolutionists, but none of them

appear to be impressed -nath the importance

of a close fit of guard on the axle, some

new samples examined recently showing

^s-inch clearance at this point. It would

require the license of a poet or a prevari-

cator to call that a dust guard.

These crudities are made because there

is a market for them. The price is as low

as the quality of the goods. Cost being

the controlling factor, the wretched apol-

ogy is forced on unwilling hands, to con-

tribute its share in keeping operating ex-

penses up to high-water mark.

Passenger cars are more fortunate in the

matter of journal-box covers, particularly

those using the cast-iron cover fitted up

with a plane surface, but they are suffering

from the same ills as the freight cars, with

reference to dust guards. The siti^ation

calls as loudly for relief in one case as the

other. It would seem that the past had
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furnished enough hard lessons to teach

the utter uselessness of the 3-cent wooden

article, but they are bought and the grind

goes on.

The same attention given to the outside

of the box that is devoted to the inside

would retain the oil where it could do the

most good, and effect no mean saving in

lubricant now going to waste. The ap-

pearance of the boxes and wheels covered

with grease (at iS cents per gallon) show a

laxity that is hard to find an apology for,

and it certainly looks strange, when it is

known that every possible care is taken to

educate the engineman to an economical

use of oil, that no special effort is made to

stop the leaks in the places indicated.

When there is more oil outside of a box

than inside of it there is room for im-

provement. A dust guard made of flexible

material, something that would hug the

walls of the slot or pocket in the box, and

also bear on the axle and have enough

elasticity to retain its bearing, would be

very near the proper thing to come within

the meaning of our claims.

These proposals for improvement are

nothing new ; they bob up serenely at

stated intervals, and will continue to do so

until the cause is removed. To fit up jour-

nals and their bearings on mechanical

lines, leaving nothing undone that experi-

ence suggests to have them run cool, and

therefore with least resistance, and then to

deliberately invite disaster by the use of

covers and dust guards that fail of their

purpose, does not impress one as an exhi-

bition of profound business sagacity.

i i i
The Westinghouse automatic air brake

was first applied to a train on the Phila-

delphia & Reading. The then general

manager did not like the straight air brake,

and was inclined to adopt the Smith

vacuum, when Mr. Westinghouse men-

tioned that he was working on an auto-

matic brake. The Reading people then

decided to wait, and they found the auto-

matic brake so satisfactory that it was at

once adopted.

^ i i
A report has been published to the effect

that steel tubes put into some of the boil-

ers of the United States cruiser Chicago

were riddled with corrosion within forty

days after being put into service. Charcoal

iron tubes put into other boilers of the

same vessel at the same time are still con-

sidered good for five 3'ears' more wear.

i i i
President Hill, of the Great Northern,

has made public the statement that the

Government mails are carried cheaper than

coal.

i i i
Those who are painting freight cars

with brushes are far behind the times for

time and cost ; air is the great paint brush

of the day.



A Model. Roundhouse and Small Shop.

There are few roads in the country- that

put up better roundhouses and shop build-

ings than the Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha, and, we might add,

supply them better with tools. They have

recently completed a division plant at

The smoke-jacks telescope, and the roof

is nearly flat ; this makes an easily heated

house, and is an item of importance in a

cold climate.

In all roundhouses of this road a large

steam pipe runs around the house just over

the domes of the engines, at which points

End Section of Roundhouse.

finally goes to a large tank (shown in the

plan of machine shop), where it heats the

water used for washing boilers ; it can be

blown direct to the tank or out into the at-

mosphere, at will. This is a i,ooo per cent,

improvement on the usual ear-splitting,

dirt-spreading plan of putting a washer

in the whistle and "howling them

off."

The ash and clinker pit is a model. It is

built high, the track standing up on iron

supports ; the sides are open, and a solid

brick paving gives room to get ashes out

to the side and away from the pit regard-

less of whether engines are on pit or not,

and the side is high enough to facilitate

loading into cars on a lower track.

The shop is 47x100 and divided up as

shown on plan. A neat little machine

shop occupies about a third of the build-

ing ; there are an ample smith shop, boiler

house, engine house and tank room, all

under one roof.

There are enough tools to do the running

repairs on a lot of engines, the policy of
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Machine vShop, C, St. P., M. & O. Ry., Itasc.\, Wi.s.

Itasca, Wis., that is a model in its way. The

buildings are of Ijrick, the forty-stall

roundhouse (not all complete) is built on

a plan that can be heated, and the pits so

arranged that work can be comfortably

done from them.

The front view shows the arrangement

of doors and end view of pit. This pit de-

serves especial mention ; it can be better

seen in the end view of the house. The

floor is arched with brick on a solid con-

crete foundation, so that repairs are always

easy. Water runs to the sides, and leaves a

dry place for men to work. There are cross

pits at the ends ; one to the sewers, and the

other containing the piping of water, etc.

The engines head in, giving room at the

front where most needed for repairs. The

floor of the whole house slopes toward the

doors 6 inches, so that there will never be

any pools of water around. The pits are

40 feet long and 30 inches from floor to

liase of rails, and 42 inches wide.

JF

Office and Store House.

there is a T and globe valve. When they

blow off an engine, they couple a steam

hose to this and to a globe valve and

nipple placed beside the pops on every

engine, and blow off into the pipe. In win-

ter this steam is carried through the heater

loops in the pits and heats the house, and
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the management being to do all the re-

building at the main shops.

Mr. J. J. Ellis, the superintendent of mo-

tive power, pays especial attention to these

outlying plants, and especially to means

of boiler washing and other items that go

so far to keep engines in service.



Discipline Without Punishment.
Superintendent J. F. Angel, of the To-

ledo & Ohio Central and the Kanawha &
Michigan, adopted the "Brown" plan of

discipline some time ago. Instead of sus-

pending men for every light offence, they

the Last case you had. I think a man has

a much larger Leef in the old way then he

has in the new way. Some is kicking on

account of there cases Posted on the Board

to the Public. I would sooner have my
case Posted on the Board then to have it

Roundhouse Front.

when a man gets a Job he has a full Job

for he can work all of the time while he is

here. The old way only gives you % of

the time. So I Prefer the new way—I can

work all the time if I dont stay so long."

The Traveling Engineers' Association

have sent out a circular asking for answers

to the question: "When traveling engi-

neers are also air-brake instructors, how
can they best instruct and examine tjie

engine and train men without the use of an

air-brake instruction car or room ? " Four-

teen questions are asked, which, if prop-

erly answered, will give valuable informa-

tion to the committee. Mr. Geo. Holmes,

Roanoke, Va., is chairman.

Metallic rod packing for air pumps is a

great success, saving time, money, and

delays. There is no excuse for using

fibrous packing either for the steam or air

cylinder, they quickly get hot, become

hard, score the rod and heat it. Evidence

was abundant at the recent meeting of air

brakemen, that this improvement had

everything in its favor and nothing against

it.

Lackawanna Lubricating Co. , Scranton,

Pa., have published a pamphlet lately on

Locomotive Cylinder Lubrication. It gives

practical information about lubrication,

which every man in charge of a steam en-

gine ought to be familiar with. If engine-

men would .study this pamphlet carefully,

we feel satisfied that it would bring about

a great saving of oil, which could be done

without making machinery suffer for want

of lubrication.

post the circumstance on a bulletin board

and enter the charge in a book. This has

worked wonders in the esprit dc corps,

and the operating officials were so well

pleased with it that they determined to

ask the opinions of the men. This was

done by a circular letter asking written re-

plies. The following characteristic reply

was received from an old-time engineer :

" In regard to me giveing my opinion of

the too sistems of dealing with Bad Luck
It is purthy hard to tell for one is as bad as

the other. In the old way when we was

not doeing much a man got from 7 to 15

dayes for a verry light case. The new way
does away with that. In the old way a

man does a lots of little cases that the

company does not notice. In the new way
every thing he does gowes on the board.

In the new way when a mans leef is full

he is a goner.

" I dont care how good a man is his leef

will get full sooner or latter. When a man
is dismissed he asks a man for a job, he

will want to know what was the matter,

you will tell him your leef is full then 9

out of 10 men will think you are no good.

In the old way when a man wants to know
what is the Trouble, all you haf to tell is

Plan, EIvEvation and Section of Clinker Pit.

posted in the yard masters office, for there

is no Publicer Board than the Gang that

gather there to spread the news, there the

case is cut and dried and all over town
long before it gets to your ofiice. In the

old way a man has not got a full Job for if

he has not got Excelent Luck he is off

about ]\ of his time. In the new way
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Railroad men who use veneers will be

interested in a pamphlet issued by the

Nichols Patent Veneer Dryer Co., concern-

ing a method of drying veneers which

they have in use. Those interested in the

matter can obtain the pamphlet by appli-

cation to Nichols & Howard, 257 Broad-

way, N. y.



The McKee Slack Adjuster.

The brake adjuster illustrated in the ac-

companying engra\nngs is the invention

of Mr. M. E. McKee, of St. Paul, Minn.,

and is being manufactured and introduced

by the Q. & C. Co., of Chicago.

This device embodies several novel

features, the principal one being the use

of an auxiliary or take-up cylinder, actu-

ated by air from the brake cjlinder, which

supplies the requisite power, and a screw-

threaded pull rod and ratchet mechanism,

McKee Sl.^ck Adjuster.

by which the cylinder or floating lever, as

the case may be, is adjusted in position.

Several forms of this adjuster have been

made, but the one illustrated has been

proved by experience to be the most prac-

tical and efficient, having been in use on

the Great Northern Railroad for the past

three years.

Our engra\'ing was made direct from a

photograph of the adjuster on the sleeper

"Seattle," and is the form used on passen-

ger equipment.

If it is desired to maintain a piston

travel of, say 7, inches, the cylinder is

tapped at that point, and a ^-inch pipe

screwed into it. This pipe connects to

a small cylinder, with the usual leather-

packed piston. Should the main piston

pass the hole tapped into it, air is admitted

to the small cylinder, and its piston

makes a stroke, moving the lever shown
connected to it. This lever carries a pawl

that engages in a ratchet wheel, which is

threaded through the hub and screwed on

to the stem of the jaw carrying the end of

the cj-linder or floating lever. One stroke

of the small piston takes up j^-inch slack

at the brake beams.

When the brake is released, the air from

the take-up cylinder escapes through the

back head of the brake cylinder, and the

piston is forced back by a spring into posi-

tion for another stroke. It is obvious that

the brake piston can be adjusted to any de-

sired travel bj' varying the location of the

port by which the '4^ -inch pipe enters the

brake cylinder, and that once the length to

which the stroke is to be adjusted is fixed,

it cannot be altered by any tampering with

the adjustment.

For freight cars the adjustment is made
at the end of the floating lever, and the

threaded rod and jaw working in, and

taking the place of the floating lever ful-

crum—the method of operation being

otherwise the same as- the passenger equip-

ment.

The McKee patents fully cover all meth-

ods of adjusting the piston travel by the

use of air, and after three years' careful

experimenting, the form above illustrated

has been adopted in preference to all

others, on account of its advantages of sim-

plicit}', decreased cost—both for application

and maintenance—its comparative im-

munity from dirt and snow, and get-at-

ability, which have been found to far out-

weigh any theoretical advantage from

taking up the slack at any other point.

In addition to this the strain to which

the adjuster is subjected is entirely inde-

pendent of the braking power, whereas

with an adjuster applied to any other posi-

tion the requisite strength must vary con-

siderably with the leverages employed.

Since only 3', -inch slack can be taken

up at one application of the brakes, there

is no liability for the piston travel to be

shortened by an emergency application to

such an extent that binding of the shoes

on the wheel while running might occur.

It is a well-known fact that this fault is a

leather in the small cylinder, and this has

not been the case in any of the adjusters

so far in service.

A New Single-Tube Automatic Injector.

The sectional cut shown herewith will

make plain the construction of the auto-

matic re-starting injector, now being man-

ufactured and sold by the Automatic In-

jector Co., of Springfield, O.

As will be seen, this is a single-lever op-

erated device of the standard pattern, but

its construction shows several improved

details.

The discharge nozzle is the part of an

injector that first cuts out, changes the ca-

pacity and rarvge of the injector, and calls

for repairs. This \'ital part of this instru-

ment has a separate, removable nipple

which can be taken out, and a new one

substituted for a few cents.

In all re-starting injectors enough cavity

must be provided in the instrument to take

care of all the steam that flows through,

when the injector breaks, so as to prevent

its backing up into the water supply; once

it enters there, there is no chance to lift

water until the instrument is shut off and

started by hand. In this instrument this

cavity is made amply large

the instant steam blows

through the combining'tube,

as it will at once unseat the

large check valve 6 and

open an ample passage to the

overflow.

The water is regulated by

common one with other types of adjusters,

which have given considerable trouble in

this respect. i

No practical objection whatever has

been found in three years' regular ser-

vice, against adjusting the piston travel at

the cjlinder lever, or for freight cars at the

floating lever. This device has been run-

ning both on short-distance and transcon-

tinental trains, in the latter ser\ice having

been through snow blockades in the Cas-

cades, and the sand and dust of North-

western summers of the Dakotas, and have

so far never cost a cent for repairs, or failed

to perform the work in any particular.

There is nothing in this device which is

liable to get out of repair, the only part

ever needing renewal being the packing
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a plain screw valve

with which all are fa-

miliar, and is capable

of closer and easier

adjustment than plug

valves of any sort.

The frost cock is the

same as the Monitor

and other well-known

makes.

The makers claim that the instrument

will start with 25 pounds of steam and

work faithfully up to 200.

Anv further information can be obtained

by writing the makers as above.

A few bound volumes of 1894 on'hand

—

no loose copies of the year at all. Price,

^3.00, postage paid anywhere in North

America.

The next issue of LocoMOTrvE En-

gineering will contain more than fifty

pages of reading matter.



Locomotive Tools.

At a recent meeting of the New York
Railroad Club, Mr. A. E. Mitchell, super-

intendent of motive power of the Erie,

gave a talk on locomotive tools, which
excited considerable discussion and elic-

ited opinions from a number of master

mechanics, of how best to deal with the

question of holding all the tools necessary

upon an engine while keeping down the

high expense often caused by tools being

lost or stolen. In the course of the dis-

cussion, it came out that the expense of

keeping up locomotive tools varied from
jli per month on certain roads to I2.50 on
others. As the plan adopted by Mr. Mit-

chell provides all the necessary tools at a

cost of Ji a month, and is the most practi-

cal way of keeping control of the tools

that we have heard of, we quote what he
said :

"On a great many roads, engineers, on
leaving the terminals, do not know what
tools are on their locomotives. The ma-
jority of us have tool inspectors, whose
duty it is to examine each locomotive at

the terminal, before leaving, to see that

the proper tools are on each locomotive.

But, after an inspector has inspected the

tools and found them correct, it often hap-

pens that a tool is not on that locomotive

when the engine leaves the roundhouse.

The practice, also, is to lock tools in tool

boxes. But we all know the common prac-

tice is to break the lock, if a key is miss-

ing and anybody wants a tool. Therefore,

it is difficult to know absolutely that the

tools are on the locomotives, even if the

tool boxes are padlocked when the inspec-

tor made his examination. We took up
the subject on the Erie about two years

ago to demonstrate what tools are abso-

lutely necessary on a locomotive, and we
made our examination by riding on loco-

motives and ascertaining exactly what
tools were used by the engineers, and such
tools as were not used we thought it ad-

visable to leave oflf. When we had arrived

at what tools we thought were necessary,

we made boxes with wire netting fronts,

and have them now running on one of the

divisions of the road quite extensively.

There is a place in the box for every tool.

"The engineers on this division are

glad to assist us in this work. When the

engine arrives at a terminal, they report a

missing tool on the work-slips in the same
manner as they would any defective por-

tion of the engine, and the duty of the

repairer of the engine is to see that the

tool equipment is made good. On this

division the engines are assigned regularly

to men, so that each man knows the tools

on his locomotive at all times ; but in

case we run two men on one locomotive,

they work in harmony together. The en-

gineman becomes his own inspector, and
he inspects as carefully for a missing tool

as he would for defects on a locomotive.

If certain men require more tools than

others, that is a question which we require

the road foreman to look into. Thus far

we have had only one or two cases where

a road foreman was obliged to investigate

why a certain locomotive engineer was

assigned more tools than the others. As to

the location of the tool box on the locomo-

tive, the committee I appointed on the

subject decided that the proper location

would probably be on the running board

in front of the cab, or some other con-

spicuous point ; so that when the engines

were in the house it would be difficult for

a shopman to get in the cab and break into

the tool box and steal the tools, without be-

ing seen by some one."

Mr. Mitchell then gave a list of tools

which are kept in the box. It includes all

the tools necessary for use in dealing with

any ordinary break-down.

!3ome of the speakers who gave their

views on this subject, considered that no-

thing more than a hammer and chisel was

necessary on a locomotive, and they pro-

posed keeping kits of tools in signal towers

and at stations, which could be sent for

and used when breakages happened.

Others thought that the tools ought to be

carried in the way car, but the majority

favored keeping all the necessary tools on

the engine. We side with the majority,

and submit that any arrangement which

leaves an engineer next to nothing to work

with is likely to prove much more expen-

sive than the cost of tools, even when that

amounts to I2.50 a month. The proposal

to keep the tools in signal towers and sta-

tions is simply absurd. Imagine a train

stopped between stations or signal towers

on a wild, stormy night because the engine

had a broken valve stem. See the road

blocked while a brakeman tramped several

miles for the tools necessary to disconnect

one side. The saving of a few dollars for

keeping up tools would cut a remarkably

small figure compared with the paralysis of

the train service for an hour or two.

Taking all the tools off an engine to

save the cost of maintenance is poor

policy. A much better plan is something

which puts responsibility upon individuals

for the care of the tools. Every month
adds to the complication of train mechan-

ism, and every such addition increases the

necessity for tools that can be used to

rectify unexpected defects. The engineer

is the mechanic of the train, and a me-

chanic cannot be expected to work with-

out good tools, so the tendency ought to

be to increase the tool equipment on the

engine instead of to decrease it.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Co. have

published a full report of the opinion

recently rendered by Judge Morris in the

United States Circuit Court, sustaining the

Westinghouse quick-action brake patents

in suit against the Boyden Power Brake

Co. In a preface to the pamphlet, the West-

inghouse Brake Co. mention that this is

the fifth successive decision of the United

States Courts, establishing the scope and

affirming the validity of the Westinghouse
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quick-action air-brake patents. Brief com-

ments are made regarding the other de-

cisions. They say that more than 400,000

freight cars are equipped with the Westing-

house quick-action brakes, and that this

type of brake has practically become the

standard on nearly all of the principal rail-

roads in this country. The value and the

popularity being thus proved, the owners

intimate that they will no longer permit

railroad companies to purchase infringing

brake.-* with impunity. Intimation is given

that the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. will

take a much more decided stand than it

has hitherto done with railroad companies

purchasing brakes which infringe their

patents. This, we believe, is the first inti-

mation given that railroad companies will

be held strictly to account for infringement.

Notice is given that the Westinghouse

Co. will replace infringing devices upon

extremely liberal terms ; but those failing

to have this done within reasonable time

will be brought up with a short turn.

When hard times come on, it is the

general practice of railroads to permit ma-

chinery, track and buildings to deteriorate

for want of necessary repairs, and it is also

very common to find the men responsible

for this policy pretending that the prop-

erty has been maintained in first-class con-

dition. A notable exception to this is

found in remarks made by President Perk-

ins on the annual report of the C, B. & Q.

Referring to the reduction of expenses

shown in the report, he said that the re-

pairs to rolling stock had not been kept

up, and he estimated that $1,000,000 would

be necessary to put rolling stock and build-

ings in first-class condition. This kind of

talk is a little hard on stock speculators,

but it is sensible business.

A committee has been appointed by

President West, of the New York Railroad

Club, to arrange to take the members and

other people attending the conventions at

Alexandria Bay by special train, leaving

New York June 10, on the New York Cen-

tral. The intention is to invite all railroad

men and others, who will find this a con-

venient route in going to the convention.

They expect that there will be a large

party from the South, and from different

points in the neighborhood of New York.

The idea is to get as many people together

as possible on their way to the convention,

for the purpose of getting them acquainted

during the journey. Other excursions of

this kind have been highly popular, and

we believe this one can be made a success.

The Goodyear Brothers, of Buffalo, N.Y.,

owners of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Rail-

road, have secured control of the Wells-

ville, Coudersport & Pihe Creek Railroad,

a standard gage line 12 miles long, which

gives the B. & S. direct connection with

the Erie.



EQUIPMENT NOTES.
The Fall Brook Coal Company are in the

market for 200 cars.

The Louisville & Nashville are in the

market for fifteen engines.

The Buffalo & Susquehanna have ordered

two locomotives from Baldwins.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas are in the

market for fourteen locomotives.

The Boston & Albany are in the market
for 200 box cars and 200 coal cars.

The C. & O. have contracted with the

Ensign people to build 100 stock cars.

The Pennsylvania people are building

400 gondola cars in their shops at Altoona.

The Boston & Maine have "ordered eight
passenger engines from Manchester and
six Forney engines from the Rhode Island

Works.

The Rogers Locomotive Co. are building

a couple of 14 x 20-inch switching engines,

48^-inch gage, for the Cross Creek Coal

Co., of Pennsylvania.

The Toledo & Ann Arbor are in the

market for 500 freight and 25 furniture

cars. This order was talked of last year,

but was postponed, owing to depression in

business.

The Mount Vernon Car Mfg. Co. have
received an order from the Mexican Central

for 100 box cars. This is the second order
from that road within six months. The
owners are reported to have been particu-

larly well pleased with the work and ma-
terial put upon the first lot of cars.

The Richmond Locomotive Works are

building a heavy lo-wheel passenger en-

gine for the Chesapeake & Ohio, which
will be exhibited at the Atlanta Exposi-
tion. The Richmond compound illus-

trated in another page has been running
on the Big Four for a month, and is now
at Altoona undergoing scientific tests by
the Pennsylvania Co.

The New York Railroad Club has adopted
a resolution calling upon all the other rail-

road clubs to send representatives to a

meeting at Alexandria Bay during the

coming conventions, to arrange for taking

charge of the entertainments at future con-

ventions of the Master Car Builders' and
Ma-ster Mechanics' Associations. The
movement was heartily supported by the

members of the New York Railroad Club,

and we are led to believe that it is favored

by all the members of the associations who
have heard it explained. The existing

method of levying contributions on supplv
houses to defray the expense of entertain-

ment for the people attending the conven-
tions is very unpopular with railroad men,
and many protests have been made against

it ; but to take away the entertainments

would have been to rob the conventions of

a very attractive feature, and no better way
was proposed for raising the required

funds. The railroad clubs collect more

money from advertising than what is neces-

sary for current expenses, and they could

easily provide all the money required for

the convention entertainments. As the

money for advertising in the club reports

comes mostly from the firms which con-

tribute to the entertainment fund, the.se

would be relieved of a double burden
which ought not to be placed upon them.

By having the clubs manage the whole
entertainment business, the members of

the association would be relieved of an
embarrassing position.

TRADE NOTICES.

The Craig-Reynolds Foundry Co., of

Dayton, O., report increased sales of their

very popular crossing gate.

The Lappan Brake Shoe Co. will be
found in their new offices. Rooms 121 and
122, Taylor Building,39-4i Cortlandt street,

after May ist, having moved from their

old quarters. No. 18 Broadway.

We call attention to the advertisement

of Theo. Hiertz & Son, of St. Louis, Mo.,

practical smelters of anti-friction metals,

pig lead, tin and antimony, solder and
composition metals particularly adapted to

railroad and machine shop use.

The Hayden & Derbj- Mfg. Co., of New
York, have published an illustrated pam-
phlet, giving practical information about

injectors. Persons interested in using in-

jectors will find a great deal of valuable

information in this pamphlet.

The Ferracute Machine Co., of Bridge-

ton, N. J., have issued a new catalogue

of their tools, principally presses and dies.

The catalogue contains much information

on the subject of 'die work. It is not stand-

ard size, and therefore will not be filed in

many railroad offices.

The Fox tie plate is verj- fully described

in an illu.strated circular is.sued by the

Avery Stamping Co., of Cleveland, O.

This is said to be thoroughly up to date,

and made to meet all modem require-

ments. The Avery steel fence posts are

also manufactured by the same concern.

We have been shown orders for 428 sets

of packing for locomotives and 28 for

steam.ships, received within the past month
by the Columbian Metallic Rod Packing
Co., of Philadelphia. This shows a better

feeling on the roads, as six months ago any
of them would look twice before ordering

a trial set.

-The New York Safety Car Heating and
Lighting Co. have published a graphic

illustration of the progress made in the

application of the Pintsch light on rail-

roads of the world. From this we learn

that twelve years ago the light had been
applied to only 11,422 cars. To-day it is

on 64, 800"cars.

TheU. S. Metal Poli.sh Co., whose ad-

dress is 295 East Washington street, Indian-

apolis, Ind., desire to send a generous
sample of their metal polish to the man
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who "shines up" the bright parts of the

locomotive and wants to make it look like

a bran new dollar, without having that

tired feeling aftem^ards.

The Union Grease Co., office address 39
Hartford street, Boston, Mass., have issued

an interesting and instructive pamphlet on
the subject of Lubrication, which they de-

sire to place in the hands of ever>' ma-
chinist, engineman and official. It illus-

trates how Union grease is made, and
tells about experiments on various rail-

roads.

The Schultz Belting Co., of St. Louis,

Mo., have just issued the fifth edition of

their valuable little book of information

on selection and management of machine
belting, with useful tables for determining

the width of belt and horse-power. The
book is full of new information, and is

sent free to anybody interested in the

subject.

The Standard Paint Co., No. 2 Liberty

street. New York, are issuing, at a great

expense, a handy book, size 9x12, contain-

ing samples of their principal "P. & B."

products with prices and full descriptions.

This valuable book should be in the hands
of every purchasing agent, car builder,

master mechanic and superintendent of

motive power, or railroad man, interested

in A I roofing ; and though the book costs

jti.oo, readers of Locomotive Engineer-
ing can secure a cop\' gratis, upon appli-

cation.

The Car Builder's Dictionary—1895
Edition.

This long looked-for book was published

last month by the Railroad Gazette, New
York. This is an illustrated vocabulary of

terms which designate American railroad

cars, their parts, attachments and details of

construction. It contains 5,683 illustra-

tions, and has been compiled for the M. C.

B. A.ssociation by Professor John C. Wait,

M. C. E., assisted by R. H. Soule, of the

Norfolk & Western; A. E. Mitchell, of

the Erie, and C. A. Smith, of the Union
Tank Line. The work of compiling and
editing has been admirably performed and
the "Dictionary" appears to be as nearly

perfect as human care and intelligence

could make it. The book forms a library

in itself of information concerning cars and
their attachments. Nothing worthy of

knowing about cars appears to have been

left out. The scope of the work is so com-
prehensive and the details so numerous
that we cannot go into particulars fur-

ther than to say that it is the most use-

ful book on railroad rolling stock ever

published.

In one respect we must modify our praise

of the book. The splendid illustrations

are marred by being printed on inferior

paper with poor ink, and the press work is

unworthy of the high character of the

book. The book is sold by the Railroad
Gazette, New York. Price, fs.oo.



Apex Nipple and Pipe Machine.
The annexed engraving represents a

nipple and pipe mill machine, designed

and built by the Merrell Manufacturing

Company, of Toledo, O. This machine is

designed and built with special reference

to rapidity in the cutting and threading of

pipe. The gearing is entirely protected

from dust, being inside of the machine
cone, thus gi\'ing six different speeds with

but a three-set cone. The pump is out of

the way of the operator, and can be

changed so as to flood either the dies or

the knife or shut off entirely, while the

machine is in motion. The head is their

standard adjustable, quick opening and
closing dies, and is so swiveled that it can

be reversed and the pipe cut off close to

turned out duplicates of each other as to

length, and length of thread. The chasers

are five in number, and are set by gradua-

tion to any size desired ; they are released

from threading while the machine is in

motion, opened to permit the pipe to pass

through to the cutting-off knife, and closed

instantly and positively. They can be

sharpened by grinding, and are readily re-

placed by chasers cutting any stj-le or

pitch of thread. In operating, it is but

necessary to insert the pipe, start up the

machine, move the dog to close the vise,

move the head to the pipe, and the ma-

chine will do the rest. This machine is

made in two sizes, the No. i cutting from

% to 2-inch pipe, inclusive, and the No. 2

from I to 4-inch pipe, inclusive.

The Answers
TO THE

the grippers. The vise is opened and

closed while the machine is in motion by

the movement of a dog, either forward or

backward. The sleeve operating the vise

is adjustable, and can be adapted to the

wear consequent upon long usage, and

also to the variation in the size of pipe.

By the use of the nipple grips, pipe of all

sizes within the range of the machine can

be threaded, thread to thread. The nipple

grips can be closed on the threaded ends

of the pipe without injury to the thread,

thus avoiding the necessity of screwing

the nipple into the grips after they are

closed. This is a feature no other machine

has. It will make left-hand threads as

well as right.

The makers furnish with this machine a

threading gage, which works automatically,

and releases the chasers when the desired

length of thread has been cut. With this

arrangement, any number of nipples can be

The Railivay Age, of Chicago, has pub-

lished a very attractive pamphlet, giving

valuable and useful information about

the coming mechanical conventions at

Alexandria Bay, N. Y. It has portraits of

Mr. William Garstang, president of the

Master Mechanics' Association, and of

Mr. John S. Lentz, president of the

Master Car Builders' Association. It

has a map showing the position of

Alexandria Bay and the principal rail-

roads reaching there. People who ex-

pect to attend the convention will find

this pamphlet a very useful reference.

We believe the Railway Age people

are prepared to send it free on appli-

cation. The only objection to it is its

bastard size ; seems to us they should

have used a "standard" for the Mas-

ter Car Builders' Association — the

mother of the standard size catalogue

and paper agitation.

Traveling Engineer's Form

of Examination
FOR

FIREMEN FOR PROMOTION
AND

ENGINEERS FOR EMPLOYMENT.

"f(^ UNDREDS have asked for

J—J the correct answers to the

B ^, questions in this little book.

At first the Traveling Engineers ob-

jected to publishing the answers, as

it allowed men to learn the answers

without understanding the subject.

But the addition of the simple ques-

tion Why? will show at once if the

applicant knows what he is talking

about.

Locomotive
Eegajiieerling

WILL GIVE THE

CORRECT ANSWERS
IN THE

JUNE (1895) ISSUE.

This form of examination is stan-

dard on the D., S. S. & A. road, where

the men pass loo per cent, on thera,

and the answers will be furnished by

Mr. M. M. Meehan, Traveling En-

gineer of that road, who was also

chairman of the committee formula-

ting the original questions.

See that you get that

number of the paper.

-<<2>--*E will give 25 cts. each for the follow-Wj ing copies of the LOCOMOTIVE
|f V ENGINEER

:

Vol. 1, 1888, Nos. 1 to 7 inclusive;
" 3, 1890, No. 9;

and 50 cts. lor the April, 1892, issue of
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, also 25 CtS.

for the Index for 1892.
Write before sending. We don't ivant duplicates.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, 256 B'way, N.Y.



WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(6i) H. C. E., Moberly, Mo., writes;

Will you kindly publish recipe for a

wash to take oxalic acid oflf brass? A.—
We do not know of anything better than

water for this purpose.

(62) L. C. B., Cumberland, Md., writes,

Asking for particulars of the rule for pro-

portioning dry pipes of locomotive boilers.

A.—There appears to be no established

rule. On looking up the diameter of a

great many dry pipes, we find that they vary

from X to >3 the diameter of the cylinder.

(63) D. M. T., St. Thomas, Ont., asks:

I. What are the principal causes for

crank pins of eight-wheel engines break-

ing? A.—Side rods out of tram and poor
material in the pins. 2. What is the best

way to prevent this trouble? A.—Use
first-class material and keep the rods in

tram.

(64) W. H. Z., Packerton, Pa., asks:

Can a Westinghouse pump accumulate
more air pressure in the main drum than
the steam pressure that drives it? A.—
Yes ; when the air passage to drum is re-

duced at some point it often happens that

the pump rams up a pressure greater than
the steam pressure.

(65) J. D. H., Monterey, Mex., writes:

When tallow pipes, fed by ordinary sight
lubricator, are placed in a horizontal posi-

tion on the running board, I think when
an engine is ascending a heavy grade that
the valves would not get sufficient oil.

What do you think? A.—We believe
your opinion is correct.

(_66) E. G. C, Washington Depot, Conn.,
writes:

Will you kindly tell a subscriber if there
is any make of steam engine that does not
receive steam at the two ends of the cjlin-

der alternately? A.—Yes, there are many
engines that are single-acting. The Wes-
tinghouse and the Brotherhood are the
best known of these types.

(67) Dr. Y., Detroit, Mich., asks:

I. What is the ordinary length of firebox
on eight-wheel and mogul engines burning
soft coal ? A.—About 6 feet for eight-
wheelers and about 7 feet for mogids. 2.

What is the longest firebox for soft coal
burning you have heard of? A.—Ten
feet. 3. What is the longest firebox for

hard coal you know of? A.—Eleven feet.

(68) W. M., Trinidad, Colo., writes:

What causes an engine to run ahead
when hooked up to the center? I claim
that it is because the reach rod is too long.
Am I right? A.—No; you are wrong.
When running light, most locomotives will

run with the reverse lever in the center
notch. The lead opening of the valve
admits steam sufficient to enable the engine
to do light work.

(69) W. A. R., Cedar Rapids, la., says:

What is the inside flange on a driving
box for? Is it necessary? A.—Of course, it

is supposed to be one side of a guide for
holding the box in the frame pedestals. It

is also a simple way of making the box
strong. We do not think it necessary. If

the inside flange was left off, the bearing
could be mkde longer and the box strength-
ened by having a greater width.

(70) F. E. L., Chicago, 111.,'says:

I. We have had a dispute about direct

and indirect engines, and I have been ap-
pointed a committee of one to ask you to

settle it. A.—A direct engine makes
direct connection between the link block

and the valve stem. An indirect engine

has the link block connected to a rocker

arm. 2. Are the Baldwin compounds on
the South Side Rapid Transit Railroad of

Chicago, direct or indirect engines? A.—
Direct.

(7i)'H. B., Cleveland, 0.,rwrites:

I. How does Mr. Rupert, Ionia, Mich.,

in his kink for planing out fluted rods,

feed his tool down on the planer? .•:?.— It

is fed down in the same way as any other

planer tool, carrying the lifting rollers

with it. 2. Will you give us a de-

scription and illustration of the Whit-

worth tool, which you stated was so exten-

sivelv used in England? A.—No. The
tool 'is patented, and has been repeatedly

illustrated in American publications.

(72) R. B. C, Los Angeles, Cal., writes:

I have been advised to subscribe for

stock in an inter-oceanic electric railway

company, which promises to revolutionize

our system of transportation and make mil-

lions for those who get in on time. What do
you think about this as an investment?
^.—We think it is a good thing to keep
out of. There are too many inter-oceanic

railways already for the business to be
done. If there were any advantage in

using electricity as a motive power, the

existing railroads would soon adopt it.

(73) E. P. B., Birmingham, Ala., writes:

What is the nature of the reinforcing

brake that was experimented with last year

by the New York Air Brake Co.? A.—It

is an arrangement by which a supplemen-
tary brake cylinder increases the pull on
the brake lever when a very quick stop is

required. The air from the train pipe is

admitted to this cylinder when the press-

ure in the ordinary brake cylinder becomes
greater than the train-pipe pressure. The
supplementary brake cylinder is put out of

action by letting all the air out of the train

pipe.

(74) P. T. S., Wheaton, Minn.,''asks:

I. Is it possible to change the lap of a

valve by changing the eccentrics? A.—
No. 2. I have heard about locomotives
running with reverse lever in the center

notch. How can they be made to run in

the direction wanted? A.—When an en-

gine is going it will keep on when the re-

verse lever is pulled to the center if the

load is light. If you try to .start an engine
with the reverse lever in the center, the

chances are that it will not go; but if it

does move, its direction will depend upon
the position of the crank when steam
entered the cylinder.

(75) P. S., Danville, 111., writes:

I. What are the duties usually assigned

to a mechanical engineer by a railroad com-
pany? A.—He is required to design all

rolling stock and other machinery built by
or for the company, he acts generally as

office assistant to the head of the mechani-
cal department, conducts all investigations

into mechanical matters, and is expected
to furnish information on every engineer-

ing question that arises. He is supposed
to know more than any other man in rail-

road service. 2. Are relief valves on steam
chests of any proved benefit? A.—This is

an unsettled question
;
generally believed

they are.

(76) G. S. H., Windsor, Ont, asks :

Is electricity, as applied through the

trolley, likely to supersede steam as the

motive power on railways ? Apart from
the fact that an accident in the power
house would temporarily paralyze the en-

tire line, is the cost of the production of

electricity within competing distance of

steam, as applied through the locomotive

PATENTS
Must be put into practical manufacturing form
belore tliev are valuable. We ilo this, make
moilels. build experimental maebines and machin-
ery, eonstruet special devices, and manufacture
for iuventnrs. Write us.

IW^ia. GARDAM & SOKi,
98 John Stheet, New York.

MERRILL BROTHERS,
WANrFACTUKEH.-* oF

3Turnbuckles and
Parallel Vises,

c^ "Eeot Ave. and South Uth St.,

] J n BroolElyii, K. 7.

This vise Is excelled by none for heavy machine
* or railroad shop work.
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FOR CAR HEATERS
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Sent on approval to responsible parties.
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Eigliefriig Co.
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Locomotive Coaling Stations
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PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing^ attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
usinp 100 pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure yoti
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

ALSO. UtTTUE GIANT INJECTORS.

Rue mg, Co., 1 19 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.
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to the haulage of passengers and freight

over long distances ? ^-/.—At present, elec-

tricity does not appear to be on a compet-
ing basis with steam locomotives for or-

dinary traction. There are, however,
inventions partly developed which may
give electricity the advantage.

(77) B. R. L., Raleigh, N. C, writes:

At the request of friends, I write to ask

you to give a rule for finding the position

of saddle pin on link. W.—There is no
rule for this. When a mechanical engineer
is scheming the valve motion for a loco-

motive, he finds by measurement on the
drawing board the proper location of the

stud. When an engine is rebuilt, and the

proportions of the valve motion changed,
it is customary to find by experiment
where the stud should be located to pro-

duce an even cut-off. The method of loca-

ting the saddle stud is described in Sin-

clair's "Locomotive Engine-Running,"
and in " Auchincloss on Link Motion."

(78) J. H. P., Allensville, Pa., writes:

I. Which do you think the best way of

examining a boiler—to test it with a
high pressure, or have the staybolts,

etc., examined by an expert? A.—Both
should be done, but we prefer the ex-

pert if we can't have both. 2. Some
engineers advise mixing wheat bran in

water and pumping it in the boiler (when
under high pressure) to stop a small leak.

T>o you think it a good plan? A.—It will do
as an emergency remedy to keep flues and
seams or cracks from leaking. 3. Do you
think it harder for an engine to run over
or under, as mentioned in your last is,sue?

A.—We do not think there is any differ-

ence.

(79) G. H. G., St. Paul, Minn., asks:

I. Name of rod that goes through hol-
low reel that holds radial bar on pony
trucks of Rogers mogul. A.—By "hol-
low reel " you probably mean what is called
the "center pin," which is a cylindrical
casting, whose lower end rests in the swing
bolster or cradle. The rod running ver-
tically through it is called the " center-pin
bolt," and is attached at its lower end to
the longitudinal equalizer that distributes
the weight of the front end of the engine
between truck and front drivers. The
"radius bar" is bolted rigidly at its front
end to the truck frame, and at its back end
is pivoted by the "radius-bar pin" to a
cross brace between engine frames.

(80) A. B. P., Gallon, O., asks :

I. Is there any difference between direct
application of the air brake and emer-
gency ? A.—Correctly speaking, there is

no manipulation of the air brake known
as direct application

; letting air out of the
train pipe by other means than the service
position of the engineer's valve might be
termed direct application ; in . nineteen
times out of twenty it would result in an
emergency action. 2. Where should the
engineer's valve be placed in testing
train ? A.—Make a heavy reduction,
enough to set brakes well, then place
valve on lap. This is a good way, but on
some roads they require the exhausting of
all the air in the train line while examina-
tion is made. You should have Conger's
Air-Brake Book.

(Si) G. W. C, Erie, Pa., writes:

I . Will you please give me particulars of

the mixture used for etching iron and steel

to show the structure of the metal? A.—
There are several mixtures used. Equal
parts of nitric and hydrochloric acid makes
a strong mixture. One part of nitric acid
mixed with 100 parts of distilled water is

used by some, while others double the
quantity of water. The latter is the best

mixture to use when a print of the piece is

wanted. 2. How is the work of etching

done ? ^.—Polish the article well and
have the surface as nearly flat as possible.

Wash it with alcohol to remove grease.

Apply the acid. When the surface becomes
black, wash the surface in a stream of

water and a brush, then apply the acid

again and repeat the washing. When
the polish disappears and the surface be-

comes a grayish color, wash thoroughly
and dry qviickly on a heated surface.

(82) F. O., Brooklyn, N. Y., asks:

I. What is the object of the relief valve

on the cylinders, and why are two placed

on compounds? y:/.—Relief valves prevent

dirt and cinders from being drawn down
the nozzles and into cylinders; the low-

pressure cylinder of the compound requires

it the same as any other cylinder. f;2.

Why is it that the relief valve keeps click-

ing when running without steam? A.—
Because the air is drawn into chest

in pulsation. 3. Is not the placing of

crank pins at right angles a detriment to

compounds on account of back pressure

in smaller cylinder? A.—We do not see

what difference the angles of the crank
can make to the back pressure. 4. What
rules govern the proportions of one cylinder

with regard to the other? A. There is no
exact rule, but the low-pressure cylinder

of locomotives is generally made from two
to three times the size of the high-pressure

cylinder.

(83) E. B., Gainesville, Tex., writes:

I. If an eccentric has a throw of 6

inches, why does this not cause the valve

to travel 12 inches? A.—The throw of the

eccentric is usually understood to be the

amount of its reciprocatory motion ; in

that case, the throw being 6 inches, causes

the valve to travel the same distance, if

the rocker arms are of equal length. Some
people call the amount of eccentricity the

throw of the eccentric ; in this case, an
eccentric having 6 inches of reciprocatory

motion, would have 3 inches throw. 2.

What causes the reverse lever to go in the

same direction as the motion of engine?

A.—The weight of the links and their

connections are hanging on the reverse

lever. This weight is usually supported

by counterbalance spring, but the spring

is' rarely sufficient to keep the reverse

lever from dropping forward when it is

taken out of the latch. The friction of

the eccentrics has a powerful influence in

pressing the links down or up—according

to the direction the engine is going—when
going forward, of course the action is

downwards, and when backward, the action

is upwards. This is particularly apparent

when the eccentrics are running dry.

Gates Iron Works, of Chicago, have been

moved into fine new works on Elston

avenue. The works have been fitted up

with the most approved appliances for the

manufacture of machine work, and the

capacity of the establishment is very

greatly increased. The main machine

shop at the new works is one of the best of

its kind in the West ; it is 75 feet wide and

330 feet long, of steel and brick. A notice-

able feature of the equipment is a 25-ton

electric crane, of 50 feet span, running the

length of the shop. A large number of the

splendid boring mills, made by the Niles

Tool Works, head the list of tools, which,

as a rule, are specially made for the Gates

Iron Works. All the tools in the shop are

operated by six electric motors, receiving

their current from the big generators in

the power house.
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GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Coach and Car OIU^
tUe Standard Lubricating Oils

of America.
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the rcBults of

the use of Galena OUa. COLD TEST. 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest climates.
In the use of Ualena Oils there Is an entire freedom

from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of the leading railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superlurity. while
the fact that the same roads use these oils to-day that
used them more than 20 years ago, is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year in and out.
Galena Oils are In exclusive use upon three continu-

ous Hues from Boston and New Yorit to the Pacific

coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus demonstratlngthelr adapta-
bility to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free tvom gum, these oils are not affected by dust ana
Band as other oils are. „„„„„„We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,
Charles Millkb, President.

CmcAOO Branch Office, Franltlln, Pm,,

Phcenlx Building, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED.

FRATSTKLIlSr, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SIBLEY'S PerWonTALTE OIL,

The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant,

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

Ki

DRILL

GRINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, from H
to 2)4 inches. Set for any
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-

ance and can't grind a
drill wrong. Addres.s.

G.T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.



Shorthand
BV MAIL.. Three lessons free
KEKST COLLEGE. Coininf;. N.Y.

WAISXKn._Position as DRAFTSMAN
or Clerk on Locomotive Work. Ten
years" experience and grood references.

—

Address, "F," care Locomotive Engineering.

WANTED.
SIX PRACTICAL RAILROAD MEN

to sell and introduce our LOCOMO-
TIVE CAB SEATS. Good salaries

will be paid to the right men. For

full particulars write

STANNARD <& WHITE,
Manufrs of Engineers' Specialties,

APPLBTON, WIS.

FOR INVENTIONS.

GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,
Atlantic Building, Washington, D. &

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^T" RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

•FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.:
Watch Spring Tempered Steel. e

2 Qraduated in 32ds and 64tlis on one ^
2 side only. _

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. •

64
I^ALLIHTIHB TOOL COl^B

HARTFORD COHN.
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VALLENTINE TOOL CO., •

Hartford, Conn. •

The gangs Patent Qil Cups
FOR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

FOR SALE.
The following Second-hand Machinery, especially

adapted for Car Shops.

3 Bement Car Axle Lathes,
3 3:J-inch Bement Car Wheel Borers.

142 "

1 5-ton Foundry Crane.
1 No. 1 McNaul Universal Radial Drill.

1 4 foot Semi-Universal
1 26.in.xl0-ft. D. W. Pond Eng. Lathe and Chuck

(heavy) , ,,

1 32-in.x8-ft. D. W. Pond Eng. Lathe (very powerful).

1 27-in.x10-ft. Gould & Eberhardt Lathe.

1 26-in xl2-ft. Bogen Engine Lathe and Chuck.
1 4-Inch Warren Combined Blotter and Vertical

Miller.
1 100-Ton Car Wheel Press.

1 9 inch Bement Slotter.

600 MACHINE TOOLS IN STOCK. SEND FOR LISTS.

SOLE AGENTS F"R

Industrial Works of Bay City,
AND

Cleveland Punch and Shear Works.

Warranted to save SO per cent, of oil

over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bod-
ies; Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed
not to break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one set on 30 days triaL If not satisfac-
tory, no pay. They will please yoii.

E. D. BANGS on. CUP CO. (Limited),

r. O. Box 257, MllwauUee, W*J.
Factwby, 7181* 728 Hanovkb Stbebt.

Cliicago Store,
59 Soutli Canal Street.

115 Liberty Street.
New Yorl4.

Prentiss Tool and Supply Co.,

MACHINERY, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES.

Gardenier's Ready Help for Locc motive Engineers

Being an educational chart for locomotive
engineers and firemen seeking promotion, for the
scholar and student, and for the help of the ex-
aminer when employing or promoting new men,
and is a ready help to engineers while on the road.

I'rier hi/ Mail, $1.00.

EDW. MEEKS. Publisher, 1312 Filbert St.. Phila., PA.

DON'T Put it off anotiier day, but
send your Name and Address
NOW to

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,
R. R. Department.

I 26 State St., Champlain Building,
Chicago, III.

Clarkson gives the most for
your money (everythiug cou-

[,8idered).
Only reliable goods sold.
Catalogue gives pictures

and prices, and terms, and a
penny postal caru with your

name and address
on it "does the busi-
ness."
Ask for the New

Illustrated Cata-
logue of The Clark-
son Special Watch-
es. Finest in the
World. Endorsed
by the whole R. R.
fraternity.
Catalogue sent free
to any address in
the U, S.
Goods sent CO. D.

on approval.
We are the leading
K. If. Jewelers in
Chicago.

Watches for R. R. Men.

CATCH ON NOW.
You'll never get another chance.

to anyone sending us

(stamps or silver),

previous to july 1st, we will mail one
OF OUR

BEST TWO-INCH STEEL RULES
WITH ENDS HARDENED.

ONLY ONE RULE TO THE SAME ADDRESS,

STANDARD TOOL CO.,
Athol, Mass., U. S. A.

MANUFACTUBERe OP

MECHANICS' FINE TOOLS.

ATHOL MACHINE CO.,
Selling Agents.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.

PcerleM No, 4 Improved Eipanding
Dies for l-iuch t

i-lncb Pipe.

ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Anv of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Write/or dt'scriptice circularsan-d ynention Locomotive Enffineeriiig

.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works: Edwardsville, III. St. L,oul8, Mo.
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D. O. SETTLEMIRE, President. GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President. W. C. AKTHURS, Secy, and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Supt.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrlp^
tlon. Caboose and Refrig-

erator Cars. ™

MT. VERNON.

Manufacturing Co.
Car Wiieels, Car Castings, and

General Foundry
Worlc.

Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.
COMIING ROOF ! m'%^ I :'%^«

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROH $io TO $15 LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE. | CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TIHE.

WILL WEAR THE LIFE OF XHE CAR.
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:

Out West : M., K. & T. Ry. Down East : Boston & Albany R. R. 1305 HlYEMEYER BLDO.
26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

He Doesn't See How

We give a $1.00 Book for 15c.

HERBERT E. DANA, Engineer of the West-

moreland Creamery, Westmoreland, N. H.,

writes us: " I have received your catalog:ue,

' A Book of Tools,' and am very highly

pleased with it. It is just what I have been

looking for, for many years. I must say

that I do not think any engineer or anyone

who has the handling of Machinery and

Tools, should be without it. I do not see

how you can sell it for the small sum of 15

cents ; It is well wortli a dollar."

We appreciate Mr. Dana's kindly letter,

but beg to inform him and the readers of

this journal, that we do not sell our " Book
of Tools." If we sold them, we should
have to charge more than a dollar to

make any profit. These books, though
unostentatious, cost us more than a dollar
eaci. We send them free to any address
upon receipt of 15 cents, which barely
covers mailing and advertising expenses.

Our object in printing and issuing this
book is to get it into the hands of buyers
of Tools, Supplies and Machinery, and
thereby promote our business and increase
our sales in the lines represented.

We have a limited number of copies of
the "Hook of Tools" on heavier paper,
bound in handsome cloth cover, which we
will send, prepaid express, upon receipt of
50 cents.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

TOOLS, SUPPLIES AND MACHINERY,

90 to 102 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump V^orks,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,
Send for V tt u

Illustrated Catalogue. Ja OW XOIK.

"HERE'S AWHEEL'^
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,-a Steei

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•EOTION OF B0LTLES9 FASTEMNQ.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous CIrcumlerentlal Fastening.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

Preight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Gars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Simple, Sate, Economical.

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbarn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Ears, SwitcheS, Autonjatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

C E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD <& BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : HOWARD and THOMA.S Slreets

C. M. FARRAR. JOHN TREFTS. C. E. ROODEAST BUFFALO IROIV ^WORKS,
FARRAR, TREFTS A ROOD, Proprietors.

GREY IRON CASTINGS
of every description. Special Attention Given to <ar and Locomotive Work.

"^^ 60 Perry St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Works : ! N- Y- ^ *.H. K^ R Broadway

I station. Belt Line.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

I*- -A> IIj H.O .A. 13 \7^0H^ .A. SII=»E CJI .A. 3jT "V

.

OFFICE AND WORKS : l^AXC 4 STBK, KEW YOICK.

JTTUR screw being
1 lubricated and

jirofected. ttie Jack
IS always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
tlieimportance of
havine Jacks always
in eood working con-
diti'^n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks so tliat tliey can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This lonsideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVEUND, OHIO.

XAPJGYE'S

H vDRAULic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, REUABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

Is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saying
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from -4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,
26 Warren St., New York.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Couplers, Links and
Pins, also, Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Robie Jacks.
Iron Founders and Machiuists. Riehle Bros.
TisiliiK Machine Co., Store. 19 N.6th Street,
Pblladelphia; Nflw York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Columbian Metallic Rod « Packing.
Principal Points : SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY.

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction Next to Nottiing. Protracts Life of Rods.
Three Rings for Heavy Service.

One Ring for Passenger Engines.

Will Contract to provide this Packing for Half Cost
of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD -PACKING CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Building. 1225 and 1226 Betz Building:, PHILADELPHIA.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ^^^^a^^""

"^^ EXCELSIOR ''O.

TRADE MARK

AIR BRAKE «>,

J'ST. IBZ^

OUR EXCELSIOR
AIR BRAKE HOSE

GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH. MFG. ABT. <£ GEN. MAN.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER, STEAM, TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

2S6, 258, 260 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St., PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street. CHICAGO.

51 Decatur Street, ATLANTA. Ga. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE, Wit.

24 Fremont Street. SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.

The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust Pipe.

THIS DEVICE is the invention of John Y. Smith, the originator of the Smith Vacuum
Brake. In the cuts of the Front and Side Views shown herewith, " AA" represent

Air Passages ;
" SS" Exhaust Steam Passages, and "B" an Annular Blower form-

ing part of the Nozzle.

It is an entirely new depaiture

Pipes for Locomotives. Its dis-

exhaust steam is not restricted

the gases and heated air in the

exhaust steam in the exhaust

superheated and expanded and a

blast is created, which keeps the

tion, and produces more perfect

Some of the beneficial results

Pressure to a minimum {area

the exhaust port) : prevention

stack; almost complete absence

tion offormation of clinkers in

in the construction of Exhaust
tinguishing features are that the

after it leaves the cylinders, and
smoke arch are mingled with the

pipe. The exhaust steam is thus

powerful, prolonged, pulsating

fuel in a constant state of ag^ta-

combustion.

obtained are : Reduction of Back
of nozzle opening as large as

of ejection of sparksfrom smoke

of noisefrom exhaust ; preven-
firebox ; large saving of fuel.

SIDE VIEW.FRONT VIEW. By the elimination of Back Pressure we have demonstrated the fact that the power of

engines has been increased to be able to pull from thirty to sixty tons more than vyith any other form of exhaust pipe.

The pipe can be used with either straight or diamond stacks, in long or short front ends, and on locomotives burning hard ot

soft coal, wood or coke.

GENERAL AGENCY CO., 32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
GENERAL OFFICE, DOYLESTON, PA. FACTORY, READING, PA.

EXPANSION BOLTS.
FOR FASTENING
ALL KINDS OF
STRUCTURE

TO BRICK AND
STONE WORK.

Palentmandilfr., ISAAC CHURCH,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 1521 Wlxlnui St., TOLEDO, O.

Agents. $75La<lit8or g- iii

a wet'It. Rxclu.sivo it-rriiury. Tho
Rapid DUhWa»hvr. WastitsaliiLe
dishfs for a rBiuily inoae minute.
Washes, noaes atid dries tbem
without wetting the baods. You
pu^h the butioD, the tDachiuedoet
the rest. BriBbt, politihed dishes,

and cheerful wives. No scalded

ho^ers.nosoiledhaDdsorclothius.
N'l broken dishes, DO muss. Cheap.
diirahle.warrautfd.Clrcularf free.

W. P. HARRISON & CO., Clerk Ko. 1'-', Columbus, O.

Locomotive Plioto^raplis.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, ascents
each ; 10x8 size, 36 cents each. Send for sample.
New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place, Finsbury, London City, England.
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STOP !.n™SS PREVENT
The Leaks D D C \/CMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, f 11 L ff L ll I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address. P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St.

Murphy Steel Car Roof.

Louis, III.

TWJ^ST DRILLS, SPRING COtTERS,
REAMERS,TAPS,FLAT SPRING YJc^S,

,. EMBRyWHEELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

CLEVELAND,O.OEFICE5WKS. '-

NEW YORK,94READe ST.
LONDON, 158 QUEENVICTORIA .^T.

PARIS, 68 RUE DE WARAIS.

Steam Heating; from the Locomotive

:

Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,iqg. SKWALL
COUPLEItii sold 55,617 ; the Standard in U. S. and Canada,

Pope Lieht Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with " Pintsch ; '* and superior thereto.

A
L
B
A
N

Electric Heaters for Street Cars:

1,103 Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn,
Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered

over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED I CAR-HEATING CO
Uses

same gas as '* Pintsch " In Great Britain 14,262 steam and m^
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed. Ir

Albany, N. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

CHirAdO. 200 WKSTEllN UNION mil.niXfi; Canada, Coaticook,

p. Q.—London- Moscow. Speciallj- tested fittings and car lighting

repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

TrtEM2/T PRACTICAL S^ilS^^

CRVbeoii

TrieTHl/RMAN/VM,

Wl&pK

err

01
L'^

10 o
SK£:t<»«"""J Mffi/RMAH FwlOII B«Rll6R(0.,lflDIAHAP0y/,lND

rT773n TViT#tYn rj.'W/n.

. eMciNe,FVLL/feAM IN so to70 minute/.

37-3S CORDOVA BLOC.
^- CHICAGO,. , SAN FRANCliSCO.

35 MOHADNOCK BLDO. '. 2i-23 TREMONT,ST.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on CO Railways.

OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Manufacturers of Every Product of Petroleum.

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN.N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

KNOBBLED

Hammered Charcoal Iron iL Only Kind
used by The Tyler Tube and Pipe Co. iLir Boiler Tubes.

Washing-ton. Penn.
New York Office : 39 Cortlandt Street.
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THIS is the only single

* tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness machine,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-
^ cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

^illllli^illllli^illllli^dlllH

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MANI'FACTUIIED BV

The Automatic Injector Company,
No. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

#(iii#iiiiii,s,iiiii,aiiiiii)

PUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

f ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^-(i^iii^iii^ii

^ Master Mechanics and Purchasing Agents: ^

40tol Is big odds,
isn't it?

^— It's a fact, though, that a well-known Master Mechanic and Superintendent Z^
^T of a R. R. in Pennsylvania reported in writing to the storekeeper, that a trial "^
^^ lot of P. P. P. Diagonal Rod Pacliing, put to a severe test on their divi- -^
^— sion, outlasted what they had been using **4:0 "to 1«" -—

^

^— If you want to Save your Company BIG Money, and at the same time get Z^
^Z the most satisfactory thing in the line of R. R. Packing, just drop a line to Z^^ C. A. DANIEL, Mfr., Z^
^ No. 323 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa., '^

^I and he will "put you on" as to how it is done, and send you a neat, brief, "^
^Z readable circular, and a free sample too, if you want to see it. Don't put oft -^
^^ writing, but see what is offered, and try the cheapest and best article—40 to 1. --^

AMERICAN WEARING VARNISH GO.
ill BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY, ?li^Ttifchl"n|el.
""^ '°^-'^'^^'^^

Make and sell R.R. Varnish unexcelled
for Brilliancy and Durability. Resists
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OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

QOULD
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND

GOl_)l_D TEISIDER CO (_l F= l_E FR

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars-

and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate,
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears.

THE LONG & ALSTATTER CO.,

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

The Coup Automatic Gar Coupler, M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. No Springs.

Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over 12 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS 6LDG., CLEVELAND, 0.

A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self-Opening Knuckle

without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V rOMPAMV ^JV COMPANY,

FIELD,^^^/yVQ...c.. o OV^^^'
^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.
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JEROME METALLIC RACKING.
This is the Standard Metallic Packing all

over the world, and is more generally adopt-

ed and in use on more locomotives than any
metallic packing in use. Give the J EROM E
a trial and be convinced. Put it in compe-
tition with any other packing and be con-

vinced of its superior merits.

OFFICE AND WORKS :

Nos. 35 and 37 Canal Street,

C. C. Jerome, 'pjrplieto"' ciiicag:o, in.

Packing ring opened

ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

idretsail iommunicationtto the Company

i
WMM'CONWAY. President

'f" C.P KRAUTH Secretary

A.J DRAKE Super nlendent

LEABLE Iron Castings.

_^ iSole Mannfaclurer%Of

THE JAN NEY COUPLER
FOR PASSENCLR AND FREIGHT CARS.

/yy//r f/r///f// 3/ vV/. 7/y.

'/^///,s/j///y//i. y^/.

Sectional view back of lock looktnir forwarif.
Dotted lines Bbow the lock lifted full h. Ight for

Dcoapllne and opening knuckle, and read;- to

conpU again.

Any competent mechanical engineer who examines with care the construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-
quirements of service have been met in most ingenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from thiscause are entirely avoided.

STRENOTn—Equalling in tests the highest records of " all-steel" Couplers, and surpassing them injerk and puUing.
DROP TEST— Three 5-foot blows; Ihree \0-foot blows ; tix \b-foot blows of \MO pounds weight. OUARD AHM
TEST— Three S-/oot blows and four bfoot JERK TEST— Threi hfoot, three lOfoot and thret \hfoot blows.
PULLING TEST— mjHX pounds.

./ ./ j
.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

In uncoupling, tlie lock itflelf tlirowa ttie knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. The action of the lock, both in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive,
and sure, under all conditions.

Railway
Department, NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

1525 Old Colony Building, Chicag:o.WILLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type.

The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the
trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.
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Air n

Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Frdglit Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WE5TINQH0O
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY,

The Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co,
C. II. DALE, Piesi.lent and Gen"! Mgr.

C. C. MILLER, Tieasuier.

BROWN CALDWELL, Secretary.

H. W. d'EVERS, General Sales Agent.

General Office and Salesroom:

76 Warren Street,
NEW YORK.

Rainbow Sheet Packing:,

Peerless Packing, ^s inch for

Westinghouse Pumps,

Pump Valves, Sheet Rubber, Matting, Etc.

Guaranteed Steam Hose
FOR CAR-HEATING CONNECTIONS.

Air-Brake Hose
GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS.

A. W. SOPEK, Pres ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. Dl.\ON, Engineer.

Th'c Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

H
EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler
of Westinghouse tj'pe, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for
' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.
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United States Metallic Packing Company,
42r NORTH THIRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLMAR
BELL RINGER.

Simplest device for

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

insures bell ringing' at

crossings — no other
ringer can start auto-

matically without our

license.

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go in place Of

old glass tube. With

350 degrees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One glass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of its merits.

"United States" Valve-Stem Packing.

Friction of rings back of the support of rod, improved oil-

ing arrangement, swab protected from dust and dirt, shield in

one piece but can be removed for renewal of swab in an in-

stant. Same on piston packings. This packing has stood the

test of years, thousands in use. You take no chances in using

it— tried and true.

Air Pump Rod Packing.

Giving A I satisfaction on several

roads. Saves time, labor and rods.

Worthy of a trial. Try it.

METALLIC PACKINGS
save their cost in fibrous packing in a year. They do not in-

jure the rod. They require no attention but oiling. They put

less friction on rods, never score and are tight.

Ask for our Catalog.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

ti 99Diseases -.of
' the A3r=Brake System

BY PAUL SYNNESXVEDT.
If you want a Copy send $ 1 to the w, F. hall PRINTING CO.. 2 1 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

3i6

Our Line Engravings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing

accuracy and distinct lines on orig-

inal copper plates. They are made

by BRADLEY & POATES, 10 & 12

Vandewater St., New York City.



IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

EAIMLESS IDRA^KTIT XUBHSTG-.
Only Gauge where Movement

Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with hack of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.
•

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.
SPECIAL STEAM BOILER APPLIANCES.

Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
Br THE ROAD.

Also adopted \>y the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. y. L. E. & W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Co.

Offices, XII Lriberty Street, ISew York, Works, Bridgeport, Conn.

SCHOENMrCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. HKcjrEMBOi-Ru, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our .own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work

fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
OF PATERSOX, N. J.

Newr York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTrRKBS OF *

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND TENDERS,
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

e. B. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

LACK^JJSA^^^NNA'
SIGHT FEED

LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

" The state of the art shows this lubricator to be in lead of its competitors for simplicity
and perfect 'n-orklns under varied conditions,"

Are you Interested enough to write for full particulars ?

LACKAWANNA LUBRICATING CO., 1212 Capouse Ave., SCRANTON, PA.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS :

WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C NOBLE.
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treaa.

. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
VicePres. Gen'l Sapt.

^ \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

THE ROTARY
FOR FULL PARXIC17LARS, ADDRESS

THE LESLIE BROS. MFG. CO., paterson, n. j.
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Locomotive Works.
BURGH, PA.,

Manafactarers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

Prom standard designs, or according to rpecl&car
tions. to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Eoilert

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.'

WILSON KILLEE, Pr. Js Trs. B. A. WIOHTBAM, ttf.

COOSE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^^^a^'**'''
(Formerly Danfortb Locomotive & macbime Co.)

JOHN S. COOKE. President & Gen. Man,
FRKD. W. COOKE. Vice-President.
WM. BERDAN, Sec'y & Treas.

Paterson,
N.J.

New Tork onice,
45 BRUADAVAY,
H. A. ALLEN. AoenL

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl 'Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE'W VORK OFFICE,

IsTos. 31-33 I=>liie Street.

WflG\^
o^>

.\^

^^Tflii

ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

0»»»»»W»WWW^>%^^^^'WV%/V%^V%^

For
All Bearings.

Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

256 Broadway, New Vork.

Latrobe Steel Works,

T| IWANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ELOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

main Ofllce and Works, I.atrobe, Pa.
Branch Oflire,

BulUtt Building, Plilladelpliia.

Cliicagro Office,
W^estern Union Building.

New Tforli Office,
Home Life Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
Union Trust Building.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
aprreeabletone- Specify
these goods when or-
dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEAM BtOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and
London, England.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE ^S. '^ locomotive^*n^oc^ar|earimgs

PASS and PH05. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs, in WEIGHT.;
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

I Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to pauges and tem-
plates after staudard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.

Like parts ot different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia. Pa., U. S. A,

IGKSON MANUFACTURING CO.
SCRAKXUKi, rENN.

LocomotlTeH of eTerj- style and size, Standard

and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard Ganges and

Templets. Also for Plantations, Mine", and Logging.

SFZCinCATIOHS OH AFFLICATIOH.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.

Z. W. WE3T0», 7.-Fres. WU. B. F2SEIH3, l(0. * Trail.

JOHIT BETms, Sapeiinttndest.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Richmond Locomotive

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, TA.

Locomotives for Every Service.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY. Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH ^HT

F

^ H) ^
Platesfor all Purposes,

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIKEBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicago.

I
COOKS PAT

There's an item of Economy in
owning these Guards.

It's explained in our little book.

Book costs a postal.

Guards might Save your Com-
pany Money.
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mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
give; xhe best resi;l,ts for everv variety oe service.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street, New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OP

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOU A LL

CLASSES OF

SEEVICE,
OR PROM

DESIGNS

FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 15 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

A-Ti Ti txa.! Ca,-^t»,o±fy, 400.

Bohner's
PATENT

Water=Tube Fire=Box.
Adds 225 SQUARE feet of the BEST KIND of heating surface to flre-box.

Water tubes set in BEST POSITION TO ABSTRACT HEAT FROM GASES.

WILL SAVE COAL, PREVENT SPARKS AND SMOKE. Enables nozzles to

be enlarged, making BETTER RUNNING ENGINE.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner, 195 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

A SWEEPING RECORD!
Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less tlianTHE

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during the past twelve months, show that through the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude OH will

kindle more Fires than W7 Car-Loads, or 750 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFAt'TITRERS OF

E. H. MUMFORD,

Representative.

Metal lVo7^king Machme Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pbdrick & Ayer Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Machine Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR 5H0PS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed : will supply air at less than half the cost fop
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free aiP
per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling:, and little of that.

Case Dust-Proof.

PEDRICKSflYERC
PHILAO£lPB« ,:

HERE IS AN AIR HOIST

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a ]ib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Clh
J? ff TX T? Sr=^ _^p3

For Railroad Shops, 6ar Builders, Etc.

3SXG-ZZ sx>z:x:33

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.

FLATTURRET LATHE

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. 8. A.
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. We can furnish any mechanical book luanled. The list below is especially

recommended. All books sent by mail free for price named, unless othei-vise stated.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes

on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket $1.00

i i i
Alr-Brake ami Signal Instraetions,

witli Additional I itformat ion on Air-
Brake Handling. Conner. 1895. Comprises

the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics'

rules and instructions on air brakes, with exam-
iner's catechism added. Over ninety questions

and answers that engineers and firemen want
most. The best air-brake book for road men.

Price 35c.

\iy Tjy \3y

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1885. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

i ^ i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man $«.50

Appleton*8 Encyclopedia ef Applied
Mectianics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineering
for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

Engineer's Catecliism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good. 35c.

i i i
Engineer*s Poekef-Boolc. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

information 95.00

i i i
Buildings anil Structures of American

Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7,50

Catechism of tlie Locomotive. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to

have it $3.50

i i i
Catechism of the Locomotive. Grimshaw.

1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions

and answers about locomotives and air brakes.

Fully illustrated $'4.00

Compound L.ocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

nse $3.00

i i

^ i

Constructive Steam Engineering. Whit-
tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive

book . . $10.00

Diseases of the Air*Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have $1.00

Knginenien*s Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 1893. Rules of procedure in a break-

down, for handling air. etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket— $1.00

i i i
Form of Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Engineers for Employ-
ment. The standard questions of the Traveling

Engineers' Association rules of examination . .25c.

i i i
Haaivell's Engineer's Pocket-Booh. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-

ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i i i
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $!3.50

i i i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating ... $2.00

% ^ %
Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

189"3. More especially for stationary engines, but

good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,

combustion, evaporation, etc., explained In a

common-sense way 50c.

^ i i
liocomotive Engine-Running and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-

larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-

tives. Plain facts plainlv stated $3.00

% $ %
Locomotive Mectianism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive

engineer. Up to date. A good book $*-3,00

^ i i
liocomotlve Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1893. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
Modem Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen

and those in charge of building and repairs. Large

andelaborate $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

ing. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered

with cloth. The best binder made $1.00

Pocket Primer oi Alr-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line aSc.

Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the iB-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-

ors $1.50

$ % %
Principles of Mectianics* Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principlesof mechanics $3.50

i i i
Progressive Examinations of I.ocomo-

tlve Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on

firing and running. Standard form of examination

on several roads. Contains colored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman

should have this book 50«.

^ i i
Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1898.

Full details for making every form of railway

car $3.00

Rules of Interchange. The code of rule*

governing the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc lOe.

i i i
Simple l^essons in Drawings, for tH«

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can

be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 60c.

i i i
Slide Valve and Link Motion. Auchln-

closs. 1876. The principal authority on the sub-

ject $3.00

i i i
standard Code of Train Rales. The code

adopted by the American Railway Association, i»

almost general use as a basis. The authority on

train operating. — 75e.

i i i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject $a.50

i i i
The Engineer's Epitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts, Figures and Formulas. Things

that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50o.

i i i
The Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $l.'-i5

^ i i
'What an Engineer Should KnoMr

About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

little book 50c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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(lassified Index of

Our Adoertisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Air Brakes.

Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & .\yer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Antl-Frictlon Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.
Then. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis, Mo.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switch Stands.

Ramapo Iron Works^ Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

BaUnced Slide Valves.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing: Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Bell Ringer.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.

Schultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & AUstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Bailer Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.

W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Locomotive ENGiNEERING,'New York.
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y^.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth. Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y

Brass Castings.

Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa,
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Cabooses.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. III.

Cab Seats.

Haggard & Marcusson. Chicago, 111.

Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.
Calipers.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Continued on page 32s-

Locomotive Engineering
Steam En^int'eriu^ \S/ufionary, Locomotive or Marine^: .Ifec/uirins; MeL'hani-

cal Draiving: Electricitw: Architecture: Architectural Draiving and Design'
n^; Afasonrv: CarpentrvandJoinerv: Ornamentaland Structurai Jron Work;
'Railroad Engineering: bridge Engineering : Municipal Engineering: Plumb-
ng- and //eating; Coal and Metal Mining,- Prospecting, and tite English
3ranches.

The courses commence with addition In Arithmetic. sr> that to enroll It Is only
lece.Asarv to know how to read and write. A S.hi.lar--liii. ciitHIi-s th.- holder to

uitinu, until he is >:]ualifted to receivt* the Dlplnina. u-i niatt.T ln>w lon^ it may take
lOr how often It niav be necessary tn review. Students can Interrnpt their studies

ind chauKc th<-lr residences. Scholarships are not f irfelted upon failure to pay
ioetallments [in-mptlv. Each student is a class by himself. Students make rapid
;>roffress in h-aruiti^' "to Draw and Letter. Specially prepared Instruction and Ques-
tion Papers. Ci)ndensed. simpltfled. .

, ^ ^
The Steam Engineering' course Is intended to qualify engineers to secure Li-

censes. All repn^sentations may be relied upon.
Send for Free Circular, stating the subject you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence Schools, SCRANTON, Pa.
TRADE MASK RESISTEREO.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple,

Durable,
Self-Supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, CaU or Jersey Shore, Bi

Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

One Thousand in Use.

The "Mighty Midget" and other Modern Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINGS EXTRA HEAVY.

Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Filling Funnel, of Solid Brass,
cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sold only by

WIILLIAM C, BAICER,
143 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL..

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO,
104 TO 116 KNOWL.TON STREET,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING-OFF

MACHINES— both Hand and Power.

& OTHER TOOLS
) UII.W FOR ,STOCKS, DIES

Water, Steam & Gas Fitters.

WILL YOU HAVE A CATALOGUE?

No. I Machine. New York Office: 139 CENTRE STREET. No. 3 Machine.

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING
The Ctaeapest, Best and most Durable Car Roof KnoH^ii. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free foi
•Terr one that falls In ten years.

THE

tandard Steel Worts
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, )0t3 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 616 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

Chilled and

Steel-TiredWHEELS
A. Whitney & Sons,

ESTABLISHED 1847.

PHILADELPHIA.
Made with Special Reference to use under Engines and Passenger Cars.

THE HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose
for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

F. A, BARBEY & CO., 152 federal street, BOSTON.
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Cars.

Allison Mtg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler). Cleve-
land, O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield. O.
McConway & ToYley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Safetv Car Heatin,; & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Roofing.

Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.
B. R. Miller, New York.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, lU.

Car Seats.

Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.

Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede & Car Co.,

Kalamazoo. Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York.)
Mt. Vernon Car .\l£g. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo. N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.

East Buffalo Iron Works. Buffalo. N. Y.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
Merrill-Stevens Mfg. Co., Niles, Mich.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.

Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling IVlachinery.

Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.

The International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser &'Son, New York).

Crossings.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drill Grinder.

G. T. Eames Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Ejectors.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. V.

Emery Wheels.

The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.

Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Continued on page 32b,
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Expansion Bolts.

Isaac Church, Toledo, O.

Fire Extinguishers.

Nathan Mf^. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. A. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.

Frogs.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.

U. .S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.

Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede & Car Co.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Head Lights.

Star Headlight Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & StiUman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.

Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

|.^ocomotlves.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. 1.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson. N. J.
Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Firebox.

Joseph J. Bohner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Klndlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis.

Ind.

Locomotive Pho.ographs.

F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators.

Deiroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Himmett. Troy. N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin, Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.

Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Kberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vi.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.

C. E. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Measuring Scales.

Valleutine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Continued on page 327.

The Detroit ImproYed Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

I Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangea'ble with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

IhyewlATHAN"
(See Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS |
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"MTHAN" SIGBT-FEED LUBRICATORS,

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIEE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILKR -WA-SHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATA1.0GUES.

')NATHAN MFG. CO., 92 & 94 LMy St

Western Office, 147 & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111

RICHARD DUDOEOX, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New York.

J^~Jacks for Pressing on Crautc-
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order.
Conuuunications by letter wiJJ

receive prompt attention.

Maker and Patentee of

Improved Hjdraulic

JACKS,

YOKE

Pnnclies, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

THE ACME IVIACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
me SlngleA Doable Aatomattc Bolt Cotters

Cutting from J^ in. to 6 in. diam.

Mso, Separate Heads and Dies.

Plrst Premium Cincinnati Centennial,

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. SniiTH, G. p. Jjid T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
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I

^FTOUGHENEOBYCOFfifrPROCESSrPATENTeDI.

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

DrivingJruck, Passenger& Freiglit Axles,

^1]^\B "^J^^J^^^HHI

^"^m

;R,R.SALES AGENTS.
. 256BROAOWAY

,
IcNEW YORK.,

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

K

N.Y, Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St

m

•>-\

\ti ird Eegravtag Co,,
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

Insures the Iflaxiniuni pressure on the Brake Shoes at all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
327
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Mechanics' Tools.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mf . Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Standard Tool Co. Athol, Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

MeUI Polish.

G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

.Metal Sawing Hachines.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

VlJning nachinery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Oil Cups.

E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee
Wis.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Order Holder.

S. L. Harman. St. Augustine, Fla.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co.. Phila.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
C. C. Jerome, Chicago, 111.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

facking Ring.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.. San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Patents.

Wm. Gardam & Son, New York.
George P. Whittlesey. Washington. D. C.

Perforated Metal.

Kobt. Ait hison Perforated Metal Co., Chi
cago, 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Machinery.

Rignall & Kecler Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery,
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co.. Tokdo, O.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co . Boston. Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.

Newark Regulator Co., Newark, Ohio.

Publications.

Power, New York.

Pump Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
C. A. Daniel, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Punches.

1. P. Richards, Providence, R. I.

Railroads.

Lake vShore & M. S.

Railroad Signal Lamps.
Star Head Light Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Rubber Hatting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage &Valve%o.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus. .

Henry L. Leach, Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Continued en page 328,
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Shorthand School.

Kerst College, Corning, N. Y.

Snow Plows.

Leslie Bros. Mfg. Co., Paterson. N. J.

Solder.

Theo. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis, Mo.

Spring:^.

A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

SUy BolU.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co. , Cuyahoga Falls.O.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.

Steam Qages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Steam Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia. Pa.
Carbon Steel Co . Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St Louis. Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe. Pa.
Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Stone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Switches.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg. Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Tie Plates.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.

American Wearing Varnish Co., New York.

Vestibules.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Vises.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn', N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Wrecking Frogs.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago. 111.

Wrought Iron Pipe.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Pratt <£ Whitivby Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REABIERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,
Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
For finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods,

CATALOalE I SENT (l.\ APPLlCATIOlf.

Boiler,

Locomotive FIRE

BOX
QUi LITY UNSURPASSEDX OTTPF I

Plates up to 1 00 ins. in width.

AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.
\X,

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

CHICAGO, IL^^-^L C0|/[V
~ SPECIALLY FOR '
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Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.

A Few Everyday Incidents of Shop Manage-
ment- Skeevers Has a Collision.

When the "old man" went East last

month, he left a two-line bulletin notice

that James Skeevers would act as general

master mechanic during the absence of

John Massey, assigned to other duties, and

be obej'ed accordingly. This was very dis-

couraging to the signers of the famous

petition. Skeevers forgot all about the

petition and was the only man about the

place that did not worry about it.

Having a whole month of his own way
he looked around to see if he could improve

something, but there was so much needing

improvement that he hesitated where to

begin. While he was thinking, one of his

petition-signing machinists came in with

a broken gear in his hand.

"Mr. Skeevers, I've got that Pedrick

cylinder borer all set in the '119's' left

cylinder ; but I find this gear broke

—

what'll I do with it?
"

" How did you break it?
"

• " I didn't break it."

"Who did?"
" I dunno."
" Did you use the bar last ?

"

" No, sir ; it wan't my turn."
" How's that? I saw that bar under your

bench."

"That's where they usually keeps it;

but Johnson used it last. You know, sir, us

floor men take turns here, so's to even up

the work ; there's nine of us, and we take

our turn boring cylinders, facing valves,

putting in steam pipes, and the like of

that."

"Well, 3'ou leave the bar where it is
;

I'll telegraph Stebbins for the use of his

gear while we get a new one. By the way,

Oscar, who takes care of the tools and
wrenches and the parts of the boring bar ?

'

'

'

' Nobody, sir ; each of us fixes it up
when we use it ; and when we git done,

chuck the whole business under the

bench."

"Who takes care of the plugs and
gages, etc., that you use in grinding in and
setting steam pipes ? '

'

" We all has plugs, or else borrows from

one another."
" .411 right, that will do," said Skeevers.

Oscar got to the door, when Skeevers

stopped him.
'

' By the way, Oscar, about how long

does it take you to get ready and bore a

cj'linder ?
"

"Well, sir, it spoils the best part of a

half day for myself and helper to set the

bar, rig up the rope drive and flexible

shaft, and get the tools ground and ready,

and then, well, say five hours for the cut.

It's a job a man can't hurry, sir."

"Yes, that's so; well, I'll send for a

gear—do something else till it comes."

Skeevers telegraphed for the gear; then

he took a scratch pad and figured up
Oscar's time and that of his helper for the

time of boring out one cylinder.

Skeevers has a great habit when alone

of making a few hasty figures on a scratch

pad, then pacing up and down the room
"thinking" out loud. If we could only

get a phonograph in that den of his we
might give our readers some valuable
'

' thinks.
'

' His time-keeper, however, over-

heard the following soliloquy :

"I'll put one man on that job—that's

the stuff. One man can fix up his tools and
will keep the bar in good order—I dunno.

maybe he'd spend more time tinkering

with it than in working, same as that dog-

goned carpenter up at the house ; files his

saw twice a da}', wears the darn saw out

that way—ah ! I've got it ; I'll put that job

on piece work—that's the stuff. There's

enough for one man—no, there ain't ! Yes
there is, too, if I give him the valve

facer too
;
he can make better pay than

day's work and save the company money
besides. Le'me see, that measly tangle of

rope and that stinkin' old snake wobble of

a flexible shaft takes more time than the

boring bar. Flexible shaft !—the very name
of one is enough to make me swear—they

ain't no good excepting for drilling or

something like that—they are behind the

age, better'n nothin', better'n a ratchet

drill (and not so darn much, either), but

they ain't in it with air—that's the stuff.

If I only had air on that job I'd skin

things—got the air but no engine, and I

ain't got time to make one. That wim-
wam wobbler is new, too; je.st like Massey,

to go buy that when air is the thing. By-

George, I've got it !

"

Skeevers jumped to the telephone, rang

the bell and took down the ear-piece. Of
course the telephone whispered, and the

time-keeper couldn't note what it said, but
this is what Skeevers said :

"Hello, hello ! Saj-, give me 1327."

"Yes, yes; Davis' machine shop."

"Hey?"
"Never you mind, Maggie, I'll do the

talking and "

"Yes, this is the Great Kir Line shops.

Is this Davis?

"

"Well?"
"No, I want to talk to Mr. Davis him-

self."
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"This you, Davis? Well, say, how's the

shafting lathe?"
" Yes, good trade, eh? Well, say, how

much are them little upright engines of

yours worth—hey ?
'

'

"Hundred and ten? Oh, sa\-, Davis,

come off I

"

"Well, well!"

"Yes, I want to make another trade

with you. '

'

"No, got use for them ourselves; say,

)'OU wanted that sand blast for recuttiug

files
; I'll trade it to 3-ou for three of them

engines."

"Nix, nix! cost $250 cold cash—we've

got more tools now, and don't use files

much ; then, if we did, you could recut 'em

for us, couldn't you, Davis?"
" 'Course."

"Well, I'll tell you what I'll do; I'll

throw in an air pump."
"Well, all right, send up that one this

afternoon."

"Yes, have it:any time."
'

' Good-bye !

'

'

Skeevers hung up the 'phone and rung

off. He went to his desk and made a few

figures—then commenced to walk again.

"The dog-goned sand blast ain't much
good anyway, recut files ain't no good—

-

'ceptin' to give to an engineer, who
alius wants a file ; can't hurt nothin'

with one of them—air pump ain't much
'count, but it goes ; if it wan't for getting

Massey on his ear, I'd unload that flexible

shaft rig on Davis for something—I will

j'et—see if I don't."

Skeevers sat at his desk for ten minutes

and made a sketch ; then he walked
through the shop leisurely and stopped, at

lastjbeside Enoch Bridges' bench. Enoch is

a young mechanic'just out of his time, who
seemed to Skeevers to be a man interested

in his work. Enoch didn't sign the peti-

tion, because he was off when it was passed

around, and he don't know just where he

is yet ; he likes Skeevers, but is afraid

Skeevers counts him a kicker. Enoch is

under suspicion by the old-timers, w-ho stir

the local pot ; but he is trying to do the fair

thing all around, and be decent—no easy-

job. He is repairing an asthmatic air

pump, merely knods to Skeevers and goes

on with his work.

"Bridges," said Skeevers, "will you

come to my office in half an hour from

now?—I want to talk with yon."
" Yes, sir."

Skeevers wandered around for a while,

and when he got back to his den. Bridges

was just trying to pump the time-keeper as

to what in Sam Hill was up.

" Bridges," began Skeevers, "can j-ou

take that boring bar and put it in first-

class shape? "

" Why, yes sir."

" Can you keep it so ?
"

" Well, that's a hard question to answer
;

you know everj'body uses it, and nobody

takes care of it ; but I suppose I could."
" Valve-seat planer the same? "

'

' Yes. '

'

" Let's see. Bridges, you are making 27

cents an hour now, are you not? "

" Yes, sir."

" Would you object to making more—by
a little extra work ?

"

" No, sir ; I'd like it. Don't care for over-

time, 'specially in summer ; but I want to

make more money."
"Well, I propose to take all the' floor

hands off and put them in the pit gangs
;

such jobs as they do I am going to put on

piece work."
" Piece work ! I'm afraid of the gang, sir

—they kick up a '

'

" That's where the e.xtra work will come
in," said Skeevers, holding up his finger,

" in keeping your mouth shut. I am go-

ing to put the jobs into separate hands

anyway, piece work or no. None of them
will know whether you get three dollars a

day or ten, unless you are big enough fool

to tell them. In a year they will all be

howling for piece work. Now, I am going

to do away with that flexible shaft rig, and

put in little air engines. I'll give you one

to run the bar and the seat planer with.

Here's a sketch of a heavy chest that I

propose to have built. One end will hold

the planer and the other end the bar, with

a place for small tools ; on the center here

we will make a little pipe crane, big

enough to lift the planer, a chest or a

cover ; the whole on wheels—you won't

need a helper. You can oversee this job

j'ourself, and get it just to suit you. You
will face every valve and seat and bore

every cylinder, either here or in the

roundhouse. I'll g^ive you so much a cyl-

inder or seat ; at first it will be just half of

what it costs now, and if you don't make
an average of five dollars a day the first

month, I'll add enough overtime to make
it five. At the end of that time you and I

will settle on a price that will suit us both.

You can fix up for this work and nothing

else, and I promise you there will be no

cut after the first settlement ; all the im-

provement you can make is your gain.

One man is going to have that steam pipe

job, and hire his own help ; one man is go-

ing to have the rod work—at so much per

joint—and so on to the end ; no more float-

ing floor gang for me. Each branch is go-

ing into the hands of one good man, who
will be responsible for results—and I don't

want any two-seventy men on these jobs

—

a man that can't make four dollars a day

isn't the man for the work. You think

this over until to-morrow, and let me know
your decision. You struck me as a man
likely to get out of a rut, and I'd like you

to try it. Keep your own counsel, and let

me know what you will do at noon, to-

morrow. Good-bye."
" He's half scared to death," remarked

Skeevers, as Enoch shut the door. "I
wonder why it is that shopmen turn pale

at the mention of the words ' piece work.

'

\\'hy, every engineer on the road runs by

the piece, and wouldn't run any other

way. I know what it is, and you can't

blame them ; it's the greed of the bosses.

that's what it is. They pay big at first to

get the men to half kill themselves to do a

lot, then they cut them down from that

basis to just a trifle over day's pay ; the

mechanic makes 10 per cent, on the

change, the company 500—'tain't honest.

I'll give that boj' a five-year contract if he

shows a saving of 25 per cent.—and I

know he'll save 50—and it will be signed

by the general manager, see if it ain't, or

my name's not Skeevers. That steam-

pipe job's a "

" Misther Skaavers, sorr !
" said Dennis

Rafferty, foreman of the laboring gang,

sticking his head into the door, "there do

be a cayr load ave iron, pipes and biler

sheets on the supply house scales. Shall oi

dump it into the house or unload it where
ye's want it, as ye did the lasth jag? "

" I'll go and look at it, Dennis."

"If ye's plaze, sorr."

Skeevers got up into the car and looked

at its lading, and the longer he looked the

hotter he got under the collar.

" Leave her where she is, Dennis, for to-

day, and do something else. I'll see about

it."

Then he went into his office and wrote

the following letter to the purchasing

agent :

Wm. Sh.wer,
Pur. Agt. G. A. L. R. R.

:

De.\R Sir—We have in our yard a car

load of material (car 1346) e%'idently not

intended for us. If }-ou will look over our

requisition for the month, you will not find

an order for any single thing contained in

this car. Please order it away, and notify

us when we may expect the material

ordered.
Yours veni- truly,

jAs. Skeevers,
Act. G. M. M.

"You will get a red-hot one on that,"

said the time-keeper, as he pounded it out

on the typewriter— " Shaver is a nephew of

the old man !

"

" I don't care if he's his mother."

Shaver didn't wait to write. The very

next morning he jumped on the telephone

(speaking in office parlance), and ripped

Skeevers up the back. Skeevers kept

cool, and let Shaver do most of the talk-

ing. Among other things, he announced

that the "old man" would be home that

night, and that he proposed to lay the

matter before him. This just suited

Skeevers ; and he bid Shaver good-bye

sweetly and hung up the 'phone.

To make a long storj' short, the "old

man " did come home—leaving John

Massey in the East. The purchasing agent

told his story with indignation, a little of

which the "old man" absorbed, and the

" old man " 'phoned for Skeevers to come
down in the afternoon. Skeevers went,

loaded. The "old man" greeted him

civilly enough, and sent out for the pur-

chasing agent.

" Skeevers," said he, " I'm sorry to see

you commence quarreling with the other

departments so soon ; that's a thing that
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prevents many otherwise good men from

going to the front. You run your own de-

partment, and let the othermen run theirs

—

if there's anything that gets nie wild it's

quarreling between two departments, saj-

the transportation and the motive power.

Now, what's the matter between you and

Shaver? "

The purchasing agent had come in and

taken a seat.

" Mr. Wilder, I have no desire to quarrel

with anyone. I believe that all hands

should work to one end. Now, you wrote

me from New York that you would hold

me responsible for results in my depart-

ment. Can you do that when 1 have no

authority ?
'

'

" But you have authority, .sir."

"How much authority has an officer who
orders a pail when another officer can, un-

known to him, change the order to a quart

measure ? '

'

" Has that been done? "

"Worse than that. Mr. Massey says

nothing ; if you told him to make a boiler

out of bass wood, and carry 300 pounds
pressure on it, he'd do it, excusing himself

by saying it was orders. I feel responsible

for the boilers I work on—and if one of

'em blows up, you will hold me respon-

sible, and I'll hold myself responsible."

" I am building a new boiler for our

night express engine, and I ordered cer-

tain materials that I considered necessary.

Mr. Shaver, here, saw fit to change that

order to the materials he thought neces-

sary. The only question now is, who you
will put in charge of the work, who you
think the best judge ? If I do it, I will be

responsible, and not you. I shall decline

to build a boiler of a design I am afraid of,

or to use materials I think unfit."

" Pretty strong language, young man."
" I know it, sir, but it's necessary ; there

is scarcely an order from our shops that is

filled with good material. Mr. Shaver's

duties are to buy cheap, and he can't see a

thing on earth but price. We have had
worlds of trouble with flues. We have a

Midland engine rented here, and she has

less than half the trouble ; she is chain-

gaged with the rest, so it's not our pecu-

liar service. She has charcoal iron tubes

that cost twenty-odd cents a foot. We use

a cheap steel tube that costs thirteen cents.

This night express is our most important

train
;
you know the importance of its con-

nections. I want a boiler that will give

the lea.st trouble in service. Iron is better

than '

'

"Now, Mr. Skeevers, that's all agents'

talk ; we've seen chemical tests that .show

steel tubes are far better than iron," broke

in Shaver.

" Agents' tests ? " asked Skeevers. "I
don't care a cent for such proofs ; we have
the proof right on the road. We have

more delays to trains than any neighbor-

ing" road—why ? Because we buy the

cheapest brasses, the cheapest flues, the

poorest babbitt and the cheapest coal."

"Mr. Skeevers," asked the old man.

severely, " are you not a little out of your

line ? I'm not asking you for advice about

purchasing everything in general. What
is it you don't like in this car of ma-

terial ? '

'

"I don't want those cheap tubes; I

ordered best flange plate for that boiler

and got the poorest quality of steel rolled,

not fit for tanks. I ordered Mushet steel

for tools, and got some two-cent stuff that

it's a waste of time to work up
;
I ordered

a 9>^-inch air pump, and got a double-

barreled thing of a bastard make. Mr.

Wilder, it's like this ; either I know what's

best or not, Mr. Shaver knows or not. I

think my training has taught me what is

needed, his has taught him how to buy

the closest. I am just as interested in

doing things cheap as he is. But if he

cuts the price in first cost he shows it to

you, and gets congratulated right there and

then. I have to live with his cheap ma-

terial, and keep it in running order ; if it's

poor the running repairs are high. Do
3'ou ' go for ' Mr. Shaver ? I guess not

;

"I can use the material for repairs, it's

no worse than the stuff we have used ;
but

I think the master mechanic should be al-

lowed some discretion about the quality of

material he uses."

"So he had, so he had ; I'll fix this with

Mr. Shaver. I'm coming up in the morn-

ing, Skeevers, to see what 3'ou' ve been up to

while I was East. I hear you've raised

the devil again." The old man pulled a

drawer out of his desk and held out a box

of cigars toward Skeevers. '

' Shaver, '

' said

he, "come up and take one, and smoke

the pipe of peace ; and Skeevers, let this be

an object lesson to you—j'ou do keep in-

fernally bad cigars in your den up there

;

taste like they had oil on 'em."

% % ^

A Helper Engine.

Our engraving shows a heav\' helper en-

gine, one of three recently turned out by

Master Mechanic W. H. Lewis, of the

D., L. & W., to assist passenger trains up

Ltxon^/re£n(>,</>i.i^ki /jf--:.

P.\SSENGER Tr.\IX HKLPER, D., L. & W. Rv.

you come to the shop, and want to know
why our running repairs are higher than

they were. Mr. Wilder, I'll illustrate it to

you "

" That's it—give us one of them object

lessons, Skeevers."
" You are a civil engineer, you built this

road, and you don't ask Mr. Shaver's ad-

vice about track or bridge material. Sup-

pose when you ordered that seventy-five

pound steel, Mr. Shaver, and an agent

or two, had come in here and tried to con-

vince you that sixtj'-pound iron was the

proper thing ; because you had it before

and it was cheaper, wouldn't convince^

would it? Well, suppose Mr. Shaver

didn't come in at all, but just ordered the

sixty-pound iron—what would you say

when you saw the yard full of it ?
"

" I think likely I'd swear, Mr. Skeevers

—

yes, in fact I know I would."

"Would you keep the iron and use it ?
"

" No ! and you needn't use that stuff.

You're right about this."

Newark hill, 140-foot grade onl}' about one

mile long. The.se engines are fitted with

air brakes, sand jet, bell ringers, steat:i

heat, etc., so as to be able to take passen-

ger trains through to destination in case of

emergency.

At a recent meeting of mechanical engi-

neers, held in New York, to discuss the

compound locomotive, Mr. S. M. Vau-

clain, superintendent of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, stated that they had built

over five hundred of his four-c\linder loco-

motives, and added : "It has been said that

the compound locomotive is still in its

infancy ; this is doubtless true, and while

we have from time to time had our full

share of worries over sick childrtn, I am
thankful to say we have never yet had to

mourn over a corpse—we have never

changed one of our compounds back to a

simple engine."
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A Stay- Bolt Breaker.
The accompanying cuts show the gen-

eral appearance and the details of con-

struction of a pneumatic stay-bolt breaker

constructed at the Missouri Pacific shops,

at St. Louis, Mo.
By this device the time and cost of cut-

ting out a firebox is brought away down
in comparison with hand work.

The hook F forms one-half of a shear,

the boiler plate the other half, and the
bolt is sheared off clean and flat, close up to

the sheet.

The whole device is suspended by the

The hook and grooved bar, marked F

,

is of steel, and the hook is small enough
to pass into the narrowest water space. The
cam clutch, marked D, is opened and closed

by the lever shown. When open, the bar can

be moved forward . or back by hand to

catch the ne.xt bolt ; the lever is moved,

closing the clutch, and the machine is

ready for work.

The cylinder B is i6-in. diameter and
g-in. stroke. Air is carried to it by a hose

and through the five-way cock, marked C ;

this admits air to either end of the cylinder

or exhausts it, and makes the machine

Doing Away with tlie Full Release

Position.

One or two Eastern roads are contem-

plating, if they have not already done so,

putting screw plugs in the quadrant of the

engineer's valve to entirely prevent the

handle being put into full release position.

This will certainly cure the pernicious

habit of carrying the handle there all the

time, with one excuse or another, so per-

sistently practiced by many engineers.

There is no doubt at all that quick release

can be had, even on long trains, through

the excess pressure or the feed valve, and,

on level roads, there would probably be no

trouble at all. But we deem it a dangerous

Ji^nd Viciv

Missouri Pacific St.w-Boi.t Bre.\ker

quadrant bail C, and can be tilted to right

or left angles by placing the suspending

chain in any of the notches shown. This

chain, by the way, is fast to the piston of

an air lift, the operating valve being within

easy reach of the man operating the cutter,

in order to raise and lower his machine.

By use of the adjusting screw A, the ma-

chine can be balanced so as to require no

effort on the part of the operators to keep

it in position.

The taper slides, marked £, are the feet

that brace against the boiler when pull is

made, and are angled for the purpose of

advancing one side, in order to rest one on

the shell and the other on the firebox

sheet, either on the right or the left side.

quicker than where a spring is depended

on for release.

The leverage used to multiph- the power

exerted by the piston is plainly shown in

the drawing. Two men handle the ma-

chine at work ; one attends solely to the

hook bar, the other handles the air and

adjusts the position of the machine.

We are indebted to Mr. Frank Reardon,

superintendent of locomotive and car de-

partment of the road, for the print and in-

formation about it.

g i i
There were required for this issue of

Locomotive Engineering i86 reams of

paper—iS,6oo pounds.

thing to do on any road where the grade

is sufficient to cau.se a runaway if the

brakes failed to hold—and they can fail

with this arrangement. If the spring to

the feed valve broke, or anything happened

to prevent air going through the feed

valve or the excess-pressure valve, no

air could be got to the train pipe and

trouble would ensue. We have always

favored the little kink on the first Boyden

valve, a spring that was compressed when
the handle was placed in full release, but

which forced the handle to running posi-

tion the moment the engineer let go of it.

Certain it is that the engineer .should have

a chance to get direct connection to his

train pipe—it is the safest way.



Construction—The AutomatiCjElectric

Systems—Continued.

[sixth paper.]
'

" An automatic electric signal, with which,

no doubt, the most of us are familiar, is

the banner or clock-work signal shown in

Pigs. I and 2, it being the signal brought

out by the Union Switch & Signal Co.

to"do away with the objections urged
against a disk signal, and before the in-

vention of the pneumatic signal.

Fig. 1.

It will be seen that the signaHis made up

of two disks—one being circular and
painted red for the danger signal, the other

oval in shape and painted white for the

safety indication. A square plate placed

behind the disk and painted black, to

tnake a good background, brings out very

strongly by contrast the difference in the

form of the two disks. The framework
surrounding the disks is painted white,

and also helps to bring out, in a way that

is very effectual, both the form and color

of the disk that is seen by an approaching

train.

The two disks are fastened to a shaft

turned by a weight and clock-work mech-
anism, the latter being placed in the box
seen underneath the disk. The mechanism
is alternately released and held by a mag-
net operated by the signal circuit, or the

circuit controlled by the track relay, the

disks being turned through a quarter of a

circle for each change in the condition of

the magnet, thus alternately presenting

one disk and then the other in the direction

from which a train would approach. If

the block is clear, the circuit is closed and

the oval disk is displayed, thus giving a

safety indication ; when the signal circuit

is broken, the armature drops, releasing

the mechanism which turns the shaft

through a quarter of a circle, and the round

disk or danger signal is displayed. An
ordinary switch lamp, placed on top of the

shaft, is used at night to give indications

to correspond with those given by the

disks.

The clock-work mechanism is shown in

Fig. 3, the weight used for turning the

signal being attached to a chain wound
around the lower shaft, the shafts carrying

the disks being placed on the spindle

shown at the top of the figure. It will be

seen that the armature of the magnet holds,

at all times, one or the other of the two

flops, which, when they are released, raise

a catch holding one of the cross-arms of a

shaft geared to the spindle, allowing this

shaft to turn through a quarter of a circle,

when it is caught by the other catch, the

flop being held up by the armature. The
weight is wound up by a handle made to

fit on the square end of the shaft, seen in

the cut, a threaded nut with a projecting

pin being fitted to the shaft, and so made
as to separate the contact points of two

springs through which the signal circuit is

run, and set the signal at danger if the

weight is permitted to very nearly run

down. This is done so that the signal will

be left standing at danger when run down,

as otherwise the signal might stop at safety

and cause an accident by giving an "All

Clear" indication when such was not the

state of the block. The signal will give

some 600 indications for one winding, or,

in other words, it will indicate correctly

the condition of the block for 300 trains

passing it.

This signal is in use on a large number

of roads, the Cincinnati Southern, the C,
M. & St. P., and the Providence & Wor-

cester having quite a number in service.

However, it will, in all probability, never

come into very general use, from the fact

that there is too great a chance of its get-

By W. H. ELLIOTT,
Signal Engineer,

C, M.& St. P. R.R.

ting out of order and giving a wrong safety

indication ; not that it will very often fail

to work, but that when it does so fail, it is

almost as liable to give a safety indication

as one indicating danger.

An automatic signal to be worth" any-

thing must be made so that it will very

seldom get out of order, as trainmen will

Fig. 2.

lose faith in it if they have to disre-

gard its indications very often. But while

everything will get out of order occasion-

ally, particularly if not properly looked

after, it does not follow that when a signal

does get out of order it should ever show
safety. Although the mechanism of this

signal seems very simple and well put to-

gether, it can very easily become disar-

ranged or get out offadjustment, and show
safety when it should not ; for if any one of

the following things should happen to the

mechanism, the signal is just as likely to

stop at safety as at danger :

Sticking of the armature, from polariza-

tion, or the armature binding in the trun-

nions.

Jamming of the chain between the

weight and the walls of the surrounding

pipe.



Breakage of the chain, sticking of any
of the parts, due to a lack of oil, accumu-
lation of dust, etc.

There is one thing about the signal

shown in the cut which is quite an im-

provement over some other signals of the

same pattern made by this company, and
that is in providing a disk to give the

safety indication and making the signal

one of form as well as of color. Many of

the signals have only the one disk, that

for indicating danger, in which case it be-

comes a color signal only ; for when the

signal is at safety, the edge of the disk is

presented, and the background—with this

pattern painted white—would be the only
thing visible. If the background against

which the signal was seen happened to be
one presenting little contrast with the

white of the signal—the sky. for instance

—

it is almost impossible to distinguish it un-

til quite close, and while a danger signal

would be plainly visible, the safety indica-

tion would be very hard to make out.

With the signal shown in the cut, the

safety indication can be plainly seen, irre-

spective of the surrounding objects, as the

disk, being oval-shaped, would show very

plainly against a black background sur-

rounded by a white ring.

An automatic signal that is very inter-

esting, as showing a new development in

the application of electricity to the opera-

tion of a semaphore signal, by means of a

motor, is shown in Fig. 4, the apparatus

being the invention of Mr. J. W. Lattig,

superintendent of telegraph of the Lehigh
Valley R.R. The semaphore being recog-

nized as the best form of day signal, and
practically the standard signal of all the

roads in this country, it is the hope of

almost everyone that some cheap and effi-

cient method of automatically operating a

semaphore signal will be found, to place it

within the reach of all ; so that, looked at

from this standpoint, this signal has much

to commend it, and while the number that

are in use is small, it is to be hoped that

the results obtained will be such as to war-

rant a more extensive trial. As will be
seen by reference to Fig. 5, the motor is

mounted on the pole below the signal, the

signal being cleared b\' winding up a wire

rope attached to the balance lever, the sig-

nal blade being pushed by means of an up
and down rod into the position indicating

safety. The wire rope is made of phos-

phor bronze, and is wound upon a drum
connected to the large gear wheel. This
wheel is geared to the armature of the

motor, to increase the leverage, and while
it takes a longer time to do the work, it

increases very greatly the lifting power.

To lock the motor after the signal has

once been pulled to safety, and thus

economize in the use of electricity, an in-

geniously arranged worm gear is made to

shunt the electric current from the arma-

ture of the motor to a magnet. Fig. 6,

placed at one end of the armature shaft, a

small circular armature being provided on

the end of the shaft, so that when the

magnet is energized it will be attracted

and held, thus locking the gear wheels

and holding the signal in the safety posi-

tion.

Normally, the position of this signal is

at danger, the idea being to use the cur-

rent only when a train is approaching—

a

method of operating an automatic signal

known as the " Normal Danger " plan, the

several circuits of which will be spoken of

later on. When a train approaches the

signal, the track circuit relay closes the

signal circuit, starting the motor and wind-

ing up the wire rope by means of the

geared wheel and drum. When the signal

has been brought to the safety position,

the signal circuit is shunted to the magnet,

shown in Fig. 5 above the large gear

wheel, energizing it and attracting the cir-

cular armature, locking the armature and
drum so that the rope cannot unwind, and
holding the signal in the safety position.

As soon as the train passes the signal, the

signal circuit flowing through the magnet

is broken, and the signal allowed to return

to the danger position by gravity, the gear-

ing and the motor revolving backwards as

the rope unwinds from the drum.

The signal has been in service on the

Central R.R. of New Jersey for over a year,

and is reported as giving satisfactory re-

sults. As the iflotor is well boxed, there

seems to be little chance of anything go-

ing wrong with it and causing it to give a

safety indication when the block is not

clear. The chance of this happening from

snow or ice clogging the blade is very

small, as the signal being normally at dan-

ger, it would be held in that position and

not at safety, should sufficient ice collect

upon it to prevent its working.

The battery, however, required is large,

being eight to twelve cells of the Edison

Leland type, to each signal, a fact that will

most likely prevent the signal coming into

any very general use. These cells are in-
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tended to be used on open circuit work, or

intermittently, and would soon run down
if the current was used continuously. They
give a much more powerful current than

the ordinary gravity cell, and are about the

best cells to be had for this purpose on the

market.

The Kinsman block signal system is one

that it would be well to speak of, not so

much for what has been done by the sys-

tem, as from the several discussions that

have taken place and the very generally

expressed desire to have some definite in-

formation in regard to it. This is really

not a signal system in any sense of the

word, but one designed to stop a train by

shutting off the steam and applying the

air brakes without the help of the engineer,

if there is a train in the next succeeding

block, or the second block ahead of the

engine. It is, of course, perfectly possible

to work a signal in connection with the

electric circuits used, but this is not put

forward as being in any way a necessary

part of the system.

The circuits used are the same as those

already spoken of in connection with the

Westinghouse pneumatic signals, but with

this difference, that the signal circuit, in-

stead of opening a valve in the signal cyl-

inder, trips a handle on the engine, open-

ing an air valve and admitting air to a

cylinder which shuts off the throttle and
applies the brakes on the train.

A general view of the arrangement, as

applied to an engine, is shown in Fig. 7,

the special parts belonging to the system

being the cylinder for closing the throttle,

the magnet for opening the air valve when
energized by a current of electricity, and

the wire brushes attached to the equalizer

of the engine truck, to pick up the current

from a pair of guard rails placed on each

side of the track, they being connected to

the signal circuit battery, when the track

circuit relay is demagnetized.



The circuits are arranged the same as for

a home and distant signal, except that the

current, in each case, is conducted to the

guard rails instead of to the signals. As
there were two signals, so will there be two
sets of guard rails that are energized be-

hind a train and which will stop a follow-

ing train, should it pass over either of

them.

When an application of air has been

Dktail of Lattig Signal,

made, the engineer does not lose control of

train, for the magnet is energized moment-
arily only, as the engine passes over the

guard rails, and the engineer can pull up

the handle, which will again be held by the

armature of the magnet. This will release

his air, and, by shutting the throttle lever

home, making the latch in the air cylinder

catch and make the connection between

the levers and the throttle valve, he can

again open the valve and admit steam to

the cylinders. Of course, when the en-

gineer does this and goes ahead, he must
run with caution, expecting to find a train

in the next block, or possibly a switch

wrong, as causing the application of the

air on his train. When doing so, he as-

sumes all responsibility for the proper

management of his train, and would be

blamed for an}' accident that might result

from his having gone ahead.

The track circuit and relay's used with

this system are arranged the same as with

the signal systems, except that the signal

circuit is completed instead of broken,

when the track circuit relay is demagnet-

ized, the armature making a back contact

instead of a front one. As the normal

condition of the armature is up, the nor-

mal condition of the signal circuit is

broken
; so that while the track circuit is

continuous, the signal circuit is an open

one, and is completed only when the arma-

ture is down and an engine is passing over

the guard rails. This plan of having the

normal condition of the signal circuit an

open one is a very bad arrangement, and
is very much like making the safety indi-

cation the normal position of a semaphore
signal, for with an open circuit the danger

application is the one that is positive, and
not the one indicating safety. In other

words, if anything should happen to this

circuit and it should fail to give an appli-

cation, a ia/t'/v indication is made, and not

one that will indicate danger ; the circuit

fails to safety instead of to danger. To be

safe, the system should be normally clear

and fail to danger—a fault which it is

manifestly impossible to overcome, from

the fact that the apparatus is placed on

the engine, where a continuous current

through the magnet cannot be used.

It is to be regretted that in the most ex-

tensive application made of this system,

the relays used in connection with the

track circuit were of a somewhat experi-

mental form and one not well adapted to

the work to be performed, or the number
of failures, as gathered from the report read

before the American Society of Civil En-

gineers, would not have been so large. In

that report, it is stated that no failure of

the system had occurred where the system

had failed to indicate danger when it

should have done so, and while this is

probably true, there were several instances

where it would have failed in this way
had it so happened that one train followed

another into the block.

There are many things which may happen

to the signal circuit and to the several parts

of the apparatus, any one of which will

cause the system to fail to make an appli-

cation, and in this way give a safety indi-

cation when danger exists. These are

:

Sticking of the armature of the track cir-

cuit relay, from polarization, or from the

armature binding on the trunnions
;
giving

out of the spring of the application valve
;

breaking of the wires at any part of the

circuit, or loosening of the binding screws,

breaking the connection ; broken jar,

allowing the liquid to escape
;
grounding

of the current, the voltage being high ; a

piece of paper, dust or any non-conducting

substance getting between the contact

points of the relay ; brushes failing to make
a contact ; waste catching in the teeth of

the gear wheel, preventing the air valve
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from being turned ; valve sticking, from

lack of proper oiling.

In describing the circuits spoken of in

connection with the several automatic elec-

tric S3'stems, it has been supposed that the

signals have been applied only to roads

having double tracks, the trains on a given

track all running in the same direction.

It has also been taken for granted that the

blocks were short enough to make it de-

sirable to have a distant signal the length

of an entire block away from the home
signal. In many cases it is found that in

looking over the ground preparatory to in-

stalling an automatic system, that this lat-

ter arrangement, owing to the length of

the block, the consequent expense and the

possible slowing up of trains, from their

having to run the distance of almost two
blocks apart, is not advisable ; in wjiich

case it is customary to do away with a

cautionary signal and make use of what is

known as the overlapping section. To
use an overlapping section is to practi-

cally extend the block past the next signal

into the block ahead, the two signals

Motor for Lattig Signai..

standing at danger so long as a train re-

mains on the overlapping section—that

is, that a signal shall not return to the

safety position until the train has not only

entered the next block ahead, but shall

have passed the signal the distance of the

overlapping section, the section being of

such a length as will give ample distance

in which a following train could be brought

to a stop, should it have approached the

home signal at speed and found it at dan-

ger. In Fig. 8 an arrangement of overlap

track circuits is shown, the overlap being

of any length desired. 5' is the signal

placed at the entrance of each block, r the

relay and b the battery for the main track

circuit, t being the relay and c the battery

for the overlap section ; a is the main bat-



tery operating the signal. It will be no-

ticed that the relay for the overlap section

is a double-point relaj-, the armature being

provided with two contact points and mak-
ing and breaking two separate circuits

whenever the armature is attracted and re-

leased by the magnet. By tracing out the

several circuits, it is seen that a train pass-

W'ith the use of the preliminary section

this is impossible, as an engineer passing

any signal would know that the track was
clear for the block ahead and the pre-

liminary section, also. If a train should

enter the preliminary section at the same
time that a train running in the opposite

direction passed the signal of the block

r« /.~ r/«>v nnltU.
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ing the signal and entering the overlap

.section puts the signal immediately behind

it at danger, and keeps the signal at the

entrance of the block it has just left at

danger, also, for if the track circuit relay /

is demagnetized, it will break the signal

circuit to signal s-i at // and to signal s-2

at ;«, and set them both at danger.

When the train passes from the overlap

section to the main track circuit, the relaj'

? is demagnetized, breaking the signal cir-

cuit at i, keeping signal .y-2 at danger,

while signal .j-i goes to safety, in conse-

(juence of the circuit being restored at the

point /;, the armature being attracted by

the magnet of the relay /, which became
energized as soon as the train passed off

the overlap section.

Thus, there will always be two signals

at danger behind a train as long as it is on

the overlapping section, and only one sig-

nal at danger when it has passed off the

circuit on to the main track circuit of the

block.

All the circuits that have been considered,

so far, are those for use only on a double-

track road, but w'hen a single-track road is

to be equipped other circuits must be used,

as the conditions are found to be more
complicated and very different, for not

only must a train protect itself by setting

the signals in its rear, but it must set the

signals ahead of it at danger, also, for trains

running in the opposite direction. Such a •

system of circuits is shown in Fig. 9, being

those used by the Hall Signal Co. in sev-

eral installations which they have made.

This arrangement of circuits provides what

is called bj' them "preliminary blocking

sections," in which the second opposing

signal in advance is set at danger by a

train before it passes into the overlap sec-

tion of the signal. Without this pre-

liminary section it is possible for opposing

trains to enter the block at or about the

same time, in which case each engineer

would suppose that the signal had been

set at danger by his train, and a collision

would most probably result.

in advance, the signal at the entrance of

the block in the face of the train on the

preliminary section would be set at danger

and that train would be stopped ; the train

in the block finding the next signal at

danger would also come to a stop, and a

collision would be prevented. By referring

to the figure it will be seen that a train en-

tering the preliminary section 11, would put

the .signal d at danger by breaking the sig-

nal circuit at the contact 0--1 of the track

circuit relay r-i. On the train passingsignal

a and entering the track circuit o, the sig-

at danger by the circuit breaker worked

by signal a. The train having passed sig-

nal d at safet}', would, of course, proceed

on its way, not knowing that a train was
running against it in the opposite direction.

Not so with the train on the preliminary

section, for although it would put the signal

/> at danger as soon as it entered the sec-

tion, it would find .signal a immediately

ahead of it standing at danger and would

come to a stop. The train running from

signal d to signal b, finding signal b at

danger, would also come to a stop, the

length of the overlap section, or the dis-

tance between the signals a and b, being

the distance between the two trains.

An arrangement of circuits that is being

extensivel}- advertised by one of the sig-

nal companies is one known as the " Nor-

mal Danger" plan, the signals being

normally at danger until the approach of

a train, say, to within 2,000 ft. of the

.signal, when the signal will indicate safety,

provided the block ahead is clear. Claims

are made for it that it effects a great sav-

ing in battery power, the signal circuit

being closed only when the signal is at

safety, and that if the signal is at safety it

is positive evidence to the engineer that

the signal is in good order and that the track

is clear, particularly if he has been able to

see the signal change from danger to

safety. While these arguments are, with-

out doubt, very good ones, there are sev-

eral objections to the arrangement that

with many will considerably outweigh the
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nal a would be put at danger by the rela}-

iit-i breaking the circuit at the contact

points/-! and s-i, the signal d being kept

at danger by a circuit breaker .r worked

by the signal a, so that while the contact

is made by the relay at ""-i, the signal does

not return to safety. When the train enters

the preliminary section g, the relay 1-2 is

demagnetized, breaking the circuit of sig-

nal /' at .?'-2 and that of signal a at /1-2,

keeping the signals a and d at danger,

while the signal /', the next one in ad-

vance, is put at danger, also.

advantages. These are, that very fre-

quently with the long distances in which

the signals would be visible to the engineer,

he would be inclined to reduce speed, not

knowing if the si,gnal would be cleared

for him to proceed ; that if the signal

should get out of order in any way, it

would very likely not be found out until

the approach of a train, thus causing de-

lay, whereas if the signal was normally at

clear, track men and others would be able

to report the fact immediately the signal

was found at danger without apparent

To show more clearly the effect of the

preliminary section, let it be supposed that

a train should enter the preliminary section

H just after a train running in the oppo-

site direction has passed the signal d ;

when the train at d passed the signal, it

put the signals a and c at danger by short-

circuiting the relay, the signal d being set
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cause ; that track men and battery clean-

ers would know at all times, when main-

taining the signals, that the circuits and
batteries were left in good order, the fact

of the signals being at clear being evidence

to that effect. Again, defects are more
easily detected and repairs made, the sig-

nal going to safety and indicating that



everything is all right, immediately the

trouble has been remedied.

An arrangement of circuits that is in use

on a good many roads, but one that is fast

being done away with, owing to the su-

perior advantages of a track circuit, is what
is known as a wire circuit system, the sig-

nals being set at danger by means of a

track instrument placed at the entrance of

the block, and being cleared by a similar

instrument placed at a certain distance

beyond the next succeeding signal. Such
•an instrument is shown in Fig. lo ; the

wheels of a passing train striking the end
of the lever which projects slightly above

"the rail, raises the other end and forces up-

ward a piston inside the case, making or

breaking the signal circuit, whichever it is

intended to do, according to the position

of the instrument relative to that of the

signal.

This arrangement of circuits is certainly

not to be recommended in comparison with

a track circuit, since no protection from a

following train is afforded should a train

break in two, or back up after once

passing the clearing instrument. No pro-

tection is afforded should a train on a side

track not have pulled in far enough to

clear the main line. And, again, such an

arrangement of circuits would fail to give

warning in case of a broken rail—a failure

that is liable to occur at almost any time.

In the diagrams showing the several cir-

cuits, the signal circuits have been repre-

sented as extending the entire length of

the block, but in actual practice this ar-

rangement is not alwaj's used, owing to the

increased resistance of the circuit, due to

the length of the wires. By making the

line wire into a separate circuit from one
signal to the next, and using a relay to

make and break the circuit of a local bat-

tery, the same results are secured and a

saving in battery power effected.

With an automatic electric system, any
switch in the block is very easily protected,

the signal at the entrance of the block be-

ing put at danger when the switch is

opened by attaching a circuit breaker to

the points of the switch, so that the current

through one rail of the track circuit, which
is run through the contact points in the

box, is not only broken, but the battery

end of the broken circuit is connected with

the other rail and an effectual short circuit

formed. Bringing the wires of the signal

circuit down to the switch box, instead of

breaking the wires of the track circuit,

while a very effective arrangement, is in

many cases a more expensive one, and one
that is not necessary, the chance of the

others failing to act being very slight.

Visible indicators, worked by the signal

circuit, should be placed at all switches on
the main line, so that if an approaching

train has arrived within a certain distance

of the signal at the entrance of the block,

the indicator will be set at danger, and
warn anyone desiring to use the switch

that a train is approaching. Automatic
signals should be located entirely with

reference to the character of the road and
the number of trains that are run, the

idea being to so space the signals as to

make the running time through each

block about the same. The plan of put-

ting the signals very close together, if

there are curves in the track, and very far

apart where the signals can be seen, is a

very poor arrangement, as it will often

happen, owing to fog, snow or storms, that

the signal cannot be seen until quite close

to it, in which case trains following each

other would be spaced the distance of the

longest block apart, and not that of the

shortest.

In placing signals at the entrance of a

block, it is a very good plan to put the

signal a short distance beyond the begin-

ning of the track circuit, so that the sig-

nal will go to danger before the engineer

passes it, thus letting him see that it is

working properly. Where this is done,

any engineer stopping because the signal

is at danger must be careful not to let his

train run into the section controlling the

signal, or the signal will not change to

safety when the train keeping the signal at

danger passes out of block.

i i i
Not According to Common Sense.

A correspondent objects to statements

made in an article that appeared in the

January number of LocoMOTrv'E Engi-
neering, concerning the varied tempera-

ture of the cylinders of a steam engine when
at work. He says that it is all very well to

write about these fine-drawn theories, but

that a practical man knows that they are

absurd. To teach that a change of 120°

in the cylinder temperature takes place in

one-tenth of a second is contrary to reason

and common sense. Let us have facts,

and no non.sense. He concludes : "If you
are to put that kind of stuff in the paper,

start your Ananias column again and put

it under that heading, and then we will all

know how to receive it."

To our critic we would cite the old say-

ing, "There are things in heaven and
earth not dreamt of in our philosophy '

'

(the philosophy of common sense). The
cooling and reheating of the cylinder dur-

ing exhaust and admission is, to some ex-

tent, a theory ; but its truth is so well

corroborated by the results of experiment

that there is no question about it among
men who have devoted much attention to

steam engineering.

Several builders of steam engines, parti-
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cularly Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., have conducted exhaustive experi-

ments to find out the extent of condensa-

tion which results from the reputed cool-

ing of the cylinders, and they found it

great enough to show the theories on the

subject to be correct. Chief Engineer

Isherwood, of the U. S. Navy ; Professor

Reynolds, of England ; D. Kinnear Clark

and others, have shown cylinder conden-

sation to be a very serious element of heat

losses, and cylinder condensation cannot

happen if there was not a cooling action.

If further proof were necessary, it was
supplied a few years ago by Mr. Bryan
Donkin, of England, who perfected an ap-

paratus which gave positive proof of the

cooling and reheating of the cylinder. It

was a special form of thermometer which
indicated the varying temperature.

To the correspondent who elicited these

remarks, and to others who are doubters

concerning curious theories about heat and
steam, we would say, read Professor Tyn-
dall's "Heat a Mode of Motion." The
book is as interesting as a novel, and con-

tains no end of information about heat

which every engineer ought to be familiar

with.

We will add one practical illustration of

how rapidl}^ heat changes take place. We
make a statement that a flash of heat

passes over a surface 1 1 feet long at a

speed of yj^ of a second per foot, and in

that brief time five-sixths of the heat is

absorbed. Common sense fires up at this

statement and calls it another absurdity.

Yet it is well known that the gases in a lo-

comotive firebox pass into the tubes at a

temperature of about 3,200°, and emerge at

the smokebox end at about 700°. The
speed of the gases is about 6,000 feet per

minute.

The speed of steam is another curious

thing that does not seem within the range

of common sense. But it gets there all the

same and bears incontrovertible testimony

for itself.

i i i
You will travel a long time from one rail-

road shop to another before finding a better

equipped plant than that of the C, St. P.,

M. & O., at St. Paul. The shops are full of

the best and most modem tools ; there is a

good test department fitted up with all

needed testing apparatus ; the tool room
equals that found in many good manufac-

turing plants—everything has the appear-

ance of being up to date. We think their

plan of blowing off their engines into an

overhead pipe system, and using the steam

for heating the house in winter and the

water for boiler washing at all times, is

worth imitating.

Are you making two applications of air

on ordinary station stops ? If you do, you

are not a good air-brake man, and on many-

roads would be sent to the instructor.

Practice a little, and see how easy it is to do

the work with one application, if you try.



Mogul Freighter for the Fitchburg.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works re-

cently turned out some excellently well

designed moguls for freight service on the

Fitchburg road. The management of this

line have made a great reputation and in-

creased their business wonderfully by of-

fering to deliver to any point on their line

by daylight any and all freight offered be-

fore six o'clock p. M.

These new engines are helping do that

work.

The general dimensions are as follows :

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Gage of road, 4 ft. Syi in.

Weight of engine in working order,
130,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 114,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving, 14 ft.

Wheel base, rigid, 14 ft.

Wheel base total, 21 ft. 8 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels. Snow
boltless steel-tired, spoke center.

Diameter and length of engine truck
journals, 5'2 in. diam. b\' 9 in. long.

Diameter and length of main crank-pin
journals (main rod), 6 in. diam. by 6 in.

long.
Diameter and length of main crank-pin

journals (side rod), 6^ in. diam. by 5,14^

in. long.

Diameter and length of F. & B. crank-
pin journals, 4^ in. diam. by 3?^ in.

long.'

Driving springs, for main and back
wheels, hung underneath the driving
boxes, 40 in. centers ; for front wheels,
placed above frames, 34 in. centers.

Style, extended wagon top.

Outside diam. of first ring, 60 in.

Working pressure, 190 lbs. per sq. in.

Barrel and outside of boiler material,

Shoenberger steel.

Ash-pan style, sectional.

Exhaust pipe, single.

Exhaust nozzles, 4^, 4'/i and 4^ in.

Throttle, balanced valve.

Smokestack, I. D., 16 in.

Smokestack top above rail, 14 ft. j'i in.

Boiler supplied by two Monitor injectors,.

P. R.R. standard, one No. 10 and one No. 9.

TENDER.

Weight, empty, 36,500 lbs.

Wheels, number of, 8.

Wheels, diameter, 30 in.

Wheels, kind. Snow boltless steel-tired,

plate center.

Journal diameter and length, 4V in.

diam. by 8 in. long.

Wheel base, 14 ft. 9 in.

Tender frame, S. L. W. standard,

6J4 X 4x ^4 -in. angle iron.

Tender trucks, 4-wheel, side bearings,
wood cross beams.
Tank, water capacity, 4,000 gallons.

Tank, coal capacity, 8 tons (2,000 lbs.)

Mogul Freighter for the Fitchburg Road.

CYLINDERS AND VALVE.S.

Diameter of cylinders, 19 in.

Stroke of piston, 26 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston, 5 in.

Kind of piston packing, cast-iron rings.

Kind of piston-rod packing. United
States metallic.

Diameter of piston rod, 3;^ in.

Size of steam ports, 18 in. long by i}^

in. wide.
Size of exhaust ports, 18 in. long by 2^

in. wide.
Size of bridges, i % in. wide.
Greatest travel of slide valves, 5j^ in.

Outside lap of slide valves, }{ in.

Inside lap of .slide valves, ^'j in.

Lead of slide valves in full stroke, ^'5 in.

Kind of slide valves, Richardson bal-

anced.
Kind of valve-stem packing, United

States metallic.

WHf;ELS, ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside of

tire, 63 in.

Tire held by shrinkage.
Diameter and length of driving journals,

8 in. diam. by 9 in. long.
Diameter of engine truck wheels, 30

in.

Barrel and outside of boiler thickness,
•4, ^\,_ ^ and I J in.

Horizontal .seams, butt joint, sextuple-
riveted, with welt strips inside and out-
side.

Circumferential seams, double-riveted.
Firebox length, 96f'j in.

Firebox width, 41^ in.

Firebox depth, F. 6234 in., B. 5<)>{ in.

Firebox material, Shoenberger steel.

Firebox material thickness, crown, }i
in.

Firebox material thickness, tube, }4 in.

Firebox material thickness, sides and
back, /j in.

Firebox water space, front, 4 in.

Firebox water space, sides and back,

i'A in.

Firebox crown staying, radial sta\s i in.

diam.
Firebox stay-bolts, i in. diam.
Tubes, material, Franklinite No. n W.G.
Tubes, number of, 286.

Tubes, diameter, 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets, 1 1 ft.

6 in.

Heating surface, tubes, 1709.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox, 138.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface total, 1848. i sq. ft.

Grate surface, 27.66 sq. ft.

Grate style, rocking.
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Total wheel base of engine and tender,

47 ft. lO;}^ in.

Total length of engine and tender, 54 ft.

9H in-.

Engine fitted with Westingliouse-.\meri-
can combined air brake on all drivers and
tenders and for train.

Leach sand-feeding apparatus.

Was a Hot Job.

" I was called in the other day," said a

well-known doctor, "to attend a typhoid

fever patient. The man was a Scandina-

vian, a railway fireman, and was very sick.

He was delirious for several days, and when
I called and found him rational, I asked

him how he had slept. With an effort, for

he was very weak, he replied :

" ' Ay hae bane dreaming al iiite dat ay

hae bane fireman for devil.' He paused a

moment, and wiping the perspiration

from his face, said in an impressive tone :

"'Ay tal yo dat hae bane dam hot

yob. '

'

'



A First=Class Man Wanted on Small
Pay.

A most encouraging sign of improve-

ment in business has come to us within

the last two months, in the form of appli-

cations for good draftsmen and for men
capable of taking charge of work. Among
these was one inquiry which is worthy of

comment. The head of a company wrote

that he was looking for a man capable of

taking charge of his machine shop. He
was anxious to guard against mistakes,

and he mentioned a few of the qualifica-

tions which the foreman ought to possess.

In the first place he must be a first-class

machinist, capable of doing the best kind

of work on any machine, and equally

skillful on vise work. He must be entirely

familiar with piece work and a judge of

prices, and he must be able to tell if

Private Law-Makers.

A humorous story by Mark Twain was

published about a year ago telling the ex-

periences of a "reformer" who was op-

posed to sleeping car companies and other

corporations making laws for the commu-
nity, directing popular attention to this

nuisance. It is amusing and sometimes

exasperating to find how many people

clothed in a little brief authority relegate

to themselves the powers usually invested

in legislative bodies. We were verj' much
struck lately with an application of this

tendency in reading "Rules and Regula-

tions" of a machine shop, whose owners

are noted for demanding legislative favors

to aid in fostering their business.

The rules, as a whole, are drawn up on

the assumption that workmen are a set of

robbers. One rule says: "The firm will

A French Experiment of Long Ago.

We won't attempt to explain the details

of this two-ended scrap pile, that was one

of several built by the Northern Railway

France in 1862. It is interesting, however,

to follow out the details of the design.

The conglomeration was a fearful and

wonderful contraption, but—give the devil

his due—it was not so bad as our own
"Raub," just as reasonable as the "Fon-
taine," and not half so bad as some of the

manure spreaders lately proposed to get rid

of the counterbalance.

Solid Brass Driving Boxes.

It is not so easy to find enthusiasts on

solid brass driving boxes as it used to be.

Those who have tried them say it is not

strictly true that four old ones will make

A French Experiment of Long Ago.

men are taking all possible work out of

their tools. As a matter of course, he

must be a good shop manager, energetic

and pushing, with an eye always open to

carry out improvements. One who has

displayed ingenuity in designing special

tools for reducing the cost of production

would be preferred. Sobriety and good

moral habits are essential. If he is an

engineering school graduate, it would be

more satisfactory. The pay would not be

large at first, but the prospects of advance-

ment would be good.

The trouble about men with these quali-

fications is, that they are not lying around

loose, even in the hardest of times. An-
other difficulty about engaging them is,

that they are not under the necessity of

taking an experimental job on small pay.

Those who are looking for first-class men
of this kind ought to understand that

only first-class inducements will attract

them.

i ^ g
We pay cash for getting up clubs.

not be responsible for any injury that any-

one may receive on their premises, nor for

any accident that may happen from any

cause whatever to anyone in their employ. '

'

Next one says :
" Wages are paid in full,

not only for work, but for all ri.sks, dangers

and damages of whatever nature, and for

all claims upon the firm of every descrip-

tion."

Men who blazon drivel of this kind in

their works are braying asses. The laws

of the land are by no means too tender

towards workmen, but they generally pro-

vide for damage in case of accident, if the

employer is to blame, no matter what the

printed "Rules and Regulations" may
say.

Don't put down a wood floor in your

roundhouse if it increases your fire risk

and premiums. They are rotten and decay-

ing nuisances, anyway, after a few years.

Cement, asphalt or concrete are far better

and safer.

three new ones, especially three good ones
—-there's a difference in the remelted metal.

Again, they will get hot once in a while,

and when they do, the metal expands more

than iron ; hence, it is necessary to run

with loose wedges, and loose wedges

mean a pound in the engine, which no

good engineer likes. One superintendent

of motive power, who has a good many in

service, and who, three years ago, was very

enthusiastic in their praise, said, the other

day, that if he had it all to do over again

he would use cast iron with crown brasses.

Investigate a little—for some kinds of ser-

vice solid boxes may be the best, for other

kinds of work or other designs of engines

not so good.

It does not pay to repair springs in the

ordinary blacksmith shop. Credit for old

springs makes new ones the cheapest in

the long run. New springs have the ad-

vantage of the maker's guarantee—no loss

for a bad temper.
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Heavy Compounds for the Compania
Paulista, of Brazil.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have
recently shipped six heavy compounds,
like the one shown in our engraving, to

the Compania Paulista, in Brazil. These
engines are monsters, as the following

general dimensions will show :

Gage of track, 5 ft. 3 in.

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Boiler of steel, 76 in. diam., 3^ in. thick,
designed to .sustain a working pressure of

These locomotives are equipped with the

Westinghouse vacuum brake, Holt &
Gresham sanding device, asbestos sectional

boiler covering, Nathan automatic sight-

feed lubricator and Korting injectors. We
are not informed for what special service

these remarkable engines are intended.

i i i
Kindling locomotive fires with oil is a

complete success, and the cost one-eighth

that of using wood.

wheel on with a nut on each side of wheel
;

then fasten pipe on lathe carriage with

clamps and blocks cut out to suit size of

pipe ; set bottom of pipe same distance

from lathe center as radius of emery wheel

used, which should be smaller than inside

diameter of pipe. It will be understood

that by weighting rod as indicated, at

emery wheel end, that grinding will be

done much faster. Put lathe on fast speed

and ordinary feed, the emery wheel rest-

ing on bottom of pipe ; run emery wheel

Heavy Compound Locomotives for the Compani.\ P.\ui,i,sta, of Brazil.

180 lbs. per square inch, with a factor of

safety of 5.

Boiler tested by steam pressure to 200
lbs. per square inch, and by water pressure
to 220 lbs. per square inch.

Firebox, 96 '4 in. by 48?^ in. wide ; depth,
front 63;^ in., back 6o>^ in.

', Material of firebox, copper.

^ 'Material of stay-bolts, copper.
Tubes of brass, 301 in number, 2 in.

diam., 12 ft. long. One engine has tubes
of hardened red copper, supplied by
Messrs. .\llen, Everitt & Sons.
Weight of engine in working order

(without tender), 165,075 lbs., distributed
as follows :

Weight on front truck, ig,6oo lbs.

Weight on leading coupled wheels,

36,945 lbs.

Weight on second pair coupled wheels,
35,605 lbs.

Weight on third pair coupled wheels,
36,550 lbs.

Weight on fourth pair coupled wheels,

36,375 lbs.

Weight of engine, empty, 145,225 lbs.

Tank capacity of tender, 4,000 8>^-lb.

gallons.

Estimated weight of tender, 80,000 lbs.

Total wheel base of engine, 22 ft. 6 in.

Extreme spread of coupled wheels, 14 ft.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

48 ft. 3 in.

Designed to traverse curves 300 ft. radius
as a minimum.
Driving wheels, 4 pairs 50 in. outside

diam., 44 in. centers
; front and back pairs

flanged 5 'A in. wide ; second and third pairs

flangeless, 6'A in.

Driving-axle journals, 9 in. diam. b\' 9
in. long.

Cylinders, Vauclain compound system
;

two high-pressure cylinders, 15 in. diam.
by 28 in. stroke ; two low-pressure cylin-
ders, 25 in. diam. by 28 in. stroke.
Truck wheels, 30 in. diameter ; truck-

axle journals, 5 in. diam. by 10 in. long.
Tender wheels, 33 in. diam.
Tender-axle journals, 5 in. diam. by 9 in.

long.

Finishing the Interior of Large Pipes

for Air=Hoist Cylinders.

BY THOMAS FIELDEN.*

Air hoists are in common use now in al-

most every railroad shop, and no shop can

get along economically without them.

Most of us must make our own hoists,

and when it comes to large sizes the boring

out of the cylinder is a problem.

Given a lo-in. pipe 10 ft. long to true up
inside, and the average railroad shop

equipment is unable to cope with it,

without resort to some kink or trick other

than the orthodox ways of doing it.

It is all important that the inside of the

pipe be finished smooth enough to let the

leather packing remain tight under load
;

in other words, it needs to be smooth and

parallel, but not necessarily round.

through full length of pipe ; then turn pipe

one quarter of a turn, and run through

again until all round the pipe. We have

various hoists in use, from 6 in. to 14 in.

diameter, ground in this manner. We
have used any old pipe we had on hand for

the purpose, and we congratulate ourselves

on having tight air hoists, some of which

have made fift}' lifts per day for the past

eight months, with no repairs or indica-

tions of any being required.

.

In our description of the C, St. P., M.

& O. roundhouse and shop last month, we
neglected to mention that the roundhouse

had a first-class drop pit, with Vreeland

transfer jack, and was heated by the

Sturtevant hot-air svstem.

iiifii'^ kiif/iinxi-iti/

I tried rattling and also pressing a steel

plug through the pipes, but have had the

best success by grinding out the pipe

with an emery wheel, as shown in the

sketch.

.•\s a mandril for emery wheel, u.se a

rough i^-in- rod of iron threaded 6 in. or

8 in. at one end, so as to fasten emery

* General Foreman, Missouri Pacific Shops, St.

Louis, Mo.

It looks now as if the M. C. B. -Associa-

tion would wipe out some of the fine-haired

rules in the interchange system and adopt

what is known as the Chicago plan, origi-

nated by Mr. J. N. Barr, superintendent of

motive power of the C, M. & St. P.—to in-

spect for safety only. What is needed are

more repairs and less cards—more mile-

age and less delays to traffic because the

paint is faded somewhere on a box car.
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Heavy Eight=Wheeler for the New
Jersey & New York Road.

The Rogers Locomotive Company re-

cently turned out the heavy passenger

engine shown in our illustration. The fol-

lowing specifications will fully describe

the engine :

Gage, 4 ft. 8 '2 in.

Fuel, anthracite coal.

Weight on drivers, 77,000 lbs.

Weight on truck wheels, 35,000 lbs.

Weight, total, 112,000 lbs.

Wheel base total, engine, 22 ft. 9 in.

Wheel base, driving, S ft.

Wheel base total, engine and tender, 47
ft. 7 in.

Height, center of boiler above rails,

7 ft. 7 in.

Height of stack above rails, 14 ft. 9 in.

Heating surface, fireljox, 170 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes, 1,387 sq. ft.

Heating surface total, 1,557 sq. ft.

Grate area, 27 sq. ft.

WHEELS AST) JOURNAI^.

Drivers, number, 4.

Drivers, diameter, 64 in.

Truck wheels, kind, Taylor steel-tired.

Truck wheels, diameter, 30 in.

Journals, driving-axle, size 8 x 10 in.

Journals, truck-axle, size 5!-^ x 12 in.

Axles, driving, material, steel.

Axles, truck, material, steel.

Boiler, thickness of material in barrel,

'A in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel outside at first

course, 58 in.

Seams, kind of, horizontal, sextuple-
riveted butt.

Seams, kind of, circumferential, double-
riveted lap.

Crown sheet, stayed with crown bars.

Dome, diameter, 30 in.

TfBES.

Tubes, number, 241.

Tubes, material, iron.

Tubes, outside diameter, 2 in.

Tubes, length over sheets, 11 ft.

FIREBOX.

Firebox length, 10 ft.

Firebox width, 2 ft. 9 in.

Firebox depth, front, 71 in.

Firebox depth, back, 59 in.

Firebox material, steel.

Firebox, thickness of sheets, -j\ and )4, in.

Firebox brick arch, none.
Grate, kind of, water tubes and pull-out

bars.

TENDER.
Tank capacity, 3,000 gals.

Coal capacity, 8 tons.

Frame, type of, 9-in. steel channels.
Trucks, type of, "Rogers " type.

Wheels, kind, Taylor steel-tired.

Wheels, diameter, 33 in.

Axle material, steel.

Journals, size 4;4' x 8 in.

A Scale Fighter.

General Foreman Bancroft, of the C, S.

& H. shop, at Columbus, O., has recently

rigged up a device for cleaning flues that

is found more efficacious than the usual

tumbling barrel—the water in that dis-

trict being so impregnated with lime that

scale forms fast and is very hard. The
writer saw a boiler in the shop that had
just been relieved of twenty-three wheel-

barrow loads of hard scale, each barrow
weighing over 200 pounds, and this did

not take into account the immense quan-
tity on the flues.

Mr. Bancroft has rigged up a sort of a

speed lathe out in a shed. This is provided

with means for rotating a flue at a fairly

lively speed ; boys then hold on the tube

spiral rolling cutters, held in a pair of

hinged wooden levers, the whole thing

looking something like a giant nut-

cracker. The spiral of the cutters feeds

the device along, and the boys furnish the

pressure.

This affair cleans a tube quickly and
well. They .save all their old copper fer-

rules for old metal, and pitted tubes are

discovered and discarded before much
work is done on them.

wwmm-!%w^^^^^^^^

CYLINDERS.

Cylinders, diameter, iS in.

Piston stroke, 24 in.

Piston-rod diameter, 3 '4 in.

Kind of piston-rod packing, U. S. metal-
lic.

Main rod, length center to center, 7 ft.

6^ in.

Steam ports, length, 18 in.

Steam ports, width, 1^4 in.

Exhaust ports, length, 18 in.

Exhaust ports, width, 3 in.

Bridge, width, 1)4 in.

Exhaust pipe, single.

VALVES.

Valves, kind of, Richardson's balanced.
Valves, greatest travel, 5;^ in.

Valves, outside lap, ^ in.

Valves, inside clearance, .j\ in.

Valves, lead in full gear, j'j in.

BOILER.

Boiler, type of, wagon top.

Boiler, working steam pressure, 160 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel, steel.

A JERSEYITE.

Polishing Journal Bearings.

In the car shops of the Panhandle road,

at Columbus,- O., they have an attachment

on their double-headed axle lathes to buff

the journal bearing, using corundum on
a walrus-hide wheel. It is claimed this

prevents hot boxes and costs less than three

cents per axle. Equal or better results are

had at the Missouri Pacific shops at St.

Louis, by rolling the journal. A steel

roller, about 4 in. in diameter, is carried

on a pin through the forked end of a tool

fitting the ordinary post ; this plain wheel
is forced again.st the work and rolls it

down, producing a hard, close grain and a

high finish in short order. Superinten-

dent of Motive Power Reardon speaks

highly of the results this device has

caused in reducing the number of hot

bearings—they use it on axles and pins of

engines as well. It was devised by Mr.

Thos. Fielden, the general foreman.
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Railroaders "down East," where the

water is so pure that they put something

into it to scale a little, to prevent rusting,

and where engineers give up their trains

for a leaky flue sheet, can scarcely appre-

ciate the g^ef their brothers in the hard-

water districts endure.

@ i i
An engine on the Omaha road once

came in from a long, hard run, went to

the coal chute and across the table into the

roundhouse, and just as she got her stack

under the smoke jack, one of her main

driving wheels fell off ; the axle was

broken squarely off at the wheel hub. This

is the finest example of a "lucky acci-

dent " we know of.

i i i
The reinforced brake is being put on the

fast trains of the Pennsylvania Railroad

between New York and Washington.



Heavy Anthracite Passenger Engine

for the Delaware & Hudson.

The locomotives illustrated by photo-

graph, and described by the accompany-

ing specifications, designed and built for

the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. by

the Schenectady Locomotive Works, pos-

sess a number of points which show a

marked improvement in design of the

for crown sheet, this being specified by

the road. The smoke-box front and door,

cylinder-head casings, smokestack base

and dome casing are of flanged steel. The

engine is one of a lot of three built for

use on the heavy, fast Saratoga and Mon-

treal summer trains.

The general dimensions are as fol-

lows :

Lightened Reciproc.^tixg Parts.

American type of locomotive for heavy,

fast service.

As will be seen from specifications, the

engine, being designed for use of anthra-

cite coal, has a long firebox ; but, unlike

the usual practice for this type of firebox,

the boiler does not extend through cab,

but is so arranged that a foot plate is used,

giving more convenient accommodations

for engineer and fireman. In designing

the engine, the builders' aim was to give

the largest amount of grate and heating

surface with the least possible amount of

weight, to effect which verj- light forms of

piston, crosshead, connecting rods and

driving-wheel centers were used. The

weights of the reciprocating and revolving

parts are as follows :

Piston, with 3^-in. rod, . 301 lbs.

Crosshead, ... 156 lbs.

Main rod 432 lbs.

Side rod 241 lbs.

Main crank pin, . . . no lbs.

Back crank pin, . . 104 lbs.

The driving-wheel centers are of cast

steel and weigh about 5oo lbs. less each

than the ordinary cast-iron centers of the

same dimensions. The reduced weight in

revolving and reciprocating parts, and cor-

responding reduction of weight in counter-

balance, together with light wheel centers,

driving boxes, etc., makes a ven,- easy

engine on the track—in fact, no harder

than the ordinary eight-wheel locomotive,

ha\-ing 9.000 lbs. less weight, or 75,000 lbs.

on drivers. As w^ill be seen by cut, the

boiler is sloped down from the dome, and

narrowed in at the sides toward back, re-

ducing to a minimum the overhanging

weight. The foot plate is of cast steel and

verv light. The driving boxes, eccentrics

and straps are of gun iron, while a large

number of the other heavj- castings are of

steeled iron, reduced in section to the

minimum weight. The boiler is of the ex-

tended wagon-top type, but instead of

heavy radial stays, has crown bar staying

Fuel, anthracite coal.

Gage of road, 4 ft. 8}4 in.

Weight of engine in working order,

123,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 84,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving, S ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, rigid, 8 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base total, 23 ft. i in.

CYLINDERS AND VALVES.

Diameter of cylinders, 19 in.

Stroke of piston, 24 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston, 4-V in. at

rim, 5 -'4 in at hub.
Kind of piston packing, cast-iron rings.

Kind of piston-rod packing, Jerome
metallic.

y;w

WHEELS, ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside of

tire, 6S'A in.

Material of driving-wheel centers, cast

steel.

Tire held by shrinkage.
Diameter and length of driving journals,

8 in. diam. by 1 1 in. long.
Diameter of engine truck wheels, 33 in.

Diameter and length of main crank-pin
journal, 5 '4 xs'i in.

Diameter and length of side-rod crank-
pin journal, 4 '4 x 3 '2 in.

Driving-box material, gun iron.

Engine truck wheels, Boies steel-tired,

solid center.

Driving springs, hung underneath the
driving boxes.

Driving-spring centers, 42 in.

BOILER.

St3-le, extended wagon top.

Outside diameter of first ring, 60 in.

Working pressure, iSo lbs. per sq. in.

Material of barrel and outside of firebox,

Otis steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside
of firebox, j'j, >i, fj and '4 in.

Horizontal seams, sextuple-riveted, with
welt strip inside and outside.

Circumferential seams, double-riveted.
Firebox length, 132 ^^ in.

Firebox width, 4035 in.

Firebox depth, 68'i in. front, 55 '2 in.

back.
Firebox material, Otis steel.

Firebox thickness, crown ^s in., tube ^4

in., sides and back y\ in.

Firebox water space, front 4 in., sides

and back 3!'2 in.

Firebox crown staying, crown bars 5 in.

wide, '4 in- thick.

Firebox stay-bolts, V. S. iron \l in. and
I in. diam.
Tubes, material, charcoal iron No. 12

W. G.
Tubes, number of, 28S.

Tubes, diameter, 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets, 1 1 ft. 2 in.

Where 2,440 Pounds Were Saved.

Diameter of piston rod, 3^2 in.

Size of steam ports, 18 in. long by i^ in.

wide.
Size of exhaust ports, 18 in. long by 3 in.

wide.
Size of bridges, i }i in.

Greatest travel of slide valves, s}4 in.

Outside lap of slide valves, J^ in.

Inside lap of slide valves, line and
line.

Lead of valves in full stroke, ^V in. for-

ward motion, '4 in. lap back motion.
Kind of slide valves, Allen-Richardson

balanced.
Kind of slide-valve stem packing, Jerome

metallic.

Heating surface, tubes, 167 1.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes, 71.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox, 187.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface total, 1930. i sq. ft.

Grate surface, 37.2 sq. ft.

Grate stj-le, water tubes and pull-out

bars.

-Ash-pan style, hopper with open ends.
Exhaust pipes, double, high.
E.xhaust nozzles, 2/s, 3, 3's in. diam.
Throttle, balanced valve, single.

Smokestack, I. D., 18 in. at top, 16 in.

near bottom.
Smokestack, top above rail, 14 ft. i '4 in.

Boiler supplied by two Nathan injectors,

one No. 10 R. S., one No. 9 L. S.
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Weight, empty, 59.500 lbs.

Wheels, number of, 8.

WTieels, diameter, 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length, 4J4 in.

•diam. by S in. long.
Wheel base. 15 ft. 10 in.

Tender frame, 6 "i x 4 x %-i-a. angle iron.

Tender trucks, channel iron, center bear-

ing.
Water capacity. 4,000 gals.

Coal capacity, S tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender.

49 ft. 4'i in.

Total length of engine and tender, 58 ft.

loj^ in.

Engine fitted with .\merican outside-

equalized brake on all drivers, operated by
air.

Westinghouse automatic air brake on
tender and for train, gj^-in. air pump,
engineer's air signal.

Consolidated steam-heating apparatus.

Scrambled Railroad Equipment.
There'i a road down in Ohio that would

make a fine freak for some dime museiun

to exhibit, to exclusive audiences of rail-

road men. as an awful example of how a

road's equipment can run. We refer to the

Columbus. Sandusky & Hocking.

This road is 267 miles long, has fifty-two

engines (fourteen of which are out of order)

and nearly 4,000 cars. We don't know
how many kinds of cars they have, but

they have a dozen, more or less, kinds of

engines, and the variety of details is sim-

ply astonishing.

The projectors and managers of the con-

cern have been, we understand, awful nice

men, as nice men go, but without exper-

ience in the management of railroads.

The shops are equippel with ancient

with a sprinkling of Xew York and Boy-

den, make the air-brake work interesting.

The purchasing agent seems to have been

a good-hearted soul, who couldn't say
" no " to anybody ; tried a sample of every-

thing, and the mechanics are now living

with the ill-b^otten assortment,

The road is in bad shape, financially,

which is not to be wondered at ; and at

last a physician, in the shape of an experi-

enced railroad man, has been called in. It

is to be hoped the new superintendent will

have the nerve, the authority and the

money to scrap a whole lot of stuff there,

and start over fresh with something re-

sembling standards—at least enough so

that an extra injector could be put on an

engine without tapping new holes in the

boiler or changing all the pipes.

Heavy Passenger Locomotive for the D. Jy; H.

Trojan coupler on front of engine and
rear of tender.
Leach sand-feeding apparatus on sand

box.
Cory's patent force-feed lubricator, for

oiling all bearings.

^ $ @
A few months ago. one of the largest

railroads running out of Xew "i'ork made
an elaborate investigation, covering several

months' time, in order to find the exact

amount of oil used as compared with the

amount supplied. The result showed con-

clusively that more than thirty-three per

cent of the lubricating material was lost by
carelessness in handling, overfilling the

boxes, leakage from the rear end of the

boxes on cars, and being thrown off on the

wheels and tracks by centrifugal action.

This fact would make it apparent that an
invention greatly to be desired is one
which would keep the oil from escaping

round the journal. There are many dust

guards in use, but the right one does not

seem to have made its appearance yet.

tools that have been through a fire—not

even a modem drill press in the outfit. The
big single-head lathe used for this work is

one of the old-time skeletons, that have

seen service since '51—the other tools

match it. But the shop is not the worst

example.

On the many kinds and sizes of engines,

from the two new compounds to the old

pelter in the graveyard, back of the shop,

you will not be able to find two injectors

of the same size, and it's altogether likelv

that you can't find two of the same make
on an engine. All the experimental affairs

have been '

" tried
'

' here, and one or two
"odds " have been left over.

There are several kinds of lubricators,

and all kinds of rod cups.

There were three kinds of air brakes that

we noticed in a half hour's stroll—perhaps

there are more Think what it must cost

to keep up repairs and do work on thii

diversity of apparatus ! All the kinds and
sizes of pumps made by Westinghouse,
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.\mateur railroading is all right, and
anyone with the means has a right to "go
in for'' that sort of thing : but it's tough
on the real railroaders, who have to take

the scrambled equipment and get results

out of it.

We mention the name of this particular

road right out in meeting, because it's a

point in \-iew—an example ; and anyone
who doubts the truth of these statements

can just drop around at their shops, at

Columbus, O. , some rainy afternoon, and
they will vote at once that " the half were
never told.

"

'

© @ s
Pintsch gas headlights are being tried on

several roads in this country. This light

is always ready ; only needs lighting ; no
oil to get afire, or wick to work up. smoke,

and get the whole apparatus afire. In

Germany this light is used in the signal

lanterns and gage lamps of all passenger

engines. Let it come—it saves time, work
and worry, and insures a good light.
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Weak Points in Locomotive Boilers.

A well-known superintendent of motive
power, who has been investigating the
strength of boiler seams, remarked to the
writer a few days ago that he had found
boilers i\ith seams which were not more
than 5S per cent, of the strength of the
sheets they were joining together. This is

an alarming condition of affairs, and is no
doubt due to the fondness of the average
.\mericaii railroad mechanic for the lap
joint. When thin sheets are riveted to-

gether by a lap joint, the seam may be
made over 90 per cent, of the strength of

the sheets, but as the sheets are made
thicker the proportion of strength of the
seam in relation to that of the sheets be-

comes smaller. A boiler made of >i-inch
iron has much weaker seams if they are

formed by lap joints than a boiler made of

^-inch iron or steel. Ignorance of this

fact has no doubt been responsible for the
building of boilers with seams little more
than half the strength of the sheets.

In railroad shops, where a few new
boilers are built every year, the judgment
of the foreman boiler-maker is often re-

lied upon in the building of a safe boiler

much more than calculations. He is gen-
erally a man to be depended upon for

turning out good work, but his judgment
is not to be relied upon concerning the
strength of seams or of material suitable
for successfully enduring great strains. A
chief draughtsman, or mechanical engineer,
is a much safer adviser when questions

come up that can only be settled by careful

computation.

Lap joints ought not to be made for

sheets half-inch or more in thickness.

Xot only is the joint inherently weak, but

it produces a second dangerous line of

weakness which may escape detection

until rupture happens.

As soon as a boiler is put into service, it

begins, slowly of course but surely, to tear

itself apart. There are weak parts where
deterioration concentrates. With lap joints

and high steam pressure the sheet at the

edge of the seam begins to suffer. The
sheets on the seam cannot be made per-

fectly cylindrical and the joint is stiffer

than the adjoining sheet. The boiler

pressure has a tendency to straighten the

sheet at the edge of the joint which in-

duces a little movement of the metal and
causes corrosion. It is a fact well demon-
strated, that any part of a metal structure

subjected to constant bending, will, after a

time, break. In the case of a boiler sheet,

this action causes corrosion which shortens

the servdce of the sheet. That this is no
idle hypothesis is proved by butt-jointed

seams having almost no corroding influ-

ence upon the adjoining sheets.

The edge of the sheets adjoining a stiffs

lap joint ought to be very carefully

watched, and rigidly inspected at every

opportunity. An old locomotive builder

told the following incident, which shows
that too much care cannot be directed to

watching the points where furrowing is

most likely to be going on. He said : "I
was in a railroad repair shop, and the mas-
ter mechanic took me round the shop to

see the engines and the work going on.

There was an old engine undergoing re-

pairs, and a man was at work drilling some
%-inch holes a couple of inches from the

edge of a lap joint. I asked what the man
was doing, and was told that a slight weep
had appeared there, and the master me-
chanic thought it was probably pitted a

little in the inside, and he was putting on
a small patch. I expressed the opinion

that there was furrowing along the seam
inside, but he differed from me and thought
a small patch was sufficient. I read in the

papers, about four weeks afterwards, that

the boiler of that engine had exploded. I

was anxious to find out if my judgment
was correct, so I went and examined the

boiler. I found that the sheet ruptured

along the seam where the weep was, and
it led to other weeping of a heart-breaking

kind."

We examine<l a boiler that blew off the

dome a few years ago, and found convin-

cing evidence of the weakening effect of

bending action. The dome was large and
its fastenings were badly designed, with

the result that there was bending round
the edge of the ring. Two years and a

half of ser\-ice was sufficient to weaken the

boiler sheets so much that the dome went
into the air.

Furrowing at the edge of seams is a very

serious matter. Constant vigilance is

necessary to prevent it from becoming a
fatal weakness. .\s a boiler defect it is

second only to broken stay-bolts. Loco-

motive boiler explosions have been notable

for their rare occurrence during the last

year, and we attribute this gratifying con-

dition to have been in a great measure due
to the attention devoted by the associations

and clubs to discussing the causes which
make boilers dangerous. Owing to the

light thus thrown upon the subject, boiler

inspection has become much more system-

atic than formerly, and attention has been
given to the selection of efficient men as

boiler inspectors. Under the old idea, any
boiler-maker competent to calk a seam
was considered competent to inspect

boilers. The lives of enginemen and the

property of the companies were often sacri-

ficed because the boiler inspector could not

tell b^- the hammer test when a stav-bolt

was broken. There ma}- still be incompe-
tent men inspecting boilers, but they are

getting to be weeded out. The tendency
to test men's efficiency by an examination
has taken in the boiler inspector. On
some roads it has become the practice to

give the best kind of a practical test to

their boiler inspectors. When a locomo-

tive is brought in to have a new firebox,

the inspectors are required to test all the

stay-bolts and mark those which they

think are broken. When the firebox is

taken out, an examination is made to see

how near the different inspectors came to

detecting all the stay-bolts that were
broken. If any man displays incompe-
tency he is put to other work. It pays to

keep efficient men on boiler inspection.

The ablest men having long experience

with boilers are almost a unit in the belief

that broken stay-bolts have led to more
explosions of locomotive boilers than all

other causes combined. The first requisite-

to keep stay-bolts safe is good material.

Those who purchase inferior iron for stay-

bolts are guilty of heartless recklessness..

Steel has proved the poorest kind of ma-
terial for stay-bolts

;
yet we hear that the

savage demand for reduction of expenses

in the last year has led some roads to re-

sort to steel for sta\--bolts. We should

think that the men responsible for this ac-

tion would suffer from nightmare.

.\ well-known authority, speaking on the:

safety of boilers, said : "I use iron for

stay-bolts that costs 6'/< cents a pound in

the bar. I don't think that any locomotive

builder, unless he was tied down tight by

specifications, would pay over 2 '2 cents-

for stay-bolt iron. That expenditure, in

the first instance, is well repaid in the bet-

ter wear and avoidance of repairs, ^\'"e all

know the expense of taking out a broken

stay-bolt and putting in a new one. Then
the hole is enlarged, and a thicker stay-

bolt has to be put in. The danger from

broken stay-bolts is very serious. I was
called a few months ago to examine a

boiler that had exploded and killed three

men. The side sheet had pulled off from

the stay-bolts and gone across the furnace,.
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and lay against the sheet on the other side,

so that there was a good chance to make a

thorough examination. There were nine-

teen broken stay-bolts in one bunch.

There were six or seven in the immediate

vicinity almost broken, and nine that had

been put in new only a week before.

"The investigation showed that the boiler

inspector had tested these staj--bolts and

found nine broken. New ones were put

in, but he failed to find the other nineteen

that needed to be replaced ; the conse-

quence was an explosion and three dead

men."
These are lessons that clear the way for

reform ; but that will not be effected un-

less full publicity is given to the real cause

of disaster. Discussing the real cause of

boiler explosions has in two or three years

done more to reform the system of boiler

inspection than all the experience with

high-pressure boilers of the previous sixty

years. The full light thrown on the sub-

ject has brought systematic inspection by

competent men ; it has brought into popu-

larity the use of good iron for stay-bolts

and of hollow or drilled stay-bolts ; and in

the near future it will stop tlie use of

boiler seams that produce the furrowing

action which is a menace to the safety of

highly pressed boilers.

i i ^

The Private Car Line as the BIood°

sucker of Railroad Earnings.

American railroads haul more freight

more miles for a dollar than any railroads

in the world. Just now, the ablest railroad

managers are pointing out the folly of such

a course, and advising an advance of rates

—something that undoubtedly ought to,

and eventually will be done.

But why is it that no railroad officer has

_ raised his voice against the means pro-

vided to extort from the roads a large per-

centage of their legitimate earnings—the

private car lines ?

The answer to the question is plain. The

average operative officer knows somebod\'

"up higher" is interested in some " line
"

—he don't know just whose toes he will

tread on, so he keeps still.

He knows that a large part of the freight

going over his road is hauled in "line"

cars, for which the railroad pays so much
per mile on cars, hauls them back empty,

free, at almost passenger speed, and only

receives pay for the weight of their lading,

at the lowest figure a freight agent can

make.

Instances are not so rare—indeed, they

occur often—where the mileage paid by

railroads on refrigerator cars between

Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard exceeds

the amount received for freight contained

in the cars.

It is not unusual for one of these heavy

cars to be hauled two thousand- miles, for

less than a quarter of a load, in one direc-

tion. If the road owned the car it would

be filled with something in Chicago, and

would be utilized also to carr>' clean

freight back to the West.

Our railroads are hauling all kinds of

"line cars," freight, stock, refrigerator,

furniture and tank cars, at a profit to the

line car owners in every case, and a loss to

the railroads in nine cases out of ten.

Private car companies are not only

pirates in taking the legitimate business of

the roads—the}' are responsible for much
mixed and inefficient equipment, and a

large percentage of the freight train wrecks.

If their cars wear out, they expect the rail-

roads to renew or repair them ; if they are

damaged through wrecks, the railroads

rebuild them. With railroads themselves

these things balance each other ;
not so the

car lines—they have no road and take none

of the chances of operating.

Knowing that high braking efficiency-

means safety, but entails wear of brakes,

wheels, etc., the cars of many car lines

will be found equfpped with air brakes,

but with brake power much reduced to

save wear. We might add, parenthetically,

that no worse offender in this line can be

found than the Pullman Palace Car Co.

The car line is willing for the railroad to

wear out its own cars in stopping theirs

—

if anything happens, it's the railroad that

foots the bill.

The only way a railroad can make anj--

thing by hauling private line cars is to

charge a mileage rate for loaded and

another rate for empty cars, instead of

paying mileage on the cars. Aside from

their convenience to the owners, the pri-

vate cars are a good investment; they make
money by letting the roads use them.

The best emancipation proclamation the

railroads of America could possibly make
would be a united declaration that they

would haul no more private line cars after

a certain date, but they would pro rate the

" line " equipment of the country and buy
it in at a fair appraised valuation. An ex-

ception might be made in some cases, but

we think not. If it would be an advan-

tage to the shipper and car owner, then

let a rate be fixed for hauling "line " cars

at so much per ton per nule, loaded or

empty ; then whatever business the road

did for the line owner, there would be a

profit in it (for the road).

Most of the experimental couplers and
half-breed air brakes are to be found on
"line" cars. Why? They are cheap.

The railroad must bother with their main-
tenance and replace the whole thing if

some experimental coupler, or brake

beam, or what not, gives out and makes a

pile up of cars.

It's a case of a strong man helplessly

holding up his hands to be robbed by a

boy, and philosophically quieting himself

with the thought that perhaps the boy
may be a distant relative of his own
wife.

What is wanted is a few honest railroad

managers to look at this thing from the

railroads' standpoint, collect figures that

show just how the life-blood of the rail-
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roads is being sucked for the benefit of

these gypsies of the road, and ask for a

remedy.

Directors who will direct 'are already in

sight, and it is not beyond the hope of

men that the time is coming when railroad

managers will accept the care of great

transportation properties with the idea and
purpose of building them up, and not with

the sole thought of looting them ;
of organ-

izing inside suckers that are advertised to

the world as feeders
;

of not getting the

most for the present, but of building up
for all time.

When the light of day falls on this pri-

vate car line business, all honest railroad

men will stand for its discontinuance, and
when their business is diverted into the

proper channels, the railroads will be

found to have gained wonderfully in their

freight earnings. Why not kick this

tribute levier off the door-step ?

i ^ i

A Smart Alick politician in San Fran-

cisco had President Huntington, of the

Southern Pacific, arrested for violating the

Interstate Commerce Law, by granting a

pass to the man who brought the charge.

When the case came into court it was dis-

missed, because no proof was given that

the pass had been used. The violation of

the law is not in granting passes, but in

permitting them to be used. We are afraid

that other politicians on the Pacific Coast,

where anti-railroad sentiment is a craze

for revenue only, will not be made happy
over this attack on Mr. Huntington. If

there is anything which the average State

politician hates worse than scarcity of

boodle, it is interference with the free rail-

road pass. If the president of the Southern

Pacific wanted an excuse for refusing passes

to politicians, there will be blistered hoofs

among that part of the fraternity who need
to travel.

i g i

In talking about the new cars and loco-

motives recently ordered by the Southern
Railway, Mr. W. H. Baldwin, vice-presi-

dent of the company, remarked that they

were not in need of the new equipment at

present, but it would be required before

the year was ended. He added that the
company had taken advantage of the low
prices to purchase their rolling stock now.
This is certainly good policj- on the part of

the railroad company', and it has helped to

keep several manufacturing establishments

from shutting down. It is a pity that more
railroad managers cannot see their way
clear to order rolling .stock'now before the

rush of orders begins^to strike the car and
locomotive builders. Those who come in

late will have to pay, in higher[ prices and
in delayed delivery.

See that your June paper contains the

Car Chart
;
you are entitled to it.



BOOK REVIEWS.
Gardenier's Ready Help for Loco-
motive Engineers. By Norman Gar-
denier. Published by Edward Meeks,
Philadelphia. Price ji.

This little book is one of the many now
extant in the shape of questions and an-
swers. The 596 questions are all in the
front of the book, the answers in the back.
The author does not claim originality in the
questions, but some of them are original,

and we fear not all as correct as they
might be. For instance, Question 2,
" How does a locomotive get her steam ?

"

is answered, "By opening the throttle."
Which, while in a sense true, is something
like the reply of the bright boy who, when
asked by a thoughtful uncle '

' I wonder
who made that silver dollar?" answer^
promptly, "Daddy did." Question 18,
" What should be the condition of (water)
supply when about to descend (a grade) ?"

is answered, "Should have enough water
to cover front end of flues after pitching
over "—this is assuming that the engine is

backing up. Question 21 asks: "Is it

good policy to fire while injectors are on?"
and the answer is, "It is not." Strange
.advice, this.

Question 43 asks: "How can the in-

jector be started when the water in boiler
is below the deliverj- pipe? " is answered :

" Injector cannot be started in such a case,

steam will not work against steam." We
wonder how seriously this would be taken
by men running engines where the checks
go into the domes on the top of the boiler

—

there are several roads ninning such ar-

rangements. Question 53: "Will an in-

jector work if not enough steam to con-
dense the supply of water? " Answer : "It
will not." That it is necessary to supply
a large amount of steam to condense the
cL'ater will be news to the injector makers.
Question 78: "What is expansion of
steam?" Answer: "Allowing a given
quantity of steam to spread"—this is one
of the original answers.
- Question 122 : "If you found the steam
pressure rising rapidly, would it be good
policy to open the safety valve to relieve

it, and wh}- ? " Answer: "No; as the
violent rush of gases to escape, which
would be mixed through the body of

the water in the form of small bubbles,
would be liable to cause the boiler to ex-

j)lode.

"

Great Scott ! This is enough ; the whole
book bristles with evidence that the author
knows a whole lot of things that are not
so. To be sure, there are lots of questions
answered correctly, but on almost every
page there are mistakes and blunders
enough to condemn the work as a bad one
to put in the hands of enginemen for the
purpose of instructing them.

The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket
Book. A Reference Book of Rules,

Tables, Data and Fonnulse for the Use
of Engineers, Mechanics and Students.

By William Kent, A. M., M. E. John
Wiley & Sons, New York. Price $5.

This is the latest and the best pocket
book we have seen. It is bound in soft

leather, with flap, same as Haswell, Traut-
wein and other similar works. The author,

a well-known engineer and mathematician,
has carefully verified every rule and table

used, brought the whole work up to date
and covered the field much more completely
than his predecessors. The amount of

time and labor on such a work as this can
scarcely be estimated, and much credit is

due any man who will devote several years

o' his life to such a work. Every mechanic
should own such a book. It will save him
hours of figuring, keep him straight on
many points, and has the advantage of

being truly reliable. Mr. Kent has been
careful to give credit to his sources of in-

formation, and cites his authorities in all

cases, which is often a guide to the student
as indicating where more complete and
detailed information can be found on a
given subject. We cannot commend this
work too laighly.

@ i i

The " James Toleman "—After the

Ball.

One of the engines attracting much at-

tention at the World's Fair was the

"James Toleman." She was an untried ex-

periment, having four cvlinders, each pair

coupled to a pair of go-inch driving wheels
;

her boiler was flattened to get it between

the wheels.

The engine was designed by a Mr.

Winby, who had no other locomotive ex-

perience. She was built of the best

material and the best English workman-
ship, no expense being spared to mike her

a great success.

\t For nearly a year she has been quietly

resting (and rusting) on a stub track at the

Milwaukee shops, just as she appears in

our picture. If anyone wants an odd en-

gine at little cost, the owner of this one
would probably sell her dirt cheap.

^

Common Civility.

Walking around the shop with a master

mechanic recently, the writer could not

help noticing the gruff, surly and insult-

ing tone of his remarks and orders to his

men.

He ignored foremen altogether, and gave

orders direct to everybody he met. We
might add that the place looked more like

a boar's nest than a shop. His bullying

bluster made us think of the reply of the

mate of a whaler who was offered "pro-

motion, honorable mention and a share of

the profits." " I don't want no promotion ;

I don't want no honorable mention ; I

Thi'. " Tolk-man " Engine—After the Bai.l.

Mr. Winby wanted her to haul fast,

heavy American trains, and, after the Fair,

she was put on the C, M. & St. P. road,

between Chicago and Milwaukee, where

thev would like to haul ten sleepers on

the division, 82 miles, in two hours.

She was quite English, ye know ; so

they put an old pilot , and a small head-

light on her. She slipped, and then they

borrowed a second-hand sandbox for her.

The laws required a bell, and an old-

time one was fished up from the scrap.

She didn't ".suck her ashes"—as the fire-

man explained—and an extension was put

on her stack.

The side stays in her boiler developed

more leaks and more kinds of leaks than

were comfortable ; the machinery broke

down ; she failed to steam all the time, or

to get anywhere when she did steam, and

both her friends and her foes voted unani-

mously that she wouldn't do.

don't want no share in the profits. .\11 I

want is common civility, and that of the

damdest commonest kind."

A " darn common " kind of civility goes

a long way with men—and it pays to use it.

gj i g
Some of the railroad companies are ex-

perimenting with grease for lubrication

instead of oil, which is so troublesome to

keep in the boxes. We have heard of a

gfrease which has been put on the market,

which will not burn when in contact with

red-hot iron ; water will not wash it off,

steam at eighty pounds pressure will not

remove it ; it will not overflow in filling,

and is of such tenacity that it will not

shake down from the fibers of the waste in

the boxes, and of such lubricating efficiency

that 50,000 miles have been run with one

packing, covering more than one year in

time.



New Advertisements This Month.

I^aborers' Instruction Publishing Co. have

an interesting announcement.

Henry L,. Smith, Receiver, offers a valu-

able manufacturing property for sale,

cheap.

The Ohio Injector Co. have a card ap-

pealing to the practical railroad men in a

"telling way."

The Sams Automatic Coupler Co., of

Denver, Col., score a point in their half-

page advertisement.

The Rand Drill Co. describe their. Air

Compressors, adapted for railroad use, in a

brief reading notice.

The National Malleable Castings Co.

have an extra quarter-page announcement
of the Tower Coupler.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have a

special half-page advertisement, showing

several types of Locomotives.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works
have an extra half-page advertisement,

showing "one of their latest."

The Richmond Locomotive Works have

a special page advertisement, showing

their new Compound Locomotive.

Long & Alstatter, of Hamilton, Ohio,

show one of their heavy Railroad Shop
Punches in a half-page advertisement.

The Janney Coupler manufacturers—the

J^cConway & Torle}' Co.—have a page an-

nouncement in this Convention number.

The Morden Frog and Crossing Co. , of

Chicago, show some of their improved

product, reduced from working drawings.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.,

of New York, have an attractive page adver-

tisement, showing their Pintsch Gas Light-
ing.

The Hinson Mfg. Co. present some inter-

esting facts concerning their Couplers,

which will appeal to practical railroad

men.

The International Correspondence

Schools, of Scranton, Pa., have a half-page

display relative to their Correspondence

Schools.

The Smillie Coupler Co. have a new
card in this issue of Locomotive IJngi-

NEERING. They are making a fine Tender

Coupler.

Pedrick & A^'er Co. have a page an-

nouncement of their Special Tools for rail-

road repair shops, air hoists and com-

pressors.

Samuel Hall's Son, of New York, pre-

sent a half-page announcement of their

Wrenches, for which many valuable feat-

ures are claimed.

The Central Park Hotel, Alexandria Bay,

N, Y.J has a quarter-page announcement of

their superior accommodations—plenty of

room for all who come.

The Scientijic Machinist has a card

on another page of this issue, soliciting

correspondence with the readers of Loco-
motive Engineering,

The Daugherty Typewriter Co. claim
" everything in sight." See their adver-

tisement on another page—it appeals es-

pecially to railroad men.

B. M. Jones & Co. have a half-page an-

nouncement of "Taylor Best Yorkshire

Stay-bolt Iron," and " R. Mushet's Special

and Titanic Steel " products.

The Gold Car Heating Co., comer Frank-

fort and Cliff streets, New York, have an

interesting page advertisement, relative to

their system of Car Heating.

The Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., whose de-

vice is being adopted on many of the

trunk lines, have a page announcement,

containing some valuable points.

Mr. Daniel M. Brady, president of the

Brady Metal Co., is said to hold the "blue

ribbon " record for attending conventions.

This is his twenty-third meeting.

George Place Machine Co., who make a

specialty of equipping railroad repair and

machine shops, make an announcement of

a list of bargains in Machine Tools.

The Sterlingworth Railroad Supply Co.,

No. 256 Broadway, New Y'ork, have a

handsome page advertisement, showing
three varieties of Brake Beams they are

pushing.

The Nicholson File Co., the oldest and

largest file concern, operating three dis-

tinct plants, have a card on another page.

Railroad mechanics know the quality of

this company's product.

G. L. Stuebner & Co. have an advertise-

ment of Steel Tubs for coaling locomo-

tives and other purposes, and have an in-

teresting pamphlet describing some new
designs for railroad use.

Maris Bros, (formerly known under the

firm name of Maris & Beckley), of Phila-

delphia, manufacturers of Cranes and
Hoists, call attention to their work in a

quarter-page advertisement.

The Williams Typewriter Co. make an

announcement in their half-page advertise-

ment, which will interest railroad and sup-

ply men who will have correspondence to

attend to at the Convention.

One of the most striking advertisements

this month is that of the Utica Steam Gage
Co., showing a night scene "on the rail."

There is an interesting article on the Utica

Gages in one of the reading columns.

The Garden City Sand Co., of Chicago,

111,, advertise their line of Fire Brick for

all railroad purposes. They have prepared

an interesting catalogue, showing illustra-

tions of their product used for fireboxes,

etc.

The Gould Coupler Co. are well repre-

sented in this issue of Locomotive Engi-
neering, both in their page advertise-

ment and the Car Chart Supplement, which
shows the Gould Vestibule, Platform and
Coupler.

S. N. Clarkson & Co., 126 State street,

Chicago, have a new and handsomely
illustrated catalogue they desire to send
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every railroad man who wants a reliable

watch. They make a specialty of Railroad

Watches.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey

City, N. J., are good advertisers, because

they have a good thing and believe in

"pushing it along." Their Lubricating

Graphite is used extensively by railroad

companies.

The A. E. Filley Mfg. Co. have a half-

page design and announcement of their

"Defiance" brand of Car Roofing^some-
thing new and destined to be a good
"seller." Mr. Jones will be iti attendance

at the Convention.

That famous " Book of Tools," compiled

and edited by Charles A. Strelinger & Co.,

Detroit, Mich., at the expense of thousands

of dollars and years of patient labor, is an-

nounced to be given away, in an artistic

page advertisement.

The Baker Heater is well presented in a

page advertisement, containing a summary
of the claims of its inventor, William C.

Baker, who will this year be represented

at the Convention by Miss Dean, his able

secretary and ofHce manager.

The Thousand Island House is graphi-

cally portrayed and described in a page
advertisement, by Mr. J. B. Wistar, the

genial Boniface, who will welcome the

railroad men and take good care of them
during the coming Conventions.

Many inventors and owners of railroad

patents, who want working models, are

referred to the card of William Gardam &
Sons, 98 John street. New York, who are

specialists, and supply everything in this

line at short notice, and at a reasonable

price.

The Tyler Tube & Pipe Co. " show up "

something which should especiallj- inter-

est master mechanics ; and if the readers

cannot guess what the cuts mean—and
want to know—Mr. Tyler and Mr. Molle-

son will be glad to explain at Convention,

or b}- mail.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Rock Drill Co.,

26 Cortlandt street. New York, are about to
issue a very interesting new work on the

subject of "Compressed Air, '> which will

interest railroad mechanical men. Readers
of Locomotive Engineering who apply
will be furnished a copy of this new book.

Bogue & Mills Mfg. Co. have a half-page

announcement of their Pneumatic Street

and Crossing Guards. This is the crossing

guard which received the award for "sim-
plicity of design and ingenious arrange-

ment for locking gates in raised or lowered
position, and interlocking them at railroad

crossings," at the World's Columbian Ex-
position.

The National Machinery Co., of TifSn,

O., who have an attractive page advertise-

tnent, are among the solid concerns who
have made a long study of the require-

ments of the modern master mechanic and
shop foreman. They have a well illus-



rated standard size catalogue for free dis-

tribution, showing their full line of tools.

The Standard Paint Co., No. 2 Liberty

street, New York, one of the oldest and

strongest concerns in the country in the

line of paints, papers, car roofing, etc., are

represented in this issue by a page adver-

tisement of their "P. & B." brand Car

Roofing, and will be personally represented

at the Convention by Mr. Frank S. De
Ronde, sales manager.

The Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,

who have a half-page annoimcement, is one
of the progressive Foundry Supply and
Crane concerns who are pushing the use of

compressed air in shops, foundries, etc.

The half-tone cut in the advertisement

shows one of the latest devices of the corn-

pan}'. Mr. J. H. Whiting is president of

the company, and is up to date on labor-

saving devices for railroad shops.

The Brown Hoisting & Conveying Ma-
chine Co., who recently added to their

already large Crane business, have a half-

page announcement of their complete

assortment of devices for economically

handling all sorts of materials, unloading

cars, etc. The sales department of this

large company has recently been extended

by the opening of offices in New York,

Pittsburgh, and Chicago. Mr. W. A. Stad-

elman, manager New York office, will at-

tend the Convention.

The Page Woven Wire Fence Co. , Adrian,

Mich., are having good succe.ss with their

railroad fencing, and have recently ad-

ded several new machines to their factory

to meet the increasing demand. The Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Rj-. have

adopted the Page fence as their standard,

and other roads are beginning to use it.

The Page Company have just issued their

new catalogue, containing some fine illus-

trations, showing their fence in different

locations along the Lake Shore road.

i i i

The Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede

& Car Co. recently shipped to Guatemala

a mixed carload of hand and velocipede

cars. They also made shipments of veloci-

pede cars to Zurich, Switzerland, and
Moscow, Russia. The Choctaw, Oklahoma
& Gulf Railroad has just received one of

their improved steam inspection cars.

^ ^ ^
In looking around the pattern makers'

shop of railroad works, lately, we were

much interested in the ingenious perform-

ance of a workman, who was converting

the pattern of a 17 x 24-inch engine into a

19-inch size. The thing might turn out

all right, but we reflected that the ports of

the 17-inch cylinder must have been very-

large if they were going to be suitable for

the larger cylinder. On general principles

we would say that it would pay to make
an entirely new pattern when an increase

of size to this extent was called for.

Moving Factories Out of Cities.

One of the most common things heard

during tlie hard times, that are not far

behind us yet, has been threats made by

manufacturing concerns to move away
from large cities and establish their works

in the country. There is, in fact, a chronic

inclination to move awaj' from the regions

of heavy taxes and labor combinations to

places where power is cheap, taxes are low

and the walking delegate unknown. Those

who make this move generally find that

they meet with evils in the new surround-

ings which are as hard to bear as those

from which they had fled. Some amusing

remarks made by ' 'Chordal '

' on this subject

are worthy of serious notice. When the

last epidemic of "moving into rural dis-

tricts " was on, he wrote :

"When a man moves from a metropolis

off to Smith's side track, a thousand miles

from anywhere and away beyond the jump-
ing-off place, he will find that he makes a

mistake, unless he is engaged in a business

which does not require contact between

producer and consumer. Customers don't

know where the place is ; don't know how
to get there ; haven't time to go there, and

don't want to go there, anyhow. Special

friends will take the short cut and buy
elsewhere. If a man is engaged in mak-
ing things worth over a hundred dollars

apiece, he had better ' stay around ' if he

wants to sell them. If a machine builder

is unfortunate enough to find himself off

somewhere where his customers can't and

won't get at him, he must, of necessity,

find some way to get at his customers. He
finds, by fine calculation, that bj' going to

a tank station to start business he saved

thirty-five hundred dollars a year, and now
he finds he must incur an expense of

about five thousand dollars per year on ac-

count of extra 'traveling and advertising.'

" No matter where a man hangs his shin-

gle, he must travel and advertise, of

course. If ten customers run up against

his premises accidentally, he can bring

ninety more by a judiciovis investment in

printer's ink and railroad tickets. If he

lives in the woods he must sell every cent's

worth by appeal.

"Suppose I take a notion to envy the

man who is situated among the hills, with

a coal mine in his front yard and a neigh-

bor's iron pile handy. Suppose I manu-
facture wood-working machinery, and

suppose I sit down and figure up how
much I can save on power, fuel and ma-
terial in a year. Suppose these figures

show a tip-top income in themselves,

should I pack up and move into this dis-

trict myself ? Would I make any money
by it ? Would I lose any by it ? As a

builder of machinerv-, I would find it

necessary to confer with at least one-third

of my customers. They want to see what
they are going to buy ;

they want to see

the shop, and they want to see me. I

travel around, and find men have bought

of others, when the order would naturally

have come to me. On inquiry and protest
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I am told that ' We didn't have time to go
away up there. We can't step out of the

business world to buy things,' etc., etc.

"Manufacturing economies may some-
times be purchased at the expense of busi-

ness. Go where orders can be filled

cheaply, and the orders won't come—not

always, of course, but often. A man who
wants to buy a fcoo machine is willing to

go into a certain district and investigate,

but he is unwilling and imable to go all

over the country, or into inaccessible

neighborhoods."

i i i
An Engineer's Experience with

Qrapiiite.

" M\' experience with Dixon's Ticon-

deroga Flake Graphite has been verj' satis-

factory. In one case my crank pin got so

hot before I knew it that it melted the

babbitt all out of the brass and closed the

oil hole up. I cooled the pin, and filled the

oil cup about two-thirds full of oil, and
then put enough graphite in to fill the

cup ; after that I was able to bring the en-

gine to the Philadelphia shops, a distance of

25 miles, without the pin getting danger-

ously hot. Without the graphite, I think

it would have given me trouble, as the pin

was cut very bad and new brasses had to

be put on. I gave a sample of the graphite

to an engineer on our division to try it, and
he was so pleased with the result that he
said he was going to get some for his own
use. For my part, I always intend to have
a little of this graphite on the engine with

me. It seems strange that the master me-
chanics do not insist that the engineers

shall carr>' it on their engines ; for my
part, I am sure the engineers woidd be glad

to do so if the company would provide it,

but they do not feel that they ought to be

obliged to bny it for themselves when it is

such a saving to the company's engines."

The above is a sample of the many let-

ters which the Dixon Crucible Company-,

of Jersey City, N. J., receive -from engi-

neers. Any engineer who would like to

make a practical test of graphite, can re-

ceive a sample and an interesting pam-
phlet by addressing the Dixon Company.

a i ^
The American Balance Slide Valve Co.

have issued their annual catalogue, which
contains excellent illustrations of their

balanced valve and its various parts. The
catalogue also contains interesting de-

scriptive matter and testimonials as to the

efficiency' of the valve on railroads where

it is in use.

^ ^ i
The Great Northern road has the best

equipped air-brake instruction room we
know of, for a stationary plant, at its shops

at St. Paul. A separate building is fitted

up with full train equipment of both West-

inghouse and New York brakes, with all the

kinds of valves and other apparatus used on

the system. This room is in charge of Mr.

M. E. McKee, the air-brake inspector of

the system.



PERSONAL.
Mr. lyuther Cameron has been appointed

road foreman of engines of tlie Cumber-

land Valley.

Mr. Jesse Waters has been appointed

superintendent of the Midland Terminal,

with headquarters at Gillette, Col.

Mr. Robert Stewart has been appointed

chief car inspector of the Philadelphia &
Reading, with headquarters at Reading, Pa

Mr. W. L. Cameron was appointed road

foreman of engines, May ist, of the' Cum-
berland Valley Railroad, with headquar-

ters at Chaml)ersburg, Pa.

Mr. H. M. Burgand has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Western Maryland
Railroad. He was formerly local ticket

agent of the road at Baltimore.

When T. B. Purves, Jr., left the Boston

division of the B. & A. to take charge at

Springfield, the roadmen presented him
with a handsome silver service.

. Mr. B. E. Mclntyre has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Mexican Central,

with headquarters at Boston, Mass., to suc-

ceed Mr. E. W. Baker, resigned.

Mr. H. M. Missimer has been appointed

master mechanic of the Lehigh & Hudson
River, with headquarters at Warwick,

N.Y., to succeed Mr. Stott Mills, resigned.

Mr. W. L. Wallace has been appointed

superintendent of motive power, machinery

and rolling stock of the Santa Fe, Prescott

& Phoenix, with headquarters at Prescott,

Ariz.

Mr. Henry Watkeys has been appointed

master mechanic of the Louisville, New
Albany & Chicago, a position which he

held several years ago. Headquarters,

New Albany, Ind.

Mr. J. H. Agnew, who was for some years

master mechanic and then superintendent

of the South Carolina Railroad, has estab-

lished a roofing company in Findla}', O.

,

and is doing well.

Mr. J. T. McBride has resigned as gen-

eral manager of the Everett & Monte Cristo

to accept the position of vice-president and

treasurer of the Duluth, Missabe & North-

ern, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn.

Mr. E. St. John, vice-president of the

Seaboard Air Line, was recently presented

with a handsome gold watch by the loco-

motive engineers of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, of which he was formerly

general manager.

Mr. J. B. Crooker, vice-president of the

Everett & Monte Cristo, has been ap-

pointed general manager of that road in

addition to his former duties, to succeed

Mr. J. T. McBride, resigned. Headquar-

ters, Everett, Wash.

Mr. Charles E. Walker, superintendent

of motive power of the Toledo, St. Louis

& Kansas City, with headquarters at

Frankfort, Ind., has tendered his resigna-

tion, to take effect June I, to accept apcsi-

tion on a Southern road.

Mr. A. J. Schevers, who has for nearly

ten years represented the American Brake

Co. in Chicago, has left that position to be

representative of the McConwa}' & Torley

Co., for the Northwest. His office is in the

Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago.

J. J. Leighton, the Wisconsin Central

engineer who maintained a hotel register

at the World's Fair, has gone into the arti-

ficial limb business at St. Paul. His con-

cern have something new in an air-cushion

stop for the socket of artificial limbs.

Mr. G. R. Henderson, mechanical engi-

neer of the Norfolk & Western, at Roanoke,

Va., has gone to Europe to be absent two

months. He is going to spend the greater

part of the time examining the railroad

machinery in Great Britain and France.

An examination of the physical condi-

tion of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad property was made last month by

Mr. S. M. Felton, president of the Queen

& Crescent, and by Mr. C. H. Hudson,

chief engineer of the Southern Railway.

The work was done by request of the

board of directors.

Mr. E. L. James, the popular secretary

of the New England Railroad Club, who
has been chief clerk of the motive power

department of the B. & A. for the past

fourteen years, has been made secretary to

the general manager. James is a good

fellow and a gentleman, and the B. & A.

men are pleased at his promotion.

Mr. A. W. Greenwood, master mechanic

of the East Broad Top Railroad & Coal

Compan}-, has been appointed acting super-

intendent, and will perform the duties of

both offices. Mr. Greenwood is a graduate

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, having

ser\'ed his machinist apprenticeship in the

Altoona shops. He rose on that road to be

assistant master mechanic.

One of the man)' warm friends of Loco-

motive Engineering in the Northwest is

Mr. Chas. Stearns, master mechanic of the

Chicago & Northwestern, at Fond du Lac,

Wi^. Mr. Stearns was for years chief of

the Fond du Lac division of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, and he is

still as popular among the boys as he was

when they elected him chief.

Mr. Howard A. Pedrick, inventor of the

excellent belted air compressor, built by

the Pedrick & Ayer Co. (of which con-

cern he is general foreman), recently de-

livered a lecture on the Uses of Compressed

Air, before the Foundrymen's Association,

at their recent meeting in Philadelphia,

Pa., on April 3d. It was voted arOund the

meeting, quietly, that the young man
knew what he was talking about.

Mr. George F. Gardner has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Pittsburgh

and Clearfield & Mahoning divisions of

the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with

headquarters at Bradford, Pa., in place of

Mr. James Bruce. Mr. Gardner has been

superintendent of the Pittsburgh, Akron

& Western for some time past, and form-
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erly for n early five years was superintend

ent of the Zanesville & Ohio River, and

afterwards for a few months general super-

intendent of the Cincinnati, Lebanon &
Northern.

Mr. W. W. Rickard has been appointed

foreman of machinery of the Senora Rail-

road, at Guaymas, Mex. Mr. Rickard is a

graduate of the Burlington Cedar Rapids

and Northern shops at Cedar Rapids, where

he learned the machinist trade, and where

his father is a leading hand in the car de-

partment. If he turns out as good a fore-

man as he was a machinist, his employers

have secured a first-class man. He worked

occasionally for the writer, and was a young

man who did faithful work when the boss

was absent.

Mr. W. S. Martin, superintendent of the

O. & N. at Russellville, Ky.', was recently

appointed superintendent of the L. & N.,

at Loiusville. He was a popular and much
loved officer of the O. & N., and the boys

got out a list and proposed to give him a

present that would make him remember

them, but Mr. Martin got wind of the

afifair, and wrote them a letter requesting

them to drop the matter once and for all,

as he asked only their respect and would

accept no presents. It is safe to say that

the O. & N. men esteem him much more

now than if he had accepted a costly pres-

ent from them.

During a recent visit to Mr. E. F. C. Da-

vis, formerly general manager of the Rich-

mond Locomotive Works, and now with

the C. W. Hunt Co., New York, we en-

joyed the privilege of examining a wonder-

fully ingenious planimeter, invented by

Mr. Edward J. Willis, superintendent of

Talbot & Son Co. Works, Richmond, Va.

The instrument is a complete calculator of

everything that has generally to be com-

puted in indicator cards or of anything that

requires superficial measurement. It gives

measurement of areas in square inches,

feet or yards ; it shows the mean effective

pressure of an indicator diagram, and also

the horse power, without any outside cal-

culation whatever. The instrument will

be a great convenience to men who require
to take and figure up many indicator dia-

grams.

Mr. Eckley B. Coxe, formerly president

of the Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuyl-

kill Railroad, died suddenly' at Drifton,

Pa., last month. He was born at Phila-

delphia, in 1839, and was educated at the

University of Pennsylvania. Then he

went to Europe, and studied engineering

for several years. On returning to this

country he began, with his brothers, the

mining of anthracite coal in the Lehigh

region. His practical and scientific knowl-

edge of mining gave him a reputation

throughout the LTnited States. He was a
member of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, the Institute of Me-
chanical Engineers, and the American
Society of Coal Engineers. In 1872, he
publisiaed a translation of Weisbach's
" Mechanics of Engineering and Construc-
tion of Machines."



Mr. P. M. Arthur, grand chief of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

sailed from New York last month on the

steamer A'eiu y'ork for Liverpool. He has

gone to Scotland, to visit the scenes of his

boyhood after an absence of forty years.

He was granted leave of absence for six

months at last convention of the Brother-

hood, and he intends spending the whole

time abroad. On the morning the steamer

sailed there was a large delegation of loco-

motive engineers, their wives and other

friends on board, wishing the grand chief a

pleasant journey and safe return. One of

the saloons was loaded with magnificent

offerings of fruit and flowers. One bouquet

was made up in the form of a locomotive,

which excited much admiration. Few
travelers have gone abroad with such a

cordial send-off as Mr. Arthur received.

Mr. A. M. Wellington, editor and pro-

prietor of the Engineering A'etvs, and one

of the most celebrated civil engineers in

the country, died in New York last month.

Mr. Wellington was a New England man
by birth, and learned the elements of his

profession in an engineer's office in Boston.

About twenty years of his life were spent in

active engineering work, the greater part

of it having been on railroads. He was

chief engineer of the Mexican Central for a

time, and spent about five years on differ-

ent railroads in Mexico. As a result of

his wide experience in railway location,

he published in 1S87 a treatise on the

subject, which soon attained a wide popu-

larity. In 1885 he turned his attention

to technical journalism, and after two

years' service as an editor of The Railroad

Gazette, he became, in 1887, one of the

editors-in-chief and proprietors of The En-
gineering Nczl's. The rest of his life was
spent in this work, interrupted only by his

service as consulting engineer to various

enterprises. He published his first work,

"The Computation of Earthwork from

Diagrams," when only twenty-four years

old, and the first edition of his most im-

portant work, "The Economic Theory of

Railway Location," was written at the age

of twenty-seven. In 1S87, he published a

revised and very much enlarged edition of

this work, and it soon became the standard

treatise on that subject. He was also the

author of various minor technical books.

He was a member of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers, and the Engi-

neers' Club of New York City. He con-

tributed many important papers to the

published transactions of these societies,

and was widely quoted as an authority.

Saved by Knowing How to Set Valves.

" Of all places in the world to work in,"

remarked the White Headed Engineer,
" give me the United States. I have tried

all the Central American and South Ameri-

can States, where there are anv railroads to

speak of, and I would rather work for small

pay at home than earn big money in any

of these countries. So far as enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of life, one might as

well be in State's prison. In most of the

Southern countries one has to live in very

uncomfortable boarding houses or hotels,

and the sanitary arrangements are miser-

able. Then, if you get into any dispute,

justice is a factor that is certain to be on

the other side.

" I met with a sad example of this about

fifteen years ago in Nicaragua. I had

gone out to run an engine on the Grey-

town & Castillo Railroad, and I found

after I went there that there was no engine

ready for me, so they set me to work in

the engineers' corps. One evening I

went out to see the sights, which were

very few in Castillo, and through what I

afterwards heard was a caise of mistaken

identity, a native forced a quarrel upon me,

and I had to knock him down in self-de-
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fence. The place was in an uproar in an in-

stant, and I was overpowered and dragged

to a dirty jail.

" In the morning I tried to send for the

American Consul, but it seemed impossible

to reach that official, if he existed, and I

languished for weeks in jail without a

trial. I had spent all the money I had,

bribing ray jailors to interest someone in

my case, and had become hopeless of ever

getting back to freedom again.

"One morning, as I was lying in my
cell, groaning over the misfortunes that

had overtaken me, a man was ushered in-

side, and asked if I knew how to set

valves. ' Certainly I could,' was the reply,

' have you any valves to set here ?
'

"'No,' said my visitor, 'not just here
;

but further up the river, we have a job of

that kind. If you can do the job for us,

we will get you released from jail, and will

pay you 5100 in gold.'

" Two hours afterwards I was free and

on my way up the river with my new ac-

quaintance, who was owner of a small

steamer brought out from England.
" It appeared that the men who put the

machinery together did not know how to

set the valves of a link-motion engine, and

the boat had lain for weeks unable to

move, because those who had tried had

failed in setting the valves. The owner

was thinking of sending to Managua, the

capital citv, for a man to set the valves of

his engine, when he heard that an Ameri-
can engineer was in the jail at Castillo.

" I set the valves without any difficulty,

and worked as chief engineer on the boat
for two years. Then I came home, and I

find the United States good enough for

me."

i © i
A correspondent in Murphysboro, 111.,

sends us the following account of an ex-

traordinary accident; Engine No. i, in

charge of Robert Kelley, was running

along at a speed of twenty-five miles an

hour, when the left back driving wheel

broke off, and was immediateh' followed

bv the breaking of the left main rod and

right back drivers. The most peculiar

part of the accident was that the left

nuiin driver and right back drivers never

left the rail. The left back jumped off the

rail, ran about two rail lengths, and then
jumped back on the rail again before get-

ting stopped. The engine ran over two
small trestles and did not go into the ditch,

and not a wheel on the train left the rails.

The engine was a common eight-wheeler
and about eighteen 3'ears old.

^ @ ^
The Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.

have been vigorously pushing the sale of

their specialties, and, as a result, they have

placed their brake beams and steel body

bolsters on the following roads : Toledo,

St. Louis & Terre Haute ; Burlington,

Cedar Rapids & Northern ;
Delaware,

Lackawana & Western ;
Central R.R. of

Georgia ; Jlaine Central ; New York, On-

tario & Western ; Mather vStock Car Co.
;

Cold Blast Transportation Co. ; Fall Brook ;

Fitchburg ; Georgia Southern & Florida
;

Atlanta & West Point, etc. Their orders

aggregate many thousands of beams and
boLsters.

^ i
It is folly to build out wearing pieces and

liners on driving boxes when they can be

put on huljs. We recently saw some driv-

ing wheels with the hubs worn clear

through into the core holes by this foolish

policv. Turn out a recess in face of hub
when they are comparatively new, and
pour in block tin, or even good babbitt,

and \o\\ will ha\'e a good bearing, always
ea.s\- to renew, without doing machine work
of any kind.

i i ^
Mr. S. J. Poarch has been appointed gen-

eral forman of the Atlantic & Danville
shops at Berkley, Va. He was formerly
with the Norfolk & Southern.

i i i
General John B. Gray, of the American

Brake Co., with his wife and daughter,

sails for Europe on June 29th.
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EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The B. & M. order for 600 cars still hangs

fire.

The C, O. & Gulf are in the market for

200 cars.

The Texas Pacific are asking bids on 300

box cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading have or-

dered 1,000 cars.

Jackson & Woodin got the Fitchburg

order for freight cars. .

The Adamson Poultry Car Co. are in the

market for some cars.

The Col., Hock. Valley & Toledo have

given an order for 900 gondola cars.

The Montana Coal Co. have ordered 200

coal cars from the South Baltimore Car Co.

The Boston & Maine have ordered six

ten-wheelers from the Manchester Works.

The San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley

are asking bids on three 19-inch ten-

wheelers.

The Big 4 have given an order to the In-

dianapolis Car and Foundry Co. for 300

stock cars.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

orders for four of their four-cylinder com-

pounds for Chili.

The Dickson Locomotive Works, at

Scranton, are building some heavy, fast

passenger engines for the D. & H.

The Rogers Locomotive Co. have an or-

der from the Government of Chili for four

two-cylinder compound locomotives.

One thousand box and 300 refrigerator

cars for the Illinois Central went to Hai-

kell & Barker, of Michigan City, lud.

The M., K. & T.'s order for engines was

divided between Baldwin, Richmond and

Brooks. They will soon order ten more.

The Louisville & Nashville have placed

orders for 950 cars. The Mt. Vernon

people have got 250 box cars and 400 gon-

dolas, and the Elliot Car Co. have got 250

box and 50 ore cars.

Baldwin and Schenectady have each re-

ceived an order from the Concord & Mon-

treal for one locomotive. The intention is

to put the engines in competition, and

thereby decide on which style of engine is

best adapted for the service of the road.

g g i
"Printers' Ink" Says:

" Of the eighteen publications devoted to

the interests of railroads, LOCOMOTIVE
Engineering, a monthly published at

New York, N. Y., is credited with a circu-

lation rating six times as great as that

accorded to any other."

—

Printers^ Ink,

May 15th.

Printers' Ink is a well-known advertis-

ers' paper, the organ of the Geo. P. Rowell

Agency and the American Newspaper

Directory, of this city. They have investi-

gated our circulation, and offer a reward of

|ioo to anyone who will disprove our claims.

This is entirely unsolicited ou our part.

We pay Printers' Ink nothing for adver-

tising, do not subscribe for it, nor have we

ever even bought a directory from Rowell.

The cold, naked truth of the matter is

that the great paid subscription list of

Locomotive Engineering is making it-

self felt, and honest men, far and near,

are acknowledging its influence—whether

they like to or not. We very seldom use

our reading columns to blow our own

horn—the advertising pages are the proper

place for that, both for ourselves and other

advertisers—but we feel that our readers

will forgive us for just this one little toot.

i i i

Improved Air Hoist.

The air hoist shown in

the annexed engraving has

been put upon the market

bv the Whiting Foundry

Equipment Co., Chicago. It

is fitted with

An adjustable speed valve,

with safety check and self-

oiling device.

An automatic shut - off,

stopping the load at any

point desired.

An improved exhaust at-

tachment, preventing the

dust of the shop or sur-

rounding atmosphere from

entering the cylinder.

A safety air cushion for

piston, swiveled and swing-

ing hook, and a specially

constructed deep piston.

The cylinder is made of

extra thick welded steel, ac-

curately bored and polished

inside. The material and

workmanship are first-class

throughout.

% % %
The Mechanical Conventions.

The programme of work laid out to be

done by the master car builders and the

master mechanics at their Conventions

next month, would seem to promise busy

and profitable meetings. The Master Car

Builders' Association will have reports on

ten subjects—all of them live ones—that

are certain to excite considerable discus-

sion. The first subject to come up is on

car interchange ; the committee being re-

quired to report on how cars in interchange

may be maintained equitably to owners

and operators, with least expense and de-

tention. We think that the Barr plan of

holding owners responsible for most of the

defects will be adopted by a large majority.

In that event there will be so few excuses

left for detaining cars, that new rules for

facilitating the movement of cars will not

be necessary.

Two committees will report on brake

shoes—one on road tests, the other on labor-

atory tests. There is so much diversity of

opinion concerning the best mixtures of

metal for brake shoes, that authoritative
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information on the subject is greatly

needed. There is an impression among

nearly all people intimately acquainted

with brake matters, that a soft shoe holds

much better than a hard one. It is to be

hoped that the committee will be able to

show exactly what the difference is. If

the hard shoe holds much less than the

soft one, the brake leverage ought to be

adjusted to suit.

"Air-Brake Tests" will be reported on

by one committee, and air-brake and hand-

brake apparatus on cars by another. The

latter committee will report on the stand-

ard levers, and all other questions of im-

portance pertaining to the subject.

The old subject of "Car Lubrication"

will again be reported o!i, and the com-

mittee is directed to consider the econom-

ics of journal bearings. The main diffi-

culty about this question is that some rail-

road officers want the Master Car Builders'

Association to inform them how to use

cheap oil and cheap metal for bearings and

obtain good results. It cannot be done.

One committee is going to report on

what changes may be desirable in the

standard size of the master car builders'

automatic coupler shank, and to recom-

mend a standard yoke or pocket strap for

rear-end attachment to cars. This is a

move to promote safety and efficiency.

There is good reason for believing that the

size of shank adopted, which was an in-

heritance from the link and pin type, is too

weak for modern conditions. The break-

age of this shank is a much more dan-

gerous matter than it was with the small

head of an old-style coupler.

Mounting new and second-hand wheels

so that they shall be properly located upon

the axle, is what may be regarded as a

minor subject.

The next one is quite important, the

committee being required to consider what

improvements may be made in the con-

struction of passenger car ends and plat-

forms, for increased strength in ordinary

service and in emergencies. The end is

about the weakest part of an ordinary car,

and there are special methods of construc-

tion in use on some roads that entirely

overcome the weakness. If the commit-

tee will make these designs familiar to the

members of the association, a good service

will have been rendered.

The last report also relates to car design,

the committee being required to report on

the best methods of construction and stay-

ing of the sides of a 60,000 pounds capacity

coal car with high sides.

The Master Mechanics' Association will

wrestle with a most formidable list of re-

ports—eleven in all. There are three sub-

jects carried over from previous years, viz.:

Exhaust Nozzles and Steam Passages, Loco-

motive Fire Kindlers, and Shop Tests of Lo-

comotives. We understand that Mr. Quayle,

chairman of the first committee, has been

doing special experimental work which

will make a valuable report. With all that

has been done to find out the best propor-



tions of exhaust nozzles'^and steam pass-

ages, nothing definite has j-et been settled.

Locomotive fire kindling has made a little

progress within the year, and it will be in-

teresting to hear the experience of those

who have banished the wood pile and
resorted to oil. One of the disappoint-

ments in store for the Convention, is the

fact that the Committee on Shop Tests of

Locomotives have not succeeded in raising

the money required to carry on the tests at

Purdue University.

The committee appointed to confer with

manufacturers and others, and to submit a

practical system of gages for sheet metal,

tubes and wire, for adoption by the associa-

tion, have done work during the \ear which
is likely to be of pennanent benefit to rail-

road companies and manufacturers. They
have worked with a committee on the

same subject from the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, and there

are good prospects of all the engineering

societies in the country adopting a uni-

form system of measurement.

The subject of locomotive boilers—al-

ways a live one—is receiving the attention

of three committees. Causes of bulging of

flue sheets will be reported on by Mr. P.

Leeds. If he can bring out facts which
will help to remedy this disorder, he will

confer a lasting benefit upon nearly all rail-

roads. Best material for boiler tubes and

specifications for same are under investiga-

tion by a committee, of which Mr. T. A.

Lawes is chairman. Leaky tubes are the

bane of some railroads, and the material

used has close relation to the trouble. A
standard specification for a first-class tube

is greatlj- needed. Mr. A, E. Mitchell will

report on riveted joints, and he is re-

quested to submit a set of proportions rep-

resenting the most approved practice. The
thorough manner in which Mr. Mitchell

has gone into the investigation of the sub-
jects put under his charge in the past is

assurance that his report will tell all the
weakness and strength of current practice.

With the increase of steam pressure, it is

very desirable that the strongest form of

riveted joint should be employed.
The remaining subjects are: "Utiliza-

tion of Railroad Scrap Material," " Pis-

tons and Piston-Rod Fastenings," "Wear
of Driving-Wheel Tires," and "Transmis-
sion of Power" ; all of these are of living

interest and furnish the basis for good
practical discussion.

The reports and discussions of these im-
portant subjects will bring out information
which is certain to accrue to the benefit of

railroad companies. The railroad compa-
:iies which do not send their representa-
tives to these meetings, neglect their own
best interests.

The reports and discussions in the meet-
iiigs reflect the most progressive ideas for

improving railroad rolling stock, for pro-

moting .safety, and for keeping down ex-

penses; but what is learned at the meetings
is by no means the most valuable educa-
tional effect of the Conventions. The
private discussions between man and man.
the exchange of experience lessons among
those working for the same end—by differ-

ent methods, have an educational effect of

much v.-ilue. As the associations grow older,

their value to the members ajjpears to in-

crease.

A Satisfactory Welding Compound.

Detroit Ground Crystal is a new welding

compound by which solid welds, either

lap or jump weld, can be m vde at separate

heats on any grade of steel, from the low-

est to. 140 in carbon (Mushet excepted).

It is claimed for this compound that it

toughens and refines the steel, and that in

making the weld, the compound so acts on

the steel as to amalgamate the molecules

so perfectlv that no trace of the weld can

b; seen in the grain of the stock.

A test was recently made in Newell &
Co.'s forge shop, in Detroit, on toughening

and refining, which proved the compound

had the full control of steel at any

heat. A bar of black diamond steel was

put in the fire and burned so that it

dropped from the end. The burned end of

the bar was then rolled in the compound
while at white heat, the end upset and

drawn down into a cold chisel. The chisel

was ground and tempered in a bath made
from the compound, and left at a straw-

color. Then the chisel was struck eighty-

.six blows with a sledge hammer, and driven

three-eighths of an inch into a piece of

wrought iron. The severe test failed to

harm the chisel in any way. Afterwards

the face end of the chisel was broken off

for closer inspection. The grain of the

steel appeared to be much finer than in

the original bar, and no ill effects from the

burning could be found.

It is also claimed bv the owners of the

or four pounds of borax. The necessary

heat is a high borax heat. The compound
will work equally as well in any oil, nat-

ural gas, clean hard coal fire, as in a close

coke fire. No acid or anything injurious

to steel is a part of the compound. On
the contrary, it appears to redeem the steel

and gives to it renewed life.

Practical tests of this compound have

been made at all of the leading steel forges

in Detroit. In all cases the tests proved

satisfactory, and the compound has been

adopted by most of them. Many well-

known users of steel in the United States

are testing the merits of Detroit Ground

Crystal.

The compound was originally owned by

the Newhall & Hicks Co., but Mr. Hicks,

the inventor, has sold his interest in the

business, and the firm is now known as E.

G. Newhall & Co.

g ^ i

Tlie Ohio Injector.

The sectional cut will serve to explain

the details of this injector to our readers,

all of whom are familiar with this kind of

device.

The instrument conforms to the regular

standards in sizes and connections. They
are made with screw starting valve and

lever valve, as shown in cut.

The body is made in two parts, bolted

tQgether ; the intermediate tube, 17, is held

in place bj- the joint, which insures its

coming out easily when the shell is taken

apart.

The condensing tube, 18, and the deliv-

.^'

compound that it is an absolute preventa-

tive for fire check in tempering, when
used either in a bath or applied to the

steel while hot. They also claim that in

brazing, the compound does not swell like

borax, and thus no pinholes are made. It

likewise case-hardens steel. By use of the

compound, steel can be worked as easily as

iron, without danger of spoiling.

The manner of using Detroit Ground

Crystal is so simple that any smith who
understands taking a proper steel heat can

use it successfully. One pound of the

compound will do as much work as three
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erv tube, 19, are screwed into line check

case, and come out with it without dis-

turbing anvthing else. As these tubes re-

quire the most attention, this is an advan-

tage in cleaning and renewing tubes.

The makers claim for this injector, sim-

plicity in construction, easily taken apart

for cleaning or renewal of parts, uses less

steam and has greater range of delivery

than other makes of injectors, works

equally well in high or low pressure, and

prompt and positive action under all cir-

cumstances.

Thev are made by the Ohio Injector Co.,

at Wadsworth, O., and sold by General

Manager Frank W. Furry, at 1302 Monad-

nock Building, Chicago, 111.



Answers to Traveling Engineer's

Questions.

The following answers to the "Travel-

ing Engineer's Form of Examination for

Firemen for Promotion and Engineers for

Employment" are furnished by Mr. M.
M. Meehan, traveling engineer of the

D., S. S. & A., Marquette, Mich., who
writes :

"These answers are cut pretty short, so

as not to take up too much room ; manj^

of the answers are simply "Yes" and
"No," the intention being to draw out

the candidate and allow the examiner an

opportunity of asking why. Engineers

and firemen on the B., S. S. & A. have no
trouble in passing loo per cent, on this

list without the assistance of the answers.

Of course, it is understood that the ex-

aminer will help the candidate along, and
explain any technicalities that may be

brought in during the examination. Ex-
aminer should not use the examination as a

club to do a candidate any harm, or

"catch " him, but in all cases the candi-

date should be allowed the benefit of a

doubt, and be set right on all questions

that do not appear clear. At the same time,

the examiner should draw out the candi-

date, to find out how well he is posted on

the running and care of engines. I fully-

realize that these answers will be criticised

and commented upon to a great extent by
many, but this list is what our men pass

on and make a success with."

No. I. A steam engine placed on
wheels and used in drawing cars on rail-

ways.
No. 2. Try the water in boiler by test-

ing all the gage cocks, and blowing out
the water glass, noticing if both top and
bottom cocks work freely ; notice if flues

and crown sheet are all right ; examine rods,

guides and eccentrics to see if they are
all right, and when moving engine out of

house, would notice if crosshead was
traveling the proper distance, or any other
duty that pertained to the work of engi-
neer.

No. 3. All the tools provided in the
monthly inventory, and proper blocking,
to be used in case of break-down on the
road.

No. 4. All the diiTerent kinds of oils

used on an engine, waste, coal, tank of
water and box of sand.

No. 5. Place the engine on top quarter
of the side you are going to try; block the
main wheel, give engine steam and work
reverse lever back and forward until all

the points that were pounding have been
located.

No. 6. Yes ; same as No. 5.

No. 7. Place the engine on the center
on the side you are going to work on,
slack off all the keys on that side, key the
main connection first, then adjust the
front and back ends in the same manner.

No. 8. Yes.
No. 9. Pinch the wheels away from the

wedges, screw the loose wedge up with
short wrench, then try the wedge with
pinch bar on each side of wheel to note if

box moves freely between shoe and
wedge, slack off bolt about one half turn to
prevent wedge from sticking.

No. 10. Yes ; it allows pedestal to work
loose and draw down wedge.

No. II. With piece of hard wood, or nut,
or piece of iron that will fit between pedes-
tal and bottom of wedge, to prevent it from

dropping, and piece of wood above the
wedge to keep it from working up.

No. 12. Yes.
No. 13. When engine is running shut off,

pound will be noticed when crosshead is

passing the front center.

No. 14. Take off cylinder head and
tighten up loose bolt.

No. 15. By watching engine carefully,

when passing or leaving the centers, blow
will take place, and if cylinder cocks are
opened steam will come from both cocks
on that side at the same time.
No. 16. Yes.
No. 17. Yes; valve blowing is continual

while engine is using steam.
No. 18. Yes.
No. 19. No.
No. 20. Yes ; when engine is w-orking,

hard continual blow is noticeable in fire-

box, or when firebo.x door is opened ; when
engine is standing, place reverse lever on
center and open throttle wide

;
the greater

amount or pressure of steam admitted to

steam pipes, the more distinct will the
blow be.

No. 21. Slipped eccentric ; loose bolts
in strap ; loose rods on strap ; broken
valve yoke ; bent rocker arm.

No. 22. Yes ; by carefully examining
and noting position of same in relation to
crank pins.

No. 23. Loose exhaust pipe ; one ex-
haust tip of double nozzle ; engine gone

;

bent lifting arm or loose rocker box.
No. 24. Yes

;
place engine on front cen-

ter on the side you want to set eccentric,
then move eccentric around until it stands
at right angles with crank pin, then move
eccentric towards the pin i in. and it will
be close enough to do necessary work or
get engine to shop.

No. 25. The effect of a slipped eccentric
on the valve is either to increase or di-

minish the lead ; therefore, by running the
engine slowly with link, first in full for-

ward motion and then in full back motion,
and observing whether the steam is ad-
mitted at each end of the cylinder ju.st be-
before the crank reaches the dead points,
it will indicate which eccentric has moved.
If it has slipped in one direction the lead
will be increased, and steam will be ad-
mitted to the cylinder some time before
the piston reaches the end of the stroke. If

it has been moved in the opposite direc-
tion the lead will be diminished, and .steam
will not be admitted until after the piston
has reached the end of the stroke. The
admission of steam will be indicated by
its escape from the cylinder cocks.

No. 26. By keys, set screws and feathers.

No. 27. By moving engine until cross-
head is on a line with travel marks on
guides.

No. 28. Forward center.

No. 2g. Forward motion eccentric is

back of pin one-quarter of circle, or 90°,

less about i inch, to compensate for lap
and lead of valve. Back motion eccentric
is in advance of pin the same distance.

No. 30. One-quarter of turn or circle

back of the corresponding motion on op-
posite side.

No. 31. Set screws working loose, im-
perfect lubrication.

No. 32. With an eccentric shifter or
monkey wrench, or any other tool that will
catch spoke of eccentric.

No. 33. No.
No. 34. No.
No. 35. Take off the other eccentric,

link and main rod ; block crosshead, and
cover ports with valve.

No. 36. Yes.
No. 37. Yes.
No. 38. Yes.
No. 39. Yes.
No. 40. No.
No. 41. Yes.
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No. 42. If piston w'as entirely gone,
would disconnect valve rod and stem on
that side, cover ports with valve, and
clamp the stem. If part of piston re-

mained on the rod and liable to damage
cylinder, would take down main rod and
block crosshead.
No. 43. Take down main rod, block

crosshead, disconnect valve rod and stem,
cover ports with valve, and clamp valve
stem.

No. 44. Take down main rod, block
crosshead, take cover off steam chest, and
block between top of valve and steam
chest cover, first placing valve in center
of travel.

No. 45. Take off steam chest cover, take
out valve and remaining parts of broken
seat, put valve back in place, put on chest
cover, and engine is ready to work same as

before false seat was put in.

No. 46. Remove all the packing, except
one round of soapstone or hemp, shove the
broken gland into stuffing box as far as it

will go, screw up nuts on gland studs.

No. 47. Yes
;
liable to break the valve,

bend rocker arm, valve rod ; or, if piece of
broken seat should work into cylinder, it

is liable to break the piston or cylinder
head.
No. 48. Cover ports with valve, take

down valve rod, clamp the stem, take
down main rod, and block crosshead on
that side.

No. 49. By wedging between steam
chest and steam-chest bolts

; slack off bolts

near crack first.

No. 50. Take off steam chest cover ; block
steam inlet with wood, holding the block-
ing in place with board ; set valve on top of

board. If inlet is on side of steam chest
take off cover, drive plug into inlet or
steam passage, block between end of valve
and blocking piece. That side of engine
to be disconnected.

No. 51. Back end of guides, with blocks
of wood cut the proper length and thick-
ness to fit between guide bars, holding
them in place with rope or clamps.

No. 52. By blocking crosshead so it will

not pass the travel marks on the guides
;

use small block of wood to fit between
crosshead and guide block.
No. 53. Not necessary ; disconnect cylin-

der-cock rod and block the cocks open.
No. 54. Disconnect valve rod and stem

on that side of engine ; cover ports with
valve and clamp it ; take off main rod, block
crosshead. If crosshead was broken so it

could not be blocked, take it down, and
piston out of cylinder. If piston rod was
bent so it could not be taken out of cylin-
der, shove it to back end of cylinder
and block between piston and cylinder
head.

No. 55. Take down rod on opposite side.

No. 56. No ; some switch engines have
eccentrics connected to the front axle, and
the main pin is on the back wheel.

No. 57. To avoid straining, bending or
breaking the rods or pins.

No. 58. It brings heavy strain upon the
rods and pins, is very liable to break them

;

it is bad practice.

No. 59. No ; it causes uneven wear of
tires ; should engine slip while sand is run-
nin_^ from one pipe it will make uneven
strain upon engine.

No. 60. Block on top of back box only.

To illustrate : If forward driving spring
was broken, run forward wheel up on block
or wedge, first placing block on top of

this bo.x to raise frame from back driving
box, and make .sufficient room for block-
ing between top of back box and frame ;

not necessary to remove spring unless it is

liable to fall in pieces.

No. 61. Same as No. 60.

No. 62. Block between engine-truck
frame and equalizers.



No. 63. Block between cross equalizer
and boiler ; remove broken parts.

No. 64. Jack up front end of engine and
front end of long equalizer, place car brass

between end of equalizer and engine truck-

wheel axle ; run slow.
No. 65. If it is the main tire, and no

other damage done, remove the cellar ; run
that wheel up on block until it is the same
distance from the rail it was before tire

came off
;
put block between axle and

pedestal, and small block between spring
saddle and frame, to take weight off block.
No. 66. Same as No. 65.

No. 67. Same as No. 65.

No. 68. Run both back wheels up on
blocks as far as they will go, first remov-
ing back section of side rods ; block on
top of both main driving boxes, and below
the cellars, in boxes that are up on blocks,

and between engine deck and tender draw-
bar.

No. 69. Same as No. 68.

No. 70. If standard engine, remove side

rods and proceed as in No. 69. If mogul,
use block of wood or wedge between
engine and tender ; block to be used on in-

side of curse.

No. 71. .\t the fulcrum points or centers
of equalizers on mogul, and center of

engine truck and center of equalizer on
standard engine.
No. 72. Same as No. 71 on good track.

No. 73. Over that box.
No. 74. Iron, made to fit between top of

box and frame.
No. 75. Take off some of the weight it

is carrying by running it up on wedge,
and placing block between spring saddle
and frame.

No. 76. Yes.
No. 77. Skid the broken wheels to sid-

ing, and remove them ; chain engine-truck
frame to frame of engine.

No. 78. Take out broken wheel, chain
engine truck to frame of engine or remove
it, and block on top of front driving boxes.

No. 79. Remove broken wheel, and sus-

pend that end of truck, with chains, to

cross tie placed on top of tank.

No. So. If frame opens enough when en-
gine is working to allow .piston to strike

cvlinder head, disconnect on that side.

'No. 81. No.
No. 82. Usuall)' at the cylinder saddle

and belly braces, but some roads fasten at

the back boiler braces.

No. S3. Yes.
No. 84. Reduce steam so engine can

be handled with reverse lever.

No. 85. If the distance was not over 25
or 30 miles, would not disconnect, but would
ask to be towed in in that manner

; if fur-

ther, would disconnect in the usual way.
No. 86. No ; throw all the babbitt before

cooling off.

No. 87. Remove or take off oil-box
cover, take out all the packing, jack up
the box, take out the wedge or step, take
out brass, put in new brass, replace wedge
or step on top of brass, take out jack and
repack box.
No. 88. Yes ; take out cellar, jack up

box by placing jack under comer of box,
remove old brass and put in new one, take
out jack and replace the cellar.

No. 89. Yes ; the weight being unevenly
distributed over that bearing it is very apt
to run hot.

No. 90. At the end of each trip.

No. 9T. Give engine thorough inspection,
and report all work needed on engine
before she makes another trip ; work to be
reported on book provided for that pur-
pose.

No. 92. See that engine is protected
front and rear, then make careful inspec-
tion of damage, and send intelligent report
of condition of engine to the proper
officials.

No. 93. Board it up, using the studs if

possible ; if not, brace it.

No. 94. Yes ; the principle is that steam,
being admitted to the injector, enters the
combining tube in the form of a jet, near
the top of the water inlet pipe. If tlie water
levef is below the injector, the escaping
jet of steam, by its action upon the air

around it, forms a partial vacuum in the
combining tube and inlet pipe. The water
then rises to the combining tube by the
pressure of air in the tank. Once risen to

the jet of steam, the water is acted upon
by the steam in the same manner as the
air had been acted upon when steam was
first admitted to the inner tube of injector.

No. 95.

No. 96. That part of injector in which
the water condenses the supply of steam.
No. 97. No.
No. 98. In the tank ; examine strainers

in hose and all feed-pipe connections.
No. 99. Overflow valve stuck down,

combining tube broken ; the jet of steam
from forcing steam tube is not in line with
the combining tube.

No. 100. Not getting sufficient supply of

water to conden.se the steam.
No. loi. Tap the check box lighth' with

block of wood, to jar check to seat.

No. 102. On some engines a check valve
is placed between line check in injector

and boiler check.
No. 103. No.
No. 104. Yes.
No. 105. Yes.
No. 106. The supply of water to the

boiler should be continuous while engine
is working, and quantity admitted into
boiler should be regulated according to the
amount of work being done by engine.
No. 107. No ; see No. 94.
No. 108. Yes.
No. 109. Foreign .substances in the water,

such as oil, soap, soda, etc.

No. no. Shut off steam to ascertain the
true level of water by allowing it to settle,

open firebox door to avoid blowing off
;

should water drop too low, would open
throttle and put on injectors. If engine had
surface cock, would open same to allow
impure water to escape ; if no surface
cock, handle carefully until washed out.

No. III. Danger of burning crown sheet,

cutting valves, breaking packing rings on
pistons, knocking out cj'linder heads.

No. 112. No.
No. 113. Dump fire.

No. 114. One gage.
No. 115. Depends upon the build of en-

gine ; there should be 3, 6 and 9 inches
respectivel}-.

No. 116. No ; they should all be in good
working order.

No. 117. No.
No. 118. By shutting off the top cock,

water will rise in glass ; or opening the
throttle will raise water line in glass so it can
be seen, if it is not below the bottom cock.

No. 119. Report the condition at once;
it is not safe to run an engine in that con-
dition.

No. 120. Yes.
No. 121. It has a tendency to soften any

scale that may have formed in boiler ; in-

jectors work better and easier, with much
less noise, and longer without repairs.

No. 122. No; it will cause boiler to foam.
No. 123. Liable to break packing rings

and knock out cylinder heads.
No. 124. No.
No. 125. Yes.
No. 126. Bank or dump the fire, as the

case might require.

No. 127. Disconnect to be towed in,

break all joints that are liable to hold
water, run water out of tank and blow off

boiler.

No. 12S. Take out whistle or safety valve
and fill with pails, l)\- bailing.

No. 129. Yes
;
plug up all openings that

would allow air to get into boiler or cylin-
ders while engine is being towed—cylinder
cocks, relief valves on steam chests, over-
flow of injectors, whistle, open throttle

and injectors ; reverse lever to be in motion
the engine is towed in ; the movement of
pistons will pump air out of boiler, form-
ing a partial vacuum, and will be filled by
supph- of water from tank.

No. 130. Yes ; make coupling to injector
of live engine and check of dead engine.

No. 131 By pumping engine regularly,
and only when working; keep fire burning
bright all the time to keep an even
amount of steam, and avoid, as far as pos-
sible, the sudden cooling of firebox and
flues.

No. 132. Yes ; it is a good practice.

No. 133. Yes.
No. 134. Lubricators work on the con-

densation and gravity principle. With
steam and water valves open, sight-feed

glasses filled with water, open feed valve
;

small drop of oil will, of its own weight,
feed from end of feed valve; the oil being
of lighter gravity, will pass up through
glass until cauglit by jet of steam from
equalizing tubes and carried through small
nozzle in side of cup into oil pipes that
lead to steam chest, in the shape of very
fine oil spray.

No. 135. In the event of sight-feed glass

breaking, those valves will be seated by
pressure of steam from equalizing tubes.

No. 136. No; were other valves between
cup and steam chest, oil could not get to

steam chest and cylinders.

No. 137. The water valve, to allow oil to

expand.
No. 138. Open it.

No. 139. Depends upon the kind of oil

used ; if the oil is of superior quality, once
in three months is often enough ; if poor
oil is used, should be cleaned everj^ week.

No. 140. Yes.
No. 141. Depends upon the style of lubri-

cator in use.

No. 142. The only sight-feed lubricator
that will cross-feed has but one equaliz-

ing tube, and that is inside the cup ; the
lower end of tube is in shape of a tee, and
should one of the oil pipes become blocked,
oil will be carried to the other side by the
single jet of steam.

No. 143. Yes ; when engine cools off, a

partial vacuum is formed in boiler ; if

steam and water valves are left open, oil

will draw- up through the water tube, con-
denser and extension top and into boiler

through the boiler connection.
" @ g i

The men who send out circulars asking

for information on which to work out re-

ports of committees, are constantly com-

plaining about the small percentage of re-

plies they receive and of the limited infor-

mation given by those who send in replies.

This short-coming seems to be general with

those who are asked to send facts about

machine shop operations. We have a great

deal of sympathy for a man getting out an

engineering handbook, who recentlj- sent

requests for information about machine

shop operations. Most of the replies he

received went on to say that the firm ad-

dressed were prepared to supply their pro-

ducts at a certain discount for cash.

^ % %
On the Great Northern they support the

end strips of Richardson's balanced valve

packing on projections on the end of the

long strips, there being no springs under

the end strips at all.
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CAR DEPARTMENT^

Proposed Air-Brake Rigging, with Uni-

form Levers, for All Classes of

Freight Cars.

BY B. HASKELL.*

The M. C. B. Association in September,

1S93, adopted a "standard for air brakes

on freight cars," the details of which show
a cylinder and floating levergxigj/g in.,

and a dead and live lever 6 X24 in., giving

a brake beam load of 7,500 lbs. This brake

beam load equals a braking power per car

of 30,000 lbs. This plan, as shown, is mis-

leading, as 30,000 lbs. braking power is 7o,t

of 42,865, and there are comparatively few
cars weighing this much, so that it is only

suitable for cars of the weight mentioned.

I think that 90,0 of the freight cars in the

United States weigh less than 42,865 lbs.

each. About the lightest weight car this

could be used on is one weighing 37,500 lbs.

,

which, in this case, would have a braking

power of So,"?. If we use this " standard "

on cars of less weight, we are going to

have trouble with sliding wheels, so that

the M. C. B. standard, as shown, can only

be safely applied to cars weighing between

37,500 and 42,865 lbs. This standard will

not do for flat cars, yet they come under
the freight-car class. It would be dan-

gerous for a railroad company to contract

for a lot of cars and specify the M. C. B.

standard freight-car brakes, unless the cars

w-eighed not less than 37,500 or over 42,865

lbs. It is difficult to determine from spec-

ifications just what a lot of cars are going

to weigh.

Referring to attached drawings, the

plan, as shown in Fig. i, consists of four

different size levers, live, dead, cylinder

and floating levers. I have shown it in

this way, as it more nearly conforms to

present practice. It is, as will be seen, ap-

plied to outside-hung brakes. If inside-

hung brakes are used, no difference need
exist between the dimensions of live and
dead levers. This would simplify the plan

somewhat, and give one less lever to look

after. Even with outside-hung brakes, I

believe that the live lever could be used

for a dead lever, as brake cylinder can be

placed so as to allow just enough angu-

larity to brake rod to allow it to work freely

and without striking or binding on dead

lever.

*Superintendent of Motive Power, Chicago &
West Michigan and Detroit, Lansing & Northern,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Conducted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E.

Of course, on cars already equipped with

air brakes it would necessitate changing

the position of dead-lever guide. The ad-

vantages to be gained by doing away with

two sizes of truck levers will more than

compensate for this, I feel sure. The cylin-

der and floating lever, as can be seen, is

the same style, but of different dimensions,

as that used in the Hodge system of

passenger levens. In Fig. i, I have shown

the application of hand brakes, according

to the present practice, and as shown in

M. C. B. standard. This plan is defective,

as it does not give equal braking power to

each truck, and to overcome this defect (if

it should be decided advisable to do so) a

sheave attached to end of push rod, and a

chain anchored at one end and passed

around sheave to end of brake rod, could be

used. This would g'ive equal distribution

of braking power to each truck when hand

brake was used, and it would also increase

the braking power of the hand brakes,

which, I think, is advisable.

If it should be deemed advisable- by

some to have hand brakes operative from

each end of the car, the cylinder lever, as

shown with a sheave, could be used for

floating lever by using the floating-lever

guide that is now in use on cars so

equipped. This would simplify matters

further by reducing the number of differ-

ent size levers, and, if live lever was used

for dead lever, reduce the number of sizes

to two. The same result could be accom-

plished in another way, by using lever No.

2 for cylinder lever and attaching an

auxiliary- lever, as shown in Fig. 5. This

lever could be made of wrought, cast or

malleable iron, and so designed as to give

same power as lever No. 4. It could also be

attached to floating lever in case hand brake

should be desired on each end of car, but

only in case both hand brakes were set up

would the distribution of braking power

be equal. Of course, if plan as shown in

Fig. I was used, it would necessitate plac-

ing both hand brakes on same side of car.

This would be objected to by some, but I

cannot see why it should be objectionable,

as I do not believe that it cuts any great

figure.

The use of hand brakes on both ends of

car, I believe, was desired mostly by roads

placing one of the brake wheels on end of

car. Most roads using double brake, place

one brake wheel on top of car and one on
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end. In this case I cannot see where it

would be objectionable to have both hand

brakes operative on same side of car. As

long as brake is operated from end of car,

I do not think it cuts any figure which side

it is on. Very few roads using two hand

brakes apply them both so as to be opera-

tive from top of car. Cars so equipped are

rare, and as this is the case, the one that is

used from roof can still be applied to right'

side. If cars already equipped with air

brakes should be changed to use plan

shown in Fig. i, it would necessitate re-

versing location of brake beams so as to

bring brake levers in proper position, and

it would also necessitate changing posi-

tion of dead-lever guide. This would cost

money, but I believe the money could not

be expended in a more proJitable manner.

I believe something has got to be done to

standardize the foundation brakes, and

after a plan has been adopted, I also be-

lieve it would pay to have all cars possible

changed. Uniformity in braking power

and dimensions of levers is something that

is as badly needed as anything I know of

in the line of reforms. There is another

advantage to be gained by using this style

of cylinder and floating lever that cannot

be gained by any other plan, and I believe

it would be of great benefit, especially to

fast freight traffic. The speed of freight

.

trains is increasing ; competition calls for

it. Take, for instance, the banana trains

run from Texas to Chicago ; the speed

these trains are run at calls for extreme

care and watchfulness and perfection of all

appliances used. If proper braking power

is wanted anywhere, it is wanted on these

trains; and with the load they carrj-, a uni-

form power of 70,:^ of light weight brings

the actual braking power down to a figure

that is, I think, rather low for the speed

they run.

The advantage I refer to in this style of

lever is this : With fast and special loaded

freight trains, similar to the banana

trains, the braking power can be easih- in-

creased just before train starts, by moving

pull rods one or two holes nearer the brake

cylinder, and at end of trip the rods can

be moved back to original position. This

plan, if followed, would enable trains to

make better time with increased safety,

and be, I think, of great advantage. Con-

siderable time could be gained and saved

in slowing up and making stops. In-



crea>ed speed of passenger trains has

brought out a reinforced brake, and I be-

lieve fast freight trains need it as

much and more than passenger trains, and
this S3-stem of levers provides one means
of getting it, and it will enable one to get

the braking power of loaded freight trains

up to near what it should properly be. It

with only two different sizes of levers, and,

where a sheave is used for hand brake, an

equal hand braking power on each truck.

There w-ill be no angularity to brake rods.

Weight of car being know'n, cj-linder lever

can be stenciled on needle beam in man-

ner shown in Fig. i, thus placing right be-

fore the inspector, or anyone else con-

and if only two levers were used there

would be no chance for confusion. This

plan can be used with double or single

hand brakes. The only part about it that

would not be standard on all cars is the

position of cylinder, and this I do not

consider cuts much figure.
,

The position of cylinder in reference to



3 '4 inches travel, and when connected

in hole No. g, I got 8 inches travel. Before

making trial I adjusted slack so that brake
shoes stood inch from wheel. Of

Ut Hole gives 12G00 lbs. Braking Power

3rd ••



The lines of the diagram seemed to indi-

cate that the standard axle is too weak for

loads over 40,000 pounds, and the author

attributed the common breakage of axles

to^the fact that they are too weak for the

strains they are subjected to. Another

point made was that the axle should be

straight between the w'heels. This point

was also made by Mr. L. S. Randolph in a

paper read at the last meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers. The assertion was made that the

factor of safety of a standard axle is only

about one and a half, whereas in bridges,

rails and other structures the factor of

safety is five.

The railroad men present disputed the

correctness of the calculations on which

the diagram was based. Mr. A. M. Waitt

considered the fact that so few axles

break under cars of 60,000 pounds capacity

as proof positive that the axle was strong

enough. Mr. J. N. Barr attacked the state-

ments with much vigor. The best of his ar-

gument reads: "Theaxleof the present day

is a growth of our experience. We used

to have experience with straight axles,

axles with small wheel fits, and we found

they broke inside of the hub. But we did

not find them breaking in the center.

Then the thing to do was to commence to

build up the axle at the wheel fit. We
did that, with the result that we have had

no trouble with breaking in the center,

and have corrected the tendency to break

inside of the hub, so that the axle, as it

stands to-day, is the result of actual ex-

perience. By gradual growth we have re-

moved the difficulties."

Reading the lesson of past experience,

Mr. G. W. Rhodes remembered that they

used to have much trouble with axles

breaking when they were straight in the

center, and that failures had been ver\'

rare since the tapered form was adopted.

This seemed to prove that it would not be

wise to return to the straight.axle.

Various reasons were suggested by Mr.

Wm. Forsyth to explain w-hy axles did not

break, although Mr. Barnes' figures might

be correct. But he disputed the correct-

ness of an important rule used in making

the calculations. Mr. Barnes had .stated

that the strength of the axle varied with

the fourth power of the diameter, and the

calculations were based on that formula.

Mr. Forsyth held that it ought to be the

cube of the diameter. This makes a very

important difference.

The discussion did not prove anything

conclusively, except that it is ver\' desir-

able that some careful figuring should be

done to ascertain exactly the margin of

strength allowed in the dimensions of the

standard axle. If it can be proved that

the margin of safety is less than five, a

new form ought to be adopted.

There has always been a tendency among
the majority in the Master Car Builders'

Association to make the standard axle

as small as possible, and this has led to

repeated enlargements.

Automatic Lock for Angle Cocks.

Our illustration is of a new device in

the way of an angle cock, recently pat-

ented by Mr. Geo. M. Tower and T. R.

Rich, of Fitchburg, Mass.

Across the top of the plug they drill a

hole that serves as a cylinder for a little

piston plug, with a spring back of it ; a

passageway from the pipe is made behind

this piston, as shown. When air is in

train line, the piston is forced out and

locks the plug by entering the hole opposite.

Where this is used on all angle cocks

and cut-out cocks, every cock in the train

is locked open when the pressure is put

in train pipe, and none of them can be

unlocked until the pressure is reduced below

20 pounds, when the spring forces the piston

plug to the unlocked position, as shown.

If this little piston can be kept tight, if the

To Avoid Hot Car Boxes.

There has been no end of discussion on

this subject, and it appears that many of

those who talk about the annoyance of hot

boxes try to go away as far as possible

from common sense in trying to locate the

cause of the trouble. We consider that Mr.

F. D. Adams covered the whole ground in a

few words in his talk at the New England

Railroad Club on "The Cause of Hot Boxes

and What Can Be Done to Obviate Them."

The first necessity which he mentioned

as a preventative was decent brasses. In

the course of his talk he showed brasses

which had made 3,500 miles to the ounce

of material worn off. This proved that

remarkably good material was employed.

Hot boxes are practically unknown on the

road— a happy condition of affairs due to

the use of good brass and good lubricants.

Those who try to save in the quality and

quantity of oil used in car oil boxes gen-

erally pay at the other end in the shape of

hot boxes, hard-pulling cars and annoy-

ing delavs.

i § i
An Anti-Tilt Truck.

Our illustration shows the details of con-

struction of a passenger-coach truck, lately

put into service on the Delaware & Hudson.

The improvement consists in extending

the equalizer across the box and beyond

the wheel far enough to carry the brake-

beam hangers.

plug hole won't collect dirt, and railroads

decide that there is anything wrong with

the ordinary angle valve (which]we doubt),

then this is a neat and cheap device to ac-

complish the ends sought. The makers

have had some of the valves in use, and

claim they work entirely satisfactory.

Anyone interested can get any further in-

formation desired by addressing the in-

ventors as above.
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When the brakes are applied to a truck

of this kind, there is no tendency to pull

down the front end of the truck frame and

push up the rear end ; the straightening of

which, when the brakes are released,

causes that disagreeable lurch of the car.

So far the improvement seems to be a

successful one, and several cars are now
fitted with it, and more are being applied

all the time.



Depreciation of Freight Cars.

Cars, like all things mundane, suffer

from the ravaging tooth of Time, and the

degree of such loss of value is commonly
estimated on the basis of a certain per

cent, of their annual depreciation, limited

to an arbitrary part of original cost.

This is usually taken at 6 per cent, for

body and trucks, all parts included except

certain portions of the air brake. This

method of reaching results is a short cut

involving but few calculations, which,

while they are of no particular value ex-

cept to the owner, are jealousl}' guarded

from the public gaze. '

A table gotten out to show a compara-

tive statement of shrinkage due to age is

presented to our readers as something new
in the waj' of reaching" the annual depre-

ciation of cars.

It is not necessary to saj' much by way
of explanation, for it is believed the data

Some Modern Boiler=Shop Tools.
' The first illustration shows a No. 6,

Hilles & Jones Co. (Wilmington, Del.),

single punch and shear, with 54 in. depth of

No. I.

throat. This machine has capacity for

punching a 6-in. diameter hole in i-in.

thickness the extreme depth of throat,

DEPRECIATION OF STABLE CAR.

venience in belting. These builders make a

large number of improved patterns of this

general line—any depth of throat up to 72 in.

The illustration of the horizontal punch
represents one of their No. 4 size, which is

a very substantial and convenient tool,

having capacity for punching i ^-in. diam-

eter holes in i>(-in. thickness. The die is

held in a forged steel stake, which is keyed

directly through the nose and provides a

.substantial support for the die, at the same
time allowing bent flanges, small diame-

ters of pipes, etc., to be conveniently

handled. On this tool there is also one of

their adjustable automatic stops, which
make the machines easier to handle and
much quicker in operation.

Both machines are self-contained ; wear-

ing parts are large and carefully designed

to take up lost motion. They build hori-

zontal machines for almost any capacity

and any ordinary depth of throat.

Years
in

Service.

Value,
End of

new
1st year,
,2d

••
,

A :;4th "

5th ,

6lh '
,

7th "
,

8th "
,

gth "
,

loth "
,

nth •'
.

i2th "
,

ilth
'

14th "
,

iSth
'•

,

$8.50
7.60

6.70

5.80

4.90
4.00

>

$68. oo
60.80

53.60
46.40
35.20
32.00

8.45

7.Q0

7-35
6.80

6.25

5.70
5- IS
4.60

40s
3-SO

$36.00
33.80
31.60

25.40
27.20
25.00
22.80
20.60

18.40

l6.20
14.00

Value of Bearings
to be
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40.00
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40.00
40.00

40.00
40.00
40.00
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Malleable Iron Carlines and 5ill

Pockets.

It is well known that in the framing of

freight cars the strength of important

members of the structure is reduced con-

siderably by the material which must be

removed for mortises and tenons. This

method of framing also makes it difficult

to remove anv sinarle member of the car

frame for the purpose of making repairs.

These objectionable features are avoided by

the malleable iron carline and sill pockets,

which the National Malleable Castings

Company are making, under patents con-

trolled by Mr. W. E. Coffin, of Marshall,

Tex. Samples of these pockets are shown

in Fig. 1 of the accompanying illustra-

tion, the lower view showing several of

them of diiferent sizes, attached to a side

plate, and with the ends of the carlines in

place ; the intermediate view shows the

same pockets with the carlines removed,

and the upper view shows the plate and
carline ends drilled and ready to be put to-

gether. In Fig. 2 are shown pieces of

freight-car plates and carlines, which illus-

trate in a striking manner the way in

which the parts are weakened by the pres-

ent method of framing.

The advantages of these carline and sill

pockets maybe summed up as follows:

They save the time and expense of mor-

tising and tenoning timbers, and also re-

duce the cost of erecting the frame work
of a car ; and the sills and plates are not

weakened, as in the present construction
;

and the time required in renewing end or

side plates, carlines or sills, is greatly re-

duced, as by removing the bolts which

hold the carline or sill pocket, a timber can

be removed without spreading the frame or

disturbing the adjacent parts. They are

made in all sizes and shapes by the National
'

Malleable Castings Company, from whom
further information may be obtained by
applying to the office of the railway depart-

ment of the company, 1525 Old .Colony

Building, Chicago.

i i i
Kind Word*.

We have receiv-

ed the following

letter from the Jo-

seph Dixon Cruc-

ible Co., Jersey

City :

"We hand you
enclosed herewith

something for your

columns which we
believe will very

much interest your

readers. We have

evidence almost
daily of the ex-

tended circulation

of Locomotive
E N G I X E E R I N G,

and better yet, evi-

dence of its being

the most carefully

read by the me-
I hanical men of

llie railroad coni-

I'anies. Through
- its columns we
have been enabled

to reach many of

the engineers and

master mechanics

of even the Spanish countries. Any num-
ber of letters have been received from

Mexico for samples of Dixon's Lubricating

Graphite and our pamphlet on the subject.

" We write you this to tickle you, not to

have vou increase the advertising rates."

grade character of the files and rasps made
by this concern, due to the superior quality

of material used and the improved methods,

skill and care employed in their manufac-

ture, has won the favor and patronage of

discriminating users of such tools. The
Nicholson Company enjoy the distinction

of operating the largest and most complete

file works in the world, having three dis-

tinct plants.

They make over three thousand varieties

of increment cut files and rasps, including

the famous "Nicholson," "American,"
and "X. F." files. These brands have
become standards. No matter for what
class of work files are wanted, the Nichol-
son File Company are prepared to furnish
a superior article for the service required.

This is a good thing to make a note of.

i i i
We have received an illustrated cata-

logue of the Elliott Frog & Switch Co.'s

Works, East St. Louis, 111. It contains a

bird's-eye view of the works and engrav-

ings of all the switches, frogs, crossings

and track appliances made by the com-
pany. There is a very great variety of
them. Besides the track fixtures, it con-
tains illustrations of many tools used for
railroad work, which are made by the
company, among them bein.g track drills,

claw bars, mallets, picks, tamping bars,

and everything, in fact, that is used in the
repair and maintenance of track. The
book is very convenient for the pocket,
being bound in morocco leather and got up
in first-class style. Those interested in the
maintenance of track can obtain the cata-

logue on application to the company.

i i i
Mr. Theo. N. Ely writes us : Please

note, for your information, that the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Compan\- will be repre-

sented at the approaching meeting of

the International Railway Congress by
the following delegates : jf r. Frank Thom-
son, first vice-president, Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company ; Mr. James McCrea, first

vice-president, lines west of Pittsburgh
;

Jlr. Theodore N. EIv, chief of motive

Nicholson Files and Rusp.s,

The products of the Nicholson File

Company, Pro\'idence, R. I., have attained

a world-wide reputation. The strictly high-
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,
Ml". Jaiiu'^ I. r,i\liir, general

iiuropean passenger agent. This com-
pany has been a member of the congress for

about ten years, or from about the time of

its organization.



High-Speed Locomotives.

BY WILLIAM BARNET LE VAN.

Fast passenger trains are what is sought

after by the traveling community, and we
often hear of spurts of seventy and eighty

miles an hour for short distances—five or

six miles continuously.

The writer has ridden upon many loco-

motives and fast trains, for the purpose of

ascertaining their average speed for a con-

tinuous stretch of eighty miles. The fastest

commercial trains do not average one mile

per minute, although I have ridden on

them at the rate of eighty miles an hour

for short di.stances. The space to be cov-

ered between Germantown Junction, Phila-

delphia, and Jersey City, is eighty-four

(84) miles, and the average .speed for a con-

tinuous run is forty-nine (49) miles an

hour.

According to my knowledge of the loco-

motives employed, weight of train and the

roadbed, this is a fair result, but I am sat-

isfied that for continuous nms between the

two points above mentioned sixty (60)

miles an hour can be accomplished, by the

adoption of a locomotive arranged with a

single steam cylinder and a single pair of

driving -d'hecls.

English railway superintendents have

found by actual tests, that for fast contin-

uous runs, a single pair of driving wheels

must be adopted. The average speed of

their fast trains, corresponding to our five

and six car trains on the Pennsylvania

Railroad, is fifty-three
( 53 ) miles an hour,

and by reducing the friction of the loco-

motive, by the adoption of a single steam

cylinder, and a corresponding reduction in

gear in connection with a single pair of

driving wheels, a mile a minute can be

easily maintained for long continuous

runs.

It is a fact well known to all intelligent

engineers, that locomotives are constructed

so as to be capable of developing initially

the power requisite to start the trains

which they are intended to draw, and this

initial power, as is also well known, is

about fifty (50) per cent, greater than that

afterwards required to continue the motion

of the train, under like conditions of

grade, etc.

I am not at all willing to concede or ad-

mit that two steam cj'linders are necessary

or advantageous for a locomotive, although

two are almost always applied. Messrs.

Stephenson & Howe and F. W. Webb,
of England, Mr. Phlegerand Mr. Smith, of

America, it is true, designed a large num-
ber of three-cylinder locomotives, and the

Baldwin Locomotive Works have built a

large number of four-cylinder ones. Again,

on the other hand, a considerable number
of single-cylinder locomotives have been

made by Neilson & Co., of Glasgow, Scot-

land.

In America, the majority of our fastest

and most effective steamboats and steam-

ships were equipped with single steam-

cylinder engines up to a few years ago.

In England, on the contrary, almost all

marine engines had two steam cylinders.

In 1853 I was an engineer on the Quaker

City, a steamship built by Merrick & Son,

of Philadelphia ; she was a side-wheeler

with a single steam-cylinder side-lever

engine. When the steamer Pacific, of the

Collins line, was lost, our ship agreed to

carry the United States mails to Liverpool,

England. We were fourteen days in cross-

ing, having heavy weather. We lost our

starboard wheelhouse, but we weathered

the storm. When we arrived in Liverpool

we were visited by a great many English

engineers, none of whom could under-

stand how we ever succeeded, with only a

single engine, in crossing in safety. They
also referred with astonishment to the fast

time made by single-cylinder engines on

our steamboats in America.

As for propellers, there are many engi-

neers who are loath to believe that a single-

cylinder engine is as effective and reliable

as a two-cylinder one, but the fact is well

established that one cylinder is sufficient

for the fastest propellers, and they are

most economical in fuel consumption. All

the best and fastest lake steamers had sin-

gle steam cylinders up to and until the

ment would run with considerably less

friction, even when transmitting the same

power as would be developed in two cylin-

ders, while it is evident that single-cylin-

der locomotives would be much lighter

and cheaper than the complicated arrange-

ments now in use?

The adoption of single cylinders would

make a revolution in locomotive construc-

tion, and would result in great economy.

The coal consumption between Philadel-

phia and Jersey City, distance eighty-nine

miles, averages about sixty pounds per

train-mile, while by the adoption of a

single steam cylinder and a pair of single

drivers, the coal consumption could be re-

duced to about forty pounds per mile.

Ask any engineer who has ever had one

side of his engine broken down, and was

forced to disconnect the connecting rods

on the disabled side, if he has not been

able to make his schedule time with his

single cylinder, and also the fact that he

was able to maintain his steam pressure

much better than when two cylinders were

in use. He would probably respond in the

affirmative.

The objection raised against single-cyl-

Proposed Single-Cylinder Locomotive.

introduction of the compound engines

(which are, in fact, only a continuation of

the single cylinder to utilize all the heat

units in the steam).

The paddle wheels and propellers of

steamships form fly-wheels of great

weight, which serve to keep the engine in

motion when started. In our stationary

engines, with the aid of a heavy fly-wheel,

a single cylinder arranged with a detach-

able cut-ofif can be run at pleasure with an

admission of steam on one end of the cyl-

inder only. In gas and caloric engines,

the power is applied in one direction only,

the piston being brought back by the fly-

wheel.

In the case of a locomotive, the momen-
tum of the train, once in motion, is the

most effective fly-wheel, and the engine

once started would run with an admission

of steam on one stroke only at each revo-

lution of the wheels.

A locomotive with a steam cylinder

24 in. diameter would equal in area two
17-in. diameter cylinders. What engineer

can doubt that, with but one piston, cross-

head, connecting rod, valve, link and set

of eccentrics, the single-cjdinder arrange-
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inder locomotives is the difficulty of start-

ing the train, in case the engine should

stop with the piston on the extreme end
of the stroke (on the dead center, as the

engineer terms it). Now, I propose to

overcome this difficulty by casting on the

driving wheels, under the flange tire, a
toothed rack into which a pinion could be
engaged, the shaft of which could be op-

erated by small engines (rotary preferred),

to start it when the engine was on the

center.

The pinion could be so arranged that it

could be quickly thrown in or out of gear,

the same as the back gear of an engine
lathe. The use of small engines to assist

in starting large engines is not new, as a

great many marine engines are so fitted to

help start the valve motion of the steam
cylinders ; also in locomotives, for work-
ing the reversing gear and also for the air

brakes.

Again, inside-cylinder locomotives are

less costly to build, especially so with only

one steam cylinder and the necessary con-

nections, and for extremely fast running,

an inside-cylinder locomotive is better than

an outside one.



The advantage of a single pair of driv-

ing wheels for locomotives has been dem-
onstrated by the best English practice for

the past twenty years, namely, by the Great

Northern Railway of England, Mr. Patrick

Sterling, superintendent, whose "singles"

are averaging fifty-three (53) miles an
hour with a coal consumption of twentj'-

three (23) pounds per mile. Also by the

Midland Railway, S. W. Johnson, super-

intendent, whose "single" locomotives,

with inside cylinders, are hauling trains

of 240 tons between London and Leicester,

distance 98 miles, at a speed of fiftj'-one (51)

miles per hour with a coal consumption of

twenty-six (26) pounds per mile, includ-

ing all the fuel used in raising .steam and
in running 3^^ miles from train shed to St.

Pancras station, London, and back each

day. The longest run these locomotives

make, without stop, is 124 miles. Consid-

ering the loads, speed and grades, these lo-

comotives perform the hardest work of this

character that is accomplished in England.

One of the fastest running locomotives

in England is No. 123 of the Caledonian

Company, which, during the great "rail-

way race " of 1888, drew the West Coast

train between Carlisle and Edinburgh,

when loi miles were covered in 104 min-

utes, some of the grades being lyi per

cent. (76 feet) per mile
; coal consumption

thirty-two (32) pounds per mile.

The Northeastern Railway is operated

by Messrs. Worsdell and Von Borris com-

pound locomotives, inside cylinders, with

single pair of drivers, the average coal

consumption being twenty-seven (27)

pounds per mile. One of these locomo-

tives hauled thirty-two (32) empty coaches

a distance of 67 miles in 78 minutes

;

weight of train, 270 tons. All of the above

locomotives are fitted with pneumatic or

steam sand-blast for increasing adhesion.

It has been demonstrated, and will prob-

ably be \ouched for by every locomotive

engineer, that for fast speed, easy riding

and economy in coal and repairs, nothing

can equal a locomotive with inside cylin-

ders and a "single" pair of driving

wheels.

The adhesion of a locomotive is the

measure of its power, other things being

equal. The useful work which a locomo-

tive is capable of performing is, of course,

limited by the co-efiicient or proportion of

adhesion which exists, or can be created,

between the driving wheels and the rails
;

in other words, as soon as the effect of the

steam in the cylinders produces a tractive

force greater than the adhesion, "slip-

ping " is the result. In ordinary practice

the co-efficient of adhesion is found to be

equal to one-sixth (''6) of the weight rest-

ing upon the driving wheels.

The amount of adhesion required to turn

to account the whole power which a loco-

motive is capable of developing varies in-

versely as the speed at which the locomo-

tive is run

—

i/ie higher the speed the less

being ilte adhesion required.

Take a locomotive capable of supply-

ing steam sufficient to develop in the cylin-

ders 10,000,000 foot-pounds of work per

hour, over and above that required to over-

come the frictional or other resistances of

the locomotive itself. If, now, the loco-

motive is moving at a speed of but 1,000

feet per minute, or about twelve miles per

hour, a pull of 10,000 pounds will have to

be exerted to use up the power developed,

and the adhesion will have to be such as

will enable this pull to be exerted without

causing the locomotive to slip. If, how-
ever, the speed of the locomotive be in-

creased to S,ooo feet per minute, then the

pull necessary to use up the 10,000,000

foot-pounds of available work developed

per minute in the cylinders would be as

follows :

TT- 1 10,000,000 1 ,Work = —! = 1,250 pounds onlv,
8,000

and the adhesion weight woidd be only

one-eighth ( s ) of that necessary in the

case first supposed.

From the above it will be seen that in

locomotives running at slow speeds it is

desirable to have a great proportion of the

weight available for adhesion, yet in the

case of fast-running locomotives this is by
no means always necessary, particularly if

the trains run by fast locomotives do not

require to be started very quickly. In

freight and shifting locomotives, running

at slow speed, coupled driving wheels have

all the available weight for adhesion, but

at high speeds this advantage ceases.

If the rails be perfectly clean and dry,

the adhesion is increased ; if wet, it is but'

little reduced. A greasy rail and misty

weather will reduce the adhesion as much
as sixty (60) per cent., and the result is a

considerable amount of " slipping " takes

place. This, in the present state of the arts,

is nearly overcome by the improved steam

or pneumatic track-sanding apparatus,

which completely removes many of the

difficulties attending the old method of

letting sand fall by gravity on the rail.

When sand falls by gravity, owing to the

slow velocity with which the sand issues

from the pipe, it is very liable in a side

wind to be blown off so as to fall clear of

the rail. It is, moreover, very wasteful of

sand, as it is impossible to regulate the

delivery so as to give a constant and even

supply during any considerable time. All

these objections, however, are obviated in

the new sanding apparatus, as the sand is

delivered at a high velocity directly to the

point of contact of the wheel and the rail,

and the amount supplied can be controlled

perfectly.

The power of locomotives depends prin-

cipally upon two elements, their heating

.surface and their adhesive weight ; that is

to .say, the weight resting upon the driving

wheels. All experiments show that the

faster a locomotive runs, the greater is the

production of steam per square foot of

heating surface, and consequently the

greater is the amount of work developed.

As far as the production of steam is con-

cerned, it is advisable to increase the speed
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as much as can be done without injurs- to

the working parts.

In my ideal single-cylinder locomotive,

I propose it to be of minimum weight with

a maximum power. To accomplish this

I must have a high piston speed. I, there-

fore, have adopted a stroke of thirty (30)

inches with a cylinder diameter of twenty-

four (24) inches, as before stated ; driving

wheels are to be eight ( 8 ) feet diameter,

which will correspond to two hundred and

ten (210) revolutions per minute, and a

piston speed of one thousand and fifty

( 1,050) feet.

The boiler to be made of best mild steel,

designed for a steam pressure of two hun-

dred (200) pounds, butt-jointed, with dou-

ble-covered strips, circular seams single riv-

eted. The boiler to contain 19S flues two

(2) inches in diameter, thirteen (13) feet

long ; firebox 42 x 84 inches. Heating sur-

face in firebox 130 square feet, flue surface

1,350 square feet, total heating surface

1,480 square feet. The firebox to be fitted

with a brick arch ; also a deflector plate for

the fire-door. Grate surface 25 square feet.

For starting from a state of rest, I have

a pair of steam cylinders, connected to

suitable gear pinions, engaging with the

teeth of the driving wheel, so arranged

that they can be thrown in or out of gear

while in motion ; therefore, the auxilian,-

engines are onh- used for starting.

i i i
"Big Four" Yards.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis people have got particularly well

arranged car yards at Indianapolis. The
arrangement for taking care of the pas-

senger cars is especially worthy of atten-

tion, and the handsome appearance of the

cars shows that they are unusually well

attended to. In connection with the car

shops, they have an excellent arrangement

of bins for holding all kinds of castings

and material. This is run on the card sys-

tem, and those in charge can see at a

glance how much stock of everj' kind

there is on hand. It was a little difficult

getting this system into easy working

order, as the men were inclined to take

out material without leaving a record, but

a little attention worked them into the

practice of recording what was taken, and

the system now runs very smoothly. Ever>'

kind of material—iron and lumber—that

goes into a car is controlled by this sys-

tem, and these shops have been using up

a great deal of scrap in the last few years,

and have bins arranged for the different

kinds of articles. In the past year the use

of old material in repairs has averaged 65

per cent., and some months it has gone as

high as 78 per cent. The yard where the

passenger cars are kept is piped through-

out with air and steam, and every known
facility is provided for keeping the cars in

good order. They look remarkably uniform

in their clean brightness. We have never

examined a whole yard of passenger cars

that looked so well.



BOILER-MA KING—II.

By C. E. Fourness.*

BOILER SEAMS.

Figs. I to lo showed ordinary single and

double riveted seams, and to find tlie per-

centage of strength in these to the solid

iron, some very simple formulae or rules are

applicable. For instance, find the per

cent, of strength to the solid iron in a sin-

gle-riveted seam, X-i°- plate, ^-in. rivets,

pitched or spaced 2-in. centers. First re-

duce all to a decimal form, as it simplifies

the calculation : '4 equals .25, and >s-in.

rivets will require an SJ-in. hole—this hole

is supposed to be filled by the rivet

after driving, consequently that diameter

is used in the calculation— IJ-in. equals

.6875. First find the per cent, of strength

P—D
of the sheet. The formula is —--—'/,,

P—the pitch, />=the diameter of the rivet

hole, Ji;=percent. of strength to the solid

iron. Substituting values, —'-—^ = .66.
2

The rule for obtaining this result is ; From
the pitch to subtract the diameter of the

TABLE N° 2.

DIAMLTCR
OFRWET



will be under consideration
; 5^^ expressed

decimally, equals 5.125 :

Strength of the solid plate,

13 X .375 X 55,000 = 268,125

1st. Strength of the plate through

AA. (13 -. 8125) X. 375X55.000=251, 367

2d. Strength of the plate through

BB, with the shearing strength

of one rivet added, (13—2X.8i25)

X .375 X 55,000 + 23,332 = 257,941

3d. Strength of the plate through

JS£, with the shearing strength

of two rivets at BB and one at

AA added, (13 - 4 X .8125) X
•375 X 55,000+ 3 X 23,332 = 271,089

4th. Strength of the plate through

£>£>, with welt added, (13—4 X
•8125 )+ (5.i25-2X. 8125) X. 375 X

55,000 = 252,656

5th. Shearing strength of eleven

rivets, single shear, 11 X 23,332 = 256,652

The sheet through AA being the weak-

est, divide 251,367 by 268,125 =0.937 per

cent.

Fig. 14 is a triple-riveted double-butt

strapped seam of ^/-in. rivets and }i-in.

steel plates. This might fail in one of three

different ways : First, by the sheet failing

through AA ; second, the sheet failing

through BB, and shearing one rivet AA ;

third, by shearing all the rivets exposed.

A section of this seam 6j4 in. long will be

considered :

Strength of the solid plate,

6.5 X .375 X 55,000 = 134,062

1st. Strength of the plate through

AA (6.5-. 8i25)X. 375X55,000=117,304

2d. Strength of the plate through

BB, with the shearing strength

of one rivet added, (6.5 — 2 x
.8125) x .375 X 55,000 -f 23,332 = 123,879

3d. Shearing strength of four rivets

in double shear, which is two

times the strength in single shear,

and add one rivet in single shear,

2 X 23,332=46,664 X4=i86,656+
23,332 = 209,988

The plate through AA being the weak-
est, divide that strength by the strength of

the solid sheet, 1 17,304 -i- 134,062 = 0.875.

g ^ @
'

New Cam Valve Motion.

The numerous engineers and inventors

who have labored, dreamed and speculated

on the production of a mechanism which
would quicken the action of engine valves

for the purpose of admission, cut-off and
release, will be interested in an invention

described by Mr. Charles T. Porter in a

paper read at the last meeting of the

Society of Mechanical Engineers. The
motion is of the cam variety, and appears

to be so ingeniously designed that the

well-known weaknesses of the cam as an

actuating motion have been overcome.

The advantages claimed for this motion

are :

1st. It imparts to the valves an open-

ing movement, for steam admission, which,

cutting off at two-tenths of the stroke, is

three and one-third times larger than that

given by an eccentric of the same throw.

This advantage, of course, diminishes as

the point of cut-off is carried later. Cut-

ting off at four-tenths of the stroke, the

opening made by the cam for admission is

twice as wide as that made by the eccentric.

2d. It permits the expansion to con-

tinue, in all cases, to eleven-twelfths of

the stroke, compression taking place at

the same point of the return stroke. These

points may be varied somewhat, by giving

exhaust lead or lap to the valves.

3d. It compensates for the inequali-

ties in piston motion which are produced

by the angular vibration of the connect-

ing rod, making the point of cut-off the

same on the opposite strokes, and giving

at the back end of the cylinder the greater

lead and wider opening for admission,

which are required by the more rapid mo-

tion of the piston at that end of its stroke.

As a consequence of the larger opening,

the cam enables perfect steam distribution

to be made, at high piston speed, by the

use of comparatively small valves, the

same valve performing the functions of

admission, cut-off and release, and making

a single opening for admission and a single

opening for release. This gives extreme

simplicitv of construction, which enables

the waste room to be reduced to from i !<

per cent, to 2 per cent, of the piston dis-

placement, for a piston travel of 750 feet

per minute.

The motion is intended to be used for

triple expansion and similar engines, and

the claim is made that by its use the ratio

of expansion of the steam can be greatly

increased without difficulty.

The motion produces what seems to be

an ideal indicator diagram. Those who
might be ambitious to apply the motion to

locomotives would, however, do well to in-

vestigate the practical effect of valve mo-

tions that have succeeded in making loco-

motives produce diagrams approaching

those of high-class automatic engines. In

every case the consumption of steam has

been increased. There appears to be a

good deal of truth in the maxim that, for

locomotives, expansive working is expen-

sive working.

g i i
Why the Engines Slowed.

BY ,S.\M SHORT.

They were talking about the fearful loss

of life at sea during the terrible storms of

last winter, and of the £/be going to the

bottom, with the greater part of her human
cargo a few minutes after being struck.

All agreed that railroading, with all its

drawbacks, was ahead of a seafaring life.

" I alwaj's thought," said the Treasurer,
'

' that there was something in the remark

of the colored cook who had seen service

in steamers as well as in dining cars. ' I'se

tek de Ian' ebery time,' said this dusky

philosopher. ' Ef you'se in a hin' en' col-

lision an get mashed up, dar you is,

you'se all dar, but when you gets mashed

at sea, whar es you? You'se no whar.' "
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"To tell the truth," said the Old Mem-
ber, with a far-away look in his eyes, " it's

a surprise to me that collisions at sea are

not more common than they are.

"The thing is hardly credible, but

there are lots of vessels trading in Euro-

pean seas that go without lights at night to

.save the miserable little cost of oil. It is

hard gaging the meanness of some skip-

pers. And then the keeping of watch at

night is very much of a farce on ships

that are undermanned.

"An incident of my own experience

will let you know the kind of lookout kept

on some ships. In my youth I was a marine

engineer for a few years, and the greater

part of my experience was on what are

called tramp steamers. I shipped on one

of these at Glasgow as chief engineer, and

we left the harbor about 10 o'clock on a

Saturday night. I have always been a

temperance man, and so I was sober ; but I

really believe that I was the only person

on board who was not loaded more or less

with whisky. I had the hardest job in

my experience to find firemen not too

drunk for shoveling coal.

"There were only two engineers, and I

kept the first watch. About two in the

morning I got the other engineer down,

and I turned in. It seemed that I had only

got comfortably asleep, when one of the

firemen came and called me. He said that

the engineer on watch was so sound asleep

that they could not waken him, and there

seemed to be something wrong with the

engines. I got up in a hurry and went be-

low. The engineer had evidently got a

new supply of liquid enjoyment after he

went on watch, and it had made him oblivi-

ous to engines and all other things earthly.

He was certainly asleep, and dead drunk at

that. There was plenty of water in the

boilers and the steam was all right, but the

engines were working very slow. I felt all

the bearings, thinking therf must be some-

thing hot enough to slow down the engines;

but the bearings were all cool, the throttle

was open, and the cut-off set right. There

was no reason why the engines should not

be going at full speed.
'

' Badly puzzled about what was the mat-

ter, I went on deck. The night was dark,

and there appeared to be no one on deck

or on the bridge. I went forward to see if

there was any one keeping a lookout for-

ward. There was nobody there, but on

looking over the bows I saw the white

beach below. The vessel was aground, and

the engines were doing their best to push

the ship into the country.

" I went and called the captain, who had

been the fullest of all the crowd. After

hard work, I got him on deck and to a

realizing sense of the .situation.

" ' Back her off !
' he shouted.

" ' Not much,' I said ;
' not till you find

out that there is not a hole in her bottom.'

" An examination was made, and no leak

being found, we backed the engines, and

she came off easily. Then we went on our

voyage."



A Railroad Lyceum.
BY SAM SHORT.

Junction is a small railroad town, which
owes its existence to the railroad shops,

where 300 men are employed. When the

shops were located at Junction, land spec-

ulators at once perceived the opportunity

for making money by working up a boom
in town lots. Predictions were made that

the place would be a new St. Paul, and
not a few people invested hard-saved earn-

ings in lots that are now cow pastures.

There were no natural advantages to bring

forth a crowded city out of a wilderness

—

no water power, no minerals ; only a level

country, where yards could be made at

little expense, and where a good, healthy

site was found for the repair shops.

After the preliminary boom exhausted

itself, the place settled' down to natural

growth, and has now about 7,000 inhab-

itants.

The shops were no sooner in running
order, and the human attachments settled

in homes, than the universal hunger for

amusement began to be felt. The little

world of Junction soon set about to amuse
itself after the fashion set by larger com-
munities. The boys formed ball clubs

;

the girls had their musical circles ; there

were progressive euchre clubs, and whist

clubs, dancing societies, dramatic unions,

and numerous other combinations calcu-

lated to lighten the passing hours and
to drive dull care away.

Weariness was chased away for several

seasons by these methods for time-killing.

Other means of amusement were resorted

to, but it dawned upon some of the people

that the pursuit of mere amusement was a

profitless way of spending hours of leisure.

When Morris Chase, who runs the large

wheel lathe, proposed that they should

form an Engineering Lyceum, his words
fell on fertile ground. Morris is given to

high-sounding words, and his proposal,

when boiled down, was to form evening

classes for the study of engineering sub-

jects.

Men and boys took readily to the new
scheme, most of them had been reading

railroad and mechanical papers, and an

impression was abroad that some study

was necessary for those who wanted to

keep up with the procession. The grow-
ing practice of making men go through an
examination before giving them employ-
ment or promotion, is making railroad

men of all classes familiar with the idea

that learning things relating to the princi-

ples of their calling is becoming a necessity.

There was no difficult}' in getting mem-
bers to join the Lyceum, but it was not so

easy finding competent men for teachers.

It looked as if the project was stalled for

want of teachers, when Philip Rasbach,

the draughtsman, volunteered to teach

drawing. Then Archie McPherson, the

pattern-maker, offered to help out with

arithmetic and mechanical calculations.

The Lyceum was started with these two
classes, and then William Kinvig, the

general foreman, who is an engineering

school graduate, was prevailed upon to

give instruction in applied mechanics.

The officers of the company agreed to

give the use of a room in the office build-

ing as a class-room. The air-brake in-

struction car generally stands on a spur

track near the offices. At regular inter-

vals the whole of the members of the

classes adjourn to the air-brake car and

listen to Traveling Engineer Matthew talk

about air-brake mechanism, lubricator con-

struction, action of injectors, details of the

heating apparatus, and kindred subjects

on which he is authority, and has the

mechanism at hand for explanation.

The zeal for learning soon langui.shed.

Many who joined the Lyceum when it was

founded dropped out. These expected to

acquire knowledge without working for it.

But the select few remained—enough of

them to make up good working classes

—

and the members are making substantial

progress. Those who belong to the classes

will gradually acquire information about

the principles of their business which, in

after years, will commend the possessors to

higher positions.

One day I visited the shops at Junction,

and the master mechanic invited me to

visit the Lyceum in the evening. He is

naturally proud of the interest the men
and boys take in the classes.

PULLEY BLOCKS.

The night of my visit, the subject before

the applied mechanics class was pulley

blocks. The classes are carried on in a

rather free and easy style, the members
being encouraged to ask questions about

anything they do not understand con-

nected with their work.

The subject of pulley- blocks was brought

up through one of these questions. There

had been a wreck on the road a short time

before,with an engine down the bank, and

James Pahner, the inquisitive apprentice,

was out with the wrecking gang. They
used a rope and snatch block for hauling

up the wrecked engine, and Palmer had

much to ,sa3' about the immense increase

of power exerted by the snatch block.

In his talk, which was illustrated by
drawings and pulleys, Kinvig went on :

" The pulley block is one of the six me-
chanical powers that every mechanic is

constantly employing in some form. The
others are the lever, the wheel and axle, the

wedge, the inclined plane and the screw.

All the mechanical powers are made up
from two elements, the lever and the in-

clined plane. A single-movement pulley

is merely a simple lever with movable

arms. The pulley provides us with the

most striking illustration of what in me-
chanics is known as the principle of

virtual velocities. This principle is ' What
is gained in power is lost in speed. ' You
find the principle applied at every step in

the machine shop, from the simple pinch

bar to the gearing of the punching
machine.
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Fig. I.

"Everyboy who rides a see-saw on a fence

gets a practical lesson in virtual velocities,

if he is observing enough to learn it. If

one boy is heavier than the other, in order

to balance he has to sit closer to the bear-

ing (fulcrum) than the other bo}-, and he

moves a shorter distance through the air.

If one boy is twice the weight of the other,

he will balance at half the distance of the

n-n other boy from the

fence, and he will

move through the air

only half the space

made by the light

boy and at half the

speed. The ratio of

speed is as two is to

one. This proportion

between speed and

the work done is of

much importance in

figuring on pulleys

and other mechan-

ical powers, and it is

known as ' velocity

ratio.'

" Getting back to

pulleys, the simplest

form is the single-

movement pulley,

shown on Fig. i. The snatch block belongs

to this order of pulleys. When the weights

B and C attached to the rope of this pulley

are equal, they will balance each other.

In the case shown there is a weight of 50

pounds at each end. This puts 100 pounds

weight upon the pulley. If you pull down

the weight B, the weight C ascends the

same distance as B goes down, so the

velocity ratio is

equal. When this

kind of pulley is

used alone, its pur-

pose is to change

the direction of mo-

tion."
'

' That seems plain

enough," remarked

Matthew, "but why
do we sometimes see

a single pulley hung
above machine tools,

for the machinist to

use in raising
.work ?

"

" That is done for

convenience," re-

plied Kinvig, "and
it really enables a

man to lift a heavier

weight than he could

raise in his arms.

You see, with the

k

Fig.

pulley he can get a direct pull on anything

he wishes to lift. You all know that you

can stand directly over a heavy axle-box

and raise it from the ground. When you

try to take the same box in your arms and

lift it to a planer table, you find that you

can't do it. When it is held in the arms,

the leverage is against you.

" The snatch block is used for the same



Fig. 3.

reason as they place a single pulley block

above a tool. An engine is down a bank,

and the wreck-master wishes to haul it in

the direction of least resistance, or by the

way that it can be drawn back
to the track with the least la-

bor. The locomotive or wreck-

ing-car engine used to supply

the power cannot be put in a

position to pull directh- upon
the wrecked engine, so a

snatch block is anchored in

the right position, and through

it the force to do the hauling

is transmitted in the direction

required."

" Why would a strong ring

not be as good as the snatch

block or the single pulley?"

asked Palmer.
" That brings up a question

of friction," replied Kinvig.

"There are two kinds of friction which we
are all very familiar with in shop and rail-

road work. When you roll a pair of wheels

on the rails they are easily moved, but if

you try to slide them a great deal of

.strength must be exerted. One is a case

of rolling friction, the other is sliding fric-

tion. A rope passed over a pulley that re-

volves, moves by rolling friction ; when a

rope is moved over a bar or through a ring,

it has to be moved by sliding friction. In

the latter case the work lost in friction is

very great.

" We all know that a wheel can be rolled

much easier than it can be slid," said Pal-

mer, "but a flexible thing like a rope slid-

ing over a solid bar ought not to give much
greater resistance than it does rolling over a

pulley.

"That is where you are wrong," replied

Kinvig. " I will show you the difference

by experiment in the machine shop next

lesson night. At present, you have to take

my word for the friction under the two

conditions.

"With large, well-made pulley blocks,

the loss from friction is very

small. Within certain limits,

the larger the sheave of a

pulley block the smaller is

the work lost in friction.

The work lost in friction with

a single pulley block varies

from 3>2 to 5 per cent. The
amount of friction increases

directly with the load. That

is to say, 3>2 pounds will

overcome the friction when
the load is 100 pounds, and

it will take 7 pounds to pro-

duce movement when the

load is 200 pounds.

"Returning to the e.xam-

ple of Fig. I, you will find

that a pull of 2/i pounds

added to the weight C will

make it descend and raise B. Pi<i- 4-

Now, if we take the rope out of the pul-

ley block and put it over a hook or plain

bar, we will find that more than three

times the weight to be lifted must be ex-

erted before movement begins. In fact,

instead of starting movement by the addi-

tion of 3^ pounds to one weight, it will

not move until an addition of about 120

pounds has been put on."

"That is all very strange," exclaimed

Palmer. "The block that I thought in-

creased the power decreases it. Tell us,

anyhow, in what way increase of power is

got from using pulley blocks. '

'

" It is just on the same principle that in-

crease of power is got from many of the

shop tools you are familiar with. You re-

duce speed and gain power. The same
thing is seen in locomotives. We have

20 X 24 passenger engines with driving

wheels 72 inches diameter—they are

flyers, but they are not worth much on a

hard pull. We have moguls with 20 x 24-

inch cylinders and 50-inch wheels—they

are not flyers, but they haul twenty-six

loads over Morse Hill.

" In Fig. 2 you see a double-block ar-

rangement. A weight of 100 pounds hangs

on the movable pulley B. If we could

ignore friction and the weight of the pulley

B and the weight of the rope, a weight

of 50 pounds at C
would exactly balance

the weight of 100

pounds. In this case

the friction is about

10 per cent. When
weight sufficient is

added to cause the

weight C to raise the

weight B, the power,

as the light weight is

called, moves two

inches down for every

inch the load D goes

up. Thus the speed

ratio is 2 to i.

"The kind of block and tackle mostly

used in wrecking and other outside work
are the double three-sheave pulley blocks

shown in Fig. 3. A rope is fastened to the

upper block A, and then passes round a

sheave of the lower block B, and up again

to the upper block, and so on till the rope

passes over all the sheaves. If there were

no friction, the rope passing through these

blocks would balance six poimds of load to

one of power. About one-third of the

power in this case is lost by friction. The
speed ratio is 6 to i

.

"

"That talk is very interesting and in-

structive to me," said Matthew, " but there

is one hoisting apparatus used a great deal

in the shop which I, for one, do not un-

derstand. That is the Weston diff'erential

pulley block. It has only three pulle3's,

but it can be made to lift more weight than

a set of six sheave-blocks. How is it done ? '

'

' 'The differential pulley block, '

' answered

Kinvig, " is a development of the Chinese

windlass, used in many draw-wells, and is

a good illustration of the mechanical prin-

ciple, so often seen in practical mechanics

and already referred to, where, by sacrifice

of speed, great power is obtained. In
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Fig. 5-

Fig. 7.

the differential pulley block, the power
moves much farther than the load.

"The differential pulley block shown in

Fig. 4 consists of three parts—an upper

pulley block, a

lower pulley

_ block, and an end-

f^__,-"^-*'ryrH»'. ^i\ l<^ss chain. The
"~ "~ " sheave of the up-

per block is dou-

ble, one part be-

ing a little smaller

in diameter than

the other. The
grooves have
sprockets on the

edges to prevent the chain from slipping.

The lower block has a single sheave.
'

' The action of the apparatus can be

readily followed in Fig. 5. The chain passes

from A up to Z, over the larger groove in

the upper pulley; then downwards at B,

under the lower pulley; up again at C, over

the smaller groove in the upper pulley; and

then back again by D to A. When the

chain is grasped at A and pulled down, the

two grooves of the upper pulley begin to

move together. The action of the part of

the chain passing over the large groove is

to raise the lower pulley O, and the action

of that part of the chain passing over the

smaller groove is to lower the pulley O.

But the large sheave being slightly greater

in circumference than the small one, the

load is raised in proportion to the differ-

ence in size of the sheaves. With the most

common differential pulley blocks, the load

is raised one foot for sixteen feet of chain

hauled over the sheaves. The speed ratio

is, therefore, 16 to i.

"When the direction of the chain is re-

versed, the load is lowered by the large

sheave and raised by the small one, so the

load descends."

"But why," asked an apprentice, " does a

differential hoist hold its

load so that it does not

drop to the floor?"

"That is due to the

friction of the apparatus.

While the friction of a

six-sheave puUe}- block

is about 33 per cent., the

friction of a differential

hoist is about 65 per cent.

This seems to entail great

waste of power, but the

convenience of the ap-

paratus compensates for

this. Not the least merit

of the hoist is that there

is friction sufficient to

hold the load from over-

hauling. When friction

absorbs more than half

thepowerapplied in oper-

ating a hoist, the load

may be depended upon to

hang without overhaul-

ing. When the friction is less than 50 per

cent., then the rope or chain must be fast-

ened to prevent the load from overhauling."

^5 '7 a

Fig. 6.



" How do j-ou fi^^ure the amount of fric-

tion ?" asked Matthew.
" The amount of friction has been found

out by experiment. If we have a weight

of loo pounds hanging to the differential

block, the pull on the chain required to

move the load w-ould be one-sixteenth of

one hundred if there were no friction,

which is 6.25 pounds. If we take a spring

balance and use it to pull the chain by, we
find that the pointer goes up to about 22

pounds before the load begins to move.

When the load is once in motion, it can be

kept going with a pull of about 20 pounds.

When we divide the theoretical power by

the actual power required, thus —^— = 31,

we find the efBciency, which is 31 per

cent."

" There is a different kind of hoist in the

boiler shop,
'

' remarked Chase. '

' How does

it work ?"

"That," said Kinvig, "is the Moore
anti-friction differential block, which has

been designed to reduce the friction that

reduces the efficiency of other differential

blocks. Fig. 6 shows the general arrange-

ment of the hoist. You will see that in

this the hand and lift chains are separate.

This is actuated by an arrangement of

gearing with a perpetual leverage, alwa3's

working at its most advantageous point.

Details of the movement are shown in Fig.

7. The pinion is double—that is, two sizes

in one casting. Refer to the exit and
note the point ^~l in the center of the

eccentric, the point S directly below it

on the pitch line of the smaller pinion,

and the point C below and in line with

the other two points on the pitch line of

the larger pinion—the line on which are

these three points is the lever. The fulcrum

is an imaginary point F", on the line of the

lever midway between the pitch lines of

the small and large pinions.

" The annulars, or internal gears, are in

mesh with the two pinions (or double

pinions ) at points B and C, on the above

named lever. The lever operates on the

annulars at these points; and, since the lift

chain hangs from opposite sides of these

annular wheels, they are pulling in oppo-

site directions—one on each side of the

imaginary,' fulcrum, point F". Now turn

the eccentric slightly, the lower part to the

right ; imagine the fulcrum point F
stationary: the point .4 of the lever moves
to the right; the point B of the lever will

move in the same direction; but the point

C, being on the other side of the fulcrum,

will move in an opposite direction; the

two points, /? and C, necessarily carrying

with them the annular or lift chain wheels,

in opposite directions.

" It will readily be seen that, whatever

the position of the eccentric and pinions,

the relative position of this imaginary line,

or lever, is always the same.

"It is rather an infinite series of levers,

corresponding in number with the number
of points on the pitch line of the annular

wheels.

" It is apparent that the load on the block

exerts through this leverage a constant

pressure on the side of the eccentric, and

that the block will ' run down ' unless

there is sufficient friction to prevent it.
'

'

The Weston Differential pulley block is

made by the Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.,

Stamford, Conn., and the Moore Anti-

Friction Differential chain pulley block by

the Moore Mfg. and Foundrj- Co., Mil-

waukee, Wis.

i i i

A Convenient Freight House

The "Big Four" freight house, at In-

dianapolis, is well worthy of a visit from

railroad men who are trying to find out

the way in which a large volume of freight

can be handled most expeditiously and at

least cost. The freight house is a one-

storj- building, about r,ooo feet long and

80 feet wide. Along the middle of it is a

passageway for vehicles, and at each side

are wide platforms on which the freight is

handled. On these platforms signs are

exhibited, intimating the various stations

for which freight is to be taken in, as, for

instance, Danville, Peoria, Terre Haute,

etc. When a truckman goes in with a

load of freight he delivers it at the part of

the platform indicated by the destination

of the freight, and all confusion of having

packages for a variety of places stored to-

gether is avoided. Outside, on one side

of the house, there are three tracks, with

platforms between each. When cars are

pushed on to these tracks, the practice is to

load those on the track farthest from the

house first, so that the loaders can go
through the empty cars that intervene

with the freight intended for the cars to be

loaded. This is done with each successive

track until the cars nearest the house are

loaded. Of course, arrangements are made
in pushing in the cars, to have them
stopped opposite the points where the

freight is waiting for them.

The arrangement of freight matters and

yards was worked out by Mr. J. Van
Winkle, general superintendent at Indian-

apolis, and he is always vers- ready to give

particulars to other railroad men about his

method of handling freight.

Air-Brake Instructor McKee, of the Great

Northern, tells a comical story of a Swedish

brakeman who came into the instruc-

tion car with a class. Just as they got

into the car someone put on the emerg-

ency, and the fifty pistons went out with a

noise like the rattle of a musketry charge

—all hands scrambling for the door. The
Swede was the first to recover his breath

and nerve, and advancing in a somewhat
threatening manner toward the in-

structor, shook his finger and said :
" Look

hyr, Mestir 'ir man, you tank you skar

me? I no 'frad dam 'ir brak'; I ban run

tresh' ma-chin' ennine, an' sit 'oop first

salf bindar dis kounty, so !"
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Some Principles of Design.

BY GEO. S. HODGIN.S.*

Some years ago, in England, the famous

art critic, John Ruskin, wrote a book in

which he laid down certain canons of crit-

icism by the application of which, he

maintained, works of art should be studied

and judged. Some "old masters " suffered

b}- comparison with artists of more recent

date. So effective was the criticism that

one writer described the book ("Modem
Painters'

'
) as containing the Gospel of Art-

Criticism According to St. John—Ruskin.

It is said that the works of Turner were
by this book raised to such a high place

in the world of art, that Ruskin found that

in time a painting by that artist had passed

beyond his ability to purchase. Briefly, the

rules of criticism amounted to this : A
picture was not to be judged solely by its

faultless drawing ; and though it should

be true to Nature, it should not be prized

because of any photographic or microscopic

exactitude. The first place was rather to

be given to the thought embodied by the

artist in his work—that suggestive, far-

reaching quality which gives to the specta-

tor the full and wide meaning of the artist,

and reveals his correct imagination and
grasp of the subject. It is the evidence of

the mind, and not simply the .skill of the

hand, that is to be most admired.

In designing machines, or parts of a

machine or working mechanism, the rules

of the great art critic may not be applicable;

but the fact remains that all work, whether

artistic or simply useful, should be judged

by a rational standard rigorously and

faithfully applied, without personal lean-

ings or bias of any kind. A good design

can be distinguished from a bad design,

by applying to its consideration certain

rules or canons of criticism. Its excellence,

or the reverse, must depend upon how
nearly it conforms to correct principles.

One of the first requisites in the design-

ing of any part of a machine or mechanism
intended to sustain strains and stresses in

transmitting power, is that the part de-

signed shall be strong enough to perform

its work. It should also have a margin of

strength over and above that which it

actually requires to withstand the pressure

or resistances which it is called upon to

encounter. This margin of strength is

generally called the factor of safety ; and
the possession of this is one of the funda-

mental principles underlying all successful

designs.

Locomotive Engineering, in the Feb-

ruary issue, in giving a history of the early

days of the steam engine, shows that by
the repeated failures of these first ma-
chines, some persons were led to conclude

that the old water wheel was a motor
superior to the steam engine.

Very much akin to this strength of the

part, as a whole, is another, which, for

want of a better term, may be called

strength of form. The design, when car-

* Canadian Pacific Ry., Windsor, Ont.



ried out, should produce a piece of me-
chanisui which will receive the shocks,

pushes or pulls that it is destined to meet,

in such a manner that excessive and dis-

integrating internal stresses may not be
formed which will tend to rupture it.

For example, a simple bell crank, contain-

ing metal enough, and of sufficient cross

section—with the required factor of safet}'

—

might be so designed, and made with such
sharp edges and angles, that it would in

time crack in the sharp corner and finally

break. The link-lifting saddle, bolted to

the expansion link of a locomotive, with

pin extending outward for the lower end
of the link hanger to grasp, might be
strong enough to perform its function, yet

might ultimately fail on account of having
a sharp angle, without fillet, where pin

and saddle join.

This sharp, clearly defined angle would
probably be the point from which incip-

ient cracks would radiate. A car axle,

strong enough for use, might, by having a

sharp angle where the wheel seat termi-

nates and the uncovered portion leaves

the inside surface of the wheel hub, be
the starting point for ultimate fracture.

These dangers can be avoided b\' giving

the design strength of form. A bar of

flat iron is stiffer in resistance to certain

strains when placed edgewise than the

same bar, or equal cross-section, would be

if turned flat. Many bottom pedestal

braces of car trucks are turned on edge in

the center to overcome excessive vibration,

which would in time cause the breakage

of the iron. The duty of this strength of

form would seem to be to resist and " take

up " the numerous vibrations in the metal

when in service, which ripple through it

with a wave-like motion. An example of

this action may be seen in any pond, where
a sharp angle of a stone in the water will

cause successive ripples to break the sur-

face in irregular eddies, and even splashes,

destroying entirel)- the wave-like motion.

The curved surface of the same stone will

throw off and reflect the ripples back, and

by the phenomenon known as "interfer-

ence " neutralize many, and though in-

tensifying others, redirect them into a

harmless outward line of progression.

Another requisite which the completed

design should possess, is the power to

resist all internal stresses produced at

the time of manufacture. This " natal

strength," or, literally, the strength neces-

sary to be born, must be possessed by all

parts of a machine which survive in the

struggle for existence. The careful pro-

portioning of castings of all kinds, so that

cracks will not appear where large masses

of metal join small, is essential. This

natal strength, if it may be so named,
when regarded in its widest .significance,

includes all strains put upon a piece of

mechanism during the entire process of

preparation for actual service. Thus, the

strains caused in wheel and tire, when
shrinking on the latter, would come within

this description. The pressing of wheels

on axles is another example. Both of

these instances, it may be said, however,

do not strictly come within the designer's

province, inasmuch as a careless or igno-

rant workman might spoil the most care-

fulh' thought-out design. But, neverthe-

less, the treatment given to any piece of

mechanism before it finally begins its

period of service must be taken into ac-

count by the designer, because it would be

possible to produce a design from which
the piece of mechanism could not be

made, or, if made, only at an excessive

cost.

As an example of judicious design in

this respect, might be cited the piston-

rod fastening mentioned on page 40

of the Locomotive Engineering for

January. It is used by the Schenectady

Locomotive Works, and in securing the

crosshead to the piston rod, the key puts a

strain on the end of the rod opposite to

that in which it is usualh' found. As a

consequence, it removes the stress caused

in this process of making or combining
the parts, from the part of the rod which
will be strained most when transmitting

power in service. The groove turned in

the rod close to the cros,shead in this de-

sign, by reducing the diameter and permit-

ting the rod to spring slightly when work-

ing, is probably an example of the strength

of form. The choice of metal, as well as the

actual design, has largely to do with the

success of a working part. Though strong

enough, it may, if cast, be destroyed in

the cooling, mainlj' by its inability to cool

evenly ; or if it succeeds in cooling evenl}'

and without fracture, it may do so with

such enormous internal stress that, like

the well-known Prince Rupert's drops,

made by throwing molten glass into water,

a blow, or even a scratch on the surface,

may liberate the pent-up forces and de-

stroy the piece. Cast-iron car wheels, if

not carefully proportioned, often show a

tendency to crack where the outside and
inside plates join. This is not be-

cause they are too weak for service, but

because they are unable to evenly stand

the loss of heat when cooling in the mold,

or the subsequent addition of heat im-

parted under the pressure of a brake shoe.

Simplicity is generally conceded to be a

requisite, if not an essential, in any good
design. Simplicity not only seeks for as

few separate parts as possible, but en-

deavors to limit the methods of combina-

tion as far as possible. An engineer's

brake valve made so that it can only be

put together in one waj', is an example of

this more extended view of simplicity.

The fewer the working parts in any de-

sign, the fewer bearing surfaces there prob-

ably will be. Fewer bearing surfaces to

lubricate or portions to wear, means pro-

bably cheaper maintenance and longer

life to the device. Within reasonable lim-

its, the adjustment for wear and tear must
be, provided for, so that a large piece of

metal need not be scrapped because only

a portion of it is worn out. Many other-
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wise excellent designs, like the old fash-

ioned quill pen, have to be laid aside

entirely after a few mendings or adjust-

ments for wear.

Closely allied to simplicity is accessi-

bility. Parts of any piece of mechanism
should be easy to get at to repair. The
improved engineer's brake valve is an ex-

ample of this kind. The working parts

can be reached without disconnecting all

the air pipes. Main valves in the smoke-
box of an old-fashioned locomotive are an

example of the opposite kind. King pins

and center-plate bolts passing through the

floors of box cars, and draw timber bolts

put through sills, below the ice-boxes of

refrigerator cars, are often practically in-

accessible for quick renewal.

Elegance of design, like simplicity, is an

advantage, though not necessarily a re-

quisite. The Rev. Joseph Cook, in one of

his famous Boston Monday Lectures on the

Masterpieces of .\ncient Greece, says

:

"There is not a straight line in the Par-

thenon." That wonderful temple, erected

in honor of Minerva, is everywhere formed
with curves so delicate and subtile that

they perform their work of beautifying,

one might almost sa}', unseen. The slight

swelling in the center of the graceful Doric

columns, and the almost imperceptible

curve in the line of steps, give the im-

pression that the bold outlines of the tem-

ple are straight. Strange as it may seem,

absoluteh' mathematical straightness would
impart a poverty of form easily discern-

able, though the cause might be difficult

to detect. Modern machinery or locomo-

tive engines may not lend themselves

readily to the beautifying touch of the

aesthetic designer, nor in this utilitarian

age might such design be thought even

desirable. Many of the minor details of

locomotive construction, however, are su.s-

ceptible of much improvement in this

regard. It is not more expensive, in man}-

cases, to manufacture a beautiful object

than to make one with little or no ele-

gance.

Probably as a result of an art

critic's good-humored strictures on the

American stove, that most useful arti-

cle of household equipment is now
more often surmounted with a represen-

tation of some old Viking or ancient

Saxon warrior. On the locomotive engine,

the curves of the bell, or even of its stand,

the shading off of straight lines into neces-

sary curves in the outline of the sandbox

or dome, are not matters of expensive out-

lay, but when carefully executed, are often

the means of producing the effect of a

graceful and well-proportioned machine.

The height, size and general design of the

locomotive cab may make it comely or

ugly ; the slope and proportion of the

tender coping may add to, or detract from,

the general appearance, without in any
way increasing the first cost. The outline

of the counterpoise of the driving wheels,

or the section of the spokes, the finials,

brackets, stands, castings, etc., may all be



made to a certain extent beautiful, without

increasing the cost of production.

A feature of designing often overlooked,

but nevertheless of much intrinsic import-

ance, is the probable behavior of parts in

case of failure in service. The safet}- of

life and property may depend upon this

matter having been carefully considered

by the designer. The Laird or other forms

of overhanging guide bars should have

suspended from them an open "spectacle

plate," through which the connecting rod

could work, so that, in the event of a

breakage which would free the "little

end," that end of the rod would not in-

stantly fall to the ground, but would be

held up, and so give the engineer at least a

chance to stop his fast-running locomotive.

In the matter of wrecks, which is but

another view of the probable behavior of

parts under failure, outside boiler checks,

safety valves, blow-off cocks, globe valves,

turrets, whistles, and, indeed, all boiler

mountings unprovided with safet}- or pro-

tective appliances, are examples of want of

foresight in this important matter. The
anticipation of failure is a principle rigor-

ously insisted upon by the M. C. B. Asso-

ciation in its code of rules. In the matter

of cast-iron car wheels, these rules en-

deavor to reduce the chances of disastrous

failure to a minimum, b\- fixing the devia-

tion from the perfect wheel within narrow

but carefully considered limits. Boiler

check valves placed in the cab, on the back

sheet, and communicating with the in-

terior of the boiler by long and some-

times crooked pipes reaching well toward

the smokebox end, might be classed as an

objectionable design for regular service.

When coated internally with scale, they

are difficult, if not impossible, to clean out,

and in time may reduce the effective action

of the very best injectors. This example
might also be placed under the head of

want of accessibility.

The principle of anticipating failure may,

however, be carried too far. In many cases,

the rejection of knuckles for small defects

in car interchange does this. The careful

consideration of the matter, however, espe-

cially in the construction of locomotives

and high-speed engines, is one of the ut-

most importance, and a correct estimate of

the probable result of failure, from inherent

defect or forced failure by interference

from without, may have a very serious

bearing upon the value of any design.

Above all, where human life is menaced in

any way, the thoughtful observance of this

aspect of the requisites of good design

should be considered obligatory by the

designer before ever he takes pencil in

hand.

i ^ i
A well-known superintendent of motive

power who has good opportunities for find-

ing out the condition of railroad machinery

in the Middle States, asserts that nearly all

railroads centering in Chicago are one year

behind in the maintenance of cars and

locomotives.

Sand Dryer, Storage and Pneumatic

Delivery Apparatus.

The engraving on this page shows the

general arrangements of an efficient .sand-

house and air-pressure delivery outfit re-

cently erected and in use at the shops of

the A., T. & S. F., at La Junta, Col.

It is hardly necessary to publish a de-

tailed description, the sketch making every

detail of construction plain.

General Foreman M. J. Drury gives the

following explanation :

.-J represents square drying box, in

which are suspended coils or loops of steam

pipe at sufficient incline to insure proper

drainage. The bottom of the box is of

'2yz's.2l4 mesh netting, trussed and sus-

pended, admitting of a slight lateral

motion to precipitate the dry sand which,

in falling, passes through an intervening

.screen of 4x4 mesh netting set at an

the exception of drum D, valves C and

G, and pipe fittings, it is made of old ma-

terial. A large sketch of valves C and G
is also given.

i ^ @
An Engine in a Bad Fix.

Sam Hutcliins, the genial president of

the Air Brake Men's Association, tells a

good story from his experience. One night

Sam pulled the express out on the road
;

the engine began to limp, and soon had

but three exhausts. Sam stopped and

commenced to look her over, examining

eccentrics, links, etc., as a careful man
will. While thus employed, the conductor

rushed up to find out the cause of stoppage,

but Sam hadn't found the broken valve-

yoke yet, and, when questioned on the

point, answered :

" She's lost a jewfel somewhere."

Pneum.\tic S.\nd Lifter.

angle to carry off coarse gravel
;
the dry

sand falling into hopper [B).

D is a. round storage drum of pressure

strength set in a pit cased with plank and

large enough to admit passing around it.

C is valve connecting B and D. F is

the delivering pipe. G is the valve con-

trolling flow of sand into engine sand-

box.

To charge drum for operation, open re-

lease valve X on top of drum, relieving

drum of pressure ; then open slide valve

C and fill drum with sand ; close C and

X and open valve in air pipe. If sand

does not flow freely at first, open valve at

}' which admits air to E ; this acts as

a primer, or a persuader, but is seldom

used. // is a piece of hose, to lead sand

into box of engine. With 80 lbs. pressure

and a 2-inch pipe this device will deliver

10 cubic feet of sand per minute. With
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The conductor knew no better, and was

satisfied ; so at the next station he tele-

graphed the valuable information to head-

quarters. The trainmaster- was stumped,

too, and came out to the engine the next

day to have Sam show him where an en-

gine's "jewels" were located.

% @ ii

At the Columbus, O., shops of the Pan-

handle they make all their large milling

cutters, reamers, rose bits, etc. , of wrought

iron and case-harden them. They have

given the matter of small tools a great

deal of attention at these shops. These

tools do as hard and heavy work as anj'

steel ones, and can be more easily made,

and in forms that it is almost impossible

to harden in steel. It is worth a trial any-

where.



Bourdon vs. Others.

In the early history of pressure gages

there were two types ot spring known as

the Bourdon tube and the Diaphragm.

The latter being first made in flattened

disk form bolted or fastened rigidly at the

circumference, motion applied at the cen-

ter of such a design caused an effort at

HiNCKD Diaphragm.

corresponding lessening of the diameter.

( Cut a strip of paper and fasten the two

ends tightly to a board ; now lift the cen-

ter. ) Rigid bolting at the circumference,

working against natural laws, produced a

fractured head. The next move was to

corrugate the head, which, although an

improvement, did not stop the trouble ; it

merely postponed the fracture. About

this time the secret (a simple one) was dis-

covered by E. A. Wood, of Utica, N. Y.,

who overcame the trouble by flanging the

circumference of the heads and fastening

at a point which acted as a hinge, and

locking the heads in an elastic band—a rad-

ical departure.

This capsule spring, being circular in

form, has, by over-zealous competitors,

been called one of the old diaphragm

class. The Bourdon tube originated in

Europe, subsequently being adopted by

many gage-makers in America who had

been obliged to abandon their diaphragm

gages. Mr. Woods' patent was the founda-

iNTERioR Double Gage.

tion of the Utica gage, and thirty years'

use has proved its durability and accuracy.

The Utica Steam Gage Co.
,
70-72 Fayette

street, Utica, N. Y., controlled this patent,

as well as subsequent improvements in

process of manufacture, and they inform

us that some of these gages have been re-

ceived after being in constant use twenty-

five years, and found on test to be as accu-

rate as a new gage.

The Utica people inform us that they are

now turning out a gage movement to run

on centers, making it most accurate and at

same time rigid and durable, reducing all

friction to the minimum. We have .secured

cuts from the Utica Company of several of

their productions which we know will be

interesting. The standard locomotive gage

is known as their No. 6, graduated usually

to 260 lbs.; back flange measures 8
'-z in.

diameter.

THE UTICA .air-brake GAGE.

This gage is designed to show the press-

ure on train line, and at the same time

the pressure in the reservoir. It is virtually

two gages in one, each hand being oper-

ated by a distinct and separate pressure,

and there is no confusion of hands, even

at night. It is not necessary to distin-

guish between a red hand and a black one

V.\i.\ 1;.

in the uncertain light in a locomotive cab,

and no large center bearing is necessary,

as is the case where one spindle passes

through the other one. The center spindle

should be the most delicate bearing in the

whole gage, as the slightest friction at

this point would impair its accuracy. The
size is standard, 6'.{ in. diameter of back

flange, and it has a 5-in. dial and is 2 J4 in.

deep over all.

UTICA TEST PUMP AND V.\I,VE.

The Utica test gage and pump is here

shown in combination with a gage and a

square inch valve. It works with a screw,

and has no valves ; is made wholly of steam

metal, and neatly mounted on black walnut

.stand. The engraving also shows the way
in which the test valve may be connected

with any force pump. In the cut it is

.shown with the weighted 3'oke in place.

This valve consists of a brass base, pro-

vided with a pipe A, to be connected with
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a pump. At .ff is a hardened steel valve

and seat, the latter having knife edges for

the valve to rest upon, and being made
exactly 1 square inch in area. The valve

is guided by a guide stem in the seat. The
water pipe A opens directly under the

valve, as shown by the dotted lines. The
valve, when in place, makes a tight joint

with the knife edges, and the pressure be-

Stanpard Steam Gage.

neath is confined until it exacth' balances

the combined weight of the valve, yoke C
( which rests by a pointed projection on

the valve), and any extra weight which

may be suspended from the lower hook of

the yoke. With this the accuracy of a

.t;age, at any specified point of its regi.stry,

can be ascertained. Its action is certain

and convincing, and its results as accurate

as the .scales used for weighing its load.

By turning the wheel the water is forced

into the test gage E and beneath the

valve, and also in the gage to be tested,

which is placed at F. The pieces of iron

attached to the yoke have been previously

Double Air Gage.

weighed, so that the valve must lift and

the water escape by the overflow pipe G
the moment such known weight is ex-

ceeded by the water pressure. The gage

or gages should then indicate a pressure

per square inch equal to the combined

weight of the valve, yoke and -weight at-

tached to the valve.



The Confusion of Wire Qages.

One of the most important subjects

which will be reported on and discussed at

the Master Mechanics' Convention is

" Gages for Sheet Metal, Tubes and Wire.

"

There is so much confusion with the exist-

ing diversity of gages for distinguishing

the thickness of these things, that the en-

gineering societies of the country will

confer substantial benefits upon the trades

interested if they can lead to the adoption

of a uniform system of measurement. A
committee of the American Society- of

Mechanical Engineers is co-operating with

the committee from the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association in this matter, and
it is understood that the same report and
recommendations will be submitted to Ijoth

organizations.

There has been a great deal of tinkering

with wire gages in the last twenty-five years,

and every change has brought increased

confusion. "Chordal," writing to the

Test Pump and Vai^vE.

American Machinist fifteen years ago on

this subject, sa\'S :
" My own personal ob-

jection to the wire gage is its existence.

The object of gaging anything is to ascer-

tain some dimension. The dimension

wanted is invariably expressible instantly

in standard units of dimension, but the

awkwardness of trade has buried the sweet

simplicity of gaging \inder a cloud of tech-

nical 'numbers' which don't express

anything at all. To say that a piece of wire

is No. 7 does not give any direct idea of

size, which is the only thing we want to

know. The only information such an

expression gives us is, that the wire fits in

some notch somewhere, and that notch is

yclept No. 7. To find out how big the

wire is you have simply to measure the

notch. If the notch is hard to measure,

or there is doubt about the notch fitting

just right, the approximate size of the

notch may be arrived at by measuring the

wire. All very simple.

" The whole plan of giving numbers to

things whose dimensions might as well be

given right out in meeting is humbug.
A No. 7 wire isn't the same as a No. 7

boot, and there is no way of finding the

size sought for without being able to fig-

ure on what notch the wire or the boot is

said to fit. Why not say a No. 6 barrel, or

a No. 4 dose of medicine, or a No. 9 mule,

or a No. 14 locomotive, or a No, I'^Yz

greenback—meaning thereby |io, or a

No. 12 diamond, or a No. 8 journey, or a

No. 7 postage stamp, or a No. 3 cheese, or

a No. 10 pile of coal ?

" Imagine a brakeman yelling out ' Cairo

No. ir for refreshments.' All of this sys-

tem of numbering could be easily carried

out, and be a great deal handier than the

present system of wire gages.

"The practical difficulties in the way of

such systems would make them a nuisance,

just as the wire gage is now. When you
write to a man~to know how big a certain

wire is, it is presumed that

you want to know just what

you ask ; that is, how big

the wire is. In reply you are

generally told that it will fit

tolerably nice, or scant, or

full, in a certain hole marked
Nn. 14.

"If you don't care much,

this may satisfy you. If you

care a little about the mat-

ter, you had better send for

the identical hole referred

to. If you care very much,

you will send for a sample

of the wire.

" From the looks of things,

one would suppose that in

the year I some man made
the first piece of wire and

filed a notch to fit it. After

being some time in busi-

ness, he had made several

sizes of wire and had filed

several notches. Then these

notches were numbered and

became the happy standard of an in-

telligent people. Nobod\' knew the di-

mensions of these wires, or these notches,

and probably there was then no par-

ticular reason for caring. After awhile

somebody wanted wire which would not

fit any of these notches. Here was

trouble in the camp. What business

had any man to want anything which

would not fit any of the holes ? In obe-

dience to the law of progress, the wire

gage was overhauled and new notches to

fit new wire, which had been made, were

added, and all were renumbered. The

new gage we will suppose was ' adopted.

'

Now, it is much easier to universally adopt

a new thing than to universally throw

away an old thing, and as a consequence

there were two gages in use early in the

game. Then troublesome customers got

more odd sizes, and new gages were

adopted, and even to-day there are in use

in wire and sheet mills, gages bearing the
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following names : Birmingham, Stubs,

Washburn & Moeu, American, Brown &
Sharp, Trenton Iron Co., Standard, Music

Wire, Steel Wire, G. W. Prentiss and Eng-

lish."

% % %
Etching Iron and Steel.

We have had several inquiries lately

about how the etching of iron and .steel is

done to make prints that will show the

structure of the metal. There are a variety

of mixtures in use for etching, and every

engineer doing this kind of work will

likely use the mixture that suits him best.

We have, however, examined a variety

of etching work done by Mr. T. A. Lawes,

M. K., of the " Big Four " at Indianapolis,

which induced us to ask for a description

of his mixture and his method. In answer

to a letter on this subject, he says : "A
section of the piece to be etched is turned

or ground to a true surface and polished

with emery cloth. This surface, free from

grease, is dipped into the following mix-

ture : Water, 9 parts ; sulphuric acid, 3
parts

;
muriatic acid, i part.

" The action is allowed to continue until

either the soft parts are sufficiently dis-

solved, so that a ridged surface results, or

until no ridges whatever develop. Should

the action be slow, we would apply a mild

heat—a porcelain dish is preferable, al-

though a glass dish answers fairly well.

In mixing the etching fluid, add the sul-

phuric acid to the water and the muriatic

acid to this mixture. Iron will show a

ridged surface, while steel will show a

homogeneous surface. Don't be alarmed if

the mixture etches slowly—sometimes we
are at it for twelve hours."

The Lake Superior Transfer & Termi-

nal Co. , at West Superior, Wis. , have seven

heavy Schenectady switchers that are

kept cleaner than nine-tenths of the pas-

senger engines in the country. Peter

Riley, the general foreman, has a small

roundhouse that he fitted up himself. It is

colder than " Greenland's icy mountains "

at West Superior, and Riley fitted up
a novel heater arrangement for his house.

He ran loops of piping between each stall

and around the house in plentiful supply
;

to this system he coupled the steam-heat

hose from a live engine and let her do the

heating. The pipe system has a safety

valve that prevents a pressure of over 40

pounds. From this pipe system there can

be made a connection to the blower of any

engine in the house, to assist in raising

.steam.

% % ^
We have received a very handsome

souvenir book issued by the grand office

of the Brotherhood of Trainmen, at Gales-

burg, 111. Part of the book is devoted to

half-tone illustrations of their printing

office. This is the only one of the orders

having a complete plant of its own, and

we should judge it was a good one.



Tubes as Boiler Stays.

A notice which we published a few

months ago, telling about the improve-

ment effected in preventing leaky tubes,

which had resulted from a strong stay

being placed between the tube sheets,

about the middle of the tubes, has brought
us intimations from correspondents that

the practice is followed on several rail-

roads. Anything which will lessen the

annoyance and expense caused by leaky

tubes deserve to be universally known. To
leave out a tube and put in its place a

strong sta)^ which will carry- the principal

strain of keeping the tube sheets parallel,

is such an easy and inexpensive operation

that every master mechanic troubled with
leaky tubes ought to tr\' it.

The high steam pre.ssure, becoming every

day higher, makes it highly important that

every detail of boiler construction should
receive unflagging, intelligent attention.

The staying of the tube sheets is one of the

most important features of a well-made
tubular boiler. There is good reason to be-

lieve that too much of the duty of holding
the tube sheets in position has been placed

upon the tubes. Great care, intelligence

and ingenuity have been devoted to se-

curely bracing the upper portion of the

front tube sheets, but scarcely any atten-

tion has been bestowed upon the question

of how efficient are the tubes as stays, or

how much is the tube damaged by being
converted into a stay. There is very little

accurate information to be found concern-
ing the holding strength of tubes, yet

boiler-makers have assumed the strength

to be sufficient for any pressure, but the

prevailing leakage of tubes would seem to

indicate that the bracing action leaves too

much movement.
Mr. Wm. H. Hoffman, a well-known

mechanical engineer, made some experi-

ments a few years ago to test the efficiency

of tubes as boiler braces, which were well

worthy of greater attention than they re-

ceived.

The first tests were made to show the
effect of beading over the ends of the

tubes. The tube, set in a ^-in. plate, was
rolled and beaded with great care, and sus-

tained a pressure of 32,000 pounds before

it showed signs of starting. The next test

was made under the same conditions, ex-

cept that the tube was not beaded—simply
expanded and left to project ;^ in. through
the tube plate. This tube started under a

pressure of 16,380 pounds. The third test

was made with a tube plate y\-in. thick,

the tube very carefully beaded over. The
expander was not so freely used as during
the first test. The tube stood 34,S,So

pounds pressure before the beading began
to curl up. In the fourth test the tube was
simply expanded in a fc-in. plate and left

to project yi in. Movement was detected
at 18,800 pounds. The fifth test was with
the tube beaded over in a j^-in. plate. It

resisted 36,970 pounds pressure before giv-

ing out. The sixth test was the same, ex-

cept that the tube was not beaded. Failure

came under 22,100 pounds. Next, a tube

beaded in a fs"'"- plate stood 37,000

pounds. The same conditions being re-

peated with the flue simply expanded,

failure resulted under 23,830 pounds.

A little calculation would show that the

resisting power of the tube as a stay was
amply sufficient for the highest steam

pressures yet reached, but these tests were

made with the tubes set as carefully as

skill and attention could do the work. The
work of the ordinary boiler setter is very

far short of this. Then, the tubes in the

middle and top rows are hotter than the

others, since they carry the most intensely

hot fuel gases and expand enough to push

the tube sheet outward. A stay rod strong

enough to resist this tendency is certain

to help in preventing leakage.

i i i
Waste in Steam Heating.

" The cold weather of last winter, " re-

marked the Consulting Engineer, '

' put

to a severe test many of the appliances

used for heating cars and buildings, but it

appears to me that steam has come out at

the top. When heat transmitted bv steam

has been intelligently attended to, it has

been found equal to the most exacting re-

quirements. There was a great deal of

difference to be noted as to the heating

efficiency of steam on different roads
; but

this was almost entirely due to the intelli-

gence or the ignorance of trainmen. You
fellows are constantly writing about in-

structions for engineers and firemen, but

the class that needs instruction, more than
any other, is conductors and brakemen

—

the latter, by the way, ought to be called

car porters. They never do any braking,

and would not know how if they were
called upon to do it.

" I met with a curious case of building-

heating in Chicago last winter. I hap-

pened to call upon the general superin-

tendent of a leading road who is an old

friend, and he told me that they had had
a dreadful time keeping the building above
the freezing point, and that they were
thinking of putting in a new boiler. Then
he said, ' You are something of a steam-

heating man ; come and look over the

plant.'

" I accompanied him down to the cellar,

and found a fine boiler being pushed for

all it was -worth to make steam for a build-

ing that seemed entirely within its capacity

as a heat generator. The fireman assured

me that he had done everything in his

power to keep up steam, but that the drain

was too much for his boiler. The engi-

neer assured me that the boiler had sup-

plied its utmost capacity, but that it was
not equal to the demand.

"I got particulars of the boiler's dimen-
sions, and then figured on the number of

rooms to be heated, and the figures indi-

cated that the boiler ought to be perfectly

equal to the steam requirements. On tell-

ing this to the superintendent, he directed
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me to make a thorough investigation and

the company would stand the expense.
" I then went over the piping and radia-

tors, and found them to be properly ar-

ranged and in good order. Then I returned

to the cellar and watched the boiler. There

certainly was enough coal consumed to

produce all the heat required, and the fire-

man was skillful and laborious. After

watching him for an hour or two I thought

it would be a good plan to look into the

smokebox, as the firebox .seemed all right.

When I looked into the smokebox I no-

ticed at once that most of the tubes had a

remarkably small opening. A closer in-

spection showed that they were nearly all

thickly coated with a heavy lining of soot.

" 'When did you clean these tubes?' I

inquired of the fireman. ' Never cleaned

them at all,' was the answer. ' Did not

know that they needed cleaning.'

" A tube cleaner was at once put in opera-

tion, and there was no more difficulty in

keeping the building warm.
" I have been speculating ever since on

how nnich the company lost by keeping

an engineer of the building who did not

know enough to run a saw mill engine."

The Brakeman Hung On Too Long.

A local character on the East low-a di-

vision of the C. & N. W. Ry., whose name
we will call McGiuty, figured as chief ac-

tor in the following tale, as narrated to a

roundhouse audience by one of the
'

' boys.
'

'

" One time coming into Beverly, where

they were to take water, they found an-

other train on the main line, so they had

to pull in on the side track, cut their en-

gine off, and go round the other way to

get at the tank. The way car stood so

that the}' could not get directly imder the

spout, but had to pull it around about as

far as it w-ould go, and McGiuty found

that he could not hold the .spout in the

manhole of the tank and pull the valve

rope at the same time. Spying a brake-

man, he called out, ' Say, yees, cum oop

and pull down the roop. ' The obliging

brakey climbed up, and w-ith one foot on

the back of the tank and the other on the

way car, pulled down the valve rope, while

McGiuty lay at full length on the spout to

hold it in the manhole.
" From some cause the engineer of the

train on the main line pulled up, and

taking the brakeman unawares, left him
swinging in the air, holding on to the

valve rope, while McGinty la^- on the top

of the tank, where he had been thrown

w-hen the weight of the brakeman pulled

the spout up, with the water pouring over

him from the now uncovered tank pipe,

and j-elling every time he could get his

breath, ' Lave go the roop ! lave go
the roop !'

"Meanwhile tlie poor brakeman was

dangling in mid-air in imminent danger

of falling into the barrel put under the

spout to catch the drip, and was only re-



leased from bis perilous position by the

pumper who, attracted by the noise, came
out from his house, and taking a long

board, swung the brakeman from side to

side until he could drop clear of the

barrel on to the track, where he lay stunned

by the fall on the hard ground. Carrying

him into the pump house, an effort was

made to revive him, when McGinty ap-

peared on the scene, dripping and shiver-

ing, and ejaculated, ' Ye dom fool, phy
didn't yees lave go the roop. '

"

i i ^
Wanted Something Left to Take Home.

Ben Kileen was reared on a sand founda-

tion farm of Indiana, where plowing was

light and the crops of the same character.

From an early age Ben was moved by an

ambition to rise above the drudgery and

plain rations of farm life. He was gifted

with glibness of speech, and his friends

told him that he would make a famous

lawyer, and as a preliminary to that ex-

alted calling he turned his attention to

politics. This did not advance his pros-

pects rapidly, but he made the acquaint-

ance of the assemblyman for his district,

who advised him to go into railroad life,

where the chances for success were splen-

did. As a return for certain small elec-

tioneering favors, he gave Ben a letter of

introduction and recommendation to a su-

perintendent of one of the Pennsylvania

lines.

In due time Ben found his way to In-

dianapolis, and gained admittance to the

superintendent.

' 'Have you had any railroad experience ?'

'

asked the superintendent, after reading

the letter. " What can you do? "

'

' Never had no railroad experience

'cept ridin' on the cars," answered Ben;

"but I can do most anything after I hev'

learned the way."

"You look pretty strong and active," re-

marked the superintendent, " and as I am
anxious to do a favor for my friend, Mr.

Brown, and I think you will make a brake-

man, I'll give you a note to the yardmaster

and he may give you a job in the yard."

Ben was delighted. Fortune seemed

within his grasp. He went to the yard-

master and was soon initiated into the work

of coupling cars.

A week after, he returned to the office of

the superintendent. His faced looked as

if he had been trifling with Corbett. One
arm was in a sling, and he dragged one

leg as if all the joints had been spliced

tight. A gob of his right ear was missing.

On the whole, he looked as if he had

passed through a threshing machine.

On being admitted, he looked mourn-

fully at the superintendent and asked for

a pass to Kouts.
'

' You' re not going to quit railroad life,
'

'

said the superintendent. " You look as if

you had been having a lively time. You
are sure to make a good railroad man yet.

'

'

"Waal," was the reply, "I sorter ha'

lost ambition. If it's all the same to you.

I'd rudder go home, as long as there's any

of me left to take along."

i i ^
He Talked Too Much.

"One of the worst bores of the day," re-

marked the Super, " is old Wirgal, who has

got the compound locomotive craze. He
goes round with a roll of blueprints under

his arm, and whenever you meet him in

the elevator or on the street, he pulls out

the roll and proceeds to tell how much he

could save to your company if you will

only adopt his locomotive."
'

' You are very fortunate if Wirgal catches

you on the street," remarked the Harassed

Editor. " Wirgal came into my ofKce yes-

terday when I was working on the finish

of the paper, and remarked that he had
come in for a little chat and would not

hold me a minute. Well, he unrolled his

blueprints, and began to. tell many things

about compound locomotives that were not

so. I made no criticism, hoping that he

would soon exhaust himself, but his words

kept running like an endless stream.

"There is within a recess of my desk a

notice in bold type, 'This is my bus}' day
;

cut it short.' I slipped the cover off this

broad hint and Wirgal looked at it and
laughed.

" 'I suppose that's a quiet hint,' he re-

marked, a.nd 1 acknowledged that I was
extremely bus}-. ' I'll not hold you but a

minute more,' he protested, and resumed

the talk stream.

"The book-keeper,who is very discrimi-

nating, came in at this point, and said I was
wanted at the telephone. This is an inter-

ruption which frequently proves a success.

After talking to an imaginary person for

five minutes I return to my sanctum and

Wirgal begins the whole talk over again.

"At this point the J. P. strolls in, and
breaking in upon the storm of words, says:

' Wirgal, you compound men have taken

the place of the old car-coupler fiends.

You remind me of a little story.
'

'
' There was a parrot in a certain house,

and two dogs were quietly visiting near

the parrot's cage. The parrot, wanting to see

a little fun, began calling—sickum Fox,

sickum Tom, and soon the dogs were

having a hot fight. After they had chewed
each other up till they were tired, they

took a rest and looked round for the man
or boy who had been egging them on to

fight. Not seeing anything but the parrot,

which was sitting grinning, they under-

stood where the sickum came from and
went for him. The feathers flew in all

directions for a minute or two, but the

talking bird was rescued with his tail gone,

his wings shattered and a general plucking.

" 'As he crawled back into the fragments

of the cage he was heard to remark sadly,

I talk too much, that's what's the matter

with me.' Wirgal took the hint at last."

i ^ i
Mr. Clement E. vStretton, C. E., has

contributed an article to the Railway
Wovld, of London, on the " History of
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the Bogie as Applied to Locomotives."

Most of our readers understand that

"bogie" is the English name for our

engine and car truck. It may not be so

generally understood that English writers

claim that the truck originated with them,

although none of them were used in that

country until after the Pullman cars were

introduced on the Midland of England, in

1876. Mr. Stretton very fairly discusses

the claims for this invention, and gives

America the credit. He admits the claim

of Americans that John B. Jervis was the

first to make practical use of the truck on

locomotives. It was first applied to an

engine called the " Experiment," binlt for

the Mohawk & Hudson, in 1832.

i i i
Solid emery wheels are designed for

grinding and not for polishing. Emery
wheels for polishing are usvially made of

wood or metal, and provided with a rim of

leather or other material coated with emery
powder. A good composition wheel for

polishing is sometimes made by mixing
coarse emery powder with about half its

weight of pulverized Stourbridge clay, and
a little water or other liquid, to make a

thick paste. This is pressed into a metallic

mold by means of a screw press, and after

being thoroughly dried, is baked and
burned in a muffle at a temperature above

a red and below a white heat. This wheel

will cut well and wear well ; but there is

danger of its bursting -syhen subjected to the

high speed required for polishing. There-

fore it should be provided with a strong

iron guard to prevent accident to operator.

% % %
"Speaking about train speeds," re-'

marked Mr. Dyer Williams, of the Wil-

liams Car Coupler Co., an old-time master

mechanic, "a speed of So miles an hour

was common in England twenty years ago.

On my way from Paris to London in 1874,

we were delayed in crossing the Channel,

and left Dover about an hour late. Myself

and Mr. C. C. Bradley, of Syracuse, N.Y.~,

took a compartment of the car next to the

engine. The latter, by the way, had single

drivers 81 in. diameter. We had not

started long when I noticed that the speed

was becoming terrific. Mr. Bradley had a

fine watch, which he held noting the time,

while I called out the mile posts. We
timed for 15 or 20 miles, and the slowest

mile was 50 seconds and the fastest 448

seconds. That was 80 miles an hour.

"

i i i
It seems odd to an American to read in

such papers as Engineering, of London,

an argument in favor of cabs on locomo-

tives. One writer on the subject has the

temerity to suggest that the screw-reverse

is not the best thing out, and adds that the

American "regulator" (balanced throttle

valve) is a good thing. Railway Engineer-

ing, of London, should jump on this blow

at English design at once. It is bad to have

Yankees criticise, but to be stabbed by a

member of one's own family is awful.



A Scot Skeevers o' Auld Lang Syne.

Editors :

With vour kind permission i wud like

tae tell Mr. Skivers aboot ane or twa bits

o' object lessons i ynce seen whin i wus

working in a big machine shop in the auld

countrae some therty year sin. The fores-

man wus an auld furrant cheil, somethin'

like Skivers. Efter he had triet aw the

plans he cood think on tae smertan up his

men, .?//// he wasna setisfit ; he nixt got

a bress band in the shop and made them

play tunes sic like as Cokabendie, Maggie

Lauder, and Pop Goes the Weasel. It wis

the cure, and nae mistak, wis the bress

band. Everybody efter that wis as lively

as crikets, and whustled and sung frae

mornin' tae nicht. and aw the bilermakers,

smiths and machinists keepit time to the

misik wi thur heinmers, so that in wee
while the ootpit o' wark wis nearly

doobled.

The foresman tried the baud on the Auld

Tilt Heninier that wis driven wi' the water

wheel in the suiidy ; it wadna dae there

tho'. Ye see, he wis gaun on the theory

that soond trevals like the waves o' the sea,

throo the air; but whit de ye think, he did?

As fack as ocht he got a Hielan' man that

played the Bag Pipes. Ye must understan',

Mr. Editor, if ye dinna ken already, that

pipe misik is coorse a wee, and maks guid

big waves whin it's trevellin' throo space.

Weel, he planted the Hielan' man a dizen

o' yairds up the water, aback o' the wheel,

and gard him play jigs, strathspeys an'

reels, sae that the waves frae the Bag Pipes

affekit the water somethin' like what a

cyclone does on Lake Shooperier. The
consekwens wis, the wheel birlt roon that

quik that the Tilt Hemmer went as fast as

a needle maker's
;

the Blacksmith got

humpy backit heatin' and rinning back

and furrit wi' Red Hot bars o' Iron to that

.A.uld Tilt. If ye wuU aloe me, i'll finish

wi' auither one.

The firm had a patent on lang wooden
spiral columns, i don't mind the exak
leiith ; it's sae faur back, therty year, that a

body forgets sma' maitters. Hooever, the

columns were turned up in the lang screw-

cutting lathe—there wis 4 threeds or

spirals on each, sae ye can see that it wis

a coorse pitch—an' the carriage o' the

lathe trevelled quick ; it didna travell, it

went like Sunol or Maud S. We all had
a trial at the screw-cutting ;.one fellow even
went for it barefittit ; but none o' us cood
keep up with the carriage.

Here, again, the foresman come oot his

shell ; he got a sprinter wi' a 10 and a {J-

second record, and broke him m at com-

mon screw-cutting for a week or twa, and

then put him on the lang lathe. Us boys

used to look on the sprinter as a scab efter

that, which wasna just exacly fair, seeing

he accomplished whit we had aw failed

to do. Hoping Mr. Skivers will be long

spared to give his reminiscences vent

through the columns of your widely cir-

culated journal for the benefit of the ma-

chinists of this and future generations.

John Gilchrist.

Liriugstoit, Mont.

% % %
Device for Removing Reversing Cyl-

inder of Air Pump.

Editors :

I hand you herewith a sketch illustrat-

ing a "kink" for removing the reversing

cylinder of a Westinghouse air pump in

order to get at the main valve without re-

moving the head, thus avoiding so far as

jfil.

possible leaky heads, and at the same time

enabling one to get at the valve as soon as

possible, where a diagnosis of the case in-

dicates this particular part to be at fault.

As near as possible to the center at the

bottom of the cylinder, and on the opposite

side from the small port, drill and tap

a ^-inch hole 1 inch deep ; when it is

desired to remove the cylinder, use a

steel stud made long enough to come to

the top of the head and take a plate laid

across the head. This cylinder can be

drawn, by screwing a nut on the stud, in

about the same length of time it would
occup)' to take out a cap screw. In case a

cylinder should be unusually tight, after

taking sufEcient strain on the stud, a smart

rap on the side of the head will start

the most obstinate one. Removing the.se

by blowing them out is not practicalile at

all times, while this way of removing them
is. The cylinders need only be drilled as
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the pumps come to the shops for repairs,

or in case one is renewed in doing running

repairs ; but when once drilled will be

found to be a great convenience.

L. M. Carpenter.
C/iippezva Eatts, Wis.

© i ^
Is It Not Inconsistent to Put a Cinder

Catcher on a Locomotive That

Does Not Throw Cinders?

Editors :

The particulars of construction and per-

formance of the Richmond Locomotive

Works compound No. 2427, given in

your May issue, indicate the engine to be

so well and correctly designed, as a whole,

that the inquiry which I desire to make
regarding it, so far as it may be in the

nature of a criticism, should not be re-

garded by the builders as an invidious

one. That inquiry is—What is the object,

function, duty or reason for existence of

its extended smokebox? I am perfectly

aware that a similar inconsistency is pre-

sented in all, or nearly all, .\merican com-

pound locomotives of other constructions

—excepting, so far as I know, the later

Johnstone ten-wheel engines of the Mex-

ican Central—and I endeavored some two

years ago, by a published communication

of the same character as this, to ascertain

the reason from the builders of another

type of compound, but only obtained in

reply an explanation which ingeniously

dodged the question and did not c.vplaiii.

It is the ordinary theory—although in

some cases, with which j-ou are, no doubt,

as familiar as I am, an entirely erroneous

one—that the exhaust of a compound
locomotive is so easy that the fire is not

lifted, and no appreciable amount of un-

consumed coal is drawn into the smoke-

box or thrown out of the stack. With a

properly designed engine, particularly as

to sufficiency of grate area, this theory

should, however, be a correct one, and

I assume that it is so in the case of

the Richmond engine. It therefore

seems inconsistent, unreasonable and use-

less to emplo}- an extended smokebox,

the purpose of which (so far as I can un-

derstand anyone who favors it) is, first,

to allow sufficient netting area to arrest

sparks, and second, to serve as a cinder

receptacle. Briefly, then, why is this

alleged spark arrester and cinder receptacle,

with its dead weight, cost and ugliness,

put on an engine which is not operated

under such conditions as to throw fire or

fill up her front end?



The extended smokebox, whether on a

compound or a simple engine, is also incon-

sistent, as good practice, with the results

of the careful tests made by the Master

Mechanics' Association Committee on

Exhaust Nozzles and Steam Passages,

whose report, at the 1894 convention, was

received without dissent, and character-

ized as an " interesting
'

' and '

' creditable
'

'

one. Among the conclusions of the com-

mittee is, "That an increase in the length

of the smokebox, over and above that nec-

essary to get in a cinder pocket in front of

the cylinder saddle, is unnecessary and

undesirable, as the long smokebox greatly

decreases the vacuum" (Report of Pro-

ceedings, page 112), and in the discussion

upon the report, a member of the com-

mittee, whose experience and ability, both

on it and in regular service, will hardly be

questioned, said: "I believe that the

trouble is not with the stack, but with the

long front end, and I think it is pretty near

concluded now that the long front end is

not in it with the short front end."

The extension on the last Richmond en-

gine is apparently considerably shorter

than that on their preceding engine, which,

I believe, is running on the Big Four

road ; and this fact indicates that the sub-

ject has had consideration in the right

direction, but not, as it seems to me, to a

sufficient degree, as there is evidently

nothing in the construction of the receiver,

or other inside parts, which would require

any extension beyond the front of the

saddle. An expression of the builders'

views upon this point would, I am sure,

be of general interest, and if they would

also favor your readers with an illustration

of the intercepting valve, which, from your

description and the fact that there was an

entire absence of pounding and jarring, I

understand to be a positively operated one,

probably even those who are still victims

of the extension craze will not find fault

with me for endeavoring to obtain further

light upon the question.

J. Snowden Beli,.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

g i ^
"Where Are We At?"-^A Word of

Advice for Future Inventors.

Editors :

To apply to the air-brake situation the

above quoted forcible language is, we
hope, excusable in the light of distin-

guished usage. "Where are we at?"

—

that is the question. For years we have

witnessed a steady rise in the flood of im-

provements in the air-brake world. Surely

there must be a high-water mark some-

where. Indications point to a turn in the

tide at no very distant day. Amongst all

the many new devices that have appeared

lately, but very few, if any, have revealed

anything in the nature of an improvement
over the present forms. The aim of many
seems to be to get something "just as

good," and little effort is made toward

something "better." This must be an

indication that the height of perfection in

this class has been attained. What great

benefit has a man conferred on the world

at large who has designed something

which is only " just as good? " If no one

made anything which was better, the

world would soon come to a standstill. In

fact, the tide would then begin to recede,

for in reality there is no such thing as

standing still. We either go forward or

backward. If we are not going forward we
must, perforce, be going backward.

F'ew inventors seem to be aware of the

state of development that has been

reached in the air-brake art, or of the

condition that confronts the inventor of

the future. Great changes in the whole

transportation system are now imminent.

We do not see how this conclusion can be

avoided in the light of the immediate

past. No engineer who has ridden much
at a speed exceeding a mile a minute ever

desires to get a permanent run where the

speed is or may be at a rate of 100 miles

an hour. Such speeds, if they are attained

regularly—and we believe they are likely

to come within a very few years—must

be secured by other means than those at

present in use.

And now for the advice which was

promised at the beginning of this article.

They say, "Advice is cheap, but it takes

money to buy whisky." Of the truth of

the latter part of the saying there can be no

question, but as to the first we have some

doubts. Poor advice, if followed, may
prove very dear. Good advice, if followed,

may turn out very valuable.

The important thing in entering a new
field is, first, to find out what attempts have

been made by others in the same line
;

and second, and equally important, not to

follow blindly the path marked out by

others. Get out of the rut. Look back

over the record of the past and see how the

most successful devices in every line were

only found when some enterprising man
cut loose from all the established notions

and followed his own intuitions. Witness

the case of the development of the railroad

car. The early ones were all, more or less,

reproductions of the coach, set up on flange

wheels. Finally some designer found that

there was no valid reason why that form

should be so closely copied, and made a

car which, while having roomy and com-

fortable seats, also afforded ready means of

communication between the different parts

of the train.

The writer has noticed recently that the

work that has been done in the line of elec-

tric brakes shows this same tendency. Many
of them are arranged with practically the

same forms of lever, shoe, rod, beam, etc.,

as is used in air-brake practice, and some
even counterfeit the appearance of the

air cylinder. Can any rational man say

why? Again, see how in the development

of the electric motor the appearance of

the locomotive has been followed. What
reason is there for making an electric

motor look like a locomotive ? Who cares
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if a thing does look odd at fii st, if it works
better in a new form. The form which is

the most useful is always the most beauti-

ful to the mechanical mind. Herein is the

true secret of mechanical beauty. Let

every design be submitted to a test as to

its simplicity, adaptability, directness,

strength, facility of operation and repair,

and we should see fewer of the mechanical

abortions which afflict our sight at the

present day.

Let us suggest that the present form of

air brake be given a rest and something

different tried. We do not wish to dis-

courage inventors. On the contrary, we
desire to offer all the inducement possible

to men of mechanical genius to continue

their creative labors. But we do wish to

try to lead more of the active minds to

newer fields. See if some means cannot

be found which will increase the speed of

travel and at the same time rc'diice the

danger, instead of increasing' it. Some-
thing entirely new is what we need. Let

us see if it cannot be found.

Chicago, III. P.\UL Synnestvedt.

More Trouble for Doc.

Editors :

I met Doc in Chicago the other day. I

was very glad to see him again and have a

talk over old times, but he looked blue and
downcast ; it seemed as if he had trouble

on his mind. What got him away from
home puzzled me, so I said : "What ails

you, old boy ? What brings you up from

Indianapolis? Have you had bad luck ?
"

He said he was " laying off for a few days

to make the General Superintendent good-

natured. The fellow who does the laying

off ain't ver\' good-natured, as a general

thing ; there ain't enough good nature for

two in this case. You see, I got on to a

railroad crossing one night last week ; the

brake didn't hold worth a darn ; somebody
reported it, and day before yesterday the

old man called me in about it, and then

both of us went up to see the General

Superintendent, who says, ' Why did you
fail to make the stop ?

' Says I, ' The
brake failed to hold me. ' Says he, ' Do
you know what was the reason? ' ' Well,'

says I, ' all I could find wrong was, the

man who had the engine out the trip

before let the main reservoir get water in

it ; it was about one-third full when I come
to drain it, so I didn't have air enough
to stop.' The superintendent braced up
mighty quick and wanted to know if it

was the air in the main reservoir that

stopped the train with the automatic brake.

I told him that it was the air in the main
reservoir that did the work with any kind

of a brake. Then he lit on to me like a

turkey on a June bug, and asked me more
questions about air than I ever heard of

before. Says he, ' How much air did \'ou

have in the train line before j'ou began to

set the brake ?
'

' Seventy pounds, ' says I.

' Well, ' says he, ' how did you set it ?

'

' Very easy,' says I, ' so as not to shake up



anything in the dining car, about two or

three pounds at a time ; still I found we
wasn't going to stop, and I give it all to

her. '
' Did \-ou set it hard enough the

first application to cover the leakage

grooves ? ' says he. That question stumped

me, and he fired half-a-dozen more, till I

begin to think an air-brake instructor had

got after me. I tried to explain just how
I thought the brake worked in this case,

but he was too many for nie. The old man
put in his oar once in a while, and tied me
up with some question I couldn't answer,

for I had never heard of it before. Well,

the seance wound up by his telling the old

man to have me examined and instructed

in the air brake before I run passenger

again. I just boiled over at that, and says :

' Must I go and get examined on the air

brake, just like one of those promoted

men, after all the years I have been run-

ning a passenger train ? ' Sa\'s he. ' That

is what it looks like, Mr. Troy. Your ex-

planations here to-day show that you do

not know all 3'ou ought to, if you are to

handle one of our important trains.' I tell

you, Clint, that was the hardest shot I ever

got in all my railroading, and me running

a train when he was a clerk in the despatch-

er's office ; he is a might}' fine man,

though. I see by his way of talking it was no

use ; so I went out and hunted up Ike, told

him how I was fixed, and asked him what

all this funny business meant. Says Ike,

'The General Superintendent takes in an

air-brake car pretty regularh-—something

you have never done—and he is pretty well

posted. Our old man knows all about the

air brake, too. Some of our officials have

had five or six lessons in the instruction

room, and they are catching on in good

shape ; in the meantime, you have never

been near one. Now, if you would come
around and see me before you get into

trouble with the brake I could help you,

but you hate to show up along with the

young men ; besides, you have got an idea

that because you have been at it a long time

you know it all, and look down on a man
that is trying to learn about it. Now, if you

can't pass examination on air brake you

dont' know much, for it is easy enough if

you only try it. I will help you all I can,

but you will have to commence at the bot-

tom and learn it right ; in four or five days

you will begin to get a good insight into the

way it works.' The way Ike talked pretty

near took my breath away
;
he had more

gall than the officials, but he was so quiet

and good-natured. Says I, ' See here, Ike,

if you think I am going to air-brake school

along with them young firemen, you will

get left. I will take my case up before

the committee and see if I can't get justice

and my run back.' Says he, ' See here,

John Troy, don't get in a hurry and go off

at half-cock
;
you want to be just as well

posted as anyone in your business. How-

will you learn it ? By getting hot, and go-

ing to the committee and have them laugh

at you ? Even.' man on the committee is

way up in the air-brake knowledge, they

are all right; they won't take up a case of

ignorance, they will save their strength tor

something bigger than your case will be.'

Wouldn't that skin you, to be talked to

that way when you were in trouble ?

Says I, ' Bad luck to the man who ever put

it into the superintendent's head to learn

about the brake. It used to be that when
an3thiiTg went wrong with the brake so we
couldn't stop, we just reported that the

brake failed to work and it didn't bother

us any more; but if we have got to explain

all about it every time we miss a stop, it is

going to take all the comfort out of run-

ning an engine nowadays. The brake

don't hold just the same ever)' stop, and it

never will ; I don't see why they should

make us fellows responsible for knowing
just exactly what is the matter. I know
mighty well the 1)rake give out this time.'

' How do you know ?
' says Ike. 'Well,'

says I, ' what is all this about leakage

grooves, and light applications the first

time, and all that?' 'That's the way to

talk,' says Ike, 'that's business ; now you
are beginning to want to learn.' So he

went at me and explained about the brake

till I have got leakage grooves, graduating

valves, equalizing pistons, train-line ex-

hausts and a whole lot more curious brake

wheels all going at once in my head, so I

come up to Chicago to get rid of him. Ike

is all right, and he is trying to show everj'-

bod}' how it works, but he will talk air

brake instead of going to dinner. Now,
Clinton, what had I ' better do about this

matter ?
'

'

I told Doc. to "go home, get an instruc-

tion book, look all through it ; when you
find anything )'ou can understand, study

it up till you are sure you have got the

right idea of it ; when you run across any-

thing you don't understand, go to that son-

in-law of yours—young Brown—he will

show you all about it and keep quiet about

it. And then, when you go to the air-brake

school, sit on a back seat the first daj- and
take in the explanations, talk it over with

Brown again that night, and in three or

four days you will be surprised at how-

plain it seems to be getting to you, and the

young fellows in the class will think j'ou

are well posted. When Ike has had you

a few- days, tell him to ask you a few ques-

tions and correct 3'ou if \-ou are wrong,

and in ten days 3'ou will pass a good ex-

amination, besides getting interested so

you will want to learn more all the time.

That is the way the air-brake business

works on a man ; after he gets so he can

explain it pretty well, he puts in lots of

time talking about and learning it. Send
to Locomotive Engineering foran Air-

Brake Catechism ; it will only cost j-ou

25 cents and will give you lots of point-

ers on the every-day operations of the

brake.
'

' Of one thing you can be sure, you won't

be the only old engineer that will be called

in to pass examination on the air brake.

It is coming on all the railroads—in some
cases they kick and hang back—but they
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must come to it sooner or later, generally

sooner.

" You ought to be glad that the officials

have taken to learning about the air brake
;

they will give you a better show when
you have an accident, if you are not to

blame—-that is, if they get a thorough

knowledge of it ; a little knowledge is a

dangerous thing. Then, there is another

advantage in the officials learning about

the brake, they will take an interest in

having it well taken care of so it is safe to

use ; w-hen the officials know- very little

about the brake they generally care less,

and it has a hard time getting proper care.

Brace up to business. Doc ; keep up to the

times if you want to railroad on the head

end ; \-ou can't doit if you spend your time

kicking about examinations, etc. I have

no doubt that if half the time and brain

power expended the last six months in

kicking and growling about the Traveling

Engineers' Standard Form of Examina-
tion had been put in to answering these

questions, these same kickers w-ould know-

more to-day about the business of hand-

ling an engine and train."

Doc heaved a great sigh, and said,

"We can't never take any more comfort

running an engine ; too many arrange-

ments now to keep you on the jump.

First it was get there on time, next it was

save coal, then it was save oil, now -it is

go to school like a lot of young firemen

and learn about the air brake. The length

of time a man has run an engine don't

seem to count any more ; it's all examina- .

tion and certificates, about your e\'es and

ears and watches, till a fellow don't know
where to go to have any peace.

"I'll do as you say, but it ain't because I

want to ; it's because I have to, or else

drop back on a switch engine."

C. B. Conger.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

% % %
Where Qum May Help Make a Tight

Joint.
Editors :

In the last issue of your paper I notice

something in an article by Mr. Geo.

Holmes about which I should like to sa}^ a

few words. He comments on the fact that

an equalizing piston that had been run

some time proved tighter on test than one

which had just been cleaned, and inclines

to the theory- that it may have been due to a

buckling or slight depression of the outer

circumference of the piston head because of

the fact that it is supported from the cen-

ter. To just what extent this w-ould affect

the results of the tests noted is a matter of

doubt, but I think that the main cause of

the variations found were due simph' to

the fact stated, that the gum made the

pistons tight. It is a fact not generally

known that the use of vaseline or some
similar substance is a great help in making

any packing ring tight, and I have often

w-ondered that the railroads did not find

that out and make use of it. Evervbodv



Knows that it is decidedly impossible to

make a metal packing ring absolutely

tight. It is in fact very difficult to get one

even approximateh- so, especially where

the apparatus used for doing it is as crude

as is in use on many railroads. Let him
who is doubtful try, on some obstinate

ca.se, a dose of vaseline or petroleum jelly.

Paul Synnestvedt.
Chicago, III.

i i i

To Prevent Sliding of Wheels.

Editors :

At the St. Louis meeting of the Air-

Brake Men the discussion that followed

the report of the Committee on Slid Flat

Wheels brought out the advice to engi-

neers to try and prevent sliding wheels

when making service stops—by making a

practice of "kicking off, " or the momen-
tary release and a second application of

the brakes.

With short trains and under favorable

conditions this can be done, and it will

give good results ; but with trains of six

or more cars the same practice will be

dangerous, and often be the cause of break-

ing the train.

Another way suggested was to commence
early, and make but one application and
the early release, etc.

I find that the man that has the largest

flat-wheel account is the man that makes
but one application, and does not make it

in the right manner.

Some engineers, when making service

stops, commence early and make two or

three light reductions ( sa}- 3 to 5 lbs. ) each

time, and then to prevent running past

must make the la.st reduction from 15 to

20 lbs.

In this application 3'ou have the highest

pressure in the brake cylinders at a low

speed, when wheels are eas}- to slide, and

having so much air to get out of the cylin-

der, with the release of the brakes, it is

very hard to prevent that disagreeable jerk

or recoil from the trucks.

To keep up with schedule figures as

now arranged, requires running into

stations fast and getting away quick. To
do this, run close and make the first reduc-

tion as heavy as possible (say 8 to 12

lbs. ) as the speed and grade will permit.

If any further reductions are necessary, it

will require but a very few pounds to stop

the train.

With this application, the highest press-

ure possible is in the brake cylinders,

while the train is at high speed, when it is

very hard to slide wheels ; and as the speed

reduces, the breaking power is also re-

duced.

.And having less air in the brake cylin-

ders at the time of the release of the

brakes, it will not be so hard to prevent

the jerk from the recoil of the trucks.

I would also say, if the condition of the

rails is known to be bad from any cause,

the flat wheels will be less if engineers

will let sand to the rail before and during

the application of the brake, while the WORKING MODELS OF NEW R. R, PATENTS
train is at high speed.

Don't let sand down after the brake has

been on and speed partly reduced.

J. R. Alexander,
.Air-Brake Instructor Pa. R.R.,

Altoona, Pa.

i i i
Flue=Sheet Stay Rods—Not Invention,

But Use Claimed.
Editors :

In your May issue, Mr. M. O. Connor ac-

cuses me of claiming the introduction of

the stay rods through flues to prevent leaks.

My letter in your April issue reads, " The

same thing was done b)' me in 1S93,"

which is no claim for the introduction of

them, any more than, the account in the

February issue was a claim for Mr. Buch-

anan having introduced them. In each

case it simply stated what had been done.

But I do claim, if these stays are a tempo-

rary relief to an engine that is fit for the

back shop, when otherwise it would have

to go in, surely they are a preventive of

the cause of many of the leaks ; conse-

quently would be a permanent relief.

Oscfota, fa. E. Dawson, M. M.

@ ^ i
Independent Driver Brake from En-

gineer's Valve.
Editors :

The engineer's valve, as made by the

Haberkorn Air Brake Company, will set

the driver brake independent of train

brakes, or train brakes independent cf

driver brakes ; set train brakes and driver

brakes at the same time, release the same,

or independently, as the engineer may
wish. One of the first valves of this make
has been in use about five years on the

C. H. & D. R.R. passenger engine No.

Ill, running between Cincinnati and Lima.

R. E. State,

.\h Brake Dept., Big Four.

Bcllcfontaiiic, O.

i i i .

Our Car Dictionary.

With this paper will be found a diction-

ary chart of an .American Passenger Coach
and a W'agner Sleeping Car. No one but

an artist can appreciate the time and care

required to draw such a picture, to make
parts transparent, and show up every detail

that goes to make up a passenger coach.

Every system is complete ; every pipe and
cock and fitting of the air, steam or water

connections can be found, numbered on
the plate and named in the list. We only

hope that this chart will do as much good
and be as popular as was the transparent

chart of the engine—given last ^-ear. More
than 50,000 of these have been issued, and
it is framed and preserved in more railroad

offices and shops and in the homes of more
railroad men than any other one picture

ever printed. Duplicates of the car chart,

printed on fine paper for framing, can be

had at 50 cents each, mailed in a tube, free

from wrinkles and creases.
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SIAX'E WITH NEATNESS AND DISPATCH BY

'Win. oAKDAni Sl so;«,
98 John St.. New York.

We are headquarters lor all sorts of models of

R. R. appliances, experimental machinery, and
solicit correspondence from inventors who want
their patents put into manufacturing form for

display at conventions, etc.

EXPANSION BOLTS.
FOR FASTENINfi
ALL KINDS OF
STRUCTURE

TO BRICK AND
STONE WORK.

Patentee and Mfr.,

SEND FOR CATAiOGDE.
ISAAC CHURCH,

ir>il Walnut St., Toledo, O.

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong:.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Englie^riiig COo
NICETOWN, PHaA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NBW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of fflioderi Besifi^.

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Maclilnery Co., CHICAGO.

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON m
LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering- it hot. The best wa.sher for
the boiler. With the testing attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boilerusmg 100 pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are usin.?. Yoh can buv ten for the price of onepump of the same capacity.

.«i-SO, UTTL.E GIANT INJECTORS.
Rue Mfg. Co., 119 N. 9tli, Philadelphia, Pa.



WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(S41 Apprentice, Erie, Pa., asks:

Win' are square threads used on the
lead screws of lathes, on screw jacks, etc.?

Would threads made of the standard V
form not work as well? A.—The square
thread is employed because there is less

friction with it than any other form, and
consequently it will wear longer.

(85) D. P., Plattsmouth, Neb., writes :

We have had a dispute about mineral
wool. One side says that it is a natural
product like asbestos, the other side says it

is a silicate of soda made by some manu-
facturincr process. Which side is right ?

.4.—Neither side. Mineral wool is made
from the slag of bla.st furnaces, and it con-
tains all the ingredients found in the slag.

Its value as a non-conductor of heat lies in

the fact that it encases in its interstices

about 90 per cent, of air.

(86) A. B. R., Springfield, 111., writes:

Must a man be able to do all sorts of

work in a machine shop to be considered
a first-class machinist? I have been nearly
all my life on machine work, and the fore-

man called me a botch because I could not
finish a set of links to his satisfaction.

Do you consider that fair? A.—No. A
man may be a first-class lathe or planer
hand and be of little use on the vise. It is

the business of a foreman to put machinists
at the work they are most skillful on.

(87) Car Man, Detroit, writes :

Can you give me the best method for

brazing saw blades? A.—We do not know-
any better method than the following :

File the ends so that they will scarf
;
paint

the ends well with borax ground up with
water ; bind the ends firmly in position
with an iron wire ; coat some small pieces
of silver solder with borax, and place them
on the joint

;
put behind the joint a piece

of pumice stone, and with a blow-pipe
flame heat the joint until the solder melts.

(88) P. McI., Fulton, Mo., writes :

I. Will an air gage, when connected on
pipe between engineer's brake valve and
small re.servoir, indicate pressure in brake
pipe when brake handle has been on " ser-

vice stop " and then returned to " on lap
"

position ? My friend says it will. I say it

will not. .-/.—You are both wrong. The
pipe to, and brake-valve reser\'oir, are
shut off when valve is in " service stop "

or "on lap "—the brake reservoir and pipe
never have any connection with the brake
pipe proper. 2. Will a steam gage, if left

loose in a boiler, indicate any pressure in

the boiler? A.—No; either a diaphragm or
a Bourdon tube gage depends on its

movement for pressure inside and the at-

mosphere outside; in this case the pressure
would be equal on all sides.

A New Belt. Shifting Compressor.

We illustrate herewith a new belt-driven

air compressor, intended more especially

for railroad shop use and other places,

where it is desired to drive compressors

from existing line shafts, and where the

nature of the work is such as to lead to an

intermittent demand for the air. The ma-
chine will be seen to be of very substantial

construction, and to be fitted with large

and powerful driving gear. The action of

the belt-shifting regulator is to throw the

belt upon the loose pulley when the pressure

reaches the point determined upon for the

limit, and to throw it back again upon the

tight pulley when a renewed demand for

the air cau.ses the pressure to drop. The
machine is fitted with a water jacket, and,

as will be seen, has the valves in the cylin-

der covers, where they should be in order to

provide for easy accessibility.

The machine is made b}- the Rand Drill

Co., 23 Park place, who have been in the

compressed-air business for the past twent)-

years, and who make a complete and

varied line of compressors for all possible

services, ranging up to compound com-

pressors with compound condensing Cor-

liss engines, and for pressures up to 3,000

lbs. to the square inch. The company
publish a number of interesting catalogues

devoted to compressors of different t\'pes

and for different purjwses, copies of which

will be forwarded upon application. * * *

ings, ar.d introduced many new methods
employed by the Brady Metal Co. in the
making of its self-fitting lead-lined car

journal bearings.

The Brady Metal Co. 's plant is located
at 202-208 Tenth street, Jersey City, N. J.,

and is one of the best equipped works of

its kind. An idea of its capacity may be
gathered from the fact that its foundry can
turn out 1,000 bearings, and 10,000 pounds
of engine metal, each day. The pattern
shop contains over 6,000 patterns, and the
furnaces, tools and appliances are the latest

approved kind, .\mong the manufactured
products of this company are Magnus
Metal for locomotive engine castings, driv-
ing boxes, rod bearings, or any bearing for
high-s]5eed shafting. Jfaginis Metal Hear-
ings arc in serz'icc on nine 0/ l/ie fas/est
passenger trains run in A)neriea. Hot
boxes are unknown on engines or cars
when "Magnus" is used. .\ rough esti-

mate by an expert on the subject of rail-

R.\XD Belted Air Compressor.

A WELL-EARNED SUCCESS.

Sketch of an Up=to-Date Railroad

Supply Co.

"Combination" is a significant word
when applied to a business enterprise, and
it frequently explains the secret of a phe-
nomenal success—such a success, for in-

stance, as that of the Brady Metal Co.,

who, about si.x years ago, launched their
"combination," which was composed of

experienced and thoroughly practical men,
with a knowledge of the requirements im-
posed by the heavy limited train ser\-ice

of to-day. Mr. Daniel M. Brady, who is

the president and general sales agent of

the Brady Metal Co., has nearly twenty-
five years' experience to his credit in rail-

road and manufacturing ser\ ice, and dur-
ing nearh- half of this time he was inti-

matelv associated with the late Leander
Garey (N. Y. C. & H. R. System),
one of the ablest and most distin-

guished master car builders of his day.
Mr. Adolph Onslow, the superintendent
and metallurgist of the Brady Co., has had
an experience of over thirty-five years,
and has personally superintended the mak-
ing of fully 10,000,000 car brasses. Mr.
Onslow erected the first plant for the spe-
cial manufacture of these improved bear-

road metal bearings gives 3,000 to 3,500
miles per ounce of wear as good .ser\'ice.

There are cases where Magnus Metal Bear-
ings have a record of more than 150,000
miles to their credit, and other instances

where car brasses have shown nearly 5,000
miles to the ounce of wear.

It is in the engine service that a brass
receives the more even wear, as the load
never varies, and a mileage in locomotive
service is subject to a less discount for

dust, variations in load and lack of care
than in car ser\'ice. A recent test on a

leading trunk line, under a 70-ton engine,
showed that Magnus Brass ran 3,194 miles
per ounce of wear.
Magnus Tin, for use as a substitute for

block tin by railroads having their own
brass foundry ; Magnus .\nti-Friction Lin-
ing Metal, Standard Crow-foot Battery
Zincs, Solder I half-and-half and other
grades), Phosphor Bronze (in ingots, bear-

ings or ca.stings | and Babbitt Metal ( nine
different grades ) complete the line of rail-

road metals furnished by the Brady Metal
Co., who are always prepared to make
monthly or yearly contracts to supply
Magnus Metal or Brass Castings of all

grades and patterns for engines or cars, at

prices in touch with the current metal
market.
The present office address of the Com-

pany is 115 Broadway. New York. * * *



Compressed Air in Railroad Shops.
The use of compressed air has developed

and become established more rapidly and
more fully in the railroad shops of the
countr)' than probably anywhere else, sim-
ply because there it has been easy to pro-
cure a supply of the compressed air and to

augment the means of compressing it as

the demands of the service increased. This
general use of compressed air in railroad
shops is, as we have before remarked, a

distinct outgrowth of the air-brake service.

In railroad repair shops, or wherever there
are a few locomotives, there is generally
one of the air-compressing pumps around
and not in use, or one may easily be
smuggled in among the necessary supplies
of the road ; and it is a little matter to pipe
it up in a comer—no matter if it is a
ferocious steam glutton—and put it to work
to operate a hoist or two somewhere.
When once the air supply finds employ-
ment, one duty after another is placed
upon it. Soon the pump becomes in-

adequate to furnish the quantity of air

called for, and then another pump is added,
and after that others in succession, until in

some places as many as sixteen such com-
pressing pumps have been employed to-

sills from cars, for applying couplings for

fittings on air-brake hose, for cleaning
castings, for loading axles and wheels, for

raising and lowering furnace doors ; for

general hoisting over machine tools,

planers, lathes, boring mills, presses ;
for

raising cast iron to cupolas, for lifting

drop weights, for breaking old castings,

for operating air drills and punches, for

riveting car channels, as a blast for a port-

able blacksmith forge near repair tracks,

for transferring oil from barrels to tanks,

for testing air brakes, for general white-
washing, for blowing out and cleaning hot-

water and steam-heating pipes in passen-
ger equipment, for sanding freight-car

roofs, sand blast for applying satin finish

on silverware, car trimmings, etc."

This was, of course, an impromptu enu-
meration, and did not mention all the uses

of air in railroad service, a notable
omission being that of the use of com-
pressed air for cleaning car seats, rugs,

carpets and all heavy textile materials in

parlor and sleeping cars. The use of oil

for kindling the fires in locomotive fur-

naces, in connection with compressed air,

is saving more than three-quarters of the
cost of wood.
The Committee of the M. C. B. A. reports

that the pneumatic jacks or drop pits effect

a saving of 471^ per cent, in the work
of changing wheels, in passenger-car
trucks.

gether, notwithstanding that each pump
uses five times as much steam as would be
recpiired by a good compressor to furnish

the same quota of air. The first cost of the
pumps when used in series is also greater

than that of reliable air compressors. The
use of compressed air in the railroad shop,
and for numerous purposes around the
railroad stations or termini, has now be-

come so general that it would seem to be
very desirable to see about setting up per-

manent air-compressing plants with reli-

able and economical air compressors. The
Committee of the Master Car Builders'

Association speaks as follows of the air-

brake pump and of its use for general ser-

vice :

" On account of the particular kind of

service for which locomotive air pumps
are designed, the necessity for simplicity
will not permit of the use of cooling de-

vices for the air cylinder, or the additional
mechanism necessary to use steam expan-
sively; and for these reasons, if air is

wanted in considerable quantities, some
form of compressor embodying the above-
mentioned advantages and regulated auto-

matically should be employed.
" Air is employed in air jacks for raising

and lowering cars, in drop pits for remov-
ing car wheels from the truck of cars, in

portable jacks for lifting couplers into posi-

tion, in jacks for pulling down defective

The IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co., of

New York, make a specialt\' of the man-
ufacture of various styles of compressors,
both steam and belt driven, adapted for
use in railroad shops. They furnish
to anyone desiring them handsomely
illustrated catalogues of their compres-
sors. * * *

© i i
The Hotel Question at the Thousand

Islands.

If you haven't solved it ^-et, and have
failed to secure satisfactory accommoda •

tions for the Conventions, write H. F.
Inglehart, proprietor Hotel Westminster,
Westminster Park, Alexandria Bav, N. Y.

,

and ask for pamphlet. Harper's Magazine
of September, 18S1, says: "It is unques-
tionably the finest location in the Thou-
sand Islands."

Hotel Westminster is only five minutes
by steam ferry from the Master Car Build-
ers' and Master Mechanics' Convention
Hall. Free ferriage furnished those stop-
ping at the Westminster.

Don't con.sent to be put into private
houses a long way from headquarters,
when you can get a nice room and a fine
table at Hotel Westminster for $3 per
day. * * *
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Our Line Engjavings are made by

the wax process, a plan securing

accuracy and distinct lines on orig-

inal copper plates. They are made

by BRADLEY & POATES, 10 & 12

Vandewater St., New York City.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump "Works,

loot of East Twenty-third Street,

New York.
Send for

Illu'tbateo Catalogue.



Second-Hand Machinery,
FOR LOCOMOTIVE AND ENGINE WORK.

LATHE-



DON'T RUN WILD.

A ''DAUQHERTY=VISIBLE"

Like a Clear Track—Everything in Sight.

Rapid, Durable, Perfect Alipment.

The Penn. R.R. System use 25.

WRITE FOR ONE ON TRIAL TO

The Daugherty-Typewriter Co., P.O. Box 1263, Pittsburg, Pa.

IllLNew'NATHAN"
(Seb Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"MTHAK" SICHT.PEED LDBRICJTORS,

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIEE EXTINGUISHEES.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILKR AVA-SHERS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATA1.0GUES.

'I
NATHANIVIFG.CO.,92&94LiDertySt

Western Office, \^X & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111

{ lassified Index a

TCX3LJE:

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CAR5 AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I*I3CIlLija.IDDE3I*I*I3:i-A.,

Tlie Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting iviachines.

ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor descriptive circularsand mention Locomotive Engineering.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works: Edwardsville, III. St. L,OUlS, Mo.
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Our Adoertisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Air Brakes.

Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Compressors.
Ckiytnii Air Compressor Works. New York.
ln;<ersull-Sergeant Drill Co.. New York.
Pedrick & Aver Co.- Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co., New York.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, III.

Anti-Friction Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterlingworth Ky. Supply Co., New York.
Theo. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis, Mo.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Couplers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Automatic Switch Stands.

Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
(jould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
H. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brady Metal Co,, New York.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Bell Ringer.

U. S. :\Ietallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting:.

Schultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & AUstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.

W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Laborer's Instruction Pub. Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Locomotive Engineeking, New York.'
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth. Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, III.

Brake Beams. |

Sterlingworth Ry. Supply Co., New York.

Brake Shoes.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.

Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. 111.

Calipers.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Continued on page 382.
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Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler). Cleve-
land. O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
HinsonJlf(f. Co., ChiciKC. 111.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield. O.
McConwav & Torley Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Gold Car Heating Co.. New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York,
Car Roofing.

Drake A.- Weirs, Cleveland, O.
A. E. Fillev .Mfg. Co., New York.
B. R. Miller, New York.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.
Car 3eat5.

Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Car Wheels.

Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede & Car Co..

Kalamazoo. Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York"!.
Mt. Vernon Car .Mfg. Co.. Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.
East BufTalo Iron \Vorks. Buffalo. N. Y.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
Merrill-Stevens Mfg. Co., Niles, Mich.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
M....re .Mfg. & Fdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crt>sby Steam Gage& Valve Co., Boston. Mass.

Coaling Tubs.
i;. L. Stuebner & Co.. Long Island City, N. V.

Ceal Handling JVlachinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools.

Scranton, Pa.
Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Cranes.
Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machinery Co.,

Cleveland, O-
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., t"hiladelphia. Pa.
\Villiam Sellers ct Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drill Grinder.
G. T. Fames Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

Emery Wheels.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Enginemen's Specialties.
Stannard & White, Appleton, W^is.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
Smith Exhaust Pipe Co., Doylestown, Pa.

Continued on page jSj.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.-
104 TO 116 KNOWLTON STREET,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING-OFF

MACHINES-both Hand and Power.

& OTHER TOOLS
ORSTOCKS, DIES F

Water, Steam & Gas Fitters.

WILL YOU HAVE A CATALOGUE?

No. I Machine. New York Office; 139 CENTRE STREET. No. 3 Machine.

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING
Tbe Cheapest, Best and most Durable Car Roof Known. In use by Seventy

Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failiire. A new roof furnished ft'ee fot
•yery one that fails In ten years.

THE

Otandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Proces*

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLOC,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS. 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

Chilled and

Steel-TiredWHEELS
A. WMtEey & Sons,

ESTABLISHED 1847.

PHILADELPHIA.

Made with Special Reference to use under Engines and Passenger Cars.
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HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

: FOR LOCOMqTI¥]ES_
_|

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.

No. Z, Oils both Cylinders. Wo. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.
Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

t^-THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALFA-PINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich,

THE PRATT & WHITNEY CO., Harlfofi
,
Com,, D. S. A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Sub
stitutes for Planers fo/ Heavy and Kapid Cutting in Cast and
Wrought Iron and Steel

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and
Threading IrregiJar Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass,

Iron and Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass

Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning,

Shaping and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.
CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.

Boiler,

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

QUiLlTY UNSURPASSED

Plates up to 100 ins. in width

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

I

h

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ManufacUirers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
cnie Singled Donble ADtomatic Bolt Cotters

Cutting from \i in. to 6 in. diam.

\lso. Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.

I I— yi i-^^ PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
^£3 ^AZ—^^5 FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
383
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Expansion Bolts.

Isaac Church, Toledo. O.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providenoe, R. I.

Fire Brick.

Garden City Sand Co., Chicago, 111.

Fire Extinguishers.

N'athan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.

F. A. Barbey & Co., Boston, Mass.

Flues and Tubes.

Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.

Foundry Equipment.
WhitinK Foundry EquipmentCo.,Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
.Mdr.len Frog & Crossing Works,"S. Chicago,

111.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.
U. S. .Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.
J..S. Di.-ion Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede & Car Co.,

Kalamazoo. Mich.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Head Lights.
Star Headlight Co., Rochester. N. Y.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls

N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson cS: Stillman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson,

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.

R. 1. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works,
Richmond. Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson. N. J.
Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.
Juhn J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Firebox.
Joseph J. Bohner. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indian.apolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators.
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit. Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy. N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.

Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works Ltd., Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin. Pa.

Machine Toolf«.

Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co. SpringJield, Vt.
Manning, Ma.'iwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Tiiifin. O.

J. J. McCabe. New York.
Niles Tool Works Co.. Hamilton. O.
George Place Machine Co., New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Measuring Scales.
Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Continued on page 3S4.
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Mechanics' Tools.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Standard Tool Co. Athol, Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mich.

Metal Polish.

(1. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachines.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Mining: Hachlnery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Oil Cups.

E. r>. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ud.,'Mil\vauk c

Wi.;.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Overhead Tram Rails.

Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machinery^C
Chicago, 111.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phi a
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
C. C. Terome. Chicago, 111.

U. S. "Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pi

Packing Ring.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San^Fran
Cisco, Cal.

Patents.

Wm. Gardam & Son, New York.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington. D. C

Perforated Metal.

Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Ch
oago, III.

Phosphor Bronze.

Ajax Metal Co , Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachlnery.

Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville 111

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Pipe Wrenches.
Samuel Hall's Son, New York.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Qates.

Bogue ik Mills Mftr. Co., Chicago, 111.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.

Newark Regulator Co., Newark, Ohio.

Publications.

Power. New York.
Pump Packing.

Boston Belting Co., ESoston, Mass.

Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Punches.
I. P. Richards, Providence, R. I.

Railroads.

Lake Shore & M. S.

Railroads and Hotels.

Central Park Hotel. Thousand Islands, N. Y.
C, M. & St. P.
Hotel Westminster, Alexandria Bay, N. Y.
The Thousand Island House, Alexandria Bay.

N. Y.

Railway Crossing Guards.
Bogue tt Mills Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings.

Ramapu Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Rubber.

Boston Belting Co., Bo.ston, Mass.
Rubber Hatting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.
5anding Apparatus.

Henry L. Leach, Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting.

William Sellers &. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Cofititiued on page jSj.
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CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivin§:Jruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cran]{

Mi*#J rins.

R.R.SALES AGENTS
^ > 2S6BROAPWAY.

: NEW YORK. .

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

K

.^v^!:5^?-->x

.^§&; J-^ .

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

'

rri

lillm

hill

[ilUl

^t^ COo
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Eng:ineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

^^SlEfSJf,"•
I!
T»^Bangs Patent Qil CupsWatch Spring Tempered Steel

Graduated In 32ds and 64ths on one
side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

6* 1

lllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilllilllllllllllili

raiiriinHE tool coIze
HARTFORD COSH.

llllllllllMlllNllMllNllllllllllllllllllllliikys

VALLENTINE TOOL CO., •
Hartford, Conn. •

FUR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

Warranted to save SO per cent, of oil
over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bod-
ies; Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed
not to break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one set on 30 days trial. If not satisfac-
tory, no pay. They will please you.

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP CO. (Limited),

P. O. Box 2S7. lUlIwaukee, 'Wl' >.
Factobv, 718 to Tig Hanovbb Stbbkt.
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He Doesn't See How

We give a $1.00 Book for 15c.

HERBERT E. DANA, Engfineer of the West-

moreland Creamery, Westmoreland, N. H.,

writes us: " I have received your catalogue,

' A Book of Tools,' and am very highly

pleased with it. It is just what I have been

looking for, for many years. I must say

that I do not think any engineer or anyone

who has the handling of Machinery and

Tools, should be without it. I do not see

how you can sell it for the small sum of 15

cents ; // is well worth a dollar."

We appreciate Mr. Dana's kindly letter,

but beg to inform him and the readers of

this journal, that we do not sell our " Book
of Tools." If we sold them, we should
have to charge more than a dollar to
make any profit. These books, though
unostentatious, cost us more than a doljar
eac '. We send them free to any address
upon receipt of 15 cents, which barely
covers mailing and advertising expenses.

Our object in printing and issuing this
book is to get it into the hands of buyers
of Tools, Supplies and Machinery, and
thereby promote our business and increase
our sales in the lines represented.

We have a limited number of copies of
the "Book of Tools" on heavier paper,
bound in handsome cloth cover, which we
will send, prepaid express, upon receipt of
50 cents.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

TOOLS, SUPPLIES AND MACHINERY,

90 to 102 Bates St., Detroit, iviich.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center, a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.

XHi HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Doe£ away entirely

with Rubber Hose
for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co., Lakeport, N. H.
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Shorthand School.

Kersl College. Corning, N. Y.

5older.

Then. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis, Mo.

Springs.

A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay -Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. Boston,

Mass.
Utioa Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Steam Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
AS. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co , St Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosper & Son. New York\
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe. Pa.
Sohoen Mfg Co Pittsburg. Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Raniapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works, Latrobe. Pa,
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).

j

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Stone Crushers. /

Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Switches.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Tie Plates.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Track Hquipment.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y'.

Tube Expanders.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co. , Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.

Hruwn Hoisting & Conveying Machinery Co.,
ChiL-ago, 111.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Typewriters.

Williams Typewriter Co., New York.

Valves.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco. Cal.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New Y'ork.

Ross Valve Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.

American Wearing Varnish Co., New York.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
S. X. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, IlL

Tohn J. McGrane, New Y'ork.

Welding Compound.
Newhall & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wrecking Cars.
Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machinery Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Wrecking Frogs.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago. 111.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.



f$» f$» f$>

We Manufacture
A Full Line of Bolt and Nut Machinery,

and

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomotive

Shops, including: Special Machinery.

»$> r^ (^

Perhaps you have not seen our last Illustrated Catalogue

( 173 pages ). It's yours for the asking.

<$»*$»»$»

He invite correspondence, and will furnish blueprints or

photos of any of our machines, showing

latest improvements.
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GOLD'S "UNIVERSAL"
STRAIGHTPORT COUPLING, \

which couples with the Sewall, is the only one extant having an adjust-

able brass-faced seat. Supplied with Gold's Automatic Gravity Relief

Traps, which are a positive preventive against freezing.

UPWARD OF 7,000 CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES
EOUIPPED WITH OUR SYSTEMS.

HEATING SYSTEMS.
Storage Heaters with heat storage fluid in hermetically sealed

tubes. Storage Heaters with inner heat storage body of earthenware
or terra-cotta. Duplex Double Coils for use with Baker Heater
hot water circulating system, with or without jet system. Direct

Steam with plain piping.

Gold Car Heating Co.,
FRANKFORT AND CLIFF STREETS, NEW YORK.

652 THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.
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.ViTh all 01=^ the bekms tested except the
marden" there is a preponderance op weight^
on one 6ide of the vertical plane of 6u5pen5iom
which cmuses tp.em to tip and perm.it6 the top oe^
brfiks .shoes to rub against the wheels etc. mcb report 1889
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strong, flexible ; water, acid
and gas proof.

Protection against fire.

Adapted for cars, railroad
buildings and all other roofs.

No coal tar or petroleum
residuum.

Send for our new pamphlet,
samples and prices.

Correspondence invit d.

What Users Say:

t is all O. K.. or would not
have just sent you an order."

E G. MYBRS. Supt.

•'.... Heretofore canvas roof,
in^ has been used b> us We think
we have found the right thing; in
your roofing."

J. n. DU5HANE.
U.S. Eng*r Service.

" We ha\e decided to use your
"Defiance" No. 2 Roofing, because
what we have a ready used has been
satisfaclorv

."

EMPIRE KNIFE CO.

"ALGERITE" KNOBBLED HAMMERED CHARCOAL IRON.

THE TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO.,

WASHINGTON,
Washington Co.,

PENN.

We manufacture ALL our

own Charcoal Iron Blooms,

and use only CHARCOAL and

NATURAL GAS for Fuel.

3
»3

9 3

oo
»3

o
s
•-1

I

5'

n <T>

— 2!
o* ni

» P.

X
3
3

n

Correspondence solicited. Address as above, or GEO. E. MOLLESON, 39 Cortlandt St., New York.
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The following: communication is well worth the careful reading of every Master Mechanic.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N.
J.

Gentlemen :

I have run my engine in heavy freight

service 115,000 miles with slight running

repairs. It is good for 20,000 miles more

before engine will have to be taken in shop

for general repair. The valve motion is but

slightly worn when compared with engines

of same class in like work. The engine is

noted as a " puller" on heavy grades,

economical in fuel and oil, and has often

been commented upon by officers, train

dispatchers and trainmen, and believed to

z_

U^

be a superior built engine This is not ^'f^

the case. The secret of success is the

daily use of Dixon's Graphite which

gives a bright polish to valves, pistons and

cylinders The graphite greatly reduces

friction and gives a free and easy action to

va've motion, which also accounts for the

slight wear spoken of. This road has sev-

eral heavy grades, and it is a common occur-

rence for engines to ' stall " on these
i

grades Whenever I have an unusually '

heavy train, and before approaching such

grades I give each valve about two (2) table- i

spoonfuls of oil and graphite. I have never
|

known it to fail, and it is really wonderful i^

with what ease the engine goes over these

hills. Valves work free and easy and the

reverse lever can be held with one hand,

even when full boiler pressure is used.

This is not generally known, especially by

our officials, as what graphite is used is

purchased by the engineers. I have often

thought of taking up this matter with our

Master Mechanics, but being only an en-

gineer I have come to the conclusion that

such a course would be unwise and result

in no good, even though I could refer to the

mileage and condition of my engine as

proof of what 1 claim for graphite.

AN EXPERIENCED ENGINEER

Detroit Ground Crystal
f^f$7 f$>(^ f$?f$i f$><47
XX XX XX XX
VMU^ WMUVil (J^U^ U^U^

po« WELDING, TEMPERING, BRAZING & HARDENING.

f^ f$^ f^

I

A piece of Crucible Stet

lap welded and bent in fn

we'id by several blows <

the sledge.

2
Two old screw taps <

different grades of steel, j

years old, welded togethu

and bent over horn of anvi

to show solid weld.

f^t^ ftrt r\1h

f^n

A piece of Black Diamond
:.teel jump welded together,
:hen struck with several
slows on upright piece with
.ledge, to see if weld could
je drawn off.

Six old American files

welded together solidly at
separate heats, obliterating
trace of teeth. After weld
was made they ^^e^e dou-
bled back in the center and
U I awn down under hammer
into a solid bar of tool steel.

ftfl rt^ f^rt

A WELDING COMPOUND THAT WELDS SOLID.

Prevents Kire Check. NIakes a Solid Braze.
MANUFACTURED BY

E. G. NEWHALL & CO., DETROIT, MICH.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.

3QI



^i£AjXffi Fence
Fo'

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.
•-%^ 1 '%%'*THK COmiNG ROOP!*'%% I :'%%•

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROn $10 TO $15 LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE.

| CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TIHE.

WILL WEAR THE LIFE OF THE CAR.
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT!

Out West : M., K. & T. Ry. Down East : Boston & Albany R. R. 1305 HtYEMEYER BlDG.
26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

MORDEN FROG & CROSSING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS of TRACK MATERIAL.

GROUND FLOOR^THE RO KERY". CH 1 CAG . I LL

HIGH MAIN LINE SWITCH STAND
M ITRE JOINT

STEEl, RAIL CROSSING.

die forged
'steel tie bar clip

WORKS, SOUTH CHICAGO, ILL.

PURE
FLAKE

GRAPHITE

CURES

FRICTION.
An engineer, whose engine has run

1 1 5,000 miles with slight running repairs,
is noted as a "puller "on heavy grades,
economical in fuel and oil, and often com-
mented upon by officers, train dispatchers
and trainmen, and believed to be a supe-
rior built engine, says, " The secret of suc-
cess is the daily use of Dixon's Graphite,
which gives a bright polish to valves, pis-

tons and cylinders. "

Let us send you sample and pamphlet.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.
^JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Use of Steam.

Takes less steam to operate it, has unusual rauge

of delivery, and works equally well whether mini-

mum or maximum quantity of water is required.

Frank \V. Furry, Gaioal Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block. Chica!;o.
WOKK.S :

WAIiSWOIvTH. O

1«

AMERICAN WEARING VARNISH GO.
Ill BROADWAY, Make and sell R.R. Varnish unexcelled

for Hrilliancy and Durability. Resists
UP\A/ VnOI/ OITV action cf cinders and coal, smoke and
^LWlU^^Ulll, climatic changes.
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There's an item of Economy in

using our Guards.

It's explained in our little book.

Book costs a postal.

Our Guards will Save your Com-
pany Money.

YANKEE
TWIST

DRILL

GRINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, from %
to 2J4 inches. Set for any
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-
ance and can't grind a
drill wrong. Address.

G, T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

pOR EVERY RAIL-
ROAD MAN.

Pocket Primer
OF THE

Air=Brake.
Easy Lessons,

Illustrated.

90 pp. Flexible Cover>

Reduced Price, 25cts.

"Stamps Go."

AGENTS WANTED.

W. S. ROGERS, M.E.,

BUFFALO, N.Y.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

.

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS. MICH.

E. Spangenberg's Manual of Steam Engineering,
Containing more than 2000 QUESTIONS WITH ARGUED ANSWERS, and over 500 Illustrations;

ALSO HIS Arithmetic, Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry,
Are sold by every reliable book-dealer for 73 cents per volume.

"The author does not expect a scientific preliminary knowledge from his readers, basing his
work upon their having a common school education.

One question leading to another without too great a tax upon the memory, introduces the student
step by step to the essential points of the subjects under consideration, while facts are not only
stated, but proved by examples easilv understood ; the illustrations are exemplary, and the atten-
tive reader will find satisfactory results. The tables will be found complete and positively correct,
so the experienced engineer will find this a valuable book of reference based upon the latest intorma-
iKjn-" C. A. COLLETT, Eng. & Elect.. District Deputy President,

National Association of Stationary Engineers of Missouri.
11'/// /h' sent post-paid after rceeipt of price by

THE LABORER S INSTRUCTION PUBLISHING CO., 3(4 N , Third St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Steam-"" ^^" 7-- ;- t
H
o
M
Ei Electrical jtngineering

By our Correspondence .Method. Thorough Instruction at Lowest Possible Rates. Kree
Apparatus with Electrical Courses. Write for catalogue. THE SCIENTIFIC MACHINIST CO.,
4S-47 Blackstone Building. Cleveland. O.

STOP !Jrss, PREVENT
The Leaks PPCWCMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, I 11 L Y L ll I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, 111.

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.

^AllffOAD /^^ KALAMA?OOMCff.

Manufacturers of STEEL WHEEL HAND CARS, STEEL VELOCIPEDE CARS, STEEL SUR-
FACE CATTLE GUARDS and a New RAILWAY TRICYLE, constructed with ball bearings

and throughout similar to a road bicycle. Send for illustrated catalogue.
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The Brown Hoisting and Conveying Machine Co.,
ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

\ Operated by hand, electric power
\ or air, of any size and for any duty.

Locomotive and Wharf Cranes. ^operate? by sTeamOTeiectrTdty"^^'

Traveling Cranes.

Pillar Cranes.

Wrecking Cars.

( Hand or power, for wrecking cars,

) yard, and warehouse use.

\ Furnished complete with hand or

( steam wrecking cranes and every modern appliance.

Transfer Tables and Turn Tables.
'

^'"'^ '"'' °p''''''' ""' electricity, steam or hand, of modem
design.

Overhead Tramrail.
f Complete systems of overhead tramrail, with pulley block

^ travelers, switches, turn-tables, etc., for shop or warehouse use.

U3,IltllSVGr Cr3.I16S, ( For the rapid handling of coal, ore, sand, rock, or any other

CablS Train'Wa.yS, BridgS TreLUlWa-V. (material, from vessels, docks, cars, etc, and the storage of same.

Also, Manufacturers of Hoisting Engines, Boilers, Friction Clutches, Skip Cars, Automatic
Buckets and Grab Buckets for Coal and Ore, Sewer Machines, etc., etc.

Complete Systems for the Handling of Material of any kind under any Condition.

Main Office and Works, Cleveland, Ohio.

General Eastern Office, Havemeyer Building, New York. Pittsburg Office, Carnegie Building,
W. A, STADELMAN, Manaoer. F. G. TALLMAN, Manager.

n^HE PROBLEM of handling

material safely, quickly and

cheaply is readily solved by the in-

troduction of a properly

- designed system of

AIR HOISTS AND AIR CRANES.

We supply complete outfits, and would like

J to know your requirements and name prices.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Chicago,

Cranes, Air Hoists, Turn-Tables, Trucks, Cupolas, etc.

Slexicl. fox- C71z-c-i:i.la;X-i9.
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The Hinson Manufacturing Co.
5Ja THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO. ILL.

Below find sen-ice tests of Malleable Draw Bars with Steel Knuckles
as against All Steel Couplers. The figures speak fi)r themselves.
Draw your own conclusions.

STATEMENT-JOINT CAR SERVICE INSPECTION FOR 1894.



Columbian Metallic Rod -Packing.
Prmclpail Points^ Sflmpllclty and Dmrabillty,

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction next to nothing. Protracts Life of Rods.

Three Rin§:s for Heavy Service. One Ring for

Passenger Engines, nm contract to provide this

Packing for Half Cost of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 & 1226 Betz BIdg., Philadelphia.
Chicago Office: f^" s 1A12 Manhattan BufLoirva.

^^ Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Cal. or Jersey Shore, Pa

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Bulldine, Washington, D. C,

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,
^?~ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE ^iZL t locomotive^*-dcar|earihgs

BRASS and PMOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs In WEIGHT.

«!



United States Metallic Packing Company,
42r NORTH THIRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLMAR
BELL RINGER.

Simplest device for

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

Insures bell ringfing: at

crossingfs — n other
ring:er can start auto-

matically without our

license.

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go in place Of

old glass tube. With

350 deg'rees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One gflass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of its merits.

"United States" Valve-Stem Packing.

Friction of rings back of the support of rod, improved oil-

ing arrangement, swab protected from dust and dirt, shield in

one piece but can be removed for renewal of swab in an in-

stant. Same on piston packings. 'This packing has stood the

test of years, thousands in use. You take no chances in using

it— tried and true.

Air Pump Rod Packing.

Giving A I satisfaction on several

roads. Saves time, labor and rods.

Worthy of a trial. Try it.

METALLIC PACKINGS
save their cost in fibrous packing in a year. They do not in-

jure the rod. They require no attention but oiling. They put

less friction on rods, never score and are tight.

Ask for our Catalog^.

Smillje7 Copier
COUPLES BY Stow IMPACT:

\^_'^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO./

Mark mit\^'

91 Clay Street, Newark, N. J-

NewYorkPffice: 39 Cortlandt^treet.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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COURSES OF HOME INSTRUCTION

FOR MACHINISTS AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS.

n/fcptJ A ItfTP A T TM5 A W^TlVrP '* "'*' ™°^' important subject to most men. The demand for mechanics who can make and read drawings is far
iUEL.HAllHy/VJ- JJIvA Wllllj greater than the supply. Drawing is included in nearly all our courses, the student beintr required to draw
. , ^

from fifteen to forty plates, and two or more tracings. Our COMPLETE MECHANICAL DRAWING COURSE
includes instruction m Arithmetic, Mensuration and the Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas and Mechanical Drawing. Any person who completes this
(nurse will be able to make a comparatively neat and finished drawing. Laborers learn to make ihem under our instruction. We are as successful in teach-
ing the siib.iect as the regular schools. The average standing on each plate of a student who knew nothing of drawing when he enrolled, but who completed
the twenty-five plates of his course in four months, was 98.5J, Hundreds wlio have taken but little longer to do the work can show equally good percentages.

IWCPH ANTPC *^"'" COMPLETE MECHANICAL COURSE includes instruction in Practical Mathematics; Arithmetic, Algebra. Geometry and Triga-
luEl>nAili^O> nometry ; in the Physics, such as Elementarv .Mcrlianii's, Hydromechanics, Pneuiiuitiis and Heat; in Mechanical Drawing, sicaui and

Steam Engines, Strength of Materials, Applied Mchaiiic*. Boilers, Machine Design, and in the care and operation of Dvnam.is, Mc.tors
and Electric Stations, It constitutes a thorough education in the theory of MECHANICS and will qualify those who complete it, as far as theoretical educa-
tion is concerned, to fill responsible positions in the Mechanical Engineering Profession. Students are allowed to take the work on MECHANICAL DRAWING
in connection with the Matuematical and Physical subjects.

CT 'CPT'DTPITV °"'' MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL COURSE contains all the subie<ts taught in the Complete Mechanical ami the Complete Eleo-
CLCKj 1 1\1L1 1 I • trical Courses, including Fundamental Principles of Electririiv. Elr.-trical Mc.iMiremcnts, Batteries, Ai'l.licil Electricity. (Telegraph,

Telephone. Dynamo, Motors, Incandescent Lamps, Electro-Metallurgv, Electro-Welding), Dynamo Electric Machine Design, and
Electric Lighting and Transmission of Power. This is one of our most comprehensive com-ses.

T nPnMftTTVC 'CIVIPT'VCCDTIM'P There is no surer road to promotion for a Locomotive Engineer than the one that runs up the grade'of
1-UV>U1'1U live Cll Ull'lElJlX.ll'l \J, knowledge. Many of the most prominent railroad officials in the countrv began their careers at the fire-

box and cab. The lives of the train crew, and frequently of hundreds of passengers depend on the
Locomotive Engineer understanding the ponderous and powerful machine he directs. Our LOCOMOTIVE-ENGINEERINt; COURSE, which includes instruc-
tion in Arithmetic, Mensuration and the Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Mechanics. Mechanical Drawing. Locomotives. Dyn.amos, Motors and Electric
Lighting, is specially prepared to give Locomotive Engineers and Firemen the instruction they need in order to quahfy for promotion.

OTHPR POTTR^F^ ^'"^ "^^^ '^"^ stationary and Marine Steam Engineering; Architecture; Bridge. Railroad and Municipal Engineering;uiiii^ix \^\jfji\yji^^. Plumbing and Heating; Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting and English Branches.

MCTUnrv nC TXZ a PUTIVP *" courses commence with Addition in Arithmetic, so that to enroll it is only necessary to know how to read and
lUEinUJJ UF lEAUlliilVIa write. Students are furnished with Instruction Papers, which become their property and ARE ALL THE BOOKS

THEY NEP;i>. and with (Question Papers so worded as to bring out all they have learned. The answers are sent to
us for examination and correction. Students are furnished with blanks upon which they are expected to write to us requesting .special information when-
ever needed. These requests are always answered promptly and fullv. The Instruction Papers are written by our own instructors, who know from experi-
ence just what workingmen need to learn in order to qualify for advancement, and are freely illustrated, A Scholarshii. entitles the holder to per.sonal,
private tuition until he is proficient, no matter how long it may take, nor how often it may be necessary to review. Students lose no time in going to and
from classes

; can interrupt studies or change residences when necessary ; can carry Instruction Paper.s'with them so as to make n.se of idle time, and studies
are so arranged that they must do thorough work or they cannot advance, Schnlaishiiis s. ild on installments are not forfeited because of failure to pay in-
stallments promptly. We have 8,000 students and are the largest technical school in I he world.

Send for Free Circular, stating the subject you wish to study, to

The international CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

ALBANY. N. Y.

S S-A-IjEJ,

Valuable Machinery
and Real Estate,

In whole or in part, located in Albany, N. Y., on the Hudson River. About 475 feet

river front. Lot about 550 feet deep. Main building 208 x 52 feet, large brick and iron roof

boiler house adjoining. Containing one 200 horse-power compound duplex engine, two 100

horse-power boilers, thoroughly equipped, finely set, and with all attachments. 190 feet main

shafting with belting, much counter shafting, water supply, drainage, perfect sewerage, and

steam heating throughout, all new and in perfect order, ready to start fires, railroad within

sixty feet. Cost in actual cash paid more than $75,000; all offered at a tremendous

sacrifice. Write for further particulars. Rare opportunity for manufacturers; must be sold

at some price.

HENRY I.. SMITH,
RECEIVER.
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Around alocomotive
CAR AND RAILROAD SHOPS,

Hairs imDioYBfl Pipe wrencli
Is daily proving tlie Handiest, Strongest and Best Wrench

IN THE WORLD.

When used as a Screw Wrench, it will grip a nut or
bolt so that it cannot slip, and the jaws being on
an angle have the advantag^es of an S-wrench. The
great strength of this tool makes it very popular
as a screw wrench. We print a little book which
goes more into detail, and can be had for the asking.

Made in Seven Sizes.
6 to 48 inches in length, to take

Pipe from s in. to 6 ins.

Grips quickly and firmly galvanized as well as other
pipe, and will not crush it. Releases instantly.
Cannot lock on pipe. Has scale to set wrench

to size before placing on pipe.

Can be easily sharpened on grindstone or emery
wheel—without taking apart. Costs less for repairs
than any other Pipe Wrench. The jaws are smooth
and parallel, and tvlll not mar a nut or highly
polished fitting.

The entire wrench is drop forged from Crucible Steel,
and the jaws are hardened.

Send for Catalogue and Price-List. AS A SCREW WRENCH.

SAMUEL HALL'S SON, 229 West Tenth St., New York.
i/^'%/%/%/%^^^%^%'>^*%^%^%'%^'%'*'^/^^^/^'%^^^%/%/%^%^/%/\/%^%/%^%%f%'%/%/%/%^i%/%/%^%f%^%/%/%^

The Long & Allstatter Company,
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

PUNCHING & SHEARING MACHINERY

Over 350

sizes & styles

for

all kinds of

Punching and

Shearing

in Metal byl

Power.

We have

A CATALOGUE

while

not complete,

will gfive you

an idea of the

largfe variety of

Machines

we make-
write for it.

Double, Single, Angle Bar, Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler,
Spacing, Gate, Multiple, Belt and Steam Driven

Punches and Shears, for all purposes.
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^\#
Now

The Standard

on a

Great Many

Trunk Lines.

nnmmiliaiis^.
1894 PATTERN.

Practical Device

to Increase

tlie Life of tlie

Locomotive.

A few Guaranteed Beneficial Results

obtained are:

Reduction of Back Pressure to a minimum.

Almost Absolute Prevention of Ejection of Sparks
and Cinders from tlie Stack.

Great Reduction in Noise from Exhaust.

An Astonishing- Decrease in the Consumption of
Fuel.

Saves Depreciation — and Extends Life of Eng-ine.

Engineers are able to Keep to Schedule Time in
the face of adverse circumstances, •with

great Economy of Power.

Correspondence respectfully solicited. Ask for Circular.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Smith Exhaust Pipe Co.

DOYLESTOWN, PA.

SOLE AGENTS,

The General Agency Co.,

32 Park Place, New York City.
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BELTED AIR COMPRESSOR
(COMPOUND.)

Most economical Pump made,

only runs when Air is

being used.

,r

iilli A

Automatically stops and starts

on a variation of 3 pounds

pressure— no attention ex-

cept to oil. Water jacketed.

Delivers 44 cubic feet of

free air per minute at

less than half the cost

by brake pumps. It

is the pace-maker.

^ *'&

Q / That Standard

y/ / Shaper is the best

thing out— a NEW
principle— cuts side-

wise. Easiest to set

work. Stroke changed at

full speed.

30 X 12 H^
liiiaiwSaii

Standard

Shaper.

The " Best

Ask for our

Catalogue.

Our New Cylinder Borer will

bore anything from 10 in. to 24 in.

diameter, with one or both cylinder

heads out; feeds either way, two changes of

feed. Furnished in a

chest, with tools,

wrenches, &c.

THE BEST
IN USE.

We make

a specialty of

repairing tools.

Write fpr any=

thing needed.
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Richmond

Locomotive and Machine Works,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA,

BUILDERS OF

I LOCOMOTIVES |

Simple or Compound, for every Variety of Service.

/. .-

Large and Well Appointed Shops.

Modern Machinery and Appliances.

Work Guaranteed Second to None.

SPECIFICATIONS, ESTIMATES AND PHOTOGRAPHS FURNISHED
INTENDING PURCHASERS ON APPLICATION.

^^^^^^

Our pamphlet on our Compound Locomotive, with full description and illustration of the

valve, and official report on the performance of these engines in compan}- with

simple engines of same type, size, and age, sent on request.
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The "Old Reliable" Udca Gauge.

COOtRIGHT, 1887, UTICA STEAM GAUGE CO.

n
AS been "on the road" ooer 30 years, and u^hile it is not the

only Locomotioe Gauge hacing all mechanism free Prom the

back of the case, it was for years.

%^%/m'%^%'%^%^%^9^/%^%/%.%/%y%/%/m/m/m^m^^-%/%/m^

" UTICA " Gauges for Pressure, Compound, Cab and Car (heating),

f Air-Brake, Tests, etc., are not the cheapest but the BEST, and backed

J by a record, experience and a reliable guarantee.

How do You Test Your Gauges?
If by a test gauge, how do you know your test gauge is correct ? Our patent

Square inch Test Valve is positive and convincing.

A Complete Catalogue will be mailed on request.

UTICA STEAM GAUGE CO.,
70-72 Fayette St., UTICA, N. Y.
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The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

J60 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ftrt ftrt r^n ftrt r^n

Car Lighting.

This company controls in the United States the celebrated

Pintsch system of car lighting. It is safe, efficient, econom-

ical, and approved by both railway managers and patrons,

and has received the highest awards at the World's Expo-

sitions at Moscow, Vienna, St. Petersburg, London, Berlin,

Paris and Chicago.

Sixty-four thousand eight hundred cars and three thousand

two hundred locomotives are now using this light.

Car Heating Systems by Steam.

The superior jacket system in conneAion with the Baker

heater.

The Direct Regulating System, and

The Direct System.

The Gibbs' Steam Coupler of the Westinghouse type.

The Straight Port Safety Coupler.

Highest awards World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

for Excellence of Design and Good Efficiency.
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RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

National Malleable Castings Co.

The attention of those attending the Annual
Mechanical Convention at Alexandria Bay, is

invited to the exhibit of the

National Malleable Castings Co.

showing the most advanced ideas in Couplers,

and in the general use of malleable iron in car

construction.

WILLARD A. SMITH,
2d Vice-President.

Sams Automatic Car Coupler
Possesses these features:

Absolutely Automatic.
Validity of Patent, and as to its meeting the

requirements of the U. S. Law, has been passed
upon by prominent Legal authority.

Ten Systems now using it.

An assistance to Car each side, as the Link is

always in position to enter opposing Draw-Bar.
Overcomes 5 ins. lateral variation, and 4j^ ins.

vertical : and also has free slack.

The best and only Automatic Coupler to use

for repairs in connexion with the present Link

and Pin.

We give Systems the right to make and use

Draw- Bar and Lever attachments, and sell them
the Pins.

Completely does away with the necessity of

the men going between cars to couple and un-

couple them.

Cast-Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs. ; Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago.
Pins, $1.00 each, F.O.B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, CoL
l,OU. D. S-WEKT, Cen'l Slgrr.

Xf -yo-LM. oo33.tezxi.f3l^te ^ttexidixis tlie

June Conventions of the JVI. C. B. and JVI. JVI. Associations,w arlto forr z-A.'teei
et,X tlxe CENTRAL PARK HOTEL, THOUSANO

ISLANDS.
It is beautifully located, and is one of the most attractive and home-lilie hotels on tlie St. Lawrence River. The sanitary arrangements are perfect; tlie house
is supplied with an abundance of water, and there are hot and cold baths on each floor for ladies and sentlemen.

Fishinf? parties and any who wish to make excursions to points up or down the river, can here be amply accommodated. Boats with experienced oarsmen
are constantly on hand at'the hotel boat laudinf; to take guests to the fishinB grounds, or for a ride on the river.

The table will be supplied with the best that, the market affords, prepared by an experienced chef, and only the freshest of vegetables and eggs, and the
purest of milk and butter furnished for the table. The hotel farm supplies the vegetables fresh every day.

Central I»arli is without a rival along the river. It is believed that this feature alone deserves the "special consideration " of those who are seeking
rest and health among the delightful associations of the world-famous river.

The hotel and park are situated midway between Thotisand Island Park and Alexandria Bay, on the south side of the channel, and are reached by all the
local steamers on the river.

The place is especially noted for its bejiutiful shady groves, quiet walks, interesting^ surroundings, and freedom from noisy interruptions.
No resort on the river or among the matchless Thousand Islands affords safer boating, better fishing, or more charming views.
We have no ambition to rival anv other resort on the river, but we will make this place, in the excellence of its table and service, its music, and the

allurements of outdoor life a retreat to which you may turn safely, and invite your most fastidious or exacting friends, and we ask your aid to secure a con-
genial company.

Diagrams of rooms and booklets sent to any address on application.
Address all communications to Central Park Hotel, Thousand Islands (St. Lawrence Park. P. O.). Jefferson Co.. N. T.
Steamers to and from Alexandna Bay at all hours. Alexandria Bay is only one and a half miles from Central Park.
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™ ANNEY CAR COUPLERS

FOR PASSENGER CARS

^^^ FOR FREIGHT CARS lm^^0MM FOR LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS fimP^
FOR PILOTS

«\*i»-

6/r„
""" «AA\m COUPLERS

FOR PRIVATE CARS
FOR VEST/BULED CARS.

^Am\ M. C. B. Stmara
q,.

\^^ The Oldest, Simplest, Best and Strongest

A GUARANTEE W^HICH GUARANTEES

Wen

FOR ILLUSTRATED CHARTS, BLUE PRINTS, OR PRICES,

APPLY TO THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

^^cCOWAY & TOi^Ifjr^

^&^&^&^^
PITTSBURGH, PA
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e.

GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER.

*$7«^($7f$^f$;»(^($»»$>»$»r$7»$s»$»«$»»$>($»<^«^f$if$»f$»<^(^^

f$7

GOULD COUPLER CO
Offices : 66 Broadway, New York.

941 The Rookery, Chicago.

319 Commercial Bldg.,

St. Louis, Mo.

fifrt f\tfl ftft f!frt

STEAM FORGE, -

MALLEABLE IRON,

CAST STEEL,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

- DEPEW, N. Y.

ANDERSON, IND.
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NICHOLSON
PLANTS.

THREE THOUSAND VARIETIES
FILES AND RASPS.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
FILE WORKS IN THE WORLD _— PffOVIOENCE

U.S.A.

Makers of Nicholson Brand Files, American Brand Files, X. F. Swiss Pattern Files.

Patent March 12. 1395 ARMSTRONG BORING TOOL
A PRACTICAL ALL. AROUND BORING

AND THREADING TOOL.

MFD. ONLY BY

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

80 EDCEWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO.

THIS MEANS BUSINESS.

On tlie princiiial lirus of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& Sr. Paul Railway, pa-!Sfu:;er trains are electric
lighted, steam healed and protected by block
signals. With these nindern appliances, railway
traveling at liigh speeds has reached a degree of
safety heretof^)re unknown and not attainable on
roads wliere they are not in use. Electric lights
and steam heat make it possible to dispense with
the oil lamp and thecar stove. Block signals have
redu'-ed the chances for collisions to the minimum
by maintaining an absolute interval of space be-

CRANES FOR R. R. SHOPS.

MARIS BROS.,
2443-45 CALLOWHILL ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

POWER BRIDGE
CRANES,

HAND BRIDGE
CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

chcncctady bocomotivc Works,
SOUEJKTESOT-A.ID-K', I«-. "K".

f:s':r.^v;]BXjXsxi£:x> i848.

RECENTLY RECONSTRUCTED, NEW SHOPS, NEW TOOLS.
LATEST APPROVED METHODS OF MANUFACTURE.

EDWARD ELLIS.
President.

WM. D. ELLIS.
Vice-President and Treas.

ANNUAL CAPACITY,

450 LOCOMOTIVES.
408

ALBERT J. PITKIN.
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG.
Secretary.



New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Gortlandf St.

E. H. MUMFORD,

Representative.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTl'nERS OF

v\ Metal IVorking Machine Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS A. FRENCH.
Pres.

J. E. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres.

GEO. W. MORRIS,
Gen. MgT.

D. O. NOBLE,
Sec. and TreaS..

P. N. FRENCH,
Gen'l Supt.

WITH PATENT SHAPE BANDS.

» ^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

V
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on 60 Railways.

OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTV.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Maiiufnvturers of Every Product of Petroleum,

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN,N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

Steam Heatings from the Locomotive:
Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,199. SBWALL
COUPLEK^i sold 55,617 ; the Standard in U. S. and Canada.

Pope Lfilfllt Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with *' Pintsch ;
" and superior thereto. Uses

same gas as "Pintsch," In Great Britain 14,262 steam and
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed.

A
L
B
A
N

Hlectrie Heaters for Street Cars

:

1,103 Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist. West
Endf Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn,
Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered
over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED a CAR-HEATINC CO.
Albany, N. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

OHICACJO. 200 WESTERN UMON BUILIUNft ; Canada, Coaticook,
P. Q.—London- Moscow. Specially tested fittings and car lighting
repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

TWI^T DRILLS, SPRING COTTER S7^

REAMERS,TAPS,FLAT SPRIN G KEYS,
EMERyWH^ELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

NEW YORK;94READE ST.
LONDON,158 QUEEN VICTORIA .5 T.

PARIS, 68 RueDEJMARAlS-
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Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•EOTION OF BOLTlESS f a8T£NIN0.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular "Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Cars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Slioes and enliance

milease.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N,¥.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

RGSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwItc^eS, Automatic Stands,

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND "tRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Worlts : nOWAKD and THOMAS Streets

C. M. FARRAR. JOHN TREFTS. C. E. ROOD.

EAST BUFFALO IROIV IJVORKS,
FARRAR, TREFTS <t ROOD, Proprietors.

GREY IRON CASTINGS
of every descriplion. Special Attention tJivcn to Car and l,ocomotive Work,

H7„,-t= j N. Y. C. & H. R. R.. Broadwayw orKs
.

I station. Belt Line. «oX™: 60 Perry St., Baffalo, N, Y.

C. E. ROOD,
MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AXDWOKKS: I^ANV ASTER, XEW YOKK.
ijT"sr.

RICHARD DUDGEON
24 Sl 26 COLUMBIA ST.

NE"^ YORK.

MAKER AND PATENTEE OF

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punolies, Roller Tube Expanders, and

Birect Acting Steam Hammers.
or Jacks for Pressing on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Commiinlcatlona by letter will receive

prompt attention. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

JTTHE screw belns
^ lubricated and
protected, the Jack
IS always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
the importance of
having Jacks always
In grood workintr con-
diti-^n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks BO that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase. f

THE CHAPMAN iACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

j^YDRAULic Lifting Jack.

A GOOD, REUABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

Is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again

ready for lifting, saving

time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Couplers, Links aud
Pins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Roble Jacks.

Iron Fouuders and Machinists. Rlehle Bros.

Testlns Machine Co.. Store. 19 N. 6th Street,

Philadelphia ; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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TAYLOR
Piston Rods,

Axles and Crank Pins.

BEST YORKSHIRE

IRON.
USED BY THE LEADING RAILROADS.

o iVVushet's "Spec/g,.,
*^ "XIXJLITIC"

STEELS.
THESE GOODS ARE THE STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE.

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES 6i CO.
Nos. 11 and 13 Oliver Street, BOSTON. No. 143 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.

#l||||i#i|||||i#i|||||i©|||||i

THIS is the only single

tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness m a c h i n e,—no
small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less
" than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-

cal Tube, — the one
that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
*^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

iiiiliSii
§•§«#•§#

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

^i|||||i©(|||||i^|||||)^(|||||i

p(|l|||i#,|||||,#|||||,#,|||||,

pUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

T ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

MAPJIIKACXURED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
No. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
4"

CTOPS and starts with

*-^one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

GUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let
us show you what we
can do.

piiiiii#iiii#iiiiiiiS(iii



riMWestimrlhoM

Air Brafc
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Frdght Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINGHOUSE
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ="^i^^"
ED

OUR EXCELSIOR
AIR BRAKE HOSE

GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS.

JAMES BENNETT rORSYTH, MFG. AGT. <S GEN. MAN.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER, STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St., BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK

14 North Fourth St., PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

61 Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Ga. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE, Wis.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.

A. W. SOPER, Pn ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. HOWARD, See. W. R. THOMAS, Treas. R. M. DIXON, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

HEATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westinghouse type, ab,solutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.
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820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OfflO.

3^

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting fflacliines

FOR HAND, FOR POWER
AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JHE "CRANE" AIR BRAKg
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in tlie country.

ENGINe.ER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Company, Chicago.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible' or 'Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than AH Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

ISO Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Standard" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Walk-Over" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn M%. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

OALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITEO.)

GALENA ENGINE, COACH AND CAR OILS, THE STANDARD
LUBRICATING OILS OF AMERICA.

SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the result* of the nse of Galena Oils. COLD TEST. 10 to 15

HELOW ZERO. These oils do not freeze in the coldest weather, while they are aduptabla to the hottest

(I Ima tea.

In the use of Gtilena Oils there Is an entire freedom from hot boxes, except when these are catised by
mechanical defects.

The adoption of Galena Oil.-^ as standard rai Iway lubrirarta by a lar^e majority of th^ leadinc railways
of this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while the fact that the same roads use these oils to-day

that used them more than JH years ago, is an evidence of their nniformity from year to year and year in

and out.

Galena Oils are in Azclusive use upon three continuous lines from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their

adaptability tn all lemperatures and climates. Being entirely free from gum, these oils are not affected by
dust and sand a.s other oilu are.

We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE OIL, which is also used eiclusively
upon a majority of the leading railways of America.

0A1«E:^A. oil, '^nrOR.KS, I^imlted.
Charles Miller, president. FRANKLIN, PA.

Chicago Branch Office, Phoenix Bidg., 1 38 Jackson St.

S/GNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SiBLEY^s Perfection Valve Oil
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

Binders!
t

for 1895?̂
»«^»«^

We have a Steel-Back Binder,

something' new and substantial.

No cutting or Punching Papers.

Price, $1.00.

We have a good, cheap Binder,

price, 25 cents— holds a year's

numbers.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway. New York City

4'3



Cash iinisl accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. We can furnish any mechanical hook niantcd. The list beloiv is especially

recommended. All books sent by mailfreefor price named, unless oihenuise stated.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air bralies

on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket $1.00

i i i
Alr-Brake anil Signal Instructions,

ivitli Additional Information on Air-
Brake Handling. Conner. 1895. Comprises

the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics'

rules and instructions on air brakes, with exam-
iner's catechism added. Over ninetj' questions

and answers that engineers and firemen want
most. The best air-brake book for road men.

Price 35c,

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1885. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

i g i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man $)J.50

i i i
Appleton^s £ncyclopedia of Applied

Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

i i
Bound TOlnmea of Locomotivb Enoineerikg

for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

Buildings and Structures of American
Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

Catechism of tlie Locomotive. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50,000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, aud every engineman ought to

have It $3.50

i i i
Catecltism of tlie Locomotive. Grimshaw.

1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions

and answers about locomotives aud air brakes.

Fully illustrated $8.00

Compound Locomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

Constructive Steam Kngineering. W^hit-

tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive

book $10.00

Diseases of the Air-Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

eyery defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have $1.00

Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good. 85c.

^ i i
Engineer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

information $5.00

i i
Knginenien*s Guide, Time and Pocket-

Book. Klnne. 1892. Rules of procedure in a break-

down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i
Form of Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Kngineers for Kmploy-
nient* The standard questions of the Traveling

Engineers' Association rules of examination. .35c.

i ^ i
Has^vell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i ^ i
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education .,; $8.50

i i i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $8.00

i i i ,

Key to Steam Kngineering. Williams.

1892. More especially for stationary engines, but

good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,

combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c,

i i i
Locomotive Kngine-Rnnning and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-

larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-

tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

i ^ i
liocomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagtin. 1894. By a practical locomotive

engineer, tjp to date. A good book $3.00

i i i
Ijoconiotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i ,

Modern Locomotive Construction'. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate. $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Enoinekr-

iNQ. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered

with cloth. The best binder made $1.00

Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line JS5c.

Practice and Tlieory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of Inject-

ors $1.50

Principles of Rlectianica. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principlesof mechanics $3.50

i i i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo>

tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination

on several roads. Contains colored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman

should have this book 50c.

Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway

car $3.00

i i i
Rules of Interchange. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c,

g i i
Simple Lessons in Dra^vings. for the

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can

be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

i i i
Slide Valve and Link Motion. Auchin-

closs. 1876. The principal authority on the sub-

ject $3.00

i i i
standard Code of Train Rules. The code

adopted by the American Railway Association, In

almost general use as a basis. The authority on
train operating 76c.

i i i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject $8.50

^ i i
The Kngineer^s Kpitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts, Figures and Formulas. Things

that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c.

i i i
The Train 'Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $1.85

S i i
What an Kngineer Should Kno^T

About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and meciiauics. A splendid

little book 50c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

Only Gauge where Movement
Frame and Spring are removed
from contact with back of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS'" TOOLS
BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL STEAM BOILER APPLIANCES.
Office, i f I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
BECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, "WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted ty the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. y. L. E. & "W. and the Boston & Alhany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Qo.

Offices, III Liberty Street, New^ York, Works, Bridgeport, Conn.

SCHOENMrCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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JEROME METALLIC PACKING.
This is the Standard MetaUic Packing

all over the world, and is more generally

adopted and in use on more locomotives

than any metallic packing. Give the

JEROME a trial. Put it in competition

with any other packing and be convinced
of its superior merits.

Nos,

OFFICE AND WORKS ;

3s and 37 Canal Street,

C.C.Jerome, 'ZolUtTr^ Chicag:o, in.

Packing ring opened
ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE.

WENDELL &MACDUFFIE,

Room 803 Havemeyer BIdg.,

Eastern Representatives. NEW YORK CITY.

•<>)

Sections
Doited lines sin

uncoupling and
couple acalu.

ba.h of lo.k

: lock lifi

'pemng kDucktc, i

Any compotent nior-hanical eiiyrineer who examines with care tlie coustruction uf this coupler, finds that all the re-
quirements ol servin/ li;ive been met in mo.st iii^'eni<ni> but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a hi^^li-;;ra(if (.'('luml)i;i or Victor bicycle ciiuipare> with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passentrera and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STIiENOTH—Equalhiuj in. tests the highest recordsof '* all-steel " (7nuplers. atul sui^pas'^ing /h>-7n injerk ami pulling.
DROP TEST— Thretfi-foot blown: three I0-/oot blows; six lb-foot blows of 1.640 pounds weight. GUAHD ARM
TEST—Three H-t'oot blows and four 5-foot. JERK TEST-Three 6-joot, 3 10-foot and thres lb-foot blows.
PULLING TESt-17V2002mmds.
The bar is of malleable iron of uniforiu best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle

lock and pin are of steel.

Ill uiicoiipliiig, tli«t lock itself tlirows tlie knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
beins; required. TIte action of tke lock, botli in coupling and uncoupling, is quick, positive
and sure, iiiifler all conditions.

StS^ent. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
WILLARD A. SMITH, 2(1 Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicagfo.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type

The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the
trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall StreetThe Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.

A HOOK MOTION LOCOMOTIVE 15 OUT OF DATE ! !

So is the old type-bar writing: machine, striking: throug:h a ribbon and under a big: roller,

that must be lifted to see the writing.

THE WILLIAMS STANDARD TYPEWRITER
Is the last great improvement in the art of writing by machinery. You can see the

last line and the last letter— same as if writing with a pen. Most compact in size, and
weight but i6 pounds. No dirty ribbon

;
perfect inking in a new way. Perfection in

manifolding.
Adopted by British War Department after severe competitive test against

the old-fashioned " Blind" machines. We have one contract for 3,000 machines.
Best possible for railroad work ; easiest learned ; latest improvements, but

not experiments ; in use three years. Used by Locomotive Eni;ineering in

competition with " Caligraph " and "Remington," and pronounced " the best,

two to one."

Special Announcement.
Have your letters written on a Williams Typewriter at

the Convention. A representative will be in attendance at

Alexandria Bay, Thousand Islands, to show the machine.

The Williams Typewriter appeals especially to all practi-

cal R. R. men. Don't fail to take a g:ood look at it.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND TESTIWONIALS.

WILLIAMS TYPEWRITER CO., 253 Broadway, New York City.

LONDON: 21 Cheapslde, E. C. MONTREAL: 200 Mountain St.
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OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery

CHICAGO
31") Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

Gould
Coupler

CO.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. V.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. V.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND.

The PooLEY Coupler

The Longer in Service tlie Better it Operates.

MANUFACTURED BY

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Coup Automatic Car Coupler. M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. NoSprings.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over I2 surfaces, and shock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS BLOG., CLEVELAND, 0.

A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self=Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V roMPAivv ^iV COMPANY, f^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.
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THE

FIRE PROOF BAKER CAR HEATER
Made of Flexible Steel, \ inch thick, firmly welded into one compact,

Jointless, seamless whole. Can be bent and buckled but never
broken. Fire=proof as a modern safe.

Also Six Other Styles.

MANY ADVANTAGES OVER STOVES AND

STEAM HEAT.

HERE ARE A FEW COUIVTS :

Occupies least space.

More durable than the car itself.

The oul}' Car Heater that automat-
icall}^ controls its own fire.

Consumes less fuel than any other.

One fire will last 24 hours.

Has saved many thousands of dol-

lars and many lives from wrecks and
roasting.

No Fire in case of wrecks where
Baker Heaters are used.

Two Coils mean Double Circula-

tion—Double heat.

Steam Heat Cannot be Regulated,

With it cars must be either too hot

or too cold. There is no intern: ediate

temperature, because steam is never

less than 212 degrees, which is scald-

ing temperature.

The inevitable escaping steam de-

stroys the varnish and wood work of
the car, and " rots " the car bottom.

A car is not first-class without the

Baker Heater.

There is no law in any state requir-

ing cars to be heated by steam, as many
people have been led to believe.

Send for full description illus-

trating all parts, and all Baker
heater Fittings.

A Representative will be in Attendance at the

Convention.

THE TWO-COIL FIRE PROOF BAKER CAR HEATER.
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wm. c. baker,
Sole Owner and Maker,

143 Liberty St., New York.



THIS WONDERFUL BOOK
IS FREE!!

And is sent to Buyers and Users of Tools,

Supplies and Machinery of all kinds, who
want to be up to date on everything
in the market, from a fair and impartial

standpoint.

Fifteen cents pays cost of postage and mailing:,

dr fifty cents for liandsome clotli binding.

IT IS WORTH $10.00 to anyone wlio uses or

deals in TOOLS or SUPPLIES.

hi fact, the "Book of Tools" is a

complete Encyclopedia, which everyone
who sees it wants. They all wonder
how it can be given away.

tW If you want a copy, don't put It off another
day, but address,

CHAS.A.STRELINGER&CO.
90 to 102 Bales St.

DETROIT,
Mich.
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Mention Locomotive Engineering:, to instu-i
prompt attention.
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Locomotive Works.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufactarers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

From standard designs, or according to 'peclflcir

tions, to suit purchasers-

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilen

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE,

WILSOH MILLEB, Pr. i Trs. D. A. WIOHTKAM, fc|L

COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^"^f^""'
(Formerly Danfortb Locomotive & Macbine Co>) Latrobe Steel Works,

MANUFACTURERS
OF

JOHN S. COOKE, President ft Gen. Man. ) „.„,„ „„
FRED. W. COOKE, Vice-President.

(.rATERsoN,

WM. BERDAN, Seo'y & Treas. i
'^^ ''

New York Office,
45 BROADAVAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Attent

Rhode Island Locomotioc Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

FOR ELOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
S

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE"W YORK OFFICE,

IsTos. 31-33 I=>iiie Stroot.

nialn Office and Works, Latrobe, Pa.
Branch Office,

Bullitt Building, Pblladelphla.

Chicago Office,
Western I'nlon Building.

New York Office,
Home Lire Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
Union Trust Building.

Mhq^
ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

K^^'wvwww««^/w«/vv«w%'wv%# 256 Broad^'ay, Ke^r York.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
UCFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM G-AGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-

iner noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
apreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEIM Q18E

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, SlaiB.

liltANCHES :

New York, Chicago, and

London. England.

IMRD
rCOUPLER
aecoRTLANDTST::;:
NEW YORK.

/ GEO
A-, DC

3 \ C^OST PRES
^-DENNIS ^ECy -Tl
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BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas, R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt,

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Hequkmboubg, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

M FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSON, N. J.

New York Oflice, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

LACK/M^^ajsJNA:
(o:^ KGA KOA SIGHT FEED ^o^ »^ ^o>

LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,

"The state of the art shows this lubricator to be in lead of its competitors for simplicity
and perfect -norlxiiig under varied conditions."

Are you interested enough to write for full particulars ?

LACKAWANNA LUBRICATING CO., 1212 Capouse Ave.. SCRANTON, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

r^y^^.

CI?
1? fflT. ff ^

33:E::Ei.x«r
1^^

for Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, Etc.

zzx<3-zz is:F>x:z:x3

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

TTTHBrS
STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & mm MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Gars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to even- vnrietv of service, and built accurately to uauges and tem-
plates after standard designs or t«i rallri'atl companies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchaugeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia. Pa.. U.S. A.

ICKSON MANUFACTURING CO.
SCIlAP«XOT«, I»EI«N.

Locomotires of every style and size, Standard
and Narrow Gao^e, made to Standard Ganges and
Templets, llso for Plantations, Miner; and Logging,

3FZCIFICATI01T3 0» AFFLICAIIOH.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.

a. W. WE3T0H, V.-Pres. WH. H. PEEUJtS, lie. t Tmu.
JCHM BEVINE, SuperlnteBdeiit. '

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotiye

AND MACHINE WORKS, .

RICHMOND, VA.

Locomotives for Every Service.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgli, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH SjPEEL'*'^'^^^"''^" •'"'p^^^S.

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicago.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to tlie Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company,
'World Buildiiis, :New York.
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A. Chipman, Treaa.

<3-OTJIjI>'S
Steam and Water Packing
*

ratenteJ June 1. ISSO.

EKpeclally adaiited for Locomotive!*.
Never sticka the Throttle.

,

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering «\\e kxact diameler ot Siulfing

Box and \'alve Stem.
None Pennine without this Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MA9»,



(-U"^_-l ~1—I'^t^J"
&S. STEEL TIRES

ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS
AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BESX RESITETS FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street, New York.

EDWABD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D, ELLIS,

Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, scuenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OP

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOR A LL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OR FROM

DESIGNS
FURNISHED

ET

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

.^LXXXXUA.! Ga,%>ek,G±t-y, 400.

A SWEEPING RECORD!
Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindied for iess tiianTHE

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during: tlie past twelve months, show that througfh the use of
the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost Of Kindling: their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 7S0 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

Bohner's
PATENT

Water=Tube Fire=Box.
o ^3S!**:S-?S^S-rJ

Adds 225 SQUARE feet of the BEST KIND of heating: surface to fife-bOX.

'^''^^plp'lji Water tubes set in BEST POSITION TO ABSTRACT HEAT FROM GASES.

'^^^"^:1f^ WILL SAVE COAL, PREVENT SPARKS AND SMOKE. Enables nozzles to

X^JP,*:;;/ be enlarg:ed, making: BETTER RUNNING ENGINE.

For particulars apply to

Joseph J. Bohner, 195 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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THE

Thousand Island House aTd Cottages

ALEXANDRIA BAY, \h
RIVER ST. LAWRENCE, N. Y.

©ffers Superior Accommodations for 1,000 (Suests.

Ample room for all who wish to attend the AiniiniiLiial

M, C, Bo amd M, M, Coevemitloins.

1,000 ISLAND HOUSE.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

THE THOUSAND ISLAND HOUSE is the Largest, the Most At-

tractive and Nearest the River of any of the Hotels on the St. Lawrence. Hotel

accommodates soo guests, and sixty-three first-class Private Cottages, leased for the

occasion, will accommodate 480 more without crowding. Hot and Cold Baths, and best

service. Electric lights, gas and steam heat throughout.

The Season of 1895 begins June 1st and extends to October. Good Fishing

and the novelty of an Island Dinner {cooked by the guide).

For all desired information relative to accommodations, or space for display of Rail-

road supplies, address,

J. B. WISTAR, Mgr., ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.
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Vol. vin.

Power
^ND Rolling Stock-

LTi-ade-Mark Reglstereil.]

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. No. 7-

When Steam Was the Master.

Among the questions that came to this

office for answer last month was one ask-

ing if it was true that James Watt was the

first person to discover the power of steam,

and if the story was true that his attention

was first turned to the subject by seeing

the lid of his mother's kettle jumping

under the force of the escaping steam.

We have repeatedly told that Watt was not

the inventor of the steam engine—merely

an improver, but it is difficult to get all our

readers to understand this. The story of

the kettle is a myth, and is on a par with

the story that Romulus was suckled by a

wolf.

The expansive power of steam was

understood long before our era began.

There is good reason for believing that the

pressure of steam was employed by the

ancients in various ways, mostly to display

mvsterious phenomena. A simple form of

steam engine was used in Alexandria more

than 2,000 years ago.

Ewbanks, in his well-known book on

h3'draulics, says that "Steam has been

AUSTRAI.1AN R.\iLROAD Scenery—Zig-Zag Railw.w,
South Wales.

noticed ever since the first heating of water

and boiling of food for domestic purposes.

The daily occurrence implied by the ex-

AUSTRAI.1AN Railroad,Scenery—Terminus at Spencer Street, Melbourne.

of the earliest observed facts connected

with the expansion of vapor. From allu-

sions in the most ancient writings, we may
gather that the phenomena exhibited by

steam were closely observed of old. Thus

Job, in describing leviathan, alludes to

the puffs or volumes that issue from under

the cover of boiling vessels. ' By his nees-

ings a light doth shine,' and ' Out of his

nostrils goeth smoke as out of a boiling

pot or cauldron. '

'

'

In the early use of the vessels last

named, and before experience had ren-

dered the management of them easy and

safe, females would naturally endeavor to

prevent the savory contents of their pots

from flying off in vapor—hence, attempts

were made to confine it by covers ; and

when these were not sufficiently tight, a

cloth or other substance was interposed,

and a stone or weight placed on top of the

lid to keep it tight. The pressure would

increase, and more weights were ailded to

hold in the vapor. This contest, wlien car-

ried on by a determined housewife on one

side and a hot fire on the other, led to

domestic boiler explosions.

For many centuries people tried to cork

up the steam from the domestic broth pot,

Blue Mountains, New

pression " the pot boils over ' was as com-

mon in antediluvian days as in modem
times ; and hot water thus raised was one



and accidents frequentl}' resulted, but the

real cause was not popularly understood.

There came to be a belief that there was a

wicked spirit in a boiling kettle, and that

in some cases the spirit was so violent in

its disposition that it would smash things

of a broken stay-bolt by the hammer test,

for the pressnre forces the ends of the

broken bolt apart. When water is in the

boiler the sound is not nearly so distinct as

when it is empt)'. For this reason, testin ^

under steam pressure is not nearly so effi

3 5^ I

.
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Terre Haute & Indianapolis Railroad, was
injured by the breaking of a faulty coup-

ling pin, and sued the road for |io,ooo

damages. The District Court of Illinois

gave judgment in favor of the plaintiff,

but it was appealed to the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals by the railroad company,
the contention being that the pin was on a

foreign car, and, therefore, the road sued

was not responsible. The Court of .Ap-

peals sustained the ruling of the court be-

low, and held that the inspector of the road

ought to have known that the pin which
caused the accident was fault}-. From this

decision, it will be understood that a rail-

road company has no excuse for accidents

happening to its emploj'^s through de-

fects of foreign cars. They are as much
responsible for the safe condition of foreign

cars as the}- are of their own.

The Greatest American Work in Kangaroo Land—Built by Union Bridge Co., New York.

up and do great damage. It was only in

comparatively modern times that common
people learned that the steam from boiling

water was a harmless gas when permitted

to escape freely. This diffusion of knowl-

edge relieved many a household from an

oppressive dread. Think of nervous

housewives in every part of the world

where food was cooked, watching over the

pot boiling the family dinner, and think-

ing a malignant spirit surging through the

broth, threatening at any moment to burst

forth and scald or slay the household !

Shakespeare used the prevalent dread of

the boiling pot to produce an awe-inspir-

ing picture when, in "Macbeth," he

made witches dance round a boiling pot,

singing

:

'• For a charm of powerful trouble.

Like a hell broth, boil and bubble
;

Double, double toil and trouble.

Fire burn and cauldron bubble."

Australian Railkoad Scenery—Hawtiiokn Railway Bridge.

In the railroad shops where a com-

pressed air equipment is provided the}' are

using compressed air very successfully for

the testing of stay-bolts in the boilers of

locomotives. The water is run out of the

boiler, and then air pressure is applied.

• Any person can then distinguish the .sound

cient as testing under air, unless the water

is blown out and the steam pressure re-

tained. This can be done very readily,

but the blowing out of the water is not a

good practice where feed-water impurities

are present.

A brakeman, named William L. Mans-

berger, who was in the employ of the
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Since our last issue there has commenced
a boom in the iron and steel business and

several other lines of manufacturing. The
wages of 250,000 workingmen have been

advanced ten per cent., and it looks as if

the hard times were on the wane. Railroads

and railroad men will feel the effects later,

but look out for a good business this fall

and winter—it comes none too soon.



Construction—The Automatic Mechan=
ical and the Staff Systems.

[seventh paper.]

With the automatic mechanical systems

an attempt is made by mechanical means
to automatically put the signal at the en-

trance of the block at danger, when a

train passes it, and to change the signal

back to safety when the train passes out of

the block. The necessary- impulse, or

ical plant, the release, or restoring of the

signal to the normal position, being ef-

fected by means of electricit}'. As applied

to the "Alley L," the equipment is noth-

ing more than a station protector, the

Ar^A, _h Mf\^A^

ROWELL-POTTER SAFETY STOP AND SiGXAL SYSTEM.

power, to work the signal is obtained from
the wheels of the train, an inclined bar

placed against the side of the rail being
pressed down by the first wheel passing

over it, and the small movement thus ob-

tained, being increased by an arrangement
of levers, is made to work the apparatus.

One of these bars, or trips, as thev are

called, is placed at the entrance of the

block to set the signal at danger, and a

second trip, placed at the end of the block
and connected with the first trip and the

signal by a pipe line, is used to change the

apparatus and the signal back to the nor-

mal position when a train passes over it.

Two of these systems have come into a

limited amount of use—the Rowell-Potter,

on the "Alley" Elevated in Chicago, and
the Boston, Revere Beach & Lvnn in

track for i,ooo feet in front of each station

being made into a block, the signal being
placed 650 feet from the station. If the
blocks were multiplied sufficiently, the en-

tire road would be protected, and trains

could then follow each other no closer than

W. H. ELLIOTT,
Signal Engineer,

C, M. &St. P. R.R.

clined, and the motion so imparted is trans-

mitted by a connecting rod and crank to a

pipe line to work the signal or other parts

of the apparatus.

The safety stops for applying the air are

shown at A and C, Fig. i, being placed at

such a distance out froin the rail that they

will, if raised, strike the roller of the air

valve on the engine, opening it and apply-

ing the air. Practically, the construction

is the same as that of a trip, except that

the bars are lighter and are raised at the

joint by a crank worked from the pipe

line. The air valve is shown in Fig. 3, a

cross section of the valve, when open, be-

ing shown in Fig. 4. Ordinarily the valve

remains closed ; but should an engineer

attempt to run by a signal, or should a

part of the apparatus get out of order, the

safety stop bars {A or C, Fig. i) being
raised, would strike the roller placed at

the bottom of the vertical shaft, pressing

it up, which, by means of the cam on the

Inclined Bars or Strips.

The Air Valvk.

Massachussetts ; and the Black system, on
the Metropolitan Elevated roads in New
York City. The Rowell-Potter system was
applied to the Intramural Railway at the

World's Fair, but was not a strictly niechan-

the length of a block
; as it is now, several

trains may be run between two stations,

but no train can pass the signal and not be
stopped, so long as a train is in the station

block. The Rowell-Potter system makes a

notable departure from the ordinary signal

systems, in that provision is made for stop-

ping a train independenth- of the engineer,

should he be negligent, or, from physical

causes, be unable to obey the signal. The
system is not only automatic, but obedience

to the signal is made compulsory, and all

chance of a mistake being made is elimi-

nated.

The principal parts of the system are :

the inclined bars or trips, the safety stop

and air valve for applying the air if a dan-

ger signal is disregarded, and a latching

device for holding up a weight and allow-

ing the signal to be kept at danger as long

as a train is in the block.

The inclined bar, or trip, is shown in Fig.

2, and also at B in Fig. i. One bar is

about 6 feet long, the other 4 feet, the

point where they are connected being

raised i inch above the top of the rail. A
train passing over the bars will gradually

press them down, owing to their being in-
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top of the shaft, presses in the valve rod,

opening the valve and applying the air, the

valve being held open by the latch drop-

ping down in the slot cut in the rod. The
wire fastened to the latch extends up
through the running board, so that the en-

gineer can, by pulling up the latch, allow

the valve to close and release the brakes

before the train has been brought to a full

stop. A right and left screw on the shaft

allows for adjustments to be made to keep

F|(J,4

Air Valve Open.

the roller standard height above the top of

the rail.

The latching device is shown at L, Fig.

I, and in detail in Figs. 5 and 6. The ob-

ject of this device is to hold up the weight

(.seen at IV, Fig. i) after it has been

raised by a passing train, allowing the

counterweights .\'and )' Fig. i, to carry



the signal to clanger and to drop the

weight, thereby raising the two weights X
and i', clearing the signal, and restoring

the apparatus to its normal position when
a train passes over the re-

leasing trip and out of the

block. Bj' reference to

Fig. 5, it is seen that the

lever L carrying the weight

is attached at one end to the

inclined bars or trip, and at

the other to the bottom of

the rack rod F. which, if

raised, will be held up by

^'9-^ W

J/ and ,\' on the releasing bar O, the re-

leasing bar being operated by a motion

plate connected by means of a crank and

connecting rod to the pipe line operated

by the releasing trip. If the bar is drawn

out, the latch will hook the end of the

rocker, allowing the pawl to engage with

the rack and hold it up when it is raised
;

if the bar is shoved in, the latch will re-

lease the rocker, the weight drawing the

rocker down, the pawl piece being drawn

against the projection and forced out, re-

leasing the rack and allowing it to drop.

The general arrangement of the appa-

-[O—mr
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Latching Dicvice.

the pawl piece E, engaging with the teeth

cut in the rod F if the rocker F is held

by the latch H. If the rocker R is not

held by the latch H, the rack will pull the

ROWELL-POTTER .\UTOMATIC MECHAN-
ICAL Signal at "Safety."

rocker down, bringing the pawl E against

the projection J, forcing the pawl piece

out and allowing the rack rod F to drop.

The latch H is worked by the two lugs

ratus is shown in Fig. i, B being the

operating trip placed in front of the signal,

where a train will pass over it and, by

pressing it down, raise the releasing trip,

and also hook the latch of the latching de-

vice over the rocker, setting the instru-

ment to hold the weight up when it is

raised. Next to the operating trip, and op-

posite the signal, is the primary- safety

stop, which, if the signal is in the clear

position, will be depressed, and will allow

a train to proceed without stopping it.

Next to this the signal trip and latching

device is located, a secondan.- safety- stop

being placed beyond the primary stop.

The two safety stops are connected by a

pipe line worked by counterweights, a.s

shown, so that when one is depressed the

other is raised, a crank worked by the lever

of the signal trip being used to connect

the pipe line with the weight and clear the

signal when the weight is dropped.

.•\t the end of the blocked section a trip,

called the releasing trip, is placed, to restore

the signal to the clear position when a

train passes out of the block. It is con-

nected to the operating trip by a pipe line,

and so arranged that when the operating

trip is down, the releasing trip will be

raised. When the releasing trip is pressed

down it will raise the operating trip, and

thus leave the apparatus ready to be worked

by the next train.
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The operation of the system is as fol-

lows, supposing the apparatus to be in the

normal position, with the operating trip

raised, the primary safety stop depressed,

and the signal at safety, as is shown in

Fig. 7, and that a train is approaching:

When the engine passes over it the op-

erating trip will be depressed, raising the

releasing trip and drawing out the releas-

ing bar, latching the rocker of the latching

device, so that the weight when raised will

be held up. The signal being in the safety

position and the primary stop depressed,

the engine passes by without the air valve

being opened; when the engine reaches the

signal trip the bars are depressed, raising

the weight which now is held up by the

latching device, the crank operating the

pipe line to the signal being turned by the

lever, changing the signal to danger, rais-

ing the bars of the primary stop (as is

shown in Fig. Si, and depressing those of

the secondary stop, so that the engine

passes on into the block without having

the air applied.

When the engine has moved bejond the

station a distance of 330 feet, it passes

over the releasing trip and depresses it,

the operating trip in consequence being

raised and the releasing bar of the latch-

ing device pulled out. This allows the

weight to fall and restore the signal to the

safety position, the secondary safety stop

being raised and the bars of the pri-

mary safety stop depressed, the apparatus

thus being left in the normal position, to

allow a second train to enter the block.

By connecting the two safety stops with

the signal trip in the manner shown, it in-

sures that the brakes would be applied

and the train stopped should the signal

not be thrown to danger after the passage

of a train. It will also enable the engineer

ROWELL-PoTTER .\UTOMATIC MECHAN-
ICAL Signal .\t "Danger."

to tell whether he has been stopped by a

train in the block, or by some defect of the

apparatus, due to breakage or to lack of

adjustment. Switches are easily protected



with this system, by providing a signal

and safety stop to be worked from the

points of the switch, at such a distance

from the switch as will admit of the trains

being stopped before

reaching the danger

point. If all the en-

gines of a road are

equipped with the air

valve of the system,

it is possible to pro-

vide the trainmen

with a track instru-

ment in the shape of

an inclined plane,

which can be placed

on the end of the ties

to open the valve and

compel a train to

stop, should the en-

gineer not observe

the man signaling

him. Claims are also

made that the stop

;i8.9.^
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BRACK'S Automatic Mechanicai, Sig-

nal AT "Danger."

is an excellent device to be used in connec-

tion with any manual system, as it compels

obedience on the part of thf engineer to

the indication of the signal.

As installed on the "Alley L," the sys-

tem has given good satisfaction. While it

has been found necessary to strengthen

some of the parts, the wear on the appa-

ratus, as a whole, has been very small.

While applications, due to a failure of the

apparatus, occasionally happen, there has

also been a few failures to apply the

brakes, where they should have been ap-

plied. This has occurred through water

collecting in the valves, or on the outside.

Motion Platk.

as might easily happen on a surface road,

or the inclined bars of the .safety step get

broken, no application of the brakes would

be made, in which case, should the engi-

neer be depending on the application of

the brakes to indicate danger, the conse-

quences might be serious.

Black's automatic mechanical system is

in use on portions of the elevated roads of

New York City, and is a much simpler

system than the Rowell- Potter. It is a

signal system only, no attempt being

made by mechanical means, or otherwise,

to compel an engineer to obey the signal

if it is at danger.

The principal parts of the system are the

two mechanical trips—one

the operating trip at the en-

trance of the block to set tlie

.signal at danger, the other a

releasing trip to restore the

signal to its normal posi-

tion—and the motion plate,

by which the motion im-

parted to the pipe line con-

necting the two trips is

made to work a signal. The
signal, a photograph of

which is shown in Fig. 9, is

of the semaphore tj'pe, and

is supported on an iron post,

the top of the post being

made in the form of a box or

shield, behind which the

blade can be hidden when
in the safety position ( shosvn

in Fig. 10). The post is

and freezing up the vent holes, preventing

the air from escaping when the valve was

opened.

Should the roller become knocked off,

Black's Automatic Mechanical, Sig-

nal AT "Safety."

painted black, so that the safety indication

is given by the absence of the signal, rather

than by its vertical position.

It will be noticed that three of the jaws

on the two up and down rods connecting the

" T " crank at the base with the signal, are

slotted ; this is done to relieve the signal

casting of the sudden blows transmitted by

the two trips, and allow the signal to be

moved to the safety position by the force

of gravity. The trips are of the sam^ pat-

tern as those used with the Rowell-Potter

system, the wheels of th; engine pressing

down the inclined bars placed at the side

of the rail, thereby turning a shaft con-

nected to the pipe line by a crank, and

moving it, the motion being imparted

through the medium of a spiral spring.

The motion plate, by which the motion im-

parted to the pipe line is transmitted to the
" T " crank of the signal, is shown in Fig.

1 1. The plate /"sliding in the frame ./% forces

the bar A to move from one side to the

other, by means of the pin A' working in

the slot S, the bar .4 being connected by a

rod with the " T " crank at the base of the

.signal pole. The slot is made somewhat

longer than the travel of the pipe line, to

allow for changes in the length of the con-

nections, from expansion and contraction,

without affecting the movement of the

signal.

As installed on the New York Elevated,

the blocks are of about 1,700 feet in length,

the operating trip being placed a short

distance beyond the signal, so that the

signal will not go to danger until the loco-

motive has passed it. The releasing section

is carried past the next signal into the

next block ahead, thus providing an over-

lapping section, and insuring that there

will alwaj'S be a signal at danger behind a

train. On this road, the blocks are made
continuou.s—that is, the entire track is

equipped with the device, and not at

stations only, as is the case with the Row-

ell-Potter system on the ".\lley L " road

in Chicago.

While the automatic mechanical systems

have undoubtedly been giving satisfaction

in the applications that have been made,

the argument cannot be made from these

installations that such systems would be

WiTHDR.AwiNG Staff from Webb &
Thompson .Staff Instrument.

applicable with any degree of success or

durability to the ordinary surface roads of

this country. In the equipments spoken

of, the length of the blocks is between

1,000 and 1,703 feet, and, judging from

the strains put upon the apparatus, this is

very nearly the limit at which it is possible

to operate the mechanism successfully.

This length of block, with the long trains
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that are being run to-day, would furnish no

protection, as the signal would be cleared

about the time that the rear car passed it.

Unless the blocks can be made a mile

long, it would be useless to make an ap-

plication, even if the matter of expense

was left out.

Again, since the incline<l bars are pressed

down by the wheels of the train, it fol-

lows that the speed at which the train runs

will materially affect the blow given the

apparatus ; and while, with the present

equipment, there has been very little

trouble from this cause, the speed has been

about 40 miles an hour only, so that one

cannot sa^' positively what the effect would
be at higher speeds. Any equipment to a

surface road would be very hard to main-

tain during the winter, owing to snow and
ice clogging up the parts, which, unless

they worked freely, would apply the air and
stop trains when they should not be

stopped. While the objection to the

length of the block would be overcome by
using an electrical release with the Rowell-

w
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The Staff.

Potter system, it is very probable that

such an instrument would require too care-

ful adjustment and have to be of too light

a construction to be a practical success.

Such an arrangement was used with the

eqinpment on the Intramural at the World's

Fair, and gave very good results, but as a

newjdesign has been gotten out by the sig-

nal company, it is evident they do not think

the arrangement then used would work
successfully on a surface road.

Regarding the applications of the sys-

tems that have been made to the elevated

roads, criticisms have been made that it is

impossible to run the trains on schedule

time if the signals are obeyed, and that, in

consequence, they are, on the New York
Elevated, disconnected the greater part of

the time, or the engineers are allowed to

run by them when at danger. An}- such

criticism applies solely to the length of

the block, or the distance apart which the

signals are placed, and not to defects of the

apparatus ; for if the signals are further

apart than it is desired to run trains, traiSc

will, of coiirse, be delayed whenever the

signals have to be obe3'ed.

Having now explained the construction

of the principal block signal sj-stems in use

in this country, it would be well to more
particularly describe the new Electric

Train Staff system, which was spoken of

in the second article as having been in-

stalled and in successful operation on the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

The instrument used is one invented by
Messrs. Webb & Thompson, and has been
adopted by the Londo:; & Xcrthwestern

drawn is replaced in one or the other in-

strument. A staff may be withdrawn from

cither instrument and a train started from

either end of the block at any time, pro-

vided a staff has not been withdrawn and
given to some other train that is in the

block.

To allow trains to be run in the block

permis3ively—for it is not always desirable

Details of Staff Instrument.

yr

Railway Co., of England, as their standard

apparatus for blocking trains on single-

track lines.

The essential feature of this system is

that a staff, either of metal or wood, is car-

ried by the engineer as his authorit)' to

run his train over a given piece of track,

the several staffs provided with this system

being locked mechanically in the station

instruments, so that but one staff can be

removed at the same time from either in-

strument. Two instruments are provided,

one being placed at each end of the block

or section of track to be controlled by the

staffs. A wire connection is made between

the two instruments for electrically unlock-

ing the machines and allowing a staff

to be withdrawn. Withdrawing a staff

from either instrument locks up both in-

struments of that section, so that no

staff can be taken out until the staff with-

to preserve an absolute block—metal tab-

lets of a different form from the staff are

provided in a l)ox attached to the instru-

ment, a special staff, called a permissive

staff, being used as a key to unlock the

box. Each one of the six tablets which

are provided, may be used to forward a

train, the last train taking the permissive

staff and any remaining tablets.

From this it is seen that when an engi-

neer has a staff with him on his engine, he

knows that the block ahead of him is

cleir, and that no train running in an op-

posite direction can enter the block. When
he has a tablet with him, instead of the

usual staff, he knows that there may be

other trains in the block running in the

same direction that he is, but that there

can be no train running in the opposite

direction.

A general view of the staff instrument is

shown in Fig. 12, an ordinary and a per-

missive staff being shown in Fig. 13. The

principle upon which the machine is con-

structed is, that when a staff is withdrawn,

the electric current energizing one of the
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magnets, which lifts the lock, allowing a

staff to be withdrawn, is reversed through

the coils of the magnet, neutralizing the

effect of the current on the magnet, and
making it impossible to again take out a

staff until the currents have been restored

to their proper polarity by placing the

staff back in one of the instruments.

Details of the instrument are shown in

Fig. 14, M being the magnet connected by

the line wire with the batten,' of the other

instrument through the key S (Fig. 15),

A' the magnet energized by a local battery,

the circuit being closed by turning the in-

dicator handle H (Fig. 15). T is the

armature of the magnets M and J\\ and is

of such shape as to fit in the slot in the

drum D and prevent it from turning, un-

less the armature is lifted by the magnets

when they are raised. The arm carrying

the magnet is provided with a tail-piece,

which is lifted by a projection on the staff

whenever an attempt is made to remove a

staff. If the magnets are energized b}- a

current of the proper polarity, the arma-

ture is held up when the magnet is raised,

and the drum D is allowed to turn, the

staff being drawn through the segmental

slot A" to the opening O. where it can be

withdrawn from the instrument. The lev-

ers L, placed on the side of the instrument,

are made to reverse the electric currents

flowing through the magnet A", by chang-

ing the contacts from one end to the other

whenever a staff is withdrawn from the in-

strument, and thus, not only prevent a

second staff being withdrawn, but to re-

verse the current sent out to the other in-

strument when the key .S" is pressed, and

make it impossible for a staff to be taken

out of the other instrument also.

To explain more fully the effect of re-

versing the current through one of the

magnets, it must be noticed that the poles

of the two magnets are joined together,

forming a single pole piece P. If the iron

of the two magnets is magnetized, so that

the north pole of one will be opposite the

south pole of the other, there will be a

mutual attraction, and each will satisfy the

magnetic attraction of the other. If, how-

ever, the poles of the two magnets are of

the same polarity, it will have the effect of

making the two magnets act as one mag-

net, the iron projection P between the two

coils now becoming the pole piece, and the

armature, in consequence, will be at-

tracted. From this it is seen that there

must be two circuits to work the magnets

of each machine—one from the main line

battery of one instrument, closed by press-

ing on the key S ; the other an entirely

local circuit, closed by turning the indica-

tor handle H of the other instrument.

A galvanometer G (Fig. 15), placed in

circuit with the main line wire, serves to

inform the operator, when he wishes to

withdraw a staff, when the operator at the

other instrument has pressed down the

key S and closed the main line circuit.

The indicator/, placed on the left side of

the instrument, is used to designate from

which instrument a staff has been with-

drawn, and also, when turned clear

around, to break the main line circuit,

allowing the galvanometer needle to return

to a vertical position, and thus notify the

A Stafk Lock.

other operator that the staff has been re-

moved and he can release the key. A
single-stroke bell, placed in the main line

circuit, rings each time that the ke\' of the

instrument at the other station is pressed.

The staffs (shown inj Fig. 13) are made
of a piece of iron pipe, name plates of the

two stations at the ends of the block being

riveted on the end. The rings riveted to

the staff serve as projections to fit in be-

tween the wings of the drum D (Fig. 14),

to raise the several latches, as well as to

make it impossible to place a staff taken

from the instrument of one block into the

instrument belonging to the next block.

The number of staffs provided for each in-

strument is usually ten, but as many may
be used as will go into one

machine.

The operation of the in-

strument is as follows, sup-

posing that A and B represent

there is no train in the block, by pressing

on the key 5 (Fig. 15), sending a current

through the magnet M and the galvan-

ometer, the needle of which is immedi-

ately deflected. A turns the indicator

handle // to " For Staff," thereby closing

the local circuit, and lifts the staff to the

top of the slot, as shown in Fig. 12. The

projection on the staff strikes the tail-

piece, as before described, lifting the mag-

nets, which, as the pole piece is now ener-

gized, also lifts the armature and unlocks

the drum, allowing the staff to be with-

drawn from the instrument. Immediately

the staff is withdrawn, the operator turns

the indicator / (Fig. 15) to "East" or

"West Staff Out," as the case may be,

breaking the main line circuit, and allow-

ing the galvanometer needle to assume the

vertical position and inform the operator

at B that a staff has been withdrawn.

Withdrawing the staff automatically causes

the indicator H to return to the position

" For Bell," breaking the local circuit and

preventing the battery from being run

down.

The staff is then given to the conductor,

who gives it to the engineer, to be kept on

the engine. On the arrival of the train at

B, the staff is taken to the office and given

to the operator, who places it in his staff

instrument, and notifies A, by taps on the

bell, that the staff has been placed in the

instrument. Another staff can then be

withdrawn from either instrument, and a

train sent in either direction through the

block that is desired.

To block trains permissively, six tablets

are provided, a projection or lug being pro-

vided on the end of the permissive staff

(shown at G", Fig. 13), by which the box

E (Fig. 15), on the face of the instrument,

in which the tablets are placed, may be

unlocked and the tablets removed, as

shown. As soon as any of the tablets are

removed from the box, a catch-piece C is

dropped into the opening O, so that the

large ring W on the permissive staff will

not admit of the staff being put back in

the instrument, and as the permis-sive staff

has been withdrawn, both instruments are

locked, and no other staff can be with-

drawn.

When it is desired to send one or more

Switch C:nluck.ku .^nd Thrown,

the stations at the ends of the block, and

that a train is ready to start from A to B :

A asks, by taps of the bell, according to

an arranged code of signals, for permission

to withdraw a staff. B responds, if

trains into the block, the permissive staff

is withdrawn from the instrument the same

as any other staff, and is used to unlock

the box containing the six tablets. A tab-

let is given to each train that it is desired
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to send forward, the last train being given

the staff and any remaining tablets ; for,

unless all the tablets have been placed in

the tablet box of one instrument or the

other, it is impossible to put the permis-

sive staff in either instrument, and, until

this is done, the section would be blocked,

as no other staff can be withdrawn.

A staff lock, shown in Fig. i6, is provided

at all switches in the block. Projections

on the staff, seen at P, Fig. 13, serve as a

key to unlock the switch. To unlock the

switch, the end of the staff is placed in the

lock and turned, when, if the catch is pressed

down, the switch may be thrown by pull-

ing over the lever, as seen in Fig. 17.

When the staff is turned in the lock and

the switch opened, it is impossible to with-

draw the staff, so that a trainman not only

has to leave the switch set for the main

line, but is compelled to lock it before re-

moving the staff. As no switches can be

opened without the staff, and there can be

but one staff taken out of the two instru-

ments at the same time, an engineer knows
when he has the staff that all the switches

in the block are set for the main line and

that they are locked.

There have been several staff instru-

ments of different patterns perfected and

put in use in England, but the one shown
here is very simple and durable, and not

likely to get out of order. The battery-

power required is large, but this is due

more to the high resistance to which the

magnets are wound than to the particular

design of the machine.

The system is in use on the C, M. &
St. P. Railway, between the stations. Sa-

vanna, in Illinois, and Sabula Junction, in

Iowa

—

a section of track that is not only

very crooked, but in which there is a very

long bridge over the Mississippi River,

making it highly important that every pre-

caution be taken against accidents, not

only from rear end collisions, but from

dispatchers and others making mistakes,

and allowing two trains, traveling in op-

posite directions, to try and use that piece

of track at the same time.

The system has given the greatest satis-

faction since it has been installed, not only

in regard to the safet\' with which the

traffic can be handled, but the facility

with which trains can be dispatched. To
quote the words of Mr. C. .\. Goodnow,
superintendent of the C, M. & St. P. Rail-

way, in a paper read before the Western

Railway Club :

" I cite these few examples of the many
complications that must necessarily arise

in the handling of traffic on single track,

to illustrate the facilitv- w-ith which the

staff system does its train dispatching ; its

possibilities in connection with the move-
ment of trains on single track, and its

especial adaptability to short stretches of

track, used by the trains of several divisions

or different railways, as compared with the

telegraphic movement ; the advantage,

both as regards safety and facility of hand-

ling, being distinctly with the staff S3-stem.

"It is not my intention to decry our

system of train dispatching. There can be

no question but what it is a most econom-

ical and satisfactory method of handling

heavy traffic, under ordinary conditions,

with not too heavy a train movement ; but

we are obliged to admit that the system is

open to objections which particularly re-

late to safety as well as facility. The staff

system is capable of extended application.

It is at once a block signal, a train dis-

patcher, and a time-table. It is to the

movement of trains between stations what

the interlocking of switches and signals is

at stations and grade crossings."

With the staff instruments in use, the

cumbersome method of dispatching trains

bv orders can be done away with. The dis-

patcher need keep only his train sheet, in-

forming each operator to which train a

staff is to be delivered. There need be no

safeguards taken to prevent either he or

the operator from making mistakes, as the

machines are an absolute check against all

such. The time necessary to transmit

orders is only that required to send a short

message. Orders can be annulled and

changed w-ith equal facility, as there is no

necessity for doing more than to order the

operator not to give a staff to a certain train.

Should he disobey orders there would be no

accident, and nothing more serious would

happen than a delay to the train that the

.dispatcher wanted to have go forward.

If all the stations of a division were

equipped with staff instruments, some
means would have to be devised by which

a staff could be taken on the engine at

speed, as slowing up at all stations would

not only be expensive, but would make it

impossible to run fast trains.

.\t present the staffs are taken on at

speed by an attachment provided on the

tender, .similar to the hook on a mail car,

but as the arrangement will not work suc-

cessfully at speeds much above 30 miles,

a change of some sort would have to be

made before it could be considered suitable

for general use.

g i i
How Easy It Is to Qet Up a New Brake.

Even.' few days some bright mind stum-

bles onto an idea about brakes, and writes

to us, to Westinghouse, or to some railroad

man of standing, for an opinion of the

value of the idea. The following is a fair

sample of such a communication, sent to a

prominent railroad official :

"De.\rSir—In thinking about an en-

tirely different matter, an idea has occurred

to me by which an automatic brake for a

freight car can be constructed that will not

interfere with the forward movement of the

car in either direction ; but, when the car

is started on a journej-, either end fore-

most can be so adjusted that a backward
movement of, say, as much as two car

lengths, or less, will put on a dead lock

and stop the car. It has occurred to me that

this would be of practical use in prevent-

ing accidents by trains breaking in two on
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grades. Your kind and courteous replies

to me on all matters in the past, have led me
to ask if such an appliance would be of any

practical value."

% % %
A Pneumatic Stay=Bolt Driller.

The accompanvini; illustration shows

the exterior of a device gotten up by

Master Mechanic George Smith, of the

A., T. & S. P., at Topeka, Kan.

It is in the form of a small rotary engine,

the shaft of which carries a pinion mesh-

ing into a larger gear on the drill shaft.

For drilling stay-bolts, and for tapping

out .stay-bolt holes in boiler, as well as

screwing in the bolts, it is a very fast-

working tool. We have seen it at work
making one hundred and twenty turns per

minute. One would naturally think that

this speed would strip the threads out of

the hole or break the tap—but it don't.

The cylinder of this engine is round, as

shown, having a steam inlet on one side

and an exhaust outlet on the other. A shaft

runs through the cylinder lengthwise, said

shaft being considerably out of the center
;

this shaft is enlarged in the cylinder and

one side of it runs a close fit to that part of

the cylinder between the steam and exhaust

openings.

The enlarged shaft has a slot through it

lengthwise ; in this slot fits a square slab

carrying packing strips at the edges. This

slab just fills the cylinder, and as the shaft

revolves it, it moves back and forth in the

slot, at every half revolution presenting a

new piston for the entering air to move
forward. There are two exhausts to each

revolution ; but they are so fast at ordinary

speeds that it is a continual sound of escap-

ing air. The whole work is controlled b\- the

hand valve. This form of air engine is not

the most economical of air, but its com-

pact and hand}- form makes up for it.



Heavy Ten-Wheeler for the Southern

Pacific.

Tlie Cooke Locomotive and Machine Co.,

of Paterson, N. J., have recently built

twenty extra heavy ten-wheeled locomo-

tives for the Southern Pacific. These en-

gines are intended to pull either freight or

passenger trains on their moimtain grades,

and are remarkably good all-round engines.

The principal dimensions are as follows :

Gage, 4 ft. S'A in.

Height, top of stack from rail, 15 ft. 2|^
in.

Height, center of boiler from rail, S ft.

2j% in.

Weight of engine in working order, 140,-

000 lbs.

Weight on drivers in working order,

106,000 lbs.

Weight on truck in working order.

34,000 lbs.

Total wheel Ijase of engine, 22 ft. S in.

Rigid wheel base of engine, 12 ft. 2 in.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

47 ft. g;4 in.

Cylinders, simple.
C^'linders, diameter, 20 in.

Cylinders, stroke, 26 in.

Cylinders, length of ports, 18 in.

Crank pins, side-rod journal, front,

4 '2 in. diameter by 3 J^ in.

Cratdc pins, side-rod journal, back,

4', in. diameter by T,Ji in.

i?oiler, wagon top ; fuel, bituminous
coal.

Boiler, working pressure, 180 lbs.

Boiler material, shell, Carnegie steel.

Boiler material, firebox, Shoenberger
steel.

Boiler, thickness of plates, shell, y'. i"-

Boiler, thickness of plates, side firebox,

ys in.

Boiler, thickness of plates, front firebox,

'A in.

Boiler, thickness of plates, crown firebox,

Vs in.

Boiler, diameter of first course, outside,

60 's in.

Boiler, firebox, length, 96 in.

Boiler, firebox, width, 42 in.

Boiler, firebox, depth at back, 59 in.

Boiler, firebox, depth at front, 62 in.

Boiler, tubes, material, charcoal iron.

Boiler, tubes, number, 26S.

Boilertubes, diameter, length and thick-

ness, 2 in., 12 ft. 5'/2 in.. No. 12.

Boiler, crown bars, number, 20.

Boiler, crown bars, depth and thickness,

6 in. X -'4 in.

Boiler stay-bolts, I in. k J4 in.

Grate, rocking finger packing.

the number of men employed, and the de-

crease in the volume of business handled.

The increased use of automatic appliances

on railway equipment also may have ren-

dered railway employment less dangerous,

and it may be that the grade of efficiency

of employes has been raised.

"The number of passengers killed was

324, an increase of 25, and the number in-

jured was 3,304, a decrease of 195. Of the

total number of fatal casualties to railway

employes, 251 were due to coupling and

uncoupling cars, 439 to falling from trains

and engines, 50 to overhead obstructions,

145 to collisions, 108 to derailments, and

the balance to various other causes not

easily classified. To show the ratio of

casualty, it may be stated that I employ^

was killed out of every 42S in service, and

I injured out of every 33 employed. The
trainmen perform the most dangerous

service, i out of every 156 employed hav-

ing been killed, and i out of every 12 hav-

ing been injured.

"The ratio of casualty to passengers is

in striking contrast to that of railway em-

Heavy Ten-Wheeler, Freight .\nd Passenger, Built by the Cooke Locomotive and SIachine Co., Paterson, N. J

Cylinders, width of steam ports, i '4 in.

Cylinders, width of exhaust ports, 3 in.

Piston, solid.

Piston packing, 3 spring rings.
Piston rod, steel, 3 '2 in. diameter.
Piston-rod packing, Kilborn & Young's.
Slide valve, American-Allen.
Slide-valve lap, i in. outside.
Slide valve, full travel, 5 -'4 in.

Driving wheels, 6.

Driving wheels, diameter outside tires,

63 in.

Driving wheels, diameter of center, 56
in.

Driving wheels, tires, material, Latrobe
steel.

Driving wheels, tires, size, t,'A ^sH ^"d

Driving axles, hammered iron.

Driving axles, diameter, 7 ',< in.

Driving axles, length of journal, S',4 in.

Engine truck, center bearing.
Engine-truck wheels, 30-in. Krupp.
Engine-truck axles, hammered iron.

Engine-truck axles, diameter, 5I2 in.

Engine-truck axles, length of journal,

8% in.

Crank pins, steel.

Crank pins, main-rod journal, 5I2 in.

diameter by 5 1-2 in.

Crank pins, side-rod journal, middle,

5,V in. diameter by 5 in.

Ashpan, sectional, with dampers.
Smokestack, cast-iron, 14 in. diameter.
Exhaust pipe, .single.

Injectors, i inch, Nos. 8 and 9 Monitors.
Brake, combined Westinghoiise-Ameri-

can, schedule W. M.
Lubricator, Nathan triple.

Engine also equipped with water-brake
and Sweeney-brake attachment to West-
inghouse system.
Frame, iron.

Trucks, square wrought-iron frames.
Truck wheels, Canada, 33 in.

Truck axles, hammered iron.

Truck-axle journals. 44 in. diameter by
S in. long.

Tank, water capacit)\ 4,000 gals.

Tank, coal capacity, 12 tons.

Tender, weight loaded, 81,000 lbs.

i i ^
The Railroad Accident Account of Last

Year.

The Railroad Interstate Commission

Report for 1894 says :

" During the year 1,823 raihvay employes

were killed and 23,422 were injured, as

compared with 2,727 killed and 31,729 in-

jured in 1893. This marked decrease in

casualty is in part due to the decrease in

ployes, I passenger having been killed

out of each 1,912,618 carried, or for each

44,103,228 miles traveled, and i injured

out of each 204,248 carried, or for each

4.709.771 miles traveled. A distribution of

accidents to the territorial groups exhibits

the diversity in the relative safety of rail-

way employment and of railway travel in

the different sections of the country."

i i i

The Chicago & Alton have adopted the

plan of personal record—Discipline With-

out Punishment— as first described in

Locomotive Engineering by General

Superintendent Brown, of the Fall Brook

road. All employes started with clean

records on June ist. No more suspensions

will take place ; men will win or lose on

their record. This is the only just and

decent plan. " Give him thirty days " is

easily said, and is said too easily and too

often for the good of the service on most

roads.
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ing ample space for fire between grates

and firebrick.

The general design of the engine is sim-

ilar to the sixteen engines recently built

bv the Schenectady Locomotive Works for

the Boston & Albany Railroad.

The following are the principal dimen-

sions and weight of the engine :

Cylinder diameter, 19 in.

Piston stroke, 24 in.

Driving wheels, diameter outside of tire,

70 in.

N. Y. C. train No. 63, June 8, 1S95.

120 revolutions per minute.
2,=; miles per hour.

195 lbs. gage pressure.

Throttle wide open.
Cut-off, 12"
Vacuum, 4"

Working on 90-foot grade out of Albany.

N. Y. C. train No. 63, June 8, 1S95.

276 revolutions per minute.
57.miles per hour.
186 lbs. gage pressure.

Throttle wide open.
Cut-off, (>j\"

Vacuum, 4"

Driving wheels, diameter of centers,

63 in.

Driving-wheel centers of cast steel, tires

held by retaining rings.

Boiler, extended wagon-top, radial-

stayed.
Working pressure, 190 lbs.

Boiler diameter at front end, 60 in.

Boiler diameter at back end I back head
a true circle), 70 in.

Firebox (inside length), 90 in.

Width inside, 40 ;4 in.

Firebox, depth at back end, 61 j^ in.

Firebox, depth at front end. 73J4 in.

Tubes, number of, 299.
Tubes, diameter, 2 in.

Tubes, length, 11 ft. 6 in.

Tubes, space between, ^4 in.

Weight of engine in working order,

116,400 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 75,000 lbs.

Total wheel base of engine, 23 ft. 9 in.

Driving-wheel base of engine, 8 ft. 6 in.

Driving-axle journals, S .x 1 1.

Engine-truck journals, 6x 10.

Tender-truck journals, /[yi x 8.

Diameter of engine-truck wheels, 33 in.

Diameter of tender-truck wheels, 36 in.

Tank capacity, 4,000 gallons.

Tender frame is made of 6 '4 x 4 x ^^l'

angle iron.

The tender trucks are the Schenectady
Locomotive Works standard iron truck,

with channel-iron floating bolsters and in-

side brakes.
Engine and tender-truck wheels are the

Snow boltless steel-tired wheel.
Locomotive is fitted with the Westing-

house air brake on driving wheels, tender
and train, Westinghouse air signal, Rich-
ardson balance valves. Leach sand-feeding
device, Nathan & Co. sight-feed cylinder

oiler, Hancock inspirators, and Smith
triple-expansion exhaust nozzles.

Previous to the delivery of the locomo-

N. Y. C. train No. 63. June 8, 1S95.

200 revolutions per minute.
4i>2 miles per hour.

190 lbs. gage pressure.

Throttle wide open.
Cut-off, 6r\"
Vacuum, 3^"

N. Y. C. train No. 2, June 11, 1S95.

288 revolutions per minute.
60 miles per hour.

185 lbs. gage pressure.

Throttle half open.
Cut-off, 6/5"

tive, it was run a few trips on the New
York Central Railroad, on heavy, fast pas-

senger trains, and the accompanying indi-

cator cards obtained.

@ i ^
Hndurance of Rubber Hose.

There is a vague idea among railroad

men that rubber hose used in steam-heat-

ing couplers does not last very long, but

there is very little accurate knowledge of

how long a hose may be depended upon
to hold out. Some facts on this subject

were given by President Gibbs at a meet-

ing of the Western Railroad Club, which
are well worthy of being noted down. Mr.

Gibbs said :

" The question of rublier hose for steam

heating constitutes a more important one

than most people think at first sight. We
have been trying to keep a record of the

life of our hose, and have done so on the

engine hose—that is, hose between the

engine and tender and tender and first car
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—and apparently we find that one-fourth of

the hcse in use lasts thirty days ; that is,

where the engine hauls the train using

electric light occasionally, possibly twice

a week. In using electric light we have

to supply 100 pounds steam pressure. At

other times the pressure is less, and the

usual average life of hose is forty-five

days. In trains using only steam-heating

pressure, twenty to fifty pounds, the en-

gine hose lasts about four months ; back

in the train between cars, where the press-

ure is less, the life is about one season.

This is only obtained with the very best

hose in the market, and we have found the

highest-priced hose to be the best and most

economical in the end. The life, you see,

is very short, and we have taken special

pains to increase it by making vers- solid

fastenings from the hose to the shank
;

where the fastening is not solid, the life is

much less. As hose costs between three

and four dollars apiece, it will be seen that

this expense is quite an item."

i i i

Caste.

Some men like to show off their au-

thority, especially in tlje presence of

ladies. A fresh conductor on a Western

line had some of this taint in his

blood.

He took out an excursion lately, com-

posed largely of ladies. The conductor

had a new uniform and felt his oats, but

the girls didn't seem to pay very much at-

tention to him.

At a way station they were side-tracked

and delayed for orders, and manj' of the

passengers got out to stretch their legs.

The conductor came out of the office,

finally, handed the orders to a brakeman
to take to the engineer, and when he was
half way to the engine called out in a loud

voice :

"Tell that engineer that I want him to

run twenty-seven miles an hour to the

junction !

"

The engineer was old and wise in the

pride of conductors—and also engineers

—

and from his cab window he called out to

the brakeman :

" Vou go back and tell the drum-major
that I am running this engine on orders

from the dispatcher, and that he can

bring that order tome himself and read it

out loud as the rules require. What
de ye suppose they give me a clerk

for?'" •

The conductor had to take the oriler

over, too, and read it out loud.

When the express came, the conductor

yelled, "All aboard !
" and they pulled out.

The last spark of. pride was killed in that

conductor as he sat on the butcher's chest

and heard a young man explain to his girl

that conductors w'ere only boss of the

brakemen, but that all hands had to mind
the engineer. " Wh}'," said he, " the en-

gineer could stop right here and put the

conductor off if he wanted to."



Novel Way to Scarf Safe Ends.

At one of the Erie shops—we believe at

Gallon, O.—they got short of safe ends to

weld on to tubes, and also the means of

scarfing them. Some handy mechanic

suggested the plan shown in the sketch

and put it into successful operation. He
used the old taper-hole block to reduce the

end of the pipe, as shown in Fig. 2. After

this is done, they drop a steel punch into

the tube, C. Fig. 3, and punch it through ;

this cuts out the inside of the taper piece

and makes a nice, clean scarf.

To do this work by power, they utilized

the back end of the lever of a heavy punch

and shear in the smith shop ; by blocking

up the right height, the lever came down

just far enough to drive the pipe the right

length, and then the punch. It is a neat

and inexpensive way to scarf safe ends.

g . i i
Economy in Locomotive Repairs— In-

creasing the Necessary, and Cutting

Down the Unnecessary Work.

When the head of the mechanical depart-

ment of a road is confronted with the per-

emptory order to cut his pay-roll 10 or

20 per cent., he is always obliged to do

less work. On ninet3--nine roads in a hun-

dred this means the running down of the

motive power and rolling stock. Boilers

that have been carefully inspected every

month are let go for three months ; tires

that were turned for an yi inch of wear are

let run until worn a % or Yz inch. Every-

thing is allowed to get into worse con-

dition than it should be. So long as the

engines and cars are in condition to run

they are not touched—there is no stilch-in-

time policy practiced.

If an engine comes in with a broken

piston, crank pin, or eccentric, why, it

must be repaired ; very often nothing else

being done.

On most roads it costs a fixed amount

of money to replace a broken piston rod,

crank pin or eccentric, be the times good

or bad. It is well known about how much
of the repairs are directlj- chargeable to

break-downs, and all the available monej-

is expended to keep the power moving by

repairing break-downs and letting wear

take care of itself.

On the Missouri Pacific a different plan

was tried, and we think it shows better

management.

Superintendent of Motive PowerJ,[Mr.

Frank Reardon, ably seconded by his

general foreman, Mr. Thomas Fieldin,

commenced to figure, not how to do"cer-

tain work cheaper, but how to avoid doing

work not absolutely necessary. It is in-

teresting to follow some of the !piece3°of

locomotives that they took in hands to

cheapen.

To begin with, they took their front

cylinder heads. These are usually cast

solid, are turned on both sides, the stud

holes laid off with dividers, or a template

used, and all holes drilled to size of studs
;

the piece has to be turned around in the

lathe to face the back, and is also turned

on the edge. This costs money and takes

time. They arranged to have all front

cylinder heads of a given size, made from

one pattern, for all makes of engines.

As the front is covered up by casing, any-

way, they decided to leave it rough, the

edge the same ; making the pattern a little

smaller in diameter than the cylinder

flange did away with the necessity of

turning the edge.

As the joint holds the head in position,

and all that is required of the studs is to

hold the head against the C3-linder, the

holes were cored out and left plenty large,

so as to insure the head going on without

filing of holes to accommodate slightly

bent studs.

As the inside face of cylinder head

touches nothing, no good reason could

be found for machining that.

Thus, by not doing a lot of things always

considered necessary, they found that on

front cylinder heads the only actual ma-

chine work necessary was the joint, and the

turning back of the shoulder to admit the

center of head into counterbore the proper

distance for the make of engine being re-

paired.

If one of their 20-inch engines knocks

out a front head, they take a rough cast-

ing from the yard, put it on a lathe and

do all the machine vyork needed in thirty

minutes—can get a head ready almost

while engine is being gotten into the

house. This saves several hours of time,

and reduces the cost for machine work

to cents where it was dollars.

.Steam chest covers are used rough, ex-

cept at the joint.

This is bv no means the end of the sav-

stud}- on these lines—how to find and stop

doing unnecessary work. The)' may find

they have more time and money to keep

up running repairs than they thought.

Is it not true that a great deal of unnec-

essary work is done on engines that can

be discontinued, and the time and money
used to do it diverted to more useful

work ?

We are inclined to think there is a

chance for.'Cvery shop foreman and master

mechanic to make a marked saving right

on these lines.

Supporting Extension Piston Rods.

While so much is being said about the

support of tail rods—extensions of piston

rod through the front head— it may be well

to inquire into the merits of an old device,

in use on the P. R.R. for the past seven or

eight years.

They have a lot of Class I engines with

tail rods
; the rod is supported in a half

brass, somewhat resembling an inverted car

brass, made as shown in the shaded por-

ing of work carried on at the St. Louis

shop. They have reduced the cost of

many parts, and we shall continue these

description? of how they did it in a future

number of the paper.

Shop managers who complain that they

do not have the men nor the means to

keep up their repairs might do well to
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tion of our sketch. The rod is covered

by a pipe or sleeve, and no attempt made
to pack against the pressure entering it

around the rod.

What is wrong with this support ? It is

cheap, self-lubricating, and ought to carry

the weight of piston for a long time with-

out getting out of line; if wear takes place,

a shim under the shoe puts the rod back in

the center of the cylinder.

i i i
The latest paper on the market is entitled

American Engineering . It hails from

Brooklyn, is edited by Frederick Keppy,

the well-known subscription agent, of

Bridgeport, Conn., and is only fifty cents

a year. The announcement says that it is

intended to interest the four hundred

thousand steam engineers in the country.

There are already too many poor papers

and not enough good ones. If this one

proves good, it will be a success ; if bad, it

will die easily and early. Here's a health

to 3"Ou, American Engineering !
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Publishers' Notice.

For some time the publishers of Loco-

motive Engineering have had under

advisement a plan for putting this publica-

tion on a still higher plane—it has led in

other improvements and proposes to lead

in this.

There are two kinds of railroad me-

chanical papers—those that live on the

advertisers and have few readers, and the

one that is supported mostly by subscrip-

tions—that is this paper; there are no others

of the same class. .advertising papers

make a practice of printing in their read-

ing columns almost any cuts of proprietary

devices their advertisers furnish, be they

new or old, interesting or not.

Some, -with a spark of pride left, demand

at least "simultaneous" publication

with similar sheets—cuts are usually sent

broadcast to all. There are one or two that

demand "first publication," and won't

print the matter if they don't get it first.

This is assuming that their readers have

no right to know about improvements in

machinery, etc., whose makers decline to

give the said paper first publication of.

Locomotive Engineering's twenty-

odd thousand subscribers pay their two

dollars to know what improvements arc

made, and we propose that they shall

know, and to that end have made the fol-

lowing rule, to take effect on and after

July ist.

We will not use cuts or electrotypes of

proprietary devices funiished by anyone.

He cvill illustrate and describe, in our

otvn 7c'ay. and at our own expense, any

device or part of a device that we think of

interest to our subscribers.

We ask those who have new or improved

devices to send us photographs and draw-

ings from which to make our own engrav-

ings. Whether they are advertisers or not

will make no difference. If the device is

of interest, in our judgment, we will illus-

trate it as much as it deserves—and no

more.

It is not necessary to show a whole

lathe to describe John Smith's improved

tool post. Spread-eagle electros, " sent out

to all the papers alike," will bring three-

(juarters of a cent per pound for scrap in

this office, unless their return at owner's

expense is requested.

An3thing worth doing is worth doing

well. Locomotive Engineering now
has the reputation of being the one rail-

road paper that is read. We " love, honor

and obey " these readers, and propose to

give them the worth of their money.

Such a paper is ten times a better adver-

tising medium than one filled with parts

of dealers' catalogues, and that re-illustrate

the same tool about once in two years.

It costs money to make cuts in this way,

but Locomotive Engineering can stand

the expense of being fresh, original, and

the leader. We believe our readers will

appreciate this move, and our advertisers

ought to—and we believe they will.

Sinci..\ir & Hii.i,.

i © *!f

Boiler Covering.

The constant agitation kept up by rail-

road mechanical associations and clubs in

favor of methods for improving railroad

rolling stock, and the incessant criticism

of bad practice in any detail, are leaving

very little that requires to be altered for

the better. There is, however, one weak
spot left on the majority of locomotives

which deserves the attention of the re-

formers. This is the material used for

boiler covering. Probably 90 per cent, of

our locomotives are lagged with pine

boards, which are covered with a jacket of

planished iron. There is nothing to recom-

mend this style of covering except that it

is cheap, eas\" to apply and easy to remove

for examination. Wood itself is a fair

non-conductor of heat, but it shrinks so

much when used as boiler covering that

currents of air constantly pass through the

openings, carrying away the heat. The

increasing heat of boilers, due to high

steam pressure, makes wood lagging very

liable to take fire. Burning lagging on an

engine pulling a fast train is a very trou-

blesome thing, to say the least. When
lagging once takes fire, the small original

efficiency of the boiler covering is im-

paired, and the liability of the stuff to

take fire again is increased. It is a com-

mon thing to find the lagging almost en-
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tirely burned out when an engine gets into

tlie shop for a general repair. There may
be railroads where Ijoilers are stripped and
the lagging repaired when it has taken

fire, but that is not the common practice.

People, as a rule, do not realize the mag-
nitude of the heat loss due to radiation

from the outside of boilers, or there would

be more attention devoted to restraining

the same. Mr. E. M. Williams, mechani-

cal superintendent of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, in a paper read at

the Northwestern Railway Club, said : "Sci-

entific tests have shown that the average

saving in one year by covering a 2-inch

pipe 100 feet long, carrying 60 pounds of

steam, is equal to five tons of anthracite

coal. That weight of coal would be re-

quired to vaporize the water of condensa-

tion were the pipes left uncovered."

Careful experiments, conducted a few-

years ago by Mr. J. C. Hoadley, an eminent

engineer, indicated a loss of about 12 per

cent, from the radiation of an uncovered

boiler in the open air. This was reduced

more than one-half when the boiler was

carefully covered. A locomoti\e rushing

through the atmosphere will cause much
greater radiation of heat from the boiler

than what occurred in the experiments

mentioned. The current of cold air that

passes in through the openings of a badly

covered boiler must act like a condenser.

On every road in the country there are

complaints that engines steam worse in

w-inter than in summer, and it is a common
practice to reduce the size of the nozzles in

winter. There is no reason why this

should be so, except that a larger percent-

age of the heat is being absorbed by the

cold air. Between the wood lagging of

locomotives, in its average condition, and
the best form of boiler covering to be

found, there is probably a difference of

6 per cent, in the capacity to save heat.

The locomotives in the United States and

Canada use an average of about 60 pounds
of coal per train mile. It is safe to say

that ^yi pounds of this is wasted through

radiation that could be prevented. When
this is figured up, it shows that a little

extra money spent on good lagging would

be a remarkably good investment.

The qtiestion naturally arises. Why is

this w.aste of heat permitted, when it could

be stopped so easily ? The answer is that

the extent of the waste is not forcibly

visible. The varieties of improved lagging

which have been urged upon the railroads

that have tried to get something better

than pine wood, were in many cases a dis-

appointment. The most common form of

improved boiler covering is a plastic com-

position, made of asbestos mixed with

lime, plaster of pans, or other sticky in-

gredient. This makes a very inferior

boiler covering, for the mixture is a much
better conductor of heat than wood is. .An-

other practice, which is wrong, is to use

asbestos or other non-inflammable material

pressed into boards. That makes a very

poor covering for keeping in the heat.



The best fonn of non-conducting material

for covering boilers is hair felt. The
cause of its efficiency is that it is full of

air spaces. Any material which is of a

spongy character is a good non-conductor,

because the air filling the small cavities is

a very sluggish conductor of heat. Taking

hair felt as the best non-conductor attain-

able, it follows that the mineral substitutes

in use should approach the condition of

hair felt as nearly as possible. That is, it

should be finely subdivided, so that when
it is applied to the boiler the mass will

have a cellular character.

A plastic boiler covering might be used

efficiently, with an air space between cov-

ering and boiler. The air would make up
for the shortcomings of the plaster. Those

using plastic material directly upon the

boiler plates would do well to investigate

the character of the mixture. Plaster of

paris, which is sulphate of lime, is fre-

quently a part of the composition. If

there should be a leak where this material

is used, the sulphuric acid in the lime is

liable to attack the iron.

There appears to be every reason why
sectional boiler covering should be used,

made of mineral wool, magnesia, asbestos or

other mineral fiber made up in felt-like

shape. This certainly would be efficient as

a protector of heat, and it could easil)' be

removed for examination of the boiler. A
material which cannot be taken off with-

out damage is not a convenient boiler

covering.

A portion of the boiler nearly always

neglected of covering is the firebox. The
sides of the firebox are difficult to cover,

but there is no reason whj- the front of the

firebox should not be thoroughly pro-

tected from the cold. The surface ex-

posed there is not great, but it receives the

full blast of the cold air. We believe that

more heat is lost on that spot than in ten

times its area in other parts of the boiler,

for a flat surface of the hottest part of the

boiler is most directly- exposed to the

wind.

i i i
Practical Training for the Young /Vle=

chanical Engineer.

We listened lately to a consultation be-

tween a professor of an engineering school

and the parent of a graduate, concerning

the best practical training for the young
man to provide him witli the capital of ex-

perience required to prepare him for rising

in the profession. The father was inclined

to think that a few years' work in a country

machine shop near his own home w'ould be
of great service to his son, but the professor

argued that the best kind of practical train-

ing for a young engineering graduate was
in a first-class shop, where the most ad-

vanced modern methods of manufacture
are in vogue. He insisted that the yoimg
man being ambitious to become a superin-

tendent or manager of a manufacturing
machine shop, his best training was neces-

sarily in a field where the most approved

appliances were in use. Then all the ris-

ing engineer would require to do was to

make him familiar with the handling of

special tools and learn their capacity. The
advice thus given was followed.

We have cogitated ever since over this

question, and have come to the conclusion

that the first impulse of the parent was the

right one for the best interests of his son.

There is a tendency among those who
have been trained in first-class machine

shop surroundings to look down upon the

"backwoods machinist;" but there are

advantages in the training of the latter

which make him much more efficient in

overcoming difficulties than the man who
has always been accustomed to find suit-

able tools for every operation he was

called upon to perform. A youth who has

received the training of an engineering

school, and expects to push rapidly ahead

into the designing of machinery and man-

agement of work, naturally thinks that it

is not necessar\- to go through the drudgery

that a man learning to be a broad and first-

class machinist must undergo ; but the

training and experience which are neces-

sary to make a first-class machinist will be

found of great advantage to a mechanical

engineer.

The training to do work under difficul-

ties which an apprentice in a country ma-

chine shop receives, gives him confidence

in overcoming obstacles, and develops

the inventive faculty as an aid in every-

day operations. Necessity is the mother
of invention, but if the necessity does

not arise early in life, a man's natural

ability to devise the appliances which ne-

cessity demands is likely to be stunted for

want of practice.

It is well known that machinists trained

in first-class shops, where regular appli-

ances and tools are provided for every op-

eration, are very helpless when called upon
to do work which is out of the regular

routine, and calls for methods or appliances

they have not been accustomed to. The
sub-division of labor in mechanical manu-
facturing establishments tends to develop

good specialists, but narrows the experi-

ence of individual workmen. A young
engineer who goes into such a shop to

gain experience will be liable to come
short of his expectations, unless he is spe-

cially favored by being passed through the

various departments. But even when he
enjoys this favor, he merely learns to do
things which other men have devised the

tools for. The training he receives inclines

him to depend upon others for providing

the means and methods of production. It

is safe to say that most of the ingenious

labor-saving and production-facilitating

tools used in our most celebrated shops

have been devised by men who were
trained in shops that threw the workmen
upon their own resources.

A young engineering graduate seeking a

field of experience ought certainly to choose

that in which he is likely to be thrown most
upon his own resources, or where he would
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see others improvise means for overcoming

difficulties in doing work. Where all oper-

ations in a machine shop move like clock-

work, where designs are prepared by first-

class draftsmen, patterns made that any

molder can use, forgings turned out that

conform closely to the finished article, there

is little scope left for individual ability, and

there is small opportunit_v for developing

the natural ability a man may have. In

the small jobbing shop with few tools, on

the other hand, all the surroundings pro-

mote self-reliance and develop ingenuity.

The inventive man comes readily to the

front ; the man deficient in self-help falls

behind. This species of experience is not

pleasant, but it gives the right man a fund

of resources that make him valuable when
he takes charge of work. He w'ill go into

a first-class modem shop filled with labor-

.saving appliances that he never heard of

before, and within a few months he will be

improving upon them.

i i ^
To Prevent Heavy Locomotives from

Damaging Rails.

The general superintendent of one of

the most important Western railroads has

issued an order which is worthy of imita-

tion by every railroad company interested

in preventing damage to track. Much of

the damage done to track by heavy loco-

motives might easily be avoided, if an in-

telligent supervision were exercised over

locomotives under the circumstances most

likely to result in injury from the effect

of destructive, unbalanced forces. The cir-

cular referred to says :

"Consolidation engines will not here-

after be permitted to run at a rate of speed

exceeding 30 miles per hour in any branch

of service. Engines running on one side,

or without parallel rods, must not exceed

20 miles per hour. Trains hauling dead en-

gines, disconnected must not exceed 20

miles per hour. Engines operating upon
branches or in yard service distant from

shops, must not be ordered over the main
line to the shops for repairs until a rep-

resentative of the locomotive and car de-

partment has examined them, and reported

that they are safe to be moved. In mak-
ing such examination, particular attention

must be given to the inspection of tires.

An engine with a flat tire must not be run

over the road under any circumstances.

When yard engines are moved outside of

yard limits, they will in no case be allowed

to e.xceed 15 miles per hour."

Interstate Commerce Law on Height
of Drawbars and Qrab^lrons

Now in Force.

A great many of of our railroad compan-
ies appear to have forgotten that the Inter-

state Commerce Law requires that all cars

shall be provided with grab-irons or hand-

holds and drawbars of a standard height

by July 1st of this year. That date has

passed, and thousands of cars do not com-



ply with these inexpensive requirements.

It may be of interest to all concerned to

remember that men hurt by cars not com-

plying with the law in this respect are not

open to the charge of contributory negli-

gence. When damages are sued for, the

company at fault has no resource but to

pay up.

At the last Master Car Builders" Conven-

tion, Rule 8 of the Interchange of Cars had

a paragraph added, which reads :

"Car owners will be chargeable with the

repairs of their own cars when such repairs

consist of raising a car so that the draw-

bars will come within the standard limits

of 3l>^ inches to 34)2 inches from top of

rail to center line of drawbar, or, when
they consist of the addition of hand-holds

or grab-irons to the car, all to conform

with the requirements of United States law

in these respects."

This is a very proper move, since it en-

ables railroad companies desirous of com-

plying with the law to protect themselves

against those which have ignored the legal

requirement.

g g ^
Why the Chicago Plan of Interchange

Failed of Adoption.

The Chicago plan of interchange—in-

spection for safety onlv—was voted down
in the Master Car Builders' Association

meeting, at Alexandria Bay, last month.

There were a great many surprises when
the test vote was taken. Men who were

supposed to be lukewarm on the subject

were found to be ardent supporters, while

others, who had been foremost in advocat-

ing the plan, voted against it. Many men
expressed themselves as personally in fa-

vor of the plan, but voted against it be-

cause they were so instructed.

The immediate adoption of this just and

sensible plan was defeated by roads whose
officers are interested in private car lines.

Under the present plan, the railroads keep

up, in a great measure, the running repairs

of private line cars. The new rule would
make the owners pay their own bills

—

which goes against the grain.

It is to be hoped that another year's trial

of the Chicago plan will prove its value to

railroads, so that they can afford to enforce

its adoption, if not by the Car Builders'

Association, then by agreements of their

own.

It will seem strange to refuse to adopt

the plan, and yet go on using it, as twenty

or more roads undoubtedly will do.

i i g
If the Master Car Builders' Association

Committee on Subjects for Investigation

have not got their list full, we would sug-

gest a line of inquiry which would be very

profitable to railroad companies. A very-

exhaustive series of tests of brakes were

made last 3'ear on the Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis. One of the tests con-

sisted of kicking a Pullman car, and then a

day coach belonging to the N. C. & St. L.,

into a .speed of thirty miles an hour, and

then applying the brake. The Pullman

car ran 416 feet before it stopped, and the

time taken was 18 seconds; the railroad

company's car ran 202 feet, and was stopped

in 10 seconds. This underbraked condi-

tion of Pullman cars is notorious, and yet

very little has been said about it. There

is nothing connected with train operating

so much in need of a thorough investiga-

tion that would make clear the extent of

this source of danger.

i i i
It was the general expression by supply

men that the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion placed the price of knuckles and

couplers too low for good material. A
first-class steel knuckle can hardly be fur-

nished for I1.50—the first price adopted

was Ji.

i i i
We cannot publish particulars of fast

runs ; if we do this for one, we should for

all, and the office is now flooded with ac-

counts of good runs by many engineers far

and near. Every man has a chance sooner

or later to make a fast run—but, after all,

they are very much alike, and not of gen-

eral interest.

i © ®
BOOK REVIEW.

The Modern M.\chinist; a Practical
Treatise on Modern Machine Shop
Methods. Illustrated bv 257 engravings.
By John T. Usher. Published by Nor-
man W. Henley & Co.. New York.
Price I2.50.

This is a new work of merit ; it does not
contain descriptions of machine tools, but
of special tools and appliances, methods
and plans of doing work with them. All
of the engravings are original, and two-
thirds of them drawn in perspective, which
adds to their value. The book is one that
everv mechanic should have.

i i
There is much diversity of opinion

among master mechanics as to the effect

of sand on the wear of tires ; but railroad

men in Florida and other sand)- regions

are a unit in believing that sand causes

more w-ear than that due to abrasion. At

a meeting of the Southwestern Railway

Club, Mr. George B. Harris, of the Georgia

Southern, said that on the southern end of

his road a tire would not run more than

40,000 miles without turning, while on

other parts of the sj-stem three times that

mileage could be obtained. Mr. C. B.

Gifford, of the Louisville & Nashville, said

that engines running out of Birmingham
would make from 120,000 to 150.000 miles

between the turnings of the tires, while on

the sandy Pensacola division the wear was

so excessive that engines could not make
more than 35,000 miles before the tires

needed turning. This ought to convey a

moral.

'^ ^ ^
We will give 5i for Nos. 7, S and 11 of

Volume 4 (1891 ) of this paper. Write be-

fore sending.

PERSONAL,
Mr. G. W. Eaves has resigned as master

mechanic in charge of the repair shops of

the Seaboard Air Line, at Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. Leads Kingman has been appointed

chief engineer of the Mexican Central

Railroad. He was for some time city en-

gineer of Topeka, Kan.

The jurisdiction of Mr. Huffsmith, mas-

ter mechanic of the International & Great

Northern, has been extended over the car

department of that road.

Mr. H. T. Henderson has been appointed

superintendent of the Chickamauga &
Durham, to succeed J. I. Henderson, de-

ceased. Headquarters, Chickamauga, Ga.

Mr. A. K. McCown, formerly superin-

tendent of the Middlesboro Belt, has been

appointed assistant master of transporta-

tion of the Plant system at High Springs,

Fla.

Mr. J. W. Dalbey, superintendent of the

Kansas City Northwestern, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Kansas City

and Beatrice also. Headquarters, Kansas

City, Mo.

We regret to learn that Mr. W. E.

Symons, master mechanic of the .\tchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Raton, N. M., is

lamenting the loss of his wife, who died

last month.

Mr. J. B. Dorsey, for several years mas-

ter mechanic of the Ohio River Railroad,

has resigned. He is open for a new en-

gagement, and has the reputation of being

a first-class man.

Mr. Richard Fitzsimmons has been ap-

pointed acting master mechanic of the

Mexican National, with charge of motive

power and car department, in place of

Robert Dewer, resigned.

Mr. A. O'Hara, trainmaster, has been

appointed superintendent of the Kansas

division of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

with office at Neodesha, Kan., in place of

Mr. L. D. Button, transferred.

Mr. T. A. Switz has been appointed as-

sistant to the general manager of the Min-

neapolis, St. Paul (&. Sault Ste. Marie, in

addition to his duties as purchasing agent.

Headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. G. W. Phelps has been appointed

superintendent of the Western Railway of

Guatemala, with headquarters at San

Felipe. Mr. Phelps was formerly with

the Southern Pacific at San Francisco, Cal.

We should feel under obligation to our

friends if they would send us notice of

promotions and changes as they occur.

We often receive complaints of not men-

tioning promotions, when we had no means

of learning about them.

Mr. James Maglenn has been appointed

master mechanic of the shops of the Sea-

board .\ir Line, at Raleigh, N. C, to suc-

ceed Mr. G. W. Eaves, resigned. Mr.

Maglenn was formerly superintendent of

motive power of the road.
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Mr. Frank J. Pease has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Kansas City, instead of super-

intendent of motive power, as formerly

stated. He was formerly general foreman

of the shops at Frankfort, Ind.

Mr. L. D. Button, superintendent of the

Kansas division of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, has been transferred to and ap-

pointed superintendent of the St. Louis

division, with office at Springfield. Mo.,

in place of Mr. W. A. Thoms, deceased.

Mr. Clarence N. Mendenhall, assistant

road foreman of motive power of the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of that road, with headquarters

at Philadelphia, Pa., to succeed Mr. Robert

E. Marshall.

Mr. A. E. Benson, who has been for the

last fifteen years master mechanic of the

Ulster & Delaware, with headquarters at

Rondout, N. Y., has been promoted to be

general superintendent of the road, and
Mr. A. W. Belcher has been appointed

master mechanic.

Mr. William N. Bannard, superintendent

of the Altoona division of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Philadelphia, Wilming-

ton & Baltimore, with headquarters at

Wilmington, Del., t» succeed Mr. E. F.

Brooks, transferred.

Mr. Robert E. Marshall, superintendent

of motive power of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Altoona di-

vision of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

headquarters at Altoona, Pa., to succeed

Mr. W. N. Bannard.

Mr. C. A. Hammond, fonuerlv superin-

tendent of the Boston, Revere Beach &
Lynn, and secretary of the American
Society of Railroad Superintendents, has

been appointed general manager of the

Standard Railroad Equipment Company
of New York, with office at 143 Liberty

street.

Mr. Harry Mcllwain has been promoted

to be foreman of the erecting and repair

department of the Union Car Works at

Depew, N. Y. He is a son of Mr. J. D.

Mcllwain, the well-known master car

builder, and was for two years one of the

master mechanic scholars at the Stevens

Institute of Technologv'.

Mr. John D. Mcllwain, for some time

superintendent of the Union Car Com-
pany's Works, at Buffalo, has accepted the

position of superintendent of the Schoen
Mfg.Works, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Mcll-

wain has had much experience with the

working of steel for cars, and w'ill prove a

valuable assistant to Mr. Schoen.

Mr. Edwin G. Russell, superintendent

of the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg,
has been offered the presidency of the

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, at a

salary of Ji2,ooo a year, and it is stated

that he will accept the po.sition. Mr.

Russell has been with the R., W. & O.

since Feb. i, 1893, and was formerly for

five years connected with the Illinois

Central.

Mr. E. E. Calvin has been appointed

general superintendent of the International

& Great Northern, succeeding T. G.

Golden, resigned. He will have charge

of the maintenance of way, transportation,

mechanical and telegraph departments.

Mr. Calvin was formerly superintendent

of the Idaho division of the Union Pacific,

at Pocatello, Idaho, and came there from

the Missouri Pacific.

At the last Convention of the Railway

Master Mechanics' Association, Professor

Goss, of Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind., was elected an associate member,
and the same honor was conferred upon

Mr E. L. Coster, 10 Wall street, New
York. Mr. J. S. McCrura, of the Kansas

City, Ft. Scott & Memphis, was made an

honorary member ; also Messrs. Wm.
Lannon, A. G. Eastman and S. A. Hodg-
man.

Mr. E. F. Brooks, superintendent of the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore,

has been appointed superintendent of the

New York division of the Pennsylvania

railroad, with headquarters at Jersey City,

N. J. He has been superintendent of the

P., W. & B. since March i, 1S93, and pre-

vious to that date was engineer of mainte-

nance of way of the United Railroads of

New Jersey. He succeeds Mr. Joseph

Crawford, resigned on account of poor

health.

Mr. A. L. Hopkins, formerly second

vice-president of the Missouri Pacific, and
recently appointed receiver of the Chicago

& Northern Pacific, was on June 14th

chosen president of the New York, Sus-

quehanna & Western, to succeed Mr. Simon
Borg, resigned. Mr. Hopkins entered rail-

way service in 1867, and was for one year

connected with the machinery department
of the Housatonic. He has alwavs taken a

warm interest in the mechanical depart-

ment, although he rapidly rose into the

higher branches of railroad ser\'ice.

There was considerable pleasantry be-

tween Mr. J. O. Pattee, of the Great
Northern, and Mr. John Mackenzie, of the

Nickel Plate, at the Master Mechanics'

Convention, owing to a resemblance of

face which caused Mr. Pattee to be mis-

taken for Mr. Mackenzie by various per-

sons. When Mackenzie was told that

people were mistaking Pattee for him, he
protested that he would jump into the

river if he was not a better-looking man
than Pattee. On this remark being carried

to Pattee, he declared that he would have
been ashamed to ask a woman to be his

wife if he was not better-looking than

John Mackenzie.

The officers elected for the coming year

by the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, at .\lexandria Bay
Convention, were : President, R. C. Black-

all, superintendent of motive power, Dela-
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ware & Hudson Railroad, Albany, N. V.;

First Vice-President, R. H. Soule, super-

intendent of motive power, Norfolk &
Western Railroad, Roanoke, Va. ; Second

Vice-President, Pulaski Leeds, superin-

tendent of machinery, Louisville & Nash-

ville Railway, Loui.sville, Ky.; Secretarj-,

Angus Sinclair, editor Locomotive Ex-

GIXEERING, New York ; Treasurer, O.

Stewart, superintendent of motive power,

Bangor & .\roostook, Oldtown, Me.

During the last day of the Railway

Master Mechanics' Convention a number

of ladies, wives of members, met in the

parlor of the Thousand Island House to

give expression of thanks to the Enter-

tainment Committee for the handsome

manner in which they had been enter-

tained during the convention. All were

highly enthusiastic in praising the ar-

rangements carried out for their comfort

and pleasure, and the prevailing opinion

was that some means should be taken to

give public expression of their apprecia-

tion of the kindnesses received. Among
the ladies who desired their thanks to be
publicly tendered were Mrs. J. H. McCon-
nell, Mrs. A. E. Manchester, Mrs. J. O.

Pattee, Mrs. W. Garstang, Mrs. Z. T.

Sprigg, Jlrs. Mord Roberts, Mrs. J. H.
Setchel and Mrs. P. H. Minshull. Mrs.

McConnell was delegated to see Secretary

Sinclair and ask him to make public the

sentiments expressed at the meeting.

i i ^
.A. remarkably abl» paper on "Disci-

pline " was read by Mr. William Gibson,

division superintendent of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at a
meeting of the officials of the railway sys-

tem named. Mr. Gibson wishes to follow

to some extent the system of Discipline

Without Punishment, made popular by
Mr. G. R. Brown, general superintendent

of the Fall Brook Railroad, particulars of

which were first given to railroad men by
an article contributed by the author to

Locomotive Engixeerixg. Mr. Gibson
wishes to modify the system to suit the

conditions peculiar to his road, but the
prevailing sentiment is to treat men as men,
and not to assume that railroad officers

hold a monopoly of good sense, and that

the subordinates imbibe of that element
merely what overflows from the abundance
of their superiors. We expect soon to find

room to give full particulars of Mr. Gib-
son's ideas. The views expressed by Mr.
Gibson were highly commended by Presi-

dent Garstang in his opening address at the
Railway Master Mechanics' Convention.

© @ i
E. G. Newhall & Co., of Detroit, are

meeting with good success and large sales

on their "Detroit Ground Crystal " coni-

pound, for welding, tempering, brazing
and hardening. They are sending out
.samples on trial, and in everj- test, they
are informed, it has proved to be superior

to all other compounds. They request

everj-one to investigate their claims and
test the merit of its work.
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By C. E. Fourness.*

BOILER SKAMS— Coil/llll/fcf.

The Figs, ii to 14 show some of the pre-

vailing straight seams in use. I would state

that all straight seams of boilers made of

heavier material than >< inch should be

butted, not lapped. Notice in Fig. 12 that

seam has a strength of 87 per cent., but,
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on account of its being lapped, if it were

strained, the sheet would have a tendency

to pufl in a straight line, causing the sheets

to bend sufficiently at A'A' to allow this (as

shown in Fig. 15). This would cause the

sheets to corrode along the edge of the

inside strap ; it also exposes the rivet to a

partial tensile strain. I would state the

Hartford Inspection & Insurance Co.

allow only a shearing strain of 38,000 lbs.

in single, and 85 per cent, additional, or

70,300, for double shear of iron rivets in

steel sheets. But a great many consider it

an advantage to have the excess of strength

in the sheet, as it generally receives the

greatest punishment or abuse in working ;

also, the sheet corrodes, wastes away and

becomes weak in use much sooner than the

rivets. But if the diameter of the rivets in

Fig. 12 be increased -^^ in., then, by using a

shearing strength of 38,000 lbs., the per-

TABLE ^l°-t.
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increasing the diameter of the rivets y'j in.,

the joint will be weakest through AA.
But it will still have a strength of slightly

over93 percent. Fig. 14 is, in my opinion,

the best seam of all, especially for higher

pressures and thicker material ; it is used a

great deal on boilers carrying high press-

ures. It is a butt joint, consequently the

sheet pulls in a straight line ; also, the

shearing strength of the rivets is higher

(even with a shearing strength of 38,000

lbs.), as the majority of the rivets are in

double shear. There is, of course, more

labor and material required, but it is a

much better seam. As stated previou.sly,

the Hartford Boiler Inspection & Insur-

ance Co. use a shearing strength of 38,000

lbs. per square inch for single, and 70,300

for rivets exposed to double shear. The

British Board of Trade & Admiralty also

use the same resistance. Table No. 3 will

contain the shearing strength of different-

sized rivets at 38,000 lbs. per square inch.

Then take your choice.

FLAT SURFACES.

Flat surfaces are stayed in different

ways, depending upon the location prin-

cipally. When surfaces of two sheets oc-

cupy positions parallel, or ver\' nearly so,

to each other, they are generally braced or

staved by stay-bolts. There are two points

to be considered in this work : first, the
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centage of strength would be (area of a %-

in. hole equals 6013), and .6013x38,000X5
= 114,245 ; then 114,245 -=- 134,062 =85 per

cent. This, I consider, would be a good, fair

allowance for this seam, as the strap has an

offset, that being a certain amount of weak-

ness. In Fig.]i3, if the strength of the rivets

were based upon a shearing strength of 38,-

000 lbs. per square inch, a strength of only

So per cent, twould be secured ; but, by

* Foreman Boiler-maker. C. M. a«- St. P. Ky.,

Dubuque. Iowa

strength of the stay-bolt ;
and, second, the

stiffness of the material in the sheets to

overcome bulging, or buckling. The Uni-

ted States Government allows 6,000 lbs.

of strain per square inch upon any iron

brace or stay, figuring the strength of the

stay-bolt from the cross-sectional area at

the bottom of the thread. As, for ex-

ample, find the strain allowed upon a stay-

bolt \\i in. in diameter, 12 threads per

in. ; ^\ in. of the diameter is required for

the thread, consequently the diameter

of the stay-bolt at the bottom of the thread

would be ijV. This, expressed decimally,

would be 1. 0125, and 1.0125 X 1.0125

X .7S54 X 6,000 = 4,830.6 strain allowed.

Table No. 4 contains the diameters over

the thread, diameters at the bottom of the

thread, areas at the bottom of the thread,

and the strain allowed on each size of stay-

bolt.

Having the strain allowed, the next

question is, How far can the stay-bolts be

spaced or pitched apart to have—not to ex-

ceed this limit—6,000 lbs. of strain upon

them? For example, find the extreme

pitch of ^-in. stay-bolts to sustain a work-

ing pressure of 120 lbs. per square inch.

Referring to Table No. 4, find the pressure

allowed on a J^-in. stay-bolt is 2,876 lbs.;

divide this quantity by the boiler pressure

per square inch, 120 lbs., and the square

root of the remainder equals the pitch :

2,876 H- 120 = °v/ 23.97 = 4-89 = \~A in-

Table No. 5 gives the extreme pitch

of different-sized stay-bolts for different

working pressures, figured as shown

above.

The second point will now be con-

sidered, viz., the extreme pitch of stay-

TA,6Lt Nig 6.
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EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Missouri Pacific have ordered ten
locomotives from Baldwins.

The Seattle. Lake Shore & Eastern have
ordered one locomotive from Richmond.

The Chicajjo. Rock Island & Pacific have
placed an order with the Peninsular Car
Works for 200 cars.

The Louisville & Nashville have ordered
ten consolidation and five ten-wheel loco-

motives from Rogers.

The Westmoreland Coal Co. have or-

dered 100 coal cars from the Allison Man-
ufacturing Co., of Philadelphia.

The South Baltimore Car Works have re-

ceived an order from the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad for repairing 1,300 freight cars.

The St. Charles Car Co., St. Charles,

Mo., have received an order for 100 dump
cars from the Mississippi River & Bonne
Terre Railroad.

The Savannah, Florida & Western have
ordered a locomotive to be built at Rogers,
for exhibition at the Atlanta Cotton Expo-
sition. They are reported to be asking
bids for more locomotives.

The Westinghouse Machine Co. are

erecting fine new works in Eastern Pitts-

burgh, which %vill greatly increase the
present capacity. The shops are going
to be fitted up with the best tools in the
market for doing the work.

Brooks' people have received orders for

five locomotives from the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, and seventeen from the
Great Northern. The reports were that
the Great Northern people were about to

order 100 locomotives, but it dwindled
down to the number named.

The Laconia Car Co., Laconia, N. H.,
have received an order for 600 cars from the
Boston & Maine Railroad. The cars are
to be of 60,000 pounds capacity. The order
is for 200 box cars, 200 platform cars, and
200 coal cars. These cars will be equipped
with Gould M. C. B. couplers and West-
inghouse air brakes.

The Southern Pacific have ordered si.x

vestibuled sleeping cars, two dining cars,

four composite cars, and four compartment
and parlor cars combined. Each of the
composite cars will be partitioned off at

one end for baggage, and the balance of

the car will be used for a smoking and
reading room, and will contain a barber
shop and cafe. The cars are to be used on
the Sunset Limited trains, between New
Orleans and San Francisco.

The indications are that there will be a

particularly full exhibition of railroad

rolling stock at the Atlanta Exposition.
The managers of the Exposition have made
arrangements to build an annex of 35,000
square feet to the Transportation Building
for the accommodation of locomotives and
trains. The Southern railroads are quite

enthusiastic in favor of making the display
a grand success, and many of them will

make large exhibits. We already hear
complaints from Northern manufacturers
that space is hard to get.

When Cramps' people, of Philadelphia,
engaged to build two steamships that

would hold the record against the finest

of the British-built liners, they determined
to use the best material in the market for

the parts that had an important bearing on
the success of the vessels. In the pursuit
of this policy they ordered Ajax metal
for the bearings of the two vessels, the St.

Louis and SI. fan!, and the enterprise has
brought a gratifying reward. The SI.

Louis made a remarkably quick maiden

trip and did not have trouble from a single

hot bearing. This is an extraordinary

record, and is something for the makers of

the metal to be proud of. Over 40,000

pounds of the metal was required for the

two vessels.

i i i
"Uneven Wear of Locomotive Tires" is

a subject which has been very much dis-

cussed by technical societies, but an effi-

cient remedy appears to be as difficult to

find to-day as when the disorder first be-

came familiar to railroad men. We have

lately been surprised to find that on level

roads, where trains are run moderately

light, the tires wear more unevenly than

they do on roads that are hilly and have

heavy traffic. This fact would seem to

sustain the point made bj- several of our

correspondents, that running an engine

habitually with a full throttle and the

power graduated by the reverse lever,

causes the driving-wheel tires to wear un-

evenly. A level road gives better oppor-

tunity for running with a full throttle, as a

regular thing, than an uneven road, and so

the results of the practice are likely to be

more apparent on level roads. It does not,

however, follow that the practice of run-

ning with a full throttle is a bad one, even

if it is proven to be hard on tires. The
expense of turning tires is a small item

compared to the cost of fuel ; and if an

open throttle makes the coal do much
more work, the question of uneven wear of

tires cuts a small figure.

The Prussian Boiler Protective Union

has been investigating whether it is

necessar)' to apply a chemical test in order

to specify exacth^ the qualitj' of a boiler

plate. A commission appointed to carry

out exhaustive tests, and to investigate the

subject thoroughly, reported that it is not

advisable to specify a maximum or mini-

mum percentage of single elements. They

recommended higher values for bending

and extension tests. Attention was di-

rected to the injury to wrought iron and

steel plates from working them at a blue

heat. Exhaustive tests made on boiler

plates that had been subjected to the ordi-

nary working pressure for years showed

that the tensile strength and elongation di-

minish to a great extent.

i i i
The .\tlantic Coast Line has designs for

a verv handsome building in which to

house the exhibit of that system at the

Cotton States and International Exposi-

tion, at Atlanta, Ga. The railroad exhibits

will be one of the great features of the

fair, and will excel in extent any similar

exhibits ever made.

g i i
The old and well-known firm of ma-

chinists and founders, Leland, Faulconer

& Norton Co., of Detroit, Mich., has

changed its name to the Leland, Faulconer

Manufacturing Co., who will continue the

old business on a larger scale.
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Transmission of Power in Railroad

Shops.

There were a number of remarkably good

reports of investigating committees read

and discussed at the last Master .Mechan-

ics' Convention, but one very important

committee did not submit a report, and

general regret was expressed at the failure.

This was the Committee on Transmission

of Power. It was appointed to investigate

the relative merits of pneumatics and elec-

tric transmission of power in railway shops,

a subject which is exciting much attention

among railroad men at the present time.

That is to say, compressed air and elec-

tricity as means of transmitting power are

receiving more attention than any other

subject, but the relative merits of the two

are not in dispute. Both have their uses,

and they come very little into competition.

What was highly desirable in a report on

this subject was the information it would

disseminate concerning the great saving

some railroads are now enjoying from the

use of compressed air and electricity in

transmitting power to tools that were for-

merly operated by hand and are still oper-

ated by hand in nearly all shops.

It might be supposed that information

on this subject was not required, since the

railroad mechanical papers have been

thoroughly ventilating it for years. They

have contained many articles and illustra-

tions explaining how these labor-saving

methods are employed, but the impression

made on the whole has been evanescent.

We are safe in saying that there are many
men in charge of railroad shops who have

never heard that valve-facing machines,

boring mills for cylinders, the drilling

and tapping of stay-bolt holes, drills and

reamers for pit work, and a variety of

other operations carried on about the loco-

motive on the pit, are operated by power

transmitted through pneumatic or electric

motors. The more enterprising master

mechanics vie with each other in finding

new operations to be worked by power

transmitted in this way ; but the enter-

prising master mechanic does not represent

the majority of his class. Those who are

contented to drag along with hand labor

are in need of the stimulant that comes

from hearing particulars of what others are

doing ; and a committee's report on the

subject would advertise it better than any-

thing else that could be done.

There is one phase of this subject which

is badly in want of the information which

free discussion brings out. Some of our

be.st shops are using electric motors for

driving some of the machime tools, and

others contemplate doing away entirely

with shafting and using electric motors ex-

clusivelv for transmitting power to the ma-

chines. The experience with electric

motors for this purpose has shown such

important saving of power that the change

promises to be rapid. But the new system

of power transmission entails a rearrange-

ment of the machine tools, and it is very

desirable to have the teaching of experience



as to what is the most advantageous manner

to arrange the tools. By a judicious ar-

rangement one motor may be employed to

•drive several tools, and in other cases it is

considered best to connect the motor with

only one tool.

As there is not likely to be a Master

Mechanics' report soon upon this subject,

we should be pleased to receive the views

•of our readers who have experience with

this system of transmitting power to ma-

chine tools.

i ^ ^
Disputes in Interchange of Cars.

At the last meeting of the Arbitration

Committee of the Master Car Builders'

Association, held at Chicago, fifteen dis-

putes between those interchanging cars

which had been referred to the Arbitration

Committee were decided.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway Company rendered a bill against

the Kingan Refrigerator Line for broken

draft springs. Payment of the bills was

refused, on the ground that these defects

cannot be chargeable to ordinary wear and

tear, but are results of cars or engines

coming into violent contact with its cars.

The railroad company held that the de-

fects were not chargeable to ordinary wear

and tear, and that it showed clearly that

the springs were defective. It was also

said that it renders bills against all private

car owners for breakages of this kind, and

such bills are recognized as being proper.

In deciding the case, the Arbitration

Committee say the draft springs from

reputable manufacturers can always be

purchased under a guarantee of a given

number of years' service. A spring manu-

facturer could not evade his responsibility

in case a broken spring was returned to

him on the score that it had received un-

fair u.sage, especially when no other damage
occurred to the car. The usual way in

which draft springs fail in their guarantee

is by breaking. The length of service

draft springs give depends largely upon
the quality of steel and the care that is

exercised in their manufacture. They
hold that the bill was correct and ought to

be paid. This is a very good point made
in favor of good material.

A car belonging to the Texas & Pacific

was wrecked on the line of the Fort Worth
& Denver, and the latter company elected

to return the trucks and air brakes to the

owner. When the material was received

the owners of the car complained that the

floating levers, truck levers, push rods,

etc., should have been included in the air-

brake attachments returned.

The Ft. W. & D. people held that they

had returned all the material called for

under the M. C. B. Rules, and no agree-

ment being possible between the disput-

ants, it was referred to the Arbitration

Committee.

The decision was, that returning the

material specified in the M. C. E. Rules was
all that was necessarw

The Brownley Double Tube Injector.

We publish cuts of this new double tube

valveless injector, which works at any

pressure, from 15 pounds up to 350 pounds ;

works all the way from 350 pounds down
to 6 pounds without any regulation and

without breaking ; and lifts and feeds

water on a 3-foot lift at temperatures up to

156 degrees, and on a 22-foot lift as high as

130 degrees. These leading points we
gather from certificates of thoroughly well-

known and independent people, published

b}- the agents of the Brownley injector.

The device appears to be very simple
;

the steam inlet is one size smaller than the

suction and delivery, thus being very

economical as regards steam. To start the

injector, steam is given, when the water

will immediately appear at the overflow;

the cock is turned by means of a lever, and

the water is then being fed to the boiler.

No variation of steam at any point, from

350 pounds down to 6 pounds of steam,

causes any loss of water at the overflow.

A general foreman on the Manhattan

Railway says that he tested machine

against one of the same size Standard in-

jectors, and was somewhat surprised at re-

sult, the Brownley throwing about 33 per

cent, more water in a given time than the

other, and doing it for a steady diet. He
also sa3'S that one of the greatest points

about the injector is its great simplicity,

which will be duly appreciated b}- those

having charge of injector repairs. There

are no valves to grind. Any ordinary me-

chanic can take machine apart and put

it together in five minutes. A plant never

requires to shut down on account of in-

jector repairs.

The tendency of the age is all toward

higher steam. In a few years, 300 pounds

may be as common as 175 pounds is to-day.

Man}' experiments have accordingly been

made bj- injector manufacturers, and large

sums of money have been spent to attain

this object.

The injector for locomotive purjioses is

slightly varied in form, so as to be inter-

changeable with any standard injector.

No jarring or application of emergency

brake causes injector to break.

Circulars containing certificates from re-

liable and well-known users of steam will

be obtained on application to Mr. R. F.
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Keating, 187 Cherry street. New York, the

general agent in the I^ast.

g © ^
The Standard Coujiler Co., No. 26 Cort-

landt street. New York—Geo. A. Post,

president, and A. P. Dennis, secretary

—

have a card in this issue, presenting the

strong points of their Improved standard

coupler—all in a nut-shell.

ii © ©
Cheapest Way to Compress Air for

Shops.

A committee of the Southwestern Rail-

way Club, appointed to find out the best

means of providing compressed air for

railroad shops, report that in nearly all the

first attempts to supply compressed air in

railway shops the Westinghouse pump has

been used with results not altogether satis-

factory, owing to failure to get sufficient

pressure on account of low steam pressure

carried on shop boilers, from small storage

capacity of reservoirs and from other

causes. This has had the effect of

dampening the zeal of those in-

__] terested ; and this cause, with the

fact that a cheap and reliable air

compressor was difficult to get,

has had much to do with delaying

the introduction of compressed air

as a labor-saving medium in rail-

road shops.

The most economical method
of obtaining compressed air in rail-

road shops is with some strongly-

built and well-designed air-com-

pressing pump, to be driven from

the line shafting by suitable belts,

and to be so geared as to be of

ample power for work required.

These pumps or compressors

should be duplex in their action, and ar-

ranged to stop and start automatically

when regulator is set at required pressure.

There should be in connection with the

compressor, ample storage capacity, and

great care should be taken to see that all

joints and connections are absolutely air-

tight, and all cocks, valves, etc., kept in

good order.

There are several air compressors, driven

b}- lielts, now in the market. One by

the Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, has

been made specially with a view of meet-

ing the needs of railroad shops.

^ ^ ^
A Summer Note=Book

Is the title of a beautifully illustrated

pamphlet issued by the passenger depart-

ment of the M. C. R. R., containing a map
and description of many attractive resorts

in Michigan, Canada, St. Lawrence, New
York and New England. It is sent on

receipt of 10 cents, to cover postage, by

O. W. Ruggles, General Passenger and

Transportation Agent, Chicago, 111
;
James

S. Hall, Michigan Passenger Agent, De-

troit, Mich.; or any other principal passen-

ger office of the Michigan Central R. R. Co.



Air=Brake Department.
Announcement.

In opening a distinct Air-Brake Depart-

ment, the publishers of Locomotive En-
gineering believe they will be adding a

feature to the paper that will be appre-

ciated. Heretofore we have published

much air-brake matter, and in the future

expect to publish more and better selected

material.

An air-brake man of national reputation

has charge of the department, and will

select all the matter for it ; for the pres-

ent, his name will not be announced for

personal reasons ; later on our readers

shall know who he is.

We shall put into this department all

matter pertaining to air brakes, repairs,

manipulations, or what not. All corres-

pondence, and the questions and answers

referring to air-brake subjects, will be

placed under this head.

It is proposed to make this paper the

authority on all air-brake questions, and

our readers can rest assured that they will

be fairly treated here, and the truth told in

all cases. Those desiring to ask questions

will have the satisfaction of knowing that

the answers are correct and up to date.

Right here, let us tr}' to impress upon

writers the importance of stating every

particular of the case in asking questions.

We solicit correspondence for this depart-

ment, especially from those having kinks

on repairs, etc. The Editors.

@ i @
An Up=to-Date Air=Brake Instruction

Book.

.V sample copy of the proceedings of the

Second .Annual Convention of the Associa-

tion of Railroad .\ir-Brake Men comes to

us fresh from the press, skillfully edited,

handsomely bound, and teeming with

practical information on correct practices

and maintenance of air brakes. It bears

evidence of deep study and intelligent re-

search in its treatment of subjects, contain-

ing about 240 pages of instructive matter

of different forms, and is replete with that

practical information so much sought after

hy road and shop men of all classes, as

well As railway officials who wish to im-

prove the general condition and service of

air brakes. This book should be in the

hands of every man who handles or works

upon air brakes, and who wi.shes to keep

up to date in this progressive field.

The subjects are well handled, and the

discussions which follow are .sound and em-
inently practical. The thoroughness, har-

mony and unison which characterize the

work of this active young association are

truly commendable, yet are no more than

should be expected, when it is remembered
"that the organization is made up of the

best air-brake men from all sections of the

country, who are earnestly endeavoring
" to obtain a higher efficiency in air-brake

service."

While being but two years old, the asso-

ciation has already achieved such success

and wrought sufficient improvement in air-

brake service to entitle it to the indorse-

ment of the M. C. B. and M. M. associa-

tions given it at the conventions at Thou-

sand Islands last month. We wish it a

continuance of its success.

Copies of the proceedings may be ob-

tained by writing P. M. Kilroy, secretary,

Pine Bluff, .A.rk., who will furnish flexible

leather and paper-bound, at f i.oo and 50

cents, respectively.

^ ^ i
Tests Made to Determine tlie Stopping

Power of Engine, Reversed,

With and Witliout the

Use of Air Brakes

We present to our readers the following

interesting and instructive matter, copied

from the appendix of the proceedings of

the Second .\nnual Convention of the .Asso-

ciation of Railroad .\ir-Brake Men, which

is fresh from the press.

Unusual credit is due Mr. Thomas for

his characteristic thoroughness and liber-

ality in making these expensive and practi-

cal experiments.

The question has been frequently asked

regarding the relative length of stop which

can be made with the air brakes and the

engine reversed ;
also, how much farther

the engine will run, if reversed, when air

brakes are applied and the wheels locked,

than if the air brakes alone be used. There

has been no reliable information to be had

on this subject, and all replies to these

questions have been more or less mere con-

jectures, from the fact that no practical

tests of this nature have ever been made, so

far as is known. To the intelligent in-

terest which Mr. J. W. Thomas, Jr., assist-

ant general manager of the N. C. & St. L.

Railway at Nashville, Tenn., takes in air-

brake matters, and his liberal assistance in

conducting a system of experiments in this

direction, the railroad public largely owes

the information herewith presented.

The tests were made under the personal

supervision of Mr. Thomas, and no ex-

pense was spared to make them thorough,

complete and reliable. The first tests were

quite unsatisfactory, owing to the very low

braking power developed by the old-style

cam brake with which the engine was

equipped, but upon being made acquainted

with this fact, Mr. Thomas promptly or-

dered the engine to the shop, and a modern

75 per cent, push-down cam brake be sub-

stituted for the old one, which was braking

at about 30 per cent. When the tire be-

came so badly flatted as to endanger the

safety of the rail and locomotive, the en-

gine was sent to the shop and the tire re-

turned, that the tests might be continued

and the desired data be obtained complete.

The records are numbered merely for

reference, and the inference should not be
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drawn that only this number of stops Vl'as

made, for, on the contrary, nearly one hun-

dred runs were made, and the records given

in the table are averages of this number.

Six whole days were required in all to

make these runs.

The committee believes the proceedings

the proper medium through which this in-

formation should be disseminated, and,with

Mr. Thomas' permission and the commit-

tee's thanks for same, the table on follow-

ing page is submitted :

Data—Braking power on driving wheels

of locomotive, 70 per cent.

Braking power on wheels of tender, 100

per cent, of light weight.

Braking power on wheels of N. C. & St.

L. coaches, 90 per cent.

Braking power on wheels of Pullman

.sleeping cars, varied from 40 per cent, to

loi per cent.

A trip was placed in the track to open

the train pipe. A second trip was used to

open the signal pipe, thus giving the en-

gineer a signal to reverse the engine sim-

ultaneously with the application of the air

brakes. Engine was equipped with a

Boyer speed recorder, which was tested

each day.

The following order of operation was

followed : First, brake applied ; second,

engine reversed ; third, sand lever opened.

Track was level and in best possible con-

dition.

Tests were made under the most favor-

able circumstances.

The deductions to be drawn from the

tests may be summed up as follows :

First—The shortest reliable stops will be

made by a retarding power which is most

quickly developed and maintained to the

highest possible limit during the entire

stop, consistent with safety from skidding

of wheels, such as the air brakes give, and

is confirmed b\- records in the accompany-

ing table.

Second—The retarding power given by

the back pressure in the steam cvlinders

when the engine is reversed fluctuates and

is too incon.stant to be relied upon. As
soon as the back pressure developed is

greater than the adhesion between the

wheel and the rail, the driving wheels will

revolve backwards and lose nearly all re-

tarding force. Trials were made throwing

the reverse lever ahead a sufficient length

of time to release the wheels and get them
running forward again ; but so much time

and distance was lost in this effort that the

stop exceeded in length that made by leav-

ing the lever in the back motion after it

had been placed there. The length of stop

was the same, whether the cylinder cocks

were opened or closed. When the engine

was reversed without brakes, the wheels

did not lock rigidly.

Third—The length of stop made with

air brakes applied and engine reversed,

while being longer and extremely- injuri-



ous to the tire from skidding and making
flat spots, is not as long as was expected,

but is satisfactorily accounted for by the

fact that as the flat spot grew during the

stop, and, with the heat developed, gave a

larger and better surface to the rail for ad-

hesion. The stop was longer than those

made with the brakes alone and was very

costh". The results of these tests should

determine the inadvisability of using the

reverse lever in conjunction with air

brakes.

Fourth—Sand is a good thing if judici-

ouslj- used, but if used after wheels are

skidding, will produce flat spots and will

not unlock wheels after they commence
sliding. A superabundance of sand is not

were made on curves, but the majority

were made on straight track. If sand

valves were opened before brakes were ap-

plied and engine reversed, the wheels

would not lock in
'

' Expected Emergen-
cies," but the delay in applying retarding

power would sliglitly lengthen the stop

over that had by the use of the air brakes

alone.

Fifth—In making the "Unexpected
Emergency" stops, the drivers would in-

variably lock when engine was reversed,

and flat spots were had. In one instance

the engineer, who was unusualh- expert

and active, got tangled up with the reverse

lever, and did not succeed in reversing the

engine with his first effort. The train ran

ing as they should, as the piston travel on
all cars varied from lo to 12 inches. After

the slack was taken up, better stops were

had. The percentage of braking power
on these cars had an abnormally wide

range. The condition of the brake ap-

paratus upon the X. C. & St. L. coaches,

which were taken from service without

any preparation for the test, speaks elo-

quently for the system of maintenance of

brakes on the N. C. & St. L. Ry. Tests

Nos. 32 and 33 were made by backing the

car with the engine until the desired speed

was developed ; then the angle cock was

closed, engine detached and hose un-

coupled. The angle cock was opened at a

certain point, from which the stop was

23

24

=5
26

27
28

29
3°
31
32

33

Brakes Used. CoNiiiTiox OF Train. Sand.

Driver and tender brakes
| Engine and tender.

.

Driver brake alone
Tender brake alone

g.SM o.:>^ all.

cs-e .E o .S 01

;

No brakes, engine reversed

Driver and tender brakes and engine reversed

No brakes and engine " plugged ''

engine

Driver and tender brakes
No brakes and engine reversed
No brakes and engine '* plugged "

Driver and tender brakes and engine reversed

Driver and tender brakes, with
" plugged '

Driver and tender brakes
No brakes and engine reversed
Driver and tender brakes
Driver and tender brakes

No brakes, engine reversed.

Driver and tender brakes
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in and engine reversed .

.

All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in and engine reversed .

.

All brakes cut in

All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in
All brakes cut in and engine reversed .

+A11 brakes cut in and engine reversed .

All brakes cut in and engine reversed .

Pullman sleeper (kicked*
N. C. & .St. L. coach (kicked)

Engine,tend.& 5 N.C- & St. L. coaches.

( Engine, tender. 5 N. C. & St. L. I

) coaches and 4 Pullmans. \

Engine, tender & 4 Pullman sleepers.

Engine, tender and 5 N. C. coaches. .

.

No.

Abundance.

( No fresh 1

"( sand. ("

K

No.

Ves.
No.

Yes.
No.
Yes.

No.
Abundance.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

280! 240 2541 II

4381 3871 4121 18

6''4 4S8| S38I 23

265 265: 265

177 140 158

177 177
iiij III

161

90
532

820 32

47.S 4751 20
260 258) II

2501 250! II

igQ 265I II

400 474 19

4751 19

542 23

327| 14

465; 19

575 25

367 14
702

1

26

35°^ 13

325; 13

375 '4
416 • 18

202 10

Wheels Slid.

426; 450 20

2451 2761 12

S05j 5"! 25

260I z6ol II

2801 284 12

(
Locked and 1

; revolved -

f
backwards. )

Yes.
\
Locked and )

revolved V
' backwards. )

No.

I

Locked and
,

revolved
' backwards.

No.

Y'es.
No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.
No.
Yes.
No.

No.

2^11-

No.

4 in.

No.

2jiin.
No.

* Unexpected Emergencies. t Expected Emergency.

quite so effective as a moderate amount.
The best results were had from a rail upon
which sand remained from previous stop.

Upon a rail thoroughly " saturated, " but
not burdened with sand, it was impossible

to slide the wheels under the conditions

which prevailed. On straight track, if sand
reached the rail before full retarding power
was developed by the air brake and the

back pressure in the steam cylinders with
engine reversed, wheels would not lock nor
slide ; but on curves where engine rolled

about, the adhesion between the wheel and
rail, even when increased by a free flow of

sand, would be broken, and the drivers

would lock and slide with disastrous re-

sults. Several of the " Unexpected Emer-
gencies," as recorded in Nos. 29 and 31,

considerably farther than the length of

stop given in No. 29. The time consumed
by the engineer in applying brakes, re-

versing engine and opening sand valves

was i}4 seconds, which is very much
([uicker than the feat can be accomplished

ordinarily. When also considering the

fact that a certain length of time is con-

sumed by the engineer recovering from
the bewilderment of unexpected emergen-
cies, it would seem impossible for him to

get sand on the rail before the wheels

would lock, if he were to reverse his en-

gine after applying the brake. The " Ex-
pected Emergency " given in No. 30 was
a good stop, but engineers seldom meet
expected emergencies.

Sixth—The Pidlman cars were not brak-
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taken. A comparison of the stops made
by the sleeper and the coach will, perhaps,

cause a surjjrise to some readers, and per-

haps open up a new line of investigation,

which, if followed up, will reduce the

ninuber of slid flat wheels had on coaches.

i^ i
Have you any kinks, tools or jigs for

saving work on air-pump repairs ? Loco-

motive Engineering wants all the new
ones and all the good ones—and is willing

to nay for them.

i i i
The soft hammer should never be used

on the fireman's head—treat the air pinup

the same wav.



W. W. Knight's Automatic Brake
Valve.

Editors :

I submit you herewith a bUieprint and
explanation of an improved engineer's

brake valve of my invention, which I would
like inserted in Locomotive Exgineer-
ING, believing it would be interesting to

your readers, whose free criticism I invite.

There are three important automatic

features embodied in this.design :

First. Automatic in maintaining excess

pressure (while in running position I

through the main supply valve 2, obtained

by constructing the valve so that 70 pounds
on the top of piston valve 2 and 70 in train

line will seat valve, and require 90 pounds
to raise it, thus securing an e.xcess press-

ure of 20 pounds. The spring is just suffi-

cient to overcome any friction of packing
and seat the valve.

Second. .\utomatic in retaining 50
pounds in main line, regardless of the ap-

plication made by the engineer. This is

accomplished by piston i (Fig. 2). Main
reservoir pressure is admitted at all times

through port B to the small end of piston

I and on top of rotary valve A". The large

end of piston i is exposed to train-line

pressure, and the proportions of differ-

ential piston I are such that 50 pounds on
the big end will equal 90 pounds on the
small end, so when train-pipe pressure is

reduced to anything below 50 pounds, pis-

ton I travels toward the large end, uncov-
ering port r", admitting main-reservoir

pressure to the top of equalizing piston 3,

thus automatically stopping any further

reduction in train-pipe pressure.

Third. Automatic in closing main sup-

ply valve 2, thus maintaining main reser-

voir pressure while in running position, in

case of a hose bursting or conductor ap-

plying brake.

By making a tracing of rotary valves.

Fig. 3, and placing it on the seat, same
side up as shown, the ports and cavities of

rotary valve A' and seat J\l can be easily-

read.

Release Position i.—Cavity .S' in valve.

Fig- 3. in this position exhausts air from
the space above piston 2, through ports L
and/, thus allowing piston 2 to raise and
charge train pipe. Port .V supplies cavity
R with main-reservoir pressure at all

times. In this position port A'will supply
port G, thus securely seating equalizing

discharge piston 3. As the train-pipe

pressure rises above 50 pounds, piston i

travels to position shown in Fig. 2, thus
supplying train-line pressure through

ports .-i and C. through cavity /"in valve,

through port E to small reser\-oir.

Running Piston 2.—Placing handle at

running position, port A' ceases to supply
port C, but cavity T is substituted, and
train-line pressure is brought from ports A
and C to port G to top of piston 3 and port

E. Cavity to small reservoirP in seat con-

nects cavities 7" and S, supplying the cav-

ity above piston 2 through port A, and
obtaining excess pressure. If, in this posi-
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tion, a hose would burst, or any accident

would reduce the train-line pressure, pis-

ton I would travel the opposite direction

from that shown in Fig. 2, thus uncovering

port /
", and admitting main-reser\oir

pressure to top of piston 3, thence up

through port C and cavities 7", D and 5
and port L to the top of piston 2, thus se-

curely seating pistons 2 and 3, and auto-

matically saving any waste of main-reser-

voir pressure.

Lap Position 3.—On lap blanks all ports
;

port N through cavity R deli\ers main

reser\'oir pressure on top of piston 2,

secureh- seating same.

Service Application 4.—In this position

cavity T connects ports E, G and F. As

E and G are connected together, any pre-

liminary exhaust through port /Ogives the

desired equalizing discharge, as port E ex-

tends half-way round seat in bushing J/

and communicates with the small reservoir.

If handle is held in this position till train-

line pressure is reduced to 50 pounds, pis-

ton I travels in the opposite direction, as

shown in Fig. 2, thus automatically re-

stricting any further reduction in train

pipe-

Emergency Application 5.—The handle

being placed in this position, port ^\',

cavity A' and port L continue to supply

main-reservoir pressure to the top of pis-

ton 2, as in lap and service application

positions. Cavity Z connects ports G, F
and H. As the little reservoir is cut out

it doesn't require a second for the air to es-

cape from the top of piston 3, thus allow-

ing piston 3 to travel its limit, uncovering

a row of holes .V, and giving a sudden

reduction in train line until 50 pounds in

train line allows piston i to again perform

as in a service application, thus auto-

matically maintaining a train-pipe reserve,

which otherwise would be wasted.

Please note the bearing on rotarj- valve
;

there is no bearing for i \{ inches in the

center, thus wearing the valve and seat

without rocking. W. W. Knight.
Mt'iiiphis, Tenn.

[While this device is constructed on the

same lines and principles as the Westing-

house engineer's valve, whose prime fea-

tures it appropriates for a basis upon which

to build, it shows that considerable credit

for labor and stud}- is due Mr. Knight in

working out the novel features which it

contains. However, it does not seem that

his production is quite equal to the valve

he aims to improve upon. Necessity, and

not imitation, is the mother of inven-

tion. Like many untried mechanisms, it

would probably not stand the test of prac-

tical service so well as it shows upon
paper. It is true that defects which would

develop could be corrected, but, judging

from mechanical history, these corrections

would bring it into a closer pro.ximity to

the valve now in use. This fact is notice-

able in all new air-brake systems ; they

originate in novel form, but, in attaining

higher perfection, gradually assume form

and appropriate functional parts of valves

they seek to improve upon, until halted

by patent litigation.

As the excess pressure carried by roads

in different sections of country varies from

15 to 40 pounds, specially constructed dif-

ferential pistons (No. 2) would be required

for long and short trains, and mountainous

and level roads.

While the practice of economy in use of

air pressure is desirable, it can hardly be

indorsed when carried to this extreme,

which restricts the engineer to two-sevenths

of his pressure in both service and emer-

gencv applications, as it does in this device,

and renders his brakes inoperative by seal-

ing up available pressure after a reduction

to 50 pounds has been made. Should the

pressure by any means be reduced to 50

pounds, that remaining hoarded up in the

train pipe ceases to be of use as a stopping

power, and would be beyond the engineer's

reach were either a service or an emer-

gency stop demanded.

If seven forward-motion notches were

cut in the reverse-lever quadrant of a loco-

motive, and a stop pin so placed through the

quadrant as to restrict the engineer to the

use of the two notches nearest the center,

it would be very economical, but from a

practical standpoint the scheme would be

quite top-heavy and decidedl)- unpopular.

We believe there is entirely too much
stress laid upon saving of air pressure

;

some instructors going so far as to recom-

mend a return of brake-valve handle to lap

after making an emergency application.

The emergency position was designed to

make quickest and shortest possible stops,

and this last resort and safety feature

should not be thus dangeroush- restricted

or handicapped by improper instruction or

interception of any mechanical device in

the emergency port. A |io,ooo wreck

costs more than one dollar's worth of

repair parts.

Equalizing piston 3 is weak in mechan-

ical design, inasmuch as that a metal pack-

ing ring cannot be made sufficiently tight

to hold a high pressure when atmospheric

pressure is on the other side. Leather

packing would burn out from boiler heat.]

i i i
Poundation Brakes.

Editors :

Mr. Haskell's able article on the above

subject, in the June number of Locomo-
tive Engineering, calls to my mind
some thoughts which may be of interest.

Referring to some fast fruit trains be-

tween Texas and Chicago, he says; "If

proper braking power is wanted anywhere,

it is wanted on these trains ; and with the

load they carry, a imiform power of 70 per

cent, of light weight brings the actual brak-

ing power down to a figure that is, I think,

rather low for the speed they run." That

is putting the case very mildly. The same
statement applies to many other kinds of

service with equal or greater force, and

serves to bring up again the question which

the writer has so often raised, as to whether

it would not be advisable to use a higher

percentage of braking power on freight

cars. In spite of strenuous opposition, we
have persistently advocated this for some

time past. For a time we stood alone, but

things are looking brighter for this one of

our pet hobbies. As we once heard " Doc "

remark, ".Surely the world do move."

Perhaps that part of it which is engaged

in pursuits connected with the air brake

will some day come to the point where it

will discover that the great fetich known
as 70 per cent, is no longer to be wor-

shipped, as of yore, and when 80 or per-

haps 85 will receive some recognition.

There is no other part of the air brake

problem which, at the present day, is de-

serving of so much attention as the foun-

dation brake, and all who have the good

of the service at heart will be very much
gratified to see that much more is being

said about it in the pages of our papers.

.\nother point considered in Mr. Has,-

kell's paper is as to the utility of two

hand brakes on each car. In this connec-

tion, the element of safety should be given

more consideration than has been custom-

arily accorded it. It is not an infrequent

occurrence for a hand brake to become

disabled through breakage of the chain or

some similar happening, and then, if an

attempt be made to switch the car on a

grade, it cannot be held. The writer re-

members a number of more or less excit-

ing experiences due to a single car getting

loose on a grade, jumping the switch and

starting out on a journey down the main

track. With two hand brakes, there is

always one to fall back on in case of

emergency, and the extra cost is, after all,

not verv great. On many cars, it is to be

noted, there are two hand brakes, but each

one affecting only one end of the car.

That is not good practice. If one becomes

disabled, only half the braking force is

available, besides which, it is necessary, in

all cases where full braking force is de-

sired, to set both brakes, involving a loss

of time. As is stated in the paper referred

to, it is not necessary, where two hand

brakes are used, that they should be on op-

posite sides of the car. The point is to get

one at each end.

Attention might also be called to the

fact that a number of automatic slack ad-

jvisters are coming into use. The need is

so great that this is inevitable, and it cer-

tainlv would be the part of wisdom to pro-

vide for it in correcting the abuses in the

foundation brakes. The great enemy of

the automatic slack adjuster is, and has

been, the abnormal amount of give or

spring that exists in most forms of brake

rigging. No adjuster, no nuxtter how per-

fect, can be made to discriminate between

slack due to wear and that which results

from stretching of rods, springing of

beams, etc. The only wa\- to get satisfac-

tory results from a slack adjuster, is to do

away with the spring and leave the mech-

anism only the wear to compensate for.

If a device is developed which will
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brake a car in proportion to the weight it

carries, then we shall encounter a need not

met before, ;'. c, a brake rigj^ing which will

stand a strain about three times as heavj-

as that at present met with. Such an im-

provement will, in all probability, compel

the use of a larger cylinder for a given

size of car. It would be well, perhaps, to

keep this in mind. The advantages which

would be derived from such an improve-

ment would more than compensate for a

pretty extensive outlay.

P.^UL Synnestvedt.
Chicago, III.

i ^ ^
Ward Defends Conjrer and Disagrees

with Plunkett.

Editors :

The contention of J. J. rUinkett, in April

issue is, it seems to me, but a renewal of

the thread-worn subject, viz.: Whether
there is, or not, communication between

his gage and train line when brake valve is

on lap. On this point I think there is no

disagreement among the air-brake doctors.

It may be that they are all wrong ; that

the Westinghouse Co. has been engaged

in constructing an equalizing brake valve

with a leakage or equalizing groove

around piston 17, when the very object of

that piston is to completely and effectually

separate the space above the piston from

the space below, for upon this complete

separation depends the desirable and satis-

factory features of the equalizing discharge

valve. The movements of piston 17 are

automatic, being operated and controlled

b)' the unequal pressures above and be-

low.

Establish communication between the

space above piston and train line below,

and the result would be an equalization of

pressure, and piston 17 would at all times

remain in normal position, and there could

be reduction of train-line pressure only

through preliminary exhaust port, and, in

emergency, through direct application and

exhaust port. Then, in service application,

the pressure being reduced alike, and

through the same opening, the equal-

izing piston would be cut out and rendered

inoperative. Such would be the result, it

seems to me, if Mr. Plunkett' s theory is

right. He would not, perhaps, contend

that there was sufficient opening around

piston 17 to accomplish such results
;
but

if the black hand registers at all times train-

line pressure, then the opening mu'st be

large enough to do just this and nothing

more.

Suppose, Mr. P., that you lap the valve,

and there is a slight leak from equalizing

reservoir, or around the gasket between

body of valve, do you think you would

get a movement of piston 17, and an ap-

plication of brakes? If so, then the

pressure above must be less than the press-

ure below piston 17, and the pressures have

failed to equalize through the opening

which you imagine to exist. The principle

upon which the equalizing discharge valve

is designed and constructed, demands that

piston 17 should be air-tight, just as much
as piston 4 in triple valve, or piston in

brake cylinder ; and if it is as designed,

then the black hand has no communi-

cation with train line when the brake

valve is on lap, and Mr. Conger was

right.

A question for some of the boys. The

air-brake doctors tell us that it requires a

reduction of 20 pounds from train line to

set brakes in full ; that with a reduction

of from 5 to 8 pounds from train line, if

there be a broken graduating valve, or a

weak graduating spring, you will get an

emergency application on the car with

defective triple, and full application on

balance of train. How do you account for

this? J. B. Ward.
Rochester, A'. }'.

i ^ i

Agrees with Conger, and Gives Some
Good Advice to Correspondents

Sending Air-Bral<e Problems.

Editors :

I have been quite an interested reader of

the air-brake problems published in Loco-

motive Engineering. I think the cor-

respondents would do the readers a great

favor if they would make a better dis-

tinction in the brake valves and other

parts they are explaining.

For instance, in a problem on brake

valves, say D 8 or D 5, or if a triple valve,

give class of same, and give size of brake

cylinder and auxiliary reservoir.

C. B. Conger is right in answer to ques-

tion in March number, when he .states

black pointer on gage will not indicate

pressure in train pipe, and demonstrates it

b}' exhausting the air from train pipe by

means of the angle cock, with brake valve

on lap.

J. J. Plunkett must know that black

pointer indicates train-pipe pressure only

through the medium of chamber D above

equalizing piston.

W. T. Hamar's problem has not been

solved to my satisfaction. I think cause

was some other place, because it takes a

rather sudden discharge of air from train

pipe to start triple piston past feed port in

piston c^'linder, and cjuite a feed from

auxiliary reservoir to push brake piston by

leakage groove in brake cylinder. Coupled

as Hamar's cars were, I think that any

ordinarj^ leak in auxiliary will be equalized

by pressure feeding back through feed port

of triple in the other car. I think it is

always best to examine into all the par-

ticulars at the time of the occurrence ; then

the difficulty is not always so hard to

solve. Geo. Dougi..\s.

Chicago, III.

[Correspondents cannot be too careful

to obtain all data and circumstances which

influence or have bearing on the problems

submitted. Explanations and answers

must always accompany puzzlei, else they

will not be published.

—

Ed.]

4SI

Preventing Flat Wheels by a Double

Application.

Editors :

Mr. J. R. Alexander, in an article in the

June number of Locomotive Engineer-

ing, mentions the fact that, following the

report of the Committeee on Slid Flat

Wheels, at the St. Louis meeting of the

air brakemen. a discussion was started on

the advisability of instructing engineers to

use a double application in making service

stops on a very bad rail, in order to pre-

vent the sliding of wheels.

As it was the writer who introduced the

resolution which led to the discussion re-

ferred to, and, as we are still of the opinion

that the recommendation, as drawn, was a

good one, in spite of the fact that, with

but one exception, we were voted down
unanimously, we desire to say something

further on the subject.

The recommendation was intended to

apply to passenger trains only, which are

seldom of very great length, and always,

or almost always, well coupled. Under

such conditions, there is very little liability

of breaking a train in two by the practice.

It is perfectly obvious that on long trains

such a practice would be objectionable,

and, in fact, on such trains it would be

found impracticable, because a quick re-

lease of all the brakes, or what is called a

partial release, cannot be made with any

certainty at all. On short trains, however,

it can be done without trouble. Anyone,

who will take the pains to try the experi-

ment, will find that with 20 pounds excess

pressure (train line 70) and a train of, say,

six cars, after any service application of

less than about 15 pounds reduction, it is

practically impossible to move the engi-

neer's valve handle around to release posi-

tion and back to lap with sufficient rapidity

to prevent all the brakes from releasing.

The writer has tried it many times, and

has many times seen others try it, and he

does not remember a single instance when

all the brakes did not release ; the trial

being made, of course, with brakes in good

average condition.

After such a release, to prevent the

brakes from coming off entirely, it is neces-

sarv to immediately follow it by another

service reduction, sufficientlv heavy to re-

verse the motion of the triple valve, before

all the air in the brake cylinders has had

time to escape.

No question can be raised as to the cor-

rectness of Mr. Alexander's recommenda-

tion that the first reduction should be made
heavier than it commonly is, so as to get

the benefit of greater braking force at the

higher speed ; but it will be found in prac-

tice that this will very often result, un-

avoidably, in just what the writer is advo-

cating, /. e., a double application ;
for it is

a very difficult thing for an engineer to

judge all the conditions with a sufficient

degree of accuracy to permit him to stop

just where he desires, without, after such

an application, making a quick or partial

release. The couple of pounds which he



would feel safe in using, in addition to the

first heavy reduction, is not sufficient lee-

way' to provide for making accurate stops,

and as he does not want to take chances
of running past, if he uses that kind of

application, he generally makes his reduc-

tion such as will stop him a little too soon.

In conclusion, it may very pertinently be
said that the double application on bad
rail and short train, as a preventative of

flat wheels, has been tried by many engi-

neers in practice of the most exacting kind
with excellent results, and without any
difficulty from breaking of trains.

It is to be di.stinctly understood that this

practice is not considered best under ordi-

nary conditions, but is offered as a special

permission to meet a special case. It was
argued at the meeting above referred to,

that the grant of such permission would
be detrimental, because, without any dis-

crimination, the engineers would be apt to

use the same method under all conditions,

and that it would detract from the force of

the doctrine that stops should be made
with a single application. We deny the

correctness of this reasoning, but, on the

contran,', incline to the belief that the

effect of such special permission would be

just the opposite ; that it would tend to

call attention to the fact that, under all

ordinary conditions, the siiigie application

should be used. The exception would em-
phasize the rule. Paui, Synnestvedt.

Chicago, III.

% ^ ^
The Sweeney Brake Re=Patented in

Chile.

We are in receipt of a letter from a prom-
inent railroad official at Valparaiso, Chile,

calling attention to the description of the

Sweeney attachment to the S. P. engine
described in our March issue, and stating

that the identical device was patented in

Chile in January of this year by Mr. Frank
Sharp, running .shed foreman of the Anto-

fagasta road, and sold to the Government
for $10,000—lucky Sharp !

i i i
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

On Air^Brake Subjects.

(i) J. G., Jackson, Tenn., asks:

In making a service stop, and bringing
the handle back on running position,
what makes the air escape out of exhaust
fitting till you bring it back in full release?
--'.—The train pipe charging up faster than
chamber D and small reservoir. Notice
that blow is longer with light engine, short
train, and with heavy excess, and that it

does not occur with long train and light
excess.

(2) F. E. M., Salem, N. Y., desires in-
formation on proper lubricant for the air
cylinder of the pump. A.—We would
di.scourage the use of tallow and low-grade
oils. A good quality of West Virginia
ground oil is particularly adapted to this
work, as it possesses the lubricating and at
the same time cleansing qualities needed
for the air cylinder. Lubricants should
never be used in the air cylinder to the
extent which affects the valves and hose of
the air-brake svstem.

(3) W. G. W., Baraboo, Wis., asks :

I. Which will stop in the shortest dis-
tance, a long train or a short one, say five
cars or twenty, with the same percentage
of brake power and imder same condi-
tions? Some of our old-time brakemen
claim the long train w-ill stop in the short-
est distance after the brake is fullv ap-
plied

; if so, please state whv. It is ex-
pected tliat the engine is braked the same
as the train. A.—With precisely same
conditions governing both train's they
should stop in about the same distance,
there being a hair-splitting difference in
favor of the short train, because it takes
longer to apply all brakes on a long train.
After all brakes are applied, the holding
power is the same on both long and short
trains.

(4) J. S. B,, Covington, Ky., writes:

In your an.swer to W. H. Z. (64), page
304 of May number, you say a reduction
of air passage to drum will cause pump to
ram up more air than there is steam press-
ure to drive it. Please state between what
two points this reduction of the air passage
must be made to produce this effect. A.—
This answer was not sufficientlv full

; we
should have added that the fiigher air
pressure was momentary, and existed onlv
in the air cylinder and discharge pipe to the
reduced passageway. .\ny Westinghouse
air pump, in first-class condition, will
create more pressure in main reservoir
than steam pressure required to drive it,

because the area of steam piston is greater
than that of air piston. Boiler feed pumps
are made on this same principle.

is) F. S. McK., Creswell, Colo., writes :

Not being connected in any way with
locomotives, I am at a loss to know whj-,
in operating the Sweenej' emergency brake
on the heavy twelve-wheeled Schenectady
Central Pacific locomotive, described in
the March (this year) number of Loco-
motive Engineering, it is necessary to
reverse the engine in order to have'the
cylinders pump air into the main air reser-
voir. Will you kindly explain ? A.—En-
gines equipped with the Sweeney device
use the Westinghouse pump for compress-
ing air, as usual ; but should emergency
demand it, both steam cylinders may be
converted into compressors, also, by re-
versing the engine. Properly speaking,
the Sweeney device is not a brake, but
an emergency pump or compressor.

(6) L. W. T., Nashua, N. H., writes :

In May number of Locomotive Engi-
neering, A. B. P. asks : Is there any differ-
ence between direct application of air
brake and emergency ? Our answer is : Cor-
rectly speaking, there is no manipulation
of the air brake known as direct applica-
tion. With everything in good order, it

would appear to me that there was service
and emergency application. Now, if you
were to break your brake-valve reservoir,
or pipe leading to it, you would plug up
train-pipe exhavist, put'a blind gasket be-
tween brake valve and Ijrake-valve reser-
voir, and when you made an application it

would be direct. There would be three ap-
plications—service, emergency and direct.
Am I right or not? A.—There are but
two regular applications, viz., service or
indirect, and emergency or direct.

% % %
For several years past, two committees

of the Master Car Builders' Association

have been investigating the best material

for brake shoes. One committee has been
devoting its attention to road tests of

various brake shoes, and the other to lab-

oratory tests. In both cases, fourteen dif-
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ferent kinds of shoes were tested, a soft

cast-iron .shoe made by the Pennsylvania

Railroad Co., at Altoona, forming a me-
dium of compression for all the other

shoes. Among those tried were hard cast-

iron shoes, soft open-hearth steel, hard

open-hearth steel, malleable iron, pressed

wrought iron and a variety of otiier spe-

cialties. Their intelligent reports were

submitted by both committees to last

convention. The investigations do not

seem to have been favorable to the special

forms of brake shoes in use. A sentence

in one of the reports seems to tell the

whole story of both committees. It says :

"In analyzing the results, it will be ob-

served that the prevailing practice in the

United States in the matter of brake .shoes

for freight service, namely, that of cast

iron, is, generally speaking, not far from

the best yet known." The report also says

that " great variations in the retarding

power of passenger and freight car brakes

may result in service from the lack of uni-

formity in the friction furnished by the

great variety of brake shoes used, notwith-

standing the fact that the brake gear in all

other respects may be adapted to giving

the best results. Much time has been de-

voted to the development of air brakes

and brake gear that will operate success-

fully within reasonable limitations, and it

would .seem that while certain standards

have either been suggested or adopted by

the association, covering brakes, it would

be entirely proper to extend limitations to

brake shoes as well."

© i i
Don't forget to make a liberal allowance

for finishing any pieces of steel to speci-

fied dimensions. Many costly dies and
cutters are spoiled by neglect of this im-

portant matter, which generally results in

dies having soft spots in them, and cutters
having teeth not hard enough to do good
work. There is no economy in this. Bet-
ter order the steel a little larger. So savs
the Crescent Steel Co.

@ © i
From a statement showing the locomo-

tive performance of the Ohio River &
Charleston, we find that the average coal

consumption for all the engines was g.77

pounds for passenger service, 9.61 pounds
for mixed trains and 7.34 pounds for
freight. A general average of 40 miles to

the ton of coal was made. Mr. W. J. Wil-
cox is master mechanic of the road.

i i i
This office is headquarters for air-brake

information. Send in j-our orders for any
book published on brakes, and we will get

it for you.

^ ^ ii-i

No air-brake man should be without

Conger's latest book on brakes. It is the

best for examination purposes. Price 25

cents.

i il @
To insure answers in the next issue of

the paper, brake questions must be in this

office b}- the 15th.



Longitudinal Stays or Braces

Through Boiler Flues.

Editors :

In looking over Mr. Connor's letter as

above, it made me refer to Mr. Dawson's

in April number, but failed to see where he

claimed to be the originator of flue-sheet

braces, but simply said he had used them

in 1893. For your information would say

that nearly all the engines on the L. &
N. "W. Ry., England, have these braces

running through boiler ; they were first

used about ten or fifteen years ago, and

were put in engines (four in each one) as

they went through shops for repairs, and

were found to have the desired effect,

namely, to stiffen flue sheets. "We put

them in engines with flues in good shape,

and they had a tendency to keep them

tight much longer than engines running

without them. Yours truly,

Boone, la. H. L. Bentley,
R'house F'man, C. & N. W. Ry. Co.

All cars on this ro.id are packed eve.^y

six months. I will say here that in re-

packing bo-xes it is not very often' that the

waste removed requires any additional oil.

Just remove waste and put it through this

machine, and replace it.

Dai'eiiport, /a. A. G. Ramsey.

i ^ ii

Changes Needed.

Editors

:

You don't want to print any more com-

munications under nom de plmne, for you

say that a man should have the courage to

put his name to an opinion of his, or a

complaint. Now, this is all right in a way;

but suppose that an engineer, or a railroad

man of any sort, wishes to give his road a

cut for some injustice done, or some

tyrannical official in their employ, etc. If

i i

A Waste Picker for Box Packing.

Editors :

I send you a sketch of waste picker

used for picking the waste apart for pack-

ing journal boxes on cars and engines.

This was designed by L. T. Canfield, gen-

eral foreman of the shops of the

C, R. I. & P. at this place. It does very

good work, and the result obtained from

preparing the waste in this way is very en-

couraging, as the cost of oiling cars has

been reduced from 18 cents per 1,000 miles

to 9 cents per 1,000 miles, and hot boxes

cannot be traced to a car that has been

packed with the waste prepared in this

way, thus reducing the number of hot

boxes to almost zero. The machine is in-

tended to run about 1,200 per minute, and

the cylinder used on the machine was

made out of an iron pulley; but where this

is not to be had, one made out of wood,

will answer, strips of babbitt or lead pvit in

around the pins, will support the pins and

give weight to the rim of the cylinder ; it

should be balanced perfect if run at a high

rate of speed.

The casing is made of galvanized iron of

16 or 18 gage.

The concave, or stationary pins, are 6 '4

inches long, made of ^-inch round steel.

The cylinder teeth are lyi inches long.

The frame is made of 4 x 4-iuch oak.

Waste is fed in at top, and comes out at

bottom, finely picked to pieces, and oil still

saturating it.

W.\STE Picker.

he writes to you and signs his name, the

letter, through your columns, maj' reach

the eyes of his superiors, and call down
their wrath upon his unlucky head. But

by your iron-clad rule he must risk this or

else keep quiet. Now, you are differently

placed, and are in the ownership of your

own paper and under obligations to none

for your living; you can cut and lash right

and left, as I am happy to see that you do;

but in the case of the railroader it is dif-

ferent.

Whv cannot the Westinghouse Brake

Co. make their air pumps with the steam

cylinder down ? It looks as if, by so doing,

that there would be less likelihood of

water getting into the air cylinder.

Either yourself or a correspondent says

the best braking is done by braking

by the gage. How about many of

our large engines, where things are

so crowded and so badly arranged that

in daytime, even, the engineer has to light

a match and crawl up onto the top of the

boiler in order to see either steam or air

gage ; mind, now, I believe that the above

opinion is all right, but how about carry-

ing it out in practice. I think that the air

gage should be placed down on the front

of the cab on a level with the engineer's

eye, or as near it as possible ; then the

engineer can brake with one eye on

the gage and the other on the track ; this

is on locomotives where the boiler runs

through the cab. Again, why not place

the brake valve on such engines, like the

B. & O. places them on their flyers that

haul the " Royal Blue," that is in front of

the engineer, at about the height of his

knee, so that he won't need to reach half a

mile back of him on the boiler to get a

grip on the brake-valve handle.

Which form of side rod is, in your opin-

ion, the best—the girder section or the fish-

belly form? The latter is used by the

C. R.R. of N. J. on many of their fast pas-

senger engines.

How is it that you often give pictures in

vour paper of great wrecks,smash-ups, etc.,

but never a word as to when they occurred

or on what road ? For instance, " The Re-

sults of a Late Order," " Engineer Forgot

his Orders, '

' etc. It is slightly exasperating

to see such views without a word concern-

ing them.

You gave the American locomotive

whistle a dig in one of your late issues.

God bless the locomotive whistle, with its

strong, full note, that drives the healthy

into profanity and the sick into their graves.

Long may she wave !

WlI,I.I.\M B. R.\INSFORP.

[If we permitted all the men, who are

ready to tell wholesome truths about their

superiors, to air their grievance; in these

columns, we would have no room for any-

thing else.

We consider the I section rod the strong-

est.

If we gave particulars of where wrecks

happened, we would not get many photo-

graphs.

—

Eds.]

i © i
Those Queer Locomotives.

Editors :

In your issue for May, I notice a letter

from a Sheffield (England) correspondent,

which is a surprise to me. His remarks

concerning the locomotives in question

are, to a certain extent, correct ; what his

object is, in mentioning one trifling altera-
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tion when so many had to be made, I fail

to see.

Both freight and passenger engines were
badly designed, but Messrs. Sharp, Stewart

& Co. were not responsible ; the workman-
ship and finish are seldom equaled, even on
the other side, where such things still con-

tinue to be done by skilled workmen—not

laborers. Mr. W. H. Cooper was superin-

tendent
; Mr. E. H. Heinke, assistant su-

perintendent ; Mr. H. B. Clive, leading

erector. Mr. Cooper's son, W. E. Cooper,

only just out of his apprenticeship, took
no leading part in the work until near the

close of the contract. I remember Mr.
HinchlifFe as a fellow worker with, and
companion of, Cooper, Jr. My desire to

see justice done to those who were really

in charge of this important work, is the

only reason I have for replying to Mr.
HinchliiiFe. W. H. Cooper.

Philadelphia, Pa.

old one was right and the workman is first-

class, it will come out all right in the

course of one-half to three-quarters of an

hour.

In locomotive works, I believe that they

lay out all their work from steel templates

that are hardened. To get up such a set is

a luxury that cannot be thought of in a

shop where there is a half-dozen or more
different makes of engines, and two or

more different sizes of the same make.
But all shops ought to have some, and the

more the better.

The following are some that we have.

They are made of stack steel.

Fig. I is for laying out the key slot in

eccentrics. The plate is of stack steel, to

which, around the outside, is riveted a

band of J4! x ^-inch iron . To one side of the

center the amount of throw is riveted to

plates. There could be more if there were
more different-sized axles with the same

Baidwim/exs"
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Templates.
Editors :

Templates are and should be regarded
as tools as much as taps and reamers, but
how many shops are there that have a set

of templates for even the work that comes
to be laid out the most ? I judge not many

;

for of all the men that have been hired
here—and they come from a great many
shops and from all sections of the country-
it is the exception to have one ask for the
template to lay out back cylinder heads or
any other part, but they will either get the
old head up on the bench (if there is

enough remaining
) , or they will get the new

one on the floor alongside of the old one,
and then, with hammer, center punch, di-

viders and rule, get down on their knees on
the floor with them, and proceed to lay out
the new one from the old. Now, if the

Fl^.B

throw. The rim is bored out to go on the
outside of eccentric, and the plates are
turned off to fit the hole. It is not neces-
sary to have too good a fit. Then lay out
exactly on center line the keyway

; they
will, when laid out with this template,
always come alike. Try it,. Fig. 2 is for a
back cylinder head as are al.so Figs. 3 and 4.

On Fig. 2 there is a plate riveted on each
side to fit different-sized stuffing boxes, and
as Baldwin guides are all the same dis-
tance apart, this can be done with this one.
The way we use this is : After the holes
have been drilled that bolt the head to the
cylinder (for which we also have a tem-
plate), the head is ground, then held on
with two bolts, and a straight edge laid
across the frame, and a line drawn across
the face. It will come so as to be seen
where the template is cut away. A, Fi<r. 2.
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Put the template so as the center line will

be parallel with this, and then mark all

holes. Figs. 3 and 4 are templates. Where
the engines have Laird guides, these heads

are all drilled before they are taken to the

engines at all, and a center line put on
them that is squared from the frames.

Fig. 5 is for laying out the disk of an

American balance valve, also the valve.

The plate is the width of the valve, with

strips riveted on each end, exact length of

valve. On the other side a ring is riveted

that fits over disk.

Fig. 6 is for false valve seats ; it has

strips riveted on each end, to just fit over

so as to hold it in position. If balance

valves had come into general use twenty

years sooner, this is a template that would
would not have had to be made. I might
tell the length of time and mileage that one

of our engines in fast passenger service

has made without facing, but you would in

all probability want to put it in the Liars'

Corner. She has made 200,000 miles, and,

at the rate she has worn, is good for as

many more.

These templates, with dozens of others,

are easih- made ; and if care is taken in laj--

ing them out, work will always come the

same. The holes on the templates are

y'5-in. But the best of templates are use-

less if they are not plainly marked what
they are for, and at all places where there

are to be holes drilled, the sizes should be

stamped on. There is more scrap steel

thrown away than would make these, and
need not be old, either ; and more time

saved in laying out work, the expense of

which would more than pay to buy new
material to make them of.

W. A. Robertson.
Cedar Rapids, la.

i e^ i
A Good Oil Record.

On the D., S. S. & A. they climb some
hills and use pretty fair-sixed engines

—

19x24 in. for freight, 18x24 in. for pas-

senger—it's a cold country, too. The
average oil record there is first-class, prob-

ably a better one than could be made in a

warm, dry, dusty country. For the month
of April their freight engines made the

following mileage for oil :

129.62 miles to a pint of valve oil

42.59 " " " engine oil

29.23 " " " .... lubricating oil

23-4.'; " " " all kinds of oil

In passenger service they made :

225. 16 miles to a pint of valve oil

43-32 " " " engine oil

32- 10 " " " ... lubricating oil

2710 " " " all kinds of oil

© i ^ «

The Southern Pacific people are working
their repair shops night and day, getting
the rolling stock ready for the pressure of

business they expect to handle in the fall.

Over 2,000 men are at work in the shops.
This has already had an excellent effect on
the business of the Pacific Coast, as other
lines of work have been stimulated by the
confidence created by the railroad com-
pany.



CAR DEPHRTMENT

Some Shop Kinks.

The present is essentially an age of

kinks ; the devices for cheapening the cost

of the output of a shop are as numerous as

the leaves of Vallambrosa, wherever that is,

and the success or failure of many an en-

terprise has been measured by the ability

of those at the head to devise the little

schemes (j-clept kinks) to save time, and

therefore increase the earning power of a

plant.

It is not always the fellow, though, with

the gold-rimmed glasses, sitting in the

office, and taking a pull at the helm be-

times, who is entitled to the credit for the

booming of an idea which, if carried into

execution, may stave off that lo per cent,

cut. Down in the shop among the boys,

battling with problems in metal, is where

the brow is seen corrugated to some pur-

pose over difficult jobs, and the handling

of them heralds the birth of more kinks.

Much work that is assembled without

making the acquaintance of a tool, where

everj- surface, both interior and exterior,

is technically in the rough, and which it is

necessary to have as square and true as

possible, must be handled by jigs and

gages, in order to demonstrate their fitness

for service, for a square would be just

about as effective as if applied to a sphere.

The journal box and key for a passenger-

car truck are two good examples to illus-

trate the care such work ought to have, but

do not get in all places ; for too many
people are lax on these points, to the seri-

ous detriment of the service, thinking that

because the box is cast from a pattern

made on correct lines, that it will come

out of the sand a perfect whole, losing

sight of the factors of shrinkage, rapping

and shifting of the cores, all of which are

too likely to be present, and without the

application of gages will remain undis-

covered.

The devices shown herewith were gotten

up by Mr. P. McCallum, the braw Scot,

who is machine shop foreman at Como
shops, St. Paul, and whose wheel-circum-

ference indicator was shown in these col-

umns not long since.

Fig. I shows in detail a gage to deter-

mine the relation between the rear flanges

of box and the shoulder for key on inside

of box. It is readily seen that, knowing
the proper relation of these parts,

Conducted by Orvitle t1. Reynolds, M. E.

an application of the gage will show at

once whether the box is right or wrong at

these most vital points. The frame or

body is made of i-inch angles, spread to a

width of 4 inches over all, by three

,'s X I -inch strips riveted at ends and

center.

Riveted to outside face of each angle is

an arm 2^4 inches long between shoulders,

and having at the ends a swiveling block,

through which passes the ^'j-inch steel

Scribing through this hole, and also

those at the end for the clip, locates them

accurately. On the top of key is there

laid the piece shown at B, its jaw engag-

ing with the lug on rear of A ; the func-

tion of this part of the gage is to locate

the shoulder on outer end of key at C
The whole device is shown in position on

a key in Fig. 4.

There appears to be little room for im-

provement in these kinki.

gage rods. The heads are caused to be

rigid by the milled nuts at end of arms,

and the rods are adjustable by means of

the milled screws. Fig. 2 shows its appli-

cation to a box.

What this little affair will do for the

box, the gages in Fig. 3 will do for the

journal-bearing key.

At A is shown a side elevation of the

gage, which is used both to lay out all di-

mensions to be machined on the new key,

and also to determine the amount of wear

on the brass clip riveted to key. This wear

is found by means of the three adjustable

screws shown at end views.

When a new key is to be laid off, the

gage is applied to under face of key, whose

rear end abuts against the shoulder on

gage, first removing the slot-headed cone

from its position at center of gage.

Furniture Car, Northern Pacific Rail-

way.

The tendency to increase of size and

capacity of box cars, especially furniture

cars, has produced some mammoths that,

when loaded at their marked rate, are pay-

ing factors in the transportation problem.

Height and width having reached their

limit, but one other avenue is open for a

further extension of capacity, and that is

an increase in length. There is no doubt

that the end is near for this dimension.

There are no wide departures from fam-

iliar practice in any of the later designs of

these big commerce builders—indeed, it is

not plain that any startling variations from

well-established lines are possible, when
considering the ratio of dead weight per

unit of paying load, at least with the pres-

ent wooden construction. Tlie same old,
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well-known members are in their usual

places in all of them, and this will prob-

ably continue until the all-steel car is an
entity. If the spirit of prophecy were on
us, we should say that the time is not far

away when the steel car will be no novelt}-.

The car presented herewith was designed

by Mr. John Hickey, Supt. M. P., M.
and R. S., by whose courtesy we are

permitted to illustrate it. It will be found
to have all the up-to-date features pos-

2}{ in.; door posts, 4 Is X 4^ in.; braces,

5x2,'4f in.; side plates, 3^x6 in.; end
plates, 2}i X 15 in.; carlines, i^i x~ in.

An innovation may be .seen in the intro-

duction of bridging blocks, 3x9 in.; four

of these between needle beams and two
between needle beams and brake hanger

blocks, tj^ing the outside and intermediate

sills into which they are tenoned, and the

whole secured by one Js-iuch rod at each

block.

sessed by the best cars of its type. Tlio

general dinien.sions are : Length outside

of end sills, 42 ft.; widtli outside of side

sills, 9 ft. ; height from top of sills to un-

der side of plate, 8 ft. 5 in.; length inside,

41 ft. sji in.; width inside, 8 ft. 5^ in.;

cubic feet under carlines, 3,000 ;
capacity,

60,000 pounds.

All longitudinal sills are 4?-+'x9 in., and

end sills, 6x9 in.; needle beams, 4,'i x lo

in.; draft timbers, 4?4^xS3|' in.; corner

posts, 4'k4'A in.; intermediate posts, 5X

\

u

This construction gives the under fram-

ing the requisite lateral stiffness in the

simplest way possible, and prevents the

body from describing sinusoids usually

made when cars of this length are not

properly stayed. Two girths perform the

same office for the superstructure, in-

stead of lining the inside from floor to

plate.

Corner bands are on the outside at

plates, girths and .sills, and on the inside

at plates and girths. The side door open-
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ings are 8 ft. 3!^ in. x 5 ft. 6 in. There
are no end doors.

The inside roof on these cars is some-

what different from usual practice ; the car-

lines are fitted so as to leave their top

faces U in. below top of side and end
plates, and the roofing |J in. thick extends

lengthwise of car, flush with top of plates
;

the end plates being rabbeted \l x i in. to

receive the roofing.

The carlines are also gained for the

ridge pole and purlines so as to leave the

latter flush with roofing. The whole is

surmounted by the usual iron roof and its

single board covering.

The running boards formed of three

pieces, making a width of 18 in., extend

6 in. beyond fascia, and are supported by

two wrought-iron brackets X x 2 in. •

All carlines are secured to plates by
^-inch strap bolts, and end plates are

stayed by a J^-inch diagonal rod extend-

ing from ridge pole, giving the necessary

stability to the roof and upper work.

The posts over body bolsters have a light

cast-iron pocket at top and bottom, as have

also the side and end braces. All other

posts are tenoned only, and each have a

s-g-inch rod through plate and sill. Two
diagonal rods, j^-inch diameter, extend

from plate to sill each side of body bolster,

to take care of the overhang, and they

always have something to do on cars hav-

ing center of draft below bottom line of

sills.

Each draft timber is secured to under

side of center and end sills by six J^-inch

bolts, two of which pass through the cast-

iron draft timber keys.

The standard bufling plates on these

cars are a long stride in advance of the old

makeshifts that were put on the face of

buffer block, only to be punched out of

shape down into its backing.

A piece of wrought iron, Ji^S in., is

fitted between the buffer block and draft

timbers, the latter being rabbeted to re-

ceive it, the four buffer-block bolts pass-

ing through it, making a neat and strong

combination. All buffing shocks are re-

ceived on the edge of this piece and trans-

mitted to the shoulder on draft timbers at

back edge.

The buffing lug on coupler taking the

impact near its junction with the body of

coupler, is not harmed, and is prevented

at the same time from visiting its spleen

on the face of the Iniffer block, which can

now laugh to scorn the wildest moods of

the boss switchman.

The draft gear is of the M. C. B. type,

of course, fitted with Butler attachments

—contrary to usual practice with large

cars of this class, the)' are not lowered,

the standard distance from sill to rail being

maintained ; the light character of the

body framing keeping the center of gravity

quite low, as will be evident from a study

of the elevations. It will also be seen that

the constant aim of the designer has been

to keep dead weight within the lowest pos-

sible limit ; lightness combined with



strength showing in every line from plates

to sills.

After bracing for necessary stiffness, re-

liance is placed wholly in the six i 's-i"ch

truss rods, with i is-inch ends, to carry the

load. Six rods were used in order to dis-

tribute the stresses over a greater area of

end sills, rather than have thera concen-

trated, as would be the case with a less

number of rods of greater diameter. The
sinking of truss-rod washers into the end

sills is largely obviated by this course.

The doors are not shown in the eleva-

tions, the special details giving all needed

information as to construction and hang-

ing, together with the trimmings and their

application. A grain door of special di-

mensions is used, as would be inferred

from the grain-lines shown well up on the

inside lining.

The Westinghouse automatic brake and

steel brake beams are in evidence, not on

the drawings, but on the finished product.

Few things have been omitted in the ap-

pointments of. these cars to make them
stand as complete representatives of ad-

vanced practice in construction of large

freight equipment.

The illustrations will furnish interesting

material for those tracing the evolution of

box cars, from 28, 30, 34, 36, 3S and 40 ft.

up to the 42-foot car of to-daj-.

^ ^ i
Air Lifts.

In the shDrt time that compressed air

has been harnessed to do duty as a prime

mover, it would seem hardly credible that

so many channels could be found for a

paying use of it
;

yet, notwithstanding its

multiplicity of applications, new openings

are constantly being found for it, to save

muscle and cheapen the handling of work.

The air hoist is a case directl}^ in point,

having probably been elaborated on fully

as much as any other of the numerous
devices for robbing labor of some of its

back-breaking terrors, and this by reason

of the extremely low cost necessary to

place in commission one of the most valu-

able adjuncts of a shop.

Capable of the widest application, it is

not wonderful that its growth has been a

rapid one, when it is recalled that our

simian ancestors had one strong point, that

of imitation, which faculty has come down
to us unimpaired and brightened by long

service. This may explain why a good
thing is seized upon by the shop man and
rushed to prominence with a hot pace,

when there are points worth copying—and

.
may, perhaps, have some bearing on the

universal adoption of air for lifting work,

more especially at machine tools, displac-

ing the " muscles like iron bands," or the

differential pulley block, with its snail-like

movement.

The}' are in evidence in every shop hav-

ing any pretensions to a brainy adminis-

tration of affairs, and present a pleasing

contrast to the old-time methods, in which
a gang of laborers were in constant de-

mand to handle the heavier work about

the shop. There are few of us who can-

not remember many long waits, because

the "gang" was occupied elsewhere;

and when they reached our job at last, it

was a battle royal between gravity force

and human endurance.

Now how changed ! The business- like

little air cylinder, hanging above a ma-

chine tool and at other convenient points,

is always ready to put a job into place, and

with an energy that never fails, if the

compressor is running.

.\n air cylinder hanging to a trolley,

which is fitted to run on a suitable track

placed overhead, in situations requiring

frequent heavy lifts, should be a favorable

combination, and a very elastic one ; for

with it and a proper length of air hose for

short distances, the lift is evoluted into a

\M^/

traveling crane. A check valve makes
this arrangement perfectly safe if it is

thought best to detach the hose for longer

distances of travel, as when the lift is

used to transfer work the length of the

shop.

The Northern Pacific shops at St. Paul,

Minn., have a pair of these air lifts in the

truck shop, to handle the truck frames and

other heavy work, that are among the best

we have seen.

In order to square up the truck pedestals,

it is necessary to lift the frames clear of

the boxes and wheels, and turn them on

their backs ; this has been done by hydrau-

lic jacks in the absence of a better method,

when Mr. John Hickey, superintendent of

motive power, M. & R. S. , introduced the

lifts illustrated.

They were designed to hang from a four-
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wheeled carriage or trolley, rolling on a

track overhead, which is supported by the

12 X 14-inch floor timbers, the track being

well braced at intermediate points to pre-

vent lateral movement, and running full

width of the shop from door to door. The
two cylinders are 13 inches in diameter

and the pistons hiv2 a tra- e'- of 42

inches.

With an air pressure of So pounds per

square inch, minus 15 per cent, for fric-

tion, the capacity of each cylinder is 9,024

pounds. The weight of a six-wheeled

truck frame and attachments is 8,600

pounds. These figures would show the

lifts stronger than requirements call for to

do their work, but the contingency of a

lower air pressure is provided for in this

excess of capacit}'. As is well known,

there are times when enormous calls for

air are made in a yard, when testing of

brakes is under way ; therefore, with a

drop of pressure as low as 40 pounds per

square inch, these lifts are still ready for

business.

There is a round wrought-iron trunnior,

1% inches diameter, with a J4 x 6-inch

square end, secured to each end sill of

truck frame, and from these trunnions con-

nection is made to the pistons of the lifts.

When ready to lift the frame, the tie ^raps

^f the truck are dropped and the air hose

coupled to air supply, which is arranged

so as to be easily accessible. When the

frame is high enough to clear the wheels,,

it is revplved in a vertical plane, thus in-

verting it ; the wheels are then rolled out

of the way, and the frame is dropped on

wooden horses of a height which makes it

convenient for the men.

There are three running through the

shop, only one of which is provided with

air lifts ; but the record made by these is

such that the trolley tracks will, in the

near future, be continued to cover all three

tracks, so that the lifts can be run to any
part of the shop at will. It is intended to

accomplish this by making the overhead

track continuous, in the form of a letter S.

The necessity for this move has been
apparent so often, that the fiat has gone
forth, and the drawing illustrated is the

result. When finished in accordance there-

with, the heav}' portions of a truck can be
taken to or from any part of the shop, and
that, too, at a remarkably low cost for such

an efficient plant.

The Lone Star Coupler.

The cuts below represent the Lone Star

coupler, which, perhaps, attracted more
favorable comment than any other coupler

exhibited at the M. C. B. Convention at

Alexandria Bay. For this reaso:^ , we have
thought a description of the device in de-

tail would be of interest to our readers.

The .seat of the locking device being a

circular socket, taken in connection with

the construction of the guard-arm, forms

an arch combination, by means of which
any strain brought to bear upon the guard-



arm is resisted in all directions ; thus

affording the greatest strength possible

without any unnecessary increase of mate-

rial. For the reasons stated, the guard-

arm of this bar is, perhaps, the strongest

\etjdevised, and in the tests at the works
of-the American Steel Casting Company,
of;Alliancc, O., this principle has been
fully verified, there having been no fail-

ures in the guard-arm.

Fig. 2 represents the locking device de-

tached from the drawhe.nd, with the latch

resting against the tail of the knuckle.

It will be seen that the locking device is

simply a gravity latch, pivoted in a circu-

lar socket against the base of the guard-

arm and resting transversely in the draw-

head, thus giving a direct transmission of

pressure in such a way as to be not only

positive in its action but practically inde-

structible, as has been demonstrated by a

pulling test of 181,000 lbs., without the

slightest displacement o.- distortion of the

parts.

This gravity latch is placed in operation

by the movement of a cam, by means of

which the knuckle is released, not only

with rapidity, but with such ease as to re-

quire but little exertion, thereby enabling

the separating of cars while under tension,

thus affording the greatest facility in

marshaling and arso tin.:; trans at ter-

minals, as well as providing an expe-

ditious method of detaching cars while in

motion, sho.Ud emergencies arise, wherebv
such action shou'.d become necessary for

the protection of life or property.

The value of this feature is apparent in

the switching of cars on gravity tracks,

where the separation must be accom-
plished while trains are in motion, or else

be attended with the loss of time incident

to checking or taking stock. On Southern
roads, serious losses from fires in exposed
cotton, while in transit, might in a great

many instances be mitigated through the

expeditious means of separation afforded

by this device.

By reference to Fig. No. i, it will be

noticed that the position of the locking de-

vice is such as to preclude the po.ssibility

of any interference by foreign substances

or obstruction from snow and ice. The
office of the Lone Star Coupler Co. is at

Houston, Tex.

© i i
Neat Boring Bar for Lathe.

On the D., L. & N. road at Ionia, Mich.,

they had a lot of 42-inch coach wheels to

rebore to 5^. These were too

large to go on boring mill, so it

was necessary to bore them on the

wheel lathe. With a common tool

it took an hour to bore one wheel.

Thi'5 was too slow for Acting Mas-

ter Mechanic Rupert, so he de-

vised the boring bar shown here-

with. The bar was made strong

enough to stand the severe work
expected of it. It was arranged

to bolt on to tool post as shown.

gravel, officers', pay, and other cars in the

company's service. These figures do not

include cars owned by shippers or private

individuals. The increase in the number
of cars during the year was 4,132, as

against an increase of 58,854 during the

previous year. This falling-off in the ratio

of increase is due to the fact that the rail-

ways have during the year destroyed a

large number of old, worn-out cars.

'

' The number of pa.ssengers carried per

passenger locomotive was 62,639, ^t"! the

passenger miles per passenger locomotive

were 1,444,400. The number of tons car-

ried per freight locomotive was 31,909, and
the ton miles per freight locomotive were

4,016,755. With the exception of the item

of passengers carried, these figures show a

decrease in the efficiency of locomotives.

The number of passenger cars per 1,000,000

passengers was 53, and the number of

freight cars per 1,000,000 tons of freight

was I, ,888.

^
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ALEXANDRIA.BAY, -^Y

THE EXHIBITS.

Mr. A. King represented S. Vtssot & Co.,

of Jolieite, Can.

Freder ck Brandes, of Rondout, N. Y.,

exhibited a grinder.

Jas. McGee, of Houston, Tex., exhibited
an improved beamless brake.

Mr. W. J. Cooke represented the Mc-
Guire grain door, of Chicago.

Mr. E. E. Matthews, of Syracuse, N. Y.,

exhibited the Dey time register.

T le Rand Drill Co., of New York, ex-

hi._ited one of their air compressors.

The Park coupler, from Montpelier, Vt.,

was exhibited by Mr. W. A. Stowell.

1 he Morris Box Lid Co., Pittsburgh, had
an exhibit with the A. French Spring Co.

I'ero Automatic Car Oiler Co., of New-
York, were represented by John D. Shel-

don.

The Bundy Mfg. Co., of Binghamton,
N. Y., were represented by Mr. A. E.
Bundy.

Edward C. Bates was in charge of the
Crosby Steam Gage Co. 's exhibit at Alex-
andria Bay.

The Standard Steel Works were repre-

sented at Alexandria Bay Convention by
T. J. Lewis.

Mr. A. L. Whipple, Jr., of Boston, was
among the supply men who attended the
convention.

B. F. Tilden Co., Chicago, represented
by B. v. Tilden, displayed frogs, car re-

placers, etc.

A drop door car, the invention of J. E.
Simons, of McKees Rocks, Pa., was among
the exhibits.

W. W. Hayward had a display in the
tent of Butler drawbar attachment, made
in Cleveland.

The Coale Muffler & Safety Valve Co.,

of New York, were represented by Mr.

J. M. Fuller.

The American Steel Castings Co. were
represented at Alexandria Bay by Mr. W.
A. Blanchard.

J. H. Radford and Col. Lanphere repre-

sented the Otto Flolir patent coupler, made
in Buffalo, N. Y.

Edward Cliff and Geo. P. Sloan, Jr.,

represented the National R. R. Spring Co.,

of Oswego, N. Y.

An automatic eccentric crosshead and
wrist-pin oiler was exhibited by J. R.
Drozeski, F;rie, Pa.

The Columbian Metallic Rod Packing
Co. were represented at the convention bv
Mr. Geo. O. Wilson.

The Knitted Mattress Co., Canton Junc-
tion, Mass., displayed their products in

charge of F. Sumner.
F. A. Barbey & Co., of Boston and Lake-

port, N. H., had a practical display of their
tiexible joint coupling.

Mr. Chas. H. Taylor, vice-president of

the Smillie Coupler Co., was in charge of

that company's exhibit.

New York Coupler Co. had one of their

couplers at the convention, and were repre-

sented by John La Burt.

A good-sized model of the Ohio Injec-

tor Co. was displayed by Frank W. Furry,
general agent at Chicago.

M. A. Garrett, of F. W. Bird & Son, East
Walpole, Mass., had a display of Neponset
roofing at the convention.

A. F. Conklin attended the convention
in the interests of the New York Belting
& Packing Co., New York.

H. L. Leach, of Boston. Mass., exhibited
his sanding device, which is being used
now by a great many roads.

Krupp steel tires and wheels were, as

usual, well represented by Thos. Prosser &
Son and their representatives.

O. Flohr's car coupler, made in Buffalo,

was represented by J. H. Bradford, who
had a full size sample to show.

The Torpedo injector, made by New
England Machine Co., of Boston, was
represented by Mr. J. D. Mack.

Oswego Tool Co., of Oswego, N. Y., dis-

played their special tools, through their

representative, Mr. C. C. Place.

The Adams bolt cutter was displayed bv
Mr. T. M. Brown, of the Detrick & Harvey
Machine Co., of Baltimore, Md.
The H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., of New

York, gave away handsome souvenirs to

their friends at the conventions.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Co., of

Pittsburgh, were represented by Messrs.
Parke, Evans, Bailey and Nellis.

L. Sennett "Auto." hose coupler was
represented by Mr. O. G. Temple, of

Russell, Ky., with a working model.

W. D. Sawyer represented the Massachu-
setts Mohair Plush Co., car and furniture
plush, from 89 Franklin street, Boston.

Connecting Bar Coupler Co., Des Moines,
Iowa, exhibit consisted of full size model
of coupler, in charge of C. S. Grinstead.

The A. French Spring Co., of Pittsburgh,
Pa., were represented at the June conven-
tion by D. C. Noble and George W. Morris.

A section of steel-tired wheels made by
the Taylor Iron & Steel Co. was shown
by Mr. J. H. Sheldon, of High Bridge, N. J.

Wm. Yerdon, of Fort Plain, N. Y., ex-
hibited an improved double hose band
for which was claimed many points of

excellence.

C. P. Krauth, the genial secretary of the
McConway & Torley Co., of Pittsburgh,
greeted his many^ railroad friends at the
convention.

The Standard steel door hangers, made
by Messrs. M, E. Kanaljj, of Cambridge-
port, Mass., were displayed by Mr. A. L.
\Vhipple, Jr.

The Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., of New
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York, made a fine display of their hose
and rubber specialties, and were well
represented.

The Oswego Tool Co., of Oswego, N. Y.,

exhibited Giles & Tompkins' tool expander
and other specialties, and were represented
by C. C. Place.

The Standard brake slack adjuster of

J. H. Sewell, of Worcester, Mass., at-

tracted much attention—the full size appa-
ratus was shown.

The Wilmington Malleable Iron Co.,
Wilmington, Del., exhibited Brown's pat-

ent malleable iron draft rigging and the
Diamond coupler.

J. B. Brady and W. J. Cooke represented
the Fox pressed steel truck and McGuire
grain door or cars, at Claj^on, N. Y., near
Thou.sand Islands.

Taylor Flush Car Door Co., Chicago,
had on exhibition on dock, sample of their

new door, with Mr, E. F. Luce looking
after their interests.

Pottier & Stymus Co., of New York,
brought out their new car seats, and Mr.
A. J. Stott was kept busy showing them to

the master car builders.

The exhibit of the Cory lubricator by M.
C. Hammett, of Troy, N. Y. , was most in-

teresting to the visitor who had never seen
a device of this character.

Mr. A. D. Hamlin, of the Hamlin Car
Step Co., had two models of his invention,
which was one of the new things viewed
by the master car builders.

Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co., of

Louisville, Kv., were represented by Mr.
H. M. Franke'l, and T. W. Moran exhibited
samples of their steam joint.

The Gelston rotating head coupler, man-
ufactured by Pennsylvania Steel Castings
& Machine Co., of Chester, Pa., was rep-
resented by Mr. E. C. Smith.

Scarritt Furniture Co., St. Louis, had
photos of their car seats in the Thousand
Islands House, and were represented by
S. G. Scarritt and H. O. Nourse.

F. M. Patrick, the genial representative
of H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co., of New
York, had an exhibit of asbestos goods
which attracted some attention.

The Hendrick Manufacturing Co., of
Carbondale, Pa., made an exhibit of some
of their perforated metals for railroad use.
Mr. C. E. Retten was in attendance.

Among the exhibits of plush located in

the Japanese pavilion, that of L. C. Chase
& Co., of Boston, was unusually tasty, and
was complimented by the car builders.

A very ingenious model of the Patten
Self-Oiling Axle & Journal Co., of Balti-

more, Md., was manipulated by Jas. S.

Patten, the inventor, and Morton Schaeffer.

Chicago Railway Equipment Co., Chi-
cago, represented by E. B. Leigh, A. J. Far-
ley, L. C. Burgess and Fred Ely, exhibited
their National hollow brake beam in the
tent.

The exhibit of Acetylene gas was one of



the best at the convention. It is manu-
factured by the Acetylene Gas Equipment
Co.. 556 West Twenty-seventh street, New
York.

The Rand Drill Co., of New York, ex-

hibited the only air compressor shown at

the convention. It supplied the air for

the various new tools in the Machine Ex-
hibit.

The Hale&Kilbum Manufacturing Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pa., exhibited their as-

sortment of car seats, which were viewed

by all, with many complimentary com-
ments.

The Damascus Bronze Co., of Pittsburgh,

Pa. (office in Lewis Block) exhibited main
rods and side brasses in damascus and
phosphor. J. T. Brown had charge of the

exhibit.

The Boston Belting Co. had a display in

charge of Geo. H. Forsythe and F. T.

Allen, which came in for a large share of

the attention of visitors to the Japanese
pavilion.

The Ludlow Coupler Co., of Springfield,

O., exhibited their car coupler and Miner
drawbar attachment. J. T. Ricks and J.

D. Rogers were the representatives in at-

tendance.

American Balance-Slide Valve Co., of

San Francisco, exhibited blueprints and
samples of their balance-slide valve for

locomotives, represented by J. T. Wilson,

general manager.

The National Car Wheel Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., made an interesting exhibit of their

car wheels which attracted general atten-

tion. W. H. Fenner and W. W. Turley
were in attendance.

The Schoen Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., exhibited a pressed steel bolster, cor-

ner irons, stake pockets and other car ma-
terial. Chas. T. Schoen and J. T. Milner
were in attendance.

The Davis Car Shade Co.'s exhibit from
Portland, Me., was among the most at-

tractive on the grounds. C. M. Fuller,

E. E. Piper and J. T. Fuller made the dis-

play a great success.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., of Chicago,

in charge of J. W. Duntley, showed their

new improved pneumatic hammer, which
was one of the novelties of the convention,

and attracted a crowd at all times.

The Lone Star coupler exhibit, in charge
of Thos. H. Wheless, vice-president of the

company, which attracted so much favor-

able comment at the convention, is illus-

trated on another page of this issue.

The Gold Car Heating Co., of New York
and Chicago, secured a fine vantage spot

directly in front of the entrance of the

Thousand Islands House for their splendid

exhibit, which was universally admired.

The American Balance Slide Valve Co.,

of San Francisco, Cal., and Jersey Shore,

Pa., exhibited several varieties of their

slide valves for locomotives at the conven-
tion. They were represented by Mr. Wil-

son.

C. H. Phillips, the veteran representa-

tive of Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., of Provi-

dence, R. I., was in attendance at the con-

vention with an assortment of photographs
of some of the special tools used in railroad

shops.

The Gould Coupler Co. had a large ex-

hibit, consisting of car, tender and pilot

couplers and Gould continuous draft rig-

ging. Mr. C. W. Gould, E. F. Luce and
George O. Weidner were numbered among
the visitors.

The Facer Forged Steel Car Wheel &
Locomotive Wheel Co., Independent Build-

ing, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., is the

address of the manufacturers of the Facer

solid and forged steel wheels, who were

represented.

The Crossman House contained the dis-

plav of the Acetvlene Gas Co., of New
York. The brilliancy of this gas is sur-

prising, when compared with incandescent

electri'c lamps. Mr. J.
Mitchell had charge

of the exhibit.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co., of

Albauv, N. v., had a splendid exhibit of

their systems at the convention, and were

ably represented by Chas. A. Sheldon, J. F.

McElroy, R. P. Scales, W. P. Walman and

Frank P. Foley.

Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., of Chicago,

had five standard New York Central box
cars equipped with Fox trucks at Clayton,

N. Y. W. O. Jaquette and James B. Brady,

general sales agent, were in charge of the

company's interests.

Adams & Westlake, of Chicago, repre-

sented by L. A. Gray, displayed their
" Acme "automatic coach window shades

by models for railroads and street railways,

a' line of brackets and other specialties

manufactured by them.

The exhibit of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Co., of New York, was certainly

one of the brightest bits of advertising seen

at the convention. J.J. Cody, C. H. How-
ard, R. M. Dixon, Merle Middleton and
O. C. Gayley represented the company.

Buckeye Malleable Iron & Coupler Co.,

Columbus, O., exhibited blueprints show-
ing a detailed description of their freight,

passenger and tender equipment, as well as

models of their coupler. John E. Howe,
James Tims and Wm. E. Maher were in

charge.

The Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., of Wash-
ington, Pa., gave a practical illustration of

what can be done with their Algerite

boiler tube iron in their display at the

convention. Mr. Tyler and Mr. MoUeson
were among the most active members of

the meeting.

Mr. James Rigby, the inventor and
patentee of a new form of steel-tired wheel,

manufactured by the Schellenberg Safety

Car Wheel Co., Detroit, had on exhibition

a pair of wheels made by his company.
The wheels received the approval of many
members of the association.

A. O. Norton, the enterprising manufac-
turer of ball-bearing screw jacks and Sure
Drop track jacks, had a fine exhibit, and
advertised it by renting several diminutive

"Jack " mules (Rocky Mountain canaries),

which were covered with the sign, "This
is not the Norton Jack ; see Exhibit."

C. B. Hutchins and Sons, Detroit, Mich.,

with branch office in The Rookery, Chi-

cago, showed a large model of their well-

known Morris car roof, designed by Mr.

W. S. Morris. This was well represented

by Mr. C. H. Hutchins and S. D. Ander-
son, who were in charge of the exhibit.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, of New
York, and the Ashcroft Mfg. Co., the

Consolidated Safety Valve Co., and Hay-
den & Derby Mfg! Co. , and their several

specialties, were represented by C. A.

Moore, F. T. Tapley, R. T. Boyle, E. A.

Pedrick, J. W. Gardner and N. L. Hay-
den.

The Moore Car Door Co. , of Chicago, had
on exhibition in the tent a working model
of a car door, provided with their improved
fastenings and attachments. This door
caused favorable comment by tliose who
examined it and listened to Belden D.
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Jones, who represented the above com-
pany.

Chicago Grain Door Co., Chicago, in

charge of James L. Mallory, displayed

their grain doors, new door fastener, and
other specialties on veranda of pavilion,

and distributed a handsome souvenir pa-

per weight, in the form of a genuine

World's Fair admission ticket between

glass.

The Williams Typewriter Co., of 253
Broadway, New York, realizing how the

mechanical features of their typewriting

machine would appeal to railroad mechani-
cal men, sent one of their machines to the

recent convention, in charge of H. D.

Wilde, where its fine work was greatly ad-

mired.

The Q. & C. Co., Chicago and New
York, exhibited models of the McKee
brake adjuster and Williams locomotive

valve-sett'ing device in the pavilion, in

charge of j. K. Lencke, who created no

little amusement with his celebrated

"Lung Tester," the best "sell" on the

grounds.

Pratt & Lambert, New York and Chi-

cago, who exhibited some beautifully fin-

ished panels, showing Faultless varnishes

and Bellamv filler, were represented by
Mr. C. L. Bellamy, J. B. Gowing, W. H.
Andrews and John B. Hicks, who were
much sought after while their useful

souvenirs lasted.

National Malleable Castings Co., of

Cleveland, Chicago, Toledo and Indiana-

polis, exhibited the Tower coupler, Eubank
car door, Coffin carline and sill pockets and
malleable castings in the tent. The com-
pany were represented by Willard A. Smith,

C. L. Sullivan, J. V. Davidson, S. L. Smith
and F. R. Angell.

The best patronized of all the exhibits at

Alexandria Bay was that of A. Major, of

New York City, whose patent ice float

keeps water at the temperature of a

spring, keeps it clean and makes a great

saving in the consumption of ice. It is

especially adapted for railroad use, both in

cars, stations and shops.

The Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron

Works, of St. Louis, exhibited body and
truck bolsters on the lawn between the

'

pavilion and the tent. These bol.sters are

guaranteed for the life of the car, being
thoroughly tested before delivery. The
exhibit was in charge of J. W. Duntley,

their general sales agent.

The Acme Coupler Co., who are located

at 26 Cortland street. New York, were rep-

resented by A. D. Keys, F. A. Fox and
Frederick A. Guild, who expressed them-
selves as being more than pleased with the

result of their visit. The Acme coupler

came in for a good share of attention dur-

ing the M. C. B. Convention.

The Boies Steel Wheel Co., of Scranton,

Pa. , displayed several of their steel wheels
cut to show wrought-iron center and steel

tire—the two parts only of which the

wheel consists. Safety, durability and
economy are the points claimed for the

Boies wheel, and the right metal iniithe

right shape goes to the right place.

T. F. De Garmo, the popular representa-

tive of the Burns coupler, manufactured
by the Sj'racuse Malleable Iron Co., ex-

hibited a beautifully finished and artistic

model of that coupler, which was partic-

ularly admired by the ladies, who agreed
that it deser\-ed a place of honor in the ho-

tel parlor where they could admire it more.

The Automatic Injector Co., of Cincin-

nati, O., exhibited a Hogue injector at-

tached to a boiler, where its fine qualities

attracted considerable attention at the con-

vention. The display was in charge of



Mr. J. V. Hotter, who has a reputation for

knowing how to show up a good thing.
The Climax oil injector was a part of this

practical display.

Mr. J. M. Foster, president of the Foster
Engineering Co., of Newark, N. J., made
an attractive exhibit of their inside safet}'

boiler check, the Foster pressure regula-
tor, pump governor, and a very simple en-
gineer's order clip which has been adopted
as standard on the Vanderbilt lines. Man-
ning, Ma.xwell & Moore are New York
agents for these goods.

The Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal Co.,

74 Cortlandt street. New York, exhibited
a sample bearing of their Magnolia metal,
which ran 20 minutes with 2,000 pounds
per square inch, yet showed no trace of

wear. A new pamphlet, showing half-

tone cuts taken from photographs and
giving all the latest tests, will be sent to
an}- address, on application.

The Union Grease Co., of Boston, Mass.,
were advertised everywhere in hotels and
on grounds bv their enterprising managers,
Messrs. C. M. Fuller and W. H. Drury.
Three candidates for the greased pole prize,

offered to the one who succeeded in secur-

ing the envelope on the end of a pole ex-
tending over the water, will have occasion
to remember Union grease, too.

Mr. H. F. Inglehart, proprietor Hotel
Westminster, Westminster Park, Alex-
andria Bay, Thousand Islands, won many
friends and future patrons through his
splendid treatment of his guests during
the recent convention. The Westminster
is an exceedingly comfortable and well-

kept hotel, as is also The Columbian, at

Thousand Islands park, also kept by Mr.
Inglehart.

Mr. Horace Jones, of the A. E. Filley
Mfg. Co.. 39 Cortlandt street. New York,
succeeded in interesting many of the
master car builders and Milroad men in

their "Defiance" car-roofing material, and
all who listened to his statements concern-
ing asphalt products were convinced that
the " Defiance" brand had all the qualities

claimed for it. They have a new pamphlet
and samples which are worth sending for.

The Alexander car replacer, manufac-
tured in Scranton, Pa., was ably repre-

sented by its inventor, Mr. R. E. Alex-
ander. This very valuable device is made
of pressed steel, and is wonderfully light
and strong, and works to perfection.

There were many difficulties in the way of

manufacturing it which are now happih-
overcome. It is fully explained in a neat
illustrated circular, which will be sent, on
application to the Alexander Car Replacer
Co., Scranton, Pa.

The Dumping Car Improvement Co., of

New York (26 Cortlandt St.), deser\-e

great credit for their enterprise in getting
one of their full size cars to the clock of

the Grossman House, Alexandria Bay, 7
miles away from any railroad

;
but they

did it, and explained the car to many ad-
miring car builders and railroad men on a

barge chartered for the purpose. Mr. Wm.
McMahon, Hector De Castro and D. S.

Robeson represented the interests of this

new company at the convention.

Keasby & Mattison Co. were one of the
best represented concerns at the conven-
tion. The method of applying their Magne-
sia covering on locomotives, and the fasten-
tening, was nicely shown on a large model
by Mr. W. W. Johnson and Thos. Rose,
and attracted considerable attention. This
well-known company have some interest-

ing pamphlets, which should be in the
hands of all master mechanics and super-
intendents of motive power. The office

and works of the company are located at

Ambler, Pa.

The Sams automatic coupler was the only
link and pin type at the convention which
comes under the requirements of the law
as an absolutely automatic coupler. The
strong points of the Sams coupler are its

simplicity, durability and cheapness, in

connection with the advantage that any
railroad can obtain a license to make and
use it ( with the exception of the pin ) out

of their old scrap materials—the pins cost-

ing only $1.00 each, f. o. b., Detroit, Mich.
Undoubtedly many roads will adopt this

coupler for the above reasons before the

new law is enforced.

The Standard Paint Co., No. 2 Liberty
street, New York, were well represented at

the convention, and distributed a useful

souvenir in the form of a card case and
tablet made of Mexican grass. These were
in great demand. Mr. H. J. De Ronde,
the enterprising sales manager of the

Standard Co., will send one of these sou-

venirs to all railroad men interested in acid

and gas-proof roofing material for cars,

roundhouses, etc., or in insulated paper for

refrigerator cars. This is the .same corn-

pan}' who issue for free distribution the
sample book of roofing materials which
costs them |i.oo each.

Mclntyre & Co., the photographers at

Alexandria Bay, N. Y., who photographed
groups of master car builders and master
mechanics at both The Crossman and
Thousand Islands House, during the recent

convention, are now read^- to supply dupli-

cates, mounted or unmounted, at fl.oo
each for the largest size pictures. This
company have a full assortment of pic-

tures (several sizes) of all the best views,

and will shortly issue a list to include
all the new pictures, groups and fishing

parties taken during the convention.
Full particulars and prices sent on appli-

cation. The pictures will be carefully

packed and guaranteed.

Among the railroad supply people who
attended the conventions for the first time,

none on the grounds worked harder and
made a more favorable impression than
Mr. Thos. H. Wheless, who represented

the Roosevelt-Wheless draft box, of Aus-
tin, Tex., and the Lone Star Coupler Co.,

both exhibits receiving careful attention.

Mr. Wheless is a lawyer, inventor, student,

philosopher and genial gentleman all in

one, as his many new friends made at the

meeting will testify. He is a brother of

Malone Wheless, who invented the won-
derful new electric traction system about
to be adopted in New York and other
cities, to do away with cable, trolley and
steam motors.

E. Harrington, Son & Co. (Incorpo-

rated), North Fifteenth street and Penn
avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., exhibited one
of their chain hoists with the improvements
lately made on same. They were repre-

sented by Mr. Wm. H. Harrison, who had
photographs of the latest improved tools

for railroad and locomotive shops. Among
these are the extension bed engine lathes,

made so that the bed can be extended to

allow for larger swing and longer distance

between centers. Five sizes are made, reg-

ular standard engine lathes from 16 to 60
inches swing ; standard upright, radial,

gage and locomotive frame drills ; boiler-

head manhole tinning machine, which is

made portable ; stay-bolt nicking machine,
nicks five at a time.

i i i
liinson Coupler Drop Test.

The Hinson coupler was lately subjected

to an unusually severe test by Robert W.
Hunt & Co. The bar and knuckle are
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made of steel. This was placed under the

drop, with the following results :

Blows, Height, feet.

1 5 All ri_s;ht.

2 5 All right.

3 5 All right.

1 10 All right.

2 10 Pivot pin bent.

3 10 Shank bending slightly.

1 15 Shank bending slightly.

2 15 Shank bending slightly.

3 15 Knuckle down on face.

4 15 Shank bending.

5 15 Small crack in shank.
6 15 Same.
7 15 About the same.
8 15 Drop strikes guard arm.

9 15 Drop wedged between
guard arm and knuckle
and wedged face off.

Fracture, good—small blowholes.

% ^ %

The C. W. Hunt Co., New York, have

issued a handsomely illustrated catalogue,

showing the machinery which they make
for industrial railways. There are some

very peculiar-looking locomotives in the

catalogue and cars of all kinds, suitable

for railroad construction, mining, coal

handling and a great variety of other pur-

poses. People interested in engineering

work of railroad construction would do

well to supply themselves with a copy of

this catalogue, which can be had on appli-

cation to the company.

The new summer schedule of the Long
Island R. R. went into effect June 27th.

The passenger traffic on this popular

system, which reaches all the beautiful

resorts on Long Island, is now at "high

tide." The company have just issued a

handsomely illustrated book describing

the resorts and country traversed by their

390 miles of road, equipped with the best

of motive power and rolling stock for ex-

press service. They are building several

extensions at present, and will add more
as they are needed.

% % ^
In the May issue of Locomotive En-

gineering, attention was called to a

pamphlet on "Locomotive Cylinder Lu-

brication," published by the Lackawanna
Lubricating Co., of Scranton, who are

meeting with great success in the introduc-

tion of their single sight-feed lubricator.

The requests for copies of this treatise were

so many that an additional lot had to be

printed. These are now ready for free

distribution, and copies may be had on ap-

plication.

i i i

The office of the Cleveland Twist Drill

Co. has been removed from 102 Reade

street. New York, to 99 Reade street, where

a complete stock of twist drills and other

tools made by the company are to be seen.

Mr. C. I. Markham, the agent in charge,

invites all interested to call.



Grip Socket.

This grip socket is designed to hold and
drive taper shank drills and other tools. A
groove, which is an arc of a tme circle, is

milled in the shank of "the" drill or tool—

,lL.:, iij'

as shown in above illustration—a key let

into the body of the socket fits into the

groove, and is locked securely in place by
a turn of the revolving-intertially, eccen-

trically-counterbored collar.

After the key is locked, it is impossible

for the tool to slip in the socket or to be

pulled out until the collar is turned back
again to release the key. The end of the

collar is beveled, and a plain index mark
on it and on the body of the socket shows
when the ke}- is released.

Drills or tools that have had the tangs

on the shank twisted off can be used in

these grip sockets successfully, and in this

way the cost of the sockets can be saved

man}- times annually. Boring bars for

undercutting can be used without any
danger of their pulling out of the sockets,

and the labor and expense of turning over

heavy pieces saved.

These sockets are made by the Cleve-

land Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O., turned

out by the factory ready for use.

The Rogers Locomotive Co. lately fur-

nished two 14 X 20 locomotives to the

Cross Creek Coal Co. of Pennsylvania,

which are equipped with the " Lacka-
wana " single sight-feed cylinder lubrica-

tors, made liy the Lackawanna Lubricating

Co., of Scranton, Pa.

Ease and Comfort.

The J. P. has given up going to the sea-

shore for the season. Stannard & White,
of Appleton, Wis., sent him one of their

swinging seats, that automatically changes
to a hammock when he stretches his legs,

and wakes him up for dinner when the

bell rings, and he came to the conclusion

that he could take more comfort at home.
Stannard & White make the best cab seat

extant, and sell lots of them, but they are

anxious to introduce this new easy chair,

for out door and in, and knowing that

railroad men and their families need and

appreciate comfort as much or more than

anyone else, they offer in their advertise-

ment this month to give one of these five-

dollar chairs with every order for a cab

seat received between July loth and .\ugust

loth.

From personal use the J. P. declares that

the saving of and prolonging of life is at

least 15 per cent, by the use of the chair.

There is only one objection to the chair,

and that is the necessity of buying a second

one for your wife, or resorting to all kinds

of underhanded tricks to get her out of

it so that you can get in.

i i i
In referring to notice of the Page

Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.,

in our June issue, we neglected to men-
tion that the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Ry. have in use over 300 miles

of their fencing, some thirty other roads
about 100 miles each, and several roads
are buying it in car-load lots ( 10 miles to

car load ). Their railroad salesman, E. G.
Fi.sher, is now in Europe, attending the
International Congress now being held in

London.

i i i
Railroad men who are making a study

of couplers, should send for memoranda
of latest tests, contained in a brief pam-
phlet issued by the Standard Coupler Co.
from their New York oflSce.

% % %
The Standard Paint Co., of New York,

have just closed another contract with the

Merchants' Despatch Transportation Co.,

of East Rochester, New York, to supply

them with over half a million square feet

of their Giant P. & B. insulating paper, for

insulating the 200 additional refrigerator

cars that they are now building. With
this order they will have supplied the Mer-
chants' Despatch Co. this year with over
1,500,000 square feet of their Giant P. & B.

insulating paper.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(89) W. G. W., Baraboo, Wis., asks:

Would like to know about the M. E. P.
of a 19 X 24 cylinder, working full .stroke,

just dragging a train up a grade, if the
boiler pressure is iSo pounds? A.—About
i5o pounds.

(90) C. H. .\., Philadelphia, writes:

I notice in the dimensions of Delaware
& Hudson engine that the valve has %
lap in back motion. Why is this done ?

A.—Its effect is to restrain the increase of
lead opening in forward gear when the
engine is linked up. It is generally spoken
of as negative lead.

(91) J. A. M., Columbus, O., asks:

What would cause the filling plug on a
Detroit lubricator No. 3 to melt out, lubri-

cator feeding all right, until it woidd get
empty ; then the babbitt in filling would
melt out? Cannot account for it. Some-
thing I never saw or heard of ; did you?
A.—No. Have no idea what caused it.

(92) G. R. S., St. Paul, Minn., writes:

I am interested in what patents have been
taken out for a certain invention (named).
Could you give me particulars through
your columns? A.—No; we cannot spare
time to make researches which are not of

general interest to our readers. Employ a

good patent attorney, and he will obtain the
information sought.

(93) E. B., Baltimore, asks :

Is the time credited to a Pennsylvania
engine, on the Atlantic City run, .\pril

22d, correct and true? A.—^The distance
from Camden to Atlantic City is 58,-5

miles, which was made in 45 minutes—an
average speed of 76'i miles an hour. This
was done with an engine and one car. It

is not faster than time made daily on sev-

eral roads.

(94) S. M. B., Elkhart, Ind., asks:

Who was the inventor of valves? I

mean, who invented a device for opening
and closing a pipe, or spout, or anything
of that kind? A.—This is one of the in-

ventions that is not recorded in patent
papers. \'alves were probably first used in

connection with bellows, and bellows
were doubtless used since the dawn of

civilization.

(95) C. R. M., Charleston, S. C, writes :

I have been making a variety of experi-
ments in which I require coil springs, and
I don't appear to have hit on the best way
of tempering. Can you send me direc-

tions? A.—The best directions we can
give is to recommend you to get the
springs made by a good spring maker.
Our advertising pages will give you the
address of people in the business.

(96) Fireman, Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

How is it that when we read of a loco-

motive running away without anyone on
her, it is reported to run at sixty miles an
hour and keep up the speed till .something
is struck, no matter how far she may nm ?

If I were to stop firing, my engine would
not run five miles. A.—The imaginative
reporter helps the speed and distance that

runaway locomotives make. As the in-

jector is shut off, a runaway will generally

go farther than a controlled engine.

(97) R. B., Atlanta, Ga., writes :

Is it a fact that the wearing hollow of

valve seats in the middle is confined to

link-motion engines that give a varied
travel of valve ? Is it due to the valve
travel being in the middle more than at

the ends? A.—Link-motion engines are



not the only ones that vary the valve travel,

and it does not appear that the wearing
hollow of valve seats is confined to engines
having varied valve travel. Valves with a
constant travel wear the seats hollow in

the middle also. There is diversity of

opinion as to the cause of this.

(98) T. S., Wheaton, Minn., writes:

Please answer the following questions in

Locomotive Engineering : i. How do
you locate a pound in an engine ? A.—
Place the engine on top or bottom quarter.
Have the fireman admit a little steam and
reverse the engine to and fro, while
you listen for the pound. 2. How would
you commence to key up mogul or ten-
wheel engine? A.—At the main driving
wheel. 3. How can you set a slipped
eccentric? ,-/.—Look up directions in a
book on the locomotive. 4. Will an engine
pound if pedestal bolts are loose? A.—
Yes. Why? A.—Because the pedestal
brace will dropdown and leave the driving
boxes loose.

(99:1 W. S. B., Chicago. 111., writes :

I. What takes place in the steam chest
of a locomotive when the engine is run-
ning reversed? A.—The ports open so
that the pressure in the steam chest presses
against the advancing piston the greater
part of the stroke. For a short distance
the receding piston creates a vacuum in

the cylinder, which is filled by admission
of air through the exhaust pipe. During
another part of the stroke the piston pumps
the air or steam in the cylinder back
through the steam chest into the boiler.

This question is full}- answered on page
217 of the last edition of Sinclair's " Loco-
motive Engine Running. " 2. When wheels
are 'slid, are they not raised higher off the
rail than when they revolve? A.—No.

(100) J. V. R. S., Quincy, 111., writes:

I. What is the travel of a valve in 6
inches, cut off with 5 inches eccentric
throw ? A.—.A.bout 2 ' ; inches. 2. Does
the lead wear open or shut? A.—The
tendency of wear is to reduce the lead. 3.

Which wears the most, driving boxes,
wedges or shoes? A.—That will depend
on the quality of metal in either of the
parts. 4. How can I tell when my engine
has too much lead ? A.—By measurement
of the lead opening when the piston is on
the center. 5. I have a Nathan lubricator

;

when I set it, it feeds all right for a while
and then gets tardy ; had it cleaned with
lye and gave it a new choke vajve, but it

worked the same. Have you a remedy for

it? A.—Study an article on lubricators
by George Royal, on page 176 of our
March number. 6. Does the crosshead
stand still in the guides at either center ?

A.—Yes. The crossheads stop when the
crank pin is on the center.

(loi) J. D., Christchurch, New Zealand,
writes :

I. What are the advantages of the Rich-
ardson balanced valve and of the sniffle

valve? A.—The Richardson balanced
valve, by relieving the pressure on the valve
seat, greatly prolongs the time the valve
can be run before facing is necessary. The
"sniffle" or relief valve, as it is called in

this country, supplies air to the steam
chest when an engine is running without
steam. There is some conflict of .opinion
about its utility. 2. How can you tell on
which side the springs of a Richardson
balance are causing a blow of steam ? A.—
If 3'ou listen, with your ear to the steam
chest, when an engine is working you can
generally hear a rattle, caused by the brok-
en spring. If you put the valve on 'the
middle of the seat when the engine is

standing and listen at the steam chest, you
can generallyjiear the rush of escaping

steam when the throttle is opened. This
latter question is asked also by F. G. B.,

San Antonio.

(102) J. W. G., Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:

I. It is claimed that lining main rod
too short or too long will cause exhaust to

sound "lame." Why is this? A.—When
the rod is too short or too long, it makes
the travel of the piston uneven, so that
more steam is admitted at one end than at

the other ; this will make parts of the ex-
haust stronger than others. 2. Given the
annular opening in single e.xhaust nozzle,
diameter of front end, and size of base of
stack, how will you find the angle of ex-
pansion of steam for a given height of
nozzle ? A.—This can be determined only
by experiment. 3. For what purposes are
balance springs on driver-brake head
used? A. — To balance the shoe and
keep one end from rubbing the wheel.
4. Feed glasses in new improved No. 2

Detroit lubricators stop up when engine
is backed up and weather is only mode-
rately cold. Can you give me any reason
for this action ? A.—The makers of this
lubricator say that the defects spoken of
must have been caused by the steam pipe
from boiler being improperly connected.
5. Has anyone ever published a dictionary
of railroad terms and names? A.—The
Master Car Builders' Dictionary, published
b)' the Rai/ro.jd Cii:c/te, New York, comes
as near this as anvthing we know of.

SHORT JOURNEYS
ON A LONG ROAD.

Is the chara'^teristic title of a profusely illustrated
book containing over one hundred pa^'es of
charniinjiily written descriptions of summer re-
sorts in the country north and west of Chicagr'.
The reading matter is new, the illustrations are
new, and the information therein will be new to
almost every one.
A copy of * Short Journeys on a Long Road "

will be sent free to ahv one who will enclose ten
cents (to pay postage') to GEO. H. HEAFFOkD,
General Passenger Agent Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, Chicago, Til.

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

IVIARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2345

CALLOWHILL ST.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Loconio=
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

jiiiit r t llt.s f'ti rit isfn'il

.

be ^i>e= Proof
Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

One Thousand in Use.

The "Mighty Midget" and other Modern Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINGS EXTRA HEAVY.

Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Filling Funnel, o£ Solid Brass,
cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sc^ld only by

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
143 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.
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Second-Hand Machinery,

FOR LOCDMOTIVE iND EHGINE WORK.

ilete, "Pond."
"Gleason,"
' Harrington.'
"Gray."

L*THR-
84" swing, 18' bed, complete- " Lincoln."
72' " 20' " " "'Union."
43" ' ,6' '• " ' N.Y.S. Eng. Co.
25' " 12' " " "New Haven."
2)' '• iq'

" *' "Harrington."
PLANRR-

64" X iq' com'
42' X 19'

31' X i^'

24" X ^'

SHaPER-
14" Traveling Head, with Index Centers,

Circular Feed and Vise, " Fitchburg."
BLOTTER -

i8' str ike. comnlete, " Bement."
HOR. BORINQ AND DRILLINQ MACHINE—

Swinii -.4 , oiiniplete. "Sellers."
UPRIGHT BOHINQ AND TURNING MILL-

38". comnlete.
BOLT CUTTKR-

i'4\ with Taps and Dies, complete.
BOILHR ROLI.S-

6' and 8' wide.

J. J. McCABE,
S;cces:or to E. P. BuUard's N. 7. MicMnery Warerooms,

14 DEY STREET, NEW YORK.

Steel Rules.
Ends Hardened.

Graduated in 8ths, I6lhs, 32ds and 64ths.

12 inch, - $L00 6 inch. - $0.50

4 '* - - .30 3 " - .25

On receipt of price any time previous to Oct.
ist. i3q5, we will mail to any address in the U.S.
one or all of the above rules, we warrant them
accurate. Catalogue free.

Standard Tool Co.,
ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Mechanics* Fine Tools

ATHOU MACHINE CO.
SELLING AGENTS.

YANKEE
TWIST

DRILL

GUINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, froni ^
to2J4inches. SetforHiiy
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-
ance and can't grind a
drill wronEf. Address.

G. T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

riachine Tools
37-inch Double Head Driving Wheel Lathe.

16-inch F. B, Miles Slotting Machine.

'2IOD-Pound Miles Steam Hammer, Single Stand'd.

.SO in. x27 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine loathe.

Horiz'intal or Floor Boring Machine, Pratt &
Whitney.

Two (•;) .)-tt. Universal Radial DrilU.

21 in. X II ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

19 in. xS ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

an in. X 8 ft. Pond Machine Tool Co. Engine Lathe.

19 in. X 13 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

22 in. X 12 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

21 in. x1l ft. Lodge & Davis Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle and Taper Attachment.

40-inch Bement Vertical Drilling Machine.

24-inch Pratt & Whitney Vertical Drill'g Machine.

George Place Machine Co.,

745 BROAOWAY <£ 86 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK CITY.

Our Line Eng:raving-s are made hy the
wax process, a plan securing: accuracy and
distinct lines on origfinal copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

PURE
FLAKE

GRAPHITE

CURES

FRICTION.
An engineer, whose engine has run

115,000 miles with slight running repairs,
is noted as a " puller " on heavy grades,
economical in fuel and oil, and often com-
mented upon by officers, train dispatchers
and trainmen, and believed to be a supe-
rior built engine, says, " The secret of suc-
cess is the daily use of Dixon's Graphite,
which gives a bright polish to valves, pis-

tons and cylinders.
"

Let us send you sample and pamphlet.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

FOR SALE!
The fjllowinj Mac'iinerv. es?et;ially adapted lor

Car Shops

:

1 No. 3 Brown ,ik Shariie Universal Grinder.
2 Bement Car .\xle Lathes.
2 " :Wiiich Car Wheel Borers.
1

" 42 inrli

I 100-Ton Hvclraiilic Wheel Pre.ss.

1 00 " Watson ,t .siillm in Broaching Press.
1 9-iuch Bement sjotler (nil feeilsK
I 43 " Vertical Boring & TiirniriK Mill.

1 14 " Lowell Tr.iverse Shaper.
125 " Prentice Bros.' Drill, Power Feed and B.G
1 HI) " •'

1 .12 " 8 ft n. W. Pond Em. Lnthe (v;ry heavy).
1 .% in xm in. x 10 ft. I'oiid Planer.
1 2i.<;-inch Hurl hurt fntting-nfF Mai'hine.
1 41^-inch Whitori Ccnterinir Machine.

600 Machine Tools in Stock. Send for Lists.

SKI.l.INO AGENTS FOlt

Industrial Works ol Bay City. Mich. : Cleveland Punch

& Shear Works : CinninnatI Milling Machine

Co., and Bicklord Drill & Tool Co.

Cliicaffo Storr^ It.'i

Jt 04 South Cniinl St.

JAIifrttt Streptt
Xew York.

PRENTISS TOOL AND SUPPLY CO

.

METAL WORKING MACHINERY.

TAAFEL'S PAT.

STEAM
OR AIR
NEWARK

REGULATOR CO.

NEWARK.O.

FOR CAR HEATERS
HAS NO EQUAL.

Sent on approval to responsible parties.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. ThousaniJs to
select from. All Railroads— British, Frenrh, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
each ; 10x8 size, 7.6 cents each. Send for sample.
New illustrated list for 1805, post free.

9 South Place, Finsbury, London City, England.

A^ent for Uniteti States. H. N.TiemanN, 111 West 4,M St.,

New York.

Shonliaiid
BV M VII,. Three le.ssonsfr-e
KEKflT COLLEGE, rornine, N.Y.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

ii Diseases of the AIr=Brake System, "9

BY PAUIv SVNNESTVEOT.
If you want a Copy send $1 to the w. f. hall PRINTING r.n.. 21 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

ARMSTRONG LATHE anb PLANER TOOL
M liv J. A. FAV A tGAN (d

, MnR.'^E TWIST IiRlLL AND MACHINE CO., WILEY A
,
FITCHBURG MACHINE W"UKS. /in.l by all who have givi-n il » trial.

Send for circular and prices.

MFD. ONLY Br

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

80 EOCEWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO.
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You Can^t Fool All the People

All the Time.

Ihe "Daugherty-Visible' Typewriter

IS BOUND TO WIIW. $75.00.

IT HAS MERIT— IS DURABLE DOES GOOD
WORK WRITES RIGHT RIGHT IN SIGHT.

MACHINES SENT ON TRIAL.

DROP A CARD TO

THE DAUGHERTY TYPEWRITER CO.,
21 SIXTH ST., PITTSniiRG, PA.

Th^ewlATHAN"
(Kkk iLLtrSTRATION), AND

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"MTMH" SIGHT-FEED lUBMCATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Braltes.

STEAM FIEE EXTINGUISHEES,
For Switcliing and Yard Engines,

BOILKR AVA.SIIKRS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHANIViFG.CO.,92&94Lil]ertySt

Western Office, ur & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111

'I

( lassificd Index a

T Xat ID

ALLISON MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i»i3:iij-A-i>E;Xji»x3:i.(a., F'Jh^.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
p. D.O.C. No. 2,

Improved

I-.r M in ti 2 in Pipe and
^lpille^

ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Any of our Macliines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor descriptive oircularsand mention Locomotive Engineering.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works : Edwardsville, ill. St. L,ouls, Mo.

4^5

Our Adocrtisers.
Air Brake Hose.

BustMn Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

Air Brakes.

Crane Co.. Chicag'o, 111.

Westinxrhouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Air Compressors.
Clavion Air Compressor Works. New York.
Pedrick & Ayer Cn. Philadelphia. Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.

Air Hoists.

Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Whiung Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Anti-Friction Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
SterliiiH^worth Rv- Supply Co., New York.
Then. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis. Mo.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Vutomatic Switch Stands.

Ramapo Iron Works, HlUburn, N. Y.

Axles.

Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.'

<_Tould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Pros.ser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

M. C. Hararaett. Troy, N. Y.

Bearing .Metdl.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Bclti.ig.

ShuUz Belting Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington. Del.
Long & AUstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Ricliard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. C«.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.

Acme Machinery Co.. Cleveland. O.

Books.

W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Locomotive Exgineeking, New York.
W. S. Rogers. Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.

Pratt & Letchworth. Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes,

Ramapt) Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.

Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. 111.

Calipers.

Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.

Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, LI.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.

Charles D. Gibbons (Coup Coupler), Cleve-
land. O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.

Co7itinned on Page 46b.
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Car Couplers—Continued.
MeCunway & Torley Co., Pittsburg-. Pa.
Naiional Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & LetchWorth, Buffalo, N. Y.
bams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smiliie Coupler & Mtg Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Troian Car Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.

William C. Baker. New York.
Const'lidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. V.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.. New

York.

Car Lighting.

Consdlidated Car Heating Co.. Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.

Car Roofing.

Drake & Weirs, Cleveland. O.
B. K. Miller. New Y'ork.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E, St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Car Seats.

Hale& Kilburn Mfg Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Car Ventilators.

JI, C. Hammett. Troy. N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co.. Scranton. Pa.
Krupp (T. ProsL^er & Son. New York).
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg Co., Mi. Vernon, 111.

Kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Kamapo, N. V.
Roberts, Throp & Co.. Three Rivers, Mich.
Rond & Bn.wn. Buffalo, N. \'.

Standard S.tel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.

East Buffalo Iron Works. Buffalo, N. Y.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Cattle Guards. t

Q. \- C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam (jage & Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling .Machinery.
Link Bell Engineering Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranttin, Pa.
Scientirtc Machinist Co., Cleveland. O.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros., 'Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co. .Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., doston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York*.

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y,

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.

Drill Grinder.
G. T. Eames Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co,. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. V.

Emery Wheels.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Enginemen's Specialties.
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Enirraving Co., New York.

Files and Rasps.

Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Fire Extinguishers.

Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Flexible Steam Joint.

Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co
N. H.

,
Lakeporl,

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

Foundry Equipment.
WhitingF<jundry Equipment Co ,Chicago. 11

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Continued on page 46-/.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

( HAND OR POWER.*

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT. DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

^ ARMSTRONG MFQ. CO.,

No. 3 Mnchirr^.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,
104-116 KNOVVl.TON ST.

NEW YORK,
130 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

DRAKE & WEIRS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ASPHALT CAR ROOriNG
Tbe Cbeapetit, Best and ITIost Durable Car Roof Knon'u. In use by Seventj'

Sallroads, Twelve years aucceasful use without a single fallurCL A new roof furnished free fof

>'<'SIT oo' that faU.9 to ten tsel^s

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manutactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG..

FITZ-HUOH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN. "

Staedard Eegravmg Co,,
61 Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Eng:ineering:. SEND FOR PRICES.

MILLS i:ST.1844

938-34.1 NL 2?
imm,

ITOK^TAyfiOLTIRONt
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The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

I Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

InterchangeaTsle with Other Standard Machines.

DETRbiT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

TAYLORJ&STAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Plus and Forglngs of all

Descriptions, used by I.eadlng Ballrosda.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES Si, CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliver Street. NEW York, 143 Liberty Street

Boiler,

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

QUiLITY UNSURPASSED

Plates up to i 00 ins.in width

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CL.EVELA1VD, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
nie Singled Double Automatic Bolt Cutters

Cutting from J^ in. to 6 in. diam.

Also, Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial,

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
467
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Qages.

Standard Tool Co., Athol. Mass.

Qa^e Glass.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.

Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Hollow SUy-Bolt Iron.

Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls
N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.
los. F. McCov Co., New York.
Watson & Sti'Uman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.

Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.

Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New Y'ork.

Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Locomotives.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. ¥.

Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.. Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.

R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. 1.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works,
Richmond. Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson N. J.

Schenectady Locomotive Works. Schenec-
tady, n: Y.

Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.

John J. McGrane, New Y'ork.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie, Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis.

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs,

F. Moorc, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett. Troy. N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co.. Scranton. Pa.

Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York
Signal Oil Works. Franklin. Pa.

Machine Tools.

Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. L)el.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co. Springfield. Vl.

Manning. Ma.'cwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinerv Co.. Tiffin, O.

I. I. McCabe. New York.
Niies Tool Works Co.. Hamilton, O.
George Place Machine Co., New York.
Pratt"* Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa.

jVlalleable Iron.
C. K. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Measuring Scales.

Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics* Tools

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N Y.
Standard Tool Co Athol. Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mi. h.

Metal Polish.

(.V. W. Hoft'man. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing IHachines.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn,
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

.Vlining flachinery.

Gates Iron Works, Chicago. 111.

Oil Cups.

E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee
Wis.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters. Dover. N. J.

Continued on page 4bS.
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Packing.

Boston Beltini? Co.. Boston, Mass.
C'llumbian Metallic Rod-Packins: Co.. Phila.
Gould Packinir Co., East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
C. C. Jerome. Chicago. 111.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Packing: Ring.

American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.

Kobt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co., Chi-
cago. 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia, Fa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachinery
Bi.gnall & Kecler Mig. Co., Edwardsville, III.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg, Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
Merrell .Mfg. Co.. Toledo, O.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M Jones & Co . Boston. Mass.
Thomas Pro-iser & Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, Ohio.

Publications.

Power. New York.
Pump Packing

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Punches.

1. P. Richards, Providence, R, I.

Railroads.

C, M. & St. P. Ry.
Lake Shore & M. S.

Refrigerator Cars.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. V.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rubber Hatting
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Safety Valves.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co-BostonMas-'-.
Sanding Apparatus

Henry L. Leach. Boston, Mass.
Screw Jacks.

Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland. O.

Shafting

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Shorthand School.

Kerst College, Corning, N. Y.

Solder. .

Theo. Hiertz & Son, St. Louis, Mo.
Springs.

A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.
Stay-Bolts.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls.O.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Steam Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Steam Pumps.

A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York
Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co . St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New Yorkl.
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shcenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel &Foundry Co , Ramapo, N.Y.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa.

Continued on page 4bq.

S ELECTRICAL""

MECHANICAL

AT
H
O
M
E

by our Correspondence Method. Thorough instruction at lowest possible rates. APPARATI'S filVI N
with Electrical Courses. Write for Catalogue. Scientific Machinist Co., 45-47 Blackstone, Cleveland, O.

mrnf^ '?^OFfIN PfWCESS Ymmm

. ^UGHENEITBYCOFFINfROCESSrP&TENTE[r|s=

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,
;hearth
STEEL I '^JPROCESSl^

Cranl(

Pins.

i;.R.R.SALES AGENTS..
'^^

. 256BRbADWAY :
'

NEW.YORK;;

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

iHO

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel.

Qraduated In 32ds and 64ths on one
side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

VALLENTINE TOOL CO..

Hartford, Conn.

TheBangsPatent Oil Cups
FOR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

1
Warranted to save SO per cent, of oil

over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bod-
ies; Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed
not to break off from Solid End Rods.

' Order one set on 30 days trial. It not satisfac-
tory, no pay. They will please you,

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP CO. (Limited),

I». O. Box 257, mi-waufeee, Wl'i.
Factoby, 718 to 73S Hanovkb STaSBT.
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iHi HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose
for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co., Lakeport, N. H.

He Doesn't See How

We give a $1.00 Book for 15c.

HERBERT E. DANA, Engineer of the West-

moreland Creamery, Westmoreland, N. H.,

writes us: " I have received your catalqg;ue,

' A Book of Tools,' and am very highly

pleased with it. It is just what I have been

looking for, for many years. I must say

that I do not think any engineer or anyone

who has the handling of Machinery and

Tools, should be without it. I do not see

how you can sell it for the small sum of 15

cents ; It is well worth a dollar."

We appreciate Mr. Dana's kindly letter,

but beg to inform him and the readers o£

this journal, that we do not sell our " Book
of Tools." If we sold them, we should
have to charge more than a dollar to
make any profit. These books, though
unostentatious, cost us more than a dollar
eac 1. We send them free to any address
upon receipt of 15 cents, which barely
covers mailing and advertising expenses.

Our object in printing and issuing this
book is to get it into the hands of buyers
of Tools, S'lnplies and Machinery, and
thereby promote our business and increase
our sales in the lines represented.

We have a limited number of copies of
the " Book of Tools" on heavier paper,
bound in handsome cloth cover, which we
will send, prepaid express, upon receipt of

50 cents.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

TOOLS, SUPPLIES AND MACHINERY,

90 to 102 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Genter,-a Steei

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.

46P

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF AD\ERl\SEHS-Con/inufa.

5teel Tires.

Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosper & Son New York).
S andard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.

>>tone Crushers.

Gates Iron Works. Chiuago. 111.

swiicheii

Ramapo Iron Works, HiUburn, N. Y.
Tanks.

PiUsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa
Testing Machines.

Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Tie Plates.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

luol Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Track Equipment.

Kamapo Iron Works. HiUburn, N, Y.
Tube Kxpanders.

RiLhard Dudgeon, New York.
Turnhuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, o,
Merrill Brob., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

( wist Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Cct., San Fran-

cisco. Cal.
A^hton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros . New York,
Russ Valve Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.
American Wearing Varnish Co., New York.

Vestibules,
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

\'\ses.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

W atches.
John J. McGrane. New York,

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich,

Wrerking: FroK**
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Wroueht Iron Pipe
Allison Mi^ Co , Philadilphia. Pa

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump "Works,

loot of East Twenty-third Street,

Jllustrated Catalogue. JNeW York.



see at the

pvj^ ourr-»g Iooo Convention?LMQ you— Bloom islands

Knobblcd Hammered Charcoal Iron

Has been Selected as the

Standard for Locomotive Boiler Tubes
by the

American Master Meclianics' Association.

We manufacture Nothings else.

The Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.

Washington, Penn.

New York Office, 39 Cortlandt St.

n^HE PROBLEM of handling

material safely, quickly and

cheaply is readily solved by the in-

troduction of a properly

-^ designed system of

AIR HOISTS AND AIR CRANES.

We supply complete outfits, and would like

to know your requirements and name prices.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Chicago,

Cranes, Air Hoists, Turn-Tables, Trucks, Cupolas, etc.

lexid. for C31x-oi;i.la.x*si.
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Ti Improved Standard fiouPLER
NEW YORK:

26
Cortland! St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forj^'ed Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only ^ parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO,
Simplest in desig^n. strongest in service. Thousands in use. QEO. A. POST, Pres. a. p. DENNIS, Sec.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Bad Water.

Will not lime up as readily as other Injectors,

actual service having proven that it will run
twice as long with the worst kind of water.

WORKS :

WADSWU. TH, O.

Frank W. Furrj', General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Xje>033.£*,x*ca. cfc lESllis.

VALVOLINE OIL has Iodk been used on many of
^^^"^.^^^^^^ the leaflinc railroads In this coun-
try and abroad. Ithas no equal in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
157 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

UMlKm/M^HK
iok KOA xa^ SIGHT FEED ^ ^o^ ^o>

LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

"The state of the art show.s this lubricator to be in lead of its competitors tor simplicity
and perfect workliis under varied vouditlons."

Are you Interested enough to write for full particulars?

LACKAWANNA LUBRICATING CO., 1212 Capouse Ave., SCRANTON, PA.

Not a Paper Roof.

<$»(4;>r$»r$ir$<

P. & B. RUBEROID CAR ROOFING has as a base the best of Wool and Hair Felt,

thoroughly impregnated with our Water and Acid-proof Composition. It is strong,

and, owing to its very elastic nature, will stand more wear and tear and racking of

a car than any Roofing in the market. It is made in various weights and can be

furnished in almost any desired width. The heavier weights of RUBEROID ROOF-

ING are specially adapted for Roundhouses and Train Sheds, as the material is not

affected in the least by the action of fumes, gases, etc. We guarantee it to be per-

fectly free from tar. It will not run at any heat, and is very easy to lay.

Every P. & B. RUBEROID CAR ROOF is covered by a ten years' guarantee.

Vile incite all interested to send for our large sample book and catalogue.

Complete drawings and specifications furnished on application. Address,

The Standard Paint Company,
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 186 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
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D. O. SETTLEMDRE, President. GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President. W. C. AKTHtTRS, Secy, and Treas. FRANK SNTDER, Supt.

Mt. Veraon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrip
tlon. Caboose and Refrig- et

erator Cars.

MT. VERNON.

Manufacturing Co.
Car Wheels, Car Castings, and

General Foundry
Work.

Capacity. 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

irm

i^?f"**Tfti

ADRiAN^iyiieH- M

HE ILLUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX
'^ COMPRESSOR. h;i\'ing Compound Air

^j Cylinders with Intercooler and Compound

Steam Cylinders with Meyer Cut-olT Valves.

This IS the best construction for small and medium sizes.

RAND URIM. COMPANY,
23 Park Phc^ NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Locomotive Engineering
Se^am Eiigineeriitx \Slationar\\ Locomotive or Marine^ Mechanics: Mechani-

cal Drawing- Electricity: Architecture: Architectural Drawing and Design-

ing Masonry Carpentry andJoiner'^: Ornamentaland SlructurallronlVorl!:
Railroad Engineering: "Bridge Engineering: Municipal Engmeermg: puinb-

mg and Heating; Coal and Metal Mining: Prospecting, and the English

Branches.
The cuurnt'S

necessary l

tuition, uuti
nor how olt^'ii It

and i-hiUiKf th.'lr ri'sl.ieiK

InstJillmcnt.. proiiilitly. K;

progress III l''.ir

tlon PiperH. ('. .luh-i

ommeuce with adilltlnn In Arithmetic, so that to enroll It Is only

I- h.nT to rruil mill write. A Sih.ilarshlp elltiths 111.' Ii.ilcii'r to

l^.iu.illllfil tor. Ivi- Ih.- IMpl.iiiKi, iiomatt.-r I w loiiK- It iii;iv take
..lew." students can luterriipt their stuMle.-;

Se'holarshlps are not t irfeltert upon failure to pay
tti.lent Is a clas3 by himself, students make rapid

Iiraw and Letter. Specially prepared Instruction and t^ues-

1, slinplltled

The Steam Knuli rlnji e.uir.so Is Intended to qualify engineers to secure U-

ceases. All repr. s.-ntatl.n.s niav be relied upon.

Send tor Free circular, .slatliiK the subject you wish to study, to

.T",, T,,t,>^notio'ni rnrresnondeiice Schools. SCRANTON, Pa.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.
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MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.'

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong:.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hang:s Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

DO YOU GO HUNTING?

OF COURSE

You will buy a MARLIN.
BECAUSE-

It lias a solid lop—Proloction,
It ejects nt tlic sUlo—Convenience.
It Is light wclglit—Comfort.

It has the Ballauh Biiirel—AccMracy.
It has fewest parts—Simplicity,

PcikT for complete rntaln^ue, free. Special pact
of cuiUs lur 15 cents.

TKE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO.,
i>v\v IlavcD* Conn*



New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandf St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

E. H. MUMFORD, -Wifei? i ^^ V'^^

Representative. ^^ |[^*-r:T'"'"ti^r '^ \ / -

|^\ Metal lVorki7ig Machme Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pbdrick & Aykr Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Machine Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR 5H0PS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed ; will supply air at less than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and little of tliat.

Case Dust-Proof.

HERE IS AN AIR HOIST

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a jib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely^
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on (JO Railways.

OILS FOR RAILROAD IJSC A SPECIALXV.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Manufacturers of Every Product of Petroleum.

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN, N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

TWI-ST DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS,
REAMERS.TAP$,I'LAT SPRING K£y5,

,
EMHRyWHBELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

CLEVeLAND.OOmCE5WKS. ^

NEW Y0RK,94READE ST.
L0ND0N,158 QUEEN VICTORIA .5T
PARIS, 68 RUE DE JMARAlS.
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NICHOLSON
fLANTS.

THREE THOUSAND VARIETIES
FILES AND RASPS.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
FILE WORKS IN THE WORLD

Makers of Nicholson Brand Files,

'OE. R. /., U.S.A.

American Brand Files, X. F. Swiss Pattern Files.

MILLER'S ASPHALT CAR ROOFS.
•'V^'l '%^* XHB COMINCi ROOF ! C^^ 1*^^*

HEAVY, DURABLE AND STRONG. I COSTS FROH $io TO $15 LESS PER CAR.
WILL WEAR LONGER THAN ANY METAL ONE.

| CAN BE PUT ON IN ONE-HALF THE TIHB.

WILL WEAR TME LIFE OF THE CAR.
HEAR WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT:

Out West : M., K. & T. Ry. Down East : Boston & Albany R. R. 1305 HtVEMEYER BlDQ.
26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

Steam Heatingf from the Locomotive

:

^^
Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage I
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,iQq. SKWALL ^m
COUPLEUs sold 55,617 ;

"

equipped 6, igg.

: the Standard in U. S. and Canada.

B

Electric Heaters for Street Cars

:

Car Equipments sold from August ist to December ist.1,103 car equipments soiu irom rtugusi isl lu i-zccmuci i.->v. West
End Boston, People's Traction Philadelphia, Nassau Ry. Brooklyn,

Union Ry. Providence, and Buffalo Railway have recently ordered
over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED a CAR-HEATING CO.
Pope Liffht Compressed Oil Gas : 111

Interchangeable with " Pintsch ;
" and superior thereto. Uses I™

same gas as 'Pintsch" In Great Britain 14,262 steam and m»
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed. Ir

Albany, K. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

CHITAiiO, 200 WESTEItS UNION' BUILDING: Canada, Coaticook,

P. Q.—London- Moscow. Specially tested fittings and car lighting

repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

ailll!li#i|||||i^i|||||i#<llllli

THIS is the only single

^ tube " .\iitomatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

•^ ness m a c h i n e,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

'-' than half the usual

number of parts.

pvETACHABLE Coni-

^ cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

^i|||||i^i||||li=i|l|||i^(|||||i

iiiiiii#ii#iiiiii^iiilii#

#iiiii#iilii#iilii#'iilii',i

MA>rFACXURE» BV

The Automatic Injector Company,
No. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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pUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

T ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factorj- will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show }ou what we
can do.

=t|||||l=l|||||l^ _1=1 I



JEROME METALLIC PACKING.
This is the Standard MetaUic Packing

all over the world, and is more generally

adopted and in use on more locomotives

than any metallic packing. Give the

JEROME a trial. Put it in competition

with any other packing and be convinced
of its superior merits.

OFFICE AND WORKS :

Nos. is and 37 Canal Street,

C. C. Jerome, 'pj^^'^feto""
Chicago, iii.

Packing ring opened
ready to apply without

disconnecting the Piston

from the crosshead. It

runs longer and wears the

rod less than any other

packing in use.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

WENDELL &MACDUFFIE,

Room 803 Havemeyer BIdg.,

Eastern Representatives. NEW YORK CITY.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ="^i^-
ED

AIR BRAKE HOSE j 3'A ys. in Freight Service.

GU*BANTEED FOR l3 ijrs. ill I'asseHijer Servlce.

Car Heating Jliise yiiaranteeil for 1 year.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, MFG. AGT. <£ GEN. MAN.

OR!QINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER. STEAM, TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St., BOSTON. 100 Ctiambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St.. PHILADELPHIA. 109 IVIadison Street. C"irAGO.

Bl Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Ga. 380 East Water SIrcel, MILWAUKEE, Wis.

24 Fremont Street. SAN FRANCISCO. Cal

Insures tUe Itlaxiniiiin pressure on tin- Itraki- >Iiots a i all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BTTT'T'.A.IjO, IC. T.

The Pratt d^ "Whitivey Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,
Lathes, Planers, Drilling-, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
For finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATALOG IE X SENT OJV APPLICATION,

LiitB^

.Eigiie^riif COo
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Aslies

Handling Macliinery,

Of Medleri Besigfls,

To meet any conditions.

(Vestern House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAQO.

ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
Sold outright, no r«nt, no royalty. Adapted

to City, Yillace or Country. Needed in every
home, whop, store and office. Greatest conven-
ience and best seller on earth.
AeeDls make from 85 to 850 p<-r day.
One in a residence means a sale to all the

neighbors. Finp> instruments, no toys, works
anywhere, any distance. Complete, ready for
u-^e when shipped. Can be put up by any one.
never out of order, no repairing, lasts a lifa

time, Warrantecl, A money maker. Write
W. p. Harrison & Co.. Clerk 10. Columbus. 0.

STOP IJrss. PREVENT
The Leaks

in Old Cars,

Just What You Wan

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
Leaka§:e in New Cars

by Using

Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.

AMERICAN WEARING VARNISH GO.
Ill BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY,

Make and sell R.R. Varnish unexcelled
for Brilliancy and Durability. Resists
action of cinders and coal, smoke and
climatic changes.
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Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Douhle-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.
•ECTION OF BOLTLESS FASTENING.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Cars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Simple, Sale, Economical.

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileajre.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Ironworks, HillburDj.Y.
MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwJtcheS, Autoinatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS, -

HEAVY AND LIGHT.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

I^XTT'I'-A.ILiO, INT. ^S".

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : nOWAKD and THOMAS Strtets

C. M. FAHRAR. JOHN TREFTS. C. E. ROOD.

EAST BUFFALO IROX lYORKS,
FARRAR, TREFTS A WOOD, Pkopkietors.

GREY IRON CASTINGS
or every description. .Sppcial Attention Given to tar and Loeomotive Work.

works: !
N.Y.C.^&.I^RR^.^Broadway

|

General gQ HH^ St., BaffdlO. N, Y.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS: LAyCASTHK, HEW iOUK.
ij-r-s-.

RIC11AK.U DUDGEON, 24 and 26 Colnmbia St., New York.

jyJacks for Pressing on Crank-
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order.
Communications by letter wUJ

receive prompt attention.

Maker and raleiitee of

Improved Hjdraulic

JACKS,

YOKE

Ptinohes, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

jnnE screw being-
1 hihricated and

protected, the Jack
is always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
tlie importance of
Jiavinff .Jacks always
in erood working co'n-
diti'^n. Serious de-
lays frequently occor
in getting common

Jacks so that thev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are freguentlv destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase. -

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

XANGYE'S
H ydraulic Lifting Jack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co
26 Warren St., New York.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Couplers, Links and
Pins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Robie Jacks.
Irt-iu Fouuders and Machluistii. Rlehle Bros.
Testing Machine Co., Store. 19 N. 6th Street,

PhUadelphla; New York office, 93 Liberty St,
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820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

10.

Hig:hest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting MacWnes
FOR HAND, rOR POWER

AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JHE "CRANE" AIR BRAKJ
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in the country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Company. Chicago.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
{LIMITED.)

GALENA ENGINE, COACH AND CAR OILS, THE STANDARD
LUBRICATING OILS OF AMERICA.

SAFRTV, ^iPKEDaml ECONOMY sre the results of the u^se of <^r*Iena Oils. COLD TEST, 111 to 15

BELOW ZERO. These oils do not freeze in the coldest weather, while they are adaptable I" the hottest

climates.

In the use of Galena Oils there is an entire freedom from hot boxes, except when these are caused by
mei;hanic&I defeeta.

The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway liibriirants by a larpe majority of tht* lHndin(f railways

of this country ik an evidence of their ^u^ieriority, while the fact that the same roads use these oils to-day

that used them more than 20 years a^o, is an evidence of their uniformity from year lo year and year \a

and out.

Galena Oils are in t'xclusive use upon three continuous lines from Boston and New York to the

P.ii'itic coast, and upon one continuous line from the Citv of Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their

adaptability to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely free from gum, these oils are not affected by
dust and sand as other oils are.

We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE OIL, which la also used exclusively

upon a majority of the leading railways of America,

GALEKiA OIL -WORKS, Limited,
Charles Miller, president. FRANKLIN. PA.

Chicago Branch Office. Phoenix BIdg.. 1 38 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LEIVIITED,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SIBLEY'S Perfection Valve Oil
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

Binders
\

We have a Steel-Back Binder,

something' new and substantial.

No cutting- or Punching Papers.

Price, $1.00.

We have a good, cheap Binder,

price, 25 cents — holds a year's

numbers.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New Yorli City.
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUOE.
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

Only Gauge where Movement
Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with hack of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.

• HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL ST£AM BOILER APPLIANCES.
Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted by the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. Y. L. E. & "W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Co.

Offices, III Liberty Street, iNeiv York, Works, Bridgeport, Conn.

SCHOENMrCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -
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United States Metallic Packing Company,
42r NORTH THIRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLMAR
BELL RINGER.

Simplest device for

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

insures bell ring:ing' at

crossings — no other
ringer can start auto-

matically without our

license.

.v^;.-t^^..-!j...'^.v^'^^'^^^
' y-^^"^v.^-»^^k:yv'^^T'-^'<.-.-^H-^":

\r
I

^d^mi^-

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go in place Of

old glass tube. With

350 degrees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One glass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of its merits.

"United States" Valve-Stem Packing.

^v

.



Ttti COUPL
Any competent meohanio;il eiiiriiieer who examines witli eare tht- construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-

quirements of service have Ijrcn met in most in^'enious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a hijfh-grade Cclumbia or Virtur bif-vcle cnnip;ire.s with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly atid surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STRENG TH—EqualliiiO in fests the highest recordsof " all-steel " Couplers, and fun'pasnna them injerkand piiUing.

DROP TF!ST—7hretr ^-foot bloica : three 10-foot btows ; six 15-foot bloivs of 1,&40 pounds weight, GUARD ARM
TEST— Three ^-foot blon'.-i and four b-fooL JERK TEST-Three 5-/oot, 3 10-/oot awl thre-i \h-foot blows.

PULLING TEST~\74.20i) pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

Ill tiiiroiipliik^, lUe lock itself tliro^vs tlie knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
l}^^!^; required. The action of the lock, both in coupling untl uncoupling, is quick, positive
an<l sure, under ail conditions.

Setlional view bm-k of Imk lo'.kn>E ffrwani.

Doited lines sbd" tht lock litte.l full height for

uncoupling and i>peiung knuckk, and ready to

couple agaiD,

t. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
WILLARD A. SMITH, 2(1 Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicago.

Railway
Department,

A. W. SOPEK, Pies. ROBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, See. W. R. THOMAS, Treas. R. M. Dixon, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

im BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and nniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westinghonse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

tieghoiii

Air
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Frdglit Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacit}^ for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives alreadj' equipped by

THE WESTINGHOUSE
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY
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Columbian Metallic Rod' Packing.
Principal Points : SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY.

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction Next to Nothing. Protracts Life of Rods.
Tfiree Rings for Heavy Service.

One Ring for Passenger Engines.
Will Contract to provide this Packing for Half Cost

of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD -PACKING CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Building;. 1225 afld 1226 Betz BuUding:, PHILADELPHIA.

OFFICES:
S6 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery.
CHICAGQ.

319 Commercial BIdg..

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON. INO.

OOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

A Pull Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R.R. SHOPS

Write f'lr fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catali)jiue nf Double, Single, Angle-Bar,
Gant?, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shfars.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S.A.

The Coup Automatic Car Coupler. M.C.B.Type. Flexible Head. No Springs.
Can be Cast or Drop Forged. Draft strain distributed over 12 surfaces, and sliock or shunting force distributed over

28 surfaces. WILL COUPLE OR UNCOUPLE ON ANY CURVE. For further information, address

CHARLES D. GIBBONS, Sole Lessee, 202 SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS BLDG., CLEVELAND. 0.

SmillieS' Coupler
TRADE.

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.

^^«^^*t4^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

PObli ^-^

91 ClavStreet, Newark, N.J.

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt-Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.
The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the

trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type. The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler. NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street
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™
IANNEY CAR COUPLERS

FOR PASSENGER CARS

FOR FREIGHT CARS

.i^lii I
FOR LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS VMWil

FOR PILOTS

wi*v»«r*FOR PRIVATE CARS
FOR VESTIBULED OARS.

\v- The Oldest, Simplest, Best and Strongest

A GUARANTEE ^WHICH GUARANTEES

Wen

FOR ILLUSTRATED CHARTS, BLUE PRINTS. OR PRICES,

APPLY TO THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

^^^.COWAY & TOhLEY^

l^^^ijd^^^y^^

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self-Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

^ow COOp^
V rOA/lPAMV ^iV COMPANY,

^P/>,. ^^\^-
^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

Sams Automatic Car Coupler
Possesses these features:

Absolutely Automatic.
Validity of Patent, and as to its meeting the

requirements of the U. S. Law, has been passed
upon by prominent Legal authority.

Ten Systems now using it.

An assistance to Car each side, as the Link is

always in position to enter opposing Draw-Bar.
Overcomes 5 ins. lateral variation, and 4)4 ins.

vertical : and also has free slack.

The best and only Automatic Coupler to use

for repairs in connexion with the present Link

and Pin.

We give Systems the right to make and use

Draw-Bar and Lever attachments, and sell them
the Pins.

Completely does away with the necessity of

the men going between cars to couple and un-
couple them.

Cast-Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs. ; Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago.
Pins, $1.00 each, F.O.B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, CoL
LOIT. D. SWEET, Cien'l Mgr.
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Locomotive Works.
BURGH, PA.,

Manufactnrers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

From standard desisns, or according to ':peciflcar

tions, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilert

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

WILSON MILLEE, Pr. S Trs. D. A. WIOHTIIAM, ls|.

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ""Sfa^"""' I iMrr^Kn Sfpnl Wnrk(Formerly Danfortli Locomotive & Machine Co.) I liCtblUUU UbuUl U Ui i\Oi

MANUFACTURERS

JOHN S. COOKE, President & Gen. Man.
PRKD. W. COOKE. Vice-President.
WM. BERDAN, Sec'y & Treas.

New Tork Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Aeent.

Rhode Island Locomotioc Work8,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE^V YORK OFFICE,

TSTos. 31-33 I^lne Stroot.

ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

For

All Bearings.

Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

256 Broadway, Xe'w Vork.

LOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
S

ITIalii Office and IVorks, I.atrobe, Pa.
Brandt Office,

Bullitt Building, Pliiladelphia.

Cliitaaro Office,
^Vestern I iiion Building.

New York Office,
Home Lire Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
Union Trust Buildinsr.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
JICFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or*

dering locomotives.

CROSBY STEAM GtGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

liUANt HE;^ :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

r^^^OJI^ S. I^EErVES, PMlartelplEia.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE
IN INGOTS 4-

AND A
CASTINGS. '

L0C0MOTIVEM4DCAR BEARINGS

BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >* lb. to 5,000 lbs. In WEIGHT.
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BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell. Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Hequemboc'bu, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service frotn our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed

Compound
LocomotiDCS

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE. <

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSOIV, I<J. J.

Jle\r Yorfe Office, 44 Exchange Place.

M.^NUF.'^CTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

TLJuLSLJ^LJLJi^^ ^

For Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, Etc.

ZZXC3-XZ iSX'XZXIXS

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,
S:^A.I?VFI3NrC3-,

ETC.. ETC.

FLATTURRET LATHE!

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Harlness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO..
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives. Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adanted to everv variety of service, and built accurately to gauges and tem-

plates after 'standard designs or to railroad companies drawings.

Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia. Pa.. U. S. A.

iCKSON MANUFACTURING CG.

SCRAPiTUN, PENN.

LocomotUeti of ererj style and size, Standard

ADd Narrow Oauge, made to Standard Ganges and

Templets. Also for Plantations, Mine:; and Logging.

SF£CI7ICiTI0»3 0» IFFLICAIIOH.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.

Z. W. WE3T0K, V.-Fres. WU. B. F£SZI»3, Bit. i Ttoil.

JOHH I)E7IKE, Supeiinteileat.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Ricliinond Locomotive

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, TA.

Locomotives for Every Service.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH ^ lEEL '^'^'^^^°'' ^'' '^"''P^^^^'

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.

J. B. BRADY, 909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. W. M. WILSON, Western Union BIdg., Chicago

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send fer Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company,
'World Building:, Ke'w ITork.
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A. t'liii'MAN, Treas.

Steam and Water Packing
FatenW.l .hine I, iHSIt.

EsPfcialiv ada|>tftl for l».<'iiiotive<i.

Never sliiks llie Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering ifive kx act diameter of Stuffing

Box and Valve Stem.
None genuine without this Trade Mark.

THE OOULD PACKING CO..
EAST CAMBRIOQE, MA93r



mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE OESX RESULTS FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,

Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OF

STANDARD
DESIGN
FUK ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OR PROM

DESIGNS
PUENISHED

RAILEOAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

A TTniJ.a.l CA.i3Aoit3r, 400.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt.

^» \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^l/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

A SWEEPING RECORD I

Over Fifty Tliousand Fires Kindied for less tiianTHE
LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during the past twelve months, show that througph the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling: their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 750 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.
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Cash must accompany order. Xo books sent C. O. D. Wc can furnish any mechanical book wanted. The li^l heloiv is especially

recommended. All books sent by mail free for price named, unless otherwise stated.

Alr-Bi-ake Pratt ice. Phelan. 1890. The

only practical book about handling the air brakes

on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket 9\.00

i ^
Air-Brake ami Si$;iial Iitstriii'tion.^,

witli Additional Infortitat ion on Air-

Brake Handling. Conner. 1895. Comprises

the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics'

rules and instructions on air brakes, with exam-

iner's catechism added. Over ninety questions

and answers that engineers and firemen want

most. The best arbrake book for road men.

Price "Se-

i i i
Alexander's Ueady Reference. Alexander.

lg;«. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown ou the road— $1.50

i ^ i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man $'4.50

i i i
Appleton's Encyclopedia of Applied

AlechanlcH. 1880. In two volumes. History and

brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineering

for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

Buildings and Structures of American
Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

Catechism of tl»e l.ocoinotlve. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50,000 sold. Every

beginner wants it, and every engiueman ought to

have it $3.50

i i 'i
Cateclilsm of the Locomotive. Grimshaw.

1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions

and answers about locomotives and air brakes.

Fully illustrated $-4.00

Compound liocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use 83-"»

i i S
Constructive Steam Kngineerlng. Whit-

tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive

book. .
$10.00

Diseases of the Air-Brake System.

Syunestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have 8»-"0

Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and Kood.iSSc.

i i ^
Engineer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

information $5.00

Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogere. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line SSc.

i i

^ i
Enginenien^s Guide, Time and Pocket-

Book. Kinne. 1892. Rules of procedure in a break-

down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00
' i ^ i

Form of Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Engineers for Employ-
ment. The standard questions of the Traveling

Engineers' Association rules of examination.. 'SSc

i i i
Hasivell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-

ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i i i
Heat Considered as a Mode mt Mation.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book

ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $i8.50

i i i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engln*

Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and

best treatise on indicating ... $'^.00

i i i
Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

1893. More especially for stationary engines, but

good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,

combustion, evaporation, etc. , explained in a

common-sense way 50c,

i i i
Locomotive Engine-Running and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-

larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-

tives. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00

i i ©
Ijocomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive

engineer. Up to date. A good book S^.OO

i i i
Liocomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 189-2. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i ^
Modern Liocoiuotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1893. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work

of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen

and tliose in charge of building and repairs. Large

and elaborate $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Enoineer-

iNo. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered

with floth. The best binder made $1.00

We sell a cheaper Binder 25c.

Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-

ors 81.50

Principles of mechanics. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principlesof mechanics $8.50

^ i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo*

tlve Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on

firing and running. Standard form of examination

on several roads. Contains colored plates of

standard train and engine signals. Every fireman

should have this book 50c»

^ i i
Rall^vay Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway

car $3.0O

Rules of Interclinnge. The code of rules-

governing the interchange of cars from one road to

another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c.

Simple Lessons in Drawings, for ike
Skop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can-

be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c^

@ i i
Slide Valve and Lflnk Motion. Auchin-

closs. 1876. Tile principal authority on the sub-

ject $3.00-

i @ i
Standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

.\pril. IK!).-). The code adopted by the American

Railway Association, in almost general use as a

basis. The authority on train operating. . .$1.00

^ i i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

subject $!4.50

i i i
Tke Engineer's Epitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts, Figures and Formulas. Things-

that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c»

i i i
The Train AVIre. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains ..Sl.*45

g g i
AVhat an Engineer Should K.no-vr

About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-

tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

little book 5«>«-

Address

New Boolcs will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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The 1895 Class " P" Express Engines
for the Pennsylvania.

The Juniata shops of the P. R.R., at Al-

toona, have just turned out seven new
eij;ht-wheelers that are improvements over

the class " p " engines of former years.

Our engraving shows the general ap-

pearance of these engines. They are fine-

looking and fine-working locomotives.

Particular attention has been paid to

getting them handy and comfortable to

the men in the cab. The steam and air

gages are on a bracket on the corner of

the Belpaire firebox, and facing the engi-

neer, who is seated at the corner ; the en-

^MD Rolling Stock
[Tru.lc-Mark Re^lsteml.]

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. No. 8.

of a cone, enlarging to 5S inches ;
back of

that there is a straight 6S-inch course,

carrying the dome, and behind that a Bel-

paire firebox. This is 60 inches wide at the

rear and across the entire top, the sides be-

ing rounded out in front to the size of the

shell, and this bulge runs out to the flat at

the rear ; this gives more room at the rear

in the cab.

The firebox is 120 inches long and 41 >|

inches wide, fitted for anthracite coal.

There are 310 flues 1% inches diameter.

The cylinders are l8>^x26 inches; the

valves have a 6-inch travel, ijg-inch lap

outside and '4 -inch clearance inside. The

on a swinging link, and is bolted up tight

all around outside.

The pistons are fastened into crosshead

by a split nut, the end of piston being

shaped like an axle, the nut surrounding it

and forcing it into crosshead.

There are no back boards in the cab ; it is

open, like an eight-wheeler, and the men
can see and converse with each other.

The P. R.R. always make good steps

and hand-holds, use inside checks and

fasten up their branch pipes against the

boiler better than any other builders.

The new engines carry iSo pounds of

steam pressure.

New Cl.\ss "P" Express Engine, Pennsvlv.\nia R.^ii.road.

gineer's valve is just below them, and the

reverse lever ahead of the runner, on

the side of the boiler. The throttle stem

enters the head and a lever is carried up

to top of boiler, which is actuated by a

crank on a shaft ; this shaft runs to the en-

gineer's side of the boiler, and the throttle

lever is keyed to it ; this lever hangs

straight down along the boiler side, and
the end is turned out for a handle, having
a ratchet latch. Everything is within

easy reach of the runner. The lubricator

is on the left side, and the feed must be
looked after by the fireman.

The boiler has a 62-incb ring at the

smokebox, then a course that is a frustum

ports are 20 inches long, 1^ inches wide.

The drivers are So inches diameter, of cast

steel.

A Dean crosshead is used, but made of

two pieces instead of three.

The links, hangers, etc., have forged

cups where ordinary oil holes are generally

used.

The jacket is steel, painted black, and

adds much to the " business " appearance

of the engines.

These engines are minus several Penn-

sylvania ear-marks ; they have sandboxes

on top of the boiler, and are minus the

alligator crossheads and guides.

The smokebox door has inside hinges
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The makers of locomotives have met and
stiffened up the prices, steel rails are two
dollars a ton higher than they were a

month ago, wages have increased, the

crops are above the average, business is

picking up, and it looks as if we might do
a little railroading again this fall.

It is said that the machinists working
under the piece-work system at the Pan-
handle shops at Columbus, O., make from
jfgo to |i2o per month, and are more than
satisfied with the work, as the prices are

not altered for every improvement made
by the men.



Apathy AboutSCoal-Saving.

A"speaker at a meeting of railroad ineti

recently remarked, that if railroad compa-

nies would pay half as much attention to

saving coal as they devote to the saving of

oil, the fuel bills would be reduced 25 per

cent. This may be putting the case rather

strongly, but it is certain that there is

in some quarters intense activity in the

interests of oil-saving and almost apath}-

towards the quantity of coal burned. For

a long time this was a puzzle to us, since it

seemed to be another case of plugging the

spigot and opening the bunghole, but

careful investigation has brought more

light upon the subject. There is no un-

certainty about the quantity of oil deliv-

ered to locomotives. It is all carefully

measured and an accurate account kept.

The quantity received is beyond dispute.

The ca.sks or tanks can be measured or

gaged, and the whole supply can be intelli-

gently accounted for. Therefore, when a

saving of 10 or 20 per cent, is secured, the

extent of that economy in supplies is be-

yond question. The expenses for oil have

been materially reduced, and no one is in-

clined to raise doubts concerning the truth

of the figures.

With coal the case is different. There i.s

remarkable looseness about the records of

the weight of coal delivered. A car is said

to contain a certain weight, but in very

many cases the quantity is a rough guess,

with a tendency to favor the consignor.

When the storage sheds are filled, a certain

reputed weight of coal has to be accounted

for, and the greater part of it must be

charged to the locomotives. All steal-

ings and a variety of causes for short-

age are made good by extending the

charge to locomotives that have not

used the coal. The consequence is that an

impression has grown up that it is imprac-

ticable to tell within 10 or 15 per cent, of

the exact quantity of coal burned by the

various locomotives. This is enough to

freeze up all zeal for coal-saving. The
more conscientious a railroad officer is the

less inclination he has to effect saving

when there is no certain record of the re-

sults achieved. This is why the inventor,

who offers an improvement which is cal-

culated to save from 10 to 20 per cent, of

fuel, is received with so much apathy.

No one can tell with any certainty whether

a saving has been effected or not.

A reform that is more needed than any

other is an improvement in the methods of

handling the coal, for locomotives. There

is nothing more conducive to waste and to

careless habits than the practice of guess-

ing at the weight of coal placed on ten-

ders. This is aided and abetted by the

practice of spreading^shortage over the list

of locomotives that have been served at

the points where the shortage took place.

While loose habits of this character re-

main in vogue, there will be no proper ap-

preciation of the saving that would accrue

to railroad companies from the introduc-

tion of improvements calculated to reduce

the consumption of fuel.

The Price of Crude Oil for Fire

Kindling.

This subject came up at the last meeting

of the Master Mechanics' Association, when
one superintendent of motive power re-

quested the committee to inform the as-

semblage where oil could be purchased for

two cents per gallon. One man stated that

it was worth from seven to nine cents.

These members confounded crude oil in

tank cars with lubricating oil. Although

More Plans for Saving Machine Work.

Continuing the subject of economizing

by hunting up work that can be avoided in

running repairs, we would call attention'to

the sketch here shown of the engine-truck

axle box used on the Missouri Pacific.

No part of this box, bearing or cellar is

machined in any way. The pattern is

carefully made ; all the oil holes, cellar

bolt holes, etc. , are cored and made in the

casting. The sides have a dovetailed re-
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out. A single cellar bolt is used ; cellar-

bolt holes cored out.

An engine-truck box can be and is fitted

up for the road in twenty minutes, and the

M. P. people do not hesitate to put these

boxes out new on their fast passenger en-

gines. They can't cut anything ; all bear-

ing surfaces run on babbitt.

The sketch of eccentric strap shows the

standard strap lined with babbitt ham-
mered into cast recesses before turning.

No work done on straps, except to bore

out. They claim a radical cure for all hot

eccentrics in the use of babbitt, but say

that to insure results the babbitt must ex-

tend entirely across the bearing surface.

The sketch of the babbitted cavities in

Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.

How to Scarf Flues— Great Inventions That Can't

be Patented.

John Massey is home again, and Jim
Skeevers is only foreman of the shop to

shop men, and plain " Skinney " Skeevers

to the engineers.

Massey and the " old man " took a walk

through the shop the other day, and were

clear out in the boiler shop before they ran

onto Skeevers ; that hearty was testing

some flues that had just been safe-ended,

by pounding the welded end on the floor.

" Skeevers," said the "old man," as he

cut off a mouthful of plug, " are you work-

ing up one of your object lessons? "

" Well, )'es, sir; sort of a limited one."

FIG. 2. . h: AY,
2"

G):

n
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Fig. 4.

crcsshead gibs shows the plan used for top

and bottom. This coring looks elaborate,

but it must be remembered that it is only-

done once—by the pattern maker—and is

made in the form shown to cause the

shrinking metal to draw itself tight on
the tapered cavities. Crossheads are planed

off after babbitting.

^ m ^
The Denver& Rio Grande R.R. Co. have

put a 3-inch tire on one of their consolida-

tion engines, over the old tire, which makes
a 6-inch larger wheel ; old wheel was 44
inches. This engine hauls the .same trains
as before, and makes as good time up hill

and better time down hill, and runs lighter
on coal and oil. With the smaller wheel,
engine lost considerable power .slipping,
which is reduced somewhat with the larger
wheel.

" Where have you put that scarfing ma-
chine, Mr. Skeevers?" asked Massey,

looking up at the holes in a girder and the

dirt, where a countershaft used to be.

" Outside there by the scrap bin."

"Outside! Wb5% man, I only got that

running a few days before you took holt

here—you ain't stopped usin' of it ?
"

" Ves, I think I have found a better

scheme—I'll show you how it works."

As Skeevers moved away toward the flue

welder, the general master mechanic

dropped back with the general manager

and remarked :

" That's a shame. You remember how I

showed you the way the scale prevented a

good weld when the scarfing was done hot,

and that you approyed my home-made
tool to cut the scarf—'cause we always

have clean metal to weld. Don't you re-

member? "

"Yes; 'pears to me I do.

"

"And now this loonytic has throwed

the scarfer away—and it cost three hundred

dollars."

" Say, Mister Skeevers," said the "old

man," "did I understand you to say you

had thrown the scarfing machine away ?
"

" Yes, sir."

"What for?"
" Let me explain after you see the way

we weld the tubes now—think I could

make it plainer then."
" All right, sir."

Skeevers stopped before several sets of

flues standing on end along the wall, and,

selecting one, gave the stone floor a smart

rap or two with the "safe" end, breaking

it off through the weld.

"That," said Skeevers, picking up the

piece, " is one of a set of flues welded be-

fore the scarfing machine was made— a set

too short, been up at Granger for a year.

You see that the welded joint is very thin
;

half the metal did not join, and looks

black. Now, some of these do pretty well,

but in time give out, causingjtrouble. Mr.

Massey looked at some of the broken welds,

and came to the conclusion that it was

scale—it certainly looks like it. Now, he

sought to cure the trouble by furnishing

clean metal at the welding point, and he

got it with the machine toggled up out of

an old bolt cutter. Now, this next set was

welded up last month, using the cut scarf

ends."

Skeevers broke one as before.

" Pretty fair job, but you see that the

weld looks just the same as the old one.

The welded joint is not more than half as

thick as the tube. Looks as if there was

scale in there yet, don't it?
"

Massey looked at the safe end ; the " old

man " put on his specs, and gave it a care-

ful inspection.

" Break another one," ordered Massey.

Skeevers took down one, and it re-

quired several blows to break it, but it

finally broke in the weld.

"Pretty good job that, as welds go, but

it broke in the weld, and it looks the same,

Mr. Wider."
" So it does, so it does."

Skeevers looked at Massey, but that

worthy had fished up a pocket magnifying

glass and was looking very wisely at the

break.

"Now," said Skeevers, modestly, "I

got to thinking about the trouble we have

had with safe ends, and the result is that

I defy you to break this tube—selecting

one from another set—in the weld."

Skeevers slammed the welded end on

the floor time and time again without other

effect than to batter the end, then he put

it in a vise and, with help, bent the tube—

•

but not in the weld.

"Beats the devil, don't it, John?"
piously remarked the general manager.
" How do yoH scarf 'em, Skeevers?"

" Djn't scarf 'em at all."
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" Thunder and !

"

"Watch that weld being made there,"

said Skeevers,

The workman took a flue out of the fur-

nace, knocked the hot end on the anvil to

clear it of the scale, slipped it onto the man-

drel under the little trip hammer and the

other end in a V notch, made to receive it,

the end itself resting against a post. His

helper brought a safe end from the same
furnace at the same time, knocked the

scale off, slipped the hot end over the

mandrel and gave it a smart rap or two

with a heavy mallet. The workman put

his foot on the belt tightener, and the little

hammer plajed a tattoo on the flue as the

smith turned it over once or twice with his

hand.

"That's jumping of 'em on," observed

Ma.ssey, "and any mechanic knows that a

' jumped ' weld ain't no good."
" That all depends on what you've got

to ' jump ' and the conditions of the heated

parts. Now, if you take a i-inch rod and

a lyi rod and put 'em in the fire un-

til one of 'em is at welding heat, which

one will get ready first, Mr. Massey ?
"

" The smallest will."

"Ju.st so. Now, nine chances to one if

you leave 'em both in till the big one is

ready to weld, the little one will be burnt.

If they are both the same heat—dripping

hot—a ' jumped ' weld, as you call it, is

just as strong as any that can be made

—

stronger, in fact.

"Now, your scarfed tube and safe end

has a sharjj edge, and that edge gets hot

first, and is burned when the body of the

tube is hot enough to weld. What's the

result ?—a bad weld, looks like scale, but

it's burned material.

" With a butt weld, the material of the

tube and the end are of the same size
;

we heat them in the same furnace, to the

same heat, and make a perfect weld. Cut

one of those tubes in two, and j'ou will

find the metal clean and solid clear

through, and a little thicker than the

tube—that is on account of the mandrel,

and explains why you can't break the tube

in the weld. I'll give you a dollar for any
tube there that you can break in the weld. '

'

"Then the scarfer is no good ?" asked

the old man, passing a sly wink to

Skeevers.

"Just the same as winter before last's

overcoat—you don't need it /lozc."

"Well, that's an object lesson, John,"

said the old man, " kinder of a litter of

'em. Firstly—Old prejudice against hop-

pin' welds is dead wrong on flues. Sec-

ondly—Scarfin' machine no earthly ac-

count where you don't want to do any
scarfin'. Thirdly—Thinkin' about a thing

is important. Fourthly—Thinkin' in the

right direction is more important. What's

the use of thinkin' up a scarfer, when you
can just as well think up a plan to stop

scarfin' altogether—say? "

Massey wandered on to a fire where they

were making grab irons by the cord.

" Sav, Skeevers, darned if that wouldn't

be worth a patent ; I'll go halves with ye.

Lemme see ; what do you do? Don' I scarf

fluesfor it'cldin' . Hum!—why say, Skeev-

ers, you can't get a patent for not do-

ing something, not if it saved a thousand

dollars a minute, coiUd you now ?"

"Well, hardly ; I did think I was original

in that till day before yesterday, when a

drummer for a boiler plate companj' came

along and I showed it to him.

"'Why,' sais he, ' Skeevers, old boy,

that's old—way back yonder. Why, man,

you couldn't get Bill Tyler to weld a flue

anv other way, and he's been in the busi-

ness so long that he's some relation to half

the flues you see around the country. The
Government specifications call for butt

welds—where have you been for the last

ten years, anyway ?

'

'

' Give me a lot of chaff like that, but he

owned up that he never heard of a railroad

welding tubes that way, but said, ' What's

the use of telling these ducks anything,

anvwav? Thej- never go around to see

other things, and they feel sorry for every-

link". down at a critical point when he

knows the fire is light. The result is he
turns it over and has a case for ridicule

against his fireman. He talks about it at

the end of the run, to put his fireman into

disrepute with the heavy shovelers, who
give no engineer the opportunity to turn

over their fires. This has an evil effect

upon the business, and puts the conscien-

tious man trying to do his work properly

at a disadvantage. When I have a report

of delay from a fire being turned, I lay off

the engineer.
'

' Other engineers are afflicted with a zeal

to save their valves, and to do so they rim

the engines cutting off at half stroke when
the work could be done as well at quarter

stroke. We had an epidemic of trouble

several years ago between the engineers

and firemen on account of some Brother-

hood matter, and the coal consumption in-

creased very rapidly. We were at first in-

clined to put the blame on the firemen,

but a quiet inqidry brought out the fact

that the engineers had been overcome with

-A. Veter.\n—Old Eight-Wheeler, in Service for Fortv-six Years,
F.\i,L Brook R.\ii.w.\y.

body in the world 'cause they don't do
work as they do. '

'

'

"John," said the "old man," as thej*

caught up to Massey, " if you've got such
a thing as a note-book with ye, just put

down in large, red letters, " fiinipi>i' ivclds

is the stuff !
"

"Say, Skeevers," he added, "couldn't

}'e work that scarfer off on Davis for a

lathe or a lean-to, or a chimle}-, or some-
thing? "

i i i
Getting Even With Firemen.

"It is a well-known fact," remarked a

master mechanic, as we were exchanging
experiences at the convention, "that there

is not a tenth of the difference in the en-

gines of the same size and build as there is

in the engineers. In spite of all that has

been done to impress upon engineers the

fact that their first duty is towards the

company employing them, many men will

let small personal considerations have
much more weight in re.gulating their

handling of the engine. One man has a

spite against his fireman and will drop his
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a sudden zeal for saving their valves.

They had all become hard hitters as a

means of getting even with the firemen in

a dispute in which the road had no inter-

est. Our getting on to the game put an

end to it."

i i i
Every now and again we receive ques-

tions from correspondents who want to

know why .\inerican railroad companies

do not use copper fireboxes, and obtain

from that material the durability that

copper fireboxes yield in other parts of

the world. In reply to this we would say

that copper fireboxes have been thor-

oughly tried in this country, and that it

has been found that they give rather less

service than good steel. In this respect,

it is not the American locomotive builders

who are behind the times, but the people

abroad who persist in using an expensive

material which is much weaker than steel,

much more given to failure, and much
higher in first cost. The reason why this

is thus, is that foreign engineers have not
learned the art of making good steel fire-

boxes.



Installation and Care of A itoTntic

Electric Signals, with a Com =

parison of the Cost of the

Different Block Signal

Systems.

[eighth paper.]

As automatic electric signals are coming
into such general use, and as the number
employed in looking after them increases,

it may be well to give some of the few
points learned by me in a somewhat limited

,4— -ti**'
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nal that will throw it out of service that

no chances can be taken in the installa-

tion, but everything must be of the best

that money can buy, and the work must

be as nearly perfect for the end in view as

it is possible to make it. It will be true

Good Method of Att.\chixg Wires to a R.\il.

experience regarding the installation and

care of these signals, in the hope that some
of the readers of these articles nia^- be bene-

fited thereb}'. Automatic electric signals

when first installed are generally found to

give excellent service, and the officers of the

road congratulate themselves on having

secured such a "good thing." Very soon,

however, reports come from enginemen
that certain of the signals were found

standing at danger improperly, and upon
an investigation being made, it is discov-

ered that the trouble is occasioned by a

want of care. The idea that an automatic

L
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Bond Wires at a Rail Joint.

signal will take care of itself for an indefin-

ite length of time has done much to make
such signals unpopular, when it is found

that they require to be more carefully

looked after than any other kind. Not

only must the work be well done and regu-

larly attended to, but the men employed

must be intelligent and willing to learn,

for there will be many things turning up

that will perplex the most experienced.

In the first place, there are so many
things that can happen to an electric sig-

economy in the end, and will result in

making the signal a success where most

probably it would have been a failure had

less care been taken.

In installing a track circuit system, one

of the most important points to be looked

after is the joint or connection that is made
between the wires of the circuit and the

iron wires joined to the rail. These, as

indeed with all of the other joints, must be

soldered, but, as one wire is of copper and

the other is of iron, particular pains must

be taken to make a good joint and to pro-

tect it after it is made. A good way in

which to make this connection is to strip

the copper wire of its insulation for about

1 2 inches, twisting it separately around the

ends of the two iron wires that are joined

to the rail, and then soldering each joint

thoroughly. In this way two entirely

separate joints are made for the one con-

nection, and it is very probable that if one

should rust out or break, the other would

be good and the circuit would be main-

tained. After soldering, the joints are to

be washed and dried to remove all trace

of the acid used to solder with, and should

then be painted with a good coating of P.

& B. compound. Asphalt paint is not so

good for this purpose, as it soon cracks,

and will not then keep out moisture. The
joints should next be taped with insulat-
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ing material, and wrapped in canvas cov-

ered on both sides with P. & B. com-

pound to make the cloth thoroughly water-

proof, after which the whole is put in a

wooden box or trunking and buried in the

ground, the end of the trunking being

brought up above the surface, as shown in

Fig. I, to keep the bare wire from coming

in contact with the ground.

It will be noticed that the wires, after

reaching the rail, extend along it for a foot

or more, before being fastened. This is

done to prevent the wire from being broken

from the jar of the rail caused by a passing

train, as making the wires long in this way

allows them to spring, instead of being

bent, when the rail is deflected.

There are two ways in common use in

which the wires may be attached to the

rail, each one being controlled by one of

the signal companies. That used by the

Union Switch & Signal Company is to sol-

der the iron wire to a rivet, which latter is

driven in a hole drilled in the base of the

rail. The wire leads off at right angles to

the rivet, and there is no necessity for

bending it, other than to clear the angle

bar, when used as a bond wire at rail joints.

The other is that controlled by the Hall

Signal Company, and is to fasten the wire

in a hole drilled in the rail by a tapered

plug, having a groove in the side in which

Binding Posts.

the wire is held. With this latter method

care must be used in giving the proper set

to the wire, or it will be apt to break if a

bend is formed at the sharp edge of the

hole. To prevent this, the wire must be

left straight for about '{ inch above the

rail, before bending, to bring it parallel

with the base of the rail.



There is quite a difference in the prac-

tice in regard to the best way to run tlie

bond wire around the angle bars at a rail

joint, but that shown in Fig. 2 will be

found to be a very good one. The wire is

made longer than the distance between the

plugs, to allow for a separation of the ends

of the rail from contraction or creeping.

Running the wire on the tie does away
with every chance of breaking or even

bending the wire, when tightening up the

track bolts or removing angle bars. A
staple driven over the wire into the tie

holds it

down, pre-

venting its

,_^ being bent

up and
broken.

The wooden
splices are made
of oak, and la.st

a long time if

properly put in,

otherwise their

life is short. As
wood, in com-
parison with
iron, is a very-

soft material, it

will very soon

become worn if

subjected to the

blows given a

joint by a pass-

ing train, so that

the only way
to make such

splices give any
kind of service

is to support the

ends of the rails

by a tie placed

underneath, or,

in other words,

make it a "sup-

ported joint."

The wooden splices are not put in to sup-

port the ends of the rails, but to tie them
together longitudinally and prevent their

spreading.

In laying insulated wires in trunking,

they should never be tightly drawn to take

out the slack, and whenever a bend is made,
or a wire leads off at right angles from the

main wire, several inches of slack wire

should be left to allow for changes in

length due to contraction. In running
wires from one signal to the next, it is

much the better and cheaper plan to put
the wire on the telegraph poles in prefer-

ence to putting them in the ground. With
the former method, while there is the

chance of the wire being occasionally

broken by storms or from poles falling

down, such breakage is easily detected and
repaired ; while with the latter method it

is very hard to locate any break in the

wires, particularly if laid in the form of a

cable.

On account of the difficulty of detecting

breaks and the annovance occasioned bv

A Battery Well.

having a signal fail to work, it is a good
plan to use a wire of comparatively large

size and covered with good insulation,

rather than to use as small a wire as will

carry the current without too great a re-

sistance. We are using an insulated wire

of No. 14 Birmingham wire .gage with

great success, and have never been troubled

with its breaking after being once properly

put in.

With regard to the relay to be used, a

great deal of care should be used in select-

ing one that is correctly designed for the

u.ses to which it is to be put ; for, while

the wiring up may have been poorly done,

it will give good service as long as it lasts
;

whereas with the relay, if not especially

adapted to the work it is to perform, it

will not work properly during wet weather,

and will be continually giving trouble.

Where a relay will not work, there is no-

thing that a repairman can do, except,

perhaps, to have a bulletin notice issued

that the signal is out of order ; for while

the circuit is complete, the relay is not

sensitive enough to work with the amount
of current that flows through it, the greater

part generated by the battery leaking

across the track and practically short-

circuiting the relay.

There are many things, mechanical as

well as electrical, that have to be consid-

ered in designing a relay for a track cir-

cuit, several of which have been overlooked

in one lately put upon the market by one

of the signal companies, as an instrument

embodying all that is required in a well-

designed relay.

The most important point to bear in

mind is, that the resistance of the magnet
should be four ohms and never more than

this ; for, as the resistance of a single cell

is four ohms and the resistance of the ex-

ternal circuit should not be more than the

resistance of the batterj- (to obtain a max-
imum effect with an electro-magnet), any
greater resistance in the relay is a loss

rather than a gain, materially increasing

the leakage across the track where the re

sistance between the rails is low.

Electricity will always follow the path of

least resistance, the amount of current

flowing through two parallel channels be-

ing inversely proportional to their resist-

ance. With long track circuits, the re-

sistance between one rail and the other is

at times, during wet weather, as low as

three ohms, or possibly less, in which case

the amount of current that would flow

through the relay would be but three-

sevenths of that generated by the battery,

so that the relay must be constructed to

work, not with the whole current of a

two-cell battery, but with as small an

amount of current as is possible to make it

work.

Having decided on the resistance to

which the relay is to be wound, the next

point is the length and size of the iron core,

for this will affect the amount of magnetic
force, or the lifting power of the magnet
for a given amount of current.

The value of any current of electricity

for producing magnetism in an iron core is

proportional to the strength of the current

and the number of times it circulates

around the core, or, as it is expressed tech-

nically, the number of ampere t\irns. The
problem, then, is simply to get the great-

est number of turns around the core with

an amount of wire that does not exceed the

given resistance. This requires that the

core be long, so that there will be room on
which to wind the wire, and small, so that

there will be less wire used in making one

turn
; but as the number of ampere turns

that will magnetize a thin core to any pre-

scribed degree of magnetism, will magnet-

ize a core of any section, whatever, to the

same degree of magnetism, it is advisable

that the core must also be made as large

as possible, commensurate with a given

number of turns, the power of a magnet
for a given degree of magnetization being

proportional to the area of the core.

If the core is made small, the intensity

of the magnetism will be greater ( the num-
ber of turns being larger), and the leakage

across from one pole to the other, or the

loss of magnetic force, will be much
greater. This being the case, there will

be a much greater efficiency if the core is

made large, and also long enough to fur-

nish space on which to wind the wire, for

the wire must be made large to give the

greatest number of turns with the given

resistance. Practice has demonstrated that

a core 3,4 inch in diameter and 4 inches

long, wound to 4 ohms resistance, gives a

much better and more satisfactory result

than will one of yi inch diameter and 2
'^4

inches long, wound to the same resistance

with smaller wire.

Taking up now the question of the

proper construction of the armature, we
find that as the piece of iron is not in

actual contact with the pole pieces of the

magnet, considerable resistance is intro-

duced into the magnetic circuit, the nuni-

Knife M.\gnetized and Held Up by
Induced Cl'rrent Flowing from
One Rail to the Other.

ber of magnetic lines of force, and conse-

quently the pull, being decreased in a

proportion slightly greater than the square

of the distance the armature is away from

the poles. This being the case, to obtain

a maximum magnetic pull from a given

amount of current, the armature should be
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made to work as close to the poles as it is

possible to make it, and all the parts

should be made to admit of very careful

and accurate adjustment.

To secure a close adjustment of a relay

armature, the ends of the shaft to which

the iron piece is fastened must be pointed,

and the pivot screws or bearings must be

cap-shaped, so that perfect freedom of

movement without loss of motion may be

obtained. Where the pivot screws are

turned down and fit in a hole drilled in

the armature frame piece, it is impossible

to make a close adjustment, as from the

nature of the work the pin must fit looseU'

in the hole, and there will be just that

amount of lost motion at the armature.

If the holes are made almost jV inch large,

as will sometimes be found in relays of

this construction, it is seen that the arma-

ture cannot be adjusted much closer than

Y^ of an inch, as it is necessary, when
breaking the signal circuit, to separate the

contact point at least j'j inch, the spring

of the arm carrying the point, allowing the

armature piece to make, practically, the

same amount of motion. The armature

should be arranged so as to allow for posi-

tive adjustment at both ends of its stroke
;

the arms carrying the contact points

preferably being made of spring metal,

which will bend slightly when the points

are brought together, and make a slight

rubbing contact, thus tending to keep the

surfaces clean and be more certain of

making a metallic contact.

In designing the armature, care must be

observed to see that the pull of the magnet
is applied at a point between the contact

points and the center of gravity of the

whole piece, or else the pivoted end will

be lifted first, the points being brought to-

gether onh' after the whole armature is

lifted. With a weak current, such a fault

as this will mean that a relay that other-

wise would have been able to do its work
will fail to lift the armature, and there will

be nothing that a repairman can do to fix

it, except, perhaps, to tilt the relay and
thus lessen the force of gravity—a thing

which is sometimes done with the form

of relay alluded to, but which should not

be so placed, from the possibility that the

armature will not fall back and break the

signal circuit and put the signal at danger

when a train is in the block.

The iron forming the armature should

have a piece of paper cemented to the side

that is next the pole piece of the magnet,

to prevent the two pieces of iron from

coming into actual contact with each other.

This is done to prevent the armature from

sticking on account of polarization. Or the

residual magnetism that is left in the iron,

as iron after once being magnetized will

retain sufficient magnetism after the cir-

cuit is broken to hold the armature, if the

two pieces are in actual contact.

Paper is better than a thin piece of sheet

copper soldered to the armature, as it is

lighter, and is also much better than pieces

of rubber, brass or other non-magnetic

material driven in a hole drilled into the

end of the core and left projecting above

the surface, as the two surfaces have to be

separated much further than with the pa-

per, from a possible tilting of the armature

bringing it in contact with the pole piece

of the magnet.

To provide the relay with fuse contact

points, as they are called, one of them

being pointed so that it will fuse and stick

to the other if a current somewhat larger

than is intended should be introduced into

the circuit, is a very bad plan, as the two

over the whole relay, and screwed down to

make a tight joint with the board sup-

porting the relay by means of screws run

through brackets, which must be provided

for the purpose on the outside of the box.

Binding posts are another important

feature in the construction of a relay, and
one which, unless properly made, will give

a lot of trouble. There are several de-

signs, only one of which I have found to

work well—that is to say, that will not

work loos; after being once screwed up,

and yet will be easy to unscrew. This
binding post is shown at ^, in Fig. 3. It

is turned out of a single piece of brass,

two nuts being provided on each of the

threaded ends. One end—the longer of

the two—is put through the relay base

and the nuts tightened ; the other is used
to hold the wire which is twisted around
between the first nut and the body of the

pin.

The other points of superiority claimed
for this form of post are that it will not

View Showing Location of Switches Where I'uxt.Mi.vL ui Im'l^i.i' ltrrent
IS Highest, and Where Current Leaks Across the Insui,ated Joints to a

Grounded Dead Section.

points would then not separate when a

train entered the block, and the signal

would not be set at danger.

Another very important point to be

looked after in constructing a relaj' is the

inclosing of the contact points, so that no

dust or other substance will be allowed to

get between them. Dust, being a non-

conductor of electricity, will prevent the

points from making a contact, and the sig-

nal circuit will not be completed when the

armature is lifted by the relay, the signal,

in consequence, remaining at danger. With

relays of the ordinary pattern, not made
with the idea of inclosing the points, a

cover that is perfectly dust-proof can be

easily made by removing the bottom of a

hardwood box and gluing strips of chamois

skin on the edges, the box to be placed
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cut or kink the wire, making it liable to

break ; the threads are not easily stripped,

and it is cheaply and easily made. To
put binding posts in a relay base without

providing jam nuts, means that they will

have to be tightened every now and then,

and that they may at any time work loose

sufficiently to break the circuit. Vul-

canized fiber washers should not be used

to insulate the binding post from the relay

base, mica being much preferable, from the

fact that it is hard and non-compressible,

and will thus keep the binding post from

getting loose in the relay base.

To expect that the thumb-screw of a

binding post made as is the one shown at

B, in Fig. 3, will remain tight after once be-

ing " set up " on a wire, is expecting more

than it will do, for it will certainly give



trouble sooner or later. The objection to

this form of screw is that when the post is

slotted, as seen in the figure, there is not

sufficient strength or spring in the two

sides to hold the screw and prevent its

working loose from the jar occasioned by

passing trains.

To make a binding post of two pieces of

metal screwed together, with a piece of in-

sulating material between, so that a fuse

wire can be used to connect the two and

thus form a lightning arrester, as is shown
at C, in Fig. 3, is certainly not a good plan,

as the wire is poorly held, being merely

hammered into a groove cut in the outside

of the post. If it works loose or rusts

through, as will sometimes happen, the

trouble will, very likely, be hard to locate,

and if, in setting up the thumb-screw, the

will go without touching for a period of

three weeks, but by using a larger number
than tlwt necessar}' to do the work when
in g3od condition, the length of time be-

tween cleaning; may b; longer, as there

will still ba enough electricity given off to

work the relaj'S.

As the track-circuit batteries are ar-

ranged to give a large amount of current

and not a current of high voltage, the area

of the zinc exposed to chemical action in

each cell will materially affect the amount
of electricity given off, and, as with the

signal-circuit batteries, the size of the zincs

makes a less diflference, the cells being in

series to increase the voltage, it will be

found a very good plan to transfer the

zincs from the track-circuit battery, when
they are partly used, to the battery of the
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C—Where two or more Okonite wires are in the same piece of trunking, they must be carefully

laid so as not to cross one over the other.

two pieces should be screwed together a

part of a turn, the fuse wire would be

broken. A lightning arrester can be eas-

ily made by putting a short piece of fuse

wire in the circuit, long wood screws pro-

vided with three copper washers and

screwed into the sides of the relay box be-

ing used in place of binding posts, the

ends of the wires being placed between the

washers and the screw set-up.

As to the care of an electric signal, the

part that will require the greatest amount
of attention and the one that is most likely

to give trouble is the battery. The resist-

ance of the circuits being comparatively

low, the consumption of the zincs is rapid,

a thick scale of zinc compounds forming

which, unless scraped off, will greatly

diminish the amount of electricity gener-

ated. Again, if the top solution, the sul-

phate of zinc or the waste product of the

cell, is not taken out regularly and the cell

refilled with water, chemical action will

be retarded and the amount of electricity

given off will be less. Consequently, to

keep the battery up to anywhere near its

maximum output, the cells must be con-

stantlj' looked after and cleaned. If pro-

vided with enough sulphate of copper in

cr\-stals in the bottom of the jar, the cells

signal circuit, new zincs being used in that

of the track battery.

The glass jars will occasionally, and in

some cases frequently, break. Why they

do so has not as yet been explaineil, the

cheapest jars lasting as well as the most

expensive, or even tho.se which have been

annealed. Jars often crack without letting

the liquid escape ; but when the crack ex-

tends below the bottom of the zinc the

jar should be replaced by another, as the

solution may leak out, and, by getting be-

low the zinc, break the circuit and put the

signal at danger. A broken circuit in the

track-circuit battery will seldom do this,

as the cells being arranged in parallel,

the current from the other cell will still

work the relay unless the conditions as to

weather are bad. If, however, a zinc

should fall down and touch the copper, it

will short-circuit the track battery, the

cells being in parallel ; but with the signal-

circuit battery, as the cells are in series, it

will only reduce the number of cells in

service by one.

Care must be used to keep the binding

posts and the ends of the wires clean, as

well as to see that all screws have been

set up securely after the cells have been

cleaned. The binding posts removed from
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used-up zincs, if soldered to wires, serve as

ver3' convenient "connectors" by which

to join the wire of the copper element and

the line wire. It is advisable to run the

wires in all battery-well elevators the

same, and to make all connections between

the cells in the same way, so that a man
will not be likely to reverse some of them
in connecting tip the cells, thus reducing

the number of cells available to do work
b}- twice the number that are reversed.

This has been done through the careless-

ness of the battery cleaner, and was not

discovered until the signal went to dan-

ger, sometime after the man had left, as

the current was generated for a short time

sufficiently strong to work the signal, and

thus led the man to believe tliat it had

been connected tip properly.

A new design of battery well that will

be found to answer all requirements, and

at the same time cost a little less than half

of what the ordinary wooden well costs,

or only $S put in complete, instead of |2o,

is shown in Fig. 4. This well was de-

signed Mr. H. D. Miles, signal engineer of

the Michigan Central Railway, and has

been used by him for some time with very

good results.

It is made of four lengths of vitrified

sewer pipe, the bottom and the joints

being made of Portland cement unmixed

with sand. A wooden box, to which the

cover is attached, is carefully fitted around

the top of the pipe to prevent any loss of

heat by radiation during cold weather, and

also to keep anyone except the proper per-

sons from getting at the cells.

Battery cleaners should be made to ex-

amine the track wires of each circuit everj-

time they clean the battery, so as to repair

any wires that mav be broken or bent out

of place. When a track circuit has been

installed, the sectionmen must be cau-

tioned never to break the wires joining the

rails ; and if necessary to remove a rail or

frog, the signal repairman must be sent for

in time to get there and make the neces-

sary connections. Trackmen have to be

provided with wooden track gages, or

those in which the metal end pieces are

separated by a piece of wood or other non-

conducting material. Hand and push cars

must be provided with wheels having

wooden centers, or else they will short-cir-

cuit the relay and set the signal at danger.

This, perhaps, would not be advisable if it

were not that the weight of these cars is

not sufficient to make a good contact with

the rail when they are running, especially

if there is a little sand or dirt on the rail,

the result being that the relay is alternately

demagnetized and energized, at times with

great frequenc}'. With a mechanically-

worked signal this will keep the signal

turning continuously, running down the

weight and subjecting the mechanism to

severe strains. With the electric and

pneumatically-operated signals, there is no

danger of running the signal down, but

the frequent operation will, with the pneu-

matic si.gnal, be a useless waste of power.



and with the other may possibly cause it

to get out of adjustment.

The question of finding the cause of a

signal's failing or giving a wrong indica-

tion is one that will occasionally perplex

the most experienced, and, what is more,

is one that it is very hard to get the

average repairman to study up sufficiently

to be able to reason out what the cause of

the trouble is and how to fix it. A detect-

ing galvanometer will be found a very use-

ful instrument to have in one's outfit of

tools when working on electric circuits, as

it will not only give approximateh- the

amount of current, but w'ill show the di-

rection in which the current is flowing.

If one does not have a galvanometer, an

ordinary 4-olim sounder will answer just

as well for testing out and finding a break

in any of the wires.

If a signal is found standing at danger

improper!}-, the first thing to do is to ex-

amine the relays, as this will show whether

the trouble is with the track or the signal

circuit. If the relay is energized and the

armature held up. the trouble is with the

signal circuit ; if the armature is down and
the signal goes to safety- when the arma-

ture is pressed up b\' hand, the trouble is

with the track circuit. If the track circuit

is at fault it must be tested out with the

galvanometer, commencing at the battery

and working towards the relaj- until the

trouble is found. If the needle of the gal-

vanometer deflects, as it should when the

wires attached to the instrument are placed

on opposite rails, the circuit is good up to

that point and the trouble must be looked

for further on. B_v disconnecting the wires

from the relay and running a wire from

the end of one to the rail joined b)- the

other wire, the wires run in the trimking

may be tested, as the trouble will some-

times be found to be w'th these wires

where they have broken, or where the

soldered joints have rusted out. With the

relays, screws may work loose, dirt get be-

tween the contact points, or the armature

may stick from polarization, any one of

which may cause the signal to give a wrong
indication, so that a repairman looking for

the cause of trouble must carefully ex-

amine all the parts to see that everything is

working proper!}- and is just as it should be.

Where a signal stands at danger con-

tinuously, the cause of the trouble is eas-

ily located ; but when the trouble is inter-

mittent—that is, when the signal will work
for a short time and then will stand at

danger without apparent cause—it is much
more difficult, and it is sometimes quite a

problem to find out just exacth' what the

trouble is. In this latter connection it

may be well to mention that the currents

from electric street railways, if any such

are near a track circxiit, will almost alwa^-s

give trouble unless proper means are taken

to make the current from the track-circuit

battery flow in the same direction as the

induced current, and also to insulate the

track circuit as far as possible from such

current.

By testing with a galvanometer or volt

meter, the direction in which the current

is flowing is easily determined and the

current from the track battery is made to

flow in the same direction, otherwise the

induced current, baing much the stronger

of the two, is apt tp reverse or neutralize

the other and the relay will not be ener-

gized. If this will not overcome the diifi-

cult}-, the surrounding track should be

tested out with a volt meter and the point

from which the current emanates, or the

place showing the highest voltage, be

determined. If one or two rails between

this point and the track circuit be cut out

as a dead section and well grounded, it will

be found to prevent any current from leak-

ing across to the track circuit.

Where such currents are known to exist,

I g:ve the wooden splice bars and the end

posts, before they are put in use, a good

coating of asphalt paint to make them
w-aterproof and as good a non-conductor as

possible, although I am not prepared to

say that this is necessary, or that the effect

is beneficial for any length of time. Cer-

tain it is that the induced currents are at

times large, as at one place that I know of

the current is large enough to magnetize

a four-blade knife sufficiently to make it

stick, as shown in Fig. 5, w-hen placed

against the vertical side of the head of the

rail and across the insulated joint, the sig-

nal going to clear with the battery cut oft

from the circuit. On an insulated section

of track, very near the one just spoken of,

there is an induced current that will work
a relay perfectly without any battery what-

ever, a battery being used merely as a pre-

caution against a possible cessation of the

induced current.

Any track having cinder ballast will be

found very hard, if not impossible, to

make work in all conditions of weather, as

the cinder when wet becomes a good con-

ductor, allowing the electncity to flow

from one rail to the other, short-circuiting

the relay and putting the signal at danger.

The only way in which the difiiculty may-

be overcome is to remove the cinder, as

putting a thick layer of gravel on top of it

cannot be relied upon to entirely prevent

leakage.

In regard to what it will cost to install

and operate the different systems of block

signals, it is somewhat difficult to reduce

the figures to a common basis by which to

make comparisons, from the fact that

where operators are emploj-ed to work the

signals they are given in many cases other

duties to perform, so that the entire

amount paid them as wages should not be

charged to the cost of operating.

• For the sake of comparison, let it be as-

sumed that the road to be signaled is 100

miles long, the blocks to be four miles

long where the telegraphic and con-

trolled-manual sj-stems are installed, and
but two miles long when the automatic is

used.

The cost of the telegraphic s^-stem w-ould

then be as follows :

INST.\LI,.\TION.

Equipment complete for 25 stations, each
consisting of a two-blade signal and the
necessary telegraph instruments, at I65
each 11,625 00

Block wire line at I25 per mile. . . 2,500 00

Total cost |4, 125 00

OPERATION.

Fifty operators at $40 per month
each $2,000 00

M.\IXTEX.\NCE.

Wages signal repairers and linemen,
per month f20 00

Battery supplies and other material
for repairs, per month 30 00

Total I50 00

The.-se figures are applicable to any road,

w-hether single or double track, where the

blocks are four miles long, and while this

amount w-ill have to be expended if the

signals are used, all of it should not be

charged against the signals when arriving

at the cost of the system. Where the busi-

ness is such that a road can use its station

agents to block trains, there will be no ad-

ditional expense incurred at these stations,

and the |;4o paid the agent should be de-

ducted from the estimate. Again, opera-

tors are required at all stations w-here the

agents cannot be made use of, at night, as

well as in the day, for the purpose of dis-

patching trains, so that where these are

employed it will also not cost any more to

operate the signals.

As to the number of operators that will

have to be put on in addition to those

already employed, when the signals are put

in ser\'ice, it can be stated that with roads

doing a business such that the blocks can be

four miles long, it will be found, inmost

instances, that something like ten opera-

tors per 100 miles will be required ; that

number being the average increase required

on several divisions of the C, M. & St.

P. R3-. , when the signals w-ere put in use.

If the estimate of the cost of operating

the signals was made on this basis, the

amount would be but $400 a month, instead

of the $2,000 previously estimated. Taking

these figures, interest on the original in-

vestment at 6 pei; cent. , and the wages of

the repairman, and adding them, we get

I5.827.50 as the total amount per 100 miles

of road that it will cost most railroads to

operate a telegraph block-signal system for

the period of one year.

With the controlled-manual systems, the

first cost is about $400 per station, outside

of the tower, for the Sykes, and f6oo for

the Patenall instruments, though I cannot

say that these figures are absolutely cor-

rect, having been unable to obtain any

very definite information. The cost of

operation of these systems is practically

the same as the telegraphic, but the cost

of maintenance is very much more, as will

be seen by the following table, which was

kindly sent me by Mr. D. B. McCoy,
superintendent of the Hudson River Divis-

ion of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R.R.
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used—two on the left side of the dome

and one on the right ; one of these is set

to pop at 195 pounds pressure, one at 19

and the third at 200 ; when steam is sud-

denly shut off, that S}4 x 9-foot fire makes

all three pops sing at once.

The cab is wonderful!}- comfortable

;

being in the center of the boiler, there is

little \-ibration, and each side is roomy.

The throttle is an innovation ; the stem

coming, as it does, from the dome in the

rear of the cab, shoves iu instead of pull-

ing out, and has a long stem running in

brackets on top of tlie boiler. The lever

is the regulation Baldwin ratchet, but on

the stem, between the brackets, there is a

stiff-coiled spring, which is adju.sted by a

hand nut ; the tension of this spring tends

to open the throttle, and can be so adjusted

that the engineer can handle his valve

easily without jerking. On the stem out-

-^

side of the first bracket, a coarse-pitch

thread is cut, and a heavy, knurled brass

nut is placed ; when the engineer leaves

his engine he can quickly run this nut up

to the bracket and lock the throttle shut.

There are sandbaxes in the back of the

cab to use for backing up, provided, as the

regular box is, with Leach air sand jets.

The tires are secured on the drivers bj'

retaining rings ; but an improvement over

the Mansell pattern is that they are lipped

into the wheel center as well as the tire, the

rivets merely holding the ring in place.

The engine and tender are painted Royal

Blue and gold-leafed to match the trains

hauled, and look verv handsome.



Gould couplers and passenger platform

buffers are used on the engine both for-

ward and back.

Both injectors are on the right side ; the

blower can be worked from either side of

the cab or from the firebox deck, and

there is a steam gage and light on the

rear of firebox for the benefit of the fire-

man.

The driver and trailing-wheel brake

shoes are on the rear of the wheel, which

plan gives a splendid chance to get all the

brake apparatus in in nice shape ; the push

cylinders are located just back of the

guides ; the levers are straight, stand ver-

tical, and are fulcrumed in the plate

bracket shown just ahead of the driver.

There is no reach rod on engines with cab

located as this one is ; the tumbling-shaft

arm is simply extended up to form a re-

verse lever.

The writer rode on this engine from

Philadelphia to Jersey City when she was

pulling four vestibuled cars, and was sur-

prised at the ease with which she started

the train without slipping, and with the

use of ver\- little sand. She is unquali-

fiedly the best riding engine I was ever on,

curving with great ease and smoothness,

running very fast, and keeping her 200

pounds pressure all the time 'with very

little effort on the part of the fireman. She
takes four cars East and seven West, and
her builders are confident that she can

make time with nine. On the trip over,

we ran many miles in from forty-five to

fifty seconds, and made eighteen miles in

fifteen minutes with ease.

On the return trip she hauled eight cars,

four of them 12-wheelers ; left four minutes

late, was stopped on the road seven times

on account of track or signals, and arrived

only nine minutes late at Philadelphia.

The engine has never been speeded ; Mr.

Paxson says she was built to haul the

regular trains on time, and when she does

that he is satisfied—she is not an experi-

ment.

This engine came out of the Baldwin

shops new on the morning of Juh^ 3d,

was fired up and blown out after a little

exercising. On July 4th .she hauled a

special train to Bound Brook and return,

120 miles, making many miles in less than

45 seconds, and the next day went into

regular high-speed service, and has never

missed a trip since.

She is a Vauclain compound, and when
working the hardest at speed, makes less

noise at the exhaust than the injectors do
—they sing right lively.

She has a short smoke arch, with a

vertical netting and a variable exhaust
nozzle. The Wootten firebox has a brick

bridge wall at tlie combustion chamber.
For fast trains of medium weight I am

satisfied that the "single" engine is the

thing, and will do her work easier and
better than a four-coupled engine. It is

possible to get the boiler lower and drop
the firebox down, get rid of the side

rods and a good deal of internal friction,

and have all the adhesion that seems

necessary.

The following are the general dimensions

of this locomotive :

Gage of track, 4 ft. 8!< in.

Cylinders. 13 in. H. P., 22 in. L. P., by
26-in. stroke.

Driver, 84 '4 in. diameter, cast steel.

Total wheel base, 22 ft. 9 in.

Rigid wheel base, 7 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender, 50 ft.

Weight, in working order, 115,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 48,000 lbs.

Weight on trailer, 28,000 lbs.

Weight on truck, 39,000 lbs.

Limit of height, 14 ft. 3 in.

Limit of width 9 ft. 3 '2 in.

The tender has a water capacity of 3.500

gallons, frame of 8-in. channel iron ; fitted

with water scoop ; Boies wrought-iron

center steel-tired wheels
;
journals, 4'/i xS

in.

This engine is known in the works as

Class SjlX A.

I have before me a copy of the official

train sheet of the road showing eleven

round trips of this engine, which shows

conclusively that she does not make her

time by fast running in spurts; "On Time "

at almost ever\' stop shows good work.

She makes five stops going in one direc-

tion and seven in the other.

You Don't Have to Guess Wh.\t This Means.

Boiler, Wootten ; shell, 56 in. diameter at

arch, straight, made of )i in. steel ; longi-

tudinal seams butt jointed ; circumferen-

tial seams, double riveted ; working press-

ure, 200 lbs. per square inch ; dome over

firebox.

Three hundred and twenty-four tubes

I'/z in. diameter, 13 W. G., and 10 ft. 3 in.

long.

Firebox 1 14 in. long by 96 in. wide ;
side,

back and crown sheets ys in. flue sheet }4

in. thick, water space 3!'2 in.

Crown supported by crown bars of in-

verted T irons set 2}^ in. above sheet ; stay-

bolts I J s in. diameter, spaced 4 in. be-

tween centers.

Water tube grates and bars.

Engine truck, rigid, center bearing
; 36

in. wrought-iron Vauclain wheels, steel

tired; journals, 5>^xio in.; trailing wheels,

54X in., cast steel
;
journals, 7x12 in.

The valves are 11 '/i in. diameter, piston

pattern ; drivers (2) 84^ in. diameter out-

side tires; centers, 78 in.; tires, ^yi in.

thick, 6 in. wide; journals, 8>^ x 12 in.;

Sellers'
"

'87 " injectors, No. lo^ ; West-

inghouse brake on drivers, trailer, tender

and train
; g}4 in.' pump, air signal. Leach

sanderj and. U S. me'.a'lic packin,:?.

The boiler is laggel with ma.;nesia

blocks, and all th; trim is bright iron.
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The No. 385 "single" is a success and

all that an express engine should be

—

who asks more ? J- A. H.

i ^ i

The micrometer caliper has worked won-

ders in the domain of accurate measure-

ments, but when we come to think of it,

every screw possesses the capabilities of

micrometric adjustment. A thousandth of

an inch in diameter or a thousandth of an

inch variation in the nearness of two

pieces of metal to each other will, at times,

mean the difference between cool running

and heating and cutting. Carelessness in

the use of adjustments that might be fine

is nowhere better illustrated than in the

abuse received by the tail stock center of

a lathe. There is a personal^equation en-

tering into the adjustment of this center

that cannot be " describedjin books "—the

spring of the parts, the touch>f£the hand

and the weight of the piece. But, as a

passing thought, it may be well for the

beginner to remember that, if the tail

stock screw be cut with five threads to the

inch, a twentieth of a turn will advance or

retract the center a hundreth of an inch,

and that for light work this ought to be

enough to keep the work well lubricated.—

/. //. Allen, in Dixie.
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Stationary Wedges for Driving Boxes.

One of the distinguishing fe.itnres pos-

sessed by the American locomotive, which

is different from those of other countries, is

the movable wedge, which provides an

easy and expeditious means of taking up

the lost motion due to the wear of the driv-

ing-box sliding surfaces. The conveni-

ence of this arrangement is so striking

that locomotives built in Europe for rail-

ways in South .\merica, Australia and

other parts of the world have had the mov-

able wedge specified, and we understand

that the mechanical departments of some

European railways have adopted the use of

movable wedges. With this testimon}- in

favor of the movable wedge, it seems

strange to learn that several American rail-

roads have decided to abandon its use and

are steadil}' equipping their locomotives

with fixed wedges. To let the movable

wedge go seems like parting with a

cherished idol ;
but there is good reason

for believing that those wbo are adopting

the stationary wedge are moving in the

right direction, and that the change will

reduce the amount of running repairs.

.\t the last Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion, during the time set apart for the dis-

cussion of topical subjects, the que,stion

was raised, "Is the use of an adjustable

wedge for a driving box a necessity?"

We expected that the verdict would be

almost unanimously in the affirmative, but

instead of looking at it in that light most

of the speakers were warmly in favor of

stationary wedges. Mr. H. K. Childs,

master mechanic of the Erie, stated that

the subject of tr\'ing stationary wedges was
brought tip at a meeting of the master me-
chanics of the road. Shortly afterwards he

fitted up an engine with stationary wedges,

and the result was so satisfactory that they

kept on making that change, and now
the\' have twenty-four engines running

without adjustable wedges. Mr. A. E.

Mitchell, superintendent of motive power,

intimated that there tre locomotives on

every division of the road running with

fixed wedges, and the change has done so

much to decrease the call for repairs that

they are considering the advisability of

adopting the practice for the whole s^-s-

tem. A good indication that the practice

is popular is the fact that the engineers

running engines that have not been

changed are daily making the request that

their engines be fitted with fixed wedges.

In the course of the discussion that fol-

lowed, the fact was brought out that the

Chicago, Burlington & Northern, the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, a:id the Flint

& Pere Marquette have been experiment-

ing for some time with stationary wedges,

in ever3- instance with the most satisfac-

tory result. The first two roads have

adopted the practice, and are gradually re-

moving the movable wedges from all their

locomotives.

In connection with this change, the ques-

tion has been raised. Where is the gain ?

That is the real kernel of the nut. If there

is no gain, there is loss of time and labor

in making the change. At present a large

proportion of roundhouse repairs is con-

nected with wedges and wedge bolts.

There is no doubt but much of the repairs

necessary to side-rod connections and to

pedestal faces is due to the injudicious

adjusting of wedges or to the want of ad-

justment. There has been no change

effected in the moving parts of locomotives

that has done so much to reduce repairs as

the introduction of solid-ended side rods.

The reason given for making this change

was that badly keyed rods frequently

caused accidents, which was certainly true.

All the arguments in favor of solid-ended

side rods hold good in favor of stationary

dri\ing-box wedges. In fact, the solid-

ended side rod and the stationary wedge
ought to go together. When there is no

ready means of changing the distance be-

tween the centers of the side-rod crank

pins, there ought to be no ready means
provided of changing the distance between

the centers of the axles.

Providing the means of jamming the

driving bo.x tight between the pedestals has

a tendency to make many engineers whim-
sical about wedges. Every pound about

the engine is attributed to lost motion in

the axle boxes, and orders to set up wedges

are given when the box is too tight instead

of being too loose. The change from ad-

justable wedges to stationary ones will not

be unattended by grief. The man whom
a rattling side rod made ner\-ous will go

nearly crazy over driving bo.xes worn

enough to cause real pounding. And this

is where the danger point comes in. On
railroads where the running repairs are

well kept up, the pedestals will be lined as

soon as a piece of planished iron can be

put in, and the engines will work as

smoothl}' and noiselessly as those with ad-

justable wedges well kept up. But on

many roads during the busy season it is

difficult holding in an engine for an

hour if she is fit to pull a train. On these

roads trouble will surely come on the

introduction of stationary' wedges. A
speaker at the Master Mechanics' Con-

vention said that the>- were prohibited

from causing nuisances, and he feared

that some locomotives with stationary

wedges, would sound like threshing ma-
chines going along the road. There was a

basis of seriousness to the joke. Those

who have run locomotives with stationary

wedges know that the machines soon

hammer the boxes to pieces when repairs

are neglected.

We believe that a railroad company will

be the gainer by adopting stationary driv-

ing-box wedges if they only attend to doing

the running repairs regularly. If the repairs

are neglected, and driving boxes allowed to

become very loose before the pedestals are

lined, the change will prove expensive

and annoying. At the Master Mechanics'

Convention several of the speakers ap-

peared to think that there was a likelihood

of trouble being experienced with driving

boxes getting stuck, with no means pro-

vided of releasing them. This we can

assure all concerned is an imaginary

danger. The writer was for ten years con-

nected with the running of locomotives

having no movable wedges and never

heard of a box sticking in the jaws. He
has, however, seen a good many axle

boxes broken by pounding after they

became too loose. That is the only trouble

that may be anticipated if stationary

wedges become the rule on our locomotives.

If a superintendent of machinery has

decided to adopt the use of fixed wedges,

he ought to proceed about the business

systematically, with the view of reducing

the cost of repairs. Doing away with the

wedge bolts is a good beginning, for it is

following the sound policj- of reducing

the number of movable parts, and will be

as satisfactory as the practice of doing

away with side-rod straps and bolts. But

that does not cover the whole improve-

ment. The pedestal jaws ought to be

made parallel, and then there would be no

more need for wedges, but pedestal shoes

made in rectangular section, a form much
easier fitted and easier kept in shape than

a wedge. The faces of these shoes ought

also to be made wider, to give a larger

wearing surface. If they were made of

chilled iron it would be all the better.

When the guides for the axle boxes are

improved in this direction, there will be

little call for lining up. One or two linings

between general repairs will be sufficient,

and the change will greatly lighten the

labors of overworked roundhouse men.
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Merits of Light and Heavy Driving
Wheels.

In another part of this paper. Professor

Sweet, of Syracuse, N. Y., the well-known

designer and builder of the Straight Line

engine, draws attention to the fact that

reducing the weight of driving-wheel cen-

ters has a tendency to make the action of

the counterbalance harder on the track

than it would be with heavier wheels. We
believe that this fact has not been lost sight

of by those who are doing their best to re-

duce the weight of driving wheels ; but

they believe that their labors are calculated

to overcome an action which is harder on

the track than the hammer blow. This is

the solid hammering of heavy wheels with

no spring inter\-ening to soften the blow.

With the increasing size of locomotives

the driving wheels have kept up in in-

crease of weight, until now the parts under

the springs are heavier than the whole

engine was in early days. With the thick

tires that are now used and the mass of

cast iron forming large driving-wheel cen-

ters, the wheels become a revolving ham-
mer which is terribly destructive to rail

joints. If the engineering department of

our railroads was as influential as the same
department of foreign railways, there

would have been a movement started long

ago to lighten the weight of driving

wheels.

As the present movement to reduce the

weight of driving-wheel centers is part of

an effort to lighten all the parts that are

uselessly heavy, and as the reciprocating

parts are receiving particular attention,

the driving-wheel will have less to do as a

fly-wheel.

As the great mass of our readers have a

very vague idea of the disturbing influ-

ences which a heavy driving wheel tends

to keep in check, we will give a brief ex-

planation. A wheel, to revolve smoothh',

nmst be evenly balanced—that is, the metal

must be so distributed that no particular

part is heavier thin another. It is neces-

sary to put a crank and crank pin on the

driving wheels of a locomotive, which put

the wheels out of balance. Unless some-

thing is done to compensate for this dis-

turbing element, the engine will operate

with a jerky to-and-fro motion, which acts

as if the engine was trying to jerk itself

awa^- from the tender. This is due to the

inertia and momentum of the unbalanced

parts, which act to push the wheels forward

when passing forward in the horizontal

motion, and backwards when traveling

backwards. As a remedy to this, counter-

balance weights are introduced into the

driving wheels. When the crank and pin

are moving horizontally forward the

counter weight is moving backward and
the moving forces balance each other.

But the weight of the piston, crosshead

and other parts that move horizontally

transfers their momentum to the crank pin

and increases the to-and-fro jerk)- action.

To remedy this it is usual to put sufficient

counterbalance weight to counteract the

disturbing effects of both the crank and

pin and the reciprocating parts.

This, however, introduces another dis-

turbing element. While the motion of re-

ciprocating parts may be balanced by a re-

volving weight, the counterbalance weight

has an upward and downward motion,

while the motion of the reciprocating parts

is only horizontal. For this reason the

weight in the counterbalance u.sed to take

care of the reciprocating parts is not re-

sisted when going down and up, except by

the rail and the springs. This is the cause

of the so-called hammer blow.

But heavy driving wheels are a partial

remedy, since they act like a fly-wheel.

The greater the speed, the less time the

force has to act in any given direction ; and

the greater the weight, the less the distance

through which it will be moved in a given

time. Therefore, the heavy wheel will

render the weight to be moved by the

given force in the counterbalance greater

in amount, and therefore reduce the down-

ward blow.

Imperceptible Slip of Dri\ ing Wheels.

There are man\- reports which come from

abroad about locomotive performance and
concerning noted peculiarities of locomo-

tives, which sometimes make an American
engineer wonder if the engines here and
abroad are subject to the same natural

laws. A few years ago the engineering

world abroad was stirred to the depths to

account for the imperceptible slip of loco-

motives. The alleged discovery of the im-

perceptible slip of locomotive driving

wheels originated with French engineers,

and a paper describing experiments that

seemed to support the theory was read at

a meeting of the Civil Engineers' Societ}-

of Paris, which attracted world-wide at-

tention. The assertion was made that at

high speeds certain locomotives slipped as

much as 20 per cent., and that the drivers

of others habitually slipped going down
steep grades, the slip being backwards, or

rather that the driving wheels did not ad-

vance in proportion to the velocity of the

train. Detailed particulars were given

which were convincing to the engineers

abroad, and a learned discu.ssion arose, in

which all sorts of explanations were given

for the phenomenon. The idea that a

locomotive, while running, slipped more
or less in a manner that was not percepti-

ble to the engineer, and could only be de-

tected by the use of revolution counters,

became a settled article of faith abroad,

and is sincerely believed to this day.

Nearly all American engineers making
experiments with locomotives have tried

to discover traces of this imperceptible

slip, but in vain. The writer has had the

revolutions of probably twenty different

locomotives recorded for miles on all kinds

of track, on the level, up hill and down hill,

and in no instance was there any discrep-

ancy between the revolutions of the driving

wheels and the distance traveled. Mr. D.
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L. Barnes has made exhaustive experiments

in the same direction, with the same results.

Still more conclusive evidence that the loco-

motive driving wheels do not indulge in im-

perceptible slip has been presented. Dur-

ing the last year or two Mr. W. H. Lewis,

of the Chicago, Burlington & Northern,

has conducted a most exhaustive series of

tests to ascertain the cause of uneven wear

of driving-wheel tires. All the known
forces at work to produce wear of driving-

wheel tires were investigated, and no in-

dication whatever was discovered that

such a thing as imperceptible slip took

place. All the conclusions of the report

went to show that such a thing was

impossible.

g i ^
Where Locomotive Tests May Be

Made.

Two years ago Mr. Robert Quayle, then

master mechanic of the Milwaukee, Lake

Shore & Western, was appointed chair-

man of a Committee of the American Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association on

Exhaust Nozzles and Steam Passages.

This subject had been under investigation

for several years, but the variables of

ordinary locomotive operating had pre-

vented the committees from arriving at

the exact conclusions which they desired

to demonstrate. When Mr. Quayle was
saddled with the responsibility of carrying

on the important \vork, he conceived the

idea that a cheap stationary plant might

be constructed, on which tests of locomo-

tives could be carried on under uniform

conditions. The idea was no sooner con-

ceived than it was put into practical form,

by the construction of an inexpensive

plant on which shop tests of locomotives

could be carried on. By the aid of this

plant accurate information was obtained,

which formed the basis of a report sub-

mitted to the Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion a year ago.

Since that time Mr. Quayle has been

promoted to be superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago & Northwestern

Railway' at Chicago. The change for a

time interfered with his investigations, but

lately he has taken them up again, and has

succeeded in getting his management to

grant permission to the building of what
is quite an elaborate shop-testing plant, in

which it is possible to investigate many
other important problems besides the

forms of exhaust nozzle and steam passages

best adapted for the economical operation

of locomotives.

The committee appointed by the Master

Mechanics' Association a year ago, to raise

funds for carrying on tests at Purdue Uni-

versity, have failed in the work assigned to

them, and there is no reason to hope that

the Executive Committee will be more
fortunate while railroad earnings continue

so unsatisfactory as they are likely to be in

the next year. The Chicago & North-

western testing plant does not compare
in perfection with that at Purdue, but it is

far ahead of anything that railroad me-



chanical men have previously had access

to. I* seems to us that many important

problems connected with the economical

operation of locomotives might be settled

by tests on Quayle's apparatus.

The general officers of the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway are noted for their

liberality in promoting educational work.

We know of no higher educational work
connected with railroad operating than the

finding out under what conditions a loco-

motive can be operated most economically.

When the movement was first made to

raise funds to defray the expenses of tests

at the Purdue University Laboratory, Pres-

ident Hughitt, of the Chicago & North-

western, intimated that his company would
contribute I500 towards the fund. The
spirit that dictated this liberality is certain

to sustain Mr. Quayle in any work he may
undertake to solve unsettled problems in

locomotive operating.

^ ^ g
Not Putting Safety Appliances on

Cars.

There was a panic last month on nearly

all railroads when it was realized that the

time had come when the law required all

railroad cars engaged in interstate com-
merce to have the drawbars at the standard

height, and to have grab irons at the ends
for the safety of men coupling cars. These
changes co.st so little that it might be sup-

posed that nearly every railroad company
would have the work done during the two
years given for making the changes in,

but the thing was quite the reverse. The
railroad company that had the cars in con-

dition to comply with the law was the ex-

ception. The depression in business was
held out as the excuse for doing nothing,

but it was really a case of bad manage-
ment. Most of the work was finally done
in a rush, and cost much more than it

would have done had it been under-

taken during the past year, when there was
so little work in the repair yards and
material was abnormally cheap.

There is a much more expensive change
to be made within two years and a half.

On January i, 1898, no train can be run
without having a sufficient number of cars

equipped with air brakes to enable the
train to be controlled by the engineer, and
all cars engaged in interstate commerce
must be equipped with automatic couplers.

Very severe penalties are provided for the

violation of this law. Most of the railroail

companies are doing something to be
ready for this requirement, but not a few
are doing nothing whatever. They de-

pend on Congress extending the time, but
thev may be disappointed.

S i i
One of the most important events for

railroad interests that has happened for

years was a meeting of railroad presi-

dents, called by Mr. J. P. Morgan, head of

the Drexel-Morgan banking house in New
York. The purpose of the meeting was
to make an effort to induce railroad com-
panies to maintain freight rates so that

some profit might be realized. The Drexel-

Morgan people are trustees for an enor-

mous amount of railroad property, and
this gives their representative great influ-

ence with railroad presidents. The effort

to strengthen the railroad men on the rate

question appears to have been entirely

successful, and the indications are that

railroad companies will, in future, obtain

a living margin of profit for the freight

hauled.

i i ^
We lately heard the particulars of a case

which gives a good illustration of the

aggravating efifect of hard times. There
were five engines doing the principal

passenger business of a certain road.

When the hard times came on, three

of the engines were badly in need of

general repairs, but the order went forth to

reduce the hours of shopmen 50 per cent.,

and the worn-out engines had to remain
in service. They failed frequently, caus-

ing annoying delays, and they always did

their work badly. But what was worse
than anything else, the boilers were full of

mud, and the quadrant notches near the

center were so badly worn that the

engines had to be worked with the steam
following the pistons twice the distance

that was necessary. The cost of this was
about six dollars a trip more than would
have been incurred with an engine in

good condition. This is one of the many
cases where reduction of expenses was a

costh' proceeding.

There are certain lessons of locomotive
and car designing that have impressed
themselves so very strongly upon the or-

dinary designer that he does not dare to

ignore them ; but every now and again a

man of commanding personality stands

up, prepared to be his own law and to defy
the misfortunes that have come to other
men who tried to make out that two and
two made less than four. In locomotive
designing it has been found that much
more than 20,000 pounds cannot be put
upon one journal without troublesome
consequences. In the car department it is

found wise not to exceed 250 pounds per
square inch of journal-bearing surface.

Several attempts have been made lately to

carry more weight on the journals than the
figure given. In all cases it has been
demonstrated that the men responsible

would have done well to be guided by the

experience of those who made mistakes
before them.

i i ^
The mechanical department of the Union

Pacific is noted for accurate records kept
of everything relating to the operating of

machinery. Mr. J. H. McConnell is a

great believer in showing by figures the
wear and durability of different material.

He is at present collecting records about
boiler plate, which will be highly valuable
in a few years. Every sheet of steel re-

ceived is tested by a skillful chemist and

the chemical anahsis put on record.

Physical tests are also made and all par-

ticulars noted. The record of every sheet

is kept in the office, and the number of

the engine to which it was applied. There
is an accurate history kept of it. which,

after a time, will give very plain indica-

tions of the character of steel best adapted
for the severe service that comes from the

combination of bad coal and worse water.

§ ^ g
The letters which come to this office in-

dicate that the ambition to obtain patents

is a sort of craze. Some men appear to

think that if they design any small im-

provement that will make a tool or ma-
chine more convenient, they are entitled

to a patent on it. That is really true ; but

the first consideration for an inventor,

especially a poor man, is, Will it pay to get

this thing patented? It generally will not

pay. About one patent in a hundred
brings returns for the money spent in se-

curing the patent. Before he expends
about one hundred dollars on a patent, a

workman ought to consider very earnestly

the chances there are of his getting the

money back.

i i i
"The question of economy in shop prac-

tice is of vital importance," said a speaker

at the Master Mechanics' Convention, "and
in these days of enforced retrenchment

we mu.st meet the requirements of such

practice. How many of us would look

slightingly on the dispensing with even
one laborer at the rate of I1.25 per day, in

considering the retrenchment necessary in

our department ? Yet the pay of that one
laborer is equal to the interest on |8,ooo at

5 per cent, per annum. The saving due to

dispensing with laborers, if applied to the

purchase of overhead cranes, air-hoists

and other labor-saving devices, will make
a good return on the money invested."

i ^ g
The railway master mechanics of the

country who are interested in demonstra-

ting the value of reputed improvements,
would do well to put in practice a sugges-

tion made by Mr. A. E. Mitchell, at the

last Master Mechanics' Convention, con-

cerning wedges for locomotive pede.stals.

There will be a report made on that sub-

ject next year. That they might be able

to answer the circulars of inquiry intelli-

gently, Mr. Mitchell advised that they all

go home and fit up an engine with station-

ary wedges
; then the}- would soon have

personal experience with the change which
would enaljle each and everj- one to speak

with authority.

i i i
We have on our suspended hook a great

many letters giving particulars about nota-

ble oil and coal performances made on a

variety of roads. The writers have been
very kind in sending us the information,

but it is not of a character that the mass
of our readers are interested iy, and there-

fore we must needs decline to publish it.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. James Smith has been appointed

master mechanic of the Gulf, Beaumont &
Kansas City ; office, Beaumont, Tex.

Mr. E. S. Brooks has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the coal depart-

ment of the Union Pacific, to succeed Mr.

D. O. Clark, promoted.

Mr. R. R. Hammond has been appointed

division superintendent of the Kansas City,

Fort Scott & Memphis and Current River

railroads, with headquarters at Spring-

field, Mo.

Mr. William Bradley, a locomotive en-

gineer on the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

appointed road foreman of engines of the

Pittsburgh division of that road, to succeed

Mr. James Emery, resigned.

Mr. W. T. Rupert, who has been acting

master mechanic of the Chicago & West
Michigan and Detroit, Lansing & North-

ern for the last ten months, has had the

permanent appointment confirmed.

Mr. J. H. Emmert, division superintend-

ent of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Mem-
phis at Springfield, Mo., formerly assistant

to the general manager, has been pro-

moted to be general superintendent.

Mr. T. H. Fitzpatrick has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Cheyenne &
Northern branch of the Denver & Gulf

system, with headquarters at Cheyenne,

Wyo., to succeed J. A. Rasbach, resigned.

Another railroad man has turned editor.

Mr. George De Haven, general passenger

agent of the Chicago & West Michigan,

twenty years in the busine.ss, has gone to

be managing editor of the Chicago iMail.

Mr. William Thoniburg, who was ap-

pointed general manager of the Columbus,

Sandusky & Hocking Valley by Receiver

Stewart, has been retained in the same
position by the new receiver, Mr. Nicholas

Monsarrat.

Mr. Joseph W. Preston, formerly gen-

eral manager and treasurer of the Millen

& Southern, has been appointed general

manager of the Middle Georgia & -Atlantic,

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., taking

effect July ist.

Mr. J. M. Carr has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of motive power and car de-

partment of the Monterey & Mexican Gulf,

with headquarters at Monterey, Mex. His

duties are those formerly performed by the

master mechanic.

Mr. D. T. Forbes has been appointed

general superintendent of the New York,

Texas & Mexican and the Gulf, W'estern

Texas & Pacific roads, part of the South-

ern Pacific system, I'ice W. S. Hoskins,

resigned. Headquarters, Victoria, Tex.

Mr. D. O. Clark, assistant superintend-

ent of the coal department of the Union
Pacific at Rock Springs, Wyo., has been

appointed superintendent of the coal de-

partment, with headquarters at Omaha,

Neb., to succeed Mr. G. W. Megeath, re-

signed.

Mr. A. M. Kinsman has resigned as as-

sistant engineer and superintendent of

construction of the Illinois Central, to ac-

cept the position of chief engineer of the

Wisconsin & Michigan and Merrill Antigo

& Eastern, with headquarters at Menomi-
nee, Mich.

Mr. T. A. Miller has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the Aurora divis-

ion of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Mem-
phis road, with headquarters at Aurora,

Mo. The Aurora division consists of the

Greenfield & Northern Railroad, which

has been acquired by the K. C, Ft. S. & M.

Mr. C. L. Rossiter, for several years pa.st

assistant superintendent of the New York
Central at Buffalo, has been made presi-

dent of the Brooklyn Heights Street Rail-

way. Before leaving Buffalo he was pre-

sented with a handsome diamond ring by
the employes who were formerly under

him.

Mr. W'illiam B. Thomas, who has been
receiver and general manager of the .Atlanta

& Florida, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the road, which has just been
acquired by the Southern Railway. He
will have charge of the transportation and
roadway departments, with headquarters

at Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. Charles E. Billin has been appointed

the Chicago representative of Bement,

Miles & Co., the well-known tool makers
of Philadelphia. The opening of an office

in Chicago is a new departure with this

company. It will be No. 1534 Marquette
Building, where Mr. Billin will be pleased

to see railroad men.

One of our contemporaries published a

notice last month saying that Mr. W\ T.

Reed, superintendent of motive power and
machinery of the Seaboard Air Line, had
resigned. There was no foundation what-

ever for the statement. Mr. Reed finds

his position agreeable, although there is

plenty of hard work to be done, which just

suits his temperament and tastes.

Mr. M. T. Seymour has been appointed

master of transportation of the Pittsburgh,

Akron & Western, with headquarters at

Akron, O. He was formerly superintend-

ent of the Toledo division of the Columbus,
Hocking Valley & Toledo, later superin-

tendent of the Bluff Line at Springfield,

111., and more recently master of trans-

portation of the Columbus, Sandusky &
Hocking.

Several important changes have lately

taken place on the office staff of the

Auieritati Machinist. Mr. Horace B. Mil-

ler, who has been president of the com-
pany ever since it was formed, and who
was one of the originators of the paper,

has retired, and Mr. Fred. J. Miller, chief

editor, has been elected president. Mr.
Charles W. Biglow is treasurer and Mr. C.

A. Hausmann secretary.
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Mr. Chas. Houston, one of the best-

known locomotive engineers in the East,

and now running a fast train on the

C. R.R. of N. J., has been appointed one

of the State Commissioners of Mediation

and Arbitration. Mr. Houston was not a

candidate for the office, and his appoint-

ment was a surprise to him. It's a neat

little job for three years, and he does not

have to give up his regular work unless

there is labor trouble somewhere in the

State.

i i i
" Enginemen's Pocket Companion " is

the title of a small hand book recently pub-

lished by Mr. C. W. Booth, chief clerk of

the mechanical department of the Wiscon-

sin Central at Waukesha, Wis. The book
contains a great deal of valuable informa-

tion for enginemen, arranged in very com-

pact and comprehensible shape. The prin-

cipal part is intended as a memorandum
book in which enginemen can conveniently

keep their mileage and time. To this are

added instructions concerning the care and

handling of brakes and signals, a chapter

on combustion and one on valve motion,

with other facts about temperature, steam,

weights and measures, and particulars about

a great variety of other subjects which it

is good for enginemen to know. The book

is for sale by the author.

g i i
At the shops of the W. N. Y. & P. road

at Buffalo, Supt. of M. P. Allen Vail uses

gages on all his air lifts about the shops.

He says they are a great help to the men in

showing just what they can do with

a given pressure of air. On the wheel

press he uses a recording gage that shows

the pressure employed in putting on every

wheel—if a wheel is bored too big or an

axle turned too small, they can't stick the

wheel on and get rid of it. If too little

pressure is used in a single instance the

boss knows it. The result is that the press-

man won't let a wheel go out that has not

required the proper pressure to send it

home.

Our railroads are nearly done, for this

season of depression, with the scrap heap
as a source of supply, and the using of

parts drawn from that fountain head has

been, on the whole, an expensive proceed-

ing. An incident mentioned in one of the

Master Mechanics' reports concerning

the utilization of scrap, has been paralleled

in many cases, if the truth only were

known. One paragraph reads :
" Old tires

are sometimes converted into rod straps

for engines, filling pieces for frog points,

and blacksmiths' tools. Y'our committee

has no figures upon the economy of work-
ing up old tires, with the exception of the

experience of one member who found
that the cost of some hand hammers made
of old Krupp tire was fS.gS per dozen, as

against J4.50 per dozen for new hammers.
He discontinued the operation."



EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Reading are in the market for cars.

Brooks are building five engines for the

Mexican Central.

Baldwins have just shipped six engines

for the Ann Arbor.

The M., K. & T. order for seventeen en-

gines went to Baldwins.

Brooks will build the Great Northern

engines, seventeen in all.

The Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling are

in the market for i,ooo cars.

The N. P. are building loo box cars at

their Edison, Wash., shops.

The B., C. R. & N. have ordered lOO

cars of the Wells-French Co.

The C, R. I. & P. have ordered fifteen

engines of the Brooks Works.

The Mis.souri Pacific are having ten

eight-wheelers built at Baldwins.

The Pittsburgh, Lake Erie & Western

are in the market for four engines.

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & North-

em have ordered ten engines of Brooks.

The Fall Brook have ordered 500 coal

cars of the Union Car Works, Depew, N. Y.

The order for eighteen broad-gage loco-

motives for Chile has not yet been placed.

Baldwins are building four compounds
for Chile, two ten-wheelers and two eight-

wheelers.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie are build-

ing 150 gondolas at their own shops at

Ironville, O.

The Great Northern have ordered 750

freight cars from Haskell & Barker, Michi-

gan City, Ind.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works are

building nine engines for the Houston &
Texas Central.

The Buffalo & Susquehanna have re-

ceived the last of an order of five consoli-

dations from Baldwins.

The contract for engines for the Te-

huantepec Railroad in Mexico has been

awarded to the Baldwin Works.

The Lake Shore have ordered 1,000

freight cars, divided between the Wells-

French Co. and the Peninsular Car Works.

The Missouri Pacific order of 2,000

freight cars was divided between the Madi-

son Car Co. and the Missouri Car & Foun-

dry Co.

The Lake Shore have given an order for

thirty ten-wheelers, equalh- divided be-

tween the Brooks, Schenectady and Pitts-

burgh Works.

The Madison Car Co., Madison, 111., are

building fifty-two flats for the Q. & C.

They have shipped 100 box cars to the

U. P., D. & G.

Those who ought to know, state that the

P. R.R. have ordered seventy-five freight

engines built at the Juniata shops. Part

of them will be compounds.

The Pennsvlvania have ordered 200

freight cars of the St. Charles Works, and

300 of the Ohio Falls Car Works. They

are also building 230 at Altoona.

The West India Improvement Company

have ordered from the Jackson & Sharp

Co.. Wilmington, Del., two passenger cars

for the Jamaica Railway, West Indies.

The Beech Creek road have ordered

1,000 hopper-bottom gondolas—250 went

to Murray, Dougal & Co., 250 to the

Buffalo Car Works, and 500 to the Vnion

Car Works.

The Rogers Locomotive Company have

almost completed four two-c^-linder com-

pounds for the Chilian State Railways.

Two of these engines are eight-wheelers

and two ten-wheelers, and both classes

will be used in fast passenger service.

They have wrought-iron wheel centers

throughout, extended wagon-top boilers

with copper fireboxes and brass flues, steel

cabs and six-wheeled tenders of the Eu-

ropean type.

The works are also busy with four heavy

two-cylinder compound ten-w'heelers for

the Jamaica Railway, similar to one built

a couple of years ago and illustrated by us

at the time, which has given highly satis-

factory results hauling freight up long,

steep grades. These engines will be fitted

with the Le Chatelier water brake, in ad-

dition to the Westinghouse-.\merican

equipment, to help out while coasting

down the mountain slopes.

Amongst the other engines under con-

struction are ten 20 x 20-in. consolidations

and five igj^ x 26-in. ten-wheelers for the

Louisville& Nashville ; a 20x24-in. passen-

ger ten-wheeler for the Plant System ; two

iS X 26-in. eight-wheelers for the Florida

Central & Peninsular; an i8x24-in. ten-

wheeler for the Western Ry. of .\labama,

and a 19 X 24-in. switcher for the Mobile

& Ohio. One of the L. & N. ten-wheel-

ers, the Plant engine and one of the Flor-

ida Central eight-wheelers will be exhibited

at the Atlanta Exposition, which opens

about the middle of September.

Baldwins have just completed a compli-

cated-looking locomotive for the railroad

in San Domingo. The engine is a meter-

gage, six-driver, saddle-tank affair; the two

back pair of wheels are driven by four cyl-

inders—a Vauclain compound—the for-

ward wheels have between them gearing

for an Abt system rack rail, and this rack

gear and pair of wheels are driven by a

pair of simple cylinders placed above the

compound cylinders ; the main rod from

the simple engine is connected to a pair of

rockers, from the other ends of which rods

extend to the forward drivers. The com-

pany are building a road around the

mountain on which this climber runs ;

when that is completed, the rack gear and

simple engine will be taken off and the

side rod extended, leaving the engine a

plain six-wheel coupled compound. When
running, the machine reminds one of a

knitting machine. She weighs 62,000

pounds.
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Comparative Performance of Driving-

Wheel Tires.

We have received from Mr. J. H. Mc-

Connell, superintendent of motive power

of the Union Pacific Railway, the follow-

ing statement, showing the comparative

wear of different kinds of steel tires, ex-

tending over a period of twenty years. It

will be seen that the gradual increase of

weight, increase of steam pressure and in-

crease of speed steadily increased the wear

per unit of miles run :

Engine /j, S- ((7/<W.—Cylinder, 16 x 24 ;

driving wheel centers, Sili in. ; weight of

engine, two gages of water, 69,500 lbs. ;

on drivers, 42,800 lbs.; total weight of en-

gine and tender, with fuel and water, 121,-

473 lbs. ; average speed at 22 miles per

hour ; steam at 140 lbs. ; tires. Butcher

steel ; thickness, 2 ,^,; in. ; thickness at last

turning, ij,^ in. ;
applied May 7, TS75 ; re-

moved August II, 18S1 ; length of service

about six years ; turned off
J?,

in. ; mile-

age, 198,865; miles to yV. '5.297; total

mileage of tire, 245,220.

Engine 74, S- Wheel. — Dimensions,

weight, speed and steam same as engine

73. Tires, Nashua Iron Company steel

;

thickness, 2^ in. ;
thickness at last turn-

ing, ly.rin. ; applied March 10, 1876; re-

moved August 7, 1S83 ; ser\ice, about six

years; turne<l off, J^ in.; mileage, 284,146 ;

miles to ,'i! in., 14,955 ;
total mileage of

tire, 314,941-

Engine js< S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 73. Tires, Nashua Iron

Companv steel ; thickness, 2\\ in. ; thick-

ness at last tui-ning, i^^Jin. ; applied No-

vember 7, 1878 ; removed April 8, 1884 ;

service, about six years ; turned off, \ % in.

;

mileage, 197,700; miles to ,-V in., 12,356;

total mileage of tire, 240,904.

Engine jO. S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 73. Tires, Kriipp steel
;

thickness, nW in. ; thickness at last turn-

ing, \\% in. ; applied February 26, 1874 ;

removed May 20, 1881 ; service, about

seven years ; turned off, \% in. ; mileage,

213,456 ; miles to ^'s i"-, I3.34I
;
total mile-

age of tire, 265,796.

Engine yy, S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 73. Tires, Butcher steel

;

thickness, 2}-;. in. ; thickness at last turn-

ing, i\l in.; applied July 24, 1893; re-

moved October 20, 18S1 ; service, about

eight years ; turned off, \i in. ;
mileage,

254,110; miles to yV in-. 18,151 ;
total mile-

age of tire, 314,480.

Engines 73. 74, 7S. 76 a"d 77. Rebuilt

:

Engine 73. S- Wheel, rebuilt.—Cylinders,

17x24; larger boiler, drivers same size;

weight of engine, two gages of water,

76,100 lbs.; on drivers, 47,000 lbs.; total

weight of engine and tender with fuel and

water, 141,333 lbs.; average speed 25 miles

per hour; steam at 150 lbs. Tires, Midvale

steel; thickness, i\\\ thickness at last

turning, \Y% ; applied .August 11, 1881 ; re.-

moved January 19, 1887 ; ser\-ice about 6

years; turned off, f; ; mileage, 233,266;

miles to ^ in., 10,603; total mileage of

tire, 272,319.



Engine / I. S-Whcel, Rebuilt.—Dimen-
sions, etc., same as engine 73 rebuilt. Tires,

Midvale steel
;

thickness, 2\\ in.; thick-

ness at last turning, ijS-in.; applied Au-

gust 7, 18S2
; removed June I, 1890; serv-

ice, about eight years; turned off,
J

;1 in.;

mileage, 178,517; miles to 15 in., 9,395;

total mileage of tire, 286,343.

Engine IS ^ S- Wheel, Rebuilt—Dimen-
sions, etc., same as engine 73 rebuilt. Tires,

Union steel ; thickness, 2[j! in.; thickness

at last turning, i f\ in. ; applied April 8,

18S4 ; removed January 17, 1890; service,

about six years; turned off, \\ in.; mile-

age, 192,120; miles to
i',;

in., 9,149; total

mileage of tire, 212,053.

Engine 76, S-Wheel, Rebuilt.—Dimen-
sions, etc., same as engine 73 rebuilt. Tires,

Krupp steel ; thickness, 2J-5 in.; thickness

at last turning, lyi in.; applied May 20,

1881 ; removed October 17, iSSS
; service,

about seven years ; turned off, W in. ; mile-

age, 253,416 ; miles to y'j in. turned off,

14,078 ; total mileage of tire, 337,993.

Engine 77, 8-U'keel, Rebuilt.—Dimen-
sions, etc., same as engine 73 rebuilt. Tires,

Midvale steel; thickness, 2j| in.; thick-

ness at last turning, I (",; in. ; applied Octo-

ber 20, 18S1 ; removed March 1890
;

service, about eight 3'ears ; turned off, f |

in.; mileage, 285,185; miles to -,'j in.

turned off, 12,399; total mileage of tire,

329,010.

Engine S2j, S-U'/ieel.—Cylinders, 18x24

in. ; driving-wheel centers, 62 in. ; weight of

.engine, 2 gages of water, 93,500 lbs. ; on

drivers, 59,600 lbs. ; total weight of engine

and Render, with fuel and water, 155,230

lbs. ; average speed at 33 miles per hour
;

steam at 160 lbs. Tires, Krupp steel ; thick-

ness, 3^ in. ; thickness at last turning,

2^ in. ; applied August 22, 1888 ; not worn
out March 12, 1894; turned off, IH i"-

1

mileage, 163,448 ; miles to -/j in. turned

off, 10,216.

Engine S24, S- Wheel.—Cylinders, 18x24

in. ; driving-wheel centers, 62 in. ; weight of

engine, 2 gages of water, 101,330 lbs. ; on

drivers, 62,300 lbs. ; total weight of engine

and tender, with fuel and water, 208,563

lbs. ; average speed at 33 miles per hour
;

steam, 160 lbs. Tires, Krupp steel ; thick-

ness, 2,iz i"- ; thickness at last turning,

2f'jin. ; applied April iS, 1S90 ;
not worn

out, November 14, 1893 ; turned off, ||! in.;

mileage, 174,121; miles to /j in. turned

off, 9,673.

Engine $2^, S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine S23. Tires, Krupp steel
;

thickness, 3/^ in. ; thickness at last turn-

ing, 2)i in. ; applied June 30, 1891 ; not

worn out January 31, 1894 ; turned off, ||
in. ; mileage, 123,978 ; miles to jj in. turned

off, 9.537-

Engine S26. S- Wheel.—Cylinders, 18x24

in.
; driving-wheel centers, 62 in. ; weight

of engine, 2 gages of water, 97,600 lbs.
;

on drivers, 63,000 lbs. ; total weight of en-

gine and tender, with fuel and water, 204,-

833 lbs. ; average speed at 33 miles per

hour
; steam at 160 lbs. Tires, Standard

steel ; thickness, 3};! in. ; thickness at last

turning, 2ji in. ; applied July 21, 1887 ;
not

worn out April 15, 1S93 ; turned off, j;! in.;

mileage, 274,353 ; miles to
i\;

in. turned

off, 11,431.

Engine S2J, S- Wheel.—Cylinders, 18x26

in. ; driving-wheel centers, 62 in. ; weight

of engine, 2 gages of water, 100,000 lbs.
;

on drivers, 64,000 lbs. ; total weight of en-

gine and tender, with fuel and water, 207,-

233 lbs. ; average speed at 33 miles per

hour ; steam at 160 lbs. Tires, Standard

steel ; thickness, 3i-| in. ; thickness at last

turning, 2fj in. ; applied October 14, 1887
;

not worn out July 13, 1893; turned off, 'ff

in.; mileage, 296,138; miles to jV in.

turned off, 10,212.

Engine Sj6, S- Wheel.—Cylinders, iS x 26

in.; driving-wheel centers, 62 in.; weight

of engine, 2 gages ot water, 109,200 lbs.;

on drivers, 73,400 lbs.; total weight of

engine and tender, with fuel and water,

216,433 lbs.; average speed at 33 miles per

hour ; steam at 180 lbs. Tires, Midvale

steel; thickness, 3Y'5in.; thickness at last

turning, 3 in.; applied May 24, 1S92 ; not

worn out February 9, 1894 ; turned off, yV

in.; mileage, 92,000; miles to y^j turned

off, 13,143-

Engine Sj/, S-JVheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 836. Tires, Midvale steel
;

thickness, 3/5 ; thickness at last turning,

2JJ ; applied June 20, 1892 ; not worn out

December 22, 1893 ; turned off, \l ; mile-

age, 76,020 ; miles to jj turned off, 6,911.

Engine SjS, S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 836. Tires, Midvale Steel
;

thickness, 3,^ ; thickness at last turning,

2;4 ; applied May 20, 1892 ;
not worn out

April 16, 1894 ; turned off, j\ ; mileage,

80,419 ; miles to ^V in. turned off, 8,935.

Engine Sjg, S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 836. Tires, Midvale steel
;

thickness, sfj ; thickness at last turning,

3i'; ; applied October II, 1892 ; not worn out

December 12, 1893 ; turned off, f'V ; mileage,

51,570 ; miles to j\ in. turned off, 8,595.

Engine S40, S- JVheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 836. Tires, Midvale steel
;

thickness, 35^^ ; thickness at last turning,

3 in.; applied August 23, 1892; not worn
out December 7, 1893 ; turned off, -^^

in.; mileage, 66,468 ;
miles to j'j in. turned

off, 8,309.

Engine S.f4, S- Wheel.—Dimensions, etc.,

same as engine 836, except weights

;

weight of engine, 2 gages of water,

107,000 lbs.; on drivers, 69,300 lbs. ; total

weight of engine and tender, with fuel

and water, 214,233 lbs.; average speed at 41

miles per hour ; steam at 180 lbs. Tires,

Midvale steel ; thickness, 3^^ in. ; thickness

at last turning, 3x5 in. ; applied May 5,

1893; not worn out January 30, 1894;

turned off, y\ in.; mileage, 31,788; miles

to yV in. turned off, 6,358.

Engine S./J, S- Wheel.—Dimensions etc.,

same as engine 844. Tires, Midvale steel
;

thickness, 3^^ in.; thickness at last turn-

ing. 316 in.; applied July 7, 1893; not

worn out February 28, 1894 ; turned off,

Yj in.; mileage, 28,669; miles to jV in-

turned off, 7,167.

SUMMARY.

Engine yj, etc., 16x24 in. Cylinders.—
Engines 73 to 77, cylinders 16x24 in.;

weight, 69,500 lbs.; speed at 22 miles per

hour ; steam at 140 lbs. ; average miles to

jV wear of tire, 14,722; tires. Butcher,

Nashua and Krupp steel.

Engine 7j, etc., 17x24 in. Cylinders.—
Engines 73 to 77, cylinders 17x24 in.;

weight, 76,100 lbs.; speed at 25 miles per

hour; steam at 150 lbs.; average miles to

iV wear of tire, 11,092; tires, Midvale,

Union and Krupp steel.

Engine 823, etc., 18x24 in. Cylinders.—
Engines 823 to 827, cylinders 18x24 in.;

weight, 101,330 lbs.; on drivers, 73,000

lbs. ; speed at 33 miles per hour and steam

at 160 lbs.; average miles to ^V wear of

tire, 10,320 ; tires, Krupp and Standard

steel.

Engine 8^6, etc., 18x26 in. Cylinders.—
Engines 836 to 840, cylinders 18x26 in.;

weight, 109,200 lbs. ; speed at 33 miles per

hour and steam at 180 lbs.; average miles

to y's wear of tire, 8,938 ; tires, Midvale

steel.

Engine 826, Cylinder 18x24 in., and

Engine 827, Cylinder 18x26 in.—Engines

826 and 827, cylinders 18x24 in- and 18x26

in.; weight, 97,600 and 100,000 lbs. ; 63,000

lbs. on drivers ; speed at 41 miles per hour ;•

fast mail ; steam at 180 lbs. ; average miles

to -^ in. wear of tire, 8,914 ;
tires. Stand-

ard steel.

Engines S44 and 84J, Cylinders 18.V26

in.—Engines 844 and 845, cj'linders 18x26

in.; weight, 107,000 lbs.; 69,000 lbs. on

drivers ; speed at 41 miles per hour ; fast

mail; steam at 180 lbs. ; average miles to

^ wear of tire, 6,717 ; tires, Midvale.

We should advise the people who are in

the habit of applying new tires to the

wheel without turning them, to be careful

that those on the different wheels approxi-

mate the same diameter. Mr. David

Brown, the master mechanic of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, at Scranton,

Pa., incidentally said :
" We had an an-

noying experience with tires applied by the

builder of a Mogul engine without turning.

The builders had received the tires from

the makers in sets that were of uniform

size, but in putting on the tires the sets

got mixed, and we found tires on the same

axle differing from yi to % inch in diam-

eter. The first notice we had of some-

thing being wrong was the cutting of

flanges."

i i i
An interesting and instructive pamphlet

has been issued by the Standard Paint Co.,

No. 2 Liberty street. New York, for free

distribution, which should be in the hands

of all who are interested in car roofing

and insulating. It contains valuable sug-

gestions and directions—brief, clear and

concise. A postal card request, giving ad-

dress, will bring a copy to any of the read-

ers of this paper by return mail.
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Atlanta and an Enthusiastic Master
Mechanic.

Through the courtesy of Mr. L- M.
Collier, master mechanic of the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Atlanta, Ga.,

we have received a handsomely illustrated

publication showing up the attractions of

Atlanta. The great exposition which will

be held in Atlanta in the fall and winter,

will attract a multitude of visitors from all

over the Union. They will find the city

and its surroundings wonderfully attrac-

tive. The exposition promises to be a dis-

play well worthy of traveling a long di.s-

tance to see, and the outside attractions are

such as few cities on the American conti-

nent can offer. The city in itself is a won-
der, for it has been built up entirely since

the war ended, and built in a most substan-

tial and enduring form. The population

is now over one hundred thousand.

The stirring events of the war of which
Atlanta and the vicinity were the theatre

make that region classic ground, which
is hallowed by many a deed of heroism,

where brave men fought and died as mar-

tyrs to their principles.

Atlanta is one of the most important

railroad centers in the country, being the

objective point of nine important railways.

Several of the companies have their head-

quarters in the city. All the roads are first-

class and have excellent equipment, which
is kept in fine condition—better than the

average rolling stock of the North and West
at present. The only weak point about the

railroads, as far as Atlanta is concerned, is

the station accommodation. This is very

inferior, but a new general station is in

prospect which will wipe away all re-

proach on this point.

Mr. Collier is enthusiastic about the

city where he has lived so many years

and watched its growth from a village of

ruins. He writes : "This is the Promised

Land where times never get hard. There
are 2,000 men at work on the exposition

buildings and grounds, and a twelve-story

granite hotel is going up in the heart of

the city, to be finished in time for the ex-

position. Great is Atlanta, a city of

125,000 population, to undertake such an

enterprise in the face of the great financial

depression that has nearly ruined every

other section of our countrj'. Come down,

and be on hand on the 17th of September
•when the ball opens, and we will show
you something that will open the eyes of

the people of this continent. Go South,

young man !"

The latter advice is intended for all our

ambitious readers.

Stationary wedges, for driving boxes,

have been used by Mr. W. H. Lewis, of

the Chicago, Burlington & Northern, for

over two years. Speaking on the subject,

he said: "We have run engines some
eight or nine months before any lining

was necessary. I do think that the great

trouble with the movable wedge is that

engineers do not use the best judg-

ment sometimes in adjusting it, and that

some of the ills that engineers report are

imaginary. A short time ago, a switch

engineer who had the stationary wedges
reported that the engine was pounding
very badly, and he would like to have

those wedges lined up. We found we
could not get a piece of tin between the

wedge and the box. After that engine

was taken out and run a day or two, the

foreman asked the engineer how his

wedges were. He said they were all right.

The fact was that the only lining up that

was done was the cleaning up of the rods,

and that, I think, is one, if not the main
cause of cut wedges—the poor judgment
of engineers sometimes in locating as be-

tween the driving boxes and between the

connecting rods."

© i i
A correspondent in Carbondale, Pa.,

says that the most important object of

having the inside flange on a driving box
is for convenience in changing the boxes
when they get worn, thus obviating the

necessity for lining the inside of the hub
to reduce lateral motion. This subject

was discussed at the Master Mechanics'

Convention, and some of the speakers con-

sidered the flange of material value as an

easy means of strengthening the box.

We are informed by the Balanced Loco-

motive & Engineering Company, No. i

Broadway, New York, that they are hav-

ing built a perfecth- balanced compound
locomotive with four cylinders, two of

these transmitting power through crank

axles. The engine was designed by Mr.

George S. Strong. The intention is to

have thorough tests made of the engine on

the locomotive testing plant at Purdue
University.

'

i i i
The New York Central passenger de-

partment has issued a handsomely illus-

trated guide to the health and pleasure

resorts of the countrv. It is the Master

Mechanics' standard pamphlet size and
has over 500 pages. Nearly every page

has a picture on it, the greater part of

them being excellent half-tones that do
full justice to the places illustrated. The
book is sent to anyone on receipt of

25 cents, by G. H. Daniels, Grand Central

Station, New York.

i i i
We leani that the Nicholson File Co., of

Providence, R. I., whose output is more
than 50 per cent, of the entire file product

of this country, have caused to be posted

in their three factories—two at Providence,

R. I., and one at Pawtucket, R. I.—notices

announcing a material advance in wages
paid their employes. This increase will

affect upwards of 1,000 hands, and on the

part of this company was a purely volun-

tarv act.

The following highly creditable perform-

ance of locomotives was sent us by Mr.

C. E. Cramer, traveling engineer of the

Atlantic & Pacific. He says : "I hand you

herewith statement of performance of loco-

motives for month of May, 1895, A. & P.

R.R. I believe this is worth}- of publish-

ing. 7 engines, over 6,000 miles
; 9 en-

gines, over 5,500 miles; 14 engines, over

5,000 miles; 21 engines, over 4,500 miles
;

16 engines, over 4,000 miles; 6 engines,

over 3,500 miles ; 10 engines, over 3,000

miles
; 3 engines, over 2,500 miles

; 3 en-

gines, over 1,500 miles; 5 made less

than 700 miles ; total mileage, 405,607 ;

average per engine in service, 4,314. The
last eight were turned out of shop after the

iSth of the month, which cut the average

down considerably. I wish to call your at-

tention to the fact that we have a mountain

road, and pay for more miles than the en-

gines get credit for. This is actual mileage.

Also, we have the worst kind of water, and

wash out engines after each trip."

i i i
The Magnolia Metal Co., No. 74 Cort-

landt street. New York, report an increase

of 33 '3 percent, in their sales from 1S94

to 1895, and double as large sales for June,

1895, as for any previous month in the past

two years. This company are circulating

a very interesting illustrated circular, show-

ing half-tones taken from photographs of

the running tests of ten different brands

of genuine babbitt metal, under various

pressures, which they will gladly send to

anvone interested in the subject.

^ i i ^

'

A number of New York, Philadelphia

and Boston capitalists have formed a com-

pany- to build a railroad about one hundred

miles long through one of the richest dis-

tricts in Colombia, South America. The
intention is to equip the railroad with

rolling stock of American manufacture.

The president of the company is Mr. S. B.

McConnico, 1 1 Pine street. New York.

i i i
The Gould Car Coupler Works at Buffalo

were burned last month. The loss was

estimated to be about $200,000. The de-

struction of these works will not interfere

with the supply of car couplers.

i ® i
A correspondent in New York wishes us

to publish illustrations and description of

electric motors used on the Chicago Ele-

vated Railroad, but we do not have suffi-

cient readers interested in that kind of

machinery to justify us in giving it the

required space.

^ i ^
All interested in air brakes should send

us fi for "Evolution of the Air Brake,"

b\' Paul Synnestvedt. This is a condensed

history of power-brake development and

shows just what has been done in this

line. If some of the men working now
on schemes to recharge, etc., with brakes

on would read this book it would save

them time and monev.
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Air=Brake Department.
The Wabash Railroad Company's New

Air-Brake Instruction Car.

The air-brake instruction car launched

last month from the Wabash shops at

Moberly, Mo., is probably the most com-

plete in its design and arrangement of all

the numerous similar cars heretofore fitted

up by railway' companies, aud sustains the

reputation of J. B. Barnes, supt. of motive

power of that system, for the thorough-

ness to which he is so justly entitled.

The car body is 50 feet over all, having

been remodeled from a passenger coach,

and is mounted on two specially con-

structed four-wheel trucks of Wabash
standard pattern. When loaded, the car

weighs about 90,000 pounds. The im-

portant matter of proper ventilation has

been carefully considered ; numerous win-

dows, side and end doors and deck venti-

lators supplying the "needful." A 14-inch

cylinder brakes the car to 90 per cent, of

its weight.

The interior of the car is divided into

three compartments, viz., office, sleeping-

room, and that containing the machinery.

The office is a cosy little affair, handsomely
carpeted and fitted with writing desk and
chairs for the instructor's use. Duplex
air gages on the wall indicate the press-

ures in the train pipe, auxiliary reservoir,

brake cylinder and signaling apparatus,

which, with the Boyer speed recorder close

by, "keep tab" on the engineer as the

car is being hauled from place to place.

Sufficient space is partitioned off the side

of the office for a lavatory, linen closet

and wardrobe.

The middle or sleeping compartment is

about 7 feet in length, extending full

width of the car ; it is also handsomely
carpeted and contains two standard Pull-

man sections. vSwingitig doors open into

the office and machinery room.

The instruction room is by far the more
interesting, and seems to be crowded to

overflowing with useful apparatus and
clever devices for increasing the knowl-

edge of the men and improving the ser\-ice

generally.

A 12 H.-P. Westinghouse boiler, seated

in a large drainage pan and located square-

ly over the truck, furnishes steam to the

air pumps and engine for driving the

dynamo, and is fed at option by either

small Monitor or Ohio injectors, or a No. 2

Worthington water pump ; the water being

supplied from two y\-inch steel, rectangular

tanks of 7S5 gallons' capacity, suspended

underneath the car. A Reliable Safety

water column, which blows a small whistle

when the water in the boiler gets either

above or below certain limits, keeps the

fireman awake and the instructor's temper
sweet. The coal bunker, holding 50
bushels of anthracite coal, sets in one cor-

ner, and is nicely balanced by a Westing-

house 5 H.-P. Standard engine and 50-

light, compound-wound, multipolar gen-

erator, which supplies the light for the 25

incandescent lamps, and also power for

the small motor which runs the valve-

motion model and the outside-equalized

driver-brake model placed on the wall near

the middle of the car.

Suitable brackets, fastened to the boiler

and drainage pan, support the g^i-iuch

and 8-inch air pumps. This manner of

erecting the pump renders it less noisy

than when it is fastened to the wall, as

is customary.

A 20,000 cubic inch main reservoir,

standing on end, and supporting the B 11,

D S and E 6 engineer's brake valves, with

duplex gages, is conveniently located

midway between the air pumps and 20-car

freight train, all of which is systematically

located on a longitudinal center line, thus

keeping the contents of the car evenly

balanced.

As the instructor faces his class, he

finds, squarely in front of him, twenty sets

of freight brakes, vertically arranged, with

full complement of piping, hose, stop

cocks, valves, etc. Specially arranged cut-

out cocks are supplied by which the train

may be cut into any length from one car

to twenty. On the wall, to his right, is a

push-down cam driver brake and 8-inch

tender brake with suitable reservoirs and

duplex air gages for explanatory purposes.

A sectional triple valve works tandem with

the tender triple, and offers invaluable

assistance to the instructor, and makes
comprehensive to the beginner the work-

ings of this heart of the automatic air-

brake system. To the left, opposite this,

is an ingeniously devised full-size passen-

ger-car brake, with lo-inch brake cylinder,

levers and beams complete, set on end to

economize space, and only occupies that

of the depth of the truck. Beyond this,

fastened to a hardwood base, is a half-

size working valve-motion model, very

neat and clean-cut, run by a small motor

whose speed is regulated by a separate

controller. This will undoubtedly prove a

valuable adjunct to the car, and make its

reputation on the performance sheet as a

coal-saver. Against the partition, which

separates the instruction room from the

sleeping apartment, is an M. C. B. letter

file and a small refrigerator. Sectional

injectors and a nickel-plated triple sight-

feed Nathan lubricator adorn the wall.

Across the aisle is a Baker heater with

jacket system.

In the clear-story of the car is sufficient

piping, hose and valves to represent the

full signal equipment for thirteen passen-

ger cars.

Twenty-five incandescent lamps, suita-

bly distributed, light all compartments of

the car. A handsome oak switch-board,

4 feet square, mounted with ammeter,

voltmeter, circuit breaker, rheostat and

lamp switch, and located near the dynamo,

completes the electric outfit. Eight Adams

& Westlake oil lamps, located as usual,

may be used instead of the electric lights

if desired.

The wood work of the interior of the

car is painted white, and the iron Tuscan

red, giving a very pretty effect, and is a

relief from the customary somber black.

Mr. M. R. Coutant has charge, and will

make regular tours of the system with the

car. Success to the Wabash Boreas !

Device for Registering Shocks on
Passenger Trains.

The following illustrated device was pa-

tented by Henry Brown, engineer on the B.

& O. Ry., for the purpose of registering the

amount of shock incident to the rough

handling of pass-

enger trains, such

as an emergency
application or fail-

ure to release at

the proper time,

etc. It consists of

a glass tube, i inch

in diameter, with a

number of pockets

on each side. The
lower part of tube

is filled with a col-

ored fluid, and
hung in a bracket

on inside of bag-

gage car or some
other designated

place. It is exam-

ined by the inspec-

tor at each termi-

nal, and record

taken of highest

number of pocket

with fluid in. For
instance, if fluid will show in pocket No. 4
for ordinary handling of train, and fluid is

shown in pocket No. 8, an explanation

will be required as to cause of heavy shock

to train, causing fluid to splash into No. 8

or No. 9 pocket.

i i
"Rat" Hogan spent fifteen years run-

ning an engine on the P. T. & L. J. R.R.

(Pine Ties & Low Joints R.R.) before

coming to the trunk line which now em-

ploys him. During his entire career as an

engineer he has been accustomed to blame

all delays to " stuck brakes." Train dis-

patchers knew just what excuse would be

forthcoming when they took him to task

for not making time. Not until last win-

ter did "Rat" learn, from talking with

the other boys, that " stuck brakes " were

caused by making too many applications

without recharging, and otherwise wasting

the pressure, and not the fault of the

brakes. Then he took a tumble to himself,

and has had no " stuck brakes " since.

Last February, during the blizzard, the



dispatcher got after "Rat" for losing time,

and, noting the absence of the old-time

excuse, sarcastically asked if the air brakes

were not stuck "Rat" replied with the

following, which almost cost him his job :

" The weather is cold and the steam is low.
The train is heavy and hard to tow,
The coal is bad and full of slate,

And that, not stuck brakes, makes Sixteen late."

i i ®
If you want to confer a favor on }Our air

pump do not "dope" the air cylinder

with oil, but make a swab of candle wick
which will fit the piston rod and fill the

space between the gland nuts. This will

hold oil and moisture which will lubricate

the packing in the stuffing boxes, and
distribute it to the air cylinder as well.

You will not need to pack the rod so often,

and the pump is less liable to run hot and
burn out the packing. Don't screw down
the gland nuts too tight ; that is one thing
which makes a pump run hot.

No greater improvement can be more
easily made in the air-brake service, or an
engineer's reputation as an air handler

bettered, than that had by him who ac-

quires the knack of releasing his brakes a

sufficient di.stance before coming to a full

stop, to avoid the customary disagreeable

shock to passengers. Train crews and the

traveling public notice this and comment
upon it. Practice this, and see if you can-

not prevent your driving wheels from mak-
ing that short backward movement after

stopping.

^ ^ ©
Don't think there is anything mysterious

about the air brake and its actions. There
is nothing mysterious, except to those who
do not understand. Study up the air brake
and its operation, and be able to require

every action to give an account of itself.

The superstitious are the only ones who
ever saw a ghost.

S. D. Hutchins, president of the Air-

Brake Men's Association, gives some very

good advice in another column to those

who would decrease the number of slid

flat wheels and improve the handling of

passenger trains generally.

i i i
The monkey-wrench cure—lianmiering

on the head—for sick air pump has been
found to kill twice where it cured once,

and has been abandoned by all doctors

who have diplomas ; a few quacks still

use it.

On most new engines the pumps are be-

ing placed on the left side of the boiler.

There is getting to be so many implements

and instruments on the right side that they

were in the way
;
the removal of the pump

helps to equalize things a little.

Why the "Double Application" and
" Kick-Off " Resolution

Did Not Pass.

Editors

:

As the articles in June and July numbers
of LocoMOTivK Engineering, by Messrs.

Alexander and Synnestvedt, referring to

two applications, "kick-offs," etc., will

not be clearly understood by some of your

readers, I would like to say, in explana-

tion, that the Air-Brake Association did

not advise that two applications or " kick-

offs " be used to prevent wheel sliding on

bad rail. Mr. Synnestvedt did introduce a

resolution to that effect, but it was voted

down by a large majorit}', for the reason

that, while it contained a certain amount of

merit, it was nevertheless inadequate and

incomplete, and more likely to lead to

troublesome complications than to effect

an}' practical good, as will be proven by a

careful canvass of the causes of slid flat

wheels. The recommendations of the com-

mittee, found on pages 128-130 of the

report of the proceedings, and the use of

sand, as brought out in the discussion fol-

lowing the reading of the paper, if fol-

lowed out, will leave very little, if any,

work for such a resolution to do.

I do not believe in " kicking off " brakes,

and never do it, for the reason that it is

uncertain, and that varying conditions

may cause some brakes to remain set ; and

when the second application is made, such

brakes, being applied fully, and assisted

by the conditions referred to, will increase

the likelihood of sliding. I believe it is

almost an impossibility to break a passen-

ger train in two by " kicking off " brakes,

for the reason that the close couplings

stand a much harder jerk when the engi-

neer "slacks " a long train out of a hard

place to start, than that had by "kicking

off " brakes.

On roads where accurate records of slid

wheels are kept, I am afraid Mr. Alexander

would find himself alone in his belief that

more sliding is done by engineers who
make but one application to stop, unless

they hold their brakes on until they

come to a dead stop. The timely re-

lease of brakes will do much to pre-

vent wheels from sliding, as well as do

away with the shock resulting from hold-

ing the brakes on until the train stops.

The damage is done usually in the last few

feet of the stop. I have been in the har-

ness, pulling a passenger train for the last

fifteen years, and have never had a slid flat

wheel recorded against me.

My practice has been to make a reduc-

tion of 4 to 6 pounds, to get the brake-

cylinder pistons past the leakage grooves

and bring the shoes up to the wheels ; then

I follow up with reductions such as speed

and distance causemy judgment to dictate,

aiming to make the stop with one applica-

tion, and to have the brakes off by the time

the train stops, and avoid the lurch. If

the rail is bad, I begin to use sand as I be-

gin to apply brakes. I make it a point to

know that the sand in my box runs, and

that the pipes deliver it to the rail. This

is practice.

It has been my experience that it is not

the engineer who dashes into the station

at the highest speed that always makes
schedule time. Considerable time is often

lost in unloading passengers at stations,

and the engineer who makes a .smooth

stop will find his passengers in the aisle

ready to unload ; while the engineer who
makes an initial reduction of 8 to 12 pounds

will have his brakes on full on a well-ad-

justed train, with nothing to come or go on,

and will make a stop closely bordering on

an emergency stop. He will also find his

passengers nervously clinging to the seats

until the train stops, awaiting the almost

inevitable shock which this style of brak-

ing teaches them to expect ; then they

gather up their bundles and baggage and

begin to unload.' Slow train crews make
it hard to make time on fast local schedules.

Over-swift engineers will find that back-

ing up or pulling ahead a trifle, as they

will frequently be required to do in making

these short, fierce stops, will make it ex-

ceedingly difficult to make schedule time.

Coolness, a reasonable exercise of good

judgment in calculating speed and dis-

tance, timely release of brakes to prevent

the lurch, and judicial use of sand, will

allow an engineer to make fast time, do

smooth braking, and have few, if any, flat

wheels recorded against him.

S. D. Hutchins.
Coluinhiis, O.

Air-Brake Mysteries.

Editors :

There is an idea prevalent with many,

especially amongst the uninitiated, that

there is something very mysterious about

the action of the air brake. When any-

thing goes wrong, and trouble ensues,

such people scratch their heads, endeavor

to look wise, pretend to be thinking, and

ultimately give up the problem as unsolv-

able.

There is no mystery about the air brake.

It is a plain, simple and easily under-

stood mechanical device, provided it is

approached in the right way. The right

way is to look at the system as a whole,

and not cloud the mind by trying to imbibe

a mass of details, before getting a clear

perception of the general principles in-

volved.

We often hear of some "peculiar"

action of the brake. In the truest

sense there is no such thing as a "pe-

culiar" action of the brake. The word

"peculiar" denotes something out of the

natural order. It is not out of the natural

order for a brake to stick if the uimatural

cause which makes it stick is present, and

the action of the triple might more prop-

erly be considered "peculiar" if the

brake refused to stick under conditions

which should make it do so.

All who have acquired the A B C of

air brakes know that, with the automatic
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brake at present in use, the application of

the brake is secured b\- a reduction of

pressure in the train pipe, and it is re-

leased by an increase of that pressure.

Very well, then ; if a brake is found to be

setting when it should not do so, it is clear

that the train-pipe pressure is being re-

duced in some unlawful way. The thing

to do then is to examine the conditions,

and see if the reason for this unlawful re-

duction cannot be found. There are two

wa3-s in which it could take place, i. e.,

leakage and equalization. The next thing

to do is to find out, if possible, in which
of these two ways the trouble arises. The
best way to do this, perhaps, is to watch

carefully a couple of applications and re-

leases of the brake, and see if, after the

pressure in the train pipe, as shown by

the train-pipe pointer on the gage, has

come to a state of re.st or equalization, the

air continues to escape. Another thing to

be noticed is whether the resetting of the

brakes affects all the cars, or onh- those on

a single car or part of the train. If all

the brakes are affected, then leakage is

unquestionably the cause, in which case

the gage will indicate the continued fall-

ing of the air pressure, as mentioned

above. The leak must then be located

and stopped, which will end the trouble.

To some this talk will seem like a waste

of words, as the proceedings described

would, of course, be the most natural ones

to a man accustomed to using his own
thinking machinery. It is well to remem-
ber, however, that not all men have en-

joyed the advantage of learning to use

their own brains, when yet many may
have the ability to do so if properly in-

structed. The first step nece.ssary in such

instruction is to clear the student's mind
of all ideas of mystery, and let him see

for himself that there is a reason for

every so-called "peculiar" action en-

countered in the operation of the auto-

matic brake, and, in fact, the operation

of any mechanical device; and the only

successful way to overcome difficulties such

as are encountered in all lines of work on

a railroad, is to guide the work of the

hands by the use of the brains. Never

try to guide the brains by means of the

hands, for such an endeavor will inevi-

tably result in humiliating failure.

Paul Synne.stvhdt.
Chicago, III.

g ^ i
No Communication Between Chamber

D and Train Pipe.

Editors :

Having had some experience with air

brakes, I would like a word in the discus-

sion between Messrs. J. J. Plunkett, Con-

ger and Ward.

It is well known by air-brake men that

the piston packing ring in piston 17 and

triple-valve piston is not absolutelj- tight,

and cannot be made so. When brake-

valve handle is on lap position, testing

brakes for leaks, a leak in train line will

show on black hand of gage. As Mr.

Ward well says, when handle is on lap

position all communication between train

pipe and gage is cut off, and if piston 17

were absolutely tight any leak in train line

would not indicate on gage.

Some time since I had some trovible

with brake-valve piston 17 ; it would not

rise when a preliminary exhaust was made
and train-line gage pointer would fall very

slowlv. In looking for the trouble, I

found the preliminary exhaust port partly

stopped up. After cleaning this out and

applying the brake the piston 17 would

rise, and black pointer would fall very

much faster than before, indicating to me
that, if from any cause piston 17 fails to

rise, or only rises partially, air flows by

piston 17 enough to keep chamber D par-

tially charged.

I have frequently tried Mr. Conger's ex-

periment of exhausting air from train line

with brake-valve handle on lap, and black

pointer always falls, and if left long enough

will fall to zero.

In answer to Mr. Ward's question in

July number, a broken graduating valve

or spring will cause an emergency applica-

tion after a 5 or 8 pound service reduction

has been made, for the reason that if

graduating .spring is weak or broken there

is nothing to .stop piston 4 from making its

full travel, thereby uncovering emergency

port /, unseating valve 10, and allowing

air to flow from train pipe to brake cylin-

der through check valve 12. This reduces

pressure in train line and causes other

triples to operate in the usual manner. If

graduating valve is broken, it will not

open to allow auxiliary reservoir air to

flow to brake cylinder ; consequentU', the

same movement of slide valve will take

place as is caused by a weak graduating

spring, for the reason that a reduction of

5 to 8 pounds pressure in train pipe, if

there is no immediate escape of pressure

from auxiliary, will force piston 4 to its full

travel.

I would like to ask air-brake men why-

Mr. Westinghouse does not have a port in

valve to indicate on gage what reduction

is made in an emergency application of

the brake? B. F. Fox.

Fori Dodge, la.

i i i

The Automatic Independent Driver

Brake.

Editors :

Inasmuch as there has been consider-

able agitation of the question of inde-

pendent driver brakes, I think the device

I herewith describe will satisfy the main

requirements of an independent driver

brake, and at the same time retain its

automatic action whenever train breaks

in two or engineer's valve is used.

A small '/<-inch plug cock is placed in

the pipe leading from the main train line

over to the driver-brake triple valve.

In one side of this cock a small -j'j-inch

hole is drilled through to the center of

cock, and then plug is turned half way
around. Connect a handle to this J<-inch

plug cock, extending the handle up near

to engineer's valve, where it is handy.

By turning this handle one-quarter way
around, the driver brake is applied, because

the air from the branch pipe escapes

through the side -,',;-'"ch hole in the

cock.

No one I ever saw doubts that a mixed

train
(
part air cars ) can be handled easier

by an independent driver brake
;
yet sev-

eral decisions by coroners' juries have been

adverse to the railroads, on account of the

non-automatic independent driver brakes.

Also, there is danger of engine and tank

parting and killing the firemen, when a

hose bursts on a train with ordinary inde-

pendent driver brakes.

This little device has been in use on

some of our engines with great success for

over a year. The men like it and approve

of it. It tends to the keeping-up of a bet-

ter driver brake, which is sadly needed on

most roads.

A great many well-posted railroad men
have examined this device, and can oiTer

no objections, while they would not coun-

tenance an entirely independent brake for

a minute.

I would be pleased to have the friends

and enemies of independent engine brakes

who read Locomotive Engineering
offer their criticisms of my automatic in-

dependent driver brake.

Edward W. Pratt, M. E.,

Gen. Air-Brake Ins., C. & N. W. R.R.

Chicago, III.

[That all air brakes should be coupled

up and used continuously has been forci-

bly proven in the past to be the proper

thing. Any combination which requires a

separate handle, or otherwise operates

separately from the other brakes, is a men-

ace to life and property, as the possibility

of it not being in proper combination at

critical times is always present. An inde-

pendent driver brake may be permissible

in some ver}- few isolated cases, but should

never be allowed in general practice. The

ends sought by its use are obtainable

in other and more legitimate ways, which

do not conflict with safety at any time. As

a gatherer of slack in a partially equipped

air-brake train, it would prove a great dis-

appointment after the novelty had worn

off, as it is quite possible to get a much
severer shock on the rear end from slack

gathered by a careless engineer with an

independent driver brake, than that had by

a jvxdicial reduction with a continuous

brake on engine, tender and small number

of air-brake cars.

With due credit to those whose genius

has developed novel features in the inde-

pendent driver brake, we cannot but re-

fuse our allegiance to a legally ostracised

parasite, which only accomplishes that

which should be obtained by other ex-

pressly designed means.

—

Ed.]
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Queer Antics of a Tender Brake.

Editors

:

On an engine running out of this city,

it was found that upon opening the blow-

off cock, thereby permitting the steam

and hot water to blow' back under the ten-

der, the tender brake applied.

The auxiliary reservoir was located

crosswise of and about the middle of the

tender. What caused the brake to set ?

Chicago, III. George B. Snow.

^ i ^
Vise for Holding Packing Rings.

Editors :

The inclosed cut is an old reversing cyl-

inder cap, connected into a vise for hold-

ing main valve and reversing piston pack-

ing rings for filing. Of course, it will be

necessary to have a separate cap for the

reversing piston rings, as they are so near

the same size
;
you can't get them all on

the same one.

I also have two wood blocks grooved the

.same way for holding steam and air piston

rings. With these tools you can fit a whole

set of rings while you are getting ready to

fit them the "old way," and there's no

danger of breaking them while filing.

Paditcah. Ky. S. W. Dodds.

i i i
Please send in matter for this depart-

ment early in the month.

i i i
We want you to feel that this depart-

ment is yours; use it to obtain an}' air-brake

information von want.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(7) T. H. N., Decatur, 111., asks :

What is the difference in the braking
power on a 33-inch wheel with a shoe 17
inches long by 3 % inches wide, and one
13 inches long by 3 '4 inches wide, with
the same power applied to each, or is

there any ? A.—There is a difference in

favor of the longer shoe, but just how
much would be determined by the fric-

tional qualities of the metal composing
the brake shoe. The retarding force of a

brake is not governed alone by the press-

ure delivered by the levers, nor by the
length of shoe. The frictional qualities

are very great factors. Soft cast iron
gives the highest co-efficient.

(S) F. P. R., Denver, Col., writes:

Can you give me any information as to

what has been done in the line of an air-

brake triple that will recharge with brake
set? If not, can you tell me where to ap-

ply for the desired information ? A.—
Several designs of triple valves which re-

charge the auxiliary reservoir while the
brake is applied have been patented in the
last ten or twelve years. Some of these
designs require an additional train pipe,

while others are quite ingenious and have
succeeded in accomplishing the object
sought by making the entire change in the
triple, using but one pipe. Serious objec-
tions have been found to this form of

triple in practical service, and the retain-

ing valve does the work more satisfactorily.

The Patent Office Reports would give you
all you wish on this subject.

(9) H. B., Gallon, C, writes :

I would like to know why there is such
a great difference in the opinion of the
several authorities in regard to pounds
pressure on the brake piston had by cer-

tain reductions in train pipe. For in-

stance, the W. A. B. Co. Instruction Book
says a 7-pound reduction gives 4 pounds
pressure in brake cjdinder, and 9 pounds
gives 19 in cylinder. Rogers, in his

"Pocket Primer, " states that a reduction
of 5 pounds from 70-pound train pipe will

give 12 ;< pounds to the square inch on the
brake piston. Please explain. A.—The
W. A. B. Co. 's figures are correct. Mr.
Rogers has evidently not intended that his

figures should be taken literally, but has
used them to make clear the fact that 20
pounds reduction applies the brake full,

or gives 50 in the cylinder. Thus 10

pounds reduction would give 25, and 5
would give 12^2 pounds, were the ratio

constant, but it is not, and Mr. Rogers'
figures are therefore incorrect.

(10) J. R. E., Ea.st Mauch Chunk, Pa.,

asks :

(i ) If the reversing slide valve (No. 16)

of the Westinghouse 8-inch pimip were
cut, would it not cause short stroke or

dancing? (2) How can I remedy my
pump discharge pipe from running hot,

and what is the cause ? A.— ( i ) The valve
must necessarily be very badly cut, and
the passage from the steam pipe to the re-

versing slide-valve chamber would have to

be pretty badly clogged up to make a com-
bination with the slide valve to do this.

(2) Insufficient lift of air valves, piston
packing rings too small or not fitting the
air cylinder, and discharge pipe partially

clogged up with gum and burnt oil, caused
by using too much or inferior oil in air

cylinder, are the principal causes. The
first two causes maj' be remedied in the
shop; the latter you may remedy by mixing
a bucket of strong lye water and running
it through your pump, drawing it in at the
suction valves an<l off at the main reservoir.

Repeat this several times, running pump
very slowly; then wash out with clean
water, oil well with good oil, and use less

hereafter. Try a candle-wick swab on the
piston rod.

(11) J. H. L., Cleveland, O., writes :

In Question 88, June issue of LocoMO-
MOTivE Engineickixc, there seems to be
a misunderstanding. To the question
asked by P. McL, Fulton, Mo., I would
say that the black pointer registers press-
ure in the small reservoir alone, and no
other place, except incidentally. For in-

stance, brake-valve handle is in release
position. Pressures in small reservoir and
train pipe are equalized. Gage registers

small reservoir pressure alone, but our
knowledge tells us that the train-pipe press-
ure is the same. With handle on lap,

and pressures equalized, the same knowl-
edge tells us what the pressure is in the
train pipe, but only iitcidcntally, as the
gage is connected to small reservoir.

Take a train of 20 cars charged up. Draw
off 10 pounds from gage in " service ap-
plication " position, and then lap valve.
At this instant gage does not even inci-

dentally shoiv pressure in train pipe, nor
does our knou'ledge tell us. As soon as

the discharge at the train-pipe exhaust
ceases, then the gage, incidentally, and
our knowledge tell us what the train-pipe
pressure is, for it has equalized with the
small reservoir pressure. [You are right.

—

Ed.]

(12) J. M., Americus, Ga., writes:

I wish to know the difference between
a feed valve in D 8 and the improved
D 5 Westinghouse equalizing, discharge
brake valve, and what ports in seat and
rotary valve are changed ? A.—The feed
valve, or "excess pressure " valve, as it is

sometimes called, supplies pressure from
the main reservoir to the train line when
handle is in running position on the D 8

pattern, but not until 20 pounds, or a

pressure equal to whatever the tension of
the feed-valve spring may be, has first

been accumulated in the main reser\-oir.

Thus an excess pressure is accumulated
which insures a release of all brakes.
The feed valve in the D 5 pattern is held
open by a stiff spring under a piston which
has train-pipe pressure on top of it. The
adjusting nut gives a tension of about 70
pounds to the spring, which will hold the
feed valve open until the train-line {press-

ure a little more than equals it, when it

will seat, and cut off the feed until such
time as leakage or other causes may reduce
the pressure below the tension of the
spring, which, then being greater, will un-
seat the feed valve, and admit pressure
from the main reservoir until it again
reaches 70 pounds, when the feed valve
cuts off supply. The feed \-alve in D 8

pattern will not open until 20 pounds has
first been accumulated in the main reser-

voir, or is held that much in advance of
train-pipe pressure. That in D 5 is always
open when pressure is less than 70 pounds
in the train line, and closes when that
pressure is reached. The ports in the two
valves are quite different. See the West-
inghouse Instruction Book.

On the Fall Brook road the conductor is

obliged to send in a report of ever}' case

of break-in-two and state what caused it.

This report has cured half the trouble

—

the boys are more careful with the brake

and the throttle. Most cases now are on

account of bad draw gear or defective

timbers.
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The Counterbalance in Locomotives.

Editors :

In your description of the Schenectady

locomotive for the Montreal Railroad, in

the July number, you refer to the special

care taken to reduce the evil effects of

counterbalance, and mention, among other

things, light crank pins and wheel centers.

I am quite conscious of the fact that a

man accustomed to stationary practice en-

deavoring to criticise locomotive practice

is liable to get out of his sphere, but if you
and the Schenectady locomotive builders

are right, then we of the stationary prac-

tice are off in our notions, and the mathe-

maticians in their mathematics. Accord-

ing to our understanding and practice, a

locomotive with crank pins weighing a

ton, with counterweights opposite to bal-

ance, would give no more hammer blow

on the track than if they weighed a pound,

and that pound counterbalanced.

As to the light center drivers, is not that

exactly the wrong thing to do ? If there is

any place where the anvil principle in me-

chanics will best apply, is this not the

place ? If by any scheme an anvil can be

interposed between the hammer blow and

the track, would it not be the same as in-

terposing an anvil between a sledge blow

and anvil block, and can anything be done

that will more nearly approach that than

heavy driving wheels ?

Again, if a locomotive needs to be loaded

to get the necessary weight for traction

(which, likely, it never does), then it

seems to me that the driving wheel is ex-

actly the place to put it, as it puts the same
additional pressure on the track, but none

on the axle boxes. As I have carried my
comparison to an extreme, so, too, could

this question be settled (if it has not

already been settled ) by carrying the

weights to the extreme. To secure trac-

tion alone, that can be carried to any ex-

tent by piling pig iron in the wheels

—

possibh-, however, to the destruction of

the track on account of absence of springs
;

but so far as the hammer blow from

coimterweight is concerned, the heavy

wheels, according to our theory, ought to

be better than light ones.

Certainly, the light crank pins can have

no effect except to lighten the whole struc-

ture, for the effect of the weight of pin

crank end of connecting rod and the side

rod are the same as if all were concen-

trated at the pin with a lump opposite to

balance it, when all would be simply the

same as so much fly wheel and have no

disturbing influence.

The counterweight that balances part of

the connecting rod, crosshead and piston

is the only part that hammers the track,

according to the stationary engineer's

theory.

The locomotive is a marvel of mystery

to delvers in the stationary practice, prob-

ably because we cannot comprehend the

relation the driving wheels bear to the

frame and masonry foundation of a sta-

tionary engine. John E. Sweet.
Syracuse, N. J'.

^ i ^
A Handy Bolt Driver.

Editors

I inclose you sketches of a bolt driver

that, once used, will cause the disap-

pearance of the solid bolt, the driver, and

make that nuisance an obsolete article.

Every lathe hand has been annoyed by

getting a batch of bolts to turn, with heads

of various sizes, and would either file out

the driver or file the bolt head a little.

With this little kink it will not be neces-

turning any small set screw from yi inch

up to % inch.

This is an inexpensive tool to make, and

will soon pay for itself.

Yours truly,

W. T. Rupert, M. M.,

lotiia. Mich. D., L. & N. R.R.
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are highly commendable ; still, this policy

may be carried to excess, and the unqnali-

fied statement in the article above referred

to, that "as the inside face of cylinder

head touches nothing, no good reason

could be found for machining that, " can

hardly be accepted as good practice or true

economy, in view of the existing reasons

for the belief that rough cylinder head

and piston surfaces increase initial con-

densation to an appreciable extent, espe-

cially in the low-pressure cylinders of com-
pound locomotives. In order to under-

stand the influence vs-hich rough cylinder

head and piston surfaces uiav exert upon
cylinder condensation, it must be remem-
bered that at all times, part of the initial

steam in a locomotive cylinder is con-

densed, through contact with surfaces

which have been cooled by the exhaust

steam of the previous stroke, and is de-

posited in a film of infinitesimal thickness

upon the C3'linder walls, piston and cylin-

der head.

During the latter period of expansion,

but chiefly at release, the pressure of the

expanding steam falls below that of satu-

rated steam at a temperature of the cvlin-

der and piston surfaces, and consequenth-

the film of water upon the latter is re-evapo-

rated, and escapes to the atmosphere or

the low-pressure cylinder, carrying with it

the heat it has abstracted from the cylinder

walls, etc., and reducing the temperature
of those surfaces. From this it is evident

that, with any given set of conditions, the

greater the re-evaporation the greater will

be the cooling of the cylinder and piston

surfaces, and, therefore, the greater will

be the condensation of the steam entering

the cylinder at the beginning of the

stroke. The re-evaporative power of a

body at a given temperature obviously in-

creases with its area, from which it follows

that, in order to minimize the re-evapora-

tion in the cylinder of an engine, the pis-

ton and cylinder heads should be turned
and polished, since the rough surfaces of

these parts, especially when they are of

cast steel, are capable of increasing to an
enormous extent the area exposed for the

conduction of heat to and from the work-
ing steam.

In a recent paper on " Working Marine
Engines at Reduced Powers," read by Mr.
D. Croll before the Institution of Naval
Architects, England, the author, in speak-

ing upon this subject, says :
" Passing to

the rough surfaces of cast iron and steel,

we may easily conceive that an almost im-

perceptible difference in the conformation
of the surface may make an immense dif-

ference in the area exposed to the steam.

Consider an element of piston area in-

closed in an equilateral triangle ; suppose
equilateral triangles to be rai.sed upon each

of the sides and joined at the top to form
a tetrahedron

; it is evident that the area

now exposed will be three times that of

the original triangle. This is true, no mat-

ter how small the areas involved. A
little consideration will show that the

principle involved in tliis rudimentary ca^e

can be largely extended if we choose to

build up other forms and make surfaces

analogous to, say, coke, or even the rough,

rasping surface of some steel castings.

With these considerations before me, it

struck me forcibly that in mj^ own prac-

tice the most economical results were ob-

tained with cast-iron pistons and covers,

and the worst with those made of cast

steel. Upon inquiry among my engineer-

ing friends, I found that those engines

which were troubled with water in the cyl-

inders had cast-steel pistons, and in cases

where covers and pistons were of cast

steel it had occurred that no diagrams

could be obtained through the wetness of

the steam. Personally, I was troubled with

a low-pressure cylinder which would

hardly give cards, and I thought I should

cure it by smoothing the steel piston with

some kind of varnish. Having succeeded

in getting a composition which was said to

stand the temperature, I thought it advis-

able to try some experiments on a small

scale, and made a hollow cube of brass

sheets about j'g-inch thick. One side was

polished and the other covered with

the varnish. The cube was then filled

with water at different temperatures, vary-

ing from 105° to 140° Fahr. ; a jet of steam

was turned against the faces of the cube,

and when a film of water was deposited,

the steam jet was turned off, and the time

noted that was required to re-evaporate

the film. The mean times were, respec-

tively, 368 seconds for the polished surface,

and 1 28 seconds for the varnished one.

The great difference in the re-evaporative

power of these two surfaces was to

me incomprehensible, until the chemist

who had supplied me with the varnish

pointed out that, under the influence of

the heat applied, the varnish would crack

into an almost infinite number of minute

fissures, and thus present an enormous
surface for re-evaporation, although the

varnish remained apparently smooth. A
more conclusive experiment appears to be

the following : A cylindrical cast-iron cup

was bored out till the thickness of the

metal was about '/s inch
;
part of the outer

surface was left as it came from the mold,

and another part opposite was polished.

The cup was filled with water of tempera-

tures from 170° to 180° Fahr.; and it was
found that the mean times required to

evaporate the water from the steam jet con-

densed upon the surfaces were, respec-

tively, 43 seconds for the rough and 83

seconds for the smooth face."

In summarizing his argument, Mr. Croll

says: "As far as can be seen from the

above experiments, a polished surface is

far superior to that of ordinary cast iron as

it comes from the mold, and a rough steel

casting is probably about the worst ma-
terial that could be chosen. It appears,

therefore, advisable to carefully turn and
polish, as far as possible, all parts of the

steam cylinder which come in contact with

steam performing work. * * * In mj-
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experience, excessive condensation has

always occurred in combination with

rough steel pistons and covers ; in one case

this was so marked that the top of piston

would not give a card at all, which I attri-

bute to the cover being of rough cast steel,

and combining with the top of piston to

absorb the heat of the steam. -» * *

The highest results known to me are ob-

tained by the carefully designed land en-

gines of Messrs. Sulzer, of Winterthur

;

the pistons and covers are carefully turned

and polished, and a consumption of 11.73

pounds of steam per indicated horse-power

has been obtained with their triple-expan-

sion, vertical type of engine. These con-

siderations lead me to the conclusion that,

if we wish to make really high-class ma-

chinery which will give the highest results

in economy, we must turn and polish the

surfaces of pistons and covers, or else seek

a method of coating these surfaces with a

metallic layer which will diminish their

tendency to absorb and reject heat."

Mr. CroU's deductions, as quoted above,

are, of course, particularly applicable to

triple and quadruple expansion marine en-

gines, in which the diameter of the low-

pressure cylinder being approximately 1.5

times the stroke, the piston and cylinder

head areas are some 50 per cent, greater

than the working surface of the cylinder

barrel. Then, too, the comparatively slow

piston speed of marine engines gives time

for the transfer of the heat in the metallic

surfaces to and from the steam ; and the

ratio of compression being usually less

than that in locomotives, the ends of the

cylinder are not re-heated before admission

to the same degree.

On the other hand, single-expansion

locomotives with 20 x 24-inch cylinders, and

compounds having 29 x 24-inch low-press-

ure cylinders (the total head and piston

areas of which are 1,256.64 and 2,642.08

square inches, respectivel}'), are by no

means uncommon ; and since the majority

of these large-cylindered engines are in

freight service, where the average piston

speeds and ratios of compression approxi-

mate somewhat those found in modern ma-

rine engines, the conditions are not so dis-

similar as might at first sight be supposed.

I am well aware that extreme caution

must be exercised in applying to locomo-

tives the conclusions drawn from experi-

ments on marine engines, but the results

of Mr. Croll's investigations of the rela-

tive evaporative power of rough and pol-

ished surfaces are so striking, and the

condensation he observed in engines hav-

ing rough cast-steel pistons and covers

was so excessive (in one case rendering it

impossible to obtain a card at all), that it

appears highly probable that rough piston

and cj'linder-head surfaces diminish the

efficiency of a locomotive to an appreciable

degree, especially in the case of compound
locomotives in freight service, where the

conditions approximate more closely to

those characteristic of marine engine

practice.



Until ver)' recently the cylinder heads

and pistons of American locomotives were

universally of cast iron. Lately, however,

the question of the injurious effect exerted

by heavy locomotives upon the rails has

been much discussed by engineers in this

country, and as a result there appears to

be a commendable tendency among the

more progressive locomotive builders to

make these parts of cast steel, in order to

obtain the maximum amount of grate and

heating surface with the minimum weight

on the rails. As pointed out by Mr. Croll,

a rough steel casting is probably about the

worst material that could be exposed to

steam performing work in a cylinder

;

hence we shoidd be careful that our efforts

to reduce the cost of locomotive repairs by

neglecting to machine the piston or cylin-

der-head surfaces do not, in the end,

result in a case of " dear cheapness."

Of course, when the practice of rigid

economy in locomotive repairs is impera-

tive, a master mechanic is always com-

pelled to sacrifice much work which he

would gladly do were he financially able
;

still, from what has been said, the inside

surfaces of a locomotive cylinder do not

appear to be the proper field for the exer-

cise of economy in machine work.

Edw. L. Coster.

10 Wall Street, New York.

& y ^
More Evils in Full Throttling.

Editors :

The article on uneven tire wear in the

July issue of your paper induces me to

make a parting reply on the subject, as I

suppose I am among the correspondents

alluded to. I believe I was the first to lay

the cause of uneven tire wear to full

throttling
;
and when I did so, I expected

I would not recognize myself after the

critics got through with me. But so far, I

believe the evidence is on ray side. The
article alluded to states that the expense

of turning tires is a small item compared

to the amount of coal consumed. I wish

to say that the cost of turning tires is also

a small item compared to the other repairs

made necessary by full throttling, for I be-

lieve the damage is universal, which be-

gins at the cylinders and ends at the foot

board. However, I do not oppose full

throttling ; high speeds, under some con-

ditions, make it necessary.

Whistler, Ala. D. O. Smith,

Master Mech., M. & O. R.R.

i i i
Engine 514 of the Denver & Rio Grande

Railroad, a ten-wheel passenger engine,

built by Baldwin—cylinders, iS x 24 in.
;

drivers, 54 in. — made 177,000 miles in

passenger service since last general over-

hauling, which was June 22, 1891. This

engine runs between Denver & Pueblo
;

engineer, William King.

i ^ g
Is there anyone getting subscribers for

this paper in your district ? If not, write

us for cash commission.

A Sensible Wrench to Take the Place

of Other Wrenches on a

Locomotive.

For a long time there has been talk

about the expense of tools on locomotives.

At two separate meetings of the New York

Railroad Club this question was up and

earnestly discussed. It was agreed that

two sizes of monkey wrenches were neces-

sary, but many favored one 15-inch

wrench. On passenger engines it is neces-

sary to carry some kind of a pipe wrench

to hold pipe and fittings in repairing

emergency break-downs to steam, heat or

air systems. It is well known to rail-

road men that the reasons why ordinary-

monkey wrenches go to pieces so fast is

the abuse they get and the weakness of

their construction. A broken handle

shank, or even the wood handle coming

off, ruins a wrench. Nine men out of ten

pull a wrench the wrong way, tending to

spring the jaws and ruin the wrench.

Look into the tool boxes of two-thirds of

the locomotives in the country, and you

will find monkey wrenches that have been

used as hammers and spoiled.

We wish to propose for locomotives a

wrench that cannot be used as a hammer,

that will fit any nut, and by turning it

over is made into an S wrench—on account

of the angle of the jaws—a wrench that

can't be used the wrong w-ay, and one

with an unbreakable handle.

This wrench will answer for every need

on a locomotive ; a scale on the solid jaw

shows just where to adjust it to fit a given

size of pipe. It is made of steel drop

forgiugs throughout, with ample bearings,

and is practically unbreakable.

For the rough work of locomotive ser-

vice, we think it would be an improve-

ment over monkey wrenches, and take the

place of both them and a pipe wrench.

A cast clamp is furnished with it to use on
copper and brass pipe without marring
them.
This is no puff for an advertiser—the

makers do not advertise with us—but the

tool is a good mechanical job and de-

serves attention. Used in connection with
a keystone ratchet wrench—which is made
in Buffalo—all other wrenches—solid,

socket, pipe and monkey—could be taken
off locomotives. This wrench is made by
Samuel Hall's Son, of this city.

Encourage the Associations.

The annual address of President Gar-

stang, at the last Master Mechanics' Con-

vention, was highly sensible and practical.

Nearly every paragraph of the addie^s

contained ideas well worth quoting, but

we were particularly pleased with the fol-

lowing :

. "I wish to ask your encouragement for

those who are members of the Traveling

Engineers' Association, Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association, Asso-

ciation of Railway Air-Brake Men, and

kindred associations, as these are good

educators in their special line of work, and

directly are a benefit to the railways. For

several years pa.st I have encouraged the

attendance of those with whom I have been

associated, who are members of these asso-

ciations, and I would suggest the same be

done by members of this association."

^ i i
An Engineer's Pocket Wrench.

The outline sketch .shown herewith ex-

plains the construction of a pocket wrench

made by Mr. Rohrbach, until recently

roundhouse foreman of the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, at Centreville, N. J.

It has three openings for hex. nuts that

fit as many kinds of oil-cup tops. The
square hole in center fits a set-screw head

;

the alligator will grip any small pipe or

feeder ; the narrow opening next the screw-

driver is for the flat drain plug on lubri-

cators, and the screw-driver is always handy
in adjusting feeds, folding out of the way
when not in use.

^ ^ i
On the Fall Brook road they are hauling

a good man}- of the new-style high and

short gondolas of coal. The men have

given them a very appropriate name,
" Bald-headed box cars."

i! i i
Don't miss your paper several months

before letting us know. We are anxious

that you get every copy, and will try to

correct any fault.

5'7



The Expansion of Firebox Slieets—
Some Experiments.

To determine the amount of expansion

of firebox sheets, and the difference in

amount and time between the movements
of the firebox and shell sheets, Mr. J. M.
Boon, assistant superintendent of motive

power of the AVest Shore road, recently

completed some interesting experiments.

He selected four types of boilers having

the greatest range in size and design, as

shown in our engravings.

He then built a frame of heavy angle

iron in the shape of an arch over tlie

boiler to be tested, and resting on the frame,

as shown in cuts.



out of existence the portion of our present

specification for steel, as last adopted, re-

lating to that for the boiler shell entire!}',

and hereafter require that for all boiler and

firebox steel the chemical specification

adopted last year is prescribed.

One grade of steel for boilers, and that of

the very best ; and, from my experience

with thousands of tons of this material,

the best need not necessarily be the high-

est-priced. You cannot make the chemi-

cal specification too rigid for me.

This improvement of specifications ought
certainlv to receive the attention of the
association at the next convention.

box. This engine had a new firebox on

May 19, 1892, and came in for new side

sheets February 5, 1895. The very small

sheet, marked " Engine 40," is of still an-

other make. There is quite a wide range

in quality in these sheets.

In a personal letter on the subject, Mr.

Samuel F. Prince, Jr., superintendent of

motive power and equipment, says :

* * * "You ask me if I have any

theory as to the cause of this cracking,

and I say to you frankly that I have not.

If you will note, most of these cracks are

in the interior of the plates, and not at

the edge, consequently are at points where

in"' due to the rolls, or, in other words,

to'' the density. It is claimed that the

annealing of the individual plates that go

to make up a firebox, after they have
been subjected to all necessary mechani-

cal manipulation, obviates all the troubles

that firebox plate is heir to. I am
just a little skeptical in regard to this, as,

from my own knowledge, I know that

plates so annealed have given trouble by
cracking. Mv own idea in regard to an-

nealing is this : That the entire firebox,

after it has been riveted up and calked,

should, as a whole, be thoroughly an-

nealed ; this discounts any local disturb-

ance due to mechanical manipulation, and
would simply necessitate a light calking

all around to meet any opening of edges

Some Firebox Siucuts Tuat Cu.\i.kj'.ij, Long Lsl.vnd Railroad.

Some Firebox Sheets That Failed.

Our engraving was made from a photo-

graph taken at the Long Island Rail-

road shops, of some firebox sheets that

had to be taken out on account of crack-

ing.

The long sheet to the extreme left and

the three smaller sheets on the right are

one make of steel, and came out of the

same firebox.

This engine went out of the shop with a

new firebox in February, 1892, and came
in for side sheets March 4, 1895.

The three large sheets in the center are

of another make, and from the one fire-

there has been little local disturbance, out-

side of punching holes for stay-bolts,

touching same. I would state that none
of these plates were annealed after the

local manipulation necessary to prepare
them for position in firebox ;

consequently
the local treatment due to scarfing, etc.,

would not materially aifect the interior

area of the plates. These plates were all

sent to one of the manufacturers of fire-

box plates in this country, for chemical
and physical analyses, and perhaps those

analyses may show up a lack of unifomiity
in the chemical and physical composition,
and likewise in the density of the plate.

In rolling large plates, the plates are more
dense at the edge and less so in the middle,

and it may be possible that this cracking
is due somewhat to that variation in work-
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of plates due to the annealing. Of course,

this would require special annealing fur-

naces ; but you thus have your pudding
all cooked at one time in the same oven,

and not cooked in sections by several dif-

ferent cooks.
"lam waiting with much interest the

result of the analyses of these various

plates of which you have photographs,
and after seeing same may be enabled

to arrive at the real cause for crack-

ing.
" You speak in your letter of the fact

that expensive steel firebox plates are

found cracked along with those of a

cheaper grade, and while this is so, the

percentage of cracked expensive plates

to that "of the cheaper grades is very
small." * * *



GAR DEPARTMENT

A Freaky Wreck.
One of the queerest freaks in telescopin;^

that ever came to our notice, was caught

by the camera just after towing in from

the wreck, occasioned by the collision of a

freight and passenger train. The picture

shows two coaches exactly as they were

found after the shock ; the one on top was

Conducted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E

ment was the fact that the forward car

shot from its trucks with just enough
energy to plow through the car behind
and stop with the ends of the' ,two cars

directly in line. The fellow who answers
the " What did I do " puzzles can have a

chance to explain some of the peculiarities

of this wreck.

fom-ard of the lower one when in the

train.

It is hard to conceive a force of the in-

tensity that could accomplish such utter

ruin, and still leave the outlines of the

upper car, which is sheared the whole
length at the belt rails on both sides, and
wiped off the records completely. The
floor is gone, but the truss planks are

there, showing plainly—one up under the

hood and the other about half way down
at the left side. There was not much
damage to the lower car, aside from the

ends being out and the seats destro3'ed.

Although the upper car plowed through

the inside of the lower, the po.sts of the

latter were not started at sills or plates,

and were not touched in course of repairs.

The trucks were not disturbed or injured.

One of the strangest freaks of this wreck
was the fact that not one of the lamps in

the lower car were touched
; even the

shades were in their places, and without

a crack.

.\uother thing that caused lots of com-

Freight-Car Design.

The want of uniformity in size of freight

cars of like capacity—and this refers not to

dimensions of details so much as to length,

height and width of body—would appear to

furnish an excellent pretext for some com-

mittee work in the conventions, where the

touch of the master-hand has so often

made rough places smooth when standards

were under discussion.

This state of things was not so glaringly

in evidence in the 40,000-pound equip-

ment, for the reason that the limit was

reached and passed in a 33-foot car, and
all were content to build on general simi-

lar lines. But what a transformation when
the demand for a 60,000-pound car began

to press :t.self ! All the railroad Aladdins

brought out their rusty lamps, and each

rub produced a genie with a car of the re-

quired capacity, whether for oats or ore.

These slaves of the lamp have visited on

us an evil that will be felt down several

generations, even if a halt is called by

those in a position to enforce it.
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That caprice is still a condition and not

a theorj- in the matter of car design, we
have all needed proof in the diversity' of

sizes shown in cars of same nominal
capacity. .-V range in length from 34 to

38 feet, with widths and heights showing
the same easy disregard for the fitness of

things, can often be ascribed to no other

cause than somebody's itching to stand

alone in this particular field, to furnish the

mechanical world an opportunity to admire

the transcendent genius that can give us
.

a car unlike anything eoing before.

It is not the practical man who lays

himself open to criticism—not he. " Fools

walk where angels dare not tread," and
always give us results proportional to the

recklessness and pull of the sprinter.

This will account for some of the wild

creations in rolling stock that are on ex-

hibition occasionally, and exposes the

element that will silently work to defeat

any approach to a standard, no matter

how faithfully or zealously those lower

down the official scale may work to that

end.

The volume of the inside of a car should

be the index of its capacity, letting that

represent any number of pounds found

best for the service ; this once established

for average ladings of merchandise, it

-would be a long .stride toward the goal of

a standard. Since 35 feet is the average

length of these large cars, 7 feet under car-

lines and a width of 8 feet 3 inches would

give 2,000 cubic feet.

If now this volume is found sufficient

for the average 60,000-pound load, it is

certainly not a sound business proposition

to biuld cars having a cubic capacity 50 per

cent, in excess of its needs. There are

three potent reasons for this ; First, the

car of greater volume has a greater area to

present to the wind, thus increasing its re-

sistance and, without its center of gravity

is low, its chances for turning over ; sec-

ond, a greater dead weight per unit of

paying load ;
and third, the greater cost.

These are valid objections to the use of

a car larger than necessary to handle aver-

age loads ; they cannot be ignored if a

standard is adopted based on anything

like economic grounds, and no one having

a proper knowledge of the situation will

question the truth of the assertion that

nearly all 60,000-pound cars are heavier

than their capacity warrants.



A car body 35 feet long, with 2,000 cubic

feet capacity, having sills and framing de-

signed to keep down dead weight, will

weigh 18,000 pounds, but the truss rods

must have such a depth at the needle

beams that they will carry the load, and not

be merelj' tie rods, as too many are in fact.

The trucks to go with this car must also

receive the same care ,in distribution of

material where it is needed—thus designed

on correct lines, eliminating all' useless

patented features, will weigh not more
than 10,000 pounds. The total weight of

car will then be 28,000 pounds, and as

light as can be obtained bj' the preseit

wooden construction, and then only by
the exercise of sound judgment in provid-

ing for all strains with a factor of safety

sufficient for strength and no more. Any
excess of material means dead weight,

and simply demonstrates that the designer

don't know a bending moment when he

sees it.

These figures carry a moral that it would
be well to heed, when it is remembered
that very few of our 60,000-pound cars

weigh less than 30,000 pounds, and in

some cases reaching as high as 33,000

pounds. Furniture cars, and other abnor-

mally large special cars, are not considered

in the above, for the reason that the im-

mensity of their proportions imply weight,

and those who enjoy these luxuries must
expect to pay for them ; but there is no good

reason why the regulation 60, 000-pound car

cannot be brought to the figures named, and
thus pave the way to standard inside di-

mensions. This would have the effect of

ultimately looking to uniformity in ar-

rangement of details of framing ; and
following on this, might possibly come
something like uniformity in sizes of all

timbers in box-car construction.

There is a healthy interest taken in this

matter of a standard for 60,000-pound cars

by many rolling-stock officials, who are

fully alive to the advantages known to be

had in such a scheme, all of which are too

plain to waste good space on ; while in

other cases there is a too evident disposi-

tion to put a gag on anything that savors

of a standard, and this spirit will have a

tendency to defer for a time the consum-

mation of a move that should be in effect

at the earliest moment.
Many tough problems in standardizing

car work have been solved by the bright

minds that are ever on the alert for a nut

to crack, and this one will be handled

without gloves if they are unfettered and
not interfered with by the pretenders.

As the matter stands at present, it is

only necessary to put in more truss rods,

some 4'4 x 8-inch axles, and use a stencil

denoting the increase of capacity, to

make any of the old arks good for 60,000

pounds.

Having shown that there is a possible

difference of 4,000 pounds or more in the

light weight of this class of cars, a little

calculation will make it plain that the

heavier ones are hauled at a loss.

If it costs, say, J-2 cent per ton-mile, the

books must show a balance on the wrong
side, equal to : 5 x 2 X 100 ;|!i.oo for

each car hauled 100 miles. A nice pre-

mium to pay for the privilege of advertis-

ing a blunder.

Let us have some reason for the state-

ment that a car hns a certain load capacity

in pounds. Let it come from those who
are fitted by experience to pass on this im-

portant question—from men whose names

beget confidence. We shall then have

something more tangible to work on than

is now found in car literature.

© i i
Improvements on European Car<:.

Within the last five years there has been

more real progress in the improvement of

cars on European railways than there was

in the previous sixty j-ears of railway

operating. It is undeniable that the Amer-

ican car, with its conveniences for inter-

communication, has been the model on

which European improvements have been

based. Till recently they have ad-hered

tenaciou-slv to the compartment car, which

could not by any means be made safe and

comfortable for railway travel. It had

time-honored attractions, and that main-

tained it in use when every argument of

safety and convenience was against it.

Government bureaus wrestled with rail-

way companies to compel them to provide

means by which passengers in the isolated

compartments could communicate with

the train hands when robbers, murderers

and violators were assaulting them, but no

ingenuity could overcome the inherent

weakness of the secluded section. How-
ever desirous a railroad company might be

to provide means of protection to the pass-

engers, the secluded nature of the small

apartment made their efforts futile.

The old European car is a triumph of

development in an unbroken line from the

most elementary forms. The most primi-

tive form of carriage was two parallel rails

connected with a seat in the middle for

the burden. A man at each end carried

the load. This was called a hand-barrow.

A more pretentious form of the hand-

barrow was the sedan chair of Europe and

the palanquin of India and China.

The first radical improvement on the

hand-barrow was putting a wheel at one

end, when it became a wheel-barrow. The
miners in Europe who were forced by ne-

cessity to invent means for transporting

coal and ore cheaply, increased the size

of the barrow, put two wheels at each end

and a big box in the middle, which made
the car. When this was put upon railways,

the rails were used as bumpers for contact

with connecting cars. They called it a

wagon. This is the European freight car

of to-day, but every year it is becoming
heavier.

When European engineers wanted a

passenger car for railways, they took the

stage coach for their model and placed it on

the pair of parallel rails. As the solid ends
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of the rails made too great aVshock when
loosely-coupled cars bumped together,

spring buffers were invented. The
coupling of all European cars is in the

middle ; and a radical'Mmprovement sug-

gested by the uncomfortable concussions

of loose couplers, was a screw coupling,

which binds the cars tightly together.

The line of improvement followed on

European cars until lately, has been
merely to enlarge the'old designs. Within
the last few j^ears, however, radical

changes have been'.-introduced, thanks to

the preaching of the engineering press.

The corridor car is becoming common on ^
all lines. This is a vestibule car, with

side passages which permit the passen-

gers to pass from car to car. With minor
modifications, it is the American car.

i i ^
To Strengthen Passenger=Car Ends.

There appears to" be considerable effort

going on among ' railroad car builders to

strengthen the ends of passenger cars and
make-them stronger to resist the shocks of

accident. A note which we publish on the

subject lately elicited^ inquiries from the

mechanical departments of several rail-

roads, all of them being anxious to know
what roads were 'working out special

methods for strengthening this part which
is the weakest feature of our passenger

equipment.

The committee appointed last year by
the M. C. B. Association to investigate the

subject of Passenger-Car Ends, reported

that the'jNational Government has lately

required that the ends and frames of postal

cars used by the railroads to transport the

United^States mails shall be strengthened

and provided with vestibules, and it has

issued instructions describing to some ex-

tent how[this shall be done. Some of the

railroad companies are now constructing

cars in which they have endeavored to

meet these requirements, and others are

debating the advisabilit}' of entirely doing

away with the platform on all kinds of

passenger-train equipment cars that do
not require accommodations at their ends

for the entrance and exit of passengers, or

at least of making only a very small one
on them by extending the main floor

framing a short distance beyond the end
of the car body. Many improvements are

being worked out in other directions also.

Iron or steel of various forms are finding a

place in the framing at the ends of passen-

ger cars'; the fastening of the usual plat-

form to the car body, and the attachment

of the coupler, are both undergoing changes

in recent practice, w'ith a view of giving

greater strength to the one and more flexi-

bility to the other ; different forms of ves-

tibules are also being tried. And none of

thesejplans has yet advanced entirely be-

yond the experimental stages.

Further, the large individual car build-

ers and coupler manufacturers are actively

engaged in developing their ideas in the

same direction, and thus there are features



the association would have to avoid as well

as those it must prove by actual test.

To those interested in this subject we
would commend the practice of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, and of the

Michigan Central. Both of these roads

have for several years been devoting most
intelligent attention to the strengthening
of passenger-car ends.

i i g
Grab Irons, Grab Irons, Grab Irons.

On a recent trip through the country be-

tween New York and Buffalo, the writer

found every shop busy making grab irons,

and car repairers hustling them on. Even,--

body seems to have remembered the
standard-height law, but to have forgotten

all about the law requiring grab irons on
each side of each end of all freight cars.

Some are using the uncoupling rod of

the M. C. B. coupler as a grab iron for one
side, and it answers nicely if there is room
to get the fingers under it. In some cases

room is made by cutting out the wood.
Those who have bolt headers are upset-

ting the ends of rods in them, flattening

the head under the hammer, and punching
the hole. Most of the shops bend the

end over and flatten that down.
Car shops are making grab irons by the

car-load ; one company stated that they

had orders for all the^- could make until

September.

More .grab irons were put on in the first

two weeks in July than in five years be-

fore, and if matters had been allowed to

remain as they were, all the cars would
have had grab irons within a month or so

;

but a petition was gotten up for an exten-

sion of time, and on Jul)' 15th the Inter-

state Commerce Commission extended the

time within which the law of 1893, provid-

ing for the safety of emploves on freight

cars used in Interstate tratSc, shall go
into effect. The ruling of the Commission
is that the time within which handholds
shall be put upon cars shall be extended to

December i, 1895, and the time within

which all drawbars shall be changed to a

uniform height shall be extended to Feb-

ruary 15, 1896.

The work of rai.sing cars to the standard

height is going on all right, and the roll-

ing stock will be in good shape in this

connection before long.

The extension of time on handholds
•will check the work of putting them on,

and we doubt if there will be as many cars

equipped on December ist, under the ex-

tension, as there would be if the extension

had not been granted. The way to resume
is to resume, and the way to get hand-
holds on cars is to get them on. With
every shop in the country making hand-
holds and hunting for cars to put them on,

it wouldn't have taken another two weeks
to have gotten the job done.

Meanwhile the heads of the mechanical

departments of the leading railroads run-

ning into Chicago, at a meeting held Julv

i6th adopted a resolution, that when the

law goes into effect February 15th, 1896,

cars in service shall be marked " Bad
Order" if the drawbar measures less than

31^-2 inches empty or loaded, or higher

than 34^ inches empty or loaded.

The chances are that other leading rail-

roads will adopt the same policy towards

cars that do not comply with the law.

i i i
We learn that the handsome walkover

car seats, which were exhibited at the re-

cent conventions at Thousand Islands,

have been ordered for the twenty hand-

some coaches which the Pullman Com-
pany are building for the Southern Rail-

way, as well as the coaches building at the

same works for the Boston & Albany road.

The Big Four, the Plant System and
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling R.R. have

also ordered a number of them. Since

the inventors (Hale & Kilbum) placed

this practical and luxurious seat on the

market it has scored a complete "walk-
over."

^ i i
The Standard Coupler Company having,

a year and a half ago, purchased all the

patents, property, etc., of the Standard

Car Coupling Company, and assumed the

contracts of the same, the latter company
was, during the past month, granted an

order in the New York Supreme Court,

winding up its affairs. To avoid any mis-

apprehension in the matter, the Court in

its order says :

'

' This order does not re-

late to, and shall in no way affect the

Standard Coupler Company, organized and

doing business under that name in the

city of New York and elsewhere, which

corporation is entirely independent of and

distinct from the corporation herein sought

to be dissolved."

i i i
The Fitchburg Railroad people are put-

ting the M. C. B. coupler and air brakes

on at least twenty freight cars every week.

Mr. Marden, superintendent of the car de-

partment, has arranged a variety of labor-

saving devices and methods which mate-

rially reduce the cost of doing this work.

When a car is taken in to have air brakes

and couplers put on, it is thoroughly in-

spected, and if any sills or other parts are

found in bad order they are removed. By
this means the company is systematically

rebuilding all the cars in need of repairs.

g i i
The Wm. D. Gibson Company, Nos. 12

and 14 So. Jefferson street, Chicago, have

a quarter-page advertisement this month
showing some of their styles of springs.

They manufacture special springs for all

purposes to order, including car seat, air

brake, trolley, coupler, engine and valve

springs.

i i i
The Great Northern and the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas have specified the New
York air brake for their new rolling

stock.

Some Information About Rubber Hose.

Some interesting cuts are shown in this

issue in the advertisement of the Peerless

Rubber Mfg. Co.

Those who know all the ins and outs

of the rubber hose business can give users

some valuable pointers. In speaking on
this subject, Mr. C. H. Dale, general man-
ager of the company, said :

" The use of wire in wrapping hose is to

be deplored, particularly if steam is em-
ployed, from the fact that hose when con-

ducting steam softens at least 25 per cent.,

and it also has a tendency to expand the

hose. It is a well-known fact that couplers

require an exact length of ho.se on man\-

of the roads, and the complaint is that the

hose groci'S too short, which is owing to

the expansion of the hose. Many of the

manufacturers and railroad companies

have decided to overcome this expansion

by wrapping hose with wire. The result

is that while the hose does not expand
much and contract in length, it must move
somewhere, so it goes in the only direction

which is left. In other words, it swells

the inside of the tube, eventually choking

up the inside diameter of the hose com-
pletely.

"Some of the air-brake coupling cast-

ings sold have burrs on them, on the shank
of the coupling. .\ small burr will cut

the tube of the hose ver}- readily, and the

tube of any hose once punctured, its use-

fulness is gone.
" The duck in hose simply indicates the

hydraulic strength, and the better the tube,

coating and friction, the longer the life of

the hose ; that is, it will stand the mechani-

cal motion better if made of good ma-
terial instead of cheap. The cheaper

grade of hose grows hard and will crack

in a very short time, while the better gum
or rubber will wear for years without get-

ting hard. Too much dependence is

placed by the average buyer on the hydrau-

lic strength of hose. Beyond a certain

point it is not important.

"The cheaper a bu)'er demands rubber

goods, the less rubber he naturally gets.

All mechanical rubber goods are com-

pounded with minerals, and minerals are

cheap. The most expensive thing in hose

is the rubber, next comes the duck. It is

a well-known fact that the rubber in its

green state, being ground and compounded,

will absorb or mix with a very large amount
of minerals. It will absorb as high as

80 per cent. , but any rubber compounded
to that extent has no life in mechani'"-

'

service. It will not stand mechanical nic

tion, owing to there being very little sub-

stance or body to it. The better grades

contain from 20 per cent, to 40 per cent,

of minerals onlv.

"

i" i i
The Fitchburg people are about to put

air compressors in all their principal car

and locomotive shops. Mr. Marden, su-

perintendent of the car department, is

getting out designs for an air hoist power-

ful enough to lift cars.
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A "Horse Sense" Cattle Guard.

Our little engraving shows the construc-

tion of a new form of cattle guard made by
the Sheffield Velocipede & Car Co. , of Three

Rivers, Mich. This guard is composed of

four strips (duplicates) of boiler steel, in

which sharp teeth are struck up close to-

gether. This simply requires spiking to

the ties ; has no rods, ris'ets, bolts or loose

parts to wear and make a noise
;
presents a

surface little likely to collect dirt and snow,

and one on which a hoofed animal cannot

walk. Surface guards have saved lots of

money formerly wasted in building and

keeping clear pits, and this seems to be

a good one of the kind. The sheets are

furnished either coated with pure asphal-

tum or galvanized.

Too Complicated for an American.

During a discussion on compound loco-

motives at the last Master Mechanics'

Convention, a speaker who had been in

France a short time ago remarked :

" The compounds to be seen in France

remind me of an incident that happened

in the West years ago. The Denver &
Rio Grande people had a Fairlie locomo-

tive, a double-headed machine, like two

engines coupled together. She was a very

inconvenient, complicated machine, and

none of the men liked to run her. There

was an Englishman on the road who had

been accustomed to locomotive monstrosi-

ties, and he was put running the Fairlie as

pusher on a grade. He got on to the time

of another train one day, and the order

was given that he should be laid off for

twenty days, and a man was sent to relieve

him. The man that was sent to relieve

him had never had anv-thing to do with

that Fairlie engine. He looked her over

very carefully. He looked at what this

was for, and how that was intended to

work, and where were the different points

to be reached for oil, and what all the

levers and cranks and handles and con-

traptions were for. The man who was to

be laid off explained it all very patiently

to the other fellow for about half an hour,

and after it was thoroughly explained the

man who was sent to relieve the other

said :
' Well, friend, j'ou keep on running

the engine and I will take the twenty

days.' "

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Question* and Answers.

(103) M. H. N., Haverhill, Mass., writes :

Why will an engine cut oflf her exhaust
quicker and sharper in the back than in

the forward motion? A.—There is no
difference.

(104) F. C, Bloomington, 111., asks:

If setting the reverse lever and the

rocker plumb is the proper way to get the

length of the reach rod ? A.—We think
plumbing the reverse lever and the tum-
bling shaft the better way.

(105) A. S., Covington, Ky., asks:

I. Which is the proper position to set

up the side rods of a locomotive? A.—
Some rod men prefer one point, others

another. We prefer the dead center. 2. Is

it not best to put up the rods when the
engine is hot? A.—Yes.

(106) J. H. H., Burbank, Cal., writes :

Progressive examinations say that a

man should begin firing when he is eigh-

teen years old, others say he should begin
earlier. Who is right? A.—Eighteen is

young enough for the hard work to be
done. On some roads firemen are not

hired until they are 21 years old.

(107) W. O., Dayton, O., writes:

If the center line of cylinder was placed

9 inches above the center line of the main
driving axle, would it make any difference

in the working of the engine? A.—The
power transmitted through the main rod
would be operated through an angle which
would materially increase the friction, and
it would increase the inequality of steam
distribution due to the angularity of the
main rod.

(loS) W. L. C, Crewe, Va., writes:

Can Mushet steel be welded ? If so, de-
scribe the process. A.—B. M. Jones&Co.,
of Boston, who handle the steel in this coun-
try, replying to an inquiry, sa}' :

" Mush-
et steel can be welded. It has been
brazed, and it has been pressed in a ma-
chine, borax being used in both cases, and
the result has been satisfactory. We can-
not, however, consider it in the light of a

commercial success, Ijecause it depends so

entirely upon the individual skill of the
workman. '

'

(109) A. S. H., Islington, New South
Wales, writes

:

I. Are the sniffing valves on the steam
chests of .\merican locomotives supposed
to relieve the valves with steam shut off ?

A.—Yes. 2. If so, what is the saving
when the extra cost of fuel consumed is

taken into account ? A.—We doubt if

there is any saving. 3. Is it not a fact

that air is drawn in through these valves
that cools the cylinders and causes extra
condensation ? A.—We believe this 'is

likely the case.

(no) F. C. F. E., Chariestown, Mass.,
writes :

When we have a main connection that
runs hot with oil in the cup, we put com-
mon hard soap in the strap and then put
on the cup. The connection runs cool as

long as the soap lasts. What I want to

know is, does the soap take the temper
out of the steel of the pin or not ? One
master mechanic claims it does, others that
it does not. Which is right ? A.—We do
not believe that soap will take the temper
out of steel anj- more than tallow will,

but a crank pin is not tempered.

(in) J. G., Jackson, Tenn., asks:

I. How far will the steam follow the
piston in a 24-inch stroke engine in full
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gear? A.—About 21 inches. The exact

point of cut-off depends upon the lap of

valve and arrangement of valve gear. 2.

What is in the ashes and clinkers that eats

up the iron and ties? A.—Probably ele-

ments that turn into sulphuric acid when
exposed to air and moisture. 3. Does the

Crane air brake work on the principle of

the Westinghouse air brake? A.—Yes.

4. Do the engines of large steamships use

steam expansively ? A.—Yes. 5. Did the

electric headlight prove a success? A.—
Yes. 6. Does the Manhattan Elevated
Railroad use the Westinghouse air brake?
A.—No ; the vacuum brake is used there.

(112) G. S., Edgemont, C, writes:

Can a railroad company collect a bill

from a foreign road for putting in a pair

of wheels to replace others having sharp
flanges or worn tread, if defect card was not

given when car was received from connect-

ing road ? For instance, the flange might
not be worn down to gage when received,

and in two or three days be below gage.

A.—The owner of the car is responsible

for the cost of wheels removed for sharp
flanges or worn tread. 2. If any breakage
takes place on a car in ordinary service,

whether from defect or not, can the owner
collect for cost of repairs? A.—Yes; un-
less it be for a part for which owners are

held responsible, particulars of which are

given in the Rules of Interchange of Cars.

(113) Subscriber, Little Rock, Ark.,

writes :

I. Will you inform me how to find the

off-set in a link saddle? A.—The point
for the center of the saddlj pin is found
by laying the motion down on a drawing
board and finding by measurement the

point which will best adjust the cut-off.

It is often found b\- clamping a temporary
saddle on the link and trying various posi-

tions. 2. Wh}' is an off-set put in a rocker,

and how is its extent found ? A.—An off-

set in the rocker is necessary when the
axis of the cylinder and the center line of

motion do not coincide. To give an in-

telligible direction of how to find the ex-

tent of off-set would take too much space
for these columns. It is explained in all

good books that treat on link motion.

(114) W. E. F., Charlottesville, Va.,

writes :

I. I am running a 19 x 24-inch eight-

wheel engine. When I open the throttle

and pull the reverse lever to a short cut-

off at high speed, there is a tremendous
kicking on the left side. It can be reme-
died to some extent by partly closing the
throttle and advancing the reverse lever.

What is the cause? A.—We should say
that the engine had too much compression,
but why the kicking should be only on the
left side we cannot understand. 2. Is not
inside lap a disadvantage to an express en-
gine? A.—We have always found that it

caused too much compression in a fast-

running engine, but the valve motion
might be so designed that the inside lap
was all right. 3. What size nozzle should
a 19 X 24-inch engine use? A.—That
would depend so much upon the kind of

coal used that we could not answer defi-

nitely. About 3,''2-inch double and 5-inch
single is a fair average. 4. Would a small
nozzle have any effect upon an engine's
adhesive power? A.—If you mean its

tendency to move without slipping, it would
not ; if you mean tractive power or haul-
ing capacity, it would be redured by a

small nozzle. 5. In case of r. broken
eccentric strap, would it be safe to discon-
nect the link lifter and allow the other
strap to remain on? A.—This is a ques-
tion that there is a difference of opinion
on among good judges. Our advice is.



take down both straps. 6. When I sound
my whistle on a damp morning, I notice
sparks fly from the whistle rigging. Are
they electric sparks ? If so, how are they
generated? ^i/.—They are no doubt elec-

tric sparks, generated by the friction in
some way. We cannot say how the elec-

tricity is generated in that particular case,
but slight shocks are felt on many locomo-
tives.

@ i ©
Theodore Alteneder & Sons, the well-

known manufacturers of the Alteneder

drawing instruments, boxwood scales, pro-

tractors, etc., are out with a new catalogue

containing much useful information for

engineers and draughtsmen. A copj- will

be sent to any of the readers of Locomo-
tive Engineering free, on receipt of

4 cents in stamps to pay postage.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

('nntaininy more than ^.000
Questions w i t h Argued
Answers, and over ."jOO illus-

trations ; also liis Aiitli-

meti<-. Alffehi-a. Plane and
Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 7SC. jier volume. Wdl be sent post-
paid after rec-eipt of luiee l>v The Laborer's In-
struction Pub. Co.. 314 N. 3d .St.. St. Louis. M.i.

BEftTS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the
handiest tool for running; repairs that can be

found. It3 hardened steel .iaws and handy adjust
ment make it keep hold when once set and you
can get it on in out-of-the-way places, and take off

a nut without taking jaws off, and where you
couldn't get iu an eighth of a turn with the clumsy
monkey—and it will take hold close up where
the old wrench can't get. This prevents marrmg
finished nuts and parts around them. A thousand
places tor it around a locomotive where it can save
time and money. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

312 TERRACE,
BUFFALO, N. V.THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO..

DO YOU GO HUNTING?

OF COURSE

You will buy a MERLIN.
It has a solid top—Protection,

It ejects at the side—Convenience.
It Is light weight-Comfort*

It has the Ballard Barrel—Accuracy.
It has fewest parts- Simplicity.

Bend for complete catalogue, free. Spechil pack
of cards fur 15 cents.

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO.,
Hew Havent Conn*

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacture

CRANES
,^ POWER BRIDGE

^ CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

I Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleys, Switches.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

jnnE screw being
i luhricated and

protected, the Jack
is always ready for
instant service. Rail-
roiid men appreciate
<hr importance of
having Jacks Rlvvays
in good working con-
diti"n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur

. , », ^ ,, ,
'u getting common

Jacks so that thev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Trade ^Ji^^j/ Maiik,
<^H'S 3POH H..A.IIjHO.A.I>S.

VALVOLINE OIL has long been used on many of^^^"^"^^^.^ the lending railro-ids In this coun-
try aud abroad. It has no equal la quality aod mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
153- Chambers Street, MEW YORK.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND •

SHEARS
FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar.
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate,
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Rhpars.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT 6c NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Co rrrsjton tfr » r*' i tt v itrd

.

lihtr I'rhtts furnisfiffl

.

The Pratt& WhitneyCO., Hartford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers for Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrougiit Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-
ing Irregular Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning, Shaping
and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION,
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C. H. DALE, President. C. C. MILLER, Treasurer. BROWN CALDWELL. Sec'y.

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

Interior view of piece of U-shape Steam Hose in use

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, on rear tender o£ en-

^ ine hauling limited trains, conducting from 80 to

no lbs. steam for purpose of running dynamos in

combination car. This hose made 19,500 miles

running dynamos at aforesaid pressures, and

a corresponding number of miles in the op-

posite direction. The engine running

dynamos one way only.

^

Showing a piece of Peerless U-shape Steam Hose in use on the Pennsylvania Railroad for two seasons.

Still in good condition.

General Office and Salesroom,

16 Warren St., New York.
H. W. d EVERS, Gen'l Sales Agent. C. S, PROSSER, Contracting Agent.
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C. H. DALE, President. C. C. MILLER. Treasurer. BROWN CALDWELL. Sec'y.

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

^.v««».

: Vf:^

J
Interior view of new Peerless Steam Hose, befoie use. Interior view of section o£ Peerless Steam Hose in use on N. Y., O. & W. R. R. for three

seasons, carrying from 35 to 60 lbs. steam. Still in fairly good condition.

m^^^flfeiSt?^?^!^

/ » / & y sE/ P "'iWi r"y fT'1'yv'vl^
""^^ '^'v :^

Interior view of Peerless Steam Hose used in electric lii^ht plants In use
for six months blowing off steam from 120 to 160 lbs.

End view of hose made by competing' company, wire-
wrapped, showings inside diameter decreased to one-half
its normal size. Cause—cheap material, and wire wrap-
ping contracting it and not allowing it to expand.

^^^//&
;A:'. i-y 7/' > ' '.' if,

Exterior view of wire-wrapped hose made by a competing company ; was on rear of tender of engine. Shows the hose badly
burned and bursted. Principal cause—wire wrapping and cheap material.

H. W. d'EVERS. Gen'l Sales Agent. Gen'l Office and Salesroom, 16 Warren St., N. Y.
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C. S. PROSSER. Contracting Agent.



C. H. DALE, President. C. C. MILLER, Treasurer.

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

BROWN CALDWELL, Sec'y.

16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

^. V H
:i^S^^--m-rr

X^'-l^&^'

Inteuor view of compet.toi s h„se sho^ ,n^ diMiite.,iHtion caused by the use of cheap material and «ire
Hose in use only part of season.

Part 2. Atr=Brake Hose.

wrafping.

Exterior view of new Peerless Air-Brake Hose, i',i inches diameter, showing Peerless label.

t.-n~ :

'^JJiJMiiMMttiiiM iJiift
'"'

Interior view one-half section Peerless Air-Brake Hose, in service on N. y., O. & W. R. R. for over thrte vearsThis hose is fjuaranteed in passenger service for three years.

H. W. d'EVERS, Gen'l Sales Ajent. Gen'l Office and Salesroom, 16 Warren St., N. Y.
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C. S. PROSSER, Contracting Agent.



C. H. DALE, Presiden:. r. C. MILLER. Treasurer. BROWN CALDWELL. Secy.

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

^, ..• i,>.»A»J»^V^*5S

Interior view of iX-inch Air-Brake Hose, in service for two years and eight months on freight equipment.

JSlAS

Interior view of piece of Air-Brake Hose, showing injurious effects of burs on the shank of the nipples,
penetrating and cutting the tube or rubber lining.

r

•^^'-^'^•^'-

Showing cheap grade of .-Vir-Brake Hose made by comretitor, where it burst at the end of
the shank of the coupling.

H. W. d'EVERS, Gen'l Sales Agent. Gen'l Office and Salesroom, 16 Warren St., N. Y.
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C. S. PROSSER, Contracting Agent.



Second-Hand Machinery,
FOR LOCOMOTIVE AND ENfilNE WORK.

LATHE^
84" swing, 18' bed, complete. " Lincoln."
72' " 20' ' " ''Union."

16' '• " '-N.Y.S. Enisr. Co.'
12' " " ''New Haven."
iq'

" " "Harrington."

43

PLACER-
64' X 19'

42- X ig'
30' X Iq'

. 21 J'_ 5'

complete, ''Pond."
' "Gleason."

' Harrington."
-j_ .-

' "Gray."
SHAf>ER-

14' Traveling Head, with Index Centers,
Circular Feed and Vise, " Fitchburg.

"

SLOTTER-
18" stroke, complete. " Bement."

HOR. BORINQ AND DRILLINQ MACHINE—
.Swing. s4", complete, "Sellers."

UPRIGHT BORINQ AND TURNING MILL-
38', complete.

BOLT CUTTER—
i''2'. with Taps and Dies, complete.

BOILER ROLLS—
6' and 8' wide.

J. J. McCABE,
Successor to E. P. BulUrd's N. 7. Machinery Warerooms,

14 DEY STREET, NEW YORK.

Steel Rules.
Ends Hardened.

Graduated in SXh^, I6ths, 32ds and 64ths.

12 inch, - $L00 6 inch, - $0.50

4 " - - .30 3 ** - - .25

On receipt of price any time previous to Oct.
ist, iSgs, we will mail to any address in the U.S.
one or all of the above rules, we warrant them
accurate. Catalogue free.

Standard Tool Co.,
ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.,

MANUF.-iCTURERS OF

Mechanics' Fine Tools

ATHOU MACHINE CO.
SELLING AGENTS.

YANKEE
TWIST

DRILL

GRINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, from J^
to 2?4 inches. Set for any
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-
ance and can't grind a
drill wrong. Address.

G.T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

riachine Tools
57-inch Double Head Driving Wheel Lathe.

16-inch F. B. Miles Slotting Machine.
2100-Pound Miles Steam Hammer, Single Stand'd.

30 in. x27 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe.

Horizontal^ or Floor Boring Machine, Pratt &
Whitney.

Two (i) 5-ft. Universal Radial Drills.

21 in. X 11 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

19 in. x8 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

86 in. X 8 ft. Pond Machine Tool Co. Engine Lathe.

19 in. X 13 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

a in. X 19 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

•31 in. X 11 ft. Lodge & Davis Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spmdle and Taper Attachment.

40-inch Bement Vertical Drilling Machine.
34-inch Pratt & Whitney Vertical Drill'g Machine.

George Place Machine Co.,

145 BROADWAY £ 86 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Our Line Engfravings are made by the
wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

PURE
FLAKE

GRAPHITE

CURES

FRICTION.
An engineer, whose engine has run

115,000 miles with slight running repairs,
is noted as a " puller " on heavy grades,
economical in fuel and oil, and often com-
mented upon by officers.train dispatchers
and trainmen, and believed to be a supe-
rior built engine, says, "The secret of suc-
cess is the daily use of Dixon's Graphite,
wliich gives a bright polish to valves, pis-
tons and cylinders. "

Let us send you sample and pamphlet.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

FOR SALE!
The following Machinery, especially adapted for 1

Car Shops

:

1 No. 3 Brown & Sharps Universal Grinder.
3 Bement Car Axle Lathes.
3 " .33-inch Car Wheel Borers.
1 " 43.inch " "

1 100-Ton Hydraulic Wheel Press.
1 GO " Watson & Stillmnn Broaching Press.
1 9-inch Bement Slotter ^hII feeds).
143 " Vi-rti<;il liorin- & Turning Mill.
1 14 " Lowell Traverse Sbaper.
12.5 " Prentice linjs.' Drill. Power Feed and B.G.
] 30 ••

1 :B " 8-ft. D. W. Pond Eng. Lathe (very heavy),
1 36in.x.36in.xlOft. Pond Planer.
1 21-^-iMch Hurlhurt Cutting-i>ff Machine.
1 3U in. X 16 ft. Dexter Lathe.
I .11-60 in. X 26 ft. T.G. New Haven Eng. Lathe.
1 sli^'htly si-i oiiii hand 20 in. xlli^ft. Eiik. Lathe,

cijmpleti-. made by William Sellers A Co.

600 Machine Tools in Slock. Send for Lists.

SELLING AGENTS FOR
Industrial Worl<s of Bay City. Mich. : Cleveland Punch

& Shear Works : Cincinnati Milling Machine
Co., and Bickford Drill St Tool Co.

Chicaf/o Store, 115 T^ihertif Street,
63 Jt tl4 Sintth Canal St. New York.

PRENTISS TOOL AND SUPPLY CO,,

METAL WORKING MACHINERY,

FOR CAR HEATERS
HAS NO EQUAL.

Sent on approval to responsible parties.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
each ; 10x8 size, 36 cents each. Send for sample.
New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place, Finsbury, London City, England.

Agent for United States, H. N. Tiemasn, 19 West 42d St.,
New York.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL
la sample of manyi, from an Educational Association of Engine and Train men :

"We have your book, Diseases op the Air Brake System,
and consider it the very best booii in our possession."

Copies mailed to any address, on receipt of $1 , by the W. F. Hall Printing Co.,

ARMSTRONG LATHE and PLANER TOOL
fsed and endorsed by J. A. FAY i EQAN CO., MORSE TWIST DRILL AND .MACHINE CO., WILEY &

RUSSELL MFG. CO., FITCHBURG MACHINE WORKS, snd by sU wbe have given it % tri»L

Send for circular and prices.

MFD. ONl-r BY

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

80 EDCEWOOO AVE.
CHICAGO.
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Our Adoertisers.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Beltins: Co., Boston. Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York City.

Air Brakes.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

WestinghoHse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Air Compressors.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Pedrick & Ayer Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co., New York.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Anti-Prlction Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterlingworth Rv. Supply Co., New York.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Ratnapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Would Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
M. C. Hanimett, Trov, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.
.\jax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
^

Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Body Bolsters.

Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.
Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Bolters.

Pittsburg Locomotive Work.s, Pittsburg, Pa.
Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Boiler Testers.

Rue .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Boiler Tools.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme Miichinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.
W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.
Laborers' In.struction Pub. Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Locomotive Engineering, New York.
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundrv Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Jletal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cabooses.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. 111.

Calipers.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Car Castings.

.\It. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield. O.
McConwav & Torlev Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, III.

Pratt &- Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.
William C. Baker, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.
Car Lighting.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. V,
Safetv Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York,
Car Roofing.

Drake * Weirs, Cleveland, O.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Pamt Co., New York.

Continued on page sjr.

Locomotive Engineering
Steam Ene-ifwering- {Stationary, Locomotive or Afarine); Mechanics: Mechani-
cal Draiving: Electricity: Architecture: Architectural Drawing and Design-
ing: Masonry: Carpentry andJoinery : Ornamentalaud Structural Iron IVork;
Railroad Engineering: 'Bridge Engineering : Muniapal Em^ineering: Plumb-
ing and Heating: Coal and Metal Mining: Prospecting^ and tiie English
Branches.

The courses commence with addition In Artthmetic, so that to enroll It Is only
nece.ssary to kuow how to read and write. A Scholarship eutltles the liolder to

tuition, uutll he Is qualified to receive the Diploma, uu matter how Vxw^ it may take
nor how of ten it mav be necessary to review. Students can Interrupt their studies

and change their resldeuces. Scholarships are not forfeited up-Mi failurf to pay
installments pn'inptlv. E:iili student is a class by himself. Students make rapid
proL,"ress 111 l-Miiiin^'^ t.) Iiraw and Letter. Specially prepared Instruction and Ques-
tlou PapiTs. ('(.iid.Mise.i, Mmplilied.

The Steam KntciTieerini; course is intended to qualify engineers to secure Li-

censes. All representatiiins may be relied upon.
Send for Free (.Mrcular, stating the subject you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence Schools, SCRANTON, Pa.
TPAOE MARK RCGISTEP'

You Can't Fool All the People

All the Time.

Ihe "Daugherty-Visible lypewriter

IS BOUND TO WIN. $75.00

IT HAS MERIT— IS DURABLE DOES GOOD
WORK—WRITES RIGHT —RIGHT IN SIGHT.

MACHINES SENT ON TRIAL.

DROP A CARD XO

THE DAUGHERTY TYPEWRITER CO.,

21 SIXTH ST., PITTSBITRG, PA. -

Thejew "NATHAN"
(Sek Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOE

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Braises.

STEAM riRE EXTINGUISHEES.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILKR, Wj^SHKRS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for I»ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

!NATHANIVIFG.CO.,92&94Lil]ertySI.

Western Office, 147 & 149 Van Buren St., Chlcagro, 111

fT^EIES

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CAR5 AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i*:^iij-A.i>3E3Xji'ia:i-A., i»-a..
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

I HAND OR POWER.)
OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT, DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

. SECURE OUR CATALOG.

^ ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,

No. 3 Machine.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,
104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
130 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

C. E.
MANUFACTURER OF

MAI.I.EABI.E IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS: LAXCASTMli, NMW iOJiJi.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD. CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

office and Works: HOWARD anrl THOMAS str.ets

XANGYE'S
Hydraulic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pustiing in

any direction. The lever
Is for pumping it up, tlie key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,
26 Warren St., New Yorlt.

Ihdmnapol/.Wo. /

^8(tK„TV«Rl«:

'.Wo. ^mill" '- JlK0M0T1V|/;Clt

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS—C^n/muf</.

Car 5eats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp {T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N. Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co.. Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage& Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Coal Handling Alachinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa.

Couplinsr Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, lU.

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.

Drill Grinder.
G. T. Eames Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Ejectors,
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Heaters.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.. Albany, N. Y.

Emery Wheels.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg. Pa.

Enginemen's Specialties.
Stannard & White. Appleton. Wis.

Engravings.
Bradley & PoateSj New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Fire Extinguishers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co , I-akeport,

N. H. -

Flues and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago. Til.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Hollovt' Stay-Bolt Iron.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls

N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Sti'Uman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Ohio Injector Co., Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.

Continued on page SS^-
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Locomotives—Continued.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works,
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson. N. J.
Schenectadv Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady, N." Y.

Locomotive Axles.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.
J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy. N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin, Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New Y'ork
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New Y'ork.

J. J. McCabe, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Tiffin, O.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
George Place Machine Co., New Y'ork.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Measuring Scales.
Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Kevstone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N Y'.

Standard Tool Co. Athol. Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachines.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
y. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Mining riachinery.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Oil Cups.
E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phila.
C. A. Daniel. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
C. C. Jerome, Chicago, 111.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Packing Rings.
Am.erican Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

Patents.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co., Chi-

cago, 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachinery
Bignall & Kecler Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New Y'ork.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, Ohio.

Publications.
Power. New York.

Pump Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Continued on page S33.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

;_
_FOK_ LOCqMqTI¥]ES_

_|

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. S, Oils both Cylinders. Wo. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

^-JHE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-fINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAY60LT IRON

Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Plus and Ferslnga of all
Descriptions, used by Leading BaUroadfc

R.MUSKET'S SPECIAL AND

TITANIC STEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES Sc CO.,
Boston. 11 and 13 Oliver Street. New Yobe, 143 Liberty Street

Boiler,

Locomotive
AND

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

FIRE

BOX
QUiLITT UNSURPASSED^ STEEL.

%x%
Plates up to 1 00 ins.in width

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Urq^o^>
\^
^^T^^

\/%\l%/\/%/%/%^\/%/%^^/%^/%f\'%/\/%/%/S^'%/^%/%^%\

ALWAYS = =

= = = COOL !

!

All Bearings.

Sterlingwortli Railway Supply Co.,

Exclusive Railway Agents,

356 Broad^vay, ^e^r Vork.
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BETHLEHEM IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
HOLLOW SHAFTING. CRANKS, ROLLS, GUNS & ARMOR.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

New York Office, 80 Broadway. Philadelphia Office, 42 1 Chestnut St.

Weste-n Sales Aoents. FISHER & PORTER. 1025 Mnnadnock BInrk Chinago. Ills.

HI HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose
for Steam Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

M.-iNUFACTURED BY

The Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co., Lakeport, N. H.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Aonie SiBgleA Double Antomatlc Bolt Cotters

Cutting from 14 in- to 6 in- diam.

.\lso, Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial,

FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel.

Qraduated in 32d8 and 64ths on one
side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

6* 1

llllilililililililllilililililililllllllllllilllilllllllllllll
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AimiTntE TOOL colzB
HARTFORD CO-"

ililililmlililili'ililililili

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

Thegangs Patent Oil Cups
FOR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

Warranted to save SO per cent, of oil

over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bod-
ies; Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed
not to break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one .set on 30 days trial. If not satisfac-
tory, no pay. They will please you.

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP CO. (Limited),

P. O. Box 257. mil^vankee, Wl''.
FaCTOHY, 718 T(. T'.'fl IlANnvHR Sthbkt.
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Punclies.
1. P. Richards, Providence, R. I.

Railroads.
Lake Shore & M. S.

Refrigerator Cars.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings
Kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York City.

Rubber Hatting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York City.

Safety Valves.
Crosby .Steam Gage & Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L, Leach, Boston. Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Wm. U. Gibson Co., Chicago, 111.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls O
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
B.iston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Pumps,
.\. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co , St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Bo-ston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co . Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenbcrger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo, N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.x Snlid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stone Crushers.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, III.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N Y

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing JVlachines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia. Pa.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, HI.

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.
American Wearing Varnish Co., New York.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
John J. McGrane, New York

Wire Fences.
Pa.ge Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wrecking Frogs.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago. 111.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co . Philadelphia, Pa.



American Railway Master Mechanics' Association's

USTANDARD *f

Unobbied Hammered ^liarcoal Iron Hoiler ¥ubes,

Manufactured by THE TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO., Washington, Penn.

Railroad Headquarters: 39 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK CITY.

ftrt- -f^n

AIR HOISTS AND AIR CRANES.
MEN MAY
DIFFER ON

Free
Silver

Issues
BUT THEY ALL AGREE
ON ONE QUESTION:

Air Hoists and Air Cranes Save their Cost in GOLD in 3 Montlis.

SEND FOR OUR CIRCULARS.

CRANES, TRUCKS, TURNTABLES, CUPOLAS, ETC.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Chicago.

Works, Harvey (Chicago Suburb), III. 1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK.
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Not a Paper Roof.

,

Now then,

If a P. & B. Ruberoid car roof wears out

in ten years, we'll replace it at our own ex-

pense, make a written guarantee to that effect

if you wish.

This is a roof that is water and acid proof;

will not crack, rack or tear. Is specially made

for railroad purposes, costs less than any other

made (reliability considered), and can be ap-

plied by anyone who knows a roof from a right

of way.

There's lots of points on this roofing that

we cannot specify here — all explained in our

little booklet fresh from the press. A postal

card request brings it to you— better write

to-day.

Then there is P. & B. Insulating Paper,

the standard for refrigerator cars.

Standard Paint Company,

2 Liberty Street, New York City.

Chicago Office : 186 Fifth Ave.
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RICHARD DUDGEON
24 Sc 26 COLUMBIA ST.

NEW VORK.

MAKER AND PATENTEE OP

IMrROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Ao1in»: Steam Hammers.
.^ Jacks for Pressing on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. CommunicatloHs by letter will receive
prompt attention.

T
HE only Sure Relief from Over-Pressure in the BAKER CAR
HEATER—The BAKER JOINTLESS SAFETY VENT, with

recent Important Improvements.
The fundamental principle in the Baker Car

Heater is the Vtrpfttiittf of its Vatcr. The water
here is required to be constantly reheated over and
over again, without any waste whatever. Hence,
no Safetj/ Valve is admissible on the Baker Heater,
nor any device consisting of parts, as Joints of atnj
hind wilt of' ncvessity leak.

This Vent, being a SimpJPf Sintflv .Taintless

C'«sf i«f/.—made of precisely the same quality of

iron as the Drum into which it is screwed, and each
one tested separatelv to prove its tightness,— of
course there cannot 'be even a single dkop of
LEAK from it until the Hanger J'oint is reached.
when sometJt in ^l must //irr ?r«y. and that 'some-
thing" is the disk of the Vent. This Vent is not
onlv to prevent explosions of the drum, hut also to
jtrevent strainintf of the Heater joints antl the
barninff ont of the iifnerator Coil. No greater
harm is involved in the bursting of the disk of this

Vent than its small cost, and the few minutes' time
taken to screw in another Vent, and that by hand.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY BY

WILLIAM C. BAKER, successor to the Baker Heater Co., 143 Liberty St., New York.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump 'Works,

loot of East Twenty-third Street,

New York,
Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED.)

GALENA ENGINE, COACH AND CAR OaS, THE STANDARD
LUBRICATING OILS OF AMERICA.

SAFETY. SPEED and ECONOMY are Ihe resutta of the use of (ialetia Uila. COLD TEST. 10 m IB

BELOW ZERO. These oils do not freeze in the colJeal weather, while ihey are adwpUble lo the hottest
cltmates.

In the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedooi from hot boxes, except when th«M are caused by
mechanical defects.

The adojititm of Galena Oils as ttandard railway lubricants by a lari*e majority of thp leMdinir railways
of thia country in an evidence of their superiority, white the fact that the same roads use these oils K'-dav
that used them more than 30 years ago, is an evidence of their uniformity from year lo year and year in

»nd out.

Galena Oils are in exclusive use upon three continuous lines frnni Boston and New York to the
Padtio coast, and upon one continuous line from the Citv of .Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their

Adaptability l'> all temperatures and climates. Being entirely free from gum, these oils are not affected by
dust and sand ns other oil« are.

We also furnich our customers SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE OIL, which is also used exclusively
upon a majority of the leading railways of America.

GAI^BI^A OIL. ^WORKS, I^imlted.
Charles Miller, president. FRANKLIN, PA.

Chicago Branch Office. Phoenix BIdg., 138 Jackson St.

S/GNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

:F'ii.-A.i»j"is.iii]Nr, i*.^.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SiBLErs Perfection Valve Oil
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

Binders
I

for 18951
%^^^/%^^%^^%^9^'M^

We have a Steel-Back Binder,

something new and substantial.

No cutting: or Punching: Papers.

Price, $1.00.

We have a g'ood, cheap Binder,

price, 25 cents — holds a year's

numbers,

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

266 Broadway, New York City.

SILAS HOWE, Pres't and Treas.

ENOCH PETERSOX, Vice-Pres't and Sec'y.

TheWm.D.GibsonCo
Mfrs. of Superior Grades of Every Description of

Car Seat
Air Brake
Trolley

Coupler
Engine and Valve

SPRINGS
Special Springs for all Purposes

Made to Order.

For Electrical Lines, Car Builders, and
all kinds of Machinery.

12 & 14 South Jefferson St., Chicago.
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Jerome Standard Metallic Packing,

C. C. JEROME,
Inventor,

35 & 37 S. Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for CufaJof/ue.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES:

Wendell & MacDuf5e, EoomSOS Havemeyer Bldg., N.Y.

mm" COFFIN PROCESS Wmmmw

- ^UGHENED BfCtlFFIN1>Rt)CESS:,P&TENTEDJ

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4tb St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

DrivingJruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Crank

Pins.

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

•yy * ^m^v'^^s

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

'^'^^^'^VKSVvSN^

i

11111.1

LiUI,

Uuu,

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
537

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong.

One Man Can Lift to tbe Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg, and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrougiit Iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.



-^^^^^'^a^^I^'f^eoiSTINCT PLANTS.
THREE THOUSAND VARIETIES

FILES AND RASPS.

NICHOLSON
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE /=«OU'/o£-/vcT^^^TTo .
FILE WORKS IN THE WORLD —.

'^'=' '^- ' U.S.A.

Makers of Nicholson Brand Files, American Brand Files, X. F. Swiss Pattern Files.

TWI-ST DRILLS, SPRING C0TTERS7~
REAMERS,TAPS,FLAT SPRTN G KtyS.

,
EMBRyWHEELDRESSERS/GR1KDER5

CLEVELAND.6.OFFICE5WKS. ^

NEW Y:0RK,94READE ST.
L,0ND0N,158 QUEEN VICTORIA .^T.

PARIS, 68 RUE DE JVlARAlS.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Repairs.

Simple construction, easily taken apart for clean-

ing, fewer parts with corresponding reduction in

cost of repairs.

Frank W. Furry, Genera/ Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS :

WADSWOKTH, O.

DRAKE dg WE/RS, Cleveland, O.
ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

Vlie Clioapest, Best and !»FoKt Dursible Car Roof Kno%vn. In use by Seventy
Railroads. Twelve years succes:>ful use witlmut ji sin^^le failure. A new roof furnished free for
every one tbat fails in ten years.

Llik=Belt

Engiiefriif Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Beslfip

To meet any conditions.

Western House :

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•ECTION OF B0LTLEB3 FASTENINQ,

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Wet and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Sale, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FC" Chilled Iron Wheels,

^'licomo'tLs. Tenders,
^^^^^^ ^""^ ^ ^^ ^ ""^^^^^

Plantation and Mine Oars. ^^o^s and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, Swltct|6S, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND SPRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK:

26
.Cortland! St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strou^'e.st in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company,
'World Bulldliis;, :New York.

P FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C,

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^^ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

i^A£^<iMA/mmM
SIGHT FEED

a LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
EXTRACT FROn REPORT OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

"The state of the art shows this lubricator to be in lead of its competitors for simplicity
and perfect -working: under varied conditions."

Are you Interested enough to write for full particulars ?

LACKAWANNA LUBRICATING CO., 1212 Capouse Ave., SCRANTON, PA.

ailli^illlll@i|||||iaillllli

THIS is the only single
^ tube " Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness m a c h i n e,—no

-small priming jets, pipes

•or valves.

,ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-

cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

p||||||,^l|||||l^l|||||,^ll|||||

Il|||||iai|lll|l^<llll|iai|llll>

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MANUFACTURED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
No. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

(|||iiipi||||ii#i||||ii#il|||i#

ai||IMi|||||i#i|||||iai|||||i

pUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

I ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^I|il^li|lp(|||||)^l|il
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D. O. SETTLEMIRE, President. GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President. W. C. ARTHURS, Secy, and Treas. FRANK SNYDEK, Supt.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrip-
tion, Caboose and Refrig-

erator Cars.

MT. VERNON,

« ^^1^^.^ ManuMuring Co.
i^^^^^Sf;^^£k Car Wheels, Car Castings, and

General Foundry
Work.

W^ Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

T HE ILLUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX
r f

'~\ COMPRESSOR, having Compound Air

^ Cylinders with Intercooler and Compound

Steam Cylinders with Meyer Cut-off Valves.

This is the best construction for small and medium sizes.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
23 Park Place, NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Steam Heatins; from the Locomotive

:

Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler, Storage
and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped 6,199. SBWALL
C01JPLEU» sold 55,617 ; the Standard in U. S. and Canada.

Electric Heaters for Street Cars

:

Pope Light Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with " Pintschj " and superior thereto. Uses
same gas as '"Pintsch." In Great Britain 14,262 steam and m*
cable cars already equipped. Patents guaranteed. ^

A
L
B
A
NAllJany, N. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street:

ruincn. »nn WK.STERN CMOS Bl'ILDINfi: Ca

over 700 Car Equipments.

December ist. West
.ma, iJassau Ry. Brooklyn,
.way have recently ordered

CONSOLIDATED a CAR-HEATINC CO.
CHIC*(iO. "00 WKSTEUN CMOS Bl'ILDINfi; Canada, Coaticook,

P 6 —London- Moscow. SpecialU- tested fittings and car lighting

repair parts at reasonable prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ESTABLISHED
1828.

AIR BRAKE HOSE ( Syiyrs. in Freight Srrrtee.

GUAi^NTEED FOR I 3 ijvs. in J'a.imHi/tr Utrrice.

Car Heating Hose giiarnnteetl for 1 year.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, MFG. AST. t& GEN. MAN,

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER. STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St., PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

51 Decatur Street, ATLANTA. Ga. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE, Wis.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Gortlandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

5IANUFACTUREES OP

r.''^^

Chicago Office, -^^i=^l "j.—JHl
1534 Marquette BIdg.

Metal PVorkmg Machine Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pkdrick & Aybr Co.
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

31achhie Tool BidlderSj
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR SHOPS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIO AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed ; will supply air at less than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling:, and Utile of that.

Case Dust-proof.

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a fib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

J Short Plat(

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt.

YV»
\ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/

MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral' Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

STOP!"o!.^c:S.PREVENT Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
The Leaks DD CU CMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, I 11 U ff L ll I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.
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THi COUPL
Any competent mechanical entrineer who examines with care the oonstraction of this coupler, finds that all the re-

quirements of service have been met in most in;;enious hut siniple ways. It compares witli other automatic couplers,,
as a hi^b-tjrade Columbia or Victor bicycle couipjire.-. with ;i chilirs v<'looipede.

It couples easily, smoothly ai-d surely when the cars arc ludutrlit tof^tther. Under no circum-stances are repeated-
attempts tu couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passetiL'erd and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STBENO TH—Equalhnq in tfsts the hir/hest recordsof '* all-fteel "" Couplers, an'/ am-passhi'/ th^m in jerk and pulling.
DROP TFST— Three h-foot blou->i: three 10-foot blouv : six lb-foot blows of 1,640 pounds irel(jhf. QUAHD ARM
TEST— Three 3-foot blows and four 5-foot. JERK TEST-Three 5-foot, 3 10-foot and three 15-foot blows.
PULLING TEST—174,200 pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

In iiiiconpling, the lock itself tlirows tUe knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind,
being required. The action of the lock, both in coupling und lincoupling, is quick, positive
anil sure, untler all conditioits.

SecrioriRl vl»"
riotted lines sh'

ancoupling atiil

couple again.

r hat-k of lock loi

Kv th. lock lifte.l

op«mng knuckli

Railway
Department

full lii-iirhi for

,
andreadjto WILLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-Presideiit.

. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicago.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. Dixon, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices-

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westinghouse tj'pe, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for
' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

th:
r tieirhoiii

Air Brafc
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacit}- for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINOHOU
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.
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fh^^errcllmfg-(io.
820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting Macliines

FOR HAND, FOR POWER
AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JHE "CRANE" AIR BRAK£
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in tlie country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Oompany, Chicago.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible' or «Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Standard" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Walk-Over" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE.
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

Only Gauge where Movement
Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with "back of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.
SPECIAL STEAM BOILER APPLIANCES.

Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

(sx'Xjyj^jsk.Mj K9XJCJXXJ.U js^^^jjxjiki J^x-iriji

ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted ty the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. Y. L. E. & "W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Co..

Offices^ III Liberty Street, IVew^ York, Works, Bridgeport, Conn.

SCHOENMrG.CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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United States Metallic fKimg Co
42r NORTH THIRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLJVIAR

BELL RINGER.

Simplest device lor

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

insures bell ringing' at

crossings— no other
ringer can start auto-

matically without our

license.

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go in place Of

old glass tube. With

350 degrees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One glass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of its merits.

"United States" Valve-Stem Packing.

Friction of rings back of the support of rod, improved oil-

ing arrangement, swab protected from dust and dirt, shield in

one piece but can be removed for renewal of swab in an in-

stant. Same on piston packings. This packing has stood the

test of 3-ears, thousands in use. You take no chances in using

it— tried and true.

Air Pump Rod Packing.

Giving A I satisfaction on several

roads. Saves time, labor and rods.

Worthy of a trial. Trj' it.

METALLIC PACKINGS
save their cost in fibrous packing in a year. They do not in-

jure the rod. They require no attention but oiling. They put

less friction on rods, never score and are tight.

Ask for our Catalog^.

^ Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

2 San Francisco, Cal. or Jersey Shore, Pa
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GrOTJIjia'S
Steam and Water Packing

Patented June 1, 1880.

Especially adapted for Locomotives.
Never Bticka the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give exact diameter of Stuffing

Box and \'alve Stem.
None genuine without thia Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO..
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS,



A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self^Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V>^ COMPANY, ^^
QFIELD, ov^^^•

(fes_



OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery.

CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS!
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO, A'. /.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEVi/, A', Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON, IND.

QOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

The PooLEY Coupler

io
I-
<

Z)
<

p
CO
o
Q.

The Longer in Service tlie Better it Operates.

MANUFACTURED BY

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

p WM.M'CONWAY. Presidant.

CP KRAUTH. Secretary.

A.J DRAKE. Superintendent.

-«».-.

M&^'

Malleable Iron Cast! n g s .

^^ ^ Sole. Mannfacturers Of

THE JANNEY coupler
FOR PASStNCCR AND FREIGHT CARS.

'/^///s/j///y//L '/*<"/.

/
1

Smillje Z^Giief
TRADE!

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
•';:. MARK. ; ,:,:r;?:

<^^ '^'V THE SWILLIE CtJUPLER «^^^

f^Q 91 ClavStreet, Newark, N.J.

% New York Office: 39 Cortlandt^treet.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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Columbian Metallic Rod ^Packing.
Prmcapaa Points i SampMcIty aed DarablHly,

NO SPI^INGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction next to nothing. Protracts Life of Rods.

Tliree Rings for Heavy Service. One Ring for

Passenger Engines, wv// contract to provide this

Packing for Half Cost of using Flexible Packing.

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 & 1226 BetzBltlg., Philadelphia.
Chicago Office: ifii <t i-»i^ Manhattan Building.

Tfl

LESLl

MNDLER.

/

Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less than

Records from six railroads, during: the past twelve months, show that through the use of
the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling- their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 750 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

TX^MS/T PRACTICAL ^ii^^

TrieTriURMAH/ySTiJM,

%m&Im.
"fSswinSf

bWOHTOMOVe- 31-32 (;ORPPyABi.D&.,:

MATCHLESS VALVE AND CYLINDER OIL.
Warranted not to corrode the iron or destroy packing, and to make more mileage than tallow or

lard. Sold only to Railroad Companies direct, or through our authorized agents. Matchless
, ,; , \ Cylinder Oil cannot be Bought of Dealers. In use on GO Railways.
MATCHLESS,^),
VAL.VE& gill OILS FOR RAILROAD USE A SPECIALTY.

ECLIPSE LUBRICATING OIL COMPANY, LIMITED,
Manufacturers of Every Pro<Utct of I'efroleum.

Main Office, FRANKLIN, PA. Refineries: FRANKLIN, PA. ; OLEAN, N.Y.; ERIE, PA.; OIL CITY, PA

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

Nl. C. B. Type.

The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, renderintr it unnecessary fur the
trainmen to go iietween the cars to open the knuckle

The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.
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COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^^Ifl''''''
(Formerly Danfortb Locomotive & Macbine CoO

JOHN S. COOKE, President & Gen. Man.
FRED. W. COOKE, Vice-President.
WM. BEEDAN, Sec'y & Treas.

Patebson,
N. J,

New York Office, ,

45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Aeent.

Rhode Island LocomotiDCWorks,
PROVIDKNCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

Willia.m p. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

KEW VORK OFFICE,

KTos. 31-33 IPliae Street.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
p. D.O.C. No. 2,

Improved.
ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor tU'scriptive circulars and mention Locomotive Engineering.

Pipt and

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works: Edwardsville, III. St. I^ouls, Mo.

b
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ivco ]=> :e; iFL isr
BTmnn^^ 1?

for Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, [tc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS

ETC., ETC.

Latrobe Steel Works,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.

Itlala Office and Works, Latrobe, Fa.
Brancb Office,

Bullitt Building, Philadelphia.
Chlcaso Office,

Western Uiilon Building.
New York Office,Home Life Insurance Building:.

St. Louis Office,
Union Trust Building.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or*

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEAM OlOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Hats.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

TTntprs
[STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

j
SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New IVIelhod—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
I SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to j.'auffes and tem-
lilates after standard designs or to railroad comnanles' drawings.
Like parts of ditlereut engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
witli Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Rhiladelphia, Ra., U. S. A,



ex I—1—CZI—C3—CJ mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESri,XS FOR EVERV VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,

VicePres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OP

STANDARD
DESIGN

Fl>U ALL

CLASSES OF

SEHVIGB,
OR PROM

DESIGNS

FURNISHED
BY

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

AiiTTnTa.a,l Get,-j^€k,o±t-y, 400.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to tlie Pres. T. M. Hequembourg, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE cli^rl^^?'J'^TO
BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. tb 5D00 lbs. in WEIGHT.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Coupl*cs, Links and
Pins, also Brake Beam.'*, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

H.vdraullc Pumps and Presses, Roble Jacks.
Iron Founders and Machinists. Riehle Bros.
Ti'stlng Machine Co., Store, 19 N. 6th Street,

Philadelphia ; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cash must accompany order. A'o books sent C. O. D. Give name of hook and author, and ice can furnish any book wanted. The list

beloiv is especially recommendedfor mechanical traders. All books sent by mailfreefor price named, unless othenvise stated.

Ali'-Bi'ak« Piartice. Plielan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound foi"

pocket SI.00

Air-Brake and Signal Instructions,
vritli Adilllional Information on Air-
Brake Handling. Conger. 189."). Comprises
the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics'
rules and instructions on air brakes, with exam-
iner's catechism added. Over ninety questions
and answers that engineers and firemen want
most. The best a'r-brake book for road men.
Price !S3e.

i i
Alexander* 8 Keady Reference. Alexander.

1893. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

g ^ i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man. $*-i.50

Appleton*s Kncyclopedia of Applied
Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History auti

brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable S15»00

Bound volumes of Locomotivb Engineering
for 1894. No other years in stock S3.00

g i i
Buildings and Structures of American

Railroads. Berg. 1803. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of
any class used by American railroads $7,50

i i i
Catechism of the liocomoiive. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to
have it $3.50

@ i ^
Cfttechisni of the Liocomotive. Grimshaw.

1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions
and answers about locomotives and air brakes.
Fully illustrated S'^.OO

Compound Liocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

i i
Constrnctive Steam Engineering. Whit-

tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers
and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book $10.00

i i g
Diaeases of the Air-Bralce System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have $1.00

i i li
'Enelneer^fl Cateclklsm. Fowler. 189'i.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good. ''25c.

g ^ i
Bn^lneer^s Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept ,np to date. Logarithms.
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full <>f

information $5.00

Engineinen^s Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinue. 1893. Kulesof procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for tln-ee years. Bound for pocket $1.00

© i ^
Evolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1S95. A iirief hut comprehensive history of the de-
veloi)mfnt of Ilic modern railroad brake, from tlie

earliest conception contained in the simple lever,

up to, and inchiding, the most approved forms <.if

the present day $1.00

^ g i
Form mf Examination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Kngineers for Employ-
ment. The standard questions of the Traveling
Engineers' Association rules of examination. .'-45c,

i i i
Has^vell's Engineer's Pocliet-Boolc. 1893.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $*.00

Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.
Tyndall. ISS.'i. The gi-eatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-
neering education S'4.50

g g i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Kconomy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $a.00

i g i
Key to Steant Engineering. Williams.

1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, eneine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c.

Locomotive Engine-Running and Man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly staled $•-3,00

Locomotive Alechanism and Engineer-
ing, Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to dale. A good hook $*4.00

Locomotive fiunning Repairs. Hitch-
cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
Modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

ing. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best binder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder ". ^5c.

@ i i
Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instrue*

tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line JJ5c.

Practice and TUeory of tUe Injector.
Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors $1.50

Principles of ItlecUanlcs. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principles of mechanics $'4.50

Progressive Exum I nations of Lucumo-
tive Engineers and Firemen, mil. Ws6.
Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
tiring and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

i i
Rall^vny Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

^ @
Rules of interchange. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc 10c.

Sinipie Liessons in Dra'wing, for ttae
Sliop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the beat form 50c.

i i i
Slide ValT^a and Link Motion. Auchin-

closs. 18T6. The principal authority on the sub-
ject sa.oo

i i i
Slide Valve Gear". Ilalsey. Third edition.

IS94. The plainest book on the slide valve Full
of diagrams, but no matheinalics $1.50

Standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of
April. 1811."). The code adopted by the American
Railway Association. In almost general use as a
basis. The authoi-ity on train operating. . .$1.00

© i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

The Engineer*s Kpitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a statiftnary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c.

i i
Tlie Mechaii'ral F'ngineerN Pocket

Book. Kent. IS'.C). A reference book of rules,
tables, data and lorniul,v for the use of en:riMecrs.
mechanics and stu-lents. The latest and best
pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
broui:ht the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

^ i
Tl»e Itlodt-rn 3Iachinist. Usher. 1895. A

practical treiitise on modern machine shop me'h-
ods. Illustrated by 'J.'jT engravings. Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special
tools aiitl appliances, methods and phins of doing
work with them. All of the engravings are orig-
inal, and two-thirds of them drawn in perspective,
which adds to their value. The book is one that
every meclianic should have $id.50

i i i
The Train "Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $1.^5

^ i
What an Rngineer Should Know

About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-
ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
little book 50c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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OCOMOTIYE
hgineerihg

^WD Rolling Stock
[Trade-Mark Registered.]

Vol. vni.

Seaboard Air-Line Passenger Engine.

Tlie engine sliown in the annexed en-

graving is one of a class designed by Mr.

\V. T. Reed, superintendent of motive

power of the Seaboard Air Line, for

handling heavy, fast passenger trains,

and built by the Richmond Locomotive

Works. There are eleven others of the

same kind just delivered. The engine

is remarkably well proportioned, with

cylinders 19 x 24 inches, driving wheels

68 inches diameter, and trvick wheels

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

nessee charcoal iron i inch diameter and

set 4;-2 inches from center to center. The

crown sheet is supported by crown bars

made of flat bar iron 6 x J4^ inch. There is

a brick arch supported by angle iron and a

baffle plate over the door. The engine

steams freely with a single nozzle 5%
inches diameter.

The specifications called for Krupp driv-

ing-wheel tires and Standard tires for the

engine-truck wheels. Coffin-process axles

are used throughout, and Ajax metal for

No. 9.

A Mountain Road in Pennsylvania.

Manv of our readers are not aware that

there is such a thing as a wilderness east

of the Rocky Mountains ; that there are

mountains in Pennsylvania covered densely

with fir and hemlock, almost without roads,

and filled with paths known only to hunt-

ers ; but such is the case.

The great hemlock forests of Western

Pennsvlvania have not been half cut off

vet, although for a score of years lumber

concerns have had mills at work on the

30 inches diameter. The driving-wheel

base is 9 feet 2 inches, and the total

wheel ba,se 24 feet i inch. The total

weight of the engine in working order is

118,000 pounds, of which 76,000 pounds
are on the drivers. With a boiler steam
pressure of iSo pounds to the square inch,

the engine will exert a total rotative force

of a little over 19,000 pounds.

The boiler is of the wagon-top varietv,

made of Shoenberger steel -^ inch and

^ inch thick for the shell, which is 5S

inches diameter at the smokebox end.

The dome is 32 >^ inches diameter and
26 inches high. All the longitudinal seams
are butt-jointed with double covering

strips.

The firebox is 78 inches long and 33
inches wide inside, and is made of Shoen-
berger flange steel. The side sheets and
crown sheet are ^ inch thick and the tube

sheets '/i inch. The stav-bolts are of Ten-

ii4*i^-i«»f

Designed by Mr. W. T. Reed, Supt.

Motive Power.

bearings. The boiler is fed by two Moni-
tor injectors, and Nathan sight-feed lubri-

cators are used for valves and cylinders.

The slide valves are Richardson balanced,

the eccentric straps of Ajax metal. The
V. S. metallic packing is used for piston

rods and valve stems. French springs are

used throughout, and Morris lid for axle

boxes. The engine and tender are equipped

with the Westinghouse air brake and air

signal. The Player brake beam is used

with Ross - Meehan shoe and Christy

head.

All the fittings and equipment are ar-

ranged with a view to make everything

comfortable and convenient for the men
handling the engines.
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Line Locomotive.

edges, and great tanneries have felled thou-

sands of trees for the bark.

Through the heart of this country the

Buffalo & Susquehanna road has recently

been built, and in many respects it is a re-

markable road.

Its owners, F. H. & C. W. Goodyear,
two hard-headed business men of Buffalo,

long ago became interested in lumber
lands and a mill on the western edge of the
forest. They were the first to see the need
of a tram road and a locomotive,because the

snows could not be depended upon to help
get the logs to the streams nor to furnish

the freshet to float them to the mill. They
built a short tram line, and bought a little

"dummy" engine weighing eight or ten

tons to operate it with.

This road was the forerunner of others;

up this gulch and that, roads were built to

handle logs. Wooden rails disappeared

and second-hand iron from neighboring



" really " railroads took their place. Shay
geared engines did better than the dummy,
and large log cars enabled them to haul

bigger loads. Steam loaders facilitated

the handling of logs and increased the

business, and everything grew.

Some of the tram roads developed a

local^business and were left and improved,

others were pulled up as fast as the timber

disappeared. In the course of a few years

there were ten Lima (geared) engines at

work, and a freight engine, bought from a

neighboring line, was doing a sort of lim-

ited main-line business.

The line now became known as the

Sinnemahoning Valley Railroad.

About two years ago the owners of this

road decided to build their main line

through to make connections with other

neighboring roads, their only outside con-

( who were brought up in the woods here

on geared engines) as " straight " engines.

These freight engines are the finest that

Baldwin can build. I should say that there

were from ^Soo toji.ooo worth of " extras
"

on each one of them. They are painted

in two colors, striped and gold-leafed ; all

outside trimming is bright iron, and the

cab fittings are nickel-plated. Every engine

has a fine clock and every improved de-

vice e.Ktant, with the single exception of

water scoops.

In building over the mountain between

Austin—the old headquarters—and An-
sonia, the connection with the Fall Brook,

they put in three switchbacks on one side

and two on the other. The track is good
and the speed reasonable.

The men handling these engines deserve

great credit for the way they have posted

some sixty miles shorter than any other,

and this, in its day, maj- cut some figure.

Tlie existing lines are tied up by traffic

agreements, but the ])rojectors of this road

don't generallv .ijet left on a business

proposition, and probably know what they

are doing.

Mr. John D. Campbell is general master

mechanic, and was just getting settled into

the new shops when I visited him. It is a

splendid plant, and when gotten into run-

ning order will be able to handle lots of

work—and there is lots to handle. Geared

engines are subject to a thousand ills that

.straight engines won't take, and the way
they eat up gears and other parts is rather

appalling to a man not used to them.

• They will climb a tree, however, and are

the best engines on earth to wreck with or

to place cars or load material—you can

nection being at Ke.iting Summit with the

W. N. Y. & P.

The road that they built is the best new
road, and has been equipped with the best

power the writer has ever seen on a new
line.

The rail is 8o-pound Dulley section

steel, most of the bridges steel or cut

stone. The stations are away above the

average, and they are building one at

Galeton and another at W'ellsville to cost

$8,000 each.

The new shops at Galeton are the best

small shops I ever saw. The buildings are

of brick, resting on cut stone foundations

and having all the modern conveniences.

The engines are ten-wheelers for pas-

senger service and consolidations for

freight, and are known to the enginemcn

N.\NT.-vsKKT Be.\ch Electric Motor.

themselves on air and main-line work, for

they do handle their engines and the

brake well.

It is remirkable to find sixty-odd miles

of new road so finely equipped as this.

Another new line is being laid now, some
forty miles long, to connect with the Erie

at Wellsville.

Probably nine-tenths of the business of

the road is logs and lumber belonging to

the Goodyear Brothers ; the tanneries,

kinilling-wood factories, etc., of course

furnish something.

The first question a stranger asks is. What
is to become of this fine piece of road when
the lumber is gone? And the conclusion is

reached at once that it will be useless ; but

the connections this road makes furnish

a line between Philadelphia and Buffalo,

move them to the fraction of an inch, fidl

power, and, like a wheelbarrow, they stop

when vou drop the handles.

J. A. H.

i i ^
The Latest So= Called Electric Loco=

motives.

That our readers may know what is go-

ing on in the electric locomotive line, we
show here two types of electric engines

recently turned out.

The Nantasket branch of the N. Y., N.

H. & H. was recently changed from steam

to electricity, and the newspapers have

been surcharged with electrically-lighted

obituaries of the steam locomotive in con-

sequence.

The Nantasket "engine" is no more nor
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less than a large trolley car, w ith a heavier

motor than is usually employed on street

cars. This motor car hauls another car or

two, runs some seven miles, and does verv

well for this service—perhaps better than a

locomotive, for it is possible to run more
frequently one and two car trains.

The other motor is a much more pre-

tentious affair, weighing, as it does, ninety-

five tons, and having been designed to

haul regular trains through the B. & O.

tunnel at Baltimore. This monster is also

a "trolley," albeit the biggest "what there

is." It has given a lot of trouble and is

not yet doing satisfactory work, but the

trouble is undoubtedly with minor details

that will .shortly be remedied.

There are hundreds of thousands of everv-

power can be best and most economically

developed by a steam engine.

Further research develops the fact that

it is quite impossible to send this current

over a trolley wire for more than five or

six miles with any economy—the current

leaks away and becomes weak. The longer

the line the weaker the current toward the

outer end, and the higher or stronger the

current the more it leaks.

The electric current can be generated

by compound condensing engines, sup-

plied with steam from ample boilers under

natural draft, for less money than power
can be developed by any steam locomotive

;

but the so-called electric locomotive sup-

plied by it is yet like a captive balloon— it

can go the length of its rope, and no more.

than a steam locomotive does that it will

pay to throw them all away ; but remember
that it is also possible that someone may
perfect a flying machine that will put the

electric and steam locomotive both under

the same shed with the stage-coach and
the Connestoga wagon.

When the electric crank comes to croak

at your wake, ask him where he gets his

electricity—lots of them don't know.

These two so-called locomotives are the

latest and best types of electric tractive

power. The B. & O. affair has an air pump,
brakes, etc. ; the whistle is blown b}- com-
pressed air, and it has some resemblance

to a locomotive, or a pair of switcher tanks
;

but it is no more capable of hauling a train

between New York and Chicago in com-

day people who think that "electricity is

taking the place of steam," and that soon

locomotives and stationary engines will be

cold in death, fuel useless, and a " motor "

doing all the work. There are even some
railroad men who expect to see many of

our present locomotives rust to death in-

stead of being worn out. Most people do
not take the trouble to "thiik " along the

trolley wire, to inquire where it goes to, or

what it goes for. Those who do, always
find that it ends up against a steam engine

somewhere, and that it goes after electric

energy, put into it by a dynamo—a steam

engine doing all the work.

A little inquiry soon shows that the

electric current is only a convenienfmeans
of conveying power—a belt—and that

B.\LTIMORE & Uinu HmCTRIC LuUOMUTIVK.

For .suburban business, where light,

frequent service is needed, electricity is

better and cheaper than steam motors, and
will and ought to be used ; but the electric

motor that is to run at lightning speed, and

haul the ordinary trains of our trunk

lines over divisions a hundred or more
miles long, has not yet been built nor in-

vented.

Electric locomotion will be an evolution
;

it will grow little by little, doing all that

can be done with it in its present stage of

development ; but don't worry about its

doing away with the locomotive yet.

Of course, someone maj' stumble upon
the solution of the problem to-morrow, and
make a motor that will develop its own
power direct from fuel fo much cheaper
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petition with a steam locomotive than is

a box car.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe have

concluded to build new shops and a round-

house at Arkansas City.

s @ ^
AVe consider that the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association is doing
excellent work for the interests the in-

dividual members serve, but they seem to

be straining a little on subjects for discus-

sion. A subject for discussion at the next

convention is :
" Would one be justified

in sanding the bull nose on the roof of a

passenger car for durability's sake?"



Some Shop Notes.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad

Company have a modern little plant at

Minneapolis that will not suffer by com-

parison with older and larger concerns.

Master Mechanic Long is well to the

front in the way of special tools, the most

of which originated right there. If a tool,

jig or gage is wanted to cheapen the cost

of work, it is built or bought at once. He
never ties any strings on General Foreman
Williams, who is remarkably fertile in get-

ting up little kinks that save money, and

are in use after they are made, not in the

scrap, where they go in some shops after

a brief parade.

It is only necessary to show the need of

some better way to do work, when consent

is forthcoming at once ; the result is that

few shops can show up a more complete

lot of special contrivances for doing good

work.

The first thing that strikes the visitor is

the number of air hoists in operation.

These hoists are made of 5-inch gas pipe,

42 inches long, traveling by means of a

trolley on a j^ x 4-inch rail placed over tools

in a convenient position. There is one at

the axle lathe, one at the slotter, one at each

planer arranged so that two can be used at

the same time if needed, one at the larger

drill and two at the wheel lathe. These

last are placed so as to handle the tail

stocks in either direction when that opera-

tion is necessary, by the wire passing

around sheaves placed so as to give the

proper direction to the pull—a unique

application of compressed air.

The lift at the axle lathe has a travel of

about 40 feet, and a gripping device at the

lower end of piston, on the ice-tongs prin-

ciple, that takes an axle from the pile and

gets it in the lathe, or out of the lathe

When finished, with a dispatch that was
never approached in the old way.

There is a machine used here, devised

and built by Mr. Williams for drilling out

stay-bolts or frame-bolts and for general

use about the shop, that has made a record

for itself when taking out fireboxes, in

which all bolts in a crown-bar box have

been drilled out (through outer shell) in

thirty hours.

This reads like a fairy tale, but it is on

the books. The machine is made up of a

combination of a 4 x 5 plain slide-valve ver-

tical engine, driven by air, and a wrought-

iron frame carrying the drill spindle and

feed apparatus ; the frame taking the

place of the familiar and unreliable " old

man," that could always be depended on

to shift or fall down. This frame is sup-

ported on and secured to a cast-iron base

having grooves and slots ; the grooves are

guides for wheels on which the frame

travels, and the slots, similar to those in a

planer platen, are used to firmly bolt the

rig in position when at work. The frame

extends high enough to allow the drill to

reach the top row of stay-bolts, and the

drill spindle has an adjustment to any
angle up to 90 degrees.

Power is transmitted from the engine to

the drill by means of a splined i-inch shaft,

having universal couplings. The engine

is on wheels, making the whole device

portable and easily moved about the shop.

A counterpart of this engine, also driven

by air, is used with a cold saw for squaring

up the ends of heavy work.

Another rather novel use for compressed

air was seen here, in the way that oil was

furnished several tools. A 12 x 33-inch

auxiliary reser\'oir was placed on end and

used as an oil tank. The pipe from air

supply was tapped into top of tank, from

which pipes were led to the bolt cutters

and nut tappers, the pressure on the oil

being regulated at the tank, and the vol-

vime of flow handled at the machines.

This is said to be superior to the old ma-

chine pumps, in that it is cleaner. The

Z'V.s"

floor around the tools seemed to bear out

the claim.

An inquiry about the compressor fur-

nishing the air for all these purjioses

elicited the word " Westinghouse. " There

are three pumps—two compounded—and

a good reservoir capacity to draw from.

They are still looking for places where air

can be used to advantage.

Among the new wrinkles for lowering

the cost of work was their way of getting

up valve-stem glands. First, the glands

were chucked, bored and threaded on

outer end, in lots of twenty or more ; they

were then reversed and the threaded part

screwed on a special chuck that was fitted

to the lathe spindle, and taking the place of

the face plate. While on this chuck the

glands were turned for the .stuffing-box

fit and bored, with one roughing cut,
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leaving merely a scrape for a reamer used

to bring them to a uniform size and depth.

They were then readv for the babbitt, and

taken to another special rig gotten up for

the purpose. It consisted of a face plate,

having a casting similar to the one on

lathe spindle, to which the gland was
screwed after being warmed. A lever ar-

ranged on the pump-handle order is ful-

crumed so as to allow a mandrel to pass

up through the center of gland, leaving a

space around it for babbitt. After pouring,

the mandrel is withdrawn bj- means of the

lever to which it is secured, leaving a true,

smooth hole, having just stock enough to

clean up nicely for the valve stem. This

plan of using soft filling instead of a brass

bush has been in practice for some time.

It is found that the wear is no greater for

the same mileage than with brass, and the

skill required to make a press fit for the

brass bush is no longer needed.

In addition to the uses found for the

threaded portion of the gland, it forms a

convenient seat for the cast-brass swab

pocket, one of the best we have seen, and

which no doubt contributes largely to the

life of both gland and stem.

The matter of speeds and feeds has re-

ceived some attention in these shops.

There are no "buckskin" surfaces left

from the lathe or planer tools ; all surfaces

are finished with the wide-nose tool and

coarse feed, where practicable to do so,

and there are few jobs on which they find

it impossible to work in these time-saving

features. These are factors in the econom-

ical management of a machine shop that

are well recognized by those who know
their business. There are few things, in

our opinion, that so accurately measure

the fitness of a foreman for his position as

his ability to get work out of men and

tools. O. H. R.

i ^ i
The guarantee that a rubber hose for air

or steam has been subjected to a certain

hydraulic or pneumatic pressure is of very

little value. That merely means that the

canvas part is strong. It is not the can-

vas that deteriorates first and causes a hose

to fail ; it is the rubber. A service test,

carefully recorded, which shows the wear-

ing quality of rubber and canvas com-

bined, is worth much more than any press-

ure test that can be applied.

There has been a strong tendency for

several years past on certain railroads to

restrict the privilege of granting passes to

trainmen and other employes. A corre-

spondent, writing to us on this subject,

gives particulars which seem to prove that

the rules restricting passes to employds

and their families are most prevalent on

lines where the managers are deeply in-

terested in manufacturing concerns which

supplv goods to their companv.

i g . i'

.

The Forestry Commission estimates that

there are J30, 000,000 worth of railroad ties

used annuallv.
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By W. H. ELLIOTT. Signal Engineer, C, M. & 5t. P. R.R.

What They Are For and How They
Are Operated.

[ninth paper.]

Interlocking signals, while they give

authority for a train to proceed in the

same manner as a block signal, differ from
the latter in that they indicate the condi-

tion of the track, and not the state of the

block—whether it is or is not occupied by
other trains. If the switches are properly

set and the signals cleared, a train has the

right to proceed—not regardless of where
other trains may be, but solely with respect

to the condition of the switches on the

route indicated.

Interlocking signals insure safety to a

train using the track, by having the differ-

ent levers and the switches and signals so

interlocked that it is impossible to set the

switches and clear the signals of any two
routes at the same time, that would lead

to a collision ; by making it impossible

for a signalman to clear a signal for a train

to proceed until all the switches are in the

proper position, and that after having so

cleared the signal he shall be unable to

change any of the switches leading to or

connected with the track designated.

By the use of such a system it is possible

to operate complicated crossings, impor-
tant junction points or conflicting switches,

so that trains can proceed without stopping

and without danger of colliding with other

trains. That their use is conducive to

safet}', and at the same time to handling

the largest possible amount of business

over a given set of tracks, can be easily

seen, as no train is delayed to which the

signals have been given, and any train not

having the signals, although delayed,

would not be delayed any more than if the

interlocking was not in use—a delay to

one train or the other being absolutely

necessary, as is shown by the principle of

physics, which we find so often demon-
strated, that two pieces of matter can-

not occupy the same space at the same
time.

Practice in regard to the form of fixed

signal used at interlocking plants does not

vary as it does with block signals, the

semaphore having been adopted as a stand-

ard for this purpose very soon after it

was designed. While the semaphore is

the standard form, practice differs, how-

ever, in the different countries, in the

blade used to govern a given track. In

this country, the blade projecting to the

right, as viewed from an approaching train,

is the one that governs ; while in England,

where the trains run on the left-hand track

when there are two tracks, it is the one
projecting to the left. The use of a fixed

signal, to indicate to the engineer the posi-

A SiMi'LK Cros-sing Signal.

tion of switches, having become standard-

ized, the necessity of providing some
means by which the signal could be

worked from a distance very soon became
manifest. With the growth of the rail-

roads, and the consequent increase in the

number of switches and signals, the levers

used to operate them were, for reasons of

safety and economy, concentrated at some
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central point. It was soon found, how-
ever, that this concentration introduced

serious difficulties in the proper working of

the levers that had not been thought of.

Operators, through mistakes, carelessness,

or perhaps by becoming confused, often

pulled the wrong levers, sending trains on
the wrong tracks, and occasionally causing
serious collisions and very bad accidents.

The first attempt at constructing an in-

terlocking machine was made by Mr. C.

H. Gregory, about the year 1842, and,

although the design was very crude, it

was not until 1859 that any decided im-
provements were made. In the year 1S52

a simple lock was provided between the

signal and a pair of switches, to prevent a

signal being given contrary to the position

of the switches. In 1853 ^" improvement
on this was made, in which a notched bar,

connected to the signal wire, was made to

cross another notched bar, working in

connection with the points of the switch

—

an arrangement that is the standard prac-

tice to-da}'.

Patents were taken out in i860 by Mr.
Austin Chambers, and also by Mr. Saxby,

for an interlocking lever frame, the levers

being interlocked so that no signal could

be given contrary to the position of the

switch. The interlocking of the switch

and signal levers, as found in the present

interlocking machines, was not arrived at

until the year 1867, when Messrs. Saxby &
Farmer took out a patent for a form of

spindle-lever locking, and Messrs. Stevens

& Sons a patent for their tappet or cross-

bar locking.

In both of these forms the locking is ac-

complished by attachments made directlv

to the main levers, .but owing to the great

strain it was possible to put upon the parts,

and the consequent necessity for making
them large and strong, an improvement
was made the fall of the same year, by
which the locking was connected to and
operated by the latch instead of the lever,

the movement of the locking bars taking

place before and after the movement of the

lever. This form of locking is what is

known as "preliminary" or latch locking,

and is the one used in all the better class

of machines. The locking of the one
manufactured by the Union Switch &
Signal Company is an improvement of the



Saxb}' & Farmer macline, those made by

the Johnson and the National Switch &
Signal companies being a modification of

the Stevens & Sons patent or "tappet"
locking.

With the imp!o\'ement of the interlock-

ing machine, the design and construction

of the several parts used in connecting the

levers of the machine with the switches

and signals has advanced with equal rapid-

ity. Not only have safeguards been pro-

vided by which it is impossible to give a

clear signal until the .switches are properly

thrown, but it is now made impossible to

throw or change any switch under a mov-

of this, for its jurisdiction extends to the

particular form of block-signal appliances

and methods to be used in controlling the

movement of trains, as well as to a super-

vision of the interlocking plants used at

crossings, drawbridges, junction points and
sidings.

That such is necessary or advisable is, in

this country at least, a debatable question,

as very rarely is it that these bodies are

composed of men who understand the re-

quirements of signaling, and if a mechani-

cal expert is employed by them, he will

often advise a construction that is not onh-

expensive, but is practically of little benefit.

wise and for the public good, judging from

the numerous accidents that have hap-

pened whenever this precaution has not

been taken
; but to go to the extent of

passing laws, as has been done by the

Legislatures of some of our States, that all

trains must stop at crossings, etc., without

recognizing the protection afforded by an

interlocking plant, is merely retarding the

advance of the railroads and increasing

the cost of running trains in those States.

To consider, first, the protection of a

simple crossing of two single-track roads

by interlocking signals, it will be found

that the principles involved are much the

same for all plants, no matter how compli-

cated the crossing, the fundamental idea

being to have everything safe for the train

to proceed, after giving a clear signal, and
that if it cannot be made safe, the signal

must remain at danger and the engineer

be compelled to obey the indication and
stop. With roads doing a light business,

or where the vision is not obscured, very

often no protection of any kind is provided,

as it is much less expensive to have all

trains stop before going over the crossing.

Where business is heavy, or because of the

locality it is desirable to indicate to or

signal a train that it can have the right to

the crossing, some form of fixed signal is

necessary, as signals given by hand may
be misconstrued. There are many varieties

of signals used for this purpose, that shown
in Fig, I consisting of a blade or arm,

made to extend over the track which it is

intended to block, leaving the other road

free for trains to pass. The lantern seen

on the top of the pole is provided with red

ing train. All the parts are made to move
with the least possible friction, and, while

of comparatively light construction, the

skillful distribution of metal to withstand

the strains given the apparatus has re-

sulted in the making of a very safe

machine.

Although the principles of construction

are fairly well defined, almost every in-

stallation of an interlocking plant calls for

some expert opinion as to the proper ar-

rangement to be used in connecting up the

switches and in deciding on what signals are

necessary to control the trains using them.

It is in doing this work that the true prov-

ince of the signal engineer lies, for not

only is there a large chance for the un-

necessary use of material, but unless the

different routes have been properly sig-

naled, trainmen will make mistakes in

reading the indications, and accidents will

result.

In point of fact, so great is the leeway

—

not only in deciding what switches shall

be connected, what signals shall be used

and what locking of the levers is necessary

—that many States have given their Rail-

road Commissioners power to devise rules

covering these points, and to see by a per-

sonal inspection that all plants are safe

and conform to their views. The Board of

Trade of England is a very noted example

Cro.s.sing G.^ths.

Laws that require all trains to stop at

crossings unless protected by an interlock-

ing, or that a railroad desiring to cross

another shall not be allowed to do so with-

out installing an interlocking plant, are

but right and just, in view of the danger

to which the traveling ptiblic would be ex-

posed if such measures were not taken.

That laws should be enacted that all

trains should stop at crossings, drawbridges

and at important junction points is indeed

5.S8

glasses, which are lowered in front of the

lamp, to change the white light to red for

the danger signal, in the direction in which
it is desired that trains shall be held. This

method of showing a red light is particu-

larly objectionable, as was clearly demon-
strated during the switchmen's strike last

summer, as there is no interlocking be-

tween the slides, each one being independ-

ent of the other, and it is, therefore, very



easy to show a white light in all directions

at the same time. A much better arrange-

ment is to provide a lantern having two

red and two white lenses, so that it can be

the inside of the wheel, causing both

wheels to leave the rails. It is usually

placed on the engineer's side, unless, owing

to the location, it is desirable to have the

train derailed, when such a thing does

happen, olT the other side. A guard rail

placed about 12 inches inside of the other

rail, and extending to within about loo

feet of the crossing, is often used to keep

the train on the ties, thus making it

not only easy to get the train back on the

rails, but to prevent an}- serious accidents,

as might easily happen should the engine

run off the tics on to the ground. This

Derailing Switch and Guard Rail.

turned through a quarter of a circle, as

there can then be no chance of making
such a mistake.

Another form is that shown in Fig. 2, in

which the arm seen above the lamps is

used to designate which road may and

which may not use the crossing, the cross-

ing in this instance being at a very acute

angle. Of the six lamps, three have red

lenses and three green, the green lamps

being on the side opposite from the arm,

and designate at night which road has the

right to the crossing.

Still another form, and one that is very

common in the West, is that of the two
gates shown in Fig. 3, a gate being pro-

vided for each road, and both roads being

normally blocked until the approach of a

train, when the gate on that road is turned

one side.

With all signals such as these, while it

may be impossible with the majority of

them to make a mistake and give a clear

signal to both roads at the same time,

there is nothing to compel the engineer to

obey the signal or to stop, in case he

should disregard it or, through accidental

causes, be unable to stop. That there is

great danger of this happening, is evi-

denced by the large number of crossing

accidents that are reported from time to

time.

With the modern interlocking appli-

ances, obedience to the signal is made
compulsory by means of a derailing

switch, which, unless it is properly closed,

will derail the train, running the wheels

off the rails on to the ties. Such a device

is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a single

switch point, put in one side of the track,

so that, unless it is closed, it will catch on

practice, in the light of present experience,

is not to be recommended, unless the loca-

tion is such that it would be almost as bad

to derail the train as to have a collision

on the crossing, for it has so happened

with several derailments that the engine

and, at times, part of the train have run

clear over the crossing and blocked the

other line, simply because the train was

kept on the ties by the guard rails. With

the simple crossing under consideration.

which it is possible for a train to approach

the crossing.

Ordinarily, the derails are placed 300

feet from the crossing, although a greater

di.stance than this, or about 500 feet, is ad-

visable, if it is desired to stop every train

that is derailed before it reaches the cross-

ing and obstructs the other line
;
300 feet,

however, is the minimum distance used at

any high-speed crossing. If there is a

descending grade towards the crossing,

the derail should be located further away so

as to give the same measure of safety as for

a track having level grade. The signals,

where practicable, should be located on

the engineer's side of the track, and not

less than 50 feet nor more than 200 feet

ahead of the derail or switch which it

governs. The object of this is to allow an

engineer a little leeway in making the

stop ; for while he is expected to stop at

the signal, and not pass it, he may run by

it, in which case he would not run off the

derail until he had gone past the signal

further than he ought, the fact of his

getting off demonstrating beyond all doubt

that he did not approach the signal at

proper speed.

To make it impossible to clear a signal

unless the switches which would derail the

train are properly closed, a bolt lock is

connected to the points of the switch,

which prevents the signals being moved

from the danger position until the switch

point is closed, and, when the signal is

cleared, locks the points of the switch so

that it is impossible to open them. The

bolt lock is fonned of two notched bars

which are made to cross each other in a

suitable frame, and is shown in Fig. 2.

One bar is connected to the signal, and the

other to the points of the switch, and it is

A Pipe-Connected Bolt Lock.

as trains will approach it on each track and

from each direction, it is necessary to pro-

vide four signals, one on each side, to

govern trains intending to cross. These

signals, from the fact that they are stop

signals, and must not be passed unless at

clear, are called, as in block signaling,

"Home" signals. These have blades

with square ends, and are usually painted

red. As there are four signals, there must

be four derails—one for each direction in
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impossible to move either one unless the

other is in the position in which it should

be.

Distant signals should be provided in all

cases where trains are permitted to run at

high speed, to give warning to the engi-

neer of the position the home signal may
be found in, so that he can, if necessary,

be prepared to stop at the home signal.

These are usually placed 1,200 feet in ad-

vance of the home signal, although this



distance, with the high speeds and the

heavv trains which are being run to-day, is

not sufficient in which to bring every train

to a stop should it pass the distant signal

at speed, so that a greater distance than

this is preferable for even --^ ^-^
ordinary locations. vU v£y

.

If, now, the derails, the /^Y—/6^ 11

home and the distant sig- ^_,^ j^ '

nals are connected to the \^3J {4J

tower, which should oc- (5)— SPARE
cupy a central position, it /-^
will be seen that we are in ^—

^

•

a position to control the (y^— piQ g
movements of all trains --^

wishing to use the cross- v2-'
SPARE

ing. For the sake of dis- /?\ /y,

tinguishing them, the S;^ ^-^ '

levers of the machine are (l_0)

—

{9j ^

all numbered, commenc- /T>. /y\

levers of an interlocking

machine placed in a

ing with those on the left

the signals and derails be-
(J2)—(lT

ing known by the number
of the lever to which they are connected.

For the same reason they are painted differ-

ent colors ; the switch levers black, home-

signal levers red and distant-signal levers

green As a further aid, it is usual

to group the signal levers for trains

going in one direction, at one end

of the machine, the signals for the

opposite direction being connected to the

levers at the other end, the derails and

switches being connected to the remaining

levers grouped in the center. It is usual

in installing a plant to put in a machine

having spaces for one or two levers more

than the number actually needed, so that

(iKD. 8.

(iy<§). 8,(8),((9)W.th8),14.

(D-(4). FiG 7.

(iHZ), <2.

(5)— SPARE

(6)- 7.

(z)-

(8K6), 16.

@-(6), 8.

^_0)— SPARE

(ll)-SPARE

(I6H14),

in case it is desired to connect other

switches or derails, it would be a very easy

matter to put in the necessary levers.

These spaces are designated as "spare,"

the numbers left out being equally divided

on each side of the group of switch levers,

thus separating the groups as much as

possible. A " frame " of the machine is

made to hold eight levers, but as the man-

ufacturers furnish what is known as a

suffice for the present to say that the lock-

ing is arranged in as simple a manner as

possible, each lever locking only those

levers which, if pulled, would change the

route indicated by the signal, or allow two

C^
Î Levers for 8 Signals. 2 Levers for 4 Derails. 2 Spare.

"half frame," it is usual to put in a ma-

chine capable of holding the number of

levers divisible by four that is next above

the required number.

A plan of this crossiing, as outlined, is

shown in Fig. 6. By observing the num-
bering shown, it will be seen that only ten

levers are required, as from its not being

necessary at any time to close one derail

without the other, it is possible to work

the two derails by one lever. This will

leave Nos. 5 and 8 vacant or "spare,"

a twelve-lever frame being the small-

est size that would hold the number of

levers required. If the levers working the

trains to come together on the same track.

Each lever, when reversed, is not made to

lock every other lever controlling any part

of the route, but only such levers as have

not already been locked by some lever that

is locked by the one reversed. For in-

stance, if lever 2, when reversed, locks

lever 6 reversed, and No. i reversed locks

lever 2 reversed, there is no need of mak-
ing lever i al.so lock lever 6 reversed, as

one lock is sufficient to prevent the lever

from being moved.

As the derails on but one track should

be closed at any one time, the lever of one

set, when reversed, must lock that of the

Q Levers for u Sii^naL^.

4 Levers for 5 Derails and 1

Switch

3 Spare.

derails and signals are now interlocked

mechanically, so that it is impossible for

the signalman to close the derails on but

one track at a time, and to clear a signal

for a train to pass over the crossing on that

track in but one direction at a time, the in-

terlocking will be complete, and it will be

perfectly safe for any train for w-hich the

signals have been cleared to proceed, with-

out reducing speed beyond that necessary

in going over the crossing frogs.

The mechanical construction of the lock-

ing will be explained later on, as it will
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other ; or lever 6, when reversed, must lock

lever 7 in its normal position. If lever 7

is reversed, it will be impossible to reverse

lever 6, as the locking will allow of lever 6

being pulled only when lever 7 is normal.

The two levers are thus interlocked, and a

signalman cannot make a mistake and re-

verse both of them at the same time. They
both can be in the normal position, but

only one can be reversed at the same time.

As the signals governing any route must

lock the levers controlling the switches of

that route, lever 2, when reversed, mu.st



lock lever 6 when reversed. So, also, must

lever 1 1 lock lever 6 reversed. But as lever

2 and lever 1 1 are signals governing the

same track, but in opposite directions, one

of the levers, when reversed, must lock

the other lever in

the normal position,

or else it will be pos-

sible to clear the

signals at the same
time for trains going

in opposite direc-

tions—a movement,
it is evident, that it

should be impossible

to mistake. To make
the route safe, lever

2, when reversed, is

made to lock lever 1

1

normal, besides
locking lever 6 re-

versed.

A Two-ArmKIi Sir.NAI, I'oi.K.

As the distant signals must never be

cleared until after the home signal has

been cleared, the lever of the distant

signal, when reversed, must lock the lever

(IM2)
0-<Z), 4.

(3^8 ,(8),((1])W8).

(l>-8 ,®.((Z)^8).

(7^8 , 9

,

(8)- 9 ,10

(5)-8 , 9

(12)— SPARE

(^>^^.

(gMll), 3

Fig 10

10.

10.

For if lever i, when reversed, locks lever 2

reversed, then lever 6 must be reversed,

and lever 11 will be locked in the normal

or danger position, and a train approach-

ing from the direction of signal i will be

the only train for which the derails are

closed and the signals cleared for it to pass

over the crossing.

For the sake of convenience and clear-

ness, the locking performed by each lever,

when reversed, is arranged in the form of a

diagram or sheet, as is shown in the figure,

the circle put around the figures indicating

that that lever is reversed—otherwise the

lever is supposed to be in the normal or

danger position.

When two double-track roads cross each

other, the same number of levers can be

used, the numbering and locking being

the same, except that the signals, when re-

versed, must not lock the home signal gov-

erning trains running in the opposite di-

rection, in the normal position, as there are

two tracks, and it must therefore be possi-

ble to clear both signals at the same time.

From this it is seen that interlocking

signals for the protection of a plain cross-

ing are very simple and are easily ar-

ranged. Where switches have to be con-

nected to levers in the machine, and signals

provided to govern all the movements that

will be made in using the dilTerent tracks,

the locking of the levers becomes some-

what more complicated.

In Fig. 7 is shown a crossing of two

single-track roads, one of them having a

junction switch or b;ranch line leading off

from the main line, as shown. This switch

being located less than 300 feet from the

crossing, must be connected to the inter-

locking machine, so that the lever control-

ling it can be locked with the signals gov-

erning the route, or else it would be possi-

ble to give a clear signal with

the switch open.

As it is possible for a train to

ap])roach the crossing from the

branch line, it also must be pro-

vided with a signal and derail.

With trains approaching the

FIG. 10

of the home signal reversed, in which case

all the levers for that route will be locked

reversed, and all the other levers of the

machine locked in the normal position.

train, and as it is necessary in this instance

to have two signals, the two are put upon

the one pole, as .seen in Fig. S—the upper

blade being used to govern the high-speed

or main-line route ; the lower, the second-

ary or branch line.

This, however, is not the practice on all

roads, English roads being a notable ex-

ception ; for instead of the upper blade

being used to govern the]high-speed route

14
^J

13j|

9/

^n

9<i

A Dwarf vSign.^l.

it is made to govern the track leading to

the right or left from the switch. In this

country it is the right hand, and in England

the left. This practice is not to be recom-

mended, as it requires the engineer to lo-

cate each side track and decide whether he

wants the upper or lower blade, a thing

which is apt to be confusing when one is

traveling on an engine at a high rate of

speed, and has to take the lower blade on

one pole and the upper on a pole a few

hundred feet beyond it.

Where two or more signals are

used to govern several tracks lead-

ing from or to a single track—in

which case but one signal should

ever be cleared at the same time

—

Kit is customary to connect all the

signals so situated to the same

1 " 2"

i6-Le;ver Frame.

10 Levers for 10 Signals,

5 Levers for 6 Derails. 2 Switches

and 2 Signals.

I Spare.

crossing on the single track, two signals

must also be provided, as it is necessary to

indicate to the engineer which of the two

possible directions his train is to take. As

there should be but one signal pole for a

given track, to enable the engineer to know
which signal is the one governing his
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lever in the machine, a selector

working in connection with the

I

la switches governed by the sig-

' i 6 nals being used to automatically

|K connect the signal which gov-

J^ 5 erns the route for which the

switches are set with the lever in

the tower. Practice in this regard has been

carried too far, and the tendency at present

is to use a separate lever for each signal, or,

at any rate, never for more than two. Asa

separate lever for each signal is a very

expensive arrangement, and as a selector

for two signals can be made to work well



with a little care and attention, it would
seem to be good practice to continue the

use of this arrangement. Selectors for

more than two signals, however, are not to

be recommended.
By looking at Fig. 7 it will be seen that

thirteen levers are required to work the

switch, the derails and the necessary sig-

nals, and that while the switch and derail

on the secondary track are worked by the

same lever, the two derails on the main
line are worked by separate levers. The
reason for this is, that while it must not be
possible to close the two derails 8 and 9 at

the same time, for fear of two trains run-

ning together at the switch, it must be
possible to close derail 6 on the other side

of the crossing for either route—the one on
the branch or the one on the main line.

The locking required to make the opera-

tion of the cro.ssing safe, made necessary

by switch 8 being connected to the ma-
chine, is also more complicated than that

required for a simple crossing. Bv an ex-

annnation of the locking sheet shown in

the figure, it will be seen that, before any
signal can be given to a train, the derails

and switch will have to be set for the route

it is to take, and that the signal governing
the opposing route is also locked. For in-

stance, lever 2 reversed locks derail 6 re-

versed, locks switch and derail 8 normal
and reversed, because the switch is used in

one or the other positions each time the

signal is cleared ; locks derail 9 reversed

when switch 8 is normal and the route is

set for the main line, and, last of all, locks

lever 14 in the normal position, preventing
either of the opposing signals from being
cleared.

To make it impossible for both roads to

use the crossing at the .same time, lever 6,

when reversed, is made to lock lever 7 in

the normal position. As levers 8 and 9,

when reversed, both lock lever 6 reversed,

the reversing of any one of these will lock

lever 7 in the normal position, so that the

derails cannot be closed. It will be noticed

that lever 8, when reversed, locks lever 6 re-

versed and lever 16 in the normal position,

the object of locking lever 16 normal being
that, as lever 14 can be reversed if either

lever 8 or 9 is reversed, it would be possible,

when 14 is reversed, to reverse lever 16 and
clear the distant signal when the switch
and derail 8 may be closed, and thus a

wrong signal would be given. By this ar-

rangement it is pos.sible to reverse lever 16

only when lever 14 is reversed, locking

derail 9 reversed, with switch S in the nor-

mal position.

Should switch 8 lead to a side track in-

stead of to a branch line, the signal on
side track governing the movements made
from the side track to the main line would
be made a dwarf or low signal, as shown
in Fig. 9, and no distant .signal woidd be
provided. The object of this is to lessen

the chance of an engineer mistaking the

indication of the signal on the side track

for the one on the main line, and also to

effect a saving in the original cost of the

plant. .\s niovam ?nts on a side track have

to be made at slow speed, there is no ne-

cessity for putting the signal on a high

pole, where it can be seen at a distance,

the low or dwarf signal answering perfectly

well for this purpose.

Dwarf signals are used to control all

"back-up" movements, or those made
against the movement of traffic, the reasons

being the same as those governing move-
ments from side tracks.

When a cross-over between two double

tracks at a crossing has been connected up,

it shovdd be signaled as shown in Fig. 10,

the locking performed by each lever, when
reversed, being also given. It will be

noticed that back-up derails have been pro-

vided on one track, dwarf signals govern-

ing the back-up movement being con-

nected to and moved by the same levers,

so that whenever the derail is closed, the

signal will indicate safety. Back-up de-

rails are generally not provided, unless the

arrangement of the tracks or the traffic is

such that movements against the direction

of traffic are frequently made. As the

commissioners of several of the States re-

quire these to be put in at all plants under

their jurisdiction, they have in such cases

to be put in whether there is or is not

any probability that they will ever be

needed.

It is to be noticed that dwarf signal No.

9, while governing back-up movements
in two directions, either on the main line

or on the cross-over, is a single-blade signal,

and does not indicate J:o trainmen the route

they are to take, but only that the route is

clear for them to back up. The reason for

this is that in practice it has been found to

be the best plan, as the movements are

made slowly, and the towerman has, in any
event, to know the movement it is desired

to make before throwing the levers, for the

matter to be left entirely in his hands for

him to throw the proper switches before

clearing the .signal.

Again, a single-blade dwarf signal can

be put in between tracks in many places

where there is not room in which to put

one having two blades. The saving in

original cost of the plant is also quite an
item, particularly if there are very many
dwarf signals required.

The combinations of the levers by which
the derails are closed and the signals

cleared for a train to proceed over the

cros.sing, are very simple with the plant

under consideration, the derails of any one
track being first closed, the home .signal

next, and, last of all, the distant signal.

When it is desired to use the cross-over,

the engineer will run by sufficiently to

clear signal 4, when the towerman, putting

levers l, 2 and 6 back to normal, will re-

verse lever 8 and pull 4. Reversing lever

4 clears the signal, and the switch being

thrown, the train is switched over to the

other main line.

With plants having any more levers than

those necessary to operate a simple cross-

ing, it is necessary to provide in the tower,
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for the guidance of the signalman, a

"combination sheet." showing the order

in which the different levers should be

pulled to clear the different routes. This

order is made necessary by the locking of

the levers, those which are free to move
being first reversed, then those which are

released by the reversal of the first lever,

and so on, until all the signals for the

route desired have been cleared.

-Although it would appear to anyone a

very easy matter to find out which are the

proper levers to reverse to give a clear

route, such is not the case, as has been

shown in many instances, where, from

some cause or other, it has become neces-

sary to put new men in the tower who do
not know the proper levers, or when, as in

case of accident to the signalman, the

trainmen have had to work the levers to

let their train over the crossing.

A large size map, with the switches and

derails plainly numbered, as well as a com-

bination sheet in which the different

movements are shown in large type, should

be framed and hung up in every tower.

The wisdom of so doing will be evident to

anyone who has ever tried, unaided, to

clear the signals for a train at even a small

crossing.

^ i i
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

are doing something in their shops at

Altoona that will furnish information

which will be of value to all railroads in

the country. They are building three

mogul compound locomotives, which will

be identical in even,* respect except the

parts which control the compound feature.

The cylinders will be of the same propor-

tions. One will have the Lindner .starting

valve, one will have the Richmond Loco-

motive Works intercepting valve, and one

will be built with the Pittsburgh Locomo-
tive Works arrangement for regulating

the admission of steam in starting. It is

the intention when the engines are fin-

ished to put them all into the same kind of

service, and subject them to a lengthened

test under conditions as nearly uniform as

possible. The decision to select these

types of compounds was arrived at on ac-

count of the experience with engines com-

pounded according to the designs named.

g i i
At Sprague, Wash., the Northern Pacific

lost by a fire, a few weeks ago, twenty-four

locomotives, fiftj'-four freight cars and

shops and machinery, valued at 5325,000.

We are informed by an officer of the com-

pany that no time will be lost in erecting

new buildings and equipping them with

first-class machinerv.

At the last Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion, a suggestion was made to change the

constitution so that the association should

be representative of railroad companies

instead of individual master mechanics.

Proposals of this kind have been made re-

peatedly in past years, but the members
do not take kindlv to them.



Doing Machine Work Under Diffi=

culties.

At the last meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, a paper

by Mr. Robert Allison was read, which
gives an interesting account of the diffi-

cult machine work done by hand in the

olden time. The following are extracts

from the paper :

"It is now about 51 years since I fir.st

entered a machine .shop as an apprentice,

in 1S44, my first experience being in the

shops of Haywood & Snyder, at Pottsville,

Penn. The shops were considered as well

equipped as any in the interior of the

State ; there were two or three slide lathes

(not screw-cutting) in the shop, but most
of the turned work was done with the slide

rest, and all the small turning was done
with hand tools. There was one planing

machine in the shop, the table being

pulled back and forthwith a common one-

half inch chain. I recollect that this chain

would break frequently, sometimes two
or three times a day, so a number of open
links were kept on hand to make quick

repairs. The cross-feed was automatic
;

all other feed directions were by hand.

Those of 3'ou who have had any experi-

ence in a modern shop will appreciate the

difference between those crude machines
and the machines now in use.

" The work done in the shops was prin-

cipally steam engines, and notwithstand-

ing the poor facilities, many good engines

were turned out, some of which are in use

to-day.

" After working in the Pottsville shops

about one year I was sent to Danville, to

the branch shops. The shop was equipped

with two large lathes, 36-inch swing,

mounted on heavy wooden shears, and the

turning was done with heavy slide rests
;

there were also three smaller lathes on

wooden shears, with slide rests ; and two

hand lathes, operated exclusively with

hand tools ; also one drill press and one

screw-cutting machine—this constituted

the whole plant.
'

' Rolling mills were built in this shop, the

engines being built in the Pottsville shops.

In the earl}' days of rolling mills, the en-

gines were made long stroke, usually 6

feet, and the rolls were driven with gear-

ing so as to get up the proper speed, the

piston speed of the engines being about

300 feet, the gear wheels being large in

diameter ; there were no facilities for bor-

ing the hubs, and they had to be keyed

on the shaft with six or eight keys.

This necessitated much chipping of key

seats.

"Shafts were all made of cast iron of

large diameter, with bosses in proper

places for wheels ; the bosses were turned

off, and then eight flat places were chipped

and filed true for keys ; the wheel hubs

were cored out about i "^ inches larger

than the shafts, and eight key seats cut

out of proper width and taper, according

to the size of the shaft ; then the wheel

was staked on the shaft with four short

wedges on each side, leaving four of the

key seats clear. It required considerable

skill to get the wheels true on the shafts,

and but few were able to make a good job.

After the wheels were staked on true, four

of the keys were fitted and driven home,

the stake wedges removed, and the other

four keys fitted. Large cranks were fitted

to shafts in the same way. The whole

operation required a great deal of skill,

and unless a man was an expert chipper

and filer he would make very slow prog-

ress. The turning of large shafts was

slow and tedious. The writer rememliers

having a cast-iron shaft 10 inches in diam-

eter and about 10 feet long, being given

to him to turn on a hand lathe, with hand

tools, the slide rests all being in use ; the

tools used being hook tools ' V ' and round

nose, button and spike heads. Just

imagine the feelings of a machinist of the

present day if confronted with a job of

that kind ! I also remember another job

that almost made me sick. This was forty-

set screws, i '+' inches in diameter, about

4 inches long ; the iron was seamy and

hard ; the)' had to be turned from point to

head and thread chased the whole length.

You can hardly imagine the condition of

mind I was in by the time I finished the

last screw ; and I think that if there had

been about five more in the lot, the coun-

try would have been obliged to get along

without my services as a machinist, as

I would have quit the business in dis-

gust.

"The chasing of screws by hand was

one of the things we all had to learn.

Starting the thread properly required con-

siderable skill ; drunken threads were

rather common, and subjected the pro-

ducers to considerable ridicule in the shop.

All plane surfaces had to be chipped and

filed, no matter what size, and good

chippers were always in demand. Engine

guides were made round, because shops

had no planers to plane them if made
flat, and when the first flat guides were

made they had to be chipped and filed
;

connecting rod stubs were fitted the same

way.

"Notwithstanding all these drawbacks

very good work was turned out, some of

which will compare favorably with the

work of the present day. We still have

some old fogy machinists who claim that

the work of the present daj' does not com-

pare with old-time work, when accuracy

and finish depended on the skill of the

workman rather than on the accuracy and

automatic operation of modern machinists'

tools. The writer has had considerable

experience in old-time methods and

with modern tools, and has no hesitancy

in saying that the work of the present day

is far superior to what was turned out by

the old methods ; but the wonder is how
such good work was turned out with the

limited appliances at hand, and the me-

chanics of fifty years ago deserve more

credit for their productions than those of

the present day.
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" It may interest some of you to have a

short account of how a steam engine was

produced fifty years ago in the shops where

the writer learned his trade. First, a large

drawing board was prepared, large enough

to make a plan and side elevation, full

size. Engines all being made very long

stroke, the drawing boards were quite

large ; an engine of 14-inch diameter,

48-inch stroke, taking a board about 6 x 20

feet. The engine was plotted down, lines

chalked and leaded
;
patterns were then

made to correspond to the drawings,

castings were made and fitted, but con-

necting rod, piston rod, valve rods,

etc., were left till the cylinder, guides

and pillow block were fitted on the bed

plate.

"Measurements were then taken for the

different rods, and the rods made the

proper length to fit. No two engines were

exactlv alike ; variations in shrinkage and

fitting were adjusted in the length of the

rods. Generally, after the first engine was

made, the drawings were planed out, so

that the drawing board could be used for

another size. This destroyed the record of

sizes ; but as all rods were measured for

each particular engine, this did not inter-

rupt the work of construction. I need not

refer to the present methods in this line,

as you are all familiar with them. To-day

almost every part of an engine, or other

machine, could be made in different shops,

widely separated, and then assembled into

a complete machine without a hitch.

This would have been impossible under

the old plan. Taking all the disadvan-

tages into consideration, the wonder is that

the mechanics of fifty years ago could turn

out as good machines as they did."

i i i
Are Engineers Fatalists?

At a pic-nic of the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers,held at Knoxville, Tenn.,

Attorney-General James H. Bible de-

livered an address in which, while trying

to be complimentary, he gave expres-

sion to a belief which we do not think

will be indorsed by the average engineer.

He said :

" An engineer, as a rule, ought to be a

Presbyterian, for they believe that what-

ever is to be will be. I have talked with

numbers of them, and they all tell me that

there is no use to try to avoid destiny.

They are fatalists in the main, and think

that we must all go when our time comes,

whether it be at home, surrounded by

friends, or down an embankment when

the stars are shining. In the minds of

some people this may not make saints of

them, but it does another thing, which as

far as the world is concerned is better—it

fortifies them against panic and surprise,

and gives them thoroughly disciplined

natures. Another thing it does—it recon-

ciles them to the life they are forced to

live, which is one cut off from the bal-

ance of the world—a life of isolation, so to

.speak."



The Traveling Engineer.

The Traveling Engineers' Association

will meet in convention at Pittsburgh on

September loth. There is an excellent pro-

gramme of business prepared, and the meet-

ing promises to be of much interest and

of practical value to railroad companies.

The Examination of P^iremeu for Promo-

tion, promulgated by a committee of the

Traveling Engineers' Association last year,

has excited much attention and no little

criticism ; but its use is steadily spreading,

and the knowledge made compulsory is

calculated to do much good, even to those

who consider the examination too exacting.

The intelligent, systematic work done
by the Traveling Engineers' A.ssociation

is doing much good, not only to the mem-
bers, but to the traveling engineers as a

class of railroad officials. The work done
by the association has spread before the

higher railroad officials information con-

cerning the valuable nature of the duties

performed by traveling engineers and road

foremen of engines, that required only

to be known to be appreciated. There was
a disposition in some quarters to regard the

traveling engineer as a superfluity, to be

cut off on the first call for the curtailing of

operating expenses. People are slowly

learning that the dispensing with the

services of traveling engineers is the most
certain way to increase operating expenses.

The traveling engineer is essentially a

leader and teacher of the most improved
methods for handling and operating loco-

motives. If his tendencies do not lead in

that direction, his influence is not likely to

be of benefit to the company. There have
been, repeatedly, cases of the traveling en-

gineer failing to prove a success ; but it

has generally happened owing to an in-

judicious choice, or through the failure to

give him the necessary authority. It was
formerly considered proper to promote one
of the oldest engineers to the position of

traveling engineer, regardless of what
knowledge he might have of the locomo-

tive and its attachments. That was the

right way to keep the men moving along

in the old rut, without a thought of how to

do their work as well as it could be done.

There are on every railroad engine-

men of an inquiring disposition, men
who want to understand the why and the

wherefore of the action of the machines

they handle. They study the action of

steam and the phenomena of combu.stion.

They are not content to know merely

how to apply and release an air brake.

They must know the principle of its action

and the details of the mechanism. Men of

this kind make themselves familiar with

the mechanism of injectors and lubricators;

and when anything goes wrong, they are

liable to have a simple remedy ready.

From this class the traveling engineer

ought to be drawn. He is likely to be as

good a runner as any other man on the

road, and he has knowledge that the

majority do not possess. His knowledge
is capital w'hich makes him more valuable

to his employers than the average man,

who merely learns enough to get along

with a train. With the special knowledge

he has acquired, and an ability to manage
men he is certain to make a success if he

is given the opportunity.

When a man of this character is chosen

he should be invested with sufficient au-

thority to make his orders and directions

respected. Although master mechanics

and superintendents are hard worked as a

class, it is sometimes very difficult for them

to give up a share of the authority they

have been in the habit of exercising over

the personnel of their department. They
are particularly fond of having something

to sav about individual engineers and fire-

men, and the traveling engineer sometimes

finds that he cannot discipline a worthless

ters. Good men nearly all agree in the

sentiment that they have a friend in the

traveling engineer.

% % %

A Silent Fiue Rattler.

At the Erie shops in Jersey City, N. J.,

they emplov a flue rattler, or tumbling

barrel, that ten Is strictly to business and

mikes little fuis about it— like silent bar-

bers, very rare.

Our sketch will show the arrangement.

The barrel revolves in a tank of water

reaching up to the shaft. The water has

been found to shorten the time Required

to clean flues. The work is done better

and more uniformly. Sketch shows fram-

ing, tank and draw-off cock for water, and

man because the latter has some influence

with a higher ofliicer. Where practices of

this kind exist they are demoralizing to all

authority. It is right and proper that

every man should have the power of ap-

peal, but that should involve a hearing

where all the facts could be brought out.

Where a sharp traveling engineer is em-
ployed, the worthy and competent men
receive a greater share of justice than

the}- obtain under a looser system. The
traveling engineer is on the road the

greater part of the time, and becomes
much mor; familiar with the habits of the

men than it is possible for a superintend-

ent or master mechanic to acquire, since

these officers rarely come in contact with

the men at their work. Under the old

system, a shirk who habitually neglected

his work was often, by reason of a smooth
tongue, the greatest favorite at headquar-
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also a steam pipe used in winter to pre-

vent freezing.

If there is any one thing that sets the

teeth on edge around a shop, it's the ever-

lasting rattler with its everlasting rattle.

Some master mechanics have put it in a

cell and locked the door, others have

buried it in a pit, and still others have
exiled it to the farthest corner ; but its

voice, like the wail of a lost soul, reaches

to the four corners of the place. If water

is the cure, tap a river at once.

«J © ^
.

The Webb compound locomotive pur-

chased by the Pennsylvania Railroad in

1889 is now employed hauling a gravel

train. The engine has some good points,

but the}- do not appeal directly to men
employed on gravel trains. She is not

considered a success for that kind of train

service.



Comparing Experiences.

After going over the Jaffa & Jerusalem

Railroad, which is famous for the pictur-

esque roughness of its track, Cy Warmau
was moved to remark, " I traveled over a

little lumber road in Texas once, whose

initials were T. & S., and the trainmen

called it the 'Trouble & Sorrow,' and

sometimes ' Timber & Sand. ' I rode

on the locomotive, for it was the first wood
burner I had ever seen. The train was

carded at twelve miles an hour, and we
were losing time, but it was the only time

I was ever frightened on an engine. The
road was so rough and the engine rolled

so, that the hazel-splitter hogs would
scamper out of the ditches beside the

track. In places the track was so sunken

that the ties hung to the underside of the

rail, and when the engine struck a place

like that, and drove the ties down, the

mud and water would shoot out over the

face of the earth and fresco,everything in-

side the right of way. The passengers, if

they had not been too frightened, could

have picked flowers from the'' windows of

the rolling coaches, almost. Till now the

T. & S. had been to me the rockiest road

on earth ; but now it's all changed.

Now the whistle sounds, deep and long
;

the train has reached the top of the

caiion—the end of the gulch—and here

before us, nestled in the very top of a

group of little hills, is Jerusalem. The sun

is just going down in the hills through

which we came, and away to the east, be-

yond the Dead Sea, the hills of Moab are

taking on the wonderful tints they wear at

sunset. The}- are unlike any other moun-
tains, in that the crest-line is as straight as

the line of the horizon on a level plain.

How strange it all seems ! There is

nothing but rocks and scrubby olive trees,

and dead-looking grape vines, and not

many of them. The people are strange,

too. On the way to the hotel we pass all

kinds of people of the Orient. Bedouins,

with their knees cocked up, on high horses;

plainsmen on thin-legged Arabian steeds
;

all manner of men on donkeys and on

foot, beggars and even lepers, and

poor Jews
;
Jews with corkscrew curls

hanging down in front of their ears, and

idle pilgrims who do nothing on earth but

walk all day long up the Valley of Jehosa-

phat and down the road to Bethlehem.

They come, many of them, from Ru.ssia.

They have nothing when they strike the

town, and just about manage to hold their

own. '

'

The Qibbs Variable=Speed Electric

Motor.

The annexed illustrations show a vari-

able-speed, back-geared electric motor,

made for the Illinois Central Railroad shops

by the Gibbs Electric Company, Milwau-

kee, Wis. Electric motors are coming

steadily into use for driving machine tools,

portable drills, and a variety of purposes

in boiler shops. This type of motor is re-

ported to be exceptionally efficient and

convenient for railroad work, being de-

signed by railroad mechanics.

Fig. I shows the motor ready for work,

with the pulley at the commutator end,

readv for the connecting belt. Fig. 2

Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3-

shows the back gears exposed. These are

provided to give the motor changes of

speed, similar to the arrangement of back

gears of an engine lathe. By this means

changes of speed, with a range from 38 to

850 revolutions per minute, can be had.

Fig. 3 gives an opposite view from Fig.
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I, with the gears covered up. Connection

with a flexible shaft for drilling, tapping,

or other work, is made with the spindles

shown in this view. The handle shown is

for changing the speed.

The case is filled with oil for lubrication

up to the first row of spindles, but the

casing can be left off if preferred.

^ ® i
Cutting the Requisition in Two.

There are certain high-up railroad offi-

cials who make it their duty to supervise

the requisitions for supplies and material,

which is not done wisely, but too well.

Good sense and business sagacity would
suggest that if the head of a department

could not be depended upon to order only

what was absolutely necessarj', the

best thing would be to find one who could

do the duties without constant meddling
supervision from some impracticable vice-

president, who knows nothing about the

business and is inspired only by a spirit of

parsimonious cheese-paring. Railroad men
were laughing about a case which was
made public, where a belt 100 feet long

was ordered for a railroad company's ele-

vator. Nothing shorter was of any use,

but the zealous V. P. got in his blue pencil

and cut the requisition in two.

We have just heard of a similar case

that happened a month or two ago. An
engine had been in a collision and got

both cylinders smashed. The master me-

chanic put in a requisition for two new
cylinders from the builders. The
V. P. got in his work and made
it one cylinder. The engine was
sorely needed, and the cylinders were

waited for with impatience. Everything

was got ready to put them on as soon as

they arrived. Imagine the consternation

of the men hungering for the service of

the engine when one cylinder came instead

of two, and they had to wait a month
longer before another could be received.

Verily, blue tape and blue pencils are

making dreaded inroads upon the com-

mon-sense methods that used to prevail in

railroad business.

^ i i
vSome years ago the principal street rail-

road companies in Brooklyn got permission

to adopt the trolley system. It was no

sooner in running order than the cars were

run at a very high rate of speed, in order to

draw business away from the elevated rail-

roads. The most conspicuous result of the

high street-car speed was the killing of

over 100 persons in three years. This

roused public sentiment so that city ordi-

nances were passed reducing the street-car

speed to six miles an hour in the more

crowded parts of the city, and to eight

miles in the more thinly used streets.

Since that change was made, the slaughter

of the innocents has ceased. Now the

railroad companies have applied to the

courts to overrule the city ordinances, and

permit them to resume the dangerous

speed.



Improved Die for Pipe=Threading

Machine.

Our illustration shows the die head of a

Peerless pipe threader, made by the B'g-

nall &Keeler Mfg. Co., of St. Louis, Mo.

This die is the neatest, easiest operated

one we have yet seen for cutting pipe

threads, practically duplicates of each

other.

The body of the die, the frame, has

around its center heavy slots carrying the

cutters ; over these fits a cam ring, having

a slot for each cutter and holding their

cutting ends rigidly at a given distance

from the center.

Revolving the ring in one direction

An Ashpan Sprinkler.

We have received from Mr. R. G. Ram-
say, Davenport, la., sketch and descrip-

tion of an ashpan sprinkler used for wet-

ting down the ashes in the pans. He had

put the device on some engines belonging

to the Great Northern and found it highly

satisfactory. He writes: "Its uses are,

first, to prevent the raising of fire along

the track and on bridges ; second, to keep

the ashpan cool and prevent the heating

of driving boxes, also to prevent the pans

from warping out of shape with the heat

;

third, to prevent the ashes from flying on

the machinery, saving one-half of the

wiping and helping the fireman to keep a

much cleaner engine. Sprinkler con-

sists of a pipe along each side of the

pan and connected to the injector

branch pipe, and is controlled by the

engineer. I used a in -inch pipe and

put in three rows of holes, and they

are put in the pipe in such a way that

opens the dies and in another closes

them.

The position of the cutting ends is fixed

by a hand nut—shown on the linked rod

attached to lever—no other adjustment of

the machine can change this, which, it will

be seen, governs the size of the thread to

be cut.

To cut uniform threads on a lot of pipe,

it is only necessary to adjust this nut once,

and leave it alone. The pipe is revolved

by a chuck on another part of the machine,

the threads cut, and the operator lifts the

lever shown ; this revolves the cam ring,

opens the cutters and releases the pipe.

When the lever is lowered the cutters

return to exactly the same position as

before and are ready to duplicate their

work.

It will be seen, also, that the adjustment

of this nut is an easy way to thread odd
sizes.

all the surface of the pan is sprinkled. The
holes are .,'.1 inch, 2-inch pitch, and are

punched in the pipe. This leaves a burr

on the inside of the pipe that causes a per-

fect spray ; but I found in time the ashes

would settle in the pipe and cause a

cement, which, in time, would close up
the holes. To prevent this I ran the pipe

out of the front end of the pan, and put a

plug in that could be removed and the

pipe blown out once a week. The e.v-

pense of putting this on is about $4,

material and labor."

i i ©
Certain old employes of the Pennsyl-

vania Central and State & Portage roads

are working up a reunion of the employes

still alive, to be held at Altoona, Pa., next

month. Anyone interested can obtain par-

ticulars by applying to W. de Sanno, Pan-

handle shops, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Questions Suitable for Answer.
Nearly every month we receive letters

asking us to sen 1 correspondents particu-

lars of all the patents taken out for certain

devices. The last application of this kind

was for us to send private information, or

publish in our " What You Want to Know "

columns, information concerning all the

patents secured on injectors. Those at all

familiar with the history of that instru-

ment are aware that the patents covering

various designs are legion. We have no

time to make researches of this character.

Information of an\- value concerning

patents issued can be obtained only by a

careful search through Patent Office

records. There are men who make a busi-

ness of doing this kind of work, and they

should be consulted by people wanting
such information. They can be reached

through any patent attorney. The work
must be paid for, but the charges are rea-

sonable.

Those who request us to make the

"What You Want to Know " columns a

channel of information about patent mat-

ters mistake the purpose of that depart-

tnent of our journal. A question must
relate to a subject in which the general

reader is interested to make it suitable to

receive an answer. We frequently answer

questions by letter because they are not of

general interest, and we sometimes advise

correspondents to employ a mechanical or

other expert to work out problems or de-

signs which they suppose the editors of

an engineering paper likely to furnish

gratis.

When it is necessary for us to spend more
than two hours in securing the facts called

for by questions, we recommend them to

be sent to a specialist. Occasionally we
deviate from this rule, and permit ques-

tions to haunt our waking and sleeping

hours for days, but the subject must be ex-

ceptionally valuable, and the weather must

be more conducive to meditation than it

has been this summer.
But questions about patents are for

others to answer. Another subject which
we reject are questions upon the merits of

goods made by different manufacturers.

It is hardly fair to ask us to give public

evidence of the fact that Brown makes a

better car coupler than Smith. Our opin-

ion might cause useless heartburning were

we to publish it.

Another question involving odious com-

parisons, which we must avoid, is stat-

ing our opinion on the relative merits

of prominent railroad officials. It is

strange that questions of this character

should be sent to us, but they are. There

is a curious tendency among many people

to make the editor of their favorite paper

a father confessor. A question which
merely calls for an opinion is not adapted

for our columns. We do not want opin-

ions from our correspondents ; we want
facts clearly stated, and, if necessary, illus-

trated by good drawings. As far as possi-

ble, we reciprocate this policy.



A New Rival of the Locomotive.
The French people seem Irj be taking

the lead in the invention of light, common
road vehicles driven by power at small

expense. In the neighborhood of Paris a

very common thing is to see an enlarged

form of bicycle driven by a small gasoline

engine.

In connection with this movement high-

ly interesting trials of self-propelling

vehicles were made recently. .\ public

competition was arranged for vehicles to

run from Paris to Bordeaux and back, a

total distance of about 730 miles. Twenty-
two vehicles started in the race ; twelve

arrived at Bordeaux before the end of the

time limited, and nine made the return trip

successfully. These were all light, four-

wheel carriages. One was propelled by a

steam engine, the others were operated by
gasoline motors. One of the carriages made
the entire journey in 48 hours 4S minutes

—

an average speed of nearly 15 miles an

hour, including the time lost by stops.

It was said that only about 15 ounces of

gasoline per hour was required per horse-

power developed. The gasoline motor is

ahead of anything that has ever been tried

for supplying power to light motors, for

t'lere is no furnace, no boiler and no water

to :arry.

French writers say that the gasoline

voiture will soon, in a great measure, take

the place of horse-drawn carriages on com-
mon roads, and there is reason to believe

that this prediction is well founded. There
is already a sort of craze in France for this

kind of vehicle, and it will not be long in

spreading to America. Three horse-power

would probably keep the carriage going at

15 miles per hour. At this rate 10 pounds
of gasoline would propel the machine 100

miles. Improvements will be made that

will enable the ordinary citizen to start off

on a summer outing with his wife and
famih' in one of these vehicles, which will

take him whither he pleases at small ex-

pense. That being accomplished, our in-

ventors will proceed to make gasoline car-

riages to take the place of locomotives.

^ i ©
An Improved Helper.

Foreman Boilermaker M. O'Connor, of

the F. E. & M. V. at Missouri Valley, Iowa,

lias constructed a simple device for hold-

placed on outside of firebox shell oppo-

site the rivets that are being driven on the

inside, and, by means of the slotted bar, it

can be moved along the line of rivet holes

by the rivet boy, using a wooden maul to

drive it along. By keeping the iron ham-
mer on outside end of rivet makes it very

solid driving, as the steel spring handle

allows it to bound back and forth as the

boilermaker strikes the rivet. It is much
better than a man holding, as it is stronger

and its strength more uniform. It is com-
pLised of a bar of iron, Ix4-inch, with a i f''jr

tracks. We have heard the statement

made that it takes the avera.ge freight car

a longer time to pass through the Buffalo

yards than it takes to go from Chicago to

Buffalo. It certainly takes most cars long-

er to get through the yards at the end of

a division than it took them to get over

the division. This is the real point in need
of radical reform. Direct more attention

to the points where cars spend most of

their time in the course of a journey, and
there will be no demand for faster freight-

train speed.

ing against wedge bar while riveting on
half side sheets in fireboxes. It is simple
in its make up and does very good woik,
taking the place of an extra helper. It is

slot lengthways, and handle made of steel,

forged down in middle to give it spring.

The hammer part is a piece of axle 4% x 9
inches, tapered off at end, and spring-steel

angle irons slotted to bolt on through stay-

bolt holes at each end of long bar, the

handle part that rests on slotted bar having
a .shoulder 2'4 inches square, and a flange

cap resting on top of bar, to keep slot from
spreading, the part projecting through slot

being f{K2% inches, fastened by a steel

key underneath bar, as shown in our en-

graving.

s i i .

Car Mileage.
With the increase of freight business, we

already hear notes of the demand that the
motive power department accelerate the
speed of freight trains, in order that cars

may be returned more promptly for reload-

ing. This is a demand that became tire-

some before the period of depression came
cm which left the car supply greater than
the demand. It is part of a tendency pre-

vailing among railroad men to place the
burden of extra work upon the motive-
power department. Car mileage is certain-

ly ridiculously small, but it is not on ac-

count of trains running too slow, but
because the cars stand too long in side
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\ Big Four Speci.^i..

Inspection Engine, Big Four Road.

Our engraving was made from a photo-

raph of a neat little inspection engine

and car used by Supt. Wm. Gibson, of

the C. & S. division of the Big Four.

It was built by Master Mechanic J. H.
Keegan, at Delaware, O.; has two cylin-

ders, 4x7 inches ; uses only one ton of

coal for 200 miles' run, and maintains a

speed of twenty-eight miles an hour, carry-

ing twelve people.

She is voted as " handy as a pocket in

a shirt."

i i i
Notices have been issued by Vice-Presi-

dent St. John, of the Seaboard Air Line,

that for purposes of increased efficiencv in

the service, and to the intent that a more
direct responsibility shall attach to those

in charge for the proper conduct of busi-

ness to be transacted, and in order that due
attention may be given to the necessities,

as well as the economies of the proper-

ties, the system will be divided into three

divisions, each being in charge of a super-

intendent, who will be responsible for the

efficient operating of his division. The
duties of the superintendents and other offi-

cers are defined so clearly that there will

be no likelihood of conflict of authoritv.



Novel Air-Jet Sanding Device.

We are indebted to Mr. J. R. Groves,

superintendent of rolling stock, St. L. &
S. F. Railroad, for blueprints and descrip-

tion of the Houston sanding device, here-

with illustrated.

As will be seen, the device is double
;

that is, made to sand ahead or behind the

drivers, using separate sand pipes and jets.

The manner of piping can be seen in the

engravings ; the larger pipes are for sand,

the smaller ones for air.

The starting valve is also shown. It is a

disk valve, and the position of its ports

determines where and when the sand will

be sent ; ^4 pip^ '^ used for sand.

Mr. Groves writes :
" We have had this

device in use on .some of our air-brake en-

gines, and we are pleased to say that the

service is satisfactorj- in every respect.

To, front drivers

e:

LOOOMOTIVE EnOINEEfhiQ t\l . Y.

We not only get the sand where we want

it, but we do not get any more than we
want. The action is positive, the manipu-
lation is easy, and the amount of sand

saved in three months' time will more
than offset the cost of the machine."

^ i i
Chesapeake & Ohio Shops at Clifton

Forge, Va.

Away near the summit or "divide" of

the Alleghany Mountains, in the pictu-

resque region traversed by the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railway, we find Clifton Forge, a

small, neat town, that once had aspirations

of becoming a great metallurgical city

which might rival Pittsburgh. The hopes

were founded on rich deposits of iron ore

which abound in the neighborhood, and
to the fact that fuel and all other elements

required in iron-making are near at hand.

The town is old, dating back from ante-

revolutionary times, but its modern aspect

dates from the great Southern boom of ten

3'ears ago. which was suddenly to make so

many wildernesses bloom with rolling

mills, foundries, machine shops, and other

originators of human comfort and prosper-

ity. The boom was premature, but it left

Clifton Forge with well-graded streets

where rocks and brush had formerly held

undisputed possession ; it left a fine hotel,

which offers ideal quarters for people look-

ing for a comfortable place to spend the

hot months of summer ; and better than

all, it left the place the fine division repair

_c
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shops of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway,

which give employment to a large number

of men.

The shops are substantial brick build-

ings, built on a meadow beside the James

River, and set at right angles to the main

track. The division repairs for both loco-

motives and cars are done here, and the

shops are provided with good tools for

executing the work. Mr. John A. Quinn,

master mechanic in charge, is inspired by

progressive ideas of shop management,

and his efforts in this direction are cor-

dially supported by Mr. A. G. Elvin, the

general foreman.

In an out-of-the-way place like Clifton

Forge one generally expects to find ancient

tools and ancient practices holding sway,

and giving entire satisfaction ; but this es-

tablishment is an exception. In every
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quarter about the shops we find traces of

individual ingenuitv displayed in produc-

ing improved means of doing work. A
great many operations are aided by com-

pressed air appliances, and all lifting is

done by these useful labor-saving devices.

Above the driving-wheel lathe is an im-

provement on any air lift I had previously

seen. The lifting cylinder is hung from a

small overhead trolley, which is traversed

over the lathe by means of a horizontal

cylinder made of a piece of 3-inch pipe.

A pair of wheels are brought up to the lathe

on the track ; they are lifted by the air

hoist and traversed to their place in the

lathe by the overhead trolley. A couple of

men can do the job almost as quickly as

the description can be read.

They have a very neat tool-room, equip-

ped with a good supply of small tools.
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The Existing Status of the Compound

Locomotive.

When the Railway Master Mechanics'

Convention was held at Old Point Comfort,

in 1S90, the first report ever submitted to

this association relating to Compound
Locomotives was read, and the first dis-

cussion on the subject heard in that asso-

ciation was carried on. For several }-ears

previously the railroad and engineering

press had been educating railroad men to

make the departure of ascertaining by

trial of that class of engine what there

was in compound locomotives, but railroad

men and locomotive builders alike were

very reluctant to introduce a new type of

engine. There had been a few tentative

attempts to introduce compound locomo-

tives or motors, years previously, with re-

sults that deserved further effort in that

direction, but the conservative tendencies

of our railroad men kept them from fol-

lo%ving up a promising line of fuel saving

that ought not to have been neglected.

When the committee reported in June,

1890, the statement was made that the ex-

perience with compound locomotives in

America had been so slight that the in-

vestigators were obliged to go abroad for

notes of experience. There were then

between six and seven hundred compound
locomotives in service abroad, but only

one in America, and that was a Webb com-

pound purchased by the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company. Before that year

ended, however, there were compound
locomotives running, or in course of con-

struction by the Schenectady Locomotive

Works, the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, and

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road. Although they displayed extra-

ordinary reluctance in making the first

trial with compound locomotives, Ameri-

can railroad men took to that style of

engine very readily after the first of home
manufacture was put to work. Two years

after the first of our present compounds

was built there were 114 running on dif-

ferent roads, and a year later the number

was 422. That was in 1892, and the num-

ber of these engines has gone on steadily

increasing, but not with the rapidity that

characterized the second year of the

compound's introduction. There was a

tendency for a time to order compound

locomotives—as extension fronts were

adopted on some roads—because it was

the fashion ; but the point was soon reach-

ed when no compounds were ordered

except through the conviction that they

would prove a paying investment.

For the first two years the compound

locomotive was to a great extent an ex-

periment, and the most valuable service

its use performed was educating people

concerning its strong and weak points.

After the sentiment of wanting to be in the

fashion by having some compound loco-

motives subsided, a period of apathy set

in which has not yet passed. Extravagant

expectations were excited of the great sav-

ing of fuel which could be effected bj- use

of the compound. These expectations not

being realized, there has been a tendency

in some quarters to look upon this form of

engine as a fraud. Jumping at a conclu-

sion of this kind, is just as foolish and

more prejudicial to the interests of rail-

road companies, than was the assumed ex-

pectation that such an engine would save

from 40 to 50 per cent, of the fuel required

by simple engines.

The subject of compound locomotives

has been earnestly discussed at every

Master Mechanics' Convention since

1890, and every discussion has added

valuable facts to the literature of the

subject. One of the most striking things

connected with these discussions is, the

necessity for those interested to investigate

for themselves. The question has such an

important bearing upon the expenses of

railroad operating, that every man in

charge of locomotives ought to feel it his

duty to find out for himself, how a com-

pound compares with a simple engine in

the consumption of fuel and in the cost of

repairs. Those who have fallen into the

later fashion of sneering at the question of

compound locomotives, and pretending

that it is not worth looking into, are not

acting for their own best interests or for

the best interests of those they serve.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

which IS noted for the excellence of its

test department, has built and purchased

several compound locomotives. It may be

fairly presumed that the responsible offi-
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cers of this company are well informed

of how the performance of the compounds

compares with that of the simple engines,

on a railroad noted for the low price of

fuel. It may then be considered of im-

portance to learn that the Pennsylvania

Railroad people are now building three

new compounds, to see which of them will

give the most sati.sfactory service. The

past experience has been drawn upon as

beacons to guard against mistakes ; but

there has been no hesitancy in showing by

this experiment that there is perfect faith

in the compound being an economical en-

gine even where coal is cheap. This ought

to be an impressive lesson to the mechani-

cal officers of railroads where coal is ex-

pensive.

Serious mistakes have been made in the

designing and building of compound loco-

motives, which are now militating against

the popularity of this advance in motive-

power efficienc)'. Designers supposed that

all that was necessary to make an efficient

compound was to arrange for the dimen-

sions of cylinders and distribution of steam

in the same, which would be the power

equivalent to that developed by the cylin-

ders of a simple engine of the same class.

There were new strains developed which

were not anticipated, and breakages of

frames and of moving parts resulted, which

brought the engines into disrepute among

those who were not prepared to take a

comprehensive view of the situation.

Starting gear and intercepting valves were

introduced that did not produce satisfac-

tory results, and the inconvenience result-

ing was charged against the compound

principle. The mistakes are slowly bring-

ing about the required remedies. Recip-

rocating parts are being lightened, the

weak parts are being strengthened, and

improved methods of distributing the

steam in starting are slowly coming into

use. This is a course of evolution which

will soon make the compound as free from

breakage as a well-designed simple engine.

The real trouble with the compound loco-

motive is that it came into use too rapidly.

The economy of fuel has fallen consid-

erably short of 40 per cent., but it is still

sufficient to justify all railroad companies

to change their simple freight engines into

compounds. That is the latest and most

consei-vative testimony concerning the

compounds which are now in use. Those

who are most opposed to this style of en-

gine and are familiar with its performance

in freight service, admit that the fuel sav-

ing in freight service ranges from 10 to 20

per cent. An admitted average of 15 per

cent, is not, in some quarters, considered

worth having. Let us put in figures what

that means. An ordinary freight engine

uses six tons of coal in a run of 100 miles,

the average price being $2.50 a ton. A
saving of 15 per cent, saves $2.25 per trip.

That saving equals the cost of repairs of

locomotives on some roads.

When compound locomotives were first

introduced, there was a general belief that



they would cost more for repairs than sim-

ple engines. The breakage from faulty

designs has kept the average repairs higher

than that of simple engines, but the repairs

to boilers have been decidedly less. As the

rotative effort of a compound locomotive

is more uniform than that of a simple en-

gine, the vrear on the motion and running

gear ought to be less, and the call for re-

pairs will, no doubt, be smaller with more

perfected engines. This leads us to ex-

pect that the reduced expense of repairs

for boilers wnll be accompanied by reduced

cost of maintaining the working mechan-

ism. These facts, considered along with

the reduced expenditure of fuel, justifies

the conclusion that the man who persists

in refusing to hear any good about com-

pound locomotives is not wise in his gen-

eration.

^ i i
Racing From London to Scotland.

Our barbarous practice of rate cutting is

almost unknown to British railways ; but

every few years the competitive spirit

leads the railway managers on the other

side to make a bid for business on account

of fast running. A competition has been

going on between the rival railways

running from London to the North of

Scotland, which has taken away from our

Empire State Express the distinction of

being the fastest train in the world for a

long run.

There are two rival routes from London

to Aberdeen. One is the West Coast route,

formed by the London &-Northwestern and

the Caledonian ; the^othenis the East Coast

route, formed by the Great Northern, the

Northeastern, and the North British rail-

ways. The latter route goes over the Forth

and the Tay bridges,'which give a direct, al-

most straight line to the^northeast of Scot-

land, making the distance to Aberdeen 523

miles. The West Coast route is more cir-

cuitous and covers 540 miles. The city of

Aberdeen is the distributing point for the

northern highlands of Scotland '; is a short

distance from the Queen's summer resi-

dence, Balmoral, and a vast volume of

tourist travel makes that the objective point.

Hence the desire of the railway companies

to appear the fastest route to that point.

In 1887 there was a protracted struggle

between the companies forming the rival

routes to beat each other in the running

time to Edinburgh, a distance of about 400

miles, the run having been achieved at an

average speed of 58 miles an hour, includ-

ing stoppages. This high speed was not

long kept up. The pace was too great, and

the rivals came to an agreement to settle

down into moderate speed. But the rac-

ing showed what could be done, and it had

the effect of permanenth' shortening the

time of leading trains between London

and Scotland.

Toward the beginning of July the man-

agers of both routes made slashing reduc-

tions in the time schedule between London

and Aberdeen. Before the contest began

the time occupied in running from London

to Aberdeen was about 11 hours, which

called for a running speed of about 50

miles an hour, including stops. The East

Coast people started out by shortening the

time 20 minutes, and the West Coast fol-

lowed by taking 40 minutes off their

schedule. Then the other side made an-

other redviction of time, and so it went on,

week after week, till on August 22d the

London & Northw-estern train made the

whole distance of 540 miles in 8 hours and

55 minutes, or 535 minutes. The Great

Northern train did a little better, and com-

pleted the journey of 523 miles in S hours

and 40 minutes, or 520 minutes. This run-

nirg the protracted distance at a velocity

under a mile a minute, and including the

time lost in stoppages, is a tremendous

achievement.

The race was continued till August 23d,

when the West Coast line won the final

honors, but only after it had twice been

beaten by its East Coast rival. The win-

ning score was 540 miles in 512 minutes,

with an average speed of sixty-three miles

an hour and a maximum of seventy-four

miles an hour over a portion of the course.

The East Coast record, over a course

seventeen miles shorter, was a maximum
speed of nearly sixty-seven miles. Both

lines have suspended racing for the season,

although excited engineers, have boasted

that eighty or a hundred miles an hour

could be made safely. The utility of the

performance is doubtful, since the lines

were cleared fifteen minutes before the

arrival of the flying expresses at any point,

the night traffic for freight was abandoned,

and the danger of the service was so great

that Sir Wilfred Lawson humorously

warned the directors that they were incur-

ring liabilitv for manslaughter. The record

was made bv running trains from London

to Carlisle without a stop, and by reaching

Aberdeen at half-past four in the morning,

a most inconvenient hour.

There is an impression among many
people in this country that British rail-

ways are practically level and straight.

That is a mistake. The railways forming

both coast routes to Scotland have long,

steep gradients, and there are numerous

sharp curves. Both trains had to change en-

gines twice (except on the last day, when

only one stop was made), and each had five

or six stoppages. The last forty miles is run

by the competing lines on the same track

and there is hardly a straight or level mile

on it. When all the drawbacks are taken

into consideration, it seems to us that on

the favorable stretches the running speed

maintained must have been over eighty

miles an hour. It is the most wonderful

case of train racing the world has ever seen,

and far transcends the performance of the

New York Central train which ran from

New York to Buffalo, 440 miles, in 439

minutes. The New York Central engine

pulled about the same train handled by

the British racing engines, but it did not

have the physical difficulties to overcome

that are encountered in Scotland.
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The BaIdwin-\\ estinghouse Coinbina=

tion.

Early last month the announcement was

made that a combination had been entered

into by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

and the Westinghouse Electric Company

for the purpose of building electric locomo-

tives for surface railroads. This is a season

of the year when the editor of the average

daily new.spaper finds it difficult to select

from current events the subjects for edi-

torials, and, therefore, the Baldwin-West-

inghouse combine received extraordinary

attention, and a flood of printer's ink was

wasted upon it. The average newspaper

writer does not know anything about the

power problems involved in the moving

of railroad trains, and all electrical phe-

nomena are to him tiresome mysteries be-

yond lay comprehension. But he sees the

trolley cars moved by the electric current,

and it seems rational enough that all sur-

face railroad trains should be operated in

the same manner. Therefore, when the

press dispatches announced that some sort

of a coniliination had been effected be-

tween the largest locomotive building com-

pany in the world and one of the largest

manufacturers of electrical apparatus, it

was immediately assumed that the steam

locomotive must go, and stand not on the

order of its going. All sorts of absurd

statements were published about the

changes which the combination was im-

mediately to make on railroad motive

power, and the impression was conveyed

that within a very few years a steam loco-

motive would be a curiosity of a crude age

of motive power.

The facts are that the combination does

not expect to exert any influence in urging

forward the use of electric motors as sub-

stitutes for steam locomotives, but merely

to employ the good facilities possessed by

the two companies for the building of

electric motors when they are called for.

The Westinghouse Company will design

and build the electric apparatus, and the

Baldwin people the running gear and its

connections. The slim, badly-designed

running gear of many electric motors in

use indicates that the facilities of con-

cerns accustomed to the building of steam

locomotives are required to produce durable

electric motors for elevated and suburban

service. There is every indication that

new city and suburban railroads will be

operated by electricity, and this is the field

that the combination expects to provide

with machinery adapted to the require-

ments.

Yice-President W. H. Baldwin, Jr., of the

Southern Railway, has directed all heads

of departments to transfer or discharge

all men under them related to themselves

by blood or marriage. This will pre-

vent lots of cousin, nephew and brother

business, and while it may work some

hardships, on the whole it is for the good

of the service.



Our Colored Insert.

We present with this issue the colored
picture of the ten-wheeler promised early

in the year.

This picture was made directly from a

photograph and color chart of one of two
locomotives, painted exactly in these
colors, that pull the limited trains of the
Erie road in and out of New York.
This picture deserves a frame, and we

have no doubt at all that a large propor-
tion of the 25,000 printed will receive

them.

It may interest our readers to know that

this picture was made by a new process.

An invention in photography has recently

been perfected whereby a colored picture

can be set up and any one color on it pho-
tographed, leaving all other colors ; thus :

We photograph for the red, and make a

plate of that photograph ; then for the

blue, and make a plate of that
; and so on

through all the colors. It follows that

these photographs and their plates must
be the same size exactly, and it only re-

mains to run the plates through the press

for each color, and a perfect whole is ob-

tained. It's expensive, but—the boys must
have it.

^ ^ ^
When Locomotive Engineering began

making engravings of everything worth
telling about, many of our competitors ac-

cused us of becoming a picture book. The
march of improvements is in the line of

graphics, however—if such a word may be
employed. People want to know about
things at a glance. We predicted two
years ago that the coming trade paper
would have more engravings than type in

it, and still believe that that prophecy will

be more than fulfilled. In another column
we note the appearance of two fine cata-

logues of machinery from the best houses
in their line, without type descriptions

of the tools illustrated. These are leaders.

Note to what extent this practice, this

policy, will be followed. A fine picture of

a machine or a tool is a description to

the mechanic
; sizes, weights, etc., may

go into type. In the meantime. Locomo-
tive Engineering is preparing still bet-

ter things in the engraving line.

^ ^ i
One of our friends, who is superintend-

ent of a large railroad machine shop, took
what to us is a unique plan of making the

workmen familiar with Locomotive En-
gineering. Thinking that it was for the

interest of his company that the workmen
should be familiar with the literature of

their business, he asked us to send him
some specimen copies. These he put in

the tool room and checked them out to

the men. When a man had read the paper
he returned it, and it was ready for

the next man. By this means a few
copies were used to do missionary work
for one of the largest shops in the coun-
try.

The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis portion of the Pennsylvania lines

west of Pittsburgh have abandoned the

chain-gang system of running locomotives.

The plan was tried for a long time, and it

was not only found that the cost of repairs

was much greater than with the individual

system, but that the cost for fuel and stores

was decidedly greater. Although more
work can be got out of the engines by the

chain-gang plan, the additional cost of

operating more than offsets the capital in-

vested in engines sufficient to assign them
to individuals.

i i ^
The Joint Committee of the Master Car

Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associa-

tions met at Buffalo, August 14th, to decide

on the place for holding the next Conven-
tion, Saratoga Springs was unanimously
chosen, with Congress Hall for headquar-
ters. A committee of arrangements was
elected, consisting of Messrs. R. C. Black-

all, J. S. Lentz, S. A. Crone, John Medway
and J. W. Marden. Arrangements have
been made to let the members of the asso-

ciations have the first choice of rooms up
to March ist.

i i i
During a recent visit to Baltimore we

found that the large electric motor, designed
to handle the business in the Baltimore &
Ohio tunnel, spends most of the time in the

side track undergoing changes. The rail-

road men about Camden station do not
regard the big motor as much of a success,

and there are indications that the cost of

pulling trains through the tunnel by
electric motors will be much heavier than
was anticipated.

i i i
BOOK REVIEW.

Motive Powers and their Practicai,
Selection. By Reginald Bolton. New
York : Longmans, Green & Co.

The author of this book, who is a well-
known English mechanical engineer, was
frequently consulted concerning the selec-
tion of motive power to suit certain con-
ditions. It is well known that engines are
frequently put to do work for which they
are not well suited, and on which other
motors could be more economically em-
ployed. The problem attempted iii this
book is the guiding of those about to em-
ploy motive power of any kind to the
selection of the fittest. The work is very
well done, all the powers and prime
movers employed for industrial purposes
having their merits and shortcomings in-
telligently discussed. There is also a
great deal of useful information given
concerning motive power that was not pre-
viously to be found except scattered
through engineering books. It will be a
very useful reference for the chief
draughtsman and the mechanical en-
gineer.

We are informed by Mr. S. R. Tuggle,

superintendent of motive power of the

Houston & Texas Central, that the nine

locomotives, which we said they had re-

ceived from Pittsburgh, were built at

Schenectady.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. J. C. Bari)er, M. C. B. of the North-

ern Pacific, has resigned, and the position

has been abolished.

Mr. Joseph Cook has been appointed

roundhouse foreman for the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Raton, N. M.

Mr. J. D. Fort has been appointed

roundhouse foreman for the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa F^, at Trinidad, Colo.

Mr. A. A. Campbell has been appointed
master mechanic of the Texarkana & Fort

Smith, with headquarters at Texarkana,
Tex.

Mr. Benjamin Thompson has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer of the Southern
Railwa}', with headquarters at Greensboro,

N. C.

Mr. F. E. Janowitz has been appointed
coal traffic agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, with headquarters at Chilli-

cothe, O.

Mr. N. C. Bennette has been appointed
trainmaster of the Louisville division of

the Pennsylvania lines, with headquarters

at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. W. A. Stinchcomb has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the

Jamestown & Lake Erie, with headquar-

ters at Jamestown, N. Y.

Mr. A. W. Kelso has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Iowa di-

vision of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, with headquarters at Des Moines, la.

Mr. R. D. Gibbons, roundhouse fore-

man at Trinidad, Colo., has been promoted
to be general foreman of the Las Vegas
division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe.

Mr. J. H. White has been promoted
from assistant to be superintendent of the

Fort Worth division of the St. Louis South-

western, with headquarters at Commerce,
Tex.

Mr. Levi W. Morse has been appointed

superintendent of the Grafton cS: Upton
Railroad, with headquarters at Grafton,

Mass., to succeed Mr. F. W. Morse, re-

signed.

Mr. J. M. Gruber has been appointed

superintendent of the Eastern Railway of

Minnesota, with headquarters at West
Superior, Wis., in place of Mr. W. V. S.

Thorne.

Mr. Geo. B. Harris has resigned as assist-

ant president of the Lehigh & Hudson
River, and has accepted the position of en-

gineer of the Reading Iron Company, at

Reading, Pa.

Mr. H. D. McClelland, formerly train-

master of the Western division of the

Chicago & Erie, has been appoiuled train-

master of the entire line betwee.i Chicago
and Marion, O.

Mr. M. L. Reynolds has been appointed

trainmaster of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, with headquarters at West-



field, N. Y., to succeed Mr. Ira A. McCor-

mack, resigned.

Mr. O. McGowen, assistant superin-

tendent, has been appointed superinten-

dent of the Missouri division of the St.

Louis Southwestern, with headquarters

at Jonesboro, Ark.

Mr. W. Reese has resigned as assistant

engineer of the Rochester division of the

Western New York & Pennsylvania, to ac-

cept a similar position on the Lehigh Val-

ley at Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. P. J. Conley, who has been assist-

ant superintendent, has been appointed

superintendent of the Arkansas division

of the St. Louis Southwestern, with head-

(juarters at Pine Bluff, Ark.

Mr. J. J. Purdon, formerlj' trainmaster

of the Alabama Great Southern, at Bir-

mingham, Ala., has been appointed train-

master on the Plant system, with head-

quarters at High Springs, Fla.

Mr. H. N. Loomis, who has been for

some years identified with the Standard

coupler, has resigned, and taken charge of

the Western agency of the Trojan Car Coup-

ler Co., with office in Chicago.

Mr. C. F. Lape, who left the position of

master mechanic of the Wabash, at Spring-

field, III., to become Railroad and Ware-

house Commissioner for the State of

Illinois, has resigned the latter position.

Mr. Robert C. Schenck, president of the

Dayton Malleable Iron Co., and well

known among railroad mechanical men,

has been elected a director of the consoli-

dated Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

system.

Mr. Oscar Grant, acting general man-

ager of the Wilmington Sea Coast Railroad,

has been appointed general manager of

that road, with headquarters at Wilming-

ton, N. C, to succeed John H. Daniel,

deceased.

Mr. J. Farrington has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Duluth, South

Shore & Atlantic, at Marquette, Mich.

Mr. Farrington has been several years a

gang foreman in the repair shops of the

same road.

Mr. C. A. Boies, chief train dispatcher

of the Union Pacific, at Omaha, Neb,, has

been appointed superintendent of the

Idaho division of that road in place of Mr.

S. S. Morris, resigned to accept a position

with another road.

Mr. Thomas Saunders, formerly superin-

tendent of the Colorado Midland, has been

appointed general manager of the Kansas

City, Watkins & Gulf, with headquarters

at Lake Charles, La., to succeed Mr. F. S.

Hammond, resigned.

Mr. W. H. Moore, assistant supervisor

of the Cambria & Clearfield division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed

supervisor of Division 20, including the

north end of the Cambria & Clearfield and

Susquehanna divisions.

Mr. James Milligan, assistant master me-
chanic of the Penn.sylvania Railroad, at the

Altoona. Pa., shops, has been appointed

assistant engineer of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore, to succeed Mr.

A. Kearney, promoted.

Mr. W. S. King, superintendent of the

Louisiana division of the Illinois Central,

has been transferred to the superintend-

enc\' of the Mississippi division of the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with head-

quarters at Jackson, Miss.

Mr. John Gailey has been promoted to

be general foreman of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at San Marcial, N. M.
He was for some time roundhouse foreman
at San Barnardino, Cal., and later held the

same position at Raton, N. M.

Mr. W. D. Holland, of San Francisco, at

present sojourning at Puerto Barrios,

Guatemala, his headquarters as mechanical

superintendent of the Northern Railway
of Guatemala, was married on July 13th

to Miss Elsa Martens, of New York.

Mr. Alfred Child has been appointed

general car foreman of the Northern Paci-

fic in charge of Como shops, with super-

vision to cover the car department at St.

Paul and Minneapolis. He has been car

foreman at Como for about ten years.

Our attention is directed by Mr. W. T.

Rupert to a mistake made in the name of

his road in mentioning his appointment as

master mechanic. The correct name of

the road is the Detroit, Lansing & North-

em, and Saginaw Valley & St. Louis.

Mr. M. McNally has been appointed

master mechanic of the Manhattan Rail-

way, in place of Mr. T. W. Peeples, re-

signed. Mr. McNally was long a general

foreman of one of the shops, and has been
acting master mechanic for about a year.

One of the best-known and most ener-

getic railroad men is advertising in an-

other column of this paper for a position.

Any firm looking for a good, live man to

push their business among railroad pur-

chasers, would do well to correspond with

this ofiice.

Mr. D. B. Overton, Brunswick, Ga. ; Jlr.

G. M. D. Riley, Savannah, Ga., and Mr.

T. M. McDonough, Thomasville, Ga., who
have held the title of master of ma-
chinery on divisions of the Plant System,

have had their titles changed to master

mechanic.

Mr. J. F. Dunn, master mechanic of the

Idaho division of the Union Pacific, at Po-

catello, Idaho, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Salt Lake division, in

place of Mr. David Patterson, who will re-

main in charge of the Salt Lake shops

with the title of foreman.

Mr. T. R. Freeman, the well-known rail-

road supply man, has accepted a position

with the Boston Belting Co., and will

represent them in the West, with head-

quarters in Chicago. Mr. Freeman was
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until quite recently with the Hale S: Kil-

burn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Mr. Geo. A. Gallagher, who was for

some time roundhouse foreman of the

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic, at Mar-
quette, Mich., has accepted the position
of general foreman, in charge of motive
power and car department, of the Lake
Superior Terminal iS: Transfer Ry. Co.

Mr. R. E. Wells, who was appointed

assi.stant to the president of the Santa Fe,

Prescott & Phoenix, a short time ago, has

now been made assistant general manager
of the road, and will also look after the
duties of the ofiice of superintendent of

transportation. Headquarters, Prescott,

Ariz.

Mr. Charles W. Jones has been appoint-

ed superintendent of the Southwestern

division of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, west of the Missouri River, with
headquarters at Herington, Kan. He has
been assistant superintendent of the Iowa
division since last Februar}-, and previous
to that date was trainmaster of the same
division.

Messrs. W. Bryan and C. H. McKibbin
have formed a partnership under the name
of Bryan & McKibbin, to handle railway,

steamship and contractors' supplies. Both
these gentlemen are old railroad men with
a wide acquaintance. They are on the
lookout for good specialties to handle.
Their office is at 120 Broadway, New York,
where they invite old friends to call.

Mr. O. Stewart, superintendent of motive

power and equipment of the Bangor &
Aroostook, writes that he is unusually busy

this summer. His company is building a
branch 42 miles long, and the extra work
falls heavy on the motive-power depart-
ment. The company is about to order con-
siderable new equipment, to be- ready for

the extra business which the new branch
will furnish.

A circular has been issued by Mr. L. B.

Paxson, superintendent of motive power

and rolling equipment of the Philadelphia

& Reading, that Mr. E. E. Davis, assistant

superintendent of motive power, will have
immediate charge of all locomotive shops
of the company. We understand that Mr.
Davis IS making an enviable record in his

management of the chief shops of the
company, at Reading, Pa. With no in-

crease of force he has increased the out-

put of the shops about 30 per cent. When
Mr. Davis was with the Boston & Maine,
railroad men in New England generally
admitted that he was the best shop man-
ager in that region. His ability in this

line is counting in Reading.

Mr. G. W. Ettenger, who was for some

years chief draftsman, and afterwards

division master mechanic, on the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, is now partner in a car-

building firm, with headquarters in Dash-
wood House, London. Mr. Ettenger has
recently invented steel tubular under
frames for cars which the firm is putting
upon the market. One style of frame is

constructed on the cantilever principle,

the other an ordinary frame. As now ar-

ranged, the frames are interchangeable
for all classes of freight cars. Special at-

tention has been directed to convenience
for repairing. With very little labor the

frame can be detached from the body and
floor, rendering all parts readily accessible

for repairs.



EQUIPMENT NOTES.
Rogers have received an order for six-

teen locomotives for Chili.

The Toledo & Ohio Central are said to
be in the market for 200 coal cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading car shops
at Reading, Pa., are building fifty Ijox cars
of a new design.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have
received an order from the Santa Fe &
Pacific for two locomotives.

The Mount Vernon Car Works have re-
ceived from the Cleveland, Lorain &
Wheeling an order for 150 coal cars of
60,000 pounds capacity.

The Richmond Locomotive Works have
received orders for eight locomotives from
the Southern Railway, and for two engines
from the Augusta Southern.

It is reported that the Canadian Pacific
people are negotiating with the Wells-
French Car Works for the building of a
large number of freight cars.

The Rhode Island Locomotive Works
have received orders for five locomotives
from the Boston & Maine, and six from
the New York & New England.

The amount of live stock moved by the
Atchison, Topeka cS: Santa Fe this season
is reported to have been the greatest in
the history of the road. Most of it came
from New Mexico.

The Calumet & Blue Island have placed
an order for 200 box cars, 34 feet long, of
60,000 pounds capacity. They will have
Westinghouse air brakes. Tower couplers
and Fox pressed steel trucks.

The Illinois Central have placed orders
for thirty locomotives. Brooks have got
eighteen and Rogers twelve. Most of the
engines are moguls, with cylinders 19x26
inches; total weight, 126,000 pounds.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

received orders within the month for one
engine for the Cleveland & Marietta, three
for the Paulista Railway of Brazil, several
for the Cincinnati Southern and the York
Southern of Pennsylvania.

The St. Louis Southwestern have built
in their shops at Pine Bluff, Ark., a heavy
eight-wheel passenger engine after the
design of Mr. R. M. Galbraith, master
mechanic. The tender has a vestibule
designed by Mr. Galbraith.

A circular has been sent out by Secretary
Sinclair, of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, intimating that the
examination of candidates for the Associa-
tion's scholarships in the Stevens Institute
of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., will begin
on September i6th.

The Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf have
placed an order with the Madison Car
Works for 100 box cars of 60,000 pounds
capacity, 32 feet long, and 120 box cars,

34 feet long, of 60,000 pounds capacity, and
30 coal cars. All will have Westinghouse
air brakes and automatic couplers.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy have
lately built at Aurora, 111., two mogul
compound locomotives known as their

Class H. One of that class of compounds
has been in service for several years, and
her satisfactory performance led to the
building of the other engines. They are
also building four simple moguls of the
same class in the shops at Aurora.

The report of the proceedings of the
twenty-eighth annual convention of the
American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-
ciation was sent out to members early in

August. The report contains 331 pages,
and is the largest ever published by the
Association. The reports of committees
are unusually valuable, and the text is

illustrated by a large number of en-
gravings. The report can be got from the
Secretary, 256 Broadway, New York, for

I1.50 per copy.

It does not take much keenness of per-
ception to notice that the men employed
on electric-car lines are a superior class to

those who run the horse cars. Street rail-

road companies are devoting more atten-
tion to the education and training of their
men than most steam railroad companies
are doing. In an interview with a represen-
tative of the New York Evening Post, the
president of a St. Louis street railway said :

" It takes a higher order of intelligence to

manage a trolley than it does to drive a
mule. We have regular schools of instruc-
tion now which the men must attend, and
this has brought the best of them forward.
Ability is quickly detected by the ques-
tions asked and the interest taken, and
wherever ability is found it is marked for

promotion. The school of instruction is

steadily reducing the percentage of acci-

dents, and we expect to get this average
belnw the old average on horse-car lines.

Drink has been absolutely prohibited
among employes, and the well-remembered
mulewhacker, whose capacity for whiskey
was only exceeded by his versatility in

profanity, is of the past. He has been
weeded out."

i i i
One of the finest trade catalogues that

has lately come to our office is entitled
"Fuel Handling in Locomotive Coaling
Stations." This is an instructive collec-
tion of photographic blueprints that tell

the whole story with a simple caption un-
der each. Type could not have told it as
well, nor in twice the time and space. It

is issued by the Link-Belt Engineering Co.

,

of Nicetown, Philadelphia, and will be sent
to railroad officials free.

Hilles & Jones Co., of Wilmington, Del.,

have just issued a very handsome catalogue
(standard size, 9 x 12 inches) of their special
tools for boiler, bridge, car, locomotive and
ship-yard shops. The book is made up of
large, fine, half-tone engravings without
other description than the captions under
them. It should be in the hands of everv
motive-power man from foreman up.
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Southern Railway Shops at Knoxville,
Tenn.

The city of Knoxville, Tenn., indulged
in a sort of gala day on August 8th, so that
its citizens could avail themselves of an
invitation given by the Southern Railway
Company to go and witness the formal
opening of the fine new machine shops
which have just been finished, near that
city, for the repairing of locomotives and
cars.

The buildings are all substantial brick
structures, on stone foundations, arranged
on the parallel plan. The machine shop
and erecting shop is 101x321 feet. The
blacksmith and boiler shop comes next,
which is 90x321 feet, part being walled
off to separate the two shops. Beyond the
iron-working shops we come to the wood-
working shops, 91 X321 feet. This build-
ing is also walled off into two parts, one
division being the planing mill and the
other a car-erecting shop. Farther on is

the paint shop, 91 x 321 feet, the whole of
which will be devoted to the painting and
varnishing of passenger cars.

Besides these buildings there is a round-
house, which will accommodate sixty
locomotives, when completed. Twenty-
five stalls are now done. The stalls are 70
feet long, and there is a 60-foot turn-table
in the center. The roundhouse is built
with every facility for drainage and wash-
ing out of engines. There are several drop
pits, the apparatus to be worked by com-
pressed air.

Apart from the main buildings is a dry
kiln for drying lumber, 40 x 85 feet. There
are also oil houses and a variety of other
offices, arranged in the most convenient
form.

All the shops have been equipped with
the most approved machinery- and appli-
ances for doing work expeditiously.
The shops are said to be the largest in

the South, and when in running order will
give employment to 1,500 men. The
buildings were designed by Mr. C. H.
Hudson, when he was general manager of
the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia
Railroad, and the equipment was put in
under the supervision of Mr. W. H.-
Thomas, assistant superintendent of
motive power of the Southern Railway.

^
i i i

Something new and good as a nut lock is

the " Kleman," just put on the market by
the Allison Manufacturing Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa. It consists of a combination
nut, having a countersunk cavity on its

inner face, and an annular tube-ring
divided washer fitting in the countersunk
recess, the washer being made of a suffi-

cient depth that when the nut is tightened
on the bolt the washer will project from
the recess and bear against the plate or
bearing. The nut lock has been subjected
to severe, protracted trials of the most
searching service and has given entire sat-

isfaction. It is particularly well adapted
for track, trucks, and any service where
vibration loosens ordinary nuts.



Norfolk & Western System of Main-
taining Standards.

In the course of a brief visit to the me-

chanical offices and shops of the Nori^olk

& Western, at Roanoke, Va., the writer

was struck with the systematic fashion in

which the business is conducted and the

smooth wa}- it moves forward. Mr. R. H.

Soule, the superintendent of motive power,

has been always noted as a fine organizer,

and his work here has given the company
the finest system of office, store and shop

management I have ever seen in operation.

The general plan of the system calls for

a strict supervision of every article re-

ceived for the use of the company, to in-

sure the qualit}- and quantity being what
was purchased ; the working towards an

intelligent purpose of every man employed

by the department, and the keeping of

accurate records of what has been accom-

plished. There are details of office, draw-

ing room, laboratory, storehouse and shop

management which will give valuable in-

formation to railroad men, but I must
omit them for the present to give space

for a department of work which is con-

ducted in a very unsatisfactory manner on

most roads. That is the maintaining of

standards.

The railroad is very poorh- managed
that to-day does not have nominal stand-

ards for all details of locomotives and cars
;

but on many roads the keeping up to the

standards is more honored in the breach

than in the observance. On some fairly

well-managed roads the master mechanics,

master car builders and general foremen

at out stations have very little accurate in-

formation of what the standards of the

company are, and wrong material and
wrong forms are frequently used in doing

repairs, because the men in charge are not

sufficiently conversant with details of the

standards. Drawings have been issued,

from time to time, of the standard cars and
locomotives, but the)- are stored awa\' and
it is not eas\- consulting them about de-

tails, and so a locomotive or car has a

tendency to gradually deviate from the

standard of parts which it had when built.

Perceiving the advantage it would be in

the interests of uniformity, that every man
in charge of repairs should possess a

record of standards adopted or of changes

made on existing standards, Mr. Soule in-

stituted a system of circular " notifications

of standard," which is sent to every official

in charge of work. These notifications of

standards give a brief description of the

form adopted, and refer to the blueprint,

which contains full particulars. These
notifications are filed, and become a stand-

ing reference for the standard dealt with.

The notiiications are sometimes of stand-

ards adopted, and at other times they re-

late to standards changed or to new de-

signs. Occasionally they notify all con-

cerned of a new style of some article

which has been adopted, or a changed
location for some attachment. One of the

latest notifications reads: "Hereafter

counterbore bolts, as per print S. C. 97,

should be used in locomotive construction

and repairs, instead of countersunk bolts

such as have hitherto been generally used.

These counterbore bolts should not only

be used in all new work, but should also

be used in renewals of old work whenever

possible.
'

'

The total number of these notifications

has been about 350. They relate to every

variet)- of detail of locomotives and cars.

As these notifications would be confusing

after thev became numerous, they have

been indexed, so that a master mechanic,

car builder or general foreman wishing to

know what has been done concerning any

particular part, turns up the index and has

the information at once. For instance, the

index tells him that Notifications 13, 73

and 196 relate to tender axles, and they also

apply to passenger and freight-car axles.

Truck boxes, crank pins, cylinders, jour-

nal-box wedges and brakes are parts of

locomotives that have been subjects of

more than one notification ; while axles,

journal bearings and wheels of passenger

cars have required the most notifications.

Among details of subjects, as found in

the classified index, notifications were

issued on classification of locomotive re-

pairs, limit for turning and wear of loco-

motive tires, pressure for mounting wheels,

axles and crank pins, specification of

stay-bolt iron, method of attaching C)lin-

ders to frame, standard of equalized brake

for Class S engines, location of cocks in

air-brake pipes, collars to be removed

from driving axles and truck axles, con-

solidation engine bald tire to be 7 's inch

wide, location of saddle pin for Classes F
G and I, and of many others for cars and

locomotives of a similar character. It

will be seen from these specimens, that

the purpose of the notification of standards

is in a general way current information

respecting all changes introduced in the

machinery department.

The practical effect of the system is the

promotion of uniform practice in the re-

pair shops, and a tendency to make parts

interchangeable. This reduces the cost of

repairs so much and facilitates doing so

much of the work promptly, that the cleri-

cal expense of keeping the system going

cuts no figure. Of course, no one is au-

thorized to change a standard or adopt a

new one except the superintendent of mo-
tive power. A. S.

The Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion have adopted as standard a system of

decimal gages for sheet metal, wire, etc.,

which ought to meet with immediate ac-

ceptance in all railroad shops. This sj-s-

tem of measurement will end the con-

fusion that arises from thicknesses being

specified according to numbers of certain

gages, such as Birmingham, Stubbs, etc.

The new standard gives a positive measure-

ment in parts of an inch, a plan which
appeals to every mechanic and person ac-

customed to svstematic methods.

Curtis Extension Front.

The following description of the an-

nexed engraving was sent us by Mr. Allen

Cooke, superintendent of motive power of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois ;

" The accompanying illustration shows a

smokebox arrangement which has proved

to be a wonderful success on the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois R.R.

"The choker in the stack we make of

cast iron, and it rests on lugs fa.stened by the

saddle bolts. A small table of dimen-

sions gives the different diameters of

chokers for the different size cylinders.

The diameter of the stack is standard for

all sizes of engines. In all other respects

the drawing is sufficiently self-explaining.

"This arrangement has showed itself to

effect a coal sa\-ing of 50 per cent.—beats

the compound all to pieces—which can be

verified ever\- day by actual work and not

by manipulation of the performance sheets.

An 18x24 passenger engine, running be-

tween Chicago and Danville, a distance of

124 miles, with a

heavy vestibuled

train, will use

from three to

three and a quar-

ter tons of soft

coal for trip when fitted up in this man-

ner, whereas others of the same class of

engines not so fitted will use about seven

tons per trip. Other engines on other

routes use in the same proportion.

"Our 18x24 switch engines will use

about two tons of coal for twelve hours'

continual work—and this with no fancy

grade of coal, either, but with common,
everyday grade.

"This arrangement has also showed
itself to be almost self-cleaning, as there is

hardly more than a shovelful of cinders

left at the completion of each trip, and

the front of an engine which came into

shop the other daj' after a year's service

shows no sign whatever of having been

hot ; even the door lining of sheet iron is

as perfect as when new.
" One of our ten-wheeled freight engines

lo.st a cinder-chute wedge on the road and

the boys ])ut in a pine board. When this

was taken out on its arrival at round-

house, the shingle was not even scorched.

"We use larger exhau.st nozzles in con-

nection with this front than before its use,

and we are still enlarging them. At pres-
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ent our single nozzles are. For 17-inch en-

gines, 4'4^-inch; for 18-inch and ig-inch,

4!2-inch; for 20-inch, 4j^-inch diameter,

and they give excellent satisfaction.

"Of the engines fitted with this front

some are equipped with brick arches and
some are not ; we see no material differ-

ence between them.

"This device has been in use on the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois R.R. for about

two years, and originated with Mr. J. J.

Curtis, division master mechanic at Dan-
ville, 111.

"Several other roads have already*

adopted it as their standard, showing that

they know a good thing when they see it."

g ^ i
Saving from Careful Handling.

For some months back the mechanical
department of the Chicago & Northwest-

ern have been carrying on an energetic

effort to improve the fuel record made by
the locomotives. Mr. Quajle, superin-

tendent of machinery, issued a circular to

engineers and firemen, containing instruc-

tions for handling the engine and for fir-

ing that would result in fuel-saving if car-

ried out. These instructions were vigilantly

followed up by the personal attention of

Mr. E. M. Herr, assistant superintendent

of motive power. The results of these com-
bined efforts were indicated in remarks
made by Mr. Herr at the Master Me-
chanics' Convention, when he said: "I
am not a disbeliever in the economy of the

compound locomotive, but, on the con-

trary, I believe, as it has been stated on
the floor to-day, that the compound en-

gine, especially in freight service, gives

us an opportunity of a very considerable

saving in fuel. I do not believe, however,
that all the saving that is found in the

operation of some compound engines,

either in freight or passenger service, can

be fairly attributed to the compound prin-

ciple. It has been said, and I have not

heard it contradicted, that the economy of

the compound engines in freight service

will approach 20 per cent. I have no
doubt that an economy of this amount has

been shown in freight service, but I do
very seriously doubt whether this economy-
was attained when the simple engines were
given a fair show as compared with the

compound. To illustrate more pointedly

what I mean in this matter, I can only cite

m\- own experience of the past six months,

wherein we have effected an economy of

simple engines over results previously ob-

tained by the same engines in the same
service, handled by the same engineers

and using the same fuel, averaging all the

way from 20 to in some cases as high as 30
per cent., with no change in the engines

whatever. While such results are obtain-

able, I think it is very fair to at least in-

quire pretty carefully into the condition

of the single engine with which your com-
pound engine is compared when she effects

a saving of 35 to 40 per cent. I fully be-

lieve that it is possible to save something

in the neighborhood of 15 per cent.—pos-

sibly a little more, possibly a little less

—

over good practice, fairly comparative

practice, in the simple engine."

g g i
Combined Oil and Water Tank for

the Southern California Oil

Burners.

We present herewith plan and sectional

engravings of a new tender tank to carry

both water an<l liquid fuel, recently built

by the Tobin & Hamlin Works, in Chi-

cago, for the Southern California. This

road has sixteen engines burning oil suc-

cessfully, one passenger engine, double

crewed, making 8,000 miles per month.

No trouble is had with the fuel.

The tank is so constructed that the water

Blacksmiths' Association.

In sending out notice that the Railroad

Master Blacksmiths' Association will meet
at Cleveland, O., September 3d, Secretary

Hinkens says

:

"The purposes of the National Railroad

Master Blacksmiths' .Association are to dis-

cuss matters pertaining to blacksmithing,

and likewise to expose the shortcomings

and clannish instincts developed by all

trades and specialties.

' 'Our object is to acquaint each other with

a multitude of valuable experiences where-

in each assimilates from all. Emulation is

stimulated, range of knowledge broadened,

secretiveness and self-exaltation become
abashed. To some people the chief pur-

pose of the N. R. R. M. B. A. seems to be
the reading and printing of papers. While

HCRIZCNTAL SECTION .
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surrounds the oil tank except at the bot-

tom. Means are provided to allow of es-

cape of gas from oil tank, and double man-
hole covers prevent the escape of oil, even

though the tank were turned upside down,

the lower cover closing from the inside.

There is also a sliding rod with which the

amount of oil remaining in the tank can

be easily measured.

The system of burning oil is the same
as has been in successful use for some
years in Peru.

i i i

The Hall Signal Co. has begun to equip

part of the St. Louis, Keokuk & North-

western with its system of block signals.

The contract calls for the equipping of

twenty-seven blocks with the most ap-

proved apparatus.
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this may be one of the features and of the

greatest good to non-attendants, it is but
the focusing of all minds for mutual edifi-

cation and instruction. The printed record

is for reference only."

Mr. E. W. Grieves, superintendent of car

department of the Baltimore & Ohio,

has, in his office, in Baltimore, the most
complete car-equipment board we have
ever seen. Colored checks indicate the

condition of all the passenger-train cars

belonging to the company. Red indicates

that the car is in good order, white means
fair order, and blue indicates that the car

needs the shop. Besides the condition of

the cars, the board indicates whether they

are coaches, express, postal, baggage or

combination cars, and also indicates where
they are running.



To 5how the Durability of Hose.

The annexed engraving illustrates a

method in use by the Illinois Central for

showing how long a hose has worn, which

is well worthy of general adoption. It will

be the means of putting the durability' of

hose on record, instead of guessing at it.

Exact records are very hard on inferior

material. The figures are raised, and are

cut off for the year and month of the ap-

plication of the hose. When the hose is

removed, the year and month are also

marked, which indicates how long it has

been in service.

Figures at left side of application and

removal record denote month and year of

manufacture.

A and Figs, i to I2 in upper half denote

month of application.

R and Figs, i to 12 in lower half denote

month of removal.

Figs. 95, 96, 97, 98 and 99 denote year of

application and removal.

First year in this column will correspond

with year of manufacture, and following

years will be the successive four years.

tem, for he conscientiously believed the}-

would be needed—that is, if the trial ad-

juster's performance had been closely

watched.

After a hot and enervating walk through

the yards, and sundry ascents and descents

of freight trains which blocked his way,

the representative, in a state of profuse

perspiration, arrived at the end door of a

box car, devoid of wheels and mounted on

low blocks, which served as a combination

office and repair shop for the joint "hot-

box detective '

' and air-brake inspector,

who was to soon gladden his heart with

good news of the adjuster's splendid per-

formance.

"Hello! Anybody at home?" called

the representative, mopping his brow. " I

say, McClosky !

"

A massive form, clad in a grease-var-

nished suit of overclothes, to which hung
a multiplicity of waste lints, and its head
mounted with a Peck's Bad Boy hat,

slowly lumbered forth from a corner con-

taining a pile of rusty bolts,screw jacks and
dope buckets. The face wore an expression

Employes applying hose for service will

cut off the figures denoting month and

year of such application in upper half of

stamp, and when removing same on account

of failure or defect will cut off figures de-

noting month and year of such removal

in the lower half of stamp.

If hose is applied and removed during

same year, only the figures denoting that

year will be cut off.

There Are Others.

A hustling slack-adjuster representative,

whose interest and faith in his device is

but slightly subordinate to that of his

family, attached one of his adjusters to a

passenger car of a certain Western line for

trial a few months ago. Recently he

called around to see how much the car in-

spectors liked it ; at the same time wisely

providing himself with a sufficient num-
ber of order blanks in his inside coat

pocket to carry back the official signature

for adjusters for all cars on the entire sys-

of one highly displeased with being thvis

rudely aroused from peaceful slumber, and

bore evidence of sundry swipes with dirty

hands at flies, which seemed determined

to play a ten-inning game thereon while

the owner snoozed.

"Hello, McClosky!" saluted the ad-

juster man, handing the "detective" a

cigar (for this representative possessed

policy as well as faith in his machine),

"how is the adjuster doing?"—at the

same time feeling for the bundle of order

blanks which protruded from his pocket.
" Divil a bit uv gude is the dom t'ing !

"

replied this custodian of the air brake's

health. " I tould the Ould Mon sow, and

he said he would take the bloody thing off

and scrap it !

"

Tableau: The "detective" grumpy and

dirty ; the adjuster man in profuse per-

spiration, his skin fairly bursting with the

drops of sweat chasing each other out

through the pores, he secretly wishing he

had brought a hand bag to carry the order

blanks in.
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" What in thunder is the matter with

it?" asked the representative, as soon as

he recovered from his choking sensation,

and wished he might lie down, if only for

a moment, on the bed just vacated by the

" detective."

" Phy, the dom t'ing don't work," re-

plied he. " Sure its bin on now moor nor

free munts, and divil a bit longer does ther

piston come out over eight inches, loike

the others, but stands roight there loike as

if a block inside the cyllilinther was

howldin' it."

Tableau No. 2 : Adjuster man's face

slowly shakes off the Doomsday look, and

gradually takes on a smile which finally

broadens into a grin so huge that it musses

up his ears. He hands about fifteen cigars

to the '

' detective, "and ejaculates :

'

' Well

;

I'll bed d!"

i i i
Use the same care in filling and looking

after your air pump lubricator as you do

with your main rod and guide cups, and

there will be no necessity for pounding
the head of the pump with a hammer or
monkey-wrench. When first starting

pimip, open up lubricator freely for a few
moments, and, with a swab on the piston
rod, you will forget what it is to have a

groan in the air pump.

Don't unnecessarily race your pump,
but make it run fast enough to keep up

pressure and occasionally make the pres-

ence and utility- of the governor known.
The length of train and amount of work
to be done should determine the speed of

pump and number of drops of oil per
minute the lubricator should feed.

i g i
The Boston & Maine Railroad have com-

menced systematically to equip their

freight cars with air brakes. An order
has been placed with the Westinghouse
Air-Brake Co. to supply 200 sets of freight-

car air-brake equipment per month for

thirty month.s.

i i i
Keep as close an eye on the register of

the air gage as you do on the water glass

or gage cocks, for it is a friend that is

always ready and an.xious to tell you
something to your advantage, and will do
so if you will only permit it.

i i i
Keep the main reservoir well drained,

especially in damp and foggy weather

when moisture accumulates more rapidly

there, as well as in freezing weather when
the most damage from this source is done.



Jigs for Air Brake Work.
Editors :

In your July issue of Locomotive En-
gineering you request those having
kinks, tools or jigs for facilitating air-

brake repairs, to send you prints of such
for publication. I accordingly mail you,

under separate cover, a number of blue-

prints showing the details of our air-brake

double-ended wrench on the end of cutter,

it will true up the seat perfectly true and

square with the stem, insuring a perfect

job.

The repairs on all air-brake equipment

for the entire A., T. & S. F. system are

made in these shops. Instructions have

been issued to all division points that

whenever repairs on an air pump could

Lueomoiive En^ineei-in^

means the cost of air-brake repairs on this

system has been reduced to a minimum.
Topeka, Kan. Geo. W. Smith,

Div. M. M., A., T. &S. F. R.R.

i © ^
"Ordinary" Emergencies.

Editors :

In glancing over the latest addition

to air-brake literature, " An Air Brake as

We Find It," by J. W. Shannon and E.

Burgess, I was rather startled at some of

the instructions contained therein, notice-

ably the one that suggested the above

heading. Question 98 reads ; "In ordi-

nary cases (of emergenc}') how do you ap-

ply?" The answer is given, " Bring the

handle to direct application No. 5, and

reduce the train-line pressure 15 or 20

pounds and immediately lap the valve."

As an engineer seeking enlightenment

on the air-brake question, I would like to

know what constitutes an "ordinary"

emergency. Just where is the dividing

line between " ordinary " and " absolute "

emergencies, as they are termed in this

book? By an "absolute " emergency are

we to understand it is that interesting ex-

perience when you are on scant time to

make the next side track, and you hope

the pencil is broken in the " George Wash-

ington " in the caboose, when all of a sud-

den you get a reverse signal from a

flagman ten car-lengths from the caboose,

whose red lights grow from size of a pea to

plant, which I have had in service in these

shops for the past four months and is

giving excellent satisfaction.

No. I represents a small drill press for

drilling all neces.sary holes in this class of

work. This press is also used for reaming

and grinding cocks. No. 2 represents an

attachment on machine table for overhaul-

ing stop and angle cocks. No. 1 1 is used

for trueing off the plugs. No. 12 is used

for reaming out the cocks, doing the work

very rapidly and accurately. No. 2 has an

attachment on machine table for reaming

out slide-valve seats in triple valves. Nos.

8 and 9 are a tool for removing dowel pin

from triple valve for the purpose of true-

ing up the valve seat. No. 4 is an attach-

ment on machine table for trueing up the

fiat or square surface in triple valves.

No. 5 are two attachments on machine
table for grinding triple valves. The triple

valves are attached to this device and slide-

valve seat ground in, doing the work very

rapidly and accurately. No. 10 is a chuck

which is screwed in the ends of the three

spindles. No. 6 is for the purpose of at-

taching the plugs for grinding in stop and
angle cocks. No. 13 is also used for the

same purpose. No. 10 is a tool or cutter

for trueing up the valve seats in engineers'

brake valves. The outside diameter of cutter

is made just so it will enter chamber, the

stem being made a neat fit for the engi-

neer's brake-valve cap. A nut and washer

of the proper thickness are used between the

disk of cutter and underside of cap nut.

By screwing lightly on cap and using a

not be made without removing it from the

engine, it was to be forwarded to Topeka.

All triple valves, engineers' brake valves,

governors, stop and angle cocks, and, in

fact, all air-brake material requiring re-

pairs, are forwarded to these shops, which

not only means that repairs can be made
much cheaper, but more uniform, and

standards can be maintained. By this
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as big as the Ferris wheel in three seconds
;

and by an " ordinarj' " emergency are we
to understand water-tank stops and the

like ? The latter is where the emergency

is used the oftenest, and if that is the

meaning intended to be conveyed, would
it not be better to educate the men up to

making such stops in service application

as they should be made ? In my experience



an emergency is a case of danger, and that

is the only time, as I understand it, that

the emergency application should be used.

Another thing. Is it ad\'isable to return

the handle to lap, as instructed in this

book ? I say not. Admitting that we do save

a certain amount of train-pipe pressure to

assist in releasing, what engineer is there

who cares if the brakes ever release, in a

case of emergency, if he can only stop ?

The question at that time is, " Can I

stop ? " not "Can I release ? " The appli-

cation should be made accordingly. Act-

way. There are still a large number of

plain triples in service, and on almost all

freight trains in the East cars are frequent-

ly found cut out. If the engineer has a

train with any number of such cars as I

have just mentioned, and tries to follow

the rule as per Question 98, the results

might be disastrous to all concerned, as he

would not get quick action throughout the

kind tried with a train of thirty-two cars,

six cars being cut out in the middle of the

train, all the rest of cjuick-action triples in

working order. With this train applied in

the emergency, so as to start quick action,

and the valve then lapped, quick action

was obtained ahead of the cut-out cars.

The rush of air from the rear end of train

was suflBcient to release all the brakes

ahead of those cut out, and not enough re-

duction was made on the rear cars to

hardly set the shoes against the wheels,

let alone exert any braking force.

The author says, " Reduce the train-pipe

pressure 15 or 20 pounds before returning

the handle to lap." presumably to avoid

this trouble. How can he tell when he has

reduced 15 pounds in the emergency, when
the black pointer is connected to the equal-

izing reser\-oir, no reduction being made
in that pressure in the emergency ? Again,

what engineer has time to watch the gage
in a case of even "ordinary emergency."
Nine cases out of ten he wants to use

his optics looking for a soft spot to alight

on.

The method advocated in the book will

work equally well in instruction cars and
on trains wholly equipped with quick-



case of emer<;ency, for it may be a case of

life and deatli with some of us fellows who
follow their instructions. At the best it

may cost us our job, should their instruc-

tions not hold as good in practice as they

do on paper. Edw. D. Fowler.
Jeiseyvillc, III.

^ i g
Improved Air=Pump Rod Packing.

Editors :

Having lately been employed at this

point, which is a mountain division of the

Santa Fe system, my attention has been

called to the great number of reports of

air pumps running hot, and on inquirj' I

have come to the conclusion that in a great

number of cases this is caused by defective

packing of the glands. As our trains are

fully equipped with air, and there is alwa}-s

more or less leak in the train pipe, we
have to run the pumps pretty hard to keep

up the supply of air when descending

mountain grades. In consequence, the

packing, which is ordinary rubber or

asbestos, quickly gives out, causing air to

leak between the packing and piston rod

—thus, by the friction, causing a great

heat, and in many cases doing serious

damage to the pump. Now, it is evident

that if any packing, which will effectually

prevent leaks and at the same time press

lightly on the rod instead of being forced

against it by pressure from the gland nut

or otherwise, as at present, were intro-

duced, it would not only effect a great

saving in pump repairs, but it would also

insure a more perfect suppl)- of air, and

save engineers no end of trouble in pack-

ing pumps.

I am aware that there are a few grades

of packing on the market which claim to

be perfect ; but, as far as I have seen, they

have all the defect of having to be forced

to their place by pressure. To illustrate

what I mean : One of the most popular

brands of air-pump packing is fitted to its

place by a powerful spring in the bottom

of the stuffing box, which presses the

packing into a V-.shaped bushing or cone

at top of the box, thus compressing the

packing rings until they firmly clasp the

rod, thereb}^ making an air or steam tight

joint.

I herewith inclose you drawings of an

air-pump packing and attachments which

has lately been patented by Master Mech-

anic W. E. Symons and General Foreman
Thos. Smith, of this place, and which ap-

pears to me to have solved the prol^lem of

a perfect pump packing.

G^ is a brass bushiug with a recess in

bottom, J, which is filled with babbitt.

This fits into the bottom of stuffing box,

and forms an air or steam tight joint. F
is a case with a division in center, which

sits on top of bushing G. In top and bot-

tom of this case is fitted a ring of packing

//, Fig. 2, which is held to its place by a

small spring /, Fig. 3. E is a. yi brass

plate, which exactly fits the rod and forms

a guide for the same. This plate is fitted

on top of the case, and the gland nut is

then screwed down tight on top of the

plate, thus pressing the bottom bushing to

its place, but in no wise interfering with

the packing, which moves freely in its

case.

The particular feature of this packing is

the V-shaped joint, which becomes per-

fectly air or steam tight when fitted into

the case. This packing has been severely

tested, and has given splendid results.

One test was made in a pump which had

been taken out of service, as the air cylin-

der was out of true and the pump was

churning the air, causing intense heat.

The pump was run ten hours very hard,

and the last four hours the lubricator was

shut oft and no oil put on swabs. Not-

withstanding the fact that the pump was

nearly red hot, the packing was taken out

apparently none the worse.

It has also been tried on a number of

engines in mountain service, and has given

like good results. Owing to the slight

hold the packing has on the rod, it is only

necessary to break the joint of the steam

throttle to start the pump to work. As

Looouoriva EnaiHMmfnNO. N. v.

the outside diameter of packing is always

the same, one mold is all that is required

to cast the packing rings, only altering the

core of mold to cast packing for a rod

which has been turned down.

The inventors have also adapted their

packing to fit piston glands, valve stems

and throttle glands, and I have reason to

believe that it will soon be adopted over

the entire Santa Fe system. Messrs.

Svmons and Smith will be glad to answer

any inquiries relative to their invention.

Alex. M. Stewart.
Raton, N. M.

i ^ ^
An Old Fallacy Exploded.

Editors ;

It may be of interest to some of your

readers to know that water, in quite large

quantities, is found in the main reservoirs

on the electric, cars run on the Nantasket

branch of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R.

As the air is compressed by electric pumps
there is no such thing as condensation of

steam following the piston rod into air

cylinder.

This practically demonstrates that a

.S79

small portion only of the water found in

main reservoirs comes from condensation

following the piston rod when steam

pumps are used, and that no considerable

benefit would be derived from running air

pumps bottom upwards.

In fact, this practice is a detriment

instead of a benefit, inasmuch that the

piston rod and air cylinder are robbed of

that oily moisture given off by the steam

cylinder, and makes it hard to keep the

pistons packed. This will be proven by

reference to pages 33 and 34 of the Air-

Brake Men's Proceedings.

E. G. DESOE,

.Air-Brake Insp., B. & A. R.R.

Springfield, Mass.

[Mr. Desoe's observations correspond

with the results obtained in a series of

tests made by the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Co., at their works several years ago, to

determine whether it would be advantage-

ous to reverse the position of the cylinders

of the air pump. Two pumps, one in-

verted, and the other with steam end up,

were run continuously under precisely the

same conditions for 142 hours. At the end

of that time the water was drawn off the

reservoir of the inverted pump, and

weighed 25 pounds and 8 ounces. That

from the reservoir of the other pump
weighed 25 pounds and 10 ounces. This

test proved that but 2 ounces of water fol-

lowed the piston rod, and that the re-

mainder was the natural precipitation of

moisture of the air under compression.

Damp and rainy weather requires more

frequent draining of the main reservoir.

—

Ed.]

g i i
Overhauling Driver-Brake Packings.

Editors :

As Locomotive Engineering solicits

kinks and special methods for caring for

air brakes, it has occurred to me that a few

words on the care of the pull-up style of

driver brake, such as is placed between the

drivers on the American eight-wheel en-

gine, might, perhaps, be timely, or at least

provoke a discussion which would result

in a materially increased efficiency of this

class of brake.

Suppose we need a new packing leather

in the cylinder, a gum joint in the bottom

cylinder head, and a new piston-rod cup

leather. The ordinary method is to dis-

connect the hangers from crosshead, the

latter from the piston rod, remove the

lower head, and take out the worn parts.

The packing leather will probably be

found to be burnt to almost a crisp from

its exposure to the firebox heat, and is,

consequently, renewed. In replacing, the

piston head is introduced edgewise into

the bottom end of cylinder, and worked

into its proper position, usually, but not

always, with the expander in place and the

leather uninjured. The gum joint is then

renewed, and the piston-rod cup leather,

with its spring, is screwed over the threads

on end of piston, cutting the leather and



expanding the spring. When the job is

finished, the repairman's forcibly expressed

opinion of the pull-up brake discloses his

misgivings of it

My method of doing this work is, I be-

lieve, easier and more lasting, and is as

follows : First remove the top head, and if

necessary to renew the gum joint in bottom

head, disconnect the crosshead as before,

and push piston out at the top end of

cylinder, thus giving more freedom for

the wrench h'hen working on bottom

head.

After cleaning the joints, take sufficient

candle-wick to go three times around the

joint of lower head, and after saturating

with white lead or varnish, place it evenly

around the joint untwisted, and fasten the

head tightly to the cylinder, where it need

not be disturbed in future renewals of

working parts. When ready to replace the

pi.ston and renewed leather packing, I take

a former made of Russia iron, 5 inches

wide and 25 inches long, bent in a circle,

with lugs on each end similar to a jacket

band, and draw the leather and expander

into shape, for eas}^ entrance to the

cylinder, with a bolt passing through the

lugs.

A half-inch from bottom edge of the band,

spaced about 8 inches apart, are three lugs

which hold the packing former from going

into the cylinder and allow the piston to

slip to its place. Thus I knoiv that the

expander is in place atid the leather does

not double back. Should the follower

plate be too small to retain the ex-

pander ring, as is sometimes the case with

considerably worn packing leathers, two
leathers may be used, one on top of the

other ; or, instead of the second leather, a

filler of any material may be employed.

Expander rings should be concentric

with the bore of the cylinder. Bevel-

ing the inside of the leather will assist

in making a tight joint between the pack-

ing and bore of cylinder. Some good
oil left in the cylinder is a good invest-

ment, after which the top head may be re-

placed.

To slip the cup leather over the threaded

end of pi.ston rod without cutting, I make
a tube of thick tin about six inches long

and one and three-eighths in diameter,

open on the seam, which is placed on the

thread, and spring and cup leather are

slipped over it safely. Then with pliers

on top of the spring and bottom of the cup
leather, the spring is worked to its place

and packing nut entered.

It will be found convenient to have an

air gage to screw into the cylinder, to test

the tightness of the packing, and also

adjust the piston travel so that 70 pounds
train-pipe pressure will give about 52

pounds in the cylinder with the emer-

gency application.

A short time since the writer had an en-

gine upon which 52 pounds cylinder press-

ure was had with a certain travel, but on

another engine of the same class, where
more piping was used between the triple

and brake cylinder, a shorter travel was

required to obtain the same pressure.

There seems to be well-founded objec-

tions amongst air brake men to lagging

the brake cylinder ; some contending that

if lagging is used at all, it should be placed

between the firebox and cylinder, instead

of the reverse, which is the common prac-

tice. George Holmes.
Roanoke, I 'a.

[It has been our experience that the rub-

ber gasket leaks usually on account of the

bolts working loose, rather than burning

out. However, should the cylinder be

suflScientl}- close to the firebox to cause the

gaskets to burn out, as the article infers,

it would .seem less expensive to order

harder gaskets than to use lamp wick and

varnish.

—

Ed.]

Rogers' Pocket Primer and Question

Nine.
Editors :

As you have "taken my name in vain "

in Question 9 of the Air-Brake Department

of your August issue, I think I have a

justifiable right to "rush into print" and

correct j^our air-brake expert. I find from

experiments with an absolutely perfect air

plant that the figures given in my primer

are right. The W. A. B. Co.'s book is

also right, for they knew well the lack of

especial care and attention their apparatus

would receive after leaving their control,

and their book is so prepared as to make
all things safe if their advice is but par-

tially listened to.

There was one thing that confused me a

little in the August number, and that was

the story about "Rat" Hogan. I have

always been under the impression that

continued applications without recharging

were what made brakes " stay off " when
we wanted them on, and that too great ex-

cess in the car auxiliaries was what made
them " stick "

; but then probably " Rat "

was one of those fellows who always shut

the pump off as soon as they leave the

terminal yards. W. S. ROGERS, M. E.

Buffalo, N. Y.

[We are still of the opinion that the

W. A. B. Co.'s figures, as given in their

instruction book, are much more reliable

and correct than those furnished by Mr.

Rogers, and as both cannot be right, we
would suggest that our readers, who have

facilities for doing so, make tests as per

Question 9, and satisfy themselves on this

point ; also acquaint us with the results.

No ;

" Rat " Hogan's brakes did not " stay

off," but could be applied lightly. Rapid

and continual applications, without re-

charging, do not allow all brakes to release

before they are made to apply again ; thus,

some brakes "hang" or "stick," especial-

ly where piston travel is not uniform and

train is long. We confess our error in not

stating that, with this manner of braking,

the excess pressure was frittered away with

each release.

—

Ed.]
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Pressure Increases Wlien Subjected to

Greater Heat ; Also Decreases When
Temperature Is Lowered.

Editors :

The cause of the " Queer Antics of a

Tender Brake," as described in last

month's number of Locomotive Engi-

neering, was as follows : The feed port

in triple valve was partially closed by for-

eign matter. When the steam and hot

water came in contact with the auxiliary

reservoir, the temperature was sufficiently

increased to raise the pressure higher than

that in the train pipe. The feed port,

being partially clogged, would not allow

the air to flow from the reservoir to the

train pipe fast enough to maintain an

equalization between the two ;
consequent-

h' the triple-valve piston was forced down,

and an application of the brake followed.

Chicago. III. George B. Snow.

[J. P. Kelly, East Hartford, Conn.,

W. De San no, Indianapolis, Ind., and

C. Iv. Silver, Richmond, Va. , have cor-

rectly answered this question.

—

Ed.]

@ ^ ^
Wants Better Brakes on Pullman

Cars ; Also Better Quality
of Sand.

Editors :

In discussing the prevention of slid flat

wheels, I would say. Don't lean too heavily

on engineer when he has three or more

Pullmans on, which are probably under-

leveraged, and with pistons having full

travel, and the other cars in train having

to hold all this extra weight. I have often

been thus situated, and found that I had

to begin braking away back further from

stopping point than when I did not have

those cars on. All of them are not bad,

perhaps, but I have found a great many
with bad brakes. You have to brake so

much more on the cars with good brakes,

and this partly explains why more wheels

are slid on railroad company cars and on

through trains than on local trains on

some roads.

Through cars are let go from terminals

with as little work as possible, trusting

that the fellows at other end of line will

fix them up, and thus they are run with

bad brakes nearly all the time. The trains

that should have best brakes often have

the worst. An engineer don't feel like

making up lost time when he knows that

train has not more than one-third or one-

half the braking power it should have. It

seems that officials frequently are not

aware how poor the brakes are on some
fast traiiLS.

Speaking of the use of sand, many roads

buy or dig out stuff that passes for sand,

and congratulate themselves that they are

getting something cheap for locomotive

use, but if those officials appreciated the

wear of tires from useless slipping, the

wear of rails, the breaking of trains, stall-

ing on grades, waste of fuel, and delay to

traffic resulting, simply because the dry

mud that passes for sand will not hold a

locomotive even when both rails are cov-



ered with it, they would likely buy crushed

rock or first-class sand, and educate their

engineers to be economical in using it.

Washington, /'a. J. J. Clair,

Locomotive Engineer.

i i ©

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(13) A. J. McL., Petersburg, Va., asks :

Why can't I carry handle of brake
valve in running position without brakes
applying? Every time I try it, red hand
on gage goes up to 100 or more, and black
hand drops back. Other valves of the
same kind (D 8) on other engines do not
give this trouble. A.—Your excess-press-
ure valve spring is too stiff, or else the ex-
cess valve itself is gummed up, either

from using too much or poor quality of

oil in air cylinder of pump, or from
continued carrying of handle in full re-

lease position. The brake valve usually
plays this trick every time the traveling

engineer gets on to ride with you. Are
we right ?

(14) C. C. L., Buffalo, N. Y., asks :

What causes the aii whistle to sound on
one of our engines every few minutes
when engine is moved slowly, but when
engine is coupled to train and running
either fast or slow, whistle never sounds
except when signal valve is operated in

coaches in usual manner? Application or
release of air brakes does not affect the
whistle ; it simply sounds of its own ac-

cord. We found reducing valve, whistle

valve and all pipes and connections appar-
ently in good con<lition. A.—Stem of

signaling valve fits too snugly in its bush,
or is gummed. This, combined with small,

unnoticeable leaks in signal line of engine
or tender, causes whistle to sound with no
apparent cause. When coupled to train,

the volume of signal-line pressure is in-

creased, and leaks lose their influence over
signaling valve. Note what pages 93-96
of Air-Brake Men's Proceedings, as de-

scribed in July number of Locomotive
Engineering, say about this.

(15) J. L. B., Utica, N. Y., writes :

Can an engineer with his brake valve re-

lease any single brake or number of brakes
in his train which he wishes, and not release

any of the others ? A friend of mine says
he can. I claim it is impossible. Please
decide. A.— It is impossible. The most
convincing way to decide this is to take a

train, have him apply the brakes, and you
stand on the ground and call off which
ones you wish released. This will knock
a big hole in his good opinion of himself.

Long piston travel releases with a lower
pressure than short when brakes are set

full. A car could be thus "doctored,"
and would be the first or easiest to release,

and your friend would carry his point.

With pistons all adjusted uniformly, those
nearest the engine would be first in-

fluenced bv the entrance of pressure to

train pipe. This is also true where brakes
are but lightly applied on train where piston
travel is not uniform ; but on a train of the
latter kind, when applied full, the brakes
having long travel will release first, es-

pecially if pressure is restored slowly in

train pipe. A heavy excess suddenly
thrown in will cause all to start at same
time.

(16) R. A. J., Shamokin, Pa., asks:

I. What is the difference between straight

air and automatic ? -/.—With straight air,

the pressure for the brake cylinders of the
entire train is stored and carried in the

main reservoir on the engine. With the

automatic system, each car carries in its

auxiliary reservoir its own individual

pressure for its cylinder. The train-pipe

pressure is a counter pres,sure to the auxil-

iary-reservoir pressure, and if maintained
equal to the auxiliary-reser\-oir pressure,

brakes will remain released. If reduced

below auxiliar3--reservoir pressure, brakes

will apply. . Main-reser\-oir pressure is

used to restore pressure in train pipe to

release brakes and recharge auxiliary res-

ervoir after an application has been made.
2. Is the automatic used on mountain
roads? A.—Yes, exclusively, with the

exception of a few narrow-gage cars in the

Far West. 3. Wherein is the automatic
superior to the straight-air brake ? A.—
If a straight-air train broke in two, brake
could not be applied on cars broken off.

No one could apply brake but the engineer.

With the automatic brake, any reduction

of pressure in the train pipe, whether
made by train crew, at any car, or acci-

dent to the brake, will cause it to set on
all cars. With the straight air, an acci-

dent would not manifest itself until an ap-

plication was attempted. With the auto-

matic, it manifests itself immediately. 4.

Which is the stronger? A.—Both are

equal, providing pounds pressure and lev-

erage are equal.

M

A New Air-Pump Packing.

()ur engraving shows one ring of a new
form of metallic packing for air pumps,

using the old gland, and one that can be

applied without disconnecting.

There ic a bottom ring, coned top and

bottom, cut the same as this one, and on

top of this are placed three of these coned

rings, the hollow side down.

It will be seen that there is a groove cut

around the interior of each ring ; this

catches oil and water, making a lubricating

point.

The form of the cut insures a fit on the

rod before dropping the ring into the

stuffing box.

The only directions sent are a caution to

break joints with the rings when put in,

and to not tighten gland until steam is

used, then just enough to make a joint.

No rings need ever be taken out ;
when

worn down, another ring may be dropped

in on top of the old ones, and thus renew

the packing.

This is an inexpensive metallic packing,

easily applied by any engineer, and will

save lots of trouble and grief. It is made

by the Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing

Co., of Philadelphia.

g i i
That it pays to " stick to standards," and

have specially retained mechanics do air-

S8i

brake work, is evidenced by the experi-

ence of Geo. W. Smith, M. M., of the A.,

T. & S. F. R.R., at Topeka, Kan., as given

in another column.

i i i
Two new books, "Evolution of the Air

Brake," by Paul Synnestvedt, and "An
A\r Brake as We Find It," by J. W. Shan-

non and E. Burgess, are the latest re-

cruits in the air-brake field, and were re-

ceived too late for mention in our August

issue. The former was first printed in

serial form, but has recently been revised,

and with additional matter has been bound
in book form, and makes an interesting

and instructive history of the air brake

from its incipience to the present time.

The latter makes its debut in air-brake

society, and after having carefully exam-

ined the book we must confess we are not

over-sanguine of its success, except in its

own locality, where, unlike the prophet, it

may not be without honor. We cannot

indorse any work which aims at instruc-

tion unless it is scrupulously accurate, ap-

X-CX>OMOr/\/S EN&INBEmNQ. W. Y.

plicable to all sections and classes of

service, and has a basis or objective point

upon which to build, and disseminates

healthy information in a clear and com-

prehensive manner with every nail that is

driven.

i i i
It ofttimes pays to form a class of your-

self and fireman to study the air brake

together ; he will prove handy in following

the numbers and passages on the chart

while you read the instructions from the

book and relate your experience.

® i i
Start the air pump slowly ; it not only

allows the pump to make a cushion for

itself, but saves the fireman from going

over the front end and headlight again.

i i i
Look out for the "fake wizard" who

claims he can apply or release any single

brake he wishes without disturbing the

others. Make him do it or shut up.

g i i
Try to avoid placing your foot on air

pipes for a brace when reversing engine,

as carelessness in this will frequently create

a cause for "mysteries."

i i i
Have you got Conger's book on air

brakes ? It's the best information for en-

gineers and firemen.



Blind Tires on Locomotive Drivers.

Editors :

As YOU are aware, we recently had a

discussion on the al)ove subject, and as

one not seeing the necessity of blind tires,

I send you blueprints of three engines

showing flanges on all wheels, and which

we consider about right. We have arrived

at that decision by watching closely the

ruts in the ties formed by coming in con-

tact with the rails—or, in other words, b^'

closely w-atching the tread wear— and

FRONT TIRE Lateral play on tracks, ^

MAIN TIRE Lateral play on tracka "/i6

BACK TIRE Lateral play on tracks, Vz

LocoManwc frwo'wc'

Tire Sections from Engine 15 ;
ten-

wheeled ; IN Service since last

Turning, fipteen months,

MAKING 69,470 Miles.

governed the lateral play on the track ac-

cordingly.

All our engines have swinging bolsters

on engine trucks, and we allow ^-inch

play between truck boxes and hub of

wheel—X'^n'^t' over all.

The driving boxes we allow j^-iuch from

face of box to hub of wheel— j'j.-inch over

all.

I have selected a ten-wheel engine and

a consolidation engine that have been in

service fifteen months since last ttiriiins^,

to show the condition of the flanges at the

present time ; also a ten-wheel engine that

had a blind tire on main wheel when
we received it. We have turned the tires

twice since we received the engine, and

FRONT TIRE Lateral play on tracks ^8

MAIN (2cl) TIRE Lateral play on tracks, ^e

THIRD TIRE Lateral play on tracks Ve

BACK '4thi TIRE Lateral play on tracks **'

Tire .Sections from Engine 190 ; Con-

solidation ; in Service since last

Turning, fifteen months,
making 41,950 Miles.

have formed the flanges as shown on that

sketch.

In conclusion, will say that our track is

well looked after as regards gage and

elevation. With this point assured, and the

lateral play as shown, we have not as yet

seen the necessity of a blind tire on locomo-

tive drivers. D. Brown, M. M.,

Seninton. I'a. D., L. & W. R.R.
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Measurement of Healing Surface.

Editors :

In looking over your interesting monthly

for August, I noticed, on page 49S, an

article called " Measurement of Heating

Surfaces."

It seems to me this matter could be more

satisfactorily explained by a clear defini-

tion of the terms "heating surface" and

"fire surface."

In this article, for instance, the term is

applied to the interior diameter of the

tubes, and I think they should be called

the "heated surfaces," as, of course, the

surface is heated, while the opposite side

of the tubes, imparting its heat, as it does,

FRONT TIRE Lateral play on tracks. ^

f\



which the fuel is in actual contact, and on

which the rays of heat (anil light! act di-

rectly. I think it would be well for you to

explain also, in this connection, the term

"boiler surface."

I would like your views on this subject,

as I am about putting on the market what

is now called a water-tube boiler. My
first invention in this line, patented No-

vember 24, 1S63, I termed a pipe boiler.

I submit, is not this the proper terra to be

used ? \Vm. C. Bakkr.

New York, Aug. 10, tS<)S.

[Mr. Baker, the veteran car-heating ex-

pert, has taken up a subject which ought

to receive immediate attention from the

engineering societies of this country. His

distinction of "heating surface" and

"fire surface " makes plain a matter about

which there has been confusion that led to

some boilers having their heating surface

overrated and others underrated.

—

Eds.]

i i i
New Shops of the O. Ry. & N. Co., at

Starbuck, Wash.
Editors :

The O. Ry. & N. Co. have recently

moved into their new division shops at

Starbuck, Wash. They are as near a

modern and model shop for the purpose

erected for, as can be found in the Far

West.

The roundhouse, machine shop, power

house, store room or supply house are all

brick, and well provided for light by many-

windows ; the blacksmith and boiler shop,

coal bunkers, sand house and car re-

pairers' shed are frame.

The roundhouse is 75 ft. long, 29 ft.

high next to the turntable and 25 ft. high

at the other end. It has fifteen pits ; each

pit is 56 ft. long, 48 in. wide and 24 in.

deep at the front end and 30 in. at the

back end, so there is plenty of fall for

water in boiler washing. The pits are all

connected by a 12-in. sewer ; at the back

end of each pit is a catch basin 15 in. be-

low the bottom of each server pipe the

full width of pit and covered with a grate,

so all scales fall into basin and not into

sewer pipe and stop that up.

Two of the pits are so constructed that

they can be used as drop pits. Engines

head in and stop under a telescope jack.

The sides and bottom of all pits are con-

creted. The roundhouse is heated by

steam pipes in the pits, from engines in

the roundhouse or from the stationary

boiler.

There is a line of 2'i-in. pipe through

the roundhouse nearly over the steam

domes of the engines ; the end of pipe ex-

tends through the sides of roundhouse
;

there is a smaller pipe that connects with

this between each pit with a Jenkins valve

on it. In the steam dome of each engine

there is another valve and connection, so

when steam is to be blown off a boiler, a

hose is connected with valve in dome and

valve on pipe between pits, and steam is

blown off through pipe at end of round-

house, doing away with that noise of steam

blowing off through whistle with a " gag "

on it. Where blower pipe connects with

the smokebox on each engine is a connec-

tion same as in dome. The 2>i-in. line of

pipe through roundhouse is connected with

steam dome of stationary boiler, so hose

can be connected to pipe between pits, and

blower pipe and steam from stationary

boiler used for a blower. The line of 2'^-

in. pipe is so arranged that steam can be

taken from some engine in roundhouse to

run pump when stationary boiler is to be

washed out.

There are two windows in front of each

pit, and five at each end of roundhouse,

with transom 3 ft. high over each door and

the full width of doors, and windows in

each door, giving the roundhouse plenty

of light. In the roundhouse are two wash

sinks, with hot and cold water for the use

of enginemen.

The machine shop is4oxToo ft., with one

track through it ; it has one pit 30 ft. long,

and same width and depth as pits in round-

house. In one comer of machine shop is

a tool room, well supplied with a good as-

tank is filled by gravity, and from the tank

water flows through a line of pipe on the

outside of the binldings for fire protection,

and through all the buildings ; or water

can be taken from the tank or well and

pumped through all the pipes, or taken

from the well and pumped into the tank.

There is an electric call bell near each

hydrant in roundhouse, and signals to

notify engineer in power-house when
boiler is to be washed out or cooled off.

The store or supply house is 20 x 30 feet,

and is set up high, so supplies can be un-

loaded from cars on to platform and store-

room, where all casting and heavy material

is kept. Under the store-room is the oil

cellar, with six oil tanks with pipes from

the top of each tank to edge of platform

near track, so oil can be unloaded from

cars to tanks in cellar.

Last, but not least, are our bath rooms
;

the employes here believe that "Cleanli-

ness is next to godliness," especially so in

the summer months, when the mercury

crawls up to the 114 and 116 degree notch,

so the company very generously donated a

sortment of taps, dies, reamers, and other

tools for doing running repairs, as these

shops were intended for. There is one

planer 20x30 in., one shaper, one 30-in.

drill press, one 20-in. drill press, one 32-in.

swing lathe, two 20-in. swing lathes and

one i6-in. swing lathe, and one belt cutter

and nut-tapping machine.

In the power-house is the stationary

boiler, a locomotive boiler, 19 ft. long and

49 in. diameter, that furnishes steam for

the 10 X i6-in. stationary engine ; a No. 8

Blake pump and steam for heating round-

house, machine shop and store room, as

all buildings are heated by steam. In the

power-house are three wash sinks, with hot

and cold water for the use of the shop men.

The floor in power-house is concreted ; all

drain pipes were laid before floor was put

down, so pipes are not seen. The coal can

be unloaded from cars into coal-bin in

power-house.

The blacksmith forges are supplied with

blast from a blower in the power-house.

The boiler shop is supplied with shears,

rolls and punch.

The water system is the very best ; the
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building, with all the hot and cold water

wanted. The employes passed the hat

around among themselves, with the result

that porcelain bath tubs, with linen and

everything necessary, was procured ; so

now we have two tubs that we can enjoy

to our full.

These shops were begun when the U. P.

system had control of this road, but com-

pleted under the supervision of Mr. J. F.

Graham, Gen. M. M., and Mr. H. N. Web-
ber, Div. M. M., who was here under the

U. P. management.

Geo. K. Wentworth,
Starbuck. U'as/i. Shop Foreman.

i i i
Wants Sand Pipes in Front of Truck

Wheels.
Editors :

In your July, 1895, issue of LOCOMOTIVE
Engineering there is an article entitled

"Tests Made to Determine the Stopping

Power of Engine, Reversed, With and

Without the Use of Air Brakes."

According to the tests made by Mr.

Thomas, it would seem that the best re-



suits were obtained when the sand on the

rails had been used before. Now, if this

is the case, I should think it would be bet-

ter to put the sand pipe on the engine in

front of the truck wheels instead of the

drivers, for then the sand would have been

ground over the rails b}- the truck wheels,

so the drivers would not get the sand fresh.

I would like the opinion of some of the

readers of your valuable paper on this sub-

ject. Cl.\rence Abel.

Waco, Tex.

[We think that the best lesson of the

experiments referred to by our correspond-

ent is, that only the exact quantity of sand

required should be supplied. This can be

regulated by using any of the sanding de-

vices now upon the market.

—

Eds.]

^ i i
An Ottoman Railway.

In his travels in the East, Cy Warman
found, as a rule, that the railroads were in

a most dilapidated condition, comparing

very unfavorably with the worst to be

found in this country. He met with one

or two exceptions. Writing of his arrival

at Smyrna, he said: " I went ashore here

and found a real railroad. The Ottoman
Railway, whose headquarters are at

Smyrna, was the first in Asia Minor, and
was begun by the English company, which
continues to do business, thirty-six years

ago. William Shotton, the locomotive

superintendent, showed us through the

shops and buildings. One does not need

to be told that this property is managed
by an English company. I saw here the

neatest, cleanest shops that I have ever

seen in any country. There were in the

car shops some carriages just completed,

designed and built by native workmen
who had learned the business with the

company, and I have not seen such artistic

cars in England or France. Mr. Shotton

explained to me that they found it neces-

sary to ask an applicant his religion before

employing him, so as to keep the Greeks
and Catholics about equally divided ; other-

wise the fraction in the majority would lord

it over the weaker band, to the detriment

of the service. An occasional Mohamme-
dan made no difference, but the Greeks

and Catholics have it ' in ' for each other.

"The Ottoman Railway Company has

350 miles of good railroad, and hope some
day to be able to continue across to Bag-

dad, though it is hinted by people not

interested that the Sultan's government
favors the sleepy German company, to the

embarrassment of the Smyrna people,

who have done so much for the develop-

ment of this marvelously blessed section."

% % %
Agriculture in Great Britain is suffering

from the competition of America and
other countries. A means of partial relief

recommended is the building of cheap
railways to transport agricultural products

to market at low rates. Influential public

men in England are making the advocacy
of this scheme a hobbv.

Improved Fire Kindlers.

The report on Locomotive Fire Kind-

lers submitted to the last Master Mechan-
ics' Convention shows that within the last

two years wonderful progress has been

made in changing from the old-fash-

ioned, dangerous, dirty practice of kind-

ling fires with wood to methods that are

in every way superior. The Leslie kind-

ler, which uses oil in a perfectly safe way,

is now in use in nearly one thousand en-

gine-house stalls, and the Smith kindler is

making steady progress into popularity.

The impetus from investigating improved

methods of kindling locomotive fires has

done much to induce railroad companies

to try departure from the wood pile.

There is no doubt that the use of oil for

kindling fires is cheaper and safer than

wood, and it only remains for continued

success with this method to bring into line

the companies who are holding on to the

old practice through force of habit.

A fire kindler which appears to be much
less expensive than wood, and placates the

prejudices of those who are opposed to the

use of oil, is the Le Bel, which is largely

in use on the Canadian Pacific, and is used

in a limited way on the Fitchburg and the

Vermont Central railroads. This kindler

is made into brickets, and is composed of

resin, coal oil and sawdust. Those who
have had experience with this kindler

speak highly of its convenience and effi-

ciency. Speaking of this kindler, Mr. R.

Atkinson, mechanical superintendent of

the Canadian Pacific, said :

" I have tried the Le Bel kindler and it

has worked well. It did not work well

at first. We did not know how to use

it. We commenced in the ordinary way
to put the kindler below the coal. We
afterwards found out it would be better to

make a mound of the coal and put the

kindler on the top—being of a resinous

nature it melts and runs down in the body
of the coal. I conducted a test between

two sister engines, one with wood and one
with the Le Bel kindler ; cold water in

each case ; engines in the same condition

so far as we could ascertain ; and the

assertion was made that we should debit

the Le Bel kindler with the cost of more
coal as an off-set to the heat of the wood
in the other case ; but we found in the

course of the experiments that we had to

put the same amount of coal on in each

case
; in fact, that it was not a question of

raising steam—it was a question of getting

a body of fire ready to go in service. I

put 600 pounds of coal with five sticks of

the Le Bel kindler in the firebox of an
eight-wheel engine. I did not put all the

coal in at one time—300 pounds to begin

with, and afterwards the balance—and I

think I have here the time of raising steam.

The first steam showed in 53 minutes, and
70 pounds of steam in 78 minutes. When
the engine was loaded up with wood im-

mediateh' afterwards, I used 95 pounds of

the best dry pine scantlings that we had,

without any sap wood or bark, and the
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first steam showed in 37 minutes, and 70

pounds in 57 minutes. But the fire on
which I had put only 51x3 instead of 600

pounds of coal, in the case of the Le Bel

kindler, was more thoroughly burned
through at that time, and, therefore, the

next increase of steam up to 120 pounds
was got more slowly, and when I got 120

pounds of steam with the Le Bel kindler I

had a fire something like 3 inches thick

and ready to go out with the train, and, in

fact, it went out as soon as I could let it

go. The other had to wait while I put

another 100 pounds of coal on before she

was ready to go. So that we consider that

the number of sticks of kindler used was
the total cost required.

" I understand that they are selling that

kindler at a cent a stick. I must say it is

very handy. The locomotive foreman can

keep his box of kindler in his office, and
hand out the number of sticks required.

There is no loss of any kind, and we
might almost say no fire risk, because you
keep the box in a corner of the office and
there is only the ordinary risk of an office

fire. To start it, we put on a little oily

waste generally. You need not do so, but

we have oily waste around and might as

well burn it. There is a very great gain

in that we have such a small amount of

carriage to pay for. We have so many
hundreds of miles where there is not a

stick of wood, and the wood has to be

hauled there, and we can haul a cartload

of kindler for probably about one-sixtieth

or one one-hundredth of what it would
cost to haul the necessary amOunt of wood
to fire the same number of engines."

It would seem from this that fires can be

kindled for five or six cents each, which is

a very great saving compared with wood.

Oil costs about two cents for each engine

fired up, but there is more coal used than

there is when wood is employed. Both

systems indicate a decided improvement
over wood.

The objection has been raised to' these

improved methods that they may be harder

on fireboxes and cause more cracking of

sheets and breakage of stay-bolts. The
matter is worth)' of investigation, ',but we
question if there is anything to it. Those
who have been wedded to old ! practices

generally imagine difficulties in the way
of change, and it seems to us that the ob-

jections to the improved fire kindler come
principally from conservative impulses.

g i i
One of our correspondents in Brazil

writes us that the sixty locomotives shipped

by the Brooks Locomotive Works to that

country early in the year are now all in

service on the Brazilian Central Raihvav.

The putting of the engines in running

order was done under the supervision of

Mr. Lewis Gleason, representative of the

Brooks Locomotive Works. The officers

of the Brazilian Central and the men
handling the engines all speak ver)- favor-

ably about their performance.



IfKPEPARTMENT^

A Few Minutes With the Lever.

" O, wad some power the giftie gie us "

to tell why the mechanical device we call

the lever should be divided into three

kinds ! It certainly is not clear. Perhaps

its purpose was to lead to the belief that a

different law governed each—else why the

classification ? That is about what the

effect is, whatever the cause, leading up
to this entangler of the young idea (and

old one, too) when learning to shoot.

There can be only one formula for the

calculation of leverage ; masquerade with

it in any and all shapes we will, it is the

same old formula. Let us analyze this

thing and see if it is not so. Given a rigid

bar having a motion in one plane only,

about a certain point, known as the ful-

crum or origin of moments, around which

the force and resistance turn, we have the

lever. In mechanics, a moment is the

product of a force multiplied by a distance,

and is the tendency to cause motion about

an axis. For a lever to be in equilibrium,

the moment of force must equal the mo-
ment of resistance ; or, in other words, the

force multiplied by its distance from the

fulcrum must be equal to the resistance

multiplied by its distance from the same
point—and this is all the formula needed

for any lever. The distance is always

taken perpendicular to the direction of the

force ; that is, the greatest moment is found

when the force is at right angles with a

line passing through the fulcrum ; and this

determines the effective length of the lever

arm, whatever the shape of lever, whether

straight, bent or cun^ed.

The origin of these moments is at the

fulcrum or point about which the lever

turns, and it is the failure to understand

this fact that usuallj- brings confusion. It

is the essence of the whole subject ; and
without a clear conception of its import-

ance, it is not plain how a division of levers

into classes can pave the waj- to an intelli-

gent handling of the problems involved in

their use.

Since any formula is simply a rule for

the solution of a problem, the less there is

to it, consistent with an understanding of

the principles on which it is based, the

more lasting will be the lesson and the

greater good to be derived from a knowl-

edge of it. To illustrate : Let Fig. i repre-

sent a lever in which the forces are elective

Conducted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E.

at right angles to a line drawn through the

fulcrum. If now the force, loo pounds, be

multiplied by its perpendicular distance,

lo inches or feet, from the fulcrum, there

will be a moment equal to loo X lo = i,ooo

inch or foot pounds tending to turn the

lever about the fulcrum. To resist this

turning tendency, the shorter lever arm
must have a number of pounds which will,

when multiplied by 5, give a moment equal

to that on opposite end of lever. This is

^--%- j-o — . _ . J

^^./

i^.d.
•33-33

found by dividing 1,000 by 5, and the force

is, therefore, 200 pounds. The proof that

these forces are in equilibrium is had by

multiplying each force in pounds b}- its

perpendicular distance from the fulcrum

or origin of moments. It is found that

100 X 10 = 1,000, and 200 X 5 = 1,000, thus

showing desired equality of moments.

Taking a force of 100 pounds at the

outer end of a lever like Fig. 2, and

placing the fulcrum at opposite end, the

moment of the force is found to be 100 x 15

=: 1,500 inch or footpounds, and the mo-
ment of resistance = 300 X 5 = 1,500 inch

or foot pounds also.

Leaving the fulcrum at the end, as in

Fig. 2, with a lever of same length, and

applying the force as in Fig. 3, we find the
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moment of the force to be equal to 100 X
5 = 500, and the resisting moment is there-

fore equal to 33.33 X 15 = 500 nearly. In

all these diagrams it is seen that the forces

are inversely as the length of their lever

arms. Fig. 4 will show graphically

that the shortest distance measured, at

right angles from the fulcrum A to lines

representing the direction of the forces,

must give the correct length of the lever

arms ; the arrows showing direction of

forces, and the dotted lines the length of

lever. From which it is seen that the

length is of no material consequence as

compared with the direction of forces.

Attention is particularly called to Fig. 4

in its importance as affecting a braking

system on a car. It is evident from this

that the levers can be placed at such an

angle as will materially change the braking

power calculated on. This condition of

things has been found on man}' roads, and

the search need not be exhaustive to find

it on others.

Our moss-covered friends, the "three

kinds," will probably remain at the old

stand (until the text-books are revised),

and continue to pass out fog to the unwary
who do not realize that the principle of the

lever, entering as it does into every possi-

ble form of con.struction, can be best

mastered b}- taking into confidence at once

a fundamental formula that will develop

the reasoning faculties, and thus avoid

rooting in the ashes of disappointment.

i i i
Improvements Needed on Air^Brake

Attachments.

The impression that there are some
things about the braking system of a car

that are yet open to improvement, is forced

into conviction by the very groggy appear-

ance of some metal brake beams, their

heads hanging as if in shame for their part

in contributing so inexcusably to the cross-

eyed effect alwaj's present in any device

not coming fully up to expectations. These

beams all have a certificate of character in

the shape of a carefully prepared table of

stresses they have stood up under, with

their corresponding deflections, and show-

ing a strength combined with lightness

that excites admiration; but when they are

hung in position, the pleasant memories of

their guaranteed capacity vanish, and are



replaced by the feeling that something is

wanting, and that, while they are a long

way in advance of the old practice in point

of rigidity, they are not entitled to the

stamp of approval until they are suspended

so as to allow the shoes to have a correct

relation with the wheel tread.

Their lop-sided tendency is what offends

the optic nerves. No one likes to see a

brake shoe worn away at the top by useless

friction on the wheel, when the bottom of

shoe lacks contact with the wheel by two

inches or more. It is true that there is

provision made in many cases of this kind,

to insure, by means of a separate suspen-

sion, the hanging of shoes concentric with

the wheel ; but is it wise to increase the

complication and cost, to remedy what is

plainly a faulty design, in that it must be

tied to position ?

What is needed here to improve a really

good thing, is simply to place the points of

suspension on brake heads so that they

will be in a line passing through the cen-

ter of gravity of the beam and all its parts.

This has been recognized as the proper

thing to do, as is shown by the position of

hanger holes in all the beams, they being

found as close to the shoe as possible, to ob-

tain the desired balance, and only deterred

from further movement by reaching the

key, at which point a stop had to be made,

and any further improvement was to be

had only by altering the overhang of truss.

A beam is easily put in balance by de-

signing a truss with that end in view ; it is

therefore a reasonable inference that the

major portion of these metal beams were

designed with special reference to loads,

and that suspension was of secondary con-

sideration.

The M. C. B. report on Metal Beams,

in 1889, made mention of one beam only,

in all those tested, as having a correct bal-

ance. In the past six years there is but

little improvement noted in this respect

—

in fact, but one other beam fulfilling the

conditions ; but that the need for it exists,

the shoes that are scrapped with a well-de-

fined cusp at upper end bear the strongest

evidence.

In the matter of brake levers, the re-

formers are at work in the direction of

standard proportions—a need which was
never more apparent than at the present

time. No longer ago than 1893, the M. C. B.

Association adopted a standard lever-

age for freight cars, and furnished all di-

mensions for width and thickness of

levers for a brake-beam load of 7,500

pounds. Ready with a full meed of praise

for the good acco:nplished by that move,

we incline to the belief that the work was
left incomplete, and that .something more
than an outline of a principle is required to

put this thing in self-sustaining channels

—

for this reason : Limiting figures, to cover

all possible conditions, have been given us

by the association in every important in-

stance where a standard has been placed

on record. Why has this business-like

procedure been omitted in this case, where

the need for it appealed so loudly for

action? It is not enough to say, "We
have furnished you a standard arrange-

ment—now design the leverage to suit

your car," for a standard would then be as

far in the future as at present, because the

practice of every road would be a law unto

itself, just as of old. What is needed here,

then, is a braking system gotten out on

the lines of the adopted standard, but hav-

ing a leverage suitable for different weights

of cars, and providing for brake-beam

loads from 3,500 to 7,500 pounds.

What is next needed is to have these

levers designed without their usual springy

features—with as little deflection as possi-

ble, for it is no secret that piston travel is

not wholly dependent on the wear of

brake shoes.

Until the levers are made stiff enough

to transmit their forces without reaching

their elastic limit, the automatic brake will

not be up to the splendid efficiency it is

known to be capable of. Limber levers

are a handicap that should be made to

move on—the}' have no place in brake

economy. These are some of the pressing

needs that only lack the attention and

seal of the association to make brake re-

formers register in fresher fields and

pastures new.

i i ©
There is an active demand among South-

em railroads at present for the renting of

second-hand cars which can be used in

moving the crops. Second-hand flat cars

are also in demand to be used for construc-

tion purposes. The indications are that

those wanting second-hand cars will have

to purchase them outright, and if they do

not attend to this promptly there will be no

second-hand cars left either for renting or

purchasing. The dealers who hold the cars

will win in a waiting game.

^ i ^
The National Lead Co., New York, have

issued a pamphlet entitled "Concerning
Babbitt or Anti-Friction Metals." It deals

with a subject which ever}- man connected

with the running of machinery ought to

be familiar with. If knowledge concern-

ing the properties and ingredients of soft

metals was more wide-spread and accurate

than it is, there would be fewer hot bear-

ings, and less money would be paid out for

metal that had nothing to recommend it

beyond a high-sounding name. Send for

this pamphlet.

i ^ i
The Trojan car coupler has been speci-

fied on 1,000 cars ordered; by the Beach

Creek Railroad, and on 275 cars ordered by

the Intercolonial Railwaj- of Canada.

^ i i
We have received an illustrated pamphlet

describing the Willis planimeter, one of

the most ingenious instruments we have

ever seen. Steam engineers who have to

figure up the horse-power of indicator dia-

grams ought to send for this pamphlet. It

can begot from E. J. Willis, Richmond, Va.
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An American on Australasian Rail-

\> ays.

Maj or Pangborn, president of the World's

Fair Transportation Commission, has been

interviewed by the representative of the

Auckland Nfws, in Sydney. Concerning

the New Zealand railways, he says they

present the most unique and interesting

situation the commission have yet come
upon, and he can hardly dignify the rail-

ways there by describing them as under

any management whatever. The gener-

ally accepted principle of railway control

must be something of military precision

and discipline among the employes. In

New Zealand the condition is the opposite.

He condemns co-operative construction of

railways, believing that it costs from 50

to 60 per cent, more than by contract in

any other country. He considered the

surveys most extraordinary. Flying sur-

veys seem to be accepted instead of ex-

haustive permanent ones. Continuing, he

says the country is certainly a fine one,

with great possibilities, and its natural ad-

vantages are incalculable.

Speaking generally, the permanent way
is well kept, and the locomotives and roll-

ing stock are well found. He believes

that the men in New Zealand are compe-

tent to manage the railways if given an

opportunity, but at present they are simply

a lot of clerks, with power so restricted as

to have no power at all. As far as the sys-

tem is concerned, there is a striking ab-

sence of modern appliances for safety

brakes, and the signal system is a poor

one. Commenting on New South Wales

lines, he says he has seen no finer system

since leaving London.

i ^ i
The last report of the Postmaster Gen-

eral has some interesting figures concern-

ing the volume of LTncle Sam's postal

business for the average day of the year.

The following are a few of the daily items :

"Number of miles post route run, i,-

100,000 ; number of stamps manufactured,

8,300,000 ; number of envelopes manufac-

tured, 1, 800,000 ; number of postal cards

manufactured, 1,500,000; number of pieces

mailed, 15,700,000; number of letters

mailed, 7,400,000 ; number of pieces of

mail matter distributed and redistributed

by postal clerks, 27,500,000 ; number of

pieces handled in dead letter office, 24,000 ;

daily transaction in money orders, $\,-

000,000; daily expenses, ^231,100.

"

There is talk of a combination among
the steel-tire makers, for the purpose of

stiffening prices. Some of the concerns

making tires need more to raise the quality

of their material than to raise the price.

The Tyler Tube and Pipe Co.'s Algerite

knobbled hammered charcoal-iron water-

arch tubes are to be used in the locomo-

tives now building for the L. S. & M. S. Ry.



A Ride On a Single-Driver Locomotive.

More years ago than I care to figure up,

when I first reached the proud distinction

of keeping the firebox of a locomotive

supplied with the steam-making combus-

tible, the greater part of the passenger

engines of my acquaintance had single

drivers. I have always had a great regard

for the easy-riding qualities of that style

of engine, andTeven greater respect for

its capacity to hold to the track under

difficulties.

A slightly exciting incident of my own
early railway experience left upon my
mind a lasting regard for the tracking

qualities of the small single-driver engines

of the time. I was firing for Charlie

Gregory—peace be to his ashes !—who loved

the flowing bowl not wisely, but too well.

Ours was a pilot or assisting engine, and

we had gone about fifty miles helping

the fast mail. Charlie imbibed so freely

before starting that he lay on the foot plate

all the way. In returning light we had to

back up, and the cold night air gradually

brought Charlie to the sitting-iip condition.

A good-natured fellow when sober, he was

a fiend in his cups. As soon as he got up

I knew he would find fault with some-

thing, and this time it was that I was run-

ning the engine too slow. He grabbed the

throttle lever, and said that he did not in-

tend to be all night in getting home. It

happened that we were just entering upon

the descent of the steepest grade on the

road, which was three or four miles long,

with a number of sharp curves. He opened

the throttle wide, and kept it there. The
drivers were seven feet diameter, and the

engine was noted for her running qualities.

We went to the bottom like a flash, and on

every curve we struck the engine seemed

to turn on her side, but somehow she held

to the rails. It was an experience that

gave one confidence in the safety of single-

driver locomotives.

When I was invited by Mr. S. M. Vau-

clain to take a ride on the new Philadelphia

& Reading single-driver engine, I very

readily accepted the offer for the " days o'

auld lang syne." On getting to Jersey

City, where I found the engine already

attached to a six-car train of the heavy

Blue Line, I looked at the load and ex-

amined the engine, and felt, from past

experience, that there would be some diffi-

culty in getting the train into speed.

The old-time single-driver engines would
run, once they got the train going, but

they were very slow on the start.

The engine attracted great attention.

Crowds of people stood round watching

the latest curiosity, and from the remarks

heard on the platform, the belief prevailed

that she was a hybrid between a locomo-

tive and an electric motor.

The cars weighed at the least estimate

about 1 20 tons. When the starting time

came I climbed up into the cab on the top

of the boiler. The engineer had every-

thing ready, and when the signal was
given, pulled out without slip or jerk.

This is made possible by use of the air

sanding device. There is a long yard to be

traversed in the start, and the presumption

is that the ma.ximum speed was not at-

tempted there ; but the engine covered the

first six miles in seven and a half minutes.

That settled in my mind the question

about single-driver engines being slow in

starting.

After I had ceased watching the mile

posts to make sure of the speed, I settled

down to watch the working of the engine.

The first impression received was : "How
splendidly she rides!" A train of six

heavy parlor cars is not kept moving at a

speed of 60 miles an hour without great

expenditure of power. The easy main-

tenance of speed with this engine was due

in a great measure to the fine steaming

qualities. All throughout the run of 92

miles, the steam gage showed a constant

pressure close on the popping point of 200

pounds to the square inch. This was the

more surprising, considering the character

of the coal. I examined it carefully on

the tender, and found it to be anthracite

slack—not the clean, grain-looking coal

known as pea, but a mixture of pea and

dust. The Wootten firebox, with its large
_

grate area, makes the burning of such coal

a possibility on a high-speed locomotive.

With the ordinary firebox and sharp ex-

haust, this coal would pass through the

tubes almost as fast as it could be thrown

in ; but with this large firebox and the soft

exhaust characteristic of a compound loco-

motive, the finest particles of carbon are

utilized to their fullest extent.

The run of 92 miles in two hours and six

minutes, with seven stops, ought not to in-

volve exceptionally fast running, since the

engineers are instructed to make the speed

as nearly uniform as possible. But as we
go along through the crowded towns and

villages on the route, we soon realize

how stretches of speed of about 70 miles

an hour or over are necessary to make the

time. There is a constant call to slow up

at stations where crowds of passengers are

loading upon local trains. A system of

overhead bridges for passengers to cross

the track on, and fences to prevent them
from crossing on the level,would aid greatly

in maintaining high speed for through

trains. The Jersey Central and Philadel-

phia & Reading have excellent track in

the line between New York & Philadel-

phia, but the facilities for keeping people

off the track might be greatly improved.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is much better

provided in this respect.

Owing to various causes for the reduc-

tion of speed, an unchecked speed was

seldom maintained more than ten miles at

a stretch, and the delays had to be made
up for by fast running where that could be

done. The engineer protested that he was

prohibited from running fast, but I noted

mile after mile passed in fifty seconds, and

one mile made in forty-six seconds. The
letter speed is over seventy-eight miles an

hour.
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Everybody who has ridden on locomo

tives running at speed above sixty miles

an hour is familiar with a vertical jar which

makes most engines ride badly. This is

due to the upward blow of the counter-

balance. This single-driver engine is re-

markaljly free from the upward jar, which

is certain testimony that the counterbal-

ancing has been well adjusted.

We left Jersey City at 6:12 p. M., and had

only got over about half the distance when
it became dark. Then we could see in its

strongest aspect the safety and comfort

that comes from the use of block signals.

As stations were approached the novice

was struck with the confusion of head

lights, tail lights, electric lights and all

varieties of lights, many of them colored
;

but the engineer looked for a particular

spot, and if the light there did not indicate

danger, he kept the train going without

hesitation. Rushing along in the front of

a train of this kind gives a most impressive

lesson of the need for the very best of sig-

nals—signals which can make no mistake

of indicating safety when the track is

blocked by any obstruction.

The train has darted through many
junction points, through alleys of cars and

through myriads of signals ; it has twisted

round sharp curves, and screamed through

crowded stations. Cuttings and embank-

ments and tunnels have been traversed at

the speed of a hurricane, and I realize tliat

the engineer carries a burden of responsi-

bilities that I had never dreamed of, al-

though I had spent twelve years on the

footboard. We roll into Philadelphia on

time, and I reflect upon making the trip

on that engine as the man did who made a

meal of crow. It can be done, but one

does not hanker after it as a regular thing.

A. S.

i ^ i
High Claims for a Feed=Water Heater.

There is a new feed-water heater and

purifier put on the market by Brancher

Bros., Danville, 111. The claims for the

heater are that it satisfies those who want

the water hot, the plates cool, the steam

dry, the boiler clean. It consists of a cyl-

inder with enlarged conic base placed on

top of the boiler. The feed water is re-

ceived in a series of saucers, then drops

into a conical cup, from thence it passes

into the boiler. The proprietors writing to

us about the heater, which is not a heater

as that term is generally understood, say.s :

" Our invention takes advantage of the

forces acting in the artificial ice machine,

by which we compel an increased absorp-

tion of heat from the fuel in the steam

boiler, making more steam at higher press-

ure than is possible when feeding below

the water line and below the boiling point.

It will save at least 20 per cent, of the fuel

on locomotives and 50 per cent, of repairs,

besides increasing their power by making

steam at a uniform and higher pressure

than is possible by the old way. A locomo-

tive will be on the road a greater propor-



tion of the time, resulting in increased

mileage as well as increased tonnage per

mile. Also saves a large part of the steam

usually blown out through safety valve,

and avoids the necessity of throwing fur-

nace doors open when making a stop of a

few minutes to prevent waste of steam.

All told in a few words, its value is calcu-

lated to be at the very least |i,ooo per year

on each locomotive."

These claims are not what one would

call too modest. We never before heard

of any law of nature that made water boil

or evaporate more readily because it goes

in at the top instead of at the side of a

boiler. The people who have watched

steam phenomena for two or three thou-

sand years must all have overlooked this.

But what is more surprising is that the

people connected with the Illinois Central

Railroad did not notice the advantage

there was in admitting water at the top of

the boiler. They used a dome placed on

the top of the boiler as a feed-water puri-

fier for many years on all their locomo-

tives, and it was abandoned as useless.

The Little Giant feed-water heater and

purifier may be a good purifier, but as a

saver of heat the claims do not hold

water.

Facts Found by Etching Metals.

The practice which some railroad men
have adopted of etching iron and steel, to

find out the structure of the material, is

bringing out interesting facts which physi-

cal and chemical tests failed to supply.

We have received from the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, etchings of boiler-tube

ends, which show plainly that certain

makers of boiler tubes put a layer of iron

outside and steel inside. This, of course,

is sold as first-class iron tube.

The Big Four people have just made a

curious discovery of how some brands of

stay-bolt iron are made to stand the tensile

strain and elongation tests required for

good stay-bolt iron. Mr. Wm. Garstang,

superintendent of nvotive power, and Mr.

A. T. Lawes, mechanical engineer, came
to suspect that there was something wrong
with the stay-bolt iron supplied, so the

latter official etched a longitudinal section

of the iron, and found that it contained

strips of steel which had been worked
in. The Raihuay Review states that when
this etching was submitted to a manu-
facturer of iron, with the question if this

was a common occurrence, the admission

came out that it was. It is done to save

labor, so the manufacturer said. On the

same ground, all inferior articles are pro-

duced, but it has seldom been found in the

history of fraudulent goods that the de-

ception was so skillfully covered up.

The test of etching can be made at very

small expense, and does not call for much
skill. A railroad company does not re-

quire a laboratory to make etching tests.

Any foreman or storekeeper of intelligence

will soon become expert at doing the

work. There is a practice among some
unscrupulous manufacturers of sending to

railroads having no test department, ma-

terial which has been rejected by roads

having laboratories. A systematic prac-

tice of etching would help to prevent

frauds of this character.

i g i
Improved Boiler Seam.

The annexed engraving shows the Four-

ness improved longitudinal boiler seam.

This is a butt joint ; none other should be

used for boilers carrying high pressures.

The improvement consists of increasing the

width of the inside strap 5'i inches, and

adding the outside rows of holes 13 inches

apart, leaving the weakest part through

this row, and increasing the strength 6%
per cent, over the old seam, when the

weakest part was through the row of holes

spaced 6'/^ inches apart, and had a per-

dividing the inside and outside of the

water leg. The theory of the action of

this plate is : The hot water rises by virtue

of its specific gravity' to the surface, and
its place is taken by water relatively colder

descending on the outside side of the cir-

culating plate. There is every reason for

believing that the circulation of the water

would be improved by such a device in the

water leg of a boiler. I have no informa-

tion of how the device worked in practice,

nor do I know if it ever was applied to a

locomotive boiler, but as the patent has long

since expired it would cost nothing to use

it, and it is a possible solution of the ques-

tion raised about the bulging of firebox

sheets."

We have a little more knowledge of this

subject than the correspondent of the

Master Mechanics' Committee, and we can

inform all interested that circulating

sheets were at many times applied to

LocowoTivE ENGmeeRiNQ, N. V

centage of strength to the solid metal of

only 87 >^ per cent.

Mr. Foumess says: "I submitted this

seam to the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec-

tion & Insurance Co., to ascertain if it had

been in use previously, to their knowledge,

and they sent word that a similar seam, but

with three rows of rivets exposed to single

shear (mine has but two), was in use in a

pumping station at Minneapolis, Minn.
;

consequently, if any one wants a good

strong seam, this is the one to use, as I

believe this is about as strong as it is pos-

sible to get one. I do not believe it is

patented, and the cost is but verv' little

over the old butt seam of Sj^ per cent,

of strength."

i ^ ^
Circulating Sheets in Water Leg.

In a report on "Bulging of Firebox

Sheets," submitted to the last Master Me-
chanics' Convention, the following para-

graph appears :
" I would make the water

space of a firebox wider than at present,

and increa.se its width at top.of firebo.x not

less than X iuch to the foot. In 1831 a

patent was granted for a circulator for

steam boilers, which consists of a plate
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American locomotives, and that patents

for the " valuable invention " were granted

in this countrj- for the circulating plate

long after Perkins' patent expired. That,

however, is nothing extraordinary. The
circulating plate has not only been applied

frequent!}' to locomotive fireboxes in the

past, but several locomotive builders have

put it into fireboxes within the past year.

The theory of its action is highly philo-

sophical, and is convincing to the ordinary

mind that material economy would result

from its use. We examined a glass boiler

exhibited at the exposition of railway ap-

pliances at Chicago in 1883, which showed

the water circulating with fierce rapidity,

just as theory made out it would do. We
had been a warm believer in the use of

circulating plates since we watched that

glass model until lately, when particulars

given us about a test on a larger scale

destroyed our faith.

Ten or twelve years ago the Rhode Island

Locomotive Works were building some en-

gines for the New York, Providence &
Boston. The engines were all made from

the same templates. There was in the

locomotive works at that time an official

who was a firm believer in the econoni}'



and value of circulating plates in the water

leg, and he prevailed upon the foreman

boiler-maker to put them in one engine

without letting anybody know. He con-

sented, and the work was done secretly

at night. The engine was the "J. B.

Gardner," and she is still in service. The
official who believed in the plates made a

hobby of watching that engine, to note the

great results anticipated. The water used

is so pure that an engine can run for

months without washing out, and there

was no fear that mud would impede the cir-

culation. For months that engine was
watched and compared with the perform-

ance of others. She never steamed better

than the other engines, and the perform-

ance sheets from year to year indicated

that she burned about the same amount of

fuel, and there has never been any indica-

tion that the side sheets would last longer

than those of other fireboxes.

The Latest High-Speed Locomotive.

In i8Si the Grant Locomotive Works
built a locomotive designed b}- Mr. Eugene
Fontaine, of Detroit, which excited great

attention for a few years owing to the radi-

cal departure from established practice in

designing locomotives. Fontaine built

his'engine with the driving-wheels above
the boiler, so arranged that their tread

pressed upon and transmitted motion to

the carrying wheels by the frictional con-

tact.

The reasons given by the designer for

building this form of an engine were

:

"The question of faster speed in railroad

travel is one that is now attracting atten-

tion on the part of the public, who de-

mand it, and of the railroads, who are

anxious to meet the demand.
" It is well known that to increase speed

in locomotives, as now used, beyond a cer-

tain rate, can only be done by an increase

of steam pressure, which can only be ob-

tained by increased expenditure of fuel,

and such expense increases in a tenfold

ratio to the increased rate of speed at-

tained, to say nothing about the additional

strain upon the boiler.

"

To overcome these imaginary deficiencies

the locomotive with two- story driving-

wheels was built and put in service. There

was considerable discussion in the scien-

tific press about the claims of the inventor,

but there were very few engineers who be-

lieved that any advantage of speed or

economy could be secured by the wheel

arrangement adopted. Their judgment
was vindicated by the results of practical

service. The engine was tried on all kinds

of trains, but proved inferior in everj' re-

spect to the ordinary engines of the same
capacity. The engine was a curiosity in a

variety of roundhouses for a few years.

There was always something needed to

make her work satisfactorily. After many
changes, the proper one was made when she

was rebuilt into an ordinary eight-wheel

engine.

It might be supposed that the Fontaine

experiment would deter others from trying

the expensive blunder again ;
but when an

amateur gets seized with a malady for de-

signing a locomotive of an entirely new

pattern, he generally produces .something

startling, as the "James Toleman " and

the " Raub Central Power " monstrosities

bear witness. There is a man named
Holman, who is engaged in the pro-

duction of a locomotive absurdity,

which is likely to be a more woful

failure than the Raub or Fontaine en-

gines. In a way, he has proceeded to

out-F'ontaine Fontaine. The latter ama-

teur proposed employing two stories of

wheels ; Holman is going to use three

ranges of them, and is having a locomo-

tive built at the Baldwin Locomotive

Works to put his ideas into tangible shape.

If the sketch of the engine which we
have "seen is correct, the machine under

construction is an eight-wheel engine with

drivers and truck resting on the wheels

of other trucks. The trucks which the

drivers rest upon have three pairs of wheels

below resting upon the rail, and above

them is another set of wheels upon which

the driving wheels rest. The machine

will be an ordinary eight-wheel locomotive

on stilts.

The designer of this apparatus says that

for one revolution of the five-foot driving-

wheels the truck will carry the train as far

as if the drivers were ten feet in diameter.

"This invention, you will see," remarked

the inventor, "doubles the capacity or

power of the locomotive. '

' He also finds it

necessary to adopt improvements to keep

the locomotion up with the electric motor,

and his invention is going to provide what

is wanted.

The trouble with this species of an in-

ventor is that his education concerning the

laws of nature has been neglected or dis-

torted. According to the principle of

virtual velocities a gain of speed brings

loss of power, but the unbalanced inventor

of outre machines and perpetual motion

appliances expects to gain speed without

loss of power. If the idea was correct, one

might reverse a pinch bar, and b)- step-

ping on the short end move an engine with

the velocity of steam—a man on stilts

would run faster than a horse.

In his friction-geared truck engine, Mr.

Holman proposes to add thirteen axles,

twenty-six wheels and the same number of

journals to an ordinary locomotive, and he

imagines that this can be done without loss

of power. For years the ablest engineers

in this and other countries have been

laboring steadily to reduce the number of

moving parts in all rolling stock, and every

change towards simplicity has reduced the

expenses for operation and maintenance.

There is little essential difference in the

first-class locomotives on all the different

railwa^-s in the world. Ingenious and

trained engineers, with an eye for the

fittest, while working thousands of miles

apart, have produced practically the same
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locomotive. When inventors of all the ab-

surdities which the world has seen brought

forth as locomotives during the past thirty

years have walked in succession into ob-

livion with their ridiculous productions,

they have given the most conclusive testi-

mony that the men whose business it is to

design and build locomotives have not

missed any important improvement.

The Richmond compound locomotive

which was shown in our May number is

doing remarkably good missionary work

in converting railroad men concerning the

economy of the compound for heavy work.

After demonstrating what the engine could

do on the Chesapeake & Ohio, she was sent

West, and has been tested in regular train

service on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

and at present writing is on the Chicago

& Grand Trunk. From there she will be

sent to the Chicago & Northwestern, and

thence to the Illinois Central. The engine

has been subjected to remarkably severe

tests in pulling heavy trains, and in every

instance has made a good record com-

pared to the simple engines doing the

same work. Although only an eight-

wheel engine, this compound has pulled

trains in competition with mogul and con-

solidation engines.

The South Baltimore Car Works are

building a number of Campbell-House

combination cars, to be used on the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. This c&r can be

converted into a stock, box or coal car with

very little labor, all parts required for

effecting the change being carried inside

the car. There have been a few of them

in use on the B. & O. for several years, and

the service has demonstrated their useful-

ness. Railroad men familiar with traffic

details say that this car is certain to in-

crease in popularity for routes where stock

cars can be used to return loaded with

merchandise or coal.

i i i
The deadly trolley is not only robbing

steam railroads of business which legiti-

mately belongs to them, but it has intro-

duced a mean element of danger which is

calculated to rob the steam railroad of its

safety as a traveling medium. According

to the Railroad Gazette, a trolley car line

in Massachusetts recently surreptitiously

t-nrned its current of electricity upon the

rails of a steam railroad, and nearly melted

a rail before the dangerous operation was

discovered. By a series of accidents the

current reached the rail under conditions

similar to the way that an electric current is

employed to do electric welding. In this

case, however, the operation was reversed,

and the rail was burning rapidly into oxide

of iron when the thing was discovered.

Something must be done to suppress the

too enterprising trolley wire.



Mr.;[E. F. C. Davis.

Mr. E. F. C. Davis, president of the

American J:
Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, met a tragic death last month while

riding on horseback in Central Park, New
York. No person saw the accident, and

he was unconscious when found, but it is

supposed ; that the horse fell upon him,

crushing out his life.

Mr. Davis was well known to railroad

men, owing to his connection with the

Richmond Locomotive Works as general

manager, and for his successful labors on

the improvement of the compound loco-

motive. The Richmond compound loco-

motive, which has been making such a

fine record on various Western railroads,

was designed by him, and was built under

his supervision. He was an enthusiastic

worker in this field, and was

ambitious to secure a position

where his labors to improve

railroad motive power could

be continued.

Mr. Davis was bom at Ches-

tertown, Md., in 1847, and

came of a family of lawyers,

and his parents intended him

for that profession. His own
preference was, however, for

mechanical pursuits. When a

schoolboy, he built a small

working engine and other ap-

pliances which indicated the

direction of his inclinations,

and he strongly objected to the

study of law. Very reluctantly

his parents consented to per-

mit him to go to Philadelphia

to search for mechanical em-

ployment. They would give

him no aid in the search. He
went to a great many shops

and offered himself as an ap-

prentice,without success. One

of the members of the firm of

Brinton & Hendersen, hy-

draulic engineers, happened

to visit the house where young
Davis was staying, and looked

at some of the mechanical toys

the boy had made. This gen-

tleman, a keen, genial Scotch-

man, whom Mr. Davis always talked of in

the warmest terms, invited the lad to call at

the works next day, and the visit resulted

in his being entered as an apprentice. There

he remained as machinist and draftsman

for a number of years, and left' to be

draftsman and designer for a firm in

Brooklyn, N. Y. From there he went to

the Pottsville Iron and Steel Co., to be-

come assistant to Mr. S. D. Whiting,

superintendent.

In 1S78 Mr. Davis entered the service

of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal &
Iron Co. , and a year later, when he was 32

years of age, he was made superintendent.

To him fell the task of organizing the

shops, to put them in a condition for build-

ing and repairing mining machinery, and
the work was carried out in a fashion

which indicated that, as a designer of

machinery and as an organizer of working

operations, he had few equals.

In 1890 he left the Reading Company to

become general manager of the Richmond
Locomotive Works, which he thoroughly

reorganized under great difficulties and

put upon a modern basis as a manufactur-

ing establishment. Some of the best

work of his life was done there. He
was a fertile designer of appliances for im-

proving engines and machinery, and he had

a heart's love for the business. Working

at his profession was one of his greatest

pleasures, but he was nevertheless a man
with warm social tendencies, and loved to

surround himself with friends in his pleas-

ant home. Few men had an equal capac-

ity for making warm personal friends. He

leaves a wife and faniil}-, who mourn for

one of the fondest husbands and fathers

who ever graced a home. His untimely

end takes from the engineering profession

one of its brightest members, and de-

prives a host of people of a personal friend.

i ^ i
Council of Mechanical Engineers on

Death of E. F. C. Davis.

The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers desires, through its council, to

spread upon the records of the society and
of its council, a minute expressive of the

respect and regard which its members feel

and seek to make public, upon the sudden

and untimely death, from an accident, of

their colleague, Mr. E. F. C. Davis, presi-

dent of the society.

The formal mold of memorial resolu-

tions, in which a coq>orate body ordinarily

records its action, sL-ems inadequate for a

proper voicing of the spirit which per-

vades the council in the presence of the

death of one whom its members had
known so well, and whom they had
learned to admire and love. His wise and
mature judgment, his business and pro-

fessional knowledge, his conservative yet

energetic counsel, and his courteous con-

sideration for others, had made him one
from whose administration of the society's

affairs the highest hopes had been enter-

tained.

Although with such grief the stranger

intermeddleth not, yet the council would
presume to express their heartfelt sym-
pathy with those nearest and dearest to

Mr. Davis, upon whom this blow has so
crushinglv fallen.

" ^ ^ i
New Advertisements This Issue.

The Cincinnati Screw & Tap Company
of Cincinnati, O., have a terse

and " to the point " ad. on the

subject of brake shoes, to

which attention is directed.

Earle C. Bacon, engineer,

and New York representative

of the Pacific Iron Works, Par-

rel Foundry & Machine Co.,

etc., has an advertisement of

the Bacon hoisting engines.

Parrel's rock and ore crush-

ers, railroad cranes, etc., on

page 603.

H. K. Porter & Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., have an attractive

card, showing ten different

types of their light locomo-

tives, which they build for all

gages of track and for every

variety of service, from 3 to

45 tons weight—to be operated

by steam, compressed air or

electricity. Their sixth edition

catalogue (just out) will be

sent free to any one having

the care or management of lo-

comotives.

The Chicago Electro-Me-

chanical Enterprise Co. is the

title of one of our new adver-

tisers this'month, who have

an oflfice in the Monadnock
Block, Suite 1339 and 1340.

They offer to invent to order—make
drawings—design machinery or devices in

mechanics, chemistry or electricity, solicit

patents, and interest capital. J. Francis
Small is president of the company and
chief of mechanical department.

The Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton,
O., have a quarter page advertisement of

their bicycles.

The Champion Automatic Car Coupler
Company, of Kenton, O., have an an-
nouncement to make.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.,

have a special ad. of their locomotive
spark arresters in this issue.

Bryan & McKibbin, of 120 Broadway,
New York, who have just formed a co-

partnership, have their card in this issue.

The Lima Locomotive & Machine
Company, Lima, O., manufacturers of the
Shay patent locomotive, have an adver-
tisement in this issue.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(115) R. Y. B., Kalamazoo, Mich., asks :

What is the easiest rule for converting
figures that are given of kilometers into
miles? A.—Multiply by .621.

(116) A. J. K., Soraerville, Mass., writes :

If the driving wheel of a four-wheel
switching engine breaks, can it be fixed to
run to repair shop? A.—Not verv well.
It would depend upon the extent of the
breakage.

(riy) Trainman, New Haven, Conn.,
asks :

What is the most economical load for a
locomotive ? A.—As a rule, the last car
she can haul over the heaviest grade on
the division.

(118) J. P., Dallas, Tex., writes :

If a boiler be tested and pop set at 130
pounds, and the safety valve should stick
and the steam rise to iSo pounds, would
it be .safe to put water in the boiler? A.—
Certainly. It would be the easiest way of
reducing the pressure.

(119) E. E. E., Fort Madison, la.,
writes

:

I. Is it possible to give the valve motion
of a locomotive constant lead with a shift-
ing link ? A.—Yes, in one direction. 2.

If so, describe how it can be done. A.—
It is done by giving the back-up eccentric
about 10 degrees more angular advance
than the forward eccentric.

(120) B. M., Terre Haute, Ind., writes:

I met with the term " manometer " in a
scientific paper, and cannot find out what
it means. The word is not in Webster's
Dictionary. Several of your readers would
like to see the definition of the word. A.—A manometer is an apparatus consisting
of short columns, filled with mercury, and
empjoyed for measuring light pressures.

(121) R. C. Z., Valley Junction, la.,
writes :

I find that facing safety valve until the
flange stands away about the thickness of
a piece of paper from the seat gives a less
reduction of steam in blowing off, while at
the same time it increases the area, which
ought to make the reduction more. Wh^'
is this ? A.—You make a sort of pop
valve.

(122) Subscriber, Chillicothe, Mo., writes:
Please describe the water brake. A.—

A small jet of water is injected in the ex-
haust pipe, which supplies to the cylinders
steam at a low tension, and prevents heat-
ing, instead of the hot air and gas that
would be drawn in from the smokebox

;

the engine is run reversed, the amount of
braking power depending upon the posi-
tion of the lever. •

(123) R. A. Y., Cleveland, writes :

What do you consider the best way to
support a brick arch ? Some use angle
irons riveted to the side sheets, others use
pipes. Do you consider pipes safe ? A.—
We think that water tubes make a better
support to a brick arch than angle irons,
which soon burn off. The tubes are per-
fectly safe if they are properly made. In-
ferior tubes often sold for this purpose are
dangerous.

(124) J. S., Quincy, 111., writes:

I. I see in answer to traveling engineer's
questions that we are directed to block
both links in case of a reach rod breaking.

crossheai moves backward when starting
from the forward center. A.—The an-
swer to this is that it moves backward in
its relation to the guides, but in its relation
to the earth it moves in the direction the
engine is going.

(125) R.. M. S., Dubuque, la., writes :

We have a dispute about what locomo-
tive builder was the first to build locomo-
tives with the mud ring of the firebox set

above the frames. I contend Schenectady
Locomotive Works were the first to do this,

others say they were not. What do you
think? A.—The first locomotive designer
to place the firebox above the frames was
James MilhoUand, master of machinery,
of the Philadelphia & Reading. This was
done with the engine "Vera Cruz," built
in 1859. The plan has been used more or
less ever since.

(126) J. L. S., East Grand Forks, Minn.,
writes :

I. Are the center of the driving wheel
and center of cylinder alw-ays in line ?

A.—No. 2. If not, how is the excess of
angularity of the main rod provided for, so
that steam will be distributed evenly? A.—This is provided for in the scheming of
the valve motion. 3. Is the suspension
stud placed further from the center of the
saddle on engines with short main rods,
other parts being in proportion? A.—Not
necessarily. But it is the easiest way to
equalize the cut-off.

(127) J. E. G., Delano, Pa., writes:

In case you have an engine that the
bottom rocker arm center is one inch or
more above the a.xle center, is it proper to
take your length of valve rod from center
of valve seat and center of rocker shaft, or
is it more correct to take it from valve seat
center and top rocker arm center, making
rocker square with eccentrics center line ?

The rocker arms are both one length, 1

1

inches, and cylinder center is 5 inches
above axle center ; length from rocker to
axle, 73 inches

; valve, 5X travel. A.—
Measure from center of valve seat to center
of upper rocker arm.

(12S) Worker, Syracuse, N. Y., writes :

I have been reading up about steam and
find that it has a tremendous velocity at
high pressure, but I cannot find any intel-
ligible rule for finding that velocity. Is
there any rule to calculate it ? ,-:/.—The
rule of text books is that the velocity of
escaping steam is as the velocity of a body
falling from a height equal to the column
of steam represented by the steam pressure.
The best-known rule for calculating the
velocity is : To the temperature of the
steam add the constant 459, and multiply
the square root of the sum by 60.2, and the
quotient will be the velocity of the steam
per second, if the outside pressure is not
more than 58 per cent, of the inside press-
ure. Thus, take a boiler pressure of 100
pounds per square inch passing into a cyl-
inder with less than 40 pounds pressure "in
it. Temperature of steam 337.5 + 459 =
796.5 \J 28.2 X60.2 = 1,697 feet per second.

Why should this be do A.—Because it

is safe practice. 2. The time-honored
question is discussed whether or not the

Mr. Louis Meyers, an engineer on the

New York division of the Pennsvlvania
Railroad, who is running a high-speed

engine, is a great believer in Dixon's
graphite in helping to prevent hot pins

and bearings. He says : "By using
Dixon's graphite I can couple on my train

and run ninety miles with safety. I have
used it on different classes of locomotives,

and always found it satisfactory when any-

thing runs hot on the road."
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Men were not very much less intelligent

during the first half century of railroading

than they are to-day, yet in those da}'s

curious superstitions arose and flourished

concerning locomotives. Engines were re-

garded with awe and mystery. The ma-
chines made of brass and iron were sup-

posed to have characteristics that the ordi-

nary man could not comprehend. It was
supposed that j'ears of familiarity were
necessary to enable an engineer to under-

stand the idiosyncrasies of a locomotive.

A wife of uncertain temper was no circum-

stance compared with a well-built locomo-

tive. It was the custom to marry one man
to an engine for life, and if anything hap-

pened to prevent them from going out to-

gether, no other human substitute might
attempt the task. The engine needed con-

stant petting and humoring, and none but

the regular man could induce her to pull a

decent train or go over the road on time.

To the old-time engineer, the teaching that

one man could do as well with an engine as

any other man was a sure indication that

railroad life was going to the dogs. It was
on a par with the belief that one engine of

the same size as another was capable of

doing as much work. There was great

breaking of idols when the superstition

concerning the exceptional power and
speed of certain engines came to be

doubted. The romance of railroading de-

parted when figures became more potent

than beliefs.

AN experienced, able and energetic man de-
sires an engas;ement in railway or machin-

. ery supplies, as manager or salesman. Best
references. Address " B," care LOCOMOTIVE
Engineering, New York.

WANTED—Po.sltioii as salesman of K.B aijpll-

au'ees or supijlies, by a gentleman with a long experi-
ence, large acquaiutauce and recognized ability; ref-

erences exceptionally good, salar.v moderate ; address
" A," care Locomotive EMijNEEhiNG, 2Sfi B'dway, N. Y.

WANTED—With a reliable and progressive hou.se-
catering to ttie R.R. trade, a positloti iiy a steady

and soIkt yiiurig man wlio lias traveled and s.'Iil % is
to ottiei- trade, and also lias a general and prai-tioal
kuowlcdge of nii'clianics and possesses executive aliil-

ity to handle men and work to best advantage. Best
of references. Addr*»ss "H." care Locomotive En-
gineering, S.")!! Broadway, New York.

Don't put off another day. but send vnur name
and address for a New Price List of high-grade
Araerican Watches, uo^v* to

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,
Champlain Building, Chicago, III.

We are Siiccial .Agents for tlie following well-
known watclies: The "President." "Vanguard,"
"Time King," ".'Special Railway" and "Rockford."
We are the leading R. R. jewelers in Chicago, and

will send good.s C. O. D. on approval to any address
in the U. S. Our motto is High-grade Goods for the
least money.

Write for falalo::. Established 18S4.



For Sale
The following

Machinery, slightly
Second-hand.

Especially Adapted for Car Shops.

2 Bement Car Axle Lathes.
2 32-lnch Bemeut Car Wheel Borers.
1 42-liich Bemeut car Wheel Borer.
1 20-lueh X 11 I ' feet Wni. Sellers EuElne Lathe.
1 33-lnoh X 8 feet D. W. Poud Eaglne Lathe.
1 51-lu. -6(1 In. x'Jfift. New Haveu Triple-Geared Lathe.
1 19 Inch X 3 feet Pratt & Whltne.v Lathe with Taper.
1 ai-luch X 9 feet Pratt & Whltne.v Lathe.
1 25-liich Prentice Bros.' Drill with B. G. & P. F.

1 30-luch '
1 SS.lnch Barnes Drill. B. G. & P. F.

1 43-luch Vertical BorluK Mill.

1 3-inch bar. Winch swing. Belts' Horizontal Boring
Machine.

1 S3-lnch X M-lnch x ill feet Pond Planer, 2 heads.
1 Sfi-inch X !!i; liirli x 111 feet
1 14-liich I,,.\v,ll Traversi- shaper.
1 2 l',> Inrli Hui Unit Cultliii,' "ft Machine.
1 M-tcins Watson ,< stlllniiiu Broaching Pre.ss.

1 1'2-iuch Bement Slotler, all feeds.
1 No. 3 Brown & Sharpe Universal Milling Machine

complete.

600 Machine Tools in Stock. Send tor Lists .

PRENTISS TOOL & SUPPLY CO.,
115 LIBERTY ST.. NEW YORK.

Chicago Store, 62 & 64 So. Canal St.

Selling Agents for

Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich.
Cleveland Punch & Shear Works Co.

Cincinnati Millin,g Machine Co.
Bickford Drill & Tool Co. Putnam JIachine Co.

PURE
FLAKE
GRAPHITE

CURES
FRICTION.

An engineer, whose engine has run
115,000 miles with slight running repairs,

is noted as a "puller" on heavy grades,

economical in fuel and oil, and often com-
mented upon by othcers, train dispatchers

and trainmen, and believed to be a supe-

rior built engine, says, "The secret of suc-

cess is the daily use of Dixon's Graphite,

which gives a bright polish to valves, pis-

tons and cylinders.
"

Let us send you sample and pamphlet.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

riachine Tools
.^r-inch Double Head Driving Wheel Lathe.

li;-inch F. B. Miles Slotting Machine.

2100-Pound Miles Steam Hammer, Single Stand'd.

30 in. X '27 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe.

Horizontal or Floor Boring Machine, Pratt cS:

Whitney.
Two (2) 5-ft. Universal Radial Drills.

21 in. x 11 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

10 in. x8 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

26 in. X 8 ft. Pond Machine Tool Co. Engine L^the.

10 in. X 12 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

S3 in. X 12 ft. Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, Hol-
low Spindle.

40-inch Bement Vertical Drilling Machine.

24-inch Pratt cS: Whitney Vertical Drill'g Machine.

George Place Machine Co.,

745 BROADWAY <£ 86 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Steel Rules.
Ends Hardened.

Graduated in 8ths, 16ths, 32ds and 64ths.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
each ; 10x8 size, ^6 cents each. Sample carte 10 cts.

stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

F. Ba.oon.:^:,
9 South Place, Finsbury. London City, England.

Agent for United States. H. N. Tiemas.-s, 13 West 43d St..

New York.

TAAFEL5 PAT.

STEAM
OR AIR
NEWARK

REGULATOR CO.

NEWARK.O.

y%>V FOR CAR HEATERS
^—^—

^

HAS NO EQUAL.

Sent on approval to resj^onsibh- parties.

12 inch,

4 " -

$1.00 6 incli,

- .30 3 " -

$0.50
- .25

On receipt of price any time previous to Oct.
ist. iSgs. we will mail to any address in the U.S.
one or all of the above rules; we warrant them
accurate. Catalogue free.

Standard Tool Co.,

ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Mechanics' Fine Tools

ATHOU MACHINE CO.
SELLING AGENTS.

DRILL

GRINDER
This machine grinds

all sized drills, from %
toS^inches. Setforaiiy
size in two seconds.
Gives the proper clear-

ance and can't grind a
drill wrong. Address.

G. T. EAMES CO.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

**THE CHAMPION."
A Strictly Automatic Coupler and Un-Coupler.

Self-opening Knuckle. No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars pulling out or breaking and falling on track. Will

couple on any curve. Can use link and pin with or without knuckle.

FOR ENGINES. PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

Address, THE CHAMPION AUTOMATIC CAR COUPLER CO., KENTON, OHIO.
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MERRILL BROTHERS,
MANITAOTUREKS OP

2]Turnbuckles and
Parallel Vises,

Seat Ave. and South Utli St.,

BrooWyn, K. 7.

This vise Is excelled by noue for ln'avy machine
or railroad shop wurk.

E. SPANGENBERG'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more than 2.000
Questions w i t h Argued

, Answers, and over 500 illus-

I
trations ; also his Arith-

' metie. Algebra, Plane and
Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c, per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of prioe bv The Laborer's In-
sTRi'cTioN I'm, I (1. ;^H N :^rlsr,,st I.ouis. Mo,

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF OATE

THE Lima Locomotive ano Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connficted Locomotives. Freight and Caboo«e Cars,

Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad
all kinds of

Work.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMQiNIAL
la sample of manvi, irMtn an Educational Association of Enpine and Train men :

" We have your book, Diseases of the Air Brake System,

and consider it tlie very best book in our possession."

Copies mailed to any address, on receipt of $1 . by the W. F. H.^LL PRINTING Co.,
21 Plvinouth Place. Chicago.

ARMSTRONG LATHE and PLANER TOOL
Used and endorsed by J. A. FAV & EOAN CO., MORSE TWIST DRILL AND MACHINE CO., WILEY i

SELL MFG. CO., FITCHBURG MACHINE WORKS, and by all who have given it a trial.

Send for circular and prices.

MFD. ONI-Y BY

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

80 EDCEWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO.

Because injectors are better in every way.
Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundatiim, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
using 100 pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

At-SO. LITTLE GIANT INJECTORS.
Rue mg, Co., 119 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

ciiJKui ibegravrng"
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering^. 5END FOR PRICES.

protected, the Jack
IS always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
the importance of
having Jacks always
In good working con-
dition. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

J. FRANCIS SMALL. President.
CHIEF OF MECHANICAL ENG. DEPT.

H. F. THOMSEN. Vice-Pres't,

CHIEF OF Electrical eng. dept,HICAGO

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

ENTERPRISE COMPANY,

^

Suite 1339 & 1340

Monadnock Block, Chicago.

»$>r$l^ f^ f$» r^ ^1^ f^ f^

We Invent to order. We make draw-

ings lor anything. We design Machin-

ery or Devices in Mechanics, Chemistry

or Electricity. We solicit Patent Causes.

We are in a position to interest capital

in any new device of merit in our line.

Correspondence solicited and held

strictly confidential.

^««K.-g^T=V..,U»H. .^ -I

(^f$*($»(^»$>'$"^<$"^'^'$"!$'

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MARIS BROS.,
2343 &. 2345

CALLOWHILL ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Hassified Index of

Our Adoertisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Air Brakes.

Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

We.stinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Air Compressors.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Anti-Friction Metal.
Aja.x Metal C<t., Philadelphia, Pa.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
U. .S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Bicycles.
I^avis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.

Body Bolsters.
Fox Solid Pi essed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Bailer and Firebox Steel.
.Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington. Del.
Long & AUstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. PhiladelDhia. Pa.

Bolt and Kivct Headers.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co.. Cleveland. O.

Books.
W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, 111.

Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co.. St, Louis, Mo.
Locomotive Engineeking. New York.
W. S. Rogers, BufTalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Victor Knecht, Cincinnati, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.\ .

Brass Ca»tings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Cabooses.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon. Ill,

Calipers.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, ill.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.
Car Castings.

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Car Couplers.
Champion Auio Car Coupler Co.. Kenton.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield. O.
MeConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicagf
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.
William C. Baker. New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.
Car LlEhtlntr.

Safetv Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Roofinf;.
Drake & Weirs, Cleveland. O.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E, St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Continued on paze jpj.

»xi..A.zs.£3 .A.x>j'X7sa?:E3xt..
Insures tlie Maximum pressure on tlie Brake Shoes at all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,

Everything; in Sig
ON THE

ii

Daugherty-

Visible
WRITES IN SIGHT. PRICE IS RIGHT.

MACHINES SENT ON TRIAL. GIVE REFERENCE.
THE DAUQHERTY TYPEWRITER CO.,

21 SIXTH ST., PITTSBURG, PA.

, o.

111.

Mi§w"NATHAN"
(See Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"MTMS" SIGHT-FEED LDBEICSTOES.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILKR "WA-SHERS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Senrt for DESCRIPTIVE CATAl.OGirES.

NATHANMFG.CO.,92&94Lil]ertyS!, .-

Western Office, I4r & 149 Van Buren St., Chicag:o, 111

T JUL J&J

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
M.\NUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE PUKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

( HAND OR POWER.

^

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT. DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

? ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

3 Mnehl
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,

(04-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
(39 CENTRE ST.

'"Clandard Steel Works

iJ PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity,

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUOM & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, B16 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS-COT.//«;«rf.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

E. ROOD,
MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE I
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

X1..A.XXjX1.0.^\.X3 T7CroH.It .A. S !=•EC I .A. IjT TT.
OFFICE A.\D WORK.? : ZANC ASTER, NEW lOHK.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WJHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD, CAR.^ENGma^ENDER AND 'tRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works: noWAKI) and THOMAS Strfets

XANGYE'S
Hydraulic Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting: or Pusliing in

any direction. The lever

Is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St. , New York. E

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co.. Scranton. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.
Mt. Vernon Car .Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Kamapo. N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima. O.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, lU.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore .Mfg. & Fdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Cranes.
-Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, IlL

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. .\1. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.
.Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drill Grinder.
G. T. Eames Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Emery Wheels.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Engravings.
Bradlev & Poates, New York.
Standard Eneravmg Co., New York.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Fire Extinguishers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co., Lakeport,

N. H.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co . Washington. Pa.

Foundry Equipment.
Whitin.g Foundry Equipment Co. .Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N. J.

Hand Cars.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,

N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
los. F. McCov Co., New York.
Watson & Sti'Uman. New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillnian. New York.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.

Injectors.
Atitomatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. —"»—
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.

Continued on page sqb.
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Locomotives— Continued.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.. Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
R. L Locomotive Works, Providence. R. L
Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.

Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson. N, J.
Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady. N. Y.

Locomotive Axles.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Fire KIndlers.
J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Clevfland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammelt. Troy. N. Y.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton. Pa.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricatinsr Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis, New York
Sii^nal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinerv Co.. Tiffin. O.
Niles Tool W^orks Co.. Hamilton. O.
George Place Machine Co., New Y'ork.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co.. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Measuring: Scales.
Vallentine Tool Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Standard Tool Co., Athol. Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoft'man. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawint; flachines.
Pratt *.t Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
y. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Mininfc flachinery.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Miscellaneous.
Chicago Electro-Mechanical Enterprise Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Oil Cups.
E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phila.
C. A, Daniel. Philadelphia. Pa.
Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
C. C. Terome. Chicago, 111.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Packing Rings.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.. San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Patents.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chi-

cago. 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S, Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachlnerv.
BignaU& Keeler Mfg. Co., EdwardsviUe, 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New Y'ork.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schot-n Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark. O.

Publications.
Power. New York.

Pump Packing
Boston Belting Co., Boston, ^ass.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

a Has Widest Range of Cnjuicitij.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain-

InterchangeaTsle with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

taylortor^kISireStaybolt iron
Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Plus and Ferglngai of all

Descriptions, nsed bj Leading Ballroada.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES Sc CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliver Street. New York, 143 Liberty Street.

Boiler,

Locomotive

Smoke Stack

STEELS.

qoi LiTT cnsurpassedX O^rFF I

Plates up to 1 00 ins in widtli ' mi
n' ^

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

re*

Conthtited on pas^e sqy.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

f 17 T7 ^.(. V ^^-^



BETHLEHEM IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
HOLLOW SHAFTING, CRANKS. ROLLS, GUNS <& ARMOR.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

New York Office, 80 Broadway. Philadelphia Office, 42 1 Chestnut St.

Western Sales Aaents. FISHER & PORTER. 1 025 Monadnock Block. Chlcaao. Ills.

aa HAMPSON

Flexible Steam Joint

Does away entirely

with Rubber Hose
for 5team Heating

HAS NO GROUND JOINTS.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Hampson Flexible Steam Joint Co., Lakeport, N. H.

THE ACME JVIACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Acme Single and Double Automatic

Bolt Cutters.

Cutting from J.^ iu. to 6 in. diam.

Also Separate Heads and Dies.

FLEXIBLE STEEL RULES.
Watch Spring Tempered Steel.

Graduated in 32ds and 64ths on one
side only.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

I|l{l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l

64

lilMili^^

l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l

TOOI. ml;VAILIlinHE TOOI. co!3g
HARTFORD COIU*.

VALLENTINE TOOL CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

Thegangs Patent Oil Cups
FUR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

Warranted to save SO per cent, of oil
over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bod-
ies; Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed
not to break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one set on ic. days trial. If not satisfac-
tory, no pay. Tliey will please you.

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP CO. (Limited),

1». O. Box 257, Mil'waukee, Wi' .

Factokv, 7I8toT28 Hanovkr Strkbt.
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Railroads.
Lalce Sliore & M. S.

Railway Supplies.
I^ryan & McKibbin, New York.
Manning. iVlaxwell iS: Moore. New York.
Q.&C. Co. Cliicago, 111.

Refrigerator Cars.
.Ml. Vernon Car Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.

Retaining Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

,

Rubber natting.
hloston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Safety Valves.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L Leach. Boston. Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York'.
Latrobe Steel Co.. Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa,

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp iT. Pros.-er & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo N Y
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Pros.ser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Prames.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stone Crushers.
Gates Iron Works. Chicago, 111.

Switches
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing Machines,
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Tie Plates.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y

Tube Expanders.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O,
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New Y'ork.
Wire Fences.

Pa,i<e Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Wrecking Frogs.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago. III.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.



FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY,
PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES AND BODY BOLSTERS.

GENERAL OFFICES: WESTERN UNION BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WORKS: JOLIET, ILL.

JAMES B. BRADY, GENERAL SALES AGENT, HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

ALGERITE Knofwed
Boiler Tubes Universal

Hammered .„„ o x- ^ *•

Chareoal Iron
^ive Satisfaction

and ^ Try them
Railroad Headquarters,

39 Cortlandt St., New York City.

THE TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO.,

Wasliington, Penn.

BRAKE
'Wliat kind <lo you use? Ho'm' do you like tlieiii ?

m^lio makes llieni for you?
'We have In vented one tliat we tliink is O. K.

We -want your iiddress so we can send deSL-riptlve
natter and ^et >our opinion olOum,

VICTOR KJMECHT. Cincinnati, O SHOES
"CYRUS ROBERTS"

\\ Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

BASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.

We use It .What?

ROGERS'
Pocket PRimeR
of th« AIR BRAKE

The be%^booK pu.«jlish.e<l"
FVtce e5c€nts VV.S.ROCjERfe IY\.E
Sta,mt>s Gc" Buffalo, HS.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES HENRY L. LEACH,
BOSTON, MASS.

Room 45. Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.

AIR HOISTS
AND

There is no question

about their value as

labor savers.

AIR

CRANES.

J

I.C^i

EFFICIENT. DURABLE.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Company,

1522 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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" Not a

Paper Roof."

Would you expect the same lasting and

satisfactory results from a paper suit of

clothes that you would get from one which

is all wool ? Certainly not.

What reason, therefore, have you to ex-

pect that a paper roof (which is sure to dry

out, tear, break, leak and be a source of

constant expense for repairs), for your cars

or buildings, will do the same work that you

can rely on in the use of P. & B. Ruheroid

Roofing,* which IS all wool, strong, dur-

able and, under all circumstances, pliable

and elastic.

A substantial guarantee goes with every

roof.

We've Just published a little book—think

it would interest you ; have one ?

You ought to knew P. & B. Giant Insula-

ting Paper for Fruit and Retrigerator Cars.

Millions of feet of it used. Reasons for the

asking.

Standard Paint Co.,

2 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK.

186 Fifth A venue,

CHICAGO.

*P. & B. Ruberotd Roofing in add, alkali Hnd waterproof : won't
crack, rack or tear ; reiiuirea no pitch, lar or jjaint; not nSected by
dxtrt:uit;s lii leoiperature j dotsii't cost much.
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RICHARD DUDGEON, 24 and 26 Colnmbia St., New York.

Maker and Patentee of

Improved Hydraulic

JACKS,

I^-Jacks for Pressing on Crauk
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order.
Communications by letter wlU

receive prompt attention.

YOKE

Punclies, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

70,000 IN USE DURING LAST EIGHT YEARS.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The "Mighty Midget" and other Modern Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINOS EXTRA HEAVY.

Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Fillinjc Funnel, of Solid Brass,
cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sold only by

WJLLIIAM C, BAKER,
143 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump Works,

loot of East Twenty-tMrd Street,

ILLUSTRATED Catalogue. rIeW lOrK.

GALENA OJL WORKS,
(LIMITED.)

GALENA ENGINE, COACH AND CAR OILS, THE STANDARD
LUBRICATING OILS OF AMERICA.

SAFETY, SPEED and PICCtVoMV are the results f>f the use of li.'^lenji nils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15

BELOW ZERO. These oils do not freeze in the coldest weather, while Ihey are adaptable to the hottest

climates.
In the use of Galena Oils there is an entire freedom from hot boxes, except when these are caused by

mechanical defects.

The adoption of Galena Oils as "tandard railway lubricants by » large majority of th*- leadine railways

of this country is an evidence of their superiority, while the fact "that the same roads use Ihese oils to day

that used them more than 20 years ago, is an evidence of their uniformity from year lo year and year Jn

and out.

Ralena Oils are in exclusive use upon three continuous lines from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast, and upon onecontinuous line from the Citv of Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their

adaptability to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely free from gum, these oils are not affected by

dust and sand as other oiln are.

We sIho furniph our vustomere SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE OIL, which is also used exclusively

upon a majority of the leading railways of America.

GAL,HNA OIL, -WORKS, K^lmlted.
Charles Miller, president. FRANKLIN, PA,

Chicago Branch Office. Phoenix BIdg., 138 Jackson St.

S/GNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SIBLEY'S Perfection Valve Oil
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

Binders

mWs
•/•/•^•'•/•'•'^^^•^•^

We have a Steel-Back Binder,

something- new and substantial.

No cutting or Punching- Papers.

Pric£, $1.00.

We have a good, cheap Binder,

price, 25 cents — holds a year's

numbers.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York City.
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Jerome Standard Metallic Packing.

111

i

C. a JEROME,
Inventor,

35 & 37 S. Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for Catalogue.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES :

Wendell & MaoDuffie, Room 803 Havemeyer Bldg., N.Y.

IV

M^^^^^CWWfFPRDGESP pn-OGGHENED

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and w m̂i..r[^
^^'^'^^

Side Rods, Si^Bl Pins.

^R.R.SALES AGENTS. ,

256BROADWAY
; NEW YORK V. A

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

i-

'I'X
I

MOORPS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement,
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Duratjle.

Light, Compact and Strong.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
6oi

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.



NICHOLSON FILE CO.

THREE THOUSAND VARIETIES-
FILES AND RASPS.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
FILE WORKS IN THE WORLD _— fffOVIDENCE. f^- '. U.S.A.

Makers of Nicholson Brand Files, American Brand Files, X. F. Swiss Pattern Files.

TWIST DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS,
I

REAME;RS,TAPS,FLAT SPRING KS^S,
^EMBRyWHEELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

CLEVELAND,0.0FFIGE5WKS. ^
NEW Y0RK,94READE ST.
LONDON.ISS QUEENVICTORIA.^T
PARIS , 68 RUE DE JVFARAlS-

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Application.

Interchangeable with the principal Injectors in use,

incurring no expense in attaching it.

Frank W. Furry, General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS :

WADSWORTH, O.

DRAKE (& WEIRS, Gleveland , O.
ASPHALT CAR ROOriNG

The Clieappst, Best and Most Durable Tar Roof Known. In use by Seventy
Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
every one that fails in ten years.

Llit=Bdt

Eiglieerlig Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•eCTION OF BOUTLES6 FA8TEN1NQ.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Douhle-FIate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Ctnlinuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Sale, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and flF Chilled IfOn Wheels,

Preight Cars, „ . ..„•,.
Locomotives, Tenders,

0^*^««^ ^o™ * ^o 6 ordinary

' Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works

:

RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels. •

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Un, SwItctl^S, AutoiQatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND t PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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The Improved Standard Coupler
NEW YORK:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousand.? in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
'^BVorld BulldliiK, Biew York.

Spark Arrester Plate.

z
HENDRICK

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK
PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

OARBONDALE, PA.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Worko : Paritit: Iron Works, Farrel

Foundry and Machine C.

Hoisting Engines
And WINCHES for every

possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock ^ Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 25 Years.

COMPLETE MINI^a AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. Ci

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

l^~ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Our Line Engravings are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewafer St., New York City.

Traue ^Jiii^i/ ,Makk.

VALVOLINE OIL ^^^ l^^ne been used on many of^^^^—^—^^pMw the leading railroads in this coun-
tr.v ami abroad. Ithasuoe'jual In quahtyand mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
157 Chambers Street, IMEVV \'ORK.

^(y|||i^i|ll||i^(|||||i^i||ll|i

(|||||i#l||||i#i|||||i#l|||l#

•illllli^illlMillllnaillllli

THIS is the only single

tube " Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

•^ ness machine,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

1\ETACHABLE Coni-
** cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

^(|||||l^l|||||l^l||||llSl|||||t

||||||,ei|||||l#l|||||l#l|||l|l#

aiiiiiiiaiiiiii>aiiiiiii#iiiiii>

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

BfAMVFACTlTRCD BV

The Automatic Injector Company,
Nf^. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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PUT down your road
'-' failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

I ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

GUARANTEED I We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let
us show you what we
can do.

^|||||lp<|||||l#<|||||)^(|||||.

(||||l^l||||l#l|||||l#||||«

aiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiaiiiuMdi



». O. SBTTLEMIRE, President GEO. W. EVANS, Vice-President.

Mt. Vernon Car
MANUFACTURERS OF

Freight Cars of Every Descrip-
tion, Caboose and Refrig'

erator Cars.

MT. VERNON.

W. C. ARTeUES, Seoy.and Treas. FRANK SNYDER, Snpt

Manufacturing Co.
Car Wfteels, Car Castings, and

Generai Foundry
H'orJt.

Capacity, 15 Cars and 200 Car Wheels.

ILLINOIS.

HE UXUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX
'\ COMPRESSOR, having Compound Air

Cxiinders with hitercooler and Compound

Steam CyUnders with Meyer Cut-olT Valves.

Tliis is the l>est construction for small and medium sizes.

RAND DRILL C03IPAISY,
23 Park Place, NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
•; HEADQUARTERS FOR

V BOLT iSc NUT MACHINERY,
-'' AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.
IJ

Correspondence invited

.

Hlite I'rints ftimistied

.

BE&TS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the

handiest tool for ninniiig repairs that can be

found. Its hardened steel jaws and handy adjust-

ment raalse it keep hold when once set and you

can get it on in out-of-the-way places, and take off

a nut without taking jaws off. and where you

couldn't get in an eighth of a turn wth the clumsy

monkey-and it will take hold close up where

the okf wrench can't get. This prevents marnng
anished nnts and parts around them. A thousana

places for it around a locomotive where it can save

time and monev. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO.. ''M%Mt%%.y.

BOSTON BELTING CO. -^-^i^!"
ED

AIR BRAKE HOSE I S'A yrs. in Freight Service.

GUARANTEED FOR 1 ^ 'jrn. Ill J'llSKenijer Servtcc.

Car Heating JTose guaranteed fur 1 year.

JAMBS BENNETT FORSYTH, MFG. AGT. <S GEN. MAN.

ORJQINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER Q00D5
r-on. h.,a.iijHO-a.d "trs:E.

AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.
WATER, STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS
AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St.. PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

Bl Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Ga. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE, Wli.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO, Cal
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Corflandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUrACTURERS OF

Metal IVorkmg Machme Tools^

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, RoUing Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pbdrick & Aykr Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MaeJiine Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR SHOPS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed : will supply air at less tlian half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oilinj:, and little of that.

Case Dust-Proof.

PEDRICKSAYERC?

HERE IS AN AIR HOIST

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a ]ib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt.

^^ \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

STOP!.n^^ss,PREVENT Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
The Leaks D D C \/ CMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, I 11 L f L ll I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.
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Sectional vUvr back of lock looking forward.
Holteil lini?8 show tht lock lifted full heiuhtfor
nncoupllDg and op«iung kauckle, and ready to

couple agalo.

Any competent mechanical engineer who fxamines with care the construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-
quirements of service have been met in mijst intrenious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a high-grade Columbia or Victor bicycle iniiip;ires with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly and surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays to trains and shocks to passengers and freight from this cause are entirely avoided.

STRENO TH—EquaUin(] in tests the highest records of
^''

all-steel " Couplers, and s^irpasftinq them, in jerk and ftulUng.
DROP TEST— T//ret b-foot blows ; three 10-foot blotvs ; six \h-foot blows of 1,640 powds weight. GUARD ARM
TEST—Thnr H-foot blows and fa/jr 5-fodt. JERK TEST— Three 5-foot, 3 lO-fooi "nd three 15-foot bloivs.

PVLLIXii TE.S'T—174,200 poufids.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the greatest possible strength. Knuckle
lock and pin are of steel.

In unronpling, tlie lock itself ttirows tUe knuckle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. Tlie action of tke lock, botli in coupling anil uncoufiling, is quick, positive
and sure, under all conditions.

&"r?^e„t. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
WILLARD A. sniTH, 2d Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicago.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas R. M. Dixon, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs aiitomatic coupler

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IGHTING SYSTEM.—-The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

riMiWesttaiTlhoM

A!r ompaey
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Frdglit {x\
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINGHOO
AIR=BRAKE COMPANY.
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fhe^errcU^fg-^o.
820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OfflO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Gntting MacliiDes

FOR HAND, FOR POWER
AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE "CRANE" AIR BRAKg
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in the country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Company. Chicago.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

with either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than Other

Seat Makers combined.

r
Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

SUPERIORITY

UP TO THE TIMES

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE,
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

EAlWtLESS JDRIL^lsTN XUBHSTO.
Only Gauge where Movement

Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with "back of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.
•

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL ST£AM BOILER APPLIANCES.
Office, i I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCASED

SAFETY VALVE.
NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM-

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The Celebrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUPPLER,
AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS
BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted ty the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N. Y. L. E. & "W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety V»I-VE C"
Offices, III Liberty Street, New York.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.

Works, Bridgeport, Couu.

PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -
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United States Metallic Packing Company,
42r NORTH TfflRTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE GOLLMAR
BELL RINGER.

Simplest device for

the purpose yet devised.

Starts automatically

when whistle is blown.

Costs less for repairs,

and the cheapest to ap-

ply. No bell -rope re-

quired,—sure starter.

Protection in law-

suits, automatic feature

insures bell ring-ing: at

crossings — n other
ringer can start auto-

matically without our

license.

UNBREAKABLE
GAGE GLASS.

Will go in place Of

old glass tube. With

350 degrees of heat on

inside a stream of ice

water will not break it.

One glass is a perma-

nent part of the locomo-

tive.

Economical, efficient

and safe.

A trial will convince

anyone of Its merits.

1



A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self-Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V rOMPANV ^AV COMPANY, M

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

l,Oll,

Sams Automatic Car Coupler
Possesses these features:

Absolutely Automatic.
Validity of Patent, and as to its meeting the

requirements of the U. S. Law, has been passed
upon by prominent Legal authority.

Ten Systems now using it.

An assistance to Car each side, as the Link is

always in position to enter opposing Draw-Bar.
Overcomes 5 ins. lateral variation, and 4y2 ins.

vertical : and also has free slack.

The best and only Automatic Coupler to use

for repairs in connedion with the present Link

and Pin.

We give Systems the right to make and use

Draw-Bar and Lever attachments, and sell them
the Pins.

Completely does away with the necessity of
the men going between cars to couple and un-
couple them.

Cast-iron Bars weigh about I8S lbs. ; Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago.
Pins, $1.00 each, F.O.B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, CoL
». SWEET, Uen'l Mgr.
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OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery,
CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg..

ST. LOUIS.

WORKS:
^-^ Steam Forge,

^-^ BUFFALO, N. Y.

L OXJPLER Malleable Iron,•^^^ ^ ^^
0£/>£-|V, N. Y.

Co.
Cast Steel.

ANDERSON, IND.

The recent fire at our For§:e Plant

had nothing whatever to do with our

COUPLER business. We are turning out

between 500 and 600 Couplers each day,

and can ship all orders promptly. Our

Forge Plant will be running again in about

sixty days.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS (F(|

FOR

R.ll, SHOPS

€>

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue uf Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate,
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears.

THE LONQ & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

ijdr.ts.i' iofnfnunicatton. to th« Campiny.

WM.M'CONWAY. President.

C.P. KaAUTH. Secreta-/

A J. DRAKE.Suponntendent-

^'^t\ LEABLE Iron Castings.
I Sole Manufacturer? Of

THtJi^NNEY COUPLER
FOR PASStNCER AND FREIGHT CARS,

/y^//v r/'f////// S/ . //. 7A-.

'/^/7/,s/j///y//f. '/^/.

Smillie? Gipler
trade: - ;

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

<»-^ '^^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

91 Clay Street, Newark, N.J.

New York Office : 39 Cortlandt^treet.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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Columbian Metallic Rod' Packing.
Principal Points: SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY,

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction Next to Nothing. Provides for Engine Running Out of Line.

Three Packing Rings for Freight and Switching Engines.
One Packing Ring for Passenger Engines.

JC, '^ SECTIONAL METALLIC PACKINGS FOR AIR PUMPS CAN BE APPLIED WITHOUT '?',|>.

<EI»j^ DISCONNECTING. NO CHARGE FOR TRIAL SETS JL^

tj?^

ss:ivx3 oxm>:iB:Et.s n."o

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Building. 1225 and 1226 Betz Building:, PHILADELPHIA.

THE
A SWEEPING RECORD.'

Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less than

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during the past twelve months, show that through the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month

after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Oallons of Crude OH will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 7S0 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

'«M9/tPRKTl»>;

CRVDjoii

nm
TrieTHVRMAH/yW.



COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^*5fr""'
(Formerly Danfortli Locomotive & Macbine COi) Latrobe Steel Works,

MANUFACTURERS
OF

JOHN S. COOKE. President & Gen. Man.
PRED. W. COOKK. Vice-President.
WM. BKRDAN, Sec'y & Treas.

fPATERSO
N.J.

New York Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN Affent

Rhode Island Locomotioc Works,
PROVIDKNCK, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chai'In, Treasurer,

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE'W YORK OFFICE,

ISTos. 31-33 I^^liae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6t!i and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gaugfes of track,
every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

81*KCIAI., OKKKR,— We will send our 6th Edition Catalogue on application to anyone
directly interested in railroading, or care or management of locomotives. flease mention this paper.

Thb Pratt ^ "WHiTitfisY Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Ganges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES,
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,
Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
for finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATAJ.OGVE i SE\T ()!f APFLICATIOJf.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
p. D.O.C. No

sroved
ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS GUT,
AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.

Anv of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor /Inscriptive circulars and mention Locomotive Engineering

.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL <fe KEELER MFG. CO.
Works : Gdwardsville, III. St. l,ouls. Mo,

E
LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
s

main Office and Works, Eiatrobe, Pa.
Branoli Oflire,

Bullitt Building, Pliiladelpliia.

Chicago Office,
Western linion Building.

New York Office,
Home Lite Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
Union Trust Building.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
SICFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEIM GIGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Dlass.

Branches ;

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.



ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and
Compound Locomotives

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to (lauKes and tem-
Elates after standard designs or to rallrnad companies' drawings,
ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
wit/i Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS <£. CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

Locomotive Works.

^^^f-m^.

BURGH, PA.
Manufacturers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

Prom standard designs, or according to speciflctf
tions, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boileis

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

WIL30» UILLES, Fr. & Tis. I. L. mumTUS, t^

'ogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERS03V, N. J.

Nevr York Office, 4:4: Kxcllange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES. President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

ICKSON MANUFACTURING GO.

LocomotUes of every style and size. Standard
and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard Ganges and
Templets. Also for Plantations, Mines and Logging.

SFZCIFICATI0173 OH AFFLICATIOK.

J AS. P. DICKSON, President.

II. W. W£ST0t7, T.-Fras. WU, E, VSiZVSi, Ih, k Treu.

JOBK DETIiTE, Ssperlatttdtat.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotife

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, TA.

Locomotives for Every Service.
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a® STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESULTS FOR EVERY VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,

Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works,^^i»^f^^''y-

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OP

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOR A LL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,,
OR FROM

DESIGNS
FURNISHED'

BY

RAILROAD
COMFANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vioe-Pres. David Russell, Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to tlie Pres. T. M. HequEMBOURa, See'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

I quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeabihty, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICL

PHOSPHOR BRONZE IS #°'^''^°I'E^5*?="«'''P
BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

For Iron and Steel Si>eclinen8,
Chains, Car Couplers, Llsks and
Fins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Roble Jacks,
Iron Founders and Mactalnlats. Riehle Bros.

Testing Machine Co., Store, 19 N. 6th Street,
Philadelphia ; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of hoot: and atitlicir, and :ee can furnhli anv book ivanted. Tlie list

below is especially rcconunendcd for mechanical readers. All books sent by mailfreefor pricc'nanied, unless otherwise stated.

Air-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. . Bound for
pocket $1.UU

Kngiiieiiien^Et Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 189^. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket Sl.OO

^ ^ ^ ^ i
Air-Brake ami Si$;nal Instructions,

M^itli Additional Informal ion on Air-
Brake Handling. Cou^rer. 1895. Comprises
the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics'
rules and instructions on air brakes, with exam-
iner's catechism added. Over ninety questions
and answers that engineers and firemen want
most. The best air-brake book for road men.
Price a5c.

Alexander's Keady Reference* Alexander.
1892. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical
man $«,50

AppIeton*s l^neyclopedla of Applied
MecUanies. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bonnd volumes of Locomotive Enginkerino
for 1894. No other years in stock $3,00

Buildings and Structures of American
Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of
any class used by American railroads $7.50

Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $5.00

Catechism uf the L<oconto(ive. Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
begmner wants It, and every engineman ought to
have it $3.50

Catechism of the Locomotive. Grimshaw.
1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions
and answers about locomotives and air brakes.
Fully illustrated $^.00

Contpound Ljocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

Qse $3.00

Constructive Steam Kngineering. Whit-
tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book $10.00

Diseases of the Air-Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have $1.00

Kngineer*a Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good .
aSc.

Kngineer^s Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of
information $5.00

Knginenieii''s Pocket Conipiinion. Booth.
18U5. Contains pajj^cs arran^t-d fcr time-keeping.
Has Traveling EngiTieers'Exaiiiniatioii for Engine-
men, articles on l^rakes, v;d\'c .sciting, combus-
tion, and much valuable inlorinatitiji lor engine-
men $1.00

Evolution oi the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but comprehensive liistory of the de-
velopment of the modern railroad brake, from tlie

earliest conception contained in the simple lever,
up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present'day $1.00

% % ^
Form of Kxamination for Firemen for

Promotion, and Kngineers for Employ-
ntent. The standard questions of the Traveling
Engineers' Association rules of examination.. ^5c.

i i i
Has'tvell''s Kngineer*s Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Kules for almost everything $*,oo

Heat Considered a» a Moae of Motion.
Tyn^all. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-
neering education $!i.50

Indicator Practice and :»team Kngine
Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $3.00

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c,

Locomotive Engine-Running and Man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

^ i ^
Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $3.00

^ ^
LiOcomoiive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on runninK repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diaj^ams and il-

lustrations SOc.

Modern Liocumotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Enginekb-

iNG. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best binder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder JJ5c,

i i ^
Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-

tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line JJ5c.

Practice and Theory of the Injector.
Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-

ors $1.50

Principles of Mechanics. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principles of mechanics $3.50

% '^ %
Progressive Examinations of Locomo-

tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questitjns, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50e.

Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rules of Interchange. The code of rules
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc iOc.

Simple Lessons in Drawing, for the
Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing in the best form SOc.

i i i
Slide Valve and Link Motion. Auchln-

closs. 187B. The principal authority on the sub-
ject sa.oo

i i i
Slide Val-ve Gear». Halsey. Third edition.

1894. The plainest book on the slide valve. Full
of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.50

Standard Code of Train Rales. Edition of
April, 189.'). The code adopted by the American
Railway Association, in almost general use as a
basis. The authority on train operating. . .81.00

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

^ i i
The Kngineer'*s Kpitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everjrthing 50c,

The Mechanical Rngineer'ii Pocket
Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formulfe for the use of engineers,
meehani's and sludents. The latest and best
pocket bonk. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and C(.>vered

the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

Tlie Modern Machinist. Usher. 1895. A
practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated t>y 'i'u rnu'ra vine's Does not con-
tain descriptions of macliine loois, bnt of special
tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. Ail of the engravings are orig-

mal. and two-thirds of tliem drawn in perspective,
which adds to their value. The book is one that
every mechanic should have $Ji.50

i i ^
The Train 'Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $l.'*5

"What an Engineer Should Knoir
About Electricity, dough. 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
little book 50c.

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.
256 Broadway, New York.
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Vol. VIII.

Breaking the Train=Spee<l Record.

In our September number we gave par-

ticulars of the wonderful speed made by
trains on the rival coast routes between

London and the north of Scotland. The
finishing run made by the West Coast

route, consisting of the London & North-

RAILWAY Motive Power
^ND Rolling Stock-

[Trade-Mark Registered.]

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

are not the kind of individuals who enjoy

having their laurels carried away. When
the question of reputation for getting

their trains there as fast as the ne.^t road

comes in question, they rise into a fighting

mood.

Their friends fan the flame of rivalrv.

No. 10

zens to egg on the New York Central to

beat the West Coast record. Pressure of

that kind is hard to resist, especially when
all concerned are hankering to prove that

a first-class American railroad can do a

little better in the way of speed than any-

thing else that uses wheels.

^- ;^r?S7^*^,,

Record Engine, Hudson River Division, with Archie Buchanan and Fireman Elliott Ready to Leave Grand
Central Station, New York.

western and the Caledonian railways, of

540 miles in 513 minutes, a speed be-

tween terminals a little over 63 miles

an hour, broke the record for the speed of

railroad trains, and left the New York
Central's great speed achievements away
behind. The New York Central people

Since the British beat the record, every

official of the New York Central, from the

chairman of the board to the trainmaster,

has been receiving letters inquiring if

they intended to stand that. The pas-

sions aroused by the curious ending of

the yacht race, moved our pugnacious citi-
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As the London correspondents and the

Anglo-sympathizing writers for the daily

papers kept impressing upon their readers

how slow our best speed performances

were compared to the English-Scottish

63 miles an hour train, I began to feel

that there would be cause for a reaction di-



rectly. Without the least bint from any-

one, I made up my mind that the New
York Central would do something pretty

soon, and I was jiist thinking that I would

go up to the Grand Central Station and

try to pump my friend. Superintendent of

Motive Power Buchanan—the most non-

committal man that e\-er crossed the Scot-

tish border—when a telephone message

from Mr. A. G. Leonard, private secre-

tary to Vice-President Webb, called me to

the latter gentleman's office on "confi-

dential " business. Intimation was given

that another fast run would be made to

Buffalo soon.

A few mornings afterwards, about a

dozen people were breakfasting at 5 o'clock

in the morning in Mr. Webb's private

car, which stood at the hind end of a

train with three day cars and our old

friend the "870" in front, with Mr.

From previous experience we knew that

the speed must cover each mile, where

checking up is not necessary, in about 50

seconds, if we were going to surpass the

West Coast run. The first 12 miles out of

New York are discouraging to those who
look for an excellent start. Until the rock

cuttings and sharp curves of Spuyten

Diiyvil were passed our progress was a

series of spurts into speed and checking up

for curves or something that called for

cautious running. An impression made
early in the journey was that the engineer

was not taking any chances. The fast

run over the division would not be accom-

plished at the expense of safetj-.

.\s we entered upon the straight reaches

of the road, the speed was quickly pushed

up to a mile in 50 seconds—that is 72

miles an hour. A great part of the entire

run was made at that velocity. It seemed

at the rate of 30 miles an hour ; and un-

less those on board had been aware that

high speed was in prospect they would not

have been conscious of it from the smooth

manner the train moved along. The time-

keepers sat in a row, watches in hand,

listening for the call of another station,

and many a keen look was cast over their

shoulders to note the time elapsed since

the last station was passed. Several stop-

watches were constantly in use to identify

the time required for individual miles.

Mr. E. Van Etten, general superintendent,

or Mr. Leonard, called out the stations, and

the time-keepers checked each other's

figures. This was kept up from start to

finish, and left open no chance for mistake.

In this respect our run differed from the

Briti.sh railway races, where there was no
appointed time-keeper except the ordinary

station records.

W. D. Otis, who Controi^s the Tracks. Wm. Buch.\n.\n, who Controls the Power.

Archibald Buchanan, the veteran engineer,

looking round, giving final oil touches,

and appearing as if one of the joyful

events of his life was about to come forth.

Very careful arrangements had been

completed in advance for keeping an exact

record of the time made from start to finish.

Three sets of time cards were prepared, on

which three men were to enter the time of

passing each station. One was Professor

P. H. Dudley, one of the most accom-

plished engineering physicists living ; an-

other was Mr. A. G. Leonard, assistant to

Mr. Webb ; the other was the writer. We
carefully compared our watches before

starting, and adjusted the second hands to

the same position. At 5;4o:3o the engine

started the train, and in a few seconds we
were rushing through the tunnel at a speed

which indicated that Archie intended doing

liis best to beat the record to Albany.

a comparatively easj- matter for the en-

gines to lift the train into a speed of 60

miles an hour, but getting up to 12 or 15

miles more was intensely difBcult. If the

track was fairly straight for a long stretch,

aiul there were no causes for slowing down,

the speed would laboriously rise to a mile

in 48 seconds, which is 75 miles an hour.

When occasion arose to slow down to a

mile in 70 seconds, which is 51.4 miles an

hour, we would not gain more than two

seconds per mile till we reached 60 miles

an hour, and after that the working into

the higher speed was done at about one

second gain per mile. The train was so

heavy that the engine could hold up the

high speed only under the most favorable

conditions.

After we got fairly started, the occupants

of the train settled down to amuse them-

selves, ju.st as if we were passing over space

618

The morning was foggy and the rail

slipperv. The engine slipped occasionally

when lifting the train into speed, but ap-

peared to keep well to the rail when the

higher velocities were reached. At 7:54:55

we reached Albany, the run of 143 miles

having been made in 134 minutes 25 sec-

onds. This took the train over the hard-

est division at a speed of 63;^ miles an

hour. The performance was a feather in

the cap of Engineer Buchanan and Fire-

man A. Elliott, whose skillful labors kept

the steam always close to the popping

point.

It is not of interest to give in detail all

the particulars of the run. At Albany, En-

gine 999 took hold of the train. By

the time she got to the uplands west of

West Albany a keen quartering head wind

was blowing, which greatly increased the

train resistance. It was expected that the
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"999 " would break the record. Engineer

Chase started out full of vim, backed by
perfected engineering skill, but the ele-

ments were against him. In the run of

14S miles, made in 140 minutes, he ran

about fifteen minutes short of his expecta-

tions. When an engine is pulling a. load'

that is equal to her capacity for the speed

required in a calm, the engineer cannot be

blamed if he falls behind when a twenty-

five-miles-an-hour w-ind is holding him
back.

When we had got through the forest of

human forms that gave us noisy greeting

as we passed through Syracuse, the station

"was reached, and the train was taken hold

of by Engine 903, with Charlie Hogan, the

record-breaker, at the throttle. The wind
had abated a little, and a splendid start

was made from Syracuse, which took the

train over 103 miles in 92 minutes, a little

over 67 miles an hour. To those watching

the record, mile after mile was made in 50

seconds or under, and it was only the loss

of time in starting and checking up to

take water that took from us a record of

70 miles an hour for a run of 100 miles.

About the time the hundred-mile point

was reached the wind freshened again, and
stiff ascending grades had to be surmount-

ed. When we got over the summit beyond

Batavia, where the best speed on record

has been made with other trains, there was
fleet wheeling in spite of the wind. The
stop-watches testified that one mile was
run in 45 seconds, which is 80 miles an

hour. The S. P. was watching that mile

and noted 45 seconds, but the train was
sliding along so smoothly that he was
thinking something must be wrong with

his stop-watch, when another stop-watch

user came in from the other part of the

car and held up his watch, exhibiting the

45 seconds in triumph.

Between two banks of packed, waving
and cheering humanity the train reached

East Buffalo at 12:32:26, having made the

436 '4 miles in 407 minutes 40 seconds, a

running speed of 64 !4 miles an hour.

The locomotives that did this wonderful

performance were built after the designs

of Mr. William Buchanan, superintendent

of motive power of the New York Central

Railroad. The "870" and the "903" were

built by the Schenectady Locomotive

Works; the "999" was built in the rail-

road compan}''s shops at West Albany.

We show a picture of the "870" with

the engineer, Mr. Archie Buchanan, and

his fireman, Mr. A. Elliott. The "903"

is shown on the train, taken by Yates, the

photographer, of Syracuse, when the train

was running at 60 miles an hour. The
"999", which took the middle run, is so

well known to our readers, on account of

the engraving of the engine which most of

them have received, that we do not think

it necessary to reproduce the engraving.

The engines are all practically of the same
general dimensions. They have cylinders

19x24 inches, driving wheels about 7 feet

diameter, and boilers with about 2,000

square feet of heating surface, carrying

steam of 180 pounds pressure.

The New York Central officials are proud

pf keeping up their record of running the

fastest trains in the world, but the run de-

scribed was not undertaken for mere sen-

timent. The business men who control

the councils of the company wanted to

know at what speed a paying train could

be run—a train equal in carry-ing capacity

to the Empire State Express, which is the

best-paying train on the system. The
train pxdled was 40,000 pounds heavier

than the Empire State Express. The in-

ference at the conclusion of the run natur-

ally was, that with 40,000 pounds less

weight the engines would have had margin
of power sufficient to make an average

speed of 65 miles an hour, including stops

and the twenty-eight slow-downs. The
speed attained, if maintained over the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, would
have taken the train to Chicago in 15^
hours. It was demonstrated that a paj'ing

train could be run from New York to Chi-

cago in 17 hours, leaving a safe margin for

delays.

The train, leaving out weight of engine

and tender, weighed about 175 tons. In

this connection it might be well to men-
tion that, according to the most accurate

figures obtainable, the West Coast train

which ran from London to Aberdeen, 540

miles, in 513 minutes, weighed about 112

of our tons. It consisted of three carriages

of the type exhibited by the London &
Northwestern at the World's Fair.

In talking about the high train speeds

for which the New York Central is noted,

Vice-President Webb said that the credit

rested principally with two officials—Mr.

William Buchanan for designing locomo-

tives equal to the speed, and Mr. W. T.

Otis, general road master, for maintaining

a track that could keep high-speed trains

on the rails. We show portraits of both

these gentlemen.

The New York Central Railroad is to-day

in advance of any railroad in the world in

the facilities necessary for running profit-

able trains for long distances at an average

speed of 60 miles an hour between termi-

nals. The railroad has no heavy gradients,

the curves are not numerous, the track and
roadbed are in superb condition, and the

trains are protected by a perfect system of

absolute block signals. The locomotives

are more powerful than any passenger

engines found abroad, and it is doubtful if

engines of greater capacity can be placed

on foreign railwa3S, owing to the low-

bridges and tunnels. Engines of the "999"
class have boilers almost as large as they

can be made, and the boiler is the measure
of a locomotive's capacity. The gage of

track limits the boiler on one side, and the

height of bridges and tunnels on the other.

The New York Central bridges and tunnels

are about twelve inches higher than those

on the London & Northwestern, which
gives the former company an advantage in

the size of boiler.
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The party in the car consisted of Mr. H.
Walter Webb, vice-president, who was the

guiding .spirit of the trip, the details hav-

ing been attended to by Mr. A. G. Leon-
ard, his secretan,'. Mr. George H. Daniels,

general passenger agent, was there keenly

watching every second gained over past

records, and Mr. E. Van Etten, general

superintendent, was all over, watching

stations and aiding to keep the record

straight. Mr. William Buchanan sat gen-

erally behind the writer, and displaved

great interest in the indications of the stop-

watch. When the record dropped below

50 miles an hour, he walked forward and
gazed at the engine with a reprehensive

look. The speed then invariably crept

up.

Mr. W. D, Otis sat on a light chair and
looked behind, noting the avidity with

which the trackmen returned to their

labors after the train passed. He evidently

selected the light chair to show that he

was not afraid of curve lurches. Although
he weighs about 250 pounds his stability

was severely tested at several points. After

a bad lurch took place he looked very se-

vere and made a note of it ; no doubt some-

body got it hot afterwards. One of the

most interested members of the party was
Mr. W. J. Arkell, proprietor of Judge,

president of the Mt. McGregor Railroad,

and leading spirit in a hundred enter-

prises. He was the leading spirit of this

company, too, as far as amusement was
concerned. The successful man of affairs

had left the worries of business behind, and
drew from a rich store of fun and storv- to

lighten the journey. Mr. Arkell's pleas-

antry made as much impression as the ex-

citing run.

We were honored with the company
of Mr. Julian Ralph, the famous journal-

ist, a man whose face denoted strong

latent power. Nothing was talked of

that he was not prepared to throw new
light upon. Professor P. H. Dudley, de-

signer of the most perfect dynamometer
car ever built and consulting engineer for

the Vanderbilt system, and the writer,

completed the party.

At Buffalo, Mr. Webb's car was attached

behind the Empire State Express, and the

party reached New York at 10:15 P- M-

This is the first time on record that people

traveled from New York to BufTalo and
back the .same day. A. S.

i i i
We are in receipt of a copy of the

"Universal Directory of Railway Offi-

cials," published by the Directory Publish-

ing Co., Limited, of 8 Catherine street,

London, Eng. This list contains the

names of some 8,500 chief officials of

railroads all over the world, and is well

worth the modest price of J2.50 asked for

it. Like all annual lists, it must, of course,

suffer in accuracy from the constant

changes of officials, but it is as accurate as

any work of the kind can be, and its field

is much larger than an}' other list.



More Facts About the British Train=
Racing.

In our September issue we gave all the

particulars we had received of the fast run-

ning made hy the rival East and West
Coast routes of England in their rivalry to

reach Aberdeen, on the east coast of Scot-

land, each in advance of the other. Since

the article was published we have received

through the kindness of Mr. S. A. Forbes,

one of our correspondents in Perth, Scot-

land, a photograph of the engine that

made the fast run from Carlisle to Aber-
deen, with engineer and fireman at their

posts. This engine we illustrate herewith.

This correspondent sends us a true table of

the fastest run, which makes out the time

between London and Aberdeen to have
been 513 minutes.

Within the month our S. P., who was an
old associate and friend of Mr. John Mcin-
tosh, locomotive superintendent of the Cal-

edonian Railway, received a letter, in

which Mr. Mclntosli says :

"We are having .some rather exciting

races with the East Coast to Aberdeen, and
cannot lose the opportunity of sending you
cuttings from the daily papers, which will

7:50 A. M., through delays occurring, some-

times it lost the North connection.

"To obviate this, we shifted our arrival

time forward to 7:40, and the East Coast,

feeling indignant at this, altered their time

to 7:20.

further reduction to 5:13. and to overcome
them we put in our train at 5 o'clock, but

arrived at 4:58.

" We made no particular arrangement in

connection with the railwav race, but sim-

ply allowed the regular men to take their

Record Engine, with John Sout.^r in Charge, Caledonian, West Coast.

Great Northern Eight-Foot Wheeler, with Her Train at Full vSpeed.

Type of Racer (Compound), London & Northwestern, West Coast Line.

give you a far better account of the racing

than I could.

" As you are aware, since the Forth and

Tay bridges were opened the trains by the

West Coast route have always been from

20 to 50 minutes later in arriving in Aber-

deen, and as our morning train (8 P. M. tw
Euston) was booked to reach Aberdeen at

"We could not put up with this, as it

was more than we could stand, and we
replied by putting our train in at 7 o'clock

;

they replied by altering theirs to 6:45, we
again put ours to 6:35 ; they put theirs to

6:25, we replied with 6:20; they again re-

duced their time to 5:40, and we replied by

making ours 5:35; they then made a
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turn of the train, with the engine they use

in ordinary work.

"The engine which made the record is

sister of the engine you rode on from Glas-

gow to Carlisle, and which has done very
satisfactorily, although I cannot find fault

with what the others are doing.

" We purpose building other ten engines

of this class, but they will have larger cyl-

inders, larger boilers, and be altogether

more powerful."

.Another letter, dated September 5th,

from Mr, Mcintosh, says :

"You will no doubt be pleased to learn

that John Soutar (an old friend) is yet

able, with one of these engines, to accom-

plish the journey from Perth to Aberdeen

—90 miles—in 80 minutes. For this unique

performance he was presented with the

' Blue Ribbon ' and carried shoulder high

by enthusiastic admirers on his arrival at

Aberdeen Station with the train which had

actually traversed 540 miles in exactly 513

minutes.



"The West Coast train averaged in

weight from loo to 170 tons, not including

the engine, and on this line the average

coal consumption did not exceed the daily

average of similar engines working ordi-

nan.' trains.

"The average consumption of coal per

mile was from 33 to 37 pounds.
" I have also herewith sent 3'ou a time-

table for four days, showing the actual

running of the train over the Caledonian

system, and you will observe that in some
instances the 241 miles were covered in

230 minutes. Of course, you understand
that our train had to climb 10 miles of a

gradient of one in seventy, which took our
engines something like 14 or 15 minutes to

get over. This naturally deteriorated our
average running, and it does not compare
so well with the London & Northwestern
for the last or record day of the race. With
this exception, however, our average was
very much higher than the L. & N. W.
during the whole time of the racing period.

"These particulars, with the details vou

train would first reach the point 500 miles

away. One train followed a route where

the passengers might smell the marine

breeze from the Irish Sea, and for a few
miles they could see the blue waters of the

Solvvay Firth. The other slanted towards

the German Ocean, and for many a long

mile ran skirting the edges of the rugged

precipices that mark a striking feature of

that coast. This line crosses the Forth

and Tay bridges, and, near the junction

common to both lines, passes over a .small

arm of the sea at Montrose. The goal, Kin-

naber Junction, is only four miles away, and
in the last race both trains were in sight

of each other for three miles, the East

Coast train spinning over a level plain, the

West Coast toiling around a hillside on a

steep ascending grade. The race would
have gone to the East Coast train had it

not been that its block began within a

mile of Kinnaber Junction, while the

block of the West Coast train extended

three miles from the junction to Dub-
ton Station. The advantage of two miles

danger signals, and in other cases they

were so dark that they wefe scarcely

visible. When a systematic examination

of the globes was undertaken, it was
found that their color-showing capacity

was surprisin.Ljly different. .\11 globes or

colored-glass disks that do not come up to

the .standard are now returned at the

dealer's expense. Verj- few- have to be re-

turned now. The globes defective as sig-

nals are sent to roads where no. systematic

tests are made.

^ i i
We are in receipt of a long communica-

tion from the supreme secretary of the

new order known as the Independent

Order of Locomotive Engineers, whose
headquarters are at Tacoma, Wash. This

is a non -secret educational order, as near

as we can judge. It is no longer necessary

to make any argurnent in favor of better

mechanical education of engineers and
firemen ; civil service rules are going into

effect that oblige men who run and fire

Type of R.\cer U.sed By Great Northern, E.\st Co.^.st Linic.

have already got, will, I think, enable you

to see what was actually done.
" During the whole of the racing, I am

pleased to say, we had not a single hitch

in re.spect to engines breaking down ; in

fact, our locomotives arrived at their desti-

nation perfectly cool and otherwise in

splendid condition.

"Our greatest difficulty was in holding

the drivers back, as the running times

made were exactly what the men were

asked to do, so that we have got something

in hand yet should it be required.

"As I get your paper every month, I

will see how you express yourself on the

subject."

There were features about the racing be-

tween the East and West Coast lines that

were extraordinary beyond anything ever

known since contests of speed began. Both

trains started from London at the same
hour, from a point less than a mile apart.

They ran, as from the stem, along the edge

of an elliptic-lanceolate figure nearly 100

miles wide at the middle, to see which

enabled the West Coast engine to receive

first the permission to enter upon the

junction block, and the other train was

cut out. Both routes use the Caledonian

track from Kinnaber to Aberdeen, a dis-

tance of 40 miles, the North British Railway

having what is called running powers over

that section.

Test Globes Used for Signals.

They have a very good plan for testing

colored globes for lamps in the store-house

connected with the Norfolk & Western

shops, at Roanoke, Va. The globe to be

tested is placed in the end of a long dark

tunnel, alongside of a globe which is of

standard density. The man testing the

globes sits at the other end of the tunnel

and readily detects those which are too

opaque or too light.

This system of examining globes w'as

made necessary through complaints that

the globes of some red lamps were so light

that thej' were not easily identified as
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engines to have a little more knowledge of

their business than was formerly thought

necessary. Air-brake information is now
absolutely necessary, and this must be

about right. Everybody with horse sense

sees this, and the great majority of the men
are preparing to meet the examinations

;

they are reading more than they did, and

the men who do not try are fast being re-

tired to farms. The educational era has

been reached ; it matters not how, when nor

where a man gets posted if it is only done

and done right. Everything that tends to

make this easier is a good thing for the

enginemen, the railroads and the public.

i i i
.\t the Fall Brook shops, at Corning,

N. Y., they do all their heavv lifting by hy-

draulics. In the repair yards they have a

pair of heavy cylinders hung on a bridge,

to lift box cars with. These c\ linders are

encased in square wooden boxes, and be-

low each box there is hung a lantern, with

its top projecting through into the box

—

this prevents freezing in winter.



Accident Prevented by Good Brakes.
" We are kee|iing on steadily applying

air brakes to our freiglit-car equipment,"
remarked a leading official of one of our
most important trunk lines, "and we are

already finding that tlie expenditure is a

paying investment. It pays in several

ways," he continued. "We are u.sing

air-brake cars on all our fast freight trains,

and we are getting them through with a

regularity and promptness never before

experienced. There are fewer wrecks and
small breakages, which do so much to de-

lay trains and demoralize the traffic."

Getting warmed up to the subject, he
said : "I can tell you of a case that shows
what may be called the indirect benefit of

the engine stopped within 50 feet of the

passenger train.

" Had that happened with the same train

hand-braked," said this official, "the en-

gine would have plowed through four or

five of the passenger cars. I reckon th«

brakes saved this company $200,000. That
pays for a good many brakes."

i i i
A Hot<Pin Compound.

Claude Ayers, the well-known Union
Pacific, Denver & Gulf engineer, has a

pet compound for hot pins and journals.

It is such a " cooler " in the sandy wastes

of the Southwest that its compounder has

occasion to write the receipt for every

grease cup or by putting a little with oil in

an ordinary rod cup.

Riveted Joints.

While visiting the drawing office of a

large railroad, lately, the writer found the

chief draftsman working out the design of

a new boiler for high pressures. A detail

which was giving him some perplexity[was

the form of joint to be used in the longi-

tudinal seam. He had drawn several kinds

of butt-jointed seams and figured out the

strength, and none of them was quite sat-

isfactory. On being asked why he did not

look up the joints recommended in a re-

port submitted to the Master Mechanics'

Type (Compound) Used by the North-E.\stern', E.'VST Co.\st.

lOCOJA^OC/yfc jLi'LOtrL<f^firxd AY

Type of Engine Used by the North British, East Co.\st.

having freight trains under full control.

A stock train of thirty-five cars was fol-

lowing a passenger train as closel}' as the

blocks would permit. When starting from

a station the passenger train was stopped

by a fractured hose. The block that the

passenger train was on was approached on

a curve which made the signal visible on

the fireman's side. He made a mistake

and called out that the signal was off,

when it was set against the train. The
engineer kept going at a speed of about

40 miles an hour, and he was within about

1,000 feet of the passenger train before he

perceived the danger. He instantly used

the emergency application of the brakes,

and every car on the train being braked,

other engineer he meets. Here is the re-

ceipt in full, and we have the assurance of

those who have used it that it is a good

thing

:

yi lb. lye (concentrated).

yi lb. plumbago.

6 lbs. tallow.

4 lbs. valve oil.

^4 Ih. beeswax.

1 or 2 sperm candles.

Boil lye in one (i) pint of water until

thoroughly dissolved, then add the plum-

bago and get it well mixed ; melt the tal-

low, beeswax, sperm and valve oil to-

gether, then mix the whole batch together

and boil 30 or 40 minutes
;
stir while boil-

ing and while cooling. To be used in
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Convention, he admitted that he forgot

that such a report had ever been made.

We mention this incident because it is

an illustration of how sources of valuable

information are sometimes neglected or

overlooked. That report on Riveted
Joints is a compendium of the best prac-
tice in the form of boiler joints, and its

recommendations may be safely followed.
Not only are illustrations given of the best
kinds of joints and figures of their effi-

ciency, but good object lessons are shown
of joints which ought not to be used. We
would direct the attention of every one re-

sponsible for the designing of boilers to
the valuable information in the report re-

ferred to. By carefully studying the facts

given therein they would probably avoid
making mistakes that are liable to prove
both dangerous and expensive.



Device for Moving Drivers Wliile

Setting Valves.
It is unnecessary to waste words describ-

ing a device that is so fully explained bv
an engraving such as this one is.

This device is used at the Buffalo shops
of the Western New York & Pennsylvania

l)een, and naturally the company should
be short of power. Instead of that, how-
ever, they have locomotives stored, waiting
till they be needed—a result due to the im-
proved arrangements for making the en-
gines do more work, and to the increased
track facilities.

Device for Revoi,ving Drivers While vSetting V.\lves, W. N. Y. & P. Rv.

road, and was designed by Mr. Allen Vail,

superintendent of motive power, to save
labor.

The roller device sets into a recess in

the rail and can be handled very closely by
the geared arrangement shown.

increasing tlie Capacity of Motive
Power.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company are

to-day reaping a curious benefit that has
come to the system by the pressure of the
hard times. When bu.siness was good, this

company suffered chronic inconvenience
from being short of power. When the de-

pression of business came on two years ago,

the necessity for closing up every possible

channel of expense that was not impera-
tive became the policy of the road.

Among the lines of saving undertaken
was the moving of trains with as few loco-

motives as possible. This led to radical

changes in the methods of rhoving trains.

A variety of track improvements which
reduced the delays of trains on the road
were carried out also within the last two
years. The result has been that the time
of getting freight trains over the main
line has been reduced about one-third.

vSince the panic, the company have built

very few new locomotives. The business

on the road is now heavier than it ever has

Air-Blast Cusliion Cleaner That Carries
the Dust Outdoor.

Six years ago this paper explained the

working of an air blast to clean coaches
and sleeping-car interiors, as then used on
the U. P. road, at Portland, Ore., where,
we believe, it was first practiced.

Since that time hundreds of division

terminals have fitted up plants for doing
the work this way.

There have been some improvements in

the shape of nozzles that opened the pile

of the plush, but nothing has heretofore

been devised that got rid of the objection

to using a jet in cars, which was the

tendency to stir up a great deal of dust

that was not removed, but found its way
again into the plush of seats and back and
other parts of the car.

Almost ever\'where that air is used the

seat cushions are removed and treated to

their air bath out in the yard, but backs
cannot be so treated.

At the Dubuque shops of the C, M. &
St. P. they suck the dirt out of a car and
deliver it outside. They clean backs as

well as seats, and there is not a speck of

dust stirred up inside the car.

Our sketch shows the simple device used

for this purpose. An inverted funnel is

used on the plu.sh; across the opening of this

are fixed three or four wires that, as the de-

vice is moved over a cushion, open the pile.
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The air jet is only ,,\ of an inch in diam-

eter (but this is because they are limited

as to pressure and volume of air) ; this

.strikes a cone, as shown; this cone fills

the 2'/^-inch top of the funnel within 's of

an inch all around. As a vacuum creator

this is a great success, and the way dirt

and air mingle and travel through the

large canvas hose is a caution.

When started on a set of seats that have
been dusted in the ordinary way, the dis-

charge from the cloth hose looks like a

stream of liquid dirt. The hose is about

four feet long—just enough to reach well

out of window when being used on a seat.

For cleaning carpets, or, in fact, any
fabric, this device cannot be beaten for

speed and results. We advise all our

friends now using the air jet to make one
of these exhauslers and try it. The results

are more than satisfactory. We are in-

debted to Mr. George Brown, M. M., at

Dubuque, for information about this device.

% % "^

There appears to be much conflict of evi-

dence about the merits of brass driving

boxes. The Pennsylvania and several

other railroads that have tried brass driv-

ing boxes largely have returned to cast

iron, while the New York Central, which
is using Ajax metal driving boxes for the

heavy fast engines, reports them to be giv-

ing entire satisfaction. Those using ordi-

nary brass say that when a box once gets

hot it never runs cool again.

Cushion Cleaner.

All the Western railroad men are talking

of a fast run recentlv made on the W^abash.

Their east-bound fast mail left Kansas City

late, but reached St. Louis on time. Be-

tween Montgomery and Gilmore the run

of 42 miles was made in 39 minutes, and
the 18 miles between Truesdale and Gil-

more were covered in 14 minutes. This is

equivalent to a speed of 77 miles an hour.

The train was hauled by Engine No. 319 ;

engineer, Barney Burke. Burke is a well-

known young runner, and has been for the

past three or four years traveling engineer

of the road. Wabash tracks and power
must be in pretty good condition.



By W. H. ELLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C, M. & St. P. R.R.

For Junction Points and Drawbridges-
Construction of the Improved

Saxby & Farmer lnter=

locking Machine.

[TENTH I'APKR.]

Junction points, like crossings, unless

protected, are dangerous places for trains

to run b)' without first making a stop, not

only because the switch may be wrong,

but because a train may be approaching on

the other track that will also want to use

the junction switch. By interlocking the

switches, providing signals to govern the

different routes, and by putting in derails to

enforce obedience on the part of the train-

men to the indication of the signals, there
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will be no necessity for any train's stopping,

unless it be to register or to get orders, as

it is practically impossible for the signal-

man to make a mistake and set the

switches and clear the signals, so as to

permit two trains to come into collision

with each other.

In a previous article the signals neces-

sary to govern a simple switch or junction

point of two tracks were shown, and

while the same general plan of signaling

is followed in all such installations, the

particular arrangement of the signals will

vary with each location.

In Fig. I a junction of a single with a

double track road is shown, cross-over

switches being provided to allow trains to

run on to the single track from either of

the other two. It will be noticed that two

signals are provided for all facing-point

switches, or those where it is possible for

a train running in the normal direction of

trafRc, either to keep to the main line or

to take the switch. In these cases the

upper blade governs the high-speed route,

or is the one that is "cleared" when the

switch is set for the main line ; when the

switch is set for the cross-over, the lower

blade is the one that governs. The junc-

tion switch, or the one numbered 6, is

used both as a facing and a trailing

point ; but as it is normally a trailing

point, it must be so signaled, a single-

blade dwarf signal being used to govern

trains going on to the branch line, while

the two signals numbered lo, which govern

Twelve-Lever Fr.\me.

7 levers for 9 signals.

3 levers for 2 derails and 3 switches.

2 levers spare.

WEST

point, as there are no other switches upon

which a train might come into collision

with some other train, should the signal

be run by when at danger. Any train

running by signals Nos. 2 or 7 when at

danger would only be going in the normal

direction of traffic, so that no collision,

which the interlocking was designed to

prevent, could happen. Interlocking sig-

nals are not intended to prevent collisions

between two trains running in the same

direction, as that is the province of a

block signal, and not of an interlocking

plant.

The locking required to make the opera-

tion of the plant safe is somewhat more

complicated than any of those which have

been given, as there are a greater numbe
of levers that have to be locked when the

Fig. 1.

Locomotive ENaiNSERifvo. N. Y. EAST

Interlocking Signal for Junction of a Single with a Double-Track Road.

the switch in the normal direction of

traffic, are of the standard semaphore pat-

tern.

As the two signals which govern the

switch in the normal direction of traffic

should never be cleared at the same time,

they can both be connected to and worked

by the same lever in the machine, a

selector being used to connect the' proper

signal with the lever, the .same as if they

were both on the same pole. It is for this

reason that they both are numbered 10.

The only derails necessary' are those on

the branch and on the main line, just be-

fore reaching the junction switch, where,

if a train should run by the .signal, it

might run into another train, should it

happen to be using the switch at that time.

Derails are not necessary at any otlrer

6^5

signals governing the different routes have

been cleared.

For instance, lever 2, when reversed,

must lock lever 5 both ways, normal and

reversed, as lever 2 clears the signals for

either route. It must also lock signal 3

reversed when cross-over switch 5 is re-

versed, to make' it safe for a train to run

on the other track. For, as lever 3, when
reversed, locks the levers controlling the

route on the main or the branch line in

the proper position for a train to proceed

in either direction, lever 2, when reversed,

practically locks all the levers of the route

indicated, making it safe for a train to pro-

ceed through the limits of the inter-

locking.

The distant-signal lever No. i, when re-

versed, locks lever 2 reversed with lever 5



normal. This prevents the clearing of the

distant signal when signal 2 is cleared for

the cross-over or the slow-speed route.

The combinations of levers to be reversed

to give clear signals for the principal routes,

or the " Combination Sheet, " as it is called,

are as follows :

Main track, east bound, 2, 1.

Main track, west bound, 7, 9, 10, 12.

Ea.st bound, main to branch, 6, 5, 3, 2.

Branch line to west bound main, 6, 9,

10, II.

The signals and derails necessan,- to

make the use of a junction of two double-

track lines safe, so that trains need not

stop unless the signals have been cleared

for some other train, are shown in Fig. 2.

The signals required are much the same as

those shown in Fig. i, but it is necessarj-
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to use one more derail, so as to protect

trains that use the cross-over and back over

on to the west bound main line. A dwarf
signal (No. 14) has also to be put in to

govern trains making this movement.
In working out the locking 01 the levers

necessan,' to make the operation of this

plant safe, there are several points to which
attention should be called. As it would be

unsafe for a train to use the cross-over

switch if it were possible for the signalman
at the same time to close any one of the

derails, lever 9, when reversed, must
lock levers 6, 8 and 10 in the normal posi-

tion. Lever 6, when reversed, must lock

lever 7, both in the normal and the reversed

positions, to prevent that lever being

thrown after 6 is reversed. Lever 6 must
also lock lever 10 normal, when lever 7 is

reversed, to make it impossible for two
trains to come together where the two
tracks cross each other.

It is also to be noticed that the signal

levers in all cases, when reversed, lock the

levers of the signals governing the oppos-

ing route in the normal position, so that it

is impossible for the operator to give clear

sign lis to trains running in opposite direc-

tions, that would come into collision with

each other.

The "combinations" of the levers for

every movement provided for by the sig-

nals are as follows :

East bound main, 6, 2, i.

West bound main, 10, 15. 16.

East bound main and branch, 7, 6, 2.

Branch to west bound main, 8, 12, 13.

East bound to west bound main, 9. 14.

West bound main to branch, S, 3.

West bound main to east bound main.

9. 3-

West bound main against normal direc-

tion of traffic, 10, 3.

.•\t drawbridges it is just as necessary, or

even more essential, that all trains be

brought to a stop before passing over the

bridge, than it is at a crossing, from the

fact that the draw might be open, or opened

when the train was too near to make a

Sixteen-Lever Fr.^me,

with the other levers, making it impossible

to unlock and turn the bridge while the

couplers at the end of the bridge, which
make the connection between the levers of

the machine and the switches and signals,

are closed. As these can be uncoupled

onh' when the signals are at danger and
the derails open, it is impossible to make a

mistake and allow a train to run into the

open draw.

Where the machine is not placed on the

bridge, a separate lock has to be provided,

which will make it impossible to close the

derails on the track leading to the bridge,

unless the bridge is in its proper position.

This lock is shown in Fig. 3. The end cap,

which prevents the plunger from being

shoved out when the bridge is open, being

moved one side by a lug on the socket

casting when the bridge is closed, allows

the signalman to reverse the lever and
lock the bridge, when the other levers mav

8 levers for q signals.

5 levers for 3 derails and 4 switches,

3 levers spare.

EAST
1 ^^ 2'

Interlocking Sign.\ls for Junction of Two DorBLE-TR.\CK Ro.\ds.

stop, in which case a worse accident than

a collision would be very likeh- to happen.

Protection and safety in the operation

of drawbridges, without requiring trains

to make a stop, are afforded by the use of

interlocking signals in the same manner

as with a crossing of two single tracks at

grade, and in most cases this is a verj'

simple matter. Each approach to the

bridge is pro\'ided with a home and,

where necessary, a distant signal ; derails

being put in to throw a train off the track

if the indications of the signal are disre-

garded. The distances these are placed

from the ends of the draw should in all

cases, except for a verj' slow.speed route,

be at least 500 feet, owing to the distance

it is possible for a train to run on the ties

after being derailed, should it be running

at even a moderate rate of speed. All

switches that are between the home sig-

nals and the bridge mnst be connected up
and properly signaled, to prevent a signal

from being cleared when it was not safe

for a train to proceed. The numbering
and arrangement of the levers are the same
as that used in the plan of a simple cross-

ing.

It is usual to put the interlocking on the

draw itself, so that the levers operating the

locks of the bridge may be interlocked
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be reversed. Where the approach to a

drawbridge is such that a derail cannot

be used, owing to the fact that there

is no place in which a train can be

derailed without entailing great dam-

age, interlocking the bridge and pro-

viding the necessary signals do not make

.\ Bridge Lock.

it safe for trains to use the bridge without

first making a stop, a.s there is nothing to

bring the train to a stop should the engi-

neer run by the signal.

In signaling complicated crossings, ter-

minals, or sets of switches, the method
pursued is, in the main, the same as that

followed in protecting the simple locations

that have been described. As each plan

will differ somewhat from that of the



other, no rules can be laid down that will

cover all cases, and it is only by giving in

a general way what can be considered as

the best practice that any idea can be

given of what should be used. Where the

switches are close together, it is often im-

possible to provide separate signals for

each switch, in which case the signal at

the limits of the interlocking must be used

to govern all the movements that can be

made from any one track. This is usually

made a double-bladed signal—the upper

blade being used to govern the high-speed

or main-line route, and the lower blade all

the other routes. Very often, from the

location of the tracks, it is impossible to

put the signal next the track which it is

Locomotive Engineering, /V. Y,

A Bracket Pole.

ernedby a high semaphore signal, and that

there would be no other high signal for an

engineer to see, no matter how many
tracks intervened between the high-speed

track and the governing signal.

Where but one track intervenes, and

traffic on that track is in the opposite

direction to the way the signal reads, there

seems to be no valid objection to such

practice, as at night it is practically im-

possible to tell at any great distance

whether the signal is on a bracket or an

ordinary straight pole.

Where more than three parallel tracks

have to be signaled, a bridge on which

the signals can be placed is almost a neces-

sity. This is an expensive arrangement,

but an ideal one, as each signal can then

be placed immediately over the track

which it is intended to govern. This

arrangement is clearly shown in Fig. 5,

which is a photograph of the one used at

Stewart avenue, Chicago—one of the most

complicated crossings in America.

In signaling terminals, a plan that is

often followed, where the tracks are close

together, is to use dwarf signals in all

cases, whether for a main line or for a

siding. As all movements are made at

slow speed, these answer the purpose just

as well as the high semaphore, and are

much cheaper. Another advantage to be

gained by their use is that they may be

always put in their correct position—that

is, on the right-hand side of the track

which they are to govern—for where there

are many tracks to be signaled, it is very

easy to see how confusing it would be, if

not impossible, to tell which was the

proper signal, if some systematic arrange-

ment such as this were not followed in

locating the signals.

At terminals or yards where movements

are made at comparatively slow speed, it is

intended to govern, one or more tracks in-

tervening between the signal pole and the

track to be governed. In cases where

there is but one track intervening, it is

customary to use a bracket pole, a mast

being provided to represent each track,

with the signal blade placed on the one

corresponding to the track to be governed.

Such a pole is shown in Fig. 4, it being

made somewhat higher than the ordinary

pole, to allow of the signals being easily

seen over the top of a train passing on the

intervening track. Such an arrangement

is objectionable, as the force of the signal

is very much lessened by being placed so

far away from the track which it is in-

tended to govern ; but as in most cases

there is no cheap waj- of providing suffi-

cient space in which the ordinary signal

can be placed, the bracket pole will have

to be used. The practice on the Pennsyl-

vania road, however, is to separate the

tracks, wherever possible, and place each

signal next the track it governs—a practice

to be recommended if the matter of ex-

pense is not to be considered.

It is claimed by some that a bracket pole

is a useless expense, and that an ordinary

pole will answer in most places where a

bracket pole is now used, for the reason

that a high-speed route only would be gov-
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not customary to provide derails to pre-

vent trains coming into collision with

each other, but reliance is placed upon the

trainmen that they will obey the signal.



Experience has demonstrated that this is a

safe arrangement, much more so than
where no interlocking is used, and switch-

men are employed to work, the switches

and to signal trains.

Where trains run on the left-hand track,

as is the case on several roads in this

country, the signals, to be next the track

they govern, have to be placed on the left-

hand side. This running of trains on the

left-hand track is a very bad arrangement,
if consistency is to be observed in the lo-

cation of the signals, as the practice

regarding which signal is to be vised to

govern a given track will vary on differ-

ent roads.

In England, where all trains run on the

left-hand track, the signal blades project

to the left, as seen from an approaching
train, and are placed on the left side, so

important that these be placed so that the

different routes will be separated as much
as possible, the switches and signals being

located so that movements covering more
than one route can be quickly made, al-

lowing one of the tracks to be cleared for

other trains. If the arrangement be care-

fully worked out with this end in view,

fewer switches and also fewer signals will

be needed, the first cost and the cost of

maintenance being much reduced.

Having outlined the manner in which
ilifferent arrangements of tracks are sig-

naled, and shown what locking of the

levers is necessary to make it impossible

for a signalman to make a mistake and
pull a wrong lever, it will be best, before

describing the different parts used in

connecting up the switches and signals,

to explain in detail the construction of the

Saxby & Farmer Machine—Side View.

that the signals governing any one track

are as easily picked out as are those where
the signals projecting to the right govern
trains running on the right-hand track.

Generally, in signaling yards or at cross-

ings, the signal engineer, instead of being
consulted as to a .good and economical ar-

rangement of tracks while yet there is

time to suggest any improvements or a

better location, with a view to putting in

an interlocking machine, is given a plan
of the tracks and asked to signal it, no
matter how bad the arrangement may be,

after once being made safe, for the move-
ments that are to be made over them.

As the signals that will be required for

any given arrangement of tracks, to make
the use of the same safe for all trains, is

governed by the location of switches and
crossings, it follows that it is exceedingly

different interlocking machines, and show
how the locking of the levers is accom-
plished.

As has been previously stated, the levers

of the earlier machines were interlocked

by connections made directly to the levers

themselves. This resulted in severe strains

being put upon the locking, as a signal-

man would not know, in case the lever

pulled hard, whether it was being held bv
the locking or by the outside connections.

The improvement made in the modern
machine consists in attaching the locking

mechanism to the latching device or

latch rod, so that, unless the locking is set

for the lever to be reversed, the latch can-

not be lifted, and the lever, of course, can-

not be pulled over. By this means, raising

the latch to unlock the lever, locks the

levers of all conflicting routes, and the
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levers to be released by the reversal of

this lever are not unlocked until the lever

has been entirely pulled over and latched.

This method of locking is known as " pre-

liminary " or "latch locking," and is the

one generally used in this country for any
machine requiring eight or more levers,

although in England the older form is

The Improved Saxby & Farmer In-

terlocking Machine.

still in general use—a machine of 400

levers having lever locking, probably the

largest in the world, having been but very

lately put in ser\'ice.

t Of the different machines in use in this

coimtrv there are three different patterns

Arrangement of Locking, Saxby &
Farmer Machine.

—that of Messrs. Saxby cS: Farmer, as

made by the Union Switch & Signal Co.,

and that of Messrs. Stevens & Sons,

made b)' the National and the Johnson
Signal Companies. In the main, the dif-

ferent machines are constructed in the

same manner and of the same general

design ; the only practical differences being



found in the manner in which the locking

is accomplished and tlie attachment made
to the latch rod. The machines are made
so that the levers are centrally pivoted on
a main frame

; a quadrant being fastened

to the top of the frame, by which the lever

can be latched in either the normal or the

reversed positions. The lower end of the

lever is bent out at right angles, to form an

arm to which the vertical connection can

be bolted. If the connections are of wire,

it is necessary that the lever be provided

with an arm projecting on the opposite

side of the center, to which the back-pull

wire can be attached. This arm is called

a tail piece, and is usually bolted to the

lever shoe or center casting of the lever.

The machine made
by the Union Switch

& Signal Co., and
known as the im-

proved S a X b y &
Farmer machine, is

shown in Fig. 6, the

locking bars and 11//
dogs being carried in

a suitable frame, sup-

ported by brackets

bolted to the main
frame. A rocker.

Details <-1' improved Saxby & F.\R-

MER lNTERI<OCKING MACHINE.

centrally pivoted, and having a slot in

which a projection on the latch may
be made to slide, is provided for each

lever. Raising the latch to release the

lever causes one end of the rocker to be

raised ; but when the lever is pulled over,

no further movement of the rocker is made,

as the slot is of the same radius as top of the

quadrant. Releasing the latch at the end of

the stroke causes it to drop by the power

stored in the spring, when that end of the

rocker is depressed and the other end still

further raised.

This motion is the one made use of in most

of the preliminary latch-locking devices,

by which the lock rods or tappets can be

driven. Motion is imparted to the lock

rods by means of a link, used to connect

one end of the rocker with a square

shaft which revolves in turned bearings

underneath the lock rods, and drives

them whenever the latch handle is raised

or released. The lock rods are carried in

brackets, which are also made to hold the

locking ck)gs, the latter moving on top

of and at right angles with the lock rods.

Lugs with a beveled end are riveted to

the lock rods, so as to engage with the

dogs in such a way that, unless the dog is

free to be moved, the lock rod cannot be

12 11 10 9

dogs they are represented as being placed

close up to the lug by which the locking

is performed, the clearance necessary to

allow one of the lugs to be moved being

left next the other lug. The object of this

is to make the reading of the dog sheet

easy by showing whichleverdoes the lock-

ing, and permit of the work being checked

up with the locking sheet. Where one

lever has to lock two or more levers, the

dog is notched for as many lugs as there

are levers to be locked, a reversal of the

Locomotive Enqineerinq. n. y.

Dog Sheet for Saxby & Farmer Machine.

moved, and the latch, and with it the lever,

will be locked. When one lever, m a re-

versed position, is to lock another lever,

lugs are riveted on each lock rod, and a dog

or cross-piece, shorter by the thickness of

one lug than the distance they are apart,

and having its ends beveled the same as

the lugs, is placed in the locking bracket

between the two lugs. Making the dog

shorter in this way allows one of the bars

to be moved, as the dog can be shoved

over against the lag on the other bar,

thereby locking it, which is just what it

was intended that it should do.

This action will perhaps be more clearly-

understood if reference is had to the dia-

gram (Fig. lo), in which the locking is

drawn out as it is arranged on the machine.

This diagram is called a " Dog Sheet," and

is the working drawing by which the lock-

ing, as called for on the locking sheet, is

worked out. The long lines which repre-

sent the lock rods are numbered, not to

correspond with the levers with which

they are connected, but in the order in

which they are placed, commencing with

the one next to the levers. A small circle

drawn on this line shows by which lever

the rod is worked and where the connec-

tion is made. The locking brackets are

numbered to correspond with the levers,

the locking dogs being stamped with the

number of the bracket in which they are

to be placed, and also at each end with the

nimiber of the lock rod under that end.

This is done to make it easy to replace the

bars and dogs, if for any cause they are re-

moved from the machine.

It will be noticed that in drawing the
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locking lever forcing the dog over against

the lugs of the other levers and locking

them. If one of

(T) LOCKS (2) the other levers

@^_^^ has been re-

" (5) 1 1 versed, the dog
will strike

FIG 11.

^-^ agamst the lug

(7) 9 of that lever,©and prevent the
SPARE , .. . , ,lever that locks

all the others

from being re-

versed.

SPARE The locking

represented by

(7) the dog sheet is®the same as that

which was
f^ given for the

levers controll-

(Vy ing a simple

crossing, or as is

shown in Fig.
A SiMPEE Crossing.

n.
" Special " locking, or the locking which

-5

®

®
®

@
®

Locking of Levers for

A Speciae Locking.



*s to be made by one lever only, when
another lever is in a certain position, is

shown in Fig. 12. As shown, it consists

of a lug of special form, pivoted on the

locking bar in such a way that it can be

moved sidewise by the two dogs, between

the edges of which it projects, and also be

moved lengthwise with the lock rod, to

which it is attached.

In this position the two dogs act as one,

as the clearance space between the lugs is

taken up, while if the special lug is with-

drawn, it will allow either of the two dogs

to be moved and a lever reversed.

Claims are made for this style of locking

that " the arrangement of the bars permits

of the greatest amount of locking in the

smallest space, and since only the dogs,

which are short, are driven by impact, the

wear is reduced to a minimum ; that, by

being placed in a single tier, any required

changes may be easily made and the bars

easily gotten at ;
" and, also, that as all

the bars are in a horizontal position, any

wear that may take place, due to the weight

of the bar, does not in any way affect the

locking. Objections are made to it that,

from the locking being arranged in a

horizontal plane, the towers have to be

made much larger than where it is ar-

ranged vertically, and that in places where

there is not much room to be had, this

objection is quite a serious one.

i ^ i
Juniata Shops.

The fine shops of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Juniata have not yet showed

much of the activity that has e.xtended to

most railroad shops. Although the trans-

portation business of the road is heavier

than it has ever been, the' power on hand
is beyond the requirements, and quite a

number of engines in good condition are

stored ; consequently, there is little incli-

nation to build new engines. Mr" H. T>.

Gordon, the master mechanic in charge of

the shops, is having a hard time getting

work enough to do to keep his force of

men together. The capacity of the shops

is so great that an order for ten or twelve

engines is just a bite that is soon swal-

lowed.

Since the dull times came on he has

worked into the manufacture of articles

that these shops were not expected to

make. One of these is frogs and switches.

That work was undertaken to keep some
of the tools in motion. It was done, how-
ever, in a systematic way, and was exe-

cuted at such low cost that they are now
making all the frogs and switches for the

entire system.

They have lately done away with the

tank-building shop at Altoona, and all the

tanks needed for the Pennsylvania system

are built at Juniata. The boiler-making

plant is such a perfect one that the surprise

is, that the company build boilers in any
of the other shops when this establishment

is not run to its utmost capacity.

An operation largely carried on in these

shops that is very interesting to a mechanic

is the flanging and forming of steel under

the powerful hydraulic press. In their lo-

comotive-building, pressed steel is rapidly

taking the place of cast iron for all kinds

of casings, covers and parts where strength

and lightness are desirable. They have

learned a great deal here about the be-

havior of steel under dies, since the plant

was started, and the information often

came in the form of surprises. Very often

the steel did not come out in the ex-

pected shape. The lesson of experience

has led them to experiment with lead be-

fore they make a costly die of a new fonn.

Cold lead acts under pressure exactly the

same as hot steel. They make dies and
formers of hard wood, and try them on
lead. If the form is not right, changes are

A Labor=Saving Drill.

Hard times always mean a .squeezing

down of shop force and a shortening of the

hours of labor. Officers who give these

orders are not prone to excuse very

marked deterioration of the power and

rolling stock, and this causes master me-

chanics and foremen to try and devise

means for reducing the cost of work, sav-

ing time, etc.

In a recent letter from Mr. T. E. Clarke,

general superintendent of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis road, he mentioned this fact,

and gave Locomotive Engineering
credit for doing lots of good in making
these time and labor saving kinks known
to the railroad world. He called attention

to a machine recently constructed at their

shops, the invention of the foreman, Mr.
F. W. Williams, stating that it was saving

them lots of money on boiler work.
We have secured photographs of this

device that explain its construction and

Used .\.s a Horizontal Drill.

made until the required shape is produced.

Then iron formers are made.

They have a practice in the hammer
shop here which is worthy of imitation.

For some reason it is generally considered

right to use steam of comparatively low

pressure for steam hammers. The ham-
mers here were started with steam of about

100 pounds, and Mr. Gordon did not think

they were doing the work they ought

to tuni out ; so he increased the steam

pressure to 140 pounds as an experiment,

and found that the work was done so much
quicker that he made that the regular

pressure for all the hammers. A. S.

Pressed-steel oil cans for locomotives are

being used on several roads. The long

oiler costs one dollar, as against one-third

of that amount for tin, but they are

.strong, have only one seam, and it is be-

lieved will outwear several tin cans.

i i ^

The Smith triple expansion exhaust

.seems to be making friends everywhere.

We hear of its use on new roads almost

daih'.
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application, and present them here-

with.

Our larger engraving shows the drill set

for drilling out stay-bolts ; when used for

tapping it sets the length of the tap farther

from the work. As a portable drill press

it is tipped over on its side, as shown in

the smaller picture.

The machine is driven by any suitable

power—belt, air, steam or electricity. The
power is transmitted by a bevel gear,

which meshes into a similar gear on the

drill shaft. There are two of these gears,

and a reverse lever moves the driver pinion

between them. It will readily be seen

that to change the gear from one to the

other pinion will reverse the motion of

the drill or tap, and to leave it midway
between them will stop the work without

stopping the driving power. This saves

lots of time in a day's drilling.

The top of the drill is supported on a

heavy pipe held in brackets on side of

boiler. The bottom support is the truck

bed, in the center of which is a concave

groove, and on each side of this groove is

a T slot.

In the concave groove a smaller truck

carries the upright bars and rolls ; a yoke

from this small truck projects down, with



lower ends turned out, whicli pass free

through the two T-shaped grooves in the

large truck bed. This keeps the machine
in an upright position, regardless of the

top support, or while moving the ma-
chine about the works ; or it may be

put in a horizontal position, as shown on

opposite page.

The upright bars can be set either for-

ward or back to an angle of 15 degrees.

The means of raising and lowering the

head and fixing the angle of the tool are

plainly shown. The machine is handled

entirely by one man.

The machine shown in our larger en-

graving recently drilled 413 stay-bolts in

side sheets and back head—holes |J inch

diameter ; 60 holes J4 of an inch deep,

and 353 holes >s of an inch deep—at a cost

for labor, including placing and removing

machine, of $i.gg.

The Williams Portable Drill and Tap-

pin;^ Machine Co. has been organized at

Minneapolis to put this machine on the

market.

A New Idea.

Ike Johnson was called up on the carpet.

The " old man " had heard of his running

too fast over a pet bridge (the '

' old man "

was the civil engineer of the road and

built a lot of bridges, of egg shells,

one would think, the way he cares for

'em).

Ike Johnson is noted as the best man on

the road, but the "old man" and Ike lock

horns on all occasions.

Ike sat down and took his "roast" as

quietly as usual, offering no explanations

—he knew b}' experience that it was no

earthly use.

" Mr. Sampson," said Ike, dryly, "it's

funny, I don't seem to get along with you,

somehow ; now I've pulled all kinds of

trains here ever since the war, and pleased

everybody but you ; never had a word with

another officer on this road—darned funny

that I can't seem to suit you."

"You 'tend to your business, Mr. John-

son, and you will suit me all right."

"Ah, 3'es, yes," mused Ike to himself,

" never thought of that before—darned if

I don't try it!"

^ i i

Convenient Storehouse.

The stores department of the Norfolk &
Western is managed by the motive power

department. The storehouse connected

with the machine shops at Roanoke is a

model of convenience. Large, well-lighted

rooms are used, and they are heated by

overhead steam pipes. The racks for stor-

ing supplies are arranged across the floor.

To economize room, narrow and wide pas-

sages alternate between the racks, the wide

passage being sufficient for a truck. The

shelves in the racks are loose boards, which

can be lifted out if more space is needed

for bulky material. The bins for holding

nuts, bolts and small articles have a slid-

ing front, -which facilitates stock-taking as

the slide is raised and the contents of the

bin raked into a bucket to be weighed.

There are drawers in the bottom filled with

washers, nails and similar articles, which

have an angular bottom which causes the

drawer to tip open when the front is

pressed down. A mm wanting to take

out some of the contents, pushes down the

-show, requisition is made for a new sup-

ply.

^ i i

There is something infectious about

train-racing. When an engineer gets a

chance to make the high-speed record that

a race gives, there are many others dis-

appointed because they never had the

opportunity to show what they could do.

..

y^ locomoL/i/e jf/2c^//2eer/nd'. 'Y.y.

Wii.UAMS Drill, a.s Uskd for Stay Bolts.

front with his foot and the drawer drops

open. When he is done he pulls it up and

it closes. For stock-taking the drawer is

taken out bodily and weighed.

The record of stock is kept by the card

system, which enables the storekeeper to

tell at a glance how much material of any

particular kind is on hand. The supply is

controlled by a maximum and minimum
account. The maximum allowance must

not be exceeded. When the minimum is

nearly reached, which the records readily
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An illustration of this happened on the

Great Northern Railway of England last

month. That line forms the London por-

tion of the East Coast route, and its trains

took part in the race to Aberdeen. A few

days after the racing was stopped a special

train was started from London to carry a

doctor 'idYz miles. The engineer found

his opportunity and took it. He made the

run in 68 minutes, showing an average

speed of 66 miles an hour, breaking the

race record.
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Education of Workmen.

The mechanical engineers of America

are, as a rule, men who entered machine

shops or factoiHes as apprentices, learned

there the practical details of their busi-

ness, and by mental industr}- and self-

denial studied the scientific principles of

their profession when other youths were

devoting their leisure hours to amusement
and social enjoyment. When we look over

the names of the men who have built up

the great industries of this country-, the men
who have developed our iron and steel

works, those who have taken the lead in

developing our manufactures, we find al-

most invariably that they began life as

workmen, with no other education than

that imparted in the common school. We
also find that by some means most of them
acquired a good knowledge of the scientific

principles of their business. \ new gen-

eration of etigineers and industrial leaders

is coming gradually' to the front, consist-

ing of men who have received a scientific

education before acquiring the practical

knowledge and experience of their busi-

ness, and it is likely that the power ob-

tained early in life by the combination of

scientific knowledge and practical experi-

ence will make college-bred men our in-

dustrial leaders in the future. But there

will always be some leaders from the class

that begin on the hard drudgery of shop or

factory and work their way upward. The
men who have passed through this ordeal

ought to extend a helping hand to those

who are forced by grim necessity to follow

the same hard road they have traveled.

Education does not make leaders of men,

but it is a nece.ssary instrument for him
born to be a general. Not all graduates

of engineering colleges are gifted by na-

ture to be good managers or superintend-

ents. Only a .small proportion possess the

talents that commend the possessor to

higher work than hewing of wood and
drawing of water. About the same pro-

portion is found in the workshop and the

factory. The difference in the standing of

these two classes is, that the educated

man is ready for his opportunity, while the

workman has to go through the dreary,

hard grind of tedious self-instruction be-

fore he is ready for his opportunity.

There have been many noble bequests

made in various States for the endowment
of schools and colleges to promote scien-

tific education. The facilities for educat-

ing day students in all lines of science and

art are quite equal to the needs of the

country ; but the benevolent friends of ed-

ucation have acted as if there were no boys

with masterly natural ability who were

prevented by the iron hand of circum-

stances from attending school after they

were able to work. With all our munifi-

cence of universities, colleges and scien-

tific schools, our system of night schools

or colleges where artisans could acquire

the education they require has been mis-

erably neglected. This is the more sur-

prising since so many of our rich men
have passed through the hard ordeal of

self-instruction. It might be expected that

they would be ready to do all in their

power to make the path a little smoother

for future generations, but they have not

done so to any great extent. The founding

of the Cooper Institute, of New York, by

Peter Cooper, was the noblest act ever per-

formed in this country for the education

of artisans. It is sad that so few such

places have teen established. Nearly every

industrial city in the Union is suffering for

want of a similar institution.

There is no line of industry among us to-

day where the demand for better educated

workmen has come up so rapidly as among
railroad men, yet those who might be re-

garded as the leaders in promoting facu-

lties for instruction have been noted for

giving no aid. We are daily in receipt of

letters telling that the writers have to pass

an examination and they want books that

will aid them. On most roads they have

to stumble along as best they can with their

.studies. This is a hard ordeal to untrained

minds—to men who have received no

mental discipline. Very little aid from a

teacher would convert mountains of diffi-

culties into small molehills. We write on

this subject now because we think that the

indifference that exists among leading rail-

road men concerning the means of educa-

tion arises from their minds being filled

with other thoughts. The demand has be-

come almost general that railroad men
shall pass certain examinations before
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being eligible for promotion, but managers

do not feel called upon to help in the edu-

cating process that makes a man able to

pass the require<l examination. There is

nothing more certain than that railroad

companies are the principal beneficiaries

—

after the men themselves—of the technical

education acquired by workmen, and it is

not unreasonable that they should be urged

to help in establishing night schools and

doing something to provide teachers.

At the last Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion there was a short discussion about the

education of the apprentice boy, and a

committee was appointed to report on the

Proper Trainin,g of the Apprentice Boy.

This was a highly commendable action,

but another committee ought to investi-

gate the proper training of all railroad

men. Both classes need a little of what
is known as higher education.

.\ great obstacle to the establishing of

satisfactory night schools for railroad

trainmen is that their headquarters are

often in small country towns, where

it is difficult to find teachers possessed

of the technical knowledge desired.

Where this obstacle is permitted to

stop effort, we think that a correspond-

ence school, on the plan so successfully

carried on by the International Cor-

respondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.,

could be worked to the advantage

of the men and of the companies.

Under that system, any one who can read

and write may become a student. A cor-

respondence school to instruct trainmen on

the working and details of train mech-
anism could be easily worked, and there

would be little more labor involved if in-

struction on train rules were added.

Where satisfactory night schools have
not been established, the International

Correspondence Schools, of Scranton, Pa.,

offer an excellent opportunity to the am-
bitious workman. He may begin with

arithmetic and work along as far as mathe-

matics, as inclination leads. If he wants

to learn applied mechanics or drawing the

necessary instruction will be imparted.

He may study steam engineering or almost

any other line of engineering taught in

technical institutions, and if he is de-

ficient in English education he may im-

prove himself by that line of study. The
methods of instruction seem to be suitable

for everybody who can read and write.

We are personally acquainted with quite a

number of men, young and old, who have

taken this course, and they all talk en-

thusiastically about the value derived from

the instruction. The young man who is

ambitious to be aforeman, and knows little

of arithmetic, less of mensuration, and

finds the placing of letters in an algebraic

formula to be no more intelligible than

Greek, must study or remain one of

the madding crowd of ordinary workmen.
Possession of the technical knowledge

of the business is not sufficient in itself to

commend him for promotion, but there is

a growing tendenc\' to refuse promotion to



those who are not in possession of such

knowledge. A man who has not had suf-

ficient perseverance and energy to learn

the principles of his business has no right

to expect promotion, no matter how good

a workman he may be.

li 'S ^
Reducing the Weight of Reciprocating

Parts.

Within the last 3'ear a variety of ably

prepared papers and reports have been

published concerning the counterbalancing

of locomotives, and on the effect that the

unbalanced weight swinging round in the

driving wheels has upon the track. The
persistent discussion of this subject ap-

pears to be productive of good, for we find

in many quarters a tendency to lighten up

the weight of the reciprocating parts as

much as possible. The Schenectady Loco-

motive Works took the lead in this move-

ment, and we now find that the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad and a number of others are

doing all in their power to lighten all the

parts employed in transmitting power to

the crank pin. It is surprising how great

the need was for a movement of this kind.

Main rods, crossheads and pistons have

been increased in weight out of all propor-

tion to the increase of power to be trans-

mitted. In some instances it looked as if

the designers did not know just how
strong these parts ought to he, and massed

the metal into them to make certain that

they would not break. What strikes an

American traveling in Europe is the light-

ness of the piston connections of locomo-

tives. For engines of equal size the main

rod and crosshead do not appear to weigh

much more than half what ours do, yet

breakage is very rare. Tlie principal rea-

son for the difference is that designers of

locomotives on the other side of the At-

lantic are under strict surveillance of the

engineers responsible for the maintenance

of the permanent wa}-. If an engine was

built with the anvil-like rods common on

some of our roads, there would be protests

raised that would prevent her being used.

The lightening process is devoted princi-

pally to the main rod and piston head.

The new compound locomotives under

construction by the Pennsylvania Railroad

have fluted main rods and a single Z-plate

piston with two snap rings. The cross-

heads look as heavy as those on other

engines. There appears to be a tendency

to lengthen the crosshead, and, therefore,

make it heavier, to prevent the tipping

movement, which is reputed to be the

cause of piston rods breaking. They man-

age to get along in Europe with crossheads

about half the weight of ours, and break-

age of piston rods is ver}- rare. This would

suggest that the cause of piston-rod break-

age is not due to short bearing surface of

crosshead.

Most locomotives have their piston heads

excessively heavy, but little attention was

directed to that until compound locomotives

came into use. The common bull-ring pis-

ton from 28 to 30 inches diameter is so enor-

mously heavy that something lighter had

to be designed, and the single-plate piston

began to grow into popularity. There are

three forms of single-plate piston, known

as the T, Z and U forms, which they re-

semble. All of them provide a lighter

head for the strength required than the

bull ring or box piston, and there is very

little reason why single-plate pistons

should not be adopted for all locomotives.

The only objection to them is that the cyl-

inder head must be made to conform to

the shape of the piston. The small addi-

tional work required to do this ougiit not

to stand in the way of a much-needed re-

form.

When a movement of this kind once gets

started it generally goes on very rapidly,

and we expect to see much progress made

in the large number of locomotives that

will be built within the next two 3'ears.

The lightening process ought not, how-

ever, to be confined to the piston and main

rod. The crosshead should receive the

attention its weight de.serves.

i i i
Additions to the Editorial Force of

Locomotive Engineering

The Air-Brake Department has already

become a feature of this paper. Locomo-

tive Engineering is above all things an

educational publication, and becoming

more and more recognized as such.

The air-brake question became too big

to handle in the ofBce—a man needs to be

living with the brake to keep up with its

improvement. When we commenced to

look for an air-brake man the list of ex-

perts was gone over, and, shake it as we
would, the name of F. M. Nellis would

always come to the top.

Mr. Nellis is the air-brake instructor in

charge of the Westinghouse Car ; his expe-

rience is as extended as the boundaries of

the countr\-, as he travels all the time,

instructing men how to handle the brake

in every kind of service ; his position

enables him to know about all improve-

ments in the apparatus, and his daily ex-

perience keeps him posted on all the in-

tricate details of operation.

Air-brake students are requested to make
this corner of the paper their headquarters,

all reasonable questions will be answered,

and the student has the satisfaction of

knowing that the answers are from the

foremost instructor in the land.

On the first of October, Mr. Orville H.

Revnolds, until now mechanical engineer

of the Northern Pacific road, will take a

place on the editorial staff of this paper.

Mr. Reynolds is widely known as the

author of "Simple Lessons in Drawing"

for apprentice boys and mechanics ; he is

an instructive and interesting writer, hav-

ing the happy facultv of taking all the

kinks and 'isms out of a technical subject

and putting it into plain English.

Fresh from hard railroad work, up to

date, a student and a painstaker, Mr.

(>33

Reynolds will be a great help to Locomo-

tive Engineering. He will make the

Car Department full and complete—some-

thing quite impossible while so far away.

Locomotive Engineering foriSgS will

have 600 pages of reading matter, and this

extra help will not come amiss to ye

editors, while the readers will get the ben-

efit of consultation with the best men in

their respective lines. Mr. Reynolds will

supervise the Question and Answer column

of the paper.

S ^ &f

Why Mile»a-Minute Trains Are Not

Run.

A few years ago there was a protracted

discussion in the railroad and engineering

papers concerning the type of engine that

would be necessary to pull trains from

New York to Chicago in eighteen hours.

Some writers contended that a new style of

locomotive, better adapted than those used

for high speed, would be necessary, and a

variety of curious designs were proposed.

We held that first-class engines of ordinary

design would be found equal to the speed

required to take a train 950 miles in

eighteen hours. The corjrectness of our

views has been proven by the high speeds

maintained by ordinary locomotives in the

racing between London and Aberdeen,

and also in the fast run over the New York

Central from New York to Buffalo. In-

stead of eighteen hours, which was consid-

ered about the possible maximum speed

ten vears ago, the train on the New York

Central covered the distance between New
York and Buffalo at a velocity which would

have taken the train to Chicago in 15 !4

hours.

Hitherto there has been considerable

conflict of opinion among railroad men as

to whether or not a train run at a speed of

about sixty miles an hour could be made
to pay unless the passengers were charged

unusually high rates. The run on the

New York Central decided this, for it was

demonstrated that a train of four coaches,

capable of accommodating 218 passengers,

can be pulled at a speed which would

cover the distance between New York and

Chicago in sixteen hours. If the traveling

public were prepared to patronize such a

train, it would soon be put on. There are

no mechanical difficulties in the way of

starting it out next week. The only diffi-

culty is that there are not enough passengers

traveling daily between New York and Chi-

cago to fill a train of that size. Through
travel between great cities is much smaller

than it is generally supposed to be. Mr.

George H. Daniels, general passenger

agent of the New York Central, made the

statement to the writer that the average

through travel between New York and
Chicago on all lines does not exceed 150

daily.

There is no better authority on a ques-

tion of that character. With six com-

panies competing for that business, there

does not appear to be enough for each to



justify the running of fast throrgh trains.

In fact, none of the trains would pay were
it not for the local business.

i i i
We find that a good uumy railroad

companies are moving in the direction

of better covering for the boilers of

locomotives. In several shops that we
visited latel}' we found them applv-

ing magnesia sectional covering, which
is reported to give ver\- .satisfactorN- results

if properly put on. The men in charge of

the mechanical department of railroads

generally are appreciating the heat losses

that re.-iult from the use of the common
wooden lagging. The plastic m .xture of

asbestos and lime, which was for a time

used in place of wood, is now thoroughly

unpopular. The most common objection

raised against it is that it corrodes the

jacket very rapidly. If it corrodes the

jacket, it is liable to perform the more
serious action of corroding the boiler

sheets. Another serious objection to that

material is that it conducts heat worse
than wooden lagging. The Pennsylvania

Railroad people used plastic covering, but

they have now abandoned it and are ap-

plying magnesia wool in sections.

i i ^
Almost every brick roundhouse ten years

of age bears evidence of engines striking

its back walls. New brick and mortar can

be seen in the blackened original walls.

When a hole is punched in a back wall,

serious damage is often done the structure.

There is always a delay to get material and
the masons, and in cold weather the ex-

posure makes the house very uncomfort-

able. What is the matter with making an

arched doorway front and back ? The
back arch can be filled with stationary

wooden doors, carrying the windows ; the

recess in the wall will give more room for

the storage of heavy tools, jacks, etc., and
when the hostler lets a rambunctious loco-

mo::ive back into the rear, no other damage
will be done than to knock down a wooden
door that the shop carpenter can repair or

replace in half a day.

@ i i
We recently mentioned that the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company are building

in their shops at Juniata three compound
locomotives of different types, in order to

find out by the searching test of service

what form is most economical for freight

service. During a recent visit to these

shops, we learned that a fourth compound,
with the Goldsdorf starting device, is also

imder construction, and also a simple en-

gine of the same general design as the

compounds. The work is well advanced

and the engines will soon be ready for

service. The intention is to put them all

to work pulling fast freight trains. The
merits of the various types will be deter-

mined by their performance in hauling

trains. The engines are heavy moguls.

There is one peculiarity about the \alve

gear, the rocker shaft being set in a vertical

position. This is done because the large

wheels left too little room for the ordinary

horizontal rocker. The arrangement is a

pjculiar one, and it will be interesting to

watch how it works.

i i i
We notice in several specifications for

locomotive boilers that some of our master

mechanics are breaking away from the

time honored practice of making the fire-

box sheets ,''.,-inch thick. Experience with

scale-forming water seems to prove that

the thinner the firebox sheets are the bet-

ter likelihood is there of absence of crack-

ing. Where feed water is free from solid

impurities, sheets thicker than ,°,-inch may
prove economical, but we think those hav-

ing scale-forming water should be very

careful about thickening sheets. If the

steam pressure is considered too great for

thin sheets, it would be the more judicious

plan to put the stay-bolts closer together.

When steel first began to come into use

for fireboxes, J-|-inch was a common thick-

ness, but it did not ]_rove so durable as

sheets y,,-inch thinner. If men who are

returning to the thicker sheet are doing .so

experimentally, we should advise them to

find out wh.it their older compeers know-

about what thickness has proven lo be the

most economical.

i i ^
A somewhat novel form of smoke-pre-

venting device for furnaces and fireboxes

has recently been patented, and eiforts are

being made to put it upon the market. It

consists of steam jets in the grate bars,

which blow upon the incandescent fire.

The claim is made that the gases forming

the steam are disassociated, and the com-

bustion of the hydrogen and oxygen form-

ing the steam yields a gain of heat.

That is a fallacy that has often been ex-

ploded. There is the same amount of

heat energy expended in tearing the gases

apart as there is heat generated by the per-

fect combustion of the separate gases. As

combustion is never perfect in furnaces,

there is always loss of heat sustained by

blowing steam into a furnace. Incident-

ally there may be gain, as when the steam

is employed to create a current of air, as

in the Clark smoke consumer. Whatever

gain or advantage is given by the latest

smoke-preventer, must come from the

steam acting as an air conductor.

i i g
Much more attention has been paid in

the past two years to making locomotives

comfortable and handy for the crews than

formerly. It is a lasting and pajdng in-

vestment to take a little time and pains to

get the engineer's valve in the right place,

the sand lever away from hot steam pipes,

and cylinder-cock levers where a man can

use them without looking. Injectors are

now usually placed ahead of the cab, but

be sure to bring the operating handles

where a man can reach them without get-

ting off the seat.
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EQUIPMENT NOTES.
The Plant .System are reported to be in

the market for twenty-five refrigerator

cars.

The Madison Car Company are building

a large lot of cars for the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas.

The Union Pacific are said to have less

than two per cent, of their rolling stock in

bad order.

The Chicago & Grand Trunk have
placed a contract with Pullman to build

500 freight cars.

The Mobile & Birmingham Railroad are

building a new machine shop for general

repairs at Mobile.

The Omaha & ,Sl. Louis Railroad are

trying to form a car trust to erjuip the

road with 550 freight cars.

The New York, Ontario & Western have

ordered one new locomotive from the

Cooke Locomotive Works.

The Union Pacific have contracted with

the Ensign Car & Manufacturing Co. for

forty new grain and fruit cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad have recently

contracted for the building of 500 coal

cars of 80,000 pounds' capacity.

The Pittsburgh, Chenango & Lake Erie

have given a contract to the Ohio Falls

Car Co. to build 5(x> freight cars.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie have put a

large force of men to work repairing the

rolling stock that has run down during

the depression of business.

The Grand Trunk Railway have built

their first compound locomotive in their

shops at Montreal. It is a heavy engine

intended for freight service.

The Union Tank Line are preparing to

order 1,500 oil-tank cars of a very large

size. They will be equipped with air

brakes and M. C. B. couplers.

The Canadian Pacific Railway people

are building 100 new box cars in their

shops at Perth, Ont. They are said to be

in the market with a large order of cars.

Barney & Smith people have received

contract for 1,000 gondola cars for Wash-

ington Coal &. Coke Co. The cars are

built after same specifications as Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie.

There is going to be an active demand

among railroads for driver brakes for old

freight engines. The Louisville & Nash-

ville have recently placefl large orders for

these brakes, and several other companies

are moving in the same direction.

The new management of the Southern

Railwav are already noted for the fair and

generous policy adopted towards the em-

ployes. The latest manifestation of this

is an announcement that employes will

be granted passes to Atlanta for them-

selves and those dependent upon them, in

order that they may .see the Exposition.



PERSONAL.
Mr. C. H. Houghton has been appointed

general manager for the receiver of the

Stuttgart & Arkansas River Railroad.

Jlr. J. S. Crews has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the Albany, Florida &
Northern, with headquarters at Alban}-,

Ga.

Mr. C. H. Roser, of Lima, (.)., has

been appointed superintendent of the Ohio
Southern, with headquarters at Spring-

field, O.

Mr. \V. B. Page has been appointed as-

sistant engineer of motive power of the

Philadelphia & Erie division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad.

Mr. J. F. Sheahan, who was formerly on
the Orange Belt Railroad, has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Plant sys-

tem, Palatka, Fla.

Mr. George F. Braddock has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines of the

western division of the Wabash, with head-

quarters at Moberly, Mo.

Mr. Frank Horton, heretofore chief dis-

patcher, has been appointed trainmaster of

the Des Moines Northern & Western, with

headquarters at Des Moines, la.

Mr. Thomas B. Russum has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent and mas-

ter mechanic of the New Jersey & New
York Railroad, with headquarters at Hills-

dale, N. J.

Mr. George A. Gallagher has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Lake Su-

perior Terminal & Transfer Railwa)', in

charge of the motive power and car de-

partments.

Mr. William H. Stevenson, of New York,

formerly vice-president and general mana-

ger of the Hoosatonic Railroad, has been

chosen president of the Lancaster & Ham-
den of Ohio.

Mr. E. La Lime, master mechanic of the

Northern New York, at Santa Clara, N. Y.,

has been appointed superintendent. He
will continue to perform the duties of mas-

ter mechanic.

Captain Grant, formerly master me-

chanic of the Orange Belt Railroad, has

been visiting Scotland, his native land,

this summer, and is now returned. He is

open for an engagement.

Mr. J. H. Noble, superintendent of the

Yuma and Tucson divisions of the South-

em Pacific, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Shasta division of that road,

with headquarters at Dunsmuir, Cal.

Mr. E. E. Anderson, private secretary to

Superintendent McBee of the Seaboard Air

Line at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed

trainmaster of the third division of that

road, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. W. Cockfield has resigned as master

mechanic of the Mexican Central at Chi-

huahua, Mex., to accept the position of

locomotive and car superintendent of the

Interoceanic Railroad, with headquarters at

Puebla, Mex.

Mr, Josiah F. Hill, who has been assist-

ant to Third Vice-President Baldwin of the

Southern Railway, was on August 22d

cho.sen secretary of that company. Head-

quarters, New York City.

Mr. H. O. Dunkle, trainmaster of the

Akron division of the Baltimore & Ohio,

has been appointed division superintendent

of the Pittsburgh & Western, with head-

quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. F. B. Hubbell, of Texarkana, Tex.,

formerly third vice-president and traffic

manager of the Texarkana & Fort Smith,

has been chosen president of the Pan-

American Railway Company.

Mr. Epes Randolph, formerly general

superintendent of the Chesapeake, Ohio &
Southwestern, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Yuma and Tucson divis-

ions of the Southern Pacific, with head-

quarters at Tucson, Ariz.

Col. H. S. Haines has resigned as vice-

president of the Plant system, with which

he has been connected for many years,

and it is understood that he is to be com-

missioner of the Southern States Freight

Association when its organization is per-

fected.

Mr. B. C. Millner, Jr., formeny chief

engineer of the Georgia Southern & Flor-

ida, and for over a year past, assistant to

the chief of construction of the Atlanta

Exposition, has been appointed assistant

to the chief engineer of the Southern Rail-

way, with headquarters at Birmingham,

Ala.

Mr. O. H. Jackson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Santa Fe, Prescott

& Phcenix, with headquarters at Prescott,

Ariz. He was formerly master mechanic

on the Indiana, Bloomington & Western,

and was for a time master mechanic in

charge of the Big Four shops at Bright-

wood, Ind.

Mr. J. M. Turner has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and trans-

portation of the New Orleans & Western,

with headquarters at New Orleans, La.

He has been trainmaster on the Seaboard

Air Line for the last few months, and be-

fore that was a division superintendent of

the Illinois Central.

Mr. Edward L. Coster, of New York,

who was elected an associate member of

the Master Mechanics' Association at last

convention, has been appointed by Presi-

dent Oilman of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sitv, Baltimore, one of the aids to the

jurors in the locomotive department of the

.\tlanta Exposition.

Mr. William B. Curtis, who has been

connected with the traffic department of

the Southern Pacific at San F'rancisco

since iSS6, and who has been in charge of

the tariff and statistical bureau of the de-

partment for several years past, has been

chosen traffic manager of the Traffic Asso-

ciation of California, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal.
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Mr. L. B. Sherman, for many years con-

nected with the Raihcay Review, has ac-

cepted the po.^ition of Western manager for

the Ojficial Railway Equipment Guide,

with headquarters at Rookery, Chicago.

This pocket official list is gaining popu-

larity very rapidly, the practice of revising

it quarterly being appreciated by those who
have to use the reference.

General Superintendent Sullivan, of the

Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, annoimces the following appoint-

ments : Mr. W. S. King, superintendent

of the Mississippi division of the Illinois

Central, in place of Mr. N. D. Wiggins,

resigned ;
Mr. A, J. Grief, superintendent

of the New Orleans division of the Yazoo

& Mississippi Valley, in place of Mr. W.
S. King, transferred.

A circular issued by Mr. Henr\- Bartlett,

superintendent of motive power, and Mr. J.

T. Chamberlain, master car builder of the

Boston & Maine, says: "Mr. C. H. Wig-

gin is appointed master mechanic of the

White Mountains and Concord divisions

and Southern division, south to Manchest-

er, including branches, in charge of all

matters pertaining to the motive power

department, with headquarters at Concord.

The jurisdiction of Mr. E. T. Sumner,

master mechanic of the Southern division,

is hereb)' extended to include all motive

power matters on Southern division and

branches south of Manchester. Mr. J. T.

Gordon is appointed general foreman car

department, having charge of that depart-

ment on Concord and White Mountain

divisions, and Southern division south of

Concord to Manchester, including branches

exclusive of Portsmouth yard. Mr. S. R.

Arey, general foreman car department at

Salem, will have charge of all matters per-

taining to car department at Portsmouth

yard. Mr. G. F. Adams, general foreman

car department at Nashua, will have charge

of all matters pertaining to car department

south of Manchester yard to Nashua."

Mr. John Soutar, the engine driver who
ran the engine in the concluding run of

the West Coast route, has been greatly

lionized for the courage and skill displayed

in running 90 miles in 80 minutes over the

worst division of the road. The Scotch,

as a people, are not celebrated for being

emotional, but when Soutar arrived at

Aberdeen a crowd of admirers took him
from the engine and carried him shoulder

high to the offices. Mr. Soutar is 61 }'ears

old, and has worked for the company for

45 years. He is a second cousin of Mr.

A. A. Maver, of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, at Stratford, Ont. When the writer

was a youth, working in the shops of the

road where the finish of the run was
made, John Soutar was running a freight

engine, and had the reputation of being

the best driver on the road. A contest

took place in those days in which Soutar

took a leading part. The company received

two unusually heavy freight engines, built

at Leeds, and they were to be employed on



the through fast "goods" trains, and

were expected to do great service. Soutar

was appointed to one of them because the

men who had previously run the engines

could not get them to steam. A big wild-

boasting fellow was sent from headquarters

to run the other engine, and he told very

loudly that he would show Soutar how to

run an engine. They had a short struggle

for superiority and Soutar easilj' came off

victor.

i i i
In the death of Daniel Coxe, superin-

tendent of the D., S. & S. road, one of the

brightest young minds in the railroad field

disappears. Daniel Coxe was about 29

years of age, and a son of Alexander Coxe,

of the firm of Coxe Brothers & Co., the great

coal operators. At an early age young
Coxe took to building little locomotives,

and his father finally fitted up a small but

complete shop in his door-3'ard. Here

young Coxe, with one mechanic—J. A.

Beltz, now M. M. of the D., S. & S. road-
built three locomotives exactly one-sixth

standard size, including every detail, in-

jectors, air brakes, etc. For these he built

a track about a mile long ; these little en-

gines would do wonderful work and ex-

cited great interest. Soon after young

Coxe became of age the firm of Coxe

Brothers & Co. commenced the building

of the D., S. & S. road, the main line of

which is sixty odd miles long and all

on their own land
;
young Coxe was made

superintendent of motive power, and de-

signed some freight engines that left

many old " standards " in the rear. .About

two years ago he was made general

superintendent of the road. He was

married about a year ago. On September

6th he was experimenting with one of his

little engines, when the struck an obstruc-

tion and turned over. Coxe was not hurt

apparently, and sat on the track, giving in-

structions to the men picking her up, for

some time, when he suddenly complained

of a pain in the side, and only lived a few

hours after. It is supposed that internal

injuries, together with heart disease, has-

tened his demise. Daniel Coxe was a

grandson of Richard Norris, the once

famous locomotive builder.

i i i
Car Heaters.

A very handsome illustrated catalogue

has recently been published by Mr. William

C. Baker, of 143 Liberty street, New York.

Mr. Baker has been in the car-heating

business for thirty years, and he has been

learning new facts about car-heating all

the time which have guided him in making

the various improvements effected on his

car heater. He considers that his latest

invention—the jointless, flexible and abso-

lutely fireproof heater, which cannot be

broken in a wreck—is the ne phis ultra of

all means attempted for keeping cars

warm. Besides giving excellent illustra-

tions of the various heaters and their parts,

the catalogue contains useful information

about the transmission of heat, the circu-

lation of hot water in pipes, and on a

variety of other subjects relating to car-

heating. The catalogue will be a highly

useful handbook for master car builders

and the foremen who have to apply the

Baker heater to c irs.

i i i
The C. W. Hunt Co., New York, have

published an illustrated catalogue, show-

ing the appliances made by the company

for -"Coal Handling for Steam Genera-

tion." There is good descriptive reading

matter in the pamphlet, but the whole

story is told by means of good engravings,

mostly half-tone reproductions of photo-

graphs. A variety of coaling stations for

locomotives is shown. Railroad men con-

templating improvements on their coaling

stations would do well to send for this

pamphlet.

@ ® i
A work of high art is a pamphlet termed

" Boring and Turning Mills," lately pub-

lished by the Bullard Machine Tool Co.,

Bridgeport, Coim. It contains some of the

finest engravings we have ever examined.

These show the outside of the factory, the

interior of the erecting shop, and eleven

of the well-known tools made by the com-

pany. The only fault that could be found

with the pamphlet is, that it does not con-

form to any of the Master Mechanics'

Association standard sizes for pamphlets.

% ^ %
Railroad men interested in reducing the

cost of castings, ought to examine the

Tabor molding machine in use in the West

Shore Railroad shops at Frankfort, N. Y.

The machine was purchased in the ex-

pectation that it would mold the brake

shoes used on the road, and it would have

given great satisfaction if it had done

merely that. But, in addition to molding

all the brake shoes, it has done all ttie

journal bearings, axle-box wedges and a

variety of other small work.

i i i
The Tabor Mfg. Co., of New York,

building automatic foundry molding ma-

chines, has recently been reorganized

with the following officers : Harris Tabor,

president ; Angus Sinclair, vice-president

;

E. H. Mumford, secretary and treasurer.

New life has been given to the introduction

of power molding machines for foundry

work, in which foundrymen are show^ing

great interest, and the company feels sine

of greater success for itself and for its ma-

chine than ever before.

% % %
The Standard Paint Co., New York,

have just issued a sample book and cata-

logue which contains most valualjle in-

formation for railroad men. It contains a

full line of samples of car-roofing and

roofing for general purposes, as well as in-

sulating, sheathing and building papers.

The pamphlet will be sent to men inter-

ested in these matters, on application.
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" A Guide to .Systematic Reading in the

Encyclopedia Britannica " is the title of a

book by James Baldwin, Ph.D., published

by Werner & Co. , New York. It will be

found very useful to those who have the

great work it relates to. The Guide tells

in a comprehensive way what is to be

found in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and

where it is to be foimd.

'^ % %
The Hunt Air-Brake Co. Instruction

Book has been issued for the benefit of the

men handling the brake which is used ex-

clusively on street cars. The information

is given in a very simple fashion, and good
illustrations are used to make the text

easily understood. The headquarters of

the company are in Pittsburgh, Pa.

i i ig

The Morton mat and foot scraper, manu-
factured by Mr. John M. Morton, Cedar

Rapids, la., is coming into use for car

service. Those who have given the thing

a trial say that it is a valuable aid to keep-

ing cars clean.

'^ ^ %
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

are building fifteen cars a day in their

shops at Altoona.

© g i
Death Knell of the Locomotive Not

Sounded.

In these days, when there are so many
wild statements made by electricians about

the possibilities of operating surface rail-

roads economically by electricity, it is re-

freshing to find an electrical engineer

whose views are worthy of attention, ex-

pressing himself on the subject. Such a

man is Mr. Frank J. Sprague. He writes

to the Engiuceriits: Ulagazinc :

"The electric railway will operate al-

most all street railway systems and ele-

vated and underground roads ; it will

replace the locomotive on many suburban

and branch lines ; it will prove a valuable

auxiliary to trunk systems
; but it has not

sounded the death knell of the locomotive

any more than the dynamo has sounded
that of the stationary steam engine. Each
has its own legitimate field, which will

play its proper part in the needs of all

civilization.

" The trolley car as an individual unit

reaches a wonderful degree of efficiency
;

but the moment that the electric locomo-

tive shall be used after the manner of a

steam locomotive, and be placed ahead of

a number of cars, the aggregate weight of

which shall be from five to twenty-five

times its own, the enormous loss of energy

and the variation of pressure on a line

would make the cost, with any possible

allowable loss, entirely impracticable.

The thirty, forty, or fifty-car train, pulled

by a single locomotive with a limited

train crew," he asserts, " presents an eco-

nomical transportation of freight which
no system of units on long-distance trans-

portation can hope to equal."



Quick Steam=Raising.

Edilors :

July 2oth, Engine No. lo, 17x24, Bald-

win eight- wheel passenger engine, was or-

dered out of here on a special. 1 had the

boiler filled with hot water through a Rue
injector (boiler washer). When boiler

was filled, fire was put in firebox at 5:10

p. M., and at 5:35 P. M. engine had forty

pounds of steatn and was backed on the

turn-table. There was nothing used but

pine wood and oil waste to get steam up on

this engine. I would like to hear from

someone using fire kindlers, to see if they

get up steam any faster than this. Engine

No. 10 has a 54-inch boiler ; firebox 34

inches wide by 59 inches long ; 234 tubes

127 inches long.

JAS. F. Blackwood,
Gen. Foreman, S. C. & Ga. R.R.

Charleston, S. C.

© i

stretches Boiler Tubes Instead of

Safe-Ending Them.
Edilors :

Enjoying Mr. Jim Skeevers' "limited

object lesson" in your August number
made me regret the more my having

missed the visit of Mr. Hill on his Euro-

pean trip, as I would have shown him the

way in which Mr. Skeevers might have

done away with safe-ending his flues alto-

gether.

In our shop here never an iron flue has

been welded since they used iron flues, a

matter of eighteen years, so that no trouble

inches will do, but more stretch can be

given.

A few taps with a mallet take away any

slight crookedness.

The operation is afterwards repeated

twice, near both ends and in the middle

part lastly, so the flues just outlive their

four inspection turns as the engine is

overhauled.

We find the thickness of the tubes com-

ing down from 2.9 millimeters to about 2.6

millimeters only, by the operation, so there

need be no "thinking" about the matter

of collapsing, as the diameter lessens down

from I L;!-inch to' i
J
/;-inch, and a gain of

stiffness might be calculated.

The narrowing of the flues does not in-

terfere with the cleaning in the sheds.

The cleaning of old coated flues is done

here by passing them under a set of four

lightly vibrating hammers worked by cams,

the flues resting in bearings just free from

the grooved heads when still ; the scale is

knocked oft' sharply by the elastic " rat
"

Bracing Flue-Sheets.

Edilors :

I have read considerable about staying

flue-sheets. I think that I have a very

good way. I have never seen it used any-

where el.se, so describe it :

We used to put a bolt through the flues
;

it would stay tight a while, and then the

flue would get to leaking. The bolt would

have to be removed to get at the flue, and

it is a pretty hot job with steam on the en-

gine.

When I put in a new fl le-sheet I leave

out four to six flue-holes in places where

the sheet is liable to bulge, and drill a

i-inch hole instead. When the flue-sheet

is riveted in place I stretch a line (.so as to

tap straight) from front flue-sheet to back

flue-sheet and tap with a i>^-inch, 12-

thread, stay-bolt tap. Then I make a bolt

with one end threaded to fit flue-sheet

hole and the other end enlarged to slip

into flue. This is welded to flue, the solid

end screwed into the flue-sheet and headed

down, same as a stay-bolt ; roll and bead

the front end, and you have a brace that

will not leak or break.

T. A. Jameson,
Southern Ry. Co.

Kiw.vz'ille, Ti'iiii.

i i ^
Templates for Drilling Engine-Truck

Frames and Pedestals.

Editors :

In connection with your general illustra-

tions of various jigs or templates for cor-

rectly, systematically and economically

X I I
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ever arose from welded joints in conse-

quence.

The flues are cleaned and heated evenly

a bright red heat, on a common smithy,

the fire being spread conveniently a

length of about 28 inches ; the spanners

A and B being fixed on the outer ends,

suiting the length of the angle-iron con-

cern, marked C\n the sketch.

The hook D being then put over the

spanner B, as many turns are given, by

two men, to the screw as required to

stretch the flue to a suitable length, this

never taking more than, a single heat.

If flues have been cut out carefullv, 2 '2
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Steel-Bushed Templ.^te, for Drilling Truck Frames.

when in motion, eight times every revolu-

tion of the shaft. The little sketch may
give an idea of the concern.

Since this hammering (the invention of

our Mr. Oberstadt) came into use our

neighbors had to do without the fine drum-

ming of our revolving cleaners, but we
don't care to ask them how they like the

substitute, as our flues are now no more

damaged and crystallized as by our former

way of cleaning. Th. A. BerTrand,
Manager.

Dutch Stale Ry. Shops, I 'trechl, Holland.
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doing work on the various parts of locomo-

tives, I wish to call your attention to our

method, or templates, for drilling truck

bars or frames, and its pedestals or truck

jaws. We have for the truck bars a tem-

plate correctly drilled, and with holes

bushed with steel,«as shown in sketch.

By clamping template, as a guide for

drill, on two truck bars, it insures the work

being done accurately, all alike and uni-

form in size of holes.

The pedestal chuck we use for drilling

the pedestals to go on these truck bars,



•which insures their all being drilled alike

and positively the same distance from their

face. It is impossible for them to be drilled

wrong ; also, the holes are sure to be fair

with the holes in truck bars.

The operation is to lay the chuck on

drilling machine table ; next place the ped-

estal therein, the face of which will also go

down to the table ; then drive the key

(shown at right of engraving) to hold

it there ; turn the chuck on end and

do the drilling.

The inside of this chuck is slotted true

and square with its ends. The pedestals

are only slotted or planed on the ends.

When bolting pedestals to frame, there

weighed probably 300 or 325 pounds. In

looking a little farther into the breakages

that were reported, I found that they oc-

curred mainly on engines with that kind

of crosshead, and where the speed of the

engine was what you might consider ex-

cessive. The engines had wheels not more

than 4'/i feet in diameter, and were fre-

quently run at speeds of 50 miles per hour
;

and the effect of the center of gravity be-

ing so far above the center line of the pis-

ton would necessarily cause the rod to

break in the course of time. It had the

same effect as a driving wheel would have

if it is over or under-balanced and run at

a high speed.

Chuck .^nd ].\\v. Key Shown to Right Above Drill Hole.

is no need of measuring to see if jaws are

proper distance apart for the truckbox, or

of tramming. The holes coming fair with

each other need very little reaming, all

holes requiring the same amount.

The result is that bars can be drilled on

one machine, the jaws at the same time

being drilled on another machine, and the

bolts being turned at the same time at the

lathe to suit the given reamer to be used,

enabling the work to be done accurately,

with despatch and comfort to those doing

it. Thomas Fielden,
General Foreman,

S/. Louis, 3Io. Mo. Pacific Shops.

© ^ i
Badly Balanced Crossheads.

One of the most common failures of lo-

comotives to-day comes from the breakage

of piston rods, and this species of failure

is particularly common with the Laird

guide. In talking on this subject Mr.

Reuben Wells, superintendent of the

Rogers Locomotive Works, made some
points which are well worthy of considera-

tion. He said : "It seems to me that the

breakage of piston rods is mainly due to

the crossheads being out of balance, you
may say. Several years ago, in looking

up the matter, as to what was the cause of

the breaking of the piston rods, particu-

larly where the Laird crosshead was used,

I took a crosshead of about the ordinary

size, such as is used for a 19-inch cylinder,

and I found that the center of gravity of

that crosshead was 4)^ inches above the

center line of the piston rod, and it

" Now, I know that the Laird crosshead

has been used for many years with very

good success, and given but very little

trouble from breakages, but it was where

the engines were run at a moderate speed,

probably not more than 20 or 25 miles an

hour. But the breakages that I refer to

niainlv occurred with that kind of cross-

The center of gravit}- of the crosshead is

too far above the center line of the piston

rod, and at the end of each stroke the tend-

ency is for the crossheads to continue on,

and at the other end of the stroke it is re-

versed.

"Now, in the case of what is called the

two-bar guide—that is, one bar above

and one below the piston—I have never

known of any trouble from broken piston

rods, because the crossheads of that kind

are balanced. But in the Laird crosshead

they are very much out of balance in the

case I mention, and I think that other

crossheads of that kind are about in that

proportion, some are not quite so much
;

but they easily run from 4 to 4J^, and

sometimes as high as 4^ inches center of

gravity above the center line of the piston

rod."

i @ i

Norfolk & Western Engine House.

The annexed engraving shows a novel

form of engine house designed by the

mechanical department of the Norfolk &
Western, and recently erected at one of

their division points. The desire was to

make a house that would dispense with

smoke jacks and not have a very large

volume of space to be heated. The en-

graving shows how successfully the pur-

pose was accomplished.

Besides its novel shape the engine house

has numerous other good features. It has

a drainage tunnel all round, in which all

pipes for steam, water and gas are set so

that they can be easily reached. The pits

are built so that a man working in them
will have dry feet, and a flooring has Ijeen

put down which will stand the weight of

a jack and yet be water-tight.

!T|
l^
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A Model Air=Brake Instruction Plant.

Following is an illustration and descrip-

tion of an air-brake schooling room re-

cently installed in the shops of the Penn-

sylvania Company, at Renovo, Pa., which

will doubtless prove interesting to all, and

especially instructive to those of onr read-

ers who contemplate the erection of a sim-

ilar plant at some future time.

J. W. Sheldon, traveling engineer and

equipment. Air-signal equipment, reduc-

ing and diaphragm valves are situated in

right-hand corner. Duplex gages to show

pressure in main reservoir, train line,

auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinders are

placed on side of walls. Stirrups are fast-

ened to all cylinders, with blocks to regu-

late travel of piston and to show the

pressure at all points of travel from 4 to

12 inches.

Air-Brake Instruction Room, r. R.R. Siior, Riixovo, P.\.

air-brake instructor of the P. & E. Division,

conducts the classes, which assemble at

regular intervals for instruction. En-

gineers, firemen, conductors and brake-

liien are notified by bulletin several days

in advance of each meeting, and are asked

to come prepared to discuss certain .speci-

fied subjects. In this way all classes of

men are kept in touch with the air brake,

and all local annoyances are discussed and

corrected. The officials of the division give

it tlieir hearty support, and already have

been brought to appreciate its value as an

educator.

Pump for supplying air is located in

machine-shop boiler room, about one

hundred and fifty ( 150I feet distant. Main

reservoir and all pipes are placed under

floor, in basement. The first, or top cyl-

inder, represents a tender equipment, plain

triple with one " sectional, connected
;

second cylinder underneatli is a 10 iuch

passenger equipment, and the third and

fourth cylinders are freight-car equipments

with a sectional quick-acting triple valve

connected to the third car. Auxiliary

reservoirs for brake valve, tender and pas-

senger car are placed on floor back of the

The room has a seating capacity for

sixty (60) men.

tS ^ '^

A Good Samaritan's Stock Below Par.

To assist a fellowman in distress has

been an inherent trait in the human
family ever since time immemorial, and

possibly is possessed by the average rail-

road man in a greater degree than any

other individual in the daily walks of life.

Many men have at some time or other

been in a position where they would be

glad to lend a helping hand by giving

badly-needed advice, were they not fear-

ful that such might not be well received.

A certain air-brake man, while recently

traveling over a strange road, felt the

brakes apply suddenly, and the train

come to a .standstill with a lurch. With

characteristic curiosity he immediately

proceeded to ascertain the cause of this

unusual stop. He found the coupling be-

tween the tender and the baggage car had

broken, and the engine had come to a

standstill about 'a car-length from the

train. The air was escaping from the

hose on rear end of tender as rapidly as the

('39

pump, which was striking the heads at

both ends of the stroke, could make it.

Seeing the brake-valve handle was in full

release position, the air-brake man stepped

to the side of the engineer, who was in

the act of bleeding off the tender brake,

and with all the magnanimity he could

muster, said :

"My friend, if you would lap your

brake valve the main-re=ervoir pressure

would be saved, and when you couple up

again the train brakes will relea.se more

readily. '

'

The advice was given with the kindliest

intent, but the air-brake man was soon

aware that he had made a mistake, for

above the noise of the escaping steam at

the pop valves, the engineer shrieked :

" Wuttellzat to you? You tend yer

own bizness and I'll take care of mine."

The air-brake man registered a cast-iron

vow that he would henceforth keep his in-

formation for his own line, where he was

better known and appreciated.

Could But Wouldn't—A Problem for

the " Nut-Crackers."

A good moral is contained in the follow-

ing story as told by Mr. S. J. Kidder to a

group of air-brake men one evening in the

rotunda of the Lindell Hotel, St. Louis,

during the convention of the Association

of Railroad Air-Brake Men last April. He
said :

" During the past few years much im-

provement has been made in air-brake

mechanism, but it is of only comparatively

recent date that special effort has been

made to perfect the knowledge of the men
handling them. Various methods have

been suggested and practiced in an en-

deavor to teach engineers how to handle

the brakes, but one of the most peculiar

and effective ones that ever came under

my observation I am about to relate.

" Several years ago, it was my fortune to

be road foreman of engines on one of our

large Western trunk lines, and among the

engineers was Bill W., an old passenger

man who rendered first-class ser\^ice, gen-

erally speaking, but could not, or did not.

rather, do satisfactory' braking. I rode

with him frequently, and upon calling his

attention to his improper method of

handling the brakes, his usual response

was that he was doing the best he could.

Finding that throwing sod did no good,

I had Bin taken off the engine, giving him



a consolidation on freight ; the engine

being devoid of any brake fixtures.

" Bill soon found that there was quite a

radical difference between getting over the

road in ten to fifteen hours, instead of three

or four, and the first time I met him, a

week or more later, he asked to be rein-

stated on his old run, but I gave him no
satisfaction. Several days went by, and he
again asked for reinstatement, but, as in

the former instance, his request was not

granted. Another week elapsed, during

which time Bill and his ' 324 ' had been

putting in long and hard service toting

box cars over the division. Chancing to

meet him, he again wished to get back on
his old run.

"Said he, 'I don't like this freight

business, and if you will let me take my
old engine I will do the braking all right.'

" I replied, ' Bill, I don't quite under-

stand how you have learned the art of air-

braking in three weeks on an engine with-

out brakes, when you admitted that )-ou

could not handle them when having every-

day experience. Your work was not satis-

factory to the company, and, as a con.se-

quence, I was compelled to remove you,

and put you where the appliances were of

such a character that you could manipu-
late t'.ieni.'

" Bill went awa}- quite crestfallen, while

I sauntered over to the office and arranged

to have him put back in his former posi-

tion when the change could conveniently

be made. He was soon pulling ' varnished

cars' again, andduring the time thereafter

that I was connected with the road, his

brake-work was of a most model character.

" I don't venture to say why it was that

Bill could not learn to handle brakes dur-

ing his several visits to the instruction car,

and with the numerous practical lessons I

gave him on his engine on the road, or how
he could acquire all this information in a

limited time on an unbraked engine, but

give the facts and leave it to the ' nut-

crackers ' to solve the problem."

i i ^

Kelly's BraUe Fork.

These forks are made of malleable iron,

and weigh from 2}^ to 2}i pounds each,

and are from 3 to 5 pounds lighter than

the wrought forks. The end of brake rod

is upset with bolt machine, with long

countersink under T heid, as per sketch
;

forks are then put on rod, and the other

end upset, making the rod complete and

ready for service without welding, while

the wrought forks on rods, where two forks

are required, take four welds to make rod

ready for scr\'ice.

These forks have been tested with 40,000

pounds without a fracture ; there are some
hundreds in service on the D., S. S. & A.

They are manufactured by the Da>ton
Malleable Iron Co.

Mr. Geo. W. Kelly is foreman black-

smith of the D., S. S. & A. R.R., and
served his time in the Altooua locomotive

shop of the P. R.R.

^ ^ ^
A Pointtrr.

Problems for solution must be accom-
panied by the answer. The problem will

be published in one number and the an-

swer in the following one. Those having

a solution for the problem must have it in

by the 20th of the month, as Locomotive
Engineering goes to press on that date,

and answers received after that time can-

not be published in that issue. Several

answers to George B. Snow's "Queer
Antics of a Tender Brake" have been

received since September issue was mailed

to our subscribers, and therefore cannot be

given any credit. Be careful to give suffi-

cient data.

i i i
A Simple Signal Whistle.

This liltle engraving will show how to

make a cheap and effective whistle for air

sigu.al. It is made of a piece of pipe,

notched much as we used to

notch willow whistles in the

old school days, a plug just

under the notch restricting

the p.assage and putting it in

the right place.

Mr. Samuel W. Dodds, of

Topeka, Kan., sends this,

and says he has tried it and
found it better than the bell

whistle
; it hasnosmall open-

ing to gum up, and the small-

est passage is exposed where

it can be cleared with a

toothpick. It is very sensi-

tive, blowing the same with

10 to 40 poimds. The tone

can be changed by length-

ening or shortening the bell, or top part

of pipe.

g i ^
Locomotive Engineering for 1896

will contain 5oo pages of reading matter,

and will be better in every way than it

ever has been. If there is not a hustling

club raiser on your road in your town,

write us
;
got a story for you.

i i i
The Columbian Metallic Rod Packing

Co. have been appointed selling agents for

the Foster Engineering Company's pump
governor and inside check. The work of

introducing these specialties to railroad

companies will be done by Mr. George P.

Wilson, the popular general agent of the

Columbian Metallic Rod Packing Co.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A Plea for AifBrake Schooling Plants.

Editors :

Inasmuch that a very evident and com-

mendable desire has for some time past

been manifested by railway employes to

become more proficient in their knowledge

of the construction and operation of the

air brake, it would seem proper for railway

officials to encourage this interest in their

men by furnishing and equipping air-

brake schooling plants at principal terminal

points, where further education may be

had.

Such would certainly redound to the

interest of the road, as better service

is always had from intelligent work. It is

also essential that a competent instructor

be selected and given official authority in

air-brake matters. Such a course would

be decidedly healthful to the air-brake

service, to say nothing of the elimination

of frivolous excuses now frequently given

(and sometimes accepted) for alleged air-

brake failures,samplesof which came under

my notice recentlv, and which are as fol-

lows :

Stop was made. "Everything O. K."

Next stop was a failure ; brakes would not

apply, and train was stopped with the re-

verse lever. The black pointer on air

gage indicated 70 pounds, and upon ex-

amination the angle cock on rear end of

the train was found to be wide open, and

this was given as the cause for the brakes

not applying. While aware that it is pos-

sible for the pump to stop ( which it prob-

ably did) and allow the train pressure to

reduce below effectiveness where stops are

infrequent, my main object in citing this

case is to show what very lame excuses are

sometimes given to cover up some piece of

carelessness.

Another case of running by and stopping

with the reverse lever was attributed to a

burst hose. A slight leak was found in

the hose, but the cau.se of the brakes not

stopping the train was the fact that the

pump had stopped, and the air had leaked

down below effectiveness, and hadn't suffi-

cient force to stop the train. If engine-

men who arc afflicted with the.se mysterious

(?) actions would get into the habit of

watching the gage, and po.ssessed the

knowledge concerning the principles of

the brake such as an instruction plant

gives, these excuses would soon cease to lie

given. It is an admitted fact that where

the brake is lea.st understood, there the

most complaints about brake failures (?)

are had.

The instruction book is absolutely neces-

sary, as it is the starting point, yet an in-

struction plant will do^iuch to broaden

the views of men such as nothing else can

do. Theory without practice is almost

useless
;
practice without theorv' is sadly

deficient and lame ; combined the)- make
perfection.

S.'d. Hutchins.
Columbus, O.



Automatic Release for Driver Brakes.

Editors :

The following is an illustration and de-

scription of an automatic release for driver

brakes which I have patented, and send

you for publication in Locomotive Engi-

neering, believing it may be of interest

to )'our readers. The device has given

quite satisfactory trial tests :

A J-^-inch iron pipe, in which there is a

small globe valve, leads from the steam

chest of the locomotive and connects with

an auxiliary cylinder attached to the bot-

tom of the driver-brake triple valve. A
J^-inch copper pipe leads from this auxil-

iary cylinder and connects with the trip in

the brake-cylinder pipe, in which there are

two check valves, seating opposite each

driver lirakes when descending long moun-

tain grades, when drivers have a tendenc}-

to heat up. As it only has action upon

engine brake at will of engineer, and does

not affect the balance of the train, it will

be seen that flit driver.; and loose tires will

be entirely dispensed with by using this

device.

W. Pelham.
/^aioit, A'. jW.

[We view this device with considerable

askance, and gravely doubt that it would

prove a success in continued practical

service. The liability of steam leaking

from the auxiliary-cylinder attachment

into the triple valve is a serious objection

to it, ai it is well known how detrimental

water is in a triple valve, especially in

other. When the engine is reversed, the

back pressure thus accumulated comes
through the iron pipe to the auxiliary cyl-

inder on the bottom of the triple, strikes

the piston working therein, and causes the

stem to push upward against the graduat-

ing stem, throwing the triple valve to the

release position. At the same time, the

back pressure passes through the copper

pipe to the triple valve, giving a greater

pressure on the lower check valve, seats

that valve and opens the upper one, which
allows brake-cylinder pressure to exhaust

freely and quickly.

As this device is controlled by back

pressure in the steam chest, and the release

takes place in two seconds, it is impossible

to slide drivers while engine is reversed

and brakes applied. Engineer can release

cold weather. Should leakage past the

globe valve occur, as it frequently does,

both pipes and auxiliary-cylinder attach-

ment would be filled with condensation at

steam-chest pressure, causing the upward
pressure to be so great that it would be im-

possible to apply the driver brake. The
upper check valve in the brake-cylinder

pipe trip offers an additional opportunity

for loss of brake power through leak-

age. When such devices are attached

to the system, the responsibility for

the air brake's proper performance is

gone.

Our opinion is that the engine brakes

should be worked continuously with the

train brakes, as expressed in our August
number ; if there are any conditions ex-

isting which make it disadvantageoxis,
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they can be removed. We do not favor an

independent driver brake, or any attach-

ment which seeks to separate the engine

brakes from regular and constant action

with the train brakes, for reasons previ-

ously expressed. Practical experience on

the Great Northern and Northern Pacific

railroads has demonstrated that a properly

designed 75 per cent, driver brake can be

successfully and advantageously operated

continuously with train brakes on grades

116 feet to the mile and 18 miles long.

Under same conditions a similar perform-

ance shoidd be had on the Raton and

Glorieta moiuitains. To what steepness of

grade the use of continuous driver brakes

will be carried has not yet been deter-

mined, but there are substantial reasons

for believing that, with proper considera-

tion of associated conditions, it will soon

be used in all ordinary mountain service,

leaving only a few isolated exceptions,

which, with the use of the truck brake,

and pressure-retaining valve on tenders,

may even include this extreme. The

pressure- retaining valve on .tenders has

proven a very valuable assistance in hold-

ing trains on heavy grades where it is

used, and there are a few experimental

cases on one mountain road where it has

been successfully carried to the surprising

extent of use on driver brakes.

That the driver brake is not responsible

for the wholesale loosening of tires at-

tributed to it, is confirmed by the Air-

Brake Men's Committee report, as pub-

lished in their 1S95 proceedings, wherein

practical research proved that much of it

was due to improperly fitted and thin tire,

and poorly-designed independent straight

air, .steam or vacuum brakes, or because

the engine was required to hold an undue

amount of the train load. Loose tires were

had before the advent of the driver brake,

and will only be eliminated when driver

brakes are properly designed, greater care

is taken in fitting tire to the wheel and

very thin tire is abandoned. Neither the

above device nor any other can compensate

for these shortcomings.

Our July number gives an extract from

the Air-Brake Men's proceedings of a series

of practical tests made on the N. , C. & St. L-

Ry., at Nashville, Tenn., to determine the

relative holding power of the driver brakes

and engine reversed, in which the brakes

proved their superiority ; also that there is

no necessity for reversing the engine

when the driver brakes are applied, and

that to do so will surely lengthen the stop-

ping distance.

In duly crediting the designer for the

ingenuity required to invent a novelty, we
cannot resist reminding inventors that all

novelties are not necessarily improve-

ments, and that unless the invention meets

a want, or is an improvement on the pres-

ent mode of doing things, it is, at the

best, merely a passing novelty with which
the inventor feels more or less satisfied,

but embodies nothing greater than his

futility of effort—rin.]



The Air»Brake Defect-Card System.
A system whereby defective air brakes

are reported and repaired lias been in

vogue on the Pacific railways for some
time past, and is gradually moving East-

ward. Some of the Chicago roads have
had it in use for a number of years, possi-

bly nearly as long as the Pacific and other

Far Western lines. By the use of this sys-

tem the conductor of either a freight or

the card which thus certifies that he has

done the work. Should he neglect or but

partly do the work, another card for the

same work will be turned in on the next

division, and will show against him. A sam-
ple card is herewith shown, furnished us

by M. E. McKee, general air-brake inspec-

tor of the Great Northern Railway, and is

but little different from those used bv other

Western lines.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(17) F. B. M., Lexington, Ky., writes:

I have an equalizing brake valve on my
engine which acts queer. Every time I

apply my air in service-application posi-

tion, the black pointer drops down very
swiftly, and I get i.|uick action on iny train.

Please suggest to me how I can correct it.

-/.— rhe small equalizing reservoir is prob-
ably parti}- filled with water, or el.se the

Train No.

" Great Northern Railway Line.

Conductor's Air-Brake and Train-Signal Report.

Engine No. Division Date- . 189-

Defects.



in the absence of the feed attachment to

temporaril)' chanije the pump governor
from the main reservoir to the train line.

Hence this pUig. At present it is useless.

(19) H. h. B., Cincinnati, O., writes:

Some of our train crews complain that
when they pull the whistle cord to signal

the engineer, whistle in cab don't blow,
and they blame the trouble on the engine.
I think they are wrong, and have told
them so. I never let an engine leave the
roundhouse without I go to signal hose on
rear end of tank, and, by letting out a

little air, see that the whistle gives the
proper blasts. I reason that if it blows all

right with the engine alone, and does not-

with the cars, it is either the fault of the
cars or the way the crew works it. Am I

right? A.—Partly. Your roundhouse test

is decidedly imperfect and very mislead-
ing. Any signal almost will blow by mak-
ing a heavy discharge at the angle cock,
but when coupled to train the exhaust at

car discharge valve is many times smaller
;

hence your trouble. See that the engine
equipment is in proper condition by using
a testing device such as is shown on page 91

of the Air-Brake Men's 1895 Proceedings,
and which you can easily make yourself.

The greater part of the trouble is probably
in the clogged condition of the strainers in

the car discharge valves. One- second dis-

charge and two seconds between pulls is a

good rule for train crews to be guided by.

(20) J. L. S., East Grand Forks, Minn.,
asks :

I. In a train of air cars equipped with
quick-action triples, what would be the ef-

fect on cars behind them if the air on one
or more be cut out, in case an emergency
application was to be made? .-/.—Alter a

certain number of cars are cut out, it is

• impossible to get the quick-action applica-

tion on cars" behind them, for the reason
that each car must take into its brake
cylinder a part of the train-pipe pressure,

thus making a reduction to actuate the
emergency valves of the following triples.

If cars are cut out they cannot do this
;

however, the reduction made by a quick-
action application on a car reaches out
through three or four cars with sufficient

force to get a quick-action application,

even though that number of cars be cut

out. The M. C. B. rules require that the

quick action shall jump through three

cut-out cars. In event of cars behind
those cut out not being able to apply quick
action, they would apply as in a service stop.

2. 'What effect would a car equipped with
a plain triple have under the same condi-

tions ? A.—It could apply with its own
auxiliary-reservoir pressure, but would be
a hindrance to quick action equal to a cut-

out car.

(21) J. W. M., So. Frankfort, Mich.,
writes ;

I. What causes the air to blow out of

hole in top of governor ; also out of ex-

haust 60, plate 2, Fig. 7, and not shut off

pump when it should ? 2. What action

would the governor have if exhaust 60 is

stopped up ? A.— I. We presume your ref-

erence figures have been taken from the

instruction book, where 60 should be
changed to 10. The escape of air at port

in spring-case 13 indicates a leakage past

or through the diaphragm 19, caused by
either a ruptured diaphragm, loose dia-

phragm nut, or spring-case loosely screwed
into the body 12. Air blowing out through
opening in 10 is caused by air leaking past

piston 5. A bad blow at either one of

these places will prevent the pump from
shutting off, as the pressure which is in-

tended to raise the diaphragm valve and
force the piston downward is wasted
through the openings. You will probably

find that packing ring is either poorly fitted

or is entireh" missing. If this is true, it

should be corrected ; also, cylinder in

which it works should be rebored, else

when the other repairs are completed pis-

ton will descend and refuse to rise with a

reasonable reduction. (See page 14, Air-

Brake Men's 1895 Proceedings). 2. It

would allow the pump to keep on running,
as the pressure becomes equalized on both
top and bottom sides of piston ;.

(22) C. M., Burnside, 111., writes :

I would like a little information through
Locomotive EN'f'.iNEERiNG. I have an
engine with a triple valve for driving

brake ; also one for tender, both old style.

I make a reduction of 10 lbs. and set the
brake ; driving brake stavs set, but tender
brake releases just the same as though I

had moved the brake-valve handle to full

release position. Now the question is

—

Will a leak in pipe between triple and
brake cylinder cause triple-valve piston to

move so as to open release port? If so,

why ? As near as I can see, when brake
valve is lapped the communication between
the auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder
is closed, and remains so until the pressure

either on the auxiliary side or train-line

side of triple piston is changed. I cannot
see why the pressure taken out of brake
cylinder would recharge the train line or

bleed the auxiliary, one of which must be
done to cause triple piston to move slide

valve to release position. A friend of mine
says this leak will cause it, everything else

being tight. A.—You are right in your
belief that, to move the triple valve to re-

lease position, there must be either an in-

crease in train-pipe pressure or decrea.se in

auxiliary-resen'oir pressure. A leak in

brake-cylinder pipe, or in the cylinder

proper, will not, in itself, cause triple to

move to release position, but, of course,

cylinder pressure will escape and brake be
lost. To ascertain the cause of your ten-

der brake releasing, first test rotary valve

by cutting out both tender and driver
brakes, leaving bleeder cocks wide open.
Lap the brake valve and pump up 90 or
100 pounds in main reservoir. Open angle
cock on rear end of tender, and immerse
hose coupling in a pail of water for a

couple of minutes. If bubbles form and
rise to the surface there is leakage pa.st the
rotary valve. Possibly your driver-brake
piston travel is so short that brake is ap-

plied full with 10 pounds or less, which is

possible when in combination with an
over-large auxiliary reservoir ; this, with a

long travel on the tender, would cause the
release you mention. For experiment to

prove this, lengthen out your driver-brake
piston travel, and shorten the tender travel,

and the driver brake will probably release

and tender brake remain on. Also look
for leaks in the tender auxiliary reservoir

and connections, and make sure that the
slide valve, its seat, and graduating valve

are not leaking. Packing ring in piston of

driver-brake triple may be broken, allow-

ing a certain amount of pressure to return
from auxiliary reservoir to train pipe.

Have rotary valve properly reseated if

found to be leaking. Before \'ou make
anv change in your brakes as they perform
at present, allow the brake valve to remain
on lap for several minutes after the tender
brake has released, and see if the driver

brake does not also whistle off.

^ @ i
Stop pouring water in the driver-brake

cylinder to swell out the leather and make
it tight, for it only lasts until the moisture

dries out. A regular cleaning and occa-

sional oiling is the only way to keep tight

packing and preserve the life of the leather.
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Train crews should not imagine that the

harder they pull, and the longer they hold

on to the signal cord, the better signal they

will give the engineer, for it is to the con-

trary. There is no possibility of interfer-

ing with giving the signal from the rear

cars, with the signaling device, by piling

trunks and express matter on the cord in

the baggage car, as there was with the old

continuous cord and gong ; so avoid the

"tug-of-war" style of signaling employed

by some crews. One-second exhaust and

two seconds between pulls is a good rule

to be guided by.

i ^ ^
Train crews are important factors in

making a reputation for an engineer hand-

ling air-brake trains. Have a respect for

them and their coffee pot, else one of their

number, after gathering himself from the

coalbox and chasing the co.xee pot from

the other end of the caboose when the

shock is over, may brand you as "Stone-

wall," "Dynamite," or some other appro-

priate nickname.

All air-braked cars should be switched

ahead and used regardless of station order.

It allows the engineer to do the work more

easily, and in close quarters will save many
a pilot and front end, to say nothing of

one's job. Air brakes, like a watch, are

kept in better condition by being con-

stantly used.

^ ^ ^
It was a very much disgusted crew which

spent about fifteen minutes drilling out

three air-brake cars the other day, and

upon placing them next the engine found

a burst hose on the first car, the cross-

over pipe broken off at the triple valve on

the second, and a split piston sleeve on the

third.

i i i
Face the rotary valve to its seat, and fin-

ish with as little grinding as possible. The

rotary, like throttle valves and plug cocks,

is often spoiled by excessive grinding.

i i ^
Place the air gage so the engineer can

see it by night as well as day. If he is not

in the habit of watching it now, it will en-

courage him to become accustomed to.

Also keep its face clean.

i i i
A properly located engineer's valve is so

.placed that in applying the brake the lever

is pulled toward the engineer ; much nicer

work can be done with a valve so located

than with one where the handle has to be

pushed on.

^ © i
A good piston swab is worth more than

all the oil put into the air cylinder.

i i i
Drain the main drum often.



Rig for Planins the Flanges of Shoes
and Wedges.

The sketch on this page will serve to

show up a simple and efficient rig xised at

the St. Louis shops of the Missouri Pacific

for setting and planing the flange faces of

shoes and wedges.

The rig consists of a flat bar casting

raised on feet and clamped to planer bed
at the ends, .\fter shoes or wedges are

" The application of the automatic coup-

ler costs about $20 per car, and the air

brake $45 for each car, while it costs about

I200 to apply the driver brake to a loco-

motive. Efforts will probably be made to

have the time extended beyond January i,

1898. It is generally expected that no ex-

tension will be granted, as the trunk roads

of the countr\' are spending large sums of

money to have their equipment in condi-

E
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planed out to fit the jaws of the frame,

the}- may be placed on the sides of this de-

vice, the flange resting on top and clamped
at the ends by the bolts shown.

This is all the setting needed; every shoe

and wedge flange will be exactly the same
thickness; they can be quickly turned

over, and the same or any other thickness

of flange made on the other side.

This simple device .saves time in setting

work and insures accuracy.

It is long enough to hold a set of shoes

and wedges for an eight-wheeler, or all the

shoes or all the wedges of a consolidation

engine.

s| ^ ^
Bills for Safety Appliances.

Mr. J. H. McConnell, superintendent of

motive poi\er and machinery of the I'nion

Pacific, who is wonderfully well posted on

details, is quoted in reference to the

cost of safety appliances, as follows :

" For the ne.xt two and a half years the

railroad companies of the United States, in

order to comply with the law requiring all

freight cars to be equipped with air brakes

and automatic couplers, will be required

to expend a vast amount of money. .\t

the present time there are 1,250,000 freight

cars in service on the various railroads of

the country, and 35,000 locomotives.

About 60 per cent, of the locomotives are

not equipped with the driver brake. Sixty

per cent, of the freight cars are not sup-

plied with air brakes or automatic couplers.

You will have to apply this equipment to

25,000 cars per month in order to have all

the cars properly equipped by Jauuar\-

I, 1S98, the time the law goes into effect.

It will also require the application of the'

driver biake to 700 locomotives per month
to fulfill the letter of the law. The appli-

cation of the automatic couplers to the

above number of cars will cost the railroad

companies I15,000,000, and putting on the

air brake to same cars will require the ex-

penditure of $33,000,000. To equip the

locomotives w-ith driver brakes will cost

about f4,500,000, making a total of

$52,500,000.

LOCOMOTJve E/VOINEERINa. IV. V.
''

tion to comply with the law- at that time,

and when such roads are equipped, it is a

natural inference that they will refuse to

receive cars from connecting lines unless

uniform with their own. This fact alone

will compel the smaller roads to put these

appliances on their cars in order that they

may interchange traffic, otherwise their

cars will not be received by the trunk lines.

"The various coupler companies
throughout the country report increased

orders, while the air-brake people are pre-

paring for the advanced demand that will

be made on them for brakes in the next

two and a half years. One company alone

has facilities for supplying equipment for

250,000 cars annually."

i i i
A Novel Valve=Stein Packing.

Mr. D. E. Sullivan, foreman of the U. P.

shops at Green River, Wyo., has devised

and put into service a novel form of valve-

stem packing, which we illustrate here-

with.

The gland is replaced by a straight-bored

cylinder longer than the valve travel
; this

makes a steam joint at the chest and holds

in place a neck ring of ordinary construc-

tion. This cylindrical sleeve is bored out

to about 4 inches diameter.

A cast-iron piston, carrying three pack-

ing rings, fits the bore of the bush nicelv,

and is itself bored out on a taper to go over

the valve stem. This jn.ston is slipped

over the stem and into the bush ; then a

split taper sleeve is pushed into it, and a

nut, the same outside size as the piston, is

screwed to the back boss of the piston ; this
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nut increases the bearing surface of the

piston, and at the same time forces the

taper sleeve into the piston, locking the

whole thing fast on the stem.

This piston makes the steam-tight joint,

requires no lubrication except what it gets

from the chest, and, of course, never wears

the stem.

An engine with this packing has been in

service about two years.

g i i
straightening Castings.

Sometimes a casting is warped in cooling

and requires straightening before being

used. If the piece is to be planed or other-

wise finished, it should be straightened by
heating and placing weights upon it. If it

yields to this treatment, it w'ill retain its

corrected form after the scale is removed
and through all the after processes. But,

if the piece is to be used without finishing,

it ma\' be straightened by " pening " with

the hammer—striking with the " pene "

or wedge-shaped end of the machini.st's

hammer. The process makes a series of

indentations on the convex side of the iron,

stretching the " skin " of the casting ; but

when these indentations are removed by
after-working, the casting is liable to re-

turn to its curved form. In "pening,"

that portion of the casting that receives the

blow should be immediately over the face

of the anvil or bench block ; in other words,

each blow should find a solid resistance.'

and the casting should be moved along the

face of the anvil as the work progresses.

—

Exchange.

i i ^
The Norfolk & Western Drawing Office.

The best-arranged and best-conducted

drawing office I have ever examined is that

belonging to the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road, at Roanoke, Va. The rooms are very

commodious, and possess in a high degree

the essential requirement of good light.

Here originate all the dra-«ings used by the

mechanical department of the entire sys-

tem, and here the originals are stored.

Here also are stored all catalogues con-

sidered worth keeping, and a variety of

other papers and documents containing in-

formation of value to the department.

The making of drawings is a common-
place operation, and the storing of them
in drawers cannot be called a novel pro-

ceeding ; but keeping a record of what
drawings have been made, and where the

originals arc to be found on a moment's
notice, and also where all blueprints have

been sent, is something worthy of being

generally known. This achievement has

been accomplished by Mr. G. R. Hender-

son, mechanical engineer of the Norfolk

& Western, in the drawing office which is

under his charge. Not only can tlie in-

fonnation be immediately obtained of

what drawings have been made of any par-

ticular part of mechanism and where they

are to be found, but all infonnation on file

on any subject is as readily found.



All drawings are first made in pencil,

from which tracings are taken, the tracing

constituting the standard drawing and

source of reference. These tracings are all

stored in a fireproof vault. When a trac-

ing is fini.shed, and has passed the rigid

inspection of the mechanical engineer and

his assistant, the draftsman consults a

book for the serial number under which it

will he entered, marks the number upon

the drawing, and enters the drawing in

the record book. Letters of the alphabet

are used to designate the sizes of the draw-

ings. A, the smallest, is 8 x 1 1 inches ; G,

the largest, is 35 x 59 inches. If the drafts-

man has finished a drawing of the latter

size, and the serial number is, say, 3000,

that drav. ing will be known as G 3000, the

letter doing the double duty of distinguish-

ing the size and the drawer where the

drawing is filed. Before putting away the

tracing, the draftsman makes out an index

card which indicates the subject of the

drawing, and if the drawing was made for

any special locality or party, the name is

given. In entering the subject of the draw-

ing, care is taken to make identification

easy. For instance, a drawing has been

made for a transfer table for Shenandoah

shops. The index will read on different

lines : Transfer table for Shenandoah ma-

chine shop ; Table (transfer) for Shenan-

doah machine shop ; Shenandoah machine

shop, transfer table for. These particulars

are entered on the index cards in the usual

way.

There is one peculiarit}', however, about

the index cards used. When a drawing

originates on the Norfolk & Western, par-

ticulars for identification are entered on a

buff-colored card, unless it be of some-

thing intended for a particular place, such

as a crane for Shenandoah machine shop,

when it will be indexed on a blue card.

When drawings, which it is desirable to

file, are received from a foreign road, their

particulars are indexed on a pink card.

If the drawing relates to a new standard,

or to a change on an established one, blue-

prints are sent to all the master mechanics,

master car builders or others concerned in

the maintenance of standards. Pinned to

each blueprint is a receipt, which the re-

ceiver signs and returns to the superin-

tendent of motive power. This receipt

becomes a subject of record, and not only-

shows where the blueprints have been

received, but is evidence that all inter-

ested have the information that enables

them to maintain the standards.

The record of the number of blueprints

sent out is also kept b\- card index. When
it has been determined to make a change

on a drawing, all the blueprints of the old

one are called in, and new prints embody-

ing the change sent out.

Catalogues and papers or books contain-

ing information likely to be of service

to the mechanical department are filed in

a very convenient form, and indexed in

much the same way as the drawings are.

Pamphlets and leaves are arranged in

Globe files, and books are shelved in com-

pany with others of a similar character.

The shelves are conveniently divided into

compartments where matter relating to

one subject is deposited. Each cata-

logue, pamphlet, leaflet or book is lettered

and numbered according to the file or

compartment it belongs to. The system

places a wonderful amount of useful in-

formation in a shape where it is readily

found.

The company has a remarkably complete

list of standard specifications for material.

These are kept by Mr. Henderson, and are

filed like the drawings. When changes

are made a copy of the old specifications is

retained, and a notification put on .giving

the reasons for the change.

Limited space prevents me from giving

more than an outline of the finely organ-

ized drawing office of the Norfolk & West-

ern. If any head of a mechanical depart-

ment finds that his drawing office is not

run on a systematic basis, I should advise

him to send his chief draftsman to spend a

few days with Mr. Henderson at Roanoke.

A. S.

g g g
Favors the Feeil»Water Heater.

Testimony was given by Mr. J. H. Mc-

Connell, of the Union Pacific, to a commit-

tee of the Master Mechanics' Association,

on "Causes of Bulging of Flue Sheets,"

which is calculated to bring back feed-

water heaters into favor. He said: "We
have probably as great a variety of water

as any road in this country, some water

containing as high as 136 grains of solid

matter to the gallon.

" Numerous experiments have been tried

to neutralize the bad water, by the use of

boiler compounds, by the use of zinc in

the leg of the boiler, made in the shape of

a casting like those used in a telegraph

batterv, and hung on one of the stay-bolts.

The action of the water on this zinc, in

running 600 miles, has been found to have

entirely destroyed and eaten up the zinc.

It had a tendency to soften the scale, but

did not prevent the engine from foamin,g.

Have also experimented at one point

with a combination of soda and lime—

a

certain portion to the 1,000 gallons—by

pumping it into the station tank, which

has neutralized to a certain extent the scale-

producing properties of the water, con-

verting it into a non-producing and scale

depositing it into the bottom of the boiler.

"The most successful method of taking

care of our boilers in bad-water districts

has been by the application of the Rush-

forth feed-water heater. Have now about

fifty of these in successful operation. Re-

sults have been very satisfactory. On the

Seventh district of the Wyoming division,

where the water is largely soda, it has been

our practice, and an absolute necessity, to

wash the boilers out after making a trip of

137 miles. This practice has been in op-

eration for the past twenty-five years, and

until the heaters were applied to the en-

gines. Since the application of the heaters,
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the engines run over that district thirty

davs without washing the boilers.

"One engine has run seventy-two days

successfully without changing the water in

the boiler. By this plan we have been en-

abled to open up the nozzle '4 inch, the

engines steam freer and carry water well

on the hills. Previous to the use of the

heaters, the engines foamed going over

the road, and it was necessary to let the

water run down very low in the boiler in

order to get over the hills. Frequently

the engines struck the foot of the hill with

but I inch of w-ater in the glass, and on

the hard pull the water would go to the

top of the glass and sometimes out of the

stack. In a great many cases the engine

foinied so badly it was necessary to shut

off and .stall and double over the hill.

With the heaters the engines carry 3 inches

of solid water in the glass, shut off, and

when worked hard on the hills do not

foam. The engines are equipped with four

blow-off cocks—one in the cylinder part of

the boiler behind the front flue sheet, one

in front of the leg, and one at each back

corner of the leg. Our blow-off cocks are

equipped with air valves, which are opened

and closed by air. .\11 of the connections

are fastened to the boiler head, and

operated by the engineer or fireman- in the

same manner as the engineer's valve ; by

simply turning the handle of. each valve

the blow-off cock is opened, and by turn-

ing it back the air pressure closes it. We
find this works very successfulh'. The

engines are blown out at each end of the

division, and also once or twice going over

the division. It has reduced our boiler

work at that point, and the engine is

alwavs ready for service and can be turned

around and sent out immediately ; while

previous to the adoption of the heater we
always counted on laying the engine up

from five to seven hours at each end of the

division, in order to wash the boiler out

and prepare it for the road.

"On one of the other districts, where

the water is of an average quality, we have

run an engine 20,000 miles without wash-

ing the boiler, and examination has shown

theie was no mud or scale to be found

either in leg of boiler or cylinder part.

" This plan has proven to us to be the

best and most satisfactory way of handling

bad water of anything ever tried here."

g i i
Some of the people who engineered the

" Raub " locomotive building-site frauds

a few years ago, have been working up a

new deal at Anderson, Ind. The Ander-

son Daily Bulletin lends itself to the

scheme, and booms Elder Covert and his

new " Culver " locomotive, that is to have
three boilers, eight cylinders and run 100

miles an hour.

This is a pup out of the old "Raub"
engine, and the "Raub " schemers are be-

hind it. Their plan is to sell lots and
promise to build works to turn out loco-

motives to perform miracles. The people

who wrote the description of this wonder-
ful engine are as ignorant of the principles

of the steam engine as a Hottentot,



Lost=Motion Adjuster for Valve

Setting.

Any mechanic who has had experience

in locomotive valve setting, knows that it

is quite unsafe to bet on getting valves

square on a cold engine, and nine out of

ten are neither satisfied nor successful until

they " run 'em over with steam on."

Waiting for a favorable opportunity to

h

hold the front of machine for the pull.

It is plain that by moving the lever one
way or the other, the valve stem cannot

be moved without compressing one of the

springs, and this takes up any lost motion

just the s.ime as would a load on the

valve.

When the stem is coming out of the chest

the spring is set to retard it, and all tlie

lost motion is taken up clear back to the

eccentric. When its motion is reversed

the lever is thrown over and the lost mo-
tion taken up in the same way. Valves
set under these conditions are bound to be
square, if they can be male square under
anv conditions.

use st^ara, ani then chasing the engine

around the yard, wastes much time and
patience, but before valves are square,

that lost motion must be accounted for and
taken care of.

Our engraving shows a machine for tak-

ing up the lost motion—just as it is when
engine is under steam. Valves can be set

with this device on a cold engine, or on one
nearly worn out, with no fears for the

results. It is the invention of 1". W.
Williams, of the Minneapolis & St. Louis

road, and is being placed on the market
by the Q. & C. Co., of Chicago.

What may be termed the frame of the

machine is a pipe with a ribbed sleeve

sliding loose on it, and each side of this

sleeve a strong coiled spring, both springs

being held at the outer ends by one yoke
;

if this yoke is moved one way it causes

one spring to push against the sleeve in

one direction, and if moved the other way
it causes the other spring to push the

sleeve in the opposite direction. This

yoke is connected by a rod to a lever that

is fulcrumed on a lug of the frame, and
having a quadrant on the other side, with

retaining pin to keep in ten.^ion either

spring desired.

The end of the frame has a boss that

enters a lug held by one of the stuffing-box

bolts. The end away from the chest is

supported by a fork that encircles the

sleeve, and is itself clamped to the valve

stem.

There is a small key that keeps the lever

in a horizontal position, and toward the

operator, no matter on which side of the

engine the machine is used, and serves to

Press Forging.

The distinction between melted metal

flowing into molds by gravitj' and being

forced into molds by pressure, when only

softened by heat, is not so great as people

imagine. The first is as old as civilization
;

the latter is a new process, developed and

made possible by implements of recent in-

vention. All over the world, press forging

is increasing. Presses to exert thousands

of tons are now common, and the most in-

tricate forms are produced by the flow of

metal heated only to redness, the same as it

would be for hammering.

The latest thing in such forgings are

railway axles. Blanks of a uniform sec-

tion are placed in dies which form a

matrix, having the form of a completed

axle, with its necks and collars. Powerful

plungers driven by hydraulic force, act on

the ends of the blank, forcing or "flow-

ing " it into the mold, just as castings are

made of fluid metal. The work demands
celerity to prevent cooling by radiation,

but the process is, no doubt, a practical

and economical one.

—

Exchange.

i i i
The Crabtree Metallic Packing.

This packing is the invention of Mr.

Thomas Crabtree, a machinist, at McCook,
Neb. It consists of a combination ring

and two follower rings. The combina-

tion ring consists of two rings, male and
female, each cut in half, each half be-

ing less than a half circle, the sections

of the male ring being so placed with rela-

tion to the sections of the female ring

that none of the intersections of the rings
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register in line, antl are held in such posi-

tic>n by a dowel pin.

The combination rings are held in place

around the rod by a No. 10 gage steel-wire

ring. The two follower rings are each cut

in half, each half being less than a half

circle, each ring being held in its place

around the rod by the same kind of wire

ring used on the combination ring. The
set of rings described are inclosed within

the piston-rod gland or stuffing box of cyl-

inder or steam chest.

The combination ring of this packing is

also being used without follower rings, by

making it heavier, about i^ inches long,

and it is giving results equally as good as

with the full number of rings. This pack-

ing has been used with success against

steam, air and water. It has been run on

Westinghouse air pumps, worked at high-

est possible speed, and never runs warm,

never leaks or blows, and the pumps run

very freely.

A set of this packing has been in con-

stant service on piston rods and valve

stems of a Rogers mogul engine, iSo lbs.

boiler pressure, for thirteen consecutive

month?, during which time the engine has

made 52,000 miles, and the packing hasnot,

during the entire period, been replaced or

repaired in any way, shape or manner, nor

have the rods been turned since packing

was applied. It has been examined twice

since applied
; once after six months' ser-

vice, and the second time at the end of

thirteen months' ser\ ice. At the second

examination it was found to be in perfect

condition, and good for eighteen to twentj-

months' more service before it would be

worn out. All Crabtree packing which

has been applied to engines of any kind

has given the same good results, and none

has ever been removed for causes due to

defects.

-After thirteen months' continuous use of

this packin.g on piston rods and valve

stems, they show no more wear than the

loss of metal in taking a fine polish, have

no shoulders on them, and will not conse-

quently require turning when the engines

are shopped for a general overhauling of

machinery.

This packing is being placed on the

market bv the Crabtree Metallic Packing

Co., of McCook, Neb.



Col. Haines on Eurooean Railways.

The Western Railway Clulj resuuied its

meetings, after the summer recess, last

month, and had a grand banquet in the

evening, which was attended by many
prominent railroad men. The strong fea-

ture of the banquet was an address by Col.

H. S. Haines, on his attendance at the

International Railway Congress.

He spoke of European railway locomo-

tives as "toys, "but was impressed with

the solid track and substantial permanent

structures. After discussing various

phases of European railways, he said :

" But there is one point upon which I

wish to lay particular stress, and that is

the evident lack of appreciation among

European railway officials of the merits of

American methods. This was brought out

forcibly in the discussions in the section

termed ' Light Railways.

'

" They feel over there that even in those

thickly populated countries there are still

extensive areas insufficiently provided

with railroad facilities because the present

traffic will not justify the cost of construc-

tion and operation in accordance with their

recognized standard.s, and it was evident

that those interested looked to the congress

for an expression of opinion as to the feasi-

bility of relaxing these restrictions for the

encouragement of such projects.

" Here seemed to be the opportunity for

the application of American experience.

Yet, while the information offered by the

American delegates was received with re-

spect, it made no impression as bearing on

their own necessities.

"This was the great lesson that we

learned by our presence at the congress,

that the majority of the influential railroad

engineers and managers of Europe are not

favorably impressed with American prac-

tice. They recognize that a few of our

trunk lines have approached the perfection

which they have attained in Europe, but

as to nine-tenths of our mileage, they look

upon it as whit they term ' Li.ght Rail-

ways,' hardly suitable for feeders for their

principal lines.
*

"Now, is there not food for thought in

this statement? Is there not among Eu-

ropean railroad experts a field for some

missionary work in behalf of the American

system ? I may be answered that it is no

concern of ours to enlighten our European

cousins as to how they should construct

and manage their railroads.

" But there is another view to be taken

of this matter ; one which is of great im-

portance to American engineers, to Amer-

ican manufacturers of railway material and

to holders of American railway securities,

and to which I call your serious attention.

"Within the past thirty years there

have been more miles of railway built in

this country than the total mileage of Eu-

rope to-dav. With the aid afforded by

that mileage the population of our country

has, in the meantime, nearly doubled and

its exports have trebled. Yet all this has

been accomplished by methods which, iu

the eyes of European railway managers,

are substantially inadmissible, even with

feeders for their main lines.

" Before I attended the London meeting

I might have thought that while this was

rather mortifying to our pride, yet it was

a matter of no great interest to us. But I

do not now. It is not enough for us to

sa\—Let the Europeans manage their rail-

roads their way and we will manage ours

in our way. It might be, if tbere were no

roads to be built anywhere else, but the

blessings of civilization are yet to be

spread over two-thirds of the globe, and

on what system shall the railways be built

that are to carry them? The European

system is intended to provide improved

facilities for existing traffic ;
the American

system to provide facilities for creating the

traffic itself ; and this is the work that is

to be done in South America, Africa, Asia

and Australia, while the money to do it

with is to be provided from the surplus

fund lying idle in London and in the other

great money centers of Europe. Wherever

this work is done on the European system,

American methods, American railroad

men and American railway materials are

barred. Is it then of no concern to us to

enlighten our European professional breth-

ren as to what the American railway sys-

tem really is—of its greater adaptabilitj'

to the needs of a new country than that

with which they are familiar? And how
can this be better done than by inviting

them to come here and see for themselves

the great work that the American system

has accomplished ?

"

Col. Haines concluded by proposing that

the Western Railway Club invite the In-

ternational Railway Congress to meet in

Chicago within the next two years.

^ i i
Timely Words from President West.

At the September meeting of the New-

York Railroad Club President West opened

with a few timely remarks, among other

things saying as follows ;

::- * * "There are unmistakable evi-

dences of a revival of business throughout

the country, which should bring smiles to

the faces of our supply friends, and which

will result in gladdening the hearts of

every man connected with the operating

department of our railroads. The past

year has been a ver\' trying one to all of

us in endeavoring to maintain the proper-

ties which we represent, and at the same

time keep within the limits of the appro-

priations allowed for doing so. Federal

and .State laws are constantly calling iipon

our railroads to expend large sums of

money in safety devices. Since we last

met probably two million grab-irons have

been applied to the freight cars of our

country, at an estimated cost of twenty

cents each, which will represent two hun-

dred thousand dollars. It is safe to say

that ninety per cent, of this amount has

come from the appropriations set aside by

us for our legitimate repairs. It seems to
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me that we have still a greater problem to

solve in the next two and a half years, in

the matter of the application of automatic

couplers and air brakes.

" In an article in the Railroad CarJour-
nal this sum was placed at eighteen million

dollars as an estimate of the cost of equip-

ping the balance of the cars with auto-

matic couplers, and twenty-three nnllion

dollars as the cost of applying the air

brakes, which would make the total sum
forty-one million dollars. Probably not

more than eleven million dollars of that

amount have been already expended, leav-

ing a balance of at least thirty million

dollars to be expended in the next two and

a quarter years, in the application of air

brakes and automatic couplers.

" I would like to see the New York Rail-

road Club inaugurate a movement which
would result in handling this matter in

much better shape than the matter of grab-

irons was handled, and if possible prevent

so pitiable an exhibition of ignorance of the

law as was given in Washington in July last,

when a large number of railroad men went
before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to discuss the grab-iron law ; and
statements made at Alexandria Bay in June,

and at Washington in July, gave evidence

that not one of the roads of the country

had complied with the law relative to

grab-irons. It seems to me that we could

do no better work for the companies which

we represent than to get these matters into

such shape between now and the time that

the law expires, by di.scussion, as to place

them in their proper light. If we save five

per cent, of this cost in the application, it

would represent |i, 500,000."

i i i
The Traveling Engineers.

The Traveling Engineers held their con-

vention in Pittsburgh on September loth,

nth and 12th.

There was a fair attendance—about half

the total membership—and, though the

weather was dreadfully hot, the meetings

were well attended.

The papers presented were good ones ; the

one on " The Art of Air-Braking, from an

Engineer's Standpoint—that is to say, the

Care and Manipulation of the Engine Equip-
ment, " was especially strong and forceful.

The doors of the association were

opened a little wider by amending the

constitution so as to admit general fore-

men and roundhouse foremen who have

had road experience as engineers.

The exchange of ideas and experience

is the most valuable part of these meet-

ings, although the best of it does not find

its wa3' into the printed proceedings.

The members visited in a bodj' the

Westinghouse Air-Brake Works at Wil-

merding, the Pittsburgh Locomotive
Works, and the Galena Oil Works at

Franklin.

All the old officers were re-elected. The
next meeting will be held in Minneapolis,

Minn.



Presentation to Mr. C. A. Smith.

A very pleasant personal incident was

witnessed by those present at the last

meeting of the New York Railroad Club.

After the opening preliminaries were fin-

ished President West invited the treasurer,

Mr. C. A. Smith, to take a seat in front,

and then the veteran M. C. B., Mr. F. D.

Adams, proceeded to tell the meeting how
much Mr. Smith had done for the M. C. B.

Association and for the New York Rail-

road Club. Mr. Smith was for many
years secretary, without salary, of the

should be done. It is recorded in Holy

Writ that a certain king at one time was

reminded of the services of one of his sub-

jects. The king then ordered that this

subject should be clothed in purple and

fine linen as a mark that he was one whom
the king delighted to honor. We are not

going to clothe you in that way," said Mr.

Adams, "but we delight to honor you, and

the token is this badge which I now pre-

sent to you." A very handsome gold badge

with a diamond glittering in the center was

then presented to Mr. Smith.

Ameiican Railroads in 1838.

The interesting map shown herewith

was published in 1S3.S in a book on " Civil

Engineering of North America," by David

Stevenson, a Scotch civil engineer who
had spent three months traveling in the

United States the previous year. The map
sho'vs all the railways and canals on this

continent at that time. It will be seen

that New York had only one railway

connection, and that was with Long^

Island.

The South Carolina Railroad was then

M. C. B. Association, and carried on its

business by his personal credit. He was

also for years the mainstay of the New-

York Railroad Club.

Mr. Adams intimated that although

the M. C. B. Association, as an organi-

zation, had never manifested any ap-

preciation of the valuable services ren-

dered by Mr. Smith, the individual mem-
bers were more just. As representative

of these members, Mr. Adams said :

"We have concluded that some more

Owing to the frequent breakage of cast-

iron eccentric straps, the Philadelphia &
Reading are making the eccentric straps of

all their passenger engines of brass with a

soft metal lining. The straps are consider-

ably lighter than the iron ones, but they

stand the strains much better. A good

feature about a brass eccentric strap is, that

when it begins to heat it expands more
than the eccentric sheave, and thereby re-

lieves itself. Of course brass is much
stronger than cast iron.
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the longest on the continent, and the long-

est in the world at that time.

The railroad that ran farthest west

was in Alabama, and did not connect

any towns, but was evidently intended

to make connection between two points

of navigation.

The details are well worthy of study.

We are indeljted to Mr. A. G. Leonard,

secretary to Vice-President Webb, of the

New York Central Railroad, for the loan

of the book containing this map.



CAR DEPHHTMENT

Six=Wheeled Truck.

The Baltimore & Ohio trucks illustrated

herewith partake of all the strong points of

the bodies they carry. They are six-

wheelers, with 33-in. Paige wheels. The
axles are the M. C. B. 41^ x 8-in., with col-

lared journals, 6 ft. 3 in. centers. Strength

and fitness for long-continued hard service

are conspicuous features of the framing of

these trucks. The 3i4'x7-in. oak wheel

HALF END ELEVATION

Conducted by Orville H. Reynolds, M. E.

beam is used at each wheel on the truck

having 36-in. wheels. A good point is

scored here in making each wheel do its

share of braking, standing out prominently

as an exception to a practice that should

be discontinued, for it is notcrious that too

few of our six-wheel trucks have a shoe at

each wheel. This is one case where they

but by seating between two lugs X i"-

deep, cast centrally under the equalizer

bearing, the key having a bearing ^ in.

high and 3 in. long at about the center of

its length, to fit between the lugs on inside

of box. The top of this bearing on key is

curved to a radius of 24 in. in the direction

of its length, which ought to center the load

on journals under any condition of track.

The journal bearing is lined with^ilead

made over a former % in. larger in diam-

eter than the journal which carries it—

a

practice known to be one of the best pre-

ventives of heating, and largely followed

by the best authorities on the subject of

hot boxes. While the,se six-wheeled trucks

do not contain many radical departures

from well-established and familiar lines (to

be expected with this type of framing),

they do embody the very latest and best

pieces are plated on both sides with

; X 7-in. wrought-iron plates, the inside

plates having a foot 3 in. long, turning on

and secured to the end pieces. At the

junction of the wheel pieces and end pieces

there are pressed-steel comer plates, each

taking one of the pedestal bolts and ex-

tending to the end of wheel piece, where

they are made to span the sides, and with

a flange at each side they are secured to

the end pieces.

With the corners so well reinforced,

these frames are stiff enough to stay square

after they are turned out of the shop ; the

need of this is well recognized in the intro-

duction of the three comer plates and the

^ x 4-in. wrought-iron binder running the

full length of end pieces. All tendency to

distortion is met with metal at the point

where it is likely to occur, and the pros-

pect of wheels with excessive flange wear

is thus reduced to the vanishing point.

The same frame is standard for both 33
and 36 in. wheels. With the 33-in. wheels,

the two outside brake beams are of oak
3x7^ in., and have ^ x 7-in.wrought-iron

plates on top and bottom. The center

beam is the Westinghouse. An all-metal

did not wait for the want to be /e//, but
builded at the start to get that other 33 '^

per cent, of braking power.

The style of journal-bearing key and
method of seating it in the box is a notice-

able departure from what is seen in ordi-

nary practice. The key is a steel casting

made to fit on the journal bearing in the

usual way, and is held in position, not by
its front end shouldering against a lug in

the outer end of box as in the old way,
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approved points in con.struction which
have the remotest bearing on length of

service and reduced cost of maintenance.

i i i
The Stationary Engineers' Gazetteer is

the title of a list of men in charge of steam
plants in the State of Illinois, [together

with information about sizejof^^plant. It is

issued by the Stationary Engineers' Gazet-
teer Association, at Chicago.



Strengthening of Ends of Passenger-
Train Cars.

The Master Car Builders' Committee at

work on this question of strengthening of

passenger-car ends and platforms have

reported the status of the situation, and

have been continued, in order to aveait

developments well under way, and which

bid fair to assume form enough out of the

present void to warrant a report next year

from which valuable conclusions can be

drawn. In the meantime there will be a

lively interest taken by those who are put-

ting up new equipment, to see what can be

done to make the ends of passenger cars

safer against shocks, or, to put it plainly,

to reduce the probability of telescoping in

the event of collision.

At this time there are some roads en-

gaged in the solution of this strengthening

problem, among which are the Baltimore &
Ohio, whose superintendent of car depart-

ment, Mr. Grieves, is chairman of the com-

mittee referred to above. It is fair to

assume, therefore, that they will not allow

their work to suffer by comparison with

of sills ; one end of each plate is bent at

right angles, forming a foot 8 in. long,

which abuts against inside face of end sill.

The plates are secured to side and end

sills by >^-in. bolts, and by |<-in. bolts

through end sill and sub-end sill—each

sill, excepting that at outside, having

iy$-in. double tenons i}4 in. long. All

these sills are yellow pine, and each one a

continuous piece ; no splices allowed. The

end sills are 8 x 8 in., mortised to receive the

double tenons on longitudinal sills, and

also for the end posts ; they are secured

to outside sills with a f+xy-in. wrought-

iron angle plate, bolted with J4-in. bolts

to inner corner of sills, the end bolts pass-

ing through both end sill and sub-end sill.

In addition to this there is an angle iron

54^ X 6 X 6 in. gained flush into outer face of

end sill, and ^ in. into bottom face of

same, extending full length of sill. The

sub-end sills—and here is a notable good-

bye to time-honored lines—are 7x12 in. at

the center, reduced to 7 x 6'/i in. at the

ends, and have a wrought-iron plate 3/i in.

thick and 5 ft. 4 in. long on outer face
;

powers of this combination of wood and

iron.

The framing of the superstructure is put

up on a basis equally as substantial as that

below it ; and this is accomplished by the

union of metal and wood, together with

superior judgment. The corner posts are

5x5 in., rounded on the outer face; to

these are secured side and end body posts

2^x3 and 3x3 in., respectively, which

are rabbeted on the face next to inside

lining to receive a >^X2X2>^ angle iron.

This angle iron is fastened to the posts by

114 No. 14 screws, and the ends are turned

over, making a foot 8 in. long, by which

the angle iron is secured to top of sill and

bottom of plate. The >i-in. framing rods

through sill and plate bind the whole

combination firmly together. This con-

struction is carried out also on the third

side posts, the foot on the angles forming a

seat for the diagonal braces at the corners.

The end door po.sts have at the sides a 3 x 5

end post, with an angle iron and post rod

the same as at comer posts.

The window posts are in two pieces, each

Loce'motivo Hn^neering

that which is now completed, or which will

follow as the result of investigation in this

direction. The Baltimore & Ohio are

building some 6o-ft. postal cars, and in

these will be worked out some advanced

ideas, among which is the abolition of the

old platforms and steps, while closely fol-

lowing the recommendations of the United

States Government in its requirements for

stronger ends and framing for cars in the

postal service. The under-framing of these

cars is exceptionally strong, as will be

noted by a reference to our engravings, for

which we are indebted to the Baltimore &
Ohio car department. Every line tells of

the purpose evidently kept foremost in

view—to have a construction giving a

reasonable assurance of safety against vio-

lent shocks.

There are two outside sills 4x8 in.,

bolted together with )^-in. bolts, making
a sill ecjual to 8x8 in. ; a wrought-iron

plate /^ .X 7 in. is placed between these

sills, extending 18 ft. back from the end sill;

the inner side sill being gained full thick-

ness of the iron. The four intermediate

sills are also 4 x 8 in. The center sills are

5x8 in., and have a J^ x 7 in. wrought-

iron plate 18 ft. long, secured to outer face
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they are secured to end sills with :!4-in.

bolts. This sill does duty as a platform,

without any of the inherent weaknesses of

the old landmark, its sole function being

to carry the buffer and diaphragm plate.

The end sills and the sub-end sills are

of white oak.

The lateral stiffeners are 1,34' x 8-in.

bridging, spaced 19 in. centers through-

out the center of the car, up to the body
bolsters, where the two pieces immediately

over bolsters are 5 x 8 in.; all these bridg-

ings are tenoned into the sills with i)4'-in.

double tenons, and securely tied with

)^-\n. framing rods from each side to the

opposite center .sill, except at the bolsters,

where thej' pass through from .side to side

of car.

This method of tying by passing the rods

from farther center sill to opposite side of

car is an innovation—at least, not com-
mon practice. The half plan explains

more clearly than words the resisting
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half grooved for the ^-inch framing rod,

making a post 2|^ x 5 in., which gives ad-

ditional strength, made necessary by the

framing for the windows. Long diagonal

braces i >4 ^ 6 in. are used wherever pos-

sible to cover two panels. Under the win-

dows, reliance is placed on the short braces

ij^xs in., the upper end of these short

braces seating against a foot turned over on

the end of the |^-inch rod passing through

sill ; this makes it possible to keep these

braces under compression at all times.

The )i X 2-in. wrought-iron members of

the compound carlines are secured to

plate and deck sills with a ^/g-in. eyebolt

at each side of carline. This is fully as

strong, and certainly cheaper than the

old method of forging a double foot on at

ends.

The yellow pine end plates 3 .x 14/3 in.

are reinforced by an angle iron -/'j x3^ x7
in., placed at the bottom and on inside

face of plates ; the ends of this angle iron



are bent at right angles to the body and

extend 14 in. on side plates, and se-

cured to both plates by 3i(-inch bolts.

These details of body framing are shown in

section, telling a story of painstaking care

in the drawing room, in placing on record

these important improvements on old

constructive problems.

The roof finish at end of car has a tasty

appearance ; the end-face carline starting

in line with the corner posts and curving

to the center, so as to stand gi/ in. from

end plate. A Pullman vestibule plate

without the rubber diaphragm is secured

to the buffer plate, and attached to the

springs and equalizer. The hand-brake

wheel has found a lodgement on the end

of car at a convenient height. The
wheel is supported in a vertical plane by a

neat cast-iron bracket secured to end of

car, and about 8 in. from sheathing. The
brake chain passes down through sub-end

sill and around a sheave to the pull rod.

These features, briefly touched upon in de-

tail, convey a lesson in the march of im-

provement that probably reveals the be-

ginning of the end of some traditions that

have perhaps been too piously preserved.

i i i
Bad Work in the Mill.

A box car not long enough in service

for the white stencil to assume the tan

only seen on the battle-scarred veteran,

was found in the hands of a repair gang a

few days since, who were trying to diag-

nose a case of sheathing pulling off the

nails at the crossing of sills, in the panel

between bolsters and needle beams. After

the sheathing was removed at these points,

it was found that the outside faces of posts

and post pockets were not in line with the

face of sill, as they should be, and were

when sheathing was nailed to place.

Further investigation showed the cause

of trouble to be in the size of holes for

post rods, and the mortise for lugs on the

bottom of post pockets—too large in

both cases. It was plain that a shifting

load had got in its work ; it was also

patent that if a little more care had been

exercised to make holes and mortises of

correct size instead of b!,i^ enoiie;k, the

doctors on the repair track would not

have been called. The lesson furnished

in this instance is to either have inspectors

at the works when erection of cars is

underway, or to "so nominate it in the

bond" that the builder would find it un-

profitable to turn out candidates for the

dissecting table. There are places enough

in car construction where close attention to

sizes need not be insisted on, but this is

not one of them.

In all places where good alignment and

tight work is required, there should be

the proper care given to produce it ; if

this cannot be done, it were better to re-

turn to the old practice of tenons on the
posts, where a fit is usually made in the
-mortise as a matter of pride. This would
insure a flush face at sill, post and plate,

and prevent to a large extent the bulging
of sheathing so often seen.

—lS-119^ora-rail-
6J4-^
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Notes from Altoona Shops.

The Pennsylvania Railroad shops at Al-

toona, like all shops that have been in-

creased away beyond the original design,

have many inconvenient features. During

a recent visit to these shops I found the

highly energetic superintendent, Mr. J. M.

Wallis, virestling with the problem of over-

coming the natural shortcomings of the

establishment. His greatest desire seems

to be more light, and he is scheming

changes in the shops that will dispel a

great share of the darkness that makes

artificial light necessary in daytime. There

are also changes making that will greatly

reduce the labor of handling material.

Among the improvements going on is the

building of a new laboratory. Old tools

are being replaced by modern ones better

adapted to the heavy work of to-day, and

devices for handling material are being in-

troduced.

The most convenient shops belonging to

this establishment are the iron and brass

foundries. The latter has been rearranged

lately, and it is now the most convenient

brass foundry that I have seen. In con-

nection with this foundry I noticed a prac-

tice which is worthy of imitation. It is

well known that among the old bearings

sent in as scrap there are often good brasses

which ought to be returned to service.

Here a man goes carefully over all the

scrap, and selects the brasses that are too

good to melt up. It was formerly the

practice of the company to sell all the old

brass, but they are not doing that any

longer. They melt the old brass in a

cupola and pour it into ingots. These are

analyzed, and new material is added to

make up the standard mixture. They find

that the bearings made from the old brass

wear as well and run as cool as bearings

made from new material.

For a long time this company was an-

noved, as are most other roads, with hard

oxidized spots in brasses which caused

them to run hot. All sorts of mixtures

were tried to overcome this defect, but

without success, until some one suggested

that the oxidization took place on the sur-

face of the molten metal before it was

poured. To prevent this, powdered charcoal

was applied to the surface of the metal,

and it proved an entire remedy. The
practice is now followed regularly, and

hard spots on brasses are unknown.

I^^ntil lately, natural draft was employed

for the crucible furnaces. As melting was

rather slow, Mr. Wallis applied a light

forced draft, and by the change reduced

the time of melting from 90 minutes to 50

minutes.

They have the best spring-making shop

here that I have seen anywhere, except at

the A. French Spring Works. In fact, the

tools and methods employed are the same as

those used in the French shops. After the

springs are finished they are all tested for

strength and flexibility. Those of the

same degree of flexibility are then grouped

together. When they are put in service,

this care in selection results in making all

the springs take a uniform share of the

load. This is a detail which has received

too little attention. The usual plan is to

select springs merely owing to size. It

often happens that a stiff spring and a

flexible spring will be opposite each other,

and a hard-riding locomotive or car is the

result.

That annoying problem, "the handling

of ashes," has been worked out satisfacto-

rily at the Altoona roundhouses. They
have in the dumping pits a track which

carries an iron car capable of holding the

cinders dumped from the firebox of any

locomotive. The fire is dumped into this

car. When the engine is moved off the

pit, a man attaches the chain of an air hoist

to the car, raises it up, and traverses

Pedrick & Ayer's Automatic Air

Compressor.
We illustrate hertuith one of the No. i

automatic compound belt air compressors,

made by the Pedrick & Ayer Co., of Phila-

delphia, arranged to be driven by an

electric motor, for the Wells-French Co.,

of Chicago, 111.

This arrangement retains for the ma-

chine all the automatic features, starting

and stopping the compressor by the vary-

ing of the air pressure. This arrangement

is accomplished b\- attaching the belt-

.shifter device to a knife-edge switch ; that

being connected with an electrical starter,

which turns the current on and starts the

motor slowly, gradually throwing off the

resistance, until the desired speed is ob-

tained. The current is thrown off auto-

it laterally over a car on the side-

track and deposits the contents there-

in. The work is done quickly and

at very small expense. There is no

depressing of track necessary for the

cars that have to be loaded with the ashes,

and there is no delay in cleaning fires, be-

cause the pit is full of ashes. The clean-

ing of fires and disposing of ashes is done

by piece-work, and this improved arrange-

ment has cut the cost in two. The men
who are doing the work make better pay

than they secured when doing the work

by shoveling, and they find the new
metliod much more agreeable than the old

one. A. S.

The Canadian Pacific R.R. Co. have

adopted Norton "Sun" drop track jacks

and ball-bearing screw jacks as .standard

on their lines.

matically when the supply of air in the

reser\-oir is reached.

By this arrangement it is possible to use

this compressor in places where there is

no other power than electricity, and the

machine yet retain all the advantages

claimed for it—that is, no more power

being used than is actually necessary to

keep up the supply of air, etc.

i i i

The employes of the Tyler Tube & Pipe

Co., Washington, Pa., have formed a relief

association where, by the payment of a

small amount weekly, benefits are paid for

sickness, sickness in the family, death of

wife or children or of the subscriber. Shop-

men who wish to organize a similar asso-

ciation should get the rules and regula-

tions formulated by the men at Washing-

ton—they seem to have covered the ground

completely.
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Pump Qov-An Improved Air=Brake

ernor.

In the operation of goveniors now in

use, the air pressure bearing on a dia-

phragm against a compression spring

opens a small auxiliary valve when the

maximum air pressure is reached, and ad-

mits air to a piston connected with the

steam valve and closes it. When the air

pressure bearing on the diaphragm is re-

duced below the power of the spring, the

spring closes the auxiliary

valve and allows the steam

valve to open.

The Foster air-brake pump
governor is constructed and

operates upon an entirely dif-

ferent principle, the follow-

ing description being fur-

nished by its makers : The
movement of the steam valve

in the Foster governor is con-

trolled by the pressure of

steam in the steam cylinder

of the pump. It is applied to

the steam pipe leading to the

pump, and has no pipe con-

nection with the air. The
steam-regulating valve is au-

tomatically controlled by the

steam in the cylinder, bal-

anced by the air in the pump
cylinder. Assuming, for the

purpose of illustration, that it

requires 90 pounds of steam

to give 90 pounds of air, the

tension of the springy is so

adjusted that any increase

above 90 pounds of steam in

chamberD will raise the dia-

phragm and close the double-

seated valve H of the gover-

nor, thus shutting off steam

to the pump.
With this explanation, the

operation will be readily

seen. Steam is turned on at

the throttle, allowing the

full boiler pressure to enter

the governor inlet A. The
reduced steam pressure, pass-

ing through port E, enters

the diaphragm chamber /),

and, b}' raising diaphragm, tends to close

the valve // to a degree governed by the

power of the spring. The pump continues

to work, slowly decreasing its speed as the

air pressure approaches the maximum.
When 90 pounds of air is reached, it bal-

ances the 90 pounds of steam, and if there
was no leak of air, the pump would stop.

If the steam in the pump condenses and
loses its pressure, the spring overcomes the
reduced pressure in the diaphragm cham-
ber, opens the valve H, and instantly re-

stores the pressure in the steam cylinder.

If the air pressure is reduced, the steam in

the pump cylinder overcomes the reduced
air pressure, and at once starts the pump,
keeping it moving until the equilibrium is

again restored. In practice it is found that

the pump never stops completely, although
the motion will sometimes be so slow as to

be hardly perceptible. It will thus be seen
that, as a result of this construction and
plan of operation, the pump can never

"freeze up," the brakes can be set and
allowed to remain indefinitely without
danger of increasing the air pressure be-

yond the maximum, and the possibility of

the pump "racing" is practically pre-

cluded.

With the Foster governor, under no cir-

cumstances can the air pressure exceed
that at which the governor is set, and it is

not possible to overcharge the auxiliary

reservoirs except through carelessness of

the engineer in allowing the brake valve

to stand at full release.

THE ONLY ONE.

The simplicity of this device is apparent
from the illustration, and will commend it

to all who are familiar with valves now in

use. There is nothing in its construction
that is liable to get out of order. To pro-

vide for a possible break of the diaphragm
the port screw M is introduced, which, in

the event of accident, may be closed, thus
shutting off all but a minute volume of

steam from the diaphragm chamber, and
throwing the valve out of ser\'ice without
shutting off steam to the pump.
This new air-brake pump governor is

manufactured by the Foster Engineering
Company, of Newark, N. J., who offer to

send it for trial in actual service to any rail-

road official.

WANTED—With a reliable and p^..^;l•^ssiv,> hmis.-
catering to the R.R. trade, a p.istti.m hy a st<-.i<ly

aud sober yoiiug man who has traveled and s()lil K""ds
to orlier trade, and also hag a general and pructieal
knowlcd^T of nifchaiiics and possesses executive abii
Itv to liaiidic incii and woric to best advantage. Best
of references. Address " H." care LocoMOTrvE En-
GiNEKRiNG, 250 Broadway, New York.

Tlie Cbioago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is

the only line running solid Vestlbuled. Electric

Liglited and Steam Heated trains between Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is

the only line running solid Vestibuled, Electric

Lighted and Steam Heated trains between Chicago,

Council Bluffs and Omaha.

The Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul Railway
Company now operates over sixty-one hundred
miles of thorouglily equipped road in Illinois, Wis-

consin, Northern Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa. Mis-

Si)uri, South and North Dakota.

On all its through lines of trsivel the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway runs the most per-

fectly equipped trains of Sleeping, Parlor and
Dining Cars and Coaches. The through trains on
all its lines are systematically heated by steam.

No effort is spared to furnish the best accommo-
dations for the least money, and, in addition,

patrons of the road are sure of courteous treat-

ment from its employes.

MERRILL BROTHERS,
Eest Avenue and South Uth Street, Brootlyn, N. 7.

Turnbuckles and Parallel Vises.

Best In market for railroad use. These tlimbuckles
are made without a weld.

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
using 100 pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

ILSO, 1-nTL.E aiMHT IHJECTORS.
Rue Mfg. Co., 1 19 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS

Room 45, Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.

Spark Arrester Plate.

* fe * 1 * y

HCNDRICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

CARBONDALE. PA.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(129) J. F. N., Cohoes, X. Y., asks a

number of questions that do not relate to

railroad subjects. They are not suitable

for our columns.

(130) A. W. L., S}-racuse, N. Y., asks:

Are the New York elevated engines di-

rect or indirect motion, and why ? v-/.

—

Indirect, because the valve is operated by
a rocker and moves in an opposite direc-

tion to the movement of the eccentric.

(131) M. R. B,, Smartsburg, Ind., asks :

What is the idea or use of the small dome
next to cab on mogul freighter for the
Fitchburgroad ? A.—This is not properly
a dome, but a casing around the safety
valves, which are located directly on the
boiler.

(132) J. W., Escanaba, Mich., writes:

Please give a simple method of etching
to discover flaws in iron or other metals.
A.—For iron and steel 9 parts water, 3
parts sulphuric acid and i part hydro-
chloric acid does verj- well. The method
followed is described on page 371 of our
June issue.

(133) C. M. B., Buffalo, N. Y., asks:

What are the principal resistances to the
running of trains at high velocities? Is

it friction of the machinery, track resist-

ance or the air that presents the greatest

obstacle to higher train speed ? A.—The
principal resistance to high-speed trains

IS the atmosphere. It is much greater
than all the other resisting forces.

(134) C. & A., St. Louis, Mo., asks :

I. Which side of an engine leads ? A.—
When the right crosshead is on forward
center, and the left pin above the center,

it is a right-hand lead engine ; if the left pin
is below the center it is a left-hand lead
engine. 2. How do you tell the "back-
up" and "go-ahead" eccentrics? A.—
The go-ahead eccentric is usually con-
nected to the top of the link.

(135) B. S., Joliet, 111., writes :

We have been having a little di.scussion

about boiler feeding. One side—the big
one, too—says that the man who can set

his injector so that it never needs to be
touched going over a division is the best
kind of a runner. The other side says
that a boiler should be fed just the quan-
tity of water needed for the steam being
used. We have agreed to stand by your
decision. A.—We consider the plan of

feeding water at the rate it is being evap-
orated to be the right way.

(136) Joe A., Temple, Tex., writes :

Suppose you were running a mogul en-
gine, not long out of shop, and all her
raachinerj' fitted snug, and you broke a
link on left side and main pin on right
side, how would you get engine in and not
have her towed in? A.—We would not
try, but get ready to be towed as soon as
possible. Toggling up an engine to get
her into the shop in this day and age i.i a
costly practice for railroads. The funda-
mental rxile in every breakdown should be
to clear the line for other trains as quickly
as possible.

(137) J. B. D., Arkansas City, Kan.,
asks :

What makes an air pump wear large in

each end of the air cylinder and small in

the middle ? A.—The pressure in the air

C3'linder is greatest at the end of the
stroke. It is only atmospheric pressure at
the beginning, but gradnall)' increases
throughout the stroke until it finishes at
same pressure as contained in the main

reservoir. In consequence, the packing
rings are set out tighter against the walls
of the cj'linder at the ends of the stroke,

and the wear on the parts there is greater.

The middle of the c\-linder has compara-
tively little wear, as the friction of packing
rings there is less.

(138) C. H., Fitchburg, Mass., writes:

I. In June issue of Locomotive Engi-
neering, " .\nswers to Traveling Engi-
neer's Questions," written by Mr. M. M.
Meehan, I notice in answer to Question No.
23 the words "engine gone." Will you
please explain what it means ? A.—This is

a typographical error in misplacing the
semi-colon. Take that out after the word
nozzle and the answer is correct. 2. In
answer to Question No. 35, in case of a

broken eccentric or strap, it sa^-s, "Take
off link." Will you please explain why
link should be taken off? I claim there is

no necessity in taking link off in case of a

broken eccentric or strap. A.—It is not
necessary to take down link in usual cases.

(139) A. M., Jackson, Tenn., writes :

I expect to be examined soon for pro-

motion, and I am posting up by the help
of books and by talking with men who
are well posted. I find plenty of books
giving points about the engine, brakes and
so on, but can find nothing about train

rules, except what is given in the time
card. Can you name a book that will help
me? A.—A close study of the train rules

in time cards, or in the books of rules pub-
lished by most railroad companies, will

enable a man to answer intelligently all

questions on train rules. But the best
authority concerning the movement of

trains is the "Standard Code of Train
Rules," which will be found in our list of

books.

(140) J. W., Escanaba, Mich., asks:

I. What is the use of the compression
valve in the main steam valve of a Vau-
clain compound? A.—It is a relief valve,

acting the same as similar valve in chest
of simple engine. 2. Do the valves of
this engine have lap? A.—Yes. 3. How
can I learn to set valves with the ec-

centrics on forward axle? A.—The prin-
ciple is the same as ordinary motion ; use
a little sense in noting what the change
does with motion. 4. Which type of com-
pound locomotive do you think is the
best? A.—The one that does the most
work with the least coal and the least re-

pairs. 5. What is the lowest cost per car
mile for operating electric street cars that
you know of ? The same for steam subur-
ban cars? A.—We have no figures for
this kind of service.

(141) W. G. B., Paducah, Ky., asks:

I. How to set eccentrics correctly while
the wheels are out from under the engine.
A.—An article describing the process ap-
peared in Locomotive Engineering,
March, 1883. 2. Best and quickest way to
set valves. A.—The description of this
process is necessarily too long for this de-
partment. It will be found in most books
on the locomotive. 3. The best way to

get engines to run faster. A.—There is

no general remed\- for this. We w'ould
require particulars of valve motion to an-
swer this question properly. 4. What is

best for hot driving boxes ? A.—Graphite
and good oil. 5. What lead gives best re-

sults for freight and passenger engines ?

A.—That depends on the design of valve
motion. Most engines would do better
work if they had no lead, especially freight
engines.

(142) W. P. M., Pueblo, Col., writes:

I. What is the angularity of the main
rod which I hear and read .so much about ?
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WAM'EI).—,\ situation as foreman of Loconiotiv©
liepair Shop by a youuir man with years" of ex-

perience in both old and new worli. Best references.
Address X.. care Loit'>i"Ti\ B Engineering, N. Y.

WANTED-AIW IDEA. Jl^^Tt
some simple tiling Tn patent '.' I'loteot your ideas ;

tliev may bring you wealth. Write JOHN WED-
DEiiliritN .S: CO.. Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. c\. f..r their Jl.sOO pri/e ciTer.

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,

WHOLESALE JEWELERS
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING. CHICAGO. ILL.

rUK-IM N I \1' -. 1 .^li.NT.

Why Pay Big Price: when You cac Deal Direct with us ?

Wt' arc Siifcial Agents for the following well-known
watthi's : The" President," ' Vaunuard," "Time King,"
"Spet-lal Railway" aii.l " RM.-kf..rd."
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Tubes
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The Tyler Tube and Pipe Co.,

Washington, Penn.

GEO. E. nOLLESON,
Railroad Representative,

39 Cortlandt St., New York City.

Xjoonarca. c*3 Willis.

TKiDE ^«<:iiii^ Mai:k.

VALVOLINE OIL has Iodk been used on many of
^^^^^^^i^^^^H the leadfuK railroads In this coun-
try and abroad. It has no equal In quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
157 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.
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FOSTER

Pressure Regulators.
Reducing Valves.

Air=Brake
Pump Governors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENGINEERING CO.,
NEWARK. N. J.



A.—It is the angle whicli the rod makes,
when on top or bottom quarter, with a

straight line from the center of the axle
to the center of the crosshead pin. 2.

What influence has it on the working of

a locomotive? A.—As the valves of a
steam engine are operated by an eccentric

rigidly secured to the axle, at a certain

angle from the crank, the angularity of

the main rod acts to protract steam ad-
mission on one-half of the stroke and
shorten it on the other. Suppose we fol-

low the events of a stroke of the right-

hand side piston, going ahead and starting

from the forward center. If you measure
the travel of the crosshead pin carefully,

you will find that when it has reached the
middle of its travel the crank pin has not
reached the bottom quarter. If the valves

are set to cut off at half stroke, closure will

not take place until the crank pin gets to

the quarter. The result is that the piston

gets past the middle of its travel before
the steam is cut off. When the crank pin
reaches the back center, and travels on the
return stroke, the crank pin will reach the
top quarter before the piston has reached
the middle of its travel ; consequently,
steam has been cut off too soon. This
irregularity is remedied in link-motion
engines by placing the saddle pin back of

the center of the link ; in stationary

engines, adjustment is made by different

widths of steam ports.

% ^ ^

Notes from the Omaha Car Shops.

The C, St. P., M. & O. road has a well-

earned reputation for the superlative con-

dition of its power and rolling stock, and

it is worth the time of any railroader to

take a look through their shops, which, by

the way, are somewhat widely separated,

the headquarters of the machinery depart-

ment being in St. Paul, and that of the car

department in Hudson. Wis.; but the same

general air of neatness that pervades both

plants plainly tells of system in manage-

ment, and convinced of that, it follows as

a logical sequence that the work is turned

out at a figure that slipshod shops cannot

get down to, because the latter are too

busy falling over oil boxes, old end sills,

drawheads, etc., left just as they were

dropped from the car, to monkey with

anything that would cheapen the cost of

the output. Mr. H. L. Preston, the M. C.

B. of the "Omaha," has been bending

every energy to get the equipment in shape

for what is predicted the heaviest fall busi-

ness in the history of the Northwest. He
has built some 50,000-pound box cars that

will satisfy anybody that he is in full sym-

pathy with the importance of keeping

dead weight down to the limit. They are

light and strong, but we would not be true

to our instincts if we did not lock horns

with him on the propriety of stenciling

these cars for a 60,000-pound load; they

have the strength, and are carried on one

of the best sets of trucks in railroad serv-

ice
; 4 X 8-inch axles, iron transoms, and

an inside-hung brake beam of the trussed

type, made of 2-inch half-round iron—the

two members of the truss welded in square

sections at the ends, over which passes a

cast-iron sleeve carrying the brake head.

This sleeve is a loose fit, and has a slight

movement on the beam which allows lat-

eral adjustment of shoe on the wheel

tread.

This entire truck is a home product that

in our opinion ranks with the best—all

built at these Hudson shops, and at a fig-

ure that the supply manufacturers would

not care to duplicate.

They carry their pursuit of standards

even to the bending of air-brake train

pipes. These pipes are bent between two

oak blocks which are made to the re-

quired curvature, and this, by the way,

is nothing more nor less than the "line

of beauty" every draftsman or artist is

taught to make. The blocks are then

grooved for the pipe, and the groove is

sheathed with iron to preserve its

form. The pipe is laid between the

blocks, and one push of the pitiless

bulldozer does the rest. This scheme

makes the train pipes absolutely inter-

changeable. Yes ; the "Omaha " is paying

dividends all right, and it is the result of

management. O. H. R.

i i i

A special invention, which has received

a good deal of attention from mechanical

men, has been the means of releasing com-

pression in locomotive cylinders as the

piston is approaching the end of the return,

stroke. The latest invention in this line

has been patented by Mr. J. M. Keith, an

American master mechanic in Guatemala.

He proposes to attach two supplementary

valves to the valve stem of a steam engine,

one at each end of the steam chest ; the

valves are so arranged that when the period

of compression begins, an opening is made
to the atmosphere by means of a pipe

pierced through the cylinder-head and

connected with the underside of the sup-

plementary valve. It appears to be a very

ingenious arrangement, and we have no

doubt that it will relieve the piston from

the necessity for compressing the steam

left in the cylinder during the return

stroke.

The latest contribution to the literature

of bi-metallism is entitled " Facts on

Finance," and comes from the pen of M.

M. Smith, a fireman on the D. & R. G.

R.R. at Salida, Col. We do not pretend

to be financiers nor judges of arguments

on financial subjects, but must say that the

subject matter in this little work shows the

author to be a student and a patient grub-

ber after facts on the subject of finance.

It is written especially for workingmen.

The work is issued by the author at 15 cents

per copy, and is well worth the money to

anyone interested.

S. N. Ciarkson & Co., of Chicago, have

sent out a new special price list of the lead-

ing watch movements used by railroad

men.
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THERE

IS

ONLY

ONE

BRAND

OF

GRAPHITE

THAT WILL

DO THE

WORK
PERFECTLY.

«$>»$»<$»

DIXON'S

PURE

FLAKE

GRAPHITE

Is so indispensable to many en-

gineers that they spend their

own money for it rather than

be without it

If you would know what they

themselves say about it, send

for copy of "What the Boys

have to Say," and you will be

convinced that you have no fur-

ther use for old-time plumbago

or blacklead.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CAR SHOPS.
^!»™^^M^MMge^=g^EB

86-lucb x 21 feet Wllmarth Triple Geared Engine Lai lie.

84-lneh x 20 feet Lincoln ''

SMn.-H)-ln.x26 ft. New Haven •'

JiO-lnch X Ifi feet Lowell " " "

1 each. 2fi inch x 12 feet. Winch x IT feet Pond Engine
Lathes, C. Rest and P. C. Feed.

26-lnch X 12 feet New Haven Engine Lathe, C. Rest and
P. C. Feed,

•il-inch X 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.
Rest and P. C. Feed.

20-Inch X II feet Sellers Engine Lathe, C. Rest and P. C.
Feed.

ISIneh X 9 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C,

and P. C. Feed.
2 Bement Car Axle Lathes.
2 • 32-inch Car Wheel Borers.
1 " 42-inch "
60-lnch Pond Boring and Turning Mill (2 heads).
43-lneli Bllrnhaln *' " "

Style • H" lil.kf.jrd Universal Radial Drill.
ISilMnii ll.vdriiiillc Press (platen, 42-lnch x 42-lnchl.
IJO-t^m WatMtn .V stillman Broaching Press.
2 I-2-lnch Hurlliurt Cutting Oft Machine.
32-Inch X .S"2 Inch x II) feet Poud Planer (2 beads).
Seineh x;«i Inch X ]i'. feet "
42-lnch X fid-Inch x 16 feet New Haven Planer.
No. 3 Brown & Sharpe LTniversal Miller complete.
No. 4 Garvin B. G. Miller.
No. 2 Bralnard B. G. Miller.
12-Inch Bement Sli.tter (all feeds).
14-lneh Lowt'll Machine Co. Traverse Shaper,
7 feet Power Bending Rolls.

700 Machine Tools in Stock. Send lor Lists.

PRENTISS TOOL & SUPPLY CO.
I 15 Liberty St., New York.

C HICAGO STORE. 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

The Bangs Patent QilCm
F(3R USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.
Warranted to save 50 per cent, of oil

over any oilier oil cup. Aluminum Bodies;
Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed not to
break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one set on 30 days trial. If not satisfac-
tory, no pay, Tbey will please you.

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP GO. (limited),

F, O. Box 257, Mll^vauUee, Wis,
Factory, 718 to 728 Hanover Street,

Our Line Engravingfs are made by the
wax process, a plan securing- accuracy and
distinct lines on origfinai copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

PURE
FLAKE
GRAPHITE

CURES

FRICTION.
An engineer, whose engine has run

115,000 miles with slight running repairs,

is noted as a "puller "on heavy grades,
economical in fuel and oil, and often com-
mented upon by officers, train dispatchers
and trainmen, and believed to be a supe-
rior built eii,gine. says, " The secret of suc-

cess is the daily use of Dixon's Graphite,
which gives a bright polish to valves, pis-

tons and cylinders.
"

Let us send you sample and pamphlet.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Boss Screw Pitch Gage.

A
line of

^^ from

-^'
to 40.

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE WORK.

Mailed till January 1st for $1.00.

Standard Tool Co.,

ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.

Catalog: of latest designs in Machinists'

Fine Tools to be had for the asking.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French. Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25"cents
each;iox8size, 36 cents each. Sample carte 10 cts.
stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

I'. ]m:ooh.:e,
9 South Place, Finsbury. London City, England.

.^(•ent for UniteJ States, H. N. Tikjiann, 1:i West 42<I St„

TAAFEIS PAT.

STEAM
OR AIR
NEWARK

REOUIATOR CO,

NEWAKK.O.

FOR CAR HEATERS
HAS NO EQUAL.

Sent on approval to responsible jiartiea.

EARLE C. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK,

Workt: Pa,l(i,- Iron Works, Fftrrel

Foundrv and Machioe (?o.

Hoisting Engines
^ And WINCHES for every

I
possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock^Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
1) The standard for 25 Years.

COIMPLETE MIMNG AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

olK .srbClALIihs.

"THE CHAMPION."
A Strictly Automatic Coupler and Un-Coupler.

Self-opening Knuckle. No Springs.
By its ii.se it is impcssible for cars to be wrecked by bars pulling out or breaking and falling on track,

couple on any curve. Can use link and pin with or without knuckle"
Will

FOR ENGINES, PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

Address, THE CHAMPION AUTOMATIC CAR COUPLER CO., KENTON, OHIO.
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LiDl-Belt

Engiieerlig Co,
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modleri BesifB,

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAGO.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more tlian 2.000
/v- 11 >A Questions with Argued

_J/ ,ii;
''

\\ Answers, and over .500 illus-

I
trations ; also his Aritli-

* metif. Alffet)ra. Plane and
Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75C. per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of price bv The Laborer's In-
struction Pub. Co., 314 N. 3dSt.. St. Liiuis. Mo.

We use it .What?

ROGERS'
PoCKeTPRIweR
oPth£ AIR BRAKE

The best.booK pu.tjlisti.ccl"
PS-tce eSccftts VV.S.ROCE.RS m.E
Sta-TTifjs Go" Buffalo, N.V.

The
Morton

WHE screw being
1 lubricated and
protected, the Jack
IS always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
the importance of
bavine Jacks always
in ffood workinir con-
diti"n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur

_ , .1. , ,
'1 getting common

Jacks so that thev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
Bet with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL
(a sample of many*, fri.m an Educational Association of Engine and Train men :

'* We have your book, Diseases of the Air Brake System,
and consider it the very best book in our possession."

Copies mailed to any address, on receipt of $1 , bv the W. F. H.^ll Printing Co.,
21 Plymouth Place. CHICAGO.

J. FRANCIS SIWALL, Proprietor. f$lf$lf$»ff;»«47»^(4l(^f$»«$»(^

HICAGO

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

ENTERPRISE COMPANY,

We invent to order. We make draw-

ings for anything. We design Machin-

ery or Devices in Mechanics, Chemistry

or Electricity. We solicit Patent Causes.

We are in a position to interest capital

in any new device of merit in our line.

Correspondence solicited and held

strictly confidential.
Suite 1339 & 1340

Monadnock Block, Chicago. <$7 f$^ f$> r^ ^t^ f^^ ^i^^ r^ *^ r^ (^^

Patent Mat and

Foot Scraper
PQI^ Combined

RAILWAY COACHES
AND STREET CARS.

(f
HIS is the most practical and

effective device yet invented

for properly cleaning the foot-

wear of passengers on entering a car.

The Mat and Scraper are set in the

aisle near each door.

The dirt is deposited in a pan

underneath the Scraper, easy of re-

moval. Invaluable for fine coaches.

vSaves carpet and upholstering. Write

for illustrated circular to-day.

Address, J. M. MORTON,

315 Fifth Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

^1
WE DEFY COMPETITION

H CRABTREE METALLIC PACKING.WITh

WHY?
Because, It is Automatic; dispenses with Bowls, Followers

and Springs.

Because, It protracts the Life of Rods— Friction is reduced

to Minimum.

Because, It gives Longest and Best Service at Lowest Cost.

»$»»$»»$»f$i(^f$)f$if$»f$>f$>

For Information and Facts, address

The Crabtree Metallic Packing Co., McCook, Neb.
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nassiPied Index af

Our AdDcrtisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Bost(.m Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

Air Brakes.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster En,y:ineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co., New York.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago. 111.

Anti-Prictlon Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Rainapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Ball Bearing Jack.
A. t). Norton, Boston, Mass.

Bearing Metal.
Aja.x Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Bicycles.
Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.

Body Bolsters.
F...X Si.lid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & AUstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers-
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Books.
W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, III.

Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co.. .St. Louis, Mn.
Locomotive E.ngineering, New York.
W. S. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brake Adjusters.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Aja.x Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Calipers.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Lr)Comotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co.. Kenton, <).

Ciould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield, O.
McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler cS: Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.
William C. Baker. New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.
Car Lighting.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Continued on pasje 6jq.

Made with Lever or Screw

for starting.

Works : Wadsworth, Ohio.

(The Ohio Injector Company,

^
Frank W. Furry, Gen'l Manager,

Chicago.1302 Monadnock Block,

Everything in Sight
ON THE

a

Daugherty-

Vlslblc
WRITES IN SIGHT. PRICE IS RIGHT.

MACHINES SENT ON TRIAL. GIVE REFERENCE.
THE DAUQHERTY TYPEWRITER CO.,

21 SIXTH ST., PITTSBURG, PA.

IheJewlATHAN"
(Sks Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"HATHAK" SIGHT-FEED MBEICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Eniiines.

BOILER "WA.SHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

iyir/lM

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHANMFG.CO.,92&94Lil]ertySt,

Western Office, 14? & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, lU

I

T7H:E3

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE riAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

I HAND OR POWER.

^

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT, DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

_ SECURE OUR CATALOG.

S ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,

No. 3 Machine.

BRIDQEPORT. CONN.,
04-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
130 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLOC,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 616 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

MANUFACTURER OF

MAI.LEABI.E IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

XI. .A.X Xj XI.O .A. 33 "^T^OXl^ .A. SIX^X: CX.A.XjrF'
OFFICE AND WORKS : LANCASTSH, IfMW lOKK.

C. E. ROOD. ROOD & BROWN, H. M. BROWN.

CAR WHEEL WORKS,
RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS

Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : HOWARD and THOMAS Streets

XANGYE'S
HYDRAULIC Lifting J ack.

A GOOD, REUABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. Tbe lever

Is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York.

CLASSIFIEO'INDEX OF ADVERTISERS— CcHi'/KKerf.

Car Roofing.
Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Lotfis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hanimett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wlieels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,Mass.

Coal Handlinfr Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterlinj; Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co , Tiffin. O.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Enffravmg Co., New York.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Fire Extinguishers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Foot Scrapers.
luhn M. Morton. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron.
Falls Hollow Stav-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,

N. Y.

Hydraulic Jacks.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
I OS. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.
.\shcroft Mfg. Co., New York.

Injectors.
.\utomatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continued on page bbo.
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CLASSIFIED IMDEX OF AOVERTISERS~CyH//«H,-a'.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.. Paterson,

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
R. L Locomotive Works, Providence, R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works.
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.
Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

L.oconiotive Axles.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Cloclcs.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.
J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, Londt.>n, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit. Mich.
M. C: Hammett. Troy. N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York,
Signal Oil Works. Franklin. Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vl.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinerv Co.. Tiffin, O.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood. Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Standard Tool Co.. Athol, Mass.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Mining riachlnery.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago. 111.

Mlsceilaneou«.
Chicago Electro-Mechanical Enterprise Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Molding Macliines.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. New York City.

OH Cups.
E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phila.
C. A. Daniel, Philadelphia. Pa.
Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
C. C. Jerome, Chicago, 111.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Packing Rings.

Am.erican Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Patents.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chi-

cago. 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Machinery
Bignall & Kcelcr Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, 111

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M, Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser <S Son, New York.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark. N. J.Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Publications.
Power, New York.

Pump Packing
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

;
FOR LOCOMOTIVES

|

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. 2, Oils both Cylinder.s. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

tW THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-PINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich,

taylorvorILeStaybolt iron
Axles, Piston Bods, Crank Pins and Ferglngs ot mU

Descriptions) used by laeadlng Ballroada*

R.MUSKET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 and 13 Olirer Street. New York, 143 Liberty Street

Boiler,

Locomotive
and ^

Smoke Stack

STEELS

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 100 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Continued on page bbi.

for Railroad Shops, for Builders, Etc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.
ALSO

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC., ETC.
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BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

New York Office, 80 Broadway. Philadelphia Office, 421 Chestnut St.

Western Sales Agent, H. F. J. PORTER. Room 1432. Marquette Building. Chicago. Ills.

"CYRUS ROBERTS'*

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS. MICH.

DRAKE <& WE/RS, Cleveland. O.
ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

Tlie CUeapest, Bent and ITfost Durable Car Roof Known. In use by Seventy
Railroads. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
every one that fails in ten years.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Eng:ineerin§:and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $L00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing Company,
'^'orld Building:, 9iew Torfe,
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS-r(7«//««f(i.

Railroads.
Lake Shore & M. S.

Railway Supplies.
i-lryan & McKibbin, New York.
Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
g. & C. Co , Chicago. 111.

Retaining Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber,
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rubber Hatting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Safety Valves.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L. Leach. Boston. Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Carbondale. Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-Boits.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls.O.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Gages.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

Steam Pumps.
A, S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B, M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York*,
ivatrobe Steel Co . Latr^tbe. Pa
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa. '" "'^

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York). J 7~^
Ramapo Wheel &Foundr>^Co . Ramapo, N.Vl
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa,
Krupp (T. Prcsser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.K Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago,:iU.

Stone Crushers.
Gates Iron Works. Chicago, 111.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Tie Plates.

(J. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel. ^
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Imn Co.. Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Turntables.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark. N. J.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watches.

S. N. Clarkson & Co.. Chicago, 111.

John J. McGrane, New York.
Wire Fences.

Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Wrecking Frogs.

g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.



United States Metallic Packing Co.,

427 No- Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Specialties:

The Gollmar Bell Ringer,

Unbreakable Gage Glasses,

Metallic Packings for Vahe
Stems and Pistons. Send

for Catalog.

61 Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Ens:ineering:. SEND FOR PRICES.
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FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C,

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,
^?" RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.



THE
«trt rtrt «trt

TURTEVANT
SYSTEM OFs

Heating and Ventilation.
This system is particularly adapted to large shops and is in use in

many of the best railroad and locomotive shops in the country.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES.
SH Olicer St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E. C, Eng.
91 Liberty St., Rleic Yorh, N. Y. 21 West Nile St., Glasgoto, Scotland.

135 North 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 38 Wilhelmstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
16 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

FOR ROUNDHOUSES.
It removes ice and snow in one-third

the time usually employed, and clears

buildings of moisture and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives uniform temperature, and

hastens the drying and finishing of

work.

locomoiii/e £n^metrinp M/ Pans and Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished.

^^s*^'^%^'%%%'%'%'VV»^'V%'%%%%'»^%%'»^%^'%^%^^^%%%%'»%%%%^^^'V%^^^i%^/»%^<%%'%^'%^^^^^^-%'%^/%%^%%%%^%^%^^^'%%^'%^^%^^%'%^'%^/%%%^%^'%%^(U[ l(

i

AIR HOISTS
AND

There is no question

about their value as

labor savers.

CRANES.

SIMPLE. EFFICIENT. DURABLE.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Company,

a,.

r^l

1522 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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October Truths.
" It's easy to sell just what a person wants" and it's equally true that we

make the identical ROOFING MATERIAL you have been wanting for a longtime

but haven't found — i.e., something cheap in first cost, specially made for R. R.

requirements -acid, gas and water proof, and which absolutely will not crack,

rack or tear.

P. & B. Ruberoid Car Roofing is such a material, and is guaranteed for ten

years— replaced if it wears out before.

You may know our P. & B. Insulating Paper is the standard for Refrigerator

Cars. We also make the most satisfactory roofing materials for roundhouses,

freight sheds, and other R. R. buildings. It's worth your while to investigate.

We have prepared the finest sample book you ever saw with description and

price=list of P. & B. products ; we will send one gratis to each rolling=stock official,

car builder, or R.R. repair shop foreman, who sends address,

until the supply is out.

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

No. 2 Liberty St., New York.

Chicag:o Office: 186 5tli Ave.

Automatic Molding Machines

For

improved Quality

of

Castings.

Pattern set for

Christie Brake
Shoes,

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
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RICHARD DUDGEON
24 Sc 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

NEW YORK.

MAJiER AND PATENTEE OF

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches, Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Acting Steam Haiunierm.
^~ Jacks for Pressing on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

T
HE only Sure Relief from Over-Pressure in the BAKER CAR
HEATER—The BAKER JOINTLESS SAFETY VENT, with

recent Important Improvements.

The fundamental principle in the Baker Car
Heater is the Herpftuittf of its IVater. The water
here is required to be constantly reheated over and
over again, without any waste whatever. Hence,
no Sajfti/ Valve is admissible on the Baker Heater,
nor any device consisting of parts, as Joints ofani/
kiutt will of tn'cessity leak.

This Vent, being a Sintple^ Sintjle tJointless
«'aNtinff,—inade of precisely the same quality of

iron as the Drum into which it is screwed, and each
one tested separately to prove its tightness,— of
course there cannot be EVEN a SINGLE DkOP of
LEAK /'rom it until the 1 »anger J^oi tit is reached,
when somethintj tttttst (fin- ivat/, and that 'some-
thing" is the disk of the Vent. This Vent is not
only to prevent explosions of the drum, but also to
ttrevent strain inr/ of the Heater Joints ami the
uminff oat of the Generator Coil. No greater

harm is involved in the bursting of the disk of this

Vent than its small cost, and the few minutes' time
taken to screw in another Vent, and that by hand.

i'

THE CAMERON
STEAM PUMP

Complete with Boiler.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY" BY

WILLIAM C. BAKER, successor to the Baker Heater Co , 143 Liberty St., New York.

THE A. S. CAMERON
Steam Pump 'Works^

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,
Send for * tt i_

h-LUSTBATED CaTALOOUE. JN CW 1 OTK,

OALENA OIL WORKS,
{LIMITED.)

GALENA ENGINE, COACH AND CAR OILS, THE STANDARD
LUBRICATING OILS OF AMERICA.

SAFFITY. SPEED and ECONOMY are the result* of tbf use of (ialena Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 16

BELOW ZERO. These oils do not freeze in the coldest weather, while they are adaptable to the hotUat
climaUa.

[n the use of Galena OIIh there is an entire freedom from hot boxes, except when these are caused by
mechanical defects.

The adoption of Galena Oibi as standard railway lubricants by a lar^e majority of th" leadinr railways
of this country i« .tn evidence of their superiority, while the fact that the Bame roada use these oils to-day
that used tbem more than 20 years ago, ii an evidence of their uniformity from year to year and year in

and out.

Galena Oils are in exclusive use upon three continuous linen from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coaat, and upon one continuous line from the Citv of Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their

adaptability In all temjieralures and climates. Being entirely free from gum, these oils are not affected by
dust and sand as other oilN are.

We alsofurnifh our lustomers SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively

DpOD a majority of the leading; railways of America.

GAI^eifA oil. -WORKS, I^ltnited,
Charles Miller, president. FRANKLIN, PA.

Chicago Branch Office. Phoenix BIdg., 1 38 Jacl<son St.

SfGNAL OIL WORKS.
LIMITED,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SiBLErs Perfection Valve Oil
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

Binders

j

for 18951

We have a Steel-Back Binder,

something new and substantial.

No cutting: or Punching Papers.

Price, $1.00.

We have a good, cheap Binder,

price, 25 cents — holds a year's

numbers.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New Yorit City.

THE



IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE.
Double Bourdon Spring and Elastic Packing Ring.

EiLlVtLESS idrilmstn: XUBHSTG-.
Only Gauge where Movement

Frame and Spring are removed

from contact with back of case.

ELASTIC PACKING MAKES

CASE AIR TIGHT.

No Dust or Moisture Enters.
•

HYDRAULIC AND AMMONIA GAUGES. SPRINGS OF FINELY TEMPERED STEEL.

TABOR'S IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR. PIPES, STOCKS AND DIES AND PIPE-FITTERS' TOOLS.

BROWN'S ADJUSTABLE PIPE TONGS. GENUINE PACKER RATCHETS.

SPECIAL STEAM BOILER APPLIANCES.
Office, I I I Liberty St.,

NEW YORK CITY.ASHCROFT MFC. CO.,

RICHARDSON'S PATENT SAFETY VALVES AND MUFFLERS.
THE MUFFLER IS A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT TO RICHARDSON'S WELL-KNOWN ENCjASED

SAFETY VALVE.
i, NEAT, COMPACT, DURABLE,

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT COLUM- [

BIAN EXPOSITION FOR DESIGN,
MATERIAL, "WORKMANSHIP

AND FINISH.

The CelelDrated 999 of New York Central

IS FITTED WITH THIS VALVE AND MUFFLER,

AND THE VALVE AND MUFFLER HAVE
BEEN ADOPTED AS STANDARDS

BY THE ROAD.

Also adopted by the N. Y. N. H. & H., the Lehigh Valley,

the N.y. L. E. & "W. and the Boston & Albany Railroads.

SAMPLE VALVE AND MUFFLER SENT ON TRIAL
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

JHE Consolidated Safety Valve Co.,

Offices, III Liberty Street, New York, Works, Bridgeport, Conn.

SCHOENMFG.CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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Jerome Standard Metallic Packing.

C. a JEROME,
Inventor,

35 & 37 S. Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Srnd /'or C'fitalof/Uf.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES;

Wendell & MacDuffie, Room 803 Havemeyer Eldg., N.Y.

II im 1

'';iiiii;!5
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CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruclc, Passenger& Freiglit Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Crank

Pins.

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

<^
<^.

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

-lEiil
n «'- r

S3
HI* nrjl

liJrl

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
667

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Llg:ht, Compact and Strong:.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Fonndry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Notliing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.



NICHOLSON FILE CO

THREE THOUSAND VARIETIES
FILES AND RASPS.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
FILE WORKS IN THE WORLD — ^A.oi./oe/Vc/T^^^"

Makers of Nicholson Brand Files, American Brand Files, X. F. Swiss Pattern Files.

,T
HE ILLUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX

-^ COMPRESSOR, hnving Compound Air

Cylinders with hitercooler and Compound

Steam Cylinders with Meyer Cut-off Valves.

This is the best construction for small and medium sizes.

RAND DRILL COMPANY,
23 Park Place, NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Catalogrue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•CCTION OF OOLTLESa FA8T£NINQ.

B0LTLE8S STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Couble-Flate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality*

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and fCf dliHed IrOR Wheels,

^'itcomouVes, Tenders,
O-^^^^^ ^""^ * t° ^ ordinaiy

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwItcheS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND 1 PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LiaHT.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt Sf.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

MANUrACTUREItS OF

Chicago Office,

l534MarquefteBldg,

Metal IVorking Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

Pedrick & Ayer Co.,
1001 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Machine Tool Builders^
SPECIAL TOOLS FOR RAILROAD REPAIR SHOPS.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.
Driven by a belt, regulates itself automatically, maintaining the pressure within three pounds at

any desired point ; compounded and water jacketed : will supply air at less than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps. Runs only so long as air is being used. Delivers 44 cubic feet of free air
per minute.

Requires no attention but oilintr, and little of tliat.

Case Dust-Proof.

PEDRICKXAYERC9
PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

HERE IS AN AIR HOIST

That can be used under low
ceilings, on a timber, the arm
of a ]ib crane, etc. It locks
and sustains load indefinitely,
air or no air. Goes where reg-
ular hoist won't. An improve-
ment all around. No chain
hanging down in the way.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

} Short Plates

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS.
Pres. Gen. Mgr.

J. E. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres.

D. C. NOBLE,
See. and Treas.

P. N. FRENCH,
Gen'l Snpt.

\ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(f
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

STOP Ln^^S^, PREVENT Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
The Leaks DDCUCMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, T 11 L ff L 11 I "y Using:

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address. P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, 111.
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Sill!lliaillllliaillllli*llllli

THIS is the only single

^ tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

^ ness m a c h i n e,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-
*' cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new

one can be put in in five

minutes. .

SIMPLER, lighter and

the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

l|||||l#ll|||l#|||||l»l|||l|iP

ai|||||iai|||||l«l|||||«<lllll>

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MANI'FACXITRED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
No, 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

pi|||||ipi|||||ipi|||||ip(ll|||)

ai|lllliai|lllli#i|lllliai|||||i

pUT down your road
'-' failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

f ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^l|||||l^l|||||l^l|||||l^l|||||l

(|||||#l|||||l#l|||||l#||||l#

#l|||||>#|||||#l|||||l#|||||l

riMEWesttasrhoM

Air Brato
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINQHOO
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.
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820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cutting Macliines

FOR HAND, FOR POWER
AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleepins: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'ReversitJle' or 'Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

SUPERIORITY

Our "Standard" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Walk-Over" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

JHE "CRANE " AIR BRAKg
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in tlie country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Company. Chicago.

THIS WONDERFUL BOOK

IS FREE!!
And issem lo Buyers and Users of Tools.

Suppliesand Machinery of all kinds. who
want to be up to dale on everythniK

in the market, from a (air and imparlul

staiul|ionil

Fifteen cenls pays cost of poslafC and malllne.

or fifty ccnis for bandsome cloib blndlDE.

FT IS WORTH $10.00 10 anyone who uses or

deals In TOOLS or SUPPLIES.

In f.nct the 'Book of Tools" is .i

complele Encyclopedia, which everyone

who sees it wants. They all wonder

how it can be given away
tt)- i( jon want copy, Jon'l pui II ofT »Doilief

daf, but address,
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FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY,
PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES AND BODY BOLSTERS.

GENERAL OFFICES: WESTERN UNION BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WORKS: JOLIET, ILL.

JAMES B. BRADY, GENERAL SALES AGENT, HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

t^'T*m

ARMSTRONG LATHE and PLANER TOOL
Ised anj m.lorsed liv J. A FAY A EGAN <(i

,
MilRSE TWIST DRILL AND MACHINE CO., WILEY 4

KUSSF.LL yWC. rn., FlfrnRriKi MACHINE WuKKS. and by ^ill why have c'ven it a trial.

Send for circular and prices.

ArmstroDg Bros. Tool Co.

80EDCEWOOD AVE.
CHICACO.

The Pratt& Whitney Co., Harlford,Conn..u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers tor Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron
and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-
ing hregular Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Spi'ues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with insertetfCutters for Turning, Shaping
and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOaUB L SENT ON APPLICATION.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting: Machines.
ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,
QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,
AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.

Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor descriptive circulars and mention Locomotive Engineering.

P. D Q.C. No. 2,
iproved.

Combination Bencli and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
For M io. to 2 in. Pipe and

Nipplea.
Works: Edwardsville, III. Bt. r,oals, Mo.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Correitpondence invited,
Jitue Prints furnished.
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MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

/
^lanutp.cturers of

CRANES
POWER BRIDGE

* CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleys, Switches.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal. Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S. A.



Ti Improved Standard RoupLER
NEW YORK:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only i parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO,
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

The PooLEY Coupler

a:
(JL)

H<
s
00

Hi
s

O

W
Q
<
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GrOULD
COUPLER

CO.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND.

The Longer in Service tiie Better It Operates.

MANUFACTURED BY

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

Jersey Shore, P-»

Ci-OTJX.X5'S»

Steam and Water Packing
Paten led June 1. I^^^l.

Especially adapted for Lo. omotiv^s.
Never sticks the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering erive exact diameter ot Stuffing

Box and Valve Stem.
None genuine without this Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO..
Trena. EAST CAMfaRIDGE, MASS.

TWI^T DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS

r

reame:rs,taps;flat spring KEy5,
EMBRyWHEELDRESSERS ; GRINDERS

CLEVELAND.O.OEFICE^WKS:

'

NEW YORK,94-READE ST.
L0ND0N,158 QUEEN VICTORIA.^ T.

PARIS, 68 RUE Dfi JVIARAIS.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type

The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the
trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street.Tlie Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1030 MONADNOCK BUILDING.

Smillie7 Coupler
- TRADE!

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

^^^^^ '^4^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

) 91 ClaY Street, Newark, N.J.

^Obli yS>^
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New York Office: 39 Cortlandt^treet.
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A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self-Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V rn/viPAMv ^iV COMPANY, f^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

Sams

Automatic

Gar Coupler

Company

Hold the Key

to the Situation

for economically meet-

ing the requirements

of the U. S. law,

in an absolutely auto-

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Oen'l Mgr.

matic coupler which is

most simple and efficient, and the best and only

automatic coupler to use for repairs in connection

with present link and pin. We give systems the

right to make and use drawbar and lever attach-

ments, and sell them the pins at $i.oo each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, ijs to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, Col.
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^>)

Sectional view bark of lock looVing forward,
Dotted lines sht'w tht \n ' "

'"
'

'
'

'

nncoupliim and opeaiiig
couple again.

ftcHfull height for

kQucklt, and rt^ady to

Any competent mechan'cal engineer who examines with care the construction of this coupler, finds that all the re-
quirements of service have been met in most ing:enious but simple ways. It compares with other automatic couplers,
as a high-^rade Columbia or Victor bicycle compares with a child's velocipede.

It couples easily, smoothly arid surely when the cars are brought together. Under no circumstances are repeated
attempts to couple necessary. Delays tn trains and shocks to passeiiKerdand freight from thi** cause are entirely avoided.

STRENG TH—EqiiaUinfj in fesfx the highest records of " all-steeJ " Cnnplers. anil t^urpasnnq fh'in in Jerk and ji'dling.

DROP TFHT—T hret f>-foot blou'!i ; three 10-foot bfowi ; six \h-toot Idows of 1.640 poi:n as weight. GUARD ARM
TEST-Three Z-fooi blows and ftmr 5-fodt. JERK TEST-Three h-foot, 3 \Q-foot, '^nd Vvrt', \h-foot blows.
PULLING TEST~17V200 pounds.

The bar is of malleable iron of uniform best quality, and so placed as to give the gi-eatest possiul? strength. Knuckle
lock and piu are of steel.

In iincoiipling, tlin lock, itself tlirovrs the Icnnrkle open, no separate piece of any kind
being required. Tlie action of the lock, both in coupling und lancoupling, is quick^ positive
and sure, under all conditions.

^^&ent. NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
WLLARD A. SMITH, 2d Vice-President. 1525 Old Colony Building:, Chicago.

dratflsll iomrr. uniciEion* to lh« Company.



Columbian netallic Rod-Packing.
PRINCIPAL POINTS: simplicity and Durability.

Provides for Engine Running Out of Line.

No Springs. Old Gland Used.

Friction Next to Nothing.

Protracts Life of Rods.

Three Packing Rings for Freight and Switching Engines.

One Packing Ring for Passenger Engines.

Sectional Metallic Packings for Air Pumps; can be applied without disconnecting.

No charge for trial sets. Send orders to

COLUMBIAN METALLIC HOD-PACKING CO., 1225 ^ 1226 Betz Bldg., Philadelphia.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 1A11 AND 1412 MANHATTAN BUILDING.

A SWEEPING RECORD!
Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less thanTHE

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during- the past twelve months, show that through the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 7S0 Cords, of Wood.

For lull particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

TrtEM^/r PRACTICAL

I

AIR
IRES'IRI

CRVDeoit
trtr

^ji^^^

mTri\/RMAN/yST€M.

i^x
(ij.'niiu

LiJl^MHTVi.i.iiTTfi,

^St^'^""'^ TH6TH\/RMANFua0lLBURM6RCo.,lNDIANAPOLj/.lND.

eNCINe,FVLL/fCAM IN 60T070MINUTe/. ' -WRITS FOR CaTAIP&V/C AND f*RIC€f.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ="rs^-"
JAMBS BENNETT FORSYTH. MPS. AGT. •£ GEN. MAN.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER. STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St.. PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street. CHICAGO.

51 Decatur Street. ATLANTA. Ga. 380 East Water Street. MILWAUKEE. Wlj.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO. Cal

AIR BRAKE HOSE J »K !'»•''• '" Freight Service.
GUARANTEED FOR 1 t* ?/'•»• «" I'as.setKjer ServUe,

Car Beating Hose guaranteed for 1 year.



COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^^Iffr"'
(Fonnerljr Danforth Iiocomotive di lUacIiine Co>)

JOHN S. COOKE, President & Gen. Man
FRED. W COOKE, Vice-President.
WM. BERDAN, Sec'y & Treas.

I PateRSON,
J.

IVew York Office,
45 BROADAVAY,
H. A. ALLEN. Auent.

Rhode Island LocomotiDc Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason. President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chamx, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEW VORK OFFICE,

ISTos. 31-33 IPliae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

tight Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

8PRCIAI« OKKKR.-We will send our 6th Edition Catalogue on application to anyone
directly interested in railroading, or care or management of locomotives. FUase mention this paper.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
SiBgleA Double Antomatlc BoltCntters

Cutting from J^ in. to 6 in. diam.

\lso. Separate Heads and Dieb.

FirstPremium Cincinnati Centennial.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of

Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.
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Latrobe Steel Works,

n MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

E
LOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
S

main Office and Works, Latrobe, Pa.
Branch Ofilre,

BnlUtt Building, Plilladelptala.

Chicaeo Office,
TVestern Union Building.

New Tforlc Office,
Home Life Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
I7nion Trust Building.

POP safety valves,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME IHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEiM OAOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mais.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT. U. S. A.



ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives,

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately ti> pauRes and tem-
ijlates after staudanl designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Atotors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS £ CO., Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A,

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works.
~ ~^ PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manafactnrers of

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES
For Broad or Narrow Gauge Roads

Prom standard designs, or according to speciflocp
tinns, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilesi

FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

WILSON MILLEE, Pr, S Irs, D. A, WISHTHAM, tsj,

Kogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSOX, N. J.

New York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTUKERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H, LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

IGKSON MANUFACTURING CO.

SCRAKiTOPf, PUNN.

Locomotives of every style and size. Standard

and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard Ganges and

Templets. Also for Plantations, Hines and Logging.

SFZCIFICATIOHa OK AFFLICATIOH.

JAS. P. DICKSOff, President.

Z. W. WE3T0I7, 7. -Pros. WM, B. PEBEIKS, B(9, k Tieii.

JOBU DEVIKE, Supetiatesdest.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond LocomotiYe

AND MIGHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, YA.

Locomotives for Every Service.
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mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESl'LXS FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, J5 Gold Street, New York.

EDWAED ELLIS,

President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vioe-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, scuenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES

STANDARD
DESIGN

Ft Hi ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
on FKOBI

DESIGNS
FURNISHED

BY

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

.A.yinaa.a.l Ga,-^a,oxt-y, -0:00.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Rcssell, Siipt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to tlie Pres. T. M. IlEcjtTEMBorRc, Seo'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE I.S;^1^4'!"M0TivE;AN.c^^^^
BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS f'rom >^ lb. to '5/DOOIbs^v in. WEIGHT.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Cbalns, Car Ck)upler8, Links and
Pins, also Brake Beams. Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses. Roble Jacks,
Iron Founders and Machinists. RieiiJe Bros.
Testing Macblne Co., Store. 19 N. 6th Street,
Pbiladelpbia ; New Toric office, 93 Liberty St,
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Cash must accompany order. No books soil C. O. D. Give name of hook and author, and :ue can furnisli any book wanted. The lisf

below is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All books sent by mailfreefor price named, unless otherzvise stated.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air bralies

on the road, by a practical man. Jjound fur

pocket ,

$1.00

Alr-Bi-ake un<t Sigital liistrnctions,
ivith Atlditioiial liiluriual iun uii Air-
Brake Handling. Conner. 189.T. Comprises
the Master Car Builders' anil .Master Mechaidcs'
rules and instructions uu air brakes, with exara-

Iner's catechism added. Over ninety questions
and answers that enfjineei-s and firemen want
most. The best air-brake book for road men.
Price ''S*'

Alexander^tj Keady Keference, Alexander.
1893. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

muttt any kind of breakdown on the road. .
..$1.50

American Foundry Practlte. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man 8*4.50

Appleton'* Encyclopedia at Applied
Sleclianics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

g i
Bonnd volumes of Lugomotivb Enoinebrina

for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

Buildings and StructureH of American
Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $5.00

i i i
Catechlsnt of the i.oconioilve. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50,000 sold. Every
begmner wants it, and every engiueman ought to

have it $3.50

Cateclilsin of the Locomotive. Grimshaw.
1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions

and answers about locomotives and air brakes.

Fully illustrated $a.00

Compound Liocomoilves. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use %ZM»

Constructive Steam Engineering. Whit-
tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers

and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book. .

$10.00

Diseases of the Air-Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system is liahle to

have «»•"<»

Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good. ''45c.

Engineer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's po(^ket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Fiul of

Information $5.00

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

Engineiiien's Cluide, I'ime and Pocket-
Book. Kinue. 1893. Kules of procedure in a break-

down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i i
Engiiieineii's Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information tor engine-
men $1.00

^ i i
Evolution oi tlie Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-

velopment of the modern radroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever,

up to, and including, the most approved forms of

tiie present day $I.OO

^ i i
Form of Kxuminu auii fur Firemen for

Promolioii, and Eugineers for Employ-
ment. The standard questions of the Traveling
Engineers' Association rules ot examination.. JiSc.

© i i
Haswell's Eiigineei '» Pocket-Book. 1893.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Kules for almost everything $4,00

i i ^
H«at Coni^iUfied a-n » ffluau of Illotion*

Tyiidall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The fouudation of suuud engi-

neering education $a.50

g i i
Indicator Piucticr and sieain Engine

Economy. Uemenway. 1893. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $a.0O

g g g
Key to Steam Eiiglneei ing. Williams.

1893. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained In a

Principles of Meclianics. Goodeve. 1880.

The foundation principles of mechanics $'4.50

% %

common-sense way.

.

.50c.

Locomotive Englue-Kunning and Man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00

i i ^
Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practii'al locoinotive

engineer. Up to date. A good book $^.00

Locomotive Knnning Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1893. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trateti. Meyer, 1893. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large

and elaborate $10.00

Patent Binders tor Locomotive Enoineeb-
ING. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered

with -loth. The best binder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder "S*-

i i ©
Pocket Primer of Alr-Brake Instruc-

tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line a5c.

i i i
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of in.lect-

ors $1.50

Progressive (examinations of Locomo-
tive Kiigincers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing ami runrdng. Standard form of examination
on several roads. C(»ntains colored plates of
staudaid train and engine signals. Every fireman
sliould have this liook 50c.

Railway Car t'oitsi ruction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rnles of Interchange. The code of rules
governing the interchange of oars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 1"«-

^ i ^
Simple Lesxons in Drawing, for the-

Shop. Reynolds. 1893 Twelve lessons that caa
be done with a $10 .set cif instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in tlu- '-est form 50c»

i g i
Slide Valve and Link Illotion. Auchin-

closs. 1878. The principal authority on the sub-
ject $'J.0(>

i i i
Slide Valve Gear-. Halsey. Third edition.

1894. The plainest bojk on the slide valve. Full
of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.60

Standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of
April. 1895. The code adopted by the American
Railway Association, in almost general use as a
basis. The authority on train operating. . .$1.00

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority im the
subject $a.50

i i i
The Engineer's Epitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts, Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Way8>
to figure out everything 50c.

i i i
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket

Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules,

tables, data and formulie for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Bonnd in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

i i i
Tile Modern Macliinist. Uglier. 1895. A

practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by 3.57 engravings Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools. l>ut of special

tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work witli them. .\11 of the engravings are orig-

inal, and two-thirds of them drawn in perspective,
which adds to their value. The book is one that
every mechanic should have $'4.50

i i ^
The Train AVIre. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $l.s<5

AVhat an Engineer Should Knon*
About Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
little book 60c>

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
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The New Compound Moguls on the

Pennsylvania.

The latest experiment of the Pennsylva-

nia people is, we think, liable to settle a

few mooted questions.

In the first place, the five locomotives,

all exactly alike except the cylinders,

ought, after a year or two of trial, to go a

long way toward telling what kind of two-

cylinder compound is the best. One of

the five is a simple engine, and there is

I
TriKle .Mark Registered.]

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ness that heavy freight engines having

much larger wheels and longer stroke

would be more efficient and more econom-
ical for freight service, as they would ride

better, have better steam distribution, wear

out their machinery slower, and be capable

of higher speed without uncomfortable

consequences.

The first of the five experimental en-

gines has been turned out of the Juniata

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and

No. II.

on the engraving that the tumbling-.shaft

is just behind the rocker, and the arms
reach ahead of it ; the rocker shaft sets

vertical, the lower arm working through a

slot in the box casting and reaching inside

the frame, while the top rocker extends

out, as shown.

We have made a plan sketch from mem-
ory, and not to scale at all, of the in-

ternal economy of this arrangement. The
regulation eccentrics and link are em-

f. loco/not/t^e£'/7p/nec

Compound Mogul F.\st Freic.ht Locomotive, Penn.svlvani\ K.R.. Built .\t Altoox.\, P.\.

one each of the fol-

lowing compound sys-

tems : Von B o r r i e s

(the one shown), Gol-

dorf, Pittsburgh and
Richmond.

Officials of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad have

experimented w i t h

compounds long

enough to be convinced that there is some-

thing in the system, and that the two-cyl-

inder style of compound is most likely to

fulfill their requirements.

In the second place, they have had cour-

age enough to put a big boiler over the

axle of a big wheel. It is believed b\-

some of the ablest mechanics in the busi-

is shown in our engraving. This en-

gine, "869," is the Von Borries compound,
and while a very handsome engine in every

way, has some ear-marks of her own. The
" powers that be " at Altoona always turn

out something of their own.

The most peculiar part of this locomo-

tive is her valve motion. It can be seen
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ployed, the link block

is pivoted to the end
of a long,square block,

sliding in a box or

guide ahead of the

link ; this block trans-

mits motion to the ver-

tical rocker through

the short, crooked,

transmission bar

shown, this bar is supported on a pad
of cast iron with lubricating arrangements

on it. This device may have its good and
bad points, but just now its only advan-

tage seems to consist in being different.

Our outline sketch gives most of the

principal sizes, the other dimensions,

weights, etc., are as follows :



Gage of track, 4 ft. 9 in.

Cylinders, diameters, 20x29 in.; stroke,

28 in.

Spread of cylinders, S6 in.

Diameter of drivers, 62 in.

Total wheel-base of engine, 23 ft. 4 in.

Total wheel-base of engine and tender,

51 ft. I '4 in.

Width between centers of frames, 42 in.

Width of cab, 9 ft. 7 in.

Height from rail, 14 ft. S'4 in.

Boiler 62 in. diameter at .smallest ring,

68 in. at dome sheet, Belpaire.

Firebox, 9 ft. long.

Firebox, 3 ft. 4 in. wide.

279 2-in. tubes, 11 ft. S]; in. between

tube sheets.

Weight of engine, 138,000 lbs.; iS,ooo

•on the pony truck and 4o,o<;x3 on each pair

of drivers.

The tender holds 3,600 gallons of water,

and is fitted with a water scoop to save de-

lays on fast freight runs.

The engine has outside-equalized driver

brakes of the " pull " pattern.

in the end that they will adopt a com-

pound of their own. It is almost the only

road in America where the motive power
is almost entirely of their own design and

build, and there are .some mighty fine-look-

ing and fine-working engines on the road

—power that any road might well be

proud of.

i i ^
Locomotive Boiler Lagging.

At the last meeting of the Southern &
Southwestern Railroad Club, a paper on

"Locomotive Boiler Lagging" was read

by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, division superin-

tendent of motive power of the Norfolk &
Western Railroad. He detailed at some
length the familiar troubles due to wooden
lagging. The increase in steam pressure

has greatly intensified the tendency to set

fire to wooden lagging, and nearly every

railroad company is trying to find a satis-

factory substitute. They tried a lining of

asbestos board under the wooden lagging,

but it did little good, as the asbestos is not

PLAN

FRAME

SUPPORT FOR
TRANSMISSION BAR

BLOCK SLIDING IN GUIDE
The guides are of cast iron, v\itli heavy

stiffening ribs, as shown.

The jacket is steel, painted black. The
arrangements in the cab are handier than

some engines turned out by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, and not far different from

the '95 " P.'s, " or what is now known as

the class " L.

"

While this engine has been out of the

shops for about a month she has not yet

(October 25th) been put to regular work
;

she developed eccentricities that had to be

first overcome, although they were all of a

minor nature and easily taken care of.

We are inclined to think that the 62-inch

wheel and the 28-inch .stroke will be found

to be a first-class combination, and that

this mogul will be found as efficient as the

average consolidation engine, much better

proportioned, ea.sier repaired, inspected

and cleaned.

Railroad men far and near will be inter-

ested in this trial of the various two-cylin-

der systems of compounding, and the re-

sults will be worth something to the rail-

road world. We have our doubts if any

one of the compounds will be adopted by

the Pennsylvania Railroad. They are not

much given to handling anjthing but

goods of their own brand, and it is likely

a good non-conductor of heat. "We also

tried," continued the author, "several

plasters and cements on the boilers with a

view of doing away with the combustible

goods altogether, but these plasters and

cements on boilers are objectionable in

that external leaks cannot readily be de-

tected. Inspection of the exterior of a

boiler, which inspection is very necessary

where high pressures are used, is almost an

impossibility unless the whole of the plas-

ter is removed, which would be a source of

expense. Some of these plasters, too, be-

come disintegrated with long service, set-

tling in the bottom of the jacket in the

shape of powder, which, dusted through the

joints on to the motion work of the engine,

gives it the appearance of having run

through a flour mill, which also was not

very good for the wearing surfaces of the

link-motion pins.

" I believe that with improved methods

of manufacture, it will eventually be found

expedient to vise some kind of incombusti-

ble sectional covering for boilers carrying

high-pressure steam, which can be fitted

to the boiler when it is originally built, and

which will be so durable that it can be

taken down and put u]) as often as may be

necessary during the life of the boiler with-
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out injury to itself. In view of the greater

care that is now being taken in railroad

shops in the matter of inspection of stay-

bolts, and the extended use of hollow

stay-bolts, some arrangement of lagging is

very desirable which will permit of the ex-

amination of the ends of the hollow stays

without having to take down .any portion

of the lagging or require other expenditure

of labor to make this inspection. I am
sorry to say that nothing in this line which
might be consi<lered satisfactory has yet

come to my notice, although I hope some
makers will soon produce something that

will fill this want."

ig ^ i
Cast-Steel Driving Wheel Centers.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works placed

an order last month with the Penn Steel

Castings & Machine Co., of Chester, Pa.,

for 2S0 cast-steel driving wheel centers.

This is a line of improvement that is mak-
ing rapid progress in locomotive construc-

tion, the Schenectady people and several

other locomotive builders having ordered

a considerable number of cast-steel driving

wheel centers since the year began.

We have always been surprised that

American railroad companies adhered so

persistently to cast-iron driving wheel

centers, for they have to be made enor-

mously heavy to give the strength neces-

sary for the power transmitted in modern
locomotives. The ends of rails must be

badly damaged by the heavy wheels ham-
mering them with no spring intervening

to soften the blow. Pouring excess of

metal into driving wheel centers is placing

superfluous weight in the wrong place.

Designers of locomotives frequenth' meet

with embarrassing problems owing to re-

strictions of weight that will be safe for

bridges, and it is a common thing to sacri-

fice the weight of boiler to get within the

necessary limits. This means a boiler too

small for the cylinders. With well-de-

signed wheel centers, 300 pounds per wheel

can be saved by the use of cast-steel centers

when the latter are about 5 yi feet diameter.

This weight put into the boiler will make
a much more efficient engine. Steel centers

cost so little more than cast iron that every

railroad in the country ought to adopt the

stronger material.

i i i
Discipline without punishment— the

only decent way to deal with railroad em-

ployes—is gaining ground every day.

General Superintendent Brown, of the Fall

Brook road, who instituted a feasible plan

and made it a success for twelve years be-

fore describing it in Locomotive Engi-

neering, is being consulted all the time

by one railroad official after another who
are taking the matter up. A little common
decency goes a long way toward making
men careful—thirty-day suspensions make
them hungry, and a hungry man is venge-

ful if he knows who took his bread—and

they usually know.
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A Model Tool Room.
The engravings on the opposite page are

views of the tool room of the Parsons,

Kansas, shop of the M., K. & T. Ry. sys-

tem.

The picture at the top was taken from
the doorway, looking in towards rear of

room.

The lower one is a view, from the rear,

looking front towards the tool window and
doorwaj-.

These pictures will give a good idea of

how the tools are kept, and in what sys-

tem, for convenience of handling.

This tool room is eqxiipped with an

Israel H. Johnson & Co. 's 15-inch swing
lathe, taking 48 inches between centers.

It has a taper attachment, and is also fitted

with overhead drum for grinding purposes.

.\ Pedrick & Aver heavy Universal milling

machine reamers and taps. This is placed

close to tool window, so as to be convenient

and within easy reach.

Tap wrenches, die plates and ratchets are

kept on shelves under one end of work-

l)ench, to the left of tool window.
Iron clamps, face-plates, stud nuts and

letters and figures are kept on shelves just

under window, within easy reach.

.\ large oil tank, with three separate com-
partments, sets to the right of the window
and directly under tool board. This tank

holds an abundant supplv of oil of the dif-

ferent kinds issued to vise or machine
hands.

.\ large wall rack, extending ahno.st f\ill

length of room, gives place for twist drills,

special taps and special i-eamers, each

placed in separate divisions or receptacles

to protect cutting edges.

One of the Oldest Engine.s now Running in Engi..\nd—On the Furnkss-
BlRV R.VILWAY.

machine, a Pratt & Whitney No. 3 small

drill press, a Dwight Slate universal

reamer and cutter grinder, and a Wash-
burn polytechnic make of twist drill

grinder, having a capacity from '4 to 2-inch

drills ; also a wet grinder, with wheel

2 X 12 inches for quick or all-around

grinding.

Most all of the tools used in this shop
are made here, except such as twist drills,

stay-bolt taps and machine taps, the man-
agement' believing these can be bought
cheaper, and at the same time get a better

article from those who make these particu-

lar tools a specialty.

All other tools, such as taps, dies, ream-

ers, etc., are made here for this shop's use,

and many are also made for the use of the

many other division points on the road. '

As for special tools, there are very many
;

in fact, it would seem there was a special

tool for every piece of work on or about an

engine.

As will be seen, a revolving case or rack

is here used for holding hand reamers.

The lower part of rack forms shelves

for holding wrenches, pipe tongs, handled
punches, chisels and the heavier tools of

that class.

The check system is used here in letting

out tools to the men. Every machinist or

helper who has occasion to use any of the

tools kept in this room has five or more
brass checks given him. These checks are

numbered, each man having a certain

number. On drawing out a tool, he de-

posits a check, which is placed in the case

or rack where tool is taken from. For such
tools as wrenches, ratchets, pipe-tongs and
that class, they have a tool board, where
the name of those tools, as well as size or

number, is painted on, and the check is

hung upon that.

On returning the tools in good condition

and clean, the check is returned to owner.
By this system it can be seen at a glance,

if the tool is not in, who has it, and no
time is lost wondering who has it out or

where it can be found.

Here every tool has its place, and is
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looked after promptly when not returned

in a reasonable time.

In the way of conveniences, this tool

room is furnished with a wash sink, hav-

ing hot and cold water, and there are

large, decent clothes lockers for the three

men who work in this department.

The room is piped with compressed air

for cleaning tools and dusting out racks.

Plenty of light from four large windows
in front of work-bench make work a pleas-

ure here.

Large closets are arranged along wall on

one end of room for holding spare tools or

stock tools, which are constantly kept on

hand read)' to ship to outlaying shops.

This department is in charge of William

J. Schubert, a young man who started to

learn the trade in this shop nearU' twenty

years ago, and who might be said to be a

product of the " Katy " system. He is to

be congratulated on his nice tool room and

the road in having such a man in charge.

Who has a better tool room than this?

W ^ ^
Railroads in Historic Lands.

Mr. Cy Warman, the railroad poet of

Colorado and author of "Sweet Marie,"

has been traveling in the Orient, collecting

material for articles for McClure's Ma^a-
:inc. Cy appears to have directed his

steps to the regions where the most pic-

turesque phases of railroading could be

observed. He went through the Holy

Land, and made a ver}- close study of rail-

roading as displayed on the Jaffa & Jeru-

salem Railroad. He was impressed very

unfavorably with railroading methods in

Palestine, but he found a little railroad

along the Suez Canal which he considered

the best managed that he has seen in the

East.

While .going over the J. & J. R.R., Cy
was moved to make comments on the L'ni-

versal Brotherhood of section hands.

If the reader has ever ridden on the rear

end of an American railroad train, and is

of an observ^ing turn, he has noticed that

the moment the train passes a gang of sec-

tion men they all fall to as vigorously as

though they were repairing awash-out and

were holding the president's special.

" Poor fellows," says the sympathetic trav-

eler, " how they work !
" He does not ob-

serve that every Irish son of them has one

eye on the track and the other on the rear

car, looking for the roadmaster. Well, they

do that here, and the .\rabs did it on the

J. & J., ju.st as the Chinamen do in Cali-

fornia, and the negroes in Texas. Human
nature is much the same the world over.

The Russian government has built five

"church cars " for use in the spar.sely set-

tled sections along the line of the great

Siberian road.

i i ^
Now is the time to raise clubs. Ca.sh

commission.
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Vacuum Gages.

The vacuum gage, like its prototype for

pressures, has many forms to convey the

information wanted. The most primitive

of these is the bent glass tube containing

mercury. The newer and recent ones are

constructed .similar to and look like a

pressure gage, and the resemblance is so

.striking that manv who use them do not

Fig. 1.

1.0C0M0r/V6 EtvOllVEeRINO. IV. Y.

fullv recognize the difference between

them, or at least fail to understand the

principles of its action. Let us first see

what a vacuum is. It is defined as a

"space empty or devoid of all matter."

From nature's abhorrence of this condi-

tion we need not expect, then, to have a

perfect vacuum, but must be content with

.such as we can get. The nearest ap-

proach to the perfect vacuum is obtaineil

by the aid of the air-pump, which, being

connected to the vessel or receiver, ex-

hausts the air from it to a certain degree
;

the interior of the receiver is then nearly

a vacuum. Fig. i shows how this is done

for experimental purposes. How to meas-

ure this vacuum brings us back to our

starting point, and we will take the bent

tube shown at Fig. 2 to show the condi-

tions obtaining when the tube is filled

with mercury up to line A B, and the two

legs are in equilibrium ; the reason why
they are balanced is plainly because the

end of both legs is open to the atmos-

phere, and as atmosphere is equal to 14.7

pounds at sea level, we have that pressure

on the mercur}' in each leg.

If, now, we can by any means remove

the pressure of the atmosphere from either

leg, the pressure on the remaining leg will

cause the mercury to lise on the side where

pressure is reduced, and fall on the side

that is subject to atmospheric pressure, and

the amount of this rise and fall in the re-

spective legs will be proportioned to the

vacuum produced, or, in other words, will

depend on the removal of air from the

mercury in one leg of the tube. If it were

possible to get a perfect vacuum in one

leg of the tube, the atmospheric pressure

in the opposite leg would force the mer-

cury to a height of 29.922 inches, or 14.96

inches above and below line --/ /> in Fig.

3, where a pump is shown attached to one

leg, while the opposite leg is left open to

the atmosphere. The whole subject is now
reso'.ved into a question of unbalanced

forces, and the work done by the pump is

given back by the atmosphere in raising

the mercury through a distance of 29.922

inches. In Fig. 3 the mercury is shown 3

inches above the line A B, in the leg

next to the pump, and 3 inches below it

in the leg open to the atmosphere

;

the sum of this movement is equal to 6

inches of mercury, and since a cube inch

of it weighs 0.4908 pounds at 32' Fahr. , 6

inches will weigh 6X0.4908 = 2.95 pounds.

To prove this we will multiply 29.922 by

PUMP

column in inches by the height in inches

of I pound. By the reading in Fig. 3 we
have a total movement of 6 inches ; there-

fore, 6^-2.035 = 2.95 pounds, as before.

The vacuum gage in universal use is

similar in principle to a pressure gage, as

we have stated, but is graduated on the

dial to read from o to 30 inches, as shown

in Fig. 4, for the reason that its function

as a gage to measure the degree of vacuum

ceases when the atmosphere supports a

column of mercury 29.922 inches high, for

we have seen that the weight of that col-

umn is equal to an atmospheric column

having the same base, and when the gage

indicates 20 inches it shows that there is a

difference in pressure between the ex-

hausted side and atmospheric side equal to

20-^2.035 = 9.8 pounds per square inch,

which is therefore the weight of a column

of mercury 20 inches high. The gage,

then, indicates that this pressure on the

vacuum side is 9.8 pounds below the press-

ure of the atmosphere.

This principle is made use of to measure

the intensity of blast in furnace cupolas,

but on account of the comparatively light

pressure a water column is used ; for,

being lighter than mercury, the degree of

blast is easily read from the column on ac-

count of the greater height of it for a given

pressure. It is also made use of on

locomotives to measure the vacuum

in the smokebox, quickly telling

the effect of any change in diam-

eter of the nozzles or stack. Fig. 3

is a cheap and simple device for this pur-

pose, when secured to a board and one leg

piped to the smokebox of the engine.

Graduating the board into eighths inches,

the lines show through the glass, and any

movement of the column can be noted.

The vacuum brake is a good example of

how work is done by the aid of a vacuum.

the weight of a cube inch of mercury, then

29.922X0.4908=14.687 pounds, or the

weight of a column of air at sea level hav-

ing a base of i square inch. Conversely,

if we divide this column of mercury by the

weight of the column of air, we have

29.922-^14.7=2.035 inches of mercury to

weigh I pound, therefore each movement
of 2.035 inches represents i pound pressure

on the atmospheric side of the tube, and

this is the reason why a vacuum gage is

made to indicate inches instead of pounds.

When, therefore, it is desirable to transpose

inches to pounds, it is only necessary to

divide the tota' height of the mercurial
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In this case steam is the' agent for relieving

the brake pipes of atmospheric pressure.

This is done by a discharge of steam from

the end of the piping system, and this

steam discharge causes an induced current

of air to flow from the pipes of the

braking system, producing a partial

vacuum therein, and the effect is exactly

similar to that produced when a pump is

use! to exhaust the air, the vacuum differ-



ing in degree onlj- ; but whatever the de-

gree of vacuum that is produced, we have
seen that thei-e is a corresponding pressure

from the atmosphere, and it is this press-

ure on the diaphragms of the vacuum
brakes that moves the brake levers and
sets the brakes with an intensity due to

exhaustion of air from one side of the dia-

phragms, or in other words, due to the

inches of vacuum produced.

The condensing engine utilizes the

vacuum to decrease the atmospheric press-

ure opposed to the piston. Taking the

elements of the preceding case, in which
we had a vacuum due to a column of

mercurv 20 inches high, we would have

The pump, as in the case of the ex-

hausted receiver, the induced currents of

air, as in case of furnaces and smoke-

boxes, and the condenser, as in the con-

densing engine are all familiar examples,

coming under every-day observation.

O. H. R.

i i i
He Knew All the Answers.

"Now, Cromwell," said the master me-
chanic, after rawhiding the brightest fire-

man he had on an hour's examination,

"just one more question and I think

you'll do.

" What would vou do if vou had a little

Pressure Qages.

The methods of measuring pressures of

fluids by gages have been common prop-

erty so long that it may appear like resur-

recting one of the Ptolemies to show the

principles underlying their construction,

but as it is a fact that there is onlv a vague

understanding of the matter among many
who are brought intimately in contact

with it, we shall devote a little space to a

talk concerning the reasons for building

the gages as we know them, and get ac-

quainted with the theory of their action.

As their name indicates, they are in-

tended to gage or measure something, and

their registry, of course, shows the in-

East Coast Ijkp.\rturk Pl.^tform—King'.s Cro.s.s St.^tion, London, Eng.

20 X 4908 = 9.8 pounds per square inch,

and this shows that the pressure in the

condenser is 9.8 pounds below the pressure

of the atmosphere, and this also means
that there is 14.7— 9. 8= 4. 9 pounds absolute

pressure retarding the moving piston in-

.stead of 14.7 pounds, which is the liack

pressure due to atmosphere when no con-

denser is used. It is apparent, then, that

there is a gain of 9.8 pounds per square

inch in the pressure on the piston when a

vacuum of the degree noted above is

present to relieve atmospheric pressure,

and if it were possible to have a perfect

vacuum in the condenser, all of the press-

ure of the atmosphere wouldbe taken from

the front of the advancing piston, and the

gain would then be 14.7 pounds per square

inch.

accident and broke the right-hand main
pin, the left-hand link, the right lifter, and

knocked a hole in the tank—how'd you get

your engine in ?
"

"Well, sir," said the fireman, thought-

fully, " I think I'd get a piece of chalk

and mark on her tank :
' Set on shop track

for general repairs !

'

"

He got his certificate.

i i ©

The Richmond Locomotive Works round

off the face of the large piston head of the

compound locomotives. This is done to

prevent the edge of the head from cutting

into the cylinder when the engine is work-

ing water and the piston is sprung. It

works very well.
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tensity of pressure in pounds or tons, or

any other unit per square iuch. There are

many, too many, kinds and types of

pressure gages on the market, guaranteed

to register pressures accurately, and most

of them register nothing except the dis-

honesty or incompetency of their builders;

but there are some good ones, and when
the selection of a gage is placed in the

proper hands, there are no prospects of any

one being badl)' deceived. There is one

general principle pervading the con-

struction of all, and that is the way the

pressure is received by the gage and trans-

mitted to the pointer, they all depending

on the movement of a metallic connection

to the pointer, where the motion is multi-

plied by an arrangement of levers suitable

to give the pointer a proper movement for



the pressures carried. We need trace this

movement in one gage only to show theui

all. Taking the well-known Utica, there

is a brass diaphragm to receive the steam

from the boiler ; the plates of this dia-

phragm are elastic enough to \'ield slightly

to internal pressure, and the movement of

top plate actuates the lever resting at its

center, giving it such a vertical motion

that the gear segment on its end, meshing
into the pinion which is secured to the

same spindle with the pointer, causes the

latter to perform its journey around the

face of the dial.

As it is well known that most gages will

not preserve their accuracy when sub-

jected to the trials of service—that is, they

either show too much or too little pressure

—an attempt has been made to provide a

means of adjustment in the gage under

consideration. This is accomplished by
changing the lever arm which controls the

segment actuating the pointer when neces-

sary to rectify the reading ; and, by the

way, several years in the tool room brought

out the virtues and weaknesses of these

silent monitors in a way that left a lasting

impression, for that is the place to see some
of these danger signals at their worst,

as it is then possible to compare their

actual condition with what it should be.

But it was generally found that few gages

had any provision whatever for adjust-

ment. The mechanism of a gage is nec-

essarily delicate, as it must needs be, in

order to be as nearly frictionless as possi-

ble, and when a thought is given to the

pressures they are under, and the little

attention they receive, it is a matter for

surprise that a good one will remain in

that condition very long. Various devices

are in use for testing the accurac}' of a

gage, among which are the hydrostatic

tester, having a test gage supposed to be

correct. The gage to be tested is secured

to the same pipe with the test gage, and a

pressure applied by a pump shows at once

a comparison of the old and new, as the

same pressure is on both gages. This

method is seen to be a good one, provided

the test gage is known to be correct, but

here is where the fabric of this scheme

goes to pieces, for the test gage, subject

always to the same ailments as the others,

is likely to give an incorrect reading.

The measure of accuracy is also some-

times found for gages by means of the

pressure of a column of fluid, as water,

oil or mercury. For example, a cube inch

of water weighs 0.0361 pound, and a col-

umn equal to atmosphere will be= i4.7-!-

0.0361=407 inches or 33.91 feet high to

balance the weight of a column of air hav-

ing a base i inch square, or a temperature

of 39° Fall. at sea level, and i

pound per square inch will be

equal to a height of 4o7-m4.7 = 27.6.S

inches. Thus, for a gage gradu-

ated to indicate, say, 200 pounds per

square inch, we would require a column
equal to 27.68 X 200=5,536 inches or 461.3

feet. It is not probable that any enthu-

siast on the subject will ever make an

effort to use nature's forces at any such

cost as this, and we must turn to mercury

if we expect to get a column of a height

that will be within reason's boundaries.

A cube inch of mercury weighs 0.4908

pound, and 14.7-1-0.4908 = 29.922 inches

high, and is, therefore, the height of a

column which, at 32° Falir., will equal the

pressure of atmosphere at sea level. A
pressure of one pound to the square inch

will then equal 29.922 -^ 14.7 = 2.035

inches. We can now get the height of a

column which will be equal to the boiler

pressure used in the previous case

:

200 X 2.035 = 407 inches or 33.9 feet high,

to give the required pressure of 200 pounds.

While the results obtained by this method
are very accurate, varying slightly by

changing temperatures, the want of head

room renders it impracticable for every-

day use, and especiall)- so for shop practice.

Weight 2 '/albs.
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By W. H. ELLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C, M. & St. P. R.R.

The Stevens Machine, and How a

Switch is Moved and Locked.

[eleventh paper.]

The machine constructed by Messrs.

Stevens & Sons has been much improved
since the first one was made, and while

the general plan is very much the same,

the arrangement of the

small parts differs consider-

ably. The improvements

made have been, princi-

])ally, in the arrangement

of the latch connection, by
which the preliminary lock-

ing feature is obtained, and

in the design of the special

locking.

Two forms of the ma-
chine are manufactured

and have been quite ex-

tensively introduced. That
made by the National

Switch & Signal Co. is

shown in general view in

Fig. I, a drawing of the

machine being shown in

Fig. 2. As will be seen,

all of the parts b\' which

the locking is accom-

plished are carried on the

main frame beneath the

flooring, where it is out of

the way, nothing being

put above the top of the

frame but the levers which
the signalman has to pull.

This gives the machine a

very neat appearance, and
makes it very easy to keep

the tower clean.

The detail parts of the

levers are much the same

as in other machines, but

the rocker (A', Fig. 2), in-

stead of being placed on

top of the frame alongside

of the quadrant, is sus-

pended underneath, the

latch rod P being brought

down to engage with and

move it whenever the latch

is raised or released. A link .^connects the

rocker with a "tappet" bar T, and pre-

vents the rocker, and therefore the latch

and lever, from being moved unless the

locking dogs, carried in the frame behind

the tappet bar, are in such a position as will

allow of the tappet bars being moved.

This arrangement is a very simple and

strong one, and admits of the power being

applied in a very direct manner.

The arrangement of tappet bars and

locking sheet from which this arrangement

of locking is made is as follows, being the

locking required for the levers controlling

a plain crossing, such as was shown in a

previous article.

The mechanical construction of the lock-

ing is simply that of a bar or tappet locked

Fic. I
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The N.\tionai, Interlocking Machine.

locking dogs, by which the locking of the

levers is accomplished, is shown in Fig. 3,

tappets being numbered the same as the

levers to which they are connected. The
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by a dog moving at right angles to it, and

fitting in a notch cut in the edge of the

tappet bar. This dog is made longer than

the distance between any two tappet bars.



the levers of which it is desired to lock, so

that one bar will be free to move only
when the dog slides into the notch cut in

the other bar. Unless the notch in the

other bar is in a position to allow the dog
to be forced over, the bar is locked and
the lever cannot be moved.
Any locking required is very easily ar-

ranged in the machine, as the dogs are

Tuade by screwing tapered pieces of the
proper form to small bars of the length
required to fit in the notches which are
cut in the tappet bars. As the width of

the dog is three times that of the small
connecting bar, three dogs may be made
to work in the same space in the frame by
fastening the dogs to the top, middle or
bottom bars. In this way a great deal of

locking may be arranged in a very small

frame space, and at the same time may
be gotten at easily.

The special locking used by the National

Company is that known as the Pfeil anti-

friction disk locking, and as applied to

their machine is a very simple and easily

arranged contrivance. It consists simply
of a small ring held by a frame or " cage,"
fastened on the outside of the tappet, as

shown in Fig. 4, special dogs being used,

which not only fit in the tappet in the or-

dinary manner, but project over the bar
and bear against the ring. If the tappet

is in a position where the ring is held in

between the two, they will practically act

as one, while, if the ring is withdrawn,
both dogs will be free to move. In this

way [one lever is made to lock another
lever only when a third lever is in a cer-

tain position, normal or reversed, which-
ever is desired. By making cages to hold

several rings, and by using dogs of special

form, any special locking, no matter iiow

complicated, can be easih- arranged.

The claims made for this style of ma-
chine are " that as the rocker is made with

either single or double tappet connections,

single or double locking can be used,

placed on either side of the frame with

equal convenience and accessibility, thus

doubling the capacity, the symmetrical

1 2 3 4 5 6

unobstructed view of every part, and thus

not only facilitates free inspection but

permits the placing of new locking (for

additional levers), or the introduction of

special locking, with the greatest conven-

ience and economy ; that by using a roll-

ing movement for the special locking

there is no sharp blow when the movement
is made, the rings easily press-

ing the dogs apart, accurately

fitting between them, and so

actuating the locking with-

out friction."

Few or no objections can be

brought against this style of

machine, save in the construc-

tion of the locking, as the

tappet bars are connected in a

very simple and direct man-
ner. It will be noticed that

with this kind of locking the

dogs extend
Fig. 2 from one end of

the machine to

the other, in-

stead of across

the locking
bars, as is the

case with the

improved Sax-

by & Farmer

locking. Mak-
ing the bar long

in this way
means that it

will require
more force to

drive it, and as

the bar is driven

by sliding fric-

tion between
the end of the

dog and the

notch cut in the tappet, it is very apt

to cause wear. Again, as the dogs all lie

in a vertical plane, any wear will take

place on one side only, and will in time

affect the locking, possibly necessitating

its renewal much sooner than with the

other style of locking.
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construction of which secures the greatest

economy of room and minimum cost of

maintenance, for the reason that more
locking can be carried in less space and
with less cost than in any other machine

—

a feature of special importance in all in-

stallations ; that the locking frame is so

designed that the locking is open to the

While the Pfeil special locking answers

the purpose admirably and takes but little

power to drive it, the construction is not as

good as it might be, as the wear is exces-

sive, owing to the small surface on the

ring that is brought in contact with the

dogs. Measured on each ring the wear is

very small, but where there are many

000

rings working in multiple, the wear is

cumulative and soon reaches that point

where the tappet will not be locked and

the lever can be pulled over when it should

not be possible to do so. This objection,

however, cannot be urged against the ar-

rangement, if the form of the special is

changed from a ring to a square, when a

larger surface would be exposed to wear

and it would last much longer.

The Johnson machine is illustrated in

Fig. 5, a detail drawing having been

shown in the article on Controlled-Manual

Block Systems, the Patenall lock instru-

ments having been applied to one of these

machines. This machine differs from the

one made by the National Co., in placing

the rocker on a bracket fastened to and

moving with the lever, instead of suspend-

Pkeil Anti-Friction Disk LofKiNG.

ing it from the main frame. Practically

the results are the same, as motion is im-

parted to the tappet both before and after

the movement of the lever, as in the other

machine.

Special locking is provided for by a

loose dog fastened to the tappet, which

acts in the same manner as the ring used

with the National machine. Instead,

however, of fastening this to the surface

of the tappet, the bar is cut away to allow

the dog to work in the same plane with

the other locking dogs, a tie-piece being

used to join the two parts of the tappet

bar together.

This construction is objectionable and

is not as good as the Pfeil arrangement,

owing to the chance of the bar becoming

disconnected and throwing the locking

out of service.

With a machine having the rocker situ-

ated as it is on this one, the locking can be

placed only on the front part of the frame,

where it will be behind the pipe connec-

tions to the levers, and very hard to get at

to make any changes or repairs.

While the improved Saxby & Farmer
locking may take up more room than the

Stevens locking, there is little doubt that

it can be repaired more easily, owing to its

being in a horizontal position, or that it

will last longer, there being less friction

between the locking bars and the dogs.

However, both types of machines are

strongly made, and will need but little re-

pairs or attention be3'ond an occasional

oiling, and whatever cleaning is necessary

to keep every part clean and free from



gum, for if the locking is not kept clean it

is apt to stick and give trouble.

Next to the machine, the most important

part used in the construction of an inter-

locking plant are the movements by which
the svv-itch points are opened and cIo?:ed

plunger to enter and lock the switch, 'either

for the main line or for the side track.

With the form shown in Fig. 8, the lock

rod is attached to the front ro<l midway
between the two points, and is made long

enough to pass through 'the plunger cast-

Fig. 5

—

The Johnson Intkri,ocking Machine.

However, the inside lock is the only one

in use in England, the claim being made
for it that it is the strongest, and that by

the lock being made a part of the switch

it has got to be kept in working order.

Using locks such as are here shown to

lock the switch, necessitates using a sepa-

rate lever to work the lock, which, in a

great many instances, is a very expensive

arrangement. Where such are used, the

general plan followed in numbering the

levers and arranging the locking is the

same as that which has already been de-

scribed, except that the levers of the sig-

nals, when reversed, must lock the lever of

the switch lock reversed in all cases,

whether the switch is in the normal or

the reversed position, for the reason that

a switch should alwaj's be locked before it

is used by a train, irrespective of the way
the switch is set—the order in which the

levers would have to be reversed to set up

any route for a train being : First, the

switch or derail lever ; second, the locking

lever ; third, the home-signal lever, and,

last of all, the lever of the distant signal.

Owing to the cost of providing two

levers to move and lock a switch, and the

time required to pull the second lever,

many attempts have been made to perfect

a machine which would accomplish this

by the movement of one lever. The result

has been the invention of the switch-and-

lock movement, which can be said to be a

practical success, the principal feature of

the design being the preliminary action of

unlocking the switch before the points are

moved, and then locking them again after

and also locked, whenever the lever to

which they are connected is moved.

By far the simplest arrangement that

can be used is to make a direct connection

from the lever to the head rod of tl-e

switch, the same as if the connection was
made from an ordinary switch-stand. This

would provide for throwing the switch,

but would not lock it, and as there is con-

siderable spring in pipe lines used to make
the connection to the lever, some form

of lock with all facing-point switches

is absolutely necessary to prevent the

points from moving under a passing

train.

Locks are easily made by attaching a rod

to the points of the switch and providing

a plunger or lock pin which can be entered

into holes drilled in the rod, thus locking

it, and with it the points of the switch.

There are two forms of these locks which,

as they are generally used at facing

switches, are called " facing-point locks,"

one being placed inside of the line of rails,

and shown in Figs. 6 and ", and the other

placed outside of the rails and shown in

Fig. 8.

As will be noticed in the one shown in

Figs. 6 and 7, the two points of the switch

are connected together by a front rod,

which answers for a lock rod by passing it

through the plunger casting bolted to the

tie, holes being drilled in the rod for the

Inside-Connected F.'\cing-Point Lock.

ing which is placed outside of the rails,

holes being drilled in the bar to lock the

rod and with it the points of the switch.

Of the two methods, the second is the

one ordinarily used and is much the best,

as the casting is out of the way and not

liable to be caught and torn out by any

loose brake beam, or other defective part,

on a passing train.
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the movement has taken place, very much
the same as the preliminary latch locking

acts with the levers of the interlocking

machine.

A general plan of a switch-and-lock

movement, showing its construction and
the connections to the switch, is shown in

F'ig. 9, a detail drawing of the movement
being shown in Fig. 10. A is the base



casting, having a guide at one end, through

which the lock bar L is made to pass. A
slide bar R is connected by a pipe line to

a lever in the tower, and is moved a dis-

tance of 8-V inches whenever the lever is

reversed or returned to the normal posi-

tion. Riveted to the slide bar are two lock

pins /', which are made to enter holes

crank, entering the lock pin in the other

hole in the lock bar, locking the bar and

the switch in its new position.

Theoretically the results obtained are

the same as when separate levers are used

to work and lock the switch, but in prac-

tice it is found that the use of the switch-

and-lock movement has some limitations

i.OCOMOT/Vf ENQINEERINO.

CONNECTION.S TO INSIDE-COX.NHCTKI

drilled in the lock bar, and lock the bar

with the base casting, so that it is impossi-

ble to move the switch until the slide bar

is moved and the lock pin withdrawn.

Working on one side of the slide bar is a

switch crank C. which bears against an

operating or driving pin />, fitted between
the upper and lower bars of the slide bar

R, and is connected to the switch rod by a

short connecting rod.

The switch being shown in the nor-

mal position, if, now, the man in the tower

should reverse the lever, the movements
that would be made would be as follows :

The slide bar would be moved, withdraw-

ing the lock pin from lock bar, leaving the

F.^elNT.-l'OlNT ].t)CK.

possible to reverse other levers which de-

pend for .safety on the fact that the switch

is properlj' set and locked. Any plant can-

not be considered safe where the switch-

and-lock movement is such a distance from

the tower that it would be possible to

reverse and latch the lever, owing to the

spring in the connections when the lock

pin had not entered the lock bar, as would

be the case if something should get in be-

tween the points of the switch and prevent

it from closing.

If a bolt lock was put in the connection

to the signal, it would be impossible to clear

the signal if the switch was not properly

closed ; but as it is not practicable to put

a lock on the signal for every switch which

the signal may be used to govern, depend-

ence must be placed upon the switch being

closed properly when the lever is pulled

over.

No definite distance can be laid dow'u

beyond which it would be unsafe to go, as

the number of cranks and anv curves

OUT.SIDE-CONNECTED F.\CINC.-PoiNT LoCK.

SwiTCH-AND-LOCK MOVEMENT
AND Connections

TO Switch.

switch points free to be moved, the oper-

ating pin sliding along the .straight sui face

of the switch crank. After the switch had
been unlocked, the operating pin would
strike the ann of the switch crank C,

causing it to revolve and carry with it the

sw'itch and lock bar, the throw of the crank

being regulated so that when the switch

had completed its movement the operating

pin would slide along the other arm of the

beyond which it cannot be said to be good
practice to go.

The weak point in the movement is that

with the short motion available there is

not travel enough in which to make the

locking of the switch certain, owing to the
spring in the connections when the switch

is any great distance from the tower. As
with the locking of the levers in the tower,

it is taken for granted that if the lever is

pulled over for its entire distance the

switch has been thrown, and it is therefore
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which may be in the pipe line will mate-

rially affect the amount of spring and lost

motion in the connections. Then, again,

the number of movements that are placed

on a lever will also make a difference in

the chances of failure, owing to the greater

power required to work the switches.

M.y experience has been that a switch-

and-lock movement for distances up to

500 feet is a safe and easy method of work-

ing a switch, but beyond that I woidd ad-

vise a facing-point lock, although the

latter cannot be said to be a perfectly safe

arrangement. Instances cftn be named
where serious wrecks have occurred from

a failure of a facing-point lock, owing to a

break in the switch connection allowing

the lever to be reversed without closing the

switch, the plunger entering the same hole

in the lock bar when its lever was reversed,

and locking the switch in the same or open

position. On the Pennsylvania a staggered

lock is being tried to prevent an accident

of this kind happening, the staggered lock

being made with two lock bars and two

plungers of different shapes, which fit in

different- shaped holes cut in the bars ; so

that unless the switch has been moved, the

plunger cannot enter the hole in the lock

bar and the lever cannot be reversed, and

so the signal cannot be cleared.

More than two switch-and-lock move-



nients should not be put on one lever, as

the power required to work them would be

more than it is safe to put upon a pipe

line. While it may work well for a time,

the wear upon the parts would be so great

FIG. 10

The construction of a detector bar is

shown in Fig. 1 1 , and the arrangement by

which connection is made to the crank that

moves the switch can be seen in Fig. 9.

A is the bar which is held against the side

of the rail by the link A', the link being

pivoted on a casting Cor fulcrum point

called a clip, which is fastened to the rail

(o |o
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Details of Switch-.\nd-Lock Movement.

When an attempt is made to throw the

switch, the first movement of the crank

moves the connecting or driving rod of the

detector bar and causes the bar to move
through the arc of a circle, with the pin of

the clip as a center and the link as a radius.

This brings the bar to the top of the rail,

raising it to about one inch above when

the bar is in the center, or has been moved

through one-half of its stroke. If a wheel

was on the rail at the time the attempt was

made to change the switch, the bar would

be raised, striking against the outer edge

of the tread of the wheel, which projects

about an inch over the side of the rail,

and no movement of the switch and lock

movement could be made, and therefore

the switch could not be changed. As

the bars are made 45 feet long, and are

placed alongside or ahead of the switch.

that very soon there would not be throw

enough at the movement to cause the

plunger to enter the hole in the lock bar

and lock the switch. Again, the power

required to work three movements is often

more than one man is able to exert, and

by getting another man to help pull over

the lever there is 'Tcat dnnijcr of doubling

Detail.s of Detector Bar.

General Arrangement of SwiTcH-AND Lock Movement .and Connections
to Detector Bar.

so that the wheels would first pass over the

bar before getting to the switch, it is im-

possible to change the switch under any
part of the train, as this length is greater

than the distance between any two pairs of

wheels of any car or engine, or of any two
cars that may be coupled together.

The general arrangement of a switch-

and-lock movement and the connection to

the detector bar are shown in Fig. 12, the

photograph helping to make the drawing

more easily understood. When a facing-

point lock is used, in place of a switch-and-

up the pipe should anything prevent one

of the movements from closing, the lever

being reversed while the switches would

be open. More especially would this be

likely to happen in winter, when the

cranks, the movements and the switch

points are apt to be clogged with snow

and ice.

A very important part of the apparatus

that is designed to work in connection

with a switch-and-lock movement or a fac-

ing-point lock, and which, as yet, has not

been spoken of, is a detector bar or slide,

which prevents any movement of a switch

or lock being made so long as any wheel

of a train may be on the bar. The neces-

sity of providing some such arrangement

as this is apparent, as without it, it would

be possible for a signalman to throw a

switch under amoving train—not that he

may do so intentionally, but to prevent his

pulling the lever by mistake, thinking, per-

haps, that the train had cleared the switch.

Side Vif;w of Switch-and-Lock Movement and Connections to Switch.

as shown. Lugs B are provided on the

clip, which limit the movement of the bar

and prevent it from ever being allowed to

get too nnich out of adjustment.
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lock movement, the detector bar is con-

nected to the lever that works the lock, so

as to make it impossible to unlock the

switch while a train is passing over it. If



there is no room in which the bar may be

placed aheatl of the switch, it is usual to

use two bars, one on each outer rail,

thereby insuring that it will be impossible

to change the switch under a train when
either track is in use. As the detector bar

makes it impossible to change the switch

so long as a pair of wheels are on the rails

over the bar, it is necessarj- for an engi-

neer to run by the switch sufficiently to

clear the bar, if he wishes the switch to be

changed before going in the opposite

direction. To have to do this seems to

trainmen a useless precaution, and they

often blame the signalman for making
them run further than is apparently neces-

sary, whereas the man is powerless to

m..ke any change until the bar is cleared.

Trainmen should never .stop their trains

with any of the wheels over the bar, for if

they do so, they have not cleared the inter-

locking, and until they do so clear it the

switches cannot be changed or a route set

for any other train.

Training of the Mechanical Engineer.

In the introduction to a lecture deliv-

ered at the Stevens Institute of Technol-

ogy, Dr. Coleman Sellers said :
" Mechani-

cal engineering, as a profession based on

scientific methods, has its whole life co-

incident with the professional career of

men yet workers. The names highest on

the roll of fame belong, in many cases, to

men who have not had your advantages.

Many very able engineers suffer, too, for

the want of what you may have considered

the drudgery of your work in school.

" Mathematics, as taught in the schools

where such men as Oliver Evans, at the

beginning of this century, and many engi-

neers now living received their early in-

struction, was limited to the rules of arith-

metic, with too little knowledge of algebra

to be worth the name, and very little of

the higher mathematics. The theories of

thermo-dynamics did not guide the men
who brought the steam engine to its per-

fection. Written thermo-dynamics is the

study of the steam engine as worked out

tentatively.

"There are minds naturally fitted to

master mathematics, while others find such

study irksome. It is, however, note-

worthy that mechanical engineers of great

mathematical ability have made, in con-

structive engineering, as great mistakes as

those who lay no claim to such knowledge.

The inventive faculty, so needful to an

engineer, grows with practice and is sus-

ceptible of cultivation. With what has

been accomplished by educated, as well as

uneducated minds, each year calls for a

greater talent to improve on what has been

done, or to fill new wants.
" If you inquire into the life history of

men who, with little opportunity, have

achieved distinction as engineers, you will

find that to natural ability has been added

the result of deep thought, close applica-

tion to business, and memory' well stored

with observed facts. Such men have been

students all their lives, and they have had

to depend upon and know how to select

others to help them. Thus, an engineer

lacking the ability to work in the way you

have been taught to labor, usualh' employs

those who have been educated, checking

the results of their figures and their ideas

by his own practical knowledge.

"Presuming you may be sought for in

such work, you can be the more useful

and fill a broader plane of utility if you

are made familiar with some of the cus-

toms and usages of the existing engineer-

ing establishments, where men of all

capacities are employed, and where it be-

hooves those who would know how to

manage to familiarize themselves with

shop customs. If, too, you are employed

to serve, and not to manage, this fore-

knowledge will enable you to appreciate

customs that may seem antagonistic to

what vou have learned in school."

bear the hand on them. The only recep-

tacle for oil was a -'4 -inch hole, cast in strap,

which w'ould hold about two thiniblesfull

of oil, and still the master mechanic could

not understand why they w'ould run warm.

1 just mention this as an ' object lesson for

Jim ' in case he calls on you."

i ^ i
Roundhouse Floors.

.\raong an attractive array of subjects to

be discussed at the meeting of the South-

ern and Southwestern Railway Club, to be

held at Atlanta, November 21st, is a report

to be presented on " A Durable and Cheap

Roundhouse Floor." If the committee

can recommend something which com-

bines durability and cheapness they will

succeed in filling a long-felt want. So far

as we have been able to watch roundhouse

floors, we have never yet found one that

was durable, no matter how expensive it

BiRTHi'i..\cE OK GEO. Stephenson, the Father of the Ia)C(im()Tivi'., at

Wylam, Eng.

A Distinction Wilhout a Difference.

A young man who hustles for an oil

house writes us interesting private letters

about his experience. To show how the

wrong thing is often blamed when some-

thing gets hot, he relates the following :

" Sometime since I w-as sent to an East-

ern road to look up the cause of eccentric

straps running hot on some of their passen-

ger engines. I found the engines com-

plained of to be of the American type, and

burning anthracite coal. In order to pre-

pare the fire to be in condition to start

with, it was kept .so heavy that a small

stream of water was kept running on

driving boxes while engine was in round-

house, in order to keep them cool, but for

some reason it was not considered neces-

sary to give eccentrics and straps the bene-

fit of the shower-bath, and when engine

was coupled to train to start on a run of 47

miles, before the first stop was made ec-

centric straps ran so hot one could not
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might have been originally. The hot

water ruins all made of composite ma-

terial, and if they are made of stuff that

the water will not injure, pressure of screw-

jacks and other weights break the surface.

It seems, however, that some material

might be found that would withstand the

varying changes to which a roundhouse

floor is subjected. The subject of round-

house floors has never before, as far as we
are aware, been publicly discussed. The
information brought out at the Atlanta

meeting will be read more attentively

than anything discussed lately.

i i ^

Fireman A. La Rue, of the P. R. R., was

killed on the night of October 5th by a dis-

arranged load of lumber in a freight train,

which was going in the opposite direction

on another track, .striking the cab of his

enijine.



Recent Improvements in Self-Acting

Injectors.

Owing to the introduction of the com

-

.pound locomotive, there has been during

the last few years a general tendency to-

ward higher pressures for locomotive boil-

ers, resulting in an increase in the standard

pressure for the new motive equipment
on almost all lines, from 140 and 160

pounds to 180 and 200 pounds per square

inch.

This change demands further improve-

ment in the injectors for supplying the

boilers with feed water, for many of the

well-known patterns which would work
satisfactorily at the lower steam press-

ures are entirely inadequate to supply

a boiler efficiently under the new recjuire-

ments.

The problem presented to manufacturers

was to furnish an injector which would
operate economically at 200 pounds steam,

admit of wide fluctuations in the steam

pressure without waste at the overflow,

and start and work steadily at the low

pressures used in the roundhouse ; the

l.igher the maximum limit of steam press-

ure, the greater the difficulty in fulfilling

these conditions. All injectors with fixed

nozzles work best at one steam pressure,

and although a considerable range is ad-

missible, both above and below this point,

at no other higher pressure will they oper-

ate as efficiently ; with injectors having

two sets of steam nozzles, this range is

much more extended than with the single-

jet type.

The principal feature that interests rail-

road men is the falling off in the delivery

of an injector which occurs at the higher

steam pressures, and the usual necessity of

purchasing a larger size instrument to ob-

tain the required number of gallons per

hour, resulting in an increased consump-

tion of steam and a larger financial outlay'.

If, on the other hand, an attempt is made
by the manufacturer to increase the capac-

ity of the fixed-nozzle injector, by enlarg-

ing the area of the water entrance to the

combining tube, the action of the injector

at low pressures is rendered very uncer-

tain.

There is little doubt but that the injec-

tors of the adjustable or self-adjusting

types and those provided with a lifting

and forcing steam nozzle, are best suited

for high steam and wide ranges of press-

ure. To this latter class belongs the well-

known Sellers' injector of 1887, which dif-

fers from others of its class in having an

open overflow to permit restarting, yet au-

tomatically adjusting its water supplj- to

suit all changes in the steam pressure with-

out waste.

To this injector have been added certain

improvements embodied in a patent re-

cently granted to Strickland L. Kneass, of

Philadelphia, which still further increase

the range at the higher steam pressures

without complicating the construction of

the instrument or altering the design or

shape of the body, or any of the proportions

of the tubes. The maximum capacity of

the improved instrument when placed one
foot above the level of the water supply is,

at 210 pounds steam, 2,625; the number of

gallons per hour delivered by the injector

increases up to this pressure, and only com-
mences to fall off after the steam is raised

much above this point. This fully meets
the requirements of the modern high-press-

ure compound locomotives, because the ac-

tual efficiency of this injector, as measured
by the number of pounds of water delivered

per pound of steam, has been very much
increased, and that without sacrificing in

any way its performance at the lowest

steam pressures.

A sectional view of this injector is shown
in the accompanying figure. ^-1 is the

body or casing, /? the steam branch, C the

for an injector is to form a strong vacuum
within the overflow chamber. In this in-

jector this vacuum is utilized to augment
the capacit)', bj- holding down more
strongly the overflow valve J and opening
the inlet valve A', thus drawing a supple-

mental supply of water from the suction

pipe which floods the overflow chamber /,

and enters the combining tube by means
of the ports a and />, passing through the

delivery tube d with the jet into the boiler.

The resultant increase in capacity of a

No. S'/i injector at 180 pounds steam when
lifting the water five feet is 24 percent.,

while at pressures below 120 pounds the

action is less remarkable.

Another characteristic of this injector

which is of special value to those Western
and Southern railroads which are troubled

Capacity.
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Railroads as Manufacturers.

A few months ago there was considerable

joking heard among railroad men, on ac-

count of a statement made in a published

report, to the effect that a certain railroad

company, having been .seized by the em-
barrassments of the hard times, proceeded

to convert Krupp tires into hard hammers,
with a humiliating result. The hammers
made in the railroad shop cost them I8.98

per dozen, and they discovered that they

could purchase better hammers for #4.50

per dozen. The head of the mechanical

department which went through this ex-

perience reported that he discontinued the

manufacture of hammers.

It seems to us that the man who figured

as principal in this transaction deserved a

great deal of credit—much more than

those who talked about the incident were
inclined to give him. To be sure, he
departed from traditional methods, and a

man who does that is certain to have his

practices misrepresented. If he had fol-

lowed the well-worn groove of railroad

practice, he would have made no investi-

gation into the cost of the hammers made
in his shop, but would have represented

that the hammers cost practically nothing,

as made in the shop, and that the company
was reaping a golden harvest b}' the prac-

tice he had adopted of converting scrap

material into useful articles. We have been

shown machine tools and other expensive

articles of home manufacture which were
alleged to have cost the company nothing,

because they were made in the shop.

When the head of the mechanical <le-

partment of a railroad finds his requisi-

tions for necessary tools and material cut

down till he scarcely knows how to keep
the shops running, there is a great temp-
tation to enter into home manufacture, no

matter at what cost ; but it nuiy be posted

up as a true a.xiom that articles manufac-

tured in a railroad shop cost more than

what they can be purchased for. Railroad

companies have not been the onh- suffer-

ers from the hard times, and thev are not

the only concerns that have displayed a

willingness to do w-ork without profit in

order to keep their staff together. Nearly

every manufacturer has been in the same
situation, and nearly every one has lieen

ready to sell his product at cost. No man
familiar with manufacturing operations

will pretend that any railroad shop in the

country can manufacture any class of

shop tools as cheaply as thej' are made in

establishments where special tools are in

use to facilitate every operation. This

being admitted, every ordinary home-
made tool is a source of useless expense to

the company which paid the bill.

The writer lately met with two incidents

that gave curious illustrations of the im-

pressions about home manufactures. He
found in one railroad shop a number of

pneumatic hoists in course of construction,

and asked the master mechanic in charge

if he could not buy the hoists for less than

it cost him to make them. "Certainly," he
replied, " but I have made requisitions for

them several times, and they have been
turned down as something we can do with-

out. Now, I am kept so short of help that

I am compelled to make these hoists to

save labor, and I don't care w-hat they cost.

"

The other was the president of a railroad

which was reported to be about to build a

lot of locomotives for themselves in their

own shop. The scribe asked the presi-

dent if the report was true, and he said his

road was too poor to indulge in any luxury

of that sort.
'

' We feel,
'

' he added, '

' like a

well-known manufacturing concern that

do not make their own castings. When
tlie head of the concern was asked why
they did not make their own ca.stings, and
save the profit made by the people running

the foundry, he replied, ' Our business is

making pumps, and all our energy and
abilit)' are devoted to making good pumps.
We cannot spread ourselves thin enough
to learn the foundry business. We must
have good castings, and we are willing to

pay a fair price for them, and it would not

pay us to take the chances of failure.'
"

Since the railroad men who attended

the Railway Congress in London re-

turned, we have heard several of them
talk with admiration about the manu-
facturing plants at Horwich, Crewe, St.

Rollox, and other places in Great Brit-

ain, with a sigh that seemed to say,

" How great our road would be if we

6q6

had a plant of that kind !" We are in pos-

session of figures that indicate at what
co.st the manufacturing establishments of

railroads in Europe are operated, and they

show conclusively that American railroad

companies have been fortunate in the policy

that has become fashionable of purchasing

tools and rolling, stock in the open market.

If a shop filled with ancient tools, with no
developed system of economical produc-

tion, can compete with another equipped

with the best-known tools, operated by

specialists who have spent years develop-

ing skill that reduces the cost of manufac-

ture to its lowest terms, then railroad

shops can afford to make their own shop
tools and build their own locomotives and
cars. The best-equipped railroad shop
on the American continent is that belong-

ing to the Pennsylvania Railroad at Juni-

ata, Pa. If there is any railroad shop in a

position to compete with private builders

of locomotives it is that one, but it is cer-

tain that the railroad company would have
saved money if they had never built those

shops, but had continued the policy of

purchasing their locomotives in the open
market.

The hard times have started not a few

railroad shops into the building of loco-

motives and cars, on the same policy as

that pursued by the master mechanic
who was making his own pneumatic hoists.

When railroad shops build locomotives

and cars, or even machine tools, that the

skilled workmen may be kept at hand for

better times, the policy is good, even when
the products cost more than they could be

jnirchased for ; but when a railroad com-
pany begins to make a business of build-

ing its own rolling stock as a regular thing,

it is throwing away the money of the

stockholders.

Cracking of Firebox Sheets.

The cracking of firebo.x sheets of loco-

motives is such a serious matter that any-

thing calculated to reduce this evil appears

to be well worthy of a trial. There were
some very good suggestions made regard-

ing this matter in the course of a private

letter received latelj- from a most intelli-

gent master mechanic of wide experience.

He said : "In looking over your August
issue, the cracked firebox sheets of the

Long Island Railway took my attention,

although I may say- that cracking of that

kind is by no means uncommon on West-

ern roads. .As a rule, most of the cracking

in firebo.x sheets that I have seen takes

])lace between the stay-bolts above the fire

line in the straight part of the firebox. In

most cases the cracks are vertical and very

seldom horizontal. I have put in sheets

the way they were rolled vertically in a

firebox, and I have put them in longitudi-

nally, as they were rolled, thinking this

might have something to do with the crack-

ing, but it made no difference, both cracked

alike. It has now occurred to me that the

locating of the stay-bolt in vertical lines



might be, to some extent, the cause of the

cracking which is so common . I think,

perhaps, if the stay-bolts were stepped ver-

tically, say I '4 inches of a step, a great

deal of the cracking might be avoided.

Having them in line horizontally is all

right ; little or no trouble comes in that di-

rection. My reason for thinking so is the

rapidity with which the water and the

steam flow to the surface, and the violent

heat on straight part of side sheet and

lower part of flue and door sheet. The wa-

ter and steam are forced upward at such a

velocity that the stay-bolts split the current

all the way, and cause a difference in tem-

perature. That alone, with the punching

and drilling of the stay-bolt holes, the riv-

eting of stay-bolts and sounding them at

intervals, all causes a weakening and wedg-

ing process in one direction, and cracking

commences.
" The reason they do not crack horizon-

tally, as they do vertically, is that a clear

space is open for the water to pass between

the stay-bolts, which keeps the sheet in

that direction at an even temperature. By
stepping the vertical rows, this would give,

in a sense, a clear space and even tempera-

ture. I think this would obviate a great

deal of the present trouble with cracked

side sheets. There would be no occasion

to step them in the circular part of the box.

They never crack there. With steel of a

poor quality nothing will prevent cracking,

and the sheets will give way in all direc-

tions. I have had, however, trouble with

fireboxes cracking with the best steel we
could buy."

Confusion About Legal Height of

Drawbars.

When persons not familiar with details

of machinery undertake to make rules or

laws concerning the operation of the same,

they are almost certain to commit er-

rors which are annoying and cause con-

fusion. At the first glance, it seems that

men of ordinary intelligence, clothed with

authority to establish a standard height of

drawbar for railroad cars, could not pos-

sibly make their intentions so uncertain as

to lead to confusion about what the aver-

age height should be, but there is no doubt

that they have done so. The Safety Appli-

ance Act of Congress, passed in 1893, au-

thorized the American Railway Association

to designate the standard height of draw-

bars, and to fix a maximum variation from

such standard height to be allowed between

empty and loaded cars. The American

Railway Association then sent out a cir-

cvUar specifying 34^2 inches as the stand-

ard height of drawbars, and allowing 3

inches as a maximum of variation. When
this settlement of the height was made, we
supposed that 34 '2 inches would be the

average height, and that the 3 inches vari-

ation would permit drawbars varying from

33 inches as minimum and 36 inches as

maximum height to be used. The mem-
bers of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion, however, looked at the case from a

different standpoint. At the last conven-

tion a long discussion arose on the mean-

ing of the circular issued by the American

Railway Association, and after much con-

flict ofr opinion was expressed, a resolution

was passed to the effect that it was the un-

derstanding of the Master Car Builders'

Association that 34^^ inches was intended

as the maximum height, and that 31^-2

inches was intended as the minimum
height.

When the case had advanced that far

towards a rational settlement, it was nat-

ural to suppose that the Master Car Biuld-

ers' Association would have placed the

force of its collective opinion in the letter

ballot, establishing the height of the draw-

bar as a standard of the association. But

this aid to imiformity was not given. The

letter ballot said " that the standard height

of drawbars is to be 34 >i inches," and

that the maximum variation allowed is 3

inches. Not a word about a minimum
height. The consequence is that the

head of the mechanical department of any

railroad is at liberty to interpret the law

for himself. The drawbars have all to be

brought to the standard height not later

than February 15th next, but the indications

are that there will be considerable varia-

tion, and that still the claim may be made
that diverse heights adopted are legal.

Although the words of the American

Railway Association's circular would seem

to indicate that 34}^ inches was to be the

average height, with a variation of

I ;^ inches above or below, the Master Car

Builders adopted a resolution making 34/^

inches the maximum and 31 ii inches the

minimum height, and the members ought

to be guided by that. Nearly all practical

considerations favor the starting from a

maximum height, as the tendency of

wear, straining and loosening of parts is

to permit the drawbar to drop lower down.

We believe that the companies changing

the height of their car drawbars to con-

form with the law will be wise to make
T,4'/i inches the maximum, for by far the

majority of railroads are adopting that as

the meaning of the law. When an inter-

pretation of the law is secured from Con-

gress it is almost certain that the majority

will be favored.

i @ i
BOOK REVIEW.

Compressed Air. Practical Information
upon Air Compression and the Trans-
mission and Application of Compressed
Air. By Frank Richards. John Wiley
& Sons, New York. Price, I1.50.

This is one of the best books turned out
for the benefit of mechanics in some time.

It is practically the only work on the sub-
ject. Mr. Richards is particularly fitted to

write such a work, having been for years
employed in the manufacture of air com-
pressors and air-using apparatus. The
work is written in very plain language,
perfectly intelligible to the average me-
chanic. The author tells the honest truth
about the air-compressing business, and
shows up the faults as well as the good
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points of each style of compressor in use-

He points out the uses of air and its limi-

tations, and also where it has not had a
fair show. To anyone in any way con-
cerned in the compression or use of air for

commercial purposes, it is worth many
times its price, especially to railroad shop
managers, where more air is used than
anywhere else in this country.
We give herewith the titles of the differ-

ent chapters, which will go a long way
toward showing what ground is covered :

Mechanical versus Commercial Econ-
omy ; Definitions and General Informa-
tion ; A Table for Air-Compression Com-
putations ; The Compressed-Air Problem

;

The Indicator on the Air Compressor ;
The

Beginning of Economical Air Compres-
sion ; Of Compression in a Single Cylin-

der ; Two-Stage Air Compression ; Two-
Stage Compression, Single- Acting, Tandem,
etc. ; The Power Cost of Compressed Air

;

The Power Value of Compressed Air ; Com-
pressed-Air Transmission ; The Up-to-Date
Air Compressor ; Compressed Air versus
Electricity ; The Thermal Relations of Air
and Water ; The Freezing Up of Com-
pressed Air ; Reheating Compressed Air

;

Compressed Air for Pumpin,g ; The Vari-

ous Applications of Compressed Air.

Some remarks made by Mr. Geo. W.
West, at the last meeting of the Central

Railroad Club, concerning the framing of

rules for the guidance of the men handling

car-heating apparatus, are well worthy of

attention and of extended application. A
report had been submitted containing very

elaborate instructions to trainmen and

other employes. Mr. West took the stand

that the instructions ought to be simpli-

fied and put in as small compass as possi-

ble. The same fault can justly be found

with nearly all rules, regulations and

codes of instructions issued to all classes

of railroad men. Those who prepare that

kind of literature seem to start out with

the assumption that the men to be in-

structed are idiots devoid of common
sense, and so details are elaborated which

excite derision on the part of the practical

reader, and incline him to throw the in-

structions aside as worthless. It is always

a good plan to treat men as if they were
rational, thinking beings. Those who do
this are the most successful in teaching
trainmen the proper way to take care of

train mechanism.

i i ^
In the course of a discussion at the

Western Railway Club on " Exhaust Pipes

and Steam Passages," Professor Warren,

of the engineering department of the Syd-

ney University, of New South Wales, made
a statement to the effect that the English

locomotives used on the railways of New
South Wales are much more economical
than the American engines. He asserted
that under test an English engine hauled
a heavier load at a higher speed than that
maintained by the American locomotive,
and that the fuel consumed by the Eng-
lish engine was 55 pounds per train mile,

while the American engine used 75 pounds
per train mile. Mr. C. F. Street, who
lately visited Australia, said that the
American engines handle the trains much
easier than those of EInglish make, but he
regretted to say that they do not make a
good comparison when fuel economy is

considered.



PERSONAL.
Mr.JJohn Turner has been appointed car

foreman of the Michigan Central at To-
ledo, O.

Mr. Arthur Monnon has been appointed

general manager of the Monterey & Mexi-
can Gulf.

Mr. P. J. Mag^ire has been appointed
master car builder of the Southern Pacific,

with headquarters at Algiers, La.

Mr. George Kuhns, a passenger con-

ductor on the Chicago & Northwestern,
has been appointed trainmaster of that

road at Madison, Wis.

Mr. Wm. Trumb}' has resigned the posi-

tion of superintendent of the Pittsburgh

& Western to accept charge of the Ohio &
Fairpoint terminals.

Mr. B. W. Fenton, formerly chief en-

gineer of the Fiiidlay, Fort Wayne &
Western, has been appointed chief engineer
of the Ohio Southern.

Mr. George L. Bradbury, general man-
ager of the Lake Erie & Western, has
also been chosen vice-president of the

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus.

Mr. W. F. Dixon, chief draughtsman of

the Rogers Locomotive Company, has re-

signed that position and sailed for Europe
on October i6th for a six weeks' trip.

Mr. Henry Wood, manager of the South
Jersey, has been appointed general mana-
ger of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf,

with headquarters at South McAlester.

Mr. H. D. Taylor, engineer of tests of

the Lehigh Valley, has been appointed
mechanical engineer of the same system,

with headquarters at South Easton, Pa.

Mr. J. J. Ryan, general master mechanic
of the Atlantic system of the Southern
Pacific, has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the same system, with
headquarters at Houston, Tex.

Mr. W. M. Patton, formerly chief engi-

neer of the Mobile & Birmingham, has
been appointed professor of civil engineer-

ing at the Virginia Agricultural and Me-
chanical College at Blacksburg, Va.

Mr. O. H. Jackson has been appointed
master mechanic of the Santa F^, Prescott

& Phcenix Railway at Prescott, A. T. Mr.
Jackson was for several years in charge of

the Big Four shops at Brightwood, Ind.

Mr. J. A. Fillmore, who has long been
general superintendent of the Central Pa-

cific, has been made manager of the Pacific

system, under a revised organization

effected by General Manager Kruttschnitt.

Mr. A. E. Reed, superintendent of the

Lewistown division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Shamokin division of the North-
ern Central, with headquarters at Sun-
bury, Pa.

The office of Mr. W. T. Reed, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Seaboard
Air Line, which was temporarily located

at Raleigh, N. C, has been removed to the

official headquarters of the road at Ports-

mouth, Va.

Mr. George W. Creighton, superintend-

ent of the Shamokin division of the North-

ern Central, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Middle division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, with headquarters at

Harrisburg, Pa.

Mr. R. O. Cumback, who has been

latel)- employed in the Illinois Central

shops at Burnside, 111., has been appointed

general foreman of the same company's

shops at Clinton, 111. He fonnerly held

the same position at Clinton.

Mr. W. R. Mansfield has been appointed

general superintendent of the Carthagenia

& Magdalena, with headquarters at Cartha-

genia, Republic of Columbia, South

America. He was for several jears a con-

ductor on the Mexican National Railway.

Mr. W. D. Campbell has been appointed

trainmaster of the Akron division of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at

Newark, O., in place of Mr. H. O. Dunkle,

resigned. Mr. E. M. Rine has been ap-

pointed chief dispatcher of the same di-

Nnsion.

It is reported that Mr. S. R. Callaway,

president of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis, was ofi'ered the position of gen-

eral manager of the Grand Trunk, with a

substantial advance of salary. He decided,

however, to hold on to his Vanderbilt con-

nection.

Mr. H. B. Hodges has been appointed

superintendent of tests of the Southern

Railway, with headquarters at Washington,

D. C. Hehasheld the position of engineer

of tests of the Baltimore & Ohio, and re-

signed to accept the higher position on the

Southern.

Col. H. S. Haines, president of the

American Railway Association, and long

connected with the Plant Railroad system,

has been elected chairman of the Southern

States Freight Association, and will devote

all his time to work connected with that

organization.

Mr. J. R. Cade, heretofore general fore-

man of car department at Houston, has

been appointed master car builder of the

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio and
Texas & New Orleans roads of the South-

ern Pacific system, with headquarters at

Houston, Tex.

Mr. J. T. Mahl has been appointed en-

gineer of maintenance of waj' of the

Texas lines of the Southern Pacific. For
several years he has been assisting General

Manager Kruttschnitt. He is a son of

Mr. W. T. Mahl, New York assistant to

President Huntington.

Mr. George Royal has been made gen-

eral Western agent for the Nathan Manu-
facturing Company, which entails increase

of duties and of responsibilities. Mr. Royal
is one of the best-known of the railroad

supply fraternity, and his numerous friends

will be gratified to learn about his advance-

ment.

Mr. C. S. Falconer has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Greenbrier

and New River districts of the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railroad, to succeed Mr. .1. H.

Brown, resigned. Mr. Falconer has been

until recently chief engineer of Division

loi, B. of L. E. The men are ven.- much
pleased at his promotion.

Mr. Thornwell Fay has been appointed

manager's assistant of the Atlantic system

of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters

at New Orleans, La. He has heretofore

been chief clerk to General Manager
Kruttschnitt. He will have jurisdiction

over the company's terminals at New
Orleans, Algiers and Gretna.

Mr. M. J. Drury, for several years fore-

man of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
at La Junta, Colo., has been appointed

general foreman of the new shops built by
the company at Arkan.sas City. Mr. Drury

is one of the ablest men in his line, keeps

particularly well posted on mechanical

matters, and we wish him success in his

new shops.

Mr. W. G. Van Vleck has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Atlantic

lines of the Southern Pacific system, in

place of Mr. J. Kruttschnitt. Mr. Van
Vleck has been general superintendent of

these lines for six years. He was for some
time with the Grand Rapids & Indiana,

and later with the Galveston, Harrisburg

& San Antonio.

Mr. J. P. McCuen, who has been for sev-

eral years a master mechanic on different

divisions of the Queen & Crescent, and
has lately been in charge of the shops at

Ludlow, Ky. , has been appointed superin-

tetident of motive power of the Cincin-

nati, New Orleans & Pacific, with head-

quarters at Cincinnati. He will remain in

charge of the shops at Ludlow.

Mr. H. Wade Hibbard, who has been for

some time chief draughtsman of the Le-

high Valley, has left railroading to become
professor of mechanical engineering of

the' Minnesota University, at Jlinneapolis,

Minn. Mr. Hibbard attracted the atten-

tion of railroad mechanical men by the re-

marks he made on "Boilers" at the last

Master Mechanics' Convention.

In our last issue we mentioned that Mr.

J. F. Sheahan, fonnerly of the Orange

Belt, had been appointed general foreman

of the Plant system shops at Palatka, Fla.

This was not entirely correct, as Mr. Shea-

han has been appointed master mechanic

of the Florida Southern, Sanford and St.

Petersburg railroads of the Plant system,

with headquarters at Palatka, Fla.

Mr. C. M. Mendenhall, superintendent of

motive power of the P. ,W. & B. , was recent-

ly waited upon bj' a committee representing

the engineers of the New York division of

the Pennsylvania road, and presented with

a handsomely engrossed and framed set of

resolutions. Mr. Mendenhall endeared

himself to the euginemen while assistant
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to the superintendent of motive power of

the New York division.

Mr. Nat Sawyer, the veteran locomotive

engineer of the New York Central, has
been appointed engine dispatcher at Sev-

enty-second street, New York, in place of

Mr. J. C. Cameron, resigned. Many of

our readers will associate Mr. Sawyer with
engine "999," which he had charge of at

the World's Fair, and which he took great

pleasure in praising to the numerous rail-

road men who visited the Fair.

Mr. W. A. Vaughan has been appointed
assistant general superintendent of the

Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Chattanooga, Tenn. He will have full

charge of all transportation matters per-

taining to the Fourth and Seventh operat-

ing divisions. Since the reorganization of

the Southern system Mr. Vaughan has

been superintendent of the car service, and
before that was general superintendent of

the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia.

Another good railroad man has been
tempted away by a manufacturing concern.

Mr. H. D. Gordon, superintendent of the

Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, has resigned to become superintend-

ent of the Jenkins Brothers' Works, New
Y'ork. Mr. Gordon and the senior mem-
ber of the firm he is going with have been

intimate friends since they were bojs, and
the position now accepted has been urged

upon Mr. Gordon annually for fifteen

years.

Mr. Joseph Ramsaj-, Jr., has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Wabash,
to succeed Mr. Hays. Mr. Ramsay is now
general manager of the Terminal Railroad

Association of St. Louis, and will not

make the change until the beginning of

the year. Mr. Ramsay is 45 years old and
has risen through the engineering depart-

ment, the first years of his professional

work having been spent on connections of

the Pennsylvania sj-stem. Then he was
chief engineer of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, and left there to be general

manager of the Big Four.

Announcement has been made by Presi-

dent Huntington, of the Southern Pacific

system, that Mr. Julius Kruttschnitt has

been appointed general manager of the

Pacific S}'stem, with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal. For the last six years

Mr. Kruttschnitt has been vice-president

and general manager of the Atlantic lines

of the Southern Pacific, and his excellent

management in that position commended
him for the more important one on the

Pacific Coast. He rose through the engi-

neering department, and was engaged in

engineering work on various Southern

roads up to 1S83, when he was appointed

chief engineer and superintendent of

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad &
Steamship Co. From that time his up-

ward progress has been very rapid.

Mr. Chas. M. Hays has been appointed

general manager of the Grand Trunk Rail-

wa}-. This is one of the greatest surprises

that has come to railroad circles in several

years back. The Grand Trunk Railway

Co. have generally followed a policy that

put English railway men in control as

leading officers, and the appointment of

Mr. Hays appears to be an indication that

the company desires to adopt the business

methods which have made American rail-

ways much more prosperous than those of

Canada. Mr. Hays is a comparatively

young man, but he has acquired a most

enviable reputation for his able manage-

ment of the Wabash system, a most diffi-

cult property to run economically. The
greater part of Mr. Hays' railroad expe-

rience has been obtained on the Wabash,

but he had before going there about eleven

years' experience on various Western roads.

He is a pleasant, genial man, and has been

highly popular with high and low on the

railroads where he was employed. The
officials and others on the Grand Trunk
route have looked with some apprehension

on the advent of a Yankee as their general

manager, but we feel moved to assure

them that every man who intends to do the

right thing towards the company he works

for will find a good friend in Mr. Hays.

_
i i i

We are in receipt of a long letter from

the engineer who ran the Holman engine

—the monstrosity with friction wheels

and trucks under her drivers—in which
he claims we have done the in-

ventor an injustice. He claims there are

not so many wheels and axles as we
counted in the picture, but admits ten

extra axles and twenty extra wheels. The
writer claims to have run the Holman en-

gine on bad track, from dead stop to dead
stop, one mile in sixty seconds, and to

have started, reached eighty miles per

hour, and come to a dead stop again in i

mile and 220 feet— all of which is import-

ant, if true. The writer saj's the Holman
engine gains power after starting, yet it

multiplies the speed—great engine that

!

If this engine can do all this it proves that

the fundamental laws of mechanics are

wrong, and that adding to the length of a

lever does not increase the power. We
think our correspondent is over-enthusi-

astic—can't prove his claims.

i i
,

i
The American Engineer and Railroad

Journal is going to "split the difference "

between a monthly and a weekly, and
come out bi-weekly hereafter. The read-

ing matter will be cut down to half the

amount now given. We wish Brother For-
ney .success, but we miss our guess if he
don't waste more time, breath and ink in

explaining that his paper is neither a week-
ly nor a monthly than the whole change
is worth—the writer once owned a tri-

weekly paper. The American Engineer
claims to be the oldest railroad paper in the
world, and as it has alwa}'S been a monthly
it behooves the other monthlies to bid it a
God-speed in its new venture. So here's a

health to the oldest monthly railroad paper
—the American Engineer—from the best—Locomotive Engineering.
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The Springfield Shops of the B & A,

The new shops of the Boston & Albany,

at Springfield, Mass., are now in full

operation. They are very neat and fairly

well arranged shops, but could have been

doubled in capacity by a twenty-five per

cent, increase of size of the main shops.

The wood and coach shop occupy one

side, along a huge transfer table pit ; the

machine shop, erecting shop, blacksmith

and boiler shops the other side.

At one end of the transfer table pit

stands the power house. The boilers are

fired with fuel oil. The main engine rests

on a pier, around which, below the floor,

there is a pump room. The shops are

heated by the Sturtevant system of hot

air, the apparatus occupying a room just

off the main engine room. In this build-

ing there are also lavatories, closets, etc.

In the machine shop end of the main
building there is a gallery on each side ;

one side is occupied by the offices and

light tools, the other by heavier tools, the

link work and other light parts being put

in shape here.

The shop is well supplied by new tools

and modern ones. There are enough tools

to do all the machine work on 300 locomo-

tives.

One cannot help but notice the absence

of the long rows of lathes, so noticeable

in shops equipped from ten to twenty years

ago. Special tools, boring and turning

mills, millers, etc., do the work now
cheaper and better.

The tools are so located as to avoid re-

handling of materials, and they are get-

ting in overhead tracks and air-lifts very

fast, wheel lathes, etc., being supplied

now, a Pedrick & Ayer compressor fur-

nishing the wind.

The wheel lathes, axle lathes and hy-

draulic presses are located at the ends of

the pits
; between them and the pits runs

a track, and below this track they have
arranged air cjdinders that will send a ram
up through the floor by the touch of a

valve on a post. Swiveling V-heads are

used on these piston rods to take hold of

the centers of axles when pairs of mounted
wheels are on this track. Wheels can be
raised up and turned around to roll to any
machine or track; this is much neater than

turntables.

Ordinary tender cylinders are used for

this work—one for truck wheels, and two
of the same for lifting driving wheels.

They have a first-class drop pit, which
is, after all is said and done, about the

best thing out for a repair shop—it wants
to be a mighty big repair shop that needs

a crane.

They use this pit for other purposes than

dismounting engines. When a carload

of wheels arrive they put the car on the

drop table, lower it to a level with the

floor and roll the wheels off—they do not

pull off old wheels until they have enough
for a carload—then they bring in a flat car,

drop it, and load the wheels as they are

pressed off—this saves handling.



Master Mechanic Thos. B, Purves, Jr.,

does not believe in keeping scrap about.

His Scrap bins are on a flat car, and when
there is a load he ships it away and sets

another car in its place.

The tools in the machine shop are al-

most all new ; those in the wood shop are

the old tools from the old shops.

The paint shop has cement floors, but no

means of lifting coaches except jacks—and

jacks and cement floors are bad friends.

The transfer table is an electric affair,

designed by the bridge department. The
bridge is enormously strong, and the whole

thing is carried on two lines of rails 60 feet

apart. The power is electricity. Thistable

has a great depth of truss, and the bridge

and the driving gears come to within 3 or 4

inches of the bottom of a very deep pit. If

they do not have a continual round of

pleasure with that affair when the snows

come, I miss my guess. If the bridge was

turned over or could be mounted on high

wheels, it might save lots of grief. The
entire shops are lighted by electricity, and

they have been liberal with their lights

—

they are lighted far above the average.

The repair yard for freight cars is large

and well located for handling material and

cars.

The yards are clean and neat, and, taken

altogether, Mr. Taft, the head of the

motive-power department of the road, is

to be congratulated on the shop and the

way they have worn the new off.

It would be unfair to give the credit for

the improvements to anyone except T. B.

Purves, Jr. He is the presiding genius,

and slowly and surely plans out his

methods for saving time and money, and

then puts them into force. The air plant

of this shop alone, with the exception of

the compressor, home-made, will save the

salary of any master mechanic.

There is nothing so very remarkable

about the Springfield shops of theB. & A.,

"but I wish every railroad in New England

had one as good. I have never heard of a

better up in that neck o' woods.

J. A. H.

^ i i
The offices of the Latrobe Steel Works

have been removed from Latrobe, Pa., and

from the Bullitt Building, Philadelphia,

Pa., to the Girard Building, Broad and

Chestnut streets, Philadelphia. The busi-

ness of the company has been growing

quite rapidly of late, and it has been con-

sidered desirable to consolidate the offices.

i i i
The Standard Paint Co., of this city,

have issued a very interesting catalogue on

paints for railroad work, brick-work, build-

ings, piling, etc. They make a pile cover-

ing that resists all marine animals, such

as the destructive teredo.

i i i •

The B. & A. are working ten hours with

a 25 per cent, increase of men in their

freight repair department, at Springfield,

Mass.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Ann Arbor are in the market for 700

box and twenty-five furniture cars.

The Lehigh Valley are about to place

orders for a large number of freight cars.

The Swift Co., of Chicago, are preparing

specifications for some new Refrigerators.

The Chicago & Northwestern have or-

dered fifteen locomotives from Schenec-

tady.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh are

getting out specifications for a new lot of

coal cars.

The C, B. & Q. are reported to have or-

dered 2,000 cars from the Wells-French

Company.

The Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania

Railroad are building twenty-five Class P

locomotives.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul are

building 800 freight cars in their shops at

West Milwaukee.

The Central R.R. of New Jersey have

sent out invitations for bids on 500 coal

cars with King drop bottoms.

The Erie have ordered i ,000 freight cars.

.\11 of them have Westinghouse air brake

and M. C. B. couplers specified.

The Seaboard Air Line are contemplating

the purchase of some new freight cars.

Specifications are in course of preparation.

B., C. R. & Northern have given the

Wells-French Co. an order for an addi-

tional 100 cars, same in all respects to their

previous order of 100.

The Maine Central and the Michigan

Central are both said to be in the market

for 1,000 freight cars. The Norfolk &
Western are about to order 100 hopper

gondola cars.

Baldwins have received an order from

the Lehigh Valley for twenty heavy ten-

wheel freight engines, and one from the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for ten

ten-wheel engines. The latter are all com-

pounds.

The Russian Government have placed an

order with the Baldwin Locomotive Works •

for forty locomotives. They will have

Westinghouse air brakes and all the most

approved appliances for convenience in

operating.

Brooks people have received from the

Ohio Southern an order for six locomo-

tives. The former company have just

shipped to the Mexican Central two ten-

wheel passenger engines, with cylinders

20 x 24 inches.

The Rhode Island Locomoti\e Works

have received an order from the Gulf &
Interstate, of Texas, for two locomotives.

They will have U. S. metallic packing, the

Gollmar bell ringer and the unbreakable

gage glass made by the U. S. Metallic

Packing Co.

Among the latest rumors about the or-

dering of rolling stock are : Tlie Pennsyl-

vania people are about to increase their

700

orders for new cars up to 5,000. The At-

lantic Coast Line are about to order 1,500

cars. The Wheeling & Lake Erie are

going to order 1,000 freight cars.

© i i
Hore Train Speed Record Breaking.

There has been .so much record break-

ing since we wrote our account of the fast

runs which appeared in Locomotive En-

gineering last month that it is difficult to

tell where the laurels belong. The New-

York Central made extraordinary speed

with its newspaper train, having covered

the distance of 148 miles from Albany to

Syracuse in 130 minutes, an average speed

of 68 miles an hour.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

people, who have probably the finest track

in the world for making a long-distance

fast run, were moved to show that they

were equal to the performance of their

New York Central relative, and they

started out a train from Chicago on Octo-

ber 24th to show what they could do. From
the outskirts of Chicago to the yards in

Buffalo, a distance of 510. i miles, the run

was made in 470 minutes and 20 seconds, an

average speed, including stops, of 65.07

miles an hour. The train consi.sted of

three cars and weighed, with engine and

tender, 488,500 pounds.

An extraordinarily fast run was made
over the Buffalo division, the distance of

86 miles from Erie to Buffalo having been

passed over in 70 minutes and 16 seconds,

an unexcelled speed for that distance of

73.43 miles an hour. This was done by a

ten-wheel engine, with cylinders 17x24

inches, and driving-wheels 69 inches diam-

eter. The other engines were all eight-

wheelers of the type illustrated in Loco-

motive Engineering of July, 1893.

They have cylinders 17 x 24 inches, driving-

wheels 72 inches diameter. Steam press-

ure carried, 180 pounds. All the engines

were built at the Brooks Locomotive

Works.

i i i
By an oversight last month we neglected

to mention the appearance of the report of

the Master Car Builders' Association.

The Twenty-ninth Annual Report is larger

and better than any previous one, and

Secretary Cloud has done a sen.sil)le

thing in having it bound in plain cloth

boards. It is worth binding, and most men
intend to have the reports bound, but,

alas, how manj- of them get mi.slaid or

mutilated instead ! Now the work is ready

for the library and will be taken care of.

i i i
We direct the attention of intending

manufacturers to the receiver's sale of real

estate, buildings, machinery, etc., located

in Albany, N. Y., particulars of which are

given in our advertising columns. The
establishment, with the tools, can be
bought cheap, and they are admirably
adapted to manufacturing purposes. Any
concern wishing to get a good building

and good tools cheap in a good location

should look into this opportunity.



A Proposed High=Speed Engine.

Editors. :

I am afraid Mr. Bamet Le Van would
find his single-cylinder engine a very trou-

blesome one if made.

I send 3'ou a full-sized sketch taken from

the templates of a driving journal and

The ugly wear and tear that exists in a

locomotive induced me some nineteen

years ago to study the matter carefully. I

gradually came to the conclusion that the

flat place worn in the tire was due entirely

to slip and not to balance weights, and my
practical experience with engines working

does cause it to slip and gouge out the

tire. The wheel must be held, 'fixed, at

the crank-pin so that wheel can be pulled

forward by the axle. I therefore consider

that the fulcrum is ever changing from

axle to crank-pin, so far as the work is

done in the wheel, if such a term may be

brass bearing, which shows the wear that

takes place when a locomotive is put to

heavy work. The engine has iSx26-inch

cylinders and a boiler pressure of 160

pounds. Mr. Barnet Le Van will be able

to form an idea of what is likely to take

place with his proposed single-cylinder en-

gine having 24x26-inch cylinder and 200

pounds boiler pressure. Moreover, the

surging motion with such an engine would
be very- objectionable. Only part of this

surging is felt in steamers with one cylin-

der, on account of slip. The locomotive

would have the full benefit of surge if it

did not slip. However, should such an

engine ever be built, I would recommend
the maker to arrange for the driving

brasses to be made in segments, so that the

thrust wear could be taken up every trip,

if necessarv.

on heavy grades confirms this. I also

came to the conclusion that the wheel was
turned by a succession of pulls at crank

and axle. Take the crank on bottom—no
amount of push at the crank-pin will cause

the wheql to rotate forward. It will and

used. To overcome the

wear and tear referred to,

and to have a steady run-

ning high-speed locomo-

tive, I patented an en-

gine having a constant

fulcrum. I send a print

of the same. It will be

noted the engine is single-

actin.g. I use the crank-

pin as a constant fulcrum

when going forward, hav-
""'"'"""' •^"«»'»*"' ing a continuous pull on the

axle. The connecting rod always being in

compression, does away with knocking
and pounding ; also dispenses with bal-

anc^e weights. I would suggest 6-inch

tires and no lead.

The engine is shown single-acting,

but I have also arranged so that it

could be worked double-acting to facili-

tate starting and grade-climbing, and
convertible to single-acting when speed is

attained.

As regards the compound locomotive,

there is one at work in India, and there is

every promise of it becoming the engine of

the near future for obvious reasons. I am
unable to send you a print of the same, but
may do so later on.

Lahore. John Riekie,
District Locomotive Supt.,

Indian State Railwavs.
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A Flue=Testing Machine.

Editors :

I am sending you herewith a sketch of a

flue-testing machine in use at the Missouri

Pacific shops, St. Loviis, which I believe

has some special merits of its own.

Our road has a great diversity in sizes

and styles of locomotives, and the length

of flues varies a great deal. The St. Louis

the second man takes out the hot flue.

The)' easily handle seventy flues per hour,

becoming very expert at it in a sliort time.

The greatest saving made by this ma-

chine is in cutting off the flues, for in nine

cases out of ten, where flues are sent away

from shops where boiler is, this has to be

done twice. Thom.\s FiELDEN,

S/. Louis, J/o. General Foreman.

shops safe-end and clean flues for most of

the whole sy.stem. We ship away an aver-

age of 4,000 flues per month. Under these

conditions it is important to save all the

time and labor possible. Therefore we do

not cut off the ragged end of the flue, but

leave this to be cut off at the shop where

the flue is used, to exactly the right length

to suit the boiler in which it is to be set.

We test all our flues with from So to 90

pounds of steam, finding this much better

than hydraulic testing. It is much quicker,

and leaks are detected much easier. It is

difficult to detect slight leaks with hy-

draulic pressure, especially if the flues are

wet on the outside.

The apparatus will be easily understood

from the .sketch. --/ shows a clamp made
out of .sheet steel ; /> shows the method of

drawing the clamp ^-i tight around a piece

of ruTjber hose, by which the hose is closed

on the outside of the flue, making a steam-

tight joint. This hose is large enough to

insert the ragged end of the flue and make
a joint in front of it. The other end of the

flue, being square, on account of the new
safe-end, slips over a nipple, in what may
be termed the headstock of the device,

marked D. By moving a lever, C, the

clamp B can be moved 6 inches on the

bed. This is used to force the clean end of

the flue on the nipple and against a rubber

ring, which makes a steam-tight joint.

The cock E is then turned, admitting

steam to the flue, and is as quickly ex-

hausted by opening cock E.

Two men handle the machine ; one of

them takes the flue to be tested, passes an

end to the man at the clamp, who inserts it

in the rubber hose, screws up the clamp,

and brings the lever down to tighten the

other end, the man at the headstock hav-

ing entered it on the nipple. He then

turns on the steam, turns it off again, and

Handy Feed Set for Sight=Feed Lubri-

cators.
Editors :

I send you sketch of an attachment for

setting feed valves of lubricators, which

consists of two disks, the upper one having

rrlw^

LOOOMOTIVE ENQINEERINtjt. N. Y.

a square hole in it to fit end of stem, the

lower one having an arm with a thumb-

screw in end of it ; the two disks are held

together by the small screw passing

through them and into the valve stem,

thus allowing arm to be set at any angle,

the thumb-screw in end of arm being for
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close setting. Once set and regulated, the

feed can be shut off and returned to ex-

actly the same place again in the dark as

well as in the light. It's one of those handy
little tricks only appreciated by men who
have the constant care of a lubricator.

Argentine, Kan. Gordon Miller.

i i i
An Adjustable Tram Point.

Editors :

I send you herewith a photograph of a

pair of "trammel points " I have made for

locomotive tramming, which I have had in

use for some time and find very durable

and accurate, being easily and closely ad-

justed. The cut will show the construc-

tion better than any written description.

G. M. Tower,
Foreman Loco. Dept. F. R. R.

Eitclibiirg, J/ass.

^ i ^
The death is announced, under sad cir-

cumstances, at the age of 84, of Joseph

Bell, who was the first railway engine-

driver in England, having had charge of

the old " Rocket," which is now on view

in the South Kensington Museum. He
was for 23 years driver of the South-East-

ern Dover mail, and was for 17 years en-

gaged by the District Railway Company.

Three weeks ago, whilst walking along

the road, he fell down the unprotected

trap of a public-house, and sustained a

fracture of the right hip, extensive bruis-

ing, and a severe scalp wound. He was

taken to the Queen's Jubilee Hospital, and

death took place from shock consequent

on the injuries.

—

London Times,
'

i i i
The Siemens-Halske Company, of Chi-

cago, have brought a suit against the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad Company for in-

fringement of a patent belonging to the

former company in connection with the

operating of the heavy electric motors in

the tunnel at Baltimore. The patent re-

ported to be infringed is the peculiar form

of trolley used for transmitting the elec-

tric current from the main conductors to

the motor.



Comparative Trials of the Westing'
house Plain Automatic and Quick=

Action Brakes in England.

Last May a series of brake trials was
held on the Northeastern Railway of

England, under the direction of Mr. Wil-

son Worsdell, locomotive, car and wagon
superintendent of that line, to determine
the comparative efficiency of the Westing-
house plain automatic and quick-action

brakes. As this same ground was gone
over in this country some time ago, the re-

sults of the trials, which have just reached

us through the English technical papers,

while not being very instructive, will be of

interest, inasmuch as they inform us of

what is being done in the air-brake line

by the railroads on the other side of the

water.

The quick-action brake apparatus used

on the cars in these tests was not of the

latest and most approved form, 3'et it was
sufficiently effective to make a 21 per cent,

shorter stop from a speed of 60 miles per

hour than the plain automatic brakes.

The braking power was surprisingly low

and was distributed as follows :

Locomotive braked at 19.76 per cent.

Tender braked at 41.91 per cent.

Carriages braked at 70 per cent.

What follows is from 1he Engineer :

"We have selected [for the diagrams] the

emergency stops which were made on the

29th of May at Acklington on a falling

gradient of i in 280 with the quick-acting

system, and the emergency stop with the

ordinary brake at Alnmouth on a falling

gradient i in 2S4. The former stop was a

splendid stop in every way ; whereas in

the latter, when the " ordinary " was used,

the train broke in two. Fig i. gives the

diagram relating to the stop with the

quick-acting brake, and Fig. 2 shows the

action of the ordinary brake. The lines of

the diagrams—Figs, i and 2—are marked
for their different meanings. The moment
the driver touches the handle of the brake

valve an electric circuit is closed, and a

pencil, worked by an electro-magnet,

makes a notch in the line, showing the

precise moment when the experiment be-

gins, and showing the number of seconds

the valve was kept open. In Fig. i the

line of the pressure in the brake cylinder

begins to rise about two seconds later,

showing that the action of the brake had
been transmitted from the engine to the

rear van, a distance of 1,130 feet, in two
seconds, and in less than four seconds the

brake pressure was at its maximum. If

we compare with this Fig. 2, we find that

the pressure in the brake cylinder of the

ordinary brake hardly asserts itself after

four seconds, and does not reach its maxi-
mum before nearly twelve seconds have
elapsed. This great rapidity of action of

the quick-acting system explains why it

should be able to stop a train in 100 yards

less than the ordinary brake.

"The results of the trials have shown
very clearly that, in these days of fast

running and long trains, the quick-acting

Westinghouse brake presents considerable

^rjoMn fn Malji Pfyt.

Pnssttn in Srakt Cut.

t s 11 IS X u X. 3S w aiM^ sci. t,\r,^

no £X SSO 306

Fig, 1— Emergency Stop near Aclington— No. 6.

frtiatn ft UafiHrt

frtssuri In Brake Ci/llnikr

ISO 2ao iSO 300 3S0 *»

Fi£. 2.—tmergency Stop on Approaching Alnmouth — No. 7.

advantages in stopping power over the

older form largely used in this country.
" In addition to using a powerful brarke,

however, it is of the utmost importance

that every wheel in the train should be

braked, and the engines should not be an

exception to this rule. In the United

States, even the bogies of the engines are

now equipped with brakes, with the most
happy results. The days are now past

that locomotive superintendents thought

a locomotive too nice a bit of mechanism
to ruffle its feelings by the application of

blocks, rubbing it the wrong way. Senti-

mentality in this direction has happily died

out, and things are being looked straight

in the face now. English railways have
been slow in keeping pace with the pro-
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gress made in brake matters. They still

use the ordinary Westinghouse brake, al-

though the quick-acting system has for a

number of years been a complete success.
'

' In other countries the preference is

given to the quick-acting system, and, as is

well known, a considerable portion of the

freight trains in the United States are now
equipped with that brake, and, as a conse-

quence, the speed of freight trains has

been increased in many cases up to the

speed of fast passenger trains, with com-
plete success and safety."

In reference to the trials, Mr. Worsdell

says :

" If the average retardation or stopping

power of the two brakes be taken over

these experiments, the quick-acting brake

gives 8.48 per cent., and the "ordinary"

7.01 percent., which, at a speed of 60 miles

an hour, would mean in stop distance 297

feet less run by a train fitted with the

quick-acting brake. I do not consider any
of the stops remarkable for efficiency.

This, however, may be due to the train not

having all wheels braked, all six-wheeled

vehicles being in use, and in each of these

two wheels were unbraked."

The following extract is from Engineer-

ing :

"The Northeastern Company has alone,

among the large English companies using

the Westinghouse brake, given the prefer-

ence to the newer form ; but as trains in-

crease in length and speeds are augmented,

a change in this respect may be expected.

We hear, by the way, that the Northern

Railway of France has decided to abandon
the use of the vacuum brake, with which
the whole of their rolling stock has been
equipped, and is replacing it by the West-

inghouse quick-acting brake."

^ i ^
Shall an Award of Merit Be Given?

During the discussion of topical subjects

at the Traveling Engineers' Convention,

in Pittsburgh, last September, the question

came up whether it would not be advisable

to abolish the present system of rating

men after they had been instructed and
examined on air brakes, and substitute for

it the establishment of a certain degree of

proficiency which all would be required to

reach before being considered competent.

While there is considerable good con-

tained in the proposed substitute, espe-

cially that part which would require the



low-rated man to become posted, as a

whole it would be a crushing blow to in-

telligence, and would destroy all desire of

the man to improve his talents by that

noble competition inherent in all ambi-

tious and self-respecting natures, and

would place a discount on intelligence by

drawing a line which would be the stop-

ping place of all men, made equal by their

arrival there.

One member made the remarkable

statement that the highest-rated men on

his division were doing the poorest

braking, but in the discussion which fol-

lowed, the fact was developed that while

some high-rated men were unquestionably

doing poor work, it was the exception

rather than the rule ; and as such men
had a superior knowledge of the brake,

their poor work was traceable to either

carelessness or lack of judgment, and

could be brought up to the standard by

practical illustrations made by the travel-

ing engineer in the same manner that he

would correct improper manipulation of

the engine.

The rating given a man is a mark or

measurement of what his knowledge will

do if he applies it with judgment. Judg-

ment, however, must be inborn or ac-

quired, for it cannot be supplied by the

instructor along with the knowledge of the

apparatus and its operation. It does not

follow that a fireman who has passed

a good examination on time-card rules

and machinery is an assured success as

an engineer, and will never be called

up on the carpet to answer for some
breach of judgment, traceable to some-

thing else than his knowledge of ma-
chinery and time-card rules. The fact

that the office carpet, on some roads, is

pretty well worn by frequent visits of vio-

lators of rules and good judgment is proof

that others make mistakes besides the in-

structor—that is, providing one shall be

held responsible for the acts of those whom
he rates or promotes.

When the incentive to higher education

in air brakes is withdrawn, interest will

cease, and a mechanical, perfunctory spirit

of "good enough " will supplant it, thus

destroying not only the stimulus to higher

education in air brakes, but also all kin-

dred accomplishments which foster and

encourage a desire for greater knowledge

in all things.

It W'Ould seem but proper to urge the

adoption of the good points contained in

the proposed substitute for the present

system of rating, and not saw out the top

rounds of the ladder by compelling the

ambitious man to hide his light under a

bushel in order that a parity may be main-
tained between him and the fellow who
has no talent, or one who prefers to keep
his talents buried, a course which, if pur-
sued, would surely serve to establish that
bullyism which dogmatically asserts its

equality with intelligence, and would en-

courage it in a refusal to stand forth along-
side of the toiler in the broad, open light

of day and have its true measurement
taken.

A Valuable Air-Sienal Testing Device.

The following extract, consisting of an

air-signal testing device, and directions for

using it in diagnosing an ailment, is made
from the report of the Air-Brake Men's

Proceedings, with the belief that the ad-

vice therein given is the quickest and

most satisfactory means for solving and
correcting the troubles experienced with

the signaling apparatus :

In order that the defects in the signal

apparatus may be located and analyzed to

advantage, a testing device should be

FIG. 1.

D

^ C^

FIG. 2.

A B
,1-.^

Fig. 1. Stem ruined by chamfered bearing.
Fig. 2. Stem as it should be.
A. Circumferential groove B. Top of bush.

C. Bearing. D. Bearing chamfered and reduced
below limit.
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Fig. 3.

used ; this device to be constructed as fol-

lows, and as illustrated in Fig. 3. An air-

gage should be screwed into one end of

a short section of hose, and the other end

attached to a hose coupling, and into this

coupling is screwed a small pet cock with

a 3^-inch hole through its plug ; by. this

arrangement an exhaust of any amount or

duration may be obtained by the manner
of opening the pet cock, by quickly turn-

ing the plug, and as quickly closing it ; it

may be fully opened, and yet the reduction

will scarcely be noticed on the gage,

whereas it may be slightly opened and

held opened, and the gage will show a

reduction in proportion to the time it is

held open.

By means of this device the following

tests should be made to demonstrate the

efficiency of the reducer : The signal line

pressure of 40 pounds should be reduced

to 30 by opening wide the pet cock in the

signal device ; it should then be closed, and

the time it takes to restore the pressure to

40 pounds should be noted ; if the rise of

pressure is slow the reducer is feeding

slowly, and it should be examined to as-

certain the cause—this cause may be the

gummed condition, and if this be true, it

then becomes a question of cleaning

;

however, if it be an old valve, the lift may
be insufficient to admit of the faster feed

through it, thereliy causing the trouble
;

this, of course, is easily remedied.

To ascertain the condition of the signal

valve with the testing apparatus as de-

scribed above, make a quick light reduc-

tion through the pet cock, and repeat this

with an increased reduction until one

pound has been reached ;
if then you fail

to get a response from the whistle, the

diaphragm is possibly defective, for one

pound is sufficient to lift any diaphragm if

in good condition ; however, care must be

taken to guard against the possible error

of supposing that the failure just referred

to is entirely due to defective diaphragm.

It may possibly be the tight fit of the stem

in the bushing. If the diaphragm is

found to be defective, it will probably be

buckled or distorted, and this in turn is

due, in a great measure, to overheated air-

pumps, too high pressure in signal pipe,

and also to a sudden reduction of pressure

from the signal pipe, which in turn makes

a like reduction from the top of the dia-

phragm, while the underside not being

able to discharge the pressure as quickly

as the top, is thrust upward by this ex-

cessive pressure from below. The sensi-

tiveness of the signal valve depends

largely upon the condition of the dia-

phragm ; if it be badly distorted or

bagged, the diaphragm alone will move
in response to a reduction from the signal

pipe, possibly lifting the diaphragm to the

highest position, and not lifting the stem

ofT of its seat ; this must, of course, be

done before the air can pass to the whistle.

With the testing device as described

abo\'e, make a slow, gradual reduction

from the signal pipe, trying to give it as

nearly as possible the same effect as the

sum total of all the leaks in a signal

pipe ; increase this leak until the whistle

sounds, and if the valve fails to stand the

test of the gradual reduction, the stem

will be found to fit too snug. This too

snug fit prevents the air from passing from

the underside of the diaphragm to equalize

with the reduction which is being made
from the top. With the capacit}- of the

reducing valve determined by the tests de-

scribed, it will not be hard to determine

what amount of air is necessary to be

drawn from the signal pipe in order to

overcome the amount supplied b}' the re-

ducer ; the leak through the testing de-

vice must be in excess of the amount sup-
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plied by the reducer, else it will be im-

possible to affect the valve. This too

tight fit of the stem may be due to its

gummed condition ; if properly cleaned

the trouble in all probability will be re-

moved ; if not, then decrease the size of

the stem with very fine emery cloth, but

be careful not to make this reduction

greater than necessary, for one extreme is

quite as bad as another. If made to fit

too loosely it will successfully stand the

leakage test, but will refuse to answer to a

light, quick reduction from the signal

pipe. It will give a blast of the whistle

from any car discharge valve of a short

train, provided the valve is fully open and

clean, but will not answer to the discharge

from the rear cars of a long train. A
bounding or repeating whistle is also

caused by too loose fit of the stem in the

bush, but may be remedied by lowering

the stem in its bush ; but the limit of

38-inch between the circumferential

groove and the top of the bush must not

be exceeded as explained below. If the

stem fits too tightly it will not stand the

leakage test, as the whistle will sound

shortly after a leak has been made from
the signal pipe, and will not respond to a

short quick reduction. When forced to

act by a heavy reduction, the stem will

remain raised some time, causing a long

blast, and a heavy reduction will be noted

on the test gage after the pet cock has

been closed. When coupled to the train

this valve will be found unreliable and
erratic.

We scarcely realize the importance of

the fit of the stem in the bush ; it should

be tight enough to allow the pressure from

the underside of the diaphragm to raise it

and form an equilibrium with the pressure

in the signal pipe above when a sudden

reduction is made, and yet be sufficiently

loose to allow the pressure from the bot-

tom to equalize with the top without lift-

ing the diaphragm, as in case of a leak

from the signal pipe. For this reason

great care must be used to keep this stem

in the proper relationship to the bushing,

as either extreme will be disastrous to the

successful operation of the valve. This

fit of the stem may be compared to the

quick-acting triple valve ; it must be

thrown into action by a sharp quick re-

duction, and refuse to act when the re-

duction is slow and gradual. The object

in making these tests with the device de-

scribed, is to submit the signal apparatus

to the same conditions that it would be

subjected to in road service. To test the

apparatus by opening the stop cock at the

rear of the train or tender is not a practi-

cal test, as the discharge is so far in ex-
' cess of that through the car discharge

valve ; it is not only unreliable, but

this manner of test is hurtful to the dia-

phragm. If there is a leak past the seat of

the stem, it prolongs the blast of the whistle

and renders the valve less sensitive. Care

should be taken not to confound this with

a tight fitting stem. As little grinding

should be done as possible, as the stem is

shortened, the length of bearing on the

stem between the circumferential groove

and top of the bush being lengthened be-

yond the limit, which will materially in-

terfere with the performance of the valve.

The fit of the stem in its bush between the

circumferential groove and the top of the

bush should never be less than t.j inch nor

more than yV inch. This fit of the stem

should be close and true, for in the abso-

lute fit of this lies the most important

essential of the signal valve, and without

which a successfully operating valve can-

not be expected.

It sometimes happens that a whistle on

an engine that is not coupled to a train

will blow with no apparent cause, but when
coupled to a train will act properly. This

is due to a too tight fit of the stem, in com-

bination with very small unnoticeable

leaks ; the leak of the short pipe of the en-

gine and tender alone is more in pounds,

due to difference in area, than that from

the train pipe, hence act more directly on

the valve.

A very sensitive signal valve will blow

when engine is running fastover bad track

and when seat-box lid is closed roughly
;

also when soft hammer or any other heavy

thing is dropped sharply on the foot board,

but may be remedied by dropping stem in

its bush. Lead weights, spiral springs and

other things placed on top of the dia-

phragm to correct over-sensitive and re-

peating valves, should be abandoned.

A weak blast or total failure of the whistle

to blow may be from many causes, the fol-

lowing being the principal : Too low press-

ure in the signal pipe, due to defective re-

ducer ; dirt in the small port at the bottom

of the signal valve ; bell of the whistle too

close to the bowl, and stem supporting

bell out of line; strong wind blowing

through cab window against whistle bell,

which prevents the air from striking the

edge of the bell squarely, and dirt in the

air passage through the bowl of whistle.

Raise the pressure, remove the dirt, and all

will doubtless be well.

s^ i i
Recently Patented Valve for Air Brakes.

The device herewith illustrated and de-

scribed embodies features covered by pat-

ents recently granted to Mr. S. H. Hegin-

bottom, Saginaw, Mich. Following are

the inventor's claims for his device, and a

description of the patented features :

"The attachment or improvement here-

inafter described radically effects the work-
ing of the driver brake and furnishes the
following distinct advantages, viz. : It is

an automatic detector of the stopping of

the pump or any loss of pressure which
will Ijleed the train reservoirs, but still

not be sharp enough to move the triple

valves and set the brakes. It permits the
reservoir of the engine brakes to be filled

almost instantly, and maintains inider all

circumstances the ma.ximum effectiveness

of this brake. It provides for an auto-

matic action of the driver brakes simulta-

neous with the train brakes when the en-

gineer's valve is thrown to emergency po-
sition. This makes the emergency stop
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doubly effective, because of the instanta-

neous response of the brake on which the

engineer is not accustomed to rely. It

saves wear and tear of the engine, because

the driver brake will not be set on usual

service stops. It causes the train to be
brought to a stop with greater smoothness,
and prevents the slack from running up
to the engine.

" This apparatus consists of what is called

a 'driver-brake-retaining valve,' which is

situated between the train pipe and triple-

valve piston and adapted to allow the free

passage of air from the train pipe through
the triple valve, but to resist the backward
flow of the train pipe by means of springs

until the pressure from the lower side of

the triple-valve piston overcomes the

springs. Operating in conjunction with

this retaining valve is my improved driver-

brake triple-valve piston, in which, in

order to permit the driver-brake piston-

valve reservoir to charge more quickly, I

increase the number of ports around the

piston and move the piston below the ports

by a spring when the reservoir is filled.

" In the drawings. Fig. i is a sectional

view of the apparatus and triple valve with

improved piston and ports. Fig. 2 is a

perspective of the retaining-valve piston.

Fig. 3 is bottom view of the valve. Fig. 4
is a sectional view of my improved triple-

valve piston.

"Piston D, spring i, and non-return
check-valve con.stitute the ' driving-brake-
retaining valve' attachment. Spring i,

whose tension is regulated by set screw C,

holds piston D seated upwards on a bevel
seat. Valve E is seated downward in an-

nular opening of piston D h\ tension of

light spring 2. The pressvire from train-

pipe enters through ports 5 and 5 ' to an-
nular orifice containing wings of valve E,
filling space under piston /?, then passing
through valve E, which is easily raised to

port 6 ; thence to the auxiliary reservoir

as usual. Owing to light tension of

spring 2, pressure will readily raise valve

E, and pass to the auxiliary reservoir, but
for pressure to return it must first over-

come the tension of spring i, which can be
adjusted to any desired resistance, then
the piston and valve descend to the lowest
limit, and give a clear passageway. The
rapid charging device consists of several

additional ports 15, which are uncovered
b}- piston G when at its uppermost limit,

and allows pressure to pass into the
auxiliary reservoir very quickly. When



pressures have become equalized on both
sides of piston G, the spring S, which has
been meanwhile compressed, will force
piston downward into a position closing
ports 15, and almost closing port iS, which
gives the valve its usual sensitiveness to
a decrease of pressure in port 5."

[This description is but a condensed ex-

tract from the lengthy and technical ex-

planation sent us, but is nevertheless accu-

rate, and, together with a little study of

the illustration, will suffice to give readers

an idea of the workings of the device.

The many rapid charging devices which
have been patented from time to time have
been found to be objectionable and im-

practical, for the reason that they deliver

the greater charge to the head auxiliaries,

owing to their being nearer the seat of

supply, and will cause the head brakes to

creep on after equalization between the

head and rear ends of train has taken

place. By adjusting the spring i to a high

tension the inventor could prevent this,

but in so doing would lose his stopped-

pump detector feature, and thus find him-

self between the devil and the deep sea.

He would also make it possible to accumu-
late an excessive charge in his auxiliary

reservoir, which, when sent to the brake

cylinder, would develop a brake power
that would probably slide the drivers, and
also cause the brake to " stick " so that it

would require a higher main reservoir

pressure than he had to release it. Here
would be an aggravated case of "stuck
brake " of the kind had when an engine

with fully charged auxiliaries couples on to

an uncharged train.

As the driver brake would always have

the highest charged auxiliary reservoir,

and would never be used except in heavy

service and emergency applications, the

tendenc)' to slide drivers would be very-

great, inasmuch that the brake would sel-

dom be used until after train had been

slowed down to a low speed, at which the

tendency to slide wheels is greater. The
wear and tear of the cars in the train

would be increased far above that had
where a 75 per cent, driving brake of the

continuous type assists in making each

stop by holding its own share.

A service trial of this device would most
likely develop the fact that it causes the

graduating feature of the triple to become
lo.st, for when a sufficient train-pipe reduc-

tion had been made to allow pressure in

passage 6 to force piston D downward, the

greater area then exposed by top of piston

to this heavier pressure would accelerate

downward travel of piston I), and permit

pressure from under side of triple pLston to

be suddenly reduced and produce an emer-

gency application of that brake.

—

Ed.]

i i i
Train crews should not think because

the engineer has one or two air cars on

the head end that it is a signal for them to

make freight of themselves in the caboose
when train is to be held down grades or
stops at meeting-points are to be made.
Help him by setting the hand brakes on
cars right back of the air.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Beware of the Bunco Man.

Editors :

Will you kindly inform the readers of

Locomotive Engineerinc, that outside

of the proceedings of the Association of

Railroad Air-Brake Men I have had noth-

ing whatever to do with any air-brake pub-

lication? This announcement is necessi-

tated by the actions of certain unscrupu-

lous persons who have found it to their

interest to use my name in connection

with a book now on sale.

Rohert Burge.s.s,

Westinghouse Instruction Car.

A Handy and Useful Tool.

Editors :

Accompanying this description is a

sketch of a tool which I have fovnid very

useful in cleaning out and truing up the

grooves for new packing ring.s in old pis-

tons of the Westinghouse 8-inch air pump.
The body of the tool is forged from

octagon steel. The handle A retains its

original octagon form, but

at the bend B it is flat-

tened out into a blade

which fits neatly into the

groove of a new standard

size piston. On the end of

the blade

of

is riveted a

i",-inch iron.

LOOOMOTIVE EfJOI*JEEftlNQ. N. V.

which is bent round over the end, and

forms a socket D in which the cutter

E is held, and adjusted by thumb screw

E. By the use of different sliding shoes

C, I am able to alter the tool so that

it will fit either the yyi or 8-inch

heads. The cutter itself is a piece of steel

^ inch thick, and of such breadth as to

finish the groove to the proper width,

which will snugly receive the new pack-

ing rings.

I use this device as a hand tool by put-

ting the work in a vise, and pulling the

tool around after the manner of a spanner

wrench, which it somewhat resembles.

With it, I can fit in a set of new packing

rings in fifteen minutes, and make a first-

class job of it. Guy S. Hale.
J'arsons, A'aii.

i i i
Light Air (jages.

Editors :

I have a gage connected with a hose

which I attach to the signal and train

pipes at the rear of tender, and once a

week I go over all my engines to test the
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reducing valve and the air gage in the cab-

Frequently I find the gage in the cab will

register but 70 pounds, while my test gage

.shows 80 pounds. The sudden variations

of pressures to which an air gage is sub-

jected make it very difficult to keep it ac-

curate, and can only be done by constant

attention and watchfulness.

Fred. Hain,

Gen. A. B. Ins., W. N. Y. & P. R. R.

Buffalo, X. y.

i i i
The Automatic Driver=Brake Release.

Editors :

Seeing a cut of my automatic driver-

brake release illustrated in your October

number, as I requested, and comment on

same, I wish to state for the benefit of

3-our readers ;

First : That water cannot enter the triple

valve from auxiliar\- cylinder when piston

is pressed upward, as there is a circular

ground joint raised upon follower entering

top cap. Should water get around the two

packing rings in follower, and by said

ground joint, it would flow away by way of

pipe connection to waste cavity as shown.

You will find that piston is also imder

packing nut and bushing inside of triple,

and as the air pressure is downw-ard it has

a tendency to tighten the bushing against

upward pressure, and as no pressure can

exist above follower on account of waste

port to atmosphere, no water can enter

triple, and never has after a year's steady-

test. Second : Should pipe, by condensa-

tion, be full of water when engine throttle

was shut off, the pipe w-ould drain itself

into chest by vacuum formed, and piston

and follower would fall to seat by gravity

and allow triple to act as before. Third :

The chances of freezing up are out of the

question, as a cock is placed in bottom of

auxiliary cylinder in place of waste plug
;

and cock has a drain pipe, and no matter

how cold the weather, by opening this cock

enough no freezing takes place. Fourth :

That gravity valve in brake pipe might

not go to seat when air is put in pipe to

brake cj-linder is not at all possible, as the

seat is ground and lift slight {% inch),

and seat is '4 inch below bottom of brake

pipe. You have same chance with receiv-

ing valves in Westinghouse pump, which

don't often happen ; and. Fifth : That

every service of the triple has been com-

plied with, as you will see per cut.

I claim the following necessities for the

device :

First : At all times the driver brake is

under control of engineer, and driver

brake works with train brake except when
steam is used or engine reversed, in which

cases driver brakes should not beset ; and,

Second : Should tires get hot descending

long grades on account of air-brake, it is

easy^ to release without interfering with

train brake. Should train part on a par-

tial air train, you dispense with the shock

that breaks draft gear by keeping engine

throttle open. These facts have been



demonstrated by actual long tests, and

proof can be got upon application to me.

You state that driver brakes were used

upon Northern roads for i8 miles on Ii6-

ft. grade successfully, without injury. I

wish to state that I am an engineer of

years' standing upon many mountain
grades, and I am a successful air handler,

and my record can be easily obtained in

the West, and I will say that I never saw
this performance, as stated, with a driver

brake properly adjusted.

If you will take the pains to examine

driver brakes upon many roads, you will

find in 60 per cent, of them that the shoe

don't any more than touch the tire
; 10 per

cent, are medium
; 30 per cent, good, and

70 per cent, hang upon engines as orna-

ments. Cause : Afraid that in an emer-

gency case, if brake is in condition, that

someone will slide the drivers or injure

rods or driving-boxes, which is a wrong
impression so far as rods and boxes

are concerned. You state that a driver

brake w-ith 75 per cent, of weight on

drivers is greater braking power than an

engine reversed. It may have been

proven, yet it looks plausible that an en-

gine that can pull a train can stop it in a

certain distance quicker than any driver

brake can in the same distance. If, in

accordance with existing rulings, the

driver brake should work in conjunction

with train brake, why is it not done upon

heavy mountain grades similar to the

Colorado Midland R.R. and other roads ?

I hope you will give this statement due

consideration from a practical standpoint.

Denisoii, Tex. W. Pelh.\m.

[The opportunity for leakage of water

into the triple valve from the auxiliary

cylinder would be almost wholly removed

if circular raised ring on upper side of pis-

ton were located between the waste port and

piston rod
;
yet, were this alteration made,

the fault}- construction which places a

stuffing box (which is liable to leak when
neglected ) to separate moisture from air

pressure, would still remain as a just re-

monstrance against the use of the device

as a practical benefactor. Check valves

are liable to catch dirt, and have never

proved to be a mechanical success when
used to retain a pressure for any length of

time. The feature which prevents the

driver brake from working in conjunction

with the engine reversed is a good one.

The Le Chatelier, or water brake, as-

sisted by a continuous driver brake having

a cut-out cock in pipe between triple and

brake cylinder, and operated from the

cab, would be a far better scheme for cool-

ing off heated driver tires, as the water

brake would supply brake power in place

of that lost by cutting out driver brake.

When partially equipped air-brake trains

break in two anj'where behind the air cars,

proper time-card rules for keeping head

end clear until rear end is stopped, should

be observed. But should the break in two

occur anywhere between air-braked cars,

steam should be shut off immediately.

bu 1 1 valve lapped, and gap between the

two sections made as small as possible.

When steam is used to keep the head end

out of the way in the latter case, the gap

will be widened momentarily ; but, owing

to the retarding power of the head sec-

tion, which is all braked, the rear section,

which alway has fewer brakes, will finall}-

collide with the head section. The wider

the gap made b}' using steam, the greater

will be the crash when it comes.

Regardless of years of experience, you no

doubt have, like the rest of us, something-

yet to learn, and we hope you may some
day be able to witness this performance of

continuous driver brakes on mountain

grades and that it will give you as much
pleasure as it did us. Reference to page

44S of July number of Locomotive Engi-

neering will explain why a 75 per cent,

driver brake will hold more than the en-

gine reversed. The Doubting Thomas
views of the relative holding power of the

driver brake and engine reversed, as ex-

pressed by our correspondent, recalls the

story of the old Darlington Englishman,

who unexpectedly found his son confined

in the stocks and subjected to the jeers of

the crowd. " 'Ow came thee 'ere, lad ? " in-

quired the surprised and indignant parent.

" Gittin' dthrunk, fayther, " replied the

son. " But they cawn't put thee in stocks

for gittin' dthrunk, lad." " Cawn't they?"

replied he. "Well, fayther, 'ere I is."

While we believe our correspondent's

figures are much in error, the fact remains

that the driver brake of some years ago

did not give the splendid results, for rea-

sons both just and unjust, that it is now giv-

ing, and will continue to improve upon as

it is given an opportunity to demonstrate

its just claim as a valuable adjunct to a con-

tinuous train brake in all classes of ser-

vice. Some time ago, for our own informa-

tion, we began to measure up the braking

power on all engines coming under our

notice which had the cam brake. An al-

mo.st inconceivable discrepancy, due to

carelessness in selection of cams and cam
screws, regardless of weight of engine,

radius of cams and length of cam screws,

was found to exist. Some engines were

braking as low as 25 per cent. , others ran

as high as 125 per cent., and looked inno-

cent to the casual glance, but confessed

their guilt to an analysis. The outside-

equalized driver brake, being simple and

easil}' calculated, is free from such in-

trigues with careless w-orkmen, and, by

permitting of a location for cylinder else-

where than between the drivers against

the firebox, has proven its superiority over

the cam type on all classes of engines.

The possibilities of the continuous

driver brake for heavy mountain service

have not yet been determined ; and the past

record of steam, vacuum, straight air and
independent driver brakes should not be

taken as a measurement of what is possi-

ble to be done by a brake designed to meet

the special requirements of different

classes of service. For driving w-heels,
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the percentage of brake power must be

such that tire w-ill not be unduly heated,

and yet hold as much as possible. The

forward truck brake is no longer an

experiment, and is speciallj' adapted to

mountain and fast train service. A re-

taining valve on tender, and possibly on

the truck brake, also, although a practically

untried experiment at present, will un-

doubtedly prove a very great factor in de-

termining to what extent the use of the

continuous driver brake on very heavy

mountain grades shall be carried.

—

Ed.]

^ i i
Watch the Air Qage.

Editors :

As I am a subscriber to Locomotive

Engineering, I would like to ask you to

help me out of a difficulty I am having

with the air brakes on my train. I am in

the suburban service in this city. My
engine is eqviipped with the New York ap-

paratus. We head into the depot and

back out. Engine has been out of the back

shop about six weeks. Upon trying to

make my first service stop with train, I

foimd that as soon as I stopped reducing

and moved handle back on lap, that all

brakes on train released, and every stop

was the same way. With light engine the

same performance was carried out. On
arrival at the roundhouse I reported leaky

piston valve in engineer's brake valve,

and it was taken out and new one put in,

but it worked just the same afterwards.

The head machinist and several engineers

declared that the valve was all right and

that the trouble lay in the triples on the

train. I invited them all, along w-ith the

Old Man, to come to the engine, and I

would prove different to them. I pumped
her up, lapped the brake valve, and asked

them to step to the rear of the tender. I

then opened wide the angle cock, which

of course set the brakes, and told them to

feel the hose and see whether any air came

out, and they found plenty. Then I shut

angle cock again, and in 55 seconds both

driver and tank brake released. All hands

except the Old Mm still maintained that

the trouble was in the triples, so a new
brake valve was put on.

When the new valve was tested every-

thing went lovely, and with the first train

of five coaches the brakes were perfection,

but when I backed out my last train of

three coaches I found same trouble as be-

fore, but heading in with same three

coaches the brakes w-orked splendid. This

performance has been repeated for four

days, and I have had different coaches

each day. Backing out with four coaches

brakes work O. K. I have examined all

pipes ver}' carefully, and main reservoir is

all tight and well drained. The engineer's

valve is perfectly tight. Can you give me
any light on the case ?

Chicago, III. J. G. H.\li,ida\-.

[There is little doubt that the trouble

with the first case was leakage of main

reservoir pressure into the train pipe ;
but



whether the fault was in the renewed

leather packing, bolt in middle of piston,

or bad joints in excess-pressure valve, re-

mains for those who were on the ground

to sa}-. It is probable that your second

valve has the same complaint, perhaps in

a milder form, althouj^h you believe it to

be tight.

Repeat the test with this second valve

that }-ou gave the first one, but, instead of

holding your hand over the hose, immerse

the coupling in a bucket of water, and

look for bubbles. Notice if your train

brakes do not remain set when pressure on

your gage is reduced from 70 to 45 pounds,

and released when pressure is reduced only

10 or 15 pounds.

Air brakes should remain set when train

is backed up, the same as when going for-

ward, unless rods, levers or trucks should

foul in some way to affect the brakes ; but

we do not believe this has anything to do

with your case. In heading into the depot,

your thoughts are probably absorbed in

stopping, and your train-pipe pressure is

reduced below your auxiliary-reservoir

pressure in making the stop. When you

back out, you probably apply lightly, to

wait for switches, and your pressure in

train pipe and auxiliary reservoirs is equal

when you lap your brake valve ; then the

main-reservoir pressure leaks throvigh your

brake valve somewhere into the pipe, and

raises it above the auxiliary pressure, re-

leasing the brakes.

The greater number of cars you have in

your train, the less will be the tendency

for the brakes to release.

—

Ed.]

Priority of Design Claimed.

Editors :

In October issue of Locomotive En-
gineering I noticed a cut of a signal

whistle which was spoken very highly of.

Too much, I believe, cannot be said in its

favor. I would like to mention the fact

that whistles of this type were used on the

Scioto Valley Division of the Norfolk &
Western R.R. two years ago by Mr. A. G.

Sherman, air-brake inspector at Ports-

mouth, O. I had two of them with me,

and exhibited them at the first annual

convention of the Air-Brake Men's
Association at Columbus, O., in April,

1894.

The whistle in question was made of a

piece of X-i^t^h iron pipe about 3 ',i inches

long, one end of which was squeezed to-

gether for a half inch or so, for the double

purpose of closing it and giving hold for a

monkey wrench ; the other end was tapped

out to % inch, and a ^^-inch thread cut on

the exterior. Beginning '/i inch from the

end was a hole filed in the pipe ^ inch

long and equal to | of the outside diam-

eter of the pipe at its greatest depth.

Screwed into the knd of the pipe, so that

its end was even with the square end of

the notch, was a small brass plug, with

one-third of its diameter filed off. A
>i!-inch socket made the attachment to

whistle signal pipe, making three pieces

in all.

I am prompted to mention this, as I be-

lieve Mr, Sherman is also justly entitled

to some credit in this matter.

Roanoke, I'a. George Hoi.mes.

i i i
Independent Driver Brakes.

Editors :

In a recent number of Locomotive
Engineering Edward W. Pratt describes

a very simple and apparent!)' durable de-

vice for turning a continuous into an inde-

pendent driving brake at the pleasure of

the engineer. He asks that friends and

enemies of the independent brake regis-

ter their kicks and criticisms. As a friend

of every modern improvement whose

tendency is to lessen the dangers and sim-

plify the equipment of engine-running of

to-day, I will say that Mr. Pratt's device

is the best little helper I have yet seen,

and as in its use he still retains the auto-

matic feature, I fail to see any objection

to its use, especially on roads that are not

very mountainous. On mountain roads,

and they are by no means " isolated," ex-

perience and facts, not opinions, have

taught me that an independent steam or

vacuum brake on drivers is the best de-

vice yet gotten up for handling properly

freight trains of any considerable length,

and whose maximum speed is slow, as it

always is, on heavy, continuous grades.

Besides, if anything happens to air pump
you still have a powerful brake to assist in

holding train. It is to be regretted that

men as intelligent and modern as the edi-

tors of Locomotive Engineering can

only sanction the use of independent

driver brakes in a few "isolated cases,"

as the best and most modem engi-

neers I have ever met say that the in-

dependent brake has no equal for

mountain serxice. I agree with the edi-

tors perfectly as to the use of the con-

tinuous brake, excepting on mountain

power and switching engines. As far as

gathering slack is concerned, any one can

do it all right with the continuous brake,

as there are no leakage grooves in the

driver-brake cylinders, and by making a

very small reduction you can get slack to-

gether the same, nearly, as with the inde-

pendent brake, although you waste air, of

course, in doing so, as the pistons under

train will move out a little and leak off

through grooves ; but the main feature of

the independent brake is to assist in steady-

ing train while recharging ; the retainers

can't do it properly alone. Your speed will

often become not maximum, but danger-

ous, before auxiliaries are properlj- charged

for another application. I am positive

that any man with modern ideas, who has

ever handled trains on mountains, will

agree with me that the independent driv-

ing brake is anything but an "ostracised

parasite." The engine I have been run-

ning for the past three months is equipped

with a continuous' brake, and it is all right
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for ordinary .stops—in fact, can't be beat

;

but as to being any account on mountains,

with anything but a fast train, I must say

that it is not in it with the independent

brake. L. D. Shaffner.
J/issonta, Mont.

[With due credit to Messrs. Pratt, Desoe

and others, whose inventive genius has

worked out novel ideas in independent

driver brakes, the fact remains that no

proof has yet been shown which would

entitle that brake to be classed in the

same category of necessary and useful ap-

pliances with the continuous form, either

in ordinarv' mountain or level road service;

nor why the adherents of the fonner

type should claim progressiveness or

profess sympathy with modern improve-

ments.

Being quite well acquainted with the

grades on the Rocky Mountain division of

the Northern Pacific, from which place

our correspondent writes, and having had

personal experience in dropping trains

down them, we are in a position to know
the characteristics and requirements of

service there. It was on a tea train, on

one of these grades, that we saw a fine ex-

hibition of the retaining valve's utility in

mountain service. The train was an ideal

one from an air-brake standpoint, and while

being in better condition than the average

train passing over that division, yet it

served to demonstrate the value of the

adequate assistance which the retaining

valve rendered in holding train in check

while auxiliaries were being recharged.

Should very heavy grades make additional

assistance necessary, it would be much
nearer the line of progression to equip en-

gine with Le Chatelier, or water brake,

and provide a cut-out cock in pipe between

triple and cylinder of driver brake, than

to resort to the independent form, which

has proven itself to be far from an^ un-

mixed blessing.

—

Ed.]

i i i
Effects of Thermal Changes on Air

Pressure, and the " Sweeney "

Compressor.
Editors

:

The effect of heat upon compressed air,

as indicated in the article by Mr. George B.

Snow, in August number of Locomotive
Engineering, recalls to my mind some

experience I had with the "Sweeney"
air compressor, while running an engine

on one of the mountain divisions of the

Southern Pacific road.

As has been previously explained, the

"Sweeney" compressor is simply the en-

gine reversed, and a connection between

the steam chests and the main reservoir.

Cylinder cocks being kept open when it is

in u.se, allows some air to be drawn through

them into the cylinders, but the majority

enters from the smoke arch, and is conse-

quently considerably heated before com-

pression. Adding to this the heat gener-

ated by compressing it up to 70 or 80

pounds, it will readily be seen that the



temperature of the air on entering the

main reservoir must be quite high.

In recharging a train with the "Swee-
ney," as it is commonly termed in the

West, the brake-valve handle is placed in

full release position, thereby permitting

the pressure to pass freely back to the

cars. The rapid flow gives so little time

for the heat to radiate, that with a train of

considerable length the brake valve fre-

quently becomes too hot to bear a hand
on. I noticed that, even where the train-

pipe pressure was raised to, and main-
tained at, So pounds for a sufhcient period

to permit equalization between it and the

auxiliary- reservoirs, 3'et, on returning the

valve handle to lap position, a reduction

of about 5 or S pounds in the former would
take place.

Equalization between the head and rear

ends of train pipe may have had some ef-

fect upon this, but the loss was even more
marked when the brake-valve handle had
been placed on lap position while the
" vSweeney " was in use, and about loo

pounds or more pumped up in the main
reservoir. Here the known rate of leak-

age had to be allowed for, and with this

considered, as before stated, the loss was
even greater than that shown on the train

pipe with the "Sweeney" compressing

directly into it. F. B. F.\rmer.

Sf. Paul, Minn.

i i i
An Opportunity for Improvement.

The handy tool for truing up the grooves

in piston heads, as illustrated and de-

scribed in another column, will insure the

performance of this part of the work,

which is frequently overlooked, and will

remove one cause of air pumps heating.

A blue-ribbon award of merit awaits him
who shall devise some handy method (not

hand tool) for re-boring the air cylinder

after it becomes worn large at the ends,

and thus eliminate the most common cause

of " pump runs hot and won't make air."

New rings fitted into a cylinder of this

kind are something like a round plug in a

square hole.

i i i
Write on one side of the paper only.

Have all communications in by the 20th,

earlier if possible. When sending sketches

or prints of devices for illustration, be

careful to have same correct ; and furnish,

if possible, side and end elevations ; also

a plan view if that would aid in making
the description better understood. Fur-

nish a technical description of the device

to be illustrated.

i i i
The S-inch air pump is suppU'ing press-

ure to freight trains, frequently thirty-five

cars in length, on the Far Western roads

which have heavj' grades, but make no
allowance for waste. This gives us a line

on the man who can supply but five or six

cars, and insists upon the remainder being

cutout. He "hogs" the air that should

belong to the other thirty cars.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air=Brake Subjects.

(23) W. G. B,, Paducah, Ky., a.sks :

What good reasons are there for a pump
running hot on the air end ? A.—Im-
proper lubrication, such as low-grade,
gummy oils ; discharge pipe clogged up,
improper packing of piston rod, badly
worn rings in piston head, badly worn cyl-
inder, which will give nearly as much
trouble with newly fitted rings as old ones,
insuflicient lift of air valves, pump out of
line, and valve cages poorlj- fitted, are the
most important ones.

(24) T. L. M., Scranton, Pa., asks:

Can you recommend a good oil for the
rotary valve ? I clean my rotary about once
a week, but sometimes I have to clean it

twice or three times each week. What
causes this difference that makes it run
longer some times than others? A.—Tal-
low and beeswax, in proportion of two to
one, and possibly a little graphite mixed
with it, is a good lubricant. Hostlers, in

spotting the engine at ash pit, water crane
and coal dock, and putting engine over the
table into roundhouse, will use the emer-
gency oftener than a good engineer does
in a week, and also cause more damage
in so doing than legitimate service.

(25) J. C. K., Knoxville, Tenn.,asks :

What is the meaning of the phrase, " Co-
efficient of Friction,

'

' as used in Tables No.
I and No. 2 on pages Nos. 109 and no of
the Air-Brake Men's Proceedings? A.—
The following clear definition of the term
is quoted from the M. C. B. report of the
Committee on Laboratory Tests of Brake
Shoes, which says: "In order to make
clear the term ' Co-efEcient of Friction,'
it may be stated that the co-efficient of fric-

tion is the relation of the total friction be-
tween two surfaces to the force pressing
the surfaces together

; in other words, it is

the proportion which the pull on a brake-
beam hanger bears to the force with which
the brake shoe is pressed against the wheel.
For instance, where the co-efficient of fric-

tion is shown as 20, it is meant that the
pull on the brake hanger, or the retarding
power of the brake shoe measured in
pounds, is 20 per cent, of the force applied
to the brake shoe through the brake
beam."

(26) S. B. J., Syracuse, N. Y., writes :

Will you please explain what is the rea-
son for one pair of wheels on a tender
sliding and making flat wheels, and none
of the others do it? A.—This particular
case may be caused by a foreign lever hav-
ing strayed in. Measure up the levers,

and if such is the case, have the offending
lever changed for one of proper propor-
tions. A very common cause for one pair
of wheels of tender trucks sliding is that
the bottom rod from the live lever is fas-

tened to the brake beam direct instead of
the bottom end of a dead lever. This is a
cheap way of putting up a tender brake,
but it is bound to prove expensive in ser-

vice by skidding the wheels which are
braked by the live lever, as much heavier
pressure is delivered to that beam. Wedge-
shaped, sloping tanks have unequal
weights on their two trucks, and w'ould be
liable to slide both pairs of w-heels of the
truck under the light end, if the leverage
was the same on both trucks.

(27) C. W. D., Arkansas City, Kan.,
writes : I would like an explanation of this
problem. A train stopped at a station

;

engine cut loose to pick up more cars, and
I noticed the brakes release, then set, and
continue so until engine came and took
train away ; it was a train of fifteen cars
fully equipped with air brakes. A.—The
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small leaks in train-pipe probably caused
the triple valves to move to service appli-
cation position, and allow a corresponding
small amount of auxiliary resen-oir press-
ure to flow to brake cylinders, but not
enough to force pistons past the leakage
grooves. When an equalization between
the auxiliary reservoirs and train-pipe took
place the graduating valves in triples

closed, shutting off the auxiliary supply
;

then the small amount in the brake cylin-

,

ders escaped through the leakage grooves,
and the pistons retured into the cylinders.
When the engine retured and coupled up
again she pumped into the train-pipe,
supplying the leaks and kept the brakes
off.

(28) C. W. H., Boston, Mass., writes:

An engine on the N. V., N. H. & H. road,
about to leave the house, showed 80 lbs.

in train line and 70 in main reservoir ; the
red hand moved back and forth between
the space of 5 lbs. at each throb of
the pump, which was working moder-
ately. The valve was of the D 5 pattern.
Can you explain the cause ? The gages
were piped right, so was the governor, and
nothing wrong could lie found but a ver\'

small leak under gage. A.—As it is im-
possible to have more pressure in the train
pipe than in the main reservoir when both
pressures are connected together, one or
both hands on your air gage must be out,
and should be tested in the manner de-
scribed in another column. The cause of
the red hand fluctuating is probably due
to the discharge pipe from the air pump
being teed into the single pipe which con-
nects the brake valve with the main reser-

voir. This is faulty piping. There should
be one pipe leading from pimip direct to
main reservoir, and a separate one leading
from the main reservoir to the brake valve.
The .small leak under the gage cuts no fig-

ure in this case.

(29) W. C. G., Baltimore, Md., writes:

In Mr. Wood's able article in April is-

sue of Locomotive Engineering, point-
ing out the difference between spring and
air graduation in triple valves, I would
be pleased to ask what triple valve that
was, or its catalogue number, where the
piston is resting against the graduating
stem and the port in the slide valve is not
yet in communication with the one lead-
ing to cylinder, as with the present style
of triple (air graduation), the piston in
service stop position, the ports are in reg-
ister. A.—The graduating ports of all

plain automatic triple valves are open, par-
tially, at least, when the piston will have
moved against the graduating spring

; and
all sectional models of earlier and modern
form prove this. It is true that the gradu-
ating spring must be compressed shghtlv
to obtain a full port opening. Perhaps Mr.
Wood may have met with a plain triple
valve in which the leather gasket between
the drain cup and triple-valve body was
not of standard thickness. The thickness
of this gasket has, of course, considerable
influence on the opening of the port. In-
sufficient port opening was had with the
first few quick-action triples manufactured,
and a milling-off of the teat on piston was
necessary to open up a free passage from
auxiliary reservoir to brake cylinder.

(30) J. R. N., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

A little while ago the wheels under a
certain car were changed from 42-inch to
38-inch. There was considerable argu-
ment that the leverage under the car had
ought to be changed also, for it was
thought by some that the leverage that
had been figured for a car having 42-inch
wheels would slide 3S-inch wheels. Please
decide the question for the benefit of sev-
eral of your readers. A.—The leverage



that is all right for 42- inch wheels is all

right for 3S-inch wheels and all other sizes

in general use, providing, of course, the
brake shoe and tire metals are not changed.
There is a belief entertained b}* some car

men that in changing from a large wheel
to a small one, the relations between the
shoe and tire and tire and rail are changed

;

but this belief is erroneous. The wheel,
in this instance, may be compared to a

bell crank lever, of which the shoe is the
power end, the axle the fulcrum, and the
rail the weight or resxUt of forces applied.

In changing from one size wheel to an-
other, the arms of this imaginary lever
would not be changed. If, instead of ap-

plying the brake shoes to a set of 42-inch
wheels which carry a certain car, we
were to fit two additional 42-inch wheels
side by- side on the same axle between the
rails, and apply the brake shoes to them,
it would be different. Now, with this ex-

ample, if we were to change the 42-inch
wheels which run on the rails for a set of

38-inch wheels, we would also be obliged
to change the inside wheels to which the
brake shoes are applied, else we would
have a bell crank lever whose power end
would measure 42 inches, and the weight
end 38 inches, and we would have slid

wheels.

In applying brakes, ordinarily, on a

partly equipped air-brake train, be careful

to reduce train-line pressure about five or

six pounds on the first reduction ; this

brings brake shoes up against the wheels

and causes slack of train to bunch gently.

When crowding ahead sensation comes,

then you know train is bunched, and

brakes may be used as your judgment dic-

tates. A ten-pound reduction on the start

causes slack to bunch harshly, and is dis-

astrous to lading and cars, and calls forth

justly severe criticism from the crew in

caboose, who, to save themselves from

being tossed about at the pleasure of the

engineer's whims, set up caboose or other

rear brakes to hold slack out. Then the

break-in-twos begin. Gather slack gently

and use additional hand brakes right back

of air cars, if anv are needed.

It is pleasing to note that a larger num-
ber of the railroads throughout the coun-

try are making an effort to place their

freight brakes in better condition. A
very great number of brakes will neces-

sarily have to be reclaimed from that state

of almost entire worthlessness into which
inaction, due to not switching them ahead

and keeping them in constant use, has

caueed them to fall.

i i g
Conger's "Air-Brake Instruction Book "

is the best for engineers, firemen and train-

men. Send 25 cents for a copy to Loco-
motive Engineering, 256 Broadway,

N. Y.

® i i
After having made a gilt-edge air-brake

stop, don't kick all the glory out of it by
making a rough start. Rough starting is

equally as objectionable as rough stopping.

A Link Grinder.

We illustrate herewith a very eflficient

link grinder, in use in several railroad shops

in the countr)-, in one form or another.

This particular one is at the D. & H.

shops at Oneonta, N. Y. , and is a very efl&-

cient arrangement.

By means of the hand wheel shown, the

link-carrier can be raised and lowered

during the grinding proce.ss.

The different holes in the top of the arm
are for setting the radius for the different

links to be ground.

The link is secured on cones bolted

through the blade connections, as shown.

making the work done always measurable

from the centers of the pins.

The link is moved back and forth over

the emery wheel by hand, and the wheel

itself is moved back and forth through the

link, movement one way being accom-

plished by pushing in the knob shown on

end of arbor, and the return being taken

care of by the spring on arbor.

This kind of grinder occupies no floor

space when out of use, is easily rigged up,

casting little money, saving time and in-

suring more accurate work.

i i i
The handsomest tool catalogue in our

collection comes from the Jones & Lam-
son Machine Co., of Springfield, Vt. This

book is wholly devoted to a description of

one good tool— the Hartness flat turret

lathe—and its products. It gives cuts of

different kinds of work done on a screw ma-
chine or turret lathe, shows how it is done
and what time it takes to make the piece.

This book should be in the hands of every

ma.ster mechanic and shop foreman in the

country. A comparison of the time used

on studs, finished bolts, nuts, pins, etc., by
this machine and his own tools would be

an eye-opener. It will be sent, on applica-

tion, to such men.

i i i
The Pneumatic Gate Co., of Chicago, re-

port having closed a contract with the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R. for an
equipment of thirty-six crossings in the

city of Cleveland, O., with their purely

pneumatic railroad gates. They will be in-

stalled in thirteen groups—each group to

be operated from an elevated tower by the

crossing watchman, who at some points

will handle as many as four crossings and
never less than two—combining great

economy while providing more effective

protection.

Engineers interested in hot pins and

boxes—and any of them are interesting

when hot, the pins, we mean—should send

for a sample of Dixon's flake graphite,

and a book they issue on " What the Boys
Say .A.bout Graphite." Both sent free by

the Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey

City, N. J.

i i i
The Foster Engineering Co., of Newark,

N. J., recently equipped fifteen locomo-

tives of the Lehigh Valley Railroad with

their inside safet}- boiler checks, and have
just received an additional order from

the same road for thirty more of the

checks.
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Pneumatic Eye-Bolt Forminsi; Machine.

General Master Mechanic A. Vail, of the

W. N. Y. & P. R)'., is an ingenious me-
chanic, and his shop is full of devices that

prove his ability. On a recent visit to his

Buffalo shop we were so struck with the

"get-there-ness " of a home-made machine
for forming eye-bolts that we at once laid

plans for illustrating it—and here it is.

The upper cut shows the operating head

with the ram down, the jaws open, and a

rod, _/, in place to be operated upon. The
lower cut shows the ram up and the jaws

closed, while the outline cut shows the de-

tails of construction of the head.

The lower jaw of the vise, marked B, is

opened and clo,sed by a 5-incli air cylinder,

.shown as //, under the machine. The
ram or rack that turns the head is operated

by an ordinary 8-inch brake cylinder,

marked C. Air is handled on the ma-

chine by an old American steam brake

valve F. A partial movement of the handle

admits air to the small piston ; this closes

jaw B upon the work. A further movement
of the handle admits air to the big cylin-

der, and the rack is forced up, revolving

the shaft and head and forming the eye on

the bolt.

The vertical plate forming the left-hand

side of the machine, as shown in each cut,

ha< the top jaw of the vise riveted to it

and the lower one sliding in a yoke be-

neath. It also has an opening through

which projects a pin, around which the

eye of the bolt is bent. This pin is much
larger where it goes through the plate

than at either end ; the outer end is fas-

tened by a set-screw in a fork to the lever

E^ shown ; this lever is used to pull the

up the lower jaw bends the iron enough
to offset it, so that the eye will be formed

equally on each side of the bolt.

When the rod is clamped and air ad-

mitted to the large cylinder, the rack

meshing into the gear causes the head

pin out of the eye just formed and allow

the finished piece to be taken out of the

machine. This pin is located on the cen-

ter line of the jaws, so that when the red-

hot rod is laid on the lower jaw and
pushed back to the stop, the air forcing

with pint' to make part of a revolution,

and this sweeps around the center pin,

carrying the hot iron with it and forming

the eye.

Any size of stock can be used, or any
sized ej-e made, by adjusting the stroke of

crank pin \C, changing the size of center

pin and adjusting the stop on the right-

hand end of the shaft ; this stop deter-

mines the stopping-point of the bending
pin C.

This machine turns out first-class eye-

bolts much faster than we ccn tell how it

does it.

The machine is a credit to Mr. Vail and
his chief draughtsman, who worked out

the details, and it seems to us one that

would pay for itself in a year in any rail-

road blacksmith shop.

A New Dust Guard.

Something entirely new in the line of a

dust guard is shown herewith. It is made
of cast iron, and is introduced into the

bo.x from the front, entirely ignor-

ing the old time-honored slot pro-

vided as a receptacle for dust guards

at the back of a box. This device

is made up of a cast-iron frame, into which
is cast a circular slot /j-inch wide and
deep to receive a strip of babbitt metal hav-

ing the proper curve to fit the dust guard

bearing on the axle. The babbitt is held

in contact with the axle by means of two

coiled sijrings around the ]i-\\\c\\ round

spindles shown at the ends. When in po-

sition, this guard is entirely within the

oil space of the box, standing against the

end walls and held in place by the tension

on the springs. It is the invention of

Mr. Daniel Focer, a P. R.R. engineer at

Cape May Citj-, N. J., and has been in

use under tenders on the Atlantic City

runs for some time.

i i ^
handholds.

The Pennsylvania is in the handhold

hustle with the rest of them, turning them
out by the cord at the Meadows shops.

The bulldozer does the coaxing into shape,

but the dies leave a fin on the boss fonned

for the bolts, and to remove this flowed

metal, Mr. Ferguson, the assistant master

mechanic, devised a trimmer and punch,

which is fitted to a larger power punch.

This little combined punch and shear re-

moves all useless projecting parts around
the boss, and in the same operation

punches the bolt holes, leaving a nice

clean mechanical job.
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The Pneumatic Hammer.

No small tool has attracted more atten-

tion from mechanics in late years than the

pneumatic hammer.
This little tool, held in the hand, strikes

from i,ooo to 2,200 blows a minute, only

weighs 8^2 ounces, and does as much chip-

ping or calking as three or four men with

liand tools would.

Our half-tone illustration shows the ap-

plication of the tool to flue-calking.

The detailed engraving will serve to ex-

plain the modus operandi of the device.

As will be seen, the tool is held in the

hand something the same as one would

hold a pistol ; one hand guides the tool

and holds it in the hammer proper. It is

not tight in the socket, and must be held

in the entire depth to receive the blow of

the hammer.

As will be seen, air is carried to the

handle of the hafnmer through a small

hose and is controlled by a balanced throttl e

valve operated by the thumb lever shown.

Let us see the valve motion that can make
a piston jump 2,200 strokes per minute :

until arrested at the moment of impact which also provides a " breathing " oriiice

with the chisel shank 91, to which it de-

livers a sharp blow. The piston is re-

turned to its starting po.sition, partly by

rebounding from the tool and by the con-

stant pressure admitted through ducts C
and E and port H against the annular

for that part of the cylinder between

bu.shing 59 and piston 57.

For calking flues, boiler and tank

seams this little tool is a marvel, and is

fast being introduced into railroad shops

in this country. It is being placed on the

55 54 53 S2

The air, after passing the throttle, enters

the passage A, whence it enters the inlet

port J of the valve chamber, around the

waist of the spool valve 61, through the

cylinder port L into the cylinder behind

the piston 57, the latter being forced for-

ward by the pressure until the port G is

uncovered, when the cylinder pressure is

conducted into the valve chamber, forcing

down the spool valve 61 (the position shown
in cut), which opens commimication be-

tween port L and port A', the latter open-

ing into exhaust port B. From now on and

until the piiton 57 has completed its forward

stroke, it moves inider momentum onlv.

area of the forward side of piston head.

The pressure holding down the spool

valve 61 in its exhaust position is retained

by the check valve 64, the latter being

held against its seat by spring 66. Valve

61 is so held until the extreme end of pis-

ton 57 uncovers port /-" of duct jV, which

communicates with and releases pressure

under check valve 64, and allows the con-

stant pressure against the diaphragm 62 in

the waist of the spool valve 61 to raise the

latter into position to admit pressure be-

hind the piston for its next forward stroke.

Port /'when uncovered comminiicates with

the atmosphere through large opening /,
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market by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Co., 1553 Monadnock Building, Chicago

111.

Nursing the Job.

In a paper read by Mr. Clarence E.

Bement, of the firm of Bement, Miles & Co.

before an engineering society, the follow-

ing remarks were made about the difficul-

ties of the piece-work system :

In these days of piece-work there has

arisen a new difficulty in manufacturing.

It is called nursing a job, and consists in

doing only as much for a day's work as will

make fair wages and not lead to a cut, the

man arguing that if he makes $2.50 per

diem on his machines his piece price will

not be disturbed, wdiile if he makes #3.50

per diem, which he can easily do, it will sim-

ply- result in his wages being cut to a basis

of I2.50, and making him work so much
harder.

This system of nursing jobs exists in

every .shop where piece-work is being done,

and especially where a number of ma-

chines are doing the same class of work,

and you are largely dependent upon the

sagacity of the foreman to discover and

remedy the trouble. It sometimes neces-

.sitates the changing of the entire force.

Another drawback to piece-work is the

education of the men to think that it is

worth more to do the same thing by the

piece than by the day. For example, a

man might turn out a hundred pieces of a

certain kind for a day's w'ork, for which

he would be satisfied if he received I1.50

per day, but if you wanted him to work

by the piece he would expect to receive $2

for the same amount of labor. In other

words, the men look upon piece-work

as a sort of fetich, which the employer

is willing to pay something for worship-

ping.



CAR DEPARTMENT

Sills and Truss Rods.

A comparison of uuderfraining and
truss rods in box-car construction has re-

leased the pawl controlling the gears in

our think machine again, and while the

wheels are going around in the compara-

tor we will note some of the points.

Among the very peculiar things, it is seen

that the number and sizes of sills \'ary

widely, giving the impression that this

was a matter of so little importance that

the builder need not confine himself to

any stated number or dimension. One
60,000-pound car shows six sills 4-'4 xg
inches, and six i "s-inch truss rods ; an-

other car of same capacity has six sills

.S X 9 inches and four ifg-inch truss rods
;

still another one has eight sills of differing

sizes, the two outsides being 4)2x10
inches, the four intermediates 4 x 10 inches

and the center sills 6 x 10 inches, and four

i^-inch truss rods. Now, we can go no

farther without inquiring into the where-

fore of this. Why is it that six 4^^ !i.<)-

inch sills can be used in one case, and

eight sills of greater weight are necessary

in the other instance? In the latter case

we find 44 per cent, more material than is

required, if the former design is strong

enough for service. Here is where the

plot thickens, for the 434 x 9-inch sills

have demonstrated their ability to resist

shocks and stand all the grief that is their

heritage, without a kick.

It is well known that sills will deflect by

their own weight when not supported by

the truss rods ; with this fact before us, it

is not easy to see the necessity for anj' in-

crease in size, or a greater number, over

those first cited. With the sills too weak

to sustain any part of the load alone, reli-

ance must be placed in truss rods of such

a section as will support the total load on

the sills between body bolsters ; the failure

to recognize this as a basic principle is one

of the things that surpasses ov.v under-

standing, almost making us read\' to be-

lieve that there are no well-defined rules

of practice to govern the construction of

this part of a car, at least. This belief is

further strengthened, too, by not onl3' the

diameter of truss rods, but also by the

depth of their truss, for we have before

us .four i;4-inch tru.ss rods with iM-inch

ends, having a trussing depth of 24 inches,

and this to hold up a car with six sills ;

pitted against this is a car of the same
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length, width and capacity, having four

I J.^-inch truss rods with i>/-inch ends, and

with a trussing depth of 32 inches, to hold

up a load also carried on six sills.

There is an apparent inconsistency here,

in that the i '4 -inch rods have the least

depth of truss, when they should have the

greatest, if the stress per square inch of sec-

tion is to be kept below hailing distance of

the elastic limit of the material in the rods.

The depth of truss in these two cases

should plainly be reversed, giving the

32-inch drop to the smaller diameter of

rod, and thus reduce the unit fiber stress,

which is equal to the total load on rods

divided by the area of all the rods, and

has a numerical value equal to 69,600^

4.9 = 14,200 pounds per square inch on

the iJ4'-inch rods, a stress that may be safe

for static loads, but hardly the thing to re-

sist the pounding of the average right of

way. The i^'s-inch rods, with their 32-inch

drop, have a stress of 52,2ooh-5.94= 8,7oo

pounds per square inch, which is perfectly

safe for all conditions. If, now, we change

places with these rods, we will have for

the smaller ones a stress per square inch

of section equal to 52, 20o-^4.g= 10,600

pounds, and for the i ^-inch rods a stress

equal to69,6oo-7-5.94=: 1,700 pounds, show-

ing conclusively that the element of guess

is too often the ruling factor, as in this in-

stance. The i;^'8-inch rods bear evidence

of thought, and an acquaintance with cor-

rect principles that is painfully wanting in

the arrangement of the smaller rods,

whose haphazard and easy adaptation to

duties requiring absolute safet)', and bor-

dering so closely on the dangerline, shows

such a meagre knowledge of even ele-

mentary mechanics that it appears almost

criminal in the light of investigation.

The student will ir.sist on getting below

the surface in every instance where incon-

sistency shows its head, and will demand
a lucid explanation of what appears to him
a condition of cross purposes. What will

the authors of these lessons in experi-

meutal mechanics have to say in defense

of their position ? Methinks they will

have a hard time to make a satisfactorv-

reply ; the rule of thumb will not fill the

aching void. The time is coming on

apace when a show down will have to be

made—and then what confusion and ridi-

cule will be somebody's portion !

It is but a few years since it dawned on
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the minds of some car builders that there

was any virtue in dropping the truss rods

at the cross-tie timbers, or, in other words,

getting a trussing effect out of the rods.

Cars are still running with the truss rods

held away from the cross-ties or needle

beams by the interposition of a small cast-

ing which was manifestly placed there for

the rod to chafe on, and not .saw into the

timber. These are light weights, to be

sure, but they remain to mark the evolu-

tion of the truss rod. These old-timers

were of low capacity, and short ; and

therefore a certain reliance was placed in

the sills, which were always heavy enough

to stand up under the load fairU- well. The
rods were practically tie rods only, whose

office was to prevent pulling the car apart.

As the capacity and length of car in-

creased, the necessity for truss rods became

apparent, and then began the gradual

drop at center of car, coming by tentative

processes rather than by any effort to reach

results by calculation, and thus know ex-

actly what stresses the rods were taking

care of.

Increasing the length of cars makes it

impossible to expect the sills to hold up any-

thing except their own weight, and they

refuse to do this, as any one can easilj'

demonstrate for himself by simply sight-

ing along these members when unsup-

ported by the truss rods. It may be said

that the superstructure is framed with the

purpose in view of making truss rods an

unnecessary adjunct ; it is true that this is

done in some cases, but at a cost that has

an unhealthy look when compared with

the cheaper and lighter construction of

our English friends, who do not build a

box for the transportation of freight ; a

tarpaulin thrown over the goods wagon is

good enough for them. If our traffic de-

mands a cover, let us have it ; but it should

be light, and be a protection to the mer-

chandise in the car, without any material

addition to the dead weight. When this is

done we must return to our first proposi-

tion, that the truss rods should carry the

load ; but to get results within the meaning
of the word economy, these truss rods

must be designed with a depth of truss

suitable for the load they sustain and the

diameter of the rods, or, in other words, a

proper regard must be had for the ratio

between the two sides of the triangle

formed by the inclined portion of the rod



and a perpendicular let fall from the

junction of the sill with the cross-tie tim-

bers. As we have shown, it is this ratio

that determines the unit fiber stress on the

rods, and, therefore, the less the quotient

obtained by dividing the inclined length

of the rod by the perpendicular, the less

will be the number of times the load will

have to be multiplied to represent the pull

on the rod. These comparisons of differ-

ing practice give evidence of a lack of

appreciation of the importance of proper

trussing.

^ i ^
QIass Ornamentation.

Among the appliances found in car shops

for doing work cheaply and vi-ell, is now-

seen the device used in producing the

beautiful frost effects on glass used for

coach windows, deck lights and doors. It

was thought an impossibility only a few

years ago for an ordinary shop to do this

work satisfactorily, and this belief was fos-

tered bv the trade concerns which made a

being secured to the wall at a convenient

height to be out of the way. To elevate

the sand, air is admitted to pipe F, and m
passing the opening at the funnel // an in-

duced current is set going from the interior

of the box, on the ejector principle, this

current taking a small ciuanlity of sand

along with it on its journey to the outlet at

top of pipe F. All these pipes are fitted

with valves of the gate type to properly

control both sand and air.

The beautiful tracery seen among the

designs here betokens no slight acquaint-

ance with artistic work of a high order

;

the stamp of genius was driven in good

and deep on some of them. The satin-

like finish produced on the glass by

the sand blast excelled anything we

had seen in this line heretofore; it can

be attributed to the very soft blast fur-

nished by the small fan. This being con^

trary to usual practice is worthy of note, as

a great many shops make connection with

the yard air supply and wire-draw down to

tive body, for the reason that it is the key

to which our Ivre has been attuned for a

long time now. The effect of the move is

easy to foresee ; the monstrosities and

jumbos are likely to get an airing that will

show them up in all their hideous deform-

ity, and a reform will be commenced

which is certain to result in a lighter car,

which means more pounds of paying load

per pound of dead weight hauled than has

been the practice of late years. It will

have a tendency to stop juggling with car

proportions, if it is productive of no other

good.

i i i
The Leland & Faulconer Mfg. Co. ,

of De-

troit, are meeting with great success in the

demand for their wet emery-wheel tool

grinder. Special care has been taken in

designing this machine to avoid annoying

contrivances which have made other ma-

chines of this kind unpopular. It has no

pump, hose, piping, wet pump belts,

filters, chains or treadles.

g i ^
The old and well-known house, the

Huyett & Smith Mfg. Co., of Detroit, have

changed their name to the American

Blower Co., which describes in a measure

their business, which consists principally

in the manufacture of hot-blast apparatus,

dry kilns, fans, blowers and engines.

EVERY
AMBITIOUS

FIREMAN

specialtv of this work, and did not propose

to kill tiie goose that laid the golden egg ;

but the spell is broken, and there are now

few roads that are not fully equipped to do

it well.

Our illustration shows the scheme

evolved by Mr. E. Mallinson, master me-

chanic of the Brooklyn Union Elevated

Railway. Fig. i is the side view of the

entire device and Fig. 2 the front view.

The pipe A is joined to the blast pipe

that furnishes air to the blacksmith shop

forges ;
from a fan connecting with pipe A

is pipe'i?, which is seen to pass up to a box

C, containing the sand supply ;
the sand

meeting the air in the pipe A is carried

down to the frame D, containing the glass

to be operated on and also the pattern

which is to be reproduced on the glass.

The pipe A is made to enter the top of box

E where the sand is caught after doing its

work on the glass. The front of this box

opens the full width and about lo inches

down, to admit the largest size frame, and

at the bottom is seen a funnel at M, con-

necting with pipe F; this pipe, connecting

with A at G, is also in communication with

the air blast, and this is utilized to return

the sand from box E to box C the latter

the supposed pressure required, with the

result that while the glass is frosted it is

coarse and lacks the peariy effect produced

by the lower air pressure.

^ i i
Freight Car Sizes.

In our August number we had some-

thing to say about freight-car design, in

which we bore down hard on the lack of

uniformitv in size of cars of the same nom-

inal capacitv. On September 19th repre-

sentatives of the M. C. B. Association, to-

gether with a committee from the Central

Traffic Association and the Western Freight

Association, met at Chicago for the pur-

pose of discussing this question of freight-

car design, with the object in view of

reaching a limit in the size of freight cars,

and to establish standard dimensions for

same. . .

As a result of this meeting, their

joint committee has sent a circular to all

railroads, asking for information as to

dimensions, weight and capacity of their

equipment, with a view to making recom-

mendations at a future meeting. We are

pleased to know that a decisive move has

been nia.le in this matter by a representa-
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Is luoking forward to the day when
he will become a full-fledged loco-

niMti\e engineer.
.\ good book to study is

GRinSHAW'S
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER.

It asks 1.300 questions, and gives

I 300 simple. plain, practical answers
about the Locomotive. No mathe-
matics, no theories—>!«/ /ac/s It

contains 400 pages, 200 illustrations

and many plates.

I»rice. S2.00, by mail.

Circular tells more about it. Send
for it.

( Cash commission and pre-

AeentS Wanted.- niium given. Send for full
^

(
particulars.

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO., Publishers,

132 Nassau St., New York.

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Regulators.
Reducing Valves.

Air-Brake "
Pump Governors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENGINEERINO CO.,
NEWARK. N. J.

MERRILL BROTHERS,
JIAN.-rACTUlLEKS nP

jTurnbuckles and
Parallel Vises,

Eent Ave. and South Uth St.,

Brooilrn, K. T-

This vlJls excelled by none for heavy machine
This vise IS eAi^

railroad shop work.
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Would You be

Interested

IN THE FOLLOWING
AT A PRICE?

Metropolitan Injectors.
Two—new—in perfect condition, with
valves, fittings, etc.

No. 8 Sturtevant Blower.
New—perfect condition (noiseless), all

attachments, including countershaft-
ing.

Foster Air Pump.
No. 2 Steam Air Pump for air pressure
—new and in perfect order.

No. B4H Pump.
For cold water ; new and in perfect
order.

Oil Tanks.
Two— 6ft. X 24ft., Bumptead heads,
manhole, caulked inside and out,

guaranteed under pressure 30 lbs. to

sq. inch ; new, never used.

Feed Water Heater.
2(X) H.P.—new, perfect condition.

Engine.
200 H.P.—new. Duplex engine, or two
horizontal engines connected by . ne
shaft—automatic cut-off and indep n-

dent cut-off valves ; condition fi st-

class ; specifications shown.

Boilers.
Two too H.P. horizontal tubular boil-

ers, each 76 inches diameter, with 98
3!2-inch tubes 16 feet long; ne\v and
thoroughly first-class material and
workmanship used according to speci-

ficatious.

The above, together with shafting, pul-

leys, belting, scales and miscellaneous

tools, and main building (208x52 feet),

modern and perfectly equipped, resting on

an unexcelled factory site (567 x 367 feet),

Hudson river and R. R. tracks at the doors,

is offered—all or part—by the Receiver, at

figures which make it an object to any
buyer in this line.

The entire plant—as it stands—the site,

buildings, machinery and equipment, is

ideal and up-to-date, costing upwards of

$60,000.00. It can be quickly converted

into almost any sort of manufactory, mal-

leable iron, or car-coupler works, etc., and
the price—owing to peculiar conditions

—

makes it an object worthy of some corre-

spondence, which is freely invited ; or a

visit to the premises— (still better).

If you ain't interesied, perhaps some of

your friends might be, and would thank
you for the information, so cut this out,

and bear the Receiver's address in mind :

HENRY L. SMITH, Receiver,

50 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

Increasing the Size of Freight Cars.

The New York Railroad Club, alwa3's at

the fore in the discussion of live questions,

have gone on record on the subject covered

by the above caption, by appointing a

committee to investigate the situation

with reference to large freight equipment.

This is in line with the alarm we rang

a few months ago, when, referring to a

reason for the load capacity of a car, we
said, "Let it come from those who are

fitted by experience to pass on this im-

portant question." The outcome of this

move will be the airing of some men's

views that will deserve to be regarded as

classics by the rank and file, and will be

the means of getting at bottom facts by

men who know how to reach a result on

logical lines. If there is an}' good reason

why the size of freight cars should be in-

creased, that reason should become com-

mon property at once. If these large cars

are built and run at a lo.ss, the railroads

may be interested in that fact, to the ex-

tent of turning down further orders for

same. The question should and will be

probed to the bottom ; it's a meaty one,

and has talent on both sides that will not

hesitate to dip their claymores in gore.

Let the red flow ; no great reform was ever

accomplished without the loss of more or

less of it.

% % %
Magnesia Boiler Covering.

The Keasbey & Mattison Co., of Ambler,

Pa., makers of the famous magnesia boiler

covering, are so pushed with orders from

railroad companies that they have been

compelled to enlarge their department de-

voted to this work. They are very careful

about filling orders for this material, and
will not sell it unless they are satisfied it

will be properly applied. They insist on

having blueprints of the boilers, to pro-

vide all dimensions. Their workmen then

fit the boiler covering, as a tailor fits a

man for a suit of clothes. When the ma-

terial is applied in this way, it is as durable

as anything ever employed for this pur-

pose. When it is applied loosely, the

vibration works openings between the

blocks.

This company has lately sent consider-

able boiler covering for locomotives to

Russia, Japan and Australia.

The magnesia used for boiler covering is

extracted by the Keasbey & Mattison Co.

from the magnesian limestones which

abound in the neighborhood of Ambler,

Pa. This company was the largest manu-
facturers of magnesia in the world before

they commenced using it for boiler cover-

ing. The application of it to this line of

art was accidental. Someone discovered

that magnesia was an excellent non-con-

ductor of heat, and suggested that it could

be used in the manufacture of boiler cov-

ering. Its non-conducting qualities are

due to the innumerable small interstices

which are found between the crystals.

These hold air, which is a poor conductor

of heat and circulates verv' languidly in the

mass. As made up for boiler covering,

magnesia is used along with asbestos to

form porous blocks, which are remarkably

efficient for the purpose employed.

^ i i
Bevel Shearing and Multiple Punching

Machine.

The machine shown herewith has just

been brought out by the Hilles & Jones

Co., of Wilmington, Del., and has several

unique features.

It is intended to punch material about

]i in. in thickness. The arrangement of the

punch and die holders is very convenient,

and a defective punch or die^can be re-

placed in a few minutes. In addition to

the punching tools, this type of machine
is often supplied with a pair of knives for

either vertical or bevel shearing. The
illustration shows the arrangement for

bevel shearing in place. An automatic

clamping arrangement clamps the plate in

advance of the punches striking it, and

holds it in place until after the punches
have been withdrawn. The sliding head
is counterbalanced by steam or air press-

ure, cylinder shown at top. There is an

improved automatic stop, which will bring

the sliding head to rest at any desired

point. These machines are adapted for

either pulley, engine or motor driving, and
of any desired width between housings and
capacity.

For such work as tanks, this machine
would be particularly efficient, punching,

as it does, a row of holes, uniformly spaced,

the full width of the machine, and shear-

ing light plate square or on a bevel.

i i i
The Pocket List of Railway Officials has

been greatly improved b)' putting head-

ings over the departments of all large

roads, and grouping all officers in each de-

partment under the same.

^ i i
The Valley Railway, with headquarters

in Cleveland, O., which has been for sev-

eral years in the hands of a receiver, has
been finally absorbed by the Baltimore &
Ohio.

i i i
The Utica .Steam Gage Co., of Utica,

N. Y. , issue a small circular called " His-

torical Pressure Gages," which gives an
interesting history of the development of
the pressure gage.

7"5



Powerful Punching and Forming Press.

The machine illustrated here was made

direct from a photograph of a new tool

recently turned out by Williams, White &
Co., of Moline, 111., for punching and

bending work at one operation.

The one in the illustration was made for

the Sheffield Velocipede & Car Co., of

Three Rivers, Mich., for punching and

bending up at one operation the teeth of

their new plate-steel cattle guard, illus-

trated in our August issue.

The carriage is arranged to handle

heavy pieces with ease ; the plate holder

stones. It was 30 feet long and the smoke

stack stood 10 feet and 6 inches from the

ground. The brakes, the wheels and the

mud guards were made of moss and golden

rod. On the hubs of the drivers were sun-

flowers. The connecting rods were made

of hy<lrangeas, as was also the reversing

lever, which was visible inside the cab.

The cab was made chiefly of golden rod

and moss with trimmings of white asters.

The boiler was of blue asters with bands of

yellow marigolds. The tender was made

of oak and maple leaves with the tint of

axitumn, and was trimmed with golden

IF YOU DON'T KNOW
ABOUT P. & B. RUB-

EROID ROOFING YOU

CAN'T BEGIN TOO

QUICKLY TO FIND OUT.

WE HAVE BOOKS ON

THE SUBJECT AND SAM-

PLES AWAITING YOUR
ADDRESS. BETTER
WRITE FOR THEM AT

ONCE.

THE P. & B. RUB-

EROID ROOFING IS

SPECIALLY MADE FOR

RAILWAY PURPOSES,

TRAIN AND FREIGHT

SHEDS, ROUNDHOUSES,

and strippers are in plain sight, and the

automatic feed is positive.

This machine is designed to do much of

the small work usually done on bulldozers,

where the pieces can be cut from sheets or

straight pieces. A special adaptation of

the machine being usually made for special

parts.

i i ©
A Flower Locomotive.

A model of one of the popular passenger

locomotives of the Delaware & Hudson

Railroad, made up from flowers, attracted

great attention at a recent exhibition at

Saratoga, N. Y. The engine stood on

wooden tracks built on a bed of gravel and

rod, asters, marigolds and other flowers.

The number of the engine, 210, and com-

pany's monogram, "The n. &H.," were

worked in the proper places with yellow

immortelles. The steam dome, the smoke-

stack, the headlight and the side lights

were made of blue immortelles. The bell

was made of yellow immortelles and the

bell cord of white immortelles. The pilot

was made of moss, golden rod and im-

mortelles. It was drawn by eight horses

led by grooms and attended by four train

men in uniform.

sl i @
We have received the Nineteenth An-

nual Report of the Department of Public

Works of the City of Chicago for 1S94.
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CAB AND CAR ROOFS,

ETC. IT IS ABSOLUTE-

LY ACID, ALKALI AND

WATERPROOF, WILL NOT

RACK, CRACK OR TEAR,

IS APPLIED MORE READ-

ILY THAN ANY OTHER

ROOFING IN THE MAR-

KET, AND WHEN ONCE

LAID IS IMPERVIOUS

TO MOISTURE IN

ANY SEASON OR CLI-

MATE.

YOU CAN SAVE DOL-

LARS BY USING THIS

ROOFING ; DOLLARS IN

FIRST COST, LAST

COST AND ALL THE

TIME.

The Standard Paint Co.,

Sole Manufacturers,

Chicago, New York,

186 Fifth Ave. 2 Liberty St.



S. N. CLARKSON Sc CO.
' Wholesale Jewelers,

CHAMPLAIN BLDQ. CKICiGO, ILL.



WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(143) C. E. S., West Norfolk, Va., wants

to know how to protect a water-pipe line

exposed to the air and prevent freezing.

A.—This will be a difficult thing to do
;

magnesia covering or mineral wool packing

in a heavy box would do for ordinary winter

weather.'but the best remedy in low tem-

peratures has been found to bury the pipe

below frost line. If this cannot be done, a

line of small steam pipe laid in the box
will effectually prevent freezing.

(144) P. C, Buffalo, N. Y., asks what
determines the amount of lead given an

engine? A.—Lead is governed by the

weight of reciprocating parts, and the

service in which an engine is used. Its

function is to have steam on the face of

pi.ston before the beginning of stroke in

order to insure smooth running. Since the

factors given above are variable, it follows

that the lead opening is best found by ex-

periment for the speed the engine will run

at when in actual service. An engine run-

ning at high speeds will, therefore, require

a greater lead opening than one used in

slower service. All that is required, in any
event, is merely enough to result in the

least shock to the reciprocating parts.

(145) J. A. B., Spangler, Pa., wants to

know why the counterbalance on the front

'drivers is as heavy as that on the main
drivers. A.—It is sometimes necessary to

counterbalance an engine in this way, for

the reason that there may not be enough
room in the main wheels to get in their

correct share of counterweight. In cases

of that kind, the proper amount of weight

that should go in the main wheels is

equally distributed between front and back
drivers, in which event the wheels named
would have more than their proportion of

counterbalance and the main wheels less,

but the whole engine would be supposed
to be in balance, assuming, of course, that

the correct balance had been calculated.

(146) H. O. B., Blue Island, 111., asks:

What is the correct definition of the word
locomotive ?

—

A. The word locomotive is

from the Latin, locus a place, and motto

to move, meaning to move from place to

place, changing place, or able to change
place. 2, What is steam? 3. Can steam
be seen?

—

A. See answer to these ques-

tions in this column. 4. What is smoke ?

—A. Smoke is the visible exhalation,

vapor, or substance that escapes, or is ex-

pelled from a burning body, especially

from burning vegetable matter, as wood,
coal, peat, etc. In the case of an engine,

smoke is the product of the gases of hydro-
carbons raised to a high heat without hav-

ing sufficient air to cause combustion, dis-

engaging the carbon in a fine powder,
which forms smoke ; this carbon deposited

on solid bodies is soot.

(147) W. O. W., Cleveland, O., asks:

I. What is steam? A.—Steam is the re-

sult of subjecting water to the action of

heat, and is water in the gaseous condition.

2. Can steam be seen? A.—No; that

which we see and call steam is made up of

finely divided particles of water, and is the

condensation of steam by contact with the

air. 3. What is the advantage an English
inside-connected locomotive has over the

American outside-connected locomotive, or

have they any? A.—It is claimed by the
friends of the English engine that they
ride smoother on account of the cylinders

being between the frames, and thus have
less leverage to cause a rolling motion, as

the cranks are nearer the center line of en-

gine, and this location of the cylinders and
valves is the very best possible to prevent
condensation in the cylinders, for the rea-

son that they are protected by the smoke-
box and receive the benefit of the hot gases

therein. On the other hand, these parts

on the American engine, although more
exposed, are more accessible in case of

needed repairs. The English engine hav-

ing a plate or slab frame, can have a wider
firebox between the frames than the

American engine, but the latter gets an in-

creased heating surface by placing the fire-

box above the frames. There are certain

fixed conditions limiting the design of both
engines, and each is undoubtedly best in

its own particular field.

(148) A. L. H., Fairmont, Va., asks :

Can vou tell me how long water can be

off of the crown sheet when engine is hot,

before the soft plug will drop. I have
had several controversies in regard to this

question. A.—The length of time elaps-

ing before the soft filHng of a fusible

plug will melt, after the crown sheet is

uncovered, depends, first, on the character

of the filling, which must be such that it

cannot be impaired by long exposure to

heat, and second, on the temperature to

which it is exposed. The alloy used
should be such as will melt at a tempera-

ture slightlv greater than that due to

the maximum steam pressure carried on
the boiler. As an example, we will take

a boiler pressure of 150 pounds by gage

;

this will be equal to 165 pounds absolute,

and the temperature due to this pressure

is 366° Fahr. The filling for this tempera-

ture should be composed of eight parts

of tin and eleven parts of lead ; this alloy

will melt at 400° Fahr., which is equiva-

lent to a boiler pressure of 225 pounds.

From this it is seen that the composition

used in a fusible plug is an important fac-

tor in the time for it to melt or fuse, and
without this is known, any answer to your
question is purely speculative ; however,
it is safe to assume that a plug made of

good material, and with the proper alloy for

the pressure carried, will melt on the in-

stant that it is uncovered. These condi-

tions are ideal, of course, and assuming
that the plug is in contact with the water.

In railroad practice this is rarely the case,

the plug being generally coated with scale.

^ ^ i
The Ajax Metal Co., of Philadelphia,

are feeling pretty good over the fact that

the New York Central engines that broke

the record for speed have Ajax bearings.

Keeping cool under such circumstances is

a virtue indeed.

The Trojan Car Coupler Co. have fur-

nished the couplers for 200 gondola cars,

building at the Barney & Smith Mfg. Co.'s

shops, for the Washington Coal & Coke Co.

i& i i
Bryan & McKibbin, of this city, have

been made Eastern agents for the Oriel

Lumber Co., of St. Louis, and for the

Buckeye and the Little Giant couplers.

i i ^
The Brady Metal Co. and the Page

Wheel Co. have moved their offices into

elegant new quarters, 100 Broadway, four-

teenth floor.

i i ©
Anyone interested in painting or var-

nishing cars or locomotives should send

to the Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit,

Mich., for their little books on these sub-

jects. Their color plates would be of ser-

vice to any painter.
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Extracts from Letter from an Engineer

Who Has Ceased to Worry Over

Several Things that Have Caused

Him Great Annoyance Here-

tofore, and Who Wants

His Fellow Engineers

to Know the Se-

cret of It

:

Perhaps I can say a few words about

Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite which will

interest some of my brother engineers who
are worrving, when out on the road, about

that hot crank-pin or eccentric, or may be

it is a driving-box running hot.

I am an extra engineer. Last month I

caught Engine 312 for six (6) days while

the regular engineer was laying off. He
came to me, when he knew that I was
going to have his engine while he was off,

and told me that the left main pin was
running very hot, and asked me to take

good care of it and not burn it up. I told

him I would do the best I could for her.

He said it had been scraped and reduced,

but that did not seem to do it any good.

On the first trip that I ran her, the pin

was so hot after a run of four (4) miles

that I could not hold my hand on it, and I

thought that it was time to apply a little

of Dixon's Graphite, which I did, and the

pin did not get any worse that trip. On
the next trip I put a little in the cellar on

the under side of the strap, and the pin

did not get as hot as usual, although I ran

her as fast as she could turn her wheels on
a fast freight train ; and when I got to the

terminal, a distance of 73 miles, I could

hold my hand on it with ease—it would

not burn mv hand.
After I had doctored it with Dixon's

Graphite for six days, she ran cold, and
has not given any trouble up to this

writing.
Now, some one might ask the question,

How is it for valves and cylinders? My
answer is this : If you have an engine that

handles hard from friction, or one that the

valves andcvlinders are continually groan-

ing, try Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite, put

in at the relief valves, or through the suc-

tion cups on your lubricator, and by a

steady use of Graphite for a short time in

this manner, I will guarantee that the

groaning will stop, if the piston is not

dragging on the bottom of the cylinder.

I have shut off mv lubricator and gone out

on the steam chests, and pxit into the

steam chests and cv'inder a teaspoonful of

Graphite mixed with a little valve oil,

through the relief valves, when the en-

gine was drifting, with throttle closed, and
have run 51 miles to terminal without an-

other drop of oil in my steam chests and
cylinders, and my reverse lever handled as

easilv on the fifty-first mile as on the first.

Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite will save

anv engineer from worrying about hot

bearings, but this is not the main saving
;

it will save oil, it will save material, it will

make machinery run longer, and it will

save the machinists from taking down 50:^

of the main-rod brasses that run hot on

any road. Any man who has run a loco-

motive knows how a hot pin will throw

oil, and how often he has to fill the rod-

cups. A cool pin will not use over 20:? of

the oil a hot one will. O. K. Pope.

Hinton, W.Va., Sept. jg, 1S95.

Have you seen our pamphlet with

testimonials from "The Boys "

?

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO..

Jersey City, N. J.



iiTwo pairs, aces high.
The Fastest Locomotive in the

World.

No. 999, Exposition Flyer,
N.Y.C. & H.R.R.R.

Trial Speed, \ 12M Miles an Hour.

It has a record made May g, 1893, of
running- a mile in 35 seconds, being !^at

rate of 102.8 miles per hour. Besides this,
she has the record of the world for the
long distance run made September 11,

iSqs. from New York to Buffalo. Total
distance from New York, 436'? miles.
Total time. 407 minutes Average tiine,
exclusive of stops. 64 ''j miles an hour.

This engine was built by the N. Y. C.
& H. R. R.R. Co.. from designs by Wm.
Buchanan. Supt. Motive Power.

AJAX HETAL is employed for all the
bearings, and the engine started and ran
cool from the beginning. After making
a run of 440 miles without a break, the
bearings were perfectly cool.

The Philadelphia and Reading
Bicyle Engine* No. 385.

The Bicycle Engine recently planned
by the Philadelphia & Reading R. R..
and built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, was taken from the shops on
July 3. i8q5. and placed in service on the
New York Division on their fastest train,
and has been in continual service ever
since, until this date. September i, i8qs.
without showing the least signs of heat-
ing the juurnals.

This engine Is equipped throughout with
our Celebrated AJAX METAL,

and has one pair of drivers, a rigid four-
wheeled leading truck, and one pair of
trailing wheels equalized with the
drivers, the spring rigging being under-
hung. It has Vauclain compound cylin-
ders and Wootten boiler for burning an-
thracite coal.

American Liners* S.S. St. Louis
and S.S. St. Paul.

Trial Speed, 23 Knots per Hour.

The speed trial of the American Liner,
Steamer St, Louis, over measured course
in the English Channel. August 20, 1895.
was a complete success. The time in
which the course was covered was 4 hours
and 41 minutes.
One of the officials of the Company

stated that the trial was more than he
had hoped for. he had not expected to
receive such grand results. The ma-
chinery could not have worked better,
there was no heating of the bearings,
and not a single hitch throughout.
The revolutions of the engine averaged

95. and it is an interesting fact, that with-
out taking account of the tide, the St.
Louis went faster during the last hour
than the first. This was the first time
that the American or any other flag had
ever been taken at that speed up and
down the English Channel,

The 5teamers are equipped throughout
with our celebrated AJAX METAL.

The Ajax Metal Co.,
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
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WANTED — Draftsman with experience on
f:reij?ht and passenger car work. Stale age.
experience and salary expected. Address

M.E.. care Locomotive Engineering, N. Y.

WANTKh.—A situatinii as fdvemanof Lot^umoiivt-
Repaii' sli«ip l)v ;i yniniir hiuti witli years' of ex-

perience in Ijotlii'ld ;iiul innv wi.rk. Best references.
Address X,. care Li>ci>m<'ti\ k Enginkkiunc, N. Y,

I
will give SO cents each tor the following num-
bers of Locomotive Engineering : Vol, 2.

Dec, i8S^ ; Vol. 3. Nov. and Dec. i8qo ; Vol.
4. August. iS^i. Write before sending. Oman L,

Pott. Jr., 25 Vinton St.. Providence. R I.

WANTED-AN IDEA. ^y,l'°^",';|

stunt' siimple tiling to patent? Protect your ideiis :

they may briiif; you wealth. Write JOHN WKD-
DKRBIfRN & CO., Patent Attovuevs, VVasliintJlon.
D. f'., f.r their S1,S00 iirize offer.

Our Line Engraving:s are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on origflnal copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CAR SHOPS.

86-lnch X 21 feet Wllmarth Triple Geared Engine Lattie.
84-Iuch X 20 feet Lincolu
1 each, 2*>-inch x 13 feet, 13-luch x IT feet Pond Enirlne

Lathes, C, Re,st and P, C, Feed.
2G-ineh x 12 feet New Haven Engine Lathe, C, Re.st and

P. C. Feed
M-lnch x 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C. Feed.
20-inch x 11 feet .Sellers Engine Lathe, C. Rest and P. C.

Feed.
18-lneh X 9 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C, Rest

and P. C. Feed.
2 Benient Car .\xle Lathes.
2 " 32-inch Car Wheel Borers,
1 ' lilnch •

60-lneh Pond Boring and Tm-nlng Mill (2 heads).
43-ineh Burnham ' ' " " "

Style ' B " Bickford Universal Radial Drill.
1500-ton Hydraulic Press (platen, 42-iueh x 42-incIi I.

60-ton Watson ,% Stillmau Broaching Press.
2 1-2-iiirh riurllinrt Cutting OIT Machine.
S2-inili .\:;.'iiicli .x III licl P. lud Planer (2 heads).
acj-IiH-h .\ :n;-iiii-h X l(i feet "
42-inch x DO incli x l(i feet New Haven Planer,
No. 8 Brown & .Sharpe Universal Miller complete.
No. 4 Uarvin B. O. Miller.
No. 2 Bralnard B. li. Miller.
12 iucli Riniciit Slnttcr (all feeds).
14-lMcli [,.,ucll Marhhie Co. Traverse Shaper,
7 feel I'ow. I l!.iMllii« Rolls.
6 Warren Sciai Universal Radial Drill.
32-ineh Pond Drill, B. Gears and Power Feed.
15-feet <!:ip Lathe.
»l-in., 47 in. x 111 feet Pond Machine Tool Co. Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C. Peed.
26-iuch X ,>,> feet Pond Maeh. Tool Lathe Co., C. Rest

and P. r. l.'eeil.

14-lncli X i; feet BKalsdell Lathe, R. ,% P. Rest.
14-inch .\ i; feet S. .\.shtou Hand Lathe, Plain Gib Re.st.
21-inih X 14 feet F. E. Reed Lathe, C. Rest and P. C. Feed.
16 incli X S fe.t Rlai^deii Lathe. Raise and P'ail Re.st.
26-iiicli X Ji; hull X i; feet I'oiid Ma.h. Tool Co. Planer.
T2-inrl, .Ncivark Piilh-v I.allie, > T....ls.
2fi-in.li .stivi IIS I'llllcv Latlie. 1 Tniil.

12 inch Warren TravelluK Hea.l Shaper.

700 Machine Tools in Slock, Send for Lists.

PRENTissTooL&SupPLyCo..ll5LibertySt.,N,Y.
CHICAGO STORE 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

JTTHE screw beine
A lubricated and
protected, the Jack
IS always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
the im p o r t a n c e of
havine Jacks always
In good working con-
diti"n. Serious de-
lays frequently occur

T , ^.. ^ ,, ,
'" KettinK common

Jacks so that thev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

TAAFEIS PAT.

STEAM
OR AIR
NEWARK

REGUUTOn CO.

NEWARK.O.

FOR CAR HEATERS
HAS NO EQUAL.

Sent on ap]>roval to resj'onsihle jiartics.

ALGERITE
'''"''''''

vT

UNIVERSAL

SATISFACTION

Hammered -,^ .,

Charcoal Iron jJOllCr

Tubes

Jry them

The Tyler Tube and Pipe Co.,

Washington, Penn.

GEO. E. nOLLESON,
Railroad Representative,

39 Cortlandt St,, New York City.

XjeonsLrca. cfe? £311is.

Trade

VALVOLINE OIL has long been used on many ot
^^^•^^^"^^i— the leading railri>ads in this conn
try and abroad. It has no equal in quality and mileage

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
137 Chanihers Street, NEW YOltK.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

Workff; I'ai-ili.- Iron Works, Knrrel
Founiiry and Machine To.

Hoisting Engines
And WINCHES for every

possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock^ Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The standard for 25 Years.

COMPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

"L'K !SPliLlALTIK.«.

Having purchased

the remains of

the last

Edition of

Rogers'

Air-Brake Primer

we offer them to

Railroad men

at the following

rates

:

One copy, by mail, 25c.

Two copies, " 40c.

Three " " 45c.

Four " " 50c.

Ten " " $1.00

f^ f$i f$> r$7

Mr. Rogers having

embarked in

other business,

this will be

the only edition.

Take them

now

or not at all.

(^ f$» f$7 f$»

Good little thing in this for

agents-can't you sell 10 or

100?

Xxomotlre Eiiotnccrintir

250 Broabwav,
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>^H\^H%'i^vn AIR COMPRESSORS.
FOR OPERATING

Air Drills, Air Hoists and all Pneumatic

Tools used in Railroad Shops.
^Itt *!& ^!(!« ^!4 Js!^^V^ ^t{- J>'«; ^\ikMd ^l(^ ^V^ ^V^ ^''fe ^^ff ^^'-i

ROCK DRILLS, TUNNELING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY.

"
niK Ingkrsoll-Srrgeant Drill Co.,r.^cs:sJtie^!"i:

Pneumatic Tools. GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS.
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS.
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED I'OR KAlLRdAI) SHOPS

\^^ill ^ceicL TxJ^T-o I'lia.es «». IVEinvit©.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approvaL and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PXUEIWATIC TOOL CO.,
I.S53 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Boss Screw Pitch Gage.

A full /^?^ line of

Pitches ^0^ ''''QM^; ^^^^

—
to 40.

5ia .•-^-

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE WORK.

Mailed till January 1st for $1.00.

Standard Tool Co.,

ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.

Catalog: of latest designs in Machinists'

Fine Tools to be had for the asking:.

jA.i>jxjste:i«..
Insures tli«^ Maxilliulll preastire on the Urake Shoes at all times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BTTFF.A,ZiO, 3W. Y.

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

m^'i

--- b " r-r- '

'

IVIARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2345

CALLOWHILL ST.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Reversible Ratchet

Drills,

^(^0/
Wrenches,

\^^l^& Stud Drivers.

THESE are fine mechanics' tools, made
throug^hout of forgfed and cut steel—

no malleable iron or farm work. The

very best and latest design. Cat. free.

The gan§:s Patent Oil Cups
FOR USE ON

LOCOMOTIVE RODS & ECCENTRICS.

Warranted to save 50 per cent, of oil

over any other oil cup. Aluminum Bodies;
Solid Steel Shanks. Guaranteed not to

break off from Solid End Rods.

Order one set on 30 days trial. If not satisfac-
tory, no pay. They will please you.

E. D. BANGS OIL CUP CO. (limited),

p. O. Rox 257. mil^vaukee, IVlS.
Factory, 718 to 728 Hanover Street.
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Uassified Index sf

Our Adoertisers.
Air Brake Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Air Brakes.
Crane Co.. Chicag'o, 111.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor "Works. New York.
Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.
Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co., N. Y. City.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Anti-Friction Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Ball Bearing Jack.
A. O. Norton, Boston, Mass.

Bearing fVletal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa. '

Bell Ringer.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Beltl.ig.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Bicycles.
Uavis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.

Body Bolsters.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, HI.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks—Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Hilles & Tones Co., Wilmington. Del.
Long& Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.,
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland. O.

Books.
Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Locomotive Engineeking, New York.

Brake Adjusters.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Raniapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Calipers.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co.. Kenton. O.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Sprinefield O.
McConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt <S- Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Autornatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heaters.
William C. Baker, New York.
Safetv Car Heating & Lighting Co.

York.
Car Lighting.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.
York.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.

New

New

Continued on page 723,

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Use of Steam.

Takes less steam to operate it, has inmsual range
of delivery, aud works equally well whether mini-

mum or maximum quantity of water is required.

Frank W. Furr}/, General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS

:

WADSWOkTH, O.

J. FRANCIS SMALL, Proprietor. <^n ^n f^n r^ri f^ <^trt fttfl f^n f^n ffn f^n

HICAGO

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

ENTERPRISE COMPANY,
Suite 1339 & 1340

Monadnock Block, Chicag'o.

We invent to order. We make draw-

ings for anything. We design Machin-

ery or Devices in Mechanics, Chemistry

or Electricity. We solicit Patent Causes.

We are in a position to Interest capital

in any new device of merit in our line.

Correspondence solicited and held

strictly confidential.

fstrt ntrt f\tr> ftrt f^n rtr> rtft f\trt ftrt rtrt rtrt t^n

M!sw" NATHAN"
(Sek Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS
for

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Entrines.

BOILHIR "WASHERS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHANMFG.CO.,92&94Lit]ertySt., .

Western Office, 147 & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111

fTHE;

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OP TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. Jiid T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

( HAND OR POWER.)

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT, DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KINO IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOa.

S5^ ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,

No. 3 Machine
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,
04-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
130 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

THE

Standard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manutactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUQH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS : LANCASTEK, KJBW YORK.
IjT-^.

C. E. ROOD. ROOD & BROWN, H. M. BROWN.

CAR WHEEL WORKS,
^ttif'T'.a.IjO. int. "sr.

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : HOWARD and THOMAS Strt-cts

XANGYE'S
H vDRAULic Lifting Jack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Lifting or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

Is for pumping It up, tlie iiey

lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again
ready for lifting, saving
time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New York.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS-C"o«/2«Ke<'.

Car Roofing:.
Drake & Weirs, Cleveland. O.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co.. Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich. i_
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Castings.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Guards.
Q. & C, Co., Chicago, lU.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore .Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston,Mass.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Bo.ston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New Y'ork).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Emery Grinders.
Leland & Faulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.
The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Enfiraving Co., New York.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Pire Extinguishers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co . Washington, Pa.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, lU.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Qages.
Standard Tool Co., Athol, Mass.

Gage Glass.
IT. s. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite.
Jos Dixon Crucibie Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffaln Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston. Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon New York.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,

N. Y.
Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon. New York.~
los. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co. New York.
Ohio Injector Co., Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Continued on page 734.
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS—C(7«/';««^a'.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson.

N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.
H. K Porter & Co.. Pittsbufg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works,
Richmond. Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N. J.
Schenectadv Locomotive Works. Schenec-

tady. N.' Y.

Locomotive Axles.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Locomotive Clocks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J
Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Locomotive Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hanimett, Troy. N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York
SiKnal Oil Works. Franklin. Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co., Springfield, Vt.
Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co., Tiffin. O.
Niles Tool Works Co.. Hamilton, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron
C. K. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics* Tools
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N Y.
Standard Tool Co Athol. Mass.
Chas A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

MeUI Polish.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing flachines
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Mining Hachinery
Earle C. Bacon, New York.
Gates Iron Works Chicago, 111.

Miscellaneou .

Chicago Electro-Mechanical Enterprise Co.,
Chicago. 111.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Oil Cups
E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters. Dover N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phila.
C. A, Daniel. Philadelphia. Pa.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge. Mass.
lenkins Bros.. New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Packing Rings.
American Balance Slide Valve Co.. San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Patents.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington. D. C.
Perforated Metal.

Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co., Chi-
cago. 111.

Phosphor Bronze.
Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting flachinery
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville. 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co.. Toledo. O.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pnetimatic Tool Co., Chicago. 111.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfk^ Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Publications
Power. New York.

Pump Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Contitiued on page 725.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

d Has Widest Jtuiitfe of Capacity.

Ila miles Warmest Water,

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangeable with Other Standard Machines.
U/AtEP

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

TAYLOR BEST

YORKSHIRESTAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Plus and Forgrlnga o( all

Descriptions, used by lieadlng Ballroada.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliver Street. New York, 143 Liberty Street

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more than 2,000

Questions with Artrned
L Answers, and over .500 illus-

I
trations ; also his Aritli-

metie. Algrebra. Plane and
Solid Geonietry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c, per volume. Wdl be sent post-
paid after reueipt of price bv The Laborer's In-
struction I't'B. Co., 314 N. 3d St.. .St. Louis, Mu.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES HENRY L. LEACH,
BOSTON, MASS.

Room 45, Mason Building, 70 Kilby Street.

m

OUR VJBT BMBRY f^'^^fr,,, ,/„.„»,« ^.' -'

L to marl you. Ihnr von o,u /ou> ,
.

j^^^^^^,^ MlCh.

_,/.,„/,/ /n,re o,u: LELAND & ^AULCONbK f'
^^^^ ^^^,.^g^ ,

II I """""'rn7t l7'i' ' '
I

~^

^4

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

r.j«M.

r-| IM <3 X> E3
IT

For Railroad Shops, 6ar Builders, Etc.

XZXG-XZ s3F>z:x:x3

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,

ETC.. ETC.
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BETHLEHEM^IRON
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

CO.

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 80 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 421 Chestnyt Street.

H. F. J. PORTER, Western Sales Agent, 1433 Marquette BIdg,, CHICAGO, ILL

**CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.

DRAKE eg WEfRS, Oleveland, O.
ASPHALT CAR HOOFING

Tlie Cliea|>e8t, Best and TTfost Durable Car Roof Kiio%vii. In use by Seventy
Railroads. Twelve years successful use witln.mt a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
every oue that fails in ten years.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a yedr.
Send for Sample Copy- FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
World Bnildliis, Piew York.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS— CoKC/Ha^i^.

Railroads.
Lake .Shore & M. S.

Railway Fence Posts.
International Steel Post Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian. Mich.

Railway Fences.
International Steel Post Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Page Wo\-en Wire Fence Co., Adrian. Mich.

Railway 3upplies
Bryan & McKibbin, New York.
Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Q. i- C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Retaining kings.
Kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ratnapo, N.Y.

Rubber
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rubber Hatting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Safety Valves.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L. Leach. Boston, Mass
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, U.

Shafting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa,

Spring*.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg Pa.

Spring bieel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-B.'lts
Ewaki Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O.
B. M. Jones & Co. .Boston, Mass.'

Steam Gages
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.
Steam Hammers.

Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Steam Hose

B^)Ston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Steam Pumps.

A. S, Cameron Steam Pump Works. New York
Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Bost..n. Mass
ivrupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York'.
Latrobe Steel Co Latrobe. Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co Pittsburg. Pa.
.Shoenberuer Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo, N. V.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.x Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stone Crushers.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn. N. Y.

Tanks
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co.. Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Tie Plates.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel
B. M Jones & Co , Boston. Mass.

Track Equipment
Ramap.i Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders
Richard Dudgeon. New York.

Turnbucktes.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Twist Drills
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O,
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co.. Troy. N Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineerin.g Co., Newark, N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Ventilating.
BulTalo Forge Co.

Vestibules
Gould Coupler Co.. BuiTalo, N. Y.

Vise*!.

Bign 11 & Keeler Mfg. Co. Edwardsville, 111.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watches.

S. N. Clarkson & Co., Chicago, IlL

lohn I McGrane. New York
Wire Fences.

Paec Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Wrecking Frogs,

Q. & C. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Wrniiirht Iron Pioe
Allison Mfg Co., Philadelphia, Pa
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ARMSTRONG LATHE AND PLANER TOOL I (JAI CM A Qll WORKS.
Used and endorsed by J. A. FAY i e6AN V.O., MORSE TWIST DRILL AND JIACHINE CO., WILEY li

RUSSBXL MFG. CO., FITCHBURG MACHINE WORKS, and by all who have Riven it a trial.

Send for circular and prices.

MFD. ONLY BY

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

80 EDCEWOOO AVE.
CHICAGO.

Thb Pratt <£ VSThitwey Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURKKS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles tor Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Benshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling', Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES riTTED WITH TOOLS

for finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATAI.OQUE £ SEyT OS APPLICATION.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
P.O. p. c. No. 2, / ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

Improved. / i^ Qyip,^ RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor descriptive circularsand mention Locomotive Engineering,

For 1-4 in. to ? in. Pipe and
Nipiilea.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works : Edwardsvllle, III. St. r,oulS, Ho.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Correspondence invitnl.
lilue J*rints fttrntshed.

<;ali'iia l^iiziiKs C'oarli siimI 4'ar OHk)
llio MaiKlard Liihriialiii;; <H1m

ill \ iiierii-a>

SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of
thousouf (iaU-iia Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
/,EKt>. These oil? do uot freeze in thecoldest: weather,
wliil.' tliev are adaptable to the hottest eliniates.

Ill tin- use of Guleiia Oils there is aii entire freedom
liniii hut linxes, except when these are caused by me-
>'h;iiiiral defects.

I lir adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-
lu i'iints l)v a large niaj«^rity of the leading railways of
1 1lls <<MHitrv Is an evidence of their superiority, while
thf ract tluit the same roads use these oils to-day that
nsfd tlieni nuire Than 2U years ago, is an evidence of
tluir unifitrniit>- from year to year and year in and out.

liuU'iia nils arc ill rxriiisivc use uimii three Cinitlnu-
ous Iln.-s fi-oiii I;m>i,.il aiid N.'W ^ ..fk to tin- I'acltlr

coast, anil upon .mi- continuous line from tlir ril>- of
Mexico to New Yolk, thus dctuonslrating their adajtla-
bility to all leniperatuies and climates. Being entirely
fret' froiu gum, these oils are not affected by dust and
.^aud as other oils are.

We also furul.'^h our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL. wbich is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

Chicago Branch Office, Franklin, Pa,
Phoenix Building, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SIBLEY'S Perfection TALVl OIL,
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, Prest.

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet in>trumcnt that occupies
no ro<;)ni. needs no foundation, and taltes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
Ihi' 1.oiler. With the testin>; attachment you can
put .'Kill pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
usinw UlO pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

AI.SO, LITTLE OI/inlT INJECTORS.
Rue mg. Co., 119 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE

Elasticity to Short

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. O. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treaa.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'I Supt.

YV*
^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/

MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

STOP!,n^TaS.PREVENT Murphy Stee! Car Roof.
The Leaks D D C \/CMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, f 11 C Y L If I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, lU.
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FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY,
PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES AND BODY BOLSTERS.

GENERAL OFFICES: WESTERN UNION BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WORKS: JOLIET, ILL.

JAMES B. BRADY, GENERAL SALES AGENT, HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

^j£AjflFE Fence
Fo:

1 11

"THE champion;
A strictly Automatic Coupler and
Un=Coupler. Self=opening Knuckle.

No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars

pulling out or breaking and falling on track. Will couple

on any curve. Can use link and pin with or without

knuckle.

FOR ENGINES. PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

Address, THE CHAMPION AUTOMATlFcAR COUPLER CO., KENTON, OHIO.

:^^'Us:r>

f^nf^nf^nr^nr^nrtor$i rt/^ rtrtrtn

fttrtfttrt«tftftrtftfflr\trtf\tflctflf!frtrtrt

WE DEFY COMPETIXrON
WITH CRABTREE METALLIC PACKING.

Because, It is Automatic; dispenses with Bowls, Followers

and Springs.

Because, It protracts the Life of Rods— Friction is reduced

to Minimum.

Because, It gives Longest and Best Service at Lowest Cost.

For Information and Facts, address

The Crabtree Metallic Packing Co., McCook, Neb.
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True to start with— and stays so.

Ashcroft Mg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

M
IL^ IL^ IL^ v-/

M
ll^lllLd

9

III Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT,

Samples sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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lit 31

EDFFIir PROCESr

, TTOSIIEWIBgJ'tUFPWPROCPS^vP&TENTED

;

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranl(

M Pins.

. R.R.SALES AGENT?. 0.

^ 256BROADWAY :^
NEW YORK.

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St

W^l^j'^XK S-VOO.-

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in witltli

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Spark Arrester Plate.

HENDRICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

I ,, t

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

CARBONDALE. PA.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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United States Metallic Packing Co-^

427 No, Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Specialties:

The Gollmar Bell Ringer,

Unbreakable Gage Glasses,

Metallic Packings for Valve

Stems and Pistons. Send

for Catalog.

'ravlei: CooStaedard Bug _
61 Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

Vitj do all the work for Locomotive Engfineering:, SEND FOR PRICES.
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GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C,

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^"RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.



The ImproveD'Stahdard Roupler
NEW YORK;

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. a. P. DENNIS, Sec.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES

SHEARS ^^^' '

FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single,^ Angle -Bar.
Gang, Horizontal. Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches anc"
Shears.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO,

HAMIL.TON, OHIO, U.S.A.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery.

CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

BUFFALO, HI. r.

Malleable Iron.

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON. IND.

GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple,

Durable,
Self-Supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

3 San Francisco, CaL or Jersey Shore, Pa

THATiE MAFK

A. Chipman. Treas.

Steam and Water Packing
'"''

Patented June 1, Ih^".

EspeciaUy adapted for Lo- oaiolives.

Never Btichs Itie Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give hxact diameler of Stuffing

Box and Valve St*m.
None ^enaiDe nilhout this Trade Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASSr

in GLEVEljAND.0.OPFlCE5AA/KS.I
. tj NEW YORK,94READE ST.

^T { O L0NDQN;158 QUEEN VICTORIA .^T.
)01-i^'^' PARIS, 68 RUE DE I^ARAia

TWI^T DRlLI^a SPRING COTTERS,
reamje;rs,taps;i'latspring y^s,

,
embrywhleldrsssers, grinders

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.
The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the

trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type. The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler. NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 1030 MONADNOCK BUILDING.

Smillje °r Coupler
trade:-

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

^^si^ '^fi^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

91 Clav Street, Newark, N. J.

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt-Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECE?.
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3,000
VARIETIES.

Main Office

-2£5^^I!!^S_FOUR^DISTINCT PLANTS.

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

Nicholson— Great Western~
X. F. (Extra Fine>, and

American,

The Standard
Brands.

and Address,

Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

p«owoe/7^^ "-vo p/iwrt/c~T /
. AND BEAVER FALLS, Pa.

rT
HE ILLUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX

r i
'^ COMPRESSOR, having Compound Air

Cylinders with hitercooler and Compound

Steam CyHnders with Meyer Cut-otT Valves.

This is the best construction for small and medium sizes.

RAND DRILL COMPAISY,
23 Park Place, NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wlieel and Foundry Co,

CeCTION OF 80LTI.ESS FABTENINQ

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular "Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

4 Continuous Circumterential Fastening. Simple, Sate, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FOI" CtliHed irOn Wheels,

^'iocomouVes, Tenders, 0^*-- ^^ ^ to 6 ordinary

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enliance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.¥.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gaoge Gars, SwitchsS, AutonjatiG Stands,

YOKED, BOLTED AND i PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAC< EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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RICHARD DUOOKON, '^4 and 26 Colnnibia St., New York.

Maker aud Pateuiee of

Improved Hydraulic

JACKS,

BS^Jacks for Pressing on Crank
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order,
Comniimlcations by letter wUJ

receive prompt attention.

k.!^--,, ,,„ _ "t^^^^feS^^ YOKE

Punches, Eoller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

Made of Flexible

Steel One-quarter

Inch thick.

70,000 //V USE DURING LAST EIGHT YEARS.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The "Mighty Midget" and other Modern Styles of Baker Car Heaters.

ALL BAKER HEATER FITTINQS EXTRA HEAVY.

Our Safety Pressure Vent, and New Combination Cock and Filling- Funnel, of Solid Brass,
cast in One Piece. Manufactured and Sold only by

W5LLIAM C, BAKER,
143 LIBERTY STREEf, NEW YORK.

The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump "Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

Detroit White Leads Worl{s Z%Z Z'

Detroit Varnisli Company maniVmen't!"*

Detroit - Chicago - Buffalo.

Rogers' Railroad Specialties.

Rogers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.

Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting.

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, IMich.
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PEDRICK & AYER CO.
A OHii Arid nt-iiA r> A

1001
Hamilton
Street,

PHILADELPHrA. PA.

AIR ENGINE

For Driving- Portable

Tools, Wheel Lathes

and Drills.

Special

Tools
for

Railroad

Repair

Shops.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR._Drivenby a

bflt, regulates Itself au-

tomatically, maintain-
ing the pressure within
three pounds at any de-
>irt'dpolut; conipound-

aud water jacketed
;

\\i\\ supply air at less
(h;m half the cost for
iiifl of brake pumps,
Kuus only so long as air
i-v being used. Delivers
t-1 cubic feet of free air
pcrmiuute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof.

f$> f$7f$> f$5($><^<^ f$7r$? r^'*^ ril^r^

\ We have a Steel-Back Binder,

s something: new and suttstantial.

^ No cutting: or Punching: Papers.

i^^ ^ Price, $1.00.

A--V Nv\ S VV.V.V ,V .\ VXWVX \VN V \ NW V \

j^" We have a Good, Cheap "^

Binder, price, 25 cts.— holds
^

a year's numtjers. |

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, 256 B'dway, New York.

rtftotrt rf?i^ r$»(4i «$»($» ($7(^ «$»($» r$'r$' rf?'$'r$? '$''!$? '^'^

CUT THIS OUT

!

Railway Department,

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.,

1525 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Please mail to my address a copy of your illus-

trated pamphlet on the TOWER COUPLER.

Keep posted regarding; progress in M. C. B. Couplers,

by watching: the Tower, which leads

the procession.

Automatic Molding Machines

For

Reduced

Cost

of

Castings.

Pattern set tor

Christie Brake
Shoos.

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. V.
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fi'e^errelliifg.iso.

820 CURTIS ST., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Highest Award World's Columbian Exposition,

FOR PERFECTION IN

Pipe Threading and Cntting Macliines

FOR HAND, FOR POWER
AND FOR COMBINED HAND AND POWER.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JHE "CRANE " AIR BRAKJ
Is in operation on some of tlie

most prominent railroads

in tlie country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Makes of Air Brakes.

Send for Price List.

Crane Company. Chicago.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

I
THIS WONDERFUL BOOK

IS FREE!!

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class,

See cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE

The Male & Kilburn M%. Co
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE
f\frt otrt «trtsTURTEVANT

YSTEM OF
/'A

Heating and Ventilation.
This system is particularly adapted to large shops and is in use in

many of the best railroad and locomotive shops in the country.

l.-^

N '/^^^^^^'^-^

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES,
34 Olicer St., Boston, Mass. 73 Queen Victoria St., London, E. C. Eng.
131 Liberty St., IMea^ York, iV. Y. 21 West Mile St., Glasgoic, Scotland.
135 \orlh 3d St. Philadelphia, Pa. 38 Wilhelmstrasse, Berlin, Germanij.
16 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sujeden.

.'^^^^
^'y

M:

-'
r

FOR ROUNDHOUSES.
It removes ice and snow in one-third

the time usually employed, and clears

buildings of moisture and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives uniform temperature, and

hastens the drying and finishing of

work.

toco/noLive £n^/nee>/no /V./.
Pi'ans and Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished.

fttrt'i%^'%^«^'%'%%%%%'%^<%^^'%^«^'«^^,«/«^^/%%/%^^/%^^^^«/^VVV%^/«^^%^^/VVVVVVVVV%^^^^^^^V^V^%'VV%^/%'%^^/%.%^'%/%^'V%^^^^^^.%.«'%/V%'%'%'%'%'^^^nitfl

IT PAYS

f

Improved Type A
Air Hoist.

Not only to use Air Hoists, but also to

buy the best, and to buy of those who

make a business of designing and manu-

facturing them.

We make all kinds of Cranes for

railroad and other purposes.

Send for circtilars.

WHITING FOUNDRY EOUIPMENT COMPANY,

1522 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Works : Harvey, Chicago Suburb.

U^'i'W%^W*^/V%'W*^^/%/W%^^%^^^V%/ft^V*.VWW*WWVWWWWWW*^'»'V%^**'V%'WWWV*'V*^'*'»'»^*^'%**^*'W%^^^^^-V»^^^^%*-V»"»'»'**^^1,
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«-v.,Hffc. (^^^'^J BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Chicago Office, 'fcri

1534 Marquette BIdg. lilv^, i i;i|

Metal PVorkiiig Machme Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

AddfBia ^iccrriT- ^ cistoiheCompany
WM M CONW-sY -^n
C P KRmUTh ->=>!/
AJORArtt Supe ntendenC.

faGlurers«i

AIalleable Iron Castings.
. Sole Manufacturers Of

THE JANNEY coupler
rOR PASStNGCR AND FRtlGHT CARS.

/////i' ('/f//f/// S/ :^1 V/v.

'/l'//.slj///y//i. y;^/.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. RoBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Trcas. R. M. Dixon, Engineer

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRIL.UANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.
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A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self=Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V
.Sp

COMPANY,

^/yvGFIELD, o^^*^-
^

CW'I

^r.

r \ <^i—^^1

MINER DRAW BAR ATTACHMENT.

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

Sams

Automatic

Car Coupler

Company

Hold the Key

to the Situation

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Oen'l Mgr.

for economically nieet-

iug the requirements

of the U. S. law,

in an absolutely auto-

matic coitpler whibh is

most simple and efficient, and the best and only

automatic coupler to use for repairs in connection

with present link and pin. We give systems the

rieht to make and use drawbar and lever attach-

ments, and sell them the pins at $i.oo each.

Cast Iron Bars weish about iSg lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col.
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THIS is the only single

* tube " Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

¥T is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness machine,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANIvY 24 pieces— less

^ than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-
u cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new

one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

aillllll^lllllll^lllllll^lllllll

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MANUKACXUIIED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
Nf^. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

•<lllli#<llllii#<IIIIAIIilli

PUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

¥ ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
'^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

GUARANTEED ! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

•f»f»l|i»i||

th:
r tmrhoM

Alr-E
Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Freight Cars,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINQHOO
AIR-BRAKE COMPANY,
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Columbian Metallic Rod -Packing.
Principal Points: SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY.

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction Next to Nothing. Provides for Engine Running Out of Line.

Three Packing Rings for Freight and Switching Engines.
One Paclving Ring for Passenger Engines.

r/^ SECTIONAL METALLIC PACKINGS FOR AIR PUMPS CAN BE APPLIED WITHOUT '?'
.J.

Ljr

*
'^i'-

DISCONNECTING. NO CHARGE FOR TRIAL SETS.

8e:ivx3 oi5.a3:Ei*.s to
COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICF,: 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Building-. 1225 and 1226 Betz Building:, PHILADELPHIA.

THE
A SWEEPING RECORD!

Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less than

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during- the past twelve months, show that through the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling; their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 7S0 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

BOSTON BELTING CO. ESTABLISHED
1828.

AIR BRAKE HOSE .( S]4 iirs. in freight Sm-ire.
GUARANTEED FOR I •* yvs. hi I'tissitigir Svrrice.

Car Heating Sose guarantevd fur 1 year.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, MFG. AGT. <S GEN. MAN.

ORSQINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER G00D5
AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEATING HOSE.

WATER, STEAM, TANK AND TENDER HOSE.
SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS

AND MATTING.

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St., BOSTON. 100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

14 North Fourth St., PHILADELPHIA. 109 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

61 Decatur Street, ATLANTA. Ga. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE. Wis.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO. Cal
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PATKKSOR.COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. ^*rjt'
(Formerly Danfortb Iiocomotive & Machine Ca>)

70HN S. COOKE, President & Gen. Man.
MKD. W. COOKE, Vice-President.
WM, BKRDAN Sec'y & Treas.

IPiTE

i
N.
ER80N,
J.

New York Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H. A. ALLEN. A»9nt.

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Feli.x Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

WiLLiA.M P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Akthur LniNGSTON Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythcoe. Agent and Siipt.

S. A. Stephens. Traveling Agent.

NEW VORK OFFICE,

ISTos. 31-33 ^^iiae Street.

ili-A[^-

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gaug:es of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

SPKCIAK. OKKKR.—We will send our 6th Edition Catalogue on application to anyone
directly interested in railroading, or care or management of locomotives. FUase mention thispaper.

;irr

^^sa^' '^^W'.S'^.^^^^^^ "'SM^^mz

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVBLAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

^^ ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Acme SingleA Donble Aatomattc Bolt Cotters

Cutting fromH in. to 6 in. diam.

\lso, Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premltmi Cincinnati Centennial,

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

lyianufacturers and
Builders of ^-/r^:^.

Shay Patent antl Direct Connected Locomntives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

C!C>Mt.:E!SI»OKa'E>EIWC!E SOIjXCXTEID.

74"

Latrobe Steel Works,

T| MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ELOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
S

main Office and Works, I.atrobe, Pa.
Branrli Office,

Bullitt Building, PlilladelpUia.

Cliicaso Office,
Western Union Building.

New Y'ork Office,
Home Life Insurance Butldins.

St. Louis Office,
Uulon Trust Building.

POP safety valves,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

MPROVEO

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEAM GASE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

BUANCHES

:

New York, Chicago, and

London. England.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

TXTIISTS

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR \ COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.



ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and Imllt accurately to pauses and tem-
plates after standard deslgus or to railroad companies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
witli Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A,

Pittsburgh Locomotive Worlds,* PITTSBURGH, PA.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

||)OCOMOTIVE gNGINES
For Broad or Narrow Oauge Roads

From standard desij^ns, or according to specifica-
tiiins. to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilers
furnished at short notice.

Wilson Miller, Pr. & Trs. D. A. Wightman. Supk

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J.

New York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

niCKSON MFG. CO.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gauges and Templets. Also lor Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

Sjn-i-i/lratioHs on application.

IAS. P. DICKSON, President.
I';.\V.West«in. V.-Pres, \Vm. H. Perkins. Sec.& Treas.

.loHN Dkvine, Superintendent.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond LocomotiYe

AND MACHINE WORKS,

RICHMOND, VA.

Locomotives for Every Service.
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mmS. STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE XHK be;sx results for every variety oe service.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street, New York.

EDWARD ELLIS.
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OF

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OR FROM

DESI&NS
FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, dunk.rk.ny.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. .J. Gross, Vice-Pres. David Russell, Supt.

F. H. STBVBN9, Ass't to tlic Pres. T. M. Hequembouru. Sec'y H. Tandt, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDCS

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

PHOSPHOR BRONZfi^^S*^ locoMojiv^ahd car|earimgs
Bf?ASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >4. lb. to 5,000 lbs. In WEIGHT.

For Iron and Steel Specimena,
Chalua, Car Couplers, Lluks and
Pins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Roble Jacks.
Iniii Fouiiilers aud Macbiulsts. RIehle Bros.
Tc-stliiK Maclilne Co., .Store. 19 N. 6th .Street,

FLlladelpUIai New Yorls office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cas/i must ,urompai,y order. \o hooks soil C. O. D. Give name of hook and aul/ior, and -ar can furnish anv hook wanted. The list
hetozv IS especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All hooks senl hy mulfee for price named, unless otherwise stated.

Air-Brake Calechisiii . t'oiiser. 18D5. This
is Ci)i)j;ei''s " Air Bralii' and Signal Instnictions''
rewritten anil improved, containing the air-bialie
and signal instruotious approved by ttie Master
Car Bnilders' and Master Meelianies' Associations

;

also the standard list of qutstions for air-brake
nistructioii. This is tlie late-t and best book on
air brakes. Issned Ndveniber 1, lh95. Price...a5c.

i i i
Alr-Brake fractlvn. Phelau. 1890. The

only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. hound for
pocket Sl.UU

i
Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander

1893. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-
most any kind of breakdown on the road 81,50

American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.
Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical
man $'4.au

^ i i
AppletonN Encyclopedia of Applied

nivvlianlc!!. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineerino
for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

i i i
Buildings and Sti-uctures of American

Kaiiroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-
tions for all kinds of buildings and structuies of
any class used by American railroads $7.50

Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearlv
six thousand illustrations $5.00

g g g
Car Lubrication. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1.00

© ^ i
Catechism of the L«ocoiiiutive. Forney

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every enginemau ouffljt to
have it $3.5U

i i i
Catechism of the liocomotive. Grimsliaw.

1894. Latest book out. Contains 1,.300 questions
and answers about locomotives and air brakes.
Fully illustrated 8^.00

i i ^Compound Lioconiotives. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in
ase $3.00

Constructive Steam Engineering. Whit-
tam. 1890. Treats of engines, pumps, boilers
and all their accessories. A very exhaustive
book $10.00

i i i
Di'eases of the Air-Brake System.

Svnnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find anil repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have $1.00

i i g
Engineer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good . !J5c.

i @ i
Engineer's Pockel-Hook. Trautwein. 1P94.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of
Information $.'•.00

Eiigiiieiiieii'.« Ouifle, Time and Po«kel.
Book. Kunie. ls:y'. Kulcsot procedure in a break-
dowu, for handling air. etc. Contanis a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i i
Enginemen's Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged fur time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

i i i
Evolution oi the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1895. A brief but comi)relicTisive history of the de-
velopment of the modein railmad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever.
up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the preseut day $1.0o

i i iForm of Rxuiiiinaiion for Firemen for
Proiuolion, and Engineers for Employ-
ment.. The standard questions of the Traveling
Engiueers' Association rules of examination.. ^5e.

i i
Has-vrell^s Kngineer^s Poi-ket-Book. 1892.

Probably the bet^t authority in eugiueeriug mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything; 84,00

i i ^Heat Considered as a Node of Motion.
Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-
neering education $sa,50

i i i
Indicator Practice and steam Engine

Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $:d.oo

i ^ iKey to Steam Engineeiing. Williams.
189'i. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way SOc,

Ijocoinotlve Engine-Running and man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-
ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $a.00

i i
LiOcomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations SOc.

Modern Lovomotivt* Construction. Illus-
trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of buildintc and repairs. Large
andelaborate $io.oo

i i i
Patent Binilers for Locomotive Enoinekr-

iNu. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with '-loth. The best hinder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder JiSc.

© i i
Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-

tion. Roirers. 1S94. Something new in the in-

struction book line aSc.

ii i i
Practice and Theory of tile Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The oidy complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All ab.>nt all kinds of iniect-
ors $1.50

Principle-! of >lecliit iiics. Goodeve. 18S0.
The foundation pi-incipies of mechanics $^.50

Progre.«sive Kxa min<itions of L.oconiOi»
live Kngiiiero and i<^iremen. Hill. 1893.
Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this hook SOc.

i i g
Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3,0O

Rules of Intercliange. The code of rules
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc lOc.

% % ^
Simple l^esftons in Drawing, for the

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawinir in the best form 50c.

i ^ i
Slide Valve and Link motion. Auchln-

closs. 1876. The principal authority on the sub-
ject %i.0O

i g i
Slide Valve Gear'. Halsey. Third edition.

1894. The plainest ho .k on the slide valve Full
of diagrams, but no mathematics $I.^O

Standard Code of I'rain Rules. Edition of
April. 189.). The code adopted by the American
Railway .Association, in almost general use a.s a
basis. The authority on train operating. . .$1.0O

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $'.i.5l>

^ i i
The Engineer's Kpitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c,

Tlie Mechanical Rngineer's Pocket
Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules^
tables, data and formulae for the use of engineers,
mechanics and stuaents. The latest and hest
pocket book. Bound in soft leatlier, with flap.
The author has verified every rule and table used,
brouirht the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.0»

The Mod»-rn Mack>inist. Usher. 1895. A
practical treatise on modern machine shop me'h-
otls. Illustrated by 257 enirravinirs Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special'
tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. All of the ongniviuffs are orig-
inal, and two-thirds of them drawn in perspective,
which adds to their value. The book is one that
every mechanic should have $a.50

i i i
The Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive W(trk on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains ..$l,ia5

@ g i
Wliat an Engineer Sltonld Kno^v

Al>oiit Elertrlcitv. Olough. 1894. An elemen-
tary exiilanation of electric power and light appli-
ances, for engineers and meclianics. A splendid
little book SOc.

Addre.ss

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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^^' An Indian Railroad Wreck.
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3—Some of the "Goods Wagons." 4—W^reck Crew at Work. 5—From a Distance. 6—" Punctured."'
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An Indian Wreck.

We present herewith some reproductions

of photographs of a wreck that occurred

on the Eastern Bengal Railway, in India,

on the night of August 3d last—a head-

end collision. The pictures were taken by
Romes Chandra Sen, of Calcutta, and
sent us by Mr. Walter Lodian, whose pic-

ture is shown in the full-page illustration.

The wreck pictures tell the whole story

—

show the kind of rolling stock and people

of that far-away spot in Hindustan.

Lodian is a character. He is a na-

tive of the "land of steady habits"—

a

Yankee—but was reared and educated in

Spain and France. He is a nomad, and
this paper has received letters and pic-

tures from him from all parts of the earth

— first from Argentina, then Fiance and

Spain. Next he appeared in New York
;

he took in the United States pretty well

for a year or two, and started for Siberia,

" around the back way."

He sent us some items from Marshall,

Mich. Next heard from Taylor, Tex.;

then San Francisco. He sent in some pic-

tures of railroad scenes in Haw-aii, then

from Australia, and now from India.

He writes that he leaves Calcutta for

Vladivostok, Siberia, where he will winter,

crossing Asia and Europe next summer.
He seems able to get from place to place

and live with little money, and adapts him-

self to all kind of circumstances, as is

evinced by his Chinese garb in our pic-

ture. He says he could "get along" bet-

ter this way ; that the paper-soled shoes

and the pigtail are all right ; but that he
couldn't bear to part with his Uncle Sam
goatee, but shaved his face and head

—

when in Rome he does as the Romans do.

Lodian seems to have a sort of affinitv

for shops, and visits all kinds of places

where work is done, apparently for no
other object than to see things. If he
keeps a diary and observes right, some
magazine may make up a trip out of him
the next time he shows up here, as " Our
Special Correspondent Sent Around the

World at Great Expense."

A Curious Railway Accident.

On October 22d an express train on the

Western Railway of France dashed into

the Paris terminal (Montparnasse station)

at thirty miles per hour, swept away the

heavy bumpers, crossed a wide end plat-

form and struck the stone wall of the sta-

tion, tearing out all the wall below one of

the large windows—wall 6 feet 6 inches
high and 31 inches thick—then crossed a

wide terrace and tore down thirty feet

of a stone balustrade, and stopped with
her nose on the pavement thirty-three feet

below. The tender and first car were left

as shown.

The tracks into the station are down
grade, yet the train shed is elevated—the
city is in a valley.

The only person injured was one woman
•n the street, killed bv a flying stone.

The driver and fireman jumped off on

the end platform inside the station.

The engineer claims that the Westin.g-

house automatic brake was working all

right until he went to stop in the station ;

but this was disproven, for the brakes

worked on the train just as they stood in

the station, and, in fact, the accident was

made as light as it was, in all probability,

by the conductor applying his emergency

brake when he found the train dashing

into the station at such speed.

It was probably another case of frittering

away air in numerous slight applications

just before the final stop ; or, what is more
likely, forgetting to apply until too late

—

driver thinking of something else.

locomotives with fireboxes above the

frames. He submits a pamphlet, giving

details of all the locomotives on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad in 1867, in which sev-

eral locomotives built by Vancleve & Co.,

of Trenton, in 1S52, had fireboxes 43 inches

wide. Fireboxes of that width could not,

of course, go between the driving wheels.

Our correspondent also claims that some
engines called "Monsters," built at Tren-

ton about 1S37, had fireboxes that extended

over the frames. [The first "Monster"
was started in Hoboken in 1833 and fin-

ished in Bordentown, where all the rest

were made in 1835—her firebox was be-

tween the wheels and above the frames.

—

Elks.]

A CuRiou.s R.\ii.w.\v AecinivNT.

Our engraving was reproduced from the

pages of Engineering, of London.

^ i i
Early Wide Fireboxes.

A correspondent who is one of the oldest

employes of the Pennsylvania Company
claims that we were mistaken in saving
that Milholland, of the Philadelphia &
Reading, was the first designer to build
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The Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica. , N. Y.,

are giving away a ver\- pretty charm
for a watch chain, which consists of a

steam gage in miniature. Any person suf-

ficiently interested can have one by apply-

ing to the compan}'.

i i s
We are entirely out of June, 1895,

copies.
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Exhibit of the Rogers Locomotive Co., at the Atlanta Exposition.
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A New Type of Express Locomotive
Designed by tlie C, B. & Q.

The first engine of the latest design of

locomotive for express service has recently

been put to work on the C, B. & Q. road.

This locomotive, designated as the "590,"

has some entirely new features, the prin-

cipal one being in the introduction of a

moderately wide firebox above the frames,

over the trailers and back of the drivers.

This construction admits of the use of

an ideal boiler—something not true of all

designs of locomotives.

the detail drawings show sizes and proirir-

tions. The following are the principal

dimensions :

Boiler.

Maximum .steam pressure, 200 lbs.

Type, .straight radial stay.

Inside diam. smallest ring, sy-Mi in-

Material, steel plates :

Firebox cover, ^ in.

Barrel, \\ in.

Tube. Yt in.

210 tubes, Xo. M B. \V. Cr., 2 in. out-

side diam. x 12 ft. 9 in. long.

,Steara-pipe section area, 25.9 s(|. in.

Valves, piston t\'pe.

Maximum travel, 6 in.

Lead : Full gear, .,'., in.

Lap inside, i in.

Clearance outside, M in. each end.

Radius of link, 5 ft. 2 in.

Centers of cylinders, transverse, 7 ft.

Centers of valve stems, 3 ft. 9 in.

Centers of frames, 3 ft. 7 in.

Bumper beams :

Kngine, 9 ft. 9 in. long.

Tender, 9 ft. 6 in. long.

BOII.KR, C, B. & y. E.XPKE.S.S LOCCJMOTIVE.

The running gear of the engine is the

same as the " Columbia " type, now quite

well known.
The only noticeable innovation in the

engine is the use of piston valves.

The tender running gear is the usual

one for six-wheeled affairs, but the tank is

the Burlington standard, with more good

features than one. In the first place, the

coal space, sides and back, are on an in-

cline, so that every ounce of coal slides

ahead to the coal boards ; no fine coal and

cinders, soaked or frozen, to be shoveled

ahead ; the flange is high and around the

coal space only. There is a roof over the

front of the tank that is wide enough to

protect the fireman but not wide enough
to prevent getting coal into the tender ; it

is also low, so that it is easy for a man to

get over it. The usual loose boxes are

done away with and substantial iron cup-

boards located under the tender roof. A
box for heavy tools is built inside of the

back flange, the door opening on the out-

.side of the flange—never anything in the

way of getting out jacks, etc. The back

end of the tank is surrounded with a hand
rail, there being no flange. Large vertical

tubes are set each side of the manhole

—

which is double width—to carry off water.

No cross-braces used inside ; sides stiffened

by heavy angle iron. Gates are provided

for each gangway and there is a comforta-

ble seat on the left side of the tank for the

fireman.

Our photographic reproduction shows

up the engine in first-class shape, while

Water space in legs, 4 in. wide.

Firebox, 5 ft. i)i in. and 4 ft. 9*4 in.

high X .s ft. wide x 8 ft. 10^4 in. long.

Material : Steel plates, y% in. thick.

Crown, !4 in. thick.

Heating surface ;

Firebox, 187.4 sq. ft.

Tubes, 1392.72 sq. ft.

Total, 1580.12 sq. ft.

Grate surface, 44.47 sq. ft.

Dome, 2 ft. 8^ in. outside diam, x 2 ft.

high, rising t in. thick.

Combustion chamber, 36 in. long.

Machitioy.

Cylinders, 19 in. diam. x 26 in. stroke.

Steam ports, 21 in. long x IJ^ in. wide.

Exhaust ports, 25 '4 in. long x 6 in. wide.
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Pins : Main, 6 in. diam. x 6 in. long.

Crosshead, 3J^ in. diam. x3 in. long.

Pins—Side rods : Front, 5 '4 in. diam. x 4

in. long.

Back, b% in. diam. x4',i in. long.

Wheels :

Drivers (4), cast steel, 84'4 in. diam.,

with retaining rings.

Truck and trailing, cast steel, ,=j"'+ in.

diam.

Journals : Driving, S''2 x 12 in.

Truck, 6'2 X 10 in.

Trailing, 7 x 12 in.

Main rods fluted, solid oil cups on all

rods.

W'c-iiihts— linginc in Woikini^ Onln:

Front drivers, 39,600 lbs.

Main drivers, 46,600 lbs.

Total on drivers, 86. 200 lbs.

Trailers, 31,800 lbs.

Truck, 20,000 lbs.

Total weight of engine, 138,000 lbs.

The engine has one gH and one loj^

Sellers injector.

West bell ringer.

Leach track sander.

Nathan triple feed lubricator.

Westinghouse-American out.side-equal-

ized brakes on drivers and trailer, train

brake and air signal.

Janney coupler on tender.

Especial attention has been paid to cloth-

ing the cylinders and steam chests, and

the steam and exhaust passages are entirely

separated in the saddles.

The jacket is of cold-rolled packeled
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Flue Cleaner.

The best flue cleaner it lias been our

fortune to size up, was seen in the shops

of the Kings County Elevated R. R., a

creation of Mr. Wm. Thompson, the mas-

ter mechanic. This little machine re-

moves the scale in such an expeditious

and businesslike way that one can't help

but wish it were poesible to turn it loose

in a boiler, and see it wade through the

incrustation there also. This is a honie-

1 l^-inch flues of these little engines. In

operation the flue is placed between the cut-

ting rollers and the end gripped in the

chuck ; the head carrying the cutters can be

started from either end of the flue at will,

and as the traverse or feed is entirely'

automatic, the whole thing does not en-

tail much expense for attendance. The
ease with which results are accomplished,

makes some of the o'der and cruder

methods of removing scale from flues

Flue Cle.\nkr, Ki.xgs Co. Elev.\ted R.R.

made affair, made up of material lying

around the shop, and, as usual in such

cases, it is open to criticism in matters of

detail, perhaps ; but this is a point well

understood by all pioneers in improve-

ments, and does not neces.sarily affect the

efficiency of the machine, which can get

through scale down to the metal in a man-
ner that is decidedly satisfactory, and that,

too, in a noiseless way that is a shining ex-

ample to the old nerve-destroying flue

rattler.

The frame of the machine is made of

two pieces of ^x2;'2-inch angle iron

supported on four legs, and the latter are

secured to the floor by lag screws, shown
in Fig. I. Fitted to this frame is a mov-
able head, made to traverse the whole
length of the frame by means of a

I >4' -inch seven-thread screw, which has a

pulle\- at one end belting from a counter-

shaft, this screw working in a nut formed

in the lower part of the head which is

tapped to receive it. The head is made
of Yz by 3-inch iron, and carries three

hardened steel rollers 2x2 inches having

serrated peripheries, and which revolve

freely on J^-inch pins. Fig. 2 shows the

arrangement of the rollers in the traveling

head, and the method of securing the

flue in place to be operated on. It is seen

that the head is made to .spring such an

amount that, when bolted on one side

only, the cutting rollers will be at a proper

distance from the flue to clean it to the

metal, and this amount of spring is adjusted

by the bolt very nicely.

At the left-hand end of the frame. Fig. i,

are secured two bearings, in which works

the driving mechanism ; this consists of a

shaft, on which is the driving ])ulley, actu-

ated from the line shaft, and al.so a uni-

versal chuck which grips and carries the

Roller eor Flue Cle.^ner.

appear ridiculous in comparison, and is an

object lesson in attaining an end when a

mechanic is on the trail.

g i i
Tinning Pistons.

When a certain kind of material gives

good results in one kind of service, there

is a great inclination with the ordinary

man to believe that it is good for uni-

versal use. Bad mistakes are frequently

made by this free generalization. For

example, the finest working locomotive

crossheads we have ever seen had tinned

surfaces bearing on the guides. The
natural inference is that tin will make the

best kind of wearing surface for any part

having a reciprocatory motion.

There were some rather edifying facts

brought out in a discussion in the Master

Mechanics' Convention about the use of

tin in pistons. In crossheads it had been

an unqualified success, and a committee

reported that where steel pistons were used

it was customary to heavily tin the outer

rinL where it bears against the cylinder.

Mr. H. D. Gordon called for particulars of

experience with this kind of piston. In

response to this. Mr. E. F. C. Davis, of the

Richmond Locomotive Works, spoke of

their experience in trying to make the

piston of the compound locomotive as

light as possible. He said :

" We wanted to make the piston of some-

thing better than cast iron, so we used ca.st

steel, made from the best 80,000-pound

grade of steel. We assumed that the steel

piston was not going to wear very well in

the cast-iron cylinder, and our first scheme

was to cut a dovetail groove in the middle

of the piston faces, and fill that with tin or

babbitt. That worked very successfully,

and did not cut the cylinder at all, but the

tin would break up by the change of tem-

perature. So, after that we cast this ring

of bronze—either Ajax metal or phosphor-

bronze—turned up the piston, turned the

groove in there, and took it in the brass

foundry and cast this ring of bronze ;
but

if cast in one piece, the shrinking would

break it apart. We cast one section at a

time, burning the ends of each section to

its next preceding section, so that when
the ring was complete there was no shrink-

age to break it. Then that piston was put

iu the lathe again, and in turning it up the

bronze ring was allowed to project jV of

an inch beyond the face of the steel cast-

ing. When that piston goes into the cylin-

der, the pores of the cast iron and the

pores of the steel are filled with bronze,

or anti-friction babbitt metal, as the case

may be. and it makes a very beautiful and

durable wearing surface. It adds very lit-

tle to the cost of the piston."

^ i i
Took the Right Siznal.

Tim Corcoran, track-walker, flagged

the flyer, but in his excitement he

gave all the signals in the code and sev-

eral can-can contortions beside—the en-

gineer stopped.

" Whatell kind of signal is that?" asked

the plug-puller.

" Bejazez," says Tim, "Oi'm not much
on signals, so Oi tho't Oi'd give yez the lot

av 'em and yez cood take yer chice.

"

" Hope I chose the right one, anyway,"

said the engineer, laughing.
" Indade ye did, sorr ; there's a bridge

gone jest lieyant the coorve forninst

i' ® g
The members of the New England Rail-

road Club have changed the time of the

meetings from Wednesday to Tuesday

evenings. This has been done to accom-

modate those who wish to attend the

meetings of the New York Railroad Club

on Thursday evenings.
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A Road Locomotive.

Our picture sliows a novel locomotive,

used by Richardson Bros., of Truckee,

Cal., in their logging and lumber busi-

ness.

The mills are situated at the base of a

mountain, and these engines climb the

mountain with empty wagons, load up
and bring them to the mills, a distance of

lo mile.s. The trip is made in five hours

each way.

At night the wagons are loaded with

Big Speed Record of a Ten=Wlieel

Locomotive.

We have received several letters asking

why it was that a ten-wheel engine with

three pairs of coupled driving wheels, 68

inches diameter, made a much better speed

record on the special fast train run over

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern on

October 24th than any of the four-wheel

connected engines, which had driving

wheels 4 inches greater diameter and are

of the same general dimensions. We be-

RoAD Locomotive. Tkuckee, Cai..

lumber, and the engines make a night

trip to the schooner landing on the

Truckee River.

Each wagon carries from 3,500 to 5,000

feet of green lumber.

We do not know the size of the cylin-

ders, but the engines are geared to make
nine revolutions to the drivers' one, and on

a wet day the drivers slip badly and dig

deep holes in the road.

The engineer rides in front and steers as

well as runs the engine, the fireman being

at the rear of the boiler.

These machines are built in San Fran-

cisco, by the Western Manufacturing Co.,

and are used quite extensively in the Cali-

lornia mountains.

^ i i

One Way of Making a Speed Record.

A few weeks ago the local newspapers
were full of a tremendously fast run made
by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

which seemed to eclipse anything done
by the New York Central or Pennsyl-

vania.

When Mr. Eh', chief of motive power
of the Pennsylvania, w-rote to (General

Manager Hallstead, asking for particulars

of the dimensions of the engine and other

facts which would throw light on the un-

usual performance, it is said that Mr.

Hallstead wrote back; "This railroad

company does not pride themselves on

high-speed performances
; we do not have

a straight, level track, and we do not have
four tracks to keep passenger trains away
from freight ; we do not have any ' 999

'

locomotives, and we do not have any 7-foot

driving wheels ; but we have some of the

most accomplished liars ea.st of Chicago,

who have supplied the motive power on
which the fast run was made."

lieve that the principal reason why the

ten-wheel engine made better time than

the others was that she steamed very freely.

While the cylinder dimensions of the

eight-wheel and ten-wheel engines are the

same, the latter have larger boilers than
the former. The heating surface of the

ten-wheeler that made the fast record is

1,603 square feet, while the eight-wheelers

have only 1,413 square feet of heating sur-

face. This would be a decided advantage

in a particularly fast run.

While that engine made an exception-

ally high speed performance, we do not

think that master mechanics generally

will be drawn towards ten-wheelers for

pulling exceptionally fast trains. That

say, 65 miles an hour, the engine with the

smaller wheel would have a little more

margin of power, provided the boiler was

capable of supplying the extra drain of

steam, called for by the increased number
of revolutions that had to be made. Fig-

ured by the well-known formula for find-

ing the tractive force of a locomotive,

with a mean effective cylinder pressure of

50 pounds, which is high when the velocity

is about 300 revolutions per minute, the

ten-wheel engine would exert a tractive

force at the rail of 5,000 pounds, while the

engines with drivers 72 inches in diameter

would exert a tractive force of 4,817

pounds. This difference is not great,

being only about 4 per cent, in favor of

the smaller wheel, but it would help some.

The advantage is not enough to induce

designers of high-speed locomotives to

turn their eyes backward toward smaller

driving wheels.

a i i
A prominent railroad official once said

that his inen alwa\-s learned enough on a

visit to a neighboring shop to pay for ten

times tlie time it took. It's a poor me-
chanic who can't find a pointer in almost

any shop. If this is true, the Erie ought

to benefit from it. .Superintendent of

Motive Power Mitchell insists on his men
mixing with their fellows. He has him-
self just returned from a visit to the L^nion

Pacific shops as fai^ West as Denver, while

his assistant (Mr. Lavery) at Cleveland

has just returned from a trip to California.

^ g i
Making fast time on some special occa-

sion is all easy enough, with the road

cleared for you ; but doing it every dav for

weeks is a different thing. During the

summer just passed the Empire .State ex-

press—time, 52 Vi uiiles per hour for 440

A Record-Brkakinc, Ticn-Wheei,ER.

type has some advantage in starting with

a heavy train, but the extra parts swinging
round are a highly undesirable feature of

a high-speed locomotive.

It may be that the particular ten-wheel

engine under discussion had some advan-

tage over the eight-wheel engines from
having a smaller wheel. If the train re-

sistance was sufficient to balance the tract-

ive force of the eight-wheel engines at,

75 •

miles—was on time everywhere for ninety

consecutive days ; then a train on a cross-

over held her for a few minutes, and she
ran thirty days again without a delay.

That's business.

^ § ^

Railroad business is good on almost
all trunk lines. Better times, better pay.



A Good Way to Circulate Current

Eng;ineering Literature.

The technical press is becoming so valu-

able and the mechanic finds so many use-

ful hints and practices in the columns of

the various papers, that he can ill afford

to pass them by if he makes any preten-

sions to be up to date in his profession,

and jet very few men engaged in mechani-

cal pursuits have access to a large number
of these periodicals.

C. S. Price, general manager of the Cam-
bria Iron Company, recognizing this fact,

has adopted a very good plan for the cir-

culation of the large number of technical

papers which come to the general office.

Each month the number is divided into

two parts, and circulation started from the

opposite extremes of the works. Each
man is required to read within a specified

eventually become the standard system of

measurement for the whole world. They
also keep saying that the length of the

tneter is based on the circumference of the

earth, which is an error long exploded.

People who express themselves in that

strain do not appreciate the immense diffi-

culty there would be in making the change.

The United States and Great Britain are

the two greatest manufacturing countries

in the world, and all articles made to exact

sizes are based on inch measurement. All

screws and gages are based on the inch.

To attempt a change on a large scale would

cause endless confusion. There is really no

need for the change except to satisfy senti-

ment, for those who have tried both sys-

tems say that ours is the most convenient

for manufacturers. Speaking on this sub-

ject. Dr. Coleman Sellers said: "Over

In order to ['cniiit as many as possible to took over suc/i eiirre>it periodicals, as soon

as possible after publication, as are received by the Company, you will kindly
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time and pass on to the next in line. The
annexed printed forms will explain the

method. At the end of the allotted period,

when all the papers are returned to the

general manager's office, the signatures of

the different persons who have perused the

papers are attached ; then the papers are

filed away for future reference, and are

accessible to anyone who wishes to peruse

them further.

i i i
Inconvenience of Metric Measure in

Shops.

The teachers in many of our schools and

colleges continue to teach that the metric

system of measurement is the onh- scien-

tific system of metrology, and that it will

thirty years ago, I so far advocated the in-

troduction of the metric system into the

machine shop as to help its introduction

entirely into one large department of the

works (the injector department of Wil-

liam Sellers & Co. ). I thus became famil-

iar with the -system, so far as to feel that it

was part of my unconscious mental action
;

but its faults were shown so strongly in

contrast with the inch series, that I came
to be an active opponent to its forced in-

troduction where it was not convenient

in use.

When you are tempted to con.sider the

so-called advantages of a decimal sys-

tem of linear measure, think well before

you commit yourself against the customs

that obtain with English-speaking nations,
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holding to that which is the most conve-

nient and useful."

Our metrology lends itself to a good

shop system better than does the metric

system in use in France and Germany.

We say, for instance, that the shop sizes in

use are y',. up to t inch, or to i !i inch, and

to 3 inches by 's inch, then from 3 to 4 by

'4 inch, and by ;4 inch above that size.

.Such a system of shop sizes is easily kept

in the memory, which is not the case

when the millimeter is the unit of meas-

ure, when the shop series advance not by

one or by two millimeters, but by one. two

or three in alternation, as they agree with

the sizes nearest to our inch series. This

has to be done because the Whitworth
system of screw threads, based on the

inch and its subdivisions, is in use outside

of the United .States, and merchant iron is

rolled to the inch metrology.

si! ^ ^

X Southern correspondent, who ex-

presses the belief that some editors

would pass a very poor examination on

air brakes, incloses us the following para-

graph, taken from a Southern paper

:

" 'He died with his hand on the air-

brake pump and saved the train and pas-

sengers.' Thus it was said of Engineer

John Patterson, who lost his life in the

railroad accident Saturday night in Ten-

nessee. His last thoughts were for the

safety of the passengers on his train. Had
he thought only of him.self he might have

saved his own life, with what results to

others none can tell. Forgetting himself,

thinking of the safety of others, he grasped

the air-brake pump and met death in-

stantly."

i i i

The Dickson JIfg. Co., of Scranton, Pa.,

have lately lost an old employe, who was

highly valued and respected by the officers

of the company. He was .\lexander Turn-

bull, a Scotchman, who came to this coun-

try in 1H52, and had been almost forty

years in the employment of the Dickson

people. He held the position of engineer.

When they talked of retiring him on a

pension, he always insisted that he would

like to die " in harness." This came liter-

ally true, for one morning last month he

died while sitting on his chair in the en-

gine room. He had no illness previously,

and seemed as if he had just gone to

sleej).

The secretary of the .American Railway

Master Mechanics' A.ssoci.ition has been

laboring since last con\ention to induce

railroad companies to adopt for shop use

the decimal gage for sheet metal tubes,

made standard at .A.lexandria Bay meeting.

Over one hundred gages have been or-

dered, and the indications are that the

Pratt & AVhitney Co. will soon put the

gage upon the market.



By W. H. ELLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C, M. & St. P. R.R.

Details of Construction.

[tvvpxkth paper.]

There are man\- point.s regarding the

form and particular arrangement of the

several parts used in working the switches

andjsignals at an interlocking plant, all of

which are of great interest to signal engi-

neers, or to those whose duties require

them to keep such parts in repair, but to

the average railroad man, who perhaps

will never have occasion to use any knowl-

edge that he may have gained relative to

the " details of construction," a discu.ssion

ncss, this quality being of the first import-

ance from the fact that but a single con-

nection is used between the lever and a

switch, the power being applied as a pull

Thk Ev.\ns Doum.K .\nti-Frictiox

Pipe Carrier.

for motion in one direction and a push in

the other. If the pipe was used in tension

onlv, but few supports would be needed,

but to transmit any force by compression,

it must be kept in a straight line, and to

do this it must be firmly supported at

short and regular intervals. The.se sup-

ports are called "pipe carriers," and are

made of several different patterns, tho.se of

the anti-friction type being the best and

.\nti-Friction Pipe Carrier.

of these questions cannot be expected to

be so interesting or as useful.

With those, however, who are daily re-

quired to read and act upon the indicn

tions of the signals, a knowledge of tin

construction will help them to put greatci

faith in the indications and to better un-

derstand the precautions taken to insure

that a signal will not give a wrong indica-

tion.

The construction of the different ma-

chines and the method of moving and

locking a switch having been explained in

a previous article, the parts next to be con-

sidered are those used in making the con-

nections, or the means whereby the mo-

tion of the levers is transmitted to the

switches and signals. Those for the

switches and locks are made of i-inch iron

pipe, while for connections to the signals

they are generally made of No. 9 galvan-

ized steel wire. Pipe is used, as giving for

its weight and section the greatest stiff-

frame, all friction being done away with

when the pipe is moved, except that due

to rolling, which is verj- small. There be-

ing no rubljing friction, no oil is required

with this style of carrier, and it is pos-

sible to box them in, no covers being

needed.

The tendency of the pipe being to bend

m any direction when power is applied, a

small roller is fixed in the top part of the

frame of the carrier, to hold the pipe in the

groove in the lower wheel. As the lower

wheel has to carry the weight of the pipe,

llie bearing seldom comes against the upper

the ones now used in all new work. They

are made as maj' be seen in Fig. i , so as to

allow the wheel which carries the pipe to

roll on a center pin in a slot cast in the
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wheel, so that the latter is usually made in

the fonn of a sleeve slipped over a bolt,

which answers for a shaft upon which it

may turn. With the Evans carrier (seen

in Fig. 2), the bearings of this upper

wheel are also made anti-frictional, a rod

being slipped through the top part of the

frame to tie the several parts together,

which, in this pattern, have to be made

in separate pieces, to allow the wheels to

be put in their proper places. The carrier,

for this reason, is somewhat more trouble-

some to put in, two lag screws being

needed for each section of the frame, and

it is also more troublesome to work with,

owing to the difficulty of moving any of

the wheels, as is so often desirable in re-

pairing or putting in any new parts, while

the advantages gained by using the anti-



friction roller on top seem to be very

slight.

Pipe carriers are usuall)- spaced 8 ft. apart

and are fastened to foundations which are

buried in the ground. On some roads this

distance is reduced to 7 feet, but for ordi-

nary straight work there does not seem to

be any need of going to the extra expense

involved in putting them closer together.

For 500 feet of pipe line, the spring of the

pipe under a load of two switch-and-lock

movements will be nearly i inch, or for 9

inches travel at the lever there will be but

S inches at the movement. This spring

has to be provided for in putting in the

down to go inside the pipe and be riveted

to it in the .same manner as a plug. As

this method is patented and controlled by

one of the signal companies, other ways of

accomplishing the same end are to be found

in use, but none that are on the market at

the present time can be said to be satis-

factory, except to weld the pipe to the solid

end of the jaw.

The connection between the lever and

the switch being practically a solid con-

nection, expansion and contraction have

to be provided for to keep it of the same

length, or else the movement might not be

completed when the lever was reversed.

E X*
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expensive arranj,'cnient, on account of the

space required and the difficulty of run-

ning the pipe where there are more than

two lines to be compensated.

A device that accomplishes all that is

required in this direction—and in a very-

neat way, too—is shown in Fig. 5, it being

what is known as a " lazy jack " or com-

pensator. As will be seen, it is made by

arranging two cranks with a short con-

necting rod between them, on a base cast-

ing, one of the cranks being of a very

obtuse angle and practically a rocker, and

the other of a very acute angle, to change

the direction of the thrust of the pipe line

and make it as near a right angle as pos-

sible. In this way the pipe is continued

in a straight line, while its motion is re-

versed and expansion and contraction pro-

vided for. But owing to the angles at which

the two cranks are set with each other,

the throw or travel of the pipe line is lim-

ited, the crank.s, if turned too far, getting

too near the dead center when it would

not be possible to move them either way.

For this reason one compensator is usually

provided for every 500 feet of pipe, a

though distances of 700 feet are not un-

common. For distances less than 100 feet

no compensator is needed.

Where the pipe line is under 500 feet in

length, the compensator is put in the

middle of this distance, or 250 feet from

either end, and so, when two or more are

used, they are each put in the middle of

the length of pipe which they are to com-

pensate. This appears simple enough, but

workmen, unless watched, will divide the

distance, spacing the compensators evenly

work, by making one of the crank arms at

the movement longer than the other, so

that the S-'4 inches of travel required for

the full stroke of the movement will be

obtained. In running the pipe lines, the}'

should always be made as straight as pos-

sible, and never curved if it can be avoided.

Where this has to be done, owing to curves

in the track, the carriers should be put

closer together, to prevent the pipe from

springing or bending when the load is put

upon it.

In curving out to run around a side track,

when the angle is not sharp enough to re-

quire the ordinar\' form of crank, radial

or ordinary cranks should be used, as

shown in Fig. 3, the pipe all being run in

straight lines. In joining the several

lengths of pipe to make a long line, they

are screwed together with an ordinary

screw coupling such as is furnished with

the pipe, an iron plug about 4 inches long,

having holes for rivets drilled in each end,

being put inside and riveted to each pipe,

as shown in Fig. 4. Riveting the pipe in

this way takes a great deal of the strain

from the threads, and will even hold the

pipe together should the threads work
loose. Jaws for making the connections

to cranks or switch-and-lock movements
are fastened to the pipe by an ordinary

coupling, the threaded end being turned

The simplest wa}- of doing this is to put a

rocker in the middle of the pipe line, so

that the motion or direction of travel in

one half will be in the opposite direction

from what it is in the other. When one

half of the pipe line expanded with an in-

crease in temperature, the other half would

have expanded the same, the rocker being

turned on its center to a new position,

while the total length of the connection

from the lever to the movement woulii

not be changed.

Putting a rocker in the pipe line to re-

verse the motion is a verv awkward ami

between the levers and the movement, thus

leaving a certain part of the line unpro-

vided for. For example, if the distance to

be compensated is 900 feet, the compen-

sators should be put one-quarter of this

distance, or 225 feet from each end, instead

of 300 feet, as would seem at fir.st sight to

be the proper distance.

If it should be necessary to place two

cranks quite close together in any pipe

line, they ma}' be connected up so as to

reverse the motion, and thus take the place

of a compensator. To arrange them in

this wav will be found verv convenient in
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running pipe lines around side tracks that

have been put in after a plant is in opera-

tion, and when it is desired, on account of

the connections to the switches, to keep

them in the same relative position with

reference to the track. This arrangement

is clearly shown in Fig. 5, where the

cranks are arranged to compensate and the

lines outside of the side track are brought

under and extend on parallel with the

main line in the same numerical order.

The foundations for the cranks, com-

pensators and other parts of the apparatus

subjected to very heavy strain are made of

heavy oak lumber, dovetailed and Ijraced,

the whole being buried in the ground to

the proper depth, tamped and finalh- con-

creted, this being made of one part cement

ing cleared unless the switch is closed, be-

ing connected to the down-pull wire, or

the one that pulls the signal to clear. On
several roads, however, a decided step in

advance has been taken by making this

connection of pipe instead of wire, there-

by doing away with the necessity of con-

stant adjustment, and the possibility of

giving a wrong signal from this cause or

from the breakage of a wire.

That the consequences would be serious

were a wrong indication to be given by

the home signal, no one will doubt, and

while the cost of making the connection

of pipe is considerably more than when

two lines of wire are used, the additional

safety secured in the operation of the plant

mostcertainlv warrants its use.

1-10 7

I
OF Switch

bolt lock is not used, there is nothing to

prevent the signals being cleared if the

wire to the home signal should break be-

tween the bolt lock and the lever, the op-

erator being then able to rever.se the home-

signal lever and pull over the lever of the

distant signal. Should the wires to the

home signal be caught, or should the de-

rail not be closed and the bolt lock hold

the wire, it is possible, from the spring in

Selector for Pipe Connection.s. C M. & St. p. Tower.

A "Scotch" Block.

to two of sand and three parts of crushed

stone, such as will go through a 2-inch

mesh. The concrete should be put in at

least 12 inches deep, and for 12 inches

around each side of the foundation. The
cement used should be of the best quality,

on account of the strains that are put upon

the foundation, and while it is not neces-

sary to go to the expense of getting the

imported article, none but the best of do-

mestic manufacture should be used.

At the present day the standard practice

of connecting the home signal with the

lever in the tower is to use two lines of

wire, bolt locks, to prevent the signals be-

RocKER Sh.^i't Lead-Out.

When the home signals are wire-con-

nected, a bolt lock should be put in the

connection to the distant signal as well as

to the home signal. This is to make it

impossible to clear the distant signal, as

well as the home signal, unless the switch

or derail has been properly closed, for if a
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the wire, for an operator to reverse the

home-signal lever and then give a clear

distant signal when the home signal had

not been cleared.

Connecting the home signal with pipe

admits of the use of a strong and well-

designed selector, and one that will act as



a bolt lock as well as a selector. Tliis

selector is shown in Fig. 7, and, as will be

seen consists of two slide bars working in

grooves in a cast base piece, and which
are connected to the two signals to be op-

erated, a third slide being provided which

as is the case with the pipe-coniiertL-d

selector.

Differences in design are found in Iht-

several devices, whereby the movement
of the pipe lines to operate the switch

is autoniaticallv made to select the hook

.\ Bo.x Ck.\nk Lkad-OuT.

is connected to the signal lever, and so ar-

ranged by means of a crossbar that it ma\'

be made to slide in either of the grooves

occupied by the other two bars, and, bv
shoving them out. clear the .signals to

which they are connected. The crossbar

is usually connected to the lock bar of the

switch, the operating slide being brought

behind the slide which will clear the

proper signal, to govern the switch the

way it is set. Where not convenient to

connect the selector directly to the lock

bar of the switch, the crossbar may be

worked by a motion plate operated by the

pipe line working the switch, or else a

direct connection, consisting of a crank
and short connection, may be used. When
the crossbar is attached directly to the

lock rod, the selector is made to act as a

bolt lock, for, as the operating slide works
in a notch cut in the crossbar when the
slide has been pushed ahead to clear the

signal, the crossbar will be locked, and
with it the switch.

Where the connections are of wire
there are several different forms of select-

ors that may be used, the design of each
being made upon the same general plan.

The connections being of wire, the signals

must all be cleared by a pull instead of a
push, each signal being connected to a

long hook which can be caught by a .slid-

ing plate connected to the lever in the
tower, and drawn back when the lever is

reversed, instead of being pushed forward.

sliding plate except the one to be'operated,

the driving bar being driven by means of

a motion plate worked by the pipe line

connected to the switch. Another way,

and one that is more certain in its action,

is to make the switch connection turn a

shaft by means of an escapement crank,

cam lugs on the shaft being provided to

raise all but the proper hook to be operated.

With all of these forms of selectors, de-

pendence is placed for their proper opera-

tion upon the assumption that the proper

hook will drop and be caught by the slid-

ing plate when the dogs or cams are set by
the movement of the switch connection,

and that the adjustment of the wire will be

such as to bring the point of the hook in

the proper position to be caught. As the

adjustment of the hooks is often bad,

owing to changes in the length of the wire

—and they can easily be prevented, by
snow, ice, dirt, or by a poor adjustment of

the dogs on the driving bar, from being

caught—it will be seen that the arrange-

ment is not a very good one. To be relied

upon, it should be positive in its action,

and this can onh- be obtained by using

pipe connections instead of wire.

A device that is sometimes used in place

of a derailing switch at short sidings, or

where it is desirable to allow cars to stand

as near the main line as safety will permit,

is shown in Fig. 8, and is known as a
" scotch block." It is connected to a lever

in the machine, so that it can be raised on

top of the rail in the position shown when
it is desired to block the line, or else

low ered out of the way when the track

is to be used. As may be supposed,

it answers the purpose very well, de-

railing any car or engine that attempts

to pass it, but as in so doing it is apt

to cause some damage to the trucks or

brake gear, the device should not be

used, unless there are very good rea-

sons for not putting in the ordinary

form of derail.

In the design of the tower, sini-

.\ .Spkci.\i. Towkr kor Vsk in CiTiks.

connected to the proper signal. Of these

the one in most common use is where
selection is made by means of a driving

bar carrying dogs, which are set to throw

every hook out of engagement with the
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plicity and cheapness, as well as adaptabil-

ity for the purpose for which it is con-

structed, are the principal points to which

attention may be called.

.^s will be .seen in l"ig. 9, the tower is



made^two stories in height, to allow the

operator to have an unobstructed view, as

far as possible, of the tracks protected by

the interlocking, the stairs to give access

to the operating room being put on the

outside of the building. A substantial

frame work is put in, on which to place

the machine, and heavy oak "lead-out"

timbers are placed on top of the founda-

tion on which to bolt the rocker shafts, or

the cranks used to run the different con-

nections out from the tower. The arrange-

ment for this purpose which is the easiest

to put in but the most expensive to use,

is a rocker shaft lead-out as shown in Fig.

lo. These should be made with the arms

welded on instead of being fitted on a

hexagonal shaft and fastened by a set

screw, as is the case with the one shown,

for the reason that the cranks are not ac-

Towers should always be made somewhat

larger than is nece.ssary to hold the ma-

chine to be used, to allow for possible ad-

ditions to the plant, the expense of so do-

ing being very little in comparison with

what it will cost to enlarge one already

built.

One very prominent road builds its

smallest towers large enough to take a 24-

lever machine, thereby providing for the

future and also giving ample room in which

to get at all the parts. For towers that have

to be located in places where there is but lit-

tle room—between tracks, for instance—or

where, as with the new electric street rail-

way interlocking in cities, the tower has to

be put upon the sidewalk, some form of

iron framework has to be used, as shown

in Fig. 12, the pipe connections being

boxed in (Fig. 13) to prevent anyone ex-

Fig. 14, which has proved itself to be just

what was wanted, as nearly all the heat is

carried to the operating room, which is

kept warm, while no coal is wasted heating

the lower one.

It is customary in climates where there

is much snow or ice in winter to box the

pipe lines, as well as the switch-and-lock

movements, to prevent their being clogged

by ice forming on the pipe and carriers.

The boxing should be made of 2-inch ma-

terial, the side pieces being 16 feet long,

to bring the joints over the pipe-carrier

foundations. Where the wire lines to the

distant signals are run in cities, or in yards

where people are likely to be tripped up by

Le.^d-Out Connection.s for Spkciai, Tower.

curately fitted as they should be and can-

not be held tight by the set screw. As a

little lost motion at the center is very

much increased at the end of the crank,

the travel of the pipe line being reduced

by just that amount, it will be seen that

this arrangement is not as good as when

the arms are welded on, for, owing to the

levers being interlocked, all lost motion in

the connections is to be avoided.

By a judicious use of ordinary and box

cranks, many lead-outs put in with rocker

shafts could have been put in much more

cheaply and yet with practically the same

results. A box crank is shown in Fig. 1 1

,

and consists of an arrangement whereby

any number of cranks are made to work

on a single base, and make it possible to

turn at a right angle, and in a very small

space, a large number of pipe lines.

cept the proper persons from getting at or

tampering with them.

The location of the tower is an import-

ant point and should be carefully consid-

ered before a decision regarding it is made.

In a general way it may be said that it

should be placed at some central point,

where the best view of the tracks is to be

had, this point being almost always on the

outside of the curve, if the tracks are not

run in a straight line. If there is but little

choice in this respect, the tower should be

located where the straightest, and there-

fore the simplest, connections can be made
to the switches and signals.

Among recent additions and improve-

ments to the tower may be mentioned a

ladder, to allow of easy access to the roof

in case of fire, as is shown in Fig. 9, and

the casing surrounding the stove, .shown in
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them, they also should be boxed. This

boxing should also be made of 2-inch ma-
terial, pieces 6 inches wide being used for

the sides and 8 inches for the top. This

is not the usual practice, i-inch stuff being

most generally used ; but as the 2-inch

will outlast the other almost double and
will need but little attention or repairs,

there can be no question but that it is true

economy to use it.

In the operation of an interlocking plant,

a safety device known as "electric lock-

ing" of the levers is now being intro-

duced more than ever before, as the ad-

vantages to be had by its use are becoming



more {generally known. With it the levers

of the machine are electrically locked, so

that the operator, after once clearing the

signal for a train to proceed, is unable to

move the levers controlling the derails and

switches until the train has cleared the

limits of the interlocking. The lock itself

is a very simple contrivance, consisting of

an electro magnet, supported on a suitable

frame and bolted to the locking brackets

of the interlocking machine, as shown in

Fig. 15, so that the armature when down
will engage with a lug on the locking bar

and prevent it from moving, and when

the rails and energizing the magnet /; , F,

the locking circuit through the locks /.,

the circuit breakers B, the contact points

D of the track relay E, the magnet .1/ and
the contact points P of that magnet ; A',

the releasing circuits energizing the mag-
nets A', the armatures of which make a

back contact when the magnets are de-

energized, and complete the circuit F
through the magnet J/ ( but not through
the locks), if the track-circuit relay is en-

ergized and the circuit breakers closed.

The operation of these locks, and the

effect on the circuits when a train passes

on to the track circuit, it de-energizes the

magnet, breaking the circuit F at the

point D, so that the circuit cannot be re-

stored and the locks lifted, if all the wheels

of the train have not passed out of the

interlocking. When the train reaches the

releasing section, the magnet .V is de-ener-

gized, the armature falling and completing

the circuit F through the magnet .1/ as

soon as the circuit is restored at the point

D and circuit breakers A". Energizing the

magnet M raises the armature and com-

pletes the circuit through the point P, so

that when the train passes off the releasing

section, although the circuit F\s broken at

the contact point of the magnet A', it is

maintained through the contact point P.

The locks, however, are not raised until

the circuit is broken at the magnet A', for

although the circuit was completed through

the locks and the point P when the mag-

net M was energized, it was also complete

through the contact points of the magnet

,V, and as there is less resistance through

these than through the locks, most of the

current would flow that way, and the locks

would not be raised until the contact at

that point was broken.

If the signals have not been restored to

danger before the train passes off the re-

leasing section, the circuit F will not be

completed through the magnet .V and the

machine will remain locked up.

An arrangement of circuits applicable to

a simple crossing, in which the locking

circuit is done away with, is shown in Fig.

17. With this arrangement the track cir-

cuit inside the derails is made the releas-

ing section and no locking circuit is used,

the action being the same as in the ])re-

iocomottve5)i\s(t
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raised by the attraction of the magnet will

leave the bar free. A heavy casing is pro-

vided to inclose the magnet, so that when
locked by the padlock provided for the

purpose, the operator will be prevented

from getting at the armature and releasing

the lever before the train has cleared the

interlocking.

To drop the locks and lock up the ma-
chine, a circuit breaker is attached to all

the signal levers, so that whenever a sig-

nal is cleared, the circuit through the lock

is broken, de-energizing the magnets and
dropping the armatures. To prevent the

circuit from being restored when the sig-

nal is returned to the normal position,

which should be done by the time that the

last car of a train has passed it, a track

circuit is made use of to energize a relay,

the armature of which, when down, breaks

the circuit through the locks in the same
manner as the circuit breaker on the signal

lever.

The circuits made use of, and the man-
ner of connecting them up, are shown in

Fig. 16, 7" being the track circuit through

Kl.I-XTRIC LOCKINC. CiRcriT.s.

through the interlocking, is as follows

:

The locks being normally held up, the

switches are set and signals cleared for

the train to proceed. Clearing any of the

signals breaks the circuit F sX. the point />',

dropping the locks and locking the derail

lever reversed, so that it cannot be changed,

at the same time dropping the armature

of the magnet J/, breaking the circuit at

the point P, and preventing the locks from

being raised when the signal is returned to

the normal position. When the train passes
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vious arrangement, with the magnet E left

out. The cost of putting on this arrange-

ment, complete, is not more than $150,

and if proper care be used in the installa-

tion, it will cost but little to maintain and

will seldom get out of order.

In case of accidents, or a failure of the

circuits to release the locks, a switch is

provided by which the operator can close

and release the locks, by breaking a glass in-

serted in the cover of the box in which the

switch is placed. Inclosing the switch in



this wa^- is done to put a check upon the

operator, to prevent him from throwing

the locking out of service without good

and sufficient reasons.

The circuits here shown are the simplest

and best, I believe, for this purpose that

have ever been designed, and have given

most excellent results ever since they were

put in service. They are much superior

to the mechanical or interlocked relays

that are used by the signal companies, as

the action is positive, there being no trou-

ble with sticking of the armatures, as with

the latter, nor is it possible for the operator

at any time to release the locks by jarring

the relays.

The advantages to be derived from lock-

ing t'^e levers in this way are : That the op-

Electric Locking Circuit.s Applicable
TO A Simple Cro.ssing.

erator must return the signal to danger

after the passage of every train, before it

leaves the limit of the interlocking, thus

compelling him to keep the signals at

danger and not clear any one of them un-

til on the approach of a train
; that as long

as any part of a train is within the inter-

locking, no change can be made in any of

the switches that would lead to a collision

or derailment—an advantage that is very

great, considering the number of times

that switches are run through by operators

throwing the switch in front of a train,

thinking that it has passed out of the in-

terlocking ; that having once cleared the

signal for a train, it is impossible for the

operator to open the derail or change
switches so as to cause a derailment, al-

though he is perfectly free to return the sig-

nal to danger at any time.

That this latter is a very desirable fea-

ture, is shown by the large number of acci-

dents that have happened by operators

taking away the signals from one train and

giving them to another, the train from

which the signals were taken being de-

railed, owing to their having approached

the crossing expecting to be allowed to

proceed. One instance can be named

where the operator cleared the signal for

an approaching freight and then went to

sleep. Hearing the whistle of a train on

the other road, and forgetting that he had

ju.st cleared the signals for a freight, he

changed the levers, opening the derails

just in front of the engine. The engineer

of the freight having observed the signal

at clear, was approaching the crossing at

a fair rate of speed, which, as the train

was a heavy one, was sufficient to shove

the engine and four cars completely over

the crossing, entirely blocking it. Had

the train for which the signals had been

changed not been a passenger, and a light

one at that, a collision would have hap-

pened, it having come to a stop within a

car length only of the other train.

Then, again, with the electrical locking,

there can be no question as to which train

the signal has been given, and the claim

so often made by engineers when they get

into trouble, that the signals were taken

away from them, will not hold with a plant

so equipped. To those who fail to see the

advantage of this and the great help that

it gives in enforcing discipline, I would

refer them to the superintendents who are

able- to send their engineers to plants so

equipped, with the request that they come

back and tell them if they were able to

change the signals and switches, as they

claim was done to them, and that if they

could do so they would be given full pay

for the time they were off.

i ^
Curious Wear of Driving-Wheel Tires.

A mechanical official of a railway in

India sends us the following particulars of

curious wear of driving wheels, and asks

us to explain the cause of the phenome-

non, if we can do so. We are not able to

give any explanation, nor can several

others, who are experts on the wear of

driving wheels, give us any information.

We therefore give the particulars to our

readers, and shall gladly receive any facts

or opinions that may be offered upon the

subject. Our correspondent says :
" Five

engines of the same class were working in

my district, all of the same make. They

were six-wheeled goods coupled engines.

The wheels are called leading, driving and

trailing wheels. The driving wheels have

the usual counterweight fixed between the

spokes of the wheels. After these engines

had been running about eighteen months,

a peculiar groove formed in the center of

the tire of the left-hand driving wheel of

each of these engines. This groove did

not extend right round the wheel, but it

located itself immediately behind (oppo-

site) the counterweight. It began where

the counterweight began and ended where

the counterweight ended. The groove was

deepest immediately behind the center of

the counterweight, gradually getting less

and less as it extended outwards in either

direction, ceasing altogether within the

limits of the space occupied by the coun-

terweight. Can you give any reason for

such peculiar wear ? Why should five of

this particular class wear in this peculiar

manner? Why should this peculiar groove

confine itself to the left-hand driving

wheel only ? Why locate itself immedi-

ately behind the counterweight? "

i i s
The Sacred Oil.

'

' Did you hear aliout the hold-up on the

West Michigan?" asked the "Central"

man, as he scratched a match on the leg

of his bloomers.

"No? Well, it shows where this econ-

omy business has got to. You know we've

all been holding the boys right down to

divf^a of oil

—

pints is an extravagant ex-

pression now.
" Well, train robbers hit one of the W.

M. trains last month, and ' touched ' the

passengers, express car and crew.

"One of 'em climbed over the tank

and poked the nozzle of a six-shooter

under the engineer's ear and told him to

hold up his hands—he did.

" 'Now,' says the robber, ' I want yer

valleybels ; what ye got ?

'

" 'Well,' said the engineer, 'I've got a

month's pay in me clothes and a good gold

watch and chain, and yer welcome to 'em

—but, mister, for God's sake, don't tonch

that valve oil ! '
"

^ i i
On two lakes but a few miles from

Copenhagen a .steamer capable of running

on rails will be shortly seen disporting it-

self. The two lakes are separated by a

strip of land traversed by a railway which

crosses, in its course, a road, necessitating

a gradient of i in 50 on either side. The

rails are carried under w^ater on a wooden

structure, and the steamer, which carries

two wheels fixed on either side so as to

correspond with the rails, being guided by

piles, makes for the rails at full speed,

travels up the incline and down the other

side, where the propeller again comes into

action. The small wheels at the sides of

the vessel are worked by a shaft and chain
;

a powerful brake is used in descending

the slope.

% % %

A correspondent writes us from the gen-

eral manager's office of the San Diego,

Pacific Beach & La JoUa Railway that they

are about to commence building a fifty-

mile extension, which will make their

road one of the most prosperous in the

countrv when finished.
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Does Large Orate Area Promote Fuel

Economy ?

A remarkably interestinjj paper on

"Wide Firebox Locomotive Boilers," b\'

Mr. J. Snowden Bell, was read at a recent

meeting of the Western Railway Club.

The paper is particularly valuable historic-

ally, since it traces the gradual develop-

ment of the large firebox as an element of

the locomotive boiler, and presents many
facts connected with this line of improve-

ment which were not generally known.

Besides tracing the development of the

large firebox, the paper gives many inter-

esting facts about novel forms of boilers

tried, some of them having been very per-

sistent in coming up periodically under

slightly changed forms.

While contributing a very valuable

chapter to the history of the locomotive

engine, Mr. Bell takes occasion to advo-

cate principles of designing which are by

no means so acceptable as his history les-

son. The following extract from a paper

by the late John C. Hoadley is given near

the opening of the paper :

" The weak point [of the American loco-

motive] was the narrow firebox and the

limited grate area, necessitating rapid

combustion, no less than 50, So, 100 and

occasionally 150 to iSo pounds of coal per

hour on every square foot of grate ; anil to

this admitted fact the .\merican truss

frame contributed in some small degree."

That extract is evidently cited as the

gospel on which to preach a sermon on

the advantages of large fireboxes. Like

all other gospel, this text is accepted as

being absolutely infallible, and no facts

are considered necessary to prove the ad-

vantages that result from the use of a large

firebox and the evils that flow from small

grate areas. While the tendency of .\meri-

can designers of late has been to make the

fireboxes of the forms that would give

them larger grate area, we are by no means
certain that unmixed gain results. Re-

garded from the standpoint of a marine or

stationary engine boiler, the grate area of

the ordinary locomotive is ridiculouslv

small ; but there are other features of a

locomotive that do not compare favorably

with stationary engine designs, and yet

give remarkably economical performance

in hard service. It has not been proven

that making the grate area of a locomotive

approximate that of a stationary engine

furnace, intended for natural draft, will re-

sult in saving fuel iitider average iuork-

I'l/o- , and we believe that those who are

making unusually large fireboxes are

bringing into service locomotives that will

be far from economical in the use of fuel.

There are circumstances under which
the use of very large grates will be found

advantageous. Refractory fuel, such as

anthracite which biu'ns slowly, slack coal

which must be burned on a thin bed which
air can penetrate, and inferior coal lacking

in heat-generating properties, requires large

grate areas ; but the air-admitting surface

which is found a benefit for these condi-

tions will waste fuel when good coal is

used, especially when the locomotive is

working light.

The protest that has been uttered so

often of late \ears against the waste of fuel

resulting from burning a large quantity of

coal per hour on a given grate area, is not

based on the low evaporative efficiency of

the fuel consumed so much as upon the

dictum of the steam engineer, who gives a

formula for the quantity of coal that can

be most economically consumed per square

foot of grate area. The formuUe given are

mostly deduced from experiments with

stationary and marine boilers. There have

never been experiments carried out to

demonstrate what amount of fuel can be

most economically consumed per grate foot

of a modern locomotive. Experiments

made by D. K. Clark )'ears ago would

seem to indicate that the advocates of verj-

large grates are reaching towards wasteful

practice. The investigations which he

made with so much care may not apply-

exactly to modern conditions, but they

bear testimony which ought not to be ig-

nored. An important deduction made
from his experiments with locomotives

was :
" There may be too much grate area

for economical combustion of fviel, but

there cannot be too little so long as the
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required rate of combustion per square foot

does not exceed the limits imposed by

physical conditions " The " phjsical con-

ditions '

' are providing means for admission

of sufficient air to the fire to convert the

fuel consumed into carbon dioxide, which

gives the highest heat efficiency. When a

greater volume of air is admitted to the

fire than what is needed to convert the

carbon into carbon dioxide and the hydro-

gen into water, the superfluous volume of

that air causes waste of heat in various

ways. In the first place, a superfluous vol-

ume of cold air has to be heated to the

temperature of the gases of combustion,

and this not only expends heat uselessly,

but makes an increased velocity of the

ga.ses necessary. A high velocitv means a

shorter time in passing over the heat evap-

orating surfaces, and therefore less heat

taken up. It means a lowered furnace

temperature, which ma\- cause secondary

loss by portions of the firebox being too

cool to bum the hydrocarbons released

from the coal. These are highly valuable

heat elements, but they require a very high

temperature for combustion.

These reasons against the use of inordi-

nately large grates are based on theory,

just the same as the arguments in favor of

them ; but the results of practice seem to

prove that the reasoning is sound. A loco-

motive is subjected to such varying condi-

tions in service, that the grate is too small

at one time and too large at another. If

the engine is working very hard the large

grate will be an advantage ; when the

work is light, fuel is wasted by excess of

air supply. We have frequently known
cases where engines were made to steam

better and to burn less coal by putting in

grates with restricted openings. It is a

common experience to find that a light fire

cannot be burned on a large grate and coal

has to be heaped in to prevent excess of

air supply. When either restricting the

grate openings or heavy firing is necessary

to make an engine steam freely, the grates

are too large for the work the engine is

doing.

In 1877 and 187.S papers were submitted

to the Master Mechanics' Conventions,

giving the results of a great many experi-

ments made on a Chilian railroad, by Mr.

John E. Martin, a highly-gifted mechan-

ical engineer. Coal is very costly in Chili.

and the experiments were carried out to

find means of reducing fuel consumption

as low as possible. He experimented with

different methods of increasing and de-

creasing the grate openings, and reported

that when burning first-class coal a .saving

of about 15 per cent, resulted from using a

certain proportion of dead grate. When
inferior coal was used, there was little

benefit from the restricted admission of

air. This would seem to show that a large

grate surface is a help in the consumption

of inferior fuel, but a source of waste with

first-class coal.

The position which we take, that a very

large grate area is not conducive to econ-



oiny, has been found to be correct by the

management of the Manhattan Elevated

Railroad. In the development of their

motive power, steady efforts were made to

provide a grate area as large as possible

consistent with the weight admissible. In-

crease of grate area did not seem to reduce

the fuel consumption, and a trial was made
of an engine with the length of grates re-

duced 6 inches. After the change the

engine was much lighter on fuel than pre-

viously, and the officers of the company
are now following the policy of keeping

down the grate area to what the}- find to

be the most economical limit.

There is no question that British loco-

motives are much more economical in the

use of fuel than anything to be found in

this countr\'. The locomotives engaged

pulling the racing trains between London
and Aberdeen had grate areas that would

be considered ridiculously small in this

country, 20 square feet having been above

the average. Yet the fuel consumed did

not average more than 35 pounds per mile.

Our fast trains have all been heavier than

the British trains, but when the work per-

formed is calculated on a ton-mile basis,

the foreign locomotives do the sen-ice re-

quired with about 30 per cent, less fuel than

ours. The same rule holds good through

every kind of train service. The British

locomotives are not deficient in grate area

as reckoned by old rules for proportioning

the grates in relation to the heating sur-

face, but the tendency of our designers is

to give a much higher proportion of grate.

We cannot help thinking that there is a

close relation between our excessive grate

area and the large consumption of fuel.

We realize that we are a little out of the

fashion in suggesting that the grate area

of a locomotive may be made too large for

the economical use of fuel. In these da3-s

of stationary plants for testing locomo-

tives, it would be an easj- matter to find

out accurately' the effect of changing the

grate area. There are certainly reasons

sufficient to justify any railroad company
in making a thorough investigation of the

subj ect.

i i i
Eight Years Old.

Locomotive Engixeertng completes

her eighth year with this number. Since

the first there has been no 3'ear passed

without a substantial improvement in some

way, and we believe 1S95 has been as good

as the best.

For 1896 the publishers have arranged

to increase the number of reading pages to

600, and to give more and better matter

than ever. Our engraving department has

been strengthened, and the illustrations for

next \-ear will be better, and there will be

more of them, more than any mechanical

paper has ever published or attempted.

The editorial department has been rein-

forcedwith practical men just from railroad

work, and we feel more than ever confi-

dent that we can give a big two dollars'

worth to every reader.

It is our aim to make this paper in-

structive—show railroad officers and shop

managers all the latest plans and de-

vices for saving mone}-—a soit of clearing

house for the exchange of ideas, kinks

and new devices. For engineers and fire-

men there will be more than ever atten-

tion paid to useful and instructive matter

pertaining to locomotive running and

firing. In this connection our air brake

department, edited by the leading in-

structor in the country, F. M. Nellis, the

man in charge of the Westinghouse instruc-

tion car, will be invaluable. Our aim is to

aid these men to become better posted and

more useful mechanics. We neither talk

of nor teach anything on labor problems,

.social economy or fraternal organizations.

We are only trying to raise the grade of

locomotive engineering b\- helping the men
in the ranks into knowing what is going

on and the right and wrong of matters in

their line,—mechanically.

The manager of one of the largest roads

running out of Chicago, recently said :

"No one can tell how much good this pa-

per (Locomotive Engineering) is do-

ing to the railroads of this country. It is

interesting and educating the engine-

men and shopmen as nothing else has

ever done, and the marked impi-ovement

in engineering knowledge shown by these

men, as brought out by the new plans of

examination, is largely due to the efforts

of its publishers. " Praise enough.

Locomotive Engineering thanks its

thousands of subscribers for standing bj-

it in the past dull year ; their support has

enabled the management to carry out its

plans and figure ahead for 1896. Times
are better, the subscriptions must increase,

advertising must follow the subscrip-

tions, support and respect of an influen-

tial class of railroad men, and the future

is sure.

The ninth year of Locomotive Engin-
eering is going to be a red-headed

success—watch it.

i i g
Over-Cylindered or Under-Boilered ?

The expression so familiar to railroad

men, "an over-cylindered locomotive,"

was repudiated lately in a paper presented

to one of the railroad clubs, and the

expression "boiler not large enough"
recommended as stating the condition

more correctly. With all due deference

to the views of the gentleman who recom-
mends this correction of expression, we
prefer the old one, and consider that it is

more correct than the new one. To under-

stand the case properly, it is necessary to

investigate the influences which made the

over-cylindered locomotives of a decade or

two ago so common.
Twenty years ago the average track was

laid on a highly yielding foundation, and
most of the bridges were not safe for

heavy loads. These conditions naturally

required that locomotives should be light.

About that time freight charges were
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dwindling down, till operative officers

found that the expenses of hauling trains

must be reduced if the roads were to pay

operating expenses. In looking aroimd

for means of cheapening the car mileage,

they found with singular accord that more
powerful locomotives was the first help

over the difficult}'. Operative officers in

those days were in the habit of estimating

the power of a locomotive by the .size of

the cylinders, and they had a great deal to

say about what were the best designs of

locomotives.

Under the influence of the operative de-

partment, cylinders began to be increased

without regard to the size of the boilers.

An agitation in favor of large cylinders

arose, and we know that several locomo-

tive builders proceeded to increase the

cylinders without increasing the size of

the boilers. In fact they were restrained

so much on the total weight of the engine
that they had sometimes to make the-

boiler of a I7x24-inch engine lighter than

the boilers previously made for i6x24-inch

engines. Within five years the country

was flooded with over-cylindered engines,

that made themselves conspicuous by in-

efficiency from slipping and by extrava-

gant waste of fuel. When the tendency
in this direction was at its height, we had
a case where the i6x24-inch cylinders of

an engine were smashed in a collision.

When new cylinders were ordered the
general officers insisted that they should
be 19 inches diameter, and that size was
put on.

The railway wprld is indebted to the
Railway Master Mechanics' Association
for a prolonged agitation in favor of sen-
sible proportions of boilers and cylinders,

which convinced the operative officers that
an over-cylindered locomotive was an ex-
pensive mistake. The first remedy ap-

plied was not increasing the size of the
boiler, but in bushing the cylinders.

When the boilers got worn out larger ones
were put on and the cylinder bushings
taken out. These facts prove that the term
"over-cylindered" is by no means a mis-
nomer.

^
^ i t

About midsummer, business appeared
to be in a condition that promised a boom
in nearly all departments of industry,

especially in those industries with iron as

the basis of prosperity. We have been
very much surprised, however, within the
last few weeks to find that instead of ad-

vancing business has become decidedly
less active. In every manufacturing estab-

lishment we have visited within the last

two weeks bitter complaints are heard of

the unjustifiable rise in the price of iron

that has taken place during the summer.
Iron makers, particularly makers of steel,

have pushed the product up to an unjusti-

fiable price, and have deliberately arrested

the return of prosperity, which seemed to

be coming fast to the country. There ap-

pears to be no justification for this action.

There has been little demand for steel



products within the last two weeks, but

the prices have never gone below a profit-

able level. This is particularly the case on

steel rails, on which there has been a good

profit at the lowest price quoted. As .soon

as the prospects appeared for a demand for

steel rails, the price was gradually raised

until it was $5 or $6 a ton above what was

admitted to be a profitable price during

the dull times. The effect of it has been

that railroad companies have determined

to wait until the steel barons return to

their senses. As far as we can see, this

class of industrial magnates are the worst

tyrants that the country has ever seen.

The price of iron is now going back, and

steel rails will have to follow, but it seems

certain that the grasping spirit displayed

by leaders in this line of manufacture will

set back the return of prosperity to this

country at least one year.

BOOK REVIEWS.
A Library of Steam Engineering.
By John Fehrenbatch, M. E., Ohio Val-
ley Company, Cincinnati. Price, $5.

We have not been able to read the 800
pages, 9'/2 X 6 inches, which make up this

• ijook, but, from a very prolonged and care-

ful exailiination of the various articles, we
are inclined to believe that it deserves the
title given to it better than anything ever
previousl)- published. It appears to cover
the whole field of steam engineering and a

great many other departments besides. We
think that " A Library of Mechanical
Engineering" would be a rather better

name for it, because we have not been able
to find any line of mechanical engineering
which is missing.

Tlie volume has been the life work of a

mechanical engineer of wide experience.
He was for a time president of the Inter-

national Association of Mechanical En-
neers, was president also of the National
Association of Stationary Engineers, and
was for thirteen years United States Super-
visor Inspector of Steam Boilers. The
honorable positions which he held in the
engineering world are sufficient guarantee

' that he is a mechanical engineer competent
to write authoritatively on subjects relat-

ing to his profession. The book is pre-

pared from notes taken during a lifetime.

The facts have been worked up in a most
interesting form, and the various engineer-
ing formukf are presented so that they
can be worked out by arithmetic. To a

man who is in the habit of using reference
on engineering matters, this book will be
of the very greatest value. For ourselves,

we feel satisfied that it will take the place

of a dozen books now used for finding
data to answer questions concerning me-
chanical engineering problems. The book
is divided into twenty-seven chapters,

among which we may mention Mathe-
matics of Steam Engineering, Valves Gen-
erally, Steam Boiler-s, Riveted Joints, Calori-

meter Tests, Speed of Pulleys and Gearings,
Electricity, the Steam Engine Indicator, A
United States Battleship, Slide-Valve En-
gines, Locomotives, and Steam Boiler In-

jectors. The varied subjects are not treated

so exhaustively as we find in books spe-

cially devoted to each subject, but each
chapter gives enough information on the
^subject treited to give a student a good,
intelligent idea of the subject. The book
is profusely illustrated with good engrav-
ings, and is got up in a style which is

iighly creditable to the publishers.

Tales of an Engineer ; with Rhvmks
OF THE R.\li,. By Cy Warman. Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York. Price,

I1.25.

There are few readers of railroad engi-
neering literature to whom the name of

Cy Warman is not known, and known
pleasantly, as he is one of the most charm-
ing writers in prose and verse that have
taken the doings of the railroad world for

their theme. Hitherto Mr. Warman 's

writings have been mostly in the efferves-

cent form of newspaper articles that soon
are overtaken by oblivion. Readers of cur-

rent literature often regret that they can-
not readily turn back to a charming article

or a beautiful poem that was read months
or years before, and we have no doubt Init

that many regrets of this kind have been
experienced in connection with the
sketches, poems and stories produced b\'

Cy Warman. The people who have felt

that way will be gratified to learn that

Warman's writings have been collected in

book form and published by the firm men-
tioned for the modest price of #1.25. The
volume is got up in verv artistic style, and
will be an ornament to anj' parlor table or
library.

The book is dedicated '

' To the Great
Army of Enginemen ; the Silent Heroes
Who Stand Alone and Bore Holes in the
Night at the Rate of a Mile a Minute."
The author can well appreciate the posi-

tion of railroad trainmen in these days of

high train speed, for he went through the
experience which one of his sketches de-
scribes under the heading, "From the
Corn Field to the Cab." Cy was an en-
gineman on the Denver & Rio Grande for

several years, and many of his sketches
are the reward of his keen observation in

working the attractive features out of

hard, prosaic facts. We earnestly com-
mend "Tales of an Engineer" to every
reader of Locomotive Engineering who
likes to see the romantic side of railroad

life presented in readable form. It is for

sale in this office.

The Housing of the Working People.
Prepared imder the direction of Carroll

D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor, bv
E. R. L. Gould, Ph.D. Published by
Washington Government Printing Of-
fice.

This volume is the eighth special report
of the Commissioner of Labor, and is de-

voted almost exclusively to the subject
named. It contains 443 pages of reading
matter, and is profusely illustrated with
engravings of all kinds of residences that
have been designed and built for work-
men. The kind of dwellings used for all

classes of workmen in the real industrial

countries of Europe and America are de-
scribed and illustrated. The book will

constitute an inexhaustible mine of infor-

mation for people interesting themselves
in this line of social problems.

Modern Examinations of Steam En-
gineers. By W. H. Wakeman. Ameri-
can Industrial Publishing Co., Briage-
port. Conn. Price, $2.00.

This book is intended as a handbook
for steam engineers, to enable them to pass
the examinations required in different

Slates before men are promoted to be in

charge of steam boilers. It is very com-
prehensive, and is a very good treati.se on
•Steam engineering, put in exceedingly
simple form that any man having a com-
mon school education can understand. It

has been written by a man who has gone
through a long course of acquiring knowl-
ledge of steam engineering by actual ex-
perience. He gives the result of his ex-
perience to others in a form that they will
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never have any difficulty in understand-
ing. We are greatly mistaken if the work
does not become highly popular with men
in charge of steam plants. They will cer-

tainly be better engineers by making this

book their daily companion. The book is

likely to become our reading evidence of

the fact that the " book engineer " is a
man %vho acquires the knowledge of his
business in the most direct form, and is a

competent engineer long years before the
purely practical man learns the elements
of his business.

Link and Valve Motions. By Wm. S.

Auchincloss. Thirteenth Edition, Re-
vised. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.
Price, $2. 00.

For the last 26 years " Auchincloss " has
been the best authority among engineers
concerning link and valve motions. We
know of no single work on engineering
which has maintained its popularity so
long. This popularity has been due to the
fact that the work never had any rival

worthy of the name. We are glad to find

that Mr. Auchincloss has revised this use-

ful book and brought it up to date. The
revising has consisted principally in the
eliminating of abstruse formulae found in

previous editions, formulae which were a
dead letter to most practical engineers,
who have not the time to work out solu-

tions In- the higher mathematics involved.
The book is got out in as fine shape as it

previously was, and in substantially the
.same form, yet the price has been reduced
fi.oo. It is needless for us to sa\' that
every man ambitious to understand link
and valve motions properly, ought to make
"Auchincloss" an intimate associate It

is for sale in this office.

Transactions of the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers.
Published by the Institute, New
York.

This is a large volume of close on one
thousand pages, and consists principally
of papers and discussions at the meetings
of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
during the last year. There is a great deal
of valuable and interesting matter for

electrical engineers in the report. All

sorts of subjects connected with electrical

engineering have been reported on and
discussed. They are too numerous for us
to go into details, but it is sufficient to say
that the papers and discussions reflect the
views of the most accomplished electrical

engineers in the countrv.

i i i

The Baldwin people have chartered a

whale-back steamer to carry twenty loco-

motives to Russia. The engines are about

ready for shipment. This is part of the

order of forty locomotives, which the

Baldwin Works recently received from

the Russian Government. All the engines

are Vauclain four-cylinder compounds.

Twenty of them are ten-wheelers and the

others are consolidation engines, weighing

about 120,000 pounds. The ten-wheelers

have six-wheeled tenders. All the en-

gines have copper fireboxes, iron tubes,

cast-steel driving-wheel centers and cast-

steel truck and tender-wheel centers, with

steel tires. They are all equipped with

appliances for burning petroleum, that

fuel being used very successfully in Rus-

sia.



Color Finish for Passenger Equipment
Without Varnish.

At the Aurora shops of the Burlington

road can be seen some experimental color

boards, outside of the paint shop, that are

interesting.

They have been exposed to the weather

for about four years and go to show that

varnish is a bad thing for paint—and this

is how it is proven ;

A large board, representing a section of

the side of a passenger car, was set up and

treated as follows :

The whole board was given a coat of

priming
; a strip about a foot wide on one

end was then left and the rest of the board

given a coat of filling ; another strip was

left and the second coat of filling given to

the rest of the board ; then came two coats

of color and three of varnish, each time

leaving a strip, so that the final strip on

the board was the only one completely fin-

ished, just as they finished a passenger

coach.

It is interesting to note that the last strip

on this board, after many months' expos-

ure, is the worst-looking of the lot ; it is

practically bare dow'U to the wood ; the

next is little better, and so on until about

the second color coat, which is still in the

best preservation.

There are other boards here testing col-

ors, varnish and roofing material, but this

is the interesting one.

About two years ago Mr. Rhodes, the

superintendent of motive power and ma-

chiner3', decided that these experiments

justified him in making an attempt to re-

duce the cost of painting and varnishing

passenger equipment—a very costly item.

Having had satisfactory experience with

Rogers' locomotive finish, a varnish paint,

he decided to trj' similar material on

coaches. The Detroit White Lead Works
soon matched the standard color—yellow

—

with a paint similar to the engine finish,

and coaches were taken in, burned off, and

treated to one coat of priming, one of fill-

ing and two of the color finish—thus re-

ducing the operations by half. Striping

was reduced from about |i6 to |6 worth,

and the trucks painted with mineral, a

brown color, without striping of any kind.

After a trip in the dust they look just as

good as any trucks.

The interior of the coaches are simply

varnished, not rubbed down or finished.

The outside of the cars looks as well fifty

feet away as those with twice the work on

them, the color stands splendid, and a

great saving in cost has been made.

For anything that has to stand the

weather, as a passenger coach has, it is

doubtful if it pays to finish to excess ; the

cheaper finish can be given oftener and

the general appearance kept bright and
good.

Of course, a painter can tell one of these

cars a long way off, and it "don't look

right" to his trained eye, but the nine

hundred and ninety-nine passengers can't

tell the difference.

No varnish is used either on the locomo-

tives or coaches of this company.

Few people have ever thought what the

effect of varnish is on paint, unless they

thought—without knowing just why—that

the varnish protected the paint. That the

contrary is true seems to be proven by

these experiments.

This color finish is composed largely of

oil or varnish and the proportion of color

is slight. The foreman painter opened a

can for our inspection, and the top was

clear as varnish, the coloring matter being

at the bottom and not over one- eighth of

the whole in volume.

Saving half the expense of painting

passenger equipment and getting it back

into service quickly means a great deal of

money in a year's expense to a big road.

i i i
PERSONAL.

Mr. Collis Shanks has resigned his po-

sition of general foreman of the S. C. shops

at Loo Angeles, Cal.

Mr. J. H. McKee, of the firm of McKee,
Fuller & Co., car builders at Catasauqua,

Pa., died in Philadelphia, aged 78 years.

Mr. G. A. Miller, who has been acting

master mechanic of the Florida East Coast

Railway, has been appointed to the posi-

tion.

Mr. George P. Johnson, of Frederick,

Md., is appointed superintendent of car

service on the Seaboard Air Line at Ports-

mouth, Va.

Mr. G. W. Prescott, superintendent of

the machinery and car departments of the

Southern California Railway, of the Santa

Fe system, has resigned.

Mr. C. G. Lundholm has been appointed

general foreman of the S. C. shops at San
Bernardino, Cal., inplaceof T. D. Williams,

transferred to Los Angeles.

Mr. H. M. Missimer has resigned the

office of master mechanic of the Lehigh &
Hudson River Railway, and is succeeded

by Mr. F. W. Mast, at Warwick, N. Y.

Mr. T. R. Brown, assistant master me-
chanic of the Pennsylvania shops at Juni-

ata, succeeds Master Mechanic H. D. Gor-

don, whose resignation we chronicled in

our last issue.

Mr. F. B. Smith, formerly master me-
chanic of the New York, Pennsylvania &
Ohio Railway at Meadville, Pa., has been

appointed general master mechanic of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford road.

Mr. W. R. Setchel, at one time con-

nected with the New York, Lake Erie &
Western Railway, at Hornellsville, N. Y.,

is appointed assistant master mechanic of

the Wheeling & Lake Erie road at Mas-

sillon, O.

Mr. John Higginson, the master car

builder of the Canadian Pacific Railway,

resigned that position on November i.

Mr. George A. Eaton, foreman of the

Hochelaga shops, will fill the position for

the present.
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Mr. W. P. Appleyard has received the

appointment of master car builder of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

way, reporting to Mr. John Henney, Jr.,

superintendent of motive power at New
Haven, Conn.

Mr. R. H. Relf, chief clerk to the chief

engineer of the Northern Pacific Railroad,

and one of the old-timers of the engineer-

ing department on the road, has been ap-

pointed secretary to the receivers control-

ling the Eastern district of that road.

Mr. E. Humphreys has been appointed

supervisor of engines and trains for the

Cincinnati, Washington & Louisville divi-

sion of the B. & O. S. W. Ry. Mr. R. H.
Wallace has been appointed to a similar

position on the St. Louis & Springfield

division.

Mr. Geo. Hesnan, for several years fore-

man of the car department of the C, R. I.

& P. R.R. at Kansas City, has been ap-

pointed general car inspector at Grand
Junction, Colo. Mr. Hesnan is one of the

best informed car men in the West, and
has been remarkably successful in his line.

Bryan & McKibbin, of 120 Broadway,

New York, have been appointed general

agents for the Cooke Locomotive & Ma-
chine Co., of Paterson, N. J. This is a

very good connection for the new firm of

supply men to make, and we feel sure that

it will be highly satisfactory to both

interests.

Mr. Albert Griggs, assistant superinten-

dent of motive power of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois R.R., has resigned and
the position has been abolished. Mr.

Griggs has returned to his old home in

Rosendale, Mass., and can be reached

there by any railroad interest wishing to

secure his services.

Mr. Henry G. Ashton, the inventor of

the Ashton safety valve, died of [apoplexy

at his home in Somerville, Mass., on the

I2th of November. His inventions of

safety appliances for boilers were of wide
utility, among which were the Ashton pop
valve, the Ashton blow-back valve and
many other lessej but equally important

devices.

Mr. C. F. Lape has been appointed su-

perintendent of the machinery and car de-

partment of the Southern Califorjiia, in

place of G. W. Prescott, resigned. Mr.

Lape was connected with the Wabash as

master mechanic for a number of years, re-

signing later to accept the position of State

Railroad and Warehouse Commissioner of

Illinois.

Mr. F. N. Hibbetts, formerly master me-
chanic of the Rochester division of the

New York, Lake Erie & Western Railway

at Rochester, N. Y., has been appointed

trainmaster of the Eastern division, suc-

ceeding Mr. George H. Dowe, who has

been promoted to the superintendency of

the Jefferson division of that road, with

headquarters at Carbondale, Pa.

Mr. J. K. Lane has resigned the office of



-uperintendent of motive power of the

Louisville, Evansville & St. Louis Rail-

way, and the position has been abolished.

Mr. J. F. Sechler has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic to succeed Mr. Lane in the

duties of the abolished office. Mr. W. E.

Looney has received the appointment of

master car builder of the same road.

Mr. F. G. Prest, who has been assistant

general purchasing agent of the Northern

Pacific Railway for several years, has re-

ceived the appointment of purchasing

agent for the receivers of the Eastern juris-

diction, which takes in the lines from St.

Paul and Ashland, including all branches,

to the Montana line. The office of general

purchasing agent is abolished, owing to

the division of the road into two districts.

Mr. W. E. Symons, master mechanic

of the A., T. & S. F., at Raton, N. M.,

resigned on the 15th of November.

Mr. Symons will recruit his health for

a few weeks and then seek an opening in

a more desirable location. The power of

the mountain division of the Santa Fe road

has never been so well handled as it has

under Mr. Symons, who has had charge

there for the past four years; he is not only

a first-class mechanic, but possesses the

other great requisite, the ability to handle

men.

g g i
EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Atlantic & Pacific are about to have

2,000 freight cars built.

The Carlisle Manufacturing Company

have a contract for 200 freight cars.

The Rock Island have just received 100

new coal cars from the Wells-French Co.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo are in

need of several passenger coaches at once.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo is in

the market for some new passenger equip-

ment.

The B. & O. earned the enormous sum

of 122,817,182 for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1895.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie are having

ten ten-wheelers built, at the Pittsburgh

Locomotive Works.

At the Altoona shops of the Pennsyl-

vania road, work has been started on five

Class R freight engines.

The Gulf & Interstate road of Texas is

having two engines built at the Rhode

Island Locomotive Works.

There are well-founded rumors that the

Chattanooga Southern are about to buy

100 cars and one locomotive.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis

Railway is reported to need at once a

number of box and coal cars.

The Lenoir Car Company, of Lenoir

City, Tenn., will build 100 coal cars for

the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company.

The Haskell & Barker Company, of

Michigan City, Ind., have an order from

the Illinois Central for 1,000 freight cars.

The car building companies on the line

of the Pennsylvania road are in receipt of

orders from that company for 1,000 coal

cirs.

The Westinghou^e and American Brake

Companies are running full-handed, fur-

nishing brakes largely for old engines and

cars.

The Chicago & Great Western require

eight to ten passenger coaches, the order

for which will be in somebody's hands

soon.

The Bangor & Aroostook road is hav-

ing two heavy engines, with 70-inch

drivers, built at the Mmchester Locomo-

tive Works.

The firm of Black, Sheridan & Wilson

have ordered fifty coal cars of the South

Baltimore Car Works for use on the Balti-

more & Ohio.

The Brooks Locomotive Works, of Dun-

kirk, N. Y., have an order from the Ohio

River road for two freight engines, to be

delivered as early as possible.

The Norfolk & Western Railway is

ordering about 100 cars in small install-

ments. A large order is also in sight on

this road for quick delivery.

The Central of New Jersey has given an

order for 500 cars, to be equally distributed

between the Lehigh Valley Car Company

and the Murray-Dougall Company.

The Midland Terminal Company of Col-

orado will soon have their own equipment

in operation on their line. They now lease

their rolling stock from other lines.

The Great Northern earned I13, 109,930

during the year ending June 30tU ;
|io,-

365,031 of this was from freights. This is

nearly $2,000,000 more than last year.

The Holden device for burning liquid

fuel is being applied to a locomotive on

the Pennsylvania road. A demonstration

of what there is in it will be made at once.

The Chesapeake & Oh'o road has placed

an order with the Etisign Car & Manu-

facturing Co. for loo plain, thirty-four-

foot gondolas of 6o,ooo pounds' capacity.

The Billmeyer & Small Company is

busy on an order for 100 new freight cars

for the Pennsylvania, and also a large

number from Western and Southern roads.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have be-

gun their delivery to the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway of the first in-

stalment of ten freight locomotives on the

July order for thirty-fivi engines.

The Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago

has just completed a new Class R engine

at the Fort Wayne shops. It is the

seventh enjin; of this class turned out of

these shops in about twelva msnths.

The increasing business of the Toledo,

St. Lo-.iis & Kansas City road deaiands

some new equipment, and Receiver R. B.

F. Pierce has applied to the courts for au-
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thority to purchase 500 new coal cars at

once.

The South Baltimore Car Works has re-

ceived an order from Mr. W. J.
Chapman

for fifty gondola cars of 6o,oo(j pounds' ca-

pacity, equipped with air and vertical

plain couplers, for use on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railway.

The order of the Pennsylvania road for

1,000 new cars is apportioned among the

builders as follows : 400 to the Pullman

Company, 300 to the Missouri Car & Foun-

dry Co. and 300 to the Mount Vernon Car

Manufacturing Co.

The Bangor & .\roostook road has re-

ceived from the Jackson & Sharp Com-

pany, of Wilmington, Del., two passenger

coaches, one combination express and

baggage, one express, one baggage and

one combination mail, express and bag-

gage car.

The Ensign Car and Manufacturing

Companv of Huntington, W. Va., have an

order from the Norfolk & Western for 500

new box cars, for the quickest delivery

possible. The rush of business in coal

and coke makes this new equipment abso-

lutely necessary.

The Ohio Falls Car Company, of Jeffer-

son ville, Ind., has an order for a special

car from the Magician Herrmann. It is to

have accommodations for baggage and

horses, with a capacity for five horses,

three vehicles and the company's baggage,

and will cost about $6,500.

The Kansas City, Pittsburgh & Gulf

Railway has placed an order for 300 box,

100 coal and fifty platform cars, the

Barney & Smith Car Co. and the St.

Charles Car Co. getting an equal di-

vision of the work. The Chicago car roof

will be used on the box cars.

The Northern Pacific is building some

70,000-pound box cars at their .shops ;
100

at Edison (Tacoma) and fifty at Brainerd.

These cars have a length over end sills of

forty-two feet ; width over side sills, nine

feet one inch ; height inside, seven feet

ei.ght and three-fourth inches; thirty-

three-inch cast wheels, Westinghouse air

brake, M. C. B. coupler ; two coil springs,

6x8 inches, placed side by side, for each

drawbar; journal bearings, M. C. B.,

4>^x 8 inches; iron roof, Dunham doors

and National door fastenings.

All the office force of this paper unite in

singing thanks to Mr. A. Major, of this

city, for one of his filtering water coolers.

This device is made of glass
;
the ice does

not come in contact with the drinking

water but floats in a vessel in the cooler

and onlv keeps it at spring water temper-

ature. 'Drinking Croton water through

one of these coolers is such a pleasure

that we expect it will reduce the number

of licenses taken out just as soon as the

people get to know where the maker is

and how much a cooler costs.



Railroading in South Africa.

Editors. :

When I called at your office last October,

up near the sky, on the fifteenth floor, I in-

timated my intentions of going to South

Africa. I have been here about seven

months and have run a locomotive on the

Netherlands Railway four and one-half

months of that time, and can now speak a

few words from experience.

To inform the many friends and acquaint-

ances in railway circles who have asked

me to write to them in regard to railroad-

ing here, especially in Los Angeles, Cal.,

where your valuable paper is extensively-

read, I ask you to publish this letter in

Locomotive Engineering.
On arriving at Cape Town my first move

was to visit the Cape Colony Railway shops

and learn how railroading was done here,

and, above all, to find out what wages were

paid to engineers—drivers, as they are here

called.

The shops are about five miles from Cape
Town. After procuring a permit from Her
Majesty's servant at the general office, I

went to the superintendent's office at the

shop, presented the sealed envelope I had,

and in a few moments was escorted through

the works b\- what the superintendent

called one of his best men, and, in my
humble opinion, he was a mechanic in

every sense of the term.

Everything about the shops w-as quite

modern. They rebuild all their engines,

make any kind of castings ; in short, have

facilities for doing any kind of work nec-

essar}' for their road. No new engines are

built here. All, except two consolidation

Baldwins, are imported from England.

A large compound engine drives the ma-

chinery in the different departments of the

shops.

There are about 2,400 miles of road in

the Cape Colony and Natal. Schedule

time of passenger trains, except locals,

does not exceed 17 miles per hour.

Coaches are all lighted with electricity.

Wages of workmen in the shops, and
enginemen on the road, are very small.

Engineers get 11 shillings {$2.77) per day-

as the highest pay, and some overtime. It

is hard for them to make over ;^22 (fno
U. S. money) per month. Farther in

the interior they get in a little more over-

time, and in many, places food is expen-

sive and of inferior quality. Mechanics
in the shops receive about the same pay as

the engineers. When business is slack

the j'oungest men in service are dismissed.

Twelve drivers were discharged in Jan-

uarv. Firemen are sometimes promoted,

provided they pass the required examina-

tion. The best man is selected; no seniority.

Rigid rules and strict discipline are en-

forced in all departments. None but

skillful mechanics need expect to hold

positions, unless it be an apprentice, as

the chargemen are very particular as to

workmanship. Engineers must wash out

the boilers of the engines they run and

grind in all little cock= and valves in the

cab—or foot plate, as it is here called.

The simple vacuum brake is used on all

the Cape and Natal lines.

The Cape line extends as far as the

Vaal River, the northern boundary of the

Orange Free States. The western branch,

however, extends farther north as far as

Mafeking, west of the Transvaal border.

After crossing the Vaal River at Veree-

niging we get into the Transvaal Republic,

where the Nederlandsche, Zuid-Afri-

mento, Cal. One large and one small coal

bunker in cab ; they hold 4'/i tons. Fuel

is not good ; a large percentage is stone.

Fires must be cleaned every few miles;

fireboxes are provided with large drop-

grates, and ash pan is cut away so no

hoeing out need be done, otherwise much
time would be lost in cleaning fires and

ash pan.

Two classes of engines are used—fifteen

25-ton engines, and, so far, 1 10 47-ton en-

gines. New ones are coming from Holland

on every steamer. Sixty-five were recently

ordered. They are put together in Pre-

toria, the headquarters of the company.

These engines all have trailing bogies and

no trucks to guide the driving wheels
;

wheels all have flanges. Considerable

jerking and lateral thumping against the

rails is felt when going around short

curves.

No labor has been spared in making

Stand.^rd Locomotive, Transvaai< Rep., South Africa.

kaansche Spoorweg Maatschappij has full

swing, a monopoly on railway transporta-

tion and construction of railways.

I will give a few facts about railroading

on this company's lines, as I run an en-

gine for them, as above stated.

The Netherlands Railway Company has

all new machinery ; the engines are built

of good material and substantially put to-

gether, but very badly designed. I will in-

close photo to give you an idea what they

look like. The driving j ournals are 4 inches

diameter; they burn up at a speed of 18

miles an hour ; .steam pipes are placed out-

side the smokebox a distance of 3 feet

;

no way of lubricating valves or cylinders

while working steam. Cylinders and
valves are frequently badly cut. I have

seen large grooves '4 inch deep cut in

valves and cylinders on engines not thirty

days out of shop. The valve motion is

similar to that on engines built by A. J.

Stevens on the Southern Pacific at Sacra-
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a good track. Every foot is stone bal-

last. Some of the ties are wood, others

are iron. The road has many short curves.

At all stations switches are thrown from

platform or signal tower. Switchmen give

no signals, they blow a horn. Trains are

moved by telegraphic orders. No train

can leave a station until the regular whis-

tle signal has been given bj' station chief.

Average speed of all trains is about ten

miles an hour. Cars (wagons, the^ are

here called) are about twice as large as a

heavy two-horse wagon ; their capacity is

from five to seven tons. Double trucks

are used for heavy material. The auto-

matic vacuum brake is used ; 20 to 25

inches of vacuum must be maintained to

keep brakes released ; destroying the-

vacuum applies brakes—it works good on

short trains, but no earthly good on long

trains. Very few cars have hand brakes
;

small stones are much used to stop and

block them when shunting.



All rules and regulations, time-tables,

etc., are printed in the Dutch language.

I procured a Dutch-English dictionary

with which to interpret some of the most
important rules ; in about a month I could

paralyze Dutch.

Pay of engineers varies all the way from

£\2 los. to ;f20 ; the latter is the highest.

All engineers who have run on other

roads commence with ^^15 a month. If a

man gets along a whole month without

losing time with a train, he may get a

raise to £\i los. (fS?). The next increase,

to ;f20, is hard to get, however good and
efficient a man may prove himself. • In

addition to the regular standing salary' two
shillings per 100 kilometers is allowed ; in

busy time 4,000 kilometers a month can be

run,which is £\. Then ^'3 per month bonus
is paid to all employes for good behavior,

and there are oil and fuel premiums,

which on an average amount to about

thirty shillings (I7.50). These premiums
are not paid until three months in ser\'ice,

so when a man leaves the service he stands

a feeble chance of getting three months of

his premiums. The standing wages are

paid whether one works or not, but they

generally manage to get twelve hours every

day, and sometimes sixteen.

To partly counteract these benevolent

premiums, which are paid in addition to

the company's liberal salaries, they have a

system of fines. Employes are fined for

many trivial things. I will attempt to give

but a few :

Arriving at a station ahead of time, one
shilling a minute. Loss of time, two days"

premium—four shillings. If loss is an hour
or more the fine would be £1 or £2, ; de-

pends some on the importance of the train.

Should the engineer fail to get his report

from the conductor, and happen to turn it

in too late (10 A. M. ), he is fined half

month's premium. In some roundhouses

bulletins are posted to that effect. Men
are fined for what they term "cheek ;"

sometimes pretty heavy, too. Fines are

imposed for killing stock on the track, Init

not for killing Kaffirs.

The officers seem to take permission to

fine men for whatever cause they wish to.

I was fined twice for one ofltence ; reported

by a policeman and station chief for fast

running between Park and Jah Brg. sta-

tions, a distance of one-quarter mile. Had
there been three or four more reported me,

several fines woul^ have been imposed.

When the master mechanic told me of this,

I said it was the first fine I ever paid, and
did not intend to pay any more ; then he
showed me the list of men who were fined.

Everyone on the two divisions had from

£1 los. to £i^ los. against them. The
master mechanic said, " Your fine is noth-

ing compared to these." I replied, "It
may not be to some men, but that fine

business won't work with me."
The above will give an idea of how men

are fined. Part of this fine money goes to

the hospital fund, and part—perhaps the

greater part—goes to the various officers.

The money that is added to the hospital

fund makes the officers appear charitable

—gives the fine system an air of justifica-

tion, as it were. A six-pence on every

pound paid to employes is also deducted for

the hospital fund. The object seems to

be to have the fines absorb the greater

part of the premiums. In many cases it

takes all. One of the high officials was

heard to say, when an engineer com-

plained for being fined /"s for loss of time,

"I know this fine is unjust, but that is

the rule and it must be enforced."

This is one way of respecting human
rights. Every man on entering the ser-

vice signs a contract. No more can be

collected than is stipulated in the agree-

ment, which is never above £\'=,- K the

pay is raised no new contract is made.

Some perhaps will wonder how the com-

pany can pet men to work for them. They

do ; but all except the contract men from

Holland do not stay long. Many of the

Hollanders are not worth any more than

they get. On many American railway-

systems they would not be hired to push

a wheelbarrow. I never was among sudh

a drunken set as these Hollanders, nor did

I ever see so many empty gin bottles at

roundhouse and stations. I believe in

ten years' time the company will be able

to reballast their road with broken glass.

Engineers are brought from Holland

under contract for four years at £\2 los.

(I62) per month. Twenty recently ar-

rived ; another drove is on the route.

Many aresentonthe DelagoaBay division,

where they die like tomato vines on a

frosty night. I ran on the above division

a month and resigned. The pay there is

no higher than in the healthy region. In

that low country, fruit and vegetables are

scarce, food generally unwholesome, and

meals half-crown (60 cents).

The Netherlands Railwa}' Company
could, without doubt, pay the highest

wages of any company in existence, as

theirs is one of the best-paying roads in

the world. I have been told, and from

very good authority, the road last year

paid 85 per cent, on the capital invested.

The Government guarantees them 10 per

cent, on their bonds.

Mr. Fillis paid .^,'350 to have his circus

train of about twenty cars hauled a dis-

tance of 84 miles last March. A M.M.
also boasted to me once of the great

amount of money the company was piling

up. I promptly asked him why thej- did

not pay their men decent wages and get a

few good, experienced men to run their

machinery. It should be remembered
that the purchasing power of money here

is not more than 70 per cent, of what it is

in the States, and in many places not

more than 50 per cent., except when you
buy labor.

There is yet another chance here to rail-

road—Biera. No doubt many of my
friends have heard that engineers get |200

per month in Africa. About 600 miles

north of Delagoa Bay, on the Biera Rail-
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way, about this sum was paid—/'40 for

engineers and ^30 for firemen. About six

months ago, however, the pay was cut to

/'30 for engineers and ;f2o for firemen.

The Biera road extends through the Pun-

give flats, a distance of about 100 miles

;

it is a 2-foot gage ; twelve engines com-

prise their motive power ; five cars consti-

tute a train. This is the line Mr. Cecil

Rhodes is endeavoring to extend into

Matabele and Mashonalands to Victoria,

but is making very slow progress. It is

through a most deadly, fever-infested

region. No one escapes it. About four

months ago seven engineers came from

there (Biera). Five died on shipboard
;

the other two, with whom I became

acquainted, were very ill, their health

permanently injured, as it takes years to

get this fever out of the human system.

I also met an engineer from the Northern

Pacific, who just returned from the Biera

Railway. It cost him every cent he had
while in the hospital, and is now what is

commonly termed a walking skeleton.

Railroading in South Africa is not as good

as many people in the United States have

often heard. I do not wish to discourage

anyone from coming here ; I am just

giving facts as they are.

I will not take up any more space, as

what I have said will give a fair idea of the

condition of things on railroads in South

Africa.

Let me say, in conclusion, as far as my
experience goes, when a man leaves the

United States, unless he has unlimited

means, he departs from God's country and

the workingman's paradise.

Philip E. Steli.w-.\gen.

Johannesburg, 1 ransvaal Republic,

South Africa.

% % %
Adjustment of Pressure Gages.

Editors :

I have been greatly interested in an

article in your November number, signed
" O. H. R.," on the subject of pressure

gages, and while there is a hint at many
troubles with which we are all familiar,

there is much trouble caused by "adjust-

ing" too much. I know of gages in use

for twenty years and accurate on test. I

have in mind, at present, one prominent

engineer on one of our great railroads who
had in use for t%velve years a certain gage

of standard make, and who took it to the

shop to be tested, going with it himself to

see that it was not " examined to see the

wheels go round." It split the line at

every pressure, and was put back in ser\'ice

without even oiling. There are many
gages made so cheaply that the dials are

printed in duplicate (an evidence of inac-

curacy), and some of them even have

paper dials, but they are used mostly on

portable engines, selling at 25 cents per

bushel, more or less, as the occasion

demands. [The 25 cents refers to the price

of gage and not the portable engine.]

In his reference to the construction of



the well-known " Utica " gage he does
not get at the true inwardness of the
spring.

It is not merely the motion of the
top of the spring that transmits the press-

ure. Of course, the motion comes from
that point, but the spring is supporteil at

the center of the bottom head, and as the

bottom-head moves just as much as the

top one, the top one is lifted not only for

its own expansion but for the bottom head
as well. For example : if the motion of

the whole spring is fV inch each head
expands but Jj inch.

The ready test outfit shown was made
and used b}- vay father over twenty years

ago, and was proven to be inaccurate and
abandoned, and it was made in a much
more complete form. Glycerine was used
as well as every other medium he could

think of, and the trouble was friction in

the plunger. The piston was even made
longer, guided at top and bottom and
relieved at the sides, and the load was
applied on the bottom head to stop any
tendency to cramp and bind. When it

was working absolutely correct (as sup-

posed) it was compared with the only ab-

solute test, an open tube of mercurv, and
recorded b_v electricity, and found to be
out just enough to condemn it. The only

convincing test as to the accuracy of the

test gage is the safety-valve having a

knife-edge opening measuring i inch by
the micrometer gage, the opening being

square. Load applied then means pounds
per square inch. W. E. Wood.

Utica, N. r.

[Undoubtedly there are some steam

gages that are absolutely correct and re-

main so for years. Once in a thousand

times one can find a Waterbury watch,

costing f2, that keeps perfect time, yet no
one would trust a " Waterbury " as a reg-

ular thing. All steam gages should be
tested regularly. An open column of mer-

cury is a cumbersome thing to maintain in

a shop. We believe that the best practical.

test device is a weighing machine of one

kind or another. In the device shown last

month there is undoubtedly some friction

on the plunger, but if the weights are

central and the plunger turned around by
hand once or twice in a test, we believe

that it is as correct as necessary—within

the fraction of a pound. The weighted
tester is the only one we know of that will

remain in its norma! condition and attend

to business without more care than is or-

dinarily given in a roundhouse or shop.

—

Eds.]

curve 8 degrees ; road is ballasted with

coral, volcanic rock and sand ; has about

130 trestles and one iron drawbridge. We
have nine locomotives, all American build.

There are four Rhode Island hogs, fitted

with Westinghouse air brakes, balanced

valves, etc. ; three Porter moguls, with
steam brakes ; one Brooks, no brake, and
one Porter coffee-pot, Armstrong brake
(usad on the wharf for shifting).

All conductors and engineers are Amer-

St.\tion .\t C.vrt.\gena, Colombia, S. A.

Notes from Colombia, S. A.

Editors

:

The Cartagena-Magdalena R. R. of Co-

lombia, S. A., was built by American cap-

ital, mostly Boston. It runs from the har-

bor and town of Cartagena, on the coast, to

the town of Calamar, a point on the Mag-
dalena (the most important river in this

country), about 200 miles above its mouth,

and was built to facilitate the transporta-

tion of freight to and from the interior, in

connection with a line of steamers on the

above-mentioned river.

The road is io5 kilometers or 65 miles in

length, 3-foot gage, 45-pound steel ; heav-

iest grade is a 2 ;4 per cent, and sharpest

icans, and so are some of the operators
;

section men and brakemen are natives and

Jamaicans. Wages are fair, but not up to

average paid in the States. The road is

not doing much at present, but hopes ' to

have a rush before long.

The city of Cartagena was built in the

year 1500 and something, and is entirely

surrounded by a large stone wall, which

was a big undertaking when you con-

sider the fact that all the stones had to be

brought a great distance by boats, as there

are no stones near the city. The natives

are a very quiet and pleasant race, and are

not at all treacherous, like the Mexicans.

They have» their little revolutions every

Typical Scene on the Cartagena-Magdalena R.R.
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once and awhile, but as it amuses them
and hurts nobody, it cannot be considered

as a bad trait in their character.

The upper classes, who are descendants

of the Spaniards, dress ver_v similar to the

English and Americans
; the women are

mostly good-looking and all have beautiful

hair. The peon, when he dresses up for

Sunday, generally wears a clean under-

shirt, a pair of white pants, creeping-Jesus

shoes (as they call sandals) and a cane.

The coast rises gradually until yon strike

the coast range of hills, about twelve miles

back ; these the railroad climbs, and
descends on the other side to a plateau

which extends to the river. The country

is rolling and full of hog-wallows. The
climate is very healthy on the coast, and it

is not hot enough to be uncomfortable, as

there is a trade-wind nine months in the

year and the nights are always cool. The
officers of the company are : Francis R.

Hart, president ; Gordon Abbott, vice-

president
; J. T. Ford, general manager

and chief engineer ; F. B. Fearon, treas-

urer ; T. Shipley, secretary ; W. R. Mans-
field, superintendent of transportation ; M.
Mulverhil], superintendent M. P. and M.

B. WOOSTKR.
Caiitigena, Col., S. A.
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Location of the Master Car Builders'

and /Master Mechanics' Con-
ventions.

Editors

:

Several years ago the method of select-

ing the places for the assemblies of the

M. C. B. and M. M. A. was vinder discus-

sion. The plan then in vogue not being

satisfactor\' to a majority of the associa-

tion the plan was changed to the present

one, which is not giving the general satis-

faction desired, which is quite evident

when the expression in convention was
again,st going to Saratoga next year, and
the Joint Executive Committee decided

contrary to the conventions, and take us

to Saratoga again. It seems that Saratoga

should be given a rest for a while, as we
have been there every alternate year for

the last ten years. Not but what it is a

good healthy place to go to, good water of

all kinds and plenty of it, but too much of

the good thing is nauseating.

The action of the " high joints " may be

attributable to the fact that a majority of

them live in the vicinity of Saratoga, and
are not used to going very far from home.

It is to be hoped that this is not the case.

A plan that would no doubt meet with the

approval of a majority of both associations

is as follows : Divide the country into, say,

four districts, Eastern, Middle, Central and
Western ; the Eastern to cover the territory

east of the Hudson River, which contains

about lo per cent, of the membership
;

the Middle to cover the territory west of

the Hudson River, the Atlantic States, and
west to and including Pittsburgh, Buffalo

and Toronto, which contains 30 per cent.

of the members ; the Central to cover the

territory west of the Middle district and

east of the Mississippi River, containing

40 per cent, of the membership ; the West-

ern all the territory west of the Mississippi,

which has 20 per cent, of the members.

In order to do justice to all the mem-
bers, the meeting places should be divided

in accordance to the distribution of mem-
bership as above, which would be about as

follows : For instance—first year, in the

Central district south of the Ohio River
;

second year. Middle district north of

Pennsylvania Railroad ; third year. West-

ern district south of the Missouri River

;

fourth year, Central district north of the

Ohio ; fifth year. Eastern district ; sixth

year. Middle district south of Pennsylvania

Railroad ; seventh year, Western district

north of the Missouri ; eighth year. Cen-

tral district south of the Ohio ; ninth year.

Middle district north of Pennsylvania

Railroad ; tenth year. Central district

south of the Ohio. Leave the choice of

place to the Joint Executive Committee,

but to be within the lines prescribed.

The argument has been advanced that

it is not possible to obtain terms and ac-

commodations outside of such places as

Saratoga and the Thousand Islands. This

argument won't hold water when such

places as Denver, St. Paul, Milwaukee,

Buffalo, Louisville, Boston, Baltimore and

others are offering large bonuses for larger

conventions than the Master Car Builders'

and Master Mechanics'. If one hotel can-

not be found large enough to hold us, take

two, or adopt the plan advanced at the last

meeting of the associations—that one hotel

or hall be named as headquarters of the

conventions, and that the members go to

whatever hotel they please. We will have

to come to something like this soon, as the

conventions are getting too large for any

one hotel to accommodate. We will have

to do as other large meetings do.

One of the leading reasons for holding

the conventions as suggested heretofore is

this : The annual convention weeks are

the only outing a majority of the members
have during the year ; many of whom take

advantage of this occasion to take in everj--

thing in sight that is new, interesting and
instructive in their line of business. To
go over the same route every year becomes

monotonous.

Another is : It is imposing on the gen-

erosit}' of our friends to ask the same
favors repeatedly, as we must do when we
meet in the same locality continuously.

No use riding a free horse to death. An-

other very important reason is : That

whenever the convention has been held in

a new locality, large additions have been

made to the membership. No doubt this

will be the result again, if we move out a

little more to the West and South.

Considerable complaint has been made
by members that rooms could not be se-

cured for themselves even a month ahead,

the choice being secured by outsiders in

many cases as soon as it was known where

the convention would be held.
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Either of the following plans should be

adopted in order to give satisfaction.

The Committee of Arrangements to have

a plan of the hotel, and application to be

made through the committee, or a place or

city chosen for the conventions that has

plenty of hotels, one of them to be named as

headquarters. The members to have the

privilege of selecting their own hotel.

That the present system is unsatisfac-

tory is becoming more evident every year.

John D. McIl\v.\in.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

i i i
steam Heat on the P. R. R.

Editors :

For some cause the friends of Loco-
motivb; Enginkering go very shy on

matters pertaining to the steam heating of

passenger trains. While the subject of

steam heat does not interest all railroad

men, as the air brake and some other sub-

jects do, it is a very live topic with a large

number of men at the present time, and
those who have to look after the success of

the steam heat apparatus would be glad to

know what success others have with steam

heat.

On the P. R. R. lines we have in use two

systems of steam heat, /. e., what is known
as straight steam and the " return system."

The straight steam system appears to be

in favor with most all railroad men, as

they claim it gives less trouble than does

the return system.

In looking over the records of last win-

ter. I find a greater number of failures

charged to straight steam than is charged

to the return system. I believe when the

return sj^stem is properly understood bj'

those using it, that it will give less trouble

than will the straight steam system.

In educating men to care for the return

system, we run against a curious trouble

—

that is, experience has taught everybody

that the success of the air brake depends

largely on what the engineer has to do.

So with steam heat, when cars fail to heat

properly, everybody jumps on to the engi-

neer for the " cause why.

"

To make the return system a success,

the engineer has but two things to look

after : First, to keep a supply of steam in

the main steam pipe, " left side of train ;"

second, to keep the vacuum pump and

condenser working properly, .so as to take

the steam condensation from the return

pipe, " right side."

For the engineman to do this, the train-

men must so regulate the steam into each

car from the main supply pipe that in its

travel through the radiating pipes it will

heat the car, and by the time the steam

reaches the return pipe it will have con-

densed and gone back to the engine as hot

water.

To heat cars properly in severe cold

weather will not depend on having a very

high steam pressure in the train, but

rather the keeping the steam in rapid cir-

culation.



When trains are too cold, or when over-

heated, we should stop going to the engine

for more or less steam, as the case may be,

but try and regulate the valves in the car,

so that the steam gage on engine will show
to the engineer how much steam is re-

quired to heat the train.

J. R. Alexander,
Air-Brake Inspector P. R. R.

Altoo?ia, fa.

i @ i
Ironclad Rules.

Life and property have frequently suf-

fered from the loose, irresponsible methods
pursued in the operating of railroads on

this continent. Railroad companies and
the community at large have been the

gainers by the control put upon railroads

by railroad commissioners and other ' au-

thorities ; but it is possible to carry re-

strictions too far. All the most approved

appliances for the promotion of safe oper-

ating of trains should be insisted on for

roads "doing a heavy business, but roads

struggling along to pay expenses while

developing the resources of thinly settled

districts ought to be permitted to operate

in the cheapest possible manner.

The obstacle to enterprise caused by
ironclad rules applied to railroads has

been rather strikingly illustrated in Great

Britain for many years. The railways

there are all very strictly under Govern-

ment inspection, and no railway can be

opened for traffic until it has passed the

inspection of officers appointed by the

Board of Trade. These people insist that

no railway shall be opened without being

in a condition to operate express trains

safely. No matter if the road does not

run more than one train a day, the '

' stand-

ing rules" about signals, switches, high-

way crossings, bridges, etc., must be ad-

hered to.

There is chronic depression in the agri-

cultural districts of the British Isles, and
certain public men hold that great benefits

would result from the use of cheap rail-

ways to bring agricultural products to

market. Railways of that character cannot

be opened without an Act of Parliament

being passed to remove restrictions now
imposed by the Board of Trade rules.

There is agitation now going on in favor

of the required legislation.

The unyielding strength of rules and red

tape, that are old characteristics of British

officialism, is still as potent as it was
before Dickens attacked the Circumlocu-

tion Office. They have spread their claws

over railw-ay affairs with evil effects.

Here is an illustration of how the pow-
er of small officials works on the com-

munity :

A large land proprietor and mine owner
built a railway through his own property.

One locomotive and a few cars were suffi-

cient for the needs of the new railway, and
the owner did not think that an elaborate

system of signaling and interlocking

switches was necessary. When he ap-

plied to the Board of Trade for permission

to begin operating the road, it was refused

on the gromids that the standing rules

about signals, etc., had not been observed.

The gentleman was influential with the

Government, and after months of effort

succeeded in obtaining permission to oper-

ate the line without signals, etc. His busi-

ness increased rapidly, and the use of a

second locomotive was necessary. Per-

mission had to be secured from the Cir-

cumlocution Office to use a second locomo-

tive, and so many objections were raised

that the Prime Minister was appealed

to. He used his influence with the Board

of Trade officials, and the best terms these

barnacles would consent to were that the

second locomotive might be employed so

long as both locomotives belonging to the

railway were not under steam at the same

time.

© ^ ^

Free Passes to Visit the Exliibition.

Receiver H. M. Comer, of the Central

R. R. of Georgia, has issued an order giv-

ing each of the employes in the mechan-

ical departments of the Central Railroad

a five days' leave of absence, with full pay,

in order that they ma3' be enabled to visit

the Atlanta Exposition. They are also

given free transportation for themselves

and families.

In the summer time, when many of the

men were put on half time and others were

temporarily laid off, they remained faithful

to the interests of the Central, and it was

considered that their loyalty was entitled

to .some recognition. The men will be al-

lowed to go a few at a time, as they can be

spared from their work, until they have

all had an opportunity to see the Exposi-

tion.

The employes in all departments are be-

ing given time off, as they can be spared,

for the purpose of visiting the Exposition.

The officers of the road have been exceed-

ingly liberal in this respect, and their

action will undoubtedly be heartily appre-

ciated.

i i i

Are you working on an invention to

charge auxiliaries while brakes are on ?

Better buy " Evolution of the Air Brake"

and see what has been done before you in-

vest-any money.

© ^ ©
The Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co.,

of Boston, Mass., have brought out an

electrical attachment to their well-known

steam-engine indicator. The purpose of

this new attachment is to enable engineers

to procure simultaneous diagrams from

compound engines, taking cards at the

end of each cylinder. The attachment

appears to be very well designed, and will,

no doubt, do the work required perfectly.

Anyone interested in a device of this kind

can obtain full particulars by applying to

the Crosby Co.
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Jim Skeevers* Object Lessons.

Sixty-nine Years of Useless Worl< on a Clinl<er

Pit Automatic Coal and Sand Shovel-

ers—The Laborer Wortliy of His

Hire- The Lady or the

Tiger ?

Did you ever notice how things go by

threes? Jim Skeevers went down to the

roundhouse one night last summer, fell in

a pit, and was carried home—that was three

on Skeevers.

While Jim was laid up the general offi-

cers of the Midland visited the shops.

When the general manager is absent, Mas-

sey, the general master mechanic, always

speaks in the first person— " I " did so-and-

so, " I " made this change and " I " saved

so much. It was an "I" day, and Mas-

sey showed up all the kinks devised by

Skeevers and said "I" every time. The

Midland people were impressed with the

results, and, being progressive, and not

adverse to "taking men away" if they

could bettei* their own service, the man-

ager wrote Massey an offer of the position

of superintendent of motive power of the

Midland at better pay than he was getting

where he was.

Massey had no idea of going, but

thought—short-sighted man—that the

G. M. would '

' see
'

' the pay offered, to keep

him. But Mr. Wider congratulated him

so hard and advised him so strongly to take

it, saying that he and Skeevers would

worry along somehow, that really Massey

had no choice but to accept—that was three

on Massey.

It was also three on the Midland.

When Massey's resignation was safe in

his desk the general manager smiled a sat-

isfied smile, shook hands with himself and

took up his pen.

He wrote a notice that the position of

M. C. B. was abolished. Then he wrote

another that James Skeevers was appointed

Superintendent of M. P. and R. S., vice

John Massey, resigned, and took them in

to the first vice-president for approval, got

them signed and had one hundred copies

of each printed.

Two days afterward they were posted in

all shops and offices on the road—then he

hopped into his bug^y and drove up to

Skeevers' house.

Skinney was sitting in one chair on the

porch, nursing his game leg in another,

and reading Locomotive Engineering.

After the usual courtesies, the old man
pulled out a copy of the notice and handed

it to Skeevers with much the same feeling

that a man has when presenting a child

with a new toy. Skeevers knew what the

notice said well enough, but he read it

through gravely and, turning to the gen-

eral manager, said :

" Mr. Wider, I thank j'ou for the com-

pliment paid me in this appointment, but

before accepting it I want to talk with you

about it a little ; I have never said any-

thing about wages before, but may I ask

what your intentions are as to pay? "

"Oh, it pays better than usual. Massey

got |3;000 a year."



"And Mr. Green, the M. C. B. ; what
did he get? "

" Eighteen hundred."

"And you are proposing to pay inc

?
"

'

' Three thousand. '

'

" To do Mr. Massey'.s work as well as

Mr. Green's?"

"Well, you'll oversee everything on
wheels, of course, and '

'

"Well, Mr. Wider, as I said before, I

am obliged for the compliment, but 1

don't want the job at that figure."

" Don't want the job?"
" No, sir."

"Good Lord, man, what do ye want?
Ain't the earth good enough for ye, or

shall I telegraf for a couple of planets, or

something? Why, there ain't a man in

the department but what would jump at

the chance."
" I know it, sir; and that's just what's

the matter
; they are so eager for position

that they have disgraced the job of master

mechanic to the lowest round of the rail-

road ladder. The heads of this depart-

ment do more work, take more responsi-

bility, have to have a longer training and
more experience than for any other job on

a railroad, and—get less pay for it. Now,
I can't reform the whole system of

disgrace, but I can keep one sucker from
getting into the hole, and his name is

Skeevers.

"

The general manager was dumbfounded.
He looked at Skeevers for ten seconds, and
then said :

" Well, I'll 'be ; say, what
do 3'ou want, anyway ? '

'

" Mr. Wider, continued Skeevers, " you
don't think anything at all of paying your
general superintendent |6,ooo; your divis-

ion superintendents get I250 a month, but

v'our master mechanics get I150. Our
general superintendent was an operator,

then a dispatcher—he's a good man, but

he has had less than ten years' experience

as a railroad man, and all that in an office

—your division men all came from con-

ductors. Two master mechanics were en-

gineers here of many years' experience,

good men, both of 'em ; one was a ma-
chinist, and he's a daisy. These officials

have a larger force of men under them
than all other officers combined. They
can save or waste more money than any
other officers, and every one of them have
introduced reforms within a year that saves

more than their wages, yet you think that

they are well paid. Why, sir, not one of

'em but what has engineers under him
that get more mone)'. You won't pay
them more because it's the custom to pay
the best men the worst. As for me, I have
made up my mind to go braking—I'd

rather get into the transportation depart-

ment, where the hours are shorter, private

cars possible, and pay higher—to say noth-

ing of the work being lighter."

"Well, Mr. Morality— not that it'll make
much difference—I'd like to inquire for

what consideration you would condescend
to take charge of our motive power and

rolling stock departments for—say—

a

year?" asked the general manager, with

half-mock formality.

"Well," said Skeevers, musingly, "I
don't just like this cold-salary figuring,

but since you've asked me I'll make you
two offers : First—I'll take the job for one-

quarter of the .saving I make over the past

year's management ; that, I figure, will be

not less than ten thousand dollars for me.

But, if you like the straight-salary scheme,

here's a second oflfer—I'll take the job for

fS.ooo per year, if you will pay my division

men the same as you do division superin-

tendents. I want 'em to hold up their

heads and 'feel their oats,' as horsemen

say.
'

'

"Why, Mr. Skeevers, our president

wouldn't listen to it for a moment ; he'd

hold up his hands in holy horror and tell

me what the other roads were doing, and

he'd "

" Oh, no, he wouldn't, Mr. Wider. Do
yoii remember when we took him over the

road and you tried to tell him how much
we saved by some shop changes, and how
he stopped you and what he said? "

" Well, what did he say ?
"

" He said, ' Mr. Wider, that's what we've

gotyou for. Don't, please, bother me with

details ; w/iai I ivant is net results. Come
to me with them.' That's what he said.

You just ignore precedent once
;
pay this

department what it deserves, and I will

give you some net results to take to the

'Sphinx,' as you call him—he won't ask

what you pay your superintendent of mo-
tive power or your master mechanics—it's

net results he wants."

The old man poked a morning-glor}-

blossom with his cane for ten minutes be-

fore he thawed out ; then he said :

" Well, Skeevers, this is a clean case of

highway robbery, but j'ou are the dog-gon-

dest man for having your way I ever run

up against. Your object lesson on pay is

good enough, but I tell ye there must be

some net to show for this—some object

lessons."

"Thank you, Mr. Wider; you come up

to the shops next Saturday, week, and I

will show you one object lesson, if not

two, that will help pay this extra ; and,

by the way, I should like very much to

notify my master mechanics of their raise

in pay, you to approve letter."

" All right, Skeevers—'er, by the way,

did I hear you say that 3-ou had a small,

brown box that you wanted me to examine ?

—a paper-trimmed box—with a tack for

catch—paper hinges—and a—ah ! thank

you, Mrs. Skeevers, you are a thoughtful

woman ; anyone would think these were

dollars instead of cigars, the way your

husband keeps 'em hid."

That was three on the old man, so you

see the whole thing went by three's.

In due course Skeevers notified his three

master mechanics that "on account of

faithful services and the intelligent use of

their brains, they had shown themselves

worth more to the company, and the com-

pany was pleased to notify them that here-

after their pay would be increased," etc.

Of course, that discouraged 'em wonder-

fully.

A week from the following Saturday the

old man showed up at the shops and en-

tered Massey's old office—things were

changed.

The old M. C. B.'s office at the car shop

had been shut up and the two best clerks

brought to Skeevers' office ; the three

others were relations of Green's, and
Green was a brother-in-law of Massey's, and
Massey had made places for 'em all on the

Midland. Skeevers had saved four men,
counting Green, by the deal—that pleased

the old man, for the pay-roll was the bane

of his life, and the one thing that the

" Sphinx " looked into and commented on

—wanted to know where the net was.

As Skeevers steered him toward the

roundhouse they went through the boiler

room.

"Saved two coal-handlers here," said

he ; "we used to dump coal into these big

bins on the side of the house, it was thirty-

feet from rear wall to boiler fronts, had to

keep two men wheeling coal ahead. We
built a frame-work in there of old bridge

timbers and planked it over on an incline,

and now all the coal dumped slides ahead

to shoveling distance. Bins only hold half

the coal, but that don't count ; we have

lots of it in the yard all the time."

"Good idea, good idea," said the old

man.

At the sandhouse Skeevers pushed the

door open and disclosed an old, crippled,

pensioner sitting before the drier.

" We piped this place for air," said Skee-

vers, "and put false bottoms in our bins, so

that the sand, as unloaded from the cars,

will slide toward the drier ; we elevate it

by air and draw it into sandboxes instead

of putting it in by hand with buckets. All

this man does is to keep up the fire and

move a lever now and then ;
this belt of

buckets fills the drier, and the dry sand

runs to the pressure tank, from which it is

elevated—saved the work of three men."
" Object lesson number two," said the

general manager. "Very good; why
don't you duplicate this plant at Granger

and the other engine terminals ?"

" I can beat that by putting in another

drier here and drying all the sand for the

system ; or, if you will buy air-jet Sanders

for the engines, this drier will take care of

the whole system, save buying half the

sand and hauling and handling it, beside

wiping out five sandhouse gangs."
" Yes, but we've got the driers."

"Certainly, but labor and the cost of

extra sand goes on forever—I meant to

get those sanders before you knew it from

the saving here ; but here we are ; this is

what I wanted to show you.

"Now, this roundhouse has been in use

for twenty-odd years ; for all that time,

night and day, two men, and sometimes

three, have been working at this cinder

pit.
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" Look at it ; it was forty feet long and
four feet deep, and for twenty-odd years

every engine that went into that house has

dumped her ash pan and cinder hopper

here ; tlie men have put a barrel or two of

water on to the cinders, and then got into

the pit and shoveled them out on to the

ground. When the pile got so big it was
in the way, some cars were pushed into

this side track over here—twenty feet away
—then the cinders were shoveled up into

them and hauled out into a siding ; when
there were ten loads the road department,

after much telephoning, would consent to

take them out where they wanted them
and unload the cars. Five to seven hand-

lings, depending on the weather ; for in

winter the wet cinders froze in the pit, the

pile and the cars.

" Long ago I determined to do something

with this place, and it's the first thing I

tackled when I got back to work. After I

was half done I found in the pigeon-holes

of my desk no less than five letters from

yourself, the general superintendent, the

roadmaster and the engineer, telling whj'

this very change could not be made ; but

it's made, and it has cost none of the de-

partments a cent. I dug this pit with the

cinder-pit men and the laborers I saved

in the sandhouse and boiler room ; those

cast-iron posts on one side Massey had

made for the purpose more than a year

ago,, feeling sure you would let him put in

the pit. You refused, and he hid the cast-

ings.

" Now, you see, we have dug a pit this

side of the cinder pit deep enough to drop

the top of a gondola below the bottom of

the cinder pit, which has been half filled

up. One man cleans the fires and hoes

all the cinders into the cars as fast as taken

out—no frozen cinder pit, no shoveling or

piling up of ashes. When these two cars are

filled—and we find they are filled in about

threfe days—we take an engine and throw

them out into that spur. As long as we
have cars I don't care when the road de-

partment get rid of them.

"That wall we made of old material,

with the exception of the cement ; we have

saved three men's woi^k and no end of

trouble—what do you think of it ?"

The general manager looked, but

Skeevers couldn't tell from his face

whether he was pleased or displeased—he

had become a Sphinx himself.

Skeevers continued : "The engineer said

we couldn't get the track in on this curve,

the foundation wouldn't stand, and that

the car pit would freeze up. The road-

master said it would cost his department

I150 to dig the pit and lay the track. The
superintendent said it had done well

enough for twenty-three j'ears, and he

couldn't see the use of investing five hun-

dred dollars in an 'innovation,' and you
said we couldn't afford it ; and all the

while the machinery department was ham-
pered by it and went on paying three

laborers for twenty-three years because we
couldn't spend, say, |2oo. Just think of

it ; we have paid a man's wages for six'y-

nine yenrs for want of that pit improve-

ment."

Then the Sphinx thawed out: "And
this is official object lesson number three,

hey? Well, Skeevers, it's a good one—

a

devilish good one !

"

" I don't call this an object lesson at all

;

it's an incident of shop management. The

real object lesson I hoped you'd see does

not seem to have struck you at all."

"Ho, ho!" said the old man, "gettin'

thick-headed, am I ? Well, damme if you

don't take the cake—but maybe you ain't

so far wrong—the pit's a good thing

;

what else have ye got hid ? Where's the

lesson?"

"You think the pit a good thing; do

you approve of my building it ?

"

"Yes; why, certainly. I can see on its

face that it'll save monej'."

"Well, then, Mr. Wider, it seems to me
that the object lesson lies in that fact. I

would call your attention to your letters,

showing that at five different times you

have refused to fix this pit. Mr. Massey

asked your approval of or permission to

do everything. His only idea of getting

the pit fixed was to have trackmen dig the

pit and lay the track, masons to build the

wall, and engineers to plan—I did the

whole job with my own laborers. You
had refused to build the pit, but never re-

fused to let us do it ourselves.

"My old father used to quote a maxim
something like this :

' Never tell what

)'ou are going to do—do it.'

"To call a manager's attention to every

detail and change one anticipates calls for

action on his part, and in times like these,

action means to turn down anything that

costs fifty cents. To ask advice calls for

criticism, discussion, argument and delay.

I am the best fitted of your officials to say

what we need in the way of a cinder pit

;

I knew you would refuse to spend money
on it and I have built it out of savings else-

where ; it has cost the company practically

nothing.
" I know what our expenses for last year

were. I propose to keep below that ex-

pense month by month and make some

needed changes without money outlay be-

fore winter sets in. I feel sure the best

way is for me to go ahead on that line and

not bother you with details. Before the

next annual meeting I will show you some

III'/ savings, but now is the time for you

to say whether it shall be my way of work-

ing or Massey's. Of course, any change

that costs extra money should go to you

first ; but about things like this, what do

you say—the Lady or the Tiger?"

"Gimme a cigar," said the old man,

and Skeevers fished one out of his vest

pocket.

"Skeevers, it seems to me that the dif-

ference between you and Massey is that

he talked about things and 3'ou do 'em."
" I hardly think you are fair to Massey

;

he was held down, never allowed to do

things good or bad, but it was because of
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his everlasting asking //"this and //that.

The only i/ you ought to care about is i/

the head of this department is capable of

taking care of it. It's results you want,

not the way I think the results might be

had if you would take the responsibil-

ity."

" Yes, you bet ; iii'/, that's what I want

;

some >iei results to show up when our

president comes out. The Tiger is ray

choice, Skeevers ; but, mind ye, a regular

tame tiger, that a feller can lead round if

he wants to ; none of ye'r wild, yowling

man-eaters that keep a feller up a tree half

the time. And, Skeevers, you'll con-

sult me before you incur any extra ex-

pense? "

"Certainly, and 3'ou'll be satisfied if

my total expenses are less for each month

of this year than they were for last?"

"Yes."
" And suppose I can show a saving over

the previous month as well, for, say, a year,

you won't interfere with the/iOTt' f"
" No, nor the why eyether

;
get me some

iii't. The ' Sphinx ' will be asking for nets

before he gets off his car ; when do )'e ex-

pect an}' in, Skeevers ?
"

" Got the books full of 'em now ; there

will be more nets than usual in the next

month's report," said Skeevers.

And that night, as the old man finished

telling the general superintendent about

the interview, his highness asked if that

was what he called one of Jim's object

lessons.

"Object lessons?" said the old man
;

"why, sir, it's a whole liberal education.

Sullivan, me boy, cultivate that man
Skeevers ; he'll be president yet—he does

things."

g i i
Walking Is Healthy.

Mr. Edwin Stone, manager of the Ore-

gon Central, is not much in favor of

throwing passes about promiscuously, yet

he likes to soften his refusals with philo-

sophical reasons. The refusal of a pass to

an editor called forth the following letter,

which appeared in the Portland Sun :

" There is nothing .so important as the

good will of your patrons, and there is no

better way for you to secure this than by

issuing passes to influential persons when
cogent reasons are shown. Now, last

week I wrote to Mr. Stone to send me a

pass to Corvallis, as I wanted to go down
to see some friends, and my legs are

rather weak, but he, with a heart as hard

as his name, replied that the trouble in my
limbs was probably caused by not using

them enough, and told me I could use the

track to walk on. This sort of language

is not calculated to create a friendly feel-

ing, to say the least. I would like to have

a pass to Corvallis—some time when you

think of it."

The new machine shops of the Atlantic

& Pacific at Winslow were completed and

opened with a ball on November 14th. '



A Good Form of Engine Report.

We .'show herewith the top and bottom
of a report, full size, used on the Erie road

for monthly report of engines from di-

vision master mechanic to the general

office.

This is one of the best forms we have
seen. The plan of designating the kind of

repairs by letters and figures is good, and
tells at a glance just what has been done
or needs to be done to a locomotive.

This matter of having a good and effect-

ive form of reports for different records is

an important one, and if any of our read-

ers are using forms that save time, money
or work, or have new features, we should

be'glad if they would send us copies of the

same ; they'may do someone else good.

The result of this practice is a more uni-

form understanding of the rules ; it also

gives the "kicker" a chance to get his

work in.

In looking over the board this morning

I was attracted by the originality of the

inclosed answer, signed by Mr. Thorn-

bergb, and thought that, perhaps, you

might deem it worthy of publication :

Question. "Arc men on this road en-

titled to their rights •' If so, why do they

not get thcin '
"

AnsK'er. Not knowing the circumstances
that prompted this question makes it a

little hard to answer.
However, I will sa}' : Yes, we are all en-

titled to our rights
;
just what they are

and why we do not get them is the essence
of the question.

up on the ladder, who carefully guarded
the interest of those they served, who de-

pended upon theni.selves and their own
effort, have nothing to regret. The bal-

ance of the gang at the bottom of the
ladder, who sought success by an easier

and shorter road, will no doubt all agree
that thev "have a kick coming." Have
they ?

a' little time, my friend, will tell the

story. In the meantime, remember that

all things come to those who "hustle"
while they wait.

i i i
The First Train.

When the facetious correspondent of

Eastern papers encounters delays on rail-

road trains in the West or South, he gen-

erally tries to get off something more or

New York, Lake Erie

Monthly Report on

Division,



forward and put a pork rind on the hot-

box, or pound on the cylinder head to

warn the people off the track.

" Next comes the tender, loaded with nice

white birch wood, an economical style of

fuel, because the bark may be easily burned

off while the wood itself will remain

uninjured.

"Besides the firewood, we find on
the tender a barrel of water and a tall

blonde jar w'ith wicker work around it,

•which contains a small sprig of tansy im-

mersed in four gallons of New England
rum. This the engineer has brought with

him for use in case of accident. He is

now engaged in preparing for the accident

in advance.

"Next comes the front brakeman in a

directors and one brakeman have no doubt

gone back to the starting place.

" But the conductor is cool. He removes

his bell-crowned plug hat, and taking out

his orders and time-card, he finds that the

track is clear, and looking at a large,

valual^le Waterbury watch presented to

him by a widow whose husband was run

over and killed by the train, he sees he

can still make the next station in time for

dinner. He hires a liverj- team to go back

after the directors' coach, and calling ' All

aboard !

' he swings lightly upon the mov-

ing train.

"It is now lo o'clock, and nineteen

weary miles stretch out between him and

the dinner station. To add to the horror

of the situation, the front brakeman dis-

" The brakeman here gets his tin lantern

ready for the night run, and fills two of

them with red oil, to be used on the rear

coach. The fireman puts a fresh bacon
rind on the eccentric, stuffs Jsome more
cotton batting around the axles, puts a

new linch-pin in the hind wheels, sweeps
the apple peelings out of the smoking car,

and is ready.

"Then comes the conductor with his

plug hat full of excursion tickets, orders,

passes and time checks ; he looks at his

Waterbury watch, waves his hand, and
calls ' All aboard !

' again. It is up grade,

however, and for two miles the ' spotter

'

has to push behind with all his might be-

fore the conductor will allow him to get

on and ride.

& Western R.R. Co.

Condition of Locomotives,

Month of i8g

IN SERVICE.

OF

Cistern.
Frame and
Trucks

General.

Month will

Probably
Need

Repairs.

Estimated
Cost of

Such
Repairs.

Estimated
Life of

Firebox.

LOCOMOTIVES IN SHOP.

Date
Entered
Shop.

Date
vnll Leave

Shop.

Class
of

Repairs.

REMARKS.

[Fifty lines.]

Total number of locomotives in service,

" " " shop,

" "
.

" awaiting repairs,

" " " on division,

Total locomotives assigned to division, but running elsewhere, - - - - . _

" " on division, assigned to other divisions, in ser\ice, - - - -

" " " " " " " shop, -----
,

All locomotives on the division must be reported, whether assigned to the division or not.

This report must be forwarded to the Sup't of Motive Power on the first day of each month, and MUST BE signed
PERSONALLY BY THE MASTER MECHANIC.

Correct.

Master Mechanic.

plug hat about two sizes too large for him.

He also wears a long-waisted frock coat

with a bustle to it, and a tall shirt collar

with a table-spread tie, the ends of which

flutter gayly in the morning breeze. As

the train pauses at the first station he

takes a hammer out of the tool-box and

nails on the tire of the fore wheel of the

coach. The engineer gets down with a

long oil can and puts a little sewing-

machine oil on the pitman. He then

wipes it off with his sleeve.

" It is now discovered that the rear coach,

containing a number of directors and the

division superintendent, is missing. The
conductor goes to the rear of the last

coach and finds that the string by which
the directors' car was attached is broken,

and that the grade being pretty steep, the

covers that a very thirsty boy in the emi-

grant car has been drinking from the

water-supply tank on the tender, and there

is not enough left to carry the train

through. Much time is consumed in fill-

ing the barrel again at a spring near the

track, but the conductor finds a ' spotter '

on the train and gets him to do it. He
also induces him to cut some more wood
and clean out the ashes.

" The engineer then pulls out a draw-

head and begins to make up time. In

twenty minutes he has made up an hour's

time, though two miles of hoop iron are

torn from the track behind him. He sails

into the eating station on time, and, while

the master mechanic takes several of the

coach wheels over to the machine shop to

soak, he eats a hurried lunch.

" Thus began the history of a gigantic

enterprise, which has grown till it is a

comfort, a convenience, a luxury, and yet

a necessity.

"You are, indeed, a heartless, soulless

corporation, and yet you are very essential

in our business."

On October 20th, the Monon Route put

on a new fast train for Atlanta and the

South. Train leaves Chicago 10:15 a. m.;

arrives Louisville, 7:39 P. M.; Nashville,

2:15 A. M.; Chattanooga, 7:10 A. M.; At-

lanta, 11:15 .4. M. , making the run from

Chicago to Atlanta in twenty-five hours.

Returning, the train leaves Atlanta 3 P. M.,

arriving Chicago 5:30 p. M.
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Combination Angle Cock and Warning
Signal.

Patent angle cocks, which apply brakes

or give warning when closed, are becom-
ing quite numerous, and unless the auto-

matic car coupler patentee looks closely to

his laurels he will find himself severely

jostled by this erstwhile inventor crowd-
ing into first place. The latest addition to

the already large family of angle cocks,

herewith illustrated, is the product of Mr.
William Bedell, of Jackson, Mich. The
operation of the device is as follows

:

When the valve is open, so that the

brakes can be governed by the engineer.

the air is entirely shut off from the brakes.

The air, after passing through the holes

Di and Ei, passes into the holes H and

1 1, and raises the valves Hi and Ii, and

then to the pipe Bi and to the alarm, thus

warning the trainmen that the valve is

being meddled with, and at the same time

definitely locating which one it is, as each

valve has its own alarm. The valves Hi
1 1 serve to prevent the air backing up in

case the pressure comes from only one

side.

When switching or any other cause re-

quires the hose to be parted, and it is not

desired that the br.-ikes shall set, the small

Fig. 1

1XU
the holes Da and E2 are covered by the

bushing G, so that no air escapes to the

whistle; but when the plug is turned, so

as to partially or entirely shut off the air

in the main pipes, the holes D2 and E2
come into the opening g, which extends

through the bushing G. When in this

position the air passes through the holes

D2 and E2, down through the cavities or

spaces D and E, and from there out

through their respective openings Di
and Ei. Now. in the bushing G are the

grooves Gi and G2, leading to the holes

corresponding to those marked Di and

Ei in Fig. 3. This allows the air to pass

through the openings in the bushing be-

fore the holes in the plug and the corre-

sponding ones in the bushing come di-

rectly opposite each other. This is so

that the alarm will begin to sound before

cock under the whistle should be closed

to prevent the escape of pressure.

(Waiving the discussion of whether such

angle cocks are real necessities, we would

say the same for this device that has been

said of others, namely: That it would un-

doubtedly accomplish the purpose for

which it was designed. When compared

with others of its kind, however, the com-

plication of parts becomes conspicuous,

and would seem to suggest seeking a fa-

vorite from amongst others of simpler

construction. The gage and whistle, with

which each cock is equipped, would grate

harshly on the nerves and offend the

sight of the hard-shell air brake practi-

tioner, whom experience has taught that

one of the prime factors of the success of

any appliance is its utmost simplicity.

—

Ed.)
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Train Pipe Angle Cocks Working Shut.

An important case of a train pipe angle

cock closing from coming in contact with

a loose deadwood on a freight car has

been recently traced by G. W. Rhodes, su-

perintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Ry.. and the

facts developed leave no room for doubt

that there is considerable cause for anxiety

to be apprehended from this source. A
loose deadwood thrusting against the key

of the cock renders the handle quite easily

turned. A loosely attached train pipe,

shaking about when train is in motion, is

liable to strike in a glancing manner

against the deadwood or other part of

the car and cause the handle to turn

around in much the same manner as a nut

on a bolt is sometimes loosened with a

hammer by a workman. The subject of

angle cocks becoming thus closed has

been but lightly touched upon in past dis-

cussions on air brakes, but the develop-

ment of facts in Mr. Rhodes' investiga-

tion calls for grave consideration, to

which the subject is entitled, and demands

that due care be exercised in locating the

cock at a safe distance from the deadwood
and other points of interference, and to

also see that the train pipe is rigidly at-

tached to the. car body as it should be.

i § ^ '

Better Brakes Coming.

That the air brake's cause is improving

is evidenced by the appointment of a com-

mittee by the Master Car Builders to in-

vestigate and report upon the subject of

"Location of Air Brake Cylinders on

Freight Cars," with a view of affording

easier means of access for cleaning and re-

pairing. Simultaneous with this the Air

Brake Men's Association has taken up the

subject of "Economical Oiling of Brake

Cylinders." This would seem to indicate

a promise that better brakes may be ex-

pected, and is of considerable significance

to air brake men who for some time past

have realized that the brake cylinder and

its atachments are the most neglected por-

tions of the air brake system. Hitherto lit-

tle, if any, attention has been given to

the location of the cylinder, and the care

of its parts consisted of an occasional in-

jection of poor oil and prominent chalk

marks on the outside of the cylinder giv-

ing the date of the dose. Frequently the

former part of the process was intention-

ally omitted. The Air Brake Men be-



lieve one good cleaning and oiling better

than several injections at the oil hole.

The M. C. B. believe in placing the cj-lin-

der where it can be reached to do the

work.

Statistics of the Interstate Commerce
Commission on Safety Appliances.

The accompanying diagram, taken from

the report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the year endin June 30,

1894, is a graphic illustration of the pro-

portion of locomotives and cars in the

over that of the few preceding years, it is

evident that railways vvfill be obliged to

hustle more in the future than they have
in the past if they expect to comply with

the law which requires all equipment to

be fitted with train brakes and automatic

couplers by January, 1898.

^ 'i i
If a man carries a watch and neglects

to properly wind it, he is as liable to miss a

train as a man who carries no watch. A
car whose air brake has become inopera-

tive through neglect, is as friendless as a

car without a brake.

TRAIN BRAKE



maining air in the cylinder to whistle out

through the exhaust port. C. M.'s friend

was right when he told him that this leak

caused brake to release. C. M. seems not

to have considered that it made any diflfer-

ence whether he had a main reservoir or

the proper size iox24-in. for an auxiliary

for his 8-in. brake cylinder. A. H.
Chicago, III.

(The answer given to C. M.'s question

No. 22 in October issue will stand un-

changed, as it is the proper prescription

for the case as diagnosed by him. The ad-

ditional data furnished by our correspond-

ent, however, is a diagnosis of a somewhat
dififerent character, and requires a corre-

spondingly different prescription. In or-

der that matters may not become mixed,

we will treat this as a separate and dis-

tinct case.

With proper brake equipment, a ten

pound reduction in train pipe pressure will

only partially apply the brake, causing the

slide valve to stand with its graduating

port in register with the cylinder port,

after an equalization is had in pressures in

the auxiliary reservoir and train pipe, and

further flow of pressure from the reservoir

to the cylinder will be temporarily cut off

by the graduating valve seating in the

graduatingportof slide valve, by the slight

movement of triple piston toward release

position. If the graduating valve and

slide valve are absolutely tight, no further

pressure will pass from the reservoir to the

cylinder, and a leak in the cylinder press-

ure would not affect the movement of the

triple, no matter how large the auxiliary

reservoir may be. But with cylinder and

auxiliary of dimensions given by our cor-

respondent the case is somewhat changed,

for, as he says, a ten pound reduction in

train pipe pressure will apply the brake

fully, and place the slide valve in extreme

lower position, thus establishing direct

communication between the reservoir and

cylinder. A leak in the cylinder pressure

will now draw on the reservoir as well,

and allow the triple piston and its attach-

ments to move towards the release posi-

tion. But if the slide valve and the grad-

uating valve are absolutely tight, the pis-

ton will stop on the lap position, providing

the parts have not sufficient frictional re-

sistance, which, when broken, would cause

a momentum that would carry the piston to

full release position. Sihnming up, we can

say that if the slide valve and graduating

valve arc perfectly tight, the piston and slide

valve will stop on lap position if not inter-

fered with by undue frictional resistance,

and also that the momentum of the parts

caused by breaking away from frictional

resistance, and the combination of leaky

graduating and slide valves, or a leaky

slide valve alone, will cause it to travel

past the lap position and continue on to

full release. Any of these latter discrep-

ancies, when in combination with a leak-

age in cylinder pressure, will cause the

brake to whistle off through the exliaust

port, but the leak of itself will not do it as

previously stated in question No. 22.

While a careful examination has failed to

reveal it, it is altogether possible that a

leakage exists in either the slide valve or

graduating valve; for in service it is al-

most equally difficult to make an abso-

lutely air tight fit as it is to secure a perfect

vacuum. The I2x33-in. auxiliary reser-

voir should be exchanged for a iox24-in.

—

Ed.)

^ ^ i
An Air Pump Repair Stand.

Editors :

Did you ever "rassel" with an old air

pump on the floor? Hard job, is it not?

Well, I propose to get the pumps off the

floor, and ditto the bench, by a scheme as

follows:

Get an old 20-inch solid head piston,

face off the front face so it will rest evenly

o o DO o B o

O B O OD o o

PUMP

on the floor, as shown in the sketch, and
drill three or four holes for holding down
bolts. True up the rod to whatever size

it will make. Make two forgings like B,

B, Figs. I and 2. Bore a hole through
the boss so it will be an easy fit on the pis-

ton rod. Make two thimbles of gas pipe

as per C, C, making them the proper

length to slip over the pison rod, as

shown. Drill, tap and fit set screws in

boss of arm B. Make the set screws

pointed, and drill into the rod on two op-

posite sides, pockets to receive the points

of set screws. The pockets for the set

screws should be drilled, so that when the

screws are set up the faces of the arms are

exactly in line. After we repair one pump
we want to give the thing a half turn and
put on another. Fig. 2 shows how the

pumps should be bolted on.

I don't know why it would not be a

good addition to a testing plant. We
could hang up two pumps, and after test-

ing one, swing it around and couple up
the other; and by leaving the tested pump
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hang it would balance the other one, and

lessen the jar of the running pump.
In some shops, where testing plants are

installed, there seems to be a mania for

placing the pump in a dark corner or close

to the wall, where there is no light or room
to work. This scheme gives plenty of

room and light.

\V. DE S.\NNO,

f>idiaimpi</ii, Ind. Pan Handle Shops.

@ i @
Conger's Problem, Illustrating

"Stuck" Bral<es.

Editors :

In our air brake schools, as we do

not have an instruction car, we use

an engine with driver and tender brake

coupled to a coach with a quick-action

brake, and put gages on the coach triple,

so the class can see just exactly how the

brake works. This is a fairly good sub-

stitute for an instruction car, if it is a pleas-

ant day.

The other daj' we used an engine with an

8-in. spread brake having 3 inches piston

travel, an 8-inch tender brake with 7 inches

piston travel, and a coach with 8 inches

piston travel. When we set these brakes

with a full service application—reducing

train pipe pressure from 70 to 50 pounds

—

the coach brake would release first, while

with an emergency application the driver

brake would release first, the tender brake

next, and coach brake last, and as the

brakes were all in first-class order it would

release in that order every time we tried

it. In each case tlie brakes were released

by placing the brake valve—a D 8—in

running position, so train line would

charge up gradually; as soon as the first

brake was released, valve was lapped and

other brakes could be held at the pleas-

ure of the operator.

Now why this difference in the way the

different brakes released with emergency

and full service applications?

C. B. Conger.
Grand A'apids, Midi.

g g g
A Primitive Air Signal.

Editors :

Being a regular reader of "Locomotive

Engineering," and seeing that you are en-

couraging all kinds of designs, I herewith

send to you a little design of my own,

which I have put in use on the engine I am
running here on the E. & I. R. R., in place

of the signal bell, which we have had so

much trouble with. It is a small whistle

to be blown by air and used by the bell

cord now in use. Its cheapness, where it

is now practiced, commends it to all.

It blows quite readily to full pressure of

drum, and never fails; the open ring 8 is

put there in case the engine should break

loose from train, which would open and

release bell cord.

It is very sensitive to the touch, and

readily responds to the cord. It can be

put on in a short time without any change

to cars, needs no piping on air hose or



any other work to use it. Following
is a description by numbers:
No. I. Main air pipe from pump to

drum.

No. 2. 54 T, with side opening for J4
pipe.

No. 3. 16, pipe to valve.

No. 4. K T valve with threads ofif stem,

and a spring slipped over to insure its

close.

No. 5. Whistle.

No. 6. Yi pipe leading from valve stem

to outside of cab.

NaiNEERINQ, N. V.

No. 7. Spring 5 in. long, held to cross

piece of cab by cotter pin through pipe for

cushion.

No. 8. Open spring ring for safety.

Geo. J. Payton.
Evansville, hid.

(This design of air signal was among
the first introduced in train service, but

on account of it retaining all of the object-

ionable features of the continuous signal-

ing cord, it was abandoned in favor of the

automatic form.—Ed.)

% ^ %
Continuous Driver Brakes on Heavy

Grades in tlie Blacl< Hills.

Editors :

Having seen considerable correspond-

ence in your paper relative to continuous

and independent driver brakes, and hav-

ing read your remarks (with which I en-

tirely concur), I wish to say that our ex-

perience on the Black Hills division of

the Burlington is this: That an independ-

ent brake on drivers is neglected at the

moment of imminent danger.

During an experience of nearly five

years on three or four per cent, grades, we
have tried all forms of driver brakes. We
first tried the continuous automatic, as

perfect in all respects as we could make
them, with very unsatisfactory results.

Our next was the cut out kind, and we
found on nearly every occasion when this

was wanted in cases of emergency it had

not been cut in. and was not available for

use. With the independent form the

coaches were obliged to do their own
holding as well as that of the engine, and

driver brake was never used except at odd
times. This led to the abandonment of

independent driver brakes, and we now
use the continuous form, so adjusted that

they gradually leak off, and on a slippery

rail in the fall and spring we are enabled

to use the only auxiliary, the water brake.

A bad rail now has no terror for our
crews, and our trains are handled over the

mountains so certainly and easily that we
never concern ourselves about it at all.

While the driver brake is made slowly to

leak off, and does not do all the work it is

capable of, yet it greatly helps out the train

brakes and makes the work lighter for all

by dividing up the work more evenly.

If any of the advocates of independent
driving brakes do not believe that the con-

tinuous brake can be advantageously

worked on their mountain mole hills, we
would invite them to come and see a train

that travels 214 miles a day over the moun-
tains, and which can boast of having only

two failures in two years, and has never
run by a station a train length in the last

three years. Nor have we had a runaway
on freight to our regular crews for three

years and two months. Some of your

pense has not been realized in mainten-

ance.

For several years the writer has advo-

cated the Stevens system, slightly modi-
fied, for tenders, and its long continued

use has demonstrated that for cheapness
in maintenance and efficiency it has

proven equal, to say the least, to the

best designed tender brakes. It is not the

purpose of this article to discuss the nu-

merous defects of the average tender

brake, but rather to suggest the use of a

design that is quite able to fill all the re-

quirements for which a power brake is in-

tended.

The sketch shown will give an idea of a

Stevens brake gear adapted for tenders.

With this arrangement it is usually pos-
sible to use one standard length over all

for cylinder, live and dead levers, the only

departure therefrom being the location of

the intermediate or tie rod holes in cylin-

f-

readers who are follov/ers of the independ-

ent brake may not agree with me, but the

proof of the pudding is the eating. Suc-

cess follows the practice.

Geo. Smart,
Edgemont, S. D. General Foreman.

(While we are for the unmodified con-

tinuous form of driving brake, yet we must
congratulate the road represented by our

correspondent upon the achievement of a

success, and hope that the gradual leakage

described may later be dispensed with,

therefjy attaining the highest perfection of

continuous train braking. It is pleasing

to note that after fruitless excursions into

experimental fields, we finally return to

the continuous as the safest and best form
of driver brake for all classes of level and
ordinary mountain road service.—Ed.)

A Well-Designed Brake for Tenders.

Editors :

To those interested in air brakes it is

often a matter of surprise to observe the

many different forms of brake gear em-
ployed on tenders. Some are fantastic in

design, and so arranged that no formula

is at hand to determine what force is e.x-

erted on the beams; frequently they are

found with no equalizing feature, but so

arranged that with every renewal of brake

shoes the force is exerted on the beams on
one truck of the tender only. Proper brak-

ing force, in very many instances, seems
not to have been considered, while the

beams, levers, etc., are not of a proper size

to avoid deflection. No apparent attempt

has been made towards having a standard

gear, and as a result a minimum of ex-

der levers to give the requisite braking

force. Even this may be somewhat sim-

plified by classifying the tenders by weight,

say three classes, and locating the tie rod

holes accordingly. With this arrange-

ment of brake gear and the employment of

M. C. B. standard sizes of levers, jaws,

rods, pins, etc., and beams of requisite

strength to resist deflection and the brake

force adapted to 90 per cent., or better still,

100 per cent, of light weight of tender, a

model tender brake is secured.

S. J. Kidder.
C/iicago, III.

i ^ i
Independent Driving Brakes.

Editors :

Having read and considered the vari-

ous articles published under this head,

and drawn some inspiration from that

mystic and awe-inspiring word, " experi-

ence," the following opinion on the sub-

ject is submitted:

The independent driver brake ever

meets with favor by the engineer of

faulty judgment, for, as he says. "It makes
it easy to add to or let off a little power
just as you want," an ever present want
with that class whenever the brake is used.

It is also favored by many good engineers

who exercise judgment in doing their

braking, because, if properly handled, it

is a valuable assistance to them. The
writer is a believer in an easily varied brake
power for descending grades, as it un-
doubtedly permits of a more uniform
speed being maintained, is an air saver, and
gives a greater degree of safety to the

train. On the other hand he is not a be-

liever in the independent driver brake to

accomplish this.
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Here we will draw on "facts" that are de-

veloped by individual experience alone.

It was the latter, we are told, which caused

one of the "Six Blind Men of Hindostan"

who went to see the elephant, to declare

on getting hold of the tail, that the animal

was "very like a rope."

An investigation of many instances

where driving wdieel tires have been loos-

ened by the brake has determined that in

the majority of these it was with the in-

dependent form. The reason is because

there is nothing to prevent the engineer

from using too heavy an application or

continuing it too long; where, with the

continuous form, danger can be guarded

against by the proper adjustment of pis-

ton travel, and the restricting influence ex-

ercised by the train brakes.

A wrong impression seems to exist as

to the relative efficiency of the retaining

valves and the independent brake. The

retaining valves on thirty cars should ex-

ert considerably more retardation than

the driver brake on any of the heavy

mountain engines. If there are any whose

"experience" seems to contradict this, let

them not be too hasty in saying so. but,

instead, seek out the true cause and agi-

tate its elimination.

The brake favored for service where the

grade is heavy and the maximum speed

slow, is the Le Chatelier or water brake,

as recommended in last month's' issue, and

also, by the Air Brake Association in

their proceedings of 1894 and 1895. The

price of these proceedings has been

brought within the means of all, and it is

scarcely excusable for any man professing

interest in brake matters to fail to procure

them, or, in discussions, ignore considera-

tion of their contents.

Believing that those taking part in this

discussion are in possession of these pro-

ceedings, the recommendations and argu-

ments they contain are submitted in sup-

port of the stand taken by the writer.

St Paul, Minn. F. B. Farmer.

(As there was but a limited number of

copies printed, it is hardly probable that

nearly all readers of " Locomotive Engi-

neering" are supplied; and in order that all

may know how the independent driver

brake stands with this authoritative organ-

ization, whose membership includes a con-

siderable number of locomotive engineers

in both level and mountain road service,

the extract on driver brakes from page

154 of the Second Annual Report of the

Air Brake Men's Proceedings, under the

caption of "Continuous vs. Independent."

appears elsewhere in this number.—Ed. )

i i i
Independent Driver Brakes.

Except for very long and exceedingly

heavy grades there are now heard but

few advocates of the independent brake.

The use of the brake in the continuous

form is now so general on level roads as

to refute all claims of impracticability.

The arguments in favor of the last men-

tioned form are: First, by being operated

by the same valve as the train brakes, it is

never forgotten in the emergencies,

whereas with the other form it is almost al-

ways overlooked at such times. Second,

its use will thus be made frequent, and de-

fects rendering it inoperative would be

noted much quicker. Third, where prop-

erly adjusted, it cannot cause loosening of

tires, nor, on the other hand, be left un-

used, compelling the train brakes to do a

greater amount of work. Fourth, it has

none of the following objectionable fea-

tures of the independent form, viz.: Where

used as straight air, drawing on the press-

ure needed for recharging the train and

being liable to brake too high or too low,

dependent on amount of pressure in main

reservoir. Where steam or vacuum fur-

nishes the power, there are the extra parts

to operate and maintain.

Some insist that the driver brake

should be retained as a reserve power to

fall back on in emergency where train

brakes are either partly or fully applied.

It should occur to such that if their dri-

ver brakes were continuous their use

would relieve the train brakes of so much
work that the same amount of reserve

power would be distributed throughout

the train w'here it would be most available

and could be applied with the least possi-

bility of damage resulting. Besides this

there would be much time saved through

having but one valve to operate.

Of all the disagreeable neck-kinking

jerks, those resulting from the use of this

"reserve power" when nearing a stop with

an eight or ten car passenger train is be-

yond question the worst.

The only one approaching it is when

with same kind of train and brakes lightly

applied, or not at all, the engine is re-

versed and "plugged" (steam used).

Another argument is that these brakes

can be used to assist the train brakes in

holding on a down grade. They un-

doubtedly can be, but even discipline has

not resulted in their always being so used.

Then, too, when it is not possible for the

good engineer to properly apportion the

holding power of the driver to that of

the train brakes, when the former are in-

dependent, what can be expected of the

mediocre ones, to say nothing of the

poorer class ?

Were there gages showing the pressure

in driver and car brake cylinders it would

even then require constant manipulations

of the driver brake valve to accomplish

the desired result.

With the continuous brake we depend

on nothing but the correct adjustment of

piston travel on engine and train brakes,

and the proper distribution of work is

sure to be had even though the engineer

handles the brakes indifferently.

Some very good arguments have been

put forth in favor of the independent

brake, such as, when stopping for a water

tank or switch, when pulling out of a

siding and slowing up for brakemen to
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get on after switch is turned, the ease with

wliich train can be held bunched while

train brakes are released, or the lesser

amount of air needed to accomplish the

last mentioned. But the fact is lost

sight of that in view of the disadvan-

tages of this brake, before mentioned, the

gain is not commensurate with the loss.

The idea expressed by some corre-

spondents of one of the railway journals

that the continuous driver brake will, dur-

ing brake applications on grades, cause

bunching of a long freight train, is, gen-

erally speaking, erroneous. If any engi-

neer has had this experience we would

advise that the driver brake pistons be

made to travel a little farther, thus avoid-

ing the possibility of overheated and loose

tires. Driver brakes do not hold any-

where near as much as retaining valves on

a forty-five car freight train. If such

should occur so, it would speak volumes

for the need of more attention being given

the train brakes. Good doctors locate

and try to cure the disease.

It is not desirable, in holding down
grades, to have the driver brakes do quite

as much work as the train brakes, but, in-

stead, to do a certain proportion of the

holding, and to have their full power

available instantly when needed.

An independent brake is very useful in

assisting to maintain a uniform speed

when recharging, but another means,

equally as good, and almost always avail-

able, and made use of by the good engi-

neer, is to recharge where " let ups
"

(lesser grade) or curves would otherwise

tend to slow down the train, and where re-

taining valves are most efficient.

Where it is advisable to use a retarding

force on the drivers during such time, or

fear of tire heating, if brakes were used

continuously, exists, the best solution of

the question is to place a cut-out cock in

pipe leading from triple valve to brake

cylinders, have its handle so arranged that

engineer can operate it from cab seat,

equip engine with the " Le Chatelier
"

counter pressure or water brake, as it is

commonly known, and to use the latter.

It can be operated continuously in de-

scending grades and driver brakes be cut

out, or, instead, only at the time of re-

charging, the driver brake being cut out

then but operative at all other times. By this

means all the advantages of an independ-

ent brake are had, the tires are allowed to

cool ofif and yet the full benefit of the con-

tinuous brake is obtained. .

^ ^ i

Watch the piston travel and see that all

cars have ' a stroke of about 7 inches.

Don't think that by looking at the distance

the brake shoes hang of? the wheel you

can tell the piston travel, for you can't

any more than you can by looking at a cat

tell how far it can jump. The braking

power given to the car governs the shoe

clearance. Watch the piston.

We are informed that the Hutchins &
Skinner Safety Angle Cock is giving ex-

cellent results in trial tests on several

prominent railroads.

i i i
Switch all air braked cars ahead, and

keep them coupled up and working, for

they may prove your salvation some day

when least expected. Remember the story

of the Texan and his gun. He didn't

need it often, but when he did, he wanted

it mighty ba3ly.

i i i
The use of the columns of this depart-

ment is free to those desiring to impart or

obtain air brake information, and we there-

fore cannot comply with the request of

those writers who desire a private

correspondence. Correspondents will

please give full name and address. Let all

description be full and complete.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air»Brake Subjects.

(31) J. E. W., Topeka, Kan., writes:

I would like to find out the cause of the

following difficulty with air pump or gov-

ernor, and which is out of order. Pump
would pump up all right to 70 and go

pounds and stop, but would not go to

work again until pressure was reduced

48 pounds. 1 tried three different gov-

ernors with the same result. Then tried

each of these governors on other pumps,
and they worked all right without repairs.

We also went through the pump and
found nothing the matter with it. Please

give your opinion through the columns of

"Locomotive Engineering" and oblige a

reader. A.—As the three governors
worked all right on other pumps, and the

pump in question was examined and found

to be all right also, proves there was noth-

ing wrong with either governors or pump.
The troubl'e must, therefore, lie in the air

pipe to the governor, which was probably
partially stopped up or was wrongly con-

nected.

(32) R. E. L., Chicago, 111., writes:

I have a plate E6 brake valve on my en-

gine. When I throw the handle to emer-
gency and quickly bring it back to lap

position, the brakes on my engine and ten-

der both apply, but they whistle off through
triple almost immediately. If I leave the

handle in emergency the brakes stay on.

What causes this? Is it possible that a

surge of air in the train pipe of light en-

gine makes it? A.—The length of train

pipe on your engine and tender is too

short to produce a surge. When return-

ing your brake valve handle to lap quickly

after making an emergency application,

the pressure in your equalizing reservoir,

which remains unused at its maximum,
leaks past the packing ring of the equal-

izing piston, and is sufficient to raise

train pipe pressure above that in the auxil-

iaries, and force the triples to full release,.

Watch the black pointer of your gage,

and notice if it drops down from its full

pressure.

(.3.?) J- J- M-. Hazleton, Pa., asks:

In what position should the brake valve

handle be placed on the second engine

when running double? In what position

should the train cocks be in? Is it neces-

sary that the second engineer should re-

lease his brake when the first engineer
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CONCEENING RAIL"WAY TRACK BOLTS.

IN
the evolution of the iimderii railway, uot the

lea.st imijortant inemlicr of the uerniaiieut way Is

the holt that binds the aniile bars and rails to-

gether at the rail joints. Wav bark in the forties

and fiftie.s. when non rails. weiiiliinK about fltty-

six iioQuils t.. the vard, were 1,'i'Tierallv u~ed. the splice

bolls usi-d for tills jiurpose were an onlinary :M Inch
.iiann'ter Iron bolt with a more or less iniperlei-tly fit-

te.l nut. Since that time heavy stei 1 rails weighing
nearly IKi pounds to the yard have taken the place, of
the old litiht iron rails, and loc-omotives and cars twice
cjr three times as heavy as those formerly used have
been substituted, and vet on na.st loa.ls the same old-

fashioned :',-l inch diameter iron cut thread b(dls are
still in ueueral use. It is not surprising, thirefore,

that with our moi-eru heavily loaded trains running at
greatly increased speed, that disastrous railway wrecks
frenueutlv occur, the cause of which is not always
easily ascertained, but it may reasonably be inferred
that 'in many cases the splii-e bolts were too weak to

suslain the lateial lhrnsl,aHd .is .1 resull the rails part-

ed at tlie joints, allowing- tlie ears lo leave tlir track.

The iron cut thread bolt will nut stretch more thaji

ahiuit 1-8 Inch before It snaps off short at the root of
the thread, and unless all of the four bolts fastening
a iolnt are screwed up uniformly tight so that each
one sustains its projiortion of the strain, one after an-
other of the bolts will sue.esslvelv i;ivi. Way, rcsult-

im; in serious dlsasler. mi m..st Knulish and Conti-

nental roails the custom at present is to use bolts linch
in diameter, and a tew roads in our country are using
bolts ;-S inch in diameter.

.Messrs. J. H. Sternbergh & Son, of Beading, Pa., well-
known manufaclurersof Bolts, Nuts. Rivets, etc., have
hilolv etlectcd an improve Ill ill Railway Track Bolts

liv llie substitution of soft steel for ii'on, and a novel
method of prodiKiu^' the thread bv a sort of cold-

rolling process. b\ which the iiietal on the surface Of the

bolt Is spun U|i into the form of a thread, rather than
by the common iinlhod cd eiilting the metal out with
a'dieto form the Ihread. II is well known that this

common method of cutling the Ihread weakens the

bolt verv greatly, and In llierasr of a :M iiirh diameter
bolt so niueh of the metal is rut away b.\' the die that
the diameter of the boll at the root Of the thread is

re.liieed to about T, M ineh, which, under tensile strain,

will ordinarily break oil short at a pressure of about
17,i)lKI pounds. In distinetiim from this faulty method
of producing the thread, the new process, above re-

ferred to, produces a perfect thread by cold pressure,

which results in increasing instead of reducing the

strength of the bolt, so that a bolt :t4 inch In diameter
in the shank will be 13-16 inch in Ihe threaded portion,

substantially as shown ill the eul above.
ruder tensile strain these bolts will stretch about

5-,s inch before breaking, and when they break (if they

break at all), they will uot break In the threaded por-

tion, but in the blank portion of the bolt. (See cut.)

Thus it will he observed that in :t joint .d' tour or six

bolls, even if eaeh bolt Is not screwed lip as lightly as
the olhers, they will strelrh iinch^r tensile strain until

all the bolts sustain their equal share of the lateral

thrust, thus obviating the dauger before alluded to, of

the rails parting at the joint aiiil derailing the train.
In addition to these int-

i-lltsof the bolt. the
.slelnberuh \ Sou
ade important ini-

eiits in the nuts, by
the corners of a
nut are chamfered
li.dh as shown in
id iptlng them for
n_h bus ill place
HIM , \p, iisi\ e hex-

.uoai nut .lud with better

.idv lilt ig( , because of their
nil K ,is( d w lenth hold.

Vnotln 1 iinportaut fea-
tuit IS lie ic 1 1 ss shown in
till I 111 loi lilt d on the l,ear-

Ing side of the nut, a little gn ib 1 in di imc I. r than
the threaded poitiou of the bolt .lUd di < p 1 iiough to
house and protect two of the bolt thu.els lioiii injury
bv I he elialing of the angle plates in sii mi t and ad-
mitting of two peifect thieads at le.ist on which to
tighten up the nut, will u liom \\( .u 01 >ili< t < .inse the
mil needs tighli niiig In iddil 1011 to I Ins loi m ,r nut,

the above linn ale 111 ihi li ibit ol , lining 111' threads
in thenut of sui h f iiid pilch t.iat when strewed
home upon the bolt it will stay in posit ion and notwoik
loi.se, e^jieiiallv when tile bolt thread is made in the
form' Illustrated, called the Harvey tirip " form of
thread.
The improved bolt and nut, which are patented arti-

cles, represent the highest point of perfection yet
reached in the evolution of the Railway Track Bolt,

coiisisiing of only two pans, eomplete, re.|ulriug no
nut lorks, washers, or other devi.^es for hohliug the nut
in position, and they will be found to be as much better .

than the ordinary iron cut thread bolt, as the heavy
modern steel rail Is superior to the old-fashioned iron
rail,

THESE BOLTS ANn NUTS ARE MANUFACTURED
E-VCLUSIVELV BY

J. H. Sterntergh & Son, Eeading, Pa,
ANO

Kansas City Bolt and Nut Co., Eansas city. Mo,



does? Does the pressure on second en-

gine's gage show the same pressure as on
the first engine? A.—Where no cut out

cock below the brake valve is provided,

both D8 and E6 brake valves should be
placed on lap, and pump throttled so

that a moderately high main drum press-

ure be maintained in event of necessity.

Where the cut out cock is provided, as it

should be on all engines, the valve handle
should be placed on running position. 2.

Cut out cock under brake valve on second
engine and train pipe angle cocks on front

end of first engine and rear end of last car

should be closed; all other cocks open. 3.

No. 4. With cut-out cock under brake
valve closed on second engine, both en-

gine gages show their individual press-

ures.

(34) W. R. B., Newark, N. J., writes:

I hold that it is better for the pump to

work slowly, as the maximum air pressure

is reached, rather than to "race" to get up
the pressure, and then stop until the press-

ure is reduced, and then again '"race."

Am I right? In your answer will you
please give reasons. A.—Tlie demands of

air brake service require that a successful

air pump governor shall offer no interfer-

ence whatever until the maximum press-

ure has been reached, and then must per-

form its duty quickly. It must be sensi-

tive to slight reductions in pressure, and
quickly resupply that which has been lost

by leakage or in use. While it is poor
judgment to unnecessarily race a pump,
still there are times when fast work is re-

quired. It would be a very unwise and
unpopular scheme to place a device in the

dome of an engine to restrict the passage
of steam to the cylinders for fear that the

engineer would work the engine too hard
or run too fast. Locomotives and air

pumps are alike in this respect; sometimes
they must be worked hard, and at other
times lightly, and all according to the re-

quirements of service, which shall be left

to the discretion of the engineer.

(35) J- C. H., Waldo, Texas, writes:

My driver brake is working in a man-
ner which I do not understand. In mak-
ing a service application the driver brake
will set, but as soon as tlie handle of brake
valve is moved back on lap position, it will

release. If emergency application is made
brakes will stay on as long as I leave the

handle in emergency position. The dri-

ver brake will set and release with handle
in running position. I have the new im-
proved brake valve with the excess press-

ure valve attachment, instead of the train

pipe governor, and my pump governor is

attached to the train line. A.— If your dri-

ver brake whistles off through the exhaust
port, it is quite probable a leaky rotary
valve is the cause of it. Test it as per in-

structions given in answer to question No.
22, in October issue. Also look for leaks
in your auxiliary reservoir pressure. Your
description hardly suggests a leaky pack-
ing leather. The setting and release of the
driver brake when handle is placed in run-
ning position is probably due to the valve
being left in full release too long before
being returned to running position, there-
by allowing small train pipe leaks, or un-
equal feeding of tender and driving brake
auxiliaries to make a reduction during the
interim in which your pump is accumula-
ting its excess pressure. Possibly your
high main drum pressure is thrown into

, the train pipe and equalizes above gov-
ernor pressure, with the same result as de-
scribed in answer to question No. 22.

(36) T. C. M., Seattle. Wash., asks:
With a quick-action triple valve can you

get quick action after making a 5 pound
reduction, without first releasing and re-

charging? A.^With auxiliary reservoir

the train pipe pressures at the ma.ximum
of 70 pounds, the brake cylinder empty,
and piston travel adjusted at 7 inches,

about 20 per cent, increase in cylinder

pressure is had from a quick-action appli-

cation over that obtained by a full service.

With pressure in the cylinder, and the

train pipe and auxiliary pressures re-

duced below the maximum, the percentage
of increase falls off, owing to the increased

resistance with which the cylinder press-

ure opposes the entrance of the weakened
train pipe pressure. When a certain stage

is reached the resistance of the cylinder

pressure is greater than the force of the

train pipe pressure, and quick action disap-

pears. Piston travel and condition of the

triple valve control the point at which it

is impossible to get increased cylinder

pressure from a quick action application.

At the M. C. B. rack test of air brakes,
held at Altoona, November, 1893, train

pipe pressure was obtained in the cylinder

by an emergency application after thirty

pounds had been admitted by a service ap-
plication. Should the brakes be partly ap-
plied, and it is desired to stop as soon as
possible, throw brake-valve handle imme-
diately to emergency position regardless
of Low hard brakes are applied at the time.

The stop will be longer if an attempt iS'

made to recharge, and then get quick ac-
tion.

^ i i
To the South.

Commencing November ist, winter ex-
cursion tickets to Florida, Cuba, Aiken,
Columbia and Charleston, S. C, Augusta,
Savannah,Thomasville and Brunswick, Ga.

,

will be put on sale by the -Atlantic Coast
Line, in connection with the Pennsylvania
Railroad. This is the only line from the
East via Richmond, and is the shortest
route to Aiken, Augusta and Middle Geor-
gia. Next in order of coming events in
the South will be the re-establishment of
the solid vestibule trains known as the
"New York & Florida Special." This
service was inaugurated bv the Atlantic
Coast Line in 18S8, and has been in effect
every season since between New York and
St. Augustine. Apply for full information
to Georgia cS: Eastern office, 229 Broadway,
New York.

To Better the Condition of Railroad Men.
.\t the annual meeting of the North-

western Railroad Club, Mr. George Royal,
of the Nathan Mfg. Co., delivered a inost
interesting address on "Conditions and
How to Better Them." His theme was one
which has been a life-long hobby with
him—that of helping to make the condi-
tion of railroad men better. He outlined
at some length the rapid development of
our system of transportation, and the new
social conditions which that had developed.
Suggestions were made for bringing the
officers of railroads into closer commu-
nity with the mass of employes. This
would undoubtedly result in the growth
of loyalty among those who stand the heat
and burden of the day in carrying out our
great transportation business. The most
useful organ for bettering the condition
of railroad men was considered the rail-
road department of the Young Men's
Christian Association. It is only twenty-
four years since the fir.st of these" branches
wa.s organized, but there are now about 100
of them, with a membership of 20,500.
.\bout 75 per cent, of the cost of managing
these establishments is paid bv the rail-
road companies, and it is one of the best
investments they make. We regret that
want of space pre\ents us from publishing
Mr. Royal's address in full.
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Would You be

Interested

IN THE FOLLOWING
AT A PRICE?

Metropolitan Injectors.

Two—new— in perfect condition, with
valves, fittings, etc.

No. 8 Sturtevant Blower.
New—perfect condition (noiseless), all

attachments, including countershaft-

ing.

Foster Air Pump.
No. 2 Steam Air Pump for air pressure
—new and in perfect order.

No. B4^ Pump.
For cold water ; new and in perfect

order.

Oil Tanks.
Two — 6 ft. X 24 ft., Bumptead heads,
manhole, caulked inside and out,

guaranteed under pressure 30 lbs. to

sq. inch ; new, never used.

Feed Water Heater.
200 H.P.—new, perfect condition.

Engine.
200 H.P.—new. Duplex engine, cr wo
horizontal engines connected by ne
shaft— automatic cut-off and inaep n-

dent cut-off valves ; condition fi st-

class ;
specifications shown.

Boilers.
Two 100 H.P. horizontal tubular boil-

ers, each 76 inches diameter, with 98
3!.^-incli tubes 16 feet long; new and
thoroughly first-class material and
workmanship used according to speci-

fications.

The above, together with shafting, pul-

leys, belting, scales and miscellaneous

tools, and main building (208x52 feet),

modern and perfectly equipped, resting on

an unexcelled factory site (567 x 367 feet),

Hudson river and R.R. tracks at the doors,

is offered—all or part—by the Receiver, at

figures which make it an object to any

buyer in this line.

The entire plant—as it stands—the site,

buildings, machinery and equipment, is

ideal and up-to-date, costing upwards of

$60,000.00. It can be quickly converted

into almost any sort of manufactory, mal-

leable iron, or car-coupler works, etc., and

the price—owing to peculiar conditions

—

makes it an object worthy of some corre-

spondence, which is freely invited ; or a

visit to the premises— (still better).

If vou ain't interested, perhaps some of

your friends might be, and would thank

you for the information, so cut this out,

and bear the Receiver's address in mind :

HENRY L. SMITH, Receiver,

50 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.



The Qold Car-Heating Company
Are equipping some trains on the Lehigh
Valley road with their improved steam

traps and couplers. The sales of the (Void

straight-port steam coupler has averaged

over 500 per day during the past thirty

days. The brass-faced seat, which is a dis-

tinguishing feature of this steam coupler,

is absolutely steam-tight, and is, therefore,

popular with the traveling public as well

as with the trainmen.

The equipping of the entire Broadway
lines with their system of steam-heating is

rapidly going forward, in addition to the

application of same to 125 trailing cars on
the Third Avenue line.

The installation of this system, as well as

their electric system, is making drafts on
their resources just at present that are hard

to meet. Heretofore they have had their

hands full, but the business has assumed
proportions greater than in any preceding

year.

i i i
" Punching and Shearing Machinery " is

the name of Catalogue No. 18, recently

published by the Long & Allstatter Co.

,

Hamilton, O. This is a beautifully

illustrated catalogue, and contains over

eighty excellent wood-cuts, showing all

the kinds of punching, forming and shear-

ing machines made by the company. It

will be found a remarkably useful refer-

ence to those who have purchases of such

kind of machinery to make. It will also

be useful in showing^the great variety of

purposes for which punching and forming
machines are now employed. The cata-

logue will be sent to people who have any-

thing to do with the purchasing of ma-
chinery, on application to the Long &
Allstatter Co.

^ ^ ^
A new catalogue and price list has been

published by the United States Metallic

Packing Co., Philadelphia. This com-
pany are now handling quite a variety of

appliance, used on locomotives and con-

nected with the repair of locomotives. All

the appliances handled are illustrated in

the catalogue. Among the new ones, we
observe they are handling the Mcintosh
improved automatic oil cellar and sight-

feed oil cup, Saylor's portable drilling,

reaming and tapping machine, the Goll-

mar bell ringer, and a variety of other use-

ful articles. The catalogue will be found
a useful reference for master mechanics
and shopmen.

i i i
p" Riehle Brothers Testing Machine Com-
pany, Philadelphia, have a 100,000-pound

automatic and autographic testing machine
at the International Exposition, Atlanta,

Ga. This machine forms a part of the Gov-
ernment Exhibit and is in the Minerals and
Forestry Building, where anyone inter-

ested can see it in operation. Tests are

being made upon this machine during the

day, and it is attracting considerable at-

tention.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(149) L. F. B., Wilkesbarre, Pa., writes :

Will you please tell me why the main
parallel brasses of a mogul or ten-wheel
engine are to be keyed up first, when put-

ting up rods ? A.—There is no reason
apparent why this should be done, except
in cases of peculiar construction of the
rods, such as double keys, etc. In general
practice it should make no difference

where keying is commenced. 2. Why are

the handles of angle cocks on brake pipes
curved as they are ? A.—Train pipe angle
cocks have their handles curved so that

when the cock is open the handle will

stand parallel with the axis of pipe, and
hug it as closely as possible, thus ofering
no inducement to a closure, either by acci-

dent or design.

(150) F. O., Brooklyn, N. Y., asks :

I. Under the most favorable conditions,

what is the most perfect vacuum obtain-

able with the Eames vacuum brake ejec-

tor? A.—About 27 inches, which is equal
to 13.25 pounds. 2. How long should it

take for the pointer to drop to zero, say,

in a four-car train, in order to be consid-

ered a good brake? .-/.—Careful tests were
made to determine this point by Mr. R. B.

Redding, master mechanic, Manhattan Ry.
Co., and it was found that when the
vacuum was destroyed by leaky pipes, to

an extent of more than 25 inches in

15 seconds on a five-car train, that it was
time to look after all joints in train pipes
and diaphragms. This limit was found to

be a practical one, as the braking power
was not affected seriously when the pipes
would retain the vacuum 15 seconds or
more.

(151) W. R. P., Two Harbors, Minn.,
informs us that his engine had the draft

rigging at the back of the tender in-

jured in a collision so that the engine had
to be backed to the terminal with caboose
only. There is a long, descending grade
into the terminal. While going down that
grade attempts were made to work the in-

jectors, but neither of them would operate.

After some difficulty they were started af-

ter the engine stopped. The question is

asked us. Why did these injectors refuse to

work? A.—Questions similar to this one
are frequently .sent to us, and it ought to

be apparent to the writers that we are not
in a good position to answer them, because
we are not able to examine the engine.
There is a cause for every extraordinary
action of any mechanism, but an exami-
nation of the machine is generally neces-
sary to detect the source of trouble.

(152) J. C, Chicago, writes:

A valve has i-inch outside lap, j\-inch in-

side lap, and ,y'j-inch lead ; has long travel,

and the working cut-off is 4 inches. In
overhauling, the eccentrics are set without
lead, and port openings caught with a piece
of tin. How does the valve now stand at

beginning of stroke of piston, and what
effect does the change have on the steam
distribution ? A.—Your statement that the
eccentrics are set without lead answers the
first question, for it is plain that if the
engine has no lead the edge of valve and
outer edge of steam port will be line and
line at beginning of stroke. The distri-

bution will not be affected to any serious

extent by reducing the lead from ^r'^ to

zero, but the tendency is in the direction

of prolonging the expansion, and to

change all other events of the stroke,

making e.xhaust opening and closure later,

but only to a slight degree.

(153) W. F. G., Eagle Grove, la., writes:

Kindlj' inform me what difference there
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Dixon's

Pure

Flake

Graphite

Gives free and easy action to

valve motion.

Reverse lever can be held

with one hand, even when full

boiler-pressure is used.

The wear of link and valve

motion is reduced to a mini-

mum, and the hauling capac-

ity and life of the locomotive

greatly increased.

Engine will work two or

three notches closer in cut-off,

effecting a saving in fuel and

water, and in cylinder and valve

oil.

It prevents "squealing" of

air pumps and "groaning" of

cylinders.

Dixon's pure flake graphite

WILL do all this and more, be-

cause it H.AS done it whenever

and wherever tried.

Send for samples and testi-

monials of experts and prove

it for yourself.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N. J.



is in the working parts of non-lifting

and lifting injectors. A.—Injectors are

wideh- varying in the arrangements of

their working parts, and we will take some
one make to answer the above. In the

non-lifting injector there are no movable
parts ; it has no water valve or steam
valve, the feed being handled by a lazy

cock, and the starting and .stopping is done
by the throttle. The lifting injector has

within itself a .steam valve, a liftin.g valve

and a water valve, all of which are manipu-
lated in its operation, in addition to the

thr.ottle. The above is as we generally find

them : there is no essential difference in

the two types, except in the lifting jet

which produces a partial vacuum to raise

the water to injector; the steam valves,

lazy cock, etc., are merely for convenience
and not essential parts of the instrument.

(154) W. H. R., Cincinnati, O., asks :

I. Should not an engine with an Allen

valve have {',- to '4 inch larger nozzle than
those with the plain valve, as the port

opening in mid gear increases from >s to

^ or ?4 inch ? A.—This matter is now
before the Master Mechanics' Association

for investigation, and the tests of the two
types of valves will be made at some one of

the testing plants. When this occurs, we
shall give the results in our columns. 2.

What difference will it make with one
valve having ^V inch lead, and the other

^ inch lead ? A.—The effect of advancing
the eccentrics to obtain an increase of lead,

is to hasten every other event in the stroke

—that is, cut-off will take place sooner than
before, exhaust will occur earlier, and the

cylinder is therefore relieved of the back
pressure always present with long points

of cut-off, but against the gain from
reduced back pressure will be found a loss

due to the early exhaust opening, the

effect of which is to reduce the expansion
and thus get less effective work out of the

steam for a given point of cut-off.

(155) W. O. B., Farley, la., writes:

Will you please inform me how the
length of the link, or the distance between
the centers of the eccentric-blade pin

holes, is found for different link radii?

A.—The length of a link, or the distance

between centers of eccentric-rod pin holes,

is not dependent on the radius of the link.

The total length of thi link arc—that is,

the center of slot in which the block
moves—is made up of the distance between
centers of eccentric-rod pins, the length of

link block, the slip of the block and the
clearance between the ends of block and
ends of link. The distance between cen-

ters of rod pins is usually taken at from 2

to 2.25 times the throw of eccentrics; thus
if the throw is 5.5 inches (and this is com-
mon practice), the distance would be

2X5-5 = 11 inches, or 2.25x5.5= 12.375
inches. The greater distance .should be
taken in preference to the other if there

are no structural difficulties in the way,
for the reason that the longer the link slot

the less will be the slip of the block, be-

cause in separating these rod connections
the influence of the rod not controlling

the link is reduced to a minimum.

(156) L. E. K., Win.slow, writes :

Will you kindly explain the practical

and theoretical construction of the instru-

ment known to machinists as the tram?
A.—The trams used by machinists are both
solid and adjustable; the solid tram is

usually made of 3^-inch steel, with the
ends bent at right angles to the body and
sharpened to a point. This type of tram
is used when "setting valves," one of the
points being placed on a stationary part

of the engine—say the running board—and
the other point is used to mark the face of

wheel, when finding the forward and back

centers. Another and shorter tram of the

same type is used by applying one end to

the cylinder or steam chest, and marking
on the valve-stem with the opposite point,

to locate the position of valve. The ad-

justable tram consists of a beam, usually

wood, upon which is a pair of sliding

heads, iron or brass, to each of which is

fitted a steel point. These heads are ad-

justable to any distance within the length
of the beam. The facility with which the

heads are moved, or made rigid at will,

makes the instrument of wide application

in transferring or comparing dimensions.
Although its uses are legion, it is best

known as an indispensable tool in tram-
ming (comparing) the centers of axles,

crank pins and rods.

(157) J- S., Ouinc}', 111., writes:

We have six Roger engines on our road,

and five of them will haul seventeen or
eighteen loads ; the five have a 52-inch

wheel, and valves with j',;-inch lead. One
of these engines has a 64-inch wheel, and
valves with -,'(,-inch lead, and will not pull

within four or five as many cars as the
others. I claim that the two inches on the

wheel would not make the difference in

hauling capacity, and suggest that the

steam gage be tested to see if she carries

as much steam as her more powerful
mates ; and I would give her -,?j inch or

less of lead, she would then handle the
same rating as the others. Am I right?

A.—Not altogether correct. The increased
diameter of wheel has an influence on the
tractive power of the engine that cannot
be ignored, but your suggestion to reduce
the lead may be a timely one, as it would
slightly increase the capacity of the en-

gine, for the reason that she would expand
her steam longer. The following figures

will show the comparative efficiency of the
engines, in which we assume that all con-
ditions are identical except wheel di-

ameters. The size of cylinders has not
been stated, but it is not important for a

comparison, and we will take them to be
17x24 inches. The boiler pressure is as-

sumed to be 140 pounds, and the mean
effective pressure for full stroke taken at

90 percent, of the boiler pressure, or 126

pounds. We then have from the above
data the following values ; Diameter
of cylinder, 17 inches; stroke, 24

inches ; mean effective pressure, 126

pounds, and diameter of drivers, 62 and 64
inches, respectively. If, now, by the for-

mula, we square the diameter of cylinder

and multiply the result by the mean effect-

ive pressure, and that product by the
stroke, and then divide the whole by the
diameter of wheels, all in inches, we have
the tractive power of the engine in

pounds. Numerically expressed, the
formula would read 17X17X126X24-;-
62= 14,095 pounds, and this is also equal

to the pull on the drawbar. The trac-

tive power for the engine that does not fill

the requirements is found to be ecpial to

17X17X126x24-^64=13,655 pounds ; now,
dividing both of these values by 8, which
we will take as the resistance in pounds
per ton, we have 1,762 tons for the first en-

gine and 1,707 tons for the weaker one ; a
difference of 55 tons or about two average
loads. From these figures we find just

what the difference in wheel diameters is

responsible for ; showing as they do that

the lack of hauling power is not altogether

due to this cause. The rational procedure
in cases of this kind is to /c>i07t' that the

boiler pressures are equal, and if then the
results are not what they should be, an in-

dicator .should be applied to the cylinders

to locate and rectify any trouble existing

there. When the engines are working at

their best, they will be found to closely

agree with the figures herewith presented.
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$1,500 Lathe Given Away.
On March i. 1896, the Lodge & Davis

Machine Tool Co. will present to the tech-

nical or mechanical school receiving the
greatest number of votes, a magnificent
nickel and gold-plated 16-inch swing tool-

room lathe.

This lathe was exhibited by them at the
World's Fair in Chicago, and was pro-

nounced by the judges and visitors to be
the finest piece of machinery displayed in

Machinery Hall.

The entire lathe is nickel-plated, with
the exception of the bolts, which are gold-
plated. The inside of the bed is finished

in while enamel.
The cabinets are provided with shelves,

which are lined with cardinal silk plush.

The cost of this lathe as regularly built

is $450, and the extra work in preparing,
plating, etc., amounted to |i,ioo.

Everyone in the United States interested
in the development of technical and me-
chanical education is entitled to a vote.

Votes conforming only to the following
conditions will be registered :

1. Full name and address must be given.

2. Give name of technical school pre-
ferred.

3. No duplicate votes will be registered.

4. No votes will be registered that are
received after 12 noon of March i, 1896.

This lathe is manufactured by the Lodge
& Davis Machine Tool Co.—works, Cin-
cinnati, O.—builders of standard engine
lathes, boring mills, planers, simpers, mill-

ing machines, drill presses, screw ma-
chines, monitor lathes, etc.

EVERY
AMBITIOUS

FIREMAN
Is looking forward to the day when
4ie will become a full-fledged loco-
tnotive engineer.
A good book to study is

GRmSHA'W'S
LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.

It asks i,3ooquestiuns, and gives
1. 100 simple. plain. practical answers
about the Locomotive. No mathe-
matics, no theories—7'H.iV facts It

contains 40D pages. 200 illustrations
and many plates.

Price, $2.00, by mail.
Circular tells more about it. Send

for it.

( Cash commission and pre-

AgentS Wanted, mlum given, send for full

(
particulars.

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO., Publishers,

132 Nassau St., New York.

S. N. CLAKKSUN & CO.

Wholesale Jewelers,

CHiMPUIN BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.

14 karat g 1 1 flile 1 full Jeweled watch S16 25

Either Elgm or Walthani ino\emeut.

Writtfor Catalou- IC-ilablislLed 1884.



WANTED.

'Vl/'ANTED.—Draftsman of 22 years experience"" wants position. First-class on bn-omotive
work. P.W.,careLocOMOTlVEENGlNEbKlNG.N.Y.

AYOUNG MAN with a technical education,
six years' shop and office practice, and good
character wants a position as car-shop fore-

man or assistant. Would accept position in otTice
as time-keeper, bill clerk or store-keeper, with
prospect for promotion. Has experience in all the
above positions. Address, D..

LocoMOTivK Engineering, New v..]k.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES ^
AND

FOR

R. R. SHOPS

SHEARS

MERRILL BROTHERS,
Zent Avenue and South Utn Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turnbuckles and Parallel Vi^es.
Best in niarkt't for railroad use. These turubucklet

are niaiie without a weld.

The

Bargain Counter

iit||fllM»ll'lilllll|||||ljf[fi^li|||^f^

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Sin^ile, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears.

^THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

^H[L'3 IMPROVED

PIPE WRENCH.
BO YOU SAY that this wroiich will crush or out

the pipe? ITWILL NUTIf ynuli 'the p:

it. T
t-M--^ ' '• "

—

.----.... ./ ti;i use
... The principal cause "f I'lije Wi-cuclics crush-
lag or cuttiiiK the l)i[ic is hccuusf the (iKlPPI.NIi
POINTS ARE DULL. You can sliaipcn THIS

Wlil'.XCII IN' A l''i:\V illNVTKS
on a L^rirnlsliitic ftr emery wheel
wnilorr TAKING IT APART.

THIS WRENTH. if kept sharp, will rrip hi^h
on till- pipe, aii'l v.ju can ^eiiw .-i pipe VI. tlL^'ht

that it will i.i.en a niallcahle l!tt!ll^: anil sirip the
thread, WITHOUT CRUSHINi; OR CUTTINi;;
THE PIPE.

It is Impossihle TO LOCK OR WEDGE THIS
WRENCH on the pipe.

It will COST LESS FOR REPAIRS than any
other Pipe Wrench.

gjaiimJ^^iaiaiaB^

;

IT IS TIIK BEST si'Rinv WllKNi'II, as it is

stronger than any other, arifl liy pulliiit; the re-

verse way it will grip a nut or fitting and WILL
NOT SLIP.
It is DROP-FORGED from TOOL STEEL.

iSam'l Hall'sSon,
22'» West 10th St., New York.

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

tRANES
POWER BRIDGE

CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleys, Switches.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BY December lOth we will have

BOUND VOLUMES
OF 1895

MOORE'S ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong:.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

ILLINOIS

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

CENTRAL

.#iiuis
SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN,

Daily nt 9.00 p. m. from Chicago. New and elegant
eQuii»ment, built expressly for this service. Train
liehled thron"hout by gas. Tickets nnd further infor-
mation of your local ticket agent, or by addressing
A. H HANSON. G. P. A. 111. Cent. K. R. Chicago, HI.

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Regulators.
Reducing Valves.

Air=Brake
Pump Governors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENGINEERINQ CO.,
NEWARK. N.

— only 60— price $3.00. "We will

send you a Bound Volume of 1894

and one for 1895 for a $5.00 bill.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

WE have a lot of

BOSTON BINDERS

for present size of the paper, and more

ROGERS'
AIR-BRAKE PRIMERS.

We want to get rid of them—do you

want both for a quarter ?

wE will give you a

FLEXIBLE BINDER

for present size of paper, if you order

a bound volume of 1 894— got a

couple dozen volumes left over— in

the way.

wE will send you TEN copies

°^ ROGERS'
AIR-BRAKE PRIMERS

for $1.00. You can get a quarter

each for them.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
These offers are fleeting, the goods

will be gone if you wait.

MORAL: DON'T WAIT.

Address,

Locomotive Engineering,

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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flassified Index sf

Our Adoertisers.

Air Brake Hose.
Bost<^n Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Air Brakes.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Westinjrhouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Atr-Brake Pump Governors.

Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.
Air Compressors.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
IngersoUSergeant Drill Co.. N Y. Citv.
Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

'

Rand Drill (;o.. New York.
Air Hoists.

Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Fotindry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Anti-Friction iVIetal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Arcll Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Automatic Switch Stands.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Ball Bearing: Jack.
A. O. Norton, Boston, Mass.

Bearing Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia,' Pa.

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Body Bolsters.
F..X Sulid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago. 111.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewatd Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington. Del.
Long & .Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers-
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland. O.

Bolts and Nuts.
J H, .Sternbergh & Son. Reading, Pa.

Bolt Threading JVIachinery.
Detrick&Harvev Machine Co., Baltimore. Mil,

Books.
Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co.. St. Louis, Mn.
Locomotive Engineering, New York.

Brake Adjusters.
Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, (»,

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.
Car Couplers.

Cham]3ion Auto. Car Coupler Co.. Kenton, O
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ludlow Coupler Co., Springfield. O.
McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pratt & Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler <& Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heating,
William C. Baker, New York.
Gold Car Heating Co., New York.
Safptv Car Heating & Lighting Co., New

York.
Car Lighting.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.

Continued on page ySj.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Bad Water.

Will not lime up as readily as other Injectors,

actual service having proven that it will run
twice as lone with the worst kind of water.

WORKS :

WADSWOl-TH, O.

Frank \V. Furry, General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Islock, Chicago.

J. FRANCIS SMALL, Proprietor. f$« *"> r^ r^ (^ r^ An <^ <;$> f$7 «$»

HICAGO

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

ENTERPRISE COMPANY,
Suite 1339 & 1340

Monadnock Block, Chicago.

We invent to order. We make draw- ^
ings for anything. We design Machin- An
ery or Devices in Mechanics, Chemistry X
or Electricity. We solicit Patent Causes, -rp

We are In a position to interest capital An
in any new device of merit In our line. ^

Correspondence solicited and held *^
strictly confidential. An

An An An An An An An An An An AnAci

IhiNew" NATHAN"
(Sei Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS h
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.
"UTHIH" SIGHT-FEED IDBRICATOES,

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM PIEE EXTINGUISHEES.
For Switching and Yard Enttines.

BOILER "WA-SHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

IVIK/IM

Send for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHANMFG.CO.,92&94LiliertySt.

Western Offlce, 147 & 149 Van Buren St., Chicago, lU

)

THE3

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
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LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE JIAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

( HAND OR POWER. I

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT. DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOa.

ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

No. 3 Machine.

BRIDQEPORT, CONN.,
1 04-1 1 6 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

THE

C tandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUatl & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

C. E. ROOD,
MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

H..A.IUH.O.A.ID TTC^On^ -A. fi» r*E C3 1 .A. IjTTT .

OFFICE AND WORKS : LANC dSTEH, NEW YORK.

C. E. ROOD. ROOD <& BROWN, H. M. BROWN.

CAR WHEEL WORKS,
r^TTTT-uA-XjO, 3xr. ~v.

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works: HOWARD and THOMAS Streets

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS- COT(//>"'f</-

Car Roofing.
Drake & Weirs, Cleveland, O.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett. Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
B.iies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Bon. New York).
Lima LoLomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co.. Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Castings.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cattle Ciuards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosbv Steam Gage* Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.

Coal Handling IVlachinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Schools.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa.
Corundum Wheels.

Sterling Emerv Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Coupling Links and Pins.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Jranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Cylinder Packing Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y

Drills. ^ ^
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.
Bjectors.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Emery Grinders.

Leland & Faulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Emery Wheels. „ „

Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engravings.
Bradlev & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo L Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Fire Extinguishers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Flexible Steam Joint.
.Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co..LouisviUe.Ky.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting P'oundry Equipment Co .Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Graphite. „. ^, ,

Jos Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars. ,,. ,

Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon New York.

Hallow Stay-Bolt Iron.

Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,

N. Y.
Hydraulic Jacks.

Richard Dudgeon. New York.
los. F. McCov Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman. New York.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co.. New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Locomotives
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co., Paterson,

N. I.

Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima. O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.

Contimted on page 7S6.
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISERS—Co«//>;Hf</.

Locomotives Continued
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works, Providence. R. I.

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Works,
Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.
Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenec-

tady. N. Y.
Locomotive Axles.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Locomotive Clocks.

John J. .McGrane, New York.
Locomotive Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.Thurman Fuel Oil Burner Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.

Locomotive Pliotograplis.
F. Moore, London. Eng.

Locomotive Tools.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfs'. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York,
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Maciiine Tools.
Bement, Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield. Vl.
Lodge & Davis MachineTool Co.,1 incinnati.O.
Manning. Ma.Kwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Tiffin, O.
Niles Tool Works Co.. Hamilton, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. H. Rocsd. Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Kevstone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N Y.
Standard Tool Co. Athol, Mass.
Chas A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoft'man. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawinf; flachines.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling: Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati, O.

Mining riachinery.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.
Gates Iron Works. Chicago. 111.

Miscellaneou -.

Chicago Electro-Mechanical Enterprise Co.,
Chicago, 111.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New Y'ork City.

Oil Cups
E. D. Bangs Oil Cup Co., Ltd., Milwaukee,Wis.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Over Clothes
H. S. Peters. Dover. N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co., Phila.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge. Mass.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Packing Rings.
American Balance Slide Valve Co. . .San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

J. H. Dunbar. Youngstown, O.
Patents.

George P. Whittlesey. Washington. D. C.
Perforated Metal.

Robt. Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chi-
cago. 111.

The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.
Phosphor Bronze.

Ajax Metal Co , Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pipe Threading and Cutting riachinery.
Bignall & Kctlcr Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Merrell Mfg. Co.. Toledo, O.

Pipe Wrench.
Sam'l L, Hall's Son, New York.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co . Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

Planers.
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co..Baltimore.Md.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. III.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Re,gulator Co., Newark, O.

Publications.
Power. New York.

Pump Packing
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Pump Valves.
Bo'^ton Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Railras<ts.
C , H. & D.
Ill Cen.
Lake Shore & M. S.

Continued on fage 7S7.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

eixjTIYES
I

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. 2, Oils both Cylinders. Wo. 3, OiK both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, E.xpense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-PINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

TAYLORyoRVIUSTAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Pius and Forslngs of all

Descriptions, used by Leading BaUroado*

R.MUSHErS^A^^irSTEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES Sc CO.,
Boston, 11 aiid 13 Oliver Street. New Yoek, 143 Liberty Street

T'e"New Cincinnati"

Milling: Machine /<^ ,

( ompieteness*^^ is unequaled in

Write for complete information.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

SPECIALTY, MILLING MACHINES.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
'World lluildinK, ^en- Vork.

DETRICK k HARVEY
MACHINE CO. Mfrs

Baltimore, Md.

OPEN

SIDE^ PLANERS.
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BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks, Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 80 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICA60I0FFICE : Marquette BIdg.

MILLS EST.X844

939-941 N. 2?,

IRON CO

mi^TAY BOLT IRON:

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE PIVERS, MICH.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

for Railroad Shops, Kar Builders, Etc.

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.
ALSO

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS,
suA-iFTiJxrca-,

ETC.. ETC.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF HDVERMSERS-Coutmued.
Railway Fence Posts.

Inttinational Steel Post Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian. IVIich.

Railway Fences.
International Steel Post Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Pajje Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Supplies.
Bryan & McRibbin, New York.
Manning. Maxwell & .Moore, New York.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Retaining Rings „ „ vt .,
Karaapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber.
B.iston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rubber Hatting.
Ho.ston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Safety Valves-
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L. Leach. Boston, Mass
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shatting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale. Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

SUy-Bults
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Steam Couplings.

(luld Car Heating Co., New York.
Steam Qages

Ashcrott Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston,

Mass.
Steam Hammers

Hement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Steam Hose

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Steam Pumps.

A. S Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.
Steel.

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St Louis. Mo.
B M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York'.
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co,. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shtienberger Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel c& Foundry Co , Ramapo, N. Y.
."Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa

Steel Truck Frames.
Fu.'c Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stone Crushers
Gates Iron Works. Chicago, 111.

Switches
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tanks
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros Testing Machine Co., Phila-

delphia. Pa.
Tie Plates.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel
B .M Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Track Equipment
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tube Expanders
Richard Dudgeon. New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland. O.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turntables
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland. O.

Valves.
American Balance Slide Valve Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark. N. J.

Varnishes-
Lletroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Ventilating.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules
Gcmld Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vlse.<!.

Bign 11 & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, IlL

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watches.

S. N. Clarkson & Co.. Chicago, 111.

Tohn J . McGrane. New York.
Wire Fences.

P.ata- Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Wood Working Machinery.

1. A. Fav & Co . Cincinnati, O.
Wrecking Frogs

Q. & C. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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WANTED-AN IDEA. '^^C"^
some simple thing to patent? Protect your iiJens ;

they may brimr vou wealth. Wri'e JOHN WED-
DERBURN & CO.. Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C, for their S1,K00 iirize offer.

Our Line EngfravingfS are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St.. New York City.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more than ^,000
Questions with Arpied

1 Answers, and over 600 illus-

t
trations ; also his Arith-
metic, Aleebra, Plane and

Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of price by Tue Laborer's In-
ffTBUCTioN Pub. Co., 314 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

American Packing Rings
Are especially adapted for Locomotives,
and give the best results at fastest speeds
and With highest steam pressures.

For Circulars, address

J. H. I>UP(BAR, Youngrstown, Ohio.

Locomotive Photograplis.
The larK:est collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
each; 10x8 size, ^6 cents each. Sample carte 10 cts.
stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place. Finsbury. London City, England.
Agent for United States, H. N. Tiemann, 19 West 12d St.,

New York.

FREE

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CAR SHOPS.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

Works: Paritic Iron Worka, Fairel
Foundry and Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
.,^) And WINCHES for eiiery

possiljle duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock* Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 2 5 Years.

COMPLETE MINI^a AND
CRUSHING PLAISTS

OUR SPECIALTIES.

DRAKE eg WEfRS, Oleveland, O.
ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

Tlie riicapPKt, Best and Wost Dni-ablo Car Koof Knotvn. In use by Seventy
Railroads. Twelve years successful use witluiut a single failure. A new roof furnished free for
every one lliat fails in ten years.

A : Good : Expanding : Mandrel

s
AVES TIME AND MONEY...-*..-* The Nicholson Mandrel is made
throughout of steel, hardened and ground. No nuts, threads, or traps.

Work fastened or released by slight blow, same as solid mandrel.

You can face work on either end—no dan§:er of injury to mandrel.

Set of 9 takes in from 1 to 7 inches ; set of 6 from J to 4 inches.

SENT ON TRIAL.

GEO. L. WEISS, 139 Ingleside Avenue, Qeveland, Ohio.
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.hi; Inch X ai feet Wilniarth Triple QeireilEuglui' Lathe.
!il Irieli .\ Sll feet Liuoolu '

. " "

1 eaih. ,'(;-ineh x Vi feet. IMuch X 17 feet Poud EUKine
Lathes, C. Re.<t nud P. 0. Feed.

2t)-iueh X Vi feet New Haven Engine Lathe, C. Rest and
P. C. Feed.

24 inch X 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.
Rest and P. C. Feed.

30 lueh X 11 feet Sellers Engine Lathe, C. Rest and P. C.
Feed,

is-lueh X 9 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C. Rest
and P. C. Feed.

2 Bemeut Car .\xle Lathes.
2 " :^3-lneh Car Wheel Borers.
1

" 42.1uch " "

liiUnch Pond BorluK and Turning Mill (2 heads).
4:Mneh Burnhani " " " " "

Slvle "B" nUkf.ir I riiiversal Radial Drill.
IMii roll HvihMiilir rr.'.,^(|ilaH'ii, 12 jiii-h X 4a-lnch).
tm Inn Wat^iin \- stiilniaii lin .arhiiiu' I'res;-.

2 1 2 iiieh Ilurlhurt CiirliiiK <-*tT Machine.
;^2-ineh X 32-lneh x 10 feet Pond Planer i2 heads).
3li Ini-h X 36-lnch x Ifi feet "
42 Inch X 60-lnch x Itl feet New Haven Planer.
Nil. :i Ilniun A Sliar|.i- T'liiversal Miller complete.
.Nil- 4 liarvln 11 if. Mlli.r-
Nn, 2 HraliKird H i: .Miller.

12 liiL-h lieiiient Slntler lall feeds).
14 luch Lowell Marhiiie Co. Traverse .Shaper.
- feet Power Bi-iiiiiii[; Kolls.
(1 • Warren Si'iiil Universal Radial Drill.
:12 Ini-h Pond Drill, B. dears and Power Feed.
I.', feet i:a]i Lathe.
:il in., 47 In. x 111 feet Poud Machine Tool Co. Lathe, C

Rest and P. C. Feed.
2G-lncli X 22 feet Poud Mach. Tool Lathe Co., C. Rest

and P. C. Feed.
14 Inch X 6 feet Blalsdell Lathe, R. & F. Rest.
» lueh X f) feet S. Ashton Hand L.-ithe, Plain (111) Rest.
21 liKhxl4 teetF. E. K I Latlie, r. Rest and P. C. Feed.
HI ilicli X S feet BlaNd.'U Lathe. Kai.se and Fall Rest.
2ii inch X 2'1-lneh .\ tl feet Poud Mach. Tool Co. Plauer.
;2 iiicti Newark Pulley Lathe, 2 Tools.
2ii inch Stevens Pulley Lathe, 1 Tool.
12 iiii-h Warren Traveling Head Shaper.

700 Machine Tools in Stock. Send for Lists.

PRENTissTooL&SuppLyCo.,ll5LibertySt..N.Y.
CHICAGO STORE. 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

Eiglieeriig COo
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Mederi Bestgip

To meet any conditions.

Western House:

Link-Belt Machinery Co., CHICAQO.

JTTIIE screw beine
' liiliricated and

protected, the Jack
is always ready for
instant service. Rail-
road men appreciate
tlic importance of
ha\'inir .Jaclis always
in troixi workintr con-
dition. Serious de-
lays fretiuentiy occur
in getting common

Jacks so tliat they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are freguently destroyed in eSForts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economiceil
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.



ALL SIZES HIGH GRADE AIR COMPRESSORS.
FOR OPERATING

Air Drills, Air Hoists and all Pneumatic

Tools used in Railroad Shops.

ROCK DRILLS, TUNNELING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY.

The Lxgersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.,?6^c^sa\K°^:

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKirJG BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

v^v ill IBeA-d Tx^ro X^liies a. ]\iXiz3.vi.te.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for cne year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

SCHOENMrCCO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

HENRY L. LEACH,
176 Huron Avenue. North Cambridge, Mass.

The 'Vew Pullman roiiipai-inieni Slt^t'ii-
iii^; C'arN, Cincinnati to <'liica''0.

C. H. A- I». Ry.
These cars are the finest that have ever been

turned out of the Pullman shops and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New York
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

con taming a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stand which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
small articles; also containing a clothes brush,
hairbrush, comb, etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin are two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold wafer.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat,
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.
Electric bells and every convenience that can

possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in
these compartments. The prices are the same as
in the standard open sleeping car, and our patrons
have the choice, as we run one car of each pat-
tern on every night train of the C. H. & I), and
rionon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both tti

accommodate those who do not know the advan-
tages of the new car and prefer the old stvle on
account ot familiarity with them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, to give everv one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
General'Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, O.

OUR WET ^^^^-^ :^.^;';'°^,fUs da..verity uo

- -..as des„,.^and Innlt to -''^''^'"f^^tZr^'^Jof so.ne of tk. most

„u;,ns unkmnon. /« '^-'""'"S '''' J''''':\[", prcauineutlv successful It

e.rac„„<; mechanics in thn ^^ y /ifZ^r pplv. "'"^ H/usfates ,n ,tscan-

,ff.-c,ualh solves the vexeJ froHe,n 'f Y'lyZdied. Us »,any v,lal fou.ts

Lunon si,„pUc,ty and h.^h ^ffi"f"'^'^f^ Zhich it ..ould afford us pleas-

of excellence are clearly set forth xn a en '/"".
, p,-op-ess,ve R. R. shops

L to nuul you. Have you -''••./;'" ^" ^ q^ ^0., Detroit, Mich.

should have one. LELAND ^^ F/ULCONER m^i>. ,

^^^ ^^^,.^g^,

„, ,

......... „,..c . hinh-nrade ot Gray
'j^"

Z^; "",^^-- ^

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

'Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Sliort of Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its life.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY U. FRANKEL, President.

^tl^^lT]^::l^l^"^-^^% 149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.
Automatic Relief Trap.
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Notice Lake Shore's FAST RUNV
WELL-THEY HAD ARCH FLUES OF AT.GF.RTTE K. C. I.

Manufactured by TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO., Washington, Pa. R. R. Representative, G. E. MOLLESON, 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City,

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. c. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas,

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
VicePres. Gen'l Supt.

^^\ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

"THE CHAMPION,"
A Strictly Automatic Coupler and
Un=Coupler. Self=opening Knuckle.

No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars

pulling out or breaking and falling on track. Will couple

• on any curve. Can use link and pin with or without

knuckle.

FOR ENGINES. PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

Address, THE CHAMPION AUTOMAfic~CAR COUPLER CO., KENTON, OHIO.

rtrtnt^fttr»r\trtf\tr (^nf^nr^nf^nr^n

ctrtrtfl«trtr\trtntrt«trt«tr»rtrtf\trt«$»

WE DEFY COMPETITION
CRABTREE METALLIC PACKING.WITH

WHY?
Because, It is Automatic; dispenses with Bowls, Followers

and Springs.

Because, It protracts the Life of Rods—Friction is reduced

to Minimum.

Because, It gives Longest and Best Service at Lowest Cost.

For Information and Facts, address

The Crabtree Metallic Packing Co., McCook, Neb.
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A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self=Opening Knuckle

wittiout the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V rn/viDANV ^AV COMPANY, ^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

Sams

Automatic

Gar Coupler

Company

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'l Mgr.

Hold the Key

to the Situation

for economically meet-

ing the requirements

of the U. S. law,

in an absolutely auto-

matic coupler which is

most simple and efficient, and the best and only

automatic coupler to use for repairs in connection

with present link and pin. We give systems the

riafht to make and use drawbar and lever attach-

ments, and sell them the pins at $i.oo each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col.
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ARMSTRONG LATHE and PLANER TOOL
Used and endorsed liy J. A. FAY A EOAN OO MORSE TWIST DRILL AND MACHINE CO., WILEY 4

RUSSKLL MFG. CO., FITCHBURG MACHINE WORICS, and by all who have given it a trial.

Send for circular and prices.

MFD. ONLY BY

Armstrong Bros, Tool Co.

80 EDCEWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO.

The Pratt& Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used ;is Substitutes lor

Planeis tor Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-

ing hregular Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning, Shaping
and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
p. D. Q. C. No.2,

Improved.
ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Writefor di-scHptive circulars and mention Locomotive Engineering.

r 1-4 in, to 2 in. Pipe ^id
Nipjples.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

SIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works : Edwardsville, 111, St. I^ouls, Mo.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery,

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Correspondencf invited

.

Jilue I'rints furnished.

First
( For Farm.
^ „ „ ^ PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

s For Railroads.
I Around Parks and Cemeteries. Adrian, Mien.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Oalciia Kiii;iii<', <^oacli and Tar Oils,
llie IStaiKlartI .iibi-Icaliiig Oils

ol AmiTioa.
SAFETY SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Vialeu.i Oils. COLD TEST, lu to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These ..iK do not freeze In the idlilest weather,
while thev ;or ;e l;i| il alile to the hottest clllliateS.

Ill the use of 11, hiiu oils Ihiie Is an entire freedom
from hot ho,ve.-.. except wheu these are caused by me-
chanleal defects-
The adoptlou of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

brleaiits Ijy a large majority of the leadluR railways of

thlseouiiliy is uii evideiiee of their superiority, while
the faetllnit tli.-sairi.- roads use these oils today that

used them more ihali Jl years a^'o. is an eMdenee of

thcdr uuiformilv from vear t.i year and year m and out.

(ialeii.-ntlls are in exeliisive use upon three eontimi-

ous liiii-s from Iloston and New York to the Paeilic

coast and upon oi .ntluuoiis line from tlie Cltyi^r

Mexico lo New Vorit, llms cleinonstratlun their adapta-

hllltv toall lemperatnresandelinKites. Being entirely

free fi i uiim, those oils are not affected by dust aud

^^"\Ve"ailo fu'r'ili'sh'our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL. which Is also used exi luslvely upon
a majority of the leadiug railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOUKS, Limited,

Chaeles MILI.EK, President.

CHicido Branch Office. Franklin, Pa.
Phcenlx BuildliiK, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED.

FRANKLIN, PA.
>IANt'FArTURER9 Op

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL,

The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY. Prest.

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF OATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectc)rs are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the bf)iler. With the testing attachment you can
put 800 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
usinjr urn pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

>ll-SO, LiTTLE GIANT INJECTORS'

Rue mg, Co., 119 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

XjOoxiLAi*d <dl3 £311is.

VbLI
Trade "Viiiijj^' ,Maiiiv.

VALVOLINE OIL "" long been used on many of
^^^B^wM^^^H^ the leading railroads lu this coun-
try and al)road. It has noerpial lu quality aud mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
157 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

STOP!"o!.^c:S,PREVENT Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
The Leaks DDCUCMT Leakage in New Cars

in Old Cars, I 11 L W L 11 I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address, P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St.
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HEARTH 1 COFFIN PROCESS ^toughened

=B FFOUOHCNfffBYflOFIN PROCESSfP&TENTEm

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranl(

Pins.

. R.R.SALES AGENTS.
'*'

. 256BROADWAY
NEW YORK. ,

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St

W5*SS\K S\\!0^

mmM-mmM

Spark Arrester Plate.

JL
i i 3C
HENDRICK

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK
PLATE

; " ; 'T
THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

CARBONDALE. PA.

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEEI.S.

Quality Unsurpassed

Plates up to 118 inches in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

^mnHM^B

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,- a Steel

TIre-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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3,000
VARIETIES.

Main Office

and Address,

Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

NICHOLSON FILE CO

Nicholson --Great Western—
X. F. (Extra Fine), and

American,

The Standard
Brands,

P«OWOe/VO^ -"O HAWTUCKd^^/^ ""^ SeAVER FALLS. pT.

fT
HE ILLUSTRATION shows our DUPLEX

^ COMPRESSOR, having Compound Air

I
CyHnders with hitercooier and Compound

Steam CyHnders with Meyer Cut-olT Valves.

This is the best construction for small and medium sizes.

RAXD DRILL COMPAIVY,
23 Park Place, NEW YORK. 1327 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Macliinery.

Send for Catalogfue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

•eCTlON OF B0UTLE3S FASTENING,

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

Jl Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FOf Chilled IfOn Wheels,

^''Locomotives, Tenders,
0^*^«^ ^""^ * ^° ^ ordmaiy

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Raiapo Ironworks, HillbQrn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Sars, Switc^gS, Auton^atic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAC:< EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK:

Q6
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forg-ed Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STAl^DARD COUPLER CO,
Simplest in desig-n. strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST. Pres. A. p. DENNIS, Sec.

The PooLEY Coupler

The Longer in Service tlie Better it Operates.

MANUFACTURED BY

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

GrOULD
Coupler

CO.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND

GOULD XEMDER COUF»l_ER

l^^pi^M^^Bii im^
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United States Metallic Packing Co-?

427 No- Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Specialties:

Locomotive Packing, Valve Stem
and Piston Rod; Metallic Packing

for Air Pumps, McDonald's Bal-

ance Valve, Gollmar Bell Ringer,

Norris Lever Lock Mechanism,

Mcintosh Imp. Automatic Oil Cel-

lar and Sight-feed Cup, Saylor's

Portable Drilling, Reaming and

Tapping Machine, "Arctic" Bear-

ing Metal, Valve Stem Clamp, Oil

Cups, Swab Cups.

Staedard
,
Eegravieg Co,,

61 Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering:. SEND FOR PRICES.
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P FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washington, D. Gt

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^"RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.



True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gauges

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

r l\lCM.iiiJL iL^

III Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT,

Samples sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY,
PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES AND BODY BOLSTERS.

GENERAL OFFICES: WESTERN UNION BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WORKS: JOLIET, ILL.

JAMES B. BRADY, GENERAL SALES AGENT, HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.
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RICHARD DUDGEON
24 Sc 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

NEW VORK.

MAKER AKD PATENTEE OP

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
PunoheS) Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Aetiii^ Steam HainiiierN*
I^~ Jacks for Pressing on Crank-Pins or Car-Wheela

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

T
HE only Sure Relief from Over-Pressure in the BAKER CAR
HEATER—The BAKER JOINTLESS SAFETY VENT, with

recent Important Improvements.
The fundamental principle in the Baker Car

Heateristhe Perpt'tuitij of its M'atvv. The water
here is required to be constantly reheated over and
over again, without any waste whatever. Hence,
no Safety Valve is admissible on the Baker Heater.
nor any device consisting of parts, a.s Joints of tiny
kind will of nt'cesiiiti/ leak.

This Vent, being a SUnplpy Sinffle rlointless
Cast inff^~.nude of precisely the same quality of

iron as the Drum into which it is screwed, and each
one tested separatelv to prove its tightness,~of
course there cannot 'be EVEN A SINGLE DKOP OF
LEAK front it until the Jfnnger l*oint is reached,
when someiliitnj ni nst (five ira;/, and that 'some-
thing" is the disk of the Vent. This Vent is not
only to prevent explosions of the drum, but also to
jn-ftunt strain intf oft/ie Ifrattr Joints anil the
bnvnin<i ont of the lienerfttnr (oil. No greater
harm is involved in the bursting t'f the disk of this

Vent than its small cost, and the few minutes' time
taken to screw in another Vent, and that by hand.

M.\NUFACTURED AND SOLD ONt-Y BY

WILLIAM C. BAKER, successor to the Baker Heater Co., 143 Liberty St., New York.

The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump "Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

Wood Working Machinery
for

Car Builders.

The use of this improved Car Brace Cuttingf-Off Saw in
any car shop, means a saving: in time and labor in the cutting
of freight car braces that should command the attention of

Master Mechanics to the exclusion of any other method of doing
the work.

For your information, we would state that we manufac-
ture the most complete line of Car Shop Tools, which we will

be pleased to have you investigate when next in the market
for machinery.

J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing: Locomotives and Coaclies

-with

Rogers' Railway Specialties

Rogfers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogers' Locomotive Jacliet Enamel.
Rog'ers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.

Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting.

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, Mich.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible' or 'Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Standard" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Walk-Over" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER JIAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

JHE "CRANE" AIR BRAK£
Is in operation on some of the

most prominent railroads

in the country.

ENGINEER'S VALVE.

We Manufacture a Full Line of Repair

Parts for all Maizes of Air Bralces.

Send for Price List.

Orane Company. Chicago.
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PEDRICK & AYER CO.
M. DHII A rkCI DMI A DA

1001
Hamilton
Street,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

AIR ENGINE

For Driving: Portable

Tools, Wheel Lathes

and Drills.

Special

Tools
for

Railroad

Repair

Shops.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR -Driven by a

belt, regulates itself au-

tomatically, malutalu-
iiiK the pressure wltlilu

thrir paunils at auy de
sir<(i iKiiut; eonipouud-
<'d aud water jacketed;
will supply air at less

tliau liaiJE the cost for
fuel of brake punips.
Kuus ouly so long as air

is beiug used. Delivers
44 cubic feet of free air
per rniuute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little ot that. Case Dusl-Proof.

s We have a Steel-Back Binder,

N something: new and substantial.

5 No cutting: or Punching Papers.

5 Price, $1.00,
^xx.vxxx^^xx^^'A^vx^\\^^N\v^^vxA^VA^^^v^^v^\v^\v

CiX^eX^i«^MCsVA.'X'X^;C^NWWCX*:»A:X^"^\VN\VX\X^

ISf" We have a Good, Cheap ^

Binder, price, 25 cts.— holds ^

a year's numbers. ^

l^>r
<i

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, 256 B'dway, New York.

f^r)f$? f$»r$> rjfflntrt ctrtfttrt rtftftrt ftftftrt ftftftrt rtrtftrtntrt ntrtftrt rJfftrtrt

CUT TH/S OUT

!

Railway Department,

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.,

1525 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago, III.

Please mail to my address a copy of your illus-

trated pamphlet on the TOWER COUPLER.

Keep posted regarding: prog:ress in M. C. B. Couplers,

by watching the Tower, which leads

the procession.

Automatic Molding Machines

For

Reduced

Cost

of

Castings.

For

Improved Quality

of

Castings.

flJKJ'

Pattern set for

Christie Brake
Shoes.

THE TABOH MANUFACTURING CO.,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
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New York Office,

Taylor Buildi

39 Corflandt St.

^ BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTUIIEHS OF

Chicago Office

1534 Marquette BIdg.

Metal H^oi^king Machine Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

ddfO. .all Ic^'^-^'^a^iO's to tt^* Company.

WM,M'CO(,WAY. President.

C.P. KRAUTH. Secretary.

A J. DRAKE. Superintendent.

LLEABLE IRON CASTINGS.
Sole Manufacturer^ Of

TH E" JAN NEY COUPLER
FOR PASStNCtR AND FREIGHT CARS

l
/hr/y en////// S/ V/ 7/y.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. HOWARD, Sec. W. R. THOMAS, Treas. R. M. DIXON, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler

of Westiughouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSF^'^
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THE
otfl t^r) ftrtsTURTEVANT

YSTEM OF

Heating and Ventilation.
This system is particularly adapted to large shops and is in use in

many of the best railroad and locomotive shops in the country.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES.
34 Oliccr St.. Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E. C, Eng.
131 Liberty St., Nem York, N. V. 21 West Mile St., Glasgoic, Scotland.
136 North 3d St., Philadelphia. Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, Berlin, Germanij.
16 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Siceden.

''"- ^-^^'/'-r ^^^^•^ii,:^

•'^' J -'I'
' -'.^^-i*' '^?~-~>^ A^W- '.*'-

Locomot/i/e £n^me(rino /V./-

FOR ROUNDHOUSES.
It removes ice and snow in one-third

the time usually employed, and clears,

buildings of moisture and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives uniform temperature, and

hastens the drying and finishing of

work.

P.ans and Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished.

IT DOES NOT
Pay to attempt to build your own

\

Cranes and Air Hoists. It costs

more. Results are less satistactory.

Buy an improved article and

be pleased.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Hijitiitg Sjmiiiitq (fiiuipiPitt Ctt

1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

Works : Harvey (Chicago Suburb).
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elllllll^llilplllllllw'lllll'

THIS is the only single

^ tube •" Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

•^ ness machine ,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ONLY 24 pieces— less

than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-
u cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new,

one can be put in in five

minutes.

SIMPLER, lighter and

the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

iili*lll#i»P'lllll'

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MAKJITKACXURED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
No, 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^(|l|||,=i|||||ipi|||||ip(il

ai|||||iai|||||ia<IIIIMi|||||)

puT down your road
'-' failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

T ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
'^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same

free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^-illlliiAillllliailllllAilllll)

riM^estieirlhoiui

Is now prepared to fill orders, at an hour's notice, for

One or One Thousand Sets of

Air Brakes for Frelglit Cms,
having, at their New Works, an annual capacity for turn-

ing out Air Brakes for 250,000 Freight Cars, 6,000
Passenger Cars, 10,000 Locomotives ; besides repairs for

the 350,000 Freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000
Locomotives already equipped by

THE WESTINQHOO
AIR,-BRAKE COMPANY.
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Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing.
PRINCIPAL POINTS: simplicity a-d Durability.

Provides for Engine Running: Out of Line.

No Spring:s. Old Gland Used.

Friction Next to Nothing:.

Protracts Life of Rods.

Three Packing: Ring:s for Freig:ht and Switching: En§:ines.

One Packing: Ring: for Passeng:er Eng:ines.

Sectional Metallic Packings for Air Pumps; can be applied without disconnecting.

No charge for trial sets. Send orders to

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 ^ 1226 Betz Bldg., Philadelphia.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 1111 ANO 1412 MANHATTAN BUILDING.

THE
A SWEEPING RECORD!

Over Fifty Thousand Fires Kindled for less than

LESLIE

KINDLER.

Records from six railroads, during the past twelve months, show that throug:h the use of

the LESLIE AUTOMATIC FIRE KINDLER the Cost of Kindling; their Fires

has not varied more than the smallest fraction of a Cent per Fire, month
after month, and that One Car Tank of 6,000 Gallons of Crude Oil will

kindle more Fires than 107 Car-Loads, or 750 Cords, of Wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

Boston BKLTiNGCo.BsiaMs^.s^s.
JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, Mfg. Agt. & Oen. Man.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
FOR RAILROAD USE.

AIR BRAKK A]\D CAR HEATING HOSE.
WATER. STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.

RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING

2B6, 2S8, S60 Devonshire Street. BOSTOX.
14 Soith Fourth St., PUILADELl'ltlA.

.'>! Decatur Street, ATLAXTA, Ga.
1»0 Chnmbera Street, yElf TOItK.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRA.\CISCO, Cat.
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COOZE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHIITE CO. "-^Sfr""'
(Formerly Danfortb IjocomotiTe & Slacliln* Coi)

JOHN S. COOKE, President & Gen. Man.
FRED. W. COOKE, Vice-President.
WM. BERDAN, See'y & Treas.

SPaterson,
N.J.

New York Office,
45 BROADWAY,
H- A. ALLEN Aaent

Rhode Island Locomotioc Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Feli.x M.-^son, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. CHAriN, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe. Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

iNTos- 31-33 I^'lzie Street.

tral.^

if^-^-- .
'

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tii and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.
Propositions, with Specifications and Piiotographs, promptly furnislied on bona fide inquiry.

J..tTL L-al^.^^'t-l,
*:*<^^^1^rS^ii

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ManufacturtTs of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Acme SiogleA Doable Antomatlc Bolt Cntters

Cutting from }4 in- to 6 in. diam.

.\lso, Separate Heads and Dies.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

805

Latrobe Steel Works,

Ti
MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

E
LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

main Office and Works, Latrobe, Pa.
Branrh Office,

Bullitt Building, Philadelphia.
Chica:;o Office,

Western Union Building.
New Yorlt Office,

Home Life Insurance Building.

St. Louis Office,
Cnlon Trust Building.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
at^ret'ahlf tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEtM Ml
AND VJLVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

BriANcHES :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

FLATTURRET LATHEI

Ttrnws
STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS. ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method—Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.



ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Lccomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to pauKes and tem-
plates after standard designs or to railroad compaules' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class i)erfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CJ L_l 1 1 l_J i I 1_J 1—1 1_J l__l lJ'ft# STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESVETS FOR EVERV VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, J5 Gold Street, New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,
Vice-Pres. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES
OF

STANDARD
DESIGN
FOR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
on FROM

DESI&NS
FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 15 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Dunkirk, n. v.

M. L. HiNMAN Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gkoss, Vioe-Pres. Datid Russell, Supt.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to tiie Pres. T. M. Hkquembourg, Sec'y H. Tandy, Ass't Supt.
Builders of Locomotive Engines for any re-

quired service from our own designs

or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work
fully guaranteed.

Compound
LocomotiDes

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

PAXJTu S. HEKTVES, Philadelphia.
" ZV^ i( LOCOMOTIVE and CAR BEARINGS

1 CASTINGS. ' \ A SPECIALTY.
BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from H lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Couplers. Links aud
Fins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses, Roble Jacks.
Ir<m Founders and Machinists. Riehle Bros.
Testing Machine Co., Store, 19 N. 6th Street,

Philadelphia; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. £>. Give name of book and author, and tue can furnish any book ivantcd. The list

below is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All booki sent by miil freefor price nxm:d, unless otherwise stated.

A Library of Steam Eiigiiivtriii^;. Keli-

reiibatch. 1895. The hitfst ami the best u.-ok on
Steam Engineering. Illustrates and explainsevery
kind of steam engineering, stationary. )i>ooniotive
and marine. Has chapters on the matheniatiis of
steam engineering, covering all possihie puints.
but in plain figures. No "higher" nialheUKiiics
used. Can be understood by any man with a eom-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
engineering. Highly recommended, soo page's.
Price $3.00

Air-Brake Cuteclils*ii . Conger. 1895. This
is Conger's "Air Brake and Signal Instructions"'
rewritten and improved, conljiining theair-biake
and signal instructions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions for air-biake
instruction. This is the latent and best book on
air brakes. Issued Novendjcr 1, 1^95. Price. ..^SSe,

% % %
Alr-Brake fractieo. Phelan. 1890. The

only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket SJ.UO

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.
1893. A flrst-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

American Foundry Practice. West. 1889,
Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical
man $'4.50

Appleton's Encyclopedia of Applied
Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotivk Engineering
for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

i i i
Buildings and Structures of American

Railroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-
tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of
any class used bv American railn»ads $7.50

i i i
Car Bnilder^s Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand "illustrations S5.00

i ^ i
Car Lubricution. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1.00

Catecbism uf tlie l<ocomuiive> Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to
have it $3,50

Compound I^ocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in
use $3.00

Diseases of the Air-Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have $1.00

Elnffineer*B Catectiism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary "Engineers, and good-JiSc,

^ i i
Enigineer^s Pocket-Book. Traiitwein. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of
Information $5.00

lOngineiiienN Guide, Time aiifl Puikt^l-
Book. Kinne. 1892. Uulesof procedure in abreak-
down. for handling air. etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i %
Kiiginemen^s Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

Evolution of tlie Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A iirief but coniprehciisive liistory of the de-
velopment of the modi rn railroad lirake, from the
earliest conceptiim contained in the simple lever.
up to, and includiug, the most approved forms tif

the preseut day $1.00

Haswell^s Engineer''s Pocket-Book. 1893.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.oo

Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.
Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-
neering education $^.50

Indicator Practice and Steam Bngine
Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $a.00

Key to Steani Engineering. Williams.
1893. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c,

Link and Valve Motions. Auchlncloss.
13th Kditlon. Ju&t lievised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject $'*.00

i i
Locomotive Catechism* (irimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1.300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. FuUv
illustrated $a.00

Locomotive Engine-Running and man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-
ing, Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $3.00

Locomotive Running Repairs. Hitch-
cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
Modern Liocomotlve Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1893. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to drauphtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
andelaborate $10.00

i i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engineer-

ing. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with cloth. The best hinder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder asc.

Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Kogeis. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line SSSc.

i i i
Practice ami Theory ot the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inieet-
ors $1.50

i i i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo*

tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1693.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

i %
Railway Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rules of Interchange. The code of rules
governinu' the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c.

Simple Liestons in Dra^vinfi;. for tile
Shop. Reyncvlds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Slide Valve Gear*. Ilalsey. Third edition.
1894. The plainest book on the slide valve Full
of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.60

i i
standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

April. I89r). The code adopte<1 by the American
Railway Assoclati<m. In almost general use as a
basis. The authority on train operating. ..$1-00

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

The Engineer's Epitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c.

The Mechanical Kngineer's Pocket
Booh. Kent. 1S95. A reference book of rules,

tables, data and formula? for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

% i
The Modrrn Slaclilnist. Ustier. 1895. A

practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by 2.^7 engravings Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special

tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book is one that every
mechanic should have $'4.50

The Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe

movement of trains $l.!45

What an Engineer Should Know
About Electricity. Tloueh 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-

ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
little book 5"C'

Address

New Boolcg will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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